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Editorial

The Conference on Ion Implantation Technology held in the University of Surrey, Guildford
from July 30th to August 3rd, 1990 was the eighth in a series of conferences. It was
co-sponsored by the Institute of Physics (UK) and the University of Surrey, together with a
large number of other, mainly industrial, sponsors from many countries. It is worth noting that
the first conference in this series has been attributed to Salford in 1977 which in fact was also
sponsored and organised by the Institute of Physics and the Universities of Salford and Surrey
with the proceedings published as Low Energy Ion Beams in the Institute of Physics Con-
ference Series (no. 38) in 1978. Subsequently conferences were held in Trento (1978), Kingston
(1980), Berchtesgaden (1982), Burlington (1984), Berkeley (1986) and Kyoto (1988).

The scope of the conference, as always, was broad with no parallel sessions, and was divided
into eight oral and three poster s.'ssions. The conference began with overviews of the
applications of ion implantation, both looking back and to the future. The subsequent sessions
then dealt with problems of real-time processing, throughput and yield, and developments of
ion sources, beam transport systems and advanced machines. New applications of ion implan-
tation into semiconductors and future trends completed the technical coverage of the con-
ference.

About 350 people attended, some 250 of who,a came from 32 countries other han the UK.
There were 54 oral papers presented. 14 of them invited, plus 200 poster papers, ensuring that
the technical content of the conference was well covered. A special feature was the guest lecture
by J.H. Freeman, of ion source fame, who spoke on Ion Beams in Retrospect, which was a
fascinating look back on the development of the subject of this conference. Several other
activities, characteristic of these conferences, were included at Guildford. A three-day School
on Ion Imp!anittion Science and Technology was held immediately before the conference,
26th-28th July, which attracted over 100 participants. During the conference there was a most
impressive exhibition in the Great Hall of the University with 37 exhibitors demonstrating their
recent products to a very interested audience.

The success of the conference was due to the enthusiasm, not only of the organising and
programming committees headed by the Chairman and Co-Chairman, the Conference Secre-
tary and his secretary, but also to the enthusiastic cooperation of the participants and the
members of the International Committee who ensured that there was generous financial and
other support from 22 companies, and other organisations, including Elsevier Science Pub-
lishers, whilst CEI-Europe/Elsevie provided prizes for the best poster in each session.

There were of course many others who contributed to ensure that IIT'90 ran smoothly, both
technically and socially; these included many colleagues both in the Department of Electronic
and Electrical Engineering and elsewhere in the University, their relatives and friends.

In producing these proceedings the guest editors need to acknowledge the freely given help
of the many referees and the response of the authors to requests for revisions as well as the
support of the staff of the publishers, North-Holland Physics. However, this help would have
been of no avail but for the support provided by Brenda Kirk and Jan Whitcombe who coped
admirably with the demands of five guest editoi3.

The next, 9th Conference in the series will be held in 1992 at the University of Gainesville,
Florida, at a time to be decided, under the joint chairmenship of Kevin Jones and Geoff
Ryding.

K.G. STEPHENS
for the Guest Editors
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Special invited talk: Ion beams in retrospect

"4'

The implantatien of semiconductor devises as a manufacturing routine is a relatively recent
development. But there is a much longei-stand ig tradition of scientific interest in the
production of focussed beams of hea ' ions ad in the various ways in which they interact with
surfaces. This has its origins in Goldsteins 1886 description of "Kanalstrahlen" in an electric
discharge. However, the real significance of this - almost inadvertent - observation of
collimated beams of energetic ions only became apparent in I- I when J.J. Thomson described
the detailed behaviour of such "positive rays" in his parabola-ray apparatus. He gave a
convincing explanation of the phenomenon of ionisation and he provided a pioneering account
of ion implantation when he noted that: "some of the atoms constituting the positive rays seem
to enter a metal against which they strike and either combine with the metal or get absorbed by
it", The intensity of these ion beams was evidenced by his description of the extent of the
"spluttering" in his apparatus, as well as by his report of the effects of ion bombardment in the
presence of reactive gases. Despite these striking observations, the overwhelming interest in
beams of heavy ions in :e following years was directed to the development of mass
spectrometers for studies 110isotope abundance and atomic weight. Although a number of
groups did in fact achieve the mass separation of small, but measurable, amounts of various
isotopes during the 1930s, the first major advance in heavy-ion accelerators resulted from the
requirements in the United States in the early 1940s for substantial quantities of highly
enriched 235U. Under the inspired direction of E.O. Lawrence this led to a programme of
machine development on a quite unprecedented scale. It resulted in the construction of over
1000 massive electromagnetic isotope separators ("calutrons") each with an ion beam capability
of tens or even hundreds of milliamperes. Although this enterprise ended in 1945 when
d,f/usion was chosen as the preferred route for uranium enrichment, a small number of the
calutrons remained in use to meet the nuclear physics' needs for modest quantities of an
extensive range of isotopically enriched nuclides. This same requirement also led to the
construction of a variety of low-current, heavy-ion accelerators elsewhere, notably in Europe.
To a large extent it is these ion-source and accelerator developments which provided the
foundation for the now commonplace use of intense beams of heavy ions in induw trial-scale
implantation.

J.H. FREEMAN
British Embassy, 35 Rue du Faubourg St. HonorS,

75383 Paris Cedex 08, France
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Section 1. Overviews

Ion implantation in bipolar technology *

Chris Hill and Peter Hunt
Plessey Research Caswell Ltd. Caswell, Tow(ester, Northantv NNI2 8EQ, UK

Over the past 15 years. ion implantation has increased its role in advanced bipolar integrated circuit technology from zero to
80-90% of the doping steps The history of this change is briefly described, and the technical reasons for fabrication of each
component using ion implantation are discussed. During the next decade, considerable further improvements in speed and packing
density of bipolar integrated circuits will be achieved by the adoption of novel structures and materials. Some likely applications of
ion implantation in this context are descr'bed

I., Introduction ductor emitter and collector regions is controlled by
modulating the potential barriers associated with an

Ion implantation was a doping technique with many intervening narrow base region of opposite sermconduc-
years experience behind it when it first started to be tor type. Schematic diagrams of a basic n-p-n tran-
used in integrated circuit fabrication in the early 1970s sistor and its associated load resistor are shown in fig.
The basic science and engineering required to build la. A voltage applied between emitter and collector
machines of high doping uniformity and purity, and the contact results in no significant current flow until the
materials scic.ice of fabrication of MOS and bipolar potential barrier of the emitter-base n-p junction is
devices were all well-established prior to 1970, and lowered by applying an appropriate voltage between
successful devices had been demonstrated. All this nec- base contact and emitter Electrons are then emitted
essary science and engineering infrastructure was funded into the p-type base region, across which they diffuse as
not by the semiconductor industry, but mainly by minority carriers into the depletion layer associated
Government funded programmes in the UK and USA with the base-collector p-n junction, where the junc-
as a spin-off from the mass-separator and ion-defect tion field accelerates then into the collector. Ideally, no
programmes associated with the development of nuclear current flows in the control loop (base-emitter), but in
power. The capital cost and novelty of ion implantation, real devices some holes always recombine with elec-
and the adequacy of che:imical deposition techniques for trons, either in the base itself, in the oxide-semiconduc-
the low complexity circuits then fabricated, delayed tor interface, in the emitter-base depletion region, or in
incorporation of ion implantation into IC technology the emitter This gives rise to a small hole current i (fig.
until the mid-70s. Once incorporated in process lines, lb). An important parameter of a bipolar transistor is
the techtique rapidly found many applications To un- the current gain, the ratio of the output :urrent I to the
derstand how this happened in bipolar technology,, this control current t. Typical steady state values of gain are
paper briefly describes some characteristic features of 50-200. High values of gain, especially for low values of
the bipolar transistor (section 2), the increasing impor- 1, are necessary for efficient low power bipolar circuits,
tance of ion implantation in the evolution of bipolar and this requires optimised vertical dopant distribution
technology to date (section 3), the advantages and dis- profiles in emitter, base and collector, a low density of
advantages of ion implantation in fabricating each re- recombination at surfaces and in the bulk, and high
gion of the bipolar circuit (section 4) and lastly some quality p-n junctions.
exciting new possibilities for ion implantation in future Switching speed is of paramount importance in bi-
bipolar technologies (section 5). polar transistors since this is their main advantage over

MOS transistors. The switching speed is determined by
the total time taken to ti.i ister charge backwards and

2. Characteristics of the bipolar transistor forwards across the device, and this is made up of a
number of weighted time constants (t- wRC) assoct-

The bipolar transistor is a three-terminal current ated with the resistance R and capacitance C of various
valve in which the current flow between the semicon- components of the structure (fig. lc), plus the trans,t

Iidartime tf for electrons to cross the base region. The whole
SInvited paper. history of improvement in switching speed in bipolar
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2 C. Hill, P. Hunt / Ion implantation in bipolar technology

i W bipolar devices have never been tied to photohtho-
graphic resolution, as the equivalent dimension, channel
length, has always been in MOS devices, typically base

U' widths have remained a factor of ten smaller than MOS
N, channel lengths. At very high switching speeds, the gain

of bipolar devices falls, and a convenient figure of merit
is the unity gain frequency fT at which I/i = 1. Very
roughly, an optimised circuit can be usefully run at

C sill clock speeds of about fT/ 10 .
Su strate An important consequence of the narrow base re-

P- -gions of bipolar devices is their sensitivity to vertical

line defects [2], By acting either as rapid diffusion
routes for emitter dopant or as precipitation sites for
metals, one such defect can electrically short emitter to

LOW" collector, destroying transistor action. The short transit
,uistor times, also mean, however, that bipolar devices can be

very tolerant of recombination centres within the base
con 0 ........ . region.

Sn 0 3. Implantation in bipolar technology 1970-1990

Although Shockley patented the concept of forming
Se stntI the bipolar base by ion implantation as early as 1954

[3], the first decade of planar bipolar integrated circuits
development (1965-1975) proceeded almost entirely
without the use of implantation. A transistor structure

RL characteristic of the end of this era is shown in fig. 2a.
MAll the selectively dopen areas were fabricated by a

chemical deposition of dopant (usually in compour

form) followed by a higher temperature "driven-ii.
RBx RBI C e 3 _ stage in which the dopant penetrated laterally and verL.-

RC - cally into the single crystal silicon. This approach is
¢ --- adequate and cost effective (and still used) where geom-

etries are undemandingly large (> 3 [tm) and base
widths are sufficiently wide (> 0.5 j~m) that doping

"LJ variations do not significantly change the base width
( .The need for implantation arose when attempts to fur-

ther increase fT from 0.7 GHz by narrowing the boron
Fig. I Schematic sections through a simple VLSI bipolar base under a phosphorus emitter resulted in irrepro-
transistor and load resistor, showing (a) the distribution of the ducible high resistance bases [4], resulting from base
doped regions. (b) the current flows and depletion layers compensation by a fast-diffusing phosphorus " tail" in
(hatched) under forward bias conditions, and (c) the resis- the emitter profile [5]. It was already known that this
tances and capacitances arising from the doped silicon regions
and the depletion layers, respectively, which contnbute RC effect could be avoided by the use of high concentration
time delays to the speed with which the transistor can be arsenic emitters u--ing either a solid arsenic doped

switched on and off germanosilicate glass [6] or a metallic arsenic vapour []
as doping source. These techniques were not satisfac-
tory for production; however, ion implanted arsenic

circuits has been associated with reducing these three emitter,, were satisfa.tory, if followed by a high temper-
pdiameters R, C and ft. attire heat treatment to anneal the damage, to move the

The fabrcation techniques universally used for bi- emitter-base jlnction away from the implanted region
polar trar,'stors (fig. 1a) give intrinsicary low transit by solid state diffusion, and to create the steep-fronted
times tf, because of the narrow base widths attainable arsenic depth profile characteristic of high concentra-
by controlling the vertical spacing of emitter, base and tion arsenic diffusion [8]. The availability of commercial
collector through controlling the vertical dopant profiles ion implanters, developed initially in Government
which constitute these regions. Thus, base widths in laboratories as a spin-off from the large UK and USA

./
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... 1975

1 ,-.. E Sll B 3 C,, ,,

Emitter
"p" Base

2 P 2prm 2 Channel stop

Poly ,2 Oxide 1989
Pol Ii Emitter

• i'!" "; . ",Base
N''';.. " Channel stop

Buried N+

Base contact

2. 11M Collector contact

_\. . ... Resistor

Fig 2. Schematic sections through silicon integrated circuit bipolar transistor structures, showing the evolution of the structures over
the first 15 years and the gradual incorporation of ion implantation for fabricating the doped regions (A) Structure typical of the
mid-1970s. (B) structure typical of the eaily 1980s and (C) a 1989 one-micron feature size structure Numbered regions are those
doped by ion implantation (1) polysilicon emitter (As), (2) channel stop (B), (3) base (B): (4) buried n + collector (As); (5) collector

contact (P): (6) polysilicon resistor (P or As), (7) base contact (B)
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Table I
Summary of the incorporation of ion-implanted doped regions into silicon bipolar integrated circuit technology The table shows each
region of the transistor, the dopant used, the approximate implant energy range and dose range, the typical date of incorporation and
the fieqluency of usage of implantation in modern process technology.

BPLRDVCREINDopant Energy ___ Dose _____ Timescale __Usage

(30 30.50 >70 <1014 1 1>101~r5  --75 85-1 Fw Most

Buried N*Collector As,Sb/ '/ < 47

Channel Stop B/ ,

Collector contact P

Isolation B $,,w </ //

Base B /'' /K

Base contact / X
Single XSTL B / /' ~

"oysicon B i,

Emitter //

Single XSTL As I A
Polysilicon As /// /'

Rs Str ingle XSTL B ;/ j/
ruiyslicon BP ,/ "

Table 2
Characteristics and advantages of implantation as a doping source for each region of the bipolar integrated circuit, as compared with
the alternative chemical sources shown The size of the plus and minus iigns indicates the relative advantage or disadvantage of
implantation: zero indicates no advantage or disadvantage.

Region of Bipolar Advantages of Ion Implantation Source Alternative Source
Circuit Structure Doping Depth Dose Auto. Colie Defect Solid Gas Surface
to be Fabricated Element Control Control Registi. mation density Ui*M Glass

Buried N4Collector As, Sb 0 + + 0 + (AsSiO)

Collector Contact P 0 0 + 0 0 POCL 3 *POCL 3 *(PSiO)

Isolation Doping
1. p-nJunction only B 0 0 +I 0 0 BN -* (B0H) -(BSiO)
2. Oxide+ Channel stop B 0 + + 0 - BN -op (BOH) -(BSiO)
3. Trench +Channel stop B 0 4+ + + - BN -ap (BOH -(BSiO)

Base B + + *+ - - BN -4- (BOH) -0(BSiO)

Base contact
Single XSTL B + + + 0 0 BN -*. (BOH) -- ,(BSiO)
Polysilicon B + + 4+ 0 0 Deposited Doped

Emitter Single XSTL As 0 + 0 0 - As - 2p As--*
P*Wyicon As j+ + 0 0 0 Deposited Doped

Resistor -r
Single XSTL B 0 + + 0 0 Bii-- (1 OHr#'01 (BSiO)
Polysilicn B,P j0 + ~ + 0 0 Deposited IDoped
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mass-separator programmes of the 40s and 50s [91, dose control, autoregistration capability, collimation,
enabled production processes incorporating arsenic and defect density produced overall. It can be seen that,
emitters to appear in the late seventies. A crucial devel- as compared with alternative doping sources, ion im-
opment for this application was the development of the plantation has considerable advantages in most char-
stable high current Freeman ion source [101, which acteristics for the fabrication of most bipolar compo-
made the high implantation doses required by emitters nents. In particular, dose control and autoregistration
(5 X 10"s-2 x 1016 ions/cm2 ) a commercial possibility, capability are t,-e two characteristics which have en-

Once implantations were installed in process lines, sured the replacement of most other doping methods by
and damage annealing techniques were established, the ion implantation. The precise dose control not only
advantages of ion implantation for doping other regions guarantees a reproducible, transferable process for the
was discovered. In parallel with this, other aspects of number of ions in each bipolar component, but also.
bipolar technology had been changed to achieve higher through the dopant-concentration dependence of solid
speeds and packing densities so that a typical transistor state diffusion, guarantees the precise location of the
of the early 80s was as shown in fig. 2b. The emitter is p-n junctions. Autoregistration, in which the same pho-
still arsenic-implanted, but the implant is into a poly- toengraved feature is used successively to define several
silicon overlayer from which out-diffusion into the single selectively doped regions. allows much denser packing
crystal occurs during anneal, thus enabling very shallow of components than the alignment tolerances between
emitter regions of low edge capacitance to be fabricated successive photolithographic steps would normally al-
independently of impact energy and damage. An im- low. Ion implantation, being a ballistic rather than a
planted base allows even narrower base widths to be thermal doping technique, allows the use of organic
achieved reproducibly. Recessed oxide isolation, replac- photoresist layers as sacrificial doping barriers, thus
ing traditional p-n lunction isolation, reduces capaci- enormously simplifying self-alignment strategies. In ad-
tance Cd, and increases packing density. Ion implanta- dition to these general advantages, there are aspects of
tion made this important change possible, by facilitat- ion implantation particular to each component fabrica-
ing the fabrication of a precisely doped channel stop tion, examp!es of which will now be briefly described.
region under the oxide, which prevented the occurrence
of n-type surface channels in the silicon substrate 4.2 Trench isolation
material adjacent to the oxide Segregation of boron
during thermal oxidation and the polarity of o:ade The deep oxide-filled trenches shown in fig. 2c need
charge favour the formation of such channels in p-type a channel stop region at the bottom as shown The
substrates doped below 10"1/cm. collimation characteristic' of ion implantation is ideal in

Considerable further development during the 80s has this application, since before filling, the deep narrow
resulted in modern structures similar to that shown trench can be precisely doped at its base by a boron
,chematically in fig. 2c. Use of self-alignment tech- implant at 900 to the wafer surface The defects created
niques in emitter, base and isolation, and the addition by this implant have to be very carefully controlled,
of an implanted boron polysilicon base contact, pro- however, since they are well placed to act as dislocation
duces a very compact, low capacitance emitter-base sources if mechanical stresses act on the trench region
structure. Ion implantation is used for all the other Such stresses arise inevitably from the trench-filling
selective doping steps, i e. in deep trench isolation chan- processes and associated heat treatments. With careful
nel stop, in buried n * collector, in collector contact., engineering of dose, energy and anneal, an adequate
and in polysilicon resistor fabrication The reductions in dislocation-free channel stop can he fabricated [12].
device area, capacitance and resistance thus achieved
enabled circuits with fF = 12 GHz, clock frequency 2 4.3. Base region
GHz and arrays of 100000 resistors to be fabricated
successfully [11]. A summary of the introduction of ion In this case, the collimation characteristic of ion
implantation into bipolar component fabrication, with implantation is unwanted, and can give rise to different
typical doses and energies used, is given in table 1. lateral penetration distances on either side of the base

implant window [13] This occurs because, in order to
avoid channelling down major crystal directions, the

4. Characteristics and adiantage, of ion implantation for implant beam is usually misaligned with the wafer
each region of the modern bipolar circuit surface normally by a few degrees. Line-of-sight

shadowing by one mask edge but not by the other can
4 1. Characteristics and advantages then produce lateral spreads in ratios up to 1.8 (fig. 3).

The depth control of ion implantation, coupled with its
A summary of these is given in table 2. The main easy self-alignment can, however, be used to great effect

characteristics of a doping technique are depth, control, in achieving very narrow reproducible base regions, as

I. OVERVIEWS
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boron tail profile can be electrically compensated. thus
teffectively narrowing the base region with little loss of

S ,,total integrated base electrical dose This technique has
Boron Imptant been used to increase f1 from 12 GHz to 20 GHz with

Niride little deleterious effect on other circuit properties 114].

Oxide 4 4 Emitter region

As can be seen from table 2, the main advantage of
ion implantation is the precise Lontrol of a high dose of

---- 6 arsenic. In modern devices, this implant is into poly-
silicon, and the final depth of the n--p junction is

02lim 0.2m pin determined by the solid state diffusion occurring in
Fig 3 Experimentally measured two-dimensional depth distri- emitter (arsenic) and base (boron) regions during the
butions of boron after implantation at 70 to the surfaie emitter anneal. This approach to shallow junction for-
normal through a window in the masking layers shown The
boron concentration contours cover the range I V 1019
atom/cm (1) to I ×101 atorn/cm' (6) The difference in
lateral penetration of dopant beyond the right and left hand ProcessingTemp 'C

mask edges i, 0 1 im 1400 1200 1000 800 700 600 500

shovn in fig. 4 The natural shape of the boron implant 3
profile, which in a single crystal matrix always has some
channelled tail. prevents unlimited reduction of base 1 / 1
width by simply reducing implant energy. However, by 2
implanting a precisely placed dose of phosphorus 0001lt
through the emitter ,,indow, the critical region of the I

21 
0___________

Polly Single
SiliconCrystal

19 Siheci Siioi~~~i ~~~~.2 -A/ XX \x.

N '

17- /// 6 ",7'%., "<N ',xk

.6 8 10 1215 - N10 13 K

N P' N
Heat Base Width

Treatment Microns Year

0 Depth (microns) 0 8 (1) 0.2 1975
Fig 4. Concentration -depth profiles through the emitter- 0.1 1985
base-collector region of a high performance bipolar transistor 0.06 1990
showing the use of a buried phosphorus implant to electrically G) 0,03 1995
compensate the channelled tail of the boron base implant and Fig 5 Time-temperature map showing the region for full
so obtain a narrower base region The carrier concentratioii anneal of a 40 keV low dose boron implant superimposed on
profiles in the arsenic-implanted polysilicon plus single crystal curves giving the loci of time- temperature schedules which
n-type emitter region, the boron implanted p-type base region, redistribute a 1016 40 keV arsenic implant by the diffusion
and the epitaxial n collector are shown by bold lines, the distances (3fft - ) shown The numbered locations 1-3 show
compensating phosphorus implant is shown by a light dotted typical heat treatments used in emitter-base anneal as bipolar
line. For comparison, the bold dotted line shows the carrier technology has evolved: location 4 shows the subsecond heat
profiles in the base-collector region in an unimproved device treatment necessary to anneal future narrower bases, if direct

(after Wilson (141). implantation of boron is still used (after Hill [151)
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mation is increasingly favoured, and base contact (boron ing densities increase, and a proposed future technology
in polysilicon or silicide) and even the base itself (co- based on half-micron feature sizes and ,xide-isolated
diffusion of arsenic and boron from polysilicon) are collector contact with a total device area of 4 mtm2 is
being seriously investigated. The reason for this is the expected to have a unity gain frequency f, of 30-35
increasingly difficulty of removing implant anneal GHz [11]. The role of implantation will still be essen-
damage while restricting broadening of the narrow tially that shown for the one-micron device of fig. 2c.
emitter and base regions by solid state diffusion. The Future improvements are possible, both in simplifi-
different activation energies of anneal and diffusion cation of the bipolar technology and in even faster
have enabled rapid thermal annealing to solve this switching circuits, using novel technologies. One sim-
problem for present technology (location 3, fig. 5), but plification is the replacement of the implanted collector
shorter anneal times are probably impractical. Using plus epitaxial silicon overgrowth, by a diiectly im-
the implant to achieve a precise dose. and trapping the planted collector into the silicon substrate In the past,
implant defects within a polycrystalline overlayer, is a the combination of high dose (5 x 10l ions/cm2 ) and
very attractive alternative, high energy (5 MeV phosphorus) required ruled out this

approach. The lateral shrinkage of device geometriec:
below one micron has reduced bth dose and energy

5. ion implantation in future bipolar development requirements to a level that can be achieved using
recently developed MeV implanters, as shown in table

Analysis of the contribution, to delay in switching of 3. The reduction in implant energy follows from the
modern bipolar integrated circuits [11,161 shows that vertical shrinkage of the device implemented to achieve
the major time delays ire in the extrinsic components, higher switcling speeds. The large teduction in dose
particularly in the resistance-capacitance products as- shown in table 3 arises from the lessening influence of
sociated with the load resistance R1. and the extrinsic collector resistance R(- on device speed as compared
collector capacitance Ccj and load capacitance C. with the load resistance Rt. which must increase as
Evolutionary improvements in these time delays will operating currents decrease to maintain the same output
arise mainly from decreasing component areas as pack- signal. Very low current circuit designs, as CML (cur-

Table 3
Factors, determ.ning the implant dose and energy required to fabricate a phosphorus buried n ' collector by direct implantation ii
three different bipolar circuits As operating currents decrease, the value of load resistance to generate a required signal voltage
increases, thus enabling the resistance of the buried i ' collector in series to also increase with no significant performance penalty.

Parameter High speed Low power
Circuit type Emitter-coupled logic Current-mode logic

Geometry' one half half
micron micron micron

Emitter-collector current 1, [mA 1 0 3 003

Signal voltage E/ [V] 06 06 0.2

Load resistor R, [12] 600 2000 6667

Total allowable collector series
resistance R( = 0 3R1 [192] 180 600 2000

Epitaxial collector resistance R, [012 50 300 300

Collector contact resistance R, [121 2 2 2

Maximum allowable buried collector
resistance R, ( = R( - RI - Rl)[S21 128 298 1698

Maximum allowable buried n'
sheet resistance S [10/, 128 298 1698

Implant conditions to fabricate a buried n layer
with the above S value underlying a surface region 0 4 tm
deep with dopant concentration <-5 x 1016/cm'.
Phosphorus dose [ions/cm21 I X 10i 3 x10' 7x 10"
Energy [keV] 800 700 600

I OVERVIEWS
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Base Contact Emitter Contact do so for the forseeable ft,ture. Bipolar technologies of

eta the next decade may well incorporate MeV implanta-
tion and implanted compound synthesis of SiO 2 and

PCr 312. In shallow junction fabrication, implantation
into overlayers to combine the precise dose of implanta-

... ". tion with the defect-free steep p--n junctions character-
Cyt istic of high concentration diffusion from a polycrystal-

line source will probably be favoured.
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Application of ion implantation in submicron CMOS processes *
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Siemens AG, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, 8000 Mtinchen 83, Germany

Ion implantation is an essential technology for the development of submicron CMOS processes The most important applications
of ion implantation in a CMOS process are. (1) well formation, (2) threshold voltage control of MOS active and parasitic transistors,
(3) drain engineering of transistor, (4) formation of n', p+ areas. (5) breakup of native oxides by ion mixing and (6) doping of
3-dimensional structures like DRAM cells. Recent developments in these topics, which are reviewed in this paper, include
optimization work based on conventional implantation technology as well as new implantation techniques like MeV implantation,
parallel-scan implantation and large-tilt-angle implantation

I. Introduction controlled leakage (punchthrough) both in active and
isolation devices. Also vertical punchthrough between

Ion implantation is used for most doping stets in devices in a well with opposite doping than the sub-
VLSI The scaling of CMOS devices into the neep strate and the substrate has to be avoided. In DRAMs
submicron range sets new challenges for the optimiza- with depletion-type trench capacitors, especially high
tion of implantation technology. The design rules of 16 p-well doping levels are necessary to suppress
Mbit DRAMs. which are now in pilot production, have punchthrough between adjacent trenches [1] and to
moved down to 0.5-06 lim. All impurity doping steps reduce the soft error tate due to alpha particles [2] The
(see fig. 1) have to be optimized to improve device latch-up problem inherent in CMOS technology has to
performance, particularly isolation and transistor per
formance. The development of 3-dimensional DRAM --
cells requires the implantation doping of 3-dimensional 90 91 92 93 94

structures. Design Rule (p n) 0,5 03
This paper re,,iews the most important applications DRAM Product 16M 64M

of ion imp!antation in modern CMOS processes and the Thl
present work on process optimization concerning im- (€oncerning

Implaniation)

purity doping and new implantation techniques in plantaion
" Well formation

CMOS processes Furthermore, defect problems in Conventional
CMOS processes due to implantation damage are dis- Retrograde wells - MeV I.

cussed.
" Isolation LOCOS (high E channel stopper I 2)

shallow Trench Isolation (tIZ a-t

2. W ell formation Trnsisor 100

drain engineering Fully overlapped LD! (tilt angle I ri
In CMOS processes adjustment of bulk doping is 3D irai.stor

usually performed by the formation of n- and p-wells.
When designing the well process, several device issues .n.,p.
have to be taken into account. Surface concentration :L... F ... .4
has to be high enough that sufficient isolation for active o-d --o----m4de

and passive devices can be maintained. Since this is not
always the case, additional shallow implantations such riRAMcel Tench -Adv"-" Dce

as channel implants for active devices and field im- Ige )

plants for isolation areas may be necessary. Bulk con-
centration needs to be at a level to inhibit non-surface- lmplantation ito 3D structures

,.ked

• Invited paper. Fig 1. Technology trends in ion implantation.

0168-583X/91/$03.50 ©-) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) I. OVERVIEWS
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Fig 2. Simulated 2D doping profile of deep n-well, and counter-doped n-well.

be minimized by designing wells with low sheet resis- doped wells (0.6 [tm vs 2 lim). This permits tighter
tances and minimum ft for the parasitic bipolar tran- design rules for n+'-p ' spacing because no isolation
sistors. ,ea is wasted with lowly doped well boundaries The

P- and n-wells can be fabricated in a fairly straight- dependence of isolation properties of the n-well on
forward fashion using two masking steps and low im- separation between well-edge and p junction are shown
plantation energies To achieve the required well depths, in fig. 3 The counterdoped n-well even beats a very
drive-in steps are performed at high temperature (1150- shallow n-well which was driven in with minimum ther-
11900C). Several hours ate needed for DRAMs with mal budget. Well parameters are listed in table 1. High-
trench capacitors because the doping concentration at temperature drive-in steps can be avoided, if higher
the trench bottom in 4 lm depth has to be more than implantation energies are used. MeV implantation has
106 cm- '. In order to reduce the mask count, self-ad- left the development phase and is now entering produc-
justing t-chnologies have been suggested [31 employing tion [5-8]. Besides low-temperature processing, an ad-
a local oxidation process. An even simpler approach is ditionial advantage consists of being able to makc. a
an unmasked p-well implantation followed by the im- retrograde doping profile, in which bulk concentration
plantation of the n-well in masked areas, in which the is much higher than surface concentration. Using this
n-doping counterdopes the p-well, creating a net donor technology, highly doped lasers can be made under-
concentration between 5 X 1016 and 1017 cm - 3 14]. 2D neath field oxide for improved isolation and be made
simulation of the doping profile reveals the advantages underneath active devices for reduced susceptibility to
of this well concept (hg 2) Because the n-well is latch-up [8]. But also conventional or counterdoped well
superimposed on a highly doped p-well background, technologies can produce good results with respect to
well pn junctions are fairly abrupt both in the lateral latch-up [4].
and in the vertical direction The dimension 0" regions Fig 4 shows latch-up data for substrate-triggering of
with low net doping (less than 10 cm- ' net L. mcentra- p-doped wafers (refer to refs. [9-11] for description of
tion) is considerably smaller than in conveitionally characterization method). This trigger mechamm is

dominated by the shunt resistance of the p-substrate
and the p-well. Using thin epi can improve latch-up

- - ,., trigger currents by several orders of magnitude 16 Mbit
- ; DRAMs with deep p-well have a performance equiv-

0P Wet_ owalent to 8 to 14 jim epi-substrate.
v.- w .Trigger currents for well triggering are shown in fig.

S,60 .j. -W., 5. This trigger mechanism is dominated by the shunt

C 202 [Fale I
vg o -1ov Well parameters

Deep Shallow Counterdoped
n-well n-well n-well

Well depth [jim] 4.0 1.5 3
Outdiffusion

from masks edge [jim] 3.5 2.0 05
Vert d, <1 X10 6 Is1m] 2.0 0.9 06

Fig 3. Lateral isolation of n-well. Threshold voltages of FOX- Lat d, < 1 X 1016 [jim] 1.4 0 8 05
transistor for Vd, 0.25 V and V= 10 V at I pA/[xm.

./ .ii
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Itrigger (A/lm) 10E-O41trigger (A/pm)
IV -1V O -0 .. 4v 11 1 __ _ _ -

1.OE-02 8.OE05 ---I--.S_
41pm api °"--0

Lit.1 0 6.0E-06 - Lit, retrograde N-wll
X ' bulk de .p p ell

1.OE-04 .p 4.0105 - unterdodLit 8pmoepi× -0- -- _.. 40EO/unw oe

Li. 14m epi 0 -0 N!wells hallow N-will
1.0E-05 A A 2.OE-05

Lit bulk A Lit. conventional N-well 0
C0--

1.OE-08 __0_.._ _L. . c_ .O1E-00 _ _- - _ ------

0 1 2 3 4 5 a 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

n+ to p separation (um) n+ to p+ separation (prn)

Fig 4 Latch-up' substrate triggering Comparison between Fig. 5 Latch-up well triggering Comparison between own
own data and ref [8]. data and ref [8].

resistance of the n-well. Well trigger currents for con-
ventional deep n-wells are are not much below those of neither turn-on of the parasitic field-effect transistor
MeV-implanted retrograde n-wells down to 4 i.m n -p nor punchthrough between adjacent source/drain areas
spacing. Figs 4 and 5 compare own data with results occurs down to 0.7 ltm separations Due to the different
taken from the literature [8]. Is is evident that carefully segregation behavior of boron and phosphorus during
tuned conventional well technologies can be stretched oxidation, boron concentration underneath the field
to realize n'-p spacings of less than 4 ir, which is oxide is very low whereas phosphorus piles up on the
sufficient for 0.5 lim CMOS processes. For spacings less silicon side of the interface For this reason channel-stop
than 2 lim, however, thin (2 [lm) epi-substrate and implantation is usually not required for PMOS isolation
retrograde wells will be required. areas.

To achieve satisfactory isolation in NMOS areas.
additional channel-stop implants are required. If this

3. Threshold voltage control, MOS active and parasitic implantation is carried out before LOCOS growth,
transistors lateral outdiffusion will increase the doping concentra-

tion in narrow active areas causing higher threshold
Conventional poly-buffered LOCOS isolation can voltages. This narrow width effect can be eliminated by

still be used up to the 16 Mbit DRAM integration level performing the channel-stop implantation after the
[12,131 Maintaining oxide thicknesses of more than 200 LOCOS growth at higher energies (180 keV). Boron
nm becomes difficult with processes where isolation atoms at this energy penetrate 400 to 600 nm field
widths of less than 0 7 [Lm are required. Satisfactory oxide. Isolation properties of both doping techniques
electrical results are shown in fig 6 demonstrating that are compared in fig 6. The narrow-width effect (fig. 7)

Vi (V) at lpA/um Vds-SV VpunCh (V) at iPA/um
14 [ - - --- -- ---- 14 -T T- -

I . pi .. ... , lbs~.

8 - ------ . VbQV 8.. 8,- ,K . . . . -

4 - "anr Stp _~~t n , , Channel, Stop Imp, ntat, n

I *Mlt 1 0 -l ' .aft., LOCOS

a- Sl ,I 1 [_0 2---I U i J LOCO

0- I~ -------- Ezrz~z
0 02 04 06 08 I 12 14 16 18 2 22 24 0 02 04 06 08 I 12 14 16 18 2

FOX Length (urn) FOX Length (urn)

Fig 6 Threshold voltage (a) and punchthrough (b) of parasitic FOX-transistor. Isolation can be maintained down to 0 7 [Lm
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vt (v) gions is crucial for reliability improvement. Therefore
_____I- the shadowing of the LDD implantation at the gate

ohanne before LOCOS edge, which gives rise to asymmetric transistors with

''laafter LOCO rnS nonoverlap between gate ind source/drain, has to be

avoided by rotating the wafers at the LDD implantation
15 ------- P--,, -. ---- -- - I [171. Optimization of deep submicron (L. = 0.25 ig)

transttor reliability has led to fully overlapped LDD
........ ---- structures (FOLD) (fig. 8) [18.19]: The LDD implant is

performed at tilt angles up to 600. In addition to
05 . - reliability gains, current drive capability is increased

1i"---- I.due to the higher conductivity of the fully overlapped

0 j __ n - region. This structure is also suitable to suppress
0 05 1 5 2 25 3 gate-induced drain leakage [201 which sets constraints

W,,ih urn) on deep submicron transistors with ultrathin ( < 10 nm)

Fig. 7 Comparision of NMOSFET narrow-width effect for gate oxides.
two channel-stop implantation techniques: U implantation be- Fully overlapped LDD structures can also be
fore LOCOS growth, * implantation after LOCOS growth achieved with conventional implanters (inverse T-gate

Lgk = 0.8 1m. in, = 3.5 V and V5,,, 1 5 Vprocess) without large-tilt-angle end stations; however,

this is achieved at the cost of enhanced process corn-

disappears almost completely and transistors with ac- plexity [21,22].

tive area width of 0.25 pm can be realized [14]. Even
smaller LOCOS isolation can be made when the pad
oxide is scaled down further. A value of 0.5 11m can be 5. n'-, p-areas junction formation
acheived when a 5 nm pad oxide under a 50 nm poly-Si
film is used [131. For increased integration densities like A scaled CMOS technology requires shallow source/

64 Mbit DRAM, shallow trench isolation can be intro- drain junctions Junction depth for 0.5 ym CMOS tech-

duced. Isolation properties have to be adjusted by tilt- nology is approaching 100 nm or less to prevent

angle implant of trench sidewalls j15,16]. punchthrough and short-channel effects Shallow im-
planted profiles can easily be achieved for As-doped n '
layers. However, shallow B-doped p' profiles can only

4. Drain engineering of transistors be realized if the channeling of B' ions is prevented.
Complete elimination of channeling is possible by pre-

The performance of submicron transistors depends amorphization using a Ge or Si implant prior to B' or

on the impurity profile in the vicinity of the drain BF,+ implantation [23,24]. Also preamorphization by
regions. LDD transistors reduce the peak electric field implantation of F [25] or Sb [26] has been reported. The
in the channel and thus reduce hot electron degradation integration of shallow implanted layers in a CMOS

of NMOS transistors. Gate control over n -- LDD re- process requires careful work on the control of implan-
tation damage [27]. Defects near the shallow source/
drain junctions are detrimenta: to device performance

a Insulatng The thermal budget for defect anneal has to be kept

Gate minimal because of dopant redistribution.
Therefore, control of imphintation damage is an

important concern of process flow and optimization of

-"_ _ _implantation parameters. Process options for shallow

+ p layers without defects include the following.
- Use of rather thin preamorphied layers., The anneal-

ing time to remove damage is decreasing as the
/ LDD implant proimitv to the surface increases' the shallower the

at tilt angles damage, the lower the annealin; temperature can be.

Gate up to 60" The use of an amorphized laye" as thin as 40 nm is

combined with low-energy BF2
+ (fig. 9) [24] or very-

low-energy B implantation [28]
fl* - Outdiffusion from TiSi and CoS, using RTA anneal-

ing, which has been intensively investigated [29-33].
Fig. 8 Schematic drawing of (a) LDD and (b) FOLD tran- Different approaches using ion implantation before

sistor, or after silicide formation are reported. Process prob-

./1i' .
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lems arise from low dopant concentration at the 1021-

slicide/Si interface, which have been observed, e.g., cm- 3  1,ffmon

for B and the TiSi 2/Si interface [30]. B tends to t 1020 9,5o C 30mn

precipitate at the TiSi 2/Si0 2 interfaces and to form
meta'/dopant compounds with Ti. Outdiffusion of B rom T~s,2

into Si is rather poor (fig. 10). The lack of pileup of = 019 oc 2mn 

boron at the TiSi 2/Si interface makes ohmic contact 9
formation difficult. Process optimization for higher 2 1018.
surface dopant concentration at the TiSi 2/Si inter-
face therefore requires high implant doses, an im- 1017.
plantation range as close as possible to the interface, r m Ttsi2

and short-time drive in RTA. Results for the outdif- 1013m
fusion of dopants from CoSi 2 indicate that CoS12 is 0.0 01 02 0.3prO.4 05 06
favourable compared to TiSi. Shallow junctions with Depth -*

high B concentration at the CoSi 2/Si interface were Fig 10 B doping profiles after outdiffusion from TiSi 2. data
reported [32]. taken from ref. [30] (B in mono-Si)
Formation of detrimental defects is not only critical

for p+ layers, but also for n' layers. Here, defects at
mask edges are found after the crystallization of an nitride layer; here a strong leakage current can be
amorphous layer [34,35]. These defects occur during a observed. Process options to avoid these defects at mask
typical CMOS process. The high-dose source/drain im- edges, which occur only in As-implanted source/drain
plantation is performed self-aligned to the gate. The regions of N channel transistors, are:
gate/LDD spacer acts as an implantation mask. At the - use of less steep implantation sidewalls to achieve a
mask edge the amorphous/ crystalline interface is smoothly rounded a/c interface; however, this may
curved; solid-phase epitaxial regrowth (fig. 11) proceeds conflict with the trend of increasing integration den-
now into both vertical and lateral directions, simulta, sity;
neously. - use of only n- doping in stress-sensitive regions;

Partial crystallization of the amorphous layer reveals - diffusion of dopants from doped silicide on Si into Si
a notch on the amorphous/crystalline (a/c) interface, substrate, to avoid any implantation damage in the
which is shown to be due to the different epitaxial substrate.
regrowth rates on the various lattice planes. On further
annealing, defects are generated when the crystallization
fronts on both sides of the notch join. These defects are 6. Ion mixing
inevitable if an amorphous zone has sharply curved a/c
interfaces. During further processing these defects are Ion mixing techniques are used for silicide formation
in a stress field Fig. 12 shows a dislocation nucleated at and for poly-Si/Si contacts. The effect of an interface
the mask edge defect below a stress-inducing thick native oxide can largely be suppressed by implanting

a 1022 b 1022 I I I ICalcula o o1o0C, lactic
1021 BF2 l5keV,2x10t

5cm
2  

c i21 Calculation

0 20 . pre arnorphization
102o u 1020

0: without 0

c0O 1019 k / pre amorphizahion - 1019
1019 I 1019

U C pro-a'norphization

o 107 8 117
with pre-amorphization U lot

0 50 100 150 0 50 100 150

Depth (nm) Depth (nm)

*Fig. 9. Doping profiles of BF2' -implanted layers with different thicknesses of the preamorphized layer Data taken from ref [24] (a)
As-implanted B profiles for preamorphized and crystal samples The arrows indicate the a/c interface positions. (b) Annealed B

profiles for preamorphized samples formed by Si and Ge4 implantations.
1,:
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Fig 11 Defect formation during crystallization of an amorphous As-implantation layer near a mask edge (a) As-implanted, (b)- (d)
regrowth after: (b) 500 * C, 30 mm, (c) 500' C, 190 mi, (d) 900 * C, 60 mm.

ions through the deposited-metal/poly-Si layer into the have sharply curved a/c interfaces below the mask
interface [37]. Tte ion beam mixing breaks up the oxide edges. During regrowth of the amorphous zones the
at the interface. defect formation at contact borders again becomes an

For silicide processes it has been observed that inter- important concern for process optimization (see section
face mixing (e.g., by Si implantation or implantation 5).
of dopants) enhances the Ti-Si or Co-Si nucleation
rate and results in a smooth suicide surface [38], Fur-
thermore, resistivity uniformity is enhanced. However, 7. Trench capacitor sidewall doping
junction problems have been reported, e.g.. because of
mixing of Co into the substrate and loss of dopants As the level of integration increases, devices have to
dunng silicide formation, be formed below the Si surface or above it. DRAM cells

Ion mixing also serves to reduce the contact resis- of beyond I Mbit integration density (see ref [40]) are
tance of poly-Si/Si contacts [39]. Low specific contact based on 3-dimensional cell structures such as stacked
resistivities in the 20 Qfltm

2 range are found if the capacitors and trench capacitors. Fig. 13 shows a cross
energy is high enough that As+ ions reach the contact section of a 16-Mbit-DRAM trench cell. The doping of
interface. The native oxide is broken lip and poly-Si a trench capacitl icquies implantation of tons into
regrowth on Si substrate is epitaxial during subsequent vertical sidewalls of trenches, whose aspect ratio may be
annealing. Also Si + ions can be used to break the native as high as 10.
oxide and achieve low values of contact resistance after The angle of incidence of the ion on the trenches has
low-energy As' ion implantation. Using Si implanta- to be strictly controlled, therefore implanters with paral-
tion, the degradation of the contact doping profile can lel beam scan have to be used [41-43]. To avoid
be avoided. However, ion mixing of contact areas leads shadowing effects, rotational implantation is necessary.
to an amorphous zone in the Si substrate. which may A major concern about trench sidewall doping is con-

./ '." ,I ,
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trollability and uniformity. The ion dose delivered to
trench sidewall/trench bottom depends, e.g., on the "2
implantation angle and energy, which determine the
reflection on ions from the sidewalls, and on the trench
geometry. The experimental determination of implanta-
tion profiles is cumbersome and time-consuming. Com-
puter simulation is used to obtain suitable implantation
conditions [44-47]. In simulation studies, the 3-dimen-
sional Monte Carlo technique is used to simulate the
trajectories of particles and the final doping profile. To

achieve uniform trench doping, optimization of the ion k "T

incidence angle is necessary. The optimized ion inci-w
dence angle is given by the condition that the ion beam, Irasei it
coming from the mask edge (upper trench edge) is

Fig 13 Cross section of 16 Mbit DRAM trench cell.

injected into the opposite bottom corner of the trench
[44].

8. Summary

The application of ion implantation in advanced
CMOS processes has bc.:n discu~e..d. Recent develop-
ments include optimization work based on conventional
implantation techniques as well as the application of

advanced techniques like
- MeV implants (retrograde well),
- tilt-angle implantation with parallel beam scan (3-di

mensional structures, FOLD transistor).
For all implantation applications in VLSI, defect-re-

lated problems will need more attention to enable the
production of chips with increased packing density at
high yield:,
- implantation damage has to be characterized, process

flow has to be optimized to avoid implantation
damage or remove damage with low thermal budget;

- contamination levels have to be reduced, ultraclean
techniques [47] will be introduced in VLSI;

- charging of wafers through implantation, which may
. ,cause gate damage. has to be avoided
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Implantation in the 1990s *

Thomas E. Seidel
SEA TECH, 2706 Montopohs Drie, Austin, TX 78741, US4

Requirements for implantation in the 1990s are being driven by both core and specialized processes A review of these
requirements includes difficult topography for deep-submicron MOS trarsistor structure° (shadowing effects) and trench side-wall
doping The usual requirements on gate oxide integrity, contamination and high throughput,% are to be maintained or improved
Equipment reliability and operational characteristics (source life) are being driven to more advanced performance levels

1. Introduction be under development for several years before ieliability
reaches a level of acceptance

Implantation in the I ?90s will continue with
widespread use in manufacturing, development and re-

search that includes doping, damage and synthesis ap- 3. Application shifts in CMOS
plications [1] The manufacturing and technology appli-

cation issues within the silicon arena are discussed in
this paper "Core CMOS" technology is used as a point Phosphorus n-tub implants have increased to 90% of
of discussion for application as it is the technology of total CMOS since 1986. N-well designs are eergig aschoice throughout the 1990s. General operational and mor2 popular since the performance of the superior
technical needs are reviewed The cost ownershtip of n-channel transistor in lightly doped substrates im-
tehimplantequipm a nerevied The intgrte roessp of prove', There is also an increase in twin-tub usage.
the implant equipment and the integrated process se- Retrograde tubs are just coming into manufacture
quence surrounding the implant steps are keysfor soe n-wells Field isolation surface implants are
petitiveness. Cost of ownership considerations will drive mostlo with boron. Trench sidewall implants requirethe support of both devel'spment pathways and msbwt oo.Tec iealipat eur
teuppot ofuy ot dein pincident angles that scan onto the sidewall surfaces
equipment buying decisions Thr, shold adjust implants will continue to be used

for all CMOS that has n-doped poly because of the
"metal -semiconductor" offset potential. Nowadays im-

2. Major trends of silicon technology plantation-doped poly is used with increasing frequency
in order to make both MOS transistors become

In addition to the continued growth of core CMOS sureodctn. bnth cas an ith tebody

as a dominant commercial vehicle in the early 1990s. surface-conducting. In this case, and with the body

there is a continued trend to larger wafer sizes, In 1989, doping increasing to avoid punch-through at deep sub-

900M square inches of silicon were processed worldwide micron dimensions, the use of Vt-adj implants will
mainly with 100 mm and 125 mm wafer sizes In 1992. become even more important for both types of tran-

l wsistors.
1500M square inches are expected to be processed withthe dominant wafer size at 150 rm, but about 25% of Lightly doped drains are important for n-MOS since

the avalanche rate for electrons is much higher than for
the total area in 200 mm diameter wafers. Continued holes. Thus, about half the devices in production today
growth (- 17% per year) to about 3B square inches per hoshus bu h an n dees ucon de-

year is expected by the year 2000 In the mid-90s there use phosphorus Ldd implants. In deep submicron de-

will be a wide distribution of design rules ranging from signs. 0.35 1±m, the need for limiting avalanche effects in
1 2 o 025 ±m ith wafr aaleintei~ton'caried p-MOS becomes important and this activity is in expeii-!12 to 0.25 gm w ith " w af r cale it ittion - carried m n a t g s( < 5 f u e

out at about 0.5 pm. The character of the factories will mental stages ( a< 5% of use)Standard source and drain implants for n-MOS are
change so that smaller lots can be produced rapidly carried out exclusively with arsenic. The need for shal-
with equipment that has serial consolidation features, cri utiexclusive th aseic The nee for

i.e., integrated sectors of equipment. These sectors will low junctions As riven the patcop-N4OS junctions. A slow shift away from this practice

is seen as practitioners realize the difficulty in control-

, Invited paper ling the dissociation of BF 2 into B in the implanter's
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column, giving rise to punched-through devices. Use of still a concern in some cases out has been heavily
boron is accompanied by char iel tail variations unless studied.
additional processing is done The capability to limit The complex problem of wafer (gate oxide) charging
BF2 dissociation remains import.nt. continues to be explored. Charge monitoring devices at

Advanced source and drain technology includes the the target an I approaches which use secondary elec-
use of "elevated drains", where one may implant As. P trons during overscan are opportunities for solving this
and B into poly or silicides [21 and then form the problem- The overscan source of secondaries provides
shallow junctions by outdiffusion. Alternately, the im- electrons in time and space in proportion to their need
plantation of qi or Ge to prearorphize 131 the junction to neutralize positive-charge buildup.
region, followed by dopant implant and limited diffu- Particulates control using generic vacuum practices
sion is another method for producing controlled, non- have greatly advanced. The importance of soft roughen-
channeling profiles ing and dry neutral gas ambients is rcogmzed. Resist,

handling and beam-generated particulates are known as
contamination sources.

4. Approaches to shallow-junction control Resist stripping, using equipment which is "dedi-
cated" to the high-throughput implanter. is an oppor-

Whether one is implanting source and drains into tunity for equipment integration and serial consolida-

crystalline silicon. preamorphized silicon or elevated tion About half of the implants done in a manufactur-

drain structures, there are technical concerns and no ing process are followed by a resist-strip process These

single approach has emerged as the "'technology of general technical and operational issues have an impact

preference" for deep submicron technology on the competitiveness

Gate shadowing, channelling. "end of range"
damage, the formation of quality preamorphized layers, 6. Business community and future competition
and control of the quality of films (compound precipita-
tion) and interfaces in the elevated drain structures are The supplier community for implant equipment is
issues that are still being studied. international. Major suppliers are TEL, Varian, Eaton,

There has been an explosion in the variety of ap- Nissin. AMAT and Genus Although the US and Japan
proaches that address device architecture for deep sub- have ownership, European contributions played a role
micron application [4,5]. Issues such as effective channel in the emergence of the advanced high-current tool now
length control (X, and channelling), controlled break- marketed by AMAT (9200) and the high-angle-
down and reliability (drain profile engine, ring), conduc- medium-current tool now marketed by Varian (E220)
tance for the on-state of the MOS transistor and Genus is the smallest revenue producer among the
threshold voltage shifts with scaling are d&iving these companies listed, but they are considered a sole source
multiple developments Process consolidation, i.e, fewer for high-energy commercial implanters.
steps, is also key to competitiveness Until a standard Implant technology may compete agamst new
approach emerges. the supplier community will be un- imnt tech ay copet agin ewableto reee poces dsign. A"shke-ut"in ech equipment ideas such as CV-doped diffusion (redis-
able to freee process designs. A "shake-out" in tech- covered), gas-immeision laser doping (GILD) and
nology approaches will coincide with the - 0.35 [tm ECR-hke or plasma implantation. These technologies
technology timetable around 1991-92. It is clear,, how- EayIie o paim in . These techo e
ever, that with the advent of large-angle tilt (medium- may be capable of providing very low cost for high-dose
current) and high-energy commercial irnplanters most
needs are met Less mainstream and more difficult
applications appear to be the combinAtion capability of 7. Total cost of ownership
high angle plus high current and implanters with very-
low-temperature target configurations. In summary, manufacturing equipment and processes

are being judged by the overall "cost of ownership."
The elements are throughput, total cost, tool utilization

5. Technical and operational issues on product, and yield. The earliest implant machines
had selling prices - $50k, while 20 years later the more

Ion sources have a "designed-in" short mean time to advanced high-current, high-throughput implanters are
repair for 20 years. Practice is, on average, still to sold above $2M, a factor of 25000 increase in price.
change source charges or filaments in less than 100 Throughput has increased greatly, and cost has in-
hours. Safety issues have generally been addressed. creased even faster. Tool utilization capability, i e., the

Uniformity has been addressed by new scanning total percentage time used on product (I - total down-
designs. Uniformity. as influenced by wafer charging, is time, both scheduled and unscheduled) and yield objec-

irk-
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tives are _> 90% in the industry today. Improvements References
are needed. A careful analysis of the cost of ownership
will enhance our competitiveness. [1) R B Simonton, Emerging Ion Implantation Processes for

the 1990s, No 8500208 (Eaton Corporation, Austin. Texas,
1990)
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Section 1I. Real time processing problems

A detailed study of elemental contamination in a Varian 180XP
high-current implanter *

M.C. Taylor
Intel Corporation. 5200 Elam Young Park wav. Hill bor,. OR 97123, USA

S. Mehta and R.J. Eddy
t'arian Ion Implant Sv.tems, Blatkburn Induvtrial Park, Glouceter. MA 01930. USA

(ontamination is a major focus for device manufacturers, especially as the industry moves tovards 16-64 Mbit memory level
integration This places considerable constraints on the existing ion implantation technology and the choice of materials used in the
manufacture and maintenance of ion implanters Contamination in the ion implantation process can come from a variety of
mechanisms ion-beam sputtering of hardware, cross-contamination from previous implants, in cases of nondedicated systems, end
stations (discs, platens etc ). and mass interference effects during species analysis In this paper, results of contamination analysis of
wafers implanted at a customer site on a 180XP Vanan implanter will be represented A wide range of elements, including Al, Fe. Ni,
alkali and alkaline earth metals, and previousl. implanted species were studied. Characterization was done bv several techniques
including secondary-ion mass spectrometr, (SIMS), inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICPMS). total-reflection X-ray
fluorescence IXRF) and neutron-activation analysis (NAA) In addition, the effects of beam current on the amounts of sputtered
contaminants will be discussed Preventative measures and maintenance procedures. %khich c.an also be potential sources of
cortamination, will be highlighted

1. Introduction be examined and their individual strengths and weak-
nesses will also be discussed.

The aspect of elemental contamination 'in semicon,
ductor processing has been a subject of critical attention
[1-41. The stringent requirements for process characteri- 2. Experimental description
zation and control demanded by the advanced VLSI/
ULSI devices have both the semiconductor equipment All wafers for this study were 'implanted on the
and device manufacturers concerned about the lesels of Varian 180XP high-current ion implanter Contamma-
contaminants that would be tolerated by the modern ton analysis was conducted for both arsenic and phos-
devices. In this paper we will hnimit our discussions to phorous species implanted at 30 keV into 150 mm
contamination in ion implantation. Ion implanters p-type (100) wafers to a dose of 9 X l0l cm -2 . For
whose semiconductor wafers are surrounded by metallic ICPMS analysis, the implants were performed on wafers
hardware (especially Al or stainless steel) are a potential through a 900 A screen oxide to completely stop the
cause of concern from contamination standpoint. The implant. Low-energy implants were selected in order to
system hardware and beam optics, if not properly desig- amplify any possibility of the ion beam interaction with
ned, may also result in the interaction of beam with the the system hardware. High-energy (80 keV) implants at
beam line. Sputtered surface atoms can then be trans- increased beam currents were used to examine the ef-
ported to the wafer. This paper presents an investiga- fects of mc~ea;ed beam current and energy on con-
tion of impurities introduced into silicon wafers im- tamination.
planted on a Varian XP high-current production 'ion
implanter. Characterization of the implanted wafers was
done by using a wide range of bulk and surface analyti- 3. Results and discussion
cal techniques including secondary-ion mass spectrome-
try (SIMS), inductively coupled plasma mass spec- A wide range of elements were analyzed by the
trometry (ICPMS), neutron-activation analy-ts (NAA) several techniques employed for this study. This discus-
and total-reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF). The sion will focus on key elements of interest: the transi-
congruency of results obtained by each technique will tion and heavy metals, and aluminum.

0168-583X/91/$03.50,) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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* , ] measured levels of several key elements of interest as

3E- 14 * determined by NAA, SIMS and ICPMS for several
SIMS implants is depicted in fig. 2. It can be noticed that the

C-A S contamination levels for the arsenic implants in general

S R+13 _are slightly higher among all the wafers analyzed. It is
0also worth noting that the levels detected for transition

,EA,3 jmetal impurities, especially Fe and Cr, are, for all

$t+,2 - samples, very low in relation to the implanted dose.
This is indicated by results of SIMS analysis in fig. 3.
The higher levels of transition (and alkali) metals ob-

Sr-served by NAA and ICPMS were traced as cross-con-
_ ___... ... taminants due to sample handling and etching solu-

0 5 1.0% 1 5 20 1 25 tions, respectively.
PERCENT IMPLANTED P DOSE The SIMS results were further substantiated by re-

Fig 1. Calihbration plot comparing phosphorous levels mea- suits of TXRF analysis from wafers implanted with
sured by three bulk techniques used in this study arsenic and phosphorous. Analysis was done at three

locations across the wafer for spatial information of the

To examine the relative congruency and accuracy of impurities. No transition or heavy metals were detected

the characterization tools for reliability purposes, several at any of the three locations on the wafer. These results

wafers implanted with 30 keV arsenic to a dose of are summarized in table I In some cases, a minor peak
of Fe was detected, but the level was too low to be

9 x 10" cm were reimplanted with phosphorous at
doses equal to 0.5%, 1 0%, 1.5%, 2.0% and 2 5% of the quantified.
arsenic dose. Elemental compositions of these wafers
were determined by NAA, SIMS and ICPMS. The 3.2. Heaiv tnetals

various doses of P as determined by these techniques
were plotted against the implanted doses, as shown in The presence of heavy metals has detrimental effects
fig. I It is found that the NAA and SIMS results agree on the performance of devices [7].
very closely with the implanted doses. However, the TXRF analysis of the wafers did not reveal the
phosphorous levels as measured by ICPMS are much presence of any heavy metals with the exception of
lower than the actual implanted values. This is due to arsenic. However, NAA revealed the presence of small
'olatile-compound formation when the implanted oxide amounts of molybdenum (Mo) in all the wafers
reacts with HF/HNO, (etchant) which vaporizes dur- analyzed. This element cannot be detected by the TXRF
ing the sample preparation. It also appears that the technique. Historically, molybdenum has been found to
sensitivity of ICPMS drops at lower dose levels. This exist in the ion implantation process bit few accounts
was also found to be true for arsenic values, of its detection in ion-implanted wafers have been pub-

lished [8]. In this study, this element was detected in
3.1. Transition elements very small amounts. Interestingly, its level in the phos-

phorous-implanted wafers was somewhat higher than in
Transition metals are known to generate energy levels those implanted with arsenic. The origin of this cross-

in the silicon band gap which result in reduced carrier contaminant was traced to the ion source which con-
lifetimes in minority carrier devices [5,6]. A plot of the tamed some Mo parts. During the routine implantation

Table I
TXRF analysis of transition and alkali metals on several wafers (dose and energy for all arsenic implants are 9 x 1015 cm- 2 and 30
keV. respectively)

Sample Implant x 1012 atoms/cm 2

ID description Na K Ca ('r Fe Ni Cu

01; Arsenic, 3 mA nd nd nd nd pk nd nd
06 Arsenic+0.5% PF nd nd 40 nd pk nd nd
17 Arsenic + 2.5% P+ nd nd 5.0 nd nd nd nd
24 Phosphorous, 3 mA nd nd 2.0 nd 0 3 nd nd
27 Phosphorous, 5 mA nd nd 3.0 nd 0 5 nd nd

nd implies not detected.

pk implies that a small peak was seen but was too low to quantify
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Fig 2 Levels of vanous contaminants as measured by ICPMS, NAA and SIMS in sili.on wafers implanted under different

conditions. (a) arsenic, 90X 1015cm- 2 30 keV, 6 mA: (b) phosphorus, 90X 015 cm 2. 30 keV, 6 mA

of BF2, Mo from the source can show up as Mo2 + (49) TXRF cannot detect this element, the analysis was done

and reach the wafer. The slightly higher Mo levels seen by SIMS. Concentration depth prohiles of the implanted

on the phosphorous-implanted wafers can be explained species (As) and aluninum were generated at three

by the significantly higher volume of BF2 implants run locations on the wafer along a diameter. The dose

on this end station (ES-I). The Mo-containing parts of [atoms/cm2] at each location was computed by integrat-

the ion source have been replaced with alternative ing the depth profiles.

materials No differences between the three analyzed locations
were observed. The SIMS profiles measured in the

3 3. Aluminum center of the three samples and an unimplanted wafer
are shown in fig. 3. It is observed that the level of

Aluminum is the major hardware component sur- aluminum drops very rapidly from the surface into the

rounding the wafer. Of all the elements analyzed it was bulk of the sample, indicating this may be a near-surface

found to be the most predominant. Since NAA and contaminant. The total integrated average dose of Al

na..4 f4
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aC

c 9c bC a b% Q

Fig 3 SIMS analysis of (a) an unimplanted 1000 , oxide film on silicon, (b) a 900 A oxide film implanted with As' (9×10 s

cm-2), 30keV. /, = 6 mA, and (c) a 900,A oxide fili implanted with As' (9>×10l' cm - 2"), 30 keV and P+ (1 8×X1014 CM -
1

),

30 keV.

for the three locations is 2.3 X 10" cm -2 which corre- analyzed by all the above techniques TXRF results aresponds to 0 25% of the implanted arsenc" dose. ICPMS summarized n table 1. NAA and 1CPMS analysis for
results also substantate this finding. In a separate study, these elements are not reiable for reasons explained

it was observed that the aluminum depth below the earlier. Furthermore. the analysis of the reagent blanks
surface was larger in arsenic wafers than in phospho- used for etching the implanted oxide for 1CPMS analy-
rous-implanted wafer:, I'his may indicate that aluminum sis displayed large and variable amounts of alkali metals.
is sputter-deposited onto the wafer during the implanta SIMS was therefore selected as the technique for these
tion process and subsequently recoil-implanted into the elements Table 2 compares the level of these elements
substrate the incoming ions. The arsenic, by virtue of its for a bare (unimplanted) wafer and two implanted
larger energy tra..sfer, drives the aluminum deeper into samples The SIMS results show that the amounts of
the wafer than phosphorous In another set of experi- alkali metals in the implanted wafers are not signifi-
merits, it was found that increasing the beam current or cantly higher than the unmpolanted wafer, In a well-
the energy of the implant did not result in any signifi- controlled and clean environment one can expect to see
cant increase in the anmount o~f aluminum. even lower levels o f these elements. In addition, the

3 4 Alkali etals higher levels of alkali metals detected in the arsenic
wafers can be attrbuted to the !arger volume of photo-

These elements generally indicate poor water han- resist wafers that are routinely implanted on the ar-
dhing and maintenance procedures. These elements were senic-dedicated end station (no 2),

Iable 2
Alkah contaminant levels as determined by SIMS (dose and energy for all arseic implants are 9X ll ' M- 2 and 10 leV,

respectively)
Sample Implant Atoms/em

ID descrpton Na Mg K Ca
T0337-20 No mplant 3 6ax 90 6.0A o0i 8 ol i0dw 3.7 x 101  m2
04 Arsenic, 6 mA 5 2 x 0r 3.5 X 10ay 6 9 x a 0bv 1 2 0 u
s wr08 Arsenic+ 2w% P' t I I I  4.5 X tch 8 7 109 1 7 10 aay
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4. Conclusions Frost of Intel Inc for additional help on SIMS analysis.
Thanks are due to Oregon State University and theA detailed analysis of the elements found in a pro- Radiation Facility of the University of Missouri for

duction high-current implanter has been conducted by NAA work and to Robert Brown of Elemental Research

several advanced techniques. The contaminant levels NAwr n oRbr rw fEeetlRsac
seveal dvaced echiqus. Te cntainanleels Inc, for ICPMS analysis of the samples. The authors are

were found to be low. A further reduction in the levels
of transition metals, aluminum and heavy metals can be grateful to Marcus Monell of Varian Implant Systems
achieved through the selection of higher-grade materials for helping to keep track of the many wafers analyzed

achieed trough he scnfigrations of he emrals and Jerry Zietz of Intel Inc. for running the implants
and improved design configurations of the ion implan- for this study Many thanks to Pam Mansfield for

tatin euipmntartwork and preparation of the final manuscript.

Although agreement between the techniques was

found to be reasonably good for some elements, their
congruency over a complete range of elements is limited
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Energy contamination in ion implantation
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Extending the effective energy range of an implanter is possible by implanting multiple-charged species A problem when using
these species is energy contamination The energy contamination using P" . B

2 " and B * has been investigated on commercially
available higl.-current implanters The major .ause of energy contamination is charge exchange reactions due to (the residual) gas
inside an implanter. Careful control and design of the vacuum system are therefore important. Energy contamination can also be
caused by sputtering/reflection from slits and lining of the implanter lonisation of residual gas is probably the origin of fluorine
contamination when using BF, as source feed material The fluorine contamination again stresses the need to control the amount and
composition of the residual gas in an implanter

I. Introduction is presently unknown Energy contaminatton from
tonisation of residual gas in the implanter can be con-

The energy range of an implanter can be extended trolled by pumping and a careful design of the im-
using multiple-charged species. In doing so. one must be p! inter,
careful about energy contamination An investigation
was started to study the energy contamination using
P" and B2  on an APPLIED P19000 and a NOVA 2. Experimental
20-200 high-cuient implanter. These machines were
selected in order to have sufficient beam intensity for 2 1 Implantations
the aforementioned multiple-charged species. Energy
contamination was also investigated using singly charged Boron and phosphorus ions were implanted in 6 inch
boron on high-current implanters. Energy contamina- 1-50 Q cm p- and n-type (100) silicon wafers with
tlion occurs when the selected dopant s implanted with energies ranging from 180 to 500 keV The tilt angle was
a different energy than the desired one. The result can 7', the twist angle 300 for all implants Except for a
be a seriously disturbed concentration profile of the native oxide, the wafers were otherwise bare. SIMS was
dopant (11 Energy contamination can be caused by (1) chosen as the analysts technique to investigate energy
charge exchange, (2) molecular breakup, (3) sputtering contamination because R,,ec measurements cannot dis-
and reflections from slits and lining of the beam line tinguish between energy contamination and beam neu-
and (4) ionisation of residual gas in the implanter. tralisation after final acceleration/deceleration Spread-

Neutralisation of the ion beam results in energy ing resistance profiling and C- V measurements were
contamination when charge exchange occurs before the insufficiently accurate to determine the various levels of
final acceleration/deceleration stage. Since pressure is a energy contamination Contentration profiles de-
dominant factor regarding chdige exchange. it is tin- termined with SIMS were of as-implanted dopant.,
portant to control the pressure inside an implanter. Solid phosphorus was used as source feed material,
Molecular breakup can be another cause of energy to reduce the pressure between extraction and mass
contamination. Well documented in the literature is the analyser and thus reduce energy contamination of P4

breakup of the phosphor dimer (P,4 ) prior to entering from breakup of the trimer P [2] When implanting
the mass analyser (1-4]. Sputtering and reflections can boron, BIF was used as source feed material. In order to
cause energy contamination, but to what extent exactly simulate production circumstances, wafers were im-

0168-583X/91/$03 50 " 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) 11 REAL TIME PROCESSING
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planted with and without additional photoresist-coated depth scale to merge all maxima. Since it is known that
%Aafers loaded on the wafer-implant wheel of the high- this affects the higher moments of the di,;tribution only
current implanters. Silicon wafers for R,,h,, measure- in second order, it will not influence the intercompari-
ment were wafers covered with 30 nm oxide. After son in any way
implantation the wafers received an RTA anneal at As for the concentration scales, differenit approaches
1000°C for 10 s to activate the implant electrically, were adopted for B and P. In the case of boron, all
After annealing oxide was removed and R.heet mea- implants were calibrated, somewhat arbitrarily, against
sured. the high-energy implanter. That is, it was issumed that

the dose claimed for that particular machine was ex-
2 2. Secondary'-ion mass spectrometry actly correct. Next, a sensitivity factor wai derived by

dividing the "known" fluence of an implant by the
All SIMS measurements were carried out on a time-integrated boron signal intensity obtained for that

CAMECA ims 4f instrument. Samples of 1 x 1 cm 2  sample. This sensitivity factor was then used to calibrate
were cut from the wafer mid-section. For the boron all others Repetition of th, measuremen from the
implantations routinely well-focused O' primary ion high-energy implanter sample several times during one
beams of 3 to 10 keV were used. with beam currents in run ensured reproducibility. For phosphorus this ap-
the range of 0.2-0.5 tA and rastered over 350 X 350 proach proved unfeasible, owing to the infe-ior mass-
gm 2 The highest energies were used to obtain an overall spectrometer stability. Here the dose claimed was sim-
profile of the implants. The lower energies served two ply assumed to be true and fed into the conversion
purposes: (1) to obtain an improved depth-resolution In this way it was found that boron distributions of
result of the first 0.5 sim and (2) to reduce the uncer- a single sample could be measured with a run-to-run
tainty for the concentration distribution in the near- reproducibility in the range of 5-10% (even with up to
surface region caused by the evolution towards steady- one year delay in between'), i e variations in the local
state erosion conditions and the extent of possible depth concentration are generally less than thee num-
surface contamination mixed in the topmost layers un- bers. For phosphorus this was only 15-20%. In the
der the action of the primary beam. Only "1B' or 1 B' remainder of this paper differences in the dopant distri-
and 2Si2 + secondary ions stemming from the central 60 bution of various samples well outside these limits will
lm diameter region of the sputtered crater were analysed be considered to be of sufficient significance to merit
with a low-mass resolution (M/AM = 300). The 28Si2 discussion
signal intensity was used to check the stability of experi-
mental conditions For phosphorus, a 0 15 isA. 14.5 kcV
Cs primary ion beam was used with the .ame raster 3. Results and dihcussion
size/analysed area dimensions The 31 P secondary-ion
signal intensity was exclusively monitored in the high- 3.1 Energy contamination using P1

mass resolving mode (M/A M = 4000) in order to avoid
interference with the YSiH- cluster ion. In this mode An investigation on energy contamination was
the instrument's stability is unfortunately less perfect started to ssess the possible use of P' ' on an Applied
due, among other things, to analyzer magnet drift. Re- P19000 and a Nova 20-200 high-current implanter for
producibility was confirmed by repeating measurements energetic. hence deep. dotation. Beam currents in the
on every sample at least twice, in addition to careful range of 100 VA were obtained During repeated start-
primary-current monitoring, and will be discussed 'n up of a P3 - ion beam it was noticed that a stable P"
more detail below. ion beam could be more easily started after a few hours

The depth scale was obtained by determining the of source operation Automated tuning will further en-
total crater depth with a micromechanical stylus trans- hance thr reproducibility of P3 ' implants Sometimes it
ducer Absolute accuracies in this way are no better was possible to obtain quite large beam currents of p4.
than 5%, but relative errors for one measurement series in the order of 40-80 isA. but it was not clear to what
(i.e a single-day run) of 2% are achievable when focuss- extent the energy contamination of the charge-exchange
ing, current stability of the primary beam and, if appli- reaction of P' to P2 ' between source and analyser [21
cable, matrix secondary-ion sigi ta! -tability arc good contributed to the beam current
Occasionally slight differences ( < 2%) were observed in A first indication whether implants with single- and
the peak positions of supposedly identical dopant distri- multiple-charged phosphorus ions result in the same
butions prepared on different implanters. These may be conce,itration profile can be found when one compares
either due to the aforementioned depth calibration error the values of the R,,,c of these implants Table I gives
or to implanter particulars (e.g. standard 70 off the an overview of the influence of single- and multiple-
normal angle of incidence of the high-energy implanter charged phosphorus implants on the -value of R,,hct.
used). It was decided to apply a small correction to the The P2 

+ implantation has a lower R h...,-value than the

.AZ
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Table I
Overview of the influence of implant species on the Rhect-val- 101

ues of silicon (1-50 lcm) wafers covered with 30 nm oxide,
the wafers were implanted with P',, P: . P3 and p 3 with
photoresist-coated wafers added to the implant wheel (P" + E
PR), after RTA anneal (10 s, 1000'C) the oxide was removed Z 101 ,
and the wafers were measured on R,hd t

Ion Dose Energy R/,ht U

[ions/cm2] [keVI (12/0)
P+ 5 X 10 l 180 483 1017

p2+ 5 X 10"3  180 452
p3x 5 10" 180 459
P+ ++PR 5X 10" 180 458 1

________________________________0 400 800 1200

Depth [nm]
P'+ implant, which can be explained by molecular Fig 1 SIMS P concentration profiles of P3 + (5X1014

breakup The phosphorus trimer P¢ exists in smaller ions/cm2) 500 keV implantations performed on the Applied
amounts in the source plasma than P,t, therefore caus- P19000 high-current implanter with the standard source (a) and
ing less energy contamination The lower R,het-value of the low-flow source (b)
the P"+ implant as compared to the P+ can be caused
by energy contamination and beam neutralisation after
post-acceleration. In both cases the result is a lower typically below 2% for the Applied and Nova im-
R,he,-value than that obtained for the Pt implant. planters (excluding the shallow contamination, which is
Photoresist outgassing can have a large influence on sizable but difficult to quantify reliably) For some IC
charge-exchange reactions in the ion beam, causing applications this amount of energ , contamination is not
additional beam neutralisation and energy contamina- detrimental to device operation. At the moment the
tion As can be seen from table 1, photoresist outgassing reproducibility of the P3 ' implant is monitored using
seems to have little influence on the value of Rsh,,,, R,,hee t and transistor measurements.
indicating a minor change in the amount of beam
neutralisation/energy contamination. 3.2. Energi- contamination using 11B"

In order to establish the extent of the energy con-
tamination at high energies, wafers for SIMS were im- Energy contamination of a 11 B2+ implant at 400 keV
planted with P3 ' with a dose of 5 X 10 14 ions/cm2 at with a dose of 5 x 10 4 ions/cm 2 was subsequently

500 keV on the Applied P19000 and Nova 20-200 with investigated on the Nova 20-200 using SIMS. The con-
photoresist wafers added to the %%heel. The Applied centration profiles of the implantations with and without
P19000 was tested using both the standard source and a added photoresist-coated wafers are the same within the
low-flow source. The low-flow source reduces the pres- experimental error Fig 2 shows the 1B (curve labeled
sure between the source and analyser-magnet region a) and 1°B concentration profiles of the "B2"- implant
The SIMS concentration profiles were compared with a with no photorestst wafers added to the wheel. For
conceltration profile of an implant from a high-energy comparison the profile obtained for a 5 x 1 0 14 ions/cm2

implanter where, due to the design of this implanter, implantation made on a high-energy implanter (a Varian
energy contamination was reduced to a minimum [5]. 500XP) is included in fig 2 (curve b). Both profiles are
Within the experimental error no distinction could be identical at sufficiently large depth (beyond the implan-
made between the concentration profiles obtained from tation peak) The 1 B2

1 clearly exhibits energy con-
the Applied implanter with the low-flow source, the tamtnation. The estimated contribution is 5 x 103
Nova 20-200 and the high-energy implanter. In fig. 1 ions/cm2 (difference of the Nova and Varian profiles),
the concentration profiles obtained from the Applied i.e. around 10%. This energy contamination shows one
P19000 for both the standard and low-flow source are unexpected region, corresponding to an implant energy
shown of about 20-30 keV. This is extraordinary since the

At the surface there seems to be a very shallow extraction voltage is at 80 kV and the post-acceleration
phosphorus contamination which is very difficult to at 120 kV.
quantify since the sputter rate of SIMS is not yet stable A most surprising contaminant is 10 B. Since the iB
in that region. However, the very-low-energy contami- concentration profile shows some distinct peaks as com-
nant inevitably shows up exclusively on samples of the pared to the more diffuse 1iB profile, the °B peaks may
high-current implanters and is consequently not a SIMS give some clues as to what the possible causes of the
artefact. The energy contamination of P"+ at 500 keV is (energy) contamination might be. By comparing the °B '
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0 sputtering/ reflection and or ionisation of residual gas
1019 11in the implanter. A detailed cause of the 10B contamina-

B tion is not yet apparent and necessitates further investi-

a 1v 3.3. (Energy) contanmination using B on high-current
C 1o17 .implanters

When implanting "IB2±, a contamination of 10B

106 10Bocccurred. The cause(s) of the 1°B contaminant might
be linked with the causes of energy contamination. To

10 T5  A , study the contaminant origin, the 10B contamination of
0 400 800 1200 1600 a deliberate B implant and likewise that of the 1B

contaminant of a 1B implant was measured. The 11
Depth [nm] - and 1°B implants were done at an energy of 200 keV

Fig 2 SIMS concentration profiles of a riB2* (5 X 1014 and a dose of 5 x 1014 ions/cm2 In fig. 3 the deliberate
ions/cm') 400 keV implantation performed on a Nova 20-200 10B implant profile is shown together with the con-
high-current implanter (a) together with its 10B contamination tamination profiles of the 11B and 1013 implants and the
profile Also shown is a 11B+ (5x 1014 ions/cm 2) 400 keV 19F contamination of the 1iB implant. The depth of the

implantation performed on a Varian 500XP implanter (b) peak in the "'F concentration profile corresponds to an
implant energy of 105-125 keV. The extraction poten-

di tial during the implant was 80 kV and the post-accelera-
and B co ncen tration profiles it is clear that the 'B tion voltage was 120 kV. An explanation for the 19F
contamination is not caused by an insufficient mass contamination implanted with 105-125 kV is ionisa-
separation. If the implanter had a poor mass separation, lion of neutral feed-gas molecules (or fragmtts thereof)
the 1B and °B peaks should always have a fixed ratio The fluorine contamination on the two typcs of high-
This is clearly not the case. The deepest peak in the iOB current implanters investigated was typically < 2%.
concentration profile is near an implant depth corre- The "0B contamination profile of the 11B implant
sponding to an implant energy twice the extraction plus shows three distinct peaks near a depth corresponding
once the post-acceleration voltage (2 x 80 + 120 - 280ke) Teseod ° pa s mlatd 1h0bu to an implant energy of 200, 80 and 20-30 keV. Surpris-
keV). The second B peak is implanted with about ingly "the 80 keV" peak in the 11B contamination of the
twice the extraction energy (160 keV). The energy con- 1 B implant is missing. This discrepancy can only be
tamination near an implant depth corresponding to a explained by a possible 1( BH contamination during the
boron implant of 20--30 keV can be explained by 11B implant which is absent in the ")B implant Possible

causes for the boron contaminant peaks at 200 and
20-30 keV are ionisation of residual gas, molecular

1019 breakup, reflections from slits and lining of the beam

line. It is unclear how much these various processes
contribute to the (total) contamination. The total

E 1018 " ' amount of the 1(B contaminant of a deliberate B
__ ,implant, on the two types of implanter investigated. is

", not very significant, typically < 0 5%. The energy con-
" ' tamination of B. of a B implant, can be between 11

and 6% depending on the vacuum conditions in the
1o16 :implanter (excluding the shallow contaminant). The

. ' '," , shallow contaminant is here a SIMS artifact, other than
V, with a similar contibution in the P profiles obtained

105 on high-current implanters discussed earlier.
0 200 400 600 800 1000

Depth [nm -

Fig. 3. SIMS com.entration profiles of (a) "6B 5 x 1014 4. Conclusions
ions/cm2. 200 keV implant. (b) 10 B contaminant in a de-
liberate I B 5 x 1014 ions/cm2 200 keV implant. (c) r1B con- Energy contamination was investigated to assess the
taminant in a deliberate 10B 5 X 1 0 14 ions/cm 2 200 keV im- usefulness of P + for high-energy implants on two types
plant (a), and (d) 19F contaminant in a 1iB 5 x 1014 ions/cm of high-current implanter. The energy contamination/

200 keV implant, beam neutralisation can be influenced by controlling

I,
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the pressure in various parts of the implanter, especially Careful design of the implanter and choice of materials
in the region between source and analyser, and in the can reduce/control this contaminant.
beam line and end station. Reducing and controlling
the magnitude of the amount of energy contamination
and beam neutralisation on high-current implanters Acknowledgements
opens the way to P3 " usage for high-energy implants.
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ergy) contaminants occurs owing to a variety of causes plied and Eaton for helpful discussions, as well as H.
During a boron implant the wafer was also con- Bosch, J. van Buul, S Oosterhoff and the process tech-
taminated with 19F due to ionisation of residual gas in nicians of FABI for general assistance and performing
the implanter. The partial pressure of residual gas in the part of the implants.
implanter has a large influence on these contaminants
This again indicates the need for precise control of the
vacuum in the implanter. Not only a good vacuum is References
important, but also the design of the implanter itself
influences contamination. Boron implants performed on [il P Spinelli, J. Escaron, A Soubie and M Bruel, Nucl Insir
a medium-current implanter where the beam is made and Meth. B6 (1985) 283
parallel by a dipole lens magnet prior to acceleration [21 J H. Freeman. D.J Chivers and G A Gard, Nucl Instr
show energy contamination with an energy equal to the and Meth 143 (1977) 99
extraction energy [6] This contamination probably arises 131 C R. Kalbfus and R Milgate, Nucl Instr and Meth B21
due to beam neutralisation between the magnet and the (1977) 400
acceleration s'age since that region is not actively 141 K. Brack, W Euen and D Hagman, Nucl Instr and Meth
pccle n sB21 (1977) 405
pumped. [51 H J. Ligthart and J Politick, Philips Tech Rev 43 no 7

Phosphorus implantations made on high-current (1986) 185
machines showed a very shallow contamination at the [6] R.J Schreutelkanip. F W Saris, J F.M Westendorp. R.E.
surface of a few keV. Probable causes may be sputtering Kaim, G B Odium and K T F. Janssen, Mater Sci Eng
and reflections from slits and lining of the beam line. B2 1989) 139
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Energetic neutral contamination in modern high-current implanters

S. Cherekdjian and W. Weisenberger
Ion Implant Services, 1050 Kitfer Road, Sunnyvale, CA, USA

The presence of energetic neutrals in a high-current, high-energy implant can result in nonumformities on a silicon wafer. A larger
concern is when the energetic neutrals are not of the desired energy. This is a major consideration when des!gning ion implanters with
pre- and post-acceleration stages This paper investigates the levels of pre-accelerated boron neutrals present in a 180 kV boron
implant The machines investigated were a Nova 20A and an Applied Materials P19000 A comparison of their vacuum systems and
their ability to cope with photoresist batches and argon backfill are presented. Silicon wafers were mapped by four-point probe
resistivity measurements and the levels of pre-accelerated neutrals were quantified by spreading resistance profiles (SRPs) It is
clearly demonstrated that good uniformity on a bare silicon wafer is not an indicator of a clean ion beam. Even though it is well
understood that this problem is vacuum-related, modern high-current implanters are still being built and marketed with improper
vacuum isolation and insufficient pumping capability

1. Introduction energy purity and doping uniformity under these condi-
tions is of concern This work utilizes various implant

Ion implanters with pre- ,nd post-acceleration stages conditions and wafer loads to elucidate some of the

have become the favored modern implanter style In typical vacuum failings of older implanters that still

this configuration the ions are extracted with pre-accel- plague modern high-current implanters.

eration voltages in the region of 20 to 100 kV. The ions
are then analyzed and finally post-accelerated to their
required energy These machines have been favored 2. Experimental
owing to their inherent smaller magnet design, their ion
current being insensitive to energy and their easy fnal The implants were performed on two high-current
ion-energy adjustment machines, a Nova 20A and an Applied Materials P19000

Unfortunately these machines are suscepubiih to Ea,:h machine was operated 'in standard production
vacuum-related process problems Improper vacuum hiode for maximum throughput. The implant used to
isolation between the exit of the anaiyzer and the im- investigate the machines was 1 B+, I X 10 15 ions/cm2.,
plant chamber or the source region disturbs the energy 180 kV 8-9 mA. The P19000 was configured for 5 in.
purity of the ion beam In the case of doubly charged (batch size of 25) and the Nova was configured for 6 in.
implants the contaminant is a lower energy peak associ- (batch size of 15). This ion dose provided the maximum
ated with a loss in charge state; conversely, molecular detectable neutral level from the photoresist batches [1]
implants have a higher energy peak related to the dis- The high implant energy allowed the maximum sep-
sociation of the molecule prior to post-acceleration The aration of the pre- from the post-accelerated neuti als.
former event, charge reduction, is still of !mportance The implants consisted of silicon wafer loads with
with singular-charged species such as B', P+ and As'. and without photoresist and a variety of diffeient pro-
If beam neutralization occurs after the analyzer, unde- cess chamber pressures. Argon leaking or backfill are
sirable energetic neutrals will be created. With no neu- utilized in the electron flood gun system, of the Nova
tral trap, a mechanically scaimcd system ensures that 20A and the Applied Materials P19000. All the test
these pre-accelerated neutrals will reach the wafers. In a wafers were 5 or 6 inch bare silicon n-type (100 ,. 5-10
high-energy implant they will contribute to energy and Q2cm The sheet photoresist (AZ1250) batches were
dosing nonuniformities. baked at 100°C for 30 nunutes. The test wafers were

The pressure burst during a high-energy, high-cur- rapidly thermally annealed at 1100°C for 10 seconds
rent implant into photoresist batches is often encoun- and mapped on a Prometrix II B four-point prober.
tered in production and assumed to produce no adverse Dopant distributions were obtained from spreading re-
effects. The ability of these implanters to maintain their sistance profiling (SRP).

0168-583X/91/$03 50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (North-Holland)
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3. Discussion Table 1
PROMETRIX and SRP data for the Nova 20A and the P19000

Each machine section discusses the vacuum system Machint Run Conditions Sheet p o SRP
from the end station to the analyzer, the measurement Il2/0) 1%) [%]
resolution and the results obtained. NOVA (1) Si 8541 091 -

Table 1 summanzes all the four-point probe, and 20A (2) PR 7570 412 4_5
SRP data. The pre-accelerated boron concentrations (3) Si. AR " (5 x 10 Torr) 8351 0.86 -
were estimated by equating the high-energy boron peaks (4) PR, AR (5 x 10 - Torr) 74.80 4.32 4-5
with the implanted dose of I x 1015 ions/cm 2. The level P19000 (1) St 85 28 0.81 1.02
of pre-accelerated neutralization can then be de- (2) PR 8502 135 780
termined by dividing the calculated pre-accelerated (3) Si, AR (2E-5mbar) 8240 069 470
boror dose signal with the implanted boron dose of (4) PR, AR (2E-5mbar) 84.31 071 17 16
1 x 111 5 ions/cm2 Theoretical range and straggling data (5) Si, AR (4E-Smbar) 80.30 070 1040
were obtained from PRAL range tables [2]. P19000. 20 kV neutral component - ratio of (1) to (2)

3 1 The Nova 20A Percentage (1) Percentage (2)

102 - -
On the Nova 20A the end-station pumping is pro- 1 02 + 6.78 6.65

s.ided by a 10 inch cryopump on the side of the process ,6705

chamber The beam line is serviced by two turbopumps 1040 + -
(fig. 1). one located on the bend of the analyzer and the 1040_+_ _

other placed between the post-acceleration stage and .0 Si: Bare silicon wafers
the electron flood gun. This turbopumping isolation 6) PR. Sheet photoresist wafers+I bare ,ilicon wafer
before and after the post-acceleration stage protects this AR Denotes the use of the flood gun (presure used)
region from the detrimental pressure effects from the
source, the flood gun and the end station. To inczrease
the pumping isolation between the end station and the
beam line, the Nova 20A end station has a high-vacuum The SRP data for this machine are shown in fig. 1.
interlock. When the end-station pressure has recovered, For 80 keV boron ,ons, the boron background level at a
the ion beam is gated on and the mechanical scan depth of 270 nm is about 6 x 1018 atoms/cm . A
continues. minimum detectable signal from pre-accelerated neu-

V M80KV 58UO 180KV BM(I

5

2
5 4NA MdN 2 AmO 4

2

5

lO6I I I I I j - I

100A P NV 0

0T 02 0.5 0.4 0.5 0,6 07 0.8 09

~~Fig I. SRP profiles and vacuum schematics (A) analyter )C-) cryopump. (D)) diffusion pump. (E) end stationa, (F) electron flood gun .
, and argc' ,ik, (S) source. dnd (T) tu~rbopumip. :
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trals at 80 keV needs to be about 1.5 x 1018 atoms/cm3  turbopump in line with T3 (see fig. 1). This now resem-
(about 3.4 x 1013 ions/cm2 ). This is a neutr;4ization of bles a Nova 10-160 end-station vacuum system which
approximately 3.4%. a lower level will be smeared out has an improved end-station-to-analyzer vacuum isola-
by the background. tion [3].

A small signal was detected in both photoresist runs The Nova wafer maps tabulated in table 1 indicate
on the Nova 20A. The depth of the signals corresponds overdosing with the use of the flood gun, the argon leak
to 80 keV boron from the ion source. The level of boron or with the addition of photoresist wafers. The wafer
was estimated to be 4-5%. No 80 keV boron signal was uniformities ranged from 0.9% to 4.32% (table 1) and no
detected for the run with only electron flood and 5 x resistivity striation of the wafers was observed in the
10- 5 Torr argon leak; with photoresist wafers the 80 slow-scan direction. Even though the Nova 20A is the
keV neutrals appear again, latest generic design, it still suffers, disappointingly,

The high pre-acceleration voltage of 80 kV helps to from the interaction of the end-station pressure burst
disguise this signal below levels of 3.4% Higher implant with the wafer doping uniformity. The overdosed central
doses would further reduce the relative levels and a area for these wafers (fig. 2) corresponds to the maxi-
thermal drive-in anneal would wash it out completely. mum area of photoresist bursting from the implanted
The pumping isolation of the source and the analyzer wafers. SRP data from the edge and center of the wafer
could not be determined owing to this high-threshold confirmed that the nonumformity is mainly from post-
detection level. accelerated neutrals These resistivity and uniformity

We can deduce that performing molecular or multi- issues from photoresist batches can be eliminated by
charged implants may be a problem with photoresist using the Nova pressure compensation (K-factor) soft-
batches. A solution would be to place an additional ware [4]. The K-factor solution is an implant option and

NOVA RtN1 NOVA RiN2

- . . F ,

PI9000 RLI 3 PI90O R 4

Fig. 2. Resistivity contours and diameter maps
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can only be implemented if the exact K-values have 103

been determined for the implant conditions. The energy
contamination issue, however, is not corrected.

3 2. The Applied Materials P19000 2- PHOTORESIST--

The P19000 beam-line vacuum design has two 10 in. 1

cryopumps, one located at the side of the end station 5 -- ---- ---

and the other located in a region c.escribed as the ARWUI LEAX °

"differential pumping box", which contains the post- 2
acceleration stage. This pump isolates the end-station 1o.5  I
pressure effects from the post-acceleration stage. Also,
the pump has the floodgun gas leak placed in front of 5 . I
its pumping orifice. There is a vacuum interlock on the , .
end-station pressure, but it is only acknowledged after 2
the implant wheel has completed the scan. This should 6 * I
be improved for batches containing photoresist. 6I

The sensitivity level for pre-accelerated neutrals in I
this ion implanter is greatly enhanced owing to their * • I
shallow 20 keV signal. In this case the background 2 I
boron signal is now at least an order of magnitude *

lower around 2 X 1017 atoms/cm'. Therefore, a detecta- 10-7

ble signal snould be about 1.5 x 101" cm' (correspond- 5 I
ing to a 20 keV boron dose of 1.5 × 1012 ions/cm2 ).
This is a ver sensitive neutral resolution level of 0.15%. F

Fig. I displays the SRP data which is summarized in 2

table 1. The low-energy boron signals in fig I at 70 nm 8  I I I I I

agrees well with the PRAL value of 79 nm. confirming 10- 2 5 10-5 2 5 10-4 2 5 10-3

their origin is from the source. With no pressure loading WLYSER EXIT ION GUGE (BAR)
(no photoresist or argon leak) a constant 1% level of Fig 3 P19000 end-station ion gauge versus analyzer ion gauge
neutrals is present. This indicates insufficient vacuum
isolaton between the source and the analyzer. This level
could increase as the pumping efficiency of the ion isolation between the end station and the exit of the
implanter deteriorates with time. The isolation could be analyzer. An ion gauge was placed at the exit of the
improved by running the source leaner and installing analyzer and its reading is plotted as a function of the
conductance-limiting apertures. Better still, the installa- end-station argon leak in fig. 3. It can be seen that the
tion of a turbopump between these two regions would end-station argon leak of (2-4) x 10 - mbar increases
be a good solution. the analyzer pressure from 9 X 10-- to 1.6 x 10--4 mbar,

The effect of increasing the process chamber pres- respectively Photoresist effects typically range from
sure from the base pressure of 2 X 10' mbar with no I X 10-4 to 2 x 10 - mbar; at the end station this
photoresist wafers present to 2 x 10' mbar (the re- would then raise the analyzer from 4.4 x 10-4 to 9 X

commended argon leak for the use of the electron flood 10 4 mbar Although, for photoresist. a more accurate
system) and 4 X 10-- 5 mbar (argon leak) increases the representation would warrant the gas leaked to be hy-
20 keV neutral level by 3 68% and 9 38%, respectively drogen, it nevertheless reflects the poor pumping capa-
The addition of 24 photoresist wafers increases the 20 bility of the system The data here was also extrapolated
keV neutrals by 6.78% with no argon leak and 12.46% from the last data point at 5 X 10 - mbar This assumes
with an argon leak of 2 x 10 ' mbar, respectively, the pumping gradient does not change. It should be

The presence of photoresist wafers results in the noted that specifying the electron flood raises the end
largest detection of energetic neutrals. If this machine is station to 2 x 10 5 mbar and consequently increases
configured for 6 or 8 rather than 5 inches, the increase the pressure at the exit of the analyzet to 9 A 10- '
in the photoresist bursting would be a theoretical maxi- mbar. Even with no photoresist this will cause process
mum of 44% and 74%, respectively. The single cryo- problems when molecular and multicharged species are
pump (C2 in fig. 1) over the post-accLleration stage run.
appears inadequate. A possible redesign of the vacuum system should

These levels of neutralization can be understood by move the wafers away from the post-acceleration stage
shutting the ion beam down and vacuum-testing the Two in-line cryopumps could be added and the post-
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acceleration stage should be placed between these two a neutral hot spot present in run 3 has increased in run
additional pumps and the original cryopump (C2 in fig. 5 beyond the critical x-axis (slow scan) dimension re-
1), The original now pumps the analyzer while the other quired for wafer striping.
two isolate the end station. The flood gun and its gas
leak may be located in the cryopump closest to the end
station. Two additional cryopumps are a d:rect conse- 4. Conclusion
quence of the large pumping load the end station pre-
sents as its very large volume is argon-backfilled during It has been demonstrated that the indication of a
electron-flood-gun runs, usually containing photoresist good wafer-contour map is no measure of the macro-
wafers. In this configuration the post-acceleration sup- scopic aniformity or the purity ot an ion-implant pro-
pression electrode should be moved close to the wafers cess.
to eliminate beam blowup effects [5]. Ideally, high-current ion implanters should be imper-

ro interpret the uniformity of the wafer maps listed vious to end-station pressuie effects. The achievement
in table 1. the effect of two main contributions of beam of this goal would lead to a more reliable and repro-
neutralization must be considered: (1) the increase in ducible implant. Unfortunately this paper has shown
pressure at the exit of the analyzer as the argon lood that modern high-current machines, currently available
gun leak is increased and (2) the pressure burst from the to the process engineer, have limitations in this area.
photoresist wafers. The former results in a relatively
constant flux of 20 kV boron neutrals while the latter is
a time-varying component modulating with the photore- Acknowledgements
sist bursting. Assuming these effects can be linearly
superimposed, their individual contributions are shown Thanks are due to J. Schuur and V Dinh of In-
in table 1. The worst uniformity is observed in run 2, tegrated Device Technology. D.W Lindsay of Ion Im-
where the ratio of (2) to (1) is the greatest. This nonum- plant Services, M. Anjum of Micron Technology and
formity disappears in run 4 where the higher argon C.1 Yarling of Varian.
pressure has increased the level of constant 20 keV
neutrals from (1).

The most interesting effect is the left-to-right (slow-
scan direction) dosing striation observed in runs 3 and 4 References

(see fig. 2) The common factor in both runs is the
2 x 10 - mbar argon leak The additional neutraliza- [1] S Cherekdjian and I H Wilson. Rdidt Eff 98 (1986) 179
tion from the photoresist wafers from run 4 help to 12 J B 3ersack dnd i Ziegler. Nuclnstr and Meth 194(1982) 93
reduce the degree of striation. Conversely no striping of 13] S Cherekdjian. IIS internal report
the wafer has been observed in run 5 where the argon [41 Nova Engineering Bulletin. ECO no 4877M
pressure is now 4 X 10 -- mbar. No difference 'in ion [51 M E. Mack, G Ryding, D.H. Douglas-Hamilton, K. Stee-
beam dimensions were observed from the P19000 beam pies, M Farley. V Gillis, N. White, A Witkower and R
profiler prior to these runs We can only speculate that Laribracht. Nucl. Instr.and Meth B6 (1985) 405.
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Real time, in situ particle monitoring of the Applied Materials P19200
ion implanter

Samuel Leung d, Babak Adibi ", Steve Moffatt h, Boris Fishkin " and Pat Kinney h

"Applied Materialv. Implant Damon. Foundri Lne, Horsham. West Sussex RlHI3 5PY. England
Applied Materials. Implant Division, 3050 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, C4 95954, USA

Real time monitoring of particles in the process chamber and the roughing line of high current implanters has recently been ol
invaluable assistance to equipment manufacturers and fabrication line process engineers. Earlier in situ partiLle monitors were limited
in their performance by the size ( > 05 itm). velocity ( < 750 cm/s) and concentration of the particles ( < 100 particles/s) to be
d.tected. The results from a recently developed particle monitor capable of measuring particle sizes down to > 0 22 tim. installed in
a P19200 ion implanter are discussed here It is demonstrated that an equipment engineer can study., test. and improve autoclean
cycles with the effect of an, hardware change The development of SPC charts and possible processing interlock,, are discussed.

I. Introduction target chamber of the Applied Materials P19200 high
current ion implanter. Initial tests were carried out to

Particulate contamination is one of the prime con- determine important information regarding particle
tributors to yield loss in advanced IC fabrication [1]. generation mechanisms and particle conditions during
There are semiconductor products on the market today the impianter's autoclean cycle.
that are sensitive to particles as small as 0.1 [tm. This is
beyond the leading edge of the detection capability of
today's monitoring equipment. However, the require- 2. In situ particle monitor (ISPM) development
ment for the number of particles added on the wafer
surface to be < 0.03 particles/cm 2 (measured at 0 3 Most observations of particles in processing equip-
tim) will soon be here, and equipment clean enough to ment. particularly in vacuum systems, have been made
manufacture and monitor these devices is yet to be by running silicon wafers through the equipment and
developed. measuring the number of particles added to each wafer.

In the interest of minimizing particulate contamina- This type of measurement consumes both process
tion sources, the Applied Materials P19000 series uses a equipment time and personnel time It is also the final
loadlock to transler wafers under vacuum into the im- judgement of the particles added to wafers Yet this
plant chamber of the system and a low abrasion wafer technique provides only after-the-fact information and
handling design. Having a uniform, repeatable wafer-
handling regime means that numerous variables can be
eliminated, making 'it much simpler to track down 00,
sources of contamination. Fig. I illustrates the relative 0
particle performance differences between processes It
also represents an analysis of factors contributing to 0 04
wafer handling.

Particulate contributions from very fine particles that
are transported with the ion beam account for 60 to 20(
90% of the defect density [2]. Given this fact, a much
more desirable approach to particle control in vacuum
systems would have an in situ, vacuum compatible
particle monitor placed underneath the beam line for ! ,,..

direct, real-time particle detection. This would allow .,

optimization of particle reduction with fewer ambigui-
ties of the actual particle sources.

The purpose of this paper is to report the develop- Fig. I Pareto analysis of factors contributing to wafer par-
ment of an in situ particle monitor installed in the ticulate addition from process equipment

0168-583X/91/$03 50 ID 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) 11 REAL TIME PROCESSING
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specific particle sources in the equipment are usually Laser Diode

difficult to isolate using this method.
Pioneering PFM (particle flux monitor) tools have Photodiode Laser Beam

been thoroughly characterized [3]. It was found that Shaping Optics
particle monitors were limited in their performance by .
the size, velocity and concentration of the particles to p' Particle Flux

be detected, and therefore had low count rates The .. Cross-Sectionl
development program described below was initiated to Laser Beam
address these limitations, resulting in the creation of a
more advanced tool. The anticipated benefits of this Collection Light Trap
new capability are: detection of particulate-generating Optics
events at the earlier stages of particle development. Fig 3 A schematic diagram of the optical system for the
quantification of process step contributions to wafer sensor
surface contamination, and feedback in developing stat-
istical process control (SPC).

is shown in fig. 3 The sensor consists of a laser diode.
beam stop, a set of optical lenses for collecting scattered

3. Experimental setup light and a photodetector. As particles fall through the
laser light, they scatter light toward the photodetector

The largest contributor to particle contamination The particle-induced scattered light is collected per-
during the whole implant cycle is the exposure to the pendicular to the laser axis to reject the continuous
ton beam. The exact magnitude of the contribution background emission from the laser diode
varies in a complicated way with species, energy, dose, Particle monitor evaluations were performed both on
current, ion optics, beam size and position. The particle the bench and in the implanter. Benchtop evaluations
monitor sensor has been installed 'in the Applied with monosized latex spheres were conducted using a
Materials P1920C ion implanter. Fig. 2 shows the loca- 0.1 [im 28.3 /min (I cfm) aerosol particle counter as a
tion of the sensor in the target chamber. It is mounted reference for sizing/counting iefficiency. This testing
directly underneath the last electrode of the beam line. determined that our smallest detectable particle size is
Since the wafers undergo the greatest stress, and are 0.22 [im with an estimated detection area for this size of
thus most likely to shed particles, when they pass the 5 mm 2 Calculated detection area for 0.3 pm particles
beam. The effective area of particle detection is in was 15 mm2, for 0,509 [m was 40 m 2 , and for 1 09 ltn
alignment with the wheel so that the sensor will see was 75 mm2

mo,, of the particles after the wafers pass the beam A
schemait diagram of the optical system for the sensor

4. Results

Results of particle measurements made on the in situ
..... particle monitor with various beam currents are shown

in fig. 4a and b Initial monitoring showed that the
particle count was roughly dependent on the current of
the beam. Each neak corresponds to the number of
particles spinning ,ff the wafers after passing through

the beam.
An interesting effect seen in fig. 4a is the reducing of)7 the particle levels with time, which may be due to the

\ !i/ ,depletion of some particle reservoirs. In practice there
,(. -will be a large number of particle reservoirs (e.g., elec-
" II <~' trodes, front plate, beamstop, etc.). Any one of these

Swhich is disturbed or under stress can produce a total
contribution onto the wafer of 10 to 200 particles. Once

I the disturbance is stabilized, the individual contributors
N r~,,~lW~rmay decrease or stay constant with time.

- Although we do not have enough statistical results to
show the direct correlation between the particle counts

Fig 2 Location ofin situ particle monitor in the P19200 target obtained from the particle monitor and the wafer
chamber surface, it has been observed in fig. 4a that the ratio of
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60 120 180 240 300 Time (5) Fig 5 Particle counts in the target Lhamher during three

Fig 4 The particle measurements made onl the in situ particle suLCeSsAse short autoclean cN'cles

monitor wvith bean current at (a) 12 5 mA and (b) 15 mA

the monitor counits to the wafer counts is much higher free particles and pump them out the roughing lines
than we expect The average particle count for this Fig 5 shovss the particle counts as a function of time
implant is below 40 ppwv at 0 3 4tm on a 150 mrm wafer, for three successive autocleans All the events during the
This data strongly sugge,,,ed that the majority of the autoclean cycle are annotated in the figure. Each short
particles fron, the beam line do not stay on the surface autoclean cycle requires 10 minutes. The benefit can he
of the wafers, seen with the aid of fig 5 It shows the rapid drop in

The sensor has also been used to optimize autoclean- counts hy the third cycle The henefit of an in situ
ing cvcles The autoclean procedure is an effective way particle monitor is that time can he saved when the
to clear particles from the target chamber It consists of target chamber is relatively clean and the number of
a series of alternating roughs and vents, usually with the short autoclean cycles can be reduced This is consistent
wheel spinning *rhis procedure is designed to stir uip with earlier results onl different implanters [4,5]
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Hg 6 Ani example ofl SPC Lhart used in particle analysis
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Fig. 7. Flow diagra e of closed loop particle control

5. Closed loop particle Col 6. Conclusion

Tihe new in situ particle monitor., with the minimum
Tihe Applied Materials in situ particle monitor and detectable particle size of 0 22 Lm, shows sensitvity to
tadalone PC will provide diagnostic routines whIt~h particle conditions during the ion implanter's autoclean

prevent the start of an implant if the monitoring system cycle and real time particle detection during arsenic
indicates that a preset particle level is being exceeded implants with various beam currents The application of
The clo:,ed loop particle control will then interrupt the SPC will provide an efficient means of recording par-
process The combination of real time process control ticle data It will also provide the operator with real
and product protection is designed to sustain high prod- time process control information so that immediate
uct yield levels while maximizing system throughput action can be taken to stop proccssing when particle
and availability, courts exceed a set level.

Each time the P19200 ion implanter processes a
batch of wafers, the particle counts collected throughout Acknowledgements
the whole process will be integrated and stored on the
PC hard disk so that it can be displayed on a statistical The authors would like to thank Dave McMahon
process control (SPC) chart. Thresholds will be estab- and John Spencer-May for their assistance in setting up
lished for the entire run When these thresholds are hardware for the applications described here
exceeded, either a warning message will be sent to the
equipment operator, or the equipment will be com- References
manded to pause the subsequent runs An example of
an SPC chart is shown in fig. 6 Each chart will show [(] J Horvath and S Moffati, these Proceedings (8th Int
the total particles per run for a specific recipe or lot 199f. n In ant M eh uildford. UK.
number. Individual recipe names will have control limits [21 T Hatto and S Koata, Proc M(croconta aton Co15f
and full SPC analysis will be available from the PC and Exposition. Santa Clara. CA (1988) p 1

This new version will be able to enter a more auto- [31 J Gregg and P Border 2nd Syrp on Particles in Gases
inatic mode where the implanter will tell the particle and Liquid,, 20th Annual Meeting of the Fine Particle
monitor when a process is started or stopped. This will Soc., 1989, vol 2, ed K L Mittal (Plenum, New York.
allow the particle monitor to request run information 1990)
from the implanter. and start and stop particle counting [41 W Weisenberger. S Chereckdjian, P Borden and W Kno-
without diiect operator intervention This information die, Proc 7th Int Conf on Ion lmplantation Technology.
will be sent to the particle monitor from the implanter Kyoto, Japan. 1988. Nucl Instr and Meth 437/38 (1989)

in the form of events transmitted over a SECS link (see i g(

fig. 7), [51 W Weisenberger, Semicond Int 6 (1988) 188
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Cha ileling control for large tilt angle implantation in Si ( 100)

Robert B. Simonton, Dennis E. Kamenitsa and Andrew M. Ray
Eaton Corp Semiconductor Equipment Diision, 24 ?3 Rutland Drnue, Austin, TX 78758 USA

Changhae Park. Kevin M. Klein and Al F. Tasch
jiie roee( tropuc% Revearth Center, Unttersttv of Texas at Ai tin. Austin, TX 78712. USA

This investigation will present measurements of silicon (100) wafers, implanted with tilt angles in the range 7-60'. which
identify combinations of tilt and azimuthal (twist) angles that avoid major channeling zones The orientations identified in this study
mininmze channeling effects even for ve.y loss dose implantation A stereographic projection demonstrates that all major variations in
observed channeling behavior are exrlamed by channeling in the six major (low Miller mndex uystallographic axes and planes The
implanted wafers %%ere characterized using modulated reflectance and SIMS measurements We mnestigated the relative seventy of
ion channeling in major poles anJ planes and the effect of energy amnd species variations on channeling behavior 1 he physical basis
for the observed variations is explained by employing the concepts of critical channeling angles and aerage distance traveled within
a channel

1. Introduction 6200AV. a modern, electrostatically scanned medium
current ion implanter which allows any combination of

Ion mplantaton piocesses employig large tilt an- tilt angles 0-60' with twist angles 0-360' [4]. Direct
gles (7-60 o ) have stimulated great interest ii the recent measurements on this mplanter system revealed that
past due to the advanced device fabrtcation capability both the accuracy and precision of the tilt and twist
this implantation technique offers, particularly when orientation were < + 0 250 tnd < + 2.00 respectively
used in conjunction with in situ wafer rotational reposi- The tilt accuracy includes the (100) alignment error of
tioning 111. the silicon substrates The advanced digital scan system

Prexious investigations of optimum silicon wafer of this implanter effectively eliminates the cross-wafer
orientation for channeling (dopant profile) control have nonumformity resulting from geometric effects at any
typically described the range of tilt angles from 0 to tilt angle 0 to 600, allowing a typical implant uniform-
about 10' 121. although the range 0-20' has been ity of <0 5%. one sigma [51 throughout the available
characterized by Ziegler and Lever with backscattering tilt range.

techniques [3]. In order to obtained dopant profile The majority of the wafers were implanted with a
control when using larger tilt angles, optimum wafer boron, 100 keV'. 5 X 10 cm 2 implant Smaller groups
orientations must be identified which will avoid major of wafers were implanted using boron at energies of
channeling zones. 10-400 keV and phosphorus at 50-600 keV

After implantation, all wafers were characterized by

2. Experimental methods modulated reflectance measurements in a Therma-Wave
Inc TP-300 [6], using two modes, high spatial density

150 mm, prime silicon (100) wafers without a screen conformal mapping and diameter scans. The cross-wafer
oxide were iniplanted using a systematic matrix of tilt uniformity (%, one sigma) and the average value from
and az;muthal (tyist) augle combinations lilt is de- modulated reflectance measurements on each wafer were
fined as the angle between the incident ion beam vectoi plotted as a function of the tilt and twist angle setting
and a vector perpendicular to the wafer's surface at the for that wafer The measurements are in therma-wave
wafer's center Twist is defined as the rotational angle units (TW). an arbitrary unit of modulated reflectance,
between a projection of the beam vector onto the wafer's which is proportional to the damage produced by the
surface and the (110) planes perpendicular to the implanted ions [71 Therefore, increased channeling %
wafer's major flat. would cause a reduction in TW signal, because chan-

All implants were performed on an Eaton NV- neled ions produce less damage in the substrate.
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The thernia-wave modulated reflectance measure- with major channeling features, profile control should
ment is quite sensitive to the distortions of the as-im- be optimum there. Table I summariies the optimum
planted profile which result from ion channeling during combination:, of tilt and twist angles, obtained from the
implantation: this is demonstrated in fig. 1. This figure data in fig. 2, for the boron. 100 keV, 5 x 1011 cm 2
contains an overlay of seven implant profiles, measured implant condition.
using secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) [8], from
different locations on a radius of the same silicon (100)
wafer, the wafer had also been mapped in TW units. 4. Discussion
This wafer had been implanted (with no screen oxide)
using 180 keV, 5 X 1011 cm - 2 boron in a variable scan All major variations of average TW value and TW
angle implanter at a tilt angle of 00 (ion beam aligned uniformity observed in fig 2 can be explained by con-
with the (100) pole at the wafer center). This resulted sidering channeling in six major (low Miller index)
in a range of known ion beam orientation angles to the poles and planes. This is demonstrated by considering
(100) pole at different locations on the wafer's radius fig. 3. a stereographic projection [91 foi the silicon
SIMS profiles from the seven locations were correlated lattice as viewed along a (100) pole. This projection
with the known ion beam orientation angle to the (100) represents the entire twist range 0-360' because of the
and the measured TW value for each location, resulting mirror symmetry about the {110} planes and the 900
in fig 1 As indicated there, a variation of a few percent rotational symmetry about the (100) poles. Note that
in IV units means a fairly dramatic shift in the as-im- the 0' twist references in figs. 2 and 3 are the (110)
planted profile has occurred, planes because these planes correspond to the major

wafer flat., which is the twist orientation reference in
most implanter equipment.

3. Results The major, low Miller index poles and planes are
represented in fig 3 by the largest filled circles and

The plots of average TW value and cross-wafer TW heaviest lines, respectively Higher Miller index poles
uniformit, (". one sigma) for the boron, 100 key., are represented by smaller filled circles; for simplicity.
5 x 10" cm - 2 implant condition are presented in fig. 2 many of these poles are not indicated here The regions
Fig 2a presents this data for a constant twist angle of angle space in the stereographic projection which
(23' ) at various tilts from 0 to 60'. Figs 2b-f provide were investigated by the implants whose TW measure-
this data as a function of twist angle for various (fixed) ments are plotted in fig 2 are identified by light dashed
tilt angles lines. The electrostatic" scan system of the NV-6200AV

The ion beam is aligned with major channeling fea- ion implanter used in this studN produces small varia-
tures at those orientations in fig 2 which exhibit signifi- tions in ion beam orientation as the beam is scanned
cantl decreast. axerage TW value and degraded TW across the wafer The tilt and twist angle space -sam-
uniformit Conversely, orientations which display the pled" by the scanned ion beam depends on the tilt angleo
best TW uniformities and local maxima in average TW (and wafer size) employed for the implant, the space
Nalues are orientations where the ion beam is not aligned sampled at higher tilt angles is greatly reduced from

that at lower tilt angles The angle space sampled by the
area of one 150 mm wafer is visualized by the small

Sellipses in fig. 3.
BORON 2 etBy considering each part of fig. 2 in the light of fig

E 1¢, keV- 5,0 cmn TW 2 1L 3, all major variations are explained. Wherever the
U -236 2 06 dotted lines (representing the tilt/twist implant matrix)

-250 1 08 in fig 3 encounter a major plane or pole, a relatively

-2640 1 0 major decrease in TW value and increase in TW non-I , 277 9 1 2 uniformity appears in the corresponding plot in fig 2j 291 8 1 which contains the t'lt/twist angles of the encounter
0 10 291 8 1 9 For example, in fig. 2a, the large TW and uniformity

NOT *variations which occur at 0-" tilt, at about 37" tilt, and
14 AISCIS 4 about 470 tilt are caused by :on beam alignmcnt with
00 05 1 0 1 j 20 the (100) pole, (11} planes, and (110} planes, respec-

DFPTH (microns) tively. (The relatively minor TW variations at about 25 0
Fig. I ' herma-wave (TW) modulated reflectance signal sensi- tilt are caused by higher Miller index poles, previously

Stivity to as-implanted profile changes from (100) axial chan- reported by Ziegler and Lever [31, which are not indi-
neling variations, determined by SIMS measurements for a cated in fig. 3 but which were obvious in the TW
boron. 180 keV. 5 x 10" cm in iplant without a screen oxide conformal maps of these wafers. The effect of these
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Fig 2 TW average value and cross-wafer uniformity (%, one sigma) for various tilt and twist angle combinations, as noted above
(All implants are boron, 100 keV, 5 x 1011 cm :. without screen oxides.)

poles is also evident at about 200 twist for 250 tilt, and selected channeling zone over a portion of the target
less so for 200 tilt, in fig. 2c.) In this manner, direct surface during scanning. Correlation of the measured
comparison of the channeling behavior in fig 2 and the TW value with position on the measurement diameter
location of poles and planes in fig 3 explains all major and accurate knowledge of the ion beam scan angles on
channeling variations the target plane allowed plotting of the measured TW

The relative magnitude of TV variations in fig. 2 vdlucs as a function of ion beam alignment with the
from channeling into the different major features is channeling zone, 'n degrees. The measured TW values
explained by the data presented in fig. 4. The informa, for each wafer have been normalized to the minimum
tion in this figure also reveals the effect of energy (channeled) value, and are presented as a percent varia-
variations on channeling behavior. This data was ob- tion in the plots in fig. 4.
tamed by appropriately oriented TW diameter scans of By examining the plots in fig. 4, the relative magni-
wafers which had been deliberately oriented during tude for channeling of boron ions in several major zones
implantation so that the ion beam was aligned with a is revealed, Channeling from poles clearly overshadows

II. REAL TIMF, PROCESSING
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Table I Table 2
Optimum wafer orientations for channeling control for boron, Boron critical angle and average channeled distance
100 keV. 5 × 10" cm -2 implants without screen oxide______________________________________ Channel Critical angle ") Average
Tilt angles Optimum twist angles ') [d .g] distance h [Al

70 25-330 (110) pole 2.2 3400
100 23-350 (111) pole 192 1750
120 15-37o (100> pole 174 1180
20' 120 or 26-32' (111 1 plane 1.04 720
25' 120 or 28-380 (110) plane 0.94 800
350 28-38o (100) plane 079 780
45' 18-260 '450 14-23' orCritical angles for 100 keV boron calculated using a ZBL
550 14-23 ° or.32-380

600 18-20 ' or 40-45 ° specific boron-silicon interatomic potential [111
6o4 Axerage distance traveled in the channel for boron ions

Experimental orientation accuracy for tilt and twist angles is entering at 1
° off perfect alignment, calculated using

< ±+0250 and < ±20g. respectively MARLOWE code (at 100 keV for planes and 80 keV for
poles)

23" TWIST VS TILT -- ; A45" ' S

60* TILT VS TWIST- RO0M IS

5" TILT PLANE \The severity of channeling in a pole or plane (ignor-
'1 0 '-x, ing dose effects) depends strongly on its critical accep-

35' TILT ""("0) 26 S' tance angle. This angle is dependent on the atomic
25 TILT " "3" number (Z) and en-rgy (E) of the implant species: it is20: ILT 1.4''
2 0( - 15' propoitional to (Z/E 1i/Z [101. A summary of critical
STIST I  angles (for boron at 100 keV) for all major features

1 11), affecting the measurements in fig. 2 is presented in table
2. These angles were calculated using a ZBL interatomic

15, 2 '3 '\5 5 I I, (Y " .0' potential specific to boron and silicon [11]. which yields
(I) critical angles smaller than previous calculations Also

___TILT -(DEGREES)-, FROM00 I POLE - contained in table 2 are the average distances traveled

Fig 3 Stereographic projection of the silicon lattice for the tilt by a channeled ton in these same major poles and

range 0-90' from the (100) pole and the twist range 0-45' planes, calculated using MARLOWE. As is clear from
from the (110) planes toward the {100) planes. this table, major poles will have significantly greater

channeling effects than major planes, and [110) planes
will have worse channeling effects than {100) planes, as

that from planes, this observation has been reported in is experimentally verified in fig 4. Consideration of the
previous investigations [3] Also, (110) planes manifest critical charneling angles and average channeled dis-
significantly more severe channeling than (100) planes tance indicates the degree of channeling will be greatest
Thi, hierarchy explains the relative magnitude for most for (110) poles, then 111) poles, followed closely by
of the major TW variations in fig 2, particularly near (100) poles: thu. is consistent with the behavior ob-
00 tilt in fig 2a and for 00 twist relative to 450 twist served for these poles in figs. 2a, d, and e Furthermore,
at the various tilts in figs 2b and c. the table predicts that (111) planes manifest channeling

(100> POLE {1 10} PLANE {100} PLANEo o -.----- ------- i _ ___
-- 40keV ..------- ~ ~ -~040V400k0-200keV 

9 ,V200 V- I O~keV / 20 200..V 1OV

40100k.0 V0. 50koV

7. 201 V

-20 -10 -10 -05 00 05 1015 20 -2 0 -t7~-15 -0~* -050 05 10 1520 - 5 -10 -0.500 05 ,
00 25

ANGLE FROM ALIGNMENt (DEGREES) ANGLE FROM ALIGNMENT (DEGRFES ANGLE FROM ALIGNMENT (DEGREES)
Fig 4 The energy dependence of the sensitivity to ion beam orientation for channeling of boron. 5 x l011 cm 2. 70 tilt implants

(without a screen oxide) into (100) poles, (110} planes, and (100) planes
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slightly worse than {110) planes. which will clearly be should allow reasonably accurate general predictions of
worse than {100) planes; this is consistent with the channeling behavior for a wide range of species and
relative variations observed for these planes in figs. 2 a energy., at doses up to the formation of amorphous
and f ((Ill) vs (110)), fig. 2b, and fig. 4 ((110) vs layers.
(100)).

Fig. 4 also demonstrates the variation in cbanneling
behavior as the energy of a 5 X 1011 cm- 2 boron im- 5. Conclusion
plant is varied from 400 down to 10 keV. The highest
energy implants have the smallest critical angles, but Optimum wafer orientations (tilt/twist combina-
channeling variations are greater at high energy because tions) for the tilt range 7-60' have been identified for
the sensitivity to small changes in ion beam orientation a boron, 100 keV, 5 × lx0 cm - 2 implant (table 1).
near alignment is greater. This sensitivity is reduced by These orientations should provide adequate channeling
reducing the energy, because the critical channeling (profile) control, even for implantations employing very
angle depends on (Z/E)1 /2, so that lower energy will low doses.
produce larger channeling acceptance angles. Although A stereographic projection reveals that all major
this means that acceptance into all major channels is variations in the experimentally observed channeling
easier, it also means reduced sensitivity to small varia- behavior from 7--60* can be explained by considering
tions near alignment with any particular channel For channeling in the six major, low Miller index crystallo-
example, in fig. 4, when the boron implant energy is graphic poles ((100), (110) and (111)) and planes
below about 20 keV, the manifestation of channeling ((110). {111) and {100))
variation caused by (100) planes is eliminated, even at The relative severity of ion channeling in these major
5 x 1011 cm - dose polN and planes, and the effect of energy., species and

When increasing the physical tilt angle (0) while tilt angle variations on the manifestation of channeling
keeping the beam aligned with a planar channel,, the can be explained using the concepts of critical channel-
average distance traveled by a channeled ion (per- ing angle and average distance traveled for channeled
pendicular to the wafer's surface) is reduced by a factor ions
cos 0 [121, consequently, there is a reduction of chan- The orientations identified here will apply to a broad
neling variations when 0 is large This explains the range of implant conditions However, implantations
absence of (100) planar channeling effects for 600 tilt employing conditions with a significantly larger
at the 450 twist position and the diminished elfect of (Z/E)1 '2 ratio (lower energy/higher mass) and/or
(110) planar channeling at 00 twist in fig. 2f much higher doses ( >> 5 X 104 cm -2) will have a larger

In the same manner that boron channeling behavior set of acceptable orientations Conversely. 'implants with
is characterized in fig. 4, we also characterized channel- a significantly smaller (Z/E 1/2 ratio (higher energy/
ing in phosphorus 5 X 1011 cm - 2 implantation. The lower mass) using low doses (< < X 1 0 14 cm

- 2
) will

same general channeling tendencies were observed with have a more constrained set of allowable orientations,
phosphorus as with boron, except that the sensitivity of due to increased sensitivity to ion beam orientation of
channeling to orientation was reduced by the selection channeling effects for all crystallographic features in the
of the heavier species, and reductions in implant energy silicon lattice, particularly highcr Miller index poles [3]
more quickly reduced this sensitivity for phosphorus
than for boron. These effects are expected when the
critical acceptance angle is increased by selection of Acknowledgements
phosphorus (Z= 15) instead of boron (Z = 5). The
changes in channeling behavior from energy and species This work was supported in part by the Semiconduc-
variations we observed were consistent with previous tor Research Corporation and Sematech
reports [3]

When comparing our data for phosphorus and boron,
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Energy contamination of P"z ion beams on the Varian, EXTRION 220
medium current implanter

P.F.H.M. van der Meulen. S. Mehta and R.E. Kaim
Varian Ion Implant Systenis, Gloucester. MA 01930. USA

Singly charged contaminant beams hae been analyzed during P2' implants on an EXTRION 220 medium-current ion
implanter A method has been developed for measuring the amount of contamination prior to the actual implant. The measured
amoun. of singly charged energy contamination in the doubly charged ion beam has been related to a shift in sheet resistance of the
implanted layer. This shift is proportional to the amount of energy contamination. This measurement proves to be more sensitive
than SIMS analysis for the implant that was monitored.

1. Introduction discuss how these effects can he measured and con-

trolled on the EXIRION 220 medium-current ion im-
The use of doubly charged ions for ion implantation planter [2,3]

is an accepted method to extend the energy range of ion
implanters. Doubly charged ion beams have several
disadvantages compared to singly charged beams. First, 2. Energy contamination
the yield of doubly charged ions in most conventional
ion sources is much lower. This limits the avatlable As on most ion implanters, one can distinguish two
beam current and hence reduces wafer throughput. Sec- types of energy contamination on the E-220 The first
ond, doubly charged beams can contain tons with an type of contammnaton occurs when molecular ions (such
energy different from the main beam This is called as P,-) that are extracted from the ion source dissociate
energy contamination. It is caused by the interaction of before they reach the mass analyzer magnet. The dis-
ions extracted from the ion source with residual gas sociation process leaves an ion with a quarter of the
molecules Energy contamination can result in a de- energy of the doubly charged ions This ion has the
gradation of implant uniformity, junction depth varia- same magnetic stiffness as the doubly charged ions and
tion-, and dosimetry problems [1] In this paper we will therefore is transmitted through the analyzing magnet

ENDSTATION

FOCUSNG OUADRUPOLE DOUBLET CRYO-UMP~ANALYZER MAGNET

- ' ELECTROSTATIC
A' , DEFLECTOR C CG GATE VALVE! ' A 'UNDEFLECTEO [ C17: ~ '1.4 ~ BEAM .~~
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BAPERTURE E FILTER P E ,' ao~v p. ' r7 ''
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SEAMLNE CHAMBER 8oQ P~

CCIG 4_- I_ irri-r.. '---

LENS MAGNET ACCELERATION

ION SOURCE TERMINAL COLUMN

WAFER PLATEN

FARADAY CUP

Fig I. Ion trajectories in the E-220 beamline for 40 kV extraction and no acceleration voltage The main contaminant beams are
labeled A and B Beam C is hidden in the main beam.
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However, it can be effectively removed from the main
beam by an electrostatic beam filter [4,5] The second P keV P 80kev P 80keV

type of energy contamination occurs after the beam INTEGRAL 0 INTEGRAL
CURRENT A CURRENT

passes through the electrostatic beam f.lter. Doubly 44.7 PA 1 20 VA
charged ions (12) exchange charge with a residual gas 3

molecule/atom (A). V 3 Hs 39kV

12 *-+ A!)-- 1+ + A.(1

The energy loss of the ion 12+ in this reaction is

negligible compared to its total energy The amount of
doubly charged ions in the main beam that lose part of 100
their charge this way is proportional to the pressure in
the system and to the le',gth of the path that the ions
travel before they reach the wafer surface. The design of I I"'

the vacuum system and beamline influences the amount 0 50 100 110 200 250 300
of energy contamination and thereby the quality of the FARADAY POSITION X (mm)
implanted layer There are three sections (labeled A, B Fig. 2 Beam current measurements as a function of Faraday
and C in fri. 1) in the E-220 beamline where this charge cup position The doubly charged main beam and singly
exchange occurs charged contaminnt beams A and B are shown

The first section (A) is between the beam filter and
the deflector Ions that have lost part of their charge in
(A) will be deflected over half the deflection angle of
the doubly charged ionsThe econd secion (B) is beiween the deflector and 0 635 cm horizontal and 6 35 cm vertical opening across
the angle correction magnet (also referred to as lens the end station in the N-axis (fig 1). Since the beam i.magnet) [6] Both singly charged beams produced in smaller than the cup in the vertical direction but largersection A and B have a higher magnetic stiffness than in the horizontal direction, this offers the ability tosecton an B avea hghermageti stffnss han measure beam current as a function of X-position. In
the main beam This means that they will be underbent m ea e beam cr e as a unci n of a-poitnI
(smaller deflection) in the angle correction magnet. The fig. 2 we have plotted the beam current of a doublymain beam, on the other hand, will be bent in such a charged beam as a function of N-positon. The E-220

software calculates the integral beam current over the
way as to become perpendicular to the endstation. scanned length The calculated integrated current con-
Calculations show that contaminant beam A crosses
over the main beam somewhere in the acceleration tancoriuosfomheotmnntiglcagdolu . thmai beamsomandeB.whereforetheendcupeonbeams. However, by selecting a lower voltage on thesame side of the main beam, scanner and by using a 100 times larger amplification,

The third section (C) is between the angle correction we can determine the 'integral current peaks A and Banethird sth ionis btwe hi une chargecx without getting a contribution from the main beam.
magnet and the wafer. Ions which undergo charge ex- Before each implant we perform therefore two integral
change in this area are not separated from the main curent measurements. One wth the beam i the center
beam The contribution of section C to energy con-
tamination is less significant since the pressure in this of the endstation to measure the total integral current ofarea is lower than in the rest of the beamline ( - 5 ×1 -  the main beam and peaks A and B The second mea-
coared tloerT )A thanintherestofthe e iher er -5 10- surement is with a lower scanner voltage and a 100compredto -2 X10'Tor). Aso he ighe enrgy times higher amplification to measure only peaks A and
of the doubly charged ions after acceleration reduces Te hi e am on o er onlympaks A an
the cross section for charge exchange If the main beam the rive amounteofene onatioi
is scann, ' across the wafer, all three contaminant beams
will also scan across, thereby contributing to possible
dose offsets and non uniformities EC - X (100%). (2)

In this formula, 12 ' is the integral current of the main
3. Measurement of energy contamination beam plus the contaminants A and B and I+ is the

integral current of only peaks A and B. The factor 2
The electrostatic scanner on the E-220 can be set in arises from the fact that each doubly charged ion 'is

spot mode, that is, with a fixed potential on the scan counted twice by the dose amplifier The nunher from
plate The spot mode allows us to measure the in- eq. (2) can now be related to other measures of energy
tegrated ion beam current as a function or position contamination such as sheet resistance changes or SIMS
This is done by moving a slotted Faraday cup with a concentration profiles.

j 2' 4
! ',
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4. Experimental 250 P 180kV 2E14

All measurements were performed on an EXTRION
220 equipped with an electrostatic beam filter set at 28
kV in order to eliminate energy contamination lioti ... ISING[Y CHAPGEO

molecular breakup. Feed material for the Freeman ion 240

source was either solid phosphorus evaporated in a 7 VAPORIZER

\aporizer or hydrogen buffered 15% PH, gas 0

All implanted wafers were 150 mm (100) p-type GAS

(boron) (10-20 2 cm) SEMI standard wafers with no
oxide. Phosphorus implants were done at 180 keV and a GA230-

2 X 1i1
4 ions/cm2 dose with a 70 tilt and a 220 twist

to avoid channeling. Wafers used for sheet resistance

mapping we-e RTP annealed at 1100 0 C for 10 s. The
native oxide was subsequently stripped in buffered HF 220 r
and the wafers were probed on a Prometrix Omnimap 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

RS30 system. SIMS measurements were performed at CONTAMINATION(% PARTICLES)

Evans East, Inc. on a Perkin Elmer 6300 SIMS system Fig. 4 Sheet resistance as a function of energ' ,ontammaition

using a 400 nA Cs' primary ton beam with an energy for a 180 ke, 2 X 1014 phosphorus implant
of 8 keV. The depth axis was established using a
calibrated profilometer Overall accuracy of the profiles
is considered to be within 10%. 5. Results and discussion

Implants were performed under three different con-
ditions: In fig. 3 we show three sheet resistance maps of

With a solid phosphorus vaporizer source, to get the singly and doubly charged implants. As can be seen, the
lowest amount of contamination. uniformity is maintained well below the 0 5% level, even

- With a gaseous phosphine source, resulting in a higher at the highest amount of energy contamination In fig 4
system pressure and hence higher energy contamma- the mean sheet resistance of all implants is plotted
tlion caused by the presence of hydrogen %ersus the amount of energy contamination measured
As before., but with all cryo pumps closed off. lesult- before the implant For doubly-charged implants, there
Ing in a worst case system pressure is a linear relationship between the sheet resistance and
As a comparison to the doubly charged implants, an the measured amount of energy contamination How-

identical singly charged phosphorus implant was done ever, there is a nonlinear change in sheet resistance
with the same dose and energy. These implants were between 0%4 energy contamination (singly charged tim-

used to get an idea of what the result should be in case plant) and the first doubly charged implant with the
there was no energy contamination vaporizer

P P.
VAPORIZER PH3, GAS, AND CRYO'S CLOSED

I

(a) MEAN = 242.3 0/ (b) MEAN = 236.4 1/ (c) MEAN = 224.1 lii

o = 0 17% o = 0.24% a = 0.38%
EC = 0.9% EC = 12.6%

WORST CASE VACUUM

Fig 3 Uniformity maps for 2x 1014, 180 keV pho%phorus implants Shown are (a) singly charged phosphorus. (b) doubly charged
phosphoru' with the least amount of contamination, and (c) doubly charged with the largest amount of contamination
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., 10it 0 - -

a VAPORIZER b GAS

VE07 P*

---- VE10 P* EC - 4 3%

VE13 P*EC - 12 6%

.. ---0- VE04 P*EC - 0 9%
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E

00
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0 210

2 U
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I-ig 5 SIMS measurements of as-implanted profile,, for a 180 keV, 2 × 1014t in,,/cm2' phos phorus implant Profile,, tor (a) vaporiler
feed and (b) ga, feed m.teril.

Fig 5 shows the results of SIMS depth profiles In implantation. The changes are too small to resolve in

fig. 5a the profile for a singly charged implant and a SIMS measurements for this implant. The described

doubly charged implant using a vaporizer are plotted. method is much faster and easier to do than a SIMS
The difference between the two profiles is minimal measurement One can get a value for the EC just

indicating that the amount of energy contamination is before starting the implant instead of afterwards
very low indeed. The implanted dose calculated from

the profile is the same as in the singly charged implant,
within the accuracy of the SIMS measurement. In fig. Rerne,

5b the results for the implants using PH, gas are shown.• eerne

A g a in , th e s i ng ly a n d d o u b ly c h a rg e d m p la n ts d iffe r [ 1 K B r c , W u n a d D H g n . N cl n s . a dvery little. Only the implant under worst case vacuum Meth 132 Br 19k7) 405e n gan ul nr n
shows a definite change in dose and depth. However, 1) D W B ri n a m a d r o n
this shift was stll not large enough to relate to an Westendorp, Nut] Intr and Meth B37/38 (1989) 500
amount of contamination. 131 D W Berrian, R E Kaim and J.W. Vanderpot. Nucl Instr

and Meth B37/38 (1989) 518.
141 R.E. Kaim and J F M Westendorp, Solid Stateu Tehn.ol

6. Conclusions (1989) 65
[5] R. Simonton, M King and D.E Kamenitra, Nucl Instr

and Meth B37/3 (1989) 616
It is possible to measure and mo itor the amount of [6 R E Kasm and Pf H.M. van der Meulen. these Proceed-

energy contamiaation on the E-220 implanter. This ings (8th Int Conf. on Ion Implantaton Technology

tmeasurement gives an accurate result that can be re- Gudford, UK, 1990) Nucl Instr and Meth B55 (1991)
lated to a shift sheet resistance for the investigated 453.
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Control of BF2 dissociation in high-current ion implantation

Daniel F, Downey and Reuel B. Liebert
I'rian on Implant Sw-tems, 35 Dori Road. Blackburn Industrial Park. Gloucevter MA 01930. USA

High-current BF,' implants have been studied under various implant conditions, extraction and acceleration voltages and
,atuum conditions to determine the critical controls required to eliminate (or minimize) dissociation of BF,' during ion implantation
Dissociated F* ions Lan produce a higher-energy contaminant which extends the junction depth beyond the desired value and
destros de ices. In this study. preamorphized Si wafers were used to minimize the channeling tail and optimize the measurement
sensitivity SIMS analsis was performed to determine the size and position of the unwanted energy-contaminant peak (if any)
Results are presented and discussed which show that implants between 20 and 60 keV, where the total energy is provided in one
stage, have no BF, dissociation peak, and for implants between 60 and 80 keV, where the extraction voltage is 60 kV,. there is no
measurable high-energy contaminant. However.. if the extraction voltage is lowered to 20 kV for the equivalent implant, there is a
discernible energ, contaminant The size of this peak can vary significantly., depending on the implanter design and pumping
.apabilit In a sstem with extraction energy limited to low values and/or limited post-analysis pumping, this value can be greater

than 55 In this paper it is sho%,n how this value can be minimized 130 keV BF, implants are also reviewed and companson, made
bet\ueen 50 keV BF,' and 11.2 keV B' implants In addition a second energy-contamination peak associated with the tripping of
the dissL.ated B' ion into B has been observed at higher beam-line pressure and is discussed in detail in this paper

1. Introduction Recently Wright and Saraswat [19] have reported that
the fluorine can have beneficial effects on gate oxides

Over the last several years, BF, ions have been with few, if any, negative effects In generalfluorie as
commonl, used in the formation of shallow p-type reported to have produced an improvement in St/StO,
ion-implanted layers Their use is well documented in interfacial properttes, improving the hot-electron tim-
the literature [1-131. The earliest applications of BF, munity of the devices and at medium doses potentially
"ere driven b. the higher beam currents available for improving resistance to ,rradiation. In addition, no
BF,' versus those achievable for the equivalent-energN dramatic decreases in breakdown voltages (W',) with a
13' implant (which is 11/49th of that requred for tighter V,, distribution were observed The charge to
BF,' ), As time progressed, commercially available ion breakdown (Qb,,) in 130 A oxides was seen to decrease
itmplanters started to provide increasingly higher beam at fluorine fluences > I X 1015 but this effect was not
currents of low-energy boron, but the demand for BF,' seen on the 410 A oxides The fluorine was found not to
implants remained high and it now appears that BF,+ be a mobile ion in the oxide, but at higher doses
will continue to be the species of choice in the fabrica- fluorine increased the oxide thickness.
tion of shallow P' junctions for the next generation of In the literature [9,10] there have also been cited
devices. disadvantages to the use of BI-F, ' Primarily these have

The literature cites several possible reasons for the been associated with structure in the boron profile as
continued popularity of BF,' implants. One reason is seen by SIMS, which extends the depth of the implant
that the additional fluonne decreases the dose required far beyond the desired value, compromising the integr-
to amorphize the St substrate [14] and hence reduces the ity of a shallow junction. Sigmon et al [9] have clearly
adverse effects resulting from channeling, while 'mpro- demonstrated that there exists an energy-contaminant
ving the annealing characteristics versus those for mten- peak which results from the dissociation of Bf>, into
tionally preamorphized layers, where a narrow band of B' and F, after mass analysis and prior to final acceler-
extended defects at the or-gnal amorphous-to-crysta!- atton. Th, boron cncrgy of this peak is given by
line interface and other postannealing defects have been
observed [15-17]. These problems with preamorphiza- = e(- V + V,, ). (1)
tion have been reported to increase leakage currents by For a 150 keV implant with V, = 30 kV, a con-
three orders of magnitude and hence Wu [17] recom- tamination peak at Rp = 0.37 tIm was observed with a
mended the use of BF, implants without preamorpl- boron dose of 04% of the total Qucirolo et al. [10]
zation and RTP anneals to help with stress relaxation studied this phenomenon further, carefully monitoring
[17] and to minimize dopant redistribution [13,11,18]. various implanter conditions including beam-line pres-

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1991 . Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) II REAL TIME PROCESSING
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sure and postaccelerat-on voltages on the SIMS boron- pressure is measured by a nude Bayard Alpert ioniza-
ion depth profile. Their results confirmed those of tion gauge which is mounted directly on the side of the
Sigmon et al.; however, curve-fitting analysis could not mass slit chamber in addition the Extrion 1000 has a
exolain the tail beyond the B contamination peak tairbmomolecular pump which specifically pumps this
(which on a two-stage acceleration machine was re- area, and keeps the beam-line pressure typically be-
ported to be 2-5% of the total dose). They concluded tween I X 10- 6 and 4 x 106 Torr during standard
that this tail was the result of channeling. Conclusions operation, with base pressures down to 2 X 10 - 7 Torr
about the mechanisms responsible for the dissociation All wafers used were 150 mm (100) n-type wafers,
of the BF, , whether it was related to gas-phase colli- with resistivities between I and 20 Rcm. The pre-

'8

sions or collisions with the resolving aperture, were amorphized wafers were implanted twice with - Si, once
clouded by the inability to accurately measure the pres- at 50 keV (2 x 10 15 ions/cm2 ) and again at 150 keV
sure in the beam line. (2 x 10I1 ions/cm 2) [12].

In this paper. BF,' implants into preamorphized Si All SIMS measurements were done by Evans East
(to eliminate questions regarding channeling) are con- Inc., employing a Perkin Elmer 6300 secondary-ion
ducted at various energies, extraction voltages and pres- mass spectrometer. The primary bombarding species
sures, in order to clarify some of the remaining ques- was 5 keV O' ions at 600 incidence Quantification of
tions about the structure in the boron-ion prcf'le and to the profiles was provided by a calibrated ion-implanted
help identify the mechanisms involved in the dissuc'a- standard of B in Si The depth of the sputtered crater
tion of BF,* In addition "equivalent"-energy BF,' (50 was measured by a calibrated profilometer to establish
keV) and B ' (11.2 keV) implants as a function of RTP the depth axes. The overall accuracy of the profiles is
and furnace-annealing techniques are compared. Based 10-15%
on this study. the authors hope to provide methods to The RTP anneai were performed in a Varian RTP-
control the dissociation of BF,' and provide recipes for 8000, employing a two-siep temperature recipe of
boron doping equivalent implants using BF,+. 800 0 C,, 5 s (cool-down) + I1000 C, 10 s The furnace

anneals were done in a Thermtec Model 132i0 double-
stack furnace at 9300C for 30 mm i. a N, flow of 20

2. Experimentai I/min.

All of the implants were performed in a Varian
EXTRION 1000 ion implanter, which was specially
configured to allow for separately controlled N, gas 3. Results and discussion
introduction in the end-station chamber and into the
beam-line area between the analyzer magnet and the Fig. la is an overlay of two SIMS profiles of "as-im-
mass slits In the Varian EXTRION 1000 the beam-line planted" 80 keV (V, = 60 kV). I x 10" ions/cra BF.

a b c

R, 0056pm Ri= 0 056 plm
R,, = 0056m

V, = 60kv R2 0  111pm

50kV - 0135pm
,. = 40kV 0 159 Pm

oo 30 kV 0 181 Pm

R2 0 204 pm

V, 20 kV

V, 6T'

/V. 600k0'

:Pre Anorphized - " " 04 o0

..........................L,.

0 C ', C 1. C0 0

DieTH (mP ronn 0W ) EP ir, 1-r-)

Fig I SIMS profiles of BF,', 80 keV, I x 10 ions/cm2 implants (a) into single-crystal and preamorphized St. (b) with extraction
voltages of 20 and 60 kV. and (c) with extraction voltages of 30, 40, 50 and 60 kV.
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a b

Rpl 0 0050 Pn

1Vi a = 30keV (V = 30kV)Io Vx = 60 kV Rp2 = 0.075 pi i b = 50 keV MV = 50 WV

040 kV = 0 128 pm b =04 c:z O0keV (Vx = 50 kV)
= 20kV = 0175pm k

E
0 0 104

toZ

0 0
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Fig 2 SIMS profiles of BF,', 70 keV, 5 x 10 ions/cm implants (a) with extraction voltages of 20. 40 and 60 kV. and (b) for 30

key (V, = 30 kV). 50 keV (V, = 50 kV) and 70 keV (, = 60 kV)

Table I
BF lx l0 ions/cm2  80 ke V . Ph, = 2 0x 10 Torr

f ", R 1,1 R, Dose Dose Dose P2
[kV] [pm] [.m] peak I peak 2 2 Total dose

[ions/cnli] [ions/cm2] t11

60 0056 0111 1 25×x10 0 0
50 0056 0135 1 16x 10"5  24 xl0 2  021
40 0056 0 159 1 13 x 10" 2 79x 10' 025
30 0056 0.181 1 13x 10i 24 xlIO' 021
20 0056 0204 1 14 x 10 2 47 x 1012' 021

Dose integrated from SIMS

Table 2
BF,. 5 x 10" ions/cm2, Ph= (1- 2) X 10 Torr

E , R R Dose Dose Doe P2
[keV] [kV] [m] [pm] peak I peak 2 "Total dose

[ions/cm 2] [ions/cm[ [,i

70 60 0050 0075 65 x 10" 0 0
70 40 0050 0128 7 12X 10 -  1 11 xlol l1156
70 20 0050 0 175 6 93 x 10O5 8 83x 10 2  0128
30 30 0023 0023 49 X10l5 0 0
50 50 0037 0037 5.3 x10" 0 0
70 60 0.050 0.075 5.1 x 10"5  0 0

Dose integrated from SIMS.
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Table 3
BF'. 5 X 1015 ions/cm2

Phi Pc, Energy Dose Dose Dose Dose P2
[Torr] [Torr] [keV] peak 1 peak 2 pedk 3 Total dose

[ions/cm
2 ] [ions/cm

2] [ions/cniI [%

2.0 x 10-1, 1.2 X 10-6 70 (V, = 20) 6 5 x 10" 8.83 x 10 -  - 0128%
44x10 - 6  12x10 - 6  80(V = 20) 46X10" 1 8 x101 - 039%
48X10 -  50×10 - " 80(V =20) 49X10"s 24 x10" - 048%
90 X10 -  19x1O- 1 80(V = 20) 48X105  40 xlO - 083%
22x 10- 80X10 - 7  80(V =20) 47x10s 85 xlO'1 - 178%
50×1 1 0X10 6  80(V, =20) 4.6× X10" 1.9 x1014  1 3X10'2  3.97%
4.0X10 -  70X10'-  130 (V, =60) 4.7X10s 31 x 10" 066%
50"X10 -  47X10- " 130(V, =60) 48×10"s 43 X×10" 17x 10'2  0.89%
9.0xlO 2.0xlO- ' 130(V =60) 48x10 5  81 X10 1  23x10' 2  168'
2 2 "x 10 - 8.0 x0 130 (V, = 60) 4 4 x 10" 1 5 x 10'4  3 4x 10' 330%
50X10 5 1.0x 10-  130 (V, = 60) 41x10" 3.3 x10"4  83X1012 745%

" Dose integrated from SIMS

implants One implant is into preamorphized Si. while Figs. lb and Ic dramatically illustrate the effect of
the other is into single-crystal Si This experiment dem- the extraction voltage on the boron piofile At 1, = 60
onstrates the effectiveness of the preamorphized Si wafer kV,, onlN one peak is observed at 0 0564 /im (the SIMS
w i cucmg/eliminating the channeling tail and 'in en- data is fitted to LSS "B' distribution) which corre-
hancing the SIMS sensitiity in distinguishing structure sponds to a boron energy of 18.0 keV (which is I 1/49th
related to higher-energy contaminant peaks Based on of the BF, implant energy) As the extr ction is de-
this, all further implants where boron profiles were to creased, an energy contaminant of 0 2-0 25% of the
be obtained are into preamorphized substrates total dose (as integrated from the SIMS profile) is

Rpi = 056pm a Rpj -0 009b7p

Rp2 = 0204pm Rp2 = 0257pm

PBL(Torr) .P8L rorr)
S5---- -,-... 50 x 10S

- -. -- E----50 X 1
a 1 o 0 2 22 x10s
0 ,-- \ 2.2 x10 5 -------- 9 0

-- 0X106 o9 0

S4x16- -- 50 x106. 48 x 106 40 X106

o o-4,4 x 106 = 0409 pm
o0 -= 0 358pm 0

0

02 0? 05 03 04 05 0 O 0 2 03 0,4 05 06 07
DEPTHDEPTH 

(micron)

F-g 3 (a) SIMS profile of a BFi. 80 keV (, 20 kV). 5 X 10" ons/Lm2 implant as a function of Phi, (b) SIMS profiles of 130 keV
(V, = 60 kV) implants as a function of Phi
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observed at increasingly deeper depths (refer to table 1). third peak. This peak is now appearing at a Pb!

The boron energy of this contamination peak is given value of 5 x 10-  Torr. A B4 
+ ion, stripped after

by eq. (1). mass analysis, according to eq (2) has an energy of
Similar results are depicted in fig 2a for 5 X 1015 - 153.5 keV and, from the LSS distribution an

ions/cm2 . 70 keV BF, + implants. Here the sizes of the Rp-value of 0.409 Lm. This is in excellent agreement
peaks are 0.13-0.16% of the total dose (refer to table 2). with the data. In addition it should be noted that
Fig 2b is an overlay of a 30, 50 and 70 keV 'implants, these energy peaks are ronotonically inzreasing
with V, = 30, 50 and 60 kV, respectively. In these cases functions of Pt,,, certainly eliminating channeling
there are no discernible energy-contaminant peaks. effects as their cause and highly suggesting that they

The effects of varying both the beam line (just before are produced by gas-phase collisions (with the back-
the acceleration tube) and the end-station pressure on ground gas).
80 (V, = 20 kV) and 130 keV (V, = 60 kV) implants was Figs. 4a, b and c" are SIMS profiles of a 50 keV
studied These results are li:,,ed in table 3. The SIMS (V, = 50 kV). 3 X 1014 ions/cm 2 BF,' comparison with
profiles of the 80 keV (V, = 20 kV) are shown in fig. 3a. a 11.2 keV boron implant of the same dose. Fig. 4a is
It should be noted that V,= 20 kV was chosen to the "as-implanted" profile illustrating the effectiveness
emphasize the contamination peak as a function of of the BF,' implant in controlling channeling. Fig. 4b is
pressure. The SIMS plots are overlays of the various a two-step RTP anneal (800 * C, 5 s + 1100 * C, 10 s)
beam-line pressures (Pti). The following observations showing minimal diffusion of the dopants. Fig. 4c is a
can be made from this data- 930'Q, 30 mm furnace anneal depicting large amounts
(1) the size of the contamination peak at 0204 tm of diffusion. The boron in the BF, is now diffusing

(E ..... = 64 5 keV) is a linear function of the much more quickly than in the B implant This sup-
beam-line pressare and is affec-ed only slightly vy ports earlier observations that fluorine and the associ-
the end-station - essure, ated higher damage causes enhanced diffusion [11.15].

(2) there is a third peak which appears at Pbi = 5 X 10 Four-point probe measurements of these implants show
Torr at close to 0,358 ltm, which corresponds to the that for the RTP anneals the BE,' has a sheet r.-istance
energy of B i ions. stripped after mass analysis of 345 6 01/0, while the " B + has a sheet resistance of
and prior to final acceleration, whose boron energy 345.4 S2/0. The furnace anneal for BF, has a sheet
is given by resistance of 483 7 2/C, while the 11B' has a sheet

' +%V '2' resistance of 460.4 Q/EC.
E...n , + i,, (2) The BF,' experiments investigating the dissociation

which in this case is 124 5 keV The SIMS profiles of BF2' and the related structure in the SIMS boron
of the 130 ke'V ( VX = 60 kV) implants (refer to fig profile clearly confirm the observations of Sigmon et al
3b) lends further evidence to the existence of the [9] They furthei answer questions raised by Queirolo et

a bc

.; Sn 511)

ii

J0

0 0 -

, O[~DPTH (- -0€ OE$)DPTk Dr~ro5EPT- m( n.

Fig 4 SIMS profiles of BF2' . 50 keY., 3 x 1014 ions/cm implants versus equivalent-dose B ' 11 2 keV implants (a) as-implanted. (b)
after RTP anneal and (c) after furnace anneal ,
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al. [10], that is. that the high-energy tail in the SIMS by adequately pumping the beamline region and main-
profile beyond the B contaminant peak is not related tainmg a beamline pressure _< 2 x 10-6 Torr during
to channeling but is a distinct third peak which appears implantation
to be associated with the stripping of the B ion to B' +
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(1987) 505

BF,' implants into preamorphized Si increase the [14] H Muller, H Ryssel and I Ruge, in Ion Implantation in
sensitivity of SIMS in distinguishing energy-contai- Semiconductors (Springer. Berlin and New York, 1971) p
nant peaks related to BF, dissociation. This sensitivity 85
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2nd editon, ed J F Ziegler (Academic Press) p. 112.
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A RGA study of the cross-contamination of dopant species and low
level impurities and the use of the RGA as a process monitor
in a Varian 180XP

James J, Cummings and Daniel T. Enloe
Intel Corporation (Aailstop SCI-II). 3065 Bower Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95054, L'SA

Residual gas analysis (RGA) has been used to characterize the process of a Varian 180XP The cross-contamination from dopant
specic, has been investigated along with low level impurities from other sources, specifically resist, pump backstreaming, and
implanter parts. This effect is clearly observed using RGA to measure total and partial pressures 'his study concentrates on selected
ranges of energy, dose, and beam current The study also investigates the correlation of particle events in the implanter with a RGA
and an in situ particle counter A recommendation on the use of one or both tools as process monitors is made

1. Introduction analysts (RGA) also confirms the existence of undesired
dopant species during implant at surprisingly large rela-

High current, batch process ion implanters are a tive levels. Pump oils were below detectable levels dur-
common denominator in the manufacture of nearly all ing normal implants. Finally, an analysis of the RGA
semiconductor products being designed today With the and the in situ particle counter for their capability as in
demand for faster and smaller devices, the cleanliness of situ production monitors is made
the process chamber is becoming increasingly im-
portant.

High current implanters can cause resist outgassing 2. Experimental
and possible particle generation due to the high beam
powers employed. Effects include: decreased through- This study involhed the monitoring of partial pres-
Put due to the requirement to maintain low pressures, sures using the UTI 2211 RGA and particle generation
beam neutralization caused non-uniformities, the using a High Yield Technology (HYT) model 15A in
cross-contamination of species due to sputtering, the situ particle counter, as a function of resist/no resist,
generation of particles by photoresist blistering. beam species. and energy The RGA and particle counter
impacts on beamline components causing sputtering. (HYT) were mounted in endstation one. The mounting
Non-beam-induced effects include contamination by low was made on the only existing vacuum port directly
level impurities, such as mechanical pump and diffusion above the Faraday,, behind the endstation chamber. The
pump oils All of these effects can influence yields total distance of the RGA head to the endstation chain-

Other papers have noted the effects of resist outgas- ber is nine inches A forty-five degree stub was used to
sing on low and high current machines [1-51. Smith. achieve adequate clearance A gate valve was used to
Okuyama and Larson have shown that resist outgassing isolate the open source RGA from atmosphere during
results from the breaking of C-H bonds, forming a wafer exchange. The gate valve was operated in parallel
mechanically and physically hard film on implanter with the endstation isolation valve. A line connecting
surfaces [1.2]. Individual gas peaks (H,, N,, H 20) have the open source to the scan cyro pump was used to
been monitored by Raicu [41 et al as function of beam pump on the open ,ource when isolated (fig. 1) Both
current, energy,, and species. Raicu [4] indicates that the tools used the standard vendor supplied software. 150
outgassing is a beam current heating effect and can be mm 13-site disks were used in the endstation with full
controlled by hardbaking and UV curing. Smith, Lar- loada of patteined iesist,, full ioads of wafers with 0tUU
son, and Okuyama disagree with this, indicating 'it is a . of oxide, as well as mixes of the t wo The resist used
beam interaction mechanism [1-3]. was an advanced submicron Japanese type, with a post

Our research confirms the existence of the outgas- bake of 90 0 C for one minute. The RGA and HYT were
sing as well as the formation of the film on surtaces in used simultaneously to check for correlatit n between
the vacuum chamber. It confirms that H2 gas evolution the two instruments. Particles 0 5 lam and larger were
by photoresist is independent of baking. Residual gas monitored by the HYT, and various selected gasses
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at high vacuum). Note that possible backstreaming CF,
from the mechanical pumps and C 6 H 6 from the diffu-
sion pump are both not detectable Point A represents

, :, the beginning of the vent cycle for endstation one,
indicating a leak on the RGA isolation valve, confirmed

4, ,by increases in nitrogen partial pressures. A leaky end-
station two isolation valve was also detected this way
Point B represents initiation of the rough pumping
cycle. Point C represents time of cyro isolation valve
opening. All pressures trend down from this point as
expected. Monitoring of endstation two was also possi-
ble from this location, but at lower partial pressures.

Fig. 3 represents a 150 keV, 10 mA arsenic implant
on the 180XP with simulated production on the disk
(ie,. resist and oxide mixture on the disk). Point A is

Fig I RGA schematic the time of endstation one isolation valve opening. The
step pressure increase is due to the valve opening when

were monitored using the RGA (75As. "B, N,, p BF,. the endstation pressure is 2 X 10 - 5 Torr Point B marks
oils, '9 F,. etc%) the beginning of bean tuning. Point C marks the start

of the implant. Note the plateau of the arsenic pressure
and the magnitude of phosphorous. The other selected

3. Results peaks decrease during implant The presence of 11B and
its decrease indicate a possible sputtering source (likely

Fig. 2 illustrates a typical spectrum from endstation the disk). Point D marks the beginning of the wafer
one with the machine in an idle state (with no ion beam, exchange cycle Point E marks the opening of the end-
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Fig 2 Idle state RGA spectrum
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Fig 5 Resist RGA spectrum

station two beam gate. Point F marks the completion of trend of the H, and 12C peaks mimic each other with
implant on endstation two. the hydrogen having similar amplitude starting with the

Fig 4 represents a typical argon cleaning cvcle on beam gate opening at point C. Point D represents the
the 180XP. The 150 keV. 10 mA argon beam is kept in end of implant and the downward trend of all species
the neutral cup for approximately thirty minutes and is continues except for N, which is a result of the endsta-
used for conditioning the source for the next dopant. tion vent cycle
Point A marks the start of the cleaning beam operation. Fig 6 is a typical scan Ior 0 5 1in and larger particles
Note the decay of partial pressures of selected dopant using the HYT particle counter The figure shows a
ions starting at Point B. Nhen full beam power is series of ,mplant and wafer exchange cycles as viewed
achieved Point C marks the beginning of a species on the computer's monitor. The only observable effects
change on the implanter. Point D marks the opening of were the resonance condition between the fluorescent
the endstation two isolation valve after a purge cycle light frequency and the frequency of the laser beam

Fig. 5 is a typical selected peak monitor obtained when the door is open The HYT was useful in diagnos-
during a full disk load of resist Point A represents the ing the cause of gross particle excursions. It was used to
baseline for the selected peaks with the beam in the monitor both endstations for comparison and to gener-
neutral dump The HO and N, peaks fall off relatively ate baseline data
smoothly after the endstation one isolation valve opens
(point B) and return to the baseline level before the
implant The verification of this point was seen by 4. Discu,,sion

lujiig baie kmide wafei s i di disk aid ilaking a

comparison between the two spectrums. The H20 peak 4 1. Residual gas analyzer
is at the same levels as with the resist. The N1 has some
variation in amplitude, but generally the trend is the The RGA was obtained for the IhOXP for evaluation
same. Therefore, the amount of these substances is as a process monitor. It had adequate sensitivity to
intrinsic to the vacuum system due to the vent and measure the effectiveness of the argon clean, the se-
pumpdown cycles as suggest by Larson et al [I]. The quence of events on the opposite endstation, and to
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Fig 6 HYT in situ particle counter scan.

monitor for oil backstreaming The system is not com peaks may correspond to the scan of the beam hitting
plex. except for the custom vacuum piping. It has the the disk and causing sputtering of the dopants
ability to be used as a short term diagnostic tool, and in Fig. 4 demonstrates the effectiveness of argon clean
situ monitor, once "fingerprints" of each process step between species. The sharp rise in the argon peaks in
are obtained It is not capable of unattended opertion the initiation of this procedure. The trend of all dopant
due to its limitation of scanning for only two hours species appears to be exponential in nature. The con-

The RGA illustrated the effectiveness of the protec- firmation of this effect is seen in the effect of pumping
tion from pump backstreaming on this machine The on the water The water reaches baseline very quickly,
scan in fig 2 shows the levels of hydrocarbons and while the dopant species continue downward An ex-
mechanical pump oils to be at barely detectable levels. ponential curve fit may be possible.
A full scan of the AMU spectrum shows that all hydro- Fig. 5 supports the findings of Larson et al [1-31
carbon levels are insignificant In the same figure. the The H , and 12C follow a very similar pattern. The N1
diagnosis of a leaky valve is comioltely evident with the peak exhibits a similar oscillatory nature, but this fact
rise in nitrogen levels and the subsequent pumpdown was noted by Larson [1] et al. as being thermal decom-
cycle position of sensitizer component ot the resist. However,

The "fingerprint" l" a typical implant can be seen in this fact does contradict his point that > 50 0 C soft-
fig 3 This graph illustrates the sensitivity of the system bake was enough to liberate nitrogen from the resist.
with the detection of events on endstation one. The The resist that was used for this experiment was soft-
peaks associated with 11 B, BF2, 

9 F, " P and their down- baked at 90 °C for 60 s and Larson used a 45 min 90 °C
ward trend as the implant continues suggests the beam softbake [1]. Therefore, this explains the difference in
sputtering of these dopant species from the disk. The that the resist used in our experiment had more sensi-
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tizer remaining This effect was seen only slightly in the self-sustaining process monitors. The RGA protects
first few scans due to lower temperature curing. This against abnormal conditions of resist outgassing, argon
observation supports the fact that the resist outgassing clean, leaks and predictive regenerations of cryopumps
is hydrogen evolution and is a beam interaction effect The inability of the RGA computer to continuously
as duly noted by Smith,. Okuyama, Larson, et al. [1-5]. monitor the process is the only disadvantage noted

The particle counter had a good interface with the
4 2 in situ particle counter user in that the software had the ability to continuously

store and monitor the data without operator interven-
The in situ particle counter in its present configura- tion. The rapid coating of the mirrors and the poor

tion had limited use on this machine. The majority of sensitivity of the head on this machine are the major
particles on the 180XP are less than 0.3 lim. The sensor flaws with the instrument.
has a lower limit of 0.5 Itm with a 10% capture rate. The Further areas of research include a comparison of
particle counter was helpful during one particle excur- different implanters using the RGA to obtain baseline
sion event The event involved the burning of resist in fingerprints of the machines. A highly desirable investi-
the endstations due to low cooling water flow The gation will be the effectiveness of inert gas cleaning
particle counter was used to monitor vent/purge cycles using time and high voltage arcing as the independent
to obtain a general trend The result was a downward and dependent variables Lastly, a correlation of the
trend from about 500-600 counts > 0.5 lam chemical analysis of particles to the RGA peaks would

One failure encountered during the experiments re- be useful for measurement of contamination sources
suited in the coating of the mirrors by sputtered resist.
The coating was removed by cleaning with TCA while
the head was out of the machine. This was disturbing 'i References
that the head failed after two weeks and low resist
loading. This problem may be corrected by relocating [1] B N. Mehrotra and L A Lairson, Advanced Processing and
the head. or possible heating of the mirrors Charactetia0on of Semiconductors III. Proc SPIE. Vol

The instrument itself was user friendly. The soft- 623. eds I) K Sadana and M I Current (1986) p 78
%%are. supplied by the vendor, is necessar% if the instru- 12] Y Okuyana. T Hashlmoto and 'I KoguLJII.J Flectro-

ment is to, be used for process monitoring, as it allosss themn Soc 125 (1978) 1293
for continuous monitoring and storing of data. [3) 1 C Smith. in. Ion Implantation Fquipment and Icli-niques (Springer, Berlin, 1983) p. 2

[4] B. RaIc u. In Ion Implantation I quipmcnt and echniquieS
(Springer, Berlin, 1983) p 450

5. Conclusions [51 1) Roche, J F Merchand and M Bruel Ion Beam
Processing in Advanced I lectromi Materials and )evice

We hase concluded from this comparison that neither TechnologN, MRS Syrp Prot, ,'Vol 45. eds F R Apple-
the RGA nor the particle counter are reliable and ton, F H tisen and T W Signion (1985) p 203
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An analysis of vacuum effects on ion implanter performance

A. Renau, M.E., Mack, J.P. O'Connor and N., Tokoro
(eni. Incorporated, Ion Technology Doision. 4 Mulliken "av. Newburvport. MA 01950 USA

The generation of an ion beam and its impact into photoresist-masked wafers will have at a',i-erse effect on the vacuum of an ion
mplnter This is particularly significant when doping with boron using BF, or BCI , as the source feed material As well as affecting

high voltage performance, poor vacuum will allow charge exchange and partial neutralization of the ion beam which could cause
energy contamination as well as dosimetry errors The nature of these effects depends not only on the system design but also on the
implanted species and its charge state and energy Fhis paper discusses these effects on ion implanter performance and shows hows a
matrix-based general vacuum model may be used to investigate vacuum integrity A time-dependent vacuum model that simulates the
effect of pressure on dosimetr) is also described

1. Introduction cause this is not usually true, gas or vapor which is not
ionized will flow into the beamline.

For many years the semiconductor equipment in- - - 1)(
dustrv has been aware of the adverse effects that poor , / 7 7f
%acuum can have on the ion implantation process How-
ever. the sery nature of ion beam generation from a gas where 7s is the ionization efficiency and f is the ratio of
or vapor source, its inefficient transport (mostly due to the analyzed beam current, leam (mA), to the total
mass analysis) and the copious quantities of gas that source drain current. Qi,,,,, is measured in sccm.
can be produced on impact into the wafer have made Both ii and f depend on the type of source that is
this a recurring problem. used and on the way that it is tuned The modified hot

In this paper the most common of these adverse cathode PIG source used on the Genus G1500 ion
effects will be discussed and some simple techniques for implanter [", for example, has an ionization efficiency
improving Nacuum system design will be described and of around 0.4 to 0.45 For large-aperture Freeman
illustrated Howeser. before doing this it is useful to sources this could be as low as 0.25, whilst efficiencies
identify and quantif. the principal gas loads in a typical as high as 0.5 could be attained from sources that use
ton implanter. more intense plasma densities The value of f for BF, in

the G1500 ion source is around 0 2 to 0.25 (fig 1). For a
well tuned Freeman source this could be as high as 0 4

2. Gas loads in an ion implanter It should be noted that, particularly in the case of
small extraction aperture sources, the usual conduc-
tance formulae for treating this gas load may not be

There are various types of gas load that can occur appropriate because of streaming effects This is dts-
during implantation depending on the species being cussed further in the section on the matrix method.
mtplanted and the feed material that is used Each of
these will now be described and illustrated, where possi- . naling magie flight tue
ble. by using the example of a boron implant from a
BF., gas feed

When boron is being implanted using a BF5 or BCl,
feed gas a significant gas load is generated in the

2 1. Are chamber analyzing mcgnet flight tube. This occurs because unre-
solved halide ions are deposited on the flight tube walls.

If the ion source of an implanter were 100% efficient Since they are volatile they are likely to re-evolve as
then every standard cubic centimeter per minute (sccm) atomic F or F2. If it is assumed that only a negligible
of flow into the arc chamber would produce 71.7 mA of amount of the extracted beam is intercepted by aper-
singly ionized molecular beam current However, be- tures before the flight tube then this gas load (sccm)
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49(BF2) different to that used by Smith because of the simple

48(BF2) quadratic fall-off in outgassing rate that is assumed in
this expression.30(BF)

Lu 29(BF) 2.4. Other gas loads
U
i N2

Z F Chamber outgassing loads are generally small com-
2 N pared with the other loads that have been discussed.

11B However, this may not be true for graphite apertures or

10B linings upon which the beam is incident. The composi-
tion and the rate of gas evolution is very dependent on

0 10 20 30 the type of graphite used, its history and its operating
PERCENTAGE OF EXTRACTED CURRENT temperature. This is discussed in more detail in a review

Fig. 1. Typical composition of the extracted beam from the article by Beitel [5].
GI500 PIG ion source In certain instances, additional gas loads are intro-

duced intentionally into the implanter. In the Extrion
160-10 implanter [61, for example. a ntrnen bleed is

may be quantified in terms of the ratio, R, of the total used to control the effect of space ch, 6e on beam

ionized fluorine (atomic mA) In the source beam cur- focussing. A number of machines also use an inert gas

rent to the 1B current bleed as part of the system for generating low energy
0.5R flood electrons (see, e g., Renau et al [7]). The quantity

QF. = f7 'beam (2) of gas which is used 'in these cases will generally vary
from one implant to the next but is typically in the

As can be seen from fig 1. if the contributions from range I to 5 sccm
BF, , BF' and F' are summed, the Genus PIG source
has an R value of about 3 This gives the somewhat
surprising result that the gas load at the flight tube is as 3. Problems caused by poor vacuum
high as 20% of that which leaves the ion source This is
just a guideline, however,, since R depends not only on Pressure related degradation of the beam can be
the type of source used but also its tuning, represented generically by

2 3 End station ( 1 -- exp( - ,,PI), (5)

where c represents the fraction of the bea,n which is
There is a considerable outgassing load when im- affected by a reaction for which the cross section is a

planting into photoresist. This is predominantly H 2 and (cm2) after the beam has traversed a path with a pres-
the quantity produced is beam current and energy de- suie- length product of P1 (Torr cm). v is the Losch-
pendent. Looking at HPR204 positive photoresist, Smith midt number (the number of molecules in a gas at
[2] has shown that the outgassing rate (sccm) is highest O0 C = 3.538 X 1016 Torr -1 cm 3)

at the beginning of an implant and remains fairly con- There are a number of reactions of this type which
stant until a critical dose (of about 2 X 1014 cm - 2) has can affect the beam at different regions of the im-
been reached: planter Some of the most common will now be dis-

Q 2 .... = 0 014 U MgIbea.. (3) cussed

where the utilization. U,, is the fraction of the beam that 3 1. Dose and uniformity errors
is incident on the wafer. For arsenic at 40, 80 and 160
keV Smith gives values for M. of about 900, 1400 and When the ion beam propagates through an elevated
2600, respectively. pressure region the ions will be partially neutralized.

Using this data and that of O'Connor and Riley [3] The current arriving at the wafer (or Faraday cup) is no
and Roche et al. [4], a semi-empirical expression has longer an accurate measure of the dose rate The dose
been derived to describe the outgassing in more general will be affected if this reaction occurs anywhere after
terms: mass analysis (which filters out the neutrals) ard before

0.81 U(t ) lbam E 0 
765 charge integration Photor,,sist outgassing is a majoiQH,(2) = (1 + O(t)/D) (4) influence on the pressure of these regions The neutrali-

zation cross section, a, varies with species, energy and

where E is the beam energy in keV. It must be noted gas type but, typically, it is in the range 1016 to 10
that the critical dose, De, that is used here is slightly cm 2 .

/
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3 2. Energy contamnation 3 4. General problenn

Neutralization or charge exchange (c g., A + B0  Of the more general problems caused by poor vacuum
A° + B + ) which occurs after analysis but prior to the perhaps the most significant is increased X-ray levels
beam being accelerated to its final energy will result in This occurs because electrons produced by lonization of
energy contamination as well as a dose error. The neutrals can be accelerated 'n the opposite direction to
contaminant ions or neutrals will have a different pro- the ion beam and produce X-rays on impact into high-Z
jected range from the rest of the beam thus giving (typically metallic) targets. As well as the obvious safety
subsidiary peaks on the depth profile. The quantity of hazards, these may degrade the high voltage opeiation
contaminant can be calculated from eq. (5). The pres- of the machine since an X-ray which strikes an msuh ,tor
sure length product is now the path between the analyz- can cause photo-ionization which can, in turn., lead to
ing magnet and the beginning of the acceleration region, electrical breakdown
This is significant since it may be a poorly pumped
region

4. Analytical and modelling aids to vacuum design

3 3 Molecuiar dissociation
All of the problems that have been discussed can be

Two common implants suffer because of molecular reduced greatly by a better approach to vacuum system
disocommion. Thfimlt sffe cmausfoclar design. A number of simple theoretical tools have been

developed to assist with this process, two of which will
number of ways after it has been analyzed but before it be outlined here, A more detailed account will be given
is accelerated to final energy. For example in a future publication.

BF,' - B + F,. (6)
4 1 Matrix method for calculating pressure distributionsIn this example. if Vpre and V1,,, are the pre- and

post-analysis acceleration voltages then the desired im- If the implanter is considered to be composcd of a
plant energy for the boron is (yp + VN) X 11/49. number of distinct regions in which the pressure is
However, boron from the ions which dissociate as in eq. uniform then, with a knowledge of the conductances
(6), will have an implant energy which is Vp,,,, X 38/49 u n eche n, t ow le of the eut ngreater than this. The significance of this reaction de- between each region, it is possible to apply the equation
preten on howlagethis. signia nce if th is reactionde of continuity and calculate the pressure throughout thep e n d s o n h o w la rg e t h , a tio P ',o, / I ,'Pr , is. sin c e f t issy t m
small the contaminant depth profile may not be system
noticeable

The second type of dissociative reaction can occur Q, = PS, - Z (P, -- P )c,,. (8)
whenever multiply charged ions are used for implant. A

Generally only a small fraction of the ion source's where Q, is the mass flow produced in the ith region
output is multiply charged and so dissociation of any of and P, and S, are the pressure and applied pumping
the molecular output prior to analysis can produce a speed c,, is the conduutance between ith and kth
significant contaminant This can be illustrated by con- elements. Since most regions are not adjacent to each
sidering a P2' implant The reaction of interest is- other, most of the c,A values will be zero.

This series of equations lend themselves readily to ma-
p., + +p (7) trix solution:

The amount of P' produced above can be significant S, + C, -c2 -c -cCI; P,
since P, is generated in much larger quantities by the [-c S, + C, -,c, P,
ion source than P2

, [8]. The P' produced in this way " p
has almost exactly a quarter of the energy of the p2 c -~ S3 + C . ,, ] ,

and, hence, the same magnetic rigidity The contami- ' .
nant ion will therefore be transmitted However, ts -(,, -c Z - ,

implant energy will be Vp,%1 + 1.5V,, lower than re-
quired. Q

In the context of multiply charged implants it must Q2
also be noted that the charge exchange cross sections Q3 (9)
for these ions are large [8] and so post-analysis energy
contamination, as described in section 3.2, can be a
major problem. Qn
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where: uses a larger (cryogenic) pump at ground potential and
tt maximizes the conductance from the beamline.

C, L C,k. When, as in this example, photoresist outgassing i.
A- of concern, a useful figure of merit is the normalized

In the above summation c,, is ignored. The rest of the effective path-length, Lcf f . This is the total pressure-
conductance matrix is readily calculable by using, for length product for beam neutralization, normalized to
example. the various formulae that are given by Roth the end station pressure and is readily calculable from
[9]. For gas loads which have some directionality the model. It can be seen from the example illustrated
(streaming) such as the ion source and. in some cases, that the open conductance approach to beamline pump-
wafer outgassing, the load matrix may be adjusted to ing offers considerable advantages.
account for this. Assuming molecular flow, it is rela-
tively easy to integrate the velocity distribution (which 4.2. Time dependent pressure variations
is piobably cosine [9]) over the enutting surface and,
thereby, calculate what fraction of the load will flow For problems like photoresist outgas.ing, the pres-
directly, without collision, into another region. In this sure and gas loads are not constant. In such cases it is
way the load from, say, the ion source may be distrib- necessary to refine the technique for analyzing the
uted, according to the geometry, between the extraction vacuum. Starting once again from the equation of con-
region, the post-extraction region and the flight tube. tinuity,

After matrix inversion and multiplication, a piece-
wise solution to the pressure distribution can be ob- -V=dP(t)
tained More elements can be used to model regions of dt Q,(t) - SP(t). (10)
particular interest or regions which have a significant where V is the region's volume and Q1,(t) is the load, it
pressure gradient. Since the pumping speeds. conduc- can be shown, by integration, that
tances and loads are gas type dependent, the matrix Q ) ] SAt
equation must be solved for each of the partial pres- P(t + At) Q.(- + jPQ (t exp[ -
sures These may then be summed and, with the rele- S3 S

vant cross sections, the impact on the implantation (1)
process assessed Using this expression, the evolution of the system's

To demonstrate the use of this technique, two simi- pressure can be traced in short time steps (At).
larly priced approaches to beamline pumping are com- In this case of photoresist outgassing, the load is
pared in fig. 2 In the first, the conductance between the given by eq (4) along with an ambient load which
end station and the beamline is minimized. Pumping is represents chamber outgassing.
done at the terminal end which, for practical reasons,
limits the pump size In contrast, the second approach Qn Qt1t + SPultn1 te' (12)
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Fig 2 Calculated total pressure distributions in a "generic" implanter. Assuming typical loads and geometries, the effectiveness of
(a) directly pumping the beamline from the terminal can be compared to (b) an open conductance design with additional pumping
from the ground level. Although both approaches have similar cost, the effective path length (see text) in (a) is 67 cm whilst in (b) it is

reduced to 44 cm The pumping speeds given are for nitrogen
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poor vacuum have been discusssed. A simple tool that
0- 20R -. can be used for vacuum system design has been de-To / scribed and its use illustrated. The extension of the
o- IS/ model to analysis of the effects of time-depenuent pho-

S10% toresist outgassing has also been described and demon-
10- NETRLRTO > strated.
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Fig 3 End station pressure and beam current modulation in a
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Particle contamination control in the EXTRION 220

R. Milgate and J. Pollock
Varian Ion Impla, t Svsieni, Blackburn Indu.trial Park, Gloucester, MA 01930, USA

The design philosophy of the EXTRION 220. a serial implanter. with regard to particle contamination is discussed. The implanter
is a hybrid electrostatic/mechanical scan system offering unique performance characteristics Particle control has ',ecn studied under
stringent test conditions. The evolution of the particle control hardware is explained Data documenting particle contamination levels
is presented

i. Introduction current ion implanter which has most recently demon-
strated outstanding particle performance in the fieldPartcle ontminaioncontnue to e oe ofthe This paper discusses the initial design philosophies and

most important factors affecting yields today in in-
tegrated circuit manufacturng. With device geometries strategies, describes the wafer handling system, outlinesteriningra d ci mafauring Wteic metruires the design evolution of hardware, and presents factory
shrinking and chip areas growing, equipment require-

ments governing the allowable size and quantity of test and field performance data.

particles added to wafers during processing are being
tightened accordingly. Ion implantation process cleanli- Z. Design philosophy/system description
ness has become increasingly important because many
of the more advanced circuits now being manufactured The endstation of the EXTRION 220 performs both
require multiple implant steps, some as many as 15 11]. wafer handling and mechanical scanning functions. The

The EXTRION 220 is a new generation medium design has concentrated on maximizing reliability and

t , , " 'eI. _-;/ -"-

j rJ

Fig 1. Schematic isometric view of the EXTRION 220 endstation A pair of two-axis wafer handlers pick and place wafers in
vacuum

0168-583X/91/$03.50 ', 1991 - Elseier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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wafer safety while minimizing wafer contamination. De- J
sign philosophies were based primarily on experiences
with earlier generation ion implanter particle optimiza-
tion efforts. Much progress towards reducing con-
tamination levels had already been made on these earlier
systems, like the EXTRION 350D and 300XP, with
respectable field performance being readily attained
after installing retrofit hardware [2]. Despite the encour- - -

aging results, it had become clear that the fundamental JL)=. --. - - .. T -

concept of handling wafers in air and sequentially load- = ---.

locking ihem into the main process chamber was a
severely limiting factor in achieving particle perfor- -
mance levels good enough to meet future requirements. I PT .
Also, edge handling of wafers had been identified as a
contributing source of particles in the endstation [3].
These two important observations helped in sharing the
EXTRION 220 endstation design concept which be-
came a system using batch vacuum loadlocking of wafers -
in cassettes, with backside handling of wafers in high
vacuum using gentle pick and place methods.

The EXTRION 220 wafer handling system is an
in-vacuum horizontal design which handles wafers of up I

to 200 mm directly from SEMI standard wafer cas-
settes. Fig I shows a schematic isometric view of this Fig 2. Elevation view of the wafer handler,, orienter, and
system. One centrally located implant site is "served" cassette elevator
by a pair of two-axis wafer handlers, one located on
each side of the process chamber. Each handler can
alternately load and/or unload wafers to and from the bers to be vacuum cycled during normal machine use,
horizontally oriented platen by rotating from its neutral extra careful attention was paid to the design, selection
"home" position. A wafer lifter built into the implant and positioning of components whithin them Motion
platen provides the vertical lifting of the wafer to make feedthroughs were located at the bottom of the load
exchanges with the handlers Two vacuum elevator lock chamber, adjacent to the rough pumping port.
loadlocks are also served by the same two handlers, while the vent port %as located in the roof of the load
with one handler/elevator pair dedicated to each side lock. A description of the design evolution of the load-
of the machine (see fig. 2) With the rotary axis of the lock vent system follows.
handler locked, the handler can be translated in and out
of the elevator to make wafer exchanges with the cas-
sette Vertical motion of the elevator provides the gentle 3. Design evolution
pick and place exchange with the handlers When the
wafer handler is parked at its "home" position, the The loadlocks of the EXTRION 220 have remained
wafer orienter, below, can make an upward move to essentially unchanged throughout the machine's produc-
contact and lift the wafer from the pick The orienter tion history, however the venting systems have been
spins the wafer while an optical detector maps its edge revised a number of times (see fig 3). These design
profile. The orienter aligns the wafer flat and centrally improvements have been driven by our observations
replaces the wafer on the pick and theories regarding the effects of gas flow in the

All wafer handling motions are motor driven and loadlocks on wafer surface particle contamination
motion profiled to control acceleration forces acting on Recognizing that it would be economically unfeasi-
the wafers Wafer slippage is prevented and wafer ble, if not impossible, to eliminate every potential par-
throughput i.liaximtized because mechanisms are run ticle source in the machine, a more realistic approach
slowly when carrying wafers and fast when not All of was taken, which was to minimize those sources and
the handler mechanisms operate in vacuum, below the concentrate on controlling the mechanisms of particle
wafer handling plane, so that any particulate matter transport. By handling in vacuum, the unpredictable
generated by them will fall to the floor of the chamber, effects of aerodynamic forces on particle transport have
Wafers (up to two cassettes full at a tine), are brought been eliminated This in-vacuum handling concept,
into the process chamber through the vacuum elevator combined with a handler layout which constrains all the
loadlocks. Because the load-locks were the only chain- particle generating hardware to be below the wafer
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plane, has resulted in a very clean overall design. Early the downstream side of the orifice during a period of
experiments on a prototype EXTRION 220 revealed sonically choked flow A plume of locally supersonic,
that the majority of particles were added during gas relatively high density gas (compared to the surround-
exchange in the loadlocks, thus validating in-vacuum ing gas) is formed. This plume of gas is quite well
handling. It also made clear the need to focus on the defined, being roughly conical in shape, with its length
loadlocks to improve particle performance. Even after and diameter determined by 'he size of the orifice.the
improving machine performance to as low a, 0.009 pressure on the downstream side of the orifice and the
particles per cm at 0.3 Vm and larger, recent experi- pressure ratio [5]. As the critical pressure ratio for N2 at
ments still show that loadlocks are the only significant standard temperature and pressure is about 0 53, it can
contributor in the EXTRION 220. be seen that, unless special precautions are taken to

The contamination levels in the loadlocks have been avoid it,. the condition of sonically choked flow exists
reduced by modifying the gas .low into them during whenever a vacuum vessel is vented. During the first
venting. To understand the importance of the gas ex- few seconds of venting, when the pressure ratio is large,
change, particularly during venting, it is necessary to this gas jet has enormous ability to liberate particles
consider the mechanics of particle liberation and trans- from surfaces it comes in contact with This is because
port the density outside the et is low. so little or no boundary

Near atmospheric pressure, the movement of layer can form at the gas/surface interface. With no
airborne particles of submicron s~ze is strongly a func- protective boundary !ayer to hide under, the attached
tion of aerodynamic forces The aerodynamic forces particles encounter -.he full aerodynamic drag torces
acting on these particles are orders of magnitude greater applied by the gas flow, and are easily stripped away,
than the force of gravity [4]. However, if these particles making them available for redistribution within the load
come in contact with a surface, they become bound lock
quite tightly there by van der Waals forces. With submi- This jet also forms during rough vacuum pumping.
cron separations these strong adhesive forces are also In this case, however, it forms within the roughing
much greater than gravitational ones [4] The size of manifold (not in the loadlock) Provided the roughing
these attached particles makes them all but impervious manifold 'is properly designed, particles liberated in the
to further aerodynamic effects as they are small eiough manifold during roughing will not contaminate the
to effectively "hide" under the boundary layer that loadlock It should be noted that the particle contribu-
forms between the surface and the surrounding gas tion associated with rough pumping a chamber is very
flow. There is, however, a gas flow condition which is dependent on chamber and manifold geometry If flow
capable of lihber ttng these tightly bound particles, restrictions are present within the chamber which z:'low
namely sonically choked flow pressure differences greater than the critical pressure

The condition of sonically choked flow is well known ratio to develop during rough pumping, then techniques
in -as dynamics Briefly stated, whenever the pressure such as soft start pumping or staged rough pumping
ratio across an orifice becomes less than the critical may ha,c a significant effect on particle contamination
pressure ratio, flow becomes independent of down- levels Experiments with these devices, however, nave
stream pressure Regarding particle contamination the shown that the) do not significantly improw, particle
significance of this phenomenon lies in what occurs on performance whein used on the EXTRION 220

(a) (b) (c)

Fig 3. Schematic diagram showing the design evolution of the loadlock venting configuiation
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The initial configuration of the loadlock provided
unidirectional gas flow which had been shown to be 90

important for good particle performance [6], but did not 80,
control the shock wave. During prototype evaluation 701-
this configuration produced disappointing results ( > 1.0 601
particles/cm at 0.5 Itm and larger) which in retrospect, cc
should have been expected. 0 c

Z 401Fig. 3 shows schematically a history of venting co,- <

figurations. The first production configuration (fig. 3a) 30!

used a number of small orifices to control the rate of ' 201

flow of vent gas into the chamber The intent was to 10k' , A
minimize the size of the jets and place the orifices 0. I / " -'

within the loadlock such that any particles liberated
during venting would be confined to an area below the 1 5 10 15 20

wafer cassette Typical performance measured was 0 077
pe MEASUREMENT NUMBER

particles/cm, at 0.5 rIm and larger for this configura- Fig 4 History of particles added to wafers run on a system in
tion around-the-clock production, after having its loadlocks up-

A varation of this first production configuration graded to the current vent configuration
changed the relative locations of the vent shut-off valves
and the vent filters, and replaced the multiple orifice
sent tube with a single orifice (see fig 3b). Downstream permanently install a baffle in the loadlock, directly
filtration was used to protect the loadlock from par- below the vent port This arrangement (fig. 3c) is the
ticles generated by the Nalve. This system demonstrated venting system which is in use today. This configuration
particle performance of 0 066 particles/cm2 at 0 5 Im eliminated the top wafer effect, reduced actual vent
and larger This was an insignificant improvement times to well under one minute. and demonstrated

Although the particle performance was respectable, particle performance levels as low as 0.009 particles/cm 2

it fell far short of our goals Additionally. the long vent at 0 3 pm and larger.
times being used had significantly decreased wafer Fig. 4 show's particle performance history of a 200
throughput At this point in time Mears and others [7] mm implanter running product wafers. 168 hours per
were reportedly demonstrating excellent loadlock par- week using this venting configuration The particle inea-
ticle performance with rapid venting After reviewing surements made over a 4-day period showed an average
the contamination results and the vent design. it ap- number added of 4.6 particles (0016 particles per cm -)
pearcd that they key to that system was the placement at 0 3 pm and larger, with a standard deviation of 7 7
of the point of use filter, truly at the point of entry into
the chamber. with no downstream flow restrictions It
was postulated that the shock wave was forming on the 4. Summar3
upstream sidC of the filter, downstream of the shutoff
valse The poor conductance across the filter combined Early experiments regarding particle contamination
with a lack of restrictions beyond it, prevented the in the EXTRION 220 verified that the wafer handling

formation of an's subsequent shock waves concepts were sound, but in order to achieve good
Based on these observations, a similar vent config- contamination control. improvements would be re-

uration for the EXTRION 220 ssas built and tested, quired in the loadlock area The key to making these
which put the vent assembly hmk on the roof of the improvements was controlling the shock wave associ-
loadlock Results Nsere mixed ent times s.c rapid. ated with the venting process. Using flow restrictions to
particle levels were I ,%, hut the t, , wafer in it ,1c1ttC control this shock wave improved particle performance
was consistently an order of magnitude dirtier than th. but decreased wafer throughput A final configuratioi

others Since the problem w,,, -oofincd to the op slic. embod.ing a baffle plate and point of use filtration to
and the particle si/e distribution wa, not bias.d to large achieve shock wa'.e control gave satisfactory results.
particle si/es. w was felt that this effeC.t was asscOiated I ield machines fitted with this configuration have re-

iitn some c~ent in the early portion of the sent .vcle ported contamination levels averaging between 0 01 and
Consider, had thewe particles not attached t, the top ).05 particles per cm 2 at 0 3 Itm and larger sizes
wafer by the time pressures were high enough to sus sin Despite the improvements. loadlocks are still the

airborne particle motion then all the wafei s it, the maJoi contributor to particle contamination The fact
cassette would have been fairl unilormly con- that a baffle is required to avoid top wafer effects
taminated This wa, not the -. se indicates that there is room for further improvement.

To eliminate the top afcr cffect it was deuded to Loadlock performance as good as 0 003 particles/)i..r
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cm 2 at 0.3 [m and larger has been demonstrated with References
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Control of metal contamination in the Varian Extrion 1000 ion
implantation system

Reuel B. Liebert, Shu Satoh, Bjorn 0. Pedersen, Daniel F. Downey, Takao Sakase
and Edward Evans
V'arian / Ion Implant Systemns. 35 Dor Road. Black.burn Industrial Park, Gloucester, MA 01930-2297. USA

The rapid development of higher-density device structures in recent years has fo.ussed increased attention on all defect-producing
bN-products of the ion implantation process In the past, the well-known effects of alkali and transition metals have constrained the
materials technology used in ion-source and beam-transport systems of ion implanters The next generation of high-current ioll
implanters is being challenged with requirements for minimization of defects caused by other contamination sources This paper
presents data on the levels of metal contamination produced in typical high-dose implants on the Varian Extrion 1000 implanter It is
ho%%n that me aluminum contamination level has been reduced by greater than a factor of 13 using masking techniques

1. Introduction evaluates the reduction of aluminum contamination with
a system upgrade which masks the disc and overscan

The Varian Extrion 1000 ion implantation system, area with silicon.
described in a previous paper [1], is a high-current batch
implanter covering the 5-200 keV range in energy and
using beam currents between I ltA and 27 mA In anx 2. Experimental
ion implanter., the ion-beam transport system contains
defining apertures. beam dumps to accept unwanted Several methods were employed to analyze the metal
beams. accelerating electrodes and other surfaces which contents of implants done on the Extrion 1000 Total
can contact the beam in either steady-state implanta- metal doses were measured for some metals using
tion, during the tuning process, or under a fault cond- ICPMS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy)
tion such as a high-voltage snark or sudden pressure This technique analyzes implanted oxide layers after
burst The transport system of the Extrion 1000. shown stripping them ch. iically. It suffers from interferences
in fig 1.. is designed to allow this contact only on and nonrepeatability for some elements (e.g. aluminum)
graphite surfaces with the following exceptions* and is susceptible to errors associated with impurities
(a) wafer disc - constructed of aluminum and using absorbed during the oxidation process

wafer retention pads of aluminum, SIMS analysis offers depth tnformation and was
(b) overscan collector (commonly called the "spillover found to be effective in producing integrated dose infor-

cup" - constructed of alummium, mation for some metals such as aluminum and chro-
(c) acceleration tube electrodes - constructed oi mumm Its sensitivity is limited for some elements and it

aluminum but guarded from beam interception b\ is also sensitive to surface particle contamination which
upstream beam apertures made of graphite: can mimic implanted impurities at the levels found in

(d) small annular region on the outside of the beam implanters
gate - constructed of aluminum and retracted from TXRF (total-reflection X-ray fluorescence) was used
the beam path during implantation; to search for tungsten on wafer surfaces deposited dur-

(e) ion source materials -- include molybdenum and ing electron-flood ope ation.
tungsten as well as graphite exposed to plasma SIMS and TXRF analysis was performed by Charles
regions. Evans & Associates (Evans East), while the ICPMS

Each of these areas 'is presently being studied experi- analysis was performed by Balasz Laboratories.
mentally or is in redesign to reduce potential metal The Extrion 1000 was evaluated in the e phases
contributions The alternate material of choice is silicon using 150 mm wafers
because of expectations that carbon will eventually he- (a) The performance of the existing system was
come a leading contaminant after the others are reduced evalt-ated using SIMS data for several BF, and As
to tolerable levels. The present study characterizes the implants which were considered typical medium- to
performance of the "standard" model Extrihn 1000 and high-dose implants.

0168-593'/91/$03 50 ' 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) II RIAL I'INL PROCFSSIN(;
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, ION SOURCE
' L- I _--_EXTRACTION

SYSTEM

-- VARIABLE

SLIT

PUMPING~RESTRICTION

RETRACTABLE RETRACTABLE

TUNING CUP BEAM GATE
MASS ENTRANCE OVERSCAN

ANALYZING MAGNET SELECTION MASK COLLECTOR
SLITS

I FARADAY
ANDBEAM SHIELDS ACCELERATION TUBE ELECTRON IMPLANT

FLOOD DISC

Fig 1 The ion-beam transport sstem of the Fxtrion 1000 is shown in schematic form. All areas designed for beam definition are
made of carbon.

(b) The "\kor-,t-case" high-dose As implant "as chosen 3. Results
for a case study.

(c) The overscan collector (spillover cup) was covered Tabie I shows contamination results from integrat-
with a silicon wafer and the overscan reduced to Ing SIMS profiles for aluminum and chromium in ar-
remove a 1 25 cm annulus of safety margin around senic and boron implants and for molybdenum in a BF,
the wafer, implant for a variety of energies, beam currents and

(d) The disc was flame-sprayed with 0.075 mm of sili- doses. The worst-case situation occurs for the accelera-
con The coating was inspected after all the implant tion mode which is used for high-current arsenic beams
tests and numerous other implants and found to be at intermediate energies. Lower energies use a drift
undamged. mode in which no voltage is impressed on the tube

The analysis results are discussed in the following sec- Only boron beams are typically used in the deceleration
tion mode which puts large and opposite gradients in sec-

TFable 1
(ontammation for selected elements before upgrade

Species Dose Energy Transport Ion current Fraction of implanted dose [ppml[ti t ,ills/sl.,.i ,1 r .., mm&q final
jdoiiV k m Ai Cr Mo

As 9x1o 30 drift 6 366 19
106 548 19

5 x lo 50 drift 15 95 8
1 x 10l 80 low accel 195 1071 32
5 x 10"  160 high accel 12 276 7

B 2 x lo" 5 decel 28 ."

BF2  1 x" 1)l 80 low accel 7.6 ) " 130

Below reference wafer correction levels.
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tions of the tube, but the lov energy of the light boron 1022

beam prevents any significant levels of aluminum or
chromium from being found Fig. 2 shows the SIMS 1021

spectrum for one of the BF, wafers and fig. 3 shows the 10
worst-case arsenic implant. It was found that the refer- / A

ence wafers showed a substantial metal content: ap- 1020
proximately 2.3 x 1012 and 4.8 lOI atems/cm 2 re- '
spectively, for Al and Cr on p-type wafers, while the
n-type wafers had corresponding values of 7.6 X 10l 0 10
and 2.0 x 10"l atoms/cm2. Fig. 4 shows a spectrum of ' ht4 iMf
an unimplanted reference wafer in which it can be seen 0
that the aluminum peak is much shallower than that I 1ola C
seen in the implanted wafers. In all cases, average z
values of the reference (unimplanted) wafers were sub- Q

10
tracted from the raw data to produce the results quoted o 10"
in the tables and figures

The results are estimated to have a precision of 1016 Al
approximately 100-150 ppm (expressed as a fraction of 1016
the dopant dose) for aluminum in I x 10 16 cm- 2 im-
plants and 20-40 ppm for chromium. No molybdenum t
subtractions were done because no reference wafers Cr
weie available for the molybdenum data. The fluctua-
tions between wafers at the same experimental condi- L ...._______.....

0 500 1000 1500 2000

DEPTH (angstroms)

Fig 3 Arsenic implant before upgrades shoing the highest
1021 fracion of aluminum content in the current tests The implant

dose %%as I x 10i atoms/cira with a beam energy of 80 keV
1 0and a current of 19 5 mA

tions imply that the precision is of the order of 30-50
S10Boron ppm on a 5 x 10i cm - 2 implant

Table 2 shows the integrated SIMS data which re-
0 tsulted from successive runs using a masked spillover
M lcup (graphite). a reduced overscan and masked spillover

cup (silicon), and a combination of a silicon-masked
4spillovir cup. a silicon-coated disc% and reduced over-
cc PI'_ Molybdenum scan The net effect of the upgrades is to reduce the
Z1017 aluminum fraction from 1071 to 80 ppm (shown graphi-

z c cally in fig. 5). Figs. 6a and 6b show the SIMS profiles
U which result from adding the graphite spillover cup and

10m " '>the silicon-covered disc configurations, respectively The
latter also included a silicon-covered spillover cup and a
reduced overscan The results for other trace elements
were looked at usin, ICPMS in the case of the

lOS Aluminum graphite-covered spillover cup and are given in table 3
No reference wafer data was subtracted, and, therefore,
the results are considered conservative upper-limit val-

. ues. The molybdenum contribution for this implant is
0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 expccted to be lower than in BF, implants because of

DEPTH (microns) the coincidence of Mo ' ' with BF2 for the 24% friction

Fig 2 SIMS profile for a BF.-implanted dose of I x 10 of the molybdenum isotope with mass 98 Th largest
atoms/cm2 at 80 keV. 98Mo" will pass through with the contributor is the iron peak, and it is seen to reduce by

BF2-analyzed beam a factor of 3 8 from the original values.
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102: Table 3
The effect of spillover-cup upgrade: ICPMS analysis is pre-
sented for a selection of metals; the data was taken for As

1021 1 X 101" atoms/cm 2 implants at 80 keV

Fraction of implanted dose [ppm]

Mo Cu Cr Fe Zn
102o Standard

configuration
E C before upgrade 2 44 84 504 59
1019  As Graphite-covered

z V spillover cup 1 17 7 133 28
0

L off. No detectable levels of copper or zinc were found
z (at approximately 20 ppm detection limit),
0
10'17

, Cr 4. Analysis

1016 The data on 'the standard-configuration machine

show that a substantial aluminum contamination (0 1%
of the incident implant) can be obtained under condi-

00 005 0.10 0 15 0.20 0.25 0.30 tions of large incident ions (As) and large beam current

DEPTH (microns) Table 4 shows the result of numerical simulations of the

Fig 4 SIMS profile of unimplanted wafer used for reference in sputtering of aluminum from the overscan regions There

background subtractions The aluminum profile drops to low are three competing effects: dwell time of the beam on
levels in the first 30 nm and to the detection limit in 70 nm overscan surfaces, solid angle for sputtered atoms land-

ing on wafers, and occlusion of the sputtered atoms by
the Faraday assembly The dwell time is larger on the

An experiment was also performed on the standard outside overscan than on the inside, but the solid angle
confl.uration systen to determine if any tungsten was for sputtering onto the wafer area is larger on the
detectable from the electron-flood system during im- inside. Occlusion by the Faraday is negligible on the
plantation Fig. 7 shows the TXRF spectrum for an outside and is an approximate 20% effect for the inside
arsenic implant of 5 X 1015 atoms/cm2 at 50 keV. No overscan (for the beam size of 9.6 cm used for the
tungsten was found at the detection limit of the tech- "worst-case" implant under study), A sputtering yield
nique (approximately 8 x 10' ° atoms/c2 or 16 ppm of of I was assumed and the angular distribution of
the implant). A peak of iron was found at the 50 ppm sputtered atoms was assumed to be a cosine distribu-
level but was unaffected by turning the flood gun on or tion. The model uses the approximation that the dwell-

Table 2
The effect of disc area upgrades integrated SIMS profiles are presented for a selection of metals

Species Dose Current Fraction of implanted dose [ppm]
[atoms/cm 2] [mA] Al Cr Mo

Standard
configuration As 1 X 1016 19 5 1071 32

Graphite-covered
spillover cup As I X loll, 190 406 2

Silicon-covered As I X 10x 6 20 0 670 27
spillover cup and As I x 1016 4.8 490 20
reduced overscan BF2  5 X 105 8.2 354 17

Silicon-covered
disc and spillover
cup with reduced
overscan As 191 80 36
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Fig. 5 Comparison of Extrion 1000 integrated SIMS profile data for aluminum and chromium at various stages of the disc area
upgrade

time fraction can be simply multiplied by the solid from the original 1071 ppm measured before upgrade.
angle of a stationary beam at the full-overscan position. to give a ne-, result of 620. This compares to the
The results can be tested against the spillover-cup ex- graphite spillover-cup result of 406 ppm. Similarly, the
periment The model predicted a reduction of 451 ppm value calcuiated for the reduced-overscan case implies a
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Fig 6. SIMS profiles for disc area upgrades. (a) graphite cover spillover cup and (b) silicon-covered disc and spillover cup with
reduced overscan Note that different scales are used in the figures
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Table 4
Modelling results for aluminum sputtering front overscan regions

Lage beam Small beam1

Overscan Normal Reduced Normal Reduied

inner outer inner outer inner outer inner outer

Occupancy
time [%] 185 302 168 269 152 228

Aluminum
sputtering
lppm] 364 451 345 420 370 404

reduction of 420 ppm and a corresponding result of 651 implantation by aluminum and other metals. The con-
ppm. tatnmation was seen to be maximized for high-dose

The experimental result is 670 ppm (in good agree- arsenic implants and was reduced b a factor of 13 to
ment) The effect of beam size is seen to be in the 5-10 the 80 ppm implanted-dose level using silicon coatings
ppm range The predicted effect of the silicon-coated for the disc and overscan region Molybdenum con-
disc and spillovei cup is to reduce the aluminum to lamination was visible between 17 and 130 ppm during
under 256 ppm The fact that the results went down to BF implants and will only be reduced by reduction of
80 ppm means that a substantial component was pro. the molybdenum content of the ion source. Other trace
duced in the disc region between the wafers. The re- elements were seen at levels between I and 133 ppm for
raining areas on the disc which are not coated with high-dose arsenic implants after covering the spillover
silicon are the thin pads surrounding each wafer Future cup with graphite Further gains are expected when the
upgrades are planned to coat these parts as well as silicon-coated disc is evaluated
attack the few areas of the beam line which can poten- Continued upgrades will depend on reduction of
tially contribute unimplanted wafer contamination and improvement of

It is clear that work is needed to improve the base analytical techniques currently available
level of contamination on unimplanted wafers (and its
repeatability) if one intends to reduce the contributions Acknowledgements
below the present levels. In any case. dose levels of
I X 101" atoms/cm2 or higher are required in order to The authors gratefully acknowledge the many useful
show the results with acceptable precision discussions, cross-calibrations and overtime support
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The Varian Extrion 1000 ion implantstion system Varian Applications Lab staff in evaluation of analyti-
was characterized for contamination during high-dose cal techniques and handling of the wafers Keith Pierce
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Control of wafer charging on the Varian EXTRION 1000 ion implanter

Shu Satoh, Bjorn 0. Pedersen, Daniel F. Downey, Takao Sakase and Reuel B. Liebert
Vartn Avvo ., 35 Dori Road, Bla burn ndu,trial J'urA, Glouiester, MA 01930, US,4

Susan B. Felch
'artan Reiear h (enter, Palo Ato. ('A 94303-0883, lISA

Wafer charging during high current implantation has been one of the major concerns to implanter users not only because of
ever-shrinking device structures, but especially because of two to three-fold increases of beam currents available on next-generation
high current implanters In this paper. wafer charging on the Varia n EXTRION 1000 was studied under various beam. electron flood
gun an vacuum conditions and it was found that it can provide a much better environment in term% of wafer charging control than
the previous generation machines. A relatively new technique. J - i test. has been used to measure the charge to breakdown as well as
the traditional breakdown voltage measurement rhe device yields from the tests were close to 10,% for all the tested device wafers
The Q, results from J - tests showed good correlation with flood/vacuum conditions and pinpointed the best operating cond'tion
However some results posed difficulty in interpretation, which sggests wafer harging is a very complex phenomenon

1. Introduction hoped that this stud' will contribute to establish it as a
tool for wafer charging.

Since the introduction of a new generation of high
current ion implanters [1..2] which deliver almost twice
as much beam current as their predecessors, it was 2. l)escriptio-t of the EXTRION 1000 electron flood
commonly believed hat wafer charging. which has been system
at the top of custome:s concerns, might be bad enough
to negate the advantage of the higher beam current The Varian EXTRION 1000 delivers up to 27 mA
capabilities of the neyk machines Despite the concern, beam current of As and P (10 mA for B and BF,) to
our experience after the introduction shows that the wafers mounted on a mechanically scanned 42 in dirn
problem on the new machine is less severe than for its disc rotating at 1200 rpm. For the purpose of dose
predecessor. As Current et al. [3] described it, it ,ould uniformity control and charging control, the rotating
be the result of thl much lower charge per pass due to disc has a series of holes for profiling the beam size and
the larger disc size, higher rotation speed and larger locating the centroid [7] in the slow scan direction,
beam size of the new macinnes, which provide valuable information to help reduce the

One of the problems of designing and evaluating the risk of wafer charging
new machine with regard to wafer charging is the strong An electron flood system is located in the Faraday
dependency on device structure [4] which makes it very housing which is mounted in front of the rotating disc,
difficult to draw any universal conclusion out of a of which details are shown in fig. I along with its
single test on a single device control diagram for emission regulation There are two

In this paper, the wafer charging behavior of the primary electron guns, one on each side of the ion beam
Varian EXTRION 1000 high current ion implanter [1] path, and together they deliver up to 500 mA of primary
v studied. using the VRC (Varian Research ('enter) electrons to secondary electron emitter plates which
charging test wafer, which tis been used also on a face the guns obliquely The geometry was chosen to
round robin test [5] of the major implanter manufac- confine positive ions from residual gas Ionization clo;e
turers to evaluate and compare their wafer charging to the emitters to help neutralize the huge space charge
results. It is widely recognized throughout the industry of the slow secondary electrons for efficient electron
as one of the reliable standard test devices transport Also to assist the transport, there is a provi-

A lot of effort has been put in using a rather new sion for gas bleeding into the Faraday housing to be
technique of J--t test as a tool for diagnosing wafer used if necessary
charging recently in our company It is being accepted The emission regulation system is quite similar to the
as a method for checking oxide integrity [6] and it is one used on the Varian XP series higb current machine

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Itolland) 11 REAL lIME PROCESSING
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W ANODE MESH,
FILAMENT EMITTER same as that of IC for IA and 64 times larger for 2E

REFLECTOR This gives a charge multiplier ratio for 2E of 9600 and
77, M150 for IA.

2.2. Test procedure

a The dielectric breakdown voltage of the test devices
..AM --- was measured by recording the voltage produced when

FAR9A PICKET a current of I A.A was forced through the device. The
MAS RING 0 device was always biased in accumulation, which means

that a positive voltage was applied to the gate since the
substrates were n-type The measurements were per-

FARADAY HOUSING formed on a computer-controlled, autcmatic probing
- - HS station. A device is considered failed if the measured

FLOODCA, "-" breakdown voltage is lower than 10 V. Device yield is
R AMP 0- 15A + derived by dividing the number of failed devices by the

DIS I total number of tested devices.
EIO PooAEN) The charge-to-breakdown (Qbd) of the oxide was

o-5oo,,A measured by an accelerated test called "J-t testing" 19].
___I In this test, the forced current density (J) is stepped up

by a factor of 2.15 in time increments (t) of 5 s so that
the average device under test will break down within

P/O FARADAY/ FLOOD SUPPLY 2-3 mm. This test time is much shorter than that
DOsE PROCIESSC needed to make a Qhd measurement with a fixed cur-

EMISSION COMMAND CHAMBER ROAC Disc S SENSE rent density. During a J-t test, the voltage across theIsO WArE DIsc : FEEDICK LOOP SS device under tert is measured every 20 ms until thepresent voltage has decreased by at least 15% from the
Fig 1. Schematic Diagram of the EXTRION 1000 electron voltage previously measured. This is defined as the

flood systen breakdown of the oxide. The integrated J-t product is
then the Qbd value, or the amount of electric charge

for several years [8]. In closed loop mode, the current conducted by the capacitor before the gate oxide breaks
flowing between the disc and Faraday system (referred down.
to as disc current) is measured to keep the current
constant by adjusting the flood emission. In open loop
mode, the nrimary emission current is kept constant. In 3. Results
the EXTRI ,N 1000, the feedback is done by one of its Fig. 2 shows the device yields by V after implants
branch computers IRDAC) using software with a digital of I X 1016 CM2 o f 60 ev yild 1. m an fig. 3
filtering technique of 60 keV As' , 18.5 mA and fig.

100 - -,

2 1. Description of test devicer 1*71
The test devices are basically thin-dielectric, poly- 80 7

silicon-gate MOS capacitors isolated by thick field oxide
The thermal gate oxide was 170 A thick, while thc
LPCVD polysilicon was 4000 A thick and POCL,-doped 60 X,

to give a sheet resistance of about 20 U/sq. The devices ,
were fabricated on 150 mm diam. n-type (100) silicon , "

U 40substrates. The wafers were not exposed to any cnarging 5:
processes during fabrication, all of the photoresist re-
moval and etching were done with wct p Yussing, 20

Test devices IC, IA and 2E each consist of a large,
square field capacitor cc.inected to a small, rectangular 1
gate capacitor (15 Aom x 10 jim) [4]. Device IC has no 0

Im NO DISC 1-0 DISC IO DISC 1 DISC 1- 2 DISC 1-0polysilicon edges on gate oxide, while the field capacitor PMLANT F=O NO GAS IIf GAS

is 150 Am X 150 Ain, giving a charge multiplier ratio of 0 DEVICE 1A DEVICE2E

150. Devices IA and 2E have two polysilicon edges on Fig 2 Yields of VRC device 2E and IA for 60 keV As', 18.5
the gate oxide, while the field capacitor areas are the mA I x 106 cm 2 implants

I I I I I II I I I
E I

I I
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value indicates the level of degradation of oxide quality.
20 -X Both device results agree that the case with 80 mA of

constant emission with a small amount of gas bleed is
16 Fthe best in terms of mean Qbd shift and spread of the

distribution, although the difference from the case with
12closed loop with zero disc current is small. It is a much

lighter use of flood gun than the closed loop case, which

8 "was known to be close to the best condition on our XP
Sseries high-current machine [8]. This difference remains

I to be solved. It could be caused by the difference in
• j: scanning schemes in the two machines, one uses mecha-

0 DISC nical and the other is hybrid.
NO NO DiSC Disc DISC 1 0 Fig. 4 also shows the documented benefit of gas

IMPLANT FLOOD I= OmA I=.ImA W/N2 BLEED bleeding [10] for charge-up prevention. To be noted,

DEVICE 1A DEVICE 2E however, is that a very small pressure increase seems to
Fig 3. Breakdown voltages of VRC device 2E and IA for 70 be enough for this purpose in the EXTRION 1000,

keV BF+ ,, 10 mA 5 x 1015 cm- - implants, minimizing the risk of other vacuum-related contamina-

tion problems [11].
To see the effect of charge-per-pass. one implant was

sh o f t7e brekdown volts 10 afote t imp s f an 10 done with 600 rpm of disc rotation, which is a half of
A cmu of 70 keV B lo mA for test devices 2E and the normal 1200 rpm, keeping other implant parameters

IAt under several flood conditions. It is clearly seen the same The result is shown in the far right in fig. 4.
that the device yields are very good, even without using and despite our prediction, it showed very little Qt
the flood system. Most notably, the device 2E, which shift. Other values like breakdown voltage behaved like-
has been known to be the most sensive, survived with wise. This is another point to be pursued later, but it
surprising yields shows that wafer charging is a more complex phenome-

The benefit of the electron flood system is very non than commonly thought.
pronounced in Qbd measurements shown in figs. 4 and
5, which are the result of J-t tests on device IC and 2E,
respectively. The results of the 2E device in fig. 5 show
very dramatic improvement by addition of electron 4. Discussion
flood Vertical bars in figs. 4 and 5 represent standard
deviations of the distributions around mean values. It is The results from this study suggest that wafer charg-
understood that the amount of shift from the reference ing in the Varian EXTRION 1000 is much more mod-

40

~31

x
0 25

Lu

C'20

15

10 _

111 6i~o Dow OO A too WAfffiaU~~

FLOOD CONDITIONS
Fig. 4. Qbd changes of VRC device IC by flood conditions.
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Fig 5. Qtd changes of VRC device 2E" by flood conditions

erate than expected from its high beam currents, and result of increased number of traps, that means a change
the electron flood system functioned efficiently to of only I C/cm' 'in Qd corresponds to an increase of
eliminate the problem. Because of the large disc, fast the number of traps by 6 × 1018 cm -2, which seems to

rotation and larger beam size, the amount of charge per be an extraordinary large number. In fact. Solomon [121

pass is very low, 27 mA of 3-m. high (in slow scan studied electron trapping in thin oxide after forced

direction) beam g~ves only 6 4 X 10 - 7 C/cm2 pass. A Fowler-Nordheim tunneling by a high electric field, but
good correlation between charge per pass and device he reported a trap density of only about 1012 cm - 2,

yield was reported [31 before, but one result from this which is six orders less than the above number. This

study, the 600 rpm run, did not support the view, and suggests that there might be factors governing the Qld
this should therefore be pursued later. shift other than pure electrical stress, but so far we have

Results from the J-t tests showed great sensitivity, not come up with a good answer.

especially on device 2E, to a small change of the en-
vironment to which the wafers are exposed during 'im-
plant. As reported before [41, most of the results showed 5. Summary
positive Q, shift. which are sometimes interpreted as
the result of positive charging during the implant. The Wafer charging under several flood conditions was

results from device IC seem to support the interpreta- tested on Varian EXTRION 1000 high current im-
tion except for the 600 rpm case, however the results planter using VRC charging test devices. The results

from 2E give some difficulty to it, which could be due suggest that wafer charging under the test conditions

to the exposed gate oxide in 2E., was very small and that the electron flood system func-

From the charge per pass and Qd of the reference tioned very efficiently to eliminate the problem. Device

device which is about 25 C/cm 2, we can derive the yields by Vbd were too good to show the effects of flood

number of passes for the device to fail by Qbd Consid- and vacuum even without using flood on the most

ering the charge multiplier ratio, it is about 400 passes sensitive structure used in this test.
for 2E and about 26000 passes for 1C, which translate J-t tests showed very good sensitivity to small

to 18 s and 22 min, respectively, of continuous exposure changes of flood and vacuum conditions and the results

to beam without scanning. We can conclude that for 2E behaved as predicted, except for one case with no flood,

it is very possible to fail by Qbd;, but for 1C may not be no gas bleed and reduced rpm of the disc, which showed

the case as scanning reduces the actual beam exposure. almost no sign of charging.
Since the use of the J-t test as a diagnostic too] for The results from this study posed several interesting

wafer charging during implant is rather new, several questions, for example, whether the shift of Qbd can tell
itrsigbtmseostigweeobserved. For the polarity of wafer charging. why the shift of Qhd IS

example, a change of Qldtby implant is interpreted as a so large, etc., which will help to deepen understanding

[ l -l ll I mi l 1 - • • llIl I I • Io1
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Device charge-to-breakdown studies on a high-current implanter
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Wafer charging studies on a high-current ton implanter were performed using charge-sentive MOS structures with various charge
multiplier ratios Charge-to-breakdown measurements were made. both before and after implantation. to characterize the charging
damage. The shifts observed in these measurements yielded information about the magnitude and polari, of the charge induced in
the oxide during the implant Such shifts have been correlated to the various implant parameter% and electron flood conditions
chosen for this study For ail the implants, a real-time monitoring of the disk current and the potential developed on eah wafer wa,
also made The relationship between these paramett.,s and the observed shifts in charge-to-breakdown will be discussed

I. Introduction 2. Experiment

Ion implantation is one of the many processes used All of the charging tests reported here were run on a
to fabricate today's semiconductor ) , ites that involve Varian 160XP high-current ion implanter A new tech-
charged particles, since it relies on the transport of nique for charge neutralization, which is currently under
positive ions into the target semiconductor wafer. Un- development,, was examined. This study was part of a
fortunately, advanced devices with shrinking gate oxide program to evaluate several new techniques [2] for gen-
thicknesses and lateral dimensions are quite susceptible erating low-energy, charge-neutrahzing electrons in the
to charging damage and resulting yield loss. In addition, Faraday area, independent of changing conditions in
high ion beam currents, which increase wafer through- the Faraday Details of this system will be published at
put for high-dose implants, exacerbate charging prob- a later date when the system v, developed and qualified
lems. In order to prevent surface charge build-up, most as a product. During each implant,, real-time monitoring
high-current implanters are equipped with electron flood of the net disk current and of the charge deseloped on
systems which supply a steady flow of low-energy elec- each wafer was made. Unfortunately, the charge moni-
trons to the wafer. tor was located 180' away from the test wafer on the

The effectiveness of electron flood systems is usually disk, so its signal was too small to give sensitivity to any
studied with charge-sensitive MOS test structures Typi of the implant conditions studied [3].
cally, damage to the test structure is characterized by a The test structures used were state-of-the-art, MOS
change in the breakdown voltage of the thin dielectric devices fabricated on 150 mm diameter silicon sub-
in the device. He -/ever, the charge-to-breakdown (QD) strates with a 250 A thick gate oxide (SO,) Two
of the thin dielectric has been considered to be a more devies with different charge multiplier ratios were
sensitive parameter [1], which additionally gives infor- studied. One had a charge multiplier ratio of 100000
mation on the polarity of the charging process. In this and a gate oxide area of about 25 tm2, the other had a
paper, charge-to-breakdown data will he presented to charge multiplier ratio of 1000 and a gate oxide area of
illustrate the charge neutralization capability of a new about 7500 tim 2.
experimental electron flood technique under develop- The charge-to-breakdown of the oxide was measured
ment in a Varian XP high-current implanter. by an accelerated test called "J-t testing" [4]. In this

0168-53X/91/$03 50 0) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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test, the forced current density (J) is stepped up by a the smaller gate oxide area (b). A process that produces
factor of 2.15 in time increments (t) of 5 s so that the a constant defect density would give this. result, since
average device under test will break down within 2-3 the larger area would have a larger number of defects. A
mm. Th,3 test time is much shorter than that needed to so-called "positive" shift in the Q,, curve, like these, is
make a QBD measurement with a fixed current density. indicative of positive charging caused by the implant.
During a J-t test, the voltage across the device under Positive charging will induce positively chaiged traps in
test is measured every 20 ms until the present voltage the oxide, which will lead to a higher charge-to-break-
has decreased by at least 15% from the voltage previ- down when the current stress measurement is made [5].
ously measured - this is defined as the breakdown of The observation of positive charging is also consistent
the oxide. The integrated J-t product is then the with the implant condition of no electron flooding.
charge-to-breakdown, or the amount of electric charge The relationship between implant condition and the
conducted by the capacitor before the gate oxide breaks direction of the shift in the QHD curve is illustrated
down further in fig. 2. The three wafers whose data are shown

wert also implanted with As' ions under the same
implant conditions as above. The results are those for

3. Results and discussion the test structure with the smaller gate oxide area. Plot
2a is identical to fig. lb and displays the results for the

Charge-to-breakdown data is often displayed as a wafer implanted with the electron flood off. A positive
cumulative percent failure distribution [4] Fig. I is an shift in the Q,, curve is observed, which agrees with
example of such plots for the two different devices on a the positive charging expected with no flood and the
wafer implanted with 80 keV As' ions to a dose of measured net disk cturrent of about + 8.5 mA. Data for
3 x 10" cm 2 with no electron flooding. The Y-axis of the wafer implanted with a medium flood condition is
the plot gives the calculated percentage of all tested presented in fig ?b This graph shows almost no shift in
devices that failed at a value equal to or less than the the QB1 curve, suggesting no charging during the im-
given value on the X-axis, which is the charge-to- plant The net disk current for this implant was about
breakdown in C,/cm2. The actual number of failures can +2 mA. Fig. 2c gives the results for the wafer im-
easily be calculated by knowing the total number of planted with a high flood condition. Here a negative
devices that were tested, shift in the Q,, curve occurred, which implies that

Both test structures shown in fig. I had a larger negative charging or overflooding took place. Again,
charge-to-breakdown after implant than before This this observation agrees with the flooding condition,
can be seen by the positions of the after-implant curves even though the net disk current w-is about + I mA
to the right of the before-implant curves The amount of Fable I summarizes the data presented in fig. 2 plus
this shift for the structure with the larger gate oxide the data from wafers implanted with 30 keV B and 40
area (a) is much greater than that for the structure with IeV BF, under medium flood conditions. All of the
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Fig 2 Cumulative percent failure distributions for devices of smaller gate area on wafers implanted with As' ions with (a) no
electron flooding. (b) a medium flood condition, and (c) a high flood condition The direction of the shift in each plot agrees with the

expected polarity of the charging process

Table I d~swr 05c' n h eut r o hDifference in median charge-to-breakdown before and after doewre3X 1 icm an thrsutaefrte
implant structure with the smaller gate oxide area. The dif-

- ference between the mediant charge- to-breakdown (the
lplIt LunIdlion Shift in median Qw, Qjj valuc on the X axis corresponding to 50% on the

IC/cm2 JY-axis) before and after implant is tabulated for each
As*, no flood +0 33 Implanted wafer. The As+ results are the same as those

As~, mium flood +0 descnibed above. The wafer 'implanted with no flood
As ~ hig xd .38showed a positive shift and positive charging; the one

BF2. medium flood +001imlnewihmdu flohaamstzrsitad
B __, __medium____flood____+099_ no charging; the wafer implanted with high flood

W.,
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Table 2 strated on charge-sensitive MOS structures under a
Difference in 10% QRI) points before and after implant variety of implant conditions. More work is currently in

Implant condition Shift in 10% Q11 points progress to qualify this technique as a production-
[C/cm2] worthy system. In addition, this study has shown the

As ', no flood -2.06 usefulness of dielectric charge-to-breakdown as a mea-

As ', medium flood +0 73 surement parameter for device damage, especially since
As+,, high floc' -3.69 it also gives information on the polarity of the charging

process

suffered a negative shift and overflooding. Clearly, the
medium flood condition is opts hal.

A comparison of the B ' and BF,+ results is also
interesting The B -implanted wafer displayed a large Acknowledgements
nositive shift ( + 0.99), indicating positive charging. The
r t disk current for this implant v as about - I mA. The authors wish to express their sincere gratitude to
However, the BF, wafer had almost zero shift (+0.01), an industry source for providing the MOS test struc-
implyiag no charging and agreeing with the net disk tures and the Q1D measurement capability for this
current of about 0 mA. This phenomenon can be ex- work. The valuable assistance of M. Inoue of TEL
plained by the different beam spot sizes for the two ion Varian Ltd. and M. Hamada of TEL, Kyushu, in run-
species. The B' ion beam is tightly focused and results ning the tests is also greatly appreciated. Finally, we
'in a high charge density on the wafer, On the ,'ner would like to thank Dr. Charles McKenna and Ronald
iand, the BF,- ion beam is much broader, givi .g a J. Eddy of Varian Ion Implant Systems for many tech-
lower charge density aad less device damage [6] nical discussions.

Thble 2 p, ,ent., the dtference in the 10% points on
the cumulative percent failure distributions between the
before-implant data and the after-implant data for the
three ,% s ' o'afers. This difference gives an indication nf
the numbc; of test devices that catastrophically failed, References
or suffered dielectric breakdown during the implant.
The wafer implanted with medium flood displayed a
positive difference in the 10% points. meaning that the [11 D.R Wtters and ATA Zegers-van Duynhoven, Proc
10% Q,,, value after implant was greater than the Eur RELCON, eds J Moltoft and F. Jensen (North-Hol-
before-implant value Th;s implies that very little charg land, Amsterdam, 1986) p. 315
Ing damage occurred and that a near-optimal electron [21 K N. Leung, K.C. Gordon, W.B Kunkel. C.M McKenna,

S R Waliher and M D W~11hans. these Proceedings (8th
flood condition %kas used. In contrast. the two wafers tn t n t Implanton rocedig uifr

int Conif on Ion Implantation Technology, Guildford,
implanted with no flood and high flood showed large. UK, 1990) Nucl Instr. and Meth. B55 (1990) 94
negative differenLCes In the 10% points (the value after 131 S Mehta, R.F Outcaulh, C M McKenna and A Hemonen,
implant is smalier) Thee wafers had serious dielectric ibid. p 457
damage from the implant and represent undesirable [41 S.B. Felch, L.A Larson, P4.1 Current and D W Lindsey,
flooding conditions. Nucl Instr and Mieth B37/38 (1989) 563

[5] I.C. ('hen, S Holland and C Hu. IEEE Electron Dev Left
ED[-7 (.986) 164,

4. Conclusions [61 R. Nee, S Mehta, S B. Felch, and S. Kikuchi, these Pro-
ceedings (8th Int. Conf. on Ion Implantation Technology,

The ability of a new electron flood technique to Gudord, UK 1990) Nuct Insir. and Meth B55 (1990)
'37

provide optimal charge neutralization has been demon-
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Control of ion beam current density and profile for high current ion
implantation systems

Masayasu Tanjyo, Shuichi Fujiwara, Hiromichi Sakamoto and Masao Naito
Nissin Electric Co., Ltd. 47,. Ukyo-ku, Kvoto 615, Japan

One solution for the problems of the local temperature increase and the charge-up of a wafer during high current ion implantation
is to decrease the beam current density while maintaining the total beam current necessary on the wafer. To solve these problems, a
method, that maintains the beam spatial profile on a wafer by controlling the iormahzed perveance and the pole face angle of the

analyzing magnet for various beam currents, has been developed experimentatly As a result, under the experimental conditions of 1
to 8 mA of 35 keV As'. the beam uniformity, defined as [average current density]/[maximum current density], became more than 0.2
and the beam profile on the wafer was maintained by using a suitable value of the perveance

1. Introduction Therefore, the value of the normalized perveance can be
adjusted by varing thL extraction current and the gap

The local temperature increase and charge-up of a width.
wafer caused by a high current ion beam can degrade
the performance of ion implantation systems. Lower 2.2. Pole face angle
beam current density implantation is one solution. Re-
cently a new methodology has been developed to con- One way of shaping the spatial profile of the beam is
trol the spatial profile of the ion beam current density. to make use of the fringing field of the entrance or the
This has been applied to the Nissm high current ion exit pole face of the analyzing magnet [3]. In the PR-80A
implantation system (PR-80A [1]) This paper describes system, the entrance pole face angle of the analyzing
the experimental procedure, results from the use of this magnet is denoted by a and the exit pole face angle is
new method and its application to high current ion denoted by fl, as shown in fig. 1. In the experiments, the
implantation P3 dependence was investigated thoroughly.

2 3 Beam uniformtty
2. Experimental parameters

The spatial profile of the beam at the target is
2 1 Normalized perteace equivalent to the transverse current density profile of

In all ion beam systems the perveance is a parameter
that indicates the status of the extracted ion beams. The Si
effects of the space charge downstream of the beam Analysing magnet I /

extraction electrodes are characterized by the poissance 141 Ir [
II = l4t/ V3/2,, where l, is the extraction current and/ Liner
V is the extraction voltage. The perveance, defined by Liners //- Magnetic shield Disk
the Child-Langmuir equation for the one-dimensional , ,
parallel plate model, is P. = (4eo/9)(2e/M)/ 2(A/d ), .

where do i the gap width of the- extraction electrodes, 4-

A is the ar.-a of the slit of the plasma electrode and the Magnetic shield
jtii,,r notAtions are as defined in ref. [2]. We define the
effective ,ap width d,( = do + t) as d0 , where t is the L
thickness of the extraction electrode. The normalized
perveance is one of the important beam optics matching
parameters to control the spatial profile and is char-
acterized by PN = HF/Pc When an ion species and a
beam energy are fixed, the normalized perveance is Ion source
expressed by PN - K(l4, 1/dl), where K is a constant. Fig. 1. Schematic of the beam line of the PR-80A system

0168-583X/91/$03.50 1991 -Esevier Science Publishers B V. (North-Holland)
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the ion beam at the target. The beam uniformity is - .
defined as JN = JAVE/JMAX," where ,AVE and JMAX are
the average and the maxmum beam current densities,
respectively, within an area of 70 mm (width W) x 190 30
mm (height H) on the target. The criterion adopted was L
that JN > 0.2. __

3. Apparatus

Some representive elements of the beam optics of
PR-80A are shown in fig. 1. The ion beam from a 23 -

Freeman type ion source is extracted from a slit with
dimensions 2 mm (W) and 60 mm (H). Typical beam <
currents on target are I to 8 mA of 35-50 keV As' and
1 to 3 mA of 30-50 keV B .The analyzing magnet has a
an optical radius of 500 mm and a 90' bending angle.
The entrance pole face angle (a) is normally set to tN :
+200 and the exit pole face angle (fl) to 00, In the 16
beam line, there is an analyzing slit of 18 mm (W) X 110
mm (H) and, also, a shaping slit of 24 mm (W) x 110
mm (H). The distance between the ion souce and the

19,10 ----l---.,.---

0 14+ 16 16 20 22

de (mm),
Fig 3. B+ beam spatial profiles on target showing the PN

16 -..... . dependence

entrance of the analyzing magnet and between the exit

E V [ I of the analyzing magnet and the target are 500 mm and
13 -- A 1050 mm. respectively. The beam trajectories have one

I , focal point in the x (horizontal) plane between the
T "' i analyzing magnet and the target. The beam (spatial)

profile monitor, BPM",. is installed behind the disk, as
. shown in fig. 1.

Ii 4. Results

4.1. Control of the spatial profile

7 Spatial profiles of beams of 35 keV Az + and 30 keV
| I"-' B + in the plane of the target are shown in fig. 2 and fig.

±.,. -'' "* 3, respectively. The following conclusions can be drawn:

0.033 -  04 0S - Both As' and B' beams have similar profiles for a
0 14 16 18 20 22 given value of PN.

de (mm) - When PN is smaller than 0.6, the spatial profile
Fig. 2 As' beam spatial profiles on target showing the PN becomes broad, and it becomes narrower when PN is

dependence. changed to larger values.
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16 a 16 b.

Ib4J.- . -I.,-O

- 1 0 JNO .

10 - • 10 JNO.5 JN-o.3

P,-0.7 ,--,

7 P1-M 7

0 0-----
0 14 16 18 20 0 14 16 18 20

do (mm) do (mrm)
Fig 4 (a) Contours of the beam current on target, and (b) contours of the beam uniformity on target The ic(n beam is As*

a)r As/35keV

- When PN is between 0.6 and 0 8, the spatial profile I,
has a single maximum (peak) and the current density ... t,'j.? ,, i2
is a maximum. With increasing PN, the spatial pro- i 1
file becomes a trapezoid.

- For PN larger than 0.8, the beam diverges and when - . - -

PN = 1 0 the profile has two maxima ("two-peak i ii
distribution")

The relationship between the beam uniformity. J'N and
and the target beam current, 1h, is shown in fig. 4. -
From fig. 4, one can choose the parameters to give the
optimum beam current and uniformity. For example,
for an As' beam with 1b = 8 mA and JN > 0.2, values -0'

of d. = 16 mm and I. = 16 mA should be selected.

4.2 Determination of/f b) B'/30keV

The focussing of the fringing field on the exit side of '_ 1 _, _.z 7 2. , ,
the analyzirg magnet was investigated by studying the "
dependence of the beam transport efficiency and the ,
spatial profile upon the parameter /f. Typical expert- j .... " __
mental data are shown in fig. 5 from which it can be .
deduced that the optimum values of P3 are - 30 * for 35 ,,
kcV As ' and - 20 - for 30 keV B'. - __J

5. Conclusions

The spatial profile of the beam on the target is (3
determined and controlled by the normalized perveance Fig 5. Beam spatial profile on target showing the ,8 depen-
(PN). This is possible because the spatial profile of the dence: (a) 35 key Ask, and (b) 30 keV B*.
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extracted beam can be maintained during transport References
through the analyzing magnet and the slits. Therefore, (11 T. Kawai et al., these Proceedings (8th Int. Conf on Ion
by setting PrN which is achieved by setting the extrac- Implantation Technology, Guildford, UK, 1990) Nuc In-
tion current and the gap width, one can reduce the str. and Meih B55 (1991) 443.
beam current density on the target and yet still trans- [2, L. Lejeune, in. Advances in Electronics and Electron
port the required high beam current. This is an effective Physics , Suppl. 13C, ed A Septier (Academic Press, 1983)
method of suppressing the local temperature increase p. 207.
and charge-up on a wafer. [31 H.A. Enge, in: Focussing of Charged particles, vol. 2, ed.

A. Sepier (Academic Press, 1967) chap. 4.2.
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A high-resolution beam profile measuring system for high-current
ion implanters

N., Fujishita, K., Noguchi and S. Sasaki
Manufacturing Development Latororv,. Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Amagasaki, Hlvogo, 661 Japan

H.. Yamamoto
Kita.ltami WorAs, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Itamt, vogo 664 Japan

A high-resolution beam profile measuring system (BPM) has been developed to analyze the correlation between charging damage
and the ion beam profile for high-current ion implanters With the increase of the ion beam current, insulators such as thin oxide
layers of VLSI devices are subject to charging damage dunng ion implantation. To obtain accurate information on the local current
density of the ion beam. 125 Faraday cups are placed in the 8PM. This system has two measuring modes One is a topographic mode
that can detect the ion beam current density of 12500 sampling points in 30 s. A high-resolution contour map of the current density
distnbution is displayed on a CRT. The other is a real-time mode in which the current density distribution (125 sampling points) of
the ion beam can be monitored every half second on tb CRT In this mode, fine adjustment of the ion beam profile is easily possible
by visual control The charging damage of insulating layers in the TEG (test ele'nent group) to the beam profile was investigated
using this newly developed BPM It has been proven that the damage probabilitN increases rapidly above some threshold level of the
beam current density It is confirmed that for high-current implantation a uniform current density distribution of the ion beam is
very effective to prevent charging damage It is concluded that this measunng system is valuable not only for quick analysis of
damage phenomena, but also for evaluating machine performance

I. Introduction ing damage of MOS transistors on TLG wafers was
investigated using this BPM.

With the increasing integration of VLSI devices, the
gate area and the thickness of the oxide layer decrease 2. Beam profile measuring system
in size, and dielectric breakdown of the gate oxide by
charging due to high-current ion 'implantation has be- A schematic diagram of the newly developed mea-
come a serious problem Several experimental investiga- suring system is shown in f'g. I It is constructed with a
tions have been performed, for example on the depen- sensing head, an X--Y table, current-to-voltage con-
dence of the breakdown yield on ion oean condittonis, verters, multiplexers, an isolated-amplifier, an analog-
the construction of end stations and device structures to-digital convertzr and a computer. We developed two
[1-3] There are some reports where dielectric break- types of high-resolution beam profile measuring systems
down decreases the yield if the ion beam current is (BPM) for different commercial high-current ion im-
increased or the beam width is reduced To reduce planteis. The BPM A is attached to a side wall of an
damage from excessive surface charge buildup in a end station of the implanter, and the ion beam density
high-current implanter, the amount of total charge de- is detected bj 61 Faraday cups (13 x 5 array except for
lhvered to a wafer during a single pass in the ion beam, corners). The BPM B, shown in fig. 2 is attached to a
QPP, is a very important parameter [1]. In a rotational head lining of an end station, and has 125 Faraday cups
disk scan system, Qp, is given by: (19 x 7 array except for corners). The sensing head,

which is a port of a Faraday cup to detect the total
I/Ru. beam current, consists of beam collectors placed on an

P where I is the ion beam current, v is the wafer velocity insulating plate at intervals of 1 cm in a square lattice
along the fast-scan direction and R is the ion beam arrangement, a carbon plate with entrance apertures of
width along the radial direction of the rotational disk. 1 mm diameter, and a secondary electron suppression

To analyze the effect of the ion beam profile on plate (-200 V), and is cooled to avoid the increase of
charging damage, a high-resolution beam profile mea- its temperature caused by the irradiation by the ion
suring system (BPM) has been developed and the charg- beam.

0168-583X/91/$03,50 0 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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00 (a) As

ION V=35kVSORE ANALYZING /

MAGN~rJ=6mA

ANALYZiNG SLIT c = 5 ,

STABLE 340 420

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the high-resolution beam profile - -[ _ J(mA/cm2

meas rin sysem.Fig 3. Ion beam current density distribution measured by the
BPM B: (a) contour map: (h) distribution of charge per pass.

The velocity of rotation was 300 rpm.

The current from each cup is senally detected by
multiplexers, and is displayed graphically on a CRT at
intervals of half a second (real-time mode). The current
of each cup can be detected up to 50 iA (6.4 mA/cm 2  end station is kept at less than i0 -4 Pa (- 106 Torr)
on the BPM) with accuracy of 0.5%. In this mode, the byaeloselig
ion beam profile can be adjusted visually. yablossaig

To otai accrat an rapd iforatio onthe In the case of the BPM B, the density at 12500
local ion beam current density, the sensing head moves smln onsi eetdadi trdi ikmmby an X-Y table at intervals of 1 mm over a 10 ones. A high-resolution contour map of the current

density distribution is displayed on the CRT, typicallymmx 10 mm area measuring the current at each inter- wthin 10 s (drawing 5 lines) as shown in fig. 3. The
val (topographic mode). The vacuum pressure of the lowest level and the interval of the contour map can be

arbitrarily selected.
In other modes of data processing a hornzontal sec-

X-Y 'tAI c, c e.d tion, a vertacttion an ntegrated view along the Xiobam or Y axis and a density dtsmtbution of charge delivered
m 1 Oi are ing t r per pass of the wafer through the ion beam, as shown in

vaj ( mode). Tm fig. 3b, are displayed. The detailed performance of each
f~ 1~I~k'abitarl islted al .

.Table 1

IEIi.OWS Comparison of beam profile measuring systems
SEALiNG I \N

Parameter BPM A BPM B

Area of measurement [mm x mm] 501x 130 70 x 190
Diameter of aperture [mm] 1 1
Number of sampling points 61 - 100 125 1 100

(I3 llM I FARAI)AY Maximum Range [mA/cm2] 6.4 6,4 (Q.64)
ION BAM CUPS Accuracy [%] 0.5 0.5

Area of X-Y table [mm xmm) lOxlO lOxlO

SENSING HEAD Measuremfnt time [s] 45 30ENIN HADDisplay time [s/hine] 15 2

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram ot tl.e BPM B
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l00

3. Experimental conditions 10 (0

To evaluate the effect of the ion current density 8o

distribution, TEG (test element group) wafers were im- _j

planted with 35 keV As' to a dose of 3 X 1015 ions/cm2  -
at a beam current ranging from 3 mA to 8 mA with

various beam profiles. An electron shower system was t 40
not used when clarifying the yield dependence on the
ion beam current density distribution. The effective 20 ? P

radius of the rotational disk was 375 mm, and the o i
velocity of rotation was from 300 to 1000 rpm. The ion 0 L [ -0
beam current density distribution was measured by the 0 2 4 6
BPM B which was placed 86 mm behind the wafer Maximum of Charge per Pass (pC/m 2)
position on the disk.

The sample device structure was a MOS transistor
fabricated on an n-type 150 mm silicon waier, whose 1 00

resistivity was in the range of 5.5 ± 2 f cm. On the -

(100) surface of the wafer, a field oxide layer of 450 nm R 80
0

thickness was grown except for active regions, where a -J

gate oxide layer of 20 nm thickness was stacked by a 4) 60

gate polysilicon layer of 250 nm thickness. The gate
area was 5 lsm long and 100 RIm wide. The gate poly- U 40
silicon layer was extended onto the field oxide. The /
extended part, of which the area was 4 x 10' Rm2, 20 0

provided a pad electrode for the gate on electrical W
measurements. The implanted wafers were tested to 0i
breakdown and the yields were sampled at 125 locations 0 10 20 30
on each wafer. Maximum of Charge per Time (pC/cm sec)

Fig 4. MOS transistor yield loss dependence on some beam
profile parameters (a) yield loss vs charge per pass; (b) yield4. MOS transistor yield results loss vs charge per time. TEG wafers were implanted with 35
KeV As' to a dose of 3X10 1 5 ions/cm2 at a beam current

There were two groups of maximum electric field ranging from 3 to 8 mA with various beam profiles and wafer
which could be sustained before catastrophic break- velocities (0) 300 rpm, (0) 500 rpm, (,) 700 rpm, (0) 1000
down of tested sample devices. One was less than 2 rpm
MV/cm, the other was more than 8 MV/cm and the
former group was caused by charging phenomena. The
variation in yield loss with some ion beam profile
parameters is shown in fig. 4.

The variation in yield loss with the maximum value
of local charge per pass, qPP, is shown in fig. 4a. Yield field at breakdown (- 11 MV/cm). Most of the charge
loss at the rotational velocity of 300 rpm was observed delivered to a wafer in the ion beam was immediately

* for the maximum value of local charge per pass of 2.7 lost by surface conduction, conducton through isula-
RC/cm2 and greater. The threshold of significant yield tors and secondary electrons from the surroundings.

loss decreased with increasing velocity of rotation. In- tosadecnrylcrnsfmthsuonig.
lssn dferesednwthincrasg velocit y of rotation . In-ld lAt a constant velocity, the assumption that the charge
c, luding different velocities of rotation, yield loss rather per pass was zsn effective parameter for the yield was in

depended on the maximum of local charge per time, ae n with yie resu t er he changin
agreement with yield results. However, when changing

r qpt, shown in fig. 4b. the velocity, the threshold of qpp was inversely propor-

tional to the velocity, and this assumption was not
valid. The maximum value of charge per time, qpt, is a

5. Discussion rather important parameter, The breakdown did not

occur by the charge delivered to a wafer during a single
At the condition of qp,= 2.7 R.C/cm2 , (if discharge pass of the beam, but it did occur after several beam

is ignored) the electric field in the gate oxide is greater passes. The mechanism of charge buildup depends on
than 165 MV/cm, which is more than the usual electric the velocity of rotation or the diameter of the disk.

I
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6. Conclusion References

The importance of the ion beam current density [1] M.I. Current, A. Bhattacharyya and M. Khid, Nucl. Instr.
distribution in a high-current implanter has been dem- and Meth. B37/38 (1989) 555.
onstrated by testing the yield of MOS transistors with [2] S.B. Felch, L.A. Larson, M.I. Current and D.W. Lindsey,
the high-resolution beam profile measuring system. The Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B37/38 (1989) 563.
maximum value of charge per time, qp, is an important [3] N. Nagai, T. Kawai, M. Naito, Y. Nishigami, H Fujisawa
parameter. The yield loss of MOS transistors on TEG and K. Nishikawa, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B37/38 (1989)
wafers increased as the qp, values increased above 13 572,
j Cicm2 s at the velocity of 300 rpm.
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An electron-beam charge neutralization system for ion implanters *

K.N. Leung a, K.C. Gordon a, W.B. Kunkel a C.M. McKenna b S.R. Walther b

and M.D. Williams a

a Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berke 'ey, CA 94720, USA
b Varian /Extrion Division, Gloucester, MA, USA

A new wafer-charge neutralization system which employs a curved solenoid magnetic guiding field and a large-area LaB6 cathode
is descnbed This system generates a directed beam of low-energy electrons wth total current of about 100 mA The majcrity of the
electrons that impinge on the wafer surface have energies less than 10 eV This neutralization system is simple and compact, and
could be easily incorporated into the existing high-current ion implanters

1, Introduction the appropriate physical properties, such as a high melt-
ing point, chemical inertness and resistance to erosion

Semiconductor fabrication often involves the im- under ion bombardment. When heated to a temperature
plantation of ions into insulating structures. Excess of 1600 K or higher, LaB6 is a copious emitter of
charge can accumulate on the wafer and may generate electrons.
breakdown and other electrical problems. Wafer charg- Since the normal operating temperature for a LaB6
ing can also affect beam propagation resulting in a cathode is relatively low, one would expect that the
nonuniform implant. Electron flooding is the most fre- evaporation rate for the LaB6 material is also small [2].
quently used form of charge compensation in high-cur- Accord,,-.gly, the lifetime of a LaB6 cathode should be
rent implantation. The energies of the electrons used in much longer than that of tungsten or tantalum cathodes.
this neutralization scheme are low (- 10 eV). However, In fact, lifetime tests have shown that a LaB6 emitter
production of these low-energy electrons and subse- can last several thousands of hours at relatively modest
quent irradiation of the wafer is not a simple matter [1]. current densities, in the range 10-20 A/cm2 [3].
For this reason, we have designed and tested a new Previously, we demonstrated that directly heated
charge neutralization system which employs a curved LaB6 filaments can be fabricated and that they perform
solenoid magnetic guiding field and a large-area satisfactorily in plasma or ion sources where tungsten or
lanthanum hexaboride (LaB 6) cathode to form a di-
rected flow of low-energy electrons. It is demonstrated
that low-energy electrons (E < 30 eV) with a total cur- TRANSPORT
rent of 100 mA con be transported from a large-area COIL
LaB6 cathode through a nght-angle turn onto a target 0 0 0 0 0 0

surface. The following sections summarize the develop- ION BEAM .WAFER
ment of the system and the results of the experimental
investigation. 0 00 0 0 0

0 I 'o STEERING

0 0 0 COIL
0

2. Experimental setup o0 0
EXTRACTION 0 -

Fig. is a schemat c diagram of the experimental 0 - LaB6

arrangement An electron beam is first extracted from a 0
circular (5 cm diameter) directly heated LaB6 cathode.
LaB6 is chosen as the cathode material because it has

0CATHOOE
ASSEMBLY

•This work is supported by Varian/Extrion Division, and the
US Dept. of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03- Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the magnetically guided low-
76SF00098. energy electron beam wafer neutralizer.

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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tantalum filaments are normally employed [2]. In some 2tm
experiments, very low electron energies are requred.
The magnetic field generated around the filament by 0
the high heater current is strong enough to prevent
low-energy clectrons from leaving the filament. This 8.9 cm
problem can be solved by using a coaxial cathode
structure to cancel the magnetic field produced by the
heater current [4].

Recentl,, we have modified the coaxial arrangement
to form a 5 cm diameter, directly heated LaB6 cathode
[5]. The shape of this cathode is properly designed so as
to achieve a uniform emission current density. In order
to generate an electron current of 100 mA (J- 5
mA/cm2 ), the LaB6 cathode is operated at a tempera-
ture of about 1400 K. This temperature is so low that
the lifetime of the cathode will be extremely long and Fig. 2. The calculated magnetic field distribution generated by
the evaporation of LaB6 material will become minimal, a right-angle solenoid.

For space-chaige-limited extraction, one can esti-
mate from the Child-Langmuir equation (with V= 10
V and J = 5 mA/cm2) that the separation between the Electron currents exceeding 100 mA could now be
cathode and anode is approximately 2 mm. A tungsten easily obtained with an extraction voltage of 55 V and
mesh with 74% transparency was mounted in front of with a xenon pressure of 1.7 x 10' Torr. This' result
the cathode surface for extraction purposes. indicates that positive ions are required for space charge

Once the electrons are extracted, they will be guided neutralization. Positive xenon ions are produced by the
by a solenoid magnetic field and then impinge normally beam electrons when the extraction voltage is greater
on the wafer surface. The 900 bend keeps the cathode than the ionization potential of xenon.
out of the line of sight with the wafer. An opening in The cathode was directly heated by passing the heater
the coil allows the ion beam to merge with the electron current through the LaB6 material. The temperature on
beam which can also provide the necessary space charge the cathode surface was monitored by means of an
for beam neutralization. Since the guiding field is weak, 'optical pyrometer. Fig. 3 is a plot of the collected
the perturbation of the positive ion trajectories will be electron current as a function of the cathode tempera-
very small. A plot of the calculated magnetic field ture with the extraction voitage maintained at - 54 V
together with the coil geometry is shown in fig. 2. and the xenon pressure at 1.7 x 10' Torr. A total

electron current of 100 mA or higher could be obtaihed

3. Experimental results when the cathode temperature exceeded 1300'C. Both

3 1 Transport tn a straight solenoid geometr,
140

The experiment was initially peiformed in the first A
straight section of the solenoid shown in fig. 1, A 120
segmented copper collector was installed at the end of -C
the solenoid coil to simulate a wafer. With this arrange- E 100 A
ment, the radial electron current density distribution
could be determined. In this experiment, it was found 60 A
that a coil current of - 60 A (B 30 G) was quite
adequate to transport a low-energy electron beam. 6

z so
The experiment was first performed in a background o

pressure of about 1 X 10- 6 Torr. The extraction grid, 40u 40
the solenoid coil and the target collector were all mam- A
tained at ground potential while the cathode vas biased W2
negatively with respect to ground. With the LaB6
cathode operated at a temperature of 1400 0 C and an A
extraction voltage of 55 V, only 3 mA of electrons could 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400
be transported to the collector. However, the trans- CATHODE TEMPERATURE ( - C I
ported electron current increased rapidly as soon as a Fig. 3 Transported electron current as a function of cathode
small quantity of xenon gas was added to the chamber. temperature.
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the beam profile and the beam current were optimized 4
with a solenoid current of 60 A. The electron current
density at the collector was uniform within a region of
about 5 cm diameter, which was approximately the E

same area as the LaBs cathode. 3
In order to investigate the energy distribution of the

collected electrons, a small plane Langmuir probe was
installed just in front of the copper collector. The probe
trace showed the space potential of the background 2
plasma was almost the same as the coil or ground

potential. Superimposed on the beam electrons was a cc

group of background electrons which could be repre-

sented by a Maxwellian distribution with a temperature Z0
of 2.25 eV. The distribution of the probe current indi-

cated that the majority of the electrons arriving at the ,.

collector had an energy less than 10 eV. In this case, the
cathode bias voltage and therefore the primary beam o1
energy was about 20 eV. 0 1 2 3 4 5

RADIAL POSITION [cm 1

3 2. Transport through a right-angle solenoid Fig. 4. Electron current density as a function of radial position
The origin represents the center of the wafer target.

With the completion of the straight coil experiment,
a right-angle solenoid coil was installed as shown
schematically in fig. 1, When the cathode was turned low-energy electrons can be transported from a large 5
on, it was observed that the electron beam could only cm diameter LaB6 cathode through a right-angle
propagate in the first straight section of the coil. When solenoid coil to a target collector. In order to achieve a
the beam arrived at the corner of the coil, it would drift total electron current of 100 mA, a small quantity of
either above or below the plane formed by the coil xenon gas is needed for low-voltage extraction and to
(depending on the direction of the coil current). A large provide the positive ions for space charge neutraliza-
fraction of the beam was lost to the coils of the second tion. The electrons that impinge on the collector have a
straight section. As a result, the current measured at the distribution of energy. The majority of these electrons
collector was very small. have energies less than 10 eV.

The change in the direction of beam propagation
could arise from either the E x B or the curvature B
drift of the electrons. In order to steer the electron Acknowledgement
beam around the comer, a vertical or perpendicular
component of the B-field is needed. This B-field can be We would like to thank S. Wilde, G.J. DeVries and
generated by a pair of Helmhcltz coils at the comer of members of their group for technical assistance. This
the solenoid ., The position where the beam impinges on work is supported by Varian/Extnon Division, and the
the collector can be easily optimized by adjusting the US Dept. of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-
strength of this steering field. A vertical B-field of 76SF00098.
about 5 G was normally required to center the beam on
the collector.

By applying the steering field, a total electron cur- References
rent of 96 mA was obtained on the target collector for
an extraction voltage of - 30 V. The electron current [11 R Outcauit, C McKenna, T. Robertson and L. Biondo,
density at the collector was very uniform within 5 cm Nuci. Instr. and Meth. B21 (1987) 354.
diameter, as shown by the profile distribution plot in [2 K.N., Leung, P.A. Pincosy and K.W. Ehlers, Rev. Sci. Instr.
fig. 4. If the extraction voltage was increased to 34 V, 55 (1984) 1064
the total collected current became 117 mA. Langmuir [3] Y. Mon, A. Takagi, K. Ikegarm and S. Fukumoto, Proc.

Int. Symp. on the Production and Neutralization of Nega-probe traces obtained in this new solenoid arrangement tv osadBas poNUA 96(m nt

were very similar to that of the straight section. Thus, Phs. Ionf Prc 158).
. Phys., Conf. Proc. 158).

the majority of the electrons impinging on the target [4] K.N. Leung, D. Moussa and S.B. Wilde, Rev. Sci Instr. 57
collector were again low-energy electrons with E < 10 (1986) 1274.
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New approaches to charging control

Julie A. Strain, Yoichiro Tanaka, Nicholas R. White and Richard J. Woodward
Applied Materials Implant Division, Foundry Lane, Horsham, West Sussex, RHI3 SPY, England

In space charge neutralised beams a plasma exists. In a 20 mA, 50 keV arsenic beam used for source drain implants the Debye
length is around 0.5 mm. Understanding and exploitation of this plasma is necessary in the control of wafer charging levels within
each die, as oppcsed to wafer-scale control, so as to prevent current passing through thin gate oxides. This approach allows electrons
of very low energy to be used for charge control. Many existing flood gun systems produce electron energy distributions with high
energy tails. Exploiting the properties of the beam plasma allows true low energy ( < 20 eV) electron guns to be used.

1. Introduction 2. The plasma associated with an ion beam

A high-current ion beam compnses a fast ion com-
An inherent part of the process of ion implantati-, ponent propagating through a plasma [1,2]. The plasma

is the transport of charge to the wafer. In the presence consists of beam ions, slow ions (formed by ionisation
of insulating layers of photo-resist or oxide this leads to or charge exchange between beam ions and residual gas)
a build-up of charge on the surface of the wafer. Excess and thermalised electrons [1,2]. As in a plasma without
charge build-up can cause catastrophic breakdown or the fast ion component, the centre region of the system
more cubtle dielectnc damage through Fowler-Nord- has a fairly constant potential, dropping rapidly to-
heim tunnelling leading to a degradation in oxide wards the outside or sheath region [3]. The most im-
strength. For example in CMOS FET gates current flow portant criteria for the existence of a plasma is that the
from the gate through oxide to the substrate gives Debye length be small compared with the dimensions of
progressive gate oxide damage. Oxide damage will occur thf. system. The Debye length defines the distance over
if the voltage developed on the gates exceeds the which steady state potentials can have a large influence
threshold for Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling and a sig- and is given by
nificant fraction of charge to breakdown (QBD) is passed 1/2
by the end of an implant. The problem is worse for Xo = (ekT/noe )1
devices with a large polystlicon to gate oxide area ratio, where T is the electron temperature in Kelvin, no the

The solution is to supply excess low energy electrons, electron density cm- 3, e the chai ge on an electron, k
in other words a greater electron current density than Boltzmanns constant and co the permittivity of free
ion beam current density. However negative charge space. Using the Bohm criteria [1] the current density at
build-up can also cause damage, so overflooding with the plasma sheath transition is given by
energetic electrons must also be avoided. This means J. = n~e(kT/M), (2)
that electron flood system settings on modern im- (2)
planters must be optimised for maximum device yield where M is the ion mass and n is the slow ion density
each time a new process is quJified. Negative charge at the plasma boundary. It is shown by Forrester [1]
build-up should not be a problem if the energy of the that the plasma density at the boundary is approxi-
electrons is low enough, as the electrons cannot charge mately a factor of 2 lower than in the constant potentil
the wafer to a voltage greater than their own potential, region.
Low-energy electrons can oe produced but are difficult
to transport from their source to the wafer, In hard 3. Use of the plasma for charge control
vacuum the space charge limit for 20 eV electrons is
only 400 pA. However, low energy electrons can be Plasma electrons respond strongly to different poten-
transported to positively charged regions on the wafer tials. If a plasma exists close to the wafer, plasma
via the plasma that is associated with the ion beam. electrons will flow to wafer locations with a positive
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charge an be repelled from those with a negative for equal area probes. When the voltage difference Vd is
charge. zero the current flow to each probe from the plasma is

A plasmd tends to remain neutral, and will adjust to equal, so no current flows between them. At large
'.he addition of extra electrons, and provide a conduc- potential differences (values greater than A or B on the
tive path for them. Extra electrons can arise from sec- inset diagram) one or the other probe collects saturation
ondary electrons from the wafer, secondary electrons ion current I,,. For the sharply changing region in
from flood gun primary electrons and ionisation of between it can be shown [5] that current flow between
neutrals. These may be thermalised through elastic colli- the probes, I d , is given by
sions with other electrons within the plasma. Via these
mechanisms the plasma environment provides a means
of transporting low-energy electrons to the wafer. An The electron temperature can be extracted using
advantage of the use of the ion beam plasma for elec- 4 (V, + V2) = kT/e. (4)
tron transport is the fact that if the beam drops out, the
plasma disperses and electrons therefore cease to travel where V, and V2 are found from the intersection of the
so the system can be self regulating. saturation current lines with the tangent to the steepest

part of the slope. This me.ns the electron temperature
can be calculated. The slow-ion current density can be

4. Double Langmuir probes calculated from the saturation ion current using eq. (2).

Electrical probes have been used to measure plasma
parameters for many years, the method having been 5. Experimental details
developed by Langmuir in 1924. In this investigation we
used a double probe arrangement as described by A schematic diagram of the experimental arrange-
Hutchinson [4] and Chen [5]. ment is given in fig. 2. It comprises a mock-up of an

Two probes are positioned at the edge of the plasma, ion-beam-wafer endstation arrangement with a flood
a voltage is applied between the probes and the current gun mounted on an alurmnium tube through which the
flow between the probes is measured. This arrangement beam is passed. Two flood guns were used, the standard
causes minimal disturbance to the plasma as no net flood gun used in the Applied Materials P19000 series
current is drawn from it. A typical double probe cur- [61 and a prototype low-energy gun, both of which can
rent-voltage characteristic is shown in the inset in fig. I have Ar gas supplied to enhance their efficiency. To

prob (ro I

Probe current

20gA

_ 200V

10}. ,.. . 1 150V

I so/ ~ ~ ~~~ .. ___. lOOV

p d. Between probes

-100V -50 50V I 00V

N, 

-20 .A

Fig. 1. Raw double-probe data for the standard flood gun at various primary electron accelerating potentials (numbers in brackets)
for zero Ar bleed, with a theoretical or ideal double Langmuir probe characteristic shown in the iset.
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Elect'on source L .
,, ./Langmuir prob~e

Wafer- (cooled Al Plate)

'- I, ,I

.: , ....... ..0 . 0.° 0. ...

on Beam ~ ,

"W"

Net current

Measurement

Fig 2. A schematic diagram of thz expenmental arrangement showing the "wafer", probes and flood gun at the wall of an Al tube
with the icn beam passing through the tube

simulate an implanted wafei a cooled aluminium plate and argon bleed on plasma parameters was measured as
was used wh.ch could have a bias voltage applied to it. well as the influence of a positive bias on the "wafer".
The unsuppressed current flowing to this "wafer" was
monitorefi. The probes were alumanium disc, of equal
area positioned at the inner surface of the aluminium 6. Results
tube.

All measurements were taken using a 20 keV Ar4  6. 1. Comparison of standard and lo. -energy flood guns
beam at 5 or 10 mA (the beam current was measured on
a suppressed raraday style beamstop with the "wafer" The first series of tests described involved a compan-
out of the beam). The beam dimensions were 60 mm by son of the standard P19000 series flood gun with a low
60-70 mm. The influence of flood gun electron energy energy prototype gun using a 5 mA Ar ion beam. The

24

1 scc Ar bleed 0 sccm Ar bleed

-a

j
4 scurn Ar bleed02

LULi

owenergy flooagun
04

40 80 120 160 200

Flood gun electron energy (eV);

Fig. 3. Electron temperature plotted as a function of flood gun electron energy for different Ar bleed settings, showing data for b9th
standard and low-energy gun using an Ar 20 keV 5 mA ion beam. The low-energy gun data is boxed
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1 4ccrn Ar bloed
4 x 108

0 seemn Ar bloocd ...

ow energy floodgun

40 so 120 160 200

Flood gun electron energy (eV)

Fig. 4 The corresponding variation of slow-ion density with flood gun electron energy for the electron temperatures of fig 3

flood gun electron energy was 20 eV on the prototype standard gun, provided the energy and Ar bleed were
gun and vaned between 50 and 200 eV on the standard not too high, An example of raw Langmuir probe data
gun. Double Langmuir probe data for a variety of flood is given in fig. I for the standard gun at various en-
gun conditions was obtained. The double-probe char- ergies. The plots for the standard gun at higher Ar bleed
acteristics were of similar shape to tlhat described in the and electron energies exhibited large asymmetric peaks
inset in fig. 1 for the low-energy flood gun and for the suggesting some sort of asymmetric, non-plasma be-

19 Standard floodgun (1007/)

18

17

16
15

14

13

2

2 Staenarr foodgun (5(V)

F0 501016 0

Food gun eneleo eney (c )

Fg 5. Electron temperature plotted against argon gas flow. Numbers in brackets are the potential across which primary electronshave been accelerated determining thetr energy.
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6x 108

40eV,Ovccm

30oeVlsccrn 30,V,Occm
dOeV, I accm

,S2 4x10
8  8

C) 20eV,Oaccm
~20. v,1.ccm

U 1OeV,Osccm

IN le.ocr
C

r

2 x 108  
1OeV,lsccm

2 4

Electron temperature in eV

Fig. 6 A plot of slow-ion density plotted against electron temperature for a 10 mA 20 keV Ar beam Numbers beside the plots give
primary electron energy and gas bleed flow

haviour. This gun is not normally operated under these gun electron energy. Electron temperatures start at 2 eV
conditions. for 20 eV flood electrons and rise rapidly as the flood

Electron temperature and slow ion density were ob- gun electron energy is increased. A steady rise in slow-
tained as described above for the "well behaved" plots, ion density is also observed with energy. The figs.
Figs. 3 and 4 show these plotted as a function of flood include curves for 0 and I sccm floodgun Ar bleed and

l Electron temperature

* Slow ion density

C))

! 4 4 4x108
CC

2 2 x 108 .

0 r , . , 0
01 2 34

: Ar bleed sccm

~Fig. 7. The influence of Ar bleed on electron temperature and slow-ion density for 20 eV flood gun electrons for a 10 mA 20 keV Arabeam.
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.... Electron temperature

> 6

E -E
(C// xo

41 4 x10 8
E 15 V on 'wafer'a/

,.- OV on 'wafer'
0

LU CL

2 x10 8 f
C
C)Slow ion density ------.

0 0 toI

0 20 40

Floodgun electron energy, eV

Fig. 8 Slow ion density and electron temperature plotted against flood gun electron eneigy for I sccm Ar bleed flow for a 10 mA 20
keV Ar beam showing the influence of "wafer" bias on the plasma.

some , oints at 4 sccm (sccm = standard cubic centi- The data of fig. 8 shows the effect of adding a 15 V
metres per minute). As may be expected, the slow-ion bias to the "wafer". The plasma parameters are plotted
density is greater for the higher argon flows. Fig. 5 as a function of flood electron energy and again show
shows the effect of Ar bleed on the electron tempera- an increased slow ion density with electron energy and
ture. For Ihe low-energy gun at 20 eV the electron no trend tn electron temperature. The positive bias on
temperature is seen to decrease with increasing Ar flow the "wafer" has no significant effect on density or
while the standard gun shows an unexpected increase in temperature. The data in fig. 8 was obtained with a
electron tempeatture with flow at electron energies of "hashy" ion beam and this may explain the consistently
both 50 and 100 eV. higher electron temperature (5 to 7 eV) compared with

the other data for the low-energy gun (figs. 6 and 7)
6.2 The low-energy gun in more detail which is 2 to 5 eV. To look at the effect of beam width

near the charge control/probe system, probe data was
The next series of tests involved a more detailed obtained with a beam defining aperture placed before

study of the low-energy flood gun behaviour using a 10 the Al tube on which the flood gun is mounted. A
mA Ar beam. The flood gun electron energy was varied reduction in electron temperature was observed from
between 10 and 47 eV, Ar bleed varied between 0 and 3 the more typical 3 to 5 eV to 1.4 eV for 20 eV electrons
seem and the effect of wafer charge-up on the plasma and 1 sccm Ar bleed. Hence beam conditions do in-
investigated by biasing the "wafer" positively at 15 V. fluence the data obtained, possibly because of changes
"Well behaved" double-probe characteristics were ob- in the proximity of the beam to the aluminium tube and
tamed for ill these conditions, probe arrangement.

Fig. 6 shows electron temperature and slow-ion den-
sity plotted as a function of flood gun electron energy
for 0 and 1 sccm Ar bleed. The slow-ion density shows a 7. Discussion
steady rise with flood electron energy while there is no
discernible trend in lectron temperature. The addition The Debye length foi the ion beam plasiia bysteii
of I sccm Ar ',leed also has little effect on the plasma described above can be calculated from the slow-ion
parameters. Fig. 7 shows similar plasma parameters density and electron temperature using eq. (1). This
plotted as a function of Ar bleed. As in the previous gives a Debye length - 1 mm for all the data described
data the slow-ion density increases with Ar bleed and in section 2 for the low-energy flood gun with a 10 mA
the decrease in electron temperature as the Ar bleed is ion beam. Hence the condition A, << plasma dimen-
increased from I to 3 seem confirms the low energy sions is satisfied for the beam used which is - 60
flood gun data of fig. 4. mm x 70 mm. The probe diameter is 10 mm which

4 iii
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means the condition AD, . probe dimensions is satis- 8. Conclusions
fied well enough to obtain meaningful plasma data with A plasma exists in the wafer/beam/floodgun en-
the arrangement used. vironment. A double Langmuir probe arrangement can

The low-energy flood gun data shows an increase in be used to measure the properties of this plasma pro-
slow-ion density with electron energy and Ar bleed A
decrease in electron temperature is seen between 1 and enough.
3 sccm of Ar bleed in the flood gun and there seems to enough.The plasma and consequently the ion beam must be
be no trend in electron temperature over this flood gun present if low-energy electrons are to be transported to
electron energy range (10 to 45 eV). The condition of prese F low-energy electron re to e trast tothe wafer. For the low-energy electron gun the plasma is
the ion beam also has to be taken into account in some enhanced by the Ar bleed.

instances. The slow ion density for the system is - 108 /cm 3

The standard flood gun, provided it is not operated compared with a neutral density of - 1012. There is a
above 200 V at 0 sccm and 100 V at I sccm also gives lot of scope for increasing the plasma density, for
good double Langmuir probe plots from which plasma example by improved confinement.
parameters can be calculated. In this case the electron eme pove d on ine enThe potential on the wafer does not significantly
temperature increases with Ar bleed. This is not as perturb the plasma.
expected but the data is reproducible.

Perhaps the most promising observation is the insig-
nificant influence of "wafer" bias on the plasma, shown References
in fig. 8. This suggests that a positively charged wafer [1) A.T Forrester, Large Ion Beams (Wiley-Interscience. New

passing through the ion-beam-plasma, does not disrupt York, 1988).
the plasma and should be neutralised by the plasma [21 N.R White, these Proceedings (8th Int. Conf. on Ion
electrons. One should also note that the unsuppressed Implantation Technology, Guildford, UK, 1990) Nucl. I.,-
"wafer" current when biased at 15 V was -10 mA str. and Meth B55 (1991) 287
compared with + 15 mA for the unbiased case (20 eV [31 H. Ito and N.R. White, these proceedings (8th lnt Conf.

electrons 1 sccm Ar). This is a measure of how effec- on Ion Implantation Technology, Guildford, UK., 1990)

tively electrons reach a positively biased wafer from the Nucl. Instr and Meth. B55 (1991) 527

plasma. "Wafer" current readings with no beam preserf 14) I.H Hutchinson, Principles of Plasma Diagnostics (Cam-

were - I mA for the same flood gun conditions with the bridge Univ Press 1987).
"war b[5) F F. Chen, in Plasma Diagnostic Techniques, eds R H.

wafer" biased and 0 with no bias on the "wafer" Hoalestone and S L Leonard (Academic Press, New York,,
showing that few electrons reach the wafer unless the 1965).
beam is present. [61 A Renau, S Moffatt and F. Plumb, US patent 4825087

(1989).
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Implantation-equipment data management for cost reduction,
equipment optimization and process enhancement

C. Yarling a R. Eddy a and J. Turner b
Varian Ion Implant Systems, Gloucester, MA 01930, USA

b Particle Measuring Systems, Boulder, CO, USA

Most problems with existing ion-implantation equipment do not require complex sta :stical analyses to ascertain a solution or to
subsequently provide verification of production-worthy performance. However, knowledge of performance goals, measurement
parameters and data-reduction techniques are helpful in methodically and systematically solving recurring problems These facets
necessitate the implementation of a data-management program that provides an ongoing useful tool which measures equipment
perfo-aian,2 The utility of such a program can be measured with benefits of optimized equipment utilization, improvements in
equipment throughput, as well as increase in wafer die yield. This paper will identify common methods, measurements and tools
which have demonstrated measurable improvements in performance of ion-implantation equipment Data collected from as-required
maintenance versus optimized-scheduled maintenance programs will show that preventive maintenance should be the principle focus
of any useful ongoing semiconductor fab maintenance effort. Process optimization and the extent to which the equipment
manufacturer can support 'he user in that regard will be discussed. It will be shown that motivation, knowledge and participation of
both management and supprting personnel of the IC manufacturer as well as the equipment vendor can be combined to develop a
partnership that will accelerate ana solidty the optimization process

I., Introduction parts) and maximization of equipment uptime and pro-
ductivity (such as retrofit of equipment improvementsIn the semiconductor-manufacturing environment, and/or upgrades, throughput, reduction of unscheduled

productivity may be defined as consisting of three com- dontmead optimzed scheduled
ponets:yiel, trougputand vaiabilty.As sch, downtime, and optimauzed scheduled maintenance activi-

ponents: yield, throughput and availability. As such, ties). These goals are not usually fundamental to the
maximLm productivity is a fundamental goal that is process- or device-engineering departments and are,
sought by managers on all levels. Yet, all to often this therefore, often ignored. However, progress towards
goal is addressed by separate departments, addressing these two goals necessarily equates to optimum perfor-
each of these components individually. When only two mance of the other two departments: manufacturinr
of these components have been optimized with respect and process engineering.
to each other, only partial improvement in productivity Another overlooked contributor to maximum pro-
is achieved; maximum productivity is realized only when ductivity is the relationship between the equipment
all three components have been fully optimized with

each other 11,2].
Statistical data, the medium most often used to Table I

measure these fundamental components of productivity, Sources of data for productivity
frequently originate from a variety of sources within the Compo- Department Source(s)
wafer fab (table 1). Unfortunately, these sources are nent

usually different departments, each of which are guided Yield Process and/or Yield at various steps.
by their own responsibilities. Although the overall plan device machine condition(s) and
addresses maximum productivity, individual depart- engineering setup, process control
ments can be in opposition to each other in their own Through- Manufacturng/ Number )f wafers and lots,
modus operandi, without knowing of the other's needs put production number of different
ut contributions to this cffort. implanter specifications,

An example of this is shown as follows. From the operator wait-times,
viewpoint of the maintenance or facilities manager, the production holds
two primary goals of data management are minimiza- Availa- Maintenance/ Maintenance cycles (both

tion of non-machine-related downtime components bility production scheduled and unscheduled)~wait-time, and
(such as delays to initiation of maintenance procedures requafication time
as well as excessive wait-times due to delivery of spare

0168-583X/91/$03.50 t 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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producer and the equipment users in the fab. When Table 2
performed at a high enough level, information exchange Modular Action Plan (MAP) components
between these important counterparts enables optimum Medium-current implanter High-current implanter
performance of production equipment and its related
support systems. An active partnership between these -High-voltage terminal - Source region
two "occasionally divergent parties" will produce be- - Beam line - Beam line and analyzer

nefits that will ensure the long-term success of both. - End station - End station
- Vacuum and cooling - Vacuum and cooling

- Wafer-handling system

2. Maintenance activities/contributors

Most implanter-equipment manufacturers provide or error have been greatly reduced from the entire
either general or customized scheduled maintenance implanter to just the modular area being addressed at
routines to their customers. With proper implementa- any single time. The overall annual availability of the
tion, these types of procedures have been shown to implanter to manufacturing is remarkably increased.
minimize unscheduled downtime. From a practical The MAP program provides previously unavailable
standpoint, however, occasions will arise in the wafer flexibility for the maintenance and manufacturing de-
fab when scheduled maintenance activities must be de- partments to pro-activd.y schedule required mainte-
layed due to immediate production demands. In these nance for each ion implanter.
cases, use of a customized maintenance schedule will
provide enough flexibility to allow equipment use to be
extended for a reasonable period of time. This type of 3. Implementation of equipment options and upgrades
schedule will most likely have been generated through a
historical evaluation of the implanter in question. The implanter manufacturer often has the capability

Typically, scheduled maintenance activities use a to support the IC manufacturer in the investigation and
timed and/or throughput-based sequence of actions refinement of the equipment that has been purchased,
based upon the recommendations of the manufacturer's such as enhancements, options or upgrades. In most
equipment-design engineers. These recommendations cases, the philosophy of the user mandates that these
are not often flexible enough for the variety of processes kinds of tests be performed off-line, i.e., outside of the
or operational variables to which equipment is exposed fab, so as to avoid disrupting ongoing production flow
in the production environment. Equipment manufac- and/or possibly risking equipment integrity. However,
turers are now recognizing that this practice is not best results are only obtained through beta-site testing
necessarily an efficient method to enhance the reliabil- of preproduction assemblies of new equipment options
ity of their equipment nor to optimize its throughput. or enhancements on-site at the customer's facility. In-

Varian has recently addressed the flexibility require- deed, optimum process results must ultimately be tested
ments of the semiconca-ctor industry with introduction in the fab for the following reasons:
of a tailored-scheduled maintenance program designed (1) uniqueness of the process flow in the fab;
around the specific mechanical and process demands of (2) potenti' I contamination from an external test;
any batch or serial implanter. This flexible maintenance (3) specific combination of process-related options;
package, referred to as Modularized Action Program or (4) process/dopant memory from previous implants
MAP [3] began with an intensive evaluation of From the vendor's viewpoint, there must be a careful
machine-performance data from a large database of balance of supplying new techniques or options to the
implanters. The management of this data has resulted in user as soon as they appear ready for the production
a program that is a pro-active approach to traditional environment versus expediting the delivery of the new
preventive or scheduled maintenance activities, technique or option to him with an undetected flaw.

Whereas the conventional annual PM took four to However, before any real comparative tests can be
five consecutive days (and more if difficulties were made, both the equipment and the product must have
encountered), the MAP introduces an innovative ap- established a stable, existing process. With a stable
proach to maintenance by separating the previous an- implant-process-capable system (in our case, material,
nual maintenance parameters into modularized compo- material preparation, implantation, post-implant proc-
nents, each one taking less than twenty-four hours essing), the reporting of results from newly installed
(,able 2). Thus, the time for required scheduled mainte- additions to the implanter can be tracked by a simple
nance activities has become modularized and is easily computer program. Thus, lot-to-lot comparisons can be
nested into other planned maintenance activities. The made in a cost-effective manner, i.e., a minimum num-
usual post-overhaul troubleshooting and requalification ber of lots, runs or wafers, with high confidence factors.
is greatly minimized since the areas of potential trouble Then the resulting trends can be fully evaluated, thus

I1. REAL TIME PROCESSING
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beneficial to the fab user as well as the equipment today's semiconductor industry, it is still the exception,
vendor, rather than the rule. For example, only about 5% of the

installed equipment are currently using SECS protocols
[4].

4. Automation and data management The success of full automation will ultimately de-
pend upon the availability and format of data reported

New-generation ion-i.piantation equipment used in back from the equipment itself. Most, if not all, ion-im-
today's IC fabrication facilities is being designed with plantation equipment currently being manufactured has
an increasing number of features which allow the built-in capability of transmitting various kinds of data
equipment to be encapsulated within its automated and taken during te implant process into other forums.
controlled environment. This scenario allows a host This includes It-tracking information, machine data
control system to sends process recipes to awaiting from specific implant steps, as well as machine perfor-
equipment, which then performs the following: it mance data such as error messages, machine failure
processes the recipe, sets up and tunes the equipment, records, and preventive maintenance prediction. How-
and then cycles the correct wafers through the ever, maximum performance of each machine cannot be
equipment. Processed wafers are then directed by host obtained unless the information being reported meets
control to be transported to the next process step by three important guidelines: (1) is it useful to t user,
clean robotic control or clean air tracks. (2) can it be massaged into a usable format, and (3) will

Realistically. before an implanter can be fully auto- it bring positive results when factored back into the
mated, all key facets of its operation must be identified, manufacturing process? The following examples place
understood, and tracked. Once all individual pieces of these guidelines into proper perspective.
equipment are stable and process-ready, they can be One of the available software options on the EX-
integrated into the fully automated fab environment. TRION 1000 ion implanter is the Operator Report.
Although this type of automated process is functional in This access level controlled function provides the user

Fig. i. The frequency-versus-error graph from the EXTRION 1000 is a detailed listing of logged error messages presented in Pareto
analysis format such that the most troublesome error is shown first.
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with a quick and easily understood summary of availa- Routine Maintenance screen of the EXTRION 220 Ion
ble machine data. The report topics available are the Implanter. This screen shows a listing of various items
Implant Log, Software Report, the Error Report and that require periodic routine maintenance, the life time
the Warning Report. Line items in each report are of the serviceable item (in hours or cycles), the present
capable of being viewed, printed or purged. The Error age of that item, how much time is left before next
and Warning Reports include the capability of being service (as a percentage ol scheduled or predicted life-
plotted by frequency versus code, day or month. These time) and appropriate information on the previous
reports have been designed for maintenance, production service (name and date). Any item ;hat is overdue for a
and process engineering departments as reflected in maintenance activity is highlighted in red. When the
table 1. service activity has been completed, the counter is reset

Fig. 1 is an example of this type of machine-gener- for that item. If required, the service egineer may
ated performance data from the EXTRION 1000 ton review instructions for the maintenance procedure di-
implanter. This figure shows the Frequency Versus Er- rectly from the screen. Thus, all preventive maiitenance
ror graph for various logged error messages. The errors activities can be monitored and tracked right at the
shown were logged when the implanter was being first computer console of the implanter. And when needed,
brought into service on the production floor. The Error this information can be downloaded to a floppy disk in
Codes represent a software description of the the error a spreadsheet format for use by maintenance or process
type; the Error Message is a brief description of the engineers responsible for logging this type of informa-
error; the presentation is in Pareto Analysis format such tion onto an external maintenance computer system.
that the most troublesome error is shown first. With this The Routine Maintenance screen is an excellent ex-
type of data, machine performance can be evaluated, ample of software capability that readily addresses the
logged errors can be itemized, and problem areas can be needs of the customer to provide the best service for his
quickly priontized and addressed, equipment., The information generated from this screen

Another example of the utility of automated ma- is presently being compiled and will be used to refine
chine-performance data is in fig. 2. In this example, maintenance service information (i.e., cycle time/peri-
predicted-scheduled maintenance is shown on the ods) for optimization of the MAP program into this

I

Fig. 2. The Routine Maintenance screen from the EXTRION 220 lists predicted and scheduled maintenance activities in tabular
form. Also available from this screen is a listing of the service procedure for each activity.
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new product. This same activity is ongoing for another trade journal remarked on the importance of designing
new generation implanter, the EXTRION 1000. These for manufacturability [6]. It was pointed out that chip
new MAP programs will address a wide range of pro- designers could easily improve manufacturability as well
duction and maintnance requirements for various as increase yield on their product simply by incorporat-
customers of modern ion-implantation equipment. ing existing data into their design with only a slight

layout change. However, because the designer was un-
aware that the data existed, and therefore was unable to

5. Equipment/user partnership ask for it, an easily attainable improvement in yield was
not accrued. This is another example of where inef-

A solid partnership between the IC manufacturer ficiency in data management techniques have allowed
and the capital equipment vendor can improve not only the NIH (not invented here) syndrome to affect produc-
the user's productivity and yield, but can also improve tivity at the capital equipment producer's site or in the
the lifetime of the equipment as well as the cost of wafer fab. The bottom line is that a successful vendor-
ownership. In addition, a continuous, stable relation- customer pattnership does not allow this type of situa-
ship can lead to the development of unique operating tion to occur since there is already in existence a proven
conditions, assemblies, and/or options to existing two-way communication program that includes a sig-
equipment. As unit cells (individual equipment) work nificant amount of data transfer. This action is the
towards beconing fully automated , the partnership will ultimate utility of data management.
pay off with improved productivity.

For example, a major semiconductor manufacturer
dedicated one end station of a 120XP dual end station 6. Conclusion
high-current batch implanter to arsenic and boron im-
plants on 150 mm wafers. During a two-month time As semiconductor manufacturers slowly progress to-
period, particle levels in this machine averaged 20.21 wards total factory automation, published technical in-
defects per wafer with a standard deviation of 13.51. formation such as that provided by Kaminski and
During this period, three particle maintenance events Abegglen [7] and others will aid fab architects in reach-
occurred which were attributed to unscheduled mainte- ing this auspicious goal in the near future. In the mean
nance, which by definition caused unscheduled delays time, equipment vendors must continue their relation-
to production. The customer had become so used to ship with the cusiamer, i.e., the manufacturer, and
these unscheduled events that he was ready to imple- provide him with the necessary automation and data-
ment a scheduled preventive maintenance procedure to management capabilities that will help him in achieving
address the situation. However, upon consultation, this worthy accomplishment.
Varian recommended use of a hithertofore under-utilized
software feature: the user-defined Vent-Purge Cycle [5],
This software feature allows the process engineer to References
preselect an automatic vent-purge time, whereby the
implanter automatically commences a slow particle- [1] C M. McKenna, Nucl. Instr and Meth. B37/38 (1989) 448
purge cycle initiated by the operator. This particular [2] C.B. Yarling, Microelectronic Manufacturing and Testing
customer implemented the procedure on a once-per-day 12(13) (1989).
basis and reduced the particle levels (> 0.3 jtm on 150 [31 For information, contact John Appelgren at the Varian
mm wafers) to an average of 11.55 per wafer with a Customer Support Department, Varian Associates, 48664
standard deviation of 5.17 over a period of three months. Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538, USA; tel 415-490-
During this time period, only one maintenance event 8333.
was required, Thus a partnership agreement between [4 C.F. Hiatt, Technical Proc of Semicon/Europa, 1988

(Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Institute, Moun-
vendor and cstomer brought about a reduction in tain View, CA) pp 5-14.
unscheduled maintenance with a resultant increase in [51 Batch Ion Implantation System Software Manual No M-
implanter pertormance and productivity. In addition, 105145 (Vanan Publication, October 1985).
all three sectors outlined in table 1 benefited from the [6] P.H. Singer, Semiconductor International 13(5) (April 1990)
results. 13.

A recent editorial in a semiconductor-equipment [7] G. Kaminski and R. Abegglca, ibid., 13(6) (May 1990) 10
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The use of tertiarybutylarsine (TBA) and tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP)
as liquid reagents for ion implantation

Lawrence A. Larson' and Mike Sakshaug
National Seniconductor Corporatton, PO BoA 58090. Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090, USA

Wayne Weiner
Arneri(an Cyanamid Company, Wayne, NJ. USA

The safety and environmental concerns regarding the widespread use of phosphine and arsine gas in the semiconductor industry
have given rise to the use of alternative, less hazardous replacement substances, such as tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP) and
tertiarybutylarsine (TBA). TBP and TBA are less hazardous than the hydride gases under sudden release scenarios because they are
(1) liquids, and (2) have a lower acute toxicity than the gases For applications in ion implantation. the use of TBP and TBA could
potentially reduce the costly downtime resulting from the heating and cooling cycles of the solid source vaporizers In comparison
with the gases, the use of liquids can extend the pe:iod of implanter operation before chemical sources need replacement In this
paper, data is presented which demonstrates the performance of these materials in a production environment, with the discussion
focusing on issues such as source lifetime. implanter maintainability and overall performance

1. Introduction Whereas the other applications can accommodate the
gases located in a remote bunker or gas cabinet, for ion

Ion implantation is now a ubiquitous process in the implantation, the gases can only be used with the bot-
fabrication of semiconductor devices. The most com- ties immediately inside the implanter. Gas bottles are
mon elements implanted into silicon in production faci- then necessarily located directly on the production floor.
ities are phosphorus, arsenic and boron The source This makes the changing of gas bottles for the im-
materials for producing ion beams of these elements are planter, the operation with the highest probability of
typically phosphine and arsine gas and boron trifluoride incident, a particularly cumbersome piocedure; both
(BF,) Alternatively. metallic arsenic and phosphorus time consuming and hazardous.
have been used [1 Although solid sources avoid the issues discussed

The use of gases or solids as source materials for ion above, they still are difficult to handle, particularly with
implantation has particular handling disadvantages regard to arsenic dust Most importantly, the solid
Arsine and phosphine gas, for example, are extraordin- source vaporizers are notoriously difficult to operate,
arily toxic materials In addition, they are stored under and can require 1-2 h for heating up and cooling down.
pressure thus representing an extreme potential hazard This amounts to an undesirable loss of potential pro-
to the production facility and to the surrounding com- duction time, which renders the use of solid source
munity in the event of an uncontrolled release. The material prohibitive for facilities which must switch
increasing awareness of these hazards has caused a implanters from one source to another frequently.
ground swell of regulatory activity in the USA, increas- The use of liquids as source materials for ion implan-
ing the requirements for the use, transport, and inven- tation represents a possible solution to the disad-
tory of these gases. In c,.rtain cases, expensive capital vantages of both gases and solids. Two liquids in par-
costs are required in order to continue to use these ticular have been chosen for study' tertiarybutylarsine
materials in existing facilities [2). (TBA) and tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP). These orga-

The uses of arsine and phosphine gas for ion implan- nometallic sources for arsenic and phosphorus are read-
ration is distinguished from the use of these gases for ily available in electronic grade purity and have suffi-
other electronic applications (such as LPCVD or diffu- cient vapor pressures at room temperature such that
sion doping) by an additional safety consideration they can be handled in essentially the same way as the

source gases. But because TBA and TBP are not stored
under pressure their use represents a substantial reduc- k

Present address: Sematech, 2706 Montopolis Dr, Austin, TX tion in hazards in comparison to the compressed gases
78739. USA arsine and phosphine. A further benefit to the liquids is
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that they are significantly less toxic" than the gases. In Table 2
fact, TBP is not regarded as a poisonous liquid! Acute toxicity

In comparing the use of the liquids to the solid Matertai LC50
sources, the relative ease of control of the liquids isattractive. Most significantly, the use of solid vaporizers Tertiarybutylarsine (TBA) " 70 ppm (4 h)attacte. Tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP) ' > 1100 ppm (3 h) h
can be eliminated and the wasted productive time used Arsine ' ) 5-45 ppm (4 h)
for vaporizer heating and cooling can be regained. Phosphun, 11-50 ppm (4 h)

The present work is an extension of a previous study Phoehnil TC
which demonstrated the feasibility of using TBP as a E u Internal Testing. American Cyanamid Companyliquid phosphorus source on a medium-current im- b Exposure to TBP was halted after three hours of expo,,ure to

1100 ppm. There were no deaths at this concentration.
planter [3] The present work is focused on the use of Actual LC,(, was not determined.
both TBA and TBP on a daily basis in a production ' Four-hour LCsO data for arsine are still not definitively
environment. In particular, it will be shown that the use established. This range is an estimate that generally reflects
of the liquids can occur in a manner which is trais- the industry's perception on arsine's toxicity at this time
parent to the use of gase,, with regard to machit'e The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
operability, maintenance, and source lifetime To our has reported an LC,, in mice of approximately 25 ppm in
knowledge, this represents the first account of the use of recent studies (personal communication)
liquid sources of phosphorus aid arsenic fir production
applications, and establishes an important alternative
method for production facilities in-situ-doped polysilicon [5] and in the CVD growth of

BPSG and PSG films (6].
The physical properties and toxicological properties

2. Experimental of these materials are shown 'in tables I and 2, respec-
tively Note that the liquids have a lower acute inhala-

TBA and TBIP are marufactured in 99 9999% purity tion toxicity than the gases. In addition, as expected,
by the American Cyanamid Company, Wayne, New the liquids have been shown by modelling studies to
Jersey The material is supplied in returnable, stainless- disperse orders of magnitude less readily than the ga ,cs,
steel ampoules In addition to the current woik, TBA and can therefore be regarded as significantly less
and TBP have been used extensively as replacements for hazardous in the event of a leak [7].
arsine and phosphime in the MOCVD growth [4] of lnP Fig. I shows a diagram of the installation of the
and GaAs materials, as well as dopant sources for liquid bubbler in the gas distribution system of a Varian

I able I

Physical properties of TBA and TBP

TBA TBP

Formula C4HAs (4 i P
CH, CH,I I

Struftture CH, - C- AsH,, CHa- C- Ph,

CH, CH,
Weight (amu) 134 90
Density (g/ml, (a 20' C) 1t 071
Boiling Point (0 C, (q 760 mm Hg) 65 54
Melting Point (* C) - 1 4
Vapor Pressure (mm Hg, K) In P 16.68 (3475/T) In P -17 47-(3544/Tj
Appearance (@ 25o C) Clear, mobile liquid
Solubility Insoluble in water, soluble

in most organic solvents
Reactvty Strong redu-tng agent,

ignites upon exposure to
air (pyrophoric), non-
corrosive toward stainless
steel; indefinite shelf life
when stored under an
inert atmosphere
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TERUAIBYIJ1E TERTIARYBUTYMOSPH IKE EXISTING~ GAS SYSTEM
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~Fig ISource gal, mednifold a configured for hiquid miieri~ik

DF4 implanter The only deviation from at direct con- hifeulme The first was Eo add Ul protective covt, r to the
nection ts the addition of an expansion chamber be- insulators for thle extraction anode. This was to over-
tween the bubbler and the leak valves This, expan,,ion come shorting of the extraction potential that occurs
chamber increases the volume of the vapor that is readily in an unprotected situation. The second was to
available and reduces the source instabilities due to high add re-entrant insulators to the filament itself At high
rates of mass flow. Without an expansion chamber, rates of cac'bon deposition, these insulators would coat
running the source at higher mass flos, rates will pull and short through the arc chamber. A re-entrant design
vacuum or, the liquid and push it towards its triple provides sufficient iiiuiating surface area that this

-s- point. At the triple point the lhquid will freeze and boil mechanism is defeated
.simultaneously and sufficient vapor pressure to feed the Following intallation of the bubblers and the ex-

Ssource will not exist for a time. This is observed as an traction anode modification, the TBA and TBP sources
. instability in the source current, were qualified for production with all the product lines
STwo modifications to the source construction were at the National Semiconductors Santa Clara facility and

also carried out over the course of this experiment to put into production. As such, the data presented here
overcome the effects of carbon deposition on the source represents an analysis of production performance rather
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3. Process results

.7AS 5
31 A$The mass spectra of TBP and TBA are shown in fig.

2. It is clear that there are few peaks other than the
primary peaks. These peaks are clear and distinguished
making it the obvious choice for tuning. Other peaks
which are observable include p 2 , mass 28 (N 2 and/or
CO), and N4 

- all of these are not an issue in the
machine setup.

Tests verifying the resistivity and uniformity of the
implant were performed. As expected, these were indis-
tinguishable from the gas or solid sources in every way.

a Split lot qualification tests were also done with all

b product lines in the Santa Clara plant. These include
A.. bipolar, CMOS, and NMOS production lines and

.__.__ ________I i processes that mix most of these technologies. The
1 to t1 50 30 40 0 6,0 o 60 results of these split lots were also that the source was

MASS/CHAPGE RATIO indistinguishable and full production was allowed.
Fig 2. Mass spectra of the two liquids, (a) TBP, (b) TBA

4. Maintenance results
than a carefully controlled experimental study. Pre-
sently slightly over six months of production data have Fig. 3 is a plot of the number of hours of ionization
been gathered and the source continues to be used. source lifetime for the implanter using the liquid re-

Insulators
Production Qual,

40

_ -- _ _ - - can fe

10

0L ...... 1.......... I.... ,_I._...........1.. .. _ I I ! 1 t I I

B-Dic 17-h 06-FeA 2e"b 1-Mar 07-Apr n-Apr 17-May 06-I 26-Jan

Daf 1W
Fig. 3. Source lifetime as experienced in the first six months of 1990
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agents as a function of date. This is compared to the issues in using these materials is the effect of carbon
average life of the other implanters in the facility which deposition on the ionization chamber.
operate using PH 3, AsH 3 , and BF 3 gases. The jagged Inspection of the mass spectra of the extracted beam
line in fig. 3 is composed of aproximately 120 source (fig. 3) reveals that there can be very little ionized beam
changes which occured over a six-month period. For attributed to carbon; the spectrum is essentially identi-
example, the source installed on May 22nd operated for cal to those obtained when using the hydride gases. This
28 hours before failure; near the average for the facility, suggests that most of the carbon of the tertiarybutyl
Of the 28 hours of operation, 12 hours were devoted to group is deposited as carbon in the ionization chamber,
phosphorus (TBP) and arsenic (TBA) implantation. On or is pumped out of the system as hydrocarbon frag-
the average 20% of the operating hours of each ioniza- ments. Visual inspection of the ionization chamber re-
tion source was devoted to phosphorus and arsenic veals substantial amounts of black carbonaceous re-
implants; the remainder to boron. In the initial phases sidue, and suggests that a substantial amount of the
of this project this percentage was limited by the source carbon plates out in the arc chamber.
lifetime. Presently this ratio is limited by the production While this is advantageous from the standpoint of
volume. In fact, the present operation will switch from ionization efficiency, the carbon deposition in the
liquid sources to BF 3 and back several times during the chamber can form on the filament insulators. After a
source life. period of time, this can cause shorting and premature

Several points are observable in this chart. Initially failure of the arc and/or the filament. For this reason,
the lifetime was relatively high as the liquid sources had it is esseutial to operate the liquid sources using the
not passed product line qualification. When production minimum vapor flow needed to maintain the desired
started the source lifetime fell and was extremely low beam current. The effect of running more vapor than
( - 10 h) with regular short lifetime failures. This gradu- necessary is what we believe is observed in the middle
ally improved as all of the technicians learned to build section of the source lifetime results (fig. 3). Here the
and setup the source. 1 he time when the re-entrant lifetime was often 20% or less of the value that was
filament insulators were introduced is noted. This gives obtained as an experience base was gained. The utiliza-
a definite increase in lifetime. This was particularly tion of re-entrant filament insulators greatly reduces the
noticable in that the primary cause of source failure was potency of this failure mechanism. In this case the
once again filament burnout rather than shorting. The insulators are constructed such that the carbon buildip
end result, as evidenced by the last six weeks, is oper- has less opportunity to coat a shorting path.
ation which is well within the distribution of "normal" The other modification necessary for consistant flow
source lifetime. of the vapor is the ballast chamber manifold (fig. 1).

Two caveats should be mentioned regarding this This manifold supplies a large volume of the vapor (al
performance. The first is that implants done on this its nominal vapor pressure) which provides sufficient
machine are limited to those below 4 X 10" ions/cm2 . material to support, the mass flow necessary to hold a
This is because the fab is operated as an implant center steady pressure. Without the use of the manifold the
and higher dose implants are staged onto other ma- vapor flow tends to become erratic. This is due to a
chines. As such, the beam current is seldom taken above "boiling/freezing" phenomenon that occurs as high
150 jLA - a particularly easy operations mode as com- vacuum pulls the liquid/vapor interface to the triple
pared to either specified current or operation of more point of the material.
modern machines. The second is that the fab underwent
a major reorganization during the time period that this
test was run. Turnover was relatively high and the 6. Conclusions
distribution of source lifetimes is somewhat lower than
that which is expected! This is why the liquid-source This work has shown, for the first time, tht viability
lifetime is compared to the distribution as established of using liquid phosphorus (TBP) and liquid arsenic
during the same time period. We do not expect that the (TBA) sources for ion implantation in a production
sources for the liquid-source machine received particu- environment. It has been demonstrated that the perfor-
larly different treatment from the others so this is mance and overall operability of the implanter using the
considered a proper comparative evaluation, liquid sources is indistinguishable to the use of gas

sources when medium current machines are operated at
routinc bcam current lovel.s.

5. Discussion The substitution of the gases by TBA and TBP leads
to a significant decrease in risk of operating the ion
implanter, particularly in the area of changing gas bot-

The use of TBP for ion implantation was first dem- ties or other such maintenance intervention in the gas
onstrated on a medium-current implanter. One of the manifold. By nature of the fact that liquids are more
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Section Il. Processing, throughput and yield

Gate oxides in high current implanters: how do they survive?

Frank Sinclair
Eaton Corporation, Beverly,, MA 01915. USA

The use of thinner gate oxides in ULSI, susceptible to catastrophic breakdown at lower voltages, presents an increasingly difficult
problem for ion implanter manufacturers. The center of a high current ion beam can be modeled as a voltage source whose potential
depends on the current density in the beam, the neutralization of the beam by electrons and the geometry of the process chamber.
Many measurements using a variety of methods support the validity of these models The peak voltages are almost always larger than
the expected breakdown voltages of thin gate oxides and thus would predict zero yields.

Studies of oxide failure in electrical tests have shown two distinct classes of effects: some devices fail promptly with characteristics
consistent with a localized defect that leads to a reduced breakdown voltage, while other devices have reduced reliability that
correlates with reduced charge to breakdown. The charge to breakdown test typically gives results in the range from I X l0 s to
I × 10 21 electrons/cm, much greater than the total dose in an implant, so that a simple charge based model would predict 100%
yields

This paper puts forward some physical models based on recent experimental results aimed at approaching the problem from an
interdisciplinary perspective. First, we characterize the environment in an implanter using in situ measurements, and conclude that at
scales larger than the beam it behaves likc a pure current source, while at ,cales smaller than the beam it behaves like a voltage source
with a surprisingly high current limit Second we review some recent trends in electrical tests of gate oxides, and finally we put
forward some hypotheses that could be tested in future experiments.

I. Introduction understood, however, and to cor.tinue to keep up with
the scaling treadmill we need to apply some real phys

The integrated circuit industry is on the well-known cal understanding to the design of charge neutralization
treadmill of decreasing device lateral dimensions by a systems.
factor of two every five years As an essential part of
this programmed revolution, gate oxides are inexorably
getting thinner, albeit at a slightly less dramatic rate. 2. The implanter environment
This scaling means that charging (and particulates) will
be with us forever as an area where our customers will The environment of a high current implanter is at
require continued improvement in performance. Thinner first sight a very hazardous territory for a fragile in-
gate oxides have lower breakdown voltages and there- tegrated circuit. The beam contains ions with kinetic
fore require reduced supply voltages. The SRC five-year energies of 10-200 keV, the power density can be as
projection made last year predicts that in 1994 gate high as 1 kW/cm2, the wafers spin on a disk requirng
oxides will be 5 nm thick and supply voltages will be centripetal accelerations of 1000 g. photoresist dissoci-
down to 3.3 V. ates to produce hydrogen, and electrons are deliberately

Ion implant users often have problems with the yield introduced to shower down on the wafer. The success of
of their devices, and in several cases the cause of gate the process has been demonstrated many times, how-
oxide failure has been traced to a high current in- ever, and it is only by an examination of the individual
planter If no meLhanism is used to neutralize the processes in detail that we can assess realistically the
charge in the beam, the target will charge up to very important issues involved.
high voltages. Thus all high current implanters use
electron showers or gas bleeds or both to neutralize the 2.1. A single ton
charge on the surface of the wafer and thus to reduce
the destruction of the fragile gate oxides (1 31. The The piocesses that occur on an atomic level in an ion
success of this scheme is evident frorr, the output of implant step are mostly well known;, there are several
large number of CMOS devices from our fabrication time and size scales that are important. During the first
lines. The details of the physical interaction are not well 1 x 10-15 s, the ion passes through the first atomic

layer of the target, and very likely leads to the emission
Invited paper. of secondary electrons as illustrated in fig. 1. It may
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Fig. 1. Sketch showing the effects that occur during the first femtosecond of the interaction

also emit sputtered atoms, most of which one would exchange charges with the target material, leading
expect to be neutral. The emission of secondary elec- rapidly to an equilibnum charge state for the projectile.
trons means that the net charge imparted to the target The first order approximation for this equilibrium is
during this event is more than one positive electron given by the "Bohr velocity matching" condition. Es-
charge. sentally, if one considers a projectile traveling at a

During the next 10-13 to 10-12 s, the ion enters the given velocity v through the matrix, and assuming that
bulk of the target and come to rest as shown in fig. 2. one of its electrons comes to rest in the matrx, then it
During the time that it is slowing down, the ion may will have a velocity v in the frame of the projectile. This
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Fig. 2. Sketch illustrating the main effects as a single ion comes to rest.
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corresponds to a kinetic energy for the electron, and if current density in the beam, the neutralization of the
this kinetic energy is larger than the ionization poten- beam by electrons and the geometry of the process
tial, the electron will stay behind, and the projectile will chamber [5].
become more positively charged. Conversely, if the pro- It is useful to distinguish three fluxes of electrons.
jectile is initially charged, it may pick up an electron First, those which are injected from outside the beam
from the matrix, liberating an ionization energy and either from an electron shower or by emission from the
accelerating the electron to its own velocity. At a low side walls of the beam guide induced by stray ions.
enough velocity i!his reaction becomes exoenergetic, and These have significant kinetic energy when they reach
therefore the ion tends to neutralize as i: slows down. the center of the beam, and as such are likely to escape
This calculated equihbrium charge state is shown in fig. to the side walls unless they can be thermalized by the
3. Notice that, under most typical implant conditions, particles already in the beam. Consideration of the
one would expect the projectiles to be neutral. I-xperi- energy loss cross sections indicates that other electrons
mental data often shows . wide spread, and the rapid already in the beam would be much more effective at
interaction rate in solids may favour higher charge slowing down the injected electrons, but that at the
states [4]. densities expected the mean free path may be several

If the projectile ion does carry some charge deep into beam diameters. Second, electrons that are the result of
the target, it seems that the ionization wake will persist ion beam collisions with the residual gas and thus with
for a time of the order of the minority carrier recombi- little kinetic energy at the bottom of the potential
nation time, ns to lis depending on conditions, and that energy well formed by the beam. Either of these first
the charge will be conducted to the surface during that two fluxes of electrons will reduce the boam potential
time. and also will reduce the net charge on the wafer [1].

Thus, after the projectile has come to rest, we can Third, there are secondary electrons produced by the
assume that there is a net charge on the surface of the beam striking its target. These elec'trons will also reduce
target. This charge is almost certainly positive and will the beam potential, but if the beam is striking the wafer,
be given by the charge on the incident mor plus the they will increase the net electrical current to the surface
charge due to the escape of secondary electrons, of the wafer [2].

2.2. An ion beam These are very complicated issues to analyze in de-
tail. Some of the important issues such as the kinetic

The center of a high current ion beam can be mod- energy distribution of the electrons at different posi-
eled as a voltage source whose potential depends on the tions are very poorly understood, and may also vary by
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Fig. 3. Equilibrium charge on an ion calculated from the Bohr ',elocity matching equilibrium condition.
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several orders of magnitude depending on beam param- see the details of our most recent in situ measurements.
eters such as species, energy, ciu.rent, etc. In the sim- The peak voltages for typical process parameters are
plest assumption, the potential is zero at the conducting higher than the breakdown voltages for very thin gate
beam tube wall by definition and in equilibnum the oxides, and this is why the results of these measure-
field is also zero. The positive ions are presumably more ments have been suppressed on at least some occasions.
tightly bunched than th,. negative electrons, but if the
field is zero at the wall. the total charge per unit length 2.3. Currents at the wafer surface
of beam line comes close to canceling. Given these
assumptions, the potential is positive everywhere, even One of the key observations we made is that the
in the positions where the electron density is higher potential measured on a small capacitor dot iz essen-
than the ion density, as shown in fig. 4. The peak tially independent of the input impedance of the mea-
potential is a strong function of the extent of neutraliza- surement circuit over quite a wide range, and that in
tion, the diameter of the beam tube and relative diame- many instances we saw currents an order of magnitude
ters of the ion and electron distributions, higher than expected from the ion beam current density.

Many measurements using a variety of methods sup- On the wafer scale, however, the voltages developed
port the validity of these models. We have made several seem to be reasonably explained by arguments based on
different in situ measurements at Eaton [1,6,7] that zurrent balances. Essentially, the signal observed on a
seem to confirm reports from other labs [2,8-10]. Please local scale (smaller than the beam dimension) is de-
refer to a parallel submission [7] at this conference to termined by the beam potential while on a larger scale

(larger than the beam dimension) it is determined by
the beam current.

S _,In order to maintain potentials on the small scale, to
+ -++- - the extent of sinking or sourcing currents larger than

+ + -, the incident ion current on a small area, we must

+ /-am . assume that local currents flow quite readily close to or
+_.++ - on the surface of the wafer. This is quite a natural
-,:+- conclusion;, the volume close to the target surface is a

- +_ region of intense electrical activity, with many electrons

- - ++ -_and secondary ions. The surface of the solid itself has+ + + an elevated temperature and many of the ionization

-_ - ++ events produced in the bulk by the ion beam may lead
_+ + to mobile charges that migrate to the surface where

- + .Wafe /w r there is a large density of states. Thus we would expect
that an in situ measurement of resistance between con-
ductiiig contacts separated by a dielectric surface would
show a very low resistance while in the ion beam. These
surface currents thus flow to maintain the potential/ \imposed by the beam. In the specific example of a small

/ test capalitor held at a high potential, a large current
Charge can flow in an external circuit only if electrons are
Dana" Not flowing away from it, either into the weak plasma near

the surface or along the surface.

l- ictron* 3. Breakdown mechanism

Studies of oxide failure in electrical tests have shown

two distinct classes of effects: some devices fail promptly

with characteristics consistent with a localized defect

Potnhi', /that leads to a reduced breakdown voltage, while other
devices have reduced reliability and break down after
some period of time in service. Recently among our
customers there has been a trend away from measuring

__ _..__ .. the breakdown voltage (Vbd) as a way of characterizing
Fig. 4 Sketch showing the relationship between the space the quality of thin gate oxides; rather it has been found

charge distribution and the beam potential. that measurements that focus on the charge per unit
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Fig. 5 Micrograph of an array of MOS capacitors on test wafers In each device, the metallization fully overla)s the gate oxide area
The gate oxide thickness was 46 nm, while a field oxide of 83 nm surrounded the gate in all cases

area that the oxide can conduct before suffering irre- mechanical process whereby an electron in the conduc-
versible damage (Qhd) is a parameter that relates more tion band of the silicon can move to a physical location
directly to observed reliabilities, is more useful in di- in the oxide where the potential of the conduction band
agnosing chemical coptamination in the process and is the same or lower than that in the silicon, without
represents the useful life of the dielectric in a more ever -".,upying the space between and thus avoiding
meaningful way [11] any violation of the conservation of energy [15]. "ine

The theoretical uito-rpinning of the Qw test lies in Lurrent density due to this mechanism varie2s exponen-
current theories of the breakdown mechanism [12-14]. tially with the voltage, producing a current density of
At these current levels, as well as at the current levels about 100 ItA/cm2 with an applied voltage of 22 V
expected in an implanter, the oxide conducts charge by through an oxide of 20 nm [11].
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling This is the quantum This process results in a significant electron current

Table 1

Median Vhd for each test site on each of three wafers before (B) and after (A) implant

Device Breakdown voltage Vh, IVI

Wafer no. I Wafer no 2 Wafer no 3

B A B A B A

1 69 70 88 86 69 91
2 91 111 73 115 89 95
3 81 82 71 88 81 75
4 80 70 70 71 76 90
5 71 6Q 63 66 68 67
6 72 58 64 94 70 67
7 73 82 66 62 7h 94
8 60 65 61 66 58 65
9 65 70 58 79 63 72

13 0,1 84 58 79 59 69
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through the oxide in the conduction band of the oxide, would allow investigation of the effects of various
These electrons generate point defects in the oxide, parameters. We have therefore developed a set of capa-
possibly by charging smpll cross section trapping sites. citors as shown in a micrograph in fig. 5.
Once these point defects have built up to a sufficiently The gate oxides were grown at 1100 0 C in an atmo-
high concentration, a low resistance conduction path sphere of dry oxygen with some trichloroethane. The
opens up and the oxide fails catastrophically, average gate oxide thickness in our first test was 452 A

The key results of charge to breakdown testing is with a 1.48% (lo) variation within one wafer and 1.76%
that the value of Qbd can be very high and quite between wafers. The breakdown voltage of these devices
insensitive to the current used or the thickness of the before and after implant was measured using an Eaton
oxide tested. Typical results show the same Qd for Autoprobe 3007 and Waferspec using a measurement
current densities up to 200 mA/cm2 [16] or 5 A/cm2  protocol that ramped the voltage at a rate of 20 V/ms,
[13], much higher than the expected current densities in and recorded the voltage at which the current exceeded
a ugh current implanter beam. The breakdown is ob- 10 ILA. A total of 153 measurements were made of each
served to occur at charges per unit area in the range type of device on each wafer, spread roughly uniformly
from 1018 to 1021 electrons/cm2 [11,16], much greater over the whole area, but with different individual dies
than the total dose in an implanter. If the only charges tested before and after implant. Breakdown voltages
available to cause damage to the oxides were those in were measured directly after implant, with no anneal or
the beam, even with reasonable allowance for secondary other heat treatment.
electron ejection, one would expect no significant loss
of reliability in a high dose implant step. 3.2. Yield results

The implants were all performed on an NV-10 to a
3.1. Test structure dose of 9.6 X 1015 As/cm2 at 40 keV with a beam

current of 2 mA. Wafer no. 1 was implantedwith an
In order to investigate the mechanisms leading to the electron shower primary current of 30 mA, while wafer

'ailures of gate oxides in high current implanters, we no. 2 used 100 mA and wafer no. 3 used 200 mA. Table
felt that it was essential to develop a test structure that I shows the median breakdown voltages measured for
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Fig. 6 Cumulative failure as a percentage of 153 tests of device no. I as a function of voltage, before and after a 2 mA, 40 keV
9.6 x 10"5 As implant. The electron shower pnmary current was 30 mA.
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Fig 7 Cumulative failure for the case with no electron shower
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Fig. 8 Cumulative failure as a function of breakdown voltage with no electron shower on a wafer with no field oxide The edge of the
metallization corresponded to the edge of the 46 nm gate oxide
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ten device types on these wafers before and after im- planter manufacturers should continue to develop im-
plant. The other device types siffered from poor con- proved charge control systems to serve two intersecting
tacts with the probe card as d.:tected by the measured goals: first to add electrons to the beam to minimize the
capacitance, and the data are not shown. The average net charge delivered by the beam so that large area
breakdown field in these experiments was 16.5 MV/cm, conducting components do not collect enough charge to
in reasonable agreement with high quality oxides pro- produce voltages high enough to produce discharges
duced at other facilities. Notice that in the majority of from the wafer to ground, and second to sufficiently
cases the breakdown voltage has increased following neutralize the space charge of the beam and control its
implant. Given the relatively small voltages that are spatial dimensions so that the electrostatic beam poten-
generated by these beams in our in situ measurements, tial itself does not rise to levels much above the break-
in the range from 8 to 16 V. it is not surprising that we down strength of the gate oxides. In either case, it is
have suffered no loss in oxide quality. The apparent important to realize that large potential voltages are
increase in breakdown voltage has been observed at only dangerous if they can deliver significant net charge
other facilities, and while there is no consensus on the per unit area through the oxide.
cause of this effect, it may be due to thermal annealing Several experiments could be useful in confirming
or some electrical analogue, this model. An in situ resistance measurement across

Fig. 6 shows the cumulative percentage of device the surface of the wafer as it passes through the beam
breakdown voltages for device no I before and after would be a very direct way of evaluating the current
implant with an electron shower primary current of 30 carrying capacity of different surfaces. More yield stud-
mA. As can be seen, there is very little difference ies with a range of different field and gate oxide thick-
between the measurements, indicating once again nesses. extending down to less than 10 nm, would allow
negligible effects due to the implantation. Fig. 7 shows experimentation with device structures that might de-
the same results for the case with no electron shower liberately drain any excess charge on the gate to the
present at all. As can be seen, about 60% of the devices substrate during the implant step. This inight lead to an
are dead shorts, and most of the remainder have signifi approach to device layout and design with charging
cantly reduced breakdown voltages. Under these cir- damage prevention built in.
cumstances, our in situ measurements show very high In the future, we can look forward to a much greater
beam potentials. of the order of a hundred volts. In this emphasis on in situ monitoring to monitor conditions in
case. we used two different types of wafers. One used a the implanter in real time. These might be used to
field oxide 83 nm, while the other had only a single stabilize the net current transported to the wafer or the
oxide thickness of 46 nm As can be seen, we find beam potential. We can probably al,,o look forward to
significant degradation in the example with a field continued anxiety and he;ted debate on this topic,
oxide, but very little loss of (iiality in the case with no while integiated circuit manufacturers continue to pro-
field oxide This observation does fit the model devel- duce useful devices.
oped in the earlier sectiori. Given the same beam poten-
tial in front of the device, the case with the thinner field
oxide will sink more current to the wafer along the
surface. Because of the more effective current sink in References
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Process-induced defects in VLSI *

B.O. Kolbesen ', W. Bergholz a, H. Cerva b, B. Fiegl 8, F. Gelsdorf a and G. Zoth a

Stemens AG, Semiconductor Group. Technology Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D.8000 Munchen 83, Germany
Stemens AG. Corporate Research and Dev'elopment, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Munchen 83, Germany'

Shrinking device oamensions enhance the susceptibility of the devices to defects in the electrically active regions of the silicon
substrate and the gate oxide Typical harmful defects are dis,.ussed which may occur in micron and suhmicron silicon technology if
processes are not optimized. Ion implantation is involved in the formation of most of those defects Since economic mass production
of devices in VLSI (very-large-scale integration) requires overall defect density levels below 1 cm -2. strategies and remedies for
reducing defect densities are a major task Some recently developed techniques for the characterisation and monitoring of defects and
metal contamination are described

1. Introduction temperature gradients or films, supersaturatons of in-
trinsic point defects and impurities (dopants, oxygen,

The progress in silicon microelectronics technology metallic contaminants), residual lattice damage from
is still vigorous, even in the very-large-scale integration ion implantation and dry etching.
(VLSI) era. Advancing miniaturization combined with By contrast, economic mass production of VLSI
increasing packing density and fabrication on silicon devices requires overall defect density levels below 1
substrates with larger diameters (150 and 200 mm) still cm- 2. Therefore, strategies and remedies for reducing
provide continuous cost reduction in terms of cost per defect densities are a major and continuous task in the
bit of semiconductor memories In the case of MOS development and production of large volume devices
memory technology the progress was also facilitated by such as memories This task comprises monitoring and
a number of important innovations which pushed pack- analysis of defects, exploration of defect sources and
ing density or helped to overcome problems inherent to defect generation mechanisms and the development and
micron and submicron devices such as hot electron realization of measures for defect prevention ("defect
effects [1]. Important examples of such innovations are engineering") It requires also the availability of ap-
the trench capacitor and the stacked capacitor, the propriate diagnostic techniques and tools for the moni-
mtltilayer dielectric [oxide/nitride/oxide (ONO)], the toring and characterisation of defects and contamina-
fully overlapping direct contact and the lightly doped tion at a routine level.
drain (LDD) transistor. However, those innovations In the following we discuss some typical examples of
drastically increased the process complexity - the fabri- crystallographic defects in the silicon substrate and gate
cation of the 4M (megabit) DRAM (dynamic random- oxide which can occur in VLSI technology if processes
access memory) needs more than 400 process steps - and materials are not optimized. Emphasis is given to
and required novel processes such as etching of deep the Iscussion of defects in the formation of which ion
trenches (5 [Lm) into the silicon substrate [2]. impintation plays a prominent role. Finally, some re-

On the other hand. the ongoing miniaturization of cently developed techniques and tools for the monitor-
structures and enlargement of chip sizes (90 mm 2 for ing and characterisation of defects and metal con-
the 4M, 140 mm2 for the 16M DRAM) enhance the tamination will be dealt with
susceptibility of the devices to detrimental crystallo-
graphic defects in the silicon substrate and defects in
the gate dielectric films [3-6]. Moreover, the scenario of 2. Ion-implantation-induced stacking faults
detect tormation in VLSI becomes more and more
complex due to the increasing process complexity. De- For the sub-tm integrated circuits the problem of
fect formation has to be considered as a synergetic punching, e.g., trench-trench punching for DRAM de-
action of driving forces and potential defect nucleation vices, becomes more and more important. The punching
sites from various sources: e.g., mechanical stresse., by can be reduced by an enhancement of the n- and p-type

doping levels, which can be put into practice by an
* Invited paper increase of the ion implantation doses for the well
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S

Fig. I Ion-Implantation-induced stacking faults on p- and n-well regions revealed by defect etching (200 X). (a) Stacking faults of
high density are formed during unsuitable annealing: (b) no visible defects ( < 1 cm- 2) are found for optimized annealing conditions.

regions. An investigation of the well formation process defects was attributed to the oxidation during the an-
by defect etching points to the boron implantation as neal treatment in that case.
the most cntical process in this context. For standard drive-in conditions we observe an in-

It was found that the ion implantation damage left crease in the stacking fault density with increasing
by boron doses of several 103 cm- 2 can induce the boron dose (fig. 2). For doses below about 2 × 1013
formation of stacking faults during the subsequent cm - 2 the stacking fault density is very small and inde-
drive-in, if the anneal conditions are not optimized (fig. pendent of the drive-in conditions. For boron doses
1). Since a whole-wafer boron implantation prior to the above = 3 x 10t3 cm - 2, on the other hand, the stacking
n-well phosphorus implantation was used in our expen- fault density increases rapidly for unsuitable dnve-in
ments, stacking faults are formed during the drive-in conditions, reaching very high values of about 105 cm - 2

also on the n-well regions (fig. 1). The formation of for doses of 6 x 1011 cm - 2 . Nevertheless, even for the
stacking faults and dislocation loops after boron im- highest investigated boron doses the defect density can
plantation and annealing at high temperatures (1000- be reduced to negligible values (< 1 cm - 2) by optimiz-
12000 C) was also reported in [9]; the growth of these ing the annealing conditions during the drive-in (fig. 2).

105

3. Electrical activity of Fe-decorated stacking faults
10

4  
/

EIt is well-known that stacking faults can significantly
degrade the electrical parameters of semiconductor de-

/ vices such as generation lifetime [10] or junction leakage
10

2  
/ current [11]. It is generally found that the influence of

U) ,stacking faults on electrical parameters is mainly de-
__X 0termined by the amount of decoration with mettlli;

1-0 impurities, i.e., the electrical activity of stacking faults
9 ....- 99 increases with increasing impurity decoration.

To examine the influence of stacking fault decora-
0 6 6 tion directly, we performed deep-level transient spec-

boron dose/1013 crn-3  troscopy (DLTS) and current-voltage (I-V) measure-
Fig. 2. Stacking fault density on p-well regions as a function of ments on Schottky diodes containing oxidation induced

the boron dose: a standard process; improved process. stacking faults (OSF) and different amounts of iron.
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For this purpose a high density of OSFs (several
times 106 cm - 2) was created in a controlled manner by 10.

oxidation of mechanically damaged p-type wafers [12]. P /
Various degrees of iron decoration were realized by
centaminating samples with iron on the wafer backside
prior to oxidation. This results in contamination levels 10.//
which are about 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than 0 //
the contamination of as-received state of the art wafers. 00 //

For clean, i.e., not intentionally decorated stacking - //0

faults DLTS measurements revealed a characteristic //

level with an activation energy of Ev + 0.50 eV which is
associated with the boundary dislocation of the stacking /
faults [13). For samples with Fe-decorated stacking /
faults the deep level spectra show neither an increase of 0
the stacking fault line amplitude nor additional OSF- 10 o
and Fe-related lines. 10" 10. 10," 10'"

Results of I-V measurements on Schottky diodes as IFel (cm-')
simple test devices are shown in fig. 3. For samples Fig. 4. Reverse current at 15 V for Schottky diodes containing
containing only clean stacking faults (3 x 106 cm-2 ,  3x 106 stacking fauhs/cm 2 as a functon of the iron con-

[Fe] < l0 cm- 3) or dissolved iron (up to several 1013 centration measured by DLTS.

cm- 3) no enhancement of the reverse current of the
Schottky diodes compared to reference diodes was ob-
served. By contrast, for diodes which contained stacking In summary, these results clearly demonstrate that
faults and iron, a strong increase of the reverse current clean stacking faults have only a negligible influence on
was found (fig. 3). The reverse current enhancement electrical parameters of devices and that they become
increases with increasing iron concentration (fig. 4), i.e., much more detrimental to devices by impurity decora-
increasing impurity decoration of the stacking faults. tion.

Measurement of the Schottky bamer heights show a

drastic decrease of this quantity from about 0.5 eV for
reference diodes to about 0.3 eV for diodes with heavily 4. Defects induced by ion implantation at mask edges
decorated stacking faults. It appears that this reduction
of the Schottky barrier is the main reason for the The scaling down of VLSI devices requires the defi-
enhancement of the reverse current, although a contn- nition of small doped areas in the silicon substrate.
bution of generation currents induced by stacking fault Those are usually fabricated by selfalignment tech-
decoration cannot be unambiguously excluded. niques based on ion implantation cf the dopant. In the

case of MOS transistors the p-lysilicon gate acts as
implantation mask for the iraplanation of the

1 0 source/drain regions. In order to reducze hot-electron-'-"-. .f// problems of micion and submicron size MOS tran-

b . sistors, a modification, the so-called lightly doped drain
10. (LDD) transistor, has been introduced. For the LDD

transistor two implantations are necessary: First, a

phosphorus implantation masked by the polysilicon gate
- 10- provides the lightly doped drain region, second, an

arsenic implantation masked by a so-called (oxide)
spacer forms the highly doped source/drain contact

10 a region. After the implantations one or several high-tern-

perature annealing steps are applied for electrical
ft - I, activation of the dopant atoms and for removal of the

',implantation lattice damage.
1 -s.10 .s 0It is known that As implantations exceeding doses of

Fig. 3 Current-voltage characteristics of Ti Schottky diodes. 5 x 10" atoms/cm2 create a buried amorphous layer.

(a) Reference diode; similiar curves were measured for diodes At the edge of the oxide spacer, due to the steep side
containing only clean stacking faults (3 x 106 cm-2 ) or only walls the high-dose implanted region terminates

dissolved iron (up to several 1013 cm-
3); (b) diode containing abruptly, resulting in a sharply curved amorphous/

stacking faults (3 x 6cm- 2) and iron (8 x 10 13 cm 3 ). crystalline interface, During annealing the amorphous 3
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layer vanishes by an epitaxial regrowth process restor- much smaller than 10 MV/cm (B-mode failure) (fig.
ing the original lattice. It has been observed [14,15] that 5b). Since such n poor gate oxide quality is quite
extended lattice defects can be created in the silicon unacceptable for an advanced highly integrated
beneath the spacer edges in the case of non-optimized CMOS device, the process had to be improved.
processing. In extensive studies by transmission electron - The breakdown strength of the ion-implanted test
microscopy (TEM) [14,151 the formation sequence of capacitors is practically identical to that of the unim-
those defects has been elucidated. The majority of de- planted ones (a) after the process improvement (fig.
fects has been identified as vacancy-type dislocation 5c).
half loops, some more complicated defect configura- It is a general experience that frequently the ion
tions turned out to be microtwins. The formation of implantations necessary for devices are close to or above
those defects is described by a model that is based on a threshhold for defect formation with residual ion
the different epitaxial regrowth rates for different sub- implantation damage as nuclei. Process modifications to
strate lattice plane orientations [16]. reduce or eleminate the incidence of ion implantation-

Such defects created at spacer edges can azt as correlated defects can be manifold, e.g., improvement of
dislocation sources in subsequent process steps and the annealing conditions, modification of the ion im-
provide sinks for metal precipitation. These defects can plantation energy, improvements in the cleanliness of
degrade device characteristics via enhanced iakage cur- the process, etc.
rents and give rise to reliability problems .t they extend
into active device regions. By optimisation of the im-
plantation and annealing conditions the formation of 6. Trench-induced dislocations
those defects has been prevented.

The problem of oxide-edge induced dislocations due
to stress concentration at the film edge, has plagued

5. Ion implantation damage and gate oxide breakdown integrated-circuit technology right from the beginning
and has been held at bay by a variety of process

It is common practice to enhance the capacitance of optimizations, e.g., change of oxide and nitride thick-
MOS-devices by a high-dose arsenic ion implantation nesses, oxidation temperatures, ramping furnaces from
("HiC" implantation). The Ireakdown voltage can be a low stand-by temperature up to the desired annealing
severely reduced by ion implantation damage, as is temperature, etc.
demonstrated in the following example, in which the With the introduction of three-dimensional devices,
breakdown field for arrays of large-area test capacitors e.g., trench capacitors in 4M DRAMS [4,11,19] a new
with 20 nm thermally grown oxide was tested in a problem has arisen, namely the formation of disloca-
ramped voltage test [17]. tions, e.g, at the substrate corners of the trench capaci-
- The test capacitors, which did not receive any ion tors: typically, these dislocations run from the substrate

implantation, break down at an electric field larger surfaces adjacent to the trenches to a trench sidewall
than or equal to about 10 MV/cm (intrinsic mode or (fig. 6). but it has also been observed with the help of a
so-called "C-mode") [17] (fig. 5a). 3-dimensional preparation technique [20] that disloca-

- A large fraction of the test capacitors with As im- tions run from a trench sidewall to the sidewall of an
plantation breaks down at an electric field strength adjacent trench or that dislocations originate at the

a no 12 b As-I 2  C As-1 2 + improved
0- 04.  10_41. Process

10 10 101

X 001610 10

S 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 810 12

- ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH / MVcm-1 
- P

Fig 5. Voltage ramp dielectric breakdown test curves for MOS test structures. The breakdown voltage is defined as the voltage for
which the current exceeds 10-7 A. (a) No ion implantation, (b) with implantation: (c) with the same implantation as for (b) and an

improved process.
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POLY-SiSTRESS
lO6chmicm 2  Si0 2

17.4

13-9

105

70

35
0o

Fig. 8. Example of a calculated shear stress distribution around
a trench with an oxide sidewall and which is filled by poly-Si
(after ref. [21]). Note the stress maximum occurs near the

bottom of the trench.

the upper substrate corners and at the bottom of the
trench (fig. 8), and that the magnitude of the stress
depends sensitively on the trench shape, e.g., a stress
minimum is assumed for a radius of curvature equal to

Fig. 6 SEM-micrograph of etch pits due to a trench-induced half the trench diameter. Micro-Raman stress measure-
dislocation. The two dislocation etch pits on the substrate ments have moreover shown that the stress can be
surface and in the trench sidewa!l are marked by arrowheads. reduced by a BPSG (boron phosphorus silicate glass)

refill of the trench instead of the more common poly Si
bottom comer of a trench (fig. 7). Finite-element calcu- refill.
lations [21] of the stress at different positions around a Since trench-induced dislocations cause refresh-
trench have indeed shown that maximum stress arises at failure of the affected memory cells [11] process modifi-

cations and optimizations have been carried out to
prevent the formation of trench-induced dislocations.

7. Analysis and monitoring techniques for defects and

metal contamination

Appropriate analytical techniques and tools are im-

portant prerequisites to analyse and solve defect prob-
lems and to control low defect levels in VLSI technol-

ogy. Whereas in the development stage of a technology
and in the case of trouble shooting also sophisticated
techniques are used to some extent, for monitoring
purposes the techniques have to be rather simple, fast,
preferably nondestructive and preparation-free and sui-,
table for automated operation in cleanroom environ-
ment.

In the following we discuss examples of recently
developed analytical techniques which to a large extent
meet the requirements imposed on monitoring tech-
niques.

2 Pm 7, Crystallographic defect imaging by spatially resolved
modulated optical reflection ("thermawave imager")

Hg. 7. Three-dimensional defect delineation of trench-induced
dislocation (SEM-micrograph). The defect marked A originates The most frequently applied analytical technique to
near the bottom of the trench, defect B connects two trenches. detect extended crystal defects is defect etching [22-24],
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100)

(110)

(110)

a

- 10pjm

Fig. 9. Imaging of Ni-precipitates in intentionally contaminated CZ-Si. (a) Schematics of the geometry of NiSi2 precipitates, (h)
optical micrograph after 30 s defect etching; (c) "Thermawave" image.

Ji00U

Fig. 10. Imaging of oxidation-induced stacking faults intentionally contaminated by Ni. (a) "Thermawave" image;, (b) optical
micrograph after 60 s defect etching.
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whereas transmission electron microscopy is only used
in special cases due to the large amount of preparation mu.necessary. The third more common technique is trans- 086UO .
nm-ssion X-ray topography [25] which is preparation-free :8 s e

but has limited spatial resolution (5-10 j m) and is not OM .:
sensitive to crystal defects near the surface. ws."

Quite recently, the modulated optical-reflectance 0::
technique ("thermawave") [261 has been improved in . 12!.Eedn

spatial resolution to such a degree that it is possible to ; @!,:,
record scanned .hermawave images with a spatial reso-
lution of the order of 0.5 p~m. First tests have shown1-1:. U se

that crystal defects are imaged and that the images are onli ow
to a certain degree similar to the etch figures obtained:Mn

after crystal defect etching [27], as shown in the follow-
ing two examples

(1) Ni precipitates are usually in the shape of plate-
lets of NiSi2 on (111)-planes, which intersect the (100)
wafer surface in (110) directions (fig 9a). Hence the

etch figures are lines along (110) and resemble those of
stacking faults (fig. 9b). The thermawa"e image of the 100 ..... 300p
same defects recorded before defect etching is indeed
very similar to the etch figure (fig. 9c) and it is even Fig 11. Elymat diffusion length map of a 4 in. wafer con-
possible to de:ermine to which side of the intersection tarmnated by a manual implanter loading system.
with the surface the plate-like precipitate is inclined.

(2) Ni-contaminated oxidation-induced stacking
faults are imaged in a clearly different manner as the drive-in step. In this case the observed contamination
precipitates (fig. 10a): the defect image resembles that pattern was due to the manual loading system of the
of a banana, and it appears that mainly the decorated implanter.
boundary dislocation gives rise to a much iarger signal Fe detection by the SPV method is based on the fact
than the fault plane. Again there is a good correspon- that in boron-doped silicon interstitial iron undergoes a
dence to the defect etch figures (fig. 10b). reversible pairing reaction with boron and that intersti-

The main advantage of the thermawave technique tial iron is an about ten times more efficient recombina-
compared to conventional techniques is that it is coin- tion center than FeB. The modulation of the diffusion
pletely preparation-free and fully in-line compatible. length induced by iron in the different states is used to
Therefore checking for crystal defects could be an appli- determine the Fe concentration. By SPV measurements
cation of the technique in addition to the main routine on the same wafer as shown in fig. 11 it was ascertained
application to measure ion implantation doses before that iron was the contaminating species, i.e., the Elymat
annealing via the ion implantation damage [28], diffusion length map reflects mainly the distribution of

iron. Up to 6 x 1012 cm - 3 iron was found in regions
7.2. Bulk metal contamination control via diffusion length with small diffusion length, whereas the iron concentra-
measurements by surface photovoltage (SP) and electro- tion was less than - 3 X 1011 cm-3 in the other wafer
lytic metal tracer (Elymat) parts.

Dissolved impurities in the bulk can be monitored 7.3. Surface metal contamination control by total reflec-
easily and fast by minority carrier diffusion length tion X-ray fluorescence analysis (TXRF) in combination
measurements. Among these methods a very powerful with vapour phase decomposition (VPD)
tool is a combination of two recently developed tech-
niques, namely the Elymat [29] for recording diffusion In many processes of device fabrication and by
length maps and the surface photovoltage (SPV) method handling of the wafers metal impurities are deposited
for Fe detection in boron-doped silicon [30]. on the surfaccs (front sidc, back sidc) of the silicon

A high-resolution wafer map of the diffusion length wafers. For a direct control of surface contamination,
is provided by the Elymat. This often allows for a direct e.g., for checking the effectiveness of cleaning proce-
identification of the contamination source by revealing dures, VPD in combination with atomic-absorption
its characteristic contamination pattern. An example is spectroscopy (AAS) has been in routine use for several
given in fig. 11 which shows a diffusion length map of a years [31]. VPD is a preconcentration technique: the
4 in. wafer after ion implantation and a rapid anneal wafer surface is exposed to HF vapour which dissolves
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the native or thermal surface oxide. The metal impuri- [131 B. Fiegl and G. Zoth, to be published
ties are concentrated in the resulting condensate drop- [141 H. Cerva and K.H. Kusters, J Appl. Pnys 66 (1989) 4723.
let. Subsequently in the droplet usually onl a few key [IS1 H Cerva and H. Oppolzer,, Mater Res Soc. 183 (1990) in

elements are analyzed quantitatively by AAS (sensitivity pnnt

typically 10 9 to 1010 atoms/cm 2 ). The typical con- [161 L. Csepregi, E F. Kennedy, T.J. Gallagher, J.W. Mayer
and T.W. Sigmon, 3 App). Phys. 48 (1977) 4234.

tamination levels of current processes and virgin wafers [171 W. Bergholz, W. Mohr, W. Drewes and H. Wendt, Mater.distinctly exceed these detection limits. TXRF alone Sci Eng. B4 (1989) 359.
wuch is a preparation-free and multielement method [181 K. Yamabe, K Taniguchi and Y. Matsushita, im:, Defects
lacks in sensitivity (depending on the equipment detec- in Silicon. eds. W.M. Bullis and L C. Kimerling (The
tion limits between 1010 to 10l atoms/cm 2) [32]. Electrochemical Society, Pennington, NJ, 1984) p 629.

Recently, VPD has been combined with TXRF [191 L. Risch, W. Miller and R. Tielert, Semicond. Int. 11
[33,34] by analyzing the droplet residue by TXRF in- (1988) 246.
stead of AAS. Depending on the wafer diameter which [20] H. Wendt and S Sauter, J. Electrochem. Soc. 136 (1989)
determines the preconcentration factor, detection limits 1568.

can be lowered to 108 atoms/M 2, These are the metal [21] S. Nadahara, S Kambayashi, M. Watanabe and T.
Nakakubo, Ext. Abstr. 19th Conf. Solid State Devices andcontamination levels specified in Japan for virgin 200 Matenals, Tokyo, 1987, p. 327.

mm wafers used for devices of the 64M generation. [221 F. Secco d'Aragona, J. Electrochem Soc. 119 (1972) 948.

[231 K.H. Yang, J Electrochem Soc 131 (1984) 1140.
[241 M.W. Wright Jenkins, J. Electrochem Soc 124 (1977)
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A survey of implant particulate process control and yield effects *

L.A., Larson 1
Natwnal Semcwonductor Corporation, Santa Clara. CA, USA

This paper is a review of current work to improve particulate control in ion implantation equipment The first section includes
current published research work which will be outlined and summarized. The second section focusses on work performed at National
Semiconductor Corporation on testing and implementing an in situ particle monitonng system. The first equipment test consisted of
a single monitor mounted in a medium current implanter. This test indicated that the particle signal correlated to surface scan
monitor tests and that operating characteristics of the ion implanters which produce particles were observable. Our followup effort
was an implementation of the in situ counters on all the implanters as a single particle counting system for the fab The result of this
work was a pareto-like analysis of machine and process issues which resuit in particle events. A correlation ,f lot-specific particle
counts to yield was also developed The advances in machine particulate control are contrasted with the needs ard trends in process
development Although the advances in particulate control have been excellent, the predicted future requirements are even more
stringent The implications of these needs on both particulate performance and measurement are discussed

1. Introduction few hundred z'ngstroms to about seven thousand
angstroms, at the maximum for standard processing.

Particulate control is widely recognized as one of the The lnewidths of the circuit may also range as low as
primary concerns in achieving higher yields in the ion seven thousand angstroms. It is not surprizing then, that
implantation steps of semiconductor processing. Eari, a particle of three thousand angstroms (the lowest value
analog and bipolar implant process flows would only we can reliably measure) can block the implant and
have one to three implant steps, the critical area for seriously degrade the performance of the circuit through
particle contamination would be small and there would shorting (or opening) the junction Secondary effects
be a large number of die. All of these lead to low impact that may also occur are that contaminants may be
of particulate contamination. Present day development released from the particle by sputtering during the
processes for submicron CMOS include 10-15 implant
steps, with a small number of die and large values of :he
critical area These make particulate contamination dur- Incident Ions
ing implant an increasing concern.

Several excellent reviews of particulate detection and
control have been presented in the literature [1-3].
Several papers discuss specifically the generation and
monitoring of particles in semiconductor processing
equipment 14-61. Another topic that is broadly treated Killer
is particle control and reduction in semiconductor Particle
processing [7-91. It is the intent of this paper to supple-
ment these reviews more than it is to cover the field
totally.

There are multiple effects that occu: when a particle
comes to rest in an active area of a semiconductor
device. These are shown schematically in fig. 1. The
primary impact of the particle dunng implant is that it Contammants
shields the covered portion of the device from the .. released during -.im - pa te
implant. Implantation depths generally range from a annealing juctine...... .... ,-- • , junction

• Invited paper
Presently with Sematech, 2706 Montopolis Drive, Austin, Fig. I Effects due to a "killer" particle on an opening in a

TX 78741 USA. circuit (after ref [1])
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implant or by sintering during the following anneal 1S0

step.
The effect of particulate contamination on final yield 0 COUNTER

of the wafer is described by a relationship called S 100

Murphy's Law. It states that the yield on a water (Y) is
dependent on the product of the defect density (D) and 0

on the critical area of the die (A) as by the following so URN . i 1 I-TURBULENT
relationship:

Y= YV[(1-exp{-AD})/AD] 2 . 0 1
101 10

2  
10

3  
10

4  
10

5

This relationship is shown in fig. 2 for several of the REYNOLDS NUMBEh

important technologies processed today. At low defect Fig 3 The increase in particle counts as a function of Rey-
densities the yield loss is nearly linear following the nolds number of the gas flow (after ref [131)
ratio or the number of defects to the number of die. At
higher densities this effect mollifies somewhat, because
the number of die available that have not already been 2. Vacuum transport
affected is greatly reduced. As shown in fig. 2, this is a
difficult trend to follow as the newer technologies de- A topic of great interest in the literature is that of
velop. The older bipolar technologies featured a few the mechanisms which allow the motion of particles in

thousand die on a wafer with ltnewidths over ten mi- vacuum systems. The driving motives of research on this

crons. Murphy's law is kind to these processes as the topic is to develop mechanisms and procedures such
critical area is small and the number of die is large. that particle motion does not occur, thus allowing the
These are the nearly straight lines denoted as Analog wafer to pass cleanly. It is generally thought that the

and as 'TL/ECL. The trend for advancing CMOS particle transport occurs through aerodynamic forces

technologies is shown in the lower portion of the same [12]. Fig 3 illustrates the results of Chen and co-workers

chart. Early estimates of the layout for 64 Mbit DRAMs of the University of Santa Barbara [13]. Their work

indicates that a 200 mm wafer will contain about 300 demonstrated clearly that particle count rate is related

die at linewidths of about 0.5 ltm [11]. Murphy's law to the Reynolds flow number of the vacuum system.

indicates the extreme yield loss for this case in the lower Given a low Reynolds number (laminar flow) the count

curve of fig 2 rate is very low This increases for Reynolds number
that are considered transitional. The particle countei

iturates at high (turbulent flow) Reynolds numbers
As a corollary effect, the forces of adhesion for small

A', particles are considered to be Van der Waals in nature
[12]. There should then be a limiting value of "air"

- .velocity, below which particles will not move. This

concept was explored by a group of authors from the
Eaton Corporation [14.151. Their work is shown in fig

100000 -

"" Velocity : :_

n (cm/sec)

5 10000 = -

Ij t"Jill,: :

1000 R.. .
1 10 100 1000

Killer D)efects Average Channel Pressure (Torr)

Fig 2 Fractional yield as a function of the number of killer Fig 4 The gas flow velocity necessary to dislodge a 5 jsm
defects as described by Murphy's law for a number of processes particle as a function of the average channel pressure (after

in production today. rsfs. [14,151).
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1 oon the fields of an ion beam. Given that the momentum of

the beam is directed towards the endstation, it follows
that the beam itself may t: ansport contamination to the

800 wafer. This theory has been supported by visual ob-
C servation of such particles [19] but no direct experimen-

tal work has been reported as of yet.

(D C 3. In situ monitoring
Z, purnpd r,im .r e rur Ve

C4 10 \In situ monitonng has dominated the recent litera-
ture on particle detection and monitoring. As a portion

• rNr \, of that work is from National Semiconductor, I will

_ " .:t demonstrate with our results while commenting on more
0.. general principles.

': . I There are three basic techniques for particle detec-
_F , tC-I--. "-t tion ani monitoring in a production envirionment. Bare

S- wafer surface scanners have a size resolution of 0.3-0 2
rim and are generally used between one and five times

Time after 1000 Tort (see) on each production shift for each ion implanter A more

Fig 5 lllustraion of condensation by tracking particle counts advanced technology is the patterned wafer surface

with an wnhout nitrogen backfill (after ref [171) scanners. These have poorer size resolution at 1.0-05
Lm but may be used more frequently as routine produc-
tion could be sampled (hopefully 10-30 per shift!). As

4. Here the gas flow velocity necessary to move 5 in compared to these, an in situ monitor has intermediate
particles of various materials is determined as a func- resolution, at 0.5-0.3 lim, but monitors every wafer"
tion of the pressure. While the particles are generally This is the primary advantage of the in situ monitoring
larger than those of interest in semiconductor device systems - the process envirionment is sampled for every
manufacturing, it may be argued that the larger par- wafer rather than sampling being performed dt long
ticles will move easier That makes these relationships intervals according to an inspectio'n plan.
an appropriate boundary condition to follow in devel- The importance of this concept is illustrated in fig 6
oping pumping and venting pressure-flow curves [20] Here the in situ particle count rate for a produc-

Another mechanism that has been of concern is the tion Varian DF4 implanter is plotted as a function of
condensation of water on particles that may occur dur- time over an interesting set of events. Notice that in the
ing the adiabatic cooling of pumpdown. This has been first two hours of the data thc baseline particle count is
an enabling mechanism for the development of high slowly decreasing but that there are episodic particle
sensitivity atmospheric particle counters, but in an im- events that are slowly becoming worse. This continues
planter loadlock it is just as effective as a ueposition until a wafer sticks in the loadlock just after 18:00
mechanism. Wu et al. of IBM [16] have published a hours. It is expected that this set of episodic% signals
complete theoretical treatment of this subject with some
experimental results. Chen and Hackwood [17] did simi-
lar work on a more experimental level. One of their 10 - . Peak level
results is shcwn in fig. 5. There, a large particle signal - .- - " -

developed during the pumpdown after regular atmo- -- - -a.

spheric exposure but did not occur when the chamber swa

was carefully backfilled with nitrogen. Any procedure V1 , 
- ' -I

or equipment that removes the residual atmospheric E so - . -

humidity seems to have similar effect Both molecular V aseline
sieves and other dry gases w ere tested with the same- -,0me Prod tZon re e
result. 20 /resumed

The consensus is that particle effects in vacuum 0 -

systems and loadlocks are becoming much better under- N
stood and, in particular, are managable. The situation 16 17 le 19 20

becomes more complex for ion beam systems. Brown et T'ie fhou.s)

al. [18] have published a theoretical work demonstrating Fig 6 In situ count rate as a function of time for production
that particles of macroscopic size may be suspended in operation on a DF4 implanter
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would probably not be observed with a monitor wafer
chosen at random. A second interesting effect is ob-
served in the later portion of the same figure. The
established procedure of this fab is that after a mainte- =

nance intervention the implanter is "cleaned" with
dummy wafers before real production is resumed. The
four lots of dummy wafers between 1.45 and 19:30 :2
clearly return the implanter particle signal to much less =

than the previous baseline. However, as soon as produc-
tion is resumed at 19.30, the in situ particle signal
increases to previous levels

Borden [21] has described these effects through the
concept of a particle conservation theory. In this theory,
an implanter or any type of vacuum system is consid-
ered a closed system for particle generation Particle
sources include the production wafers, the process gases
used in the loadlock and the intrinsic wear of the ."r

system. The particle sinks are the same production HYT Particle Count
wafer leaving the system and the gas flow evacuated Fig. Particle outfr
fo thsytmAswtancosrainsse in Fig. 7 Process yield as a function of in situ particle count for a
from the system. As with any conservation system in single implant as measured on many lots of NMOS product
equilibrium, this system would seek equilibrium levels The upper tine is the predicted yield limit due to particles at
of particles based on these sources and sinks. Thus a ihis mask level
sporadic event would have forces trying to return the
particle levels to the baseline as long as there are no
new particle producing events Similarly, when clean
dummy wafers are run the system responds by estab- tion tests do give a particle baseline for the system, but
hshing a new. lower haseine level. Unfortunately. as unfortunately it is not the baseline that the production
soon as the production is resumed, the system also wafers are exposed to'
trends back to the previous baseline levels Clearly, the
method to actually reduce the particulate effects for the
system as a whole is to reduce the rates of paiticle 4. Future requirements
introduction from the sources Minor changes may be
effected by changing particle populations in a portion Present generation implanters are boasting an added
of the system, but if the input rates are not affected particle count on the order of 0.03 to 0.05 particles/cm 2

then it may be predicted that the output rates will This is a significant improvement over the machine
return to equilibrium, performances of the late '80s but at best is merely in

Fig 7 illustrates that a much more causal relation- step with the trends of process shrinks. This perfor-
ship between particles and yield may he established due inance is expected to be sufficient to meet the needs of
to the on-line nature of in situ particle counting [221. 1M DRAM (1.2 stm) and 4M DRAM (0.8 pm) processes
This work evaluated the relationship between six months but is at best marginal for 16M DRAM (0.5 gm)
of NMOS production and the in situ partick counts as processes These 0.5 plm processes are in development
iecorded for four of the implant steps Individual maxi- now and are expected to hit production by 1992 [11].
mum sensitivities for each mask layer were developed This is not far in the future! At the same time, develop-
using the limiting value of Poissons form of the yield ment efforts will be on-line for 64M DRAM (0.35 pm)
equation. These followed the expected trends as per the processes The particulate target for these processes is
criticality of each step and as per the amount of active 0.003 particles/cm2 . This is one particle per 200 mm
circuit exposed at that layer The end result of this wafer per implant step' Clearly more work needs to be
exercise was that the yield hit was approximately 05% done
per mask layer due to these effects. The average surface As a matter of per.,pe,.tive. one can ratio these
scan particle counts during these tests was on the order requirements up to macroscopic sizes. If the 0 3 im
of 0.5/cm2 and the in situ particle count was on the particle is increased to one centimeter, then the die that
order of 10 counts per lot The disturbing part of these it would affect increases from 1.44 cm (predicted [11])
results is that the largest number of these three numbers to 480 meters on a side. It would obviously be a
is the number of die killed (number of die killed >> challenge to even deal with that area ratio, but consider
surface scan particle count > in situ particle count)'! that the 200 mm diameter of the wafer has increased to
This is again indicative that the surface scan qualifica. 6.7 kmi This is the size of a city (Dublin for example).

Ill. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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This is a matter of concern in that we all will have to (21 TC Smith, Nucl. Instr and Meth. B37/38 (1989) 486.
be able to monitor to this scale in order to effectively [31 1 Hattori, Microelectronic Manuf. Test 11(5) (1988) 31.
control these processes and to qualify machines to run [41 H S. Nagaraj. B L Owens and R.J. Miller, in. Particles in

them I have a particular concern with the sampling rate Gases and Liquids 1., Detection, Characterization and

that is implicit with this iequirement. Do we declare a Control, ed K.L Mittal (Plenum, New York, 1989) p

machine or process out-of-control when we get a par- 283

ticle count of 1? What sort of sampling frequency is [51 P. Borden. Microcontam nation 8(2) (1990) 23
[61 P.B. Keady, K J Weyrauch and A.S Viner, Forum Con-necessary to effectively declare that this is a true read- tmeprSp.18,VraleFacnecessry totaminexpert, Sept. 1989, Versailles, France

mg9 The in situ monitors look particularly good when [71 P Borden, Microcontamination 8(3) (1990) 47.
measured against these concerns [23], however even an [8] J.F O'Hanlon, J Vac Sci Technol A5 (4) (1987) 2067
analysis of their predicted count rates showed a level [9] J F O'Hanlon. J Vac Sci Technol A7 (3) (1989) 25
which is of concern when considering the accuracy of [101 J Strain. S Moffatt and M. Current, Microtamination 7
low signal rates This rate was about one count every (5) (1989) 47
four minutes [111 ICE News 21 (2) (May 1990)

[121 K L Mittal ted ), Particles on Surfaces I and Particles on
Surfaces If (Plenum, New York, 1989).

5. Conclusions [131 D. Chen, T Seidel, S Belnski and S Hackwood, J Vac
Several advances in our understanding of particulate Sci Technol A7 (5) (1989) 3105.

generation. transportation and control have been de- [141 M E Mack, D E Stone. J A Jost and P Sferlazzo. Semi-

scribed here. Recent advances in monitoring technology con/East 89 Proc (SEMI., 1989) p 107

have been described with examples of different analyses [151 P Sfeilazzo, D K Stone, J A Jost and M E Mack, Semi-
con /Korea 89 P.oc. (SEMI, 1989)

that can result from th. e technologies In general, [161 J.J Wu, D W Cooper and R J. Miller, J Vac Sci. Tech-
advances in equipment particulate control have taken nol A8 (31 (1990) 1961
the industry to the point of results on the order of 0 03 [171 D. Chen and S Hackwood, J Va" Sci Technol A8 (2)
to 005 part:,ies/cm added This is adequate for pre- (1990) 933
sent technologies and for the development of processes [181 D.A Brown, J I- O'Hanlon and P Sferlazzo, IES Proc'
for 1 -2 years from now. Target technologies for devel- (1990) p 396
opment in the '92-'93 timeframe require added par- 119] M Vella, private communication, GSVIUG Meeting,

ticulate levels of 0 003 particles/cm 2. This is a particu- March 1990
larly difficult and agressive goal for both implanters [201 L A [arson and P Borden. ISMSS Proc. (1989) p 61

and the equipment that is made to monitor particle [211 P Borden. Microcontammation 8(1) (1990) 21

levels. [221 L A Ltarson and P A Haunschild. Fine Particle Society
Meeting. August 1990

[231 P Bord-n. GSVIUG Notes. March 1990
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Wafer charging study on a Varian 160 XP ion implanter
with charge-sensitive devices
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Motorola Inc. MOS-6, 2200 West Broadway, Mesa, AZ 85202, USA
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Varian Ion Implant Systems, Blackburn Industrial Park, Gloucester, MA 01930, USA

S.B. Felch
Varian Research Center, 611 Hansen Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303, USA

S. Kikuchi
Tokyo Electron Lmited, Kyusht, Japan

Device yield is significantly affected by positive surface charge build-up during high current implantation. In order to protect the
devices from ,'harging-up, ion implanters are equipped with electron flood systems which supply a steady flow of low energy electrons
to the wafer t neutralize the positive charge induced by the ion beam Excellent device yields have been achieved on the Varian XP
series of higl, current implanters with two different techniques for charge neutralization - auto emission electron flood control system
and a new, alternative, charge neutralization method. These two techniques have been evaluated with a state-of-the-art, charge-sensi-
ivz .OS structure, involving different gate oxide thicknesses and a high charge multiplier ratio The effect of several implant

parameters, including beam spot size, species, and various electron flood conditions on yield were also examined Device yield was
characterized by breakdown voltage (Vbd) measurements.

i. Introduction studied with a charge-sensitive MOS structure, will be
presented.

Several processes used in the fabrication of modern
semiconductor devices involve charged particles. Ion
implantation, which relies on the transport of positively 2. Experimental
charged ions into the target semiconductor wafer, is one
of these processes. As the lateral geometries and the All charging tests conducted for this investigation
gate oxide thicknesses involved in these devices con- were run on a Varian 160XP high-current ion implanter.
tinue to shrink to accommodate the rapid trend towards Two different techniques for charge neutralization were
4-16 Mb memory level integration, their susceptibility examined. These are "electron flood system no. 1" and
to charging damage during high-current implantation "electron flood system no. 2". These will be referred to
increases proportionally. It is therefore, necessary to as EFS-1 and EFS-2 respectively, in the remainder of
somehow neutralize the ion-beam-induced charge to the text. The EFS-1 is available as a product on all XP
protect the devices from such damage. Most high-cur- series of Varian high current implanters, whereas EFS-2
rent implanters of today are equipped with electron is being tested and is currently under development by
flood systems to neutralize the charge on the wafers. the vendor. In the EFS-1, primary elcctrons from an
However, the demand for higher beam currents to ad- electrically heated filament mounted oi one wall of the
dress the throughput needs of the device manufacturers Faraday are used to generate charge neutralizing low
places considerable constraints upon the ability of mod- energy secondaries from the opposite wall of the Fara-
ern implanters to provide adequate methods for neutral- day cage. A closed loop electronic system varies the
izing the charging effects of high beam currents. In this primary ermission level of the flood system to regulate
paper, the effectiveness of two charge neutralization the net disk current at a user-selected value. More
techniques in a Varian XP high-current implanter, detailed accounts of this electron flood system have

0168-583X/91/$03.50 D 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V, (North-Holland) Ill. TttROUGHPUT & YIELD
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138 R. Nee et l / Wafer charging study on a Varian 160 XP

been published elsewhere [1--3]. In the EFS-2, a low constant beam current and by turning "on" the high
energy electron source injects the electrons into the voltage suppression bias (-10 kV) in "decel mode" of
Faraday for charge neutralization. This system differs operation.
from EFS-I in that the energy of the charge-neutralizing Test vehicles used were state-of-the-art MOS test
electrons is independent of the Faraday conditions. This structures with gate oxide thicknesses of 235 and 180 A,
would result in an increased MTBF from the standpoint fabricated on 150 mm. p-type (106) silicon wafers. The
of Faraday maintenance. The details of the EFS-2 will charge multiplier ratio was about 3.3 X 10', thereby
be published at a later date when the system will be making the test structures extremely charge-sensitive.
fully qualified as a product by the vendor. Electrical characterization of the implanted devices was

The effects of several implant parameters such as ion done by breakdown voltage (Vhd) measurements. A
species and beam spot size were also studied. The ion controlled voltage ramp was applied across the gate
species implanted were; 'IB, 49(BF2,), and 75As '. The while monitoring the flow of current through the oxide.
spot size (or the charge density) of the beam was varied The criterion for breakdown was the voltage where I
by changing the extraction voltage while maintaining ItA of current was detected through the oxide

Arsenic, 3E15/cm2, 80 keV, beam = 9.0 mA

100 EFS-1

4'I 235 A

S8U_ 180 A
._J

F-60

LLJ

r 40
LiJ
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0 

-

CONTROL FLOOD GUN Idisk [disk Idisk
NO IMPLANT "OFF" 0 mA -' mA -2 mA

ELECTRON FLOOD CONDITION

Arsenic, 3E15/cm2, 80 keV, Ibeam = 9 0 mA

1oo EFS-2
235 A

t 80 180 A
._J
LJ

,- 60z
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20l
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ELECTRON FLOOD CONDITION

Fig 1. Yield plots for arsenic-implanted charge monitor wafers under various conditions of electron flooding for EFS-1 and EFS-2.
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3. Results and discussion clearly demonstrating the need for charge neutraliza-
tion.

A typical n' source/drain implant was used to Use of the EFS-1 and EFS-2 markedly improved the
study the effect of the various flood conditions on both device yield for all 3 conditions tested in this expen-
charge neutralization systems. Arseric ions with 80 keV ment. The results of EFS-1 also indicate that optimum
energy were implanted into the wafers to a dose of charge neutralization is achieved when the disk current
3 x 1015 cm - 2 at a beam current of 9.0 mA in the is anywhere from 0 to -1 mA (giving 100% yield for
"accel mode" of operation. Device yields for wafers both oxide thicknesses at -1 mA). Although this may
implanted with the two flood systems are depicted in indicate that slight overflooding is necessary for achiev-
fig. 1. The control wafers, which received no implant, ing optimum charge neutralization, the conditions may
had 100% yield for both gate oxide thicknesses, indicat- vary from one device type to another. In addition, for
ing good process control in the fabncation of the de- any given flood condition, the yield on a wafer with the
vices. On the other hand, wafers implanted without any thicker gate oxide (235 A) was always somewhat higher
electron flood showed poor yields on both endstations, than that on a wafer with a thinner oxide (180 A). This

Boron, 3E15/cm2, 30 keV, Ibeam = 3.0 mA

10O0 EFS- 1
[ 235 A

0 80 r 180 A

60

W 40

b / NOT TESTED

CONTROL FLOOD GUN Idisk Idisk Idisk
NO IMPLANT "OFF" 0 mA -1 mA -2 mA

ELECTRON FLOOD CONDITION

Boron, 3E15/cm2,. 30 keV, Ibeam = 3.0 mA

10 EFS-2

235 A
_j80 - 180 A

-60w

40
20

20/ NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

CONTROL NO FLOOD "LOW" "MED . HI",
NO IMPLANT FLOOD FLOOD FLOOD

ELECTRON FLOOD CONDITION
Fig. 2. Yield plots for boron-implantcd charge monitor wafers under various conditions of electron flooding for EFS-1 and EFS-2.
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is consistent with the fact that the dielectric breakdown Among p-type dopants, BF2
+ implants gave better

voltage decreases with decreasing oxide thickness, device yields than were obtained with B+ implants for
thereby making thin oxides more susceptible to charg- both electron flood systems under investigation. This
ing effects, can be explained by the different beam spot sizes and

In addition to arsenic, the charging effects of several the resulting current densities in the two cases. Due to
other species such as B+ and BF2

+ were studied under its larger mass, the space-charge effects will be more
implant conditions very similar to those encountered in pronounced for BF2 than for boron. Consequently, the
actual device production. The species were implanted in beam spot size for BF2

+ ions for the same beam current
"decel mode", to a dose of 3 x 10's cm - 2. The beam will be much larger. The reduced charge density is less
current for B + and BF2+ ions was 3.0 and 4.5 mA, damaging to the oxide thereby resulting in improved
respectively. Device yields for the two cases are de- device yield.
picted in figs. 2 and 3. Higher yields vere obtained at The influence of beam spot size (or charge density)
disk current of - 1 mA, reflecting the consistency with on device yield was further studied by a series of tests
results on the arsenic implants whereby singly-charged arsenic ions at a beam current

BF2, 3E15/cm2, 40 keV, Ibeam = 4.65 mA

100- EFS- 1

235 A

80 18N O
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S40 ¢ %
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~NOT TESTED NOT TESTED /
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NO IMPLANT "OFF" 0 mA -LDA -2 mA
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BF2, 3E15icm2, 40 keV, Ibeam =4.65 mA
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Fig. 3. Yield plots for BF2-implanted charge monitor wafers under various conditions of electron flooding for EFS-I and EFS-2
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of 4.2 mA were implanted into the test wafers to a dose Arsenci, 4 5E15/cr2, 50 key, ibeam, 4 2 mA

of 4.5 X 1015 cm - 2 at 50 keV under a variety of extrac- DECEL MODE US_1
1 00 DEC 3tion conditions. For all the implants performed for this 1 ;- o',-" De'CE 235, , f r ' IDISK = 0 A

investigation, the disk current was held constant at 0 c 8o --

mA using the EFS-1. The results for the 235 A gate SUP
oxide device used in these tests are depicted in fig. 4 60 r -0,,

The results show that as lone as the extraction
energy of the ions is lower than or equal to the final 40'..

energy of the species (Vo = 40, 45 and 50 keV) or in
other words, the implant is performed in "accel mode", ,,,-

high device yields (up to 100%) can be achieved. How- 0
ever, when the extraction energy exceeds the final en- 55 60

ergy of the species (V, = 55 and 60 keV), thereby EXTRACTION VOLTAGE (N KILOVOLTS

rendering the implant to be run in "decel mode", there Fig. 5 Effects of (- 10 kV) suppression bias on the yield of

is a significant drop in yield (64 and 46% at 55 and 60 arseniclimplanted charge monitor wafers with the disk current

keV, respectively). The difference in yield can be ex- held constant at 0 mA using EFS-l

plained by the different charge densities of the beam in
the two modes of operation. In the "accel mode" of
operation, both the high voltage °appression (- 10 kV)
and the pre-Faraday bias ( -- 1 kV) are "on" during the sion bias turned "on" manually. For both extraction
implant. The stripping of the electrons from the beam conditions tested, dramatic improvement in yield was
by these negative potentials causes the beam to blow observed. These results are shown in fig. 5.
up, which results in a diluted charge density of the
beam Consequently, the devices are not exposed to
severe charging conditions, and this results in higher 4. Conclusions
yields.
On the other hand, when the implant is run in the The effectiveness of two charge neutralization tech-

"decel mode", both the -10 and -I kV suppression niques for the Varian XP series of high-current im-
biases are automatically turned off Furthermore, the planters has been studied with charge-sensitive MOS
high extraction potentials, cause the ion beam to be structures. While the EFS-1 is a fully established prod-
sharply focussed as it emerges from the ion source uct for these implanters and continues to perform re-
Since the electron suppressing biases are absent in this markably well at the production level, the EFS-2 has
case. the beam remains space-charge neutralized during also demonstrated promising results under the same
its transport to the wafer. Therefore, the charge density implant conditions. Further testing needs to be con-
of the beam is much higher, which in turn results in tinued to develop the latter into a qualified product.
charging damage of the devices. The results of this work also show that the beam spot

In order to substantiate this finding, the tests were size plays a very important role in achieving optimum
repeated in the "decel mode" with the - 10 kV suppres- device yields We conclude that, in order to prevent the

devices from charging damage during high current im-
plantation, the implant conditions should be chosen so

Arsenc, 4 5E'5,r2. 50 ye,. ecz- 4 2 A as to keep the charge density as low as possible without
sacrificing beam current. In addition, any set of implant

00 , 235 A conditions optimized for a given device type may not be

0EFS-I applicable to another
Idisk = 0 mA
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Charging studies with "CHARM"
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W., Weisenberger, S. Cherekdjian and D. Lindsey
Ion Inplant Sert'tcee. 10.50 Kifer Road. Sunnivale, CA 94086, USA

A novel. EEPROM transistor-based wafer surface-charge monitor has been applied to quantitative assessment of surface charging
during 120 kV, 5 X 1015 arsenic ion implants under a variety of beam-current, flood-gun and argon pressure conditions Least negative
charging was observed Aith argon backfi1 , in the absence of flood-gun electrons Comparison of devices with different-sized
charge-collection electrodes supports the voltage source model of surface charging

1. Introduction step in this direction was taken by Yoshida et al. 161. in
monitoring the threshold voltage shift of EEPROM

The shallo,.,,, highly doped n + p junctions required transistors subjected to a variety of process conditions
by high-performance ICs are almost universally imple- However, no effort was reported to determine the m-
mented with high-dose arsenic implants. To irprove fluence of UV on the final threshold voltage (UV can
throughput, ion-implanter manufacturers have been eject electrons from the floating gate, thus affecting the
providing the semiconductor industry with high-beam- threshold ,oltage shift, leading to an erroneou'. estimate
current ion implanters Unfortunately. the anticipated of the surface potential), and the investigation did not
throughput improvem,nts have not been completely encompass the use of different-sized charge-collection
achieved due to gate-oxide breakdown [1] or other electrodes to investigate the presence or absence of the
structural damage [21 resulting from charge buildup on "antenna effect", which is critical to developing circuit
the surface of the implanted wafers during high-beam- la- out guidelines and understanding the physical mech-
current implants To monitor this phenomenon and to anisms underlying wafer surface charging.
establish preventive IC design guidelines, IC manufac In this paper we report experimental results, ob-
turers have used simple, conveniently available. poly- tamed under a variety of high-current arsenic implants,
silicon capacitors with varying gate oxide-field oxide using a dedicated, EEPROM-based wafer surface-charge
ratios, area-edge ratios, etc [1,3]. Relying on determin- monitor which employs devices with different-sized
tig the number of damaged or destroyed capacitors, chargc-collection electrodes, and "reference" devices
this technique has frequently failed to provide definitive which permit separation of the electrostatic and UV
answers [3]. influence on the threshold voltage shift of the monitor

Ideally, a monitor is needed which gives a direct deces. The experimental conditions examine the effect
measure of the driving force behind the damage- the of beam current, flood-gun current, bias voltage and
potential developed on the wafer surface Fo this end, argon backfill pressure on the surface-charging char-
implant manufacturers have developed in situ monitors acteristics of 120 kV, 5 X 10"' As implants performed on
which provide a waveform of the potential developed an Eaton model NVIO-160 ion implanter
across a capacitor as the beam sweeps over it [4,5[. This
approach, however, employs special fixtures within the
!mplant chamber, is confronted with difficult stgnal 2. Device description
tratnsmission problems, requires considerable knowledge
(some of which may be missing) in interpreting the Implemented in clusters populating the entire wafer,
waveforms, and, in the mind of the user, does not the CHARM (charge monitor) device, shown in fig. la.
sufficiently imitate the conditions occurring on product employs electrically erasable PROM transistors whose
wafers To instill this essential confidence, the monitor control gates are connected to aluminum charge-collec-
itself should be a wafer which has the ability to "re- tion electrodes located on thick oxide Electrostatic
member" the peak potential developed on its surface A charge deposited on the collection electrodes gives rise
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Fig 1. CHARM stncture.

to a potential proportional to the amount of deposited limit approaches or exceeds the breakdown voltage of
charge and the collection electrode-to-substrate oxide contemporary gate oxides and, consequently, does not
thickness. This potential, in turn, programs the impose any practical limitations on the utility of the
EEPROM memory transistors by altering their threshold monitor. Moreover, if the processing medium behaves
voltages in proportion to the potential on the charge like a current source, it is possible to extend this limit,
collection electrodes [7]. The monitor is, therefore, a as discussed later. The lack of response between - 10
polarity-sensitive peak voltage detector with memory. and + 10 V appears more serious. Fortuna!t;iy, it can be
Its threshold voltage shift versus control gate potential, completely circumvented by preprogramming the moni-
shown in curve (a) of fig. 2, is determined during wafer tor EEPROM transistors to their saturated threshold
probe by repeated application of external voltages to voltage state, where the transistors will respond to the
the charge-collection electrodes. slightest potential of the opposite polarity, as indicated

Two undesirable characteristics may be observed in in curves (b) and (c) of fig. 2. Consequently, the entire
curve (a): the EEPROM transistor does not respond to range of surface potentials between -25 and + 30 V
applied voltages between - 10 V and + 10 V, and the can be monitored with this device.
threshold voltage shift saturates for applied voltages It should also be observed that the EEPROM mem-
lower than - 25 V or greater than 30 V. The absence of ory transistor is a rapidly responding device, as evident
response between - 10 and + 10 V implies that the from fig. 3, which shows its threshold voltage shifts for
applied potential is insufficient to cause electron tunnel- different duration p.ogramming pulses (different batch
ing through the thin tunnel oxide, while the saturation than given in fig. 2). In view of the 1-5 ms duration of
is due to reverse tunneling across the tunnel oxide when the positive and negative pulses observed with in situ
the floating gate potential is sufficiently low (or high) capacitive sensors during high-current implants [5,8],
and the external programming voltage is removed. While and the less than 3 pF equivalent capacitance of the
the saturation places a limit on the maximum surface CHARM monitor, it behaves as a last-toggle device,
potential the devices can monitor unambiguously, this recording the polarity and peak value of the last pulse it

encounters It is important to keep this in mind when

20 interpreting the experimental data.
To deterrmne whether a wafer-processing environ-

ment behaves like an area-proportional current sou'rce,
leading to the "antenna effect", or an area-independent,
voltage source, monitors employing a broad range of

10- (b) charge-collection electrode areas were implemented. Due

( = A15.0
.C X> lOus

S10.0 1ms
" + lOOms

0-0

0.0.

-10- -.....

-40 .20 0 20 40 -10.0
control gate voltage

Fig. 2. CHARM response to control gate potential (a) as -15.0 I I I I i
manufactured, (b) programmed positive to seitse negative -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

potential, and (c) programmed negative to se,,se positive Control Gate Voltage (V)
potential. Fig. 3 CHARM pulse response.

I-,
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to charge sharing between the charge-collection capaci- establishing specific threshold voltages on a set of four
tor and the EEPROM memory transistor, the voltage devices, on 47 sites per wafer. Two devices, a reference
developed on the control gate of the EEPROM tran- device and its corresponding monitor device, were pre-
sistor depends on the size of the charge-collection elec- programmed using a 20 V pulse, applied to the charge-
trode. When the charge-collection electrode capacitance collection electrode, which resulted in threshold volt-
is large in comparison to the EEPROM transistor ages of approximately 10 V. Two additional monitor
capacitaice the voltage developed on the charge-collec- devices, each having a different charge-collection elec-
tion electrode approaches the unloaded charge-collec- trode area, were electrically erased to a threshold volt-
tion voltage VtH, given by VH = Qs(to/eox), where Qs age of approximately 3 V. The threshold nltnges of
is the deposited charge per unit area, t is the dielectric these four devices were measured again after the im-
thickness, and Cox is the associated dielectric constant, plants.
When the charge-collection electrode approaches the
size of the EEPROM transistor control gate, the voltage
developed on the charge-collection electrode approaches 4. Analysis of results
Vi,. the voltage that would he developed if the charge The analysis of the implant charging results began
were deposited on the transistor control gate directly.
For the EEPROM transistor layout and dielectric thick- with a post-implant comparison of the threshold voltage

nesses employed in the devices used in this study, shift of the preprogrammed reference devices. The max-

VL = V,/6 To span a large range of possible surface imum threshold voltage shift of 0.4 V in the first round

potentials, 21 different electrode areas have been em- of experiments, and 0.0 V threshold voltage shift in the

ployed (91, spanning ratios of 2.25 to 100 in the charge- second round, indicated that the several volts post-im-

collection electrode to control gate areas. plant threshold voltage shifts on the monitor devices did

Optical removal of charge from the floating gates of not require any compensation for optical erasure of the

the well-shielded monitor memory transistors, which charge content of the floating gates. (The maximum 0.4

would lead to incorrect measurements of wafer-surface V shift in the first round may be due to initial threshold

peak charge/voltage, ik ionitored with reference de- voltage instabilities typical of floating-gate devices.)

vices, shown in fig. lb, which are identical to the Next, a comparison was made of the post-implant

monitor devices but have their charge-collection elec- threshold voltages of the two monitors with different-

trodes connected to the substrate through 6 kf2 resis- sized charge-collection electrodes. A typical result is

tors. with the purpose of providing electrostatic dis- shown in fig. 4. The identical threshold voltages are a

charge paths. The reference devices are probed and clear indication of the absence of the "antenna effect",

preprogrammed to a high threshold state before the confirming the results obtained by Benveniste [5] that

wafers are placed in an ion implanter. Post-implant the electron cloud around the beam appears to behave

threshold voltage shifts of the reference transistors can like a voltage source. This result also allowed a direct

be used to compensate for optical effects in the monitor analysis of the post-implant threshold voltages on the

memory transistors, preprogrammed monitors, which formed the basis of
the summary of charging results shown in fig. 5, derived
by first examining the histograms of the final threshold

3. Experimental conditions and tet procedures voltages and converting them to surface potential with
the help of fig. 2 (or the equation VURr = VTH - 16). It

The purpose of this experiment was to examine the should be observed on the basis of fig. 3 that the

utility of the CHARM monitor under a variety of
high-cuirent arsenic implant conditions. In order to , 1,
emphasize the influence of flood-gun current, bias, and
argon backfill pressure on wafer-charging characteris- Ii
tics, the implant energy and dose were set at 120 kV and o2B1 I

5 x 1015 cm , respectively. All implants were per- C I
formed on the Eaton NVIO-160 ion implanter. In order o 11 F
to perform the cxpcriment within a reasonable period of e "

ime, we used a total of nine CHARM wafers, assigning
two wafers to each split except for splits 5 and 10 which .L F
used only one wafer. The experiment was performed in I ,,..
two rounds, involving splits 1-5 in the first round and -7 - - 5 -4 -3 -2 -t o 1 2

6-10 in the sccond round. The complete experimental Fig. 4. Difference between post-implant threshold voltages on
matrix is shown in the table accompanying fig. 5. two monitors having different-,ized charge-collection elec-

Wafer preparation prior to implantation consisted of trodes. No "antenna effect" is evident.

Ill. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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E, erimental Surface Potential (v) sensor, many of the results shown in fig. 5 are consistent
conditions with expectations. For example, comparison of splits 6

-10 -12 -14 -16 -18 -20 -22 and I shows increased charging with increasing beam

I FO Bias Ar SpI current, while comparison of splits 6 and 7 indicates

-6 that, at 1 mA beam current, the beam does not pick up
enough flood-gun electrons to substantially affect nega-

6 1 tive surface charging. Comparison of split 7 with splits 5
and 2, on the other hand, shows that as the beam

6 Y S :current is increased, the number of flood-gun electrons
- carried to the wafer surface increases, as evidenced by

6 40 Y 2 "increased negative charging. Given this observation, it
4 40 Y 5 might be suspected that eliminating flood-gun electrons

should reduce negative charging. This is supported by
1 40 Y 7 " comparison of split 2 with splits l and 8.

From the viewpoint of wafer throughput and survival
6 40 Y 5e-5 3 during high-current arsenic implants, the results ob-

6 "Y 5e-5 4 tained with argon backfill are the most interesting. As
splits 4, 9 and 10 indicate, increasing the argon pressure

6 8c-5 9 decreases the amount of negative charging. Split 3,
however, indicates that flood gun electrons can easily

6 2e-4 10 override this benefit. Given the results of Doherty andFMcCarron [4], that the positive charging voltage also
Fig 5 Summary of negative charging results for this expert- decreases with increasing background pressure, these

ment observations suggest the use of argon backfill to control

both negative and positive wafer charging without the
magnitude of the surface voltage obtained in this manner use of flood guns.
is probably somewhat less than the true value, because
the time that the monitor is exposed to the electron
cloud is less than the 100 ms programming time used to 6. Summary
obtain fig 2. However, in the absence of additional
knowledge about the duration of the electron-cloud Although the last-toggle characteristic of the present
pulse, except that it probably is longer than 2 ms [5,81, CHARM monitor does not permit independent mea-
fig. 3 may be used to infer that the absolute error is not surement of both positive and negative charging pulses
greater than 5 V Since it is probably safe to assume experienced by devices undergoing ion implantation, its
that the duration of ttie electron-cloud pulse is not application in this expenment suggests that future con-
drastically different for the different implant conditions figurations, modified to permit this, might p- ,- very
examined in this experiment, the relative error in fig 5 useful in the study of wafer-surface chargin6 phenom-
should be considerably less ena. Moreover, the technique permits wafer mapping of

Several additional comments are appropriate with surface potential, and the wafers are reusable, Finally,
regard to the summary of results shown in fig 5. Each incorpoiation of reference devices to monitor the mag-
of the bar graphs represents the results obtained on a nitude of radiative processes removes any doubt regard-
single wafer, and consists of a heavy line which mdi- ing the validity of the threshold shifts measurements on
cates the range containing the main distribution, typi- the monitor devices, ensuring correct, quantitative mea-
cally embracing 80-95% of the data, and a thin line surements of wafer surface potential
which shows the spread of the rest of the data Even Experimental data obtained in a variety of ion-tm-
though some of the data were far removed from the plant experiment. have consistently failed to support
main distribution, no data was excluded in this presen- the current source model ;esponsible for the "antenna
tation. Furthermore, data showing broad distributions effect". All experimental data collected so far indicate a
was wafer-mapped. Very similar contours were observed local equilibration of surface potential, supporting the
in all cases, voltage source model, although process-dependent,

across-the-wafer gradients of surface potential have been
frequently ubscrved. The surface-potential wafer maps

5. Discussion of experimental resuilt5 are similar to yield patterns observed on product wafers
[10]. The conspicuous absence of the "antenna effect"

Keeping in mind that in its present configuration the raises serious questions regarding the us( of polysihcon
CHARM monitor is a fast, last-toggle, peak voltage capacitors with different-sized field oxide capacitors for
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the purpose of determining design guidelines intended [2] C.P. Wu, F Kolondra and R. Hesser, RCA Review 44

to eliminate yield loss resulting from dama t. a tributed (1983) 48

to wafer-surface charging during ion implan ),.on. [3] S.B. Felch, L A. Larson, M I Current and D W. Lindsey,

Generalizing the quantitative results of this experi- Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B37/38 (1989) 563

ment, summarized in fig. 5, it appears that the best [41 B I Doherty and D J McCarron, Nucl Instr. and Meth
~B37/38 (1989) 559

arsenic implant results have been obtained without the B7/38 (9) 559[5] V. Benveniste, H.E Fniedman. M.E. Mack and F Sinclair,.
use of electron flood, but, rather, with the use of argon Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B37/38 (1989) 568.
backfill. The magnitudes of negative charging obtained [61 Y. Yoshida, R. Shirota and K. Azum, Proc Symp. on
at a beam current of 6 mA with argon backfill were Dry Processes, vol 88-7 (Electrochemical Society) p. 110.
lower than those obtained at 1 mA without argon [7] A. Kolodny, STK. Nieh, B Eitan and J. Shapir, IEEE

backfill. Trans. Electron Devices ED-33 (1986) 835
[8] M E. Mack. Nucl. lIstr. and Meth B37/38 (1989) 472
[9] A. McCarthy, Ph.D dissertation, Stanford University
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Gauge-capability study of ion-implant monitors

W.H. Johnson and W.A. Keenan
Prometrix Corp. 3255 Scott Blvd., Bldg 6, Santa Clara, CA 95054. USA

T. Wetteroth
Motorola Corp BTC, 2200 West Broadwar, Mesa, AZ 85202, USA

The ability to control a process is determined by the variability of the process and the variability of the system used to monitor
the process. The monitonng system consists of the monitor wafer,, the operator, the environment and the test system (gauge) The
monitor wafer can be sensitive to short-term and long-term drift,, post processing and temperature Th:s decouples the monitoring
system from the process and simplifies the control problem. A gauge-capability study helps establish the repeatability (tester
variability) and reproducibility (operator variability) of the monitoring system A gauge study was conducted on five sets of
production ion implant monitor wafers ranging from 26 to 3000 t2/0 Ten wafers were available for each implant rhese were
manually measured twice by three operators and twice by an automated wafer handling system. The results were analyzed with
respect to operator training and attention, automated wafer handling, probe performance and qualification, temperature variation
and the range of sheet resistance of the moni:jrs To adequately control the implant process, the ratio of total repeatability and
reproducibility (precision) to the process (tolerance) specification should be less than 0 1 (P/T ratio) This can be achieved with good
equipment that is well maintained, dedicated and adequately trained operators, and well controlled fab temperature or temperature
compensation

1. Introduction wafer Reproducibility is the variation of the averages of
different operators measuring the same wafer with the

With increased emphasis on quality improvement same gauge. And stability is the variation of measure-
and Statistical Process Control (SPC), it is becoming ments taken at different times by the same gauge on the
more important to isolate process and measurement same part
variations It is clear that mere process control is no To estimate the measurement equipment variation, a
longer sufficient to compete in the world market a gauge study was conducted on five sets of production
process or product must be continually improved to ion-implant monitor wafers ranging from 26 to 3000
survive This requires knowledge of the process varia- 2/0 The process conditions are listed in table I Ten
tion and the components that affect this variation All wafers were measured for each implant. These were
measurement equipment exhibits some variation. Using measured manually twice by three operators and twice
the best test methods available, the measurement varia- by an automated wafer handling system. The results
b0ity often accounts for between 30% and 80% of the were analyzed with respect to operator training and
total variation [I] Motorola and other companies have attention, automated wafer handling, probe perfor-
set a target of 10% or less as the maximum vanability mance and qualification, temperature variation and the
due to the gauge (monitor, operator, environment and
measurement tool) [2,31. This variation becomes part of
the overall process cvaluation Proper calibration can Table I
usually compensate for systematic variation or bias; Proess conditons
however. nonsystematic error will show up as noise and -

can obscure the interpretation of the data., Before any Set Species Dose Energy Spec R,[(keY]
meaningful process-capability study can be attempted, a
gauge evaluation must be performed [2,3). A Boron 13 x 104 60 520gaugeF Arsenic 5.x × 0 i5 60 25 9

The nonsystematic variations can be broken down
into three categories: repeatability, reproducibility and Q Phosphorus 5.0 l 100 1454

R Boron 2 2x 10" 100 2487
z stability. Repeatability is the variation obtained from a U Phosphorus 5 ox loll 120 26559,- single operator using a single gauge to measure the same

0168-583X/91/$03,50 ) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (North-Holland)
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range of sheet resistance of the monitors. An attempt shows the results of implant monitot -et A. Gauge
was made to systematically eliminate or minimize the repeatability and reproducibility were calculated using
sources of error or noise, the formulae listeA in the table. It was noticed that

operator No. 2 continually produced the highest varia-
tion. After observing the operator it became apparent

2. Procedure he was paying less attention to positioning the wafer on
the tester stage and allowed too much time to elapse

The study was done in three parts. The first part was between processing successive wafers. Additional train-
a traditional gauge capability study [4] using three oper- ing and encouragement reduced his significantly higher
ators. The second part used an auto-handler [5] to variation.
eliminate errors caused by manual wafer placemeit and Table 3 summarizes the gauge capability results of
orientation. The third part consisted of det.rmining all five sets of wafers. Two sets did not pass the desired
(and eliminating or reducing) sources of eiror in the P/T ratio limit of 0.10, so an effort was made to isolate
measurements on the most difficult wafers and then the source of variation. Because set U gave the largest
repeating the gauge study using the automated wafer variation. ih became the focus for isolating the variation.
handler. The first step was to check for any drift in the

The procedure for part I requirert three operators to electronics. A 2794 [2/0 calibrated iesistor network
measure five sets of ion-implant monitors twice. Table 2 (four-point-probe simulator) was used to check the ac-

Table 2
Repeatability and reproducibility analysis results for a 1 3 x 1014 ions/cm 2. 60 keV boron ion implant

Ohm/sqGAUGE: OmniMap Model RS50 Target Rs = 520 Coeff. of

USL= 559 Variation of
PART NAME: MONITOR SET A LSL = 481 SPEC = 2.5 %
CHARACTERISTIC: SHEET RESISTANCE TOTAL TOLERANCE: >> 78 << Tr

(6 sigma) or Total Tolerance (=> 1 Sigma = TT/6)

OPERATOR 1 OPERATOR 2 OPERATOR 3
FIRST SECOND Difference FIRST SECOND Difference FIRST SECOND Difference

ID MEAS MEAS (D) MEAS MEAS (D) MEAS MEAS (D)
1 528.4 528.1 0.3 528.5 528.4 0.1 528,1 528.1 0.0
2 540.8 540.6 0.2 540.7 540.6 0.1 540.5 540.6 0.1
3 527.2 527.3 0.1 527.3 527.2 0.1 527.0 527.0 0.0
4 569.1 569.3 0.2 568.3 568.5 0.2 568.9 569.0 0.1
5 531.5 531.7 0 2 531.5 531.9 0.4 531.1 531.1 0.0
6 554.4 554.6 0.2 554.3 555.3 1.0 553.6 553.6 0.0
7 547.4 547.1 0.3 547.3 547.3 0.0 546.7 546.8 0.1
8 526.2 526.2 0.0 526.1 525.9 0.2 525.7 525.6 0.1
9 549.9 549.8 0 1 550.0 549.9 0.1 549.7 549.2 0.5
10 529.3 529.1 0.2 529.3 528-8 0.5 528.7 528.9 0.2
XI 1= 540.4 X12=540.4 RI=0.2 X21=540.3 X2 2=540.4 ?2.0.3 X3 1 =540.0 X32=540.0 R3=0.1

[1] X1=540.4 12] X2=540.4 [3] X3=540.0

[4] Rt (RI+R2+R3 )/3=0 2
[5] Rx = Xh -XI =0.4

[6] [(Sigma)T] 2=0.026
[7] [(Sigma)D] 2 = ([(1/d2)D *RxJ2 - [(Sigma)T] 2/n*r=0.045
[8] SQRT [ [6] + [71 ) =0.27 << (Sgma)e
(1/d2)T =0 R67 <- [(one gauge X 10 parts) =., A=10] and l(meas. 2X) => B=2]
(1/d2)D =0.524 <- [A=I and (no. of appraisers) B=2];, n=10, r=2
[9] 6*[yT=0.02 << PI Ratio

Avg =540.3
[(Sigma)e/Avg] x 100% =0.05%

Ill. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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Table 3
Summary of gauge capability results for various implant conditions

Set LSL Target USL Coeff. Total P/T ratio a
of var. tolerance 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
1%]

A 481 520 559 25 78 0.02
F 24 259 278 2.5 3.8 007
Q 1345 145.4 156.3 25 21.8 001
R 2300 2487 2673 2 5 373 0.16 0.09
U 2456 2655 2854 2.5 398 097 0.50 009 0.10

1st three operators.
2nd: C2C cassette to cassette auto-handler.
3rd: C2C with minimum temperature shift between successive tests.
4th C2C with sheet resistance values corrected for temperature shifts.

curacy for several days. There was no deviation (SD) is attributed to substrate leakage, which increases with
from the certified value (within the five digits reported). increasing current. The increase in sheet resistance at
This indicated that the level of noise or variation due to 500 lA is believed to be caused by joule heating.
the electronics at this current and voltage range were Much greater noise (SD) was experienced measuring
negligible. To investigate the effect of various currents set U than the equivalent resistor network (2794 S2/)
on the wafer, ten measurements at seven currents around is most likely due to the contact resistance.
the selected current were made on wafer 8 from set U The next step was to check the short term repeatabil-
without moving the wafer or probe The resultant mean ity on different type probes with a probe qualification
sheet resistance and standard deviations are plotted in routine [6]. Fig. 2 plots the mean and standard devia-
fig. 1. This plot indicates that a current of 10 iA gave tion versus probe tip radius on wafer 8 of set U., As is
an acceptable standard deviation without changing the normally observed for high resistivity layers, the mean
sheet resistance. The drop in sheet resistance at 100 RA increased and the standard deviation decreased as the

3240- - 006

RS

. SD -0.05

= 3220
0*

a-0.04

3200 003C

-002

3180

001

316 0. 000
10 100 1000

Microamps

Fig. I Sheet ,esistance and standard deviation for a 5X 1 0 12 ions/cm2, 120 keV phosphorus ion implant as a function of
measurement current.
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2800- *0 .01
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Fig 2 Sheet resistance and standard deviation as a function of probe tip radius for a 5 x 1012 ions/cm. 120 keV phosphorus ion
implant

probe tip radius increased. The best probe was a Prome- inconsistent probe contact as indicated in the probe
trix type C with an 8 m tip radiu, of tungsten carbide qualification tests
with 40 mu tip spacing, and 100 g loading The stan- In the second part of this study, the wafers were
dard deviation of groups of five measurements were all remeasured using an automatic" wafer handler to mini-
less than the acceptable upper limit of 0.2%. Therefore mize the error caused by misplaceicnt of the wafer on
the noise component due to probe contact repeatability the stage. Based on the contour map (fig. 3) the error
was estimated to be less than 0 2% Fig. 3 shows the would be substantial for low test-site densities. Varia-
maps using the optimum 8 m probe and the less than tions approaching 2% can be seen in areas within 1/2
optimum 1.6 mil probe. The loss of definition in the in of each other With the use of the auto-handler, set
map reflects the increased variability caused by the U produced a P/T ratio of 050. Although this was an

C1 b

Fig. 3. Sheet-resistance contou" maps for a correct and incorrect probe head for a 5X 1012 ions/cm 2, 120 keV phosphorus ion
implant. (a) Mean. 3292.1 2/0, standard deviation: 3 357%, contour interval, 1%. probe: 8 mil tip radius; (b) mean: 2856 4 f9/O,

standard deviation- 4.064%, contour interval. 2%, probe. I 6 mil tip radius.
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Fig 4 Sheet resistance as a function of temperature for a 5 x !012 ions/cm2, 120 keV phosphorus ion implant.

improvement it was a higher than desired or expected the wide temperature swing. Results for higher-resist iv-
P/T ratio based on the probe qualification results. ity samples would be even worse

Because these wafers had been measured at different
times of the day (due to tool availability) environmental
changes that occurred during the course of a day were 3. Conclusion
investigated as probable causes of the variation. Tem-
perature was found to be the major contributing factor. Gauge capability plays a major role in statistical
The test was then repeated in the evening when the process control, and there is need to reduce any varia-
temperature variation was minimal. This produced a tion from a gauge to less then 10% of the total accepta-
P/T ratio of 0.09 for set U, which was deemed accepta- ble tolerance or specification. It was shown that. for the
ble. Because in the normal operation it would not be tested processes, this is possible only with close atten-
desirable to wait for a specified temperature to measure tion paid to the many variables that affect the measure-
a wafer, a temperature coefficient was investigated ment. For the most difficult process tested 5 x 1012
Sheet-resistance and temperature measurements were phosphorus at 120 keV) the P/T ratio was reduced
taken over a period where the temperature changed by from 97% of the total tolerance to less than 10% by
7'C. The sheet resistance as a function of temperature eliminating placement errors and temperature effects
(shown in fig. 4) indicates a temperature coefficient of and by optimizing the measurement parameters. It was
14.5 2/0/0 C. With a normal temperature swing of shown ,hat using an inappropriate probe head or sig-
50C,. this would correspond to a 2.7% sheet resistance nificant deviations in operating parameters cail Laue
shift for set U. Although the temperature variation in considerable shifts in the average sheet resistance (bias)
our facility is not nearly as well controlled as in a as well as nonsystematic errors (noise).
production fab, this could easily account for differences Although operator training had a slight effect on the
between testers in different locations or on the same gauge capability with regard to wafer placement, tem-
instrument between different shifts. Our results would perature changes were found to have the most profound
be expected to be worst case for this sample because of effect on the gauge-capability results. The effect of

/j
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temperature was found to be greater with the higher- Referencr
sheet-resistivity wafers, as would be expected, due to the
increased dependence of mobility on temperature at [1] C G. Pfeifer. SPC in the Process Industries, Quality (De-
lower concentrations. Although more work needs to be cember 1988) p. 38.
done in this area, this study indicates that for a given [2] SPC-A Motorola Commtment, A Six Sigma Mandate,
implant where the temperature coefficient has been BR392/D (Motorola Corporation) p. 14.
sufficiently charaterized, it is possible to correct the (3] GMC-1693 Statistical Process Control Manual (General
sheet resistance for temperature changes. Motors Corp., Warren, MI, Aug 1986)

One word of caution in any gauge study: "Practice [4] J.T. Luftig, Guidelines for a Practical Approach to Gauge

the process you preach". Because of time constraints Capability Analysis, SQC course given to Ford Motor Co.,

and wide fluctuations in temperature, we reduced the October 1984.

number of test sites from a full 81 or 121 to 5 or 9. [5] C2C cassette-to-cassette wafer handler, Prometrix Corp
However, this introduced additional sensitivity to wafer [61 W.A. Keenan, W. Johnson and A K Smith, ProductionHoweerthisintodued aditonalsenitiity o wferMonitonng of 200 mm Wafer Processing, Emergmng Semi-

placement and orientation. If you monitor 81 sites, then condtor o g AST mT 960, e D. u
conductor Technology ASTM STD 960, eds D.C Gupta

use 81 sites for your gauge study and answer the ques- and P H Langer, (American Society for Testing Materials,
tion "How much of your process window is consumed 1986)
by your gauge (monitor, operator and tester) 9".
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Maximization of DRAM yield by control of surface charge and particle
addition during high dose implantation

J. Horvath
Texas Instruments, 133.53 Floyd Road. Dallas, TX 75285. USA

S. Moffatt
Applied Materials, ?050 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95054. USA

Ion implantation processing exposes semiconductor devices to an energetic ion beam in order to deposit dopant ions in shallow
layers In addition to this primary process, foreign materials are deposited as particles and surface films The deposition of particles is
a major cause of IC yield loss and becomes e'en more significant as device dimensions are decreased Control of particle addition in
a high-volume production environment requires procedures to limit beamline and endstation sources, control of particle transport,
cleaning procedures and a well grounded preventative maintenance philosophy Control of surface charge by optimization of the ion
beam and electron shower conditions and measurement with a real-time charge sensor has been effective in improving the yield of
NMOS and CMOS DRAMs Control of surface voltages to a range between 0 and -20 V was correlated with good implant yield
with P19200 implanters for p' and n' source-drain implants

1. Introduction gations to see an increasing sensitivity in the particle
addition density and surface voltage with time and this

Ion implantation is used almost exclusively for the was indeed the case. 'his paper explains how with
planar doping of silicon in DRAM production We note correct preventative maintenance of equipment and
that IC manufacturing is currently operating in the era real-time diagnostics the particle addition and charging
of the I Mbit and 4 Mbit DRAM. The typical number voltage was controlled to obtain yield maximization for
of implant process steps has risen with generation, a I Mbit DRAM. based on experience gained with the
increasing from about 8 at 256 Kbit to approximately 256 Kbit DRAM. Initial checks of over 15 observables
15 at 4 Mbit and up to 22 at 16 Mbit Critical dimen- showed the key control parameters to be:
sions have decreased significantly over these generations (1) Measured surface voltage.
and in general gate oxide thicknesses have decreased. (2) Measured surface particle density.
All these subjects will be carefully covered by many (3) Monitored preventative maintenance activity for
papers in this conference implanters.

We have studied experimentally the actual effects of
both surface charging and particle addition during the
era of 256 Kbit and the transition to 1 Mbit We have 2. Experimental details
learned some important facts relevant to implant
processing as we enter the 16, 64 and 256 Mbit eras. We Two P19200 ion implanters were used; these were
suggest a methodology to optimize yield based on a fitted with real-time charge sensors (shown in fig. 1) as
simple evaluation of particle addition and surface charge described in another paper presented at this conference
voltage., [1]. Particle ccunts from monitor wafers were obtained

In order to construct our model, we need to conider at 0.5 4m and 1.0 ±m using an Aeronca WIS 150, by a
4 the principle circuit factors which drive yield at implant pre-implant measurement, a post-implant measurement

steps. namely- and calculating the differences. Particle measurement
(1) Oxide thickness (decreasing). wafers were included inside each product wafer lot to
(2) Charge collector surface, area, geometry, etc. (de- get a realistic and actual particle count in the presence

creasing). of photoresist masks, previously deposited particles, etc.
| (3) CD feature size, mask opening size, etc (decreasing). Before and after measurements were used with a edge

(4) Number of steps (increasing). exclusion of 7 mm. One further P192C0 implanter was
We expected, therefore, in our experimental investi- fitted with a real-time particle monitor [2] to investigate

0168-583X/91/$03.50 a) 1991 - Elsevier Science Pubhlishers B.V (North-Holland)
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Fig 1 Schematic of charge control system showing capacitive charge sensor and associated electronics

cleaning techniques to control particle addition within n' SD and IM p *SD The data points are mixed to-
defined limits. gether as the various processes were run sequentially on

We used standard 256 Kbit and 1 Mbit DRAM the two implanters but the combined mean level for
product wafers and performed designed experiments to 'implanter A was approximately 4 9 particles added per
establish the optimum charge neutralization. The charge 150 mm wafer at > I ltm. Average of > 0.5 ltm was 11
neutralization system. fitted to the implanter, consists particles added. It is important to distinguish these
of a primary electron space-charge limited diode flood numbers as production values with the implants in the
gun of the type invented by Renau et al. [3] In this presence of photoresist masks
case, inert gas is introduced into the inter-anode/ The simple result was that no sensitivity to particle
cathode gap to reduce primary electron energy to be- levels below 30 particles at 0.5 tim was found for either
tween I to 15 V implanter. Above that level some yield losses were mea-

The two P19200 implanters (A and B) were corn- surable at the 60 particle level. A direct increase of bit
pared in these experiments with a third implanter (C) zero failure is seen above 30 particles Below 30 no
from thL. perspective of an independent control A fur- improvement was measured.
ther implanter (D) (P19200) was used to perform par
ticulate cleaning tasks

60

3. Results 50 Pattie,. p

Ar Ntch s~5)M

Prefiminary experiments showed that the n source 40(C)
drain implant performed on the 256 Kbit DRAM had
the major implant sensitivity. This is because it is both
the highest dose and it inflicts the greatest voltage/time
stress on the gate oxide. From this experience the n 20
and p+ source-drain implants for I Mbit were chosen P19200 ()A
as "test vehicles" for the optimizing process. These are 10.
the highest current, highest dose implants in the major-
ity of CMO3 designs. 0 10 20 30 40 50 r

Fig 2 shows the particle counts obtained by the Daiy

particle measurement loop for the 256K n' SD, I M Fig 2 Particle additions on implanters A and C.
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Fig 3 Multiple spin cleans ensure low particle levels of mi- G
planter E o

The high peak values of particle counts (shown in L
fig. 2) consisted of implants that occurred immediately A -15
following the implanter servicing by venting the endsta- E
tion to air The occurs infrequently because the -204----------
processing chamber is normally at vacuum (the 9200 50 oo 2OO 300 380
implanters, A and B, are loaded by vacuum loadlock). P000 CURRFNT (MA)
Vacuum loading generally is capable of lower particle Fig 5 Charge sensor voltage range as a function of flood
additions,, note the direct comparson of implanter C an emission for n SD

F'  ,,."' F' T H".11fi , F , _.F'. ,rI ' ,
Pl,] T+,- 30 key

NEGATIVE

T-.4

T_ _ _ _ __,._ _ _ _
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Fig. 6. Charge sensor voltage shown as a function of dose (increasing scans)
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air loaded system, which is exposed to venting after N+ S/D IMPLANT TAGUCHI, P19000

each implant.
The high particle levels, after backfilling implanter A N9

endstation, were entirely eliminated by conditioning the
post-acceleration to avoid arcing and by spin cleaning R
the endstation by purging dry N2 at a pressure of 400 M

mbar and spinning the wheel at 800 rpm. The effective-

ness of this process is shown in fig. 3. We obtained the ¥
Iclean up completion by using a real-time particle detec- E

tor in the vacuum chamber [2]. L
The surface potential that was measured on the I D 3.

MBit DRAM wafers for the n' and p+ source-drain
implants is shown in figs. 4 and 5. Over the whole -Iie3) .12'(1 -12'(5) 2 -23' 2) 26t' V -32 W

emission and gas pressure range it can easily be ob- CHARGING RUN 4), V
served that the range of surface voltage (ma~imum to Fig 7 Normalized third yield versus charging for n ' SD
minimum) that occurs during mechanical scanning is
reduced as the electron flood emission is increased. Also
the overall mean value of surface potential shifts more process was constructed (fig. 7) as a function of the
negative with increasing electron flood emission, this is limit of the negative potential maximum. Negative
the same characteristic seen with many charge neutrali- potentials in excess of -12 V decrease yield for the n
zation systems [4], and the quantification of this param- implant and a - 30 V limit was established similarly for
eter was found to be very important in this work. As the the p' process (fig. 6).
high dose implant progresses, the endstation pressure, These negative limits are und-rstood to be the maxi-
photoresist conductivity and other parameters vary and mum allowed values to avoid significant gate oxide
the measured surface potential changes. stress. Another technique sometimes used to quantify

Fig. 6 shows the extreme negative value of charge this limit is the gate oxide integrity test circuit con-
sensor potential which initially shows approximately structed on special test wafers. We used such a test
- 10 V for 50 mA for 3 x 10-5 mbar pressure. As the vehicle and could produce visible and measurable re-
number of scans increases, the negative potential in- suits with only very extreme cases. Fig. 8 shows a
creases. Eventually, after a dose of about I X 10 15 cm- 2 photograph demonstrating gross capacitor failure which
an equilibrium value is achieved, was only obtained with zero flood on implanters A and

We established a manufacturing specification (dem- B.
onstrated here by the 30 V line). A similar pattern of Over the entire range of electron emission, 50 to -190
curves was established for both implants By analyzing mA, no damage to the gate oxide integrity circuit could
the IC yield results the normalized yield for the n' be found, for either p4 or n' source drain implants.

Fig. 8. Optical microscope photograph of gate oxide integrity test capacitor. The edge failure is clearly marked. It occurred with zero
flood.

Ill. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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35- Table I
The no-loss yield control values for charge and particle for I

3 Mbit DRAM, and the first order yield impact if these limits
are exceeoed. The results were obtained for Taguchi matrix

30 Implant Parameter No-loss Yield impact
control level

n' SD charge -12 V 2.1% per volt

25, particle 30 particles/
wafer 0.07% per particle

E per water

Sp +SD charge -30 V 5 0% per volt

2o particle 30 particle/
- -- V1, 5E 6mBAR wafer 0.07% per particle
- V2 8E-5mBAR per wafer

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Scan No.

Fig. 9 Charge seasor voltage for high pressure and low pres- addition to wafer added to production lot, can establish
sure cases. control limits in a very simple manner. By picking one

or two of the most electrically stressful implants (source
Only the p' source drain implant showed these failures drain) and setting controls based on the yield impact
without any flood gun emission. Looking at fig. 4 we curve, a rapid transition to new generation products can
see that a + 50 V or greater potential probably occurs be made. We used the 256 Kbit to I Mbit DRAM to
before it is sensed on this gate oxide monitor circuit. explain our methodology:, it is generally applicable to
The charge sensor has at least one order of magnitude increasingly complex ano sensitive designs.
greater sensitivity, and the result is continuously availa- Table 1 shows -he control limits set and deviations
ble in real time. measured with a five parameter designed (Taguchi)

We also found that the capacitive charge sensor was experiment. The control levels are fixed by the family of
useful in detecting other yield influencing factors that curves that we obtained in a similar manner to fig. 7.
previously were unnoticed. With increased pressure dur- The no-loss control levels are the maximum negative
ing implant, caused by photoresist outgassing during charging voltage as measured by the charge sensor,
the first 5 X 1014 cm -2 part of the implant [5], the These values, -30 V for p + source drain and -12 V
negative surface charge may be increased. Variations for n + source drain, are the critical values. No positive
will occur in this outgassing, due to effectiveness of air excursion (> 0 V) is allowed. The yield impact caused
bake, wait time. etc. We have shown that these varia- by exceeding these values is 2.1%/V and 5 0%/V, re-

tions cause significant changes in the negative charging spectively. Real manufacturing control levels were re-
of the wafer surface and this leads to increased ID commended well inside the safe region. If this parame-
device failures. Various other factors can lead to this ter is not controlled or if gate oxide monitoring is used
increased pressure condition including cryo-punip a ± 50 V variation may easily occur due to wafer
failure, improperly baked photoresist, vacuum leaks, causes, machine malfunction or incorrect maintenance
etc. for any high current implanter.

We noticed about - 2 to - 5 V increase in negative In a similar way a particle control limit of 30 par-
excursion for resist that had a noticeably greater out- ticles was established with a 0.07% per particle per
gassing charactenstic (see fig. 9). In order to produce wafer sensitivity. For implanters A and B this never
repeatable results we deliberately altered the pressure in happened when we followed the correct spin clean and
the endstation during the whole implant. This shifted high voltage conditioning maintenance procedure.,
the negative surface voltage enough to cause very major
yields loss as demonstrated by fig. 7. A theoretical
model will be presented in a later publication by Mof- Acknowledgements
fatt and Horvath [6].
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Effects of molybdenum contamination resulting from BF 2 implantation

Alfredo Cubina
Intel Corporation. 250 North Mines Rd., Livermore, CA 94550, USA

Michael Frost
Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051, USA

When molybdenum is utilized for the construction of arc chambers for ion implanters, thIe species 9
8Mo24 is co-implanted during

'T B'gF2
+ implantation, due to its coincident charge-to-mass ratio. The metal ions are generated as the fluorinated species in the

source plasma react with the molybdenum arc chamber components The peak molybdenum concentration in the substrate, as
measured by secondary ion mass spectrometry, increases with increasing source arc current for a given dose Molybdenum acts as a
deep-level impurity, which significantly reduces bipolar transistor gain The diffusion of molybdenum in silicon is studied and its
effect on solid state device performance is discussed Tantalum is suggested as an alternative source material

I. Introduction tamination. It was determined that the presence of
molybdenum significantly reduced the current gain of

Molybdenum concentrations as high as 2.3 X 10I  both p-n--p and n-p-n parasitic bipolar transistors.
cm -

3 (45 ppm) were detected in BF 2 implanted silicon This 'is consistent with the assessment that Mo is a
wafers by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). We minority carrier lifetime killer.
will show that this contamination occurs while using an
implanter having molybdenum source arc chamber
components. The doubly ionized species 98Mo2 + has the
same charge-to-mass ratio as the 1iBI9F 2+ molecular 2. Experimental
ion. As a result, the doubly ionized molybdenum ion is
not filtered out by the mass analyzer magnet and the The first part of this study consisted of identifying
species is co-implanted. Part of this study will identify the presence of molybdenum in implanted wafers and
the ion source parameters that affect the molybdenum understanding the dependence of its concentration on
concentration in the substrate. implanter parameters. Using an Eaton Nova NVI0-80

Molybdenum is known to be a strong mnority car- high-current implanter, 100 mm phosphorus doped epi-
rier lifetime killer in silicon [1]. Its deep electrical level taxial silicon wafers with p = 0.45 Q2 cm and (100)
in the silicon bandgap ol 0.31 eV above the valence orientation were implanted with BF2 at 80 keV with
band makes it a powerful recombination center [2]. 8.0 x 1015 cm 2 dose. All implants were performed using
Moreover, Mo has been characterized as a fast diffuser, a wafer tilt of 70. A Nova White enhancement source
with a diffusivity on the order of 10- cm 2/s at high with a molybdenum arc chamber was used. Wafers were
temperatures [3]. This makes it a potentially dangerous implanted at source arc currents ranging from 0.5 to 2.0
contaminant, particularly in devices requiring long A and arc voltage values of 90 and 120 V. All elemental
minonty carrier lifetimes such as bipolar transistors and depth profiles were obtained via SIMS analysis per-
solar cells. We observed that the diffusion of formed on a Riber MIQ156 ion ndcroprobe. The instru-
molybdenum in the silicon substrate was strongly in- mental conditions for all SIMS analyses were identical.
fluenced by the residual implant damage. This phenom- An oxygen primary beam accelerated to 8 keV was
enon has been studied in detail by Tsai et al. [4]. used, with 100 nA of beam current and rastering the

The molybdenum contamination in the substrate can beam over a 1.5 mm x 1.5 mm area.
be reduced significantly by cladding the molybdenum To understand the impact of the molybdenum con-
components of the implanter source arc chamber with taminant on solid state devices, a split lot experiment
tantalum foil. A split lot experiment was designed was performed using an 80 keV, 4.0 x 10i5 cm - 2 BF2
around test device wafers implanted using the tantalum implant as the p-channel Eource/drain implant in a

C cladded source and a standard molybdenum source to single well CMOS process. Three lots of 24 wafers were
understand the impact of the implanted metallic con- split between a standard 4.0 mA beam current implant

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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Fig. 2 As-in.planted BF2 SIMS profile
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Fg I. BF feed gas mass spectrum. Arc current = 2F3 A. arc concentrations for each wafer were obtaIM ed by SIMS

voltage =90 V, 80 keV analysis. Table I sunmarizes the peak as-implanted
molybdenum concentrations for each set of source con-
ditions, and shows that an increase in the source arc

and a 1.0 mA implant with a source lined with tantalum potential did not cause an appreciable variation in the

foil to prevent molybdenum ion generation. Parametric peak molybdenum con. ..tration. Fig. 3 is a semi-log

electrical MOS and parasitic bipolar test structures were plot that reveals an ,,ponential relationship between

used and !he electncal modulation due to the presence the peak as-implanted molybdenum concentration and

of molybdenum i, discussed below, the source arc current.
No singly or doubly ionized molybdenum ions were

observed in an argon source plasma spectrum, inferring

3. Detection of Mo in the substrate that the molybdenum ions are not generated merely by
a plasma sputtering process The sugge. , reaction that

Molybdenum contamination was suspected to be in takes place within the source plasma is:

the BF beam due to the presence of small peaks around Mo + F, ; MoF,.
98 amu in the boron tnfltioride spectrum. As zhown in A surface reaction appears to take place, proceeding
the beam mass spectrum shown in fig. 1, small peaks in via fluoride intermediates as F- species react with the
the order of 10 ltA are seen in the range where molybdenum metal from the arc chamber components
molybdenum occurs (92-100 amu). The most abundant producing a molybdenum fluoride compound. This
molybdenum isotope is 9 Mo. with a natural abundance compound gets dissociated in the source plasma, gener-
of 24% [5]. Most components of the Nova White source
are constructed of molybdenum, suggesting a likely
source of the metal ions. Initially, the presence of a Table I
doubly ionzed molybdenum species could only be Summary of SIMS data vs source parameters (BF., 80 keV,
speculated since the intense BF2 peak, which has an 8X10'scm 2 )
equal charge-to-mass ratio, was a direct interference in -

the spectrum. Arc Arc Peak molybdenum Peak boron

To confirm the existence of the molybdenum in the ]rent voltage concentration concentr]to 1
implanted substrates, SIMS analysis was performed on IAI [V] [cm- l [cm-l
implaited silicon wafers. Fig. 2 shows the as-implanted 0 5 90 1 2 x 1017 1 0 x 102

SIMS profile of the BF2 implant, clearly indicating the 1 0 90 2 9 x 10" 1 1 X l0l
presence of molybdenum. 15 90 1.1 x 10l 90 x 102

prsec 20 90 2 3 x 10"' 1.2 x 10"1
Silicon wafers were implanted with BF,+ at different 2.0 120 12 x 10' 1.2 x 102"

source arc currents and voltages. Peak molybdenum -
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Peak Conc (cm-3)
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Si
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Dose8.01F5

Energy.80 keV

I OE- 1711
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Arc Current (A)

Fig I Peak molybdenum concentration vs arc current

ating the molybdenum ions Increasing the source arc regrowth process and residual defects are not only pro-
current will increase the rate of ionization of the BF, hibiting diffusion of Mo deeper into the Si, but also that
feed gas components, producing a higher concentration the low-level Mo which had an implant range beyond
of fluorine radicals In adjition, the arc chamber tem- the damaged regions is being geltereJ towards the
perature increases with increasing arc current As a surface, to the low-energy defect zone.
result, the surface reaction rate increases and more
molybdenum ions are created. The ratio of molybdenum
to BF2 ions in the beam appears to increase with 5. Electrical effects of Mo on devices
increasing arc currents, which is confirmed by the rea-
sonably consistent pe'.k boron concentrations listed in An experiment was p,.-formed to assess the electrical
table I effects of the molybdenum contaminant on both para-

sitic bipolar and MOS devices. To get a BF2 beam free
o; .molybdenum contamination, the implanter source

4. Diffusion characteristics of Mo in Si
1022 -- rr- "t

The phenomenon of Mo contamination is not re- <100> Si
ported in the literature. However, its distribution after t/ 2 BF 2, 80 keV 2
an active anneal can be explained by previously pub- 8 E5/cm
lished results. Others have shown how the defects that 20 - Furnacemplanted

form during BF2 implantation act to getter the F in the 10 Anneal
substrate during annealing [4,6]. Here, we see the getter- .§ 920*C/30 min
Ing effect for both Mo and F. c 10 i9

The BF2-implanted Si wafer was furnace annealed at a

920C for 30 mm. The resultant depth profile is shown 0 - ,

in fig. 4, which compares the annealed elemental distri- I
butions with those before annealing. The implant dose 1 7 ,
(8.0 X 10'5 cm- 2) creates a shallow amorphous layer , NJ
Aftcr anealing, defect zones appear to be localized to ell
three regions. These zones are believed to be due to the 10i6 * I v 'I

formation of the amorphous layer and damaged crystal-
line region during implantation (4]. While Mo and F are 1 0 i5 L L . L

preferentially gettered to the defect zones, B does not 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
appear to be affected, Note the narrowing of the distri- Depth (angstroms)

bution after annealing, which suggests that the crystal Fig. 4. BF2-in'planted SIMS profiles - furnace anneal.
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Set to 5V and measure current
gai.(measured current)lt pa i

Fig. 5 n-p-n bipolar test structure

arc chamber was clad with tantalum foil. A source BF2 beam current with 1.5 A of source arc current.
plasma arc and a 1.0 mA BF2 beam were obtained with Based on SIMS data, the peak as-implanted
stable source parameters. An 80 keV, 8 0 x 1015 cm- molybdenum concentration should be in the low 1018
beam was used to implant bare silicon wafers. SIMS cm - range.
analysis was performed on the sample and no The 100 mm wafers contained diverse electrical test
molybdenum was detected above 1.0 X 1016 cm-3  structures of both MOS and bipolar configuration. After

Three lots of 25 test structure wafers were split in processing, the wafers were tested on a Keithley S350
half The first half of the set was implanted using the electrical testing system Different locations across each
tantalum arc chamber to ensure a molybdenum-free wafer were tested for the same type of device for a total
beam. The BF2 implant parameters were 4 0 x 1015 c-2 of 495 test results per structure. Statistical analysis was
dose, 80 keV energy, at 1.0 mA of beam current with 1.0 performed for all devices and those that showed signifi-
A of source arc current. The second half was implanted cant parametric modulation are discussed below
with the standard molybdenum arc chamber for the The parasitic bipolar devices shown in fig. 5 and 6
same energy and dose as the first half,. but at 4.0 mA of exhibited the greatest electrical modulation due to the

Sr -.et

o il il F el

Fig. 6. p-n-p bipolar test sin ire.
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% decrease in Beta
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Sample size,495 test*
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Bjse-2um Base-5 5um

Fig 7 Parasitic BJT (bipolar junction transistor) gain decrease due to molybdenum arc chamber (95% confidence intervals)

presence of molybdenum in the BF2-implanted area. In likely source of these recombiation centers. By outdif-
all cases, the p+ BF -rplanted region corresponds to fusion from the p' region to the bose region,
the 80 kV, 4.0 x 1015 cm - 2 implant A standard current molybdenum atoms increase the concentration of re-
gain (/3) test was performed on both structures with combination centers, contributing to decreased rmnonty
electrical biasing as shown in the figures. For both carrier lifetimes in the base Further proof of this model
devices, /3 was calculated as follows, is the larger/3 reduction effect in the longer base device
3 =lcooteoor/libasc '  (5.5 l, im vs 2 ;.m). With decreased lifetimes, more

minority carriers will recombine in a longer base device
where /onnec,,r is the current in the collector and lt, is before they reach the collector. As a result the magni-
the current in the base tude of the current gain decrease is greater on the long

The n-p-n transistor shown in fig. 5 utilizes the base device.
boron implanted p-well region ,s the base, while the p+ The post-diffusion SIMS profiles (fig. 4) show the
BF2-implanted region serves as the base ,oitact. Tne molybdenum distribution contained well within the
effective base length is approximately two microns. The boron profile. It is important to note that the SIMS
mean /3 value for the devices implanted with the iiatrument used in ,his expcrmiciii "'is a detection limit
molybdenum source was 140. As seen in fig. 7, the mean of approximately I x 10"6 cm -3 for molybdenum in
/3 of the molybdenum contaminated devices was 19% silicon. A significant amount of molybdenum has possi-
lower than the devices implanted with the tantalum bly diffused beyond lite implant damage region and the
source junction depth. The diffusivity of molybdenum, known

The p-n-p device shown in fig. 6 has a 5.5 lsm base to be high in the absence of implant damage, suggest
residing in the n-epitaxial silicon layer. For this struc- the penetration depth can be large, exceeding several
ture, the BF2-implanted region serves as the p' emitter microns. The electrical re- ts from the bipolar tests
and also as the p ' collector contact., The mean /3 value suggest that this mechanism occurs. A recombination
for the devices implanted with the molybdenum source trap concentration as low as 10i- 10 "| cm - in the base
was 0.20. Fig. 7 shows the 57% /3 reduction due to the is sufficient to degrade transistor gain.
presence of molybdenum in the p+ regions. A practical solution to the molybdenum cross con-

For both parasitic bipolar devices the BF2-implanted tamination problem is the use of different materials to
region has immediate proximity to the base. The de- build the source arc chamber. In addition, molybdenum
crease in /3 on the molybdenum-contat, mated wafers is parts should also be avoided around the extraction
due to a decrease in collector current since the base electrode assembly. The impinging beam is likely to
current is fixed at I itA for both tests. A likely mecha sputter off and onize molybdetium atoms fror the
nism for this decrease in emitter-collector current is an electrode, which can easily incorporate into the beam.
increased concentration of recombination centers in the Tantalum appears to be the best alternative due to
base. Molybdenum, as stated earlier, has been identified its high atomic weight. resistant thermal properte.!, and
as a powerful minority carrier lifetime killer and is the ease of machining. The tantalum foil used in this experi-
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ment was effective in eliminating the molybdenum con- arc chamber of a different material. Preliunary results
tamination and sustained little damage after five hours using tantalum suggest it to be the metal of choice.
of containing the source plasma.
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A micro-uniformity test structure
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The uniformity or ion implantation across a chip is becoming more important as the density of desices on a chip increases and the
matching tolerance of device parameters across a chip decreases and becomes more critical In order to investigate ion-implant
micro-umiformty, a special van der Pauw mask was designed with 400 structures per square centimeter This mask has been used with
a polysilicon-on-oxide test structure to investigate chip micro-uniformity Both medium- and high-current implanters have been
studied using this dense van der Pauw pattern Contour maps, 3D maps and histograms are used to display the variation of dose
across a chip area Results are also presented for micro-nonuniformity patterns deliberately introduced on a wafer Several optical
techniques are also presented to map closely spaced stripes across the wafer

1. Introduction after ion implantation and annealing was observed
Work will also be presented on the measurement of

Ion implantation offers many unique advantages in micro-uniformity using an optical technique that in-
semiconductor manufacturing W mIk iaking possible volves a microscope-based spectrophotometer (Prome-
low doping levels necessary for new, high-density ULSI trix FT probe) using CARIS (constant-angle reflectance
devices, ion implantation also provides the important interference spectroscopy).
process advantages of repeatability and uniformity.
Wafer uniformity of less than 1 is now generally
accepted as the industry standard. The question arises 2. Structure and experiment
as to the dose variation across much smaller dimensions
[1] The actual van der Pauw structure used in this work

A great deal of interest has been expressed recently is shown in fig I The size of the complete van der
in achieving and measuring micro-uniformity on silicon Pauw is 300 itm by 400 tm. The test pads are 100 lim
wafers. Earlier work [2.3] used the measurement of square, as is the body of the resistor. The spacing
discrete diode capacitors to measure micro-uniformity between the structures is 100 ltm in the X-direction and
on 3 inch wafers The density of the capacitors was 200 i.m in the Y-direction, resulting in a density of
10000 cm-2. Perloff [4] recorded uniformity measure-
ments using van der Pauw [5] structures. He also im- 0 ~m - .

planted a pattern of rectangular openings in a mask 4
oxide, which had been photolithographically defined.
This quilt pattern was tested with the four-point prob-,

using a precision orober.
This investigation will report on a pattern of van der 30011m -

Pauw structures photolithographically defined and
etched into a polysilicon layer This proved to be a
particularly interesting study because the difficulty in I oopm
achieving complete electrical activation in polysilicon
[6] had not been anticipated. A very interesting phe-
nomenon of the polyslhcon changing optical thickness

Present address Sematech. 2706 Montopolis Dr, Austin, TX Fig I The van der Pauw structure used in this study The size
, 78741., USA. of the structure is 300 j.m x 400 am
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Fig 2 The van der Pduw structure on the 2 cmx2 cm chip or die The chip has 40 san der Pauw struc tures in the X-. and the
Y-direction, giving a total density of 1600) chips per die

20 X 20 or 400 cm -2. The masking for this experiment polysilicon was deposited on 800 A of thermal SiO,
was done on the new Nikon Stepper which provides an %kith an average thickness of 3000 A and a standard
image field of 2 cm x 2 cm, for a total of 1600 sites per deviation of about 10 A or 0.33% These wafers were
die. Fig. 2 shows the van der Pauw array Intrinsic exposed courtesy of Andrew Cosio at Nikon Precision

16/

~~+ +

++

64.88 ON88 671.881 N%

AVJERAGE :658. 188 ohns.'tq

INTERIJAL 2.W6 ohvms/sq
I OF PTS 322' 122 L a___________

Fig 3 Sheet- resi stance map output hy the Lithomap for a good chip on one of the wafers in the experiment. Gjood overall

uniformity, hut stripes are present
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Inc. in Bellmont, CA. The wafers were tched and the with a very interesting striping pattern on the chip. The
photoresist stripped at National Semiconductor. Im- average R, value is 658 0/0 and the standard deviation
plantq were done at National Semiconductor as well as is 0.7%. The peak-to-valley difference in the stripes is 20
IICO Corp. of Santa Clara, CA. An advantage of this Q/Oj or about 3%.
structure is that the pattern can be etched before the ion These results indicate the degree of iificulty in
implant. After implantation the polysilicon was first activating heavily dosed polysilicon. These wafers had
investigated optically. The wafers were then annealed been implanted at 5 X 1015 and RTP-annealed.
for R, measurements. No contact metallurgy was used.

4. Optical tests

3. Testing
Interesting results for unannealed polysilicon were

The test structures were tested using the Prometrix obtained by making thin-film meaurements on the

Lithomap. which is an instrument for characterizing implanted wafers. The map of fig. 5 is of the polysilicon
photolithographic equipment and processes. A pattern thickness on a wafer that received a special implant
of electrical test structures is etched into a conducting The pattern was produced by holding the X-scan fixed
layer, such as a doped polysilicon or metal layer. This and then holding the Y-scan fixed, producing a cross
conducting layer is isolated from the substrate with an pattern. The diameter scan shown in fig. 6 is a plot of
oxide The Lithomap is capable of measuring line widths the beam diameter achieved by doing a stripe across the
down to 0.2 sim with a precision of 0.002 ptm. It is also polysilicon wafer, This polysilicon wafer has not been
capable of a measuring registration using a unique test annealed nor patterned. We can see the fine structure of
structure The latest enhancement to the Lithomap is the beam in this thickness measurement. The question is
the ability to measure defects. Electrical shorts and what are we actually measuring? Quadrant implants
opens can be measured using an interleaving comb shown in fig. 7 were done to investigate the effect of
structure and a serpentine structure, respectively. The dose on this phenomenon. The polysilicon thickness
ability to measure interlayer shorts and opens is also tmcrease with dose. This 'is due to the assumptions
one of its new capabilities. The Lithomap has software made in the measurement The system assumes that the
to analyze the data to determine the contribution of the index of refraction or the dispersion curve of the poly-
various components of the photolithographic equipment silicon has not changed. The polysilicon surface has

Fig. 3 shows a Lithomap uniformity map for a chip changed and become more amorphous due to the im-
with good uniformity. The average sheet resistance is plant. What we are looking at is an optical thickness

654 0/0 with a standard deviation of 0.5%. The histo- that ;ssumes a constant or unchanging index of refrac-
gram shows a tight distribution of sheet-resistance val- tion. Since n × t (index x thickness) is measured and n
ues. In spite of the good uniformity this chip clearly has is assumed constant, the sqtem indicates a change in
a striping problem. Fig. 4 shows good uniformity but thickness.

F 6 ____________-- 1;.
127.

4/."

645.000 655. NO 66S. ON8

AVERAGE :654.168 omh,/sq
STD DEV 3.368 ohms/sq
INTERVAL. 2 385 ohms/sq
I OF PIS 1217/1220 angle

Fig 4 Sheet-resistance map of a die with good uniformity but showing interesting stripes or microscopic v iriation acro, the chip
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4.

I - _ _

/ - - - _ _~ - -- 4

----.1o
EAN ................ 3158.8 WAFER DIAM .......... 125.00 mm/ 4.92 In
STO DEV ............. 110.61 3.502 4 TEST DIAM ........... 115.00 nn 1 4.53 in
MINII14 ............. 3050.8
MAXIMUI ............. 3393.6 CONTOUR DISPLAY ..... STANDARD
# SITES/GOOD ........ 225/ 225 - INTERVAL ......... 50.000

SUBSTRATE ........... SILICON LAYER 2 - FIlM ...... Polysilicon
SORTING SIGMA ....... 3.0 MEAN-TARGET ......... 0.00000
CORRELATION ......... * NONE -WARNING ........ 0.00000 0.000 %
UNITS ANGSTROMS -SPEC ........... 0.00000 0.000

Fig 5 Cross section of beam in V- and I-direction

Another set of samples, provided by Michael Cur- implant conditions to deliberately create striping. The
rent of Applied Materials, were bare silicon wafers variables were beam spot size, the rate at which the
implanted on the Applied Materials 9000 with various wheel was spinning and the rate at which the wheel was

v DEV n.n., Across The Wafer ANGSTRIMS

57.5 46.8 34.5 23.8 11.5 8.8 11.5 23.8 34.5 46.8 57.5I ] I I I I I I I I I

4.757 3359.1

3.171 3388.3

1.585 3257.5

p88, 8 63206.6

-1.585 3155.8

-3.171 3185.8

-4.757 3854.1

2.26 1.81 1.36 8.91 0.4S 8.88 0.45 0.91 1.36 1.81 2.26
Inches Across The Wafer

MEAN ................ 3115.3 WAFER OIAM .......... 125.00 mi / 4.92 in
STO DEV ........... 89.657 2.978 % TEST DIAM ......... 115.00 mu / 4.53 in
MINIMUN ............. 3054.1 ROTATION ............ 0 dg TOP TO BTTM
MAXIMUM ............. 3359.1 SCAN DISILAY ........ FULL SCALE DISPLAY
# SITES/GOOD ........ 121/ 121

Fig 6. Diameter scan across a polysilicon layer that had been implanted us:ng only the X-scan of an electrostatic scan system lhis
shows the Y-cross section of the ion beam
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Rotated 9
3.2 xTilted 50
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# SITES/GOOD ........ 225/ 225 - ABS MINIMUM ... 3060.0 100.000 %

- ABS MEAN ........ 3060.0 ANGSTROMS - ABS MAXIMUM ... 3160.0 103.268 %

Fig 7 Quadrant implants of polysilicon layer were achieved by doing two half wafer implants at I x 10" and 2 x 1011 ions/cm2

Resultant quadrant doses are 0. 1. 2 and 3 x 101' ion s/cm2 . Maximum increase in optically measured thickness was about 100A
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DOSE VS ErLECTIVIT 5. Follow-on
3e 4----------. +-

I The results for implanting the undoped polysilicon
were disappointing because of the difficulty of activat-

let4 . ing polysilicor. implants. Several steps will be taken to

further this work. One is to start with doped polysilicon
and implant it with a dose of I x 1 012_ 1 X 1014 and use

[ -t3 the damage as an indication of the implant dose. This
would be similar to be double-implant technique [7].

41 43The implant damage will increase the sheet resistance in

proportion to the dose. This technique will require a
Fig. 9. Calibration curve of dose vs reflectivity for arsenic calibration curve.

implants evaluated in this study. The second approach is to measure the thickness of
the individual unannealed van der Pauw structures with
the FT5000, then anneal the wafers and look for very
small changes in sheet resistance by probing the van der

translated across the beam The reflectivity map shown Pauw structures. Finally the FT500 will be used to
in fig. 8 was taken on a wafer showing macroscopic measure the reflectivity at one of the interference pat-
striping. Mcnitors were used to generate the calibration tern peaks. This will lend more understanding to the
curve of fig. 9. The diameter scan of dose in fig. 10 was possibilities of using test structures for electrical testing
made with 625 points and a test diameter of 6 24 mm of microuniformity. If feasible, the size of the structure
This results in a step size of 10 sim. The spot size of the here could certainly be reduced. The size used here was
FT500 was 4 ltm (50 x objective). The results for these determined simply because it was available as a part of
measurements are very repeatable. These results on the the Lithomap mask library.
FT500 both for the unannealed polysilicon and for the The earlier C-V work will be repeated using "

unannealed silicon are very interesting. Obviously many MOS structure where the metal dots are replacel by
things can change the reflectivity of a sample, but in polysilicon dots. The testing technique would be to use
this case, where we are looking at variations across the the CmdCni ratio to monitor the average channel
wafer, it is easy to generate a calibration curve of doping. Also the area under the C- V curve will be
reflectivity versus dose (as in fig 9). integrated to obtain thc partial dose [8].

,. DEV N M Across The Wafer v. REFL
3 2 2.5 1 9 1.3 8.6 8 8 0 6 1 3 1 9 2.S 3 2

i I I

.16S4 -43.681

1183 43 577

05i 43.SS3

UfO 43. 529

- 5S51 43. 85

- 1103 43.481

-. 1654 43 457

0.----, .13 0.10 0 07 8.5 0.02 0.80 0 03 0.05 0.08 0 10 0 13

inches Across The Wafer

MEAN ........... .., 1.3113e+013 WAFER DIAM ....... .. 125.00 r / 4.92 in
STD DEV ........... 60.865 G 0.464 % TEST DIAM ......... 6 35 nm / 0 25 in
MINIMUM ............. ].2978e+013 ROTATION .. ...... 315 dg T-LFT TO B-RT
MAXIMUM ......... 1.3247e+013 SCAN DISPLAY ..... FULL SCALE DISPLAY
# SITES/GOOD...... 625/ 624 SORTING SIGMA ..... 3.0

CORRELATION...... DOSE IONS/CM2
UNITS IONS/CM2

Fig 10 Dose diameter scan that was measured on one of the wafers with the best ,;nplant condition The diameter scan was 6 24 mm
with a total of 625 measures giving a step size of 10 lrm.
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Monitoring the micro-uniformity performance of a spinning
disk implanter
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Method for monitoring fluctuations in (lose uniformity on spatial stales on the order of 1 cm or less are investigated for the case
of a spinning disk ion implanter Various optical, electrical a-id physical methods including Therma-Wae signals, optical reflectance.
sheet resistance, spreading resistance and Rutherford backscattenng are used Comparison is made to a number of estimates of dose
uniformitt as a function of beam size and the scanned distance between successive passes through the ion beam.

1., Introduction tuated if the pattern of dose variations is aligned with
the chip layout.

Providing uniform distribution of total ion dose over Early studies of dose uniformity on the scale of the
the surface of a wafer is one of the first tasks in the beam spot size (= 1 cm) were directed at the x -v
design of an ion implantation system [1]. Measurements scanning systems [4-61. The methods used for evalua-
ol dose uniformity, particularly in the form of contour ion of fine-scale dose variations were measurements
maps derived from a spatial array of measurements, fom patterned arrays of CV dots or resistors. This
have become routine techniques for monitoring the per- m ork will investigate the eflects of beam size and scan-
formance of ion implantation systems [2,3]. The goal is ning speeds on the dose uniformity for a spinning disk,
to ensure that variations in dose level over the wafer are "R-theta".. scanning system [7,8] and vill use a variety
less than the tolerable process limits and within the of optical, electrical and physical measurement tools
specified performance of the 'implantation tool. The and mapping techniques.
number of measurements taken to get a measure of the
dose uniformity and to calculate a dose contour map is I./. Dove equation

limited by time allowed for the probing and the spatial In an R-theta scanning system, such as the P19200
resolution of the probe technique. Densities of probe [8], the ion beam dose is distributed over a ring of
locations of = 1 site/cm" are sufficient to reveal large- wafers located at an average distance R, from the
scale dose variations in a wide variety of situations [3]. center of a rapidly spinning wheel. The wheel axis is

As IC chip dimensions grow to 1-4 cm on a side, mounted on a scan arm which allows for translation of
control of ftnctuations in dose on spatial scales which the wheel along an approximately radial direction. For
are smaller than the chip dimensions becomes increas- a rotation speed of 1250 rpm and R, of 61.8 cm, the
ingly important. Whereas large-scale. "ma,-o-uniform- rotational speed at the edge of a ring of 125 mm wafers
itv" variations can result in wide ditnbutions of IC is 89.1 m/s. Since the rotational speed is > 103 faster
performance characteristics between various chip,. tlidii the tiinslattonal speed of the wheel center, 1/*,,n,
small-scale, "micro-unifotaity" variations can result in the dose distribution is determined by the translational
totally nonfunctional ICs. An example of a potential scanning process.
micro-uniformity effect is the loss of signal synchroniza- The fraction of time a small segment of circumferen-
tion resulting from inter-chip transistor speed varia- tial kidth, dC, of an annulus of width aR at distance R
tions. The impact of poor micro-uniformity is accen- is in the icn beam is aC/(2rrR) [7]. The time the beam

traverses the width of an annular ring of width 3R is
Now at Kawasaki Steel Corp. Hagagun. Japan aR/Van. The net time, t. a small segment of the wafer

0168-593X/91/$03 50 4- 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) II IHROU(;HPUT & YIELD
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surface at radial distance R and area CaR is 'in the wheel with a 70 tilt and a 450 twist orientation to
ion beam during a single translational scan is (aR/ suppress measurement complications resulting from
V,,an)(aC/2fR) The implanted dose, Op,, during a channeling effects [9]. Dose calibration implants were
single translational scan through a current I comprised also done at 3 x 1013 and 3 X 1014 ions/cm2 . The elec-
of ions of charge state q is: trical measurements were made after an anneal for 10 s

I t at 9500 C in an AG Associates rapid thermal processor.

q CR (1)

Substituting for the time in the beam, t, one gets: 3. Monitoring methods

I 1
41p.,, q (2-R V,:,) () In addition to the obvious requirements for spatial

resolution, the choice of techniques for micro-uniform-By controlling V, 1  to compensate for the variation in

rotational speed with radial position. according to iy measurements also rests on the need for good stabil-
ity, precision and sensitivity to slight dose variations [3].

V 1,4 Ro /R, (3) Ideal methods should also require minimal time per sitc

where U4 is the translational speed when the beam is measurement, straightforward data analysis for dose

traversing the center of the wafer at a radial position of calculations, and ease of interpretation of the data.

R 3 1 Optical methods

q 2,"&R0  (4) The principal optical technique in this work was

Since in the usual nomenclature, a "scan" is two dose map measurements with a Therma-Wave laser
"passe," in front of the ion beam, the total dose for N probe which uses a combination of a modulated Ar
scans is. laser beam and a CW He-Ne laser probe beam [10].

1 IN\ Typical laser beam spot diameters are 2-4 gim.
(-,, qRo Uo . (5) Therma-Wave probes have demonstrated the ability to

resolve device features of less than I im width [11] At

In order to maintain a constant dose for these studies, doses above the onset of amorphization, the modulated
both I and N were varied to compensate as we investi- reflected signal of the probe beam, or TW signal, de-
gated the effects of the choice of U, on micro-uniform- viates from a monotonic incrtase with dose and be-
ity comes a modulated value with an increasing trend. The

reflectivity of the laser beams also varies in a periodic
fashion as the thickness of the amorphous layer in-

2. Experimental conditions creases. The thickness of the amorphous layer measured
by the reflectivties 'is fitted to a (ln[dose]) I /2 calibration

Most of the implants which were used in this study curve and combined with the TW signal. The dose
were done with 80 keV As' at a nominal dose of 1014 repeatability of this method is estimated at 2%.
ions/cm2 This choice of implant conditions was made The variation in optical reflectance was measured on
to allow for the overlap of the performance range of several wafers with a Prometrix FT-500 film thickness
number of tools. This aose was high enough to provide monitor which had a probe spot of = 2 [im [12] The
good electrical characterization and was in the range of FT-500 measures the reflectivity of light from a W
strong optical effects from the onset of amorphization filament source in the wavelength range of 600-700 nm
Arsenic was chosen as the implant species to allow for
ease of RBS analysis. The implantation system used was 3.2 Electrical methodv
a Precison Implait 9000 [8] operated with wheel rota-
tion spccds of 640 and 1250 rpm and average lateral Sheet resistance measurements have been the main-
scan speeds between 1 7 and 10.2 cm/s. The total stay of uniformity mapping since the development of
number of scans (passes back and forth into the beam) low-noise four-point probe measurements using config-
was varied from 2 up to 30 for various beam currents uration switc:hing techniques [2.131. Measurements with
and scan speeds. The beam was focused down to FWHM four-point probe arrays have demonstrated the ability
dimensions as small as 2-6 mm in order to produce to re-olve dose variations with a width of 1 mm on a
clearly resolved uniformity variations The beam size linear pattern with a pitch of 5 mm [13]
was monitored by a 5-cup profiler which scanned a Annealed wafers were probed with in-line four-point
10 x 10 cm area in the plane of the wafer [8]. The arrays with tip spacings of 1.04. 0 635 and 0.20 mm and
wafers were 125 mm diam. p-Si(100) with a nominal a square array with spacing of 0.1 mm Maps with up to
resistivity of 10 11 cm. The wafers were mounted on the 625 probe sites were obtained with circular probe pat-
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terns on the Prometrix Ommmap RS50/e and with a
25 x 25 rectangular array on a Solid State Measure-
ments prober. Line scans along the major stripe pat-
terns were made with four-point and two-point probes.

9 00

3.3. Physical measurements

Rutherford backscattering measurements were made 750
0

on as-implanted wafers with a scan overlap pitch of = 5 a
cm. The spatial resolution of the 2 MeV He RBS beam 600

was 1 m.

4 50

4. Maps and line scans 10 15 20

DISTANCE (MM)

Strong patterns, generated by implants with highly Fig. 2. Therma-Wave line scan along a 2 cm segment across the
focused ion beams and fast translational scan speeds pattern in fig 1. Apparent dose variation is 174%
were easily seen in the Therma-Wave maps (fig. 1). The
orientation of the pattern follows the 450 twist of the
wafers so that the leading edge of the wafer into the ion (fig. 6). Characteristic stipping patterns were measurea-
beam was the lower left side. Line scans across the dose ble by line scans with four-point probe measurements
variation stripes (fig. 2) clearly indicated the lack of for scan overlap pitches as small as 1.6 mm
sufficient overlap of the beam during these implants The apparent values of the dose variations as meas-
Therma-Wave line scans were able to clearly resolve ured by 2 cm line scans along the dose variation ripples
apparent dose variations of less than 0.4% even though are compared in table 1. For the large-scale ripples,
the vivriation pattern is not seen in the whole-wafer map which were easily observed by all of the measurement
(figs. 3 and 4). techniques - including direct visual inspection of the

Certain sheet resistance maps showed strong moire- wafers, the apparent dose variation for the same im-
like interference patterns (fig. 5). The strong dose vana- plant pattern ranged from 5.4 to 35%. "lhe optical
tion patterns were resolved by increasing the probe site reflectivity gave a particularly high value of the dose
density to 361 and 625 sites in a circle of I cm test variation. Electrical and Therma-Wave probes gave ob-
radius and reducing the probe tip spacing to 0 2 mm
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Fig. I Therma-Wave full wafer map for an implant with a Fig 3 Therma-Wave full wafer map for an implant with a
pitch between passes of 4.9 mrm with a beam FWHM of 11 pitch between passes of 0.8 mm with a beam FWHM of 6 mm

mm. Apparent dose variation is 17.3%. Apparent dose variation isO0 78%.
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Fig. 4 Therma-Wave line scan along a 2 cm segment across the " . .
pattern in fig. 3 Apparent dose variation is 0 38%

Fig. 5 Full wafer sheet resistance map with 625 sites of an
implant with a pitch between passes of 4 9 mm and a beam

served variations between 5 4 and 8.8%. The RBS mea- FWHM of 6 mm Strong moir6 interference is seen in the
surement was 20% for maximum and minimum dose contours between the implant stnpes and circular probe pat
levels (peak to valley), tern The probe tip spacing was 1 mm

Table I
Comparison of apparert dose variations (1014 As/cm2,, 0.6 cm FWHM ion beam, 2 cm line scans, RMS values)

Technique 1.7 cm/s scan speed, 10 2 cm/s scan speed,
pitch/FWHM = 0 14, pitch/FWHM = 0 82,
7 scans 12 scans

Therma-Wave 9 8 x 1013 ions/cm2 ±0 89% 7 8 X 1013 ions/cm2 _ 8 76%
Optical reflectance 1 Ox 1014 ions/cm2 ±4 5% 1 07 x 1014 ions/cm2 + 35%
Rutherford backscattering 1014 As/cm2 ± 20%
Spreading resistance 668 S2 ± 1 2%, 666 f9 + 5.9%,

0.1 mm probe spacing dose variation = 1 8% dose variation = 8 8%
Sheet resistance

1 mm probe spacing 603.8 2/0±0.09%, 602 9/± +2.66%,
dose variation = 0 13% dose variation = 3 9%

0 6 mm probe spacing 609 00/± 0 13%. 612 f2/± 3 6%,
dose variation = 0.19% dose variation = 5 4%

0.1 mm probe spacing 5583 f2/O± 02%, 526.4 S2/0 ±4.5%,
dose variation = 0 38% dose variation = 6.75%

12.76 Y

Fig. 6 A three-dimensional map of sheet resistance values in a 22 mm circular segment of the wafer shown in fig. 5. '1he map was
constructed from 625 test sites with a probe tip spacing of 0 2 mm. The apparent dose variation was 6 4%.
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Iwo0 Increasing the number of scans produced only a very
2 cm Linear Scans gradual improvement in micro-uniformity values. To

100 0 Therma-Wave obtain micro-uniformity values approaching 0.1%, the
scan overlap pitch should be = 10 times smaller thanS Four-PoIntProbe the beam width The large spread in apparent dose

Z, 1 0 variation values for the different measurement tech-
i niques clearly shows that additional work is need to
o establish reliable process control procedures for micro-

.. 40 uniformity.
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Daily 2 x 1012 monitoring of an ion implanter

S. Cherekdjian and W. Weisenberger
Ion Implant Services. 1050 Kifer Rd.. Sunnviale, CA, USA

Low-dose monitoring has always been a problem The monitors dnft with time either within minutes of an implant or within days
or months Resistivity excursions in excess of 50% are not uncommon. This paper presents data to understand some of the factors
affecting the reliability and repeatability of low-dose, 2 x 1012 ions cm-2 sheet resistivity measurements Four-point probe electronic
dnft, the optimum probe tip size and finish, background silicon substrate doping, surface oxide growth, and silicon surface chemistry
are investigated Thie correct specifications of the wafers, wafer processing and the four-point probe tips enable reproducible
measurement of low-dose boron implants.

I., Introduction various probe tip radii with different lapped surface
finishes. Probe tips of 1 6, 4, 8 and 20 mil radius were

A widely used technique for the measurement of examined. The head that gave the best probe statistics
ion-implanted layers in the semiconductor industry is and most reproducible data was an 8 mil with a 2 ±im
the four-point probe method [1,2]. It is commonly used finish.
in the dose range of 1014_1016 ions cm - 2 where the Probe tip roughness ranged from 0.25 to 2.0 Lm
measurements can be very accurate [2]. When monitor- finishes. No difference was observed until the tips were
ing a dose of 2 X 10 12 ions cm- 2 the direct probe finished with just a chemical etch. Etch-only probe
technique becomes susceptible to the ambient tempera- heads initially gave good results but tended to become
ture, the background doping variations, changes in the unstable after probe "conditioning". This "condition
probe geometry, and "surface effects". The measured ing" increasL,, thc roughness of the probe surface, and
sheet resistance is, therefore, a convolution of the above each protrusion stresses the native oxide to achieve
with the implant resistance. The term "surface effects" penetration to the conducting layer. It has been shown
is an evasive variable which has been associated with that "conditioning" with a ceramic plate results in a
dangling bonds [3], surface states [3], trappec 1. :es [41, constant contdct probe footprint regardless of the initial
or hydrogen injection [5-7]. In this paper it refers to topography [8]. In extreme cases, the probe tip changes
changes in surface conduction. shape. Under the microscope an old 4 mil head, which

The key to reliable and reproducible low-dose direct performed like an 8 mil head, visually resembled a flat 8
probe resistivity data is to maintain the measurement mil head.
variables as constant as possible. This paper demon- There seems to be a trade-off between tip radius and
strates how this may be achieved. We explore and surface roughness in obtaining the optimum electrical
optimize the three main variables, the probing contact.
equipment. the silicon material, and the "surface ef- Finally, both of these variables must be monitored
fects". on a daily basis. An outline is given below for a proce-

dure for the qualification of a four-point probe system.
(1) Check the system electronics with the use of stand-

2. The probing equipment ard resistor packs.
(2) Perform a probe tip qualification. "Condition" the

The two main factors to consider are the inherent tip as required.
,lectronic noise of the equipment and the mechanical (3) Probe trend wafers of typical implants of interest.
probe contact variations. T;.e first can be characterized Wafer results must be within expected limits jr
by the daily use of standard resistor packs that replace expected change rate (for low-dose wafers).
the four-point probe head, The trend of this data allows (4) Probe bulk NIST (previously NBS) traceable resis-
the measurement resolution of the system to be de- tivity standards. This can be a monthly check or as
termined. In our case. a 7.4 kfQ/O reading had elec- required.
tronic noise excursions of about 30 S2/0. The second When the system passes items 1-4, test wafers may
factor requires the investigation of the performance of be probed. Under emergencies, a test wafer may be read

0168-583X/91/$03 50 6, 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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Fig. 1. Bulk sheet resistance (no implant) readings versus measured final resistan-c2 after implanting with '1B, 2X 10'2 ions crn-'.

90 kV.

first but test 3 must be carried out immediately to ous background doping levels from 1-10 R cm. The

ensure the validity of the pass or fail result from the test implant was 1113', 2 x 1012 ions cm-_2 at 90 kV All the

wafer. wafers were premeasured on a four-point probe Prome-
trix 11113, implanted on a Nova 6200 medium current

ion implanter, rapid thermally annealed (RTA) in an

3. 'Me silicon material AG610 heat pulse at 11000 C for 10 s. and then re-
probed.

This characterization is shown in fig 1. All the Fig 1 shows the relationship between the measured

wafers were bare silicon n-type K100) material of varn- resistance after implantation and the initial background
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Fig. 2. Boron-implanted daily trends Implant: 2 x 1012 ions cm ~.90 MV
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Fig 3 Boron and phosphorus daily trends before and after etching in HF Dose 2 x 1012 ions cm-2

reading. It is observed that a 20% variation in the bulk wafer. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data of
sheet resistance corresponds to a change in the mea- (rundner and Jacobs [10] reported changes in surface
sured implant reading of iround 100 SI/O. We con- chemistry and indicated that a surface oxide would
clude that the incoming %,afer resistivities should be at continue to grow for at least 4 weeks after silicon wafers
least 10-12 S cm. A higher value of bulk resistivity of had been etched in HF. The differences in surface
around 100 to 120 S2 cm is desirable, but obtaining test
or prime n-type wafers of this resistivity is currently
very difficult. _

WE x - 30KV B+(1.1)

4. "Surface effects" 50
9 90 K B+(11)

Fig. 2 displays the daily trend data for four individ- 0
ual 2 X 10 2 boron-implanted wafers. The sheet rests-
tance increases for all four wafers in a similar manner. 3- 30 V 3)
The wafer readings rise regardless of probe interval.
This dismisses probe-induced damage as a likely cause. 0 1 5 KV P+(31)

If we consider the movements in the boron trends to 20
be attnbuted to "surface effects", the measured sheet X

resistance can be interpreted as a reduction in a surface
10

hole concentration [4]. If these surface holes are present
on all silicon surfaces, regardless of the wafer type, a
p-type (10C) silicon wafer implanted with phosphorus 0
should experience a decrease in sheet resistance. The
phosphorus and boron-implanted trends in fig. 3 agree 10
with this model. The surface of silicon has been re-
ported as space charged depleted owing to surface states
[4]. We c411 thcn as:sume that the surface states (which 20

can be of the same order of magnitude as these implants -vE
191) are changing after the rapid thermal anneal. 30 I I

These trend wafers, in fig. 3, were etched in HF. This 1o1 2 5 1o3  2 5 14

drastically moaified the sheet resistance in the direction IM DE (ATI-Cn
2

)

indicated by the slow moving trends, rising 49% for Fig. 4 Variation of the change in sheet resistance with ion dose
boron and falling 21% for the phosphorus-implanted and energy for boron and phosphorus-implanted silicon wafers.

J
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Fig. 5. Nova 6200 trend wafers before and after etching in H-F Implant- 'B. 2 X1012 ions cm-2. 90 kV

chemistry (10] for hydi Fpnilic and hydrophobic silicon cm. Sheet resistances increased when p-type wafers
is probably the main contributor to the change in greater than 20 02 cm were etched in HF. The level of
surface ronduction. which drastically changes the inea- the boron dopant concentration (of the bulk) in p-type
sured sheet resistancr. wafers is, therefore, a determining factor for these

The boron trendI -nults seem more stable after etch- changes in resistance.
ing while the phosphorus slowly creeps up. We can Fig. 4 displays the percentage sheet resistance change
speculate that this may be due to the interaction of the after HF etching of premeasured implanted wafers as a
shallower phosphorus implant and the slowly growing function of the ion dose and the implant energy. Di-
surface oxide 110]. This fall and rise effect was observed minishing effects are observed as the dose and the
in p-type wafers with bulk resistivities of less than 10 P energy are increased. A reduction in energy also im-

- ----- .---.---- AVE. IALUEs 7,94. ohm./sq-

CONT .: 1.87.

~' ~/~~jTEST DiAM.: 4.20 in.
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Fig. 6. Nova 6200, i1iB', 2 x 1012 ions cm 2 90 kV daily qualification wafers.
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paired the ability of the probe tip to make good surface successful and reproducible probing of 2 x 1012 boron
contact. We conclude that it is important to choose an implanted silicon wafers. Bare silicon wafers should be
ion energy that isolates the implanted layer from the used with as little background resistivity variation as
interaction of the surface, possible.

Fig. 5 displays the reproducibility of HF-treated The measured sheet resistance is described by two
bare wafers. The wafers were implanted, annealed, components, the surface conduction and the junction
probed, etched in HF and reprobed. The post etch depth. At present, leaving the surface alone minimizes
readings indicated larger variations in sheet resistance, any surface effects. If the surface is treated in any way,
even though the HF etch produced a more stable surface care must be taken to ensure that the resultant effect on
(fig. 3). Semiconductor grade HF is one of the chemical the surface conduction is constant.
reagents commonly used for cleaning and etching sili- Large changes in sheet resistance were observed after

con, unfortunately it is not very clean. Juleff et al. [11] HF etching and one may conclude that surface chem-
have identified 32 dissolved trace impurities, 10 of istry must play an important part in changing the
which are transition metals. Also a surface that emerges surface conduction. Unstable etched wafer results are
from an HF etch is very reactive and picks up con- attributed to contaminates before and after the HF
taminates and particulates [12,13]. This significantly etching process.
enhances the rate of impurity absorption, particularly
carbon. It can be concluded that the surface is a major
contributor to inconsistent measurements. Acknowledgements

Thanks are due to W. Johnson and A. Keenan of
5. Daily 2 x 10"z monitoring Prometrix, S. Tseng of Sierra, D Conners, and G.

Lucchesi of Ion Implant Services

Based on the previous considerations from section 1,
2, and 3, bare n-type (100) wafers 10-12 S2 cm were
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Spectroscopic ellipsometry for depth profiling of ion
implanted materials

J. Vanhellemont, Ph. Roussel and H.E. Maes
Interuniversitv Micro-Electronics Centre (IMEQC Kapeldreef 75, B-3001 Leuven. Belgium

The application of spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) to obtain accurate depth profiles of ion-implanted silicon substrates is
discussed. Details on the interpretation of SE spectra are given, explaining why such a complex analysis is possible. The power of SE
to nondestructively obtain depth profiles of ion implantation damage is illustrated for hydrogen-implanted silicon and on low-dose
implanted SIMOX (Separation by IMplanted OXygen) material. The obtained SE results are verified by cross-sectional transmission
electron microscopy and by other analytical techniques.

I. Introduction nm and a standard measurement is performed at 111
equidistant wavelengths. The results are compared with

Spectroscopic ellipsometry has known a real break- those obtained by other techniques such as X-ray dif-
through during the last few years since a high-quality fraction (XRD) to measure the strain distribution, sec-
commercial instrument has become available [1]. Al- ondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) for the de-
though the theoretical principles of SE were developed termination of the chemical depth profiles and cross-
more than two decades ago, it is only with the availabil- sectional transmssion electron microscopy (TEM) to
ity of cheaper computer hardware that the technique obtain information on layer thicknesses, different phases
could be developed to its present mature status. The and the crystal quality of the implanted layers
recorded spectra are based on the measurement of the
change of polarization of a circularly polarised incident
light beam by interaction with the structure under in- 2. Interpretation of SE spectra of multilayer structures
vestigation. The measurement can be performed at a
number of different wavelengths largely exceeding the The simulation of SE spectra of multilayer systems is

number of unknown parameters, even for complex mul- based on the calculation of the optical thicknesses of

tilayer structures A detailed regression analysis is then the different layers as a function of the wavelength. This
possible, assuming a physically realistic model for the requires a knowledge of the complex refractive index for
multilayer structure. As the technique is based on the each layer at each wavelength. The refractive indices of

measurement of the change of polarization of the mci- all components in the multilayer structure must be

dent light by the interaction with the specimen, it has available as a library in the interpretation software. A
the advantage of being independent of intensity fluctua- sophisticated regression program then allows the best fit

tions of the light source. to be calculated between the simulated and the recorded
In the present paper a novel powerful application of SE spectra. During the regression, the incident angle,

SE is presented. It is shown that by using an optimised the thickness and the composition of the vanous layers
regression algorithm and an optimised structure of ref- can be varied.
erence files for refractive indices, accurate depth pro-
files of structures witn varying refractive index can be 2. 1. Cubic splines for storage and interpolation of refrac-

obtained. tive index files

The multilayer optical spectrometer scanner (MOSS) In this work cubic splines are used to store the
of SOPRA is used with improved interpretation soft- In this w ay are u toto
ware *. All SE spectra are recorded at an incident rfrncdt.I h5 wyaiotmmitiuaii
agle* of l 75 E cseta e reste at angl h icin can be obtained, as the available data are stored as aangle of 75 , close to the B rew ster a n~gle of the SlO / Si c n i u m [ ] h o l i o o t i n o t t a e
system which gives the highest sensitivity. The wave- continuum [2]. The goal is to obtain an optiirased
length window used in this work ranges from 300 to 850 approximation na(X) for the refractive index n as a

function of the wavelength-,
,. Will be implemented in future SOPRA software n (N) n, (nA)

0168-583X/91/$03 50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) Ill. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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When using cubic splines B,, the problem reduces to: stability by limiting all parameters to physically

- the choice of knotc, and meaningful values. Briefly, the Levenberg-Marquardt
- the determination ot the coefficients IA, type of approach can be described as follows: Assume

"I that we have a set of measured values fm, The goal of
Y [ A,n(A)] B,(X) = na(,,). the regression routine is to minimise the error function
I- I G, given by the sum of the squares

C, = ,i,n are the spline coefficients, determined by the
fit critenon G fc(R) _fm

I-i

n(Xn(A))B,(A)) -n 2(A, =minimum. with 1 =(x,, x2,..., xp)
r and p n.

J~ , I f'f(9) are the values of the nonlinear functions f'(. )

The number of knots is increased until this minimum is calculated at the measuring points, based on a model

smaller than S., the accuracy which one wants to ob- with variable parameters R. The superscripts c and m

tain. In those cases for which the error on the data stand for the calculated and for the measured values,

points is known it should be taken into account in the respectively.
choice of Sq. The iterations of the regression program are then

The cubic spline fit program used in this work is a given by
reduced version of the FORTRAN source for cubic iA7+I = g,+ 9
splines with constraints taken from ref. [3]. with the solution of the set of linear equations

2.2. Calculation of indices of refraction of mixed layers (A + XI) & = -J

and A=JTJ, V=JT/ are calculated at i'. The
In the much referenced work of Bruggeman on effec- Jacobian (m X n) matrix J is defined as

tive medium approximation (EMA) models for mixed A 8,
layers, expressions were derived for the dielectric con- J] =xj
stant of mixed layers for different types of physical
mixtures, e.g. lamellae, parallel of perpendicular to the and h is the parameter which is used to control the size
incident beam, spherical inclusions or homogeneous of the iteration steps. During the calculation of , A
mixtures of spheres, etc. [4]. and A7 are constant so that r is a function of n. -0

The EMA which is most commonly used and re- and oo are the two extreme values and correspond
ferred to as the Bruggeman model supposes a homoge- to the Gauss-Newton and the steepest descent method,
neous mixture of spheres of the two components. In the respectiely. The steepest descent methods are very
present work three EMAs are used: the Bruggeman stable but have the drawback of being slowly conver-model, a model for spherical inclusions, and a model for gent. The Gauss-Newton methods are more daring and
lammellar inclusions [4]. For these three cases the di- converge faster,, if at all. They, however, have the
electric function 1 is respectively determined by drawback of being much less stable. The Levenberg-

0i fMarquardt-based methods try to find a better choice of
= 0.25 1C + (C + 8,c2)"11 A, taking into account the evolution of the regression.

with C= (3c- 1)(el -C2) + () In most cases a starting value of A is chosen which is
either kept constant, or multiplied with, or divided by a

(2 - 1
E  

_ f-i fixed value i, between I and 10 for each iteration. A
C2 1 (2) more sophisticated approach allows an optimum value

of , (but still between I and 10) to be calculated at each
= (1 - c)i + cc2, (3) iteration step, thus also optimising A during the regres-

where c is the concentration of component 2 and c,, C2 sion [7].
are the diclectric constants of components 1 and 2, The accuracy of the final fit is expressed by the
respectively. As the dielectric constants f,, E2 and thus unbiased estimator a of the mean square deviation:
also e are complex numbers, special care has to be G /2

taken to obtain the correct complex refraction index n= 2 (4)
n = c' from all mathematically possible solutions. espe- 2
cially for expressions (1) and (2) [5]. The error function for the SE spectra can be written as

2.3. Regression analysis G= [(Dc - Dtm) + (W, m - 
W-)2], (5)I-i

The regression analysis is based on the Levenberg- where p is the number of parameters, e.g. film thick-
Marquardt algorithm [6] and is optimised for the highest nesses, incident angle or film composition, which is
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varied during the regression and n is the number of the limited amount of information contained in the
different wavelengths at which a measurement is per- spectra. During the regression analysis (still at a con-
formed. stant angle) the thicknesses of the two top layers (silicon

To avoid tan i, having an exaggerated influence in dioxide and silicon) are allowed to vary, while for the
the fitting criterion, so making it insensitive to vana- other, mixed layers, only the concentration of the sec-
tions in 8, two fit criteria are used: ond component is allowed to float. Some readjustment
- weighting of tan (and cos 8), limiting the variation of the individual layer thicknesses within the damaged
of both parameters to [-1,1], i.e. layer may be necessary, afterwards, to obtain an opti-

2 cos 81 '1 tan , mum profile when the concentration in the outer layers
co Cotans c.m + c sin 2 4 ',m is reduced to zero. When, after a number of iterations

the best structural model and therefore also the best fit,

and is obtained, the incident angle is also allowed to float.

Its variation gives an indication of the quality of the
osm 2v (6) proposed physical model. When the model is very good,

tan 24, m + I the angle will remain nearly constant. In other cases, the
regression program will try to obtain the best fit by

- for small tan ip an unweighted fit criterion is used changing the incident angle by more than the (mechani-
with cal) accuracy to which it is known (about 0.10). In some

D"' = cos 5c,m and W,'m = cos2.,, (7) cases a further improvement in the fit and the profile
can be obtained by using within the damage layer

The uncorrelated 95% confidence limits and the variable layer thicknesses whereby thinner layers are
cross-correlation matrix between the parameters of the used in areas where the refractive indices are rapidly
regression are also obtained assuming a Gaussian error changing and thicker ones in areas with small con-
distribution of the parameters. centration gradients.

3. Depth profile determination 4. Two case studies

The determination of depth profiles of layers with 4.1. Damage profiles in a -implanted implanted silicon
variable refractive indices is an iterative process. Some
preliminary information is required with respect to the As a first example, results obtained from hydrogen-
location of the layer with variable refractive index. For impldnted siliLon substrates are presented. (001) silicon
ion implantation damage a knowledge of the implanta- wafers are implanted with H2 fluences of 4 X 10" and
tion energy and dose and of the implanted species 2 ) 1016 cm - 1 at energies of 15.5 and 75 keV.. The
allows us to estimate the depth of the damage peak damage profiles are obtained with a 12-layer model
below the surface. This is illustrated by considering the assuming a native oxide, an undamaged top silicon
case of a damage profile in silicon. This procedure is, layer and ten mixed layers of crystalline silicon and
however, generally applicable for all layers which have voids of fixed thickness but varying composition. The
varying optical properties with depth. results are shown in fig. la. The profiles obtained with

A simple three-layer model is used, assuming that SE correspond very well with those obtained indepen-
the structure consists of an undamaged silicon substrate dently with XRD (strain profile) and SIMS (chemical
overlain by a damaged layer, which can be modeled as a profile) represented in fig. lb. To represent the con-
mixture of single-crystal and amorphous silicon or voids. centration of voids it is assumed that it is directly
On top of this damaged layer one assumes, again, an proportional to the strain measured by XRD so that the
undamaged silicon layer which is in turn covered by a same logarithmic scale can be used. The depth informa-
thin native or capping silicon dioxide film. Keeping the tion obtained with SE is very accurate and corresponds
incident angle constant during the regression analysis well with the results from cross-sectional TEM investi-
will then yield an approximate thickness of the damaged gation [91.
layer and of the top silicon layer. The next step is to SE is thus sensitive for low damage levels It must be
replace this three layer model by a more complex one. pointed out, however, that the obtained quantitative
Below the undamaged silicon overlayer, the damaged data for the void concentration depend critically on the
layer is subdivided into a number of thin mixed layers accuracy of the value of the incident angle of the light
of equal thickness, which have the same total thickness beam. Many local minima can occur during the regres-
as the damaged layer in three-layer model. In most sion especially in the case of the low-dose implants.
cases the number of layers cannot be larger than ten, Knowledge of the approximate location of the maxi-
due to the limited number of measured wavelengths and mum damage (from the measurement of the high-dose
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4. Conipo'itonalprofthng of SIMOn materials Fig. 2 (a) Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of a low-dose
implanted (0 5 x 1015 cm -2 200 keV) SIMOX structure after a
16 h anneal at 10500C [courtesy of A De Veirman). (b) Si0 2As a second example, compositional profiling in concentration profiles obtained with SE using three different

low-dose implanted SIMOX is illustrated. Buned StO, EMA models. The oxygen implantation doses calculated based
layers can be formed by high-dose (> lol cm- 2 ) oxyge I on the integrated Si0 2 concentration profile are also indicated
ion implantation at energies ranging typically from 150
to 200 keV. Lower doses do not yield a continuous
buried oxide layer, is illustrated in the TEM micro-
graph in fig. 2a. The as-implanted material shows a characterise both as-implanted and annealed SIMOX
buned damaged layer in which the optical properties materials can be found in ref [10).
can again be modeled by a mixture of a-Si and Si, or by
a mixture of SiO 2 and damaged Si.

After an anneal for 16 h at 1050 0 C, a mixed buried 5. Conclusion
layer consisting of SiO 2 precipitates in a silicon matrix
is observed, shown in fig. 2a. SE allows us to determine The power of spectroscopic ellipsometry, which is a
the composition profile of the buried mixed layer for genutnely nondestructive technique, to monitor not only
three different EMAs shown in fig. 2b, Calculation of damage but also composition profiles in silicon, is dem-
the integrated SiO 2 profile in the annealed wafer also onstrated and verified by comparison with other ana-
allows us to calculate the implanted oxygen dose. The lytical techniques. It is shown ,hat SE and TEM have a
doses obtained based on eqs. (1)-(3) correspond similar thickness accuracy for the observation of these
surprisingly well with the nominal dose of 0.5 X 101 profiles but that SE also allows these profiles to be
cm 2. More information on the application of SE to quantified. The examples illustrate that in many re-
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Process control issues for ion implantation using large tilt angles

Robert B. Simonton, Dennis E. Kamenitsa and Andy M. Ray
Eaton Corp, Semiconductor Equipment Division, 2433 Rutland Drive, Austin, TX 78758, USA

Using large tilt angles (7*o60o) and wafer rotational repositioning during ion implantation results in several effects which can
compromise process control. These effects include: (1) tilt-related nonumforrmty, (2) effective dose reduction from decreased Ion flux
density, (3) effective ion energy decrease, (4) effective dose reduction from dopant loss by surface scattering, and (5) effective surface
film thickness increase In this paper we characterize these effects and explain their physical basis.

1, Introduction 60,
.A

Ion implantations performed using large tt angles 5 0 UNIFORUIY CORRECTION rACTORS

using~~ titanls- A OF (SINLE POSITON IMPLANT)
and wafer rotational (azimuthal) repositioning can pro- -S2- :- ON (sNGLE osIo N IMPLANT)

vide simplified processing which forms submicron tran- w 0 0 -0 ON (10 CONUOUS ROTATIONS)A

sistors that avoid undesirable device scaling effects [1]. 0
s0 3.0This technique also allows fabrication of three-dimen- t 3,

sional structures which avoid the packing density himita- 2 0 ..

tions of traditional planar semiconductor processing [2]. .
However, the use of this new implantation technique z 1 0

requires understanding and control of several effects A r c

which impact process results significantly;, these effects 0 1 0 2 0 40 50 60 70

typically increase in magnitude with increasing tilt an- TILT ANGLE (flEGREES

gles. Th~s paper investigates these effects for tilt angles Fig 1. Cross-wafer sheet resistance uniformity (%, o) on 150
up to 600. Throughout this paper. the tilt angle (0) will mm wafers for tilt angles (0) 70 - b '0, with and without

be defined as the angle between a vector perpendicular NV-6200AV uniformity correction factors. All implants are
to the implanted surface and the vector of the incident 'P*, 5x10 1 4 r-2,. 160 keV, single-position implants used

ion beam at the center of the target wafer. 25* twist and screen oxide (400 A for 0 <45 0, 200 A for

All the process results in this investigation were 0>-450

obtained by implanting boron and phosphorus into 150
mm, prime, silicon (100) wafers using an Eaton NV- in cross-wafer dose nonuniformity. This nonuniformity
6200AV [3], a modern, electrostatically scanned medium is caused by the changing angle between the center ot
current ion implanter which allows implantation at any scan plates and the target surface from one edge of the
combination of tilt angles 0 *-60 0 and twist (azimuthal) wafer to the other; it is approximately proportional to
angles 0*-360*. This implanter also allows in situ tan 0, where 0 is the tilt angle [4]. This effect is easily
wafer rotational repositioning, using either discrete steps compensated by modifying the scan voltage waveforms;
or continuous rotation, in highly flexible user-selectable this compensation has been available on Eaton medium
modes, current implanters for some time as "uniformity correc-

The implanted wafers were charactenzed with sheet tion factors" [5]. The NV-6200AV employs the same
resistance measurements using a Prometrix RS-50e; technique to eliminatc this nonuniformity for tilt angles
post-implant processing was a furnace anneal (10000 C, in the entire range 0*-60", as seen in fig. 1.
30 mm, 100% N2), followed by BOE/DI water surface
preparation. SIMS profiles were also obtained from the
center of the wafer for selected bdiiples. 3. Effective dose reduction

2. Tilt (geometric) nonuniformity It has been recognized for some time that tilting the
wafer relative to the incident ion beam (ir any scan

It is well known that tilting the target wafer during system design) will result in reduced dose due to the
implantation when using electrostatic scanning results decreased flux density of the ion beam on the target

0168-583X/91/$03.50 C 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (Norlh-Holland),,;
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surface. This effect is proportional to cos 0; the effec- 120
tive dose D' = D cos 0, where D is the dose on a
surface perpendicular to the incident beam [61. This "')
effect is easily compensated by designing the implanter "-I

to make appropriate adjustment to the area factor used E 300 IOLE

to control the dose of the implant. This technique is 06 6 ,0/3e°TILT

employed in the NV-6200AV, eliminating this effect at z 7 /// 4e TILT

all tilt angles. o 5V

I-

4. Effective energy decrease
Z
0

This effect has also been recognized for some time;,
its cause is easily visualized by considering the projec- 18
tion of the incident ion energy (E) vector for a tilted 00 02 0,0 0.1 0 2 03
implant onto a vector perpendicular to the wafer's DEPTH (microns),

surface. This analysis reveals that the incident ion en- Fig 3. (a) SIMS profiles (as implanted) for 3 1P+ 5 x 1014 cm - 2

ergy E is reduced by the factor cos 0, resulting in an implants with constant 70 tilt angle and decreasing ion energy,

effective energy El = E cos 0 [61. as indicated. (b) SIMS profiles (as implanted) for 31P+ 5 x 1014

The process variation from this effecr is demon- cm- 2 implants with constant 100 keV ion energy and increas-

strated in fig. 2; this figure contains average sheet ing tilt angles, as indicated

resistance data for two sets of wafers. One set was
implanted using constant 100 keV ion energy at increas-

ing tilt angles 7 0_60 *, and the other set was implanted changes result in higher sheet resistance because more

with constant 70 tilt and decreasing ion energies. These of the implanted carriers are placed in regions of lower

ion energies were selected to be equal to the effective mobility, and the implant layer thickness is decreased.

energies of the wafers implanted with constant 10l keV

ion energy and increasing tilt angles. As seen in fir?. 2,

the sheet resistance increases with both decreasing en- 5. Dopant loss

ergy (using constant tilt) and with increasing tilt angle

(using constant energy). It is apparent in fig. 2 that reducing the incident ion

The reason for this is apparent by examining fig. 3, energy (at constant 70 tilt) by a cos 0 factor imitates

the SIMS profiles from the center of wafers from both the sheet resistance shift for increased tilt angles (with

these groups. As the ion energy is decreased or tilt angle constant energy) reasonably well up to about 450 tilt.

is increased, the profiles are shifted to shallower regions Above that, a significant departure in sheet resistance

and their peak concentration increases. These profile behavior between the two groups appears.

The reasons for this departure are made apparent by

TILT ANGLE (DEGREES) close comparison of fig. 3a and 3b. In fig. 3a, as the

7 12 30 45 60 energy is reduced (at constant tilt), both the projected
S ,-range (Rp) and the straggle (ARt,) scale with ion en-
43 ergy,, causing the peak concentration (Np) to rapidly
43 • AT CONSTANT 10k v ENERGY, { increase with reduced energy. However, in fig. 3b, as the

141 A AT FOTlVATIOkt N RG 
/

S O-O FOR ENERGY VARIATION / tilt angle is increased (with constant ion energy), we see
137- AT CONSTANT 7 DEGREE TILT ' that the profiles at and above 450 tilt are not identical
1)35- 7 to the corresponding profiles in fig. 3a, which have the

z 133 same effective energy. This behavior has been previ-

V 1. ously reported [6).

1297 The difference is more clearly illustrated in fig. 4,

27 T which contains the 70 tilt, 50 keV SIMS profile, and

, 15 ........------- .... the 600, 100 keV SIMS profile from fig. 3a and 3b,
105 95 85 75 65 55 45

EFFECTIVE ION ENERGY (keY) respectively. The experimentally measured parameters

Fig. 2 Average sheet resistance dependence upon increasing (by SIMS) of these two profiles with equal effective

tilt angle (at constant 100 keV incident energy) and with energy are also provided in fig. 4. From this figure we

decreasing ion energy (at constant 70 tilt angle). All implants can see that, for profiles with increasing tilt angles (at

are 31p+,, 5xIO14 cm-I with native oxide and continuous constant ion energy), the range is decreasing faster than

rotation, for reduced energy (at constant tilt) profiles, and the I
Ill. THROUGHPUT & YIELD , ,,
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1020  for the conditions in fig. 4, the 600 profile has lost
about 9% of its dose (as measured by SIMS) relative to

R', AR N' $ the 7' profile. [The total phosphorus dose precision for
-0 7, 5k.V06403 5P7 7 94the SIMS measurements in this study was experimen-

S6d 0
1 00k 059 045 44 1 44 tally determined to be ±0.7%, Ia.] The smaller pro-

z2 1019 1- micron jected range and dopant loss of the large tilt profile will
2- tms/C 2(XloI increase the sheet resistance; however, this is partially

z offset by the reduced peak concentration and slightly

increased junction depth, which will both decrease thez
z0 sheet resistance by increasing the mobility and thckness

10 0
8  1 0-2-.3+00.5of the implanted layer, respectively. As a result, al-
00DEPTH ( 'c;ons) 0 though the 60' implant has - 9% lower effective dose,

Fig. 4. SIMS profiles (as implanted, "P+ 5X1014 cm-2) for it was only .5% higher in sheet resistance than the 70

two implants at 7 0 and 60 " tilt with the same effective energy tilt profile wtlh equivalent energy in fig 4.
iSO keV). The table provides measured values (by SIMS) of The implicitions of the behavior illustrated in figs. 3
implant range (RP), straggle (ARP), peak concentration (No), and 4 is that compensation of sheet resistance increases
surface concentration (N,) and implant dose (D) for these two from effective energy reductions by adjusting the ion

implants. implant energy with a cos 8 factor will not be generally
effective for tilt angles > 45°. This is demonstrated in
fig. 5, which presents sheet resistance variation with tilt

straggle is significantly greater in the large tilt angle angle for phosphorus (fig. 5a) and bort,n (fig. 5b) tm-
profile, because it is not scaling with effective energy. plants, in which we have adjusted the incident ion
Consequently, the 600 tilt angle implant in fig. 4 has a energy to obtain a constant effective (100 keV) energy.
lowr peak concentration at a slightly shallower depth, As is apparent in this figure, the sheet resistance is well
a deeper junction depth, and a significantly higher controlled (to about ± 0.5%) up to about 450 tilt, above
surface concentration than the corresponding profile at which the sheet resistance increases for both species, as
70 tilt with equivalent effective energy More im- expected. Of more significance is that the increase in
portant, a significant amount of dopant has been lost sheet resistance is different for phosphorus (+ 3.1% at
from the large tilt angle profile at the implant surface; 60', relative to the average sheet resistance between 7'

135-

134 a

133

S 132-

131

130-+3.1%

1298 

127 -1% -............

ye 126--

174 b
S172

170
0w 168 +54%
U

166 1

162 - - - - - - - I 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

TILT ANGLE (DEGREES)

Fig. 5. (a) Average sheet reststance dependence upon tilt angle (0) using a constant effective energy E 1 E cos 0 = 100 keV for 31p+
5X10i 4cm 2 implantation using bare wafers and continuous rotation. (b) The same, but for "Bk+. 5x1014 cm 2 implantation.
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10 in peak concentration for both species: however, differ-

ent mobility functions for electrons and holes will im-

a -b pact the resulting sheet resistance shift for phosphorus

E I and boron. Taken together, the impact of these profile\variations with species is that the mobility increase and

1019 // - implant layer thickness increase is greater for phos-
7 ",phorus and the dopant loss is comparable for phos-
f /phorus (~ 8.7%) and boron (- 10.8%) at 600 tilt rela-
i T tive to 70 tilt. This results in the smaller sheet resis-LW' 7'

, 
10O0 keV 7 o, 00 keV

45
° , 

141 keV 141 teV tance increase for phosphorus than boron observed in
Z 60, 200 ke' 600. 200 Vf.U 10 18 2 e fig. 5.

The dopant loss at large tilt angles is due to a
0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 combination of Rutherford scattering at the sample

DEPTH (microns) surface and the range straggle of a Gaussian implant
Fig 6 (a) SIMS profiles, (as implanted) for iP+, 5 > 1014 protile placing a portion of the profile outside the
cm- Implants (using native oxide and continuous rotation) sample surface. Sputtering effects can be neglected until
with increasing tilt angle (0) and constant effective energy doses higher than I × 106 cm -2 are employed [7]. The
El= Ecos 9=100 keV. (b) The same, but for "B,, 5x 1 0 14 dopant loss at large tilt angles will be increased by

cm- 2 implantation increasing the mass or reducing the energy uf the inci-

dent ions [8]. Calculations using a model based only on
Gaussian implant profile straggle will tend to under-

and 450) than for boron ( + 5.4% at 600). This demon- estimate the degree of dopant lost, whereas a model
strates that attempts to "correct" for the sheet resis- based on Rutherford scattering at the surface will yield
tance increases above 45 ° tilt by a factor embodied in more accurate results [8]. This is particularly true for tilt
the implanter design will not be generally correct, be- angles > 60°, which occur for implantation into the
cause the profile variations and dopant loss will be a vertical sidewall of trenches. In this study, calculations
complex function of species, energy, dose and implant at 600 tilt using only the Gaussian model [81 under-
surface conditions (amorphous or crystalline, orienta, estimated the measured dopant loss by a factor of about
tion, thickness and type of surface films). 50 for boron and less than 2 for phosphorus.

The larger increase in sheet resistance for boron than
phosphorus for the implants in fig. 5 is explained by
considering the relative profile changes for these two
species as the tilt angle is increased These changes are 6. Effective film thickness increase
characterized by SIMS in fig 6 and table 1, [The total
boron dose precision for the SIMS measurements in this
study was experimentally determined to be ± 2.7%, !o.] As the tilt angle (0) is increased, the effective thick-
For phosphorus at 600 relative to 70", the relative range ness of surface films (e.g., screen oxides) will be in-
(R.) reduction is significantly less than for boron, while creased, proportional to (cos 0)-i This is visualized by
it relative straggle (ARp) increase is only slightly considering the path length of an incident ion's trajec-
smaller than for boron, which results in a large relative tory through a surface film of thickness t, as the surface
junction depth increase for phosphorus and a very small is increasingly tilted relative to the incident ion trajec-
increase for boron. There is a similar relative decrease tory; the path length increases at t(cos 0)- i. This effect

Table 1
Measured implant profile parameters- range (RP), straggle (A Rp), peak Loncentration (Np) and dose (D), for implants at various tilt
angles (0), whose ion energy (E) was adjusted for a constant effective energy E' Ecos 0 of 100 keV (from SIMS profiles in fir 6)

Implant Implant 0 RP ARP Np D
species dose [deg] [m] [! [X 1019 cm - [x 1014 cm- 2]

[cm-21
3p+ 5 X 1014 7 0.128 0051 4.0 5.01
lip+ 5 X 1014  45 0.125 0062 3.25 481

3 p+ 5 X 1014 60 0.124 0.076 2.55 4.58
7 0334 0068 2.66 498

5x1014 45 0.318 0.088 2.04 475
B"5x0 4  60 0297 0109 165 444
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Fig. 7 (a) Average sheet resistance dependence upon large tilt angles from the presence of a 200-400 , dry thermal oxide. All
implants are 3]p+ 5 x 1014 cm- 2, 160 keV using ten continuous rotations (b) Cross-wafer sheet resistance nonuniformity with large
tilt angles from the presence of 200-400 A dry thermal oxide; the sensitivity to 400 A film uniformity is demonstrated. Implants as in
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Annealing behaviors of residual defects in high-dose BF+-implanted
(001)Si under different implantation conditions

C.H. Chu ',', E.L. Tsai a W.Y., Chao b and L.J. Chen a
'Department of Materials Science and Engineering, National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu. Taiwan
b United Microelectronics Corporation, Hsinchu, Taiwan

The annealing behavior of residual defects in high-dose BF2 -implanted (001)Si under different implantation conditions has been
studied by cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy and four-point probe sheet resistance measurements. Three kinds of
samples were prepared with different implanters. M, MC and H samples were implanted with 80 keV, 4 X 10'1/cm2 BF+ in a
medium-current implanter without deliberate end-station cooling, a medium-current implanter with a freon-cooled end station, and a
high-current implan.-r with a water-cooled end station, respectively. The BF2

4 ion dissociation effects were revealed by the
comparison of M or MC and H samples. Rod-like and equi-axial dislocation loops beneath the original a/c interface were observed
in the M and MC samples. The dopant activation of the annealed samples was found to correlate well with rmcrostructural changes.

1. Introduction medium- ,ind high-current implanters. The residual de-
fects and dopant activation were studied by the cross-

BF2+ implantation has become an important doping sectional transmission electron microscopy and four-
technique in the fabrication of p '-n junctions in micro- pont probe sheet resistance measurements.
electronic devices. In order to reduce the cost and to
increase the throughput of IC fabrication, the medium-
current implanter (with a beam current in the range of 2. Experimental procedures
tens to hundreds of microamperes) has been replaced by
the high-current implanter (with a beam current of a Single-crystal, 3-5 S2 cm, phosphorus-dped (001)Si
few milliamperes for high-dose implantation). Owing to wafers were used in the present study. Samples were
the differences in configuration of different models of implanted with 80 keV BF2

+ ions at a fluence of 4 X
implanters, the implantation conditions are varied. 1015/cm 2. Three kinds of samples were prepared using
Changes in the implantation conditions, such as end- different implanters. Samples designated M were im-
station cooling, molecular ion dissociation and con- planted by a medium-current implanter at room tem-
lamination in the vacuum chamber can all influence the perature with the beam current maintained at less than
results of ion implantation. The channeling of boron 20 LA to minimize heating effects. To determne the
during BF2+ implantation and the presence of a sec- effect of substrate cooling during ion implantation,
ondary boron peak as seen from SIMS depth profiling samples labeled MC were prepared by a /arian/ Extnon
have been attributed to the dissociation of BF2+ ions 200-20A2 medium-current implanter with a freon-cooled
after the mass analysis [1-4]. The dissociation of BF 2

+  end station. Finally, in order to determine the effects of
ions dunng implantation results in the deep implanta- high beam current and dissociation of BF2+ ions during
tion of B+ ions and makes the junction depth uncon- ion implantation, samples labeled H were prepared in a
trollable. Comparing the dissociation efficiency of BF2+  Varian 120/10 high-current implanter with a water-
ions from a medium-current implanter and a high-cur- cooled end station. The beam current was as high as 3
rent implanter showed that a high efficiency of BF2

+ ion mA. In the Var.in/Extrion 200-20A2 implanter, the
dissociation occurred in the medium-current implanter beam was focused and the scanned area was 60 cm 2.
[5]. The effect of the dissociation of BF2+ ions on the The scanning frequency of the ion beam was 70 H7
residual defects is therefore of much importance. In this along the vertical direction and 1000 Hz along the
work we study the annealing behaviors of residual de- horizontal direction. In the Varian 120/10 implanter,
fects and dopant activation in samples implanted by the beam was elliptic in shape with major and minor

axes of about 4 and 2 cm in length, respectively. The
Present address: AT & T Bell Laboratories, 600 Mountain scanning frequency and rotation speed of the sample
Avenue, Murray Hill, NJ 07974, USA. holder were 4.5 cycles/ain and 1000 rpm, respectively..
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The beam was scanned over a strip 3 to 35 cm from the
center of the substrate holder. The wafers were oriented
70 off the incident beam direction to alleviate the

channeling effect.
Isothermal annealings were performed in a three-zone

diffusion furnace at 550-1000 0 C for 0.5-1 h in N2
ambient. High-purity N2 gas was first passed through a
titanium getter tube maintained at 8000 C to reduce the
02 content for annealings in N, ambient. The residual
defects were investigated by cross-sectional transmis-
sion electron microscopy conducted in a JEOL 200CX
STEM. The dopant activation in the annealed samples
was determined from the sheet resistances which were
measured by the four-point probe technique.

3. Results and discussion

The average thicknesses of the surface amorphous
layers of the as-implanted M, MC and H samples were
measured to be 120, 138 and 122 nm, respectively. The
roughness of the a/c (amorphous/cryftalhne) interface
was found to increase in the crder of H, MC and M
samples, as shown in fig. 1. A thicker amorphous layer
was found 'in the MC sample than those in the other
samples, which is likely to be due to the alleviation of
the aggregation of damage clusters by substrate cooling. -. '

Solid state epitaxial growth (SPEG) was not com-
pleted in M and MC samples annealed at 500°C for I
h. The a/c interfaces were rather rough. The average
thickness of the amorphous layers was about 10 nm and :03
5 nm in the M and MC samples, respectively. The c 0
thickness variation of the amorphous layers was about
40 nm and 30 nm in the M and MC samples, respec- Fig. I XTEM micrographs of the as-implanted samples (a) M

tively, A high density of twins was found in the crystal- sample, (b) MC sample and (c) H sample.

liie surface layers. Twins were found to have grown
from a depth of about 40 nm and 60 nm above the
original a/c interface in the M and MC samples, re-
spectively. The twins were plates grown on all four samples, the regrowth layer was found to be defect free
(111) planes. The a/c interfaces were found to be Defect clusters were observed near the original a/c
delineated by (111, planes. Paired dislocations were interface.
evident in tthe M samples but not in the MC samples. In In the M samples annealed at 700'C, - 60-nm-long
the H samples, SPEG was found to be completed. The rod-like defects and 20-nm-diameter dislocation loops
regrowth layer was essentially defect free and the were observed in a layer extending from the original
spreading of the defect clusters neat the original a/c a/c interface to a depth of - 320 nm from the surface.
interface was about 30 nm. Examples are shown in fig. Twins near the surface covered about 28% of the surface
2. area. Paired dislocations were found in the regrowth

SPEG was complete d in NI, MC and H samples layers. In MC samples, - 10-nm-long rod-like defects
annealed at 600'C. Thick surface twins were formed in and small dislocation loops were observed to be distrib-
the M samples. The width of the region with a high uted in a 100-nm-thick layer extending from the original
density of twins is about '"0 nm. "V"-shaped disloca- a/c interface further into the substrate. In the H sam-
tions, extending from the original a/c interface to the pies no dislocation loops were observed beneath the
lowe, boundary of the twin region with a density of orif,'nal a/c interface. The defect clusters in the original
9 X 105/cm 2, were observed. In the MC samples, only a a/c interface had grown into small dislocation loops in
low density of small twins was observed. The lengths of the M, MC and H samples, The depth distribution and
the microtwin plates were about 10 to 30 nm. In the H general features of defects in 800°C annealed samples 1,
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The most striking difference in the residual defects
among the annealed samples is that twins did not form
in the H samnles, whereas they were annealed out at a
lower temperature in the MC samples than in the M
samples. Formation of twins in high-dose BF, im-
planted (001)Si has been found previously [7]. Although
the implantation was nominally performed at room
temperature, the temperature can be much higher with
poor thermal conduction in the end station. The self-an-
nealirg effect is expected to promote the aggregation of
the defect clusters induced by ion implantation. The
aggregates are rather difficult to remove by thermal
annealing [8]. It is thought that the stabilized defect
clusters tend to attract the fluoile atoms and hirder
the SPEG of the amorphous layer. As the SPEG is
slowed down, twins are formed Comparison among M,.
MC and H samples suggested that the formation of
twins in the regrowth layer in BF,'-;mplanted (001)Si is

0.3 put

Fig 2. Bnght-field (BF) XTEM micrographs of the 550*C, 1 h
annealed samples: (a) M sample, (b) MC sample and (c) H

sample.

were found to oe similar to those observed in 700°C
annealed samples.

In the M samples annealed at 900°C, the rod-like
defects beneath the original a/c interfae were found to
grow into loops. "V"-shaped dislocations were found in
the near surface regions. A low density of surface twins
was observed. In the MC samples, the dislocation loops
,iear the original a/c interface were larger than those in
the 800 C annealed samples. For the H samples, simi-
la' results were obtained as those in the 800°C an-
rie ded samples. Examples are shown in fig. 3.

In the M samples annealed at 10000C, surface twins
and dislocations near the original a/c interface were
observed. Discrete and large dislocation loops were
observed near the original a/c interface in the MC 0.3 pin
samples. In the H samples, a lower density of disloca-
tion loops tlan that found in the MC samples was Fig. 3. WBDF microbraphs of the 900C,, 1/2 h annealed "
observed near the original a/c interface. samples- (a) M sample, (b) MC sample and (c) H sample.
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Fig. 4 Sheet resistances of the 550 to 1100 'C annealed M, MC and H samples.

correlated with substrate heating conditions during the profiles in the M and MC samples is longer than that of
implantation, the high-current implanter implanted samples.

Rod-like dislocations arid equi-axial loops in BF2-
implanted samples have been characterized previously
[10,11]. In the M samples, the results were similar to 4. Summary and conclusions
those obtained previously. In the MC samples, the
teraperature range of formation and the size of these The effects of substrate cooling for BF2+-implanted
dislocations beneath the original a/c interface are nar- (001)Si were revealed by comparing the residual defects
rower and smaller than those of the M samples, respec- in annealed M and MC samples. A high density of
tively. In the H samples, no dislocations beneath the surface twins was observed in the M samples. The BF2
original a/c interface were observed. Using the high- ion dissociation effects were demonstrated by compar-
current implanter, BF2

4 dissociation is less prone to ing M or MC and H samples. Rod-like and equi-axial
occur. The formation of dislocations beneath the origi- dislocation loops beneath the a/c interface were ob-
nal a/c interface in the M and MC samples suggested served in the M and MC samples but not in H samples.
that the dissociation of BF2' ions occurred during im- A monotonic decrease in sheet resistance with annealing
plantation. The dissociation of BF2+ ions during im- temperature was observed for M samples. The variation
plantation resulted in the implantation of B+ and F4  in sheet resistance with annealing temperature for M,
with higher energy into the substrate, Channeling ef- MC and H samples was found to correlate well vith the

fects may further aggravate tailing of the implant pro- changes in microstructures.
file [4,5].

The electrical activation of implanted boron ions in
the M, MC and H samples was measured by the four- Acknowledgement
point probe method. The variations of sheet resistance
of these samples, as shown in fig. 4, are correlated well This rese.-arch was supported by the Republic of
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Knock-on of contaminants causing instabilities
of transistor characteristics

F. Kroner
Siemem Bauehmene Siepnetirass 2. AQ50() 'ilah, 41mra

A phenomenon leading to louilly distorted breakdown Lharacteristics of MOS power transistors in the range of 0 1 to I mA. e.g.
very far aa) from real operating conditions, has been obsersed The characteristics might have suggested a reduced second
hreakdoisn of the parasitic bipolar transistor, but with the s btle difference that the voltage was normal again at larger Lurrents. The
attempt to understand the phenomenon in terms of ordinary transistor theory led to the assumption that small-area n-doping
contaminations were present in the silicon substrate. Laborious experiments revealed the fact that the instabilities of the breakdown
charaLteMiS'ti.S were a unique function of the plasma etch equipment used for polvsilicon definition The question of interest was now
he% is it possible for .ontammating atom'. to penetrate through a rather thick residual oxide during an isotropic plasma etch step.
1hereforq, the assumption was made that the contaminants were knocked through the residual oxide during the boron implant
immedia ely after the polysilicon etch TXRI -analysis and ('/V-measurement. have shown that sulfur is the most probable candidate
for the n-t,,pe contamination Ihe amount of knock-on by boron implant' is demonstrated by C/ V and doping profile analysis
Finall%. the phenomenon was eliminated by changing the seals of the etch chamber as well as the electrode defining ceranuc rings to
those of more suitable materials in order to asoid the conwminations a priori

I. Description of the phenomenon |DSS mA

1 0'

Fig I shows a principal cross section of an MOS
power transistor Short-circuiting gate with source and
sweeping the voltage until breakdown of the pn junc-
tion lead:, to a typical reverse characteristic', as shown in 0.5

fig. 2
Due to a newly observed phenomenon the transistor

characteristics were affected by what is demonstrated in
fig 3. Taking into account data from all electrc param-

eters and from live tests, the most probable theoretical
explanation for the phenomenon was the following. If 40 to t0 .Vss (
one regard'. the source, the p-doped channel region and
the n -doped substrate as an npn-bipolar transistor,, the Fig 2 Normal reverse characteristic
pn -junction initially has the breakdown behavior of a

T-- -Au..... diode, because the p-region is short circuited with the
___ /. - n'-region by the aluminum contact.

F- to r V- If for some reason a finite resistance is created
/7_- .oys... con between n'-emitter and p-base, also depicted in fig. 1,:

trssltr resulting in a potential drop which is larger than the
----- t..ns.tor built-in potential of the n' p-junction, the reverse char-

acteristic has to be regarded in terms of the second

Drain Collector breakdown of a bipolar transistor, which in its most
simple form may be written as:

T x1/n

-___.BV(() BV(B( )
BAICKSiDF MALLIZATION where BV, Io is the breakdown voltage between emitter

Fig I Cross section of the MOS power transistor and its and collector with the base opened, and BVct o, that is
parasitic bipolar transistor between the base and collector with the emitter opened,

0168-583X/91/$03.50 1) 1991 -Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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1oSS A An increased base resistance may have its causes
1.0 either in too little p doping or counterdoping, or an

augmented contact resistance. The latter possibility was
evidently not the case. Further, it was not possible to
shift the unwanted shape and oscillations of the reverse
characteristics by a heat treatment of up to 400 'C, , or

0.5 had any weaknesses of the gate oxide been observed.
Finally, it should be stated that at laiger reverse

currents, e.g. in a current region related to real operat-
ing conditions, the voltage was normal again, so we

0 assumed that the defect area was microscopically small.

30 40 50 60 VDSS(V) 2. Experimental search
tDSS (m)

The' experimental 'investigation iiitially was doim-
nated by the search for a possible diffusion source of an
n-doping element, for example unwanted phosphorus
diffusion from the LPCVD oxide or the polysilicon

2.5 doping.
Since this seemingly probable hypothesis failed, and

also no geometrical irregularities of the polysilicon edges
coul be detected, a laborious syster.iatic investigation
on the base of comparisons of the individual manufac-

0 turing steps in diffc.,nt production lines, revealed that
.. ...... the distorted transistor characteristics were a function

30 40 50 60 SS (v of the plasma etch equipment ,ised for polysilicon defi-

IOSS (0u) nitior
A thorough comparison of the hardware details

1.0 showed that the "bad" machine used seals of a syn-

thetic nmaterial rather than a more natural type of rubber,
because the synthetic material delivered better results
concerning particulates Also a lighter type of ceramic

0.5 was used to isolate the etch chamber from ground,
because it could be shaped mechanically. It should be
remarked that these parts had been in operation several
months before they started to cause the phenomenon.

0 After changing the parts, the instabilities of the tran-
sistor characteristics disappeared immediately

30 40 50 60 ross IV) In addition to the phenomenological investigation.
Fig 3 Distorted reverse characteristics TXRF analyses of bad transistors were made, which are

summarized in table I The only real difference between
devices which were polysilicon etched with the different

e g. for the pn -diode a is the static common-base
current gain. which is related to the static common- Table I
emitter current gain P by Averaged results of TXRF-analysis before and after the changeof the seals and the ceramic ring of the etch chamber ..-..

fl = a/(I - a) (2) indicates that values are below the detection limit.

Since P3 is related to the emitter and base doping, N, State of machine Element [1012 atoms/cm 2]

and N8 respectively, and the base width W roughly by P S Ca rC Cu

/3 N /N8 W ,  (3) "Bad" seal+

either a depletion of N, or a reduction of W may cause "bad" ceramic ring 33-44 0-7 6 0-0.4 0 3-0.7
a reduced breakdown according to eq. (1). Also a finite "Bad" seal+
base resistance may change the breakdown behavior good ceramic ring 24-36 - -

Good seal +from that of a diode to that typical of a bipolar tran- good ceramic ring
,sistor.godcrmcin
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N [at/tCm) N Eat 'cMI

r~?r(a) E17(C)

,- F (b) lt-l (d)

iE+i6 '- IE+16

-E4 ' ,X ,m-14 . ' .. .

Fig 4. Boron o-o~th profiles in silicon after the processing described in table 2, with: (a) uncontaminated surface, (b) surface
contaminated w,,!h sulfun , acid, (c) surface contaminated with phosphorus acid, and (d) surface contaminated with SF6, plasma

machines are the sulfur concentrations. Sulfur behaves scattering oxide is treated by either a dip of phosphorus
as an n-doping element, acid or a few seconds of an SF6 pisma.

SF6 was tised for etching LOCOS nitride in the same

3. Knock-on experiments

Since the kinetic energy of any ion in the plasma of
an etching apparatus is completely insufficient to knock Table 2
surface contaminants through the residual oxide, the Presflwfrdtmitonfdpngrfls
assumption was made that the unwanted atoms were Starting matenial. p-doped, 10-20 fl cm
transported into the substrate during the subsequent Cleaning: RCA+ H2SO4/H 2
boron implant. Therefore, the experiments were made Dry oxidation. 400 A,
in order to evaluate under what conditions it is possible DELIBERATE SURFACE CON"TAMINATION

',to knock n-doping elements into the substrate by ion Boron implant., 180 keV/l x 102 - cm-

implantation. The process flow of the experiment is Oxdet.bufrdH
S ". shown in table 2. Dry oxidation + diffusion

deostae, outropn o h brn Polysilicon + aluminum electrodes: 1 mm2 sizcAs fig. 4 deosrts onedpn ftebrn C/V measurements: calculation of doping profile
surface concentration of up to 20%0 is possible if the ________________________

II~~ ~~~~~~ I I cl r tI ~ l I l lII
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machine, and worked probably in conjunction with the its scurce in the implantation equipment itself, but in a
seals of the unsuited materials to produce the problem. plasma etching apparatus. The necessity of more fre-
It was not possible to counterdope the boron concentra- quent changes of the seals and the use of higher quality
tion by a treatment with sulfuric acid. ceramic in the plasma etch system, to assure non-

breakdown of materials that absorb unwanted chem-
icals, is justified in order to prevent locally counterdop-

4. Conclusion ing by knock-on of ions implanted immediately after
the etch step.

An example has been illuminated where contamina-
tion introduced during ion implantations did not have

ik
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Implant uniformity evaluation using a Varian/Extrion scan
compensator module on an electrostatic scanning ion implanter

Kenneth Howard
Motorola Semiconductor,, 2200 W Broadway Rd Mesa. AZ 85202, USA

With the ever-increasing demands upon processes used in VLSI technology and trends toward increased wafer size, proportionate
demands are being placed on ion implanter manufacturers for improvement in areas such as machine automation, dosimetry, wafer
cooling, particle reduction, beam purity, channeling control and wafer charging effects, to name a few This paper will discuss an
experimental evaluation of a scan compensator module developed by Varian/Extrion for the purpose of improving implant
uniformity This module is utilized on their medium current, electrostatic scanning, serial ion implanters and is offered as a retrofit
Gains in uniformity are evident for an earlier machine; however, optimum performance may vary from one situation to another

I. Introduction its uniforrmty because these parameters depend upon
the manner in which the beam of energetic ions are

Depending on the type and make of ion implanter dispersed across the wafer surface and finally come to
under discussion, there are various scanning schemes rest within the silicon crystalline lattice structure.
employed to ensure uniform coverage of a desired tm- In an effort to improve implant uniformity on their
plant species on a wafer's surface. It is well known that serial ion implanters, Varian/Extnon has designed and
the type of scanning technique designed into an im- introduced a scan compensator circuit [3]. An analog
planter will demonstrate intrinsically different abilities correction transforms the traditional linear triangular
to dose uniformity [1] Other factors critical to the issue waveform, producing a quadratic waveform signal in-
of uniformity include wafer channeling effects, which stead, which is then applied to the electrostatic deflec-
are closely related to the implanter system design, crys- tion plates [4]. This methodology intentionally distorts
tallographic onentation of the wafer, and the processing the relationship between voltage and time, resulting in a
parameters [2]. All of these have a strong influence smooth change in the rate at which the beam sweeps
upon the resultant implanted sheet resistance (R,) and across the wafer. This paper will discuss the experimen-
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Fig. 1. A simple cutaway diagram displaying the top view of the Varian/Extrion 350D with dual endstatton configuration ,
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tal R, uniformity results obtained in an evaluation of V~rian/Extrion cautions that the results may vary by

the Varian/Extnon scan compensator module tested in process, %o the particular scan settings chosen for this
conjunction with an electrostatic (X/Y) scanning ion investigation were 0 0 (equivalent to the standard beam
implanter scan contrc!'-r), 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5%.

2. System under investigation 3. Experimental procedure

This evaluation was performed within a research/de- For ATC's 350D dual endstation design, this investi-
velopment pilot line environment of Motorola's Ad- gation centered on measuring the dependence of sheet
vanced Technology Center (ATC) in Mesa, Arizona. resistance (R.) uniformity as a function of different

The implanter used was an earlier Varian/Extrion model scan compensator settings for various combinations of
350D medium current, electrostatic scanning, serial ion species, energy, dose and endstation geometries.
machine (fig. 1). The design of the dual wafer processing Thirty-two, n-type (100) substrates (avg. p = 10 2 cm;
endstation configuration utilizes a fixed implant tilt avg. Cb = 5 X 10i 4 /cmS) and thirty-two. p-type (100)
angle of +7* and - 7* relative to the incident beam substrates (avg. p = 18 2 cm; avg. Cb = 8 X 1014/cm 3 )
direction on the horizontal axis. Prior to this investiga- were used in this evaluation. The 100 mm diameter test
tion, the average percent uniformity difference between wafers were laser scribed for identification and rando-
the two similarly equipped "HYCOOL" domed endsta- mized. The scan compensator module does not com-
tions ranged from 3.5 to 8%, This two-endstation design pensate for channeling effects. Therefore, in order to
presented an opportunity to examine the effect upon reduce channeling effects, approximately 200 A of screen
implant uniformity between two different endstation oxide was thermally grown on all wafers prior to ion
platen geometries which forms the basis of this inquiry, implantation. To further minimize the effects of chan-

Endstation no. 2 was equipped with the "HYCOOL" neling, it is standard practice in our pilot line to rotate

domed platen asrembly, while endstation no. I was the major flats on all wafers 450 with respect to the

equipped with the standard, flat platen assembly machine's horizontal plane using the wafer oriento"
(without HYCOOL). HYCOOL is a Varian trademark which is an integral part of the platen assembly. As a

for the system designed for medium to high dose appli- cross section of our present 48 "standard" medium
cations where wafer cooling is necessary. Its use pre- current pilot line production implants, the implant
vents the degradation of the photoresist film on wafers parameters listed in table I were selected.
by avoiding excessive implanting temperatures. This Wafer-to-wafer repeatability of sheet resistance (R,)
wafer cooling effect is accomplished by injecting N 2 at for the same scan compensator setting with a given

a pressure of approximately 20 Torr into the sealed area implant setup was previously demonstrated to be on the
between the back of the wafer and the platen surface. order of +0.5% or less with respect to the average R.
Another design feature of the HYCOOL platen is its Due to the relatively large undertaking of this investiga-
domed geometry This particular configuration flexes tion within a pilot line operation, it was decided that
the wafer surface approximately 1.80 from the wafer one wafer per scan setting per implant setup, though
center to its outer edge for 100 mm diameter wafers. statistically "weak", would provide initial R, data to
(Newer systems flex the wafer less, but require the use ascertain the effects of the various compensator settings
of hydrogen or helium for maximum cooling). This with different implant and endstation configurations.

system also utilizes a standard X/Y scanning deflection
scheme driven by triangular waveforms with frequencies
regulated by a crystal-controlled oscillator. The stan- Table I
dard scanning frcquenctes are 117 Hz on the vertical Implant parameters

axis and IC19 Hz on the horizontal axis. The amount of Boron
deflection in each direction is directly proportional to 25 keV, 2.2x 10"/cm

2

the voltage applied to the scan plates. 40 keV, 1.0× 10' 4/cm 2

The scan compensator module which Varian/Ex- 120 keV,; 0 x 0
4/cm 2

trion has developed for the purpose of improving im- 180 keV. 1.5X 101/cm2

plant uniformity on their electrostatic scanning ma-
chines can be easily interchanged with the earlier beam 40 ke2, 5.0× 1013/cm 2

scan controller module. Th,- compensator module has 180 keV, 1.0X 10' 4/cm 2

an independent, variable turn potentiometer control for
each endstation that is calibrated in percent. This corre- Arse 5.x 1013/cm 2

sponds to the percent change in dose gradient intro- eV, 5.oX 10/cm2, ~ ~~~~180 ke,.010/ra !
duced. Here, one turn is equal to one percent.

i1. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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Fig 2 Use of the scan compensator module on endstaion no. 1 (non-HYCOOL, flat platen) of the 350D displays mixed boron
results A scan setting of "0.0" appears to be optimum for the boron implants chosen at 25 keV,, 2 2 x 1013 and 120 keV, 1.0 X 1014
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uniforrmty improvements for all chosen boron implants with increased scan settings A scan setting of "7 5" appears to be optimum.
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The beam currents used were commensurate with im- implants on endstation no. 2 show approximately a 10%
planting times of approximately 10 s. After the implants uniformity improvement from a setting of "0.0" to
were completed, the wafers were then sent to the diffu- "2.5". The 180 keV implant continues this downward
sion area for the following separate batch anneals: trend to a scan setting of "7.5" where it shows a final
boron and phnsphorus - 900°C, N2, 30 min, and improvement of 33%. The 40 keV implant however does
arsenic - 1040"C, N2, 25 min. Following the removal not follow this trend and the gains in uniformity for
of the screen oxide, sheet resistance measurements were scan settings between "0.0" and "5.0" are lost at "7.5".
obtained using a Prometrix Omni Map system with 45
site contour maps.

5. Discussion

4. Experimental results It is apparent that endstation no. I with the flat-faced
platen assembly has demonstrated better (lower) overall

Figs. 2 through 5 show how the scan compensator R, uniformity results when compared to endstation no.
affects the implant uniformity at the established scan 2, regardless of the scan compensator setting. The uni-
settings. Bear in mind that a scan setting of "0.0" is formity results from endstation no. 1 ranged from 19 to
equivalent to the "standard" beam scan controller mod- 52% better than those from endstation no. 2. This was
ule. Fig. 2 displays mixed results for endstation no. 1. to be expected, since the flexing of the wafer over the
The boron 40 keV, 1.0 X 1014 and 180 keV, 1.5 x 1013 domed platen produces higher nonumformity at any
implants show initial improvement on the order of flat rotation angle [2]. Implant uniformity problems are
approximately 17% from a setting of "0.0" to "2.5". influenced by channeling effects as a result of the
From there they begin to lose ground. The boron 25 system design (scanning scheme, wafer tilt and rotation,
keV, 2.2-1013 and 120 keV, 1.0 x 1014 implants suggest scan angles, compound implant angles due to wafer
a setting of "0.0" as the best. Fig. 3 is very encouraging flexing, etc.) and crystallographic orientation of the
for all boron implants under study on endstation no. 2. wafer. Wafer size is another important factor to con-
It seems to suggest ihat a scan setting of "7.5" is sider. The larger the wafer diameter to be implanted on
definitely to our advantage with 26 to 53% gains in a flexed dome, the more compound angles will be
improved uniformity from a setting of "0.0". Fig. 4 introduced, edge to edge, resulting in greater uniformity
shows steady gaihs in uniformity for phosphorus im- variation.
plants on both endstations. In three out of four cases, a The effects of planar channeling have shown sheet
scan setting of "7.5" appears to be the best. Fig. 5 resistance variation as high as 10% indicating that chan-
illustrates mixed results for arsenic implants on endsta- neling is an overriding factor in obtaining implant uni,
tion no. 1. The optimum setting for the 40 keV implant formity and that this is commonly known to cause
is at "0.0" and worsens from there, while the higher junction depth variation of 10 to 50% in 'implants into
energy, 180 keV, implant shows continued improvement bare silicon [4-8]. The scan compensator does not affect
to a setting of "7.5". Both the 40 and 180 keV arsenic channeling, however these effects can be greatly re-

1 75

% 15

U 1 25 .--.-ES'

0 oES#1

RI I I I I -

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

SCAN SETTINGS

3 40k,50E13 0" 180k,5OE13 " 40k;50E13 o 180k,50E13

Fig. 5. Use of the scan compensator module with endstations no I and no 2 shows continued improvement in uniformity for the
arsenic implznt at 180 keV, 5.0x 1013 from a scan setting of "0.0" to "7.5". Mixed uniformity results were obtained for the arsenic

implant at 40 keV, 5.0x 10 3cm- 2.
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duced by thermally growing a layer of screen oxide on the surface of the wafer One must keep in mind,
the wafer surface as well as providing some means of however, that in this system a flat-faced platen does not
implant wafer tilt, usually 70, and wafer twist. The have the superior wafer cooling ability as does the
object of the scan compensator module is to subdue or domed face platen and the degradation of photoresist
eliminate geometmc nonuniformity effects as the result due to wafer heating can become a problem with doses
of implanting wafers at a 70 tilt. The use of a dome- much above 1.0 X 1014 ions/cm 2. In this study, when
shaped platen as opposed to a flat platen arrangement the scan compensator was utilized in conjunction with a
will have a worsening effect on dose uniformity as well flat-faced platen, mixed results were obtained, therefore
as variation of the dopant depth profile across the under these conditions one may wish to abstain from
wafer. the use of a scan compensator in a production environ-

Due to the many complex interactions involved in ment and look for other alternatives to improve uni-
this investigation, the various results have not been formity. Wafers implanted on a domed platen face, on
completely quantified, however the optimum scan set- the other hand, yielded intrinsically higher R, uniform-
ting for endstation no. 1 with its flat-faced platen ranged ity values due to channeling effects coupled with the
from "0.0" to "7.5" and aprears to be dependent on system design. However, if this platen is used in concert
the type of implant desired, whic:h does not make it very with a Vanan/Extrion scan compensator module, im-
convenient in a normal production mode. Endstation provements in uniformity can be significant.
no. 2, with its domed platen face, may have demon-
strated higher nonuniformity values than endstation no.
1, but for the majority of the implants in this study, it References
also showed larger gains in R, uniformity as the scan
setting was increased. The optimum scan setting on [1] A.B. Wittkower, Solid State Technol 25(9) (1982) 77
endstation no. 2 was typically "7.5". [2] M.I. Current, N L. Turner, T.C Smith and D Crane, Nucl.

Instr. and Meth B6 (1985) 336
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The use of negative ions to enhance beam currents at low energies
in an MeV ion implanter

John P. O'Connor, Michael E. Mack, Anthony Renau and Nobuhiro Tokoro
Genus Inc., Ion Technology Dwsion, 4 Mulliken Way, Newburyport, MA 01950, USA

Since the introduction of the G1500 ion implanter, the use of tandem accelerators in production ion implantation systems has
become well established. However. the beam currents which are attainable xt present at low energies ( < 200 keV) are suitable for
only low- and medium-dose implants. In this paper, an approach to increase low-energy beam currents in dc tandem accelerators is
presented Specifically, the use of negative ions which have been generated in the injector of the implanter are transported to the end
station and implanted into the wafers. In this work, beam current measurements which have been performed using the Genus G1500
ion implanter are presented for the typical semiconductor dopants In addition, system changes which are necessary to accomplish
implants with negative ions are discussed. A comparison of sheet resistances and uniformities measured with both positive and
negative ions at the same energy and from the same G1500 system are presented.

I. Introduction been instituted by Genus to enhance ion beam currents
in the MeV system at low energies. The efforts to date

Over the past few years, the use of high-energy have focused on transporting the negative ions pro-
implantation has been primarily confined to the abora- duced in the injector of the system through the tandem
tory for the development of next-generation devices, acceleration structure. These ions are the dopants for
However, it, several major fabrication facilities, high-en- the silicon wafers.
ergy imp.rtation has progressed from a purely research In this work, beam current measurements of negative
and development tool to production This ,r :ludes pro- tons for the semiconductor dopants ar. presented. The
duction of dynamic random-access memory devices and transport effic: ncies Jirough the taidem accelerator
charge-coupled devices, and charge-state-resoleing filter magnet art also pre-

For efficient production use of these systems. the sented. In addition. G1500 system changes necessary
capability of the implanter to support low-energy, for negative ion implants are discussed. Finally. pre-
medium-current implants is important. At present, MeV liminary experiments have been performed to compare
ion implanters using the dc tandem acceleration tech, the sheet resistances and uniformities of bare and
nique such as the Genus GI500 attain beam currents at oxide-coated silicon wafers implanted with positive or
energies below 200 keV which are suitable for only negative ions at the same energy and by the same
low-dose implants. system.

To improve the G1500 capabilities, a program has
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Fig. I Overall plan view of the Genus 01500 high-energy ion implantcr.
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Fig. 2 Sheet resistivity maps of 120 keV (a) P' and (b) P-,2 x 10" cm - 2 implants into bare silicon wafers after a 960 ° C, 30 min
anneal.

2. Experimental technique polarity from negative to positive. The positive ions are
then repelled from the terminal and accelerated back to

A schematic representation of the G1500 is shown in ground potential. A second quadrupole doublet lens
fig. 1. In typical operation, positive ions are extracted focuses the positive ions which enter the beam energy
from the ion source at an energy of up to 40 keV and filter. In this region, the positive ions pass through a
immediately enter a charge exchange cell containing uniform 100 magnet which separates the singly, doubly
magnesium vapor. In the cell, a fraction of the ions are and triply charged ions produced in the nitrogen stripper
converted from positive to negative.. The desired nega- canal. The desired beam passes into the end station and
tive-ion species is selected and focused by the 900 impinges upon the wafers.
analyzing magnet. The ions are then accelerated back to At low energies, the charge exchange efficiency (from
ground potential through a three-gap region with a - 1 to + 1) at the nitrogen stripper canal is small. Thus,
resultant energy of up to 130 keV. A Faraday cup may the positive ion currents attained at the end station are
be inserted at this point to monitor and optimize the not optimum. One method to increase these low-energy
negative ion current. beam currents is to close the N2 leak valve to the

After exiting the injector, the negative ions enter the stripper canal, set the Tandetron voltage equal to zero,
tandem acceleration section of the system. A quadru- and transport the negative ion- through the tandem
pole doublet-steerer assembly restores the circular sym- region. The voltages applied to the quadrupole doublet
metry for optimum transmission through the accelera- lens downstream of the Tandetron are reversed to focus
,or The negative ions are accelerated toward the posi- the negative ions. In addition, the polarity of the 100
tive high-voltage terminal at the center of the Tandetron beam filter magnet is reversed from normal operation to
(up to 750 kV) where they pass through a nitrogen gas deflect negative ions and these ions pass through the
cell. Electrons are stripped from the ions reversing their final defining aperture and are incident upon the wafers.

J,4
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For setup and implant control, the only additional that the ion source output was not maximized during
change is that the dosimetry system must be modified to the measurements. Thus, one would expect substantial
use negative current from the setup and disk Faraday increases (approximately a factor of 2) for each species
cups. with optimized ion source parameters.

In addition to the beam current measurements, phos-
phorus implants were performed using both positive

3. Results and discussion and negative ions from the same system and at the same
energy. The negative ion implants were the first in a

In table 1, typical beam currents which have been series of measurements which will be performed at
obtained in both standard operation of the G1500, and Genus. Sample Prometrix maps from 120 keV P+ and
in these measurements are presented. In addition, the P - 2 X 1013 cm- 2 implants into bare silicon wafers are
beam currents measured at the injector Faraday cup are presented in fig. 2. Maps for 120 keV P+ and P-
included as well as the transmission percentages from 5 X 1013 cm -2 implants into silicon wafers coated with
the injector Faraday cup to the setup Faraday cup. The 200 A of silicon dioxide are shown in fig. 3. The data
ratio of the increase of negative ion to positive ion demonstrate that the uniformities are well within speci-
transmission to the water plane is also presented. fication for both ion polanties. The sheet resistances

As evidenced by the data, there is a significant also agree to within approximately 2%.
improvement in low-energy beam performance for each
species. The negative-ion transmission results demon-
strate the excellent focusing characteristics of the G1500 4. Summary
as the ions are transported a significant distance without
acceleration, i.e., from the exit of the pre-acceleration It is clear that the G1500 system may be used for
column to the wafer plane. Also, it is interesting to note both positive and negative implants with good results.
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Fig. 3. Sheet resistiviy maps of 120 keV (a) P and (h) P-5xI0'cm-2 implants into silicon wafers coated with 200 A of silicon

dioxide" after a 9600 C, 30 mm anneal
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Table 1 There are only minor system changes necessary to switch
Beam currents measured in standard G1 500 operation (+) and from standard positive ion implant mode to the use of
by the transmission of negative tons to the end station (-); the negative ions. The increase in f' am currents available
injected beam currents at each energy as well as the transmis- with negative ions makes their use for implantation
sion percentages for each species and the ratio of the negative- attractive. The G1500 is the only production system
to positive-ion transmission percenltages are presented available with this capability. In future measurements,

Energy Injected Target Trans- Ratio the small differences in sheet tesistivity between the
[keV] current current mission [-/+] positive and negative phosphorus ion implants will be

[PA] [Al [%] examined. A study of boron and arsenic negative ion
(1) Boron results implants will also be performed.

40 80 33 (-) 41 2 6 In a separate set of experiments, measurements will
40 76 12(+) 16 be performed to examine the transport cf low-energy

100 96 42(-) 44 1.7 positive ions directly from the extraction region to the
100 86 22 (+) 26 end station. This technique has the potential advantage
140 126 76 (-) 60 19 of injecting substantial beam currents (several mA) into
140 112 36 (+) 32 the tandem acceleration region with significant in-

(2) Phosphorus results creases in target beam current for ions with energies
40 402 105 (-) 26 15 below 40 keV. These results will be described in a future
40 395 68( +) 17 publication.80 495 I-_ ( - )

80 491 108(+) 22

120 ill 196(--) 38
120 494 104( +) 21

(3) Arsenic revults
40 73 36(-) 49
40 60 16(+) 27
80 71 47(-) 66
80 65 26(+) 40

120 69 53(-) 77 17120 68 31 (+- ) 46

I
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Charging measurement and control in high-current implanters

Gordon Angel, Nara Meyyappan, Frank Sinclair and Weilin Tu
Eaton Corporation, Semiconductor Equipment Division, Beverly, MA 01915, USA

We present data on beam potential measurements in a high-current implanter. The beam potential measurements were made
using a test structure on a silicon wafer with a time-resolved in situ data gathering system in the mechanically scanned implanter
Data comparing differeit conditions in the implanter show that the beam potential strongly influences the surface potential of the
wafer when it is exposed to the ion beam. This Noltage can be effectively controlled by the use cf electron injection from an electron
shower as currently practiced. Analysis of results in terms of a theoretical model suggests that charge-induced breakdown of very thin
gate oxides in ion implantation will not become an insuperable obstacle in th' foreseeable future

1. Introduction amount of damage to sensitive structures already on the
wafer at that stage in the process [1,2].

The use of thinner (< 10 nm) and thus more sensi- Many parameters are important in determining the
tive gate oxides in ULSI circuits as device sizes decrease yield and reliability of such devices: beam current,
presents an increasingly important constraint on ion beam shape, beam residence time [3,41, process chamber
implant processes. Ion implanters, particularly high-cur- pressure, electron injection from showers or floods [5,6],
rent ( > I mA) systems in high-dose (> I x lots cm- 2 ) secondary electron yields from the various surfaces.

applications clearly have a potential for creating a great device design [7.8] and wafer grounding schemes. Using
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Fig 1. (a) Schematic of the wafer mounted on the implanter disk (b) Cross section of a test site and block diagram of circuit used to
measure the voltages on the test structures
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a specially designed probe [1], we have made measure- 12

ments of the potential distribution in the beam. The 10
results from these experime s allow the refinement of "'u)8
current physical models of the processes occurring in 8
the beam-wafer interaction.

i4
0 2

2. Measurements 0 . . .............

We have developed a wafer that contains several test I .2
capacitor sites, both 500 ltm and 1 mm square, that are 4 4

linked by metallization traces and wire bonding to an -6
external contact array. Individual sites may be con- .
nected to a differential amplifier, analog to digital con- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
verter and micro controller for data storage. The wafer Time from start (msec)
and electronics are mounted on the rotating disk of the
implanter, shown schematically in fig. la. Fig. lb shows
a cross section of a device and a block diagram of the 6
electronics. 4 A0

The voltage that appeared on the substrate and that Z 2

of a selected capacitor were monitored simultaneously 0
at a sampling rate of 100 samples per millisecond and
an 8 bit resolution between typical limit values of - 100 0 -2

and + 100 V using a single card data logger manufac- * -4
Ctured by Onset Corporation [9], data sampling being 2 -6

initiated by the beam passing oier the start bar shown .8 b)
in fig. I a The final output was obtained by download- a
ing the stored data using a serial RS-232 data link to a .10

PC for subsequent analysis and manipulation. -12

These experiments were carried out in an Eaton 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
NV-10 high-current implanter with a mark IV electron
shower to control the beam space charge and wafer 12
charging. In this device a stream of electrons emitted 10
from a filament is accelerated to 300 V and allowed to 10

impinge upon a secondaiy target, front which a copious C)

supply of low energy secondary electrons is emitted. 8

These low energy electrons are attracted by the poten- . 6
tials of the beam and the positively charged wafer thus "E
helping to reduce the potential of both. The shower 0 4
current referred to later in this report is the current of E

primary electrons leaving the filament. M 2

;3. Results
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 93.Fig. 2a shows a typical voltage observed between the Time from start (msec)

wafer and ground measured with a 2 mA beam of As Fig. 2 Result, of measurement with a 40 keV, 2 mA As
ions at 40 keV. Notice the initial positive step as the beam (a) Shows the measured substrate to ground voltage. (b)
leading edge of the wafer sweeps into the beam, fol- shows the measured test site to substrate voltage, and part (c)
lowed by a similar drop in voltage about 1 mns later as shows the sum of these two signals, the test site to ground
the trailing edge of the 100 mm wafer exits the beam, voltage
traveling at a circumferential velocity of 23.5 m/s. After
the initial rise to 11 V at 2 ms, there appears to be an
RC decay to about 4 V with a time constant of I or 2 measuring the voltage of the substrate and this de-
Ms. Our interpretation of this process is that, while the creases because of the increasing voltage across the
voltage of the beam is constant at 11 V, our probe is capacitor formed by the oxide on the wafer. The surface

Ja
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of this wafer has a 450 nm field oxide over all the the beam. Further investigations showed that this
exposed surface, which can be expected to act as a potential was independent of the site capacitor size,
capacitor, with a capacitance of '"bout 0.6 tiF. When the lending weight to the argument that the beam acts as a
outer surface of the oxide is forced to the beam poten- voltage rather than a current source, although the de-
tial of 11 V, the capacitively coupled substrate follows crease in the observed signal as the input impedance is
this voltage. The leakage resistances from the substrate lowered below 200 k9 suggests that this is a current
to ground and the parallel leakage across the oxide limited source.
itself, either of which may be enhanced or provided by Given the input impedance of 680 k~l, the total
the weak plasma in the implant chamber, form a differ- charge flowing through the external circuit can be
entiator network which allows the substrate potential to estimated for a peak of 11 V with a FWHM of 1 ms as
decay exponentially from I I V. An equilibrium is reach- 11 V x I ms/680 k2 = 16 n, This is much larger than
ed, in the case shown at about 4 V, when the networks that deposited in the test site by the ions in the beam. If
supplied by the leakage resistances divide tpro- we allow one positive charge per ion, assume that the
portionately the 11 V beam potential. At this equi- beam has a height in the direction normal to the travel
librium, there will be 7 V across the field oxide, corre- of 20 mm and use a collection area of 0.25 mm 2, then a
sponding to an electric field of 0.16 MV/cm. This may 2 mA beam will deposit 1.0 nC in a single pass of the
well be higher at a thin point at the edge of the wafer or wafer through the beam. Thus the actual amount of
some defect. charge observed on this small test structure is much

Once the wafer leaves the beam, the surface of the larger than the beam itself can have supplied, even
wafer reverts to 0 V. The substrate potential reflects this taking into account reasonable secondary electron yields,
11 V change as would be expected of a differentiator (typically about two for the energies of interest here
network. [101). Thus we see that the signal observed on a local

In fig. 2b the measured voltage between the test scale (smaller than the beam dimension) is much more
device and the substrate is shown. Note how the signal readily interpretable in terms of the voltages established
consists of a component that is the inveise of the than in terms of the expected currents in the beam
variation of the substrate potential with a superimposed Fig. 3a shows the dependence of the maximum beam
positive peak, shown as A in the figure. The extent to potential (Vm,, ) on the electron shower primary current
which the initial negative variation of the substrate for a 2 mA B ' beam at 20, 40 and 60 keV, while Figs.
potential matched the inverse of the substrate potential 3b and 3c show the similar data for different As' beam
was investigated and found to be strongly dependent on conditions. For each beam species and current, the
the value of R, (fig. lb), the input impedance of the variation of the maximum voltage (V,) as a function
differential amplifiers. of the shower primary current (1p) Lan be closely repre-

As the beam strikes the substrate and drives it posi- sented by an equation of the form Vmjx I" = C Values
tive with respect to ground the test device is driven of mi range between 0.3 and 0.5. The variation of the
negative with respect to the substrate, the connection of peak voltage on beam energy is more complex: for
the measurement circuit supplying the necessary nega- boron we see the higher voltages with the higher energy
tive charge from ground. In the ideal case, with an beams, while for arsenic there are several instances
infinite input impedance. the test device potential would when lower energy beams were found to be significantly
float with the substrate potential and no negative excur- more tightly focused and to give higher potentials, as
-sion would be seefi. We attempted to increase the values shown in fig. 3b.
of R, to achieve this but even at values as high as 50
M2 an appreciable negative variation of the site poten- 4. Discussion
tial was observed. As the value of R, was decreased, the
negative variation in the site voltage increased until it We can summarize our model of the physical inter-
matched the inverted substrate variation. As the imped- actions that occur in a high-current implanter with
ance was lowered below 200 kU2 a loss of the peak reference to two different scales of spatial dimension.
height n the positive going part was observed. For these On a large scale, with dimensions larger than the width
experiments a value of 680 kQ was finally adopted. It of the beam, the net electrical current delivered by the
was then possible, by measuring the site and the sub- beam is related to the ion beam current and the flow of
strate voltages simultaneously, to calculate the potential electrons and this current is responsible for the poten-
of the tesi site to ground by adding the site to substrate tial of conductors large enough to trap the whole beam.
voltage and the substrate to ground voltage. If we On a scale smaller than the beam dimension, however,
assume that there is a sufficient exchange of charge there are potential gradients established by the beam
between the surface and the beam, this sum, shown in potential and the beam will supply quite large current
fig. 2c, can be taken to represent the effective beam densities to maintain these potentials on the surface of
potential at different positions as the site passes through its target.
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It is useful to distinguish three fluxes of electrons.
First,, those which are injected from outside tlhe beam
either from an electron shower or by emission from the

12- sidewalls of the beam guide induced by stray ions.
These have significant kinetic energy when they reach

10, the center of the beam, and as such are likely to escape
to the sidewalls unless they can be thermalized by the

Z 8 particles already in the beam. Cons . :--tion of the

Ienergy loss cross sections indicates that other electrons

6A already in the beam would be m=h more effective at
slowing down the injected electrons. This thermalization

Aprocess, of course, would result in an increase in the net
CM electron temperature in the beam. Second, electrons

2. that are the result of ion beam collisions with the
2- residual gas and thus with little kinetic energy at the

bottom of the potential energy well formed by the
0 o . 100 IS0 200 250 beam. Either of these first two fluxes of electrons will

Shower current (mA) reduce the beam potential and also may reduce the net

20-- -charge 
on the wafer [3]. Third, there are secondary

electrons produced by the beam striking the target.
18- These electrons will also reduce the beam potential, but

16 while the beam is striking the wafer, they will increase
b) the net electrical current to the surface of the wafer [4].014

>On a scale smaller than the dimensions of the ion
12- beam, it is more useful to coasider that the beam has a

'E to characteristic potential, determined by the space charge
8, represented by the ions and electrons. Our experiments

6--suggest that the local electrical currents induced in the
6) structures on the wafer respond very quickly to main-
4 tain these voltage distributions. The fact that these local
2 current densities are much higher than the net current

0- density transported by the beam must mean that there
0 so 100 150 200 250 is a significant component due either to a field extrac-

Shower current (mA) tion of electrons from the surface of the wafer or by

25- - surface currents enabled by conduction in the surface of
the solid target induced by the impact of the energetic
ions.

2o 20 This aiialysis argues that charge controi .,stems in

0) high-current implantcs should be designed to ,erve two
15, interrelated goals: first, to add electrons to the beam to

minimize the net charge delivered by the beam so that
large area conducting components do not collect enough

Sto, charge to produce excessively high voltages, and second
Mto neutralize sufficiently the space charge of the beam
a.. and control its spatial dimensions so that the electro-

static beam potential itself does not rise to a level that
will be hazardous to the devices. In either case, it is

00 100 200 300 400o W 600 important to realize that large potential voltages are

Shower current (mA) only dangerous if they can deliver significant net charge

Fig 3 Peak measured voltages as a function of bemi kicltiL per unit area through an oxide.

energy and electron shower primary current for the following
conditions: (a) 2 mA B' beams, (b) 2 mA As' beams and (c)
5 mA As' beams. In each case beams energies are represented References
as follows: (U) 20 keV, (+) 40 keV, (*) 60 keV,, (0) 80 keV
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Effects of P -implanted poly-Si electrodes on the gate dielectric
characteristics of thin oxides

Huang-Chung Cheng a and Wu-Shiung Chen b

Department of Electronics Engineering and Institute of Electronics, and h Institute of Applied Chemistry.
National Chiao-Tung UnwversttY, Hsinchu, Taiwan

Phosphorus implantation into polycrystallne silicon (poly-Si) has been used to dope the gate electrodes in poly-St and polycide
structures. Effects of phosphorus implantation conditions and post-implantation annealing on the time zero dielectric breakdown
(TZDB) charactenstics of gate oxides of thicknesses 10, 20 and 30 nn were investigated Higher implantation energy and higher
post-implantation annealing temperature result in worse TZDB properties of the gate oxides Especially, the TZDB characteristics of
10-nm-thick oxides after annealing show a much more significant dependence on the phosphorus implantation energy and
post-impl, atation aninealing temperature than those of thicker oxides Therefore, phosphorus diffusion into the SiO2/S interface is
the main cause of deterioration of the gate dielectincs The thicker oxide has a higher enduiance to the phosphorus diffusion and
consequently achieves a better dielectric property for the higher energy implantation and higher temperature annealing conditions

I., Introduction 2. Experimental

Generally, doped polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) and (100)-oriented p-type silicon wafers of 3 in. diameter
polycide (i.e. silicide film on the doped poly-Si layer) and of resistivity 5-15 2 cm were used to fabricate the
structures are used as gate electrodes. SinLe the speed investigated MOS capacitors. After standard RCA mi-
advantages attained from short-channel design of the tial cleaning and HF dip, the wafers were oxidized at
smaller components would be offset by the interconnect 9000C in dry 02 ambient to obtain gate oxides of
resistance at the gate level [1,2], heavy doping of poly-Si thicknesses 10, 20, and 30 nm and in-situ annealed at
films is commonly used in both poly-Si and polycide the same temperature for 30 mm in N2 ambient. The
gate structures of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) oxidized silicon wafers were deposited with a layer of
devices. In this application, ion implantation is widely low-pressure chemical-vapor-deposited (LPCVD) poly-
used to introduce dopants into the poly-Si fi!m. How- St film of the thickness 150, 250, or 400 nm. The poly-Si
ever, a high-temperature furnace annealing to activate film was then ion-implanted with phosphorus ions (P )
the implanted atoms in the poly-Si films results in a at a dose of 5 X 1014, 2.5 x 10 5, or 5 x 10 5/cm 2 and
considerable redistribution of the dopants and the relia- an energy of 60, or 110 keV. Then, the specimen was
bility problems of gate oxides [3,4]. Theiefore, studies of deposited with a Si0 capping layer using a plasma-en-
dopant redistribution and grain growth of poly-Si elec- hanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) system and
trodes have been reported for the proper design and subsequently activated in N2 ambient at 800'C for 15
reliable performance of MOS devices [5-7]. Moreover, mm. MOS capacitors of 150 Rm diameter were plasma-
post annealings of poly-Si gate also lead to the pileup of etched by a DRIE plasma etcher. To lower the sheet
doping species at the oxide/poly-Si interface and caused resistances of gate electrodes and investigate the electri-
the attendant yield loss and reliability problems in cal reliability of thin oxide after high-temperature
devices due to the defect generation in the gate oxide processings, these MOS capacitors were all annealed in
[8,9]. N2 ambient at temperatures ranging from 800 to

In this work, we therefore report the effects of phos- 1000°C for 30 min. N2 gas was first purified by titanium
phorus doping on the dielectric characteristics of gate getter before enteria1g the annealing furnace. The cap-
oxides. We used phosphorus implantation at various ping oxide was then removed. Electrical breakdown
energies to simulate the penetration depth of phos- tests were performed by using a voltage ramp technique
phorus impurities in the poly-Si films. [9].

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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3. Results and discussion 20
Poiy-Si 2., nm
Implant - 110 KeV, 5x10 15cm 2, P,

Firstly, the effects of ion-implantation energy on the - 16 Activation 800*C,15min

TZDB field strength of n' poly-Si gate structures are E Anneal 30mm

investigated to recognize the importance of phosphorus > A S102 10 nm
penetration depth. Then, the influences of oxide thick- 1 12 o S,02 20 nm

peneratin deth. 5,02 30 nm

ness on the TZDB field of gate dielectrics are proposed 5

to understand the tolerance of phosphorus impurities in 8
the gate dielectrics. The dependence of the TZDB field
on the post-annealing temperature is discussed to dem-
onstrate the effects of phosphorus diffusion. The Weibull ,r 4

plots of gate dielectrics are presented to further il-
lustrate the degradation effects of defects induced by 0 1 20- ' 48O 'W 800 1000 1200
phosphorus penetration or diffusion.

Annealing Temperature

3. 1. Effects of ion-implantation energy on the TZDB field Fig. 2. Curves of TZDB field strength against annealing tern-
strength of n ' poly-Si gate structures perature for then + poly-Si/SiO, (10 nm)/Si. n + poly-Si/SiO2

(20 nm)/Si, and n+ poly-Si/SiO, (30 nm)/Si specimens im-

The curves of TZDB field strength versus annealing planted with P' ions at 5x 1015/cm and 110 keV, corre-

temperature for the n' poly-Si/SiO2 (10 nm)/Si gate spondingly.

structures implanted with phosphorus ions (P+) at a
dose of 5 x 105,'/cm 2 and energies of 40, 60, and 110
keV are shown in fig. 1. The value (10 nm) marked after traps or large hole capture cross section at the local
the SO2 represents the thickness of gate oxide. The spot, or lower effective barrier at zero time due to
fied strength sharply decreases with increasing anneal- particulate contamination, crystalline defects or inter-
ing temperature for the poly-Si gates implanted with P+ face asperities in the silicon would cause the "early"
ions at 110 keV. On the other hand, the field maintains breakdown. The implant range and standard deviation
a constant level, about 15-16 MV/cm, for the speci- of the silicon implanted with P+ ions at 110 keV are
mens implanted with P+ ions at 40 or 60 keV and 145 and 49 nm, respectively. For the 250-nm-thick
subsequently annealed at 800, 900. or 1000°C. After poly-Si film, a direct phosphorus penetration to the
high-temperature annealing, the phospiorus atoms in bottom of the polystlicon layer to about 1/20 of the
the poly-Si films would segregate to the poly-Si/SiO2  peak concentration has been obtained for the 110 keV
interface and then diffuse into the gate oxide. Hu et al. phosphorus implantation. Thus, a small fraction of the
[10,11] showed that the dielectric breakdown process total number of ions penetrates into the oxide. The
could be divided into two stages. High density of hole damage i, expected to lead to oxide breakdown. Fur-

thermore, a larger quantity of phosphorus impurities
diffuses into the gate oxide during the subsequent an-

20 nealing and enhances the deterioration of gate dielec-
5i02 10 nm tric Hence,, it is surmised that the phosphorus impuri-

16 Activation 800C,15mm ties penetrating and diffusing into the silicon dioxide
Anneal 30mn and substrate would enhance the probability of elec-

> Implant 4 iseV,5xlO Scr2, P tron-hole pair generation via impact ionization and

12 o Implant 60KeV,5x10 5crri.P form the localized conduction .olumn. As a conse-
Implant 110KeV,5x1015crfi ,p° aquence, the poly-Si gate implanted with a higher energy

of phosphorus ions will gain a larger impact of phos-8
phorus impurities and exhibit a worse TZDB field.

u- 4 3 2 Effects of oxide thickness on the TZDB field strength
of n ' poly-St gate structures

200 400 600 800 1 1200 The curves in fig. 2 illustrate the dependence of

Annealing Temperature kt) TZDB field on the annealing temperature for the n'

Fig. 1. Curves of TZDB field strength versus annealing temper- poly-Si/SiO 2/Si structures with various thicknesses of

ature for the n' poly-Si/SiO, (10 nm)/Si samples implanted the gate oxides. Implantation condition of P+ ions,
with P ions at a dose of 5 x 10i5/cm2 and energies of 40, 60, 5 X 10"/cm, and 110 keV were used, The breakdown

and 110 keV, respectively, field significantly decreases with increasing annealing

Ill. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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temperature for the 10-nm-thick oxide. The field Poly-Si .250 nm
strength of the 20-nm-thick oxide exhibits a smaller 4 Implant 10KeV, 5x1lcr 2 , P'

drop as the annealing temperature increases. Further- Activation 800C,5min
more, the field mildly decreases with increasing anneal- 2 Anneal 900,30min

ing temperature for the 30-nm-thick oxide. Obviously, A
thin oxides have a lower sustainability to the high-tem- 3
perature annealing. This is predictable because thinner 0 0

zoxides have a lower tolerance of phosphorus diffusion -

into the interface between SI0 2 and Si substrate. 5 -2-

3.3. Effects of post-anneahng temperature on the TZDB I o 5,02 20 nm
field strength of n polv-Si gate structures -4 5102 30 nm

As can be seen in figs. 1 and 2, the breakdown field 0 4 8 12 16 20

significantly decreases with increasing annealing tem- TZDB Field Strength (MV/cml

perature as the implantation energy is high or the oxide Fig. 4. Weibull plots of n' poly-Si gate structures implanted

thickness is thin. Previous reports [12,13] showed that with P+ ions at 5x1015/cm 2 and 110 kcV and subsequently

phosphorus impurities in the annealed specimens of annealed at 900 0 C for different oxide thicknesses

poly-Si/SiO2 (10 nm)/Si and WSi,/poly-Si/SiO 2 (10
nm)/Si structures would diffuse into the Si0 2 films.
Since the phosphorus fraction diffused into the sub- the cumulative distributions of specimens implanted
strate could be proportional to b- , where D is the with P' ions at 40 and 60 keV are concentrated at
diffusion coefficient of phosphorus in SiO 2 layer at the about 15-16 MV/cm, they are conjectured to have an
annealing temperature and t is the annealing time intrinsic breakdown. The distribution for 110 keV im-
[9,14.15], high annealing temperatures would enhance plantation is rather scattered. This is because the phos-
the phosphorus diffusion into the SiO, dielectric and Si phorus impunties have penetrated into the SO/Si
substrate. Hence, a larger fraction of phosphorus impur- interface of the poly-Si gates implanted with P+ ions at
ities will be implanted and diffused into the Si0 2/Si 110 keV and subsequently annealed at 900 0 C for 30
interface to detenorate the TZDB field of gate dielectric min. As shown in fig. 4, the oxides of thicknesses 20 and
for the higher implantation energy and higher annealing 30 nm have steep gradients at the field strengths of 14
temperature. and 11 MV/cm. respectively, which just describes the

intrinsic breakdowns of the oxides. However, no obvi-
3.4. Weibull plots of n ' pol'-Si gate structures ous concentrated field can be observed in fig. 4 for the

10-nm-thick oxide. Since most of the defect-related
Fig. 3 shows the Welbull plots of n' poly-Si/Si0 2  failures shown in the Weibull plots would disperse over

(10 nm)/Si gates annealed at 900'C for 30 nin. Since a large range of field strength [9], the 10-nm-thick oxide
should induce a larger amount of defects which would
cause a more scattered cumulative distribution of field
strength than the thicker oxides. This is because thickero-Sl,- 10 nm oxides lessen the impact of phosphorus diffusion to the

Activation 800C,15mn SiO,/S. interface.
17 Anneal 900C.30min

2-

4. Conclusions
-Jo0

As the poly-Si gate electrodes are implanted with
-phosphorus ions (P ) at an energy of 40 or 60 keV and
-2 a Implant 40'eV,5401 cnS 2 , a dose of 5 x 1015/cm 2, the oxides in the n' poly-Si

"Implant 6IKeV,5x10 15cn92 * gate structures almost keep a constant level of TZDB
-4 field strength even after an anneal at 1000*C. However,

: L.--______the TZDB field strength of 10-nm-thick oxides in the
0 4 1'2 16 20 poly-Si gate electrodes implanted with P' ions at 110

TZDB Field Strength (MV/cm) keV and 5 x .01 5/cm 2 strongly degrades with increas-
Fig 3 Weibull plots of n' piy-Si/Si02 (10 nm)/Si gates ingly annealing temperature. In addition, the degrada-
implanted with P' ions at a dose of 5 x 101S/cm2 and energies tion tendency of the TZDB fields of gate oxides de-
of 40, 60, and 110 keV, and subsequently annealed at 900 C creases with the increase of oxide thickness. Hence,

It,
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Investigation of backscattering and re-implantation during ion
implantation into deep trenches

M., Posselt, E. Sobeslavsky and G. Otto
Central Institute for Nuclear Research, Rossendorf. PF 19 D(O)-8051 Dresden, Germany

Recently, precise experimental investigations of backscattering and re-implantation have been performed. In these experiments
macroscopic" trench structures were employed. To understand the backscattering and re-implantation processes in more detail, we

have developed a two-dimensional simulation model. Backscattering is descnbed by TRIM Monte Carlo simulations whereas
analytical approximations are used for re-implantation. The re-implantation profiles calculated by our simulation model are in good
agreement with the experimental data from the literature

1. Introduction scattered particles is calculated by TRIM Monte Carlo
simulations [4]. Then a fast algorithm to determine the

Narrow- and deep-trench capacitor technology is two-dimensional profiles of re-implantation is applied.
often favoured to increase the packing density of VLSI Here we employ analytical models instead of time-con-
DRAM cells. In several applications doping of the suming Monte Carlo simulations. Our method of simu-
trench sidewalls 'is required. Ion implantation is an lation is relatively similar to that of Saler et al [5] which
attractive method to dope a trench with a high aspect
ratio. Since the ions are implanted with a shallow angle incident beam
to the sidewall surface, some specific phenomena occur. Eo,3o
A considerable number of the incident particles are
backscattered and may be re-implanted into the oppo- 00
site sidewalls of the trench. The enhanced sputtering
yield can cause modifications of the trench surfaces if -- j
the implantation doses are sufficiently high Experimen-
tal investigations of backscattering and re-implantation /xo
in real trench structures are very difficult because of X a
their miniature sizes. Therefore, these processes were
studied quantitatively using "macroscopic" structures.
The crucial experiments were performed by Fuse et al. 0 Yb
[1] and Kakoschke et al. [2,3]. In fig. I the experimental b - ,

setup of Fuse et al [1] is shown schematically. Two
silicon slices were arranged so as to face each other' one
slice served as a reflector and the other as a collector ______ {ftOr(Si

The chosen values for 0o, Eo and D, were characteristic
for a real trench implantation. At certain points Y,, Yh
and Yc of the collector surface the depth profiles of
re-implantation were determined by SIMS. A similar
experimental arrangement was used by Kakoschke et al.
[2,3]. In contrast to the expenments of Fuse et al. [I] the
silicon slices were mounted at an angle of 900

To get a better understanding of backscattering and
re-implantation processes in the present work, a simula- -. Y-
tion model is developed (section 2). In particular we Fig I Experimental setup of Fuse et al. [1] Two silicon slices
consider the special two-dimensional arrangement of are mounted facing each other One slice serves as a reflector,
Fuse et al. [1]. Our procedure consists of two parts. In a the other as a collector At the points 1,, Yb and Y, the depth
first step the energy and angular distribution of back- profiles of re-implantation were measured b SIMS

0168-583X/91/$03.50 , 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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was employed to calculate isoconcentration lines in real x-v plane. In our TRIM Monte Carlo simulations the
trenches. In section 3 of the present work the profiles of direction of motion of the particles is characterized by
re-implantation calculated by our simulation model are three direction cosines. The projection of this direction
compared with the experimental data of Fuse et al. [1]. on the x-v plane gives the value of the polar angle 'P

During the Monte Carlo simulation we count the num-
ber dYB(Eo, 00) of backscattered ions per incident par-

2. Simulation model ticle:

2 ! Description of backscattering YE, )=vBE 0,E, d c,()
where yB(Eo, 0(, E, ) is the energy and angular distri-

We consider a two-dimensional geometry with a line bution of the reflected ions or the differential back-

source of incident ions at the target surface. This is scattering yield. The total backscattering yield

illustrated 'in fig. 2a. The line source is in the z-direc- Y8(Eo, 00) is obtained from eq. (1) by integration. We

tion. For a given incidence angle 00 (0 < o. < '/2) and studied grazing incidence implantation of As* into Si

implantation energy E, the energy and directional dis- for implantation energies of 80, 115 and 150 keV and

tribution of the reflected ions depends on two variables- incidence angles of 40, 6' , 80 and 100 to the target

(i) the energy E of the particles and (ii) the direction of surface [6]. About 5000 particle histories were simu-

motion characterized by the angle ' (0< < T). It lated. The values obtained for the backscattering yield

should be noted that the angle ' is a polar angle in the are given in table I In the case of grazing incidence
implantation YB(E, 00) strongly depends-on the inci-
dence angle. For 0, = 80 about 35% of the incoming
ions are reflected. The backscattering yields of table 1

incident are nearly independent of the implantation energy Fig.
ion beam reftected ions 2b shows the energy and angular distribution

E E vB(EO. 00, E, ') of the reflected particles for 150 keV
As ' implantation and 0, = 80. The figure demonstrates
that forward scattering dominates In the region 31T/8

' < <rr only a few particles with E<0.15E were
........ ....... Y found by the TRIM simulations. Therefore, this part of

TARGET the histogram is not shown in the figure.

a X 2 2 Simulation of re-implantation

We consider the geometrical arrangement of fig. 1
311 I b The whole two-dimensional profile of re-implantation

i(d, Ay., ., v) in the collector is obtained by simple
I, "geometrical considerations.

- ,, H(d, A o,x, v)

- "-----, = -1 f d I'f' dEft' 2  -irtn(t,1h 1 d) d'P

XvB(E,).,Oo, E,,')
-/ xG(x, V-i-d cot ¢,E, d). (2)

Table I
Reflection coefficieni,

I [RGY y 1f E0, 00[d eg]

Fig 2. (a) Two-dimensional geometry used in the calculation [keV] 4 6 8 10
of the energy and angular distri~ution of the backscattered 80 0.503 0431 0 363 0 304
particles. (b) Energy and angular distribution 110- ' keV -  115 0.509 0422 0349 0284

rad -] of backscattered ions (TRIM histogram), As' -. Si 150 0.496 0415 0362 0.290
(E, 150 keV, oii 8).
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The meaning of the vanables is illustrated in figs. 1 and particles incident on the collector surface at y = Y,' +
2a. G (x,, y -y'- d cot 4,. E, 4,) is the two-dimen- d cot 4, with an energy E and an angle 4, to the
sional profile of re-implantation of a line source of collector surface. In a relatively rough approximation

1014
a

Z 10~ - FUSE x SIMS DATA
OUR RESULTS -THEORY

C4

z
W

1012> E, 15OkeV G,=40

d = lmm AY0=8mm
1=30mm

1011 Ee15OkeV 80 =7501(1 ~~ d=2mm tAY0e2rVm
Ya Yb Ye L =3Omm

10 10 20 30

FUSE o(Yo) *(Yb) o(Yc) SIMS DATA
OUR RESULTS- - THEORY

E0 150keV 0=750 d=2mm

0=Y

X (nm)

C

z FUSE o(Yol o(Ybl O(Yc)
C OUR RESULTS -THEORY

ir0 [E 0,150keV 804 0 d1lm
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Fig 3. (a) Effective dose of rc-implantation (As + ) (shown as a surface concentration) versus the coordinate Y. (b, c) Depth profiles of
re-implantaton (As+ at points Y., Yb and Y, at the collector surface
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we assume G(, r-yo - d cot 4,, E,,) to be propor- 3. Comparison with experimental data
tional to the product of a Gaussian depth profile
F(x, E, 4) and a Gaussian lateral distribution FL(y - Fig. 3a shows the effective dose of re-implantation as
yo- d cot 4, E,,): a function of the coordinate y at the collector surface

F(x, E,, 4) (cf. fig. 1). The depth profiles of re-implantation at the
points Ya, Yb and Y are shown in figs. 3b and 3c. The

r +  
2 cos2 ,values of the parameters E1, o,, d, Ayo, I. Y,, Yb and

[2.rf (AR'(E) sin24, + AR L(E) cYc are given in the figures. The doses Do are chosen
such that the incident ion beam intensities per unit

- (x - Rp(E) sin 4)2 surface area of the reflector are always equal to 1.4 X

2[AR'(E) sin 2
y + AR'L(E) 2) I 1014 cm -2 [1]. For this low dose the sputtering effect is

P P unimportant. In all examples the agreement between the
(3) simulated profiles and SIMS data of Fuse et al. [1] is

FL( v-- d cot 4,, E, 4,) good. Therefore, we can conclude that the approxima-
tion of section 2.2, concerning the two-dimensional

- A os + Lprofile of re-implantation G(x, y - ' - d cot 4,, E,).

I2(R(E)cs4 + ARPL(E ) sin2 ) J,7 was justified.

-o-dcot _--Rp(Ecos_ )2 \

Sex 2 ARp(E) cos24 + AR'oL(E) sm '" 4. Conclusions

(4) Using a special simulation model we are able to
where Rp(E), ARp(E) and ARL(E) are the range reproduce the results of experimental investigations of
parameters for normally incident ions with energy E. backscattering and re-implantation performed by Fuse
These parameters are gien in the well-known tables of et al. [1]. The procedure can also be applied to other
Gibbons, Burenko, [7,8] and other authors A fraction geometrical arrangements, e.g. to the experimental setup
of the particles incident on the collector surface are of Kakoschke et al. [2,3]. In our laboratory further
backscattered. In the Gaussiap approximation discussed experimental and theoretical studies are in progress.
above the backscattenng yield of particles with energy
E and incidence angle 4, is gven by [9]

Y,3(E , ) References

-[1-erf((R,(E) sin } [I] G. Fuse, H. Ogawa, K. Tamura, Y. Naito and H Iwasaki.,
Appl. Phys. Lett. 54 (1989) 1534

2/2- [2] R. Kakoschke, H Binder, S Rhl. M Masseli, I.W
.[AR'(E) sin2 , + AR2,L(E) cosfl 2  Rangelow, S Saler and R. Kassing, Nucl Instr and Meth

B21 (1987) 142.
(5) [3] M. Masseli, Thesis, Universitt Kassel (1987)

Then we obtain [4] J F Ziegler, J P Biersack and U. Littmark, The Stopping
and Range of Ions in Solids (Pergamon, New York. 1985)

G(x, y -)'- d cot 0, E, 4,) [5] S. Saler, R Kassing and R. Kakoschke. Nucl. Instr and

F(x,, E, O)FL(Y - i ; - d cot 4,, E. P) Meth. B44 (1990) 453.
(6) [6] M. Posselt and G Otto, to be published in Vacuum (1990)

(1 -- YB( E, 4)) [71 J F Gibbons, W S. John.on and S.W Mylroie, Projected

Re-implantation in the collector as a result of multiple Range Statistics (Healsted, Stcoudsburg, 1975)

reflection processes between reflector and collector can [8] A F Burenkov, F F Komarov, M A. Kuiakhov and M.M
Temkin, Tabhitsy Parametrov Pro~transtvennogo Rasprede-

be neglected. Inserting eq. (6) into eq. (2), the whole Tenabliiipantrov Primes (nd gU Leia
leniya lonnornplantirovanoi Primesi (Isd BGU Lenina,

profile of re-implantation H(d, Ay o, x, y) is calculated Minsk, 1980) in Russian.
by numerical integration using the energy and angular [9] G. Fuse, H. Unimoto. S. Odanaka, M Wakabayashi, M.
distributions yH'(En, 0, E, ,)obtained from Monte Fukumoto and T Oh7nne. J Flectrochem Soc 133 (1986)
Carlo simulations. 996.
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Proximity gettering by MeV-implantation of carbon: microstructure
and carrier lifetime measurements

W. Skorupa and R. Kbgler
Cen,ral Institute for Naclear Research, Rossendorf PF 19, KF, 0-8051 Dresden, Germany

K. Schmalz
In.stttute for Semiconductor Physics, W. -Korsing-Str. 2, PF 409, 0-1200 Frankfurt/Oder, Germany

H.: Bartsch
Institute for Solid State Ph) :ics and Electron Microscopv, 0-4020 Halle/Saale, Germany

The gettering efficiency of silicon implanted with carbon at a dose of I X 10 16 cm- 2 and energies in the range of 0 33-10 MeV
was teted by carrier lifetime measurements After an intentional contanunation of the sample back side with gold as a lifetime killer,
on the front side we found values for the generation lifetime of the minority carriers in the range of 27-78 ps and 144-569 Rs for the
2 4 MeV and 10 MeV implantation, respectively These values are higher by 1-2 orders of magnitude as compared to unimplanted
silicon Furthermore, an anomalous doping effect of carbon was found which depends on the annealing method (furnace, RTA). The
microstructure of the carbon-implanted layer was investigated by electron microscopy of cross-sectional samples showing dislocation
loops which surround the stacking faults. These defects are located within a band of very small precipitates.

1.. Introduction In this paper, we present for the first time a test of
the gettering efficiency by measurement of the carrier

The use of ion implantation to modify the dopant lifetime. Carbon implantation was used to produce the

distribution in single crystallinc silicon and other semi- damage region because this type of MeV-implantation

conductors is widely accepted in the semiconductor was found to be more effective in gettering [4]. Further-

industry. The implantation of nondopant elements has more, analysis of the implanted samples was performed

also been paid much attention over the last years. by SIMS, SRP (spreading resistance profiling), XTEM

Especially, the formation of silicon-on-insulator struc- (transmission electron microscopy at cross-sectional

tures by ion beam synthesis and the introduction of samples) and DLTS (deep level transient spectroscopy)

damaged regions to perform gettering are topics of this to get more detailed knowledge on the doping be-
kin [1-3]. haviour and the microstructure.

Besides high-dose implantation and the use of non-
dopant elements, a lot of research effort has been de-
voted to the use of high implantation energies above 2. Experimental
200 keV up to several MeV to produce materials with
better and/or new properties. An interesting new tech- Silicon wafers ((100), n-type, 3-5 S2 cm, 2 in. diame-
nique to produce a region in a silicon wafer, which is ter) from a Czochralski-grown crystal were annealed at
able to gctter metallic impurities very near to the active 11000C for 4 h in dry nitrogen to create a surface
device region, was proposed by Wong et al. [4]. High- region of 4 Asm denuded in oxygen. A silicon dioxide
energy implantation of oxygen or carbon with an energy layer was grown at 1000*C in dry oxygen up to a
of up to 4 MeV and a dose in the range of 1 0 16 cm - 2  thickness of 100 iiiii. After thinning the oxide on the
was used to create a buried damaged region with re- lapped back side of the sample to a thickness of 30 nm
markable gettering efficiency of additionally introduced by chemical etching, gold was implanted into the back
gold. Wong et al. called this process "proximity getter- side with an energy of 330 keV and a dose of 1 X 1012

ing". Up to now, this effect was only proved by means cm- 2 . In this manner gold was used as a lifetime killer
of measuring the atomic profile by secondary ion mass to illustrate the gettering effect of the carbon-implanted
spectroscopy (SIMS). layer.

0 0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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Then, carbon was implanted at energies of 0.33, 2.4 1017..
and 10 MeV and a dose of I x 1016 cm-2 at' room
temperature. The implantation at 0.33 MeV was per- 7

formed by a conventional implanter. For the implanta--
tion at the higher energies the Rossendorf tandem accel-
erator was used. Only the central 2 x 2 cmz (0.33 MeV)
or 2 X 3 cm2 (2.4 and 10 MeV) part of the wafers was 1
implanted allowing the investigation of gettered and "

ungettered materials with the same wafer. After implan-
tation, the wafers were diced into four parts to perform
different types of post-implantation annealing (FA - / ,
furnace annealing: RTA - rapid thermal annealing): /
FA: 1000 C, I h, dry nitrogen;u 105 12
RTAI: 1100 0 C, 30 s, dry nitrogen; / 24MeV C
RTA2: 1250*C, 30 s, dry nitrogen: 1. 1016 cm 2

RTA3' 1350 ' C, 30 s, dry nitrogen. - 1000 0C, lh, FA
I hen. the gate oxide layer on the front side was thinned - - 1250 0C, 30s,RTA
to about 70 nm by chemical etching to remove organic
contaminants and other impurities introduced during 114 1 J _
vacuum processfng. Aluminium contacts were produced 0 2 4 6
on the front side by photolithography (0.5 mm dots) DEPTH [pm
and on the back side (full area). Subsequently, the
contacts were annealed at 4500C for 30 min in dry Fig 1. Carrier concentration profiles from spreading resistance

introgeln Capacitance-voltage (C- V) and capacitance- measurements after 2.4 MeV carbon implantation into silicon

time (C-t) measurements were used to evaluate the with a dos, of I X 1016 cm 2 and after different annealing

doping density and the generation lifeime of the minor- treatments

ity carriers, respectively. The lifetime values evaluated
from the Zerbst plot are given for a depth region of It is visible in fig. I that, coming from the surface, the
1 0-1.5 l~m. profile is characterized by a deep dip pointing to an

After removing the contacts and the gate oxide, acceptor-like effect of carbon. This dip is immediately
several methods were applied to evaluate further prop- joined to a peak with a maximum carrier concentration
erties of the samples by SRP, SIMS, XTEM and DLTS only slightly higher than that of the wafer, and not so
With the last method Schottky diodes were used high as in the case of furnace annealing. The cause for

this strange doping behaviour, especially for RTA, could
also be related to defect-related doping. For the other

3. Results and discussion implantation energies of 0.33 and 10 MeV, the shape of
3.1. Doping behaviour and atomic profile the profiles is comparable to the case of 2 4 MeV,, also

showing the difference between FA and RTA.
To our knowledge, only a few papers exist on the For the case of 0.33 MeV, the evaluation of the

investigation of carbon-implanted silicon with doses up integral dopant denit, is also possible using the C- V
to 1016 cm- 2 and they are mostly from the early days of measurements and gave , alues of about I X 101i cm- 2
ion implantation [51, Especially, the influence of carbon for all annealing variants (table '). This confirms the
on the doping oehaviour of silicon was not a matter of results of SRP.
interest over tie last 20 years of research in ion implan- For the implantation energies of 0.33 and 2.4 MeV,,
tation. So, it was somewhat surprising to see the carrier we have performed SIMS measurements. In this paper,
concentration profiles of our samples as measured by only the results for the higher cnergy will be discussed,
SRP. In fig. 1, such profiles are shown for the case of because the carrier lifetime increase was only found for
2.4 MeV implantation. For furnace annealing (FA), a this energy (see section 3.3). In fig. 2, the profiles for
distinct increase of the donor concentration in the depth carbon and gold are shown. Phosphorus was also mea-
region of about 1.5-3.2 sm is observed. The profile has sured but did not show aiy deviation from the back-
a double peak with maxima at 2.1 and 2.7 lam and a ground. The carbon profile shows a typical Gaussian
maximum concentration of about I X 10i6 cm- 2 , about shape (no double peak!) for the two cases of annealing.
four times the background donor concentration of the In both cases the range of the ions is 2.65 ltm, compara-
wafer, 2.4 x 1015 cm 3. ble to the depth of the deeper lying peak of the carrier

The application of rapid thermal annealing (RTAI - concentration profile (2.7 rum) after furnace annealing
RTA3) resulted in a completely different characteristic. (fig. 1). No theoretical range data are available for

Il. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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1021 ,, ' carbon implantation in this energy range. The upper

1020 2.4,eV, '2C# a peak of the carrier concentration profile of the furnace-

1 X, 1016m2-- C annealed sample lying at 78% of the depth of the deeper

lo19  1000 0 C, lh,N2  / peak could be related to the maximum of energy deposi-

"L o_ 7/ tion into nuclear processes. The position of 0.8Rp is
108- well documented for energies in the keY-range. A more
07 detailed paper concerning the carbon profiles and their

modeling will be published in future.
1015 The gold profile shows an accumulation effect in the

region of the carbon maximum only for the case of
.2_A furnace annealing (fig. 2a) corresponding to the results
g 1of Wong et al. [4]. For RTA no such accumulation

02 b pointing to the gettering of gold is detected (fig. 2b).
Q:120 12509C, 30s, air

10 3.2. Microstructure
Q 18

In fig. 3, several XTEM micrographs of the carbon-

1n17 implanted silicon samples are shown. Generally, a
damage band was seen for the three implantation en-

loll ergies, but with different appearances. The depth of the
defect band is given in table 1. The best preparation

Au and microscope work was possible for the samples with
104 I the lowest energy of 0.33 MeV. For all cases of anneal-

1 2 3 ing, a band of loops containing stacking faults is visible
DEPTH (pm] lying in all cases within a background of very small

Fig. 2 SIMS profiles after 24 MeV carbon implantation into precipitates (e.g. fig. 3a). The defect band is located at a
silicon with a dose of I X 1016 cm- 2 and after different anneal- depth of about 600--900 nm with the centre at 750 nm.

ing treatments The loop diameter varies between 220 and 400 rim,

Table I
Experimental data evaluated on silicon implanted with MeV carbon ions at a dose of 1 × 10i cm- 2

EPl Anneal RDB RP NF) _ NDLA. [cm- 3 ] "r , [.SI
(MeV) step [M [Am] [1016 cm-] unimpl. impl. unimpl impl.

0.33 FA 075 0.53 1.13 24x1012  <1011 30 06- 1
RTAI 075 - 094 - 12 01
RTA2 075 056 1.00 - - 6.3 41
RTA3 075 0.62 1.10 - - 10.6 7.3- 13.7

2.4 FA 3.00 265 0.90 4 X1012 <1011 0.3- 31 27 - 47
RTA2 3.00 2.65 0.26 - - 0.8-13 33 - 78

10.0 FA 11.0 - 1.64 2 xl0 2  <1011 1.1- 28 245 -342
RTA1 11.0 -- 061 - - 1.5- 23 144 -239
RTA2 11.0 - 0.59 - 4.9-241 264 -543
RTA3 11 0 - 0.47 - - 16.9-195 292 -569

EPj - implantation energy;, FA - furnace annealing (1000 0 C, 1 h, N2);
RTA - rapid thermal annealing (l-1 UOC, 30 s; 2-1250'C, 30 s, 3-1350'C, 30 s),
RB - depth of the damage band assessed from XTEM micrographs,
R -- range data from SIMS measurements;
NDm maximum donor concentration (integral value from C-V measurements for 0.33 MeV, maximum carrier concentration

from SRP data for 2.4 and 10 MeV);
DA- concentration of the gold-induced deep levels (DLTS);

T-en - generation lifetime of the minority carners.

b $

It l ~ l lm i I [1 I I I Ii I I I I l
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Fig. 3. TEM micrographs of cross-sectional samples after carbon implanta4tion into silicon and annealing: (a) 0.33 MeV,. 1350 0oC, 30
s, (b) 24 MeV. 10000oC,, 1 h; (c) 10 MeV>1250 0oC, 30 s, (d) 033 MeV, 1100 0oC, 30'. The implanted dose is generally 1 x 101 cm 2.

The weakly visible defect band in (c) is marked by D

mostly 300 nm. It is worth mentioning that the loops precipitated carbon, thc .veak contrast could be caused
are not of ideal circular shape, but have a rough border by carbon well matched into the dislocation as well as
line pointing to a decoration with impurities. This is the planes of the stacking fault. In this manner, carbon
visible in fig. 3d for the case of furnace annealing. Only reduces the lattize stress around the dislocation due to
for the case of RTA3, the highest annealing tempe'ra- its k:w covalent radius.
ture, the loops were not so rough as in the case of the For the case of 2.4 MeV implantation, the type of
other annealing variants (fig. 3a). On the contrary, the formed defects is the same one. The defect region is
background band of small precipitates was more clearly located at a depth of ' i m (fig "3h) This value is higher
visible than in the other cases. This could be caused by by 10% than the depth of the deeper lying peak of the
a dissolution of the decorated loops into small precipi- SRP data (fig. 1) as well as the carbon maximum
tates, measured by SIMS (fig. 2) for the case of furnace

Dark field imaging showed that the dislocation con- annealing. This underlines a correspondence of the de-
, trast of the loops is very weak. Assuming that the fect band with the maximum of the carbon concentra-

~decoration of the loops (see above) is first of all due to tion. The loop diameter is about 0.2-0.3 im, again.

[ Ill. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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104 .-

0 330keV 2 24Mev "" 10 MeV

JAA

bulk irmpl bul, opt bulk imp[ bulk impt
FURNACE RTA 1 RTA 2 RTA 3

Fig 4 Graphic overview showing the generation lifetime of the minority carners in silicon after carbon implantation at an energy in
the range of 0.33-10 MeV and annealing (for further details, see text) The wafers were only partly implanted to enable a

measurement of the carrier lifetime on both the implanted ("impl.") and the unimplanted (" bulk") part of the samples.

After the 10 MeV implantation, only a weakly appear- The residual defects in the implanted region lead to
ing band with darker contrast lying parallel to the high generation currents and small lifetime values.
surface is visible (fig. 3c). It is located at a depth of Whereas the carrier lifetime is an indirect measure of
about 11 ltm with a width of about 0.3 ltm. It could not the gettcring ability of the carbon-implanted layer, the
be better resolved using higher magnification imaging. measurement ot deep levels typical for gold (E = 0.54

eV) at the surface of the wafer directly delivers this
3.3. Carrier lifetinme and gettering property. We found, for the furnace-annealed samples,

the level typical for gold on a substitutional position, at
In fig. 4, a graphic overview of the measured genera- the surface of the unimplanted part of the wafer with

tion lifetime values is represented. The exact data are the concentration given in table 1. On the implanted
given in table 1. Generally, a distinct increase in lifetime part, the concentration must be in a range lower than
was found on the implanted parts of the wafers for the 1 x 1011 cm -3, which ts the detection limit of our sys-
implantation energies of 2.4 and 10 MeV. For FA and tem. Although the carrier lifetime increase is the same
RTAI, the lifetime values are about two orders of on the samples annealed by furnace and by RTA, no
magnitude higher using the 10 MeV implantation. In gold levels were found at the unimplanted and in-
the other cases, the increase was at least one order of planted parts of the surface of these samples. This iesult
magnitude. The absolute lifetime values are highest for confirms the SIMS data for the case of 2.4 MeV implan-
the 10 MeV implantation independently of the anneal- tation which also did not show any gold accumulation
ing method. Whereas these values are generally higher at the implanted carbon for the case of RTA (see fig. 2).
than 150 its, silicon implanted at an energy of 2.4 MeV
shows values in the range of 20-80 lis. In all these cases
the unimplanted material is characterized by a carrier 4. Conclusions
lifetime in the 0.3-20 jts region. It is worth noting that
carbon implantation does not only increase the carrier (1) Carbon implanted into silicon at MeV-energies
lifetime very distinctly but also equalizes the values and a dose of I x 1016 cm-2 induces a distinct gettering
within one order of magnitude as compared with the effect as tested for intentionally introduced gold by
scattenng of the data from the unimplanted material. measurement of the generation lifetime of the minonty
They vary within two orders of magnitude. For the 0.33 carriers as well as deep levels typical for gold. The data
MeV implantation, no lifetime increase was found on show a lifetime increase higher by 1-2 orders of magni-
the implanted region. This is due to the fact that the tude compared to unimplanted silicon for all types of
carbon-implanted region is immediately next to the annealing. Further work is necessary to clarify the con-
space charge region whiLli was used to inspect the tradiction between the observation of the lifetime in-
semiconductor. For unimplanted silicon, the inspected crease for RTA, but no indication of gold accumulation
volume during the carrier lifetime measurement is de- using SIMS and DLTS. Besides gold, the gettenng
fined in a depth region of 1-2 tm. On the implanted efficiency of such a carbon implanted layer should also
part, the space charge region can be driven up to a be tested for the transition metals (Fe, Co, Ni, etc.)
depth of 0.5-0.6 tim due to the carbon-induced donor playing an important role as unwanted impurities both
concentration of about 1 x 1016 cm 3 in this region. in starting silicon wafers and during their processing.

-
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(2) Silicon implanted with carbon at a dose of i X References
1016 cm - 2 shows an anomalous doping behaviour.
Whereas furnace annealing at 1000'C leads to the [11 W Skorupa. R. Grbtzchel and H. Bartsch. Phys Status
formation of donors, rapid thermal annealing forms Solidi A]12 (1989) 661.
both acceptor-like and donor-like doping effects. These [21 W. Skorupa, P Knothe and R Grt~zschel, Electron Lett
findings need more research work because such doping 24 (1988) 464
effects can change the functioning of electronic devices [31 N W. Cheung, C.L Liang, B.K ltiew. R H. Mutikainen
produ;ed above carbon-implanted layers. and H Wong, Nucl Instr. and Meth B37/38 (1989) 941

(3) It was shown that the type of carbon imp,,anta- [4] H. Wong, N W. Cheung, P.K Chu, J Liu and J.W Mayer,
tion investigated in this paper induces, after annealing Appl Phys Lett. 52 (1988) 102.
(furnace, RTA), the formation of a buried defect layer [5] D E. Davies -nd S Roosild. Solid-State Electron. 14 (1971)
consisting of both small precipitates and dislocation 975
loops containing stacking faults.
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Comparison of modern uniformity-mapping techniques

W.A. Keenan and W.H. Johnson
Prometri: Corporation, Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA

C.B. Yarling
l'arian Associates, Inc, Ion Implant Systems, 35 Don Road. Glouceter, AA 01930, USA

When ion implantation was first introduced for semiconductor processing, implanter specifications of 2% wafer uniformity and

2% wafer-to-wafer repeatability were actually better than the precision of the measurement equipment and techniques available. In
the past ten years, the performance of both the ion implanter and its requisite process monitonng equipment has greatly improved In
addition, techniqaes using modem technology and software have been introduced. Six characterization methods are currently
available for monitoring ion implant uniformity sheet resistance, spreading re,,stance, pulsed capacitance-voltage (C-V), mod-
ulated-optical reflectance, optical constant monitoring using ellipsome'.rv., and optical densitometry Sheet resistance, spreading
resistance and pulsed C-V are direct electrical measurements of the active dopant atoms in the implanted wafer The other three
techniques monitor dose by m'asuring the damage induced by the ion beam: modulated-optical ieflectance and optical constant
monitoring measure the damage in an implanted wafer. wlkieas optical densitometry measures the damage in a photoresist coating
on a glass substrate This paper will review each o€ these methods and discuss their relative merits It will be clear from this
presentation that %ise process engineers should -.e more than one of these methods to characterize ion implint equipment as well as
monitor the ion implantation process

1.. Introduction ity mapping. These include sheet resistance, spreading
resistance, pulsed C- V, thermal-wave, optical constant

Ion implantation offers many unique advantages in measurement, and optical density measurement Three
sem,.onductor manufacturing. While it makes possible of these techniques, sheet resistance, spread ng rests-
t!ie cc.ntrolled low doping levels necessary for new tance and pulsed C- VK are direct electrical measure-
htgi-density ULSI devices, ion implantation also pro- ments of the electrically active dopant atoms. "I he other
vides the important process advantages of repeatability three techniques depend on the damage resulting from
and uniformity When the first commercial 'implanters the implant: thermal-wave and optical constant mei-
were introduced, the manufacturers' specifications of surements monitor the damage in the semiconductor of
2% for both uniformity and repeatability exceeded the interest, while the optical density technique measures
capability of any available measurement technique It the damage with a specially prepared glass wafer covered
was eventually learned that these specifications were with photoresist
actually based on optimistic vendor calculations. At This array of techniques offers the implant engineer
that time, the four-point probe sheet-resistance mea- several options for measuring and displaying implant
surement had a precision or repeatability of about 5% uniformity. Each technique has special advantages that
Van der Pauw sheet-resistance structures were good to make it unique, as well as limitations. Each technique
maybe 1%,. but required extensive processing. The accu- will be reviewed with special attention to convenience,
racy of the MOS pulsed capacitance-voltage (C- V) cost, calibration, physical phenomena being used, physi-
technique was approximately 15% and required photo- cal modeling available, sensitivity to changes in dose,
defined dots for uniformity testing. During this time pre- and post-processing required, applicable range of
period it was extremely difficult to verify specifications energy and dose, resolution or spot size, standards,
that exceeded the measurement capability of the tech- applicability to device wafers, pre-implant measurement

, nique available. Fortunately, the performance of ion if required, repeatability (wafer-to-wafer and instru-
implanters as well as of their monitoring techniques has ment-to-instrument), inherent drift or relaxation, accu-
improved significantly in the last ten years. In addition, racy, dependence on energy apd current, necessity for
new monitoring techniques have been introduced [1]. anneal, and applicability to inactive ions. The applica-

There are essentially six techniques available for ion bility of the equipment to monitoring other proc-sses
implantation (I/1) monitoring, particularly for uniform- and parameters will also be mentioned.

0168-583X/91/$03.50 r 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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2. Electrical techniques 2.2. Spreading resistance

2. 1 Four-point probe The technique of using two probe tips to measure the
carrier profile on a beveled sample is called spreading-

The precision of the four-point probe measurement resistance profiling (SRP). The current density in the
of sheet resistance was improved to better thai' 0.2% by silicon is highest at the probe tip, causing the greatest
the introduction of configuration switching [2]. C...f.g voltage drop with the two contact diameters of the tip.
uration switching requires two measurements to be made This geometry establishes the spreading-resistance probe
with each probe impression. Using this data, a geomet- as a point technique, whereas the four-point probe is
ric correction factor is calculated for each site. This actually a volumetric or bulk technique. The probe must
eliminated the errors introduced by current crowding at be calibrated to a set of sampls spanning the range of
the edge of the wafer and by probe-spacing variation, measurement. Great care and skill is required to operate
At the present time, sheet-resistance mapping [3-6] is the SRP system.
the most % idely used and accepted means of measuring Solid State Measurements has introduced a four-
ion implant uniformity and repeatability. It has become point probe mapping system that uses two spreading-re-
an industry standard, in part because every implant sistance probes as a four-point probe array [9] With
vendor has sheet-resistance mapping equipment. Sheet this dual-probe arrangement, this system can simulta-
resistance is physically modeled and has NBS-standard neously map spreading resistance and sheet resistance
reference material available for equipment calibration, with very high resolution. The probe spacing is less than
The sensitivity of any implant measurement is defined 100 tm and the step size (i.e. distance between mea-
as the percent change in the measured parameter di- surements sites) is about 50 im
vided by the percent change in dose The sheet-resis-
tance sensitivity is about 0.7-0.8, which is the best of 2 3. Pulsed capacitance-voltage
any technique.

The direct sheet resistance (R,) iechnique requires a The pulsed MOS C-V technique is also a direct
wafer of the opposite conductiity type from the im- measurement of the ion implant. It requires a wafer of
planted ion in order to isolate the resistivity change that the same conductivity type as the implant. For best
results from the implant. It is necessary to anneal the sensitivity, the background concentration should be as
wafer to mend the crystal damage done by the incident low as possible. The same oxide that serves as the screen
ions, and to allow them to assume substitutional sites oxide serves as the MOS oxide. A metal dot acts as one
and become electrically active A screen oxide is recom- plate of the MOS capacitor. the implanted substrate
mended to minimize contamination, channeling and acts as the second plate. These dots can be quickly
dopant loss during anneal, deposited by evaporation or sputtering through a metal

Sheet resistance can be used for the whole range of mask. For best results, the whole back side of the wafer
ion implant dose. The direct or single implant [7] can be should be stripped of oxide and coated with aluminum.
used from 2 x to 1 0 1 017 ions/cm2 and above. MOS wafers require two anneals, one for the implant
Competing background concentration and native oxide and one for the metallization The pulsed C- V tech-
charge require the use of high-resistivity substrates and nique can be used to calculate the concentration profile
a sulfuric peroxide surface treatment in the 2 x 10i"-  of the implanted atoms.
5 X 1013 ions/cm 2 range. Below 2 x 10" ions/cm2 the However, there are many problems with this use of
double-implant technique [8] uses the change in sheet the technique, including dot diameter variation, depen-
resistance caused by implant damage to monitor the dence of results on area. and measurement noise ampli-
dose The double implant requires an initial implant fied by differerial calculation. A new technique, intro-
and anneal to form a conducting layer, which is fol- duced to integrate the C- V curve directly, overcomes
lowed by a second low-dose implant The sheet resis- these problems and yields a fraction of the implanted
tance of the initial layer is dramatically increased by the dose or the partial dose [10].
damage of the second implant. The advantage of the The partial-dose technique avoids the problems that
double-implant sheet-resistance technique is that the arise from differentiating the measured data to get the
sensitivity can be tailored b, changing the dose and concentration profile by integrating the C- V curve. The
energy of the initial implant. As with any indirect measurement is much faster and does not depend on the
technique, a calibration curve must be generated to area of the dots; thus, it is not necessary to use photo-
correlate the measured parameter with dose. The tech- defined dots to measure the partial dose uniformity.
nique has been used from 5 X 109 ions/cm 2 (with poor This technique is applicable to doses up to about 5 x
sensitivity) up to I x 1014 ions/cm 2. This upper limit is 1 0 12 ions/cm 2. Above this dose the voltage required to
a practical one: the initial implant dose should be deplete the mobile charge will cause the silicon or the
50-100 times the second implant. oxide to break down. The extra postprocessing required
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for MOS C-V is a consideration, but the technique the extinction coefficient. The technique of monitoring
does provide a direct measurement of low dose. There the change in the optical constants with ion implanta-
are no standards available for C-V, but the results can tion has been reported earlier [16], but this equipment
be modeled. The spatial resolution is determined by the claims to be fat and convenient for mapping. There is
dot diameter. The advantage of the MOS C-V tech- little data available, but the sensitivity is less than 0.5
nique is that it can be used to calculate the concentra- for argon implants into GaAs. The spatial resolution is
tion profile at any measurement site. determined by the spot size of the light on the test

wafer. However, this technique is not suitable for device
structures since a spot of 0.5 mm and an angle of

3. Optical techniques incidence of 700 result in an effective spot size of 1.5
mm. The instrument can also be used to measure the

Each optical technique depends on the damage gen- thickness of dielectric layers. This technique is differen-
erated by the implanted ions and as such is an indirect tial, requiring that the extinction coefficient be mea-
measurement of the dose. These techniques do not sured before and after implant. Any differential tech-
require an anneal because they are non-electrical; how- nique amplifies the noise of the two individual measure-
ever, because they require a calibration curve for each ments by taking the difference of their results.
energy and species, results are difficult to compare from
tester to tester. Their sensitivity, which ranges from 0.1 3.3. Optical dosimetrv
to 0 7, is determined by the implant-damage generation.
The phenomenon of room-temperature relaxation of The Ion Scan [17] measures the change in the optical
this damage must also be considered when using these density of a photoresist-coated glass wafer. It is a dif-
techniques. There are no standards and no physical ferential technique that requires the sample to be mea-
models for calculating the results. These techniques sured both before and after implantation. The most
have the advantage that they do not require an anneal attractrve feature of the Ion Scan i that no anieal is
and can be used to monitor ions that aie not electrically required and the glass wafer can be measured im-
active in silicon. The spatial resolution of the optical mediately after implantation [18]. A calibration curve
techniques is determined by the spot size of the incident must he generated to correlate the change in optical
light beam. density with dose. It lacks sensitivity in the very-low-

3 1 tdose region where there is little change in the photore-
sist density and in the high-dose region where satura-

One optical measurement tool is the ThermaWave tion sets in. The spatial resolution is about 3 mm, the

instrument, which uses two lasers to characterize ion diameter of the light spot used to measure the optical

implant damage through the measurement of thermal density. The technique cannot be used for measuring

waves [11]. The spot size is on the order of 1 tsm so the high-current implants, charging or channeling. There is

spatial resolution is excellent, and small features on also a concern with contamination from sodium in the

device wafers can be measured. This is not a differential glass and from the iron backing that must be attached

technique like the other optical measurements. This to the glass wafer to trigger the photo-sensors on the

technique has a sensitivity [121 ranging from about 0.2 implanter. The Ion Scan has enjoyed success in the

at I x 1012 ions/cm2 to about 0.7 at 5 x 103 ions/cm2. GaAs industry where it is used to monitor tons that are

Above this dose the sensitivity begins to decrease due to not electrically active in silicon. New photoresist is

the saturation of damage as a continuous amorphous being investigated that may improve the instrument's

layer is formed. This technique can also be used to sensitivity at low dose [19].

measure the dielectric film thickness. The instrument is
expensive but very useful in determining whether or not
product wafers [13] have been implanted Software com- 4. Summary

pensates for room-temperature relaxation [14] of I/I
damage, but it has been reported that the thermal-wave Each of the six techniques presented here have their

results depend on the implant current used and show an inherent advantages as well as weaknesses. These are

exagerated sensitivity to channeling [121 Another ap- summarized in table 1.
plication of this instrument is its ability to measure thin Gone are the days of the Mylar burn. Implant en-

films as well as subsurface defects. gineers now have an array of characterization tools at
their disposal. These tools not only help detect prob-

3.2. Ellipsometq lems but, with mapping and SPC software, provide the
information to identify and correct them. The monitor-

The newest tool available for I/I monitoring is the ing techniques available have different strengths and
GRQ ellipsometer [15] which measures the change in weaknesses which tend to complement one another.

1
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Wise process engineers will avail themselves of more and R. Kleppinger, in: Ion Implantation Technology, eds.
than one means to control and understand their im- M I. Current. N W Cheung, W Weisenberger and B.
planter. Kirby (North-Holland, 1987) p. 529.

191 R.O. Demlng and W.A Keenan, Solid State Technol. 28
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The history of uniformity mapping in ion implantation
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National Semiconductor Corp, P.O. Box 58090, Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090. USA

In the early days of semiconductor manufacturing, the four-point probe became established as the tool-of-choice for monitoring
diffusion processes. The application of the four-point probe to ion implantation in the early 1960s was basically limited to the
single-point measurement of dose, since the equipment did not have the necessary precision or repeatability to provide useful
uniformity results. As a result, implanter uniformity was deternuned by mther a visual observation of a heavily doped .vafer or by '
mylar burn Unfortunately, these techniques were either subject to interpretation by the user or could not provide a parameter that
could be statistically tracked or characterized.

Dunng the last 30 years, the commercial ion implanter as well as the dose and uniformity charactenzation equipment used to
characterize this production tool have progressed significantly Indeed, several generations of electrical and optical equipment have
been developed to measure both the dose and uniformity of the increasingly advanced and complex ion implanter This paper will
review all of the techniques and equipment used to measure the uniformity of ion implantation. In addition, various graphical
techniques developed to present early measurement results will be discussed

1. Overview wafer implanted with high dose, a viewer could estimate
the uniformity through the darkened surface due to

Commercial ion implantation was introduced almost incident implant damage. A mylar burn was nothing
30 years ago as a practical application of the ion beam more than "implanting" a piece of mylar attached to a
accelerator to semiconductor manufacturing. Although wafer and inspecting the darkened results The down-
one of the first uses of implantation in this field was side of these two techniques was that only qualitative
damage enhancement in point-contact diodes in 1952 results were available. The advantage was that striping
[1], it was not until 1962 that the first doptng implant conditions due to electrostatic scan problems (the most
was performed. In that year, a phosphorus implant into common early uniformity problem) were immediately
silicon was used in the manufacture of nuclear-radiation evident - with no time required for post-processing.
detectors [2]. In the following year, phosphorus was The last 30 years have brought about several succes-
implanted during the manufacture of solar cells [3]. And sive generations of ion implantation equipment as well
the first use of tmplantation as a doptng technique in as dose and uniformity monitoring equtpment. In ad-
MOSFET technology was in 1965 [4]. dttion, novel techniques have been developed for use by

During this early period, when ion implantation was existing measurement equipment. Indeed, uniformity
a new doping technique, the only useful method to monitoring of the implanter has progressed (table 1)
measure the dose of a monitor wafer was the four-point from the mylar burn to full wafer color contour and 3D
probe. I he unilormity of an implanted wafer, however, maps available from modern instrumentation.
was routinely measured by visual inspection of a heavily
doped wafer (fig. 1) or a mylar burn. After inspecting a

2. Ion implant test site - IITS (1973)
Now at Process Products Corporation, 37 Flagship Drive,
No Andover, MA 01845, USA. Some of the first test-site sheet-resistance maps were

2 Now at Sematech, 2706 Montopolis Drive, Austin, TX 78741, reported in 1973 by Seirmarco and Keenan [5] using a 4
USA. pattern of huge resistors (20 x 20 mil) with diffused and
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Trable I was common to ascertain wafer-wide doping uniformity
History of uniformity mapping in ion implantation through the electrical probe of van der Pauw resistor

Visual inspection pre-1960s structures (fig. 2). These structures were resistors which

Mylar burn 1960s were processed through standard masking and doping
Patterned resistors 1973 techniques, including ion implant. After probe, software
Van der Pauw resistors 1973 managed the data and displayed the value of the resis-
Sheet resistance 1975 tors in a wafer-map presentation.
Device measurements 1975 About this same time frame, test structures were
C-V dots 1980 becoming more prevalent in wafer manufacturng. Test
Particle measurements 1982 structures were a collection of various devices repre-
Optical densitometry (ion scan) 1983 sentmg key parts of a microprocessor which were usu-
Double-implant technique 1983 n
Partial-dose technique 1984 any located in the kerf or scribe-line area. Typically, the

Modulated-optical reflectance (Therma-Wave) 1984 structures were probed after completion of wafer

Bridging-implant technique 1987 processing in order to test the success of various stages
Extinction-coefficient meas (GRQ Instruments) 1987 of wafer processing. Devices within these structures
Color contour maps 1987 were used to as'ertain the yield of the wafer as well as

the integrity of the wafer processing procedures. Key
electrical measurements included sheet-resistance mea-

metallized contacts. This ion implant test structure surement of van der Pauw resistors, as well as depletion
(IITS) was tested on an automated tester and numerical currents (fig. 3) and thieshold voltages of MOS tran-
wafers maps of sheet resistance were output. For many sistors located on these test patterns. It was also com-
years. all IBM implanters were qualified using the IITS. mon for process engineers to use a mask set that repli
Uniformity was measured down to 1 X 1012 using 100 cated these structures over the entire wafer in order to
Qcm wafers This structure .,as also used to generate determine overall wafer uniformity of various semicon-
sheet-resistance versus dose calibration curves [6], as ductor processes.
well as to measure the temperature coefficient of resis-
tance for ion-implanted resistors and generate new mo-
bility curves [7] 4. Four-point probe mapping system (1975)

3. Test pattern structures (1975) Since the four-point probe was already being used to
measure doping processes in the diffusion area, it be-

From the mid-1970s to the early 1980s, before the came the first instiument used to measure implanted
predominance of four-point probe mapping systems, it dose. The standard practice for many years was to find

Fig. 1. Pattern on an unannealed wafer reaffirming the present-day utility of visual inspection This example of "scan lock-up" was
the result of a failure in the dither circuit of an electrostatic scan system of a modern implanter. It was observed by an alert process

technician, Joan Chandler (Vanan Ion Implant Systems), prior to anneal.
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the average sheet resistance by manually probing the rent-voltage configurations at the same site, a geomet-
wafer in four outer spots, plus a fifth one in the center. ric correction factor was calculated. This action

Uniformity was essentially considered to be the stan- eliminated the two main sources of noise in the HUP

dard deviation of these five measurements. measurement: variation of probe spacing (probe woh-

Early work performed by Perloff while at Signetics ble) and current crowding at the wafer edge. The repea-

in the mid-1970s extended the utility of the four-point tobility of the FPP was improved from 2% to 0.2%.

probe by automating its measurement capabilities (fig. Thus armed with configuration switching and mapping

4) This action paved the way for the sheeti-resistance capability, Perloff founded Prometrix in 1983.
contour map. One of the first reports of this successful
venture was published in 1976 [8].

In the early days of implantation the four-point 5. Transistor threshold measurements (1978)
piobe (FPP) was relied upon to measure the uniformity
of the ion implanter because its repeatability (2%) was In the late 1960s, the most widespread semiconduc-
better than the uniformnity specification of the equipment tor application for ion implantation was the threshold

(5%). Perloff [9] introduced configuration switching in ad'ustment of MOS transistors [10]. usually in the dose

1980 which greatly improved the performance of the range of I X 1010-5 X 1012 ions/cm 2 . Indeed, threshold
FPP. By making measurements using two different cur- voltages were found able to be controlled within ±0 3
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Fig. 2 Van der Pauw resistors were widely used as a resistance mapping tool prior to the introduction of the sheet-resistance2 mapping

system This 1982 contour map shows "scan lock-up" in an early electirosta ticalIly scanned implanter.
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Fig 3 Depletion currents were elettncsl measurements made on transistors located on test pattern structures begining in the
rnid-lq70s This figure shows the common practice at that time of hand-plotting resultant data in order to ascertain wafer uniformity

relating from a preious implant step

V. Therefore,, the doping variations on a wafer were threshold-voltage versus dose calibration curve. De-

determined by measunng the threshold voltage of a pending on the probing equipment and the ava~lable
large number of transistors, in conjunction ith a number of test sites on a wafer,, other information.

including depletion current, became useful in measuring
implant uniformity. Such measurements were com-
monly performed on the test structures processed dur-

/// '- ing the last stage in semiconductor manufacturing Since
...."'xf- device measurements also depend upon the flat-band

. .: ... .voltage and uniformity of oxide thickness, the process

.... .. from this technique. Although uniformity maps using

.... this technique were commonly manual, mapped by
_ , engineers in the late 1970s, published reports of auto-
...... mated measurements did not occur until 1982 [11].

..... if/f6. Special sheet-resistance structure%

N , Perloff [12] used two techniques to map the uniform-
' " - ' ity of implanted wafers in 1976: the van der Pauw

structure and a special oxide structure with rectangular

;,71. - Of-M/SO, ± 2. 78 : openings photo-lithographically defined in it. The four-
Fig. 4. An early version of the sheet-resistance contour map in point probe was used to measure the sheet resistance of
1975 resulting from work by Perloff while at Signetics. Map teimplanted slcnin terectangular opnns h

;,provided by Dan Downey (Varian Ion Impiant Systems) implanted area was tested with an automated prober.

A.5
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that placed the four-poin. probe in the same location in 9. Double-implant technique (1983)
every rectangle. This allowed the same geometric correc-
tion factor to be used across the whole wafer and avoid The double-implant technique is based on the fact
errors due to current crowding at the wafer wedge. A that the damage induced by an implant destroys the
variety of types of maps, including numerical and con- crystalhnity of the silicon lattice. The displaced dopant
tour. were presented to display the results. atoms in a damaged layer do not contibute to the

conductivity of the layer and the displaced silicon atoms
greatly reduce the mobility of the free carriers. This

7. Capacitance-voltage dots (1980) technique requires that a wafer be first implanted and
annealed with a "dose" roughly 100 times that of the

The early application of capacitance-voltage (C-V) implant to be measured. The low-dose implant modifies
measurements in ion implantation was for measurement the measured sheet resistance from the first implant.
of low-dose implants such as that required for threshold Using a previously established calibration curve, the
tailoring of MOS transistors. The dose range required four-point probe mapping system correlates dose of the
for this implant, usually I x 1010 to 5 x 1012 ions/cm2, second .implant to the modified sheet resistance [18].
placed it outside the range of the four-point probe. This technique is sensitive from 1 x 10"0 ions/cm2

With C-V measurements, however, determination of to a medium dose of about I X 1014 ions/cm 2. The
both carrier concentration and doping profiles was pos- lower bound is determined by the lowest dose of first
sible. Glawischnig et al. provided one of the first C-V implant that can be accurately read following the sec-
uniformity maps in 1981 [13]. This particular map ond implant. The upper bound is determined from both
showed strong doping variations due to a scan lock-tip the first implant approaching solid saturation and the
condition on an electrostatically scanned implanter with de-activation implant approaching the regions where
C-V measurements using 4300 test sites on a 3 inch the produced damage saturates. A major advantage of
wafer A more recent application of C-V measurements the double-implant technique is that the sensitivity can
was reported by )eming et al. using the partial dose be tailored for any particular low dose by adjusting the
technique [14]. initial implant. It should be noted, however, that the

double-implant technique suffers from temperature- and
time-driven effects which have been identified as issues

8. Optical densitometry (1983) with other damage measurement techniques [19]. Recent
work at Motorola [20] indicates that the stability of

An instrument introduced in 1983 related changes in double-implant results was improved by a 2000C bake
dose to changes in optical density of implanted photore- in dry nitrogen for 45 minutes.
sist layers [15]. In this technique, a ricrodensitometer
measures the optical transmission of a photoresist-
covered glass substrate prior to implant, using a 390 nm 10. Partial-dose technique (1984)
wavelength light source. After implantation, the wafer is
re-measured. The ion bombardment by implantation MOS monitors are ubiquitous in an FET line, being
results in a change of the implanted resist layer through used to measure insulator integrity, fixed and mobile
graphitization of the long hydrocarbon chains that re- oxide, average substrate doping and substrate leakage
suits from the breakup of H-C bonds [16], yielding a [21]. Pulsed C-V (PCV) measurements on MOS dots
measureable change in its optical density or transmis- [22] were used to measu:e the concentration profile
sion characteristics. Thus, after the instrument de- after low-dose ion implantation (< 5 x 1012) and after
termines the difference in the before and after readings subsequent hot processing The profile was usually very
from > 1000 measurement sites (per 150 mm wafer), an noisy because the calculation involved the difference of
average and 3tandard deviation of the data, called mean two capacitance measurements close in value. The re-
dose index (MDI), is determined. This data is finally suits also depended on the square of the area of the
summarized in a contour map. Once a calibration curve MOS dot or the fourth power of the dot diameter. Thus
has been determined, the MDI is fully representative of a small error in the diameter of the dot would lead to a
the implant conditions (i.e., dose, energy and species). large error in concentration. In order to track the PCV
Because the optical dcnsitomctry technique essentially results thc pcak concentration was iepoi ted. The oibe

measures damage, the technique can measure electri- in the profile made the peak concentration an unaccep-
cally inactive species such as silicon, argon, etc. Al- table process monitor parameter. In order to improve
though the manufacturer states that a recent model of the PCV repeatability, the concentration profile was
the instrument provides a dose resolution from 5 X 10"1 integrated to provide a measure of the implanted dose.
to I X 10 16, a practical range is more likely to be 5 × 1011 This parameter represented part of the implanted dose
to 1 x 1014 ions/cm2 [17]. (the partial dose) under the profile from two Debye

III. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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lengths into the silicon to the background concentra-
tion. This improved the PCV repeatability from near
10% to about 1%.

The next refinement in this technique was direct
integration of the PCV curve [23]. This yielded quicker .P 9

results than first calculating the profile by differentiat- K f)
ing the C-V curve, followed by integration of the 6"4

profile to get the partial dose. This innovation improved7 ,-.
the repeatability to 0.2%,. almost another order of mag- U, <
nitude. In addition, an unexpected bonus of this ap- "
proach was the elimination of the dependence on dot
diameter. Thus, it became possible to measure the uni-
formity of the implant as well as the dose on MOS .
wafers without photo-defined dots. This technique has
been used worldwide by IBM to monitor low-dose
uniformity.

11. Modulated-optical reflectance (1984)

.1& 6 - - 1.4 -461 1 U 6.4 6.9 U 1.

In 1984, the Therma-Wave Company developed a

dosimetry and uniformity mapping instrument which Fig. 5 Modulated-optical reflectance measuiements were in-
measured the properties of damaged silicon [25]. The troduced in 1984 by Therma Wave This contjur map, pro-
technique of modulated-optical reflectance is based on vided by Lee Smith (Therma Wave), is the f rst ever made by

the change in the reflectance properties of silicon with the system
thL iniplant-induced damage. In this technique, the wafer
is first modulated with an argon laser beam. The reflec-
tance changes in phase with the driving modulation,
detected using a second laser (He-Ne) which is then scans on a dimension relevant to the dimensions of the
processed as the thermal-wave signal. The data is then circuits in a die.
presented in a contour map (fig. 5) with the average and
standard deviation of thermal-wave (TW) units. Due to
the large amount of damage that is generally produced
per implanted ton, this technique is very sensitive to 12. Bridging-implant technique (1987)
low- to medium-dose implants. However, some sensitiv-
ity loss has been noted with arsenic in the dose range
greater than 5 X 1015 tons/cm2 [261. Recent work has An interesting phenomenon takes place when rriea-
extended this region of sensitivity significantly into the sunng MeV implants with the four-point probe. The

higher doses [27];, however, long-term application of projected range into the silicon is so large that there is
these new algorithms has yet to be reported. Aside from essentially no way to measure the deeplN implanted
this recent work in high-dose measurement, the practi- layer, since the doped layer does not even con'tact the
cal measuring range of the Therma-Wave instrument wafer surface. The bridging-implant technique foinms a
covers the range from approximately I x 10"1 to 3 X 1014 resistive link to the deeper layer [24]. In this technique
ions/cm2 [26]. The sensitivity in the medium- to high- a low-energy implant is first implanted, activated and
dose regime is limited by the saturation of the lattice measured. This implant serves as the bridge. The MeV
damage which starts in the upper I X 1013 dose and implant is then implanted and activated, and then the
completes above a dose of I x 10is, depending upon the sum of the two implants is measured. The sheet resis-
species and energy of the measured ion. In addition to tance of the deep implant can then be calculated as the
its low-dose sensitivity, the othei unique aspe..t to thib difference between the original implant and the combi-
technique is that its spatial resolution is determined by nation of the two (treated as two resistors in parallel).
the focussing ability of the lasers. This enables measure- Although this technique has not yet been optimized, nor
ments to be done within the die on actual product have its sensitivity limits been completely determined, it
wafers, which is a true example of real-time statistical has been established as an enabling technology for the
process control (SPC). Another application of this spa- measurement of deeper implants for which few reliable
tial resolution is tl'e ability to do micro-uniformity line monitoring teihniques are presently available.

J - ____
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13. Extinction-coefficient measurement (1967) References

GRQ Instruments introduced a mapping instrument [11 H Ryssel and I Ruge, in- Ion Implantation (Wiley, New

in 1987 that was based upon the fundamental pnysics of York, 1986) English translation. p. 3

the ellipsometric measurement technique. However, [21 T Alvager and N.J. Hansen, Rev Sci. Instr. 33 (1962)
367.t ~ ~Chang [28] added :he measurement of the extinction 37[3) W.J King, J.T. Burrel, S. Harrison, F Martin and C M.coefficient to this prior knowledge, thus creating a Kellett, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 38 (1965) 178.

uniformity mapping tool. This system was introduced [4] J W Mayer, L Eriksson and J.A. Davies, in: Ion Implan-
with full-color mapping capability - onc of the first to tation in Semiconductors (Academic Press, New York,
do so. The extinction-coefficient technique uses the 1970) p. 233
difference between before-and-after optical properties [51 J A Seirmarco and W.A Keenan, Extended Abstract, no
in the damage layer to determine the depth and extent 152, Electrochemical Society Fall Meeting. Boston, MA
of the damage, thus extending the sensitivity of the (1973).
ellipsometry technique. The signal difference is con- [6] J.A. Seirmarco. R.C. Joy and W A Keenan, Extended

verted back into dose-related units. Since the extinc- Abstract no. 82, Electrochemical Society Spring Meeting,
San Francisco, CA (1974)tion-coefficient technique is a differential technique, it [7] A Seirmarco. FA. Montillo and W A Keenan, Ex-

shares the problems of other damage measurement tech- tended Abstract no. 82, Electrochemical Society Meeting,
niques. However, the ellipsometric technique with ad- San Francisco, CA (1985)
ded extinction-coefficient measurement is primarily use- [8] A.B Wittko%er, P H Rose and G Ryding, Solid State
ful where implant damage lies near the saturation re- Technol 18 (12) (1975) 41
gion Therefore, the high-dose regime is the effective [9] D.S. Perloff. J N Gan and F E Wahl. Solid State Tech-
region for this technique. With the addition of the nol 24(2) (1981) 112
extinction coefficient, the practical range of measure- [101 R Dobiner, Electronic News 11 (5) (May 1975) 36.

ment was quoted to be in the range of 1 × 10" to [111 M.I. Current, D S Perloff and L.S. Gutai, in: Ion Implan-

I X 1014 ions/cm2 . Although this tool was originally tation Techniques. eds H Ryssel and H Glawischnig,
Springer Series in Electrophysics 10 (Spnnger, New York,,

intended to measure silicon, it h,. ince been primarily 1982) p 235
dedicated to the measurement of IlI-V materials. [121 D S Perloff, F E Wahl and J 1. Kerr, Proc 8th Int Conf

on Electron and Ion Beam Science and Technology, Seat-

tle, WA, 1978, p. 269.
[13] H. Glawischnig. K Hoerschelmann, W Holtschmidt and

W. Wenzig, Nucl. Instr and Meth 189 (1981) 291
[14] R.O. Deming and W.A Keenan, Extended Abstract no

14. Other 169. Electrochemical Society Spring Meeting, Montreal,
Canada (May 1982)

[15] J.C. Chang and G R. Tripp, Solid State Technol. 26 (11)
Most of this presentation has been based on uml- (1983) 143.

formity mapping techniques which can be correlated in [16] T C Smith, in h.n Implantation Equipment and Tech-
some manner to measurement of implanted dose. One tuques, Springer Series in Electrophysics 11, eds H Rys-
technique that does not fall into the overall format of sel and H Glawischnig (Springer, New York, 1983) p

this presentation but has been proven to yield useful 116

reformation about the ion implantei is the wafer par- [17] M I. Current,, C B Yarling and W A. Keenan, in: Ion
Implantation Technology, ed. J.F. Ziegler (Academic

tidle map. Using the difference between before and after Press. 1988) p 377
measurements on wafers processed through the im- [18] M J Markert, D S Perloff dnd E Lee, Extended Abstract
planter, a laser scanning particulate measurement in- no 369, Electrochemical Society Spring Meeting, San
strument is able to identify the origin of various particle Francisco, CA, 1983, p 83
sources within the implanter telating to operations such [19] J Schuur et al , ibid., p. 554
as wafer clamping and end-station venting [29,30]. One [20] S L Sundaram and A.C Carlson. IEEE Trans Semicon-
of the first published reports of wafer particle maps in ductor Manufacturing 4 (1989) 146.
relation to problem solving occurred in 1983 [31]. [211 E.H Nicollian and J R Brews, MOS Physics and Tech-

It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the nology (Wiley, New York, 1982)
relative advantages or disadvantages of the measure- [221 C P Wu, E C. Douglas and C W. Mueller, IEEE TransElectron Devices ED-22 (1975) 319.
meot techniques presented herein. While the sensitivity [231 R 0. Deming and W.A. Keenan, Nucl. Instr and Meth.
of several measurements discussed herein has been re- B6 (1985) 349.
ported previously [17], the reader is referred to the cited [24] W.A. Keenan, Nucl. Instr. and Meth B21 (1987) 563
references for more in-depth information on specific (25] W L Smith, A Rosenswaig and D.L Willenborg, Appi
topics. Phys. Leti 47 (1985) 564.
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[261 B.J. Kirby,. L / Larson and R.V Liang, Nucl. Instr. and [30] J. Pollock, N. Turner, R. Milgate, R. Resnek and R
Meth. B21 (1987) 550. Hertel, Nucl. lnstr and Meth. B6 (1985) 202

[271 K. Hurley, Greater Silicon Valley Implant Users' Group [31] S. DiNaro. R Hertel and N Turner, in. Ion Implantation
(April 1990) Equipment and Techniques, Springer Senes in Electro-

[28] J. Chang, Greater Silicon Valley Implant Users' Group physics 11, eds. H. Ryssel and H. Glawischnig (Springer,
(December 1985). New York, 1983) p. 116.

[29] M.I. Current, in: Ion Implantation Science and Technol-
ogy- eds. J.F. Ziegler and R.L. Brown (1984) p. 501.
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Techniques for dose matching between ion implanters

PR, Lundquist and S. Mehta
Vartan Ion Implant Systems, Gloucester, MA 01930, USA

T. Black and D. Jackson
Intel/Fab 6 5000, W Chan~dler Blvd, Chandler, AZ 85226, USA

Dose matchiag between systems installed in a device manufacturer's fab is a critical is!,ue in ion implantation, especially when the
process is to be transferred from one system to another. Ion implantation systems, like other types of semiconductor capital
equipment, are constantly evolving to keep pace with the ever-increasing demands of device manufacturers Some hardware changes
may be retrofitted to existing equipment, while major changes often result in a new system design. As a result older, retrofitted
systems as well as the latest generation equipment may be found operating side by side in the wafer fab. While dose uniformity and
repeatability for a given implanter have always been specified, dose matching betwe.n implanters, allowing the transfer of process
trom one system to another, is addressed in this paper. Dose matching characteristics for several Vanan implanters will be presented
and techniques for matching dose between systems will be discussed. In addition, the key hardware and process issues that may cause
mismatching in dose will be addressed

1. Introduction lation of an implanter. The ton implanter manufacturer
can provide these recipes which have been tested on

Every implant used in a semiconductor fab is de- many ion r,..lanters.
scribed by a recipe. The recipe specifies: species, dose, Typically. an ion implanter has control capability
energy, beam current, wafer tilt angle, and several other that allows the user to increase or decrease all of the
parameters for implant setup. Frequently, when a pro- doses by the same amount for dose matching to the
cess is developed in a new fab, the implant recipes are exist.ng process recipes of another ion implanter. On
determined by qualification exercises done on the new Varian serial ion implanters control of the implant area
ion implanters. In contrast, when an existing fab up- setting provides this control capability. The implant
grades or purchases new equipment, the goal is for the area setting is a number entered tnto the dose calcula-
new or retrofitted equipment to run the established tion electronics. The implant area is the effective area
recipes, within the tight control limits oi the process, (square centimeters) at the wafer plane, which is scanned
already developed on existing equipment. The goal is by the ion beam. For a given wafer size, increasing the
driven by the need to bring the equipment on line area setting will increase all the implanted doses. This
quickly with the minimum cost, and to avoid getting paper discusses considerations to be made before ad-
approvals for recipe changes. justing the area setting. The steps for selecting the area

The absolute dose has not been as important as dose setting for matching the dose on two ion implanters are
matching to the existing process. N.B.S. standards are presented along with the data from two production
not available for an implanted dose. Implant round implanters.
iobins done throughout the industry for a given recipe
ndicate there is approximately a 12% variation of sheet
iesistance due to the implanters when the wafers are all
processed together [1-3] Theoretical models must con- 2. Variables affecting dose

sider a large number of variables to be able to predict
for all recipes, what the sheet resistance should be. In dose matching two ion implanters, the average
Some of the difficult variables are wafer charging, beam value of the dose (ions/cm2 ) implanted into the wafer,
neutralization, and onset of wafer amorphization cou- the uniformity of the dose across the wafer, and the
pled with its change on channeling effects. Hence, one depth profile must match, for the measurement of wafer
should be cautious about using theoretical models for a dose to match. Dose matching must be checked for each
target sheet resistance value [3]. A reference value to recipe that is used in production. Product device data is
consider is the baseline implant done during the instal- the ultimate judge that the dose matching is successful

0168-583X/91/$03.50 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland) Ill THROUGHPUT& YIELD
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WAFER
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Fig l(b). Process variables affecting dose

when both implanters' products are within the process monitor power supplies and check many calibrations, to
control limits. warn of implanter problems.

Fig. ]a is a fishbone (Ishikawa) diagram (41 of serial A different type of dose matching problem is not
implanter variables which can cause the "measurement due to an implanter failure but wG implanter design The
of wafer dose" to change. Six main categones are listed "platen flatness" is typically fixed on an implanter. If a
The branches off of the "implant recipe" are the recipe fab has two implanters, one with a flat platen, and the
items, any one of which, if changed, could cause a other with a domed cooling platen then the "beam
change in the measurement of wafer dose (average incident angle to the wafer crystal" structure will be
value, uniformity. or depth profile). Many of the fish- different between the two implanters. This according to
bone items are not called out in a recipe. For example the fishbone diagram could cause "channeling effects
there is a branch off of the "dosimetry system" category on implant depth profiles", which could show up on
called "current integrator". It has branches connecting four-point probe maps as an unusual sheet resistance
to it. One branch is "passes calibration check" for "dc value with a poorer uniformity map 15). This would
currents" and "pulsed currents", which, if out of show up less or not at all for high dose, high energy
calhration, will cause thc measuieinent of wafer dose to As' implants that amorphize the crystal lattice and
change. If there is only one current range that is bad, have minimal channeling. This small difference in im-
then dose matching between two implanters might be planter configuration could cause the doses on the two
successful except for implants on that current range. implanters to match for somt- recipes but not for all.
Thus, the calibration of modules which could affect For a particular implanter design, one must look at
dose must be verified to be correct before starting dose the fishbone diagram and determine the variables that
matching Newer implanters use software routines to apply and their corresponding effects. If variables are

Ill. THROtJGfHPUT & YIELD
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ELECTRON FLOOD
OPTIONAL RESOLVING ACCELERATION
CRYOPUMP APERTURE VARIABLE TUBE XP DOSE SYSTEM

CRYOPMPS*Setup flags
CRYOPMPS Quad aperture

ANALYZER WAFERSAFE PLATEN
MAGNET iilntegral clamping

SOURCE DUAL ENDSAIN
ISOLATIO00 wafer load

VALVE *vertical handling

VARIABLE FAAAENLSR

MAGNCE LENS & SCANNER BOX

VARIBLE XPGABOXREMOTE CONSOLE
ION SOURCE SOURCE STEERING @IIC*Automation

eGas eLight link control OPCT
eSolid DIFFUSION PUMP

Fig. 2. Varian 300XP layout

added, make sure that they are well defined and mea- not controlled, and dose matching is performed, when
surable. A dose matching checklist can then be made that variable changes (which one may not be aware of0
from the customized fishbone diagram. If a variable is the implanter may no longer be dose-matched to the

+20% -SPEC
-------- --------------------- I-------------------------------------------------------------- CONTROL

It IL aTARGET

0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- CONTROL

-20%0/ SPEC

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EQUIPMENT - --- o o
350DE 350D 300 XP

Fig. 3. Dose matching implant must be stable.
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other implanter or the process. Fig. 2 is the layout of a own control chart like fig. 3. Once the implanters are
300 XP serial implanter for reference in locating im- matched, the monitor can be periodically implanted as a
planter main assemblies mentioned in the fishbone. quick partial implanter check. Typical monitoring pro-

Fig. lb is a fishbone diagram of process variables cess is to use an anneal, etch, and 4-point probe, or to
which can cause the "measurement of wafer dose" to use a thermal-wave measurement.
change. Because of all the variables in processing the
wafers, it is necessary to split a "lot" of wafers, which
meet the wafer requirements through both implanters. 3. Dose matching steps and results
Combine the wafers after implant. Randomize the
wafers for the anneal, in order to separate the anneal The steps for dose matching implanters will now be
effects from the implanter effects [6]. Measure the wafer presented along with the data from two production
dose on the same system. A checklist should also be implanters.
made for each processing step. Step 1. Consider the implanter variables due to cali-

In addition to the recipes that must be matched, it is bration, recipe requirements, and implanter
valuable to develop at least one dose matching monitor. configuration. Go through the checklist and
The monitor can be the same as one of the recipes. The fix any problems.
monitor should have the following qualities. It should Dose matching was done between a new 300XP
have a quick turn around time of 4 hours or less, serial implanter, and a 350D serial implanter retrofitted
compared to a few weeks for device wafers. It must be with a new Faraday system [8], similar to the one used
sensitive to the dose so that it can pinpoint small dose on the 300XP. The retrofitted 350D is called a 350DE.
changes. Its measured value must be stable over time, so Before the retrofit was done the 350D and 300XP had
that the time after implant that the measurement is been dose-matched. The variables for the 350DE and
made does not affect the result [7]. It should have its 300XP implanters were checked. The significant dif-

X = E.S. #1

2200 0 = E.S. #2

2175 Implant Monitor As '5

2150

2125

2100 - -------- TARGET TO MATCH300XP--------

08
z 1075 0

> X42050 -

42025

I 2000 -

1975

1950

1925

1900
, I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I

200 5 201 5 202 5 203 5 204 5 205 5 206 5 207 5 208
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2)

Fig. 4. Selecting an implant area of 207 5 cm 2 on 350DE to match thermal wave signal of 300XP.
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ference between the two implanters was that the 350DE Since the thermal wave measurement agreed Aith the
would have a smaller implant area because its construc- product wafer devic,- measurements that the area of
tion puts the wafer plane closer to the center of scan. 207.5 cm2 is corr, the thermal wave measurement is

Step 2. Implant dose matching monitor wafers on used as a daily monitor.
both implanters. On the 'implanter already
process qualified, implant the monitors with
the production area setting. On the other 4. Conclusions
implanter use three different areas, the
calculated area provided by the implanter Dose matching between two implanters must be
manufacturer, an area between 2 and 4% do e aing itee nt implanter variabe
greater than, and an area 2 to 4% less than carefully done taking into account implanter variables,the calculated area. Implant 3 monitor wafers wafer processing, and dose measurement. After the im-
for each area settig. After this test is suc- planter is configured as needed, and passes its checklist,
cessfully done, it can be repeated with other then on serial implanters use a sensitive, stable monitor
monitor implants if desired and we suggest to adjust the implant area to dose-match
Twelvgmonitor s e implanted ad dthe implanters. All recipes used must be checked beforeTwelve dose matching monitors were implanted, and t ri g o e ofl rd ci n

measured on a thermal wave system. The 300XP used turning ovet to full production.
its production qualified area of 212.0 cm2. Three areas In the event that two different model implanters do

were implanted with on the 350DE: 200.5, 204.5, and not match for all doses, then we would suggest to match

207.5 cm 2. Fig. 4 is a graph of 350DE area setting vs. them for the one with the tightest control specs. If some

thermal wave signal. From it one concludes that an area of the other recipes fall out of spec, then that recipe

of 207.5 cm2 initially matches the 350DE to the 300XP. dose will have to be changed unless the 'implanter

Step 3. Implant a split lot of product wafers on both configuration can be changed to bring that recipe back

implanters. On the implanter already process into spec.

qualified, use the production area setting. On
the other implanter use three different areas,
the dose matching area found in step 2, an Acknowledgements
area between 2 and 4% greater than, and an
area 2 to 4% less than the dose matching The authors acknowledge A. Dranchak for work
area found in step 2. Implant 3 product done on the serial implanters at Intel, and P. Mansfield
wafers for each area setting. for work on the figures.
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Monitonng of dose by thermal wave (TW) modulated reflection is investigated for As' or B ' implantation into silicon at low
doses (5 X 1011) to I X 1011 cm- 2 ) employed in the threshold voltage control of a MOS transistor. This method is ,hown to be useful
to dose levels down to 5 x 10") and 1 x 1011 cm- 2 for As ' and B' implantation (100 keV). respectively. The TW intensity has a
close correlation with dose and also we can find a correlation of TW intensity with damage density, minority carrier lifetime. sheet
conductance :nd the threshold voltage of a transistor at low doses if we assume that the extrapolation to lower doses is valid
Therefore. this technique is a useful. nondestructise, contactless and highly sensitive methou for monitoring the dose

I.. Introduction measured with 1 5 MeV He' Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry aligned spectra [7] Measurement was also

Control of the threshold voltage of a metal oxide performed by the thermal wave (TW) modulated reflec-

semiconductor (MOS) transistor is important and has tance and by minority carrier lifetime.
been achiesed by varying the dose of 'ions implanted
into the channel region of depletion and enhancement
transistors. Therefore. monitoring of the dose for low 3. Experimental results

dose implantations (5 × 105 × 10 -
' cm" is needed TW intensity measurements were performed for As

for tight threshold voltage control of an MOS transistor and B ' implanted Si. where each implantation was
This improsement leads to the increase of device pro- performed through 50 and 200 A thick oxide layer at 25
duction yields and of the allowance of device design in and 50 keV, respectively, with low doses (2 x 1011-5 X
very large scale integrated circuits (VLSI), 1012 cm 2) employed in threshold voltage control of

Dose monitoring has conventionally been done by MOS transistor. The intensity is shown in fig I as a
threshold voltage and drain current measurements of function of dose. The intensity increased monotonically
MOS transistors [11. However, this technique is destruL- with the increase of dose A higher intensity was at-

tive and very time consuming. The thermal wave (TW) taited in As' implantation This result indicates that
modulated optical reflectance method has offered a the ion implantation dose can be monitored by the TW
nondestructive alternative approach to the characteriza- signal intensity measurement at low doses.
tion of the damage induced during low dose ion implan- The TW signal intensity for As ' and B' implanta-
tation. Although the variation of the TW signal inten- tions 'into bare Si at 100 keV was also measured to
sity with ion dose was studied for high dose implanta- determine the sensitivity of this technique and the re-
tions employed in source and drain formation [2-4], the sults are shown as a function of dose in figs. 2 and 3.
correlation of the intensity with damage density for low The TW iatensities 'increased linearly with dose in the
dose has been studied in few papers [5,61 TW signal 'intensity linear scale) versus implant dose

plot (logarithmic scale) These measurements indicate
that this method is useful to dose levels down to 5 V 1010

2. Experimental procedures and I × 101 cm 2 for As* and B implantations (100
keV), respectively

Ion implantation of B and As was performed into n-. In order to use this technique for dose monitoring,
and p-type (100) Si wafers (resistivity: 8-12 fQcm) with we must obtain the correlation of the TW intensity with
doses of 5 X 1010 to I x 101 cm2 ion implanted damage density of ion implanted layers,

Density of damage formed by the implantation was electrical properties and device parameters

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1, 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North- Holland)
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011 10,2 1013 Fig 3. The TW signal intensity (?i-implanted) and sheet con-
ductance (annealed) in B+ implantation into Si at 100 keV as

Dose (ions/cm 2 ) a function of ion implantation dose, where annealing was done
at 10000°C for 20 mm in N,.

Fig I Variation of the thermal %ave (TW) signal intensity

with dose for As' and B' implantations in Si. where the
implantation of As' and B1 was performed through 50 and

200 A thick oxide layers at 25 and 50 keV, respectively. TW signal intensity and the DAD is assumed to apply

at lower doses, as extrapolated by broken line in this

The displaced atom denstty (DAD) for As tmi- figure, then the displaced atom density formed by this

planted Si determined by RBS aligned spectra [7] is also implantation can be monitored by the TW signal inten-

shown in fig 2 The DAD was 2.9 < 1 0 17 cm
- 2 at the sity measurement

dose level of 1 x 10 14 cm - 2. It decreased monotonically After these layers were annealed at 10000 C for 20

with the decrease of dose and reached 1.5 X 1016 cm -2 mi, sheet resistance (conductance) was measured. This

at a dose of I X 10 i3 cm, 2 Below I x 10i3 cm -2 this measurement has been extensively used n ion iniplanta-
ecannot be used because of the sensitivity tion dose monitoring at high doses. Sheet conductance

technique cannt be detecon or Bh sensativ t - for B' implanted Si at 100 keV is shown in fig. 3 as a
limit The lowest dose detection limit for B implanta- funcion of dose. Sheet conductance decreased mono-
tion is around 5 × 1 0 i4 cm--2 . Displaced atom density tonically with the decrease of dose. It reached below
measurement cannot be used at the low doses employed 3.6 × 10 - 4 Ssq. at doses below I X 1 0 13 cm- 2 This
in threshold voltage control. If the correlation between results shows clearly that the TW intensity has a close

relation with sheet conductance at implant doses above

1000 1 X 10" cm-. Therefore, dose monitoring can be at-
tained below this %alue if this correlation holds at the

As+ Implant E lower doses employed in channel doping Furthermore
800 100 key 0 sheet conductance, carrier concentration and threshold

-voltage can be monitored by the TW signal intensity
measurement for the as-implanted layer

3 600 0) A minority carrier lifetime measurement was also
a performed for As' implanted Si. where the implanta-

TI E tion was performed at 100 keV through a 430 A thick
C16 0

M,, 400 10 oxide layer. The lifetime increased with increasing an-

nealing temperature because of damage recovering. Fig
4 indicates the variation of the minority carrier lifetime

200 ,u. with dose after implanted samples were annealed at

I, 800 0 C. The hfetime decreased with the incrcasc of

0 . ........... 10 '  dose. These data show that highly sensitive dose moni-

1010 1012 1014 toring can be achieved by the minority carrier lifetime
measurement.

Dose (ions/cm 2) Threshold voltage measurement for a MOS tran-

Fig 2 The TW signal intensity and displaced atom density sistor is a useful dose monitoring technique and has
(DAD) in AN' impla, ation into Si at 100 keV as a function been used at low doses. Fig. 5 shows the variation of

of ion implantation dose. threshold voltage (V) with dose in enhancement tran-

Ill THROUGHPUT & YIFLD
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150 TW intensity for this implantation in an unpatterned Si
wafer is also shown in this figure. The intensity in the

As0 Implanted at 100 keY B' implanted layer has again a close correlation to the
800°C, 20 mmn threshold voltage of an enhancement transistor. As is

evident from these results, the threshold voltage of a
100 MOS transistor can be monitored by the measurement

of damage in the as-implanted layer using the TW
modulated reflectance method

.n 50- 4. Conclusions

(1) Displaced atom density (DAD) has a close corre-
lation with ion implantation at doses above I x 1013
cm - 2 in As' implantation. The lower dose detection

0 . limit by the sheet conductance measurement is 5 X 1012

012 1014 10 1 and 1 X lol cm - 2 for Ast and B+ implantations,
respectively, at 100 keV Therefore, these monitoring

Dose (Ions/cm 2 ) techniques can not be used for the monitonng of low
Fig 4 Vanation of minortty carrier lifetime with dose in As dose ion implantation employed for threshold voltage
implanted Si. where the implantation was peiformed at 100 control of MOS transistors.

keV and annealed at 8000 C (2) Thermal wave signal intensity increases monoton-

ically with ion implantation dose. The method is useful
sistors reported by one of us (W L.S.), where B ' was to dose levels down to 5 x 101" and I X lol Cin 2 for
implanted into the channel region of a p-channel en- As' and B' implantations (100 keV), respectively
hancement MOS transistor at 50 keV through a thin (50 (3) Since the TW intensity has a correlation with
A thick) oxide. The threshold voltage (1K) decreased dose and threshold voltage of enhancement MOS tran-
linearly with decreasing dose in the V, versus logdose sistors, the threshold voltage can be monitored by the
plot as seen in this figure Since V is a function of TW intensity measurement for an as-implanted layer
carrier concentration in the channel layers, dose and The intensity also has correlation with damage density
carrier concentration after annealing can be monitored and sheet conductance if we assume the data can be
b> the threshold voltage measurement. Even though this extiapolated to low doses
monitoring technique is highly sensitive, it is destructive In conclusion, the TW signal 'intensity measurement
and very time consuming for device fabrication The technique is a promising nondestructive and highly sen-

400 3 0 sitive dose and damage monitoring technique.
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Implant dose uniformity simulation program

Nobuo Nagai
Nvosin Electric Co., Ltd. Ion Equipment Dwsion, 575 Kuze Tonoshiro-cho. Mmnanu-ku Kvoto. Japan

A two-dimensional implant dose uniformity simulation code consisting of two programs named SCAN and MAP has been
developed The code can take account of the effects of beam sweep waveform, beam sweep frequency, beam size, and wafer rotation
speed The result of the calculations can be plotted in a two-dimensional contour map similar to a wafer uniformity map.

1. Introduction footprint for every short constant time interval. The
program counts the number of footprints left by an ion

It is very useful to simulate implant dose uniformity beam on each mesh. After implant. tile counts of the
on a computer because we can simplify the situation footprint in one mesh show how many times the mesh
and are able to see the dose distribution as implanted (small part of a wafer) is exposed to the ion beam.
without being disturbed by post-process. Sheet resistiv- The simulation code consists of two programs. The
ity and Therma-wave [1I measurements are the most program I names SCAN calculates the beam position at
common techniques to assess the untformity of the every short time interval and makes a data tile contain
implant dose But those methods do not measure the ing the footprint counts which is later used by the
implanted ions directly, so the results are influenced by program 2. The program 2 named MAP calculates the
some effects other than from the implanter such as uniformity over the wafer and draws a 2-D contour
anneal conditions and channeling effects. Besides diffi- map.
culty In the measurement, an ion implanter itself pres- The mesh size must be smaller than the beam size
ents many uncertainties that affect the measurements of and the uniformity structure which one wants to see on
dose uniformity. For example, fluctuation on 'ion beam the uniformity map. Using a shorter time interval gives
current, noise on beam sweep waveform, channeling a more precise simulation, but it uses much CPU time
effects due to implant angle (wafer tilt and twist angle) A desirable time interval is the time in which a beam
can make a complicated pattern in dose uniformity map scans 1/2 or 1/3 mesh. (The time interval shown in fig
(21 1 is too long.)

To eva!uate the essential effects of implanter param- In the program SCAN, a beam is assumed to have a
eters on implant dose uniformity, a computer simula-
tion program has been developed. The computer code y
calculates the two-dimensional implant dose distribu- Wafer Mesh Beam scan area
tion over a wafer with given machine parameters such Wfe M e a
as beam sweep frequencies of x and y' directions, a
beam sweep waveform, a wafer rotation speed, a wafer
tilt angle, and a beam density distribution With this
simulation we can predict the optimal conditions for --- I AA
uniform Implantation, on an electrostatically scanned
serial implanter with or without wafer rotation.

2. Description of simulation code

The computer code simulates ion implantation on a X
wafer. To simulate the process by a digital computer,
area and time have to be quantized. An implant area is
divided into a small rectangular mesh pattern as shown Beam path Footprints of beam

in fig. 1., An ion beam sweeping over the wafer leaves a Fig. I Coordinate of simulation and mesh

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) 1I1 THROUGHPUT & YIELD 1;
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Wafer
(tilted 45 degree) circle indicates the wafer area. The parameters of the

simulation used in this case are as follows:
Ion beam beam scan area: 150 mm (W) X 150 mm (H):

mesh size: 2 mm square;
y. time interval: 6.53 lts;

beam: Gaussian distribution (both x and y
directions), a = 3 mm.

Fig. 2 Treatment of wafer tilt angle Fig. 3b is an experimentally obtained sheet resistivity
map of a 450 tilt angle implant. The comparison of the

point cross section, but the actual beam has a size and simulation and the experiment shows a quite good
density distribution. To evaluate the effects of beam agreement. But it 3hould be noted that the physical
spot size, in the program MAP, dose data on the wafer quantity shown in each map is different. Fig. 3a repre-
for every mesh is calculated by a weighted average of sents the dose uniformity and fig. 3b shows the sheet
the footprint counts around the mesh. The weight repre- resistivity.
sents the beam density distribution. The resultant dose Both maps show the increase of dose from the right
uniformity data is plotted as a contour map like a sheet bottom to the left top. The pattern is caused by the
resistivity map with the signs switched, change in the beam sweep velocity over the wafer [3].

The program SCAN can generate data for MAP if Fig. 4 shows simulation results of a 450 tilt implant
the beam position at any time is known. In the case of with wafer rotation. The simulation parameters are the
an electrostatic-scan implanter (such as a common same as for fig. 3a. It is shown that the rotational
medium current implanter), the beam posi:)n on the implant for a large tilt angle implant is effective to
wafer is determined by the voltage applied to the scan- improve uniformity as reported [4,5]. The simulation
ning electrodes. A tilted wafer is treated as a beam shows the uniformity improves from 2.66% to 0.16% for
position Y0 changed to Y as illustrated in fig. 2. When an implant with 1.3 rps wafer rot:*tion.
SCAN simulates the wafer rotational implantation [4], A resonance occurs wh,'n the implant time is very
the simulation coordinate system is rotated with the short compared with the period of wafer rotation. An
wafer. example of the resonance pattern is shown in fig. 5a.

Fig. 5b is an experimental Therma-wave map. Fig. 5c is
derived from fig. 5a using empirical Therma-wave sensi-

3. Result of simulation tivity. It is shown that the simulation gives fairly good
agreement with the experimental result.

The result of a simulation for a 45' tilt angle A resonance occurs at a certain combination of
implant is shown in fig. 3a In the simulated map, a beam scan frequency and wafer rotation speed Even a

J

I r

(a) ()____

Fig 3 Uniformity maps of 45' tilt angle implant. (The wafer twist angle is 30*.) (a) A calculated dose uniformity map. The dotted
line shows the contour line of a higher dose region and the solid line shows the contour line of a lower dose region. A contour interval
is 1% dose Uniformity is 2.66%. (b) An experimental sheet resistivity map. A higher dose area is indicated by "-" sign A contour

interval is 1% sheet resistivity. Unifornuty is 2 67%

I I,€
,illi i i r.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I IIII I.• I
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-)( 7 0 4-,w>7

Fig 6. Simulation of beam %can and wafer rotation resonance
~"~""""~2.J,~ 7-pattern Vertical beam scan frequency is 504 16 Hz. and other

parameters are thie same its for fig 5a

Fig 4 Effect of rotational implant Simulation parameters are
the same as for fig 3a Uniformity is 0 16%. Only average lines ' '

ae shown

small variation of a parameter can result in a very large
change in the resonance pattern as shown in figs. 6 and -~ . -

7 '2-TZ-- --

4. Conclusion Fig 7 Simulation of heam scan and wafer rotation resonance
pattern Vertical beam scan frequency is 501,38 Hz, and oiher

A two-dimensional simulation code for implant dose parameters are the same as for fig 5a

uniformity mapping was developed. This simulation
code canl be used to examine the effects of beam sweep Referc."es
was eform. beam sweep frequency. beam size, and wafer
rotation speed and can help us to predict a "good [1I W 1. Sniith, A Rosenc~kaig, D L Willenhorg. I Opsal and
combination" of the beam scan parameters. M W Talr. NucI Instr and Meth. B21 (1987) 537

THUM-WAVE

- .---

(a) (b)
Fig. 5 Simulation of beam scan and wafer rotation resonance pattern Implant time' 5 s, wafer rotation speed. 1 0 rps; beam scan
frequency' H: 88 85 Hz, V. 502.13 Hz. (a) Simulation Dose uniformity 6.53%. contour interval: 5% (h) An experimental result
Therma-wave (TW) map. 'W uniformity 0 80%; contour interval., 0.5%., T's4 signal: 609.6 TW units (c) Simulation 'l'he dose is
converted to Therma vwave units. Empirical Therma-wave sensitivity used is as follows TW =-1580 61 + 168 063 log10)(dose) TW

uniformity. 0 79%; contour interval 0 5%: TW signal. 604 05 TW units

Ill, THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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Nondestruc.ive determination of damage depth profiles
in ion-implanted semiconductors by multiple-angle-of-incidence
single-wavelength ellipsometry

M, Fried, T. Lohner, E. JAroli, C. Hajdu and J., Gyulai
Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, 114, H-1525, POB 49, Hungary

Four-parameter fitting of multiple-angle-of-incidence (MAI) ellipsometr) data is developed to characterize near-sui face layers on
semiconductors damaged by implantation We used coupled half-Gaussians to describe the damage depth profiles The iriethod was
tested on Ge-implanted silicon layers (at a wavelength of 632 8 nm) and was cross-checked with high depth resolution RBS and
channeling

1. Introduction one used in ref. [131 to determine carner profiles in
silicon by MAI in the infrared wavelength region. Dur-

Preamorphization by implantation of electrically ing our investigation, we found a recently published
neutral atoms can elinunate channeling tails in implan- paper [14] which uses a similar optical model to de-
tation, but the control and optimization of this process, termine damage profiles in silicon by reflection mea-
especially within the technology, is an important task. surements.

lon-iniplantation-induced disorder changes the com- To demonstrate the method, we measured data on 40
plex refractive index of the implanted layer, so it can be or 60 keV Ge implanted silicon. The MAI restl's were
detected by optical methods such as ellipsometry [1-7] compared with ion ba, .attering spectrometry com-
Ellipsomet.'y is a sensitive. i apid and nondestructive but bined with channeling
indirect technique, so a realistic and adequate multi-
layer optiLal model must be used to deterrmne the
aisorder profile from the ellipiometric data alone. 2. Ellipsometry

From ar ellipsometric meas".renient at given values
of wavelength and angle of incidence, one can de- 2.1. The optical model
let mine only two unkn.wn parameters. (In earlier works
most optical models !iave proven to be useful only for To construct a realistic optical model, we used cou-
monitoring the relative change in the surface layer, or pled half-Gaussian functions with four independent
destructive etching was used to get depth information.) parameters (center, height and two standard deviations).
A possibility to increase the number of independent -akng into account the fact that the damage level is
experimental data is to use the multiple-angle-of mci- saturated at the amorphous state, we describe the
dence (MAI) method [8]. However, by introducing more damage depth profile with the following function:
distinct layers in the optical model, the cross-correla-
tions between the unknown parameters increase. (Even D(x) = l- exp{ -f exp[-(x -rp)/2 2 12
%ith spectroscopic ellipsometry [9-11] the practical limit 1,, when x < rp,
'is ten layers in the model.) The solution of this problem
is to use layers of equal thicknesses with damage levels 2,, when x > rp,,

determined by a function of depth. This function is where rp 'is the center, f is the height, o and 02 are the
described with a limited number u, unknown parame- standard deviations of the couplea half-Gaussians. (This
tcrs The uviipiex refractive index of each layer is function originated from the assumption that one single
calculated from the actual damage level by the Birugge- ion track is fully amorphous and a later overlapping ion
man effective medium approximation (EMA) [12], using track does not cause more amorphization.) In addition,
crystalline and totally amorphous semiconductor values we take into account a native oxide layer in the optical
as endpoints. model as a fifth unknown parameter (see fig. 1). The

Our method originated from ideas used in earlier number of layers is a result of a compromise between
investigations [2,4,7,13]. The most similar method is the resolution and the rquired computing time, We used

0168-583X/91/$03,50 © 1991 - Elsevie Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland) Ill. THROUGHPUT & YIELD
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used drp = o + 02 and ddrp = o - 0, for programming

convenience. This means that even in the case of a high
value of f, the profile is also sensitive to the drp and

- Iddrp. If we use ai and a, then in the case of a high
- value of the f, the profile is not sensitive to the 01. This

- I fact disturbs the fitting process.
Let us measure at M different angles of incidence. In

this case we have 2M nonlinear equations from eqs. (4):
> m

B -X);A (5)

,_ 2- - - where j = 1,. M. The superscripts m and c dis-

. - tinguish between the measured and computed values of

-- 4 and A, respectively. If M >_ 3, we have more data
.....- - than the unknown parameters.

Fig I The optical model The complex refractive index of Because of experimental errors and/or model weak-
totally amorphous silicon is from refs 16.71. nesses (our optical model is an approximation only),

eqs. (5) cannot be satisfied exactly, so a least-squares
solution must be sought by a computer program The

an IBM compatible (32-bit) PC to evaluate the measure- program minimizes the sum of squares of the residuals

ments The computing time was 1-3 h dependingon the G(B) y((l/e,) 214,' _4'(B. P,) 12

number of angles of incidence with an optical model of
2 0 la y e rs. + I e , -) 'I X, )A

It is important to note that f is not proportional to )( B
the implanted dose. They are related, but exact propor- where e, and e, are the experimental errors of the
tionality would only exist at 0 K. At room temperature. and A values (0 1 and 0.3), respectively.
the migration of point defects modifies the situation.

2.2. MA I ellpsometrv 3. Experimental

In refraction ellipsometry the experimental result is Wacker-made. p-type Si(1 11) wafers of 4-8 S1cm
given by -esistivity were implanted with Ge ions at room temper-

p = tan 4 exp(iA R!R,, (1) ature. The implantation conditions are shown in table I.
The ellipsometric m.'isurements weie performed withwhere p is the,.,,iipiex reflectance ratio and Rp and R, a LEM-2 type manual iull ellipsometer in PCSA

are the complex amplitude reflection coefficients for the arier, copena lulle. analyzer cnfigua
paralelandperendculr poariatinsp (nd hus (polarizer, compensator, sa,,-,le, analyzer) configura-

parallel and perpendicular polarizations. p (and thus 4, t. The wavelength was 632 8 nm (He-Ne laser) The
and A) can be computed knowing all complex refractive measuements were made at several angles of incidence

indices, layer thicknesses (of the optical model) and between 600 and 72a. Three angles are enough to

device parameters (wavelength and angle of incidence) etee mand but Th re are en to

Symbolically, the functional dependence of 4, and A evaluate the measurements, but more angles can yield
more precise results At the same time, more angles

on the system parameters can be separated into two real need more computing time In the case of the samp'es
equations:

4,=arctan p(n*., d,, ,, X), (2)
Table I

A = arg[p(n,, d,, 0 o, A)] (3) Implantation conditions

where I p I and arg(p) are the absolute value and argu- Energy Dose Sample no
ment of the complex equation (1) and are dependent [keV] [ X 1 0 14 Ge /cm'

]

upon many parameters. If we tse the D depth profile 40 0 25 4.1

function to compute n*(d, are fixed) then we may 40 05 42
write 40 1 43

40 2 44
P ( , (4) 60 025 61

A =A(. 0, A),. 60 05 62
60 1 63

k where B = (do,,, rp, U,, 02. ) is the vector containing 60 6S60 2 64
the unknown parameters. During the computatica we

/A
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investigated during this work we used five angles. The 1, o0-0 122,26, ,5 ,. ..... a.,,0. , S......,1, ,

typical measurement time with our manual ellipsometer bo,,. o-,W --

is under 10 min (at five angles of incidence). An auto- 1- 00

matiC ellipsometer can measure in seconds.
To check the ellipsometric results we used Ruther- ,3 00 o..,76

ford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) combined with C 0 3 B 0

channeling. The analyzing beam was a 1.5 MeV 4He' 160 00
beam. The detector was positioned to detect ions ,°
scattered through 970 (with a glancing exit angle to the 1550 0 .
surface of 70). In this geometry, the depth resolution
was better than 5 nm. To evaluate the spectra we used 150 00 E oGv 612

11 0 cI , "d,- 00

the RBX program written by K6tai [15], which can also 1 00 6 3 o
handle channeled spectra. 1o 00 1200 14 00 16 00 1 ,0

psi Hkegl

4. Results and discussion I (b)

1 0 1, 0 6

In MAI ellipsometry, a crucial point is the guessing

of the initial values of the unknown parameters. In our
case, the ion range data are good for this purpose. (The
ion range profile is always deeper and narrower than -7
the damage deptn profile for the same 'ion type and
energy.) The height of the profile can be estimated from
simulations similar to the one in fig 2a. In fig. 2b we
show the profiles related to different f values along one -

fixed rp (solid line).
The native oxide is also a problem, especially in the o -- ))-C)) .... J

case of small doses (samples 41 and 61). However. we I LII ,,
measured its thickness on a virgin part of the same Fig 2 (a) Mea:.ured -A values at an angle of nuidence of
wafer. The thickness was between 20 and 30 A in all 70' with simulated curves. The varying parameters are rp and
cases This fact can be considered duing the computer f (b) The profiles related to different f values along one fixed
fitting. rp (solid line). rp= 30 nm. f= 0 1.0 2, 0 4 52

0 0~'

a* .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . ... .. .4- .... . . ... ... .. . . . .. .. .

e .o * . 0 " -.- , r 0 0 •~,, -

-- --- ,-- - -- -,"- 5-t ".

2 0 - 0

0 b 60-- 1e mlns

III THROUGHPUT & YIE
1% 'r" 1>200 41r)O .,0 . 30S0 1000

; . Fg 3 Damage profiles obtained from MAI elhipsometry (histograms) and RBS channeling (symhols) (a) 40 keV implants,

I;: (b) 60 keV implants.
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Ellipsometry is extremely sensitive to the near-surface The method can be generalized easily for spectro-
region. Our method can detect precisely whether this scopic ellipsometry.
region is fully amorphized or not. This is important
from the point of view of post-implantation annealing.

Above the dose of full amorphization, only the depth Acknowledgement
and the width of the c/a interface are in question. With
this method we can determine these parameters The authors are grateful for the helpful assistance of

The depth limit in silicon at this wavelength (N = Dr. N.Q. Khanh in RBS measurements.
6328 A) is about 2000 A. At shorter X,, the sensitivity is

better, but the depth limit is less. At longer X, the
situation 'is the opposite. Naturally, if we measure at References
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[121 S.A G Bruggemann, Ann Phys 24 (1935) 636
planted semiconductors To describe a realistic profile, [131 T. Motooka, I Warabisako, T Tokuyama and T Wata-
it is enough to use a few fitting parameters. To demon- nabe, J Electrochem Soc 131 (1984) 174

strate the method, we measured data on Ge-implanted [141 K. Jezierski and M Kulik. Opt Commun 71 (1989) 28.,
silicon. We checked our results by RBS. [151 E. K6tai, The RBX code, to be published
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Limitations of the spreading resistance technique for ion implant
profile measurements

J., Montserrat, J. Bausells and E. Lora-Tamayo
Centro National de AMicroelectr6nica - CSIC, Universttat Aut6norna de Barcelona, 08193 Bellaterra, Spain

The main problem with the spreading resistance technique is that it yields a net carrier concentration profile measured on a
beveled sample and this may be quite different from the corresponding dopant profile due to carrier spilling We have made
theoretical and experimental studies of this phenomenon to evaluate the accuracy of the technique to measure ion-implanted profiles
We see that errors are important when a pn shallow junction is formed with low implant doses

.. Introduction, the spreading resistance technique beveling fixtures having the desired bevel angle. They
are polished with fine diamond abrasive in an oil-based

In the research and development of new processes slurry on a frosted glass plate [3]. With this procedure a
used in the fabrication of semiconductor devices it is polished surface with a sharp bevel edge is obtained.
fundamental to know the dopant impurity profiles To- The resistance-depth profile data are converted to a
day the most used process to introduce dopant impuri- resistivity profile through the calibration curves and a
ties in a semiconductor is ion 'implantation. Characteri- boundary effect correction procedure based on the mul-
zation of implanted-ion profiles can be performed by tilayer approach of Schumann-Gardner [4] Finally the
physical techniques, such as SIMS or RBS, or by electri- carrier depth profile is obtained with an improved ver-
cal methods. Among the electrical profiling methods for sion of Irvin's curves [5].
the last few years the spreading resistance (SR) one [1,2] Th advantages of SR are its speed and that it can
has been the most widely used in silicon. measuie on a wide range of resistivities and depths Its

SR uses two smal; probes of tungsten--osmium alloy disadvantages are the need for calibration and that it is
separated by a very short distance. typicall'i 50-100 a destructive technique
imn The probes are moved in steps across the surlace of
the sample to be studied, measunng the resistance in a
small region immediately under the probe tips. The 2. The carrier spilling problem
system has a high spatial resolution. We can bevel the
sample with a small angle and then by probing on this The operation of semiconductor devices is de-
beveled surface, we obtain a measurement of the resis- termined by the free-carrier distribution but for the
tance versus depth process engineer it is more important to exactly know

Because of the intrinsic complexity of the contact the dopant distribution to fix the technological process.
variables between probe and sample, SR cannot be used A fundamental limitation of SR is that it measures
for absolute measurements. Instead, probes are pre- ihe free-carrier density profile, and usually this does not
pared to standardize the mechanical contact parame- agree with the corresponding dpant concentratioa pro-
ters Measurements are then made by comparison to fde This differences are more important when the dop-
calibratior curves generated for a particular set of ,,ig profiles are %,ery steep This s the Uasc of profiles
probes on bulk silicon samples with uniform and known obtained by ion implantation In the case of a pn
resistivity, having the same conductivity type. crystallo- junction there ,re also difference. because of the space-
graphic orientation and surface finish as the test speci- chargc region between thc two iones
men, Since SR !s a comparison tcch! ,ae, tile dcuiacy Because of the doping density gradient, there is a
of the results is strongly dependent on the achievement diffusion current A spatial charge distribution and an
of a high degree of reproducibility both of the probe electric field appear and an equilibrium situation is
contact and of the surface finish on calibration samples reached wthin the semiconductor, where at different
and test specimens. Probe tips are conditioned by using points the doping concentration is oifferent from the
the Gorey-Schneider probe grinder [3]. To standardize free-carrier concentration This free-carrier redistribu-
the sample preparation samples are wax-mounted on tlion is known as "'catrier spilling" All electrical char-
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acterization techniques are affected by this phenome- making ion implantations and annealings in different
non. conditions. The samples have been characterized by SR

In addition, to measure a depth profile it is necessary and SIMS. Process modelling has also been done.
to bevel the sample and this introduces an additional
redistribution, because the boundary conditions over
the surface change. Gauss' law requires the potential 3. Results and discussion
lines to bend up perpendicularly to the bevel surface.
Physically this is accomplished by a divergence of car- Firstly the case of a shallow highly doped p-type
nre spilling which becomes two-dimensional in the layer is studied. A boron ion implantation with a dose
vicinity of the bevel [6] of 1.0 X 1015 cm- 2 was made into an n-type silicon

If we have a pn junction, there is a metallurgical wafer with a nominal resistivity of 4-5 2 cm (N o = 1.0
junction (MJ) where the dopant concentration of the x 1015 cm-3). This wafer was annealed at 950'C dur-
surface layer becomes equal to the opposite-type dopant ing 30 min in 'inert ambient in order to activate the
substrate concentration. There is an electrical junction dopant 'impurities and to remove the crystallographic
(E) where the free-carrier concentration is minimum, defects created by the ion implantation. A carrier pro-
When we me.sure the electrical junction with SR on file was obtained from SR measurements using a SSM-
bevel we obtain the "on-bevel" electrical junction. This 130 made by Solid State Measurements Inc. The calcu-
point is where maximum resistance occurs. lation of carrier concentration from SR values was

In order to know the free-carrier distribution for a made using the software supplied by SSM.
known dopant distribution, it is necessary to solve the In this case in bulk of the sample the holes originat-
two-dimensional Poisson equation for this structure [6] ing in the surface layer spill in the underneath region
If the bevel angle is small the effect of beveling 'is and the EJ in depth is deeper than the Mi. However, in
equivalent to planar material removal and then it is the region where the bevel crosses the MJ this situation
possible to make a set of one-dimensional simulations changes and the electrons originating in the substrate
for the different vertical sections [7). We have made spill into the superficial layer near the bevel.
some theoretical and experimental studies to evaluate The simulation of the process was made with
the influence of carrier spilling in the SR measurements. SUPREM-4 [8], a two-dimensional process simulation
We have solved the two-dimensional Poisson equation program, including an etch step to make the beveled
in beveled samples to find the free-carrier distribution region. Then this structure was introduced in PISCES
for a given dopant distribution in several cases of inter- [9], a two-dimensional device simulation program, to
est in order to determine the differences when on bevel, calculate the corresponding free-carrier distnbution. The
where SR measures. We have prepared some samples by result is plotted in fig 1. We can see that the level

C 19
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Distance (Micr'ons)
< Fig I Two-dimensional plot of a beveled sample with a pn juncion. Solid lines, arc the level contour,, of hole aoncentration and the

.' . dashed line is the metallugcal .junction
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contours of hole concentration are parallel to the origi- E6ON3 EVEL MJ IE
nal surface of the sample, but when they approximate to EJ
the bevel surface suddenly they bend up. As SR mea- 16
sures on bevel it finds that the EJ is shallower than MJ.
In fig. 2 the predicted dopant and free-carrier profiles in
depth in the nonbeveled region, and the free-carrier E
profile along the bevel surface have been plotted, with .

the distance scaled to the vertical depth. This simulation " 1 4

is compared to the actual SR measurement. Results are "
presented in the same figure. The predicted on bevel EJ ,
is in good agreement with the measured values, and is 0
shallower than MJ. - '

Then we mde the same process but with a low ion 0 12- I
implantation dose (D = 1.5 X 1011 cm--2 ). In fig. 3 the J %
simulated profiles are plotted. Here we see that the
relative difference between on-bevel EJ and MJ is much
more important We also see a shift in the depth of the
d i s t r i b u ti o n m a x i m u m . T h i s c a n i n t r o d u c e e r r o r s if w e 1 0 , -, .... .., ... .... .
use the SR technique to determine the mean projected 0 00 0 40 0 80 1 20

range of the dstnbution profile of dopant atoms. More- Depth '(la) a
over, the area under the on-bevel carrier profile is lower Ftig 3 Smulated concentrton profiles for a low ton mplanta-tion dose (-- dopant profile in depth. (- -- ), free-
than the area under the acceptor impurity profile This carrier profile in depth: and ( ---- ) on-bevel erner profile
can introduce errors in the measure of ion implantation
doses Finally we do not obtain the first metallurgical
junction tion with doses ranging from 1.0 x 10'2 io 3 2 X l0"

For a number of cases of interest a two-dimensional cm- 2 at 100 keV. in an n-type substrate ( ND = 1.0 X
technological process simulation has been used to ob- 1015 cm -- ) and annealings at 1150C 'm 2 conventional
tam the dopant atom distribtion and MJ. and a two- furnace in inert ambient during different 'ames, from 10
dimensional electrical sinu.ation to calculate the free to 720 mm
carrier distribution and Li We studied B ion implanta- In fig 4 the ratio EJ/MJ versus ion implantation

dose is plotted for several annealing times I fig 5 the
difference between on-bevel EI and MJ is plotted versus

2 ON BEVEL MJ Ej MiJ for several ion implantation doses Finally, B im-
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Fig. 2. Simulated and measured concentration profile for a 12 00 13 o 1400 1500 1600

high ion implantation dose (- ) dopant profile in depth.,
(. free-carrier profile in depth, ( ---- ) on-bevel car- Fig 4 Ratio between on-bevel electrical junction and metal-

nier profile, and (* * * * ) free-carrier profile obtained nv SR lurgical junction (FJ/MJ) versus ion implantation dose for
measurement% several annealing times [mini
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plantations with doses ranging from I011 to . X 101 1
cm- 2 at 100 keV have been performed on n-type silicon
wafers (ND= 1 100 cm- 3). After 1000 A PECVD 20 32E15

Si), deposition the samples have been annealed by
incoherent-light rapid thermal annealing during 10 s at -0 5

1150*C. The resulting profiles have been measured by E
SR and SIMS. " el

In the SIMS measurements, madp with an Atomika U 18-

1000. it is difficult to detennie MJ because in the
range of 101- the measurements are very noisy. How- 1 0 4

ever, if we compare the SIMS and SR tail region of the 3

profiles, the effects of carrier spilling can clearly be 1 OEI
0a 16-seen. In the SR measurements (fig. 6) we obtain an 0 321

abnormal displacement of the distribution maximum
towards the surface when the ion implantation dose
decreases This effect appears already in doses at which

spillng. We think that this effect can be related to the 0 c O 20 0 40 0 60 0 80 1 0

algorithm used to make the transformation from the SR Depth (Hro)

depth profile to the resistivity depth profile Fig 6 SR mc:asurements of the free-carrier pi, file for several

For the larger doses if we compare the experimental ion implantation doses at 100 keV after a rapJ thermal
results with the results of simulation %ith SUPREM we
observe an enhanced diffusion. The effective diffusion
coefficient is approximately 4 times larger than that for
a normal process. in agreement with known boron-tran-
sient-enhanced diffusion results [10]. For the lower do- carrier recombination, and that have a higher relative

ses the quantity of carriers measured by SR is lower importance when the carrier concentration is smaller

than the dose introduced, considering the reduction
introduced by carrier spilling. We think that this is due
to an incomplete activation of dopant impunties or to 4. Conclusion
the existence of crystallographic defects that favour

Preser'ty SR is one of the most commonly used

techniques in characterizing ion-implanted profiles
With the improvements in sample preparation, probe

060 - conditioning and algorithms for the calculation of cor-
/I oE12 3 2E12 rection factors, highly accurate measurements can be

10413 obtaned. However, several problems have been identi-
0 50 3 2E13 fied in the last few years, mainly due to the reduction in

device geometries SR measures an electrical on-bevel
carrier profile which may be quite different from the

0 40OE corresponding atomic dopant profile. This is due to
carrier spilling caused by doping density gradients and
special boundary conditions in a beveled surface.

We have studied this phenomenon by process model-
ing to determine dopant impurity profiles, and then

<10 20 free-carrier profiles have been calculated by solving the
two-dimensional Poisson equation The main di-,-

crepancy 'is that for any profile with a junction the
0 10 on-bevel electrical-junction location will always be shal-

lowcr than the metallurgical junttion, and also the total

000 . . . . quantity of carriers is lower than the implanted dose
000 2 00 400 6 00 800 1 00 We have fabricated several samples by making ion

Mj (Pm) implantations and annealings in different conditions.
Hig 5 Difference between mr"allurgical junction (MJ) and The samples have been characterized by SR and SIMS.
on-bevel electrical junction (FJ) versus MJ for several ion The predicted results are in good agreement with the

implantation doses. measured values.

4/
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Thermal wave characterization of silicon implanted with MeV
phosphorus ions

M. Anjum and G.S. Sandhu
Micron Technology Inc.. 2805 East Columbia Road, Boise, ID 83706. USA

S. Cherekdjian and W., Weisenberger
Ion Implant Services. 1050 Kifer Road, Sunn vale, CA 94086, USA

We have performed laser-induced photothermal reflectance measurements on p-type (1)O) silicon wafers implanted with
phosphorus in the energy range of 0 5 to 3 MeV. The dose for implants was varied from I x 1012 to I X 1014 ions/cm 2 The variation
of thermal wave signal for different implant angles and species has been studied. The signal was sensitive to the dose, energy and tilt
angle of the implantation. We have determined that this technique can be used to monitor high energy implantations into Si
substrates.

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

P-type (100) St wafers of 150 mm diameter with 250
Photothermal reflection spectroscopy is a contact- ,A of thermal SiO 2 were implanted at room temperature

less, nondestructive and quick technique for monitoring with phosphorus ions having energies from 0.5 to 3

ion implanter dose accuracy and uniformity. This
method uses a modulated laser beam to iduce the, mal MeV using a Genus 1500 X ion implanter at Micron

Technology and Ion Implant Services The implanta-
oscillations in the silicon surface and a probe laser to
measure resulting fluctuations in the surface reflectivity. of 0 o at a wae o ri ent s were tilts

The measured signal is dependent on the level and of 0 to 7'. Thermal wave measurements were taken

distribution of damage in the surface layers of the immediately after the implantation using a TP-300 made

sample and thereby on the implanted dose.
Thermal wave measurements on Si substrates im- 4000-

planted with various ion species up to the energy of 400
keV and doses ranging from I X 1 0 12 to I X 1 0 15

ions/cm2 have been reported previously [1-4] It has
been stated that this technique can evaluate a depth of ;I.2owvI
approximately 3 sim from the sample surface and mea- 0
sure a minimum dose of I x 10i/cm2. Little has been
reported on the usefulness of this technique for mont- 2M 0
toring dose and uniformity in high energy (> 0.5 MeV)
ion implanted Si substrates. High energy phosphorus .9 0

and boron implantation are increasingly coming into
use for manufacturing advanced IC chips, for example, & 0
in fabrication of retrograde wells and buried grid layers
to reduce soft errors in DRAMs. We have performed
thermal wave measorements on p-type silicon wafers 0 . .

implanted with high energy phosphorus ions. The sensi- 012 10'l 1 14

tivity of the thermal wave method to dose and energy of Dose (atoms/r2)

high energy implantations into silicon is of primary Fig 1 TW signal vs implanted dose for various phosphorus
irterest in this study. ion energies in Si

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991- Elsevier Science Pubhlishers B V. (North-Holland)
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4000, 2100-

2 MsV phosphorus
.. I I

U1014 0 0 degrees
3000, 15013 0 7 degress

Z 1019131 1500.

19121

2000 0

00

1000 A 0

00

001 0 20 3 0 102 . 104

Dose (atom1scm2)
Enorgy(MoV) Fig. 3. Sensitivity of TW readings to implant tilt angles for 2

Fig 2 TW signal as a function of phosphorus ion energy at MeV phosphorus implantation into Si
vanous doses.

3. Results and discussion

by Therma-Wave Inc. Contour maps of the thermal Fig. I shows the variation in thermal wave (TW)
wave signal and oxide thickness were generated in each signal with dose for various energies of phosphorus
case to check for dose uniformity across the wafers. The implants into p-type Si. The standard deviation on the
results are presented in otherwise undefined "thermal contour plot was generally around 0.5% for these sets of
wave units" presented by the system. The reader should data. For the same dose, the TW signal decreases with
not expect to reproduce the absolute values in thermal an increase in energy. At the same time, the difference
wave units since it depends upon the system used and in TW signals, at different energies, decreases at lower
the measurement and calibration procedure employed, doses. For higher energies, the peak of the damage
In addition, the thermal wave signal can also depend on produced during implantation lies deeper into the sub-
the surface states which is a function of sample prepara- strate. Consequently, thermal waves propagate through
tion. However, the various trends observed during this larger distances resulting in a smaller TW signal. The

study should be universally repeatable. TW signal as a function of ion energy for various doses

TH(EM-WAVE THEM-WAVE
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(a) (b)
' Fig. 4. Contour maps of TW signal showing the effect of channeling for 2 MeV phosphorus ion implantations into Si at (a) 00 and

(b) 70 tilt, and 25° rotation
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in plotted in fig. 2. The sensitivity of the TW signal to 6.89 and 0.29% respectively. This large difference in
energy is small at the dose of 1 x 10l ions per cm 2 . standard deviations is due to the effect of channeling.

Fig. 3 shows that the TW signal is sensitive to the tilt The TW signals for implants with the same energy and
angle during the implantation. The change in damage dose for P and As ions are shown in fig. 5. The larger
distribution for channeling directions results in a lower signal for As results from a shallower implant range as
signal. However, the percentage difference in the TW well as larger damage produced per As ion compared to
signal between 0 and 7 ° implants is constant as shown P ions.
in fig. 3. This indicates that the random and channeled
fraction of the incident ions are the same, below the
critical dose for amorphization. This gives rise to similar 4. Summary
differences in total damage between 0 and 70 implanta-
tions at various doses. Thermal wave monitoring of high energy ion im-

Fig. 4 shows contour maps of the TW signal for 2 plants into silicon has been performed. The sensitivity
MeV P implantation into Si at 0 and 7 * tilt angles. The of the thermal wave signal to energy, dose, implant
0 and 70 implants resulted in standard deviations of angle and ion species has been reported. It has been

demonstrated that the thermal wave signal is sensitive
to energies up to 3 MeV for phosphorus ions implanted
into Si. This technique can be used to monitor high
energy ion implantations into Si.

12000
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RTP temperature uniformity mapping
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D. Mordo
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This paper presents innovative software developed to help generate a temperature calibration curve and to mathematically
manipulate and combine multi-point wafer maps The software automatically applies the calibration curve to a map of film
parameters to provide a quantitative map of temperature uniformity Several process examples are presented to demonstrate the
flexibilit. and conemence of the software

I. Introduction plants. and silicide sintering. In order to use any of
these methods, it is necessary to establish a calibration

Temperature uniformity is a critical parameter in curve of the appropriate materials parameter as a func-
RTP equipment because of the very short duration of tion of temperature In some cases it is also necessary to
the heating and cooling cycles Unfortunately, it is (ompare or mathematically manipulate (e g. add, sub
extremely difficult to measure temperature accurately tract, ratio etc.) the results of several wafer naps, each
and non-invasively at a single point on a wafer during containing hundreds of data points. Doing this data
RTP -- much less to directly map temperature uniform- recuction by hand is time-consuming and does not lend
ity over the wafer surface This situation has led to the itstif to routine process monitoring or quality control
indirect measurement of temperature uniformity by
mapping an appropriate temperature-dependent mate-
rial property of the processed wafer, such as film thick- 2. Calibration curves
ness or sheet resistance Several techniques are currently
used for the indirect measurement of temperature uni- The most obvious application of generating a
formity in RTP equpment, including thermal oxide calibration curve and applying it to a wafer map is
growth, activation annealing of very-high-dose ion im- mapping ion implant dose uniformity from a sheet

resistance map. It 'is necessary to input the sheet resis-

XTP E16 AS i/I

see-fIP ZE16 AS i/i

+ P
Et__

R 10008
E

48 611 88 180

LiiiZ/LIEAJI [ISHEET RM OHO /SQ
Fg I Sheet resistance versus RTP tempeiature for a wafer
implanted with arsenic at 80 keV with a dose of 2X1016 Fig 2 Calibiation curve of RTP anneal temperature versus

ions/cm2  sheet resistance for a 10 s anneal
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+ tance as a function of dose in the calibration curve. This

+ ,can bc done either from experimental results around the

dose of interest or from calculations from SUPREM or

othet process modeling software. The calibration curve
software can switch or interchange the X- and Y-axes
which interchanges the independent and dependent
variables. In this case the sheet-resistance and dose axes

are switched to give a dose versus sheet-resistance curve.
The software provides a polynomial fit of the raw data,
which is applied to the sheet-resistance map to generate
a dose-uniformity map.

4 + + 4 4 4

+ +3. Activation of ion implant

When rapid thermal processing was first introduced,
the pnmary application was annealing ion-implanted

MEAN 1008 5^C NO SITES .225 wafers [1-3] it was quickly observed that the sheet-re-
STD DEV 0 281% CONTOUR 1 01C sistance uniformity was a very good indication of the

Fig 3 Temperature-uniformitv map deived from a sheet-resis- temperature uniformity during the anneal. Several round
tance map for a wafer RTP annealed at 1000 C tot 10 s robins 14] have been conducted by t:,e Greater Silicon
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Valley Implant Users Group to verify the uniformity The software can provide a third-order fit of the
and repeatability available from the various RTP data, as well as second- and first-order fits. Using the
vendors. RTP vendors themselves use ion-implanted software to interchange the X- and Y-coordinates, fig. 2
wafers as a check of the temperature uniformity. shows the data plotted as temperature versus sheet

An experiment was conducted using 150 mm p-type resistance. This provides the polynomial needed to con-
(100) wafers to demonstrate the software. A screen vert any sheet-resistance value into a temperature value.
oxide of 200 A was grown on these wafers at Varian One wafer had a mean sheet resistance of 73.5 02/O,
Research using their RTP system. The wafers were then with a standard deviation of 1.28%. Applying the poly-
implanted with 50 keV arsenic at a dose of 2 x 1016 nomial of fig. 2 to each of the 225 R, values, the
ions/cm2. One wafer was used to verify the emissivity temperature uniformity map of fig. 3 is generated. The
of the backside of the wafer in order to obtain accurate mean temperature is 1008°C and the standard devia-
temperature readings with an optical pyrometer. One tion is 2.80C or 0.28%. The R, and T maps are of
wafer was furnace-annealed to verify the implant uni- course similar in appearance with the scale and contour
formity. The other six wafers were processed at temper- interval changed. The staneard contour interval in the
atures ranging from 950°C to 11500C in 50 0 C steps. temperature map is 1°C, si the distribution of tempera-
Two wafers were processed at 11000C to check the ture across the wafer is ,.asily visualized. The flat tem-
repeatability. Since the pyrometer is positioned below perature distribution ii the center of the wafer de-
the wafer and its field of view includes only a small area creases rapidly toward the sides of the wafer. It must be
in the center of the wafer, the center of each wafer was emphasized that to reach the target temperature as
mapped using 49 sites and a test diameter of 1 cm to rapidly as possible the temperature was ramped up
develop the sheet-resistance versus temperature calibra- extremely fast, usiig a ramp rate of 200*C/second. It
tion curve. The average sheet resistance of each wafer is was to be expected that this fast ramp rate would
plotted as a function of the anneal temperature in fig. 1 seriously degrad: the uniformity,

3 0 0 - 1 1
y -226 O 98 x R42 -1.0J.0

200

a/

1006

0Y
0 100 200 300

ELLIPSOMETER (A)

Fig 5 Customer correlation curve of FT versus ellipsometer measurements on wafers with oxides ranging from < 40 to 300 , in
thickness, showing excellent agreement.
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4. Very thin oxide layers Liown as NBS) introduced a set of three thermal oxide
standards with thicknesses of 500, 1000 and 2000 A.

One exciting recent application of rapid thermal The reference method always cited in evaluating any
processing is growing of very thin oxides [4-71. Fig. 4 thin-film thickness measurement is the ellipsometer. Fig.

shows a set of isothermal growth curves for tempera- 5 shows the results of a customer study comparing

tures ranging from 1000 0 C to 1150 *C generated at AG ellipsometer and Prometrix FT measurements for oxides
Associates and measured using an ellipsometer. In order ranging in thickness from 40 to 300 A. The FT is a
to conveniently map oxides below 100 X, an instrument microscope-based film-thickness measurement system

must be quick and extremely reproducible. It would be using the CARIS technique (constant-angle reflected

convenient if the instrument were also accurate. Unfor- interference spectroscopy). The resultant correlation

tunately, there is no standard reference material (SRM) coefficient is I and with an offset of 2 A. The FT has a

for very thin oxides. It is only recently that the National variable spot size ranging from 4 to 40 pm depending
lnstitute of Science and Technology (NIST) (formerly on the objective used. The system is capable of repeat-
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90 * 00-1 tT
8 00-2 T

50-1 rT
5 150.2

70 , - - - . -

40" - .. . ...
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A.G. ELUPSOMETER

Sum of Deq of Mean
Source Squares i-reedom Squares F-Ratio Prob>9

Model 2 31e+5 1 2 310+5 7 05e+4 0 000+0

Error 3 660*2 112 3 278+0

Total 2 31e+5 113

Coefficient of Determination (R1 2 ) 9 98.-I

Adjusted Coefficient (R^2) 9.98e-1

Coefficient of Coriiation jR) 9 qge.1

Standard Error of Estimate 1 81e+0
Durbin-Watson StaliStIc 1 61e+0

Fig. 6. FT versus ellipsometer readings (19 readings per wafer) for the six AG Associates thin oxtde wafers, with nominal thicknesses
ranging from 50 to 150 A
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MEAN 104 82A NO SITES.... 121 MEAN 11003 C NO SITES.. 121
STD DEV ..... 4 485% CONTOUR 2 0A STD DEV 0 224% CONTOUR 1 0C

Fig 7 T, map of a nominal 100 A wafer for RTP oxidation at Fig. 9 Temperature map for 1100' C, 38 s RTP oxide wafer
1100 0 C for 20 seconds. The mean oxide thickness is 104.8 A The mean temperature is 1100.30 C and the standard deviation
with a standard deviation of 4 7 A The contour ,nterval is 2 A. is 2.46 * C. The contour interval is 10 C

converted into temperature versus oxide thickness in fig.
ably measunng the oxide thickness down to less than 40 8. The polynomial was used to convert the oxide thick-
,A. For the wafers used in the thin oxide tcmperature ness map to a temperature-uniformity map as shown in

mapping study, 19 FT measurements per wafer are

compared to the ellipsometer results in fig. 6. Six wafers fig. 9. The average temperature is 1100.30C with a

were processed, two at 50 A, two at 100 A and two at tard evaio of M.6sur0.2% Te tempra-150 A. The coefficient of correlation for this data is ture interval is 10°C Measurement time is approxi-
mately 5 seconds per site, and for 121 sites, this requires

0.999. The flyers or Mavencks are probably due to the about 10 minutes to map the wafer.
positioning accuracy of the ellipsometer and its large The next wafer measured had been targeted for a 50
spot size I1 mm) compared to the small spot size of oxide thickness. The average measured thickness is 47
the FT (4 im = 0.004 mm). A with a standard deviation of 3 A. The wafer wasT he repeatability of the FT results on a 55 A R T P p o e s d a 0 0 C f r 2 e o d h ai r t o

oxide wafer measured daily for five days was 0.19 A or pre at T fo 20 econ d The ibraioncurve of T vs Tox was again derived from fig 4 Fig. 10
0.34%, which is excellent for such a thin oxide. The map shows the temperature versus oxide thickness for an
in fig. 7 is an oxide thickness map made with 121 sites oxidation of 20 seconds. The polynomial for this curvewithdaai130omm2testcdiameter. Theycontourfintehialcisv2
wth a 130 mm test diameter. The contour interval is 2 was applied to the 7'. map to generate the temperature

unifoimity map of fig. 11. The mean temperature is
grown at AG Associates using a nominal temperature of 1042.5o with a standard deviation of 1.4%. The low

11000C for 38 seconds. Going back to the isothermal temperath a tanard deiaer o The low

T,, versus temperature curves (fig. 4). the data for 38 temperature at the back of the wafer (opposite the flat)

seconds of T,, was plotted versus temperature and may have been caused by the gas flow into the chamber
at this point.

A RITP OXIDE PROCESS FOR 3 SEOINDS AG RIP OXIDE PIiOCSS FOR 2 SECONDS

t,,t

Fig. 8. Temperature versus T, for a 38 s RTP oxide. Fig 10. Temperature versus T,, for 20 s RTP oxide.
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wafer maps. In order to use this for temperature map-

ping, a measurable parameter such as T,,, or R, must be
plotted as a function of temperature. The software then
generates a temperature calibration curve versus the
parameter. This calibration curve can automatically be
applied to the parameter map to generate a temperature
map. The mapping temperature of an RTP system has
always used some physical parameter of a wafer
processed in the tool. This software makes conversion

of a parameter map to a temperature map quick and
* , easy.
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Ion implant standard

L.A. Larson
National Semiconductor,, A2535, PO Box 58090, Santa Clara, CA. USA

W.A. Keenan and W.H. Johnson
Prometri Corporation. 3255 Scott Blvd. Bldg 6, Santa Clara, CA. USA

The Greater Silicon Valley Implant Users Group (GSVIUG) has been working with the American Society for Testing Materials
(ASTM) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST, previously known as NBS) to develop a standard for ion
implantation. This standard would address two critical needs of the industry: (1) standard reference material (SRM) for certifying
and calibrating equipment, and (2) a recommended standard procedure for fabricating such a standard,

The SRM would be a wafer that had been implanted with a specified species, energy and dose Its average sheet resistance and
uniformity would be certified to be within certain tolerances It would be used to verify the performance of the four-point probe and
sheet resistance mapping equipment and to calibrate analytical characterizatio- techniques such as se-zondary ion mass spectroscopy
(SIMS), Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) and spreading resistance profiling (SRP) An unaiealed sample could be
used to calibrate Thermawave. ellipsometer and other optical tools and to verify annealing systems The standard procedure would
prescribe the recommended steps to produce the same wafer in the fab This would help determine if an implanter is operating
correctly at tne specified conditions

We have reviewed all the previous i .ilant round robins and studies and solicited input from implant vendors and implant service
organizations in recommending a set of implant conditions for a proposed standard Particular attention was paid to the requirement
of stability over time and minimum variation with ambient temperature Fabication specifications for species, energy and dose are
detailed Plots are also presented for the sensitivity to various parameters that could influence the results, such as substrate resistivity.,
screen oxide thickness, anneal time and temperature and measurement conditions

1. Introduction previous Users Group paper by Larson [2] three recipes
were tested on about 50 machines throughout the in-

In the course of the last five years the Greater dustry. It didn't help. the spread was still at the 4%
Silicon Valley Implant Users Group (GSVIUG) has level. This spread was shown to have components both
held two round robin experiments in an attempt to from differences in the fleets of machines from individ-
develop a common basis for discussion when differences ual manufacturers and from differences in the normal-
in dosimetry are noticed (1,21. The effort to develop ization of those machines as they are insetted into
these works made it abundantly clear that no standard well-established fabs.
exists either for the results of an implant or for the The existence of a standard is important to form a
methodology to test it. In the literature, three other common basis for users of both implanters and implant
works exist that approach the same concerns [3-5]. All test equipment. In either case, if a user is entirely
five efforts worked to characterize different implants, self-reliant then there is a need only for consistency.
Only two of them detailed the processing conditions However, the user almost always wants to at least
well enough for a realistic effort to reproduce the results communicate with the manufacturer of his equipment.
(2,3] In the work by Perloff [31, the implant choosen At that point both must deal with the fact that there is a
was 5 x 1014 boron/cm2 at 150 keV and it was an- spectrum of different process and test conditions. The
nealed at 950 *C in dry nitrogen for 30 mm. This recipe set chosen will be the one which makes the best sense to
was implanted by 85 machines throughout the industry the engineer setting up the equipment. As a result the
and the wafers processed together. The results inditated semiconductor device manufacturer has results which
that there was a spread in the dosimetry used in various can only marginally be compared to those from the
fabs that was as large as 4% in 1-sigma deviation. In the implanter manufacturer, both of which may be different

to those the probing company recommends. Semicon-
Present address: Sematech, 2706 Montopolis. Austin, TX ductor manufacturing companies have to take account
78741, USA. of this issue in particular. When processes are trans-
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276 L.A. Larson et al / l'n implant standard

ferred between fabs a large amount of the initial effort ties present in standard processing, and to propose a
is spent in sirply recreating the implant dose! This is standard implant and process for discussion.
due to the differences in calibration mentioned above,
yet this is difficult and time consuming to trace as each
fab (if not each 'implant!) has to be individually cross- 2. Studies reviewed
calibrated.

The production of an implant standard and/or a Previous round robins and studies were reviewed in
standard procedure has been a difficult concept for our proposing an ion implant standard. A comparative list-
normal standard producing institutions, the ASTM and ing of these are provided in table 1. Almost all of these
NIST. The issue involved is that the processing proce- papers stress the need for standards. The first ion
dures necessary to do this are sufficiently involved (and implant round robin was conducted by Gan, ,erloff.,
not standardized either) that the result must necessarily and Wahl [31 in 1980. This is the be'st documented
be imprecise. This is a problem for institutions that owe round robin to date and also the one wilh best control
both their pride and reputation to the production of over the wafer's variability. The authors provided all of
ma'erials and procedures to the best available standard the monitor wafers for the round robin. It was demon-
of precision. The appropriate people in both organiza- strated that sheet resistance -.ould be used to cross-
tions have ag-eed that this is a noble cause and are calibrate implanters. A dose sensitivity (that is the per-
willing to to be "driven" by the implant community. cent change in sheet resistance divided by the percent
The purpose of this paper is then to review the work change in dose) of 0.77 was demonstrated as well as an
which has been done to date, to examine the variabili- energy sensitivity of 0.12. This paper was first to call for

Table 1
A comparative listing of dosimetry studies that have been pnblished

Date Authors Ref Species Energy Dose Comments
done [keVI [cm- 21

1980 Gan. Perloff N1M (81) B 150 5 x 1014 Supplied wafers,
and Wahl SST (81) [3) best documented,

call for standard

1982 Ryding NIM (83) [6] B 50 5 x 10"s Call for process and
As 80 1 X 10i -  measurement standard
P 80 2x10"-

1982 Gruber SST (83) [71 all several many In rrocess testing, 4PP.
spreading resistance and CV

1982 Markert and SST (83)[41 several several several Species and energies not identified
Current B 150 5 x 1014

1984 Current and NIM (85) B 180 1 X 1011, 5 X 101, 1 X 10'1, 1 X 1014 GSVIUG.
Keenan SST (85) [1 As 80 5 x 10",5 x 1014,, 5 x 101, x 106 snapshot of production implanters,

also checked 4PP mappers

1982-85 Steeples NIM (85) [8] B 150 5 x 1014 Stressed need for standard,
As 80, 160 1 x 10" , 4 x 10's, 1 X 10"' determined sensitivity to

process parameters

1986 Larson and NIM (87) [91 B several several All R, normalized to target,
Kennedy As several several E and doses not identified

1986 Larson ECS (88) [21 B 80 3 x 101", 3 x 10"5 Restressed need for standard,

As 80 3 x 10" also studied all 4PP mapping
system

1988 Glawischnig NIM (89) [11] As 80 3 x l0'" Also studied 4PP system.
and Lang P 130 5 x 10 5  German Implant Users Group

1988 Han et al ICSICT (89) B 60 1 X 1014 Reiterated call for standards
(China) [51
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an industry wide ion implant standard. Ryding [6] used used by the members. This "snap-shot" was completed
sheet resistance maps to compare different Faraday in two months. The implant conditions were carefully
designs and the effects of pressure and beam current specified, however the participants supplied their own
and energy on uniformity. Ryding called for both pro- wafers. In the course of this study, five sheet resistance
cess and measurement standards that would help mapping systems, all OmniMaps, were surveyed using
evaluate the performance of different implanters. Gruber boron implants ranging from 1 X 1012 to I X 1014

[7] used different electrical testing techniques, including ions/cm2.. This was the first survey of implant monitor-
CV, sheet tesistance, and spreading resistance to ing equipment. The need for standards was reiterated.
evaluate the performance of several implanters at Steeples [8] reported repeatability results for Eaton im-
Siliconix. A" the Siliconix implants were isted, but no planters including a hundred different machines over a
attempt was made to focus on a standard. Markert and three-year period. The species, energy and dose were
Current [4] reproduced the conditions of the original carefully specified. The Gahn and Perloff energy and
round robin and also included several other implants, dose conditions were included. The sensitivity of the
the energies of which were nct specified. Their paper sheet resistance to various process parameters were
also included data for the double implant technique for analyzed. He strongly stressed the need for a standard.
sheet resistance monitoring of low dose. Results were Larson and Kennedy [9] reported the results of several
,lso included from Ken Steeples of Eaton/Nova and dose accuracy experiments at National Semiconductor.
h ,rn 23 different implanters within the Philips Corpo- Unfortunately the sheet resistance data were normalized
ratioAi located at nine locations in Europe. Unfor- by dividing by the target sheet resistance. The actual
tunately, the energies and species of these additional energies and doses of the implants were ilot specified
implants were not specified Current and Keenan [1], and cannot be used to reach a consensus. Larson [2]
under the auspices of the Greater Silicon Valley Ion later reported the results of an industry-wide GSVIUG
Implant Users Group (GSVIUG), did a round robin to round robin of dosing accuracy. The implant conditions
check the rerformance of production implanters ',eing were specified. The participants provided their own
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: Fig 1. Histogram of the frequency of occurrence of energies and species in implant dosimetry studies (round robins and papers).
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wafers, which introduced variability in substrate resis- production implanters can produce. Phosphorus is men-
tivity and screen oxide. The need for a standard was tioned in only two studies. Boron is reported in 11
again stressed. Larson [10], using the wafers from this studies, with the maximum occurrence being for the
study, was also able to evaluate the performance of all Perloff condition of 150 keV and 5 X 1014 ions/cm2.

the sheet resistance mapping equipment available at the Arsenic is the clear winner with 15 studies, with an
time. This is the only evaluation of this type that has energy of 80 keV (11 mentions) and a tie between i and
been published to date. Glawischnig and Lang [11], 3 × 10 5 ions/cm2 dose (3 mentions each).
under the auspices of the German Implant Users Group, The ion implant service companies were polled. There
conducted a round robin of ion implanters and four- was no consensus on the energy or dose except that 80
point probes. The four-point probe evaluation wafers and 100 keV shows up repeatedly. Three of the implant
were all produced and measured at Siemens and sent to machine vendors were sampled. They also showed no
twenty sheet resistance mapping systems. Twelve of consensus, 80 keV was used only once even though it
which were made by Prometrix. The implant round has appeared many times in papers by the same vendors
robin implants included arsenic and phosphorous. the
doses and energies of which were specified. The par-
ticipants provided their own wafers, which again would
contribute to some of the variability of results. Han et 3. Preferred test conditions
al. [5] conducted the first ion implant round robin in
China in 1988. The dose, energy, and species were The conditions for testing the implant monitor are
carefully specified and the wafers and post processing nearly as important as the conditions of its production.
were provided by the National Institute of Metrology of Unfortunately, page limitations for this volume limit
China. This paper stressed the importance of establish- the discussion of this topic. In short, our preferred
ing standard evaluation procedures and standards wafers conditions are:
for implanters and the implant process. (1) K&S probe, tungster, carbide tips, 4 mi radius of

The histograms of fig. I show the various energies curvature on tips, 40 mil spacing, 100 g load
and species used in the above studies. Arsenic at 80 keV (2) Dual configuration probing technique.
is the overall winner as 80 keV is a energy that all (3) Repeatability < 0.2%.
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Fig. 2. The relationship of sheet resistance to test wafer resistivity plotted together with the sensitivity to changes in resistivity
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(4) Uniform test pattern, < 1 cml per site between 3 x 1011 and I x 1015/cm 2. These can be im-
(5) Probe current set for a voltage of - 7.5 mV. planted into wafers in the region of 1-10 S2, although

the higher the substratv reistivity, the more reproduci-
ble the result. The basic parameters chosen for the re,-

4. Processing variations of this discussion are an ir,ant of I X 1014 ions/cm2

into a 10 0 cm wafer of opposite conductisity type.
A study of the variations possible in the processing

of an implant has been carried out using the modelling
program SUP1-M-HI 113]. As one might expect, al- 4.2. Screen oxide
most all of the results that can be obtained are cross-
coupled to all of the previous choices. This is then an Fig. 3 shows the effect of a screen oxidc on an
attempt to point out the variations that can occur and arsenic implant, It also illustrates the sensitivity . .the
to document the variability of the ones considered major. sheet resistance to changes in screen oxide thickness

This was perhaps one of the most startling results of the
4 1 Dose/substrate resist'u1t simulation: all of the dopants showed a signif.icant

variation in the resistivity depending simply on whether
The relationship of resistivity/dose to substrate re- a screen oxide was there or not. In each case, the

sistivity is shown in fig. 2. In that figure it can be seen difference between 0 A of oxide and 10 A (in the
that for an implant of I X 1014 ions/cm2 that any base simulation) was significant. The general purpose of the
resistixity above 5 Qcm has a variation of less than screen oxide has been to reduce channeling in implants
0.5%. Sensitivity, as used in this paper is defined as the that are susceptable to this effect,, to protect the wafer
percentage change in the sheet resistance as a function surface from possible contamination and to raise the
of percentage change in the driving parameter. This is surface concentration. This figure illustrates that there
shown as the second curve in fig. 2. The relationship is anotlr very important benefit available from using a
between implant dose anu substrate resistivity for a screen oxide, and that is to make the silicon surface
given sensitivity will pretty much hold constant as long relatively independent of the further treatment it re-
as the ratio of the two parameters is kept constant ceives. This figure shows that a screen oxide of 100 A is
Other regions to avoid are the onset of solid solubility, acceptable in that it does not hold up a sizable per-
which is most marked in the region of 5 X 1015 for centage of the implant (3% for arsenic), and it is prefer-
arsenic, and to avoid having a dose too low to measure able to no oxide at all Channeling implants, such as
reproducibly. The acceptable region for dose is then boron will benefit from an even larger oxide thickness
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Fig 3. The effect of screen oxide thickness on subsequent sheet resistance and its sensitivity to that change
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The same figure for boron did not show 3% holdup (1) Starting material: 5-10 2 cm P(100) silicon;
until a thickness of 1000 A. (2) Prepared with a screen oxide of 100 A;

(3) Implanted with arsenic at 80 keV to a dose of
4.3. Anneal 1 X 1014 ions/cm2 ;

(4) Annealed 30 min at 1000°C in a 5% dry oxygen in
The diffusion 1,haracteristics of the dopants are rela- nitrogen atmosphere;

tively well known and will not be discussed further here. (5) Probing should be carried out with a uniform den-
There are two basic points that are appropriate to sity of test sites, at least 1/cm2, a probe repeatabil-
mention. The first i',, in reference to the previous point, ity of < 0.2% and a test voltage of - 7.5 mV.
the screen oxide. The difference between an oxidizing The SUPREM analysis indicates that this should
ambient and a neutral ambient is relatively large. The "exactly" have a resistivity of 534.09 S[/O.
presence of a screen oxide somewhat mollifies this ef-
fect, but as it is harder to maintain a neutral ambient it
is preferable to choose a mildly oxidizing one. The other
point is that, all enthusiasm for rapid thermal processing References
aside, it is better to have a long hot anneal to reduce
depth effects from the implant, such as channeling. This [11 M.I. Current and W A. Keenan, Solid State Technol. 28
should also minimize non-uniformities due to tempera- (1985) 139.
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Development of a process to achieve residue-free photoresist removal
after high-dose ion implantation

Janice I. McOmber
Bramo n International Plaoma (orporatin. 31172 Huntvtood Avenue., Havvtard. C4 94566, USA

Rajesh S. Nair
Votoroha Adianed Technology (enter, 2200 West Broadway, Mesa. AZ 85202. USA

Photoresist subjected to high-dose ion implantatioa tends to bubble and explode during the plasma photoresist stripping process
in ,ingle-%afer ashers A process has been de"eloped to achieve the goals of complete photoresist removal with no bubbling or
residues., minimum particulates. and minmal-CV shifts These goals are accomplished by suitablc photoresist pretreatment and
optimization of resist strip parameters. Deep UV bake prior to implantation along with reduced platen temperature topside-lamp-a,,
s ited ashing have resulted in a residue-free ash with a low-CV shift.

i. Introduction uted to the elevated temperatures required to obtain the
acceptable ash rates which lead to suitable wafer

Photoresist subjected to high-dose 'ion implantation throughputs for large production facilities [1]. The im-
(greater than 5 X 10 14 ions/cm2 ) remains a major chal- plantation process causes a carbonized shell to form
lenge to the engineer seeking to use a single-wafer resist over the less reacted underlayer [2]. Thermal heating
ash sstem. Ion-implanted resist tends to bubble and during ashing, which elevates the resist temperature
explode during the stripping process in single wafer above the preimplant bake temperature, causes solvents
downslream ashers. This phenomenon is mainly attrib- from this underlayer to volatilize and burst through the

Fig 1 High-dose ion-implanted resist after partial ash, demonstrating resist bubbling
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top skin [3] This is shown in fig. 1. These bubbles chamber and platen electrically float in order to isolate
deposit resist particles over the ash chamber and leave the wafer from charge damage. The wafer sits on or
residues which are extremely difficult to remove in the above the Nariable-temperature controlled platen. A
asher or subsequent wet processing [1]. A suitable variable-intensity quartz halogen lamp provides topside
single-wafer resist process should meet the goals of: lamp heating, providing 100 to 1000 W of visible light.
(1) complete organic photoresist removal with no bub- Use of both heat sources increases the tool's versatility

oling or residues, for reduced-temperature resist processes [3].
(2) minimal particulates during ashing. 100 mm silicon wafers with 200 A oxidation were
(3) mmnmal-CV shifts, used for particulate experiments. The wafers went
(4) understanding the ash properties of the implanted through the following steps in sequence: positive photo-

resist (to allow process optimization). resist spin, bake, stepper exposure, poit-exposure bake
These goals are accomplished by deep UV baking the (110 *C, 60 s), develop (sodium-free developer), implant
resist prior to implantation and developing reduced- (5 x 1015 ions/cm2 P+ at 80 keV, 4 mA beam current).
temperature ash processes which remove the polymer- A two-way ANOVA study was done to determine a
ized shell at a temperature lower than the preimplant suitable preimplant resist treatment and an optimal ash
photoresist bake An asher is used which allows for process with respect to resist residues. Six different
thermal heating of the wafer by use of a temperature- resist treatments and five different ash processes were
controlled platen and topside-lamp ash-rate accelera- evaluated.
tion. Different thermal and lamp treatments before and The pretreatment splits are as follows-
after implantation, as well as various resist ash processe., (1) No further bake ("standard" process).
will be detailed which lead to our understanding of the (2) 110"C bake for 150 s.
optimal ashing of heavily implant-damaged photorcsist. (3) 110°C bake for 150 s followed by 1000 mJ (in-

Studies %%ere carried out to understand thc chemistry tegrated) flood exposure to light of 400 nm wave-
and kinetic properties of the resist shell and bulk, length.
utilizing the ash rate of the resist versus temperature (4) Sanie as step 3. except that the flood exposure was
and time to obtain the activation energy of the polymer- done after implant, prior to the ashing.
ized shell and bulk and the carbonized shell thickness. (5) Ultraviolet (less than 350 nm wavelength) exposure

for 20 s.
(6) Ultraviolet exposure with a 230 0 C bake for 110 s.

2. Experimental Note that all pretreatments were done prior to implan-

The resist ash process was developed on a Branson tation except for method 4.
To explain the asher splits, it is advantageous to first

International Plasma T orpr L3300 downremotea s tamr describe the ash process in terms of certain elemental
asher (fig. 2). The L3300 is a remote plasma chamber steps. The different splits use combinations of these
do'Anstream asher. "[he plasma is generated in a quartz steps with v'arying platen temperature.

chamber with external rf electrodes. The plasma cham- step it Qartins ld teweraove t

ber is separated from the wafer chamber by two 90' Step 1: Quartz pins hold the wafer above the platen

bends in order to prevent ion, electron, and UV light during the 0/N 20 ash using 225 W topside

migrataon into the wafer chamber. Photoresist ashing is lamp heating. This step is used for slow heat-

accomplished by reactive neutral species ory. The wafer up during the ash of the "skin".
Step II: The wafer is lowered onto the heated platen

during the O,/NO ash uimg 225 W lamp
fl heating. This step is to complete the ash of the

Heat lampo "skin".Step Ill: The lamp intensity is increased fro:w 425 to
Quartz 500 W for the O/N,O ash of the bulk resist
distribution Step IV: The gas mixture is changed to N2/4% H,.,

Quar __ __ plate2/%H
( Wafer using 225 to 500 W lamp heating for implant-

Heated I Process chamber dopant residue removal [5]
platen 1 -_ Step V:' The gas mixture is changed back to 02 /N 20Lift pins with 225 W lamp heating for final residue

~asmacleanup.
13 56 MHz chamber ExhaustThe five ash processes used are described in table 1." t I'-neumatic

.. Pnlit ts The major variables in these ash processes are platen
lfasebytemperature, intei.sity of topside lamp heating and the

Gas
in addition of residue cleanup processes, Plasma-chamber

Fig 2 The L3300 downstream asher. variables (pressure, rf power, gas flows) were found in

jj
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Table I
Particle counts as a function of pre-ash and ash treatments

Ash treatment A B C D E AverE ge

Temperature [ C] 150 250 200 200 250
Steps 1,2,3 1.2 1,23,4 1,2,34 1,2,4.5

Pre-ash treatment
(1) Ne bake 23 70 47 4,# 66 50
(2) Bake 31 55 60 49 10 60
(3) Bake, visitle light 9 39 39 28 70 37
(4) Bake, visible light,

after implant 15 56 22 39 57 38
(5) UV flood expose 0 15 10 3 27 11
(6) UV bake, 200-230'C 1 1 7 6 6 4

Average 13 39 31 28 56

previous studies [4] to play a much smaller role and for the ash splits. The initial seven wafers had no resist
were held constant during the experiments. Particulate pretreatment prior to ashing Step II alone was used for
study and CV wafers were maintained in a clean en- ash. The final twelve wafers were deep UV-baked prior
vironment throughout the processing. to ashing. These wafers were processed through steps 1,

The O,/N 2 O process ran at 600 W rf power, 700 I1 and 111. Use of step IV was a variable. The wafers
mTorr pressure with 500 sccm oxygen and 30 sccm were then processed through the sulfuric/ozone wet
nitrous oxide. The N2/4% hydrogen process ran at 600 strip. Al/Si was sputtered on, and the metal mask was
W rf power, 800 mTorr pressure with 900 sccm of defined, etched and removed. The wafers received a
nitrogen mixed with 4% hydrogen. 450 °C forming gas anneal, and CV measurements were

All wafers were processed through a wet clean of taken. CV charts used -5 to 5 V at room temperature
150'C sulfuric acid with bubbled ozone prior to ad- CV traces were taken at room temperature with no prior
ditional analysis. stress and then at 200 °C with + 12 V bias stress prior

Particulate studies were performed using an Inspex to cool-down and CV trace.
EX3500 inspection system, examining residues larger Resist thickness measurements were taken [5] of
than 0.5 gim in the presence of the implant pattern on boron-implanted wafers (5 x 1015 ions/cm 2 at 80 keV)
the silicon as they were ashed, using the temperature-controlled

CV tests were performed after ash on wafers with the platen. Wafers were ashed at temperatures varying from
following processing: p-type wafers received 400 A ther- 150 * to 250 ' C in order to determine the temperature-
mal oxil.ation and were coated and patterned with 1.1 dependent ash-rate activation energy and the car-
[im of Ahotoresist. Table 3 shows the conditions used bonized-skin thickness The boundary between the car-

16 --- - ----- -- - - -- -

150

~12U) . ' 175"

8-1 . ,-.200* "

I ~25*

0-
0 40 80 120 60 200

TIME, SECONDS
Fig. 3. Resist thickness as a function of ash tie for hiv.-dose implanted resist.
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bonized and bulk resist was determined to be the point 60 250*
at which the slope of the curve of resist thickness versus E
tirne changed (fig. 3). "1

50

P 45
3. Results A 200*

R
T 40

Fig. 3 shows resist thickness as a function of time for I
implant-damaged resist at platen temperatures between C 35 250*
1500 and 250*C. A similar chart for standard, un- E 30
treated resist shows a more linear curve, independent of c

resist thickness [5]. These implant-damaged wafers show U 25
N

a shell thickness of 0.30 lSm independent of the ash T
temperature. The carbonized shell is observed to give an s 1500

ash rate of 746 A/min at 150°C,. 2395 A/min at 1 A
200'C and 4341 A/min at 250'C. This is in contrast
to ash rates of 4300, 9741 and 15 246 A,/minute, respec- 10

tively, for the bulk resist. These much reduced ash rates 5
at the lower temperatures are not usable as they are too
slow to ensure adequate throughput through the asher. 0 PPROCESS TYPE
Topside-lamp assistance is used at the reduced tempera- Fig 5 Particle ,ounts as a function of ash process
tures to increase the ash rate closer to the jim/mm ash
rate required by .throughput considerations.

Table 1 contains the particulate data from the
ANOVA study In related work, pretreatment groups 1, function of pretreat and ash process The lowest counts

2. 3, 4 and 5 were observed to form varor bubbles when were obtained on the wafers which were deep UV baked

placed on a 150*C platen (no reactive chemistry) for prior to implantation. Pretreat 5 received a deep UV

just 30 s. Group 6 (deep UV baked at 230'C) did not exposure but with no thermal bake. They bubbled and

form bubbles when placed on the 150'C platen. Ex- exploded like the other low-temperature bake wafers

perimentally. we have found that vapor bubbles form during ashing but showed a final particulate count

on heavily implant-damaged resist when the platen tem- almost as good ab pretreat 6 which had the bake. Can

perature exceeds the temperature of the resist bake. the elimination of the photosensitive agents prior to

Figs 4 and 5 are bar graphs of particulate counts as a iifplanta ion allow for better ash results?
For those pretreatments that showed resist explo-

sions, the lowest residues occurred for ash processes

65 having the lowest temperature, group A. The amount of
2 residues increased with ash temperature. Table 2 shows

60 that variability 'is explained significantly by differences
55 in pretreatment and ash process. Tukey's multiple com-

p 10 parison tests indicate that pretreatments 5 and 6 yield
A lower particle counts than the rest of the pretreatments
R 45
T The CV results are shown in table 3. The best results are

C 4 shown for the reduced-temperature resist ash Lamp
L assistance to the resist ash is not observed to degradeE 35 the CV results at reduced temperature Degradation of
C
0 30 the CV results is demonstrated as the ash temperature is
U
N
T 25

20 Table 2

iS Analysis of vtriance using an additive model

10 Source DF %var expl F-ratio Significance

6 Pretreat 5 59t0 17888 0.0000
Process 4 27 8 10553 0.0001

0 Residual 20 132PRETREAT
Total 29 100.0

Fig 4. Particle counts as a function of preheat treatment.
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Table 3 should not exceed the preimplantation bake tempera-
CV results for different ash treatments ture. Chemical kinetics limits the capability of resist

Wafer Lamp Platen A FB ashing of standard thermal-baked resist (100 to 1300 C)
control control [ ° C] [VI in single-wafer ashers. It is quite difficult to get reason-

I control control -0.088 able ash rates on single-wafer ashers for standard resist

2 0 150 -0.117 below 1500 C [3]. Lamp assistance cannot bring the ash
4 0 200 -0 15 rate above 5000 A per minute without adding enough
6 0 250 -0136 thermal heat to the resist to cause bubbles and explo-
3 350 150 -0.066 sions. Addition of a secondary gas such as CF4 or NF3
5 350 200 -0139 [6] to decrease the activation energy low enough to
7 350 250 --0.270 cause ashing would be possible. Some loss of exposed

Wafer UV bake Lamp Platen N2,/H, AVF8 silicon or silicon oxide could be expected. This is gener-
temp [WI temp. step [V] ally not acceptable to minimal geometry IC processing.
[0C] [°C] Future work will examine alternative techniques for

9 230 control control -0.062 obtaining faster ash rates between 100 and 130'C so
13 200 control control -0.06 that deep UV baking is not required for a clean ash
17 175 control control -0063 Previous work [3] has shown the standard (nomn
21 130 control control -0057 planted) resist ash rate to be first-order with respect to
10 230 170/425 150 no -009 temperature at reduced ash temperatures (100 to
14 200 170/425 150 no -0082 150°C). A plot of the natural log of etch rate with
is 175 170/425 150 Yes -0083 respect to inverse temperature showed a straight line.
22 130 170/425 150 ye -0083 We find that as the temperature is raised towards 250° C
11 230 225 250 no -023 for standard resist, the carbonized shell and bulk resist,
15 200 225 250 no -0 14319 200 225 250 no -02143 the Arrhenius plot levels off; the rate of nse is not as
19 175 225 250 yes -0203
23 130 225 250 yes -0 194 great as expected for a first-order reaction. With the

increased temperature. an additional factor joins in to
affect the ash rate. It is likely either the aniount of
reactive oxygen reaching the resist surface or inter-

increased The UV bake process alone shows no CV ferencL of the (increased quantity of) volatile reaction
result degradation. by-products with the incoming reactants. This ad-

ditional effect is minimal from 150 to 175'C. Using
this temperature range, we can calculate an activation

4. Discussion energy for the resist ash rate of 8.97 kcal/mole for
standard resist., 13 23 kcal/mole for the implant-

Photoresist subjected to high-dose implantation ex- damaged shell and 8.04 kcal/i ole for the bulk of the
plodes %,hen the carbonized shell is ashed at tempera- implant-damaged resist
tures above the preimplant bake temperature Subject, Similar to Sibbett et al. [7], we see CV degradation
ing the implant-damaged resist to thermal or lamp with increasing platen temperature, though the magm-
treatments prior to ash did not reduce the tendency for tude is less The worst case result in this study is a
explosion. Once the carbonized shell is formed, vapor three-fold degradation, compared to the control, to 0 28
movement through it is limited Prevention of explo- V. It is unexpected to observe no CV degradation with
sions results from: lamp assistance at 150 or 200'C, as a noticeable in-
(1) removing the (reduced temperature boiling point) crease is observed for 250'C As the asher is designed

volatile orgamcs from the resist prior to implanta- to eliminate energetic ion bombardment and (plasma
tion;, generated) UV light, this leaves thermal migration of

(2) Avoiding raising the resist temperature above this sodium contamination in the resist (1 ppm nominal) as
bake temperature during the initial ash. the most probable cause for the increase in the CV shift.

Deep UV baking prior to implantation and using a The ash time should then be minimized to reduce the
reduced-temperature, topside-lamp-assisted ash was the exposure of the thermal oxide to sodium.
only methodology found in this study to maintain ashed
wafers which added less than 0 1 particles/cm 2 (6 par-
ticles per 100 mm wafer). We were unable to obtain Acknowledgements
submicron "clean" wafers using a process which al-
lowed the resist to explode. Redeposited residues from We would like to acknowledge T.C. Smith, Motorola
the chamber contributed to higher particulate counts on ATC, for useful discussions- Jim Howden and Amir
the wafers. We conclude that the resist ash temperature Jalalpour, Branson/IPC, for assistance in the experi-
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Section IV. Innovations in ion source and beam transport

Ion beam system design for ULSI device requirements *

Nicholas R. White
Applied Materials Implant Division, Foundry Line. Horvham, West Sussex. RHI3 5PY. England

The requirements or ULSI devices are placing stringent dem, ids on ion source design, ion beam optics and system design The
problems include lower beam energies, the need for precisely controlled profiles both at low and high energies, wafer charging
control, and ion beam purity. This paper discusses the physics of the ion beam, specifically the plasma that exists within the ion
beam. as it affects these problems

I Introduction energies of 40 keV and above, but the most crucial
interest is in sufficient boron for source/drain implants

This paper discusses the ways 'in which ion beam at energies down to 5 keV and even lower. Fig. 1 shows
system designs may have to respond to the shrinking that the typical behaviour ofi" mplanter ion beam sys-

dimensions and vertical doping profile requirements of tems is for the beam current to fall steeply below a
submicron devices. certain threshold energy. Two mechanisms dominate

The lowest energy required and the corresponding this decrease, both having a characteristic dependence
dose of implants are falling. Device manufacturers re- on beam energy Space-charge forces (the self-repulsion
quire shallow dopant profiles with steep cutoffs and of the beam ions) tend to make the beam diverge; this
with usable throughputs, and may need full amorphisa- effect is well known to be inversely proportional to
tion for channeling and diffusion control. Techniques beam energy to the power 3/2. The second mechanism
for producing sufficiently high currents down to 5 keV is the matching of the ion beam emittance to the geo-
are discussed. metrical acceptance of the system [1]. (Beam emittance

A major theme of this paper is the plasma that exists is the product of minimum beam cross section and the
within space-charge-neutrahsed ion beams. Measure- aivergence solid angle.) Emittance is inversely propor-
ments of beam plasma parameters are presented, as well tional to the beam energy, but the geometrical accep-
as theoretical methods of calculating the potentials and tance of the beamnme hardware is usually fixed. As the
fields within the beam, and their use in computer mod- beam energy is reduced, the fraction of the ions trans-
els. Further, since the wafer environment is a plasma, mitted will fall, and neglecting other effects would fall
the conditions that will most effectively control wafer linearly with energy. Thus in all systems it can be
charging can be determined using plasma physics tech- predicted that at a low enough energy the combination
niques of these two effects can cause a current dependence on

The dopant profiles obtained using low-energy boron the 5/2 power of beam energy
or BF2 can be compromised by channeling, or in some From fig I it can be seen that the behaviour of a
ion implanter architectures by fast atoms or ions. High- typical modern high- current implanter exhibits a rapid
energy dopant profiles are also vulnerable to con- falloff fitting this description below about 10 keV, and a
lamination with slow atoms or ions. The shrinking less steep falloff between 10 and about 20 keV. Fig. I
geometries and the use of Nertical transistors are placing also shows the curr.nt required to implant 60 150 mm
stringent requirements on the control of these effects, diam wc'.ers per hour, as a function of beam energy.
and uoth are described. This falls with energy as the required depth of dopant is

reduced.

2. The optics of high-current low-energy ion beams The PI 9200, fitted with the optional "low-flow" ion
source, has five times the boron current of today's other

2.1 Available boron currents high-current implanters at 5 keV. Reasons include the
low beam divergence and the very large geometrical

High current ion implanters have for some years acceptance of the short beamline, due in part to the 20
delivered from 10 to 27 mA of certain dopant ions at keV extraction energy from the ion source. This reduces

the magnet radius, and reduces the range of energies
i Invited paper, over which the ion beam extraction must be controlled.

0168-583X/91/$03.50 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) IV. SOURCES & BEAM TRANSPORT
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Energy, keV

Fig. I Boron ion currents available on the PI 9200 high-current implanter and on another typical commercial implanter Solid line
theory. see text, Dashed line- the turrents required to aLhieve 60 wafer/hour throughput on 150 mm wafers at the projected doses are

also shown

The "low-flow" ion source is modified to produce a mA with a divergence of ±2.50 (it would be less at
smaller beam with about 1/3 the divergence of the higher energies) and an average mass of 23 amu is
standard source. Fig. 2 shows the computer modeling of assumed. rhe boron is assumed to comprise a fifth of
a 5 keV boron beam from BF,: The total current is 37 the total current, the remainder being fluonde fractions

+5 kVI !

I /1I

"Y I,, -15kV

, I.5 
keY beam

[ Fig 2 Ion source extraction system for PI 920u "low-flow" ion source, modelled by SORCERY [2] 37 mA total beam current, with a

mean mass of 23 Divergence at right is ±2 5' . With losses, 4 7 mA of B' ions at 5 keV should reach wafers
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4kV measured

- - - -4kV simulated

.............. 9kV measured

--- -- --- 9kv simulated

oil 14 kV measured
x - - 14kVsimulated

o) in0) "" !-!
E X ........ . ..

n
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Current Density A/m 2

Fig 3 Comparison of SORCERY predictions and measured divergences for 20 keV argon beams for the Applied "low-flow" ion
source

from the BF, gas. Of this, about 60% is assumed to be 3.5 eV. No a priori assumption of plasma boundary
transmitted, giving about 4.5 mA boron, shape or beam shape is made; the ions are assumed to

It is assumed in the computer model [2,4] that the have a velocity slightly greater than the Bohm velocity
ions are extracted from a plasma with a temperature ol with some transverse "thermal" component, and the

60

50

40
(c) Argon dot

20
30

U

20
(b) Space-charge cutoff

10

(A) Slgnfflcant SpadIng
0 1 1 1

0 10 20 30 40

Energy, keV

Fig. 4. (a) The practical limit for argon beam current in electrostatically scanned implanters (b) The space-charge cutoff limit (c)
Experimental maximum argon currents versus energy, measured through a ± 35 mrad defining aperture, with no magnetic analysis
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potentials are calculated by iterative solution of Pois- without magnetic analysis and through an aperture
son's equation. The physical validity of the model was limiting its divergence to ± 1.8*. The maximum attaina-
tested for a number of cases running 20 keV argon ble current at energies from 2 to 45 keV was plotted.

beams where the current was varied from 25 to 60 mA. The data is well above the space-charge limit, and its

The predicted beam divergence was compared with overall dependence on energy is close to linear- it is
measurement. Three different focus voltages were used. clearly unrelated to space charge and the limit may be

The comparison of measurement with predicition is beam emittance, since this would give a linear scaling

shown in fig. 3. law.

2.2 Space-charge limits 1S2.3. The ion beam as a plasma

Space-charge effects limit the electrostatically
scanned beams of medium-current implanters to about The main theme of this paper is the fact that a

1 mA at 40 keV, because beam expansion becomes too plasma (an approximately neutral mixture of ions and

great and too hard to control. A more fundamental electrons) exists within many ion beams. The large

limit arises at approximately 50 times this current: At difference in mass means that electrons and ion- do not

this point the space-charge causes a potential hill on the exchange significant energy, whilst electrons rapidly

axis of the beam so great as to stop any following ions. exchange energy with each other and thermalise, long

This is an unattainable current known as the space- before the ions have moved a significant distance.

charge limit, which is almost independent of the dimen- Without this mechanism space-charge neutralisation

sions of the beam. Fig. 4 shows the space-charge limit could not be so effective, since electrons onginating

for argon. outside th,- beam would simply oscillate from side to

In high-current implanters as in isotope separators, side, contributing little to the space charge at the beam

electrostatic fields are eliminated from the beamline centre, but because of it the electron density n, is given

allowing electrons to become trapped and neutralise the by a Boltzmann factor,

beam space-charge. Suppression voltages are applied to n. = no exp(eVkT),. (1)
prevent loss of these electrons at accelerating gaps.

Space-charge neutraliseu beams of currents many where the potential V is assumed to be zero at the
times greater than the space-charge limit can be trans- centre of the beam and negative everywhere else accessi-
ported. Overlaid in fig. 4 is the beam from the "low- ble to the ,lasma. 7" is the temperature of the electrons,
flow" 'ion source, measured after travelling for I m and the other symbols have their usual meanings.

8 Species Ar8
8 8X10 - i Beam current 10 mA 80

E., , Electrons
. ,. Beam energy 20 keY

C.)

_ Electron temp 4 eV

SBeam radius 20 mm nominal

aP Wall radtus 30 nim

CL

Bea ions.. P..ressure 1 x 10 torr >

4 x 10 --. ,_ .. , 40

0 ,ow ions Z.

0

o

0 10 20 30

Wall
Raoat position in mm from beam axis

Fig. 5. Graph of calculated beam plasma parameters.
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As the beam-generated plasma is atypical it is worth The beam ion density on the axis is approximately
describing our understanding of it in some detail. The equalled by the slow-ion density at this pressure. As the
beam ionises a smali fraction of the residual gas, provid- slow-ion cloud continuously expands radially towards
ing a source of eier'trons. Another source is secondary the wall and the ions gain speed, the slow-ion density
electrons emitted when energetic ions or other electrons drops a little, but near the wall the beam ions are
strike the walls. The beam generates almost stationary almost absent. The electron density is very slightly less
ions by charge exchange, with a cross section signifi- than the total ion density, except in the region near the
cantly higher than that for direct ionisation. These slow wall known as the sheath, where a potential drop of
ions are repelled by the positive space charge of the about 4 to 6 times kT/e develops over a very short
beam and move radially outward until they strike the distance. This is clearly visible in the figure. The thick-
walls. Approximately one residual gas atom in 104 is ness of the plasma sheath is a little greater than a Debye
ionised under typical conditions. The density of slow length [6].
ions may equal or even exceed that of the beam ions The radial electric field that causes defocussing of
since they are moving slowly, so the positive space the ion beam has been deternuned from this model. It
charge is rais,6 by this mechanism. However, this traps increases from zeio on the beam axis, slowly rising
electrons el-ctrostatically, and these rapidly come to linearly until it approaches the plasma sheath, then
thermal equilibrium. Holme,. [4] describes how the tem- suddenly increases to a high value within the sheath
perature is determined by an energy balance, but data is The importance of this result is that not only does the
not available to perrmt realistic calculation of electron presence of the beam plasma almost cancel the tend-
temperatures. ency for the beam to blow up under space-charge forces,

Fig. 5 shows calculated beam and plasma parameters but the residual forces are linear, and therefore the
[4]. Some reasonable assumptions have been made to emittance of the ion beam is conserved. This is an
simplify the m.)deling. The beam is assumed to be unexpected result, since space-charge forces under other
travelling through a long cylindrical pipe 60 mm in conditions are usually nonlinear and seriously degrade
diameter, and to have a Gaussian current density pro- the effective emittance of ion and electron beams. The
file. The beam is 10 mA of argon at 20 keV, and the potential drop between the centre of the beam and the
pressure is 10- 4 Torr. This pressure is probably realistic sheath edge is of the order of kT/e, and that from the
for tne most distant points from the pdmps in many centre of the beam to ti,e beam edge (one sigma) is of
systems, ov for the region close to outgassing wafers the order of kT/2e. It is possible to approximate the
undergoing implantation. An electron temperature of 4 defocussing electnc field by the expression
V s assumed, based on measurements described later.

The potential at the center of the beam will fall to a Er = kTr (2)
value between 5 and 10 times kT/e, where T is the ermx

electron temperature. The computer model has been
used to solve for the equilibrium condition in which the and this has been used in the computer program OPTI-
few electrons that have sufficient energy to reach the ClAN [4] to model high-current neutralised beams. The
walls balance the slow-ion current. quantity r is taken as the outer edge of the beam; r

I mA/cm

4V/cm

Fig. 6 Langmuir probe plot obtained with 1.5 mm diam probe, 5 mm outside edge of 20 keV argon beam
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is the radial coordinate. The electron temperature is plasma electrons to the walls. Therefore a noisy 'ion
typically taken to be from I to 5 eV, based on data. beam will tend to have a higher plasma temperature

Measurements have been made of the ion beam than a quiet one. The higher the beam current., the
plasma parameters by usin? Langmuir probes Fig. 6 is greater the sensitivity to noise. Under these conditions
a plot taken with a 1.5 mm diam probe placed 5 mm the background pressure will affect the recovery time
outside the edge of a 20 keV argon beam. The electron from upsets and hence can affect the plasma conditions.
temperature is determined from the region near the In the book by Forrester [6]. it is assumed that the
origin in which the growth of current is exponential. outer edges of the ion beam peel off into the sheath and
The almost flat region to the left of the origin shows the ge: deflected into the walls. In the results of the present
saturated ion current, from which the plasma density modeling the plasma extends significantly beyond the
can be calculated. To the right of the origin the electron intense region of the beam, and the electric field con-
c jrent rises more slowly once the plasma potential has tinues to vary almost linearly well beyond the outer
been exceeded beam ions. This depends on the Debye length, and

Ion densities of 3 to 6 X 108 per cm3 are usually hence on the pressure, and in practice this effect may be
measured. In this instance the electron temperature was insignificant
only 0.8 eV. but it is observed that values ranging up to
5 eV are often obtained. One factor influencing the
temperature was found to be the field of an analysing 3. Wafer charging control and the beam plasma
magnet situated 200 mm downstream from the probe
position. Varying the field from 0 to 0.6 T caused a lmmediateli in front of a wafer undergoing implan-
temperature variation from 0.75 to 1.8 eV with other tation the pressure is quite high. typicall' I X 10 4

factors held constant. All these temperatures are so low Torr. because of outgassing, sputtering, and the use of
that the electric fields are too small to materially affect argon gas as part of electron flood s~stems The neutral
the beam optics Note that this fits with the observed density is in the region of 3 X 1012 atoms per cm.. while
beam behaviour shown in fig. 4 There is also some the ion and electron densities are 3 x 10s per cm' Note
evidence that the temperature has an inverse relation- that the slow ions from this plasma enhance the emis-
ship with beam current. sion and transport of low-energy electrons from all

If there are rapid fluctuations, "hash". in the beam types of electron flood gun
current, this can upset the beam plasma A I lis inter- There will typically be several populations of elec-
ruption of the beam would cause a substantial loss of trons in this region Direct measurement of all of these

8x 10 6  
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E

Plasma electrons
CL1

E
0

0 4x10'
6  _

Q

- Secondlary electrons
i " Primary electrons

0

-60 0 100

Energy, eV
Fig 7 Total elecron spectrum near wafer, deduced from Langmuir probe and other data
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by a single technique is impractical. so evidence is cant drop in surface concentration accompame, strong
asembled from different sources. Primary electrons ,hanneling. This dopant reappears at a greater depth.
from the flood gun will be present. Their energy is Mechanisms that cause variations in the profile include
determined by the negative bias voltage on the filament some that are fairly universal, and some that apply
in the flood gun: this is 60 to 100 eV in the PI 9200 [7], specifically to the use of multiply charged ions to reach
and somewhat higher 'n most other systems There are the high energies. Fig. 8 illustrates a number of im-
secondary electrons, in some systems from deliberately portant mechanisms for the case of doubly charged
placed targets, and in others from the walls. Finally boron ions. The well known problem with doubly
there are plasma electrons. These are the only ones that charged phosphorus being contaminated with slow P'
are trapped, and hence their spatial density can far ions from dissociated P' [11] does not occur, since
exceed that of the primaries or secondaries. The general boron does not form a dimer from BFI.
picture is shown in fig. 7. Many of these mechanisms are vacuum related, and

The plasma electrons play a vital role in the control none of these can be improved by the use of an electro-
of charging. The current of plasma electrons to a point static retarding filter. Vacuum can be strongly affected
k n the wafer which charges positive will rise exponen- by wafer outgassmng, and in the case of boron beams.
tially, according to eq (1), and will rapidly drop if the fluorine outgasses from the analysing magnet legion
wafer charges negative. The rate of change is inversely where the F', BF' and BF,' ions are dumped
proportional to the plasma tempcrature This is dis-
cussed in more dctail in the paper bv Strain, t al. [81 in
this colferenc¢, 4 2 Iow-energv beam., and deep 'onlanlunlantA

Channeling is the most obvious source of serious
4. The control of the implanted dopant profile deep tails on the profiles of low-energy boron implants,

critical for source/drain doping. It can be overcome by
4 1 hgh.energi tmplamt.. and halloit (onitanmrantt preamorphisation, which also can help suppress en-

hanced diffusion during RTA., but the added proc.s,,
1,IISI processes using deep implants often require step has not been welcomed. Current [13] describes in

accurate control of the profile on the shallow side of the this conference the use of automated linked implants, in
peak Some of these are discussed in other papers in this which a low dose of fluorine is used for preamorphisa.
conference [9] Kaim [121 pointed out that a very signifi- tion [14] at production-worthy throughputs
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Fig 8 Diagram of possible energy contaminants to a B2 , beam. The base profile was calculated by TRIM
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Fig 9 TRIM simulation of the profile of an II keV boron implant obtained by retarding a 40 keV boron beam 0 5q of the boron is
neutralised and causes a deep tail

BF, implants on postacceleration implanters are preamorphisation and no acceleration or deceleration
vulnerable to deep tails because a fraction of the molec- after magnetic analysis.
ular tons can be dissociated to atomic boron tons prior
to the postacceleration. These atomic ions have excess
velocity after acceleration, and penetrate beyond the Acknowledgements
de,,ired profile

The problems of obtaining high currents of boron at The author would like to acknowledge the work of
energies of 5 keV and below were discussed earlier in colleagues which has been included in this paper In
this paper. One apparent solution is the use of retarda- some cases other papeis in this conference cover this
tion: the 'ion beam extraction and analysis is all per- work in more detail, but since it is not covered elsewhere
formed at high energy, overcoming space-charge and the work of Tim Grey Morgan, Andrew Devaney. and
emittance problems. and then the beam is retarded David Kennard deserves special mention here.
immediately prior to implant to its final energy. This
approach has been used very successfully under UHV
conditions [15,16], in particular for retardation to en, References
ergies at which epitaxial deposition can be carried out
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Improvement of an ECR multicharged ion source

Shigeyuki Ishii 
Pltsma Phvvic% Laboratorv. RIKEN, Hirosawa, Wako-sh, Saitania 351-01, Japan

Experimental results are shown for the yield of high charge state ions depending on the field configuration and the t)pe of
microwave launcher The presence of an octupole improves the yield by a factor of 8 A tandem mirror configuration improves the
yield by a factor of 7 A multifilar helical antenna on the magnetic axis improves the yield by a factor of 2. Extension of the mirror
distan.e. with the mirror ratio kept unchanged, has little effect on the yield

I. Introduction at an ECR intensity. A mirror ratio, R,, can be varied
with a mirror distance, L,,, kept unchanged. Micro-

Multicharged ions are desirable in ion implantion waves of 2 45 GHz frequency are supplied from a
since they can be easily accelerated to high energies magnetron along the magnetic field lines. Two types of
without high voltage accelerators. Upgrading of the antenna are used: rod and multifilar helix [4].
ECR multicharged ion source has so far been carried Argon gas is introduced from the left and oumped to
out exclusively by elevating the microwave frequency a gas pressure as low as 10 -4_10- 1 Pa. Ions flowing
and less study has been made on the magnetic field out from *he right are accelerated by applying a high
configuration [1]. Increasing ihe frequency of the micro- voltage of 10 kV to the plasma chamber insulated from
waves is expensive a beam transport chamber which is grounded. An ion

We have been studying an economical source using a beam is mass separated with a sector magnet and col-
low-frequency microwave. In the previous works it was lected with a Faraday cup. Total beam current can be
established that the multipole of the minimum B fields collected with a Faraday cup placed in front of an
should be not so strong as to enhance the cusp loss of extractor
pl,,sma, and the mirror ratio should be sufficiently large
f2,3]

In the present work we studied how the yield of high 3. Experimental results
charge state ions depended on the field configuration
and the type of microwave launcher. The presence of an 3.1. With the mirror field A, and the octupole field
octupole improved the yield by a factor of 8 A tandem
mirror configuration improved the yield by a factor of The minimum pressure ..' which microwave break-
7 A multifilar helical antenna on the magnetic axis down occurs is equ..I to about 3 X 10-1 Pa. The beam
improved the yield by a factor of 2. Extension of the currents, mass separited. are shown in fig 2 as func-
mirror distance, with the mirror ratio kept unchanged, tions of p At each measured point the power is opti-
has little effect on the yield. mized to maximize high charge states. The most abun-

dant species extracted is Ar 2 ' With increasing p. Ar'
increases and saturates. while Ar-2 is maximized at

2. Experimental arrangement p = 7 x 10-4 Pa and then decreases below Ar ' at higher

pressures. The pressure at which the current is at a
The experimental setup is depicted in fig 1. The maximum decreases as the charge state rises.

detailed description has been given elsewhere [3]. Spa-
tial distributions of the field intensities are indicated on
top of fig. I The m:rror field is formed in two ways: by
a single mirror (A) and by a tandem mirror (B). The In this case the minimum gas pressure increases to
minimum field, in whose region plasmas are trapped, is I x 10-s Pa. The lower he charge state is, the greater is

the current over the relevant pressure range. With in-
1 Present address. Faculty of Engineering. Toyama Prefectural creasing p, the low charge states saturate, while the high
0 University, Kosug, Toyama 939-03, Japan charge states decrease.

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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GS Hot plsma Ls SIM

C3 C2 Cl
Fig. I Expenimental setup CI-C3- magnetic coils; M: ferrite magnets, SM: sector magnet; MG: magnetron. GS. gas inlet, PP:
pumps, VG vacuum gauge; HV:, high voltage; E- ground; IS. insulators, PL: extractor; SL: slit. FC1. FC2. Faraday cups. Top, k.:

axial magnetic field; B: octupole field.

3.3. With the mirror field B (tandem mirror) and with the distributions in both cases are plotted in fig. 3. rhe ion
octupole field currents increase by a factor of about four over all

charge states. Ar5 + is masked by 0'.
To ensure a reliable comparison, we changed the

mirror field promptly from A to B. The charge state

rwith octupole 0

z ai single mirror (A)
A o in tandem mi rror ( B3)

io- i01'0- with octupole

22 p~- 15x0-3 pa

61XF

10-,06

5 IT

10-8 7

8 10-8

10-9 
6

10 ~ ------- J-0

0 1 2

p(0P)1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

fig. 2. Variation or beam currents with gas pressure p with the z
octupole field. Z denotes the charge states of argon ions. Fig 3. Compariscr. of the c6iirge state distributions for the

Rm 2.3, Lm 0.76 mn. single and tandeti; rairiors with the octupole.
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150 9 Lm 06m 10-1 helical antenna

0 Lm =0-9m P = x10 3 PaAr Z. hcln
. rod antenna

W -- 10-5

100.
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0 1 .1.. 10-8
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Fig. 4. Variation of the total beam current. I,. with increasing 10-9
R., at L 06 and 09 m

3 4. Dependence on the mirror distance I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Keeping L., unchanged we varied R,. Fig. 4 shows z

the total beam current. ,, as functions of Rm at two Fig 5 Compa.rison of the charge state distributions with the
extreme values of L,,,. For both cases the curves of 1, is rod and helical antenna with the octupole
peaked and the variation is more gradual at larger L,.
The peak values are nearly equal.

shift to higher charge states [7]. The shift of the peaks
3.5 Multtfilar helical antenna on axis towards lower values of p with increasing Z in fig. 2

can be explained by this temperature dependence.
Instead of the rod antenna a multifilar helical an- In the pievious work [2] we experimentally eluci-

tenna [4] was installed on the magnetic axis. The com- daied that too intense a multipole field is disadvanta-
partson of charge state distributions with the rod an- gcous in obtaining high density plasmas The cusp loss
tenna case is shown ii, ng. 5 Although there are dif- at the wall was considered to be large. The optimum
ferences with fig. 3, the differences in the high charge aspect ratio of the multipole to the mirror field can so
states are small. be determined that the magnelc flux containing the

plasma does wt touch the sidew, I1 of the plasma chain-
3.6 Overall comparisons of data ber between the mirror points The plasma diameter is

usually half the chamber diameter. Approximating the
We compare the improvements of typical charge

states due to change of the experimental conditions,
including the results of the past experiments, as shown Table I
in table 1. The mirror ratio was varied with Lm kept Incremental factors due to change of the experimental condi-
unchanged [3]. It is seen that Rm is the most effective lions
factor for obtaining high charge states, followed by the Conditons Ion species
octupole field, the tandem mirror field, and the antenna
type. The mirror distance is insignificant Ar 2  Ar4+ Ar84

Rm* 2.3 - 4.64  4 6 15
Octupole: off ,on 4 5

4. Discussion Tandem: off -- on 4 7 7
SLm0 6 - 0.9m I _ I

The electron temperature, T, ranges from 5-15 eV Anienna rod - helices 4 2 2

and monotonically rises with decreasing p [2]. As T Previous work. [3]
ieo

inresspak f h frctonl budaceofioI otmesued
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profile of the axial field intensity between the mirror small, compared with the low charge states. This is
points to be quadratic and that of the multipole inten- probably because the antenna comes into direct contact
sity to be proportional to r", where r is the radial with the plasma core and cools the electrons
distance, we get from an equation of magnetic field line
the ratio of the multipole intensity at the wall (r = R),
BR, to the minimum axial field intensity at the center 5. Conclusions
(r = 0), Bo,

BR (2" - 2)R ( Rm - 1)i/2 The present work indicates several important aspects

B0  (n - 1)Lm tan- (R, - 1)12 in the design of the ECR multicharged ion source:
(1) The multipole field is indispensable. The aspect

where the values of n are equal to 2 and 3 for the ratio of this field to the mirror field must be suitably

hexapole and octupole, respectively. This formula gives taken.
a reasonable value for the experimental result [2]. (2) The large mirror ratio is much more advantageous

Plasma loss due to particle interaction is considered, to the high charge states than to the low ones.

The particle confinement time in the magnetic mirror. (3) The tandem mirror system is also advantageous to

, s taken to be the sum of the momentum transfer the high charge states. The consequent long system can

collision time, i,, and the flight time, T,, along the field be shortened without lowering the plasma density.

line., the ions which fall in loss cone and travel to the (4) By meeting these requirements an upgraded ECR

mirror points leave the mirror system. From a simple multicharged ion source can be expected even with

calculation, rf is much larger than , for both Ar 2 + and low-frequency microwaves.

Ar s ' even if we overestimate T, to be 10 eV. The (5) The ultimate upgrade should be made by using

charge transfer cross section, o,,. of the multicharged high-frequency microwaves which are much more costly.

argon can be expressed from ref. [5,6] as a,, = 4 x
io-19z3/4 m 2

. Using this formula it is shown that the
charge transfer loss is negligibly small compared with Acknowledgement
the flight loss. Then from the rate equation for ions:
dn,/dt = (a,v,)nane - (oq,,v,)n 0n , - n /T, = 0, where The author appreciates the helpful discussions of Dr
a, is the ionization cross section, v. and v, are the K. Matsumoto and Dr. Y. Kato of Toyama Prefectural
electron and ion velocities, respectively; no, ne,. and n, University.
ar ths neutral, electron, and ion densities, respectively,
we get n, = (av )nonjry = (Lm/A,)(Vc/v,)n 0C Lm,
where A, is the ionization mean free path of Ar. For the References
tandem mirror, L., is doubled, while Ar 2

+, which car-
ries the mean plasma densit, is four times larger, [I] R Geller, B Jacquot and P Sortais, Nucl Instr and Meth.
Nevertheless, extension of Lm is ineffective (fig. 4). A A243 (1986) 244
possible mechanism is as follows: the tandem mirror [21 S. Ishii, H Amemiya and M Yanokura, Jpn J Appl. Phys
has two heating zones where electrons are mirror 25(1986) L712
trapped. The electrons in the loss cone in one zone can [31 S Ishii, H. Oyama, and H Odagiri. Nucl Instr and Meth

be trapped in the other because they further gain trans- B37/38 (1989) 147

verse energy there from the microwaves. Thus the elec- [41 H A Wheeler, Proc IRE 35 (1947) 1484

tron density builds up, resulting in the ii'crease of the (51 S C Brown, Basic Data of Plasma Physics. 2nd ed (MIT
press, Cambridge. 1966) p 73

ion density. 161 PG Carolan and V.A. Piotrowicz. Culham Laboratory
The helical antenna drives the whistler wave whose Report CLM-P672 (1982)

propagation is not density-limited. With this antenna, [7] C Breton, C. de Michel and M Mattioli. J Quant Spec-
however, the increase in the high charge states was trosc. Radiat. Transfer 19 (1978) 367,
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An increased implant current by combining a long-slit microwave ion
source with a converging lens

N,. Sakudo a, H. Koike b, T.. Seki a and K. Tokiguchi a

Hitachi Research Laboratory. Hitachi Lid, 4026 Kuji-cho. Hitachi-shi lbaraki -ken, 319-12 Japan
Naka Works, Hitachi L.id, Ichige, Katsuta-sht, lbaraki-ken, 312 Japan

Pre-deposition implanters, used in semiconductor device manufacturing, need higher currents which can only be realized by
increasing the ion emitting areas, i.e., the slits, of the ion sources. A microwave ion source makes it easy to change the form of the ion
emitting area. The slit length is enlarged by up to twice the pole gap of the mass separator with the slit width kept at the standard
value, 2 mm, in order to maintain the required mass resolution. In the nondispersion plane, the ion beam converges into the pole gap.
The beam acceptance of the mass separator in the nondispersion plane can be changed by adjusting the inclination of the pole edge
of the separator magnet to the ion beam in the dispersion plane. Mass separated P+ ions of more than 30 mA and 0+ tons of more
than 25 mA have been obtained.

i. Introduction should be shorter than the gap between magnetic poles
of the mass separator as long as a parallel beam is

Pre-deposition implanters need higher currents to extracted in the nondispersion plane (y, z). The typical
increase the wafer throughputs at high dose levels dur- value of the length for most conventional high current
ing semiconductor device manufacturing. Most high implanters is 40 mm.
current ion implanters are composed mainly of a mag- In order to overcome these limitations in conven-
netic-sector mass separator and an ion source which has tional ion optics, Aitken [2] has proposed an ion optical
a ribbon beam extracted through a slit. Since the plasma system in which the tn source is turned through 90 0 so
density of such an ion source has reached a maximum, that the long dimension of the ion source slit is in the
it is impractical to further increase the density for the dispersion plane. Then the slit length is no longer limited
purpose of getting the desired higher currents. Another by the size of the pole gaps in the separator magnet. He
solution for higher currents is to enlarge the ion emit- succeeded in obtaining currents or, 30 mA of phos-
ting area of the ion source. Many optic modes of an ion phorus and arsenic with an implanter adopting such
implanter have been used. In conventional ion optics optics. However, in the dispersion plane of this optical
which most ion implanters adopt. the sector magnetic system, the mass resolving aperture is placed at the
field functions as a convex lens to an ion beam in the focal point of the convex lens of the sector magnetic
dispersion plane (x, z). The locations of the ion source field, not at the imaging point of the ion exit slit.
slit and the mass resolving aperture correspond to those Therefore, ions should be extracted in parallel to main-
of the object and the image in the dispersion p!3ne, tain the required mass resolution. The degree of the
respectively.. Since the slit makes its image at the mass parallelism determines the beam width at the aperture,
resolving aperture, the beam width at the aperture does hence it also controls the mass resolution. In other
not change no matter how large and how variable the words, the mass resolution in this optics is changeable
beam dispersion angle at the slit is. The slit width s is depending on operational conditions and characteristic
limited by the required mass resolution, a typical value variations of the ion source.
of which is about 100 for implantation into semicoiduc- In this paper, a new method is proposed to increase
tors. The mass resolution R. in a symmetric-sector ion beam currents without reducing the mass resolution.
mass separator of 900 deflection is given as follows: In the dispersion plane (x, z), the ion source slit makes
R, = r/23, (1) itb imagc at the mass resolving aperture as in conven-
where r is the beam trajectory radius in the magnetic tional separator optics. However, in the nondispersion
field and the width of mass resolving aperture is equal plane (y, z), ions are extracted through a slit whose
to s f1]. In the case of a radius of 400 mm, for example, length is larger than the pole gap of the separator
the slit width s should be less than 2 mm to maintain magnet and they are converged into the pole gap. A
the needed resolution. On the other hand, the slit length microwave ion source which is modified to have a

0168-583X/91/S03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers is V. (North-Holland)
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longer slit than the standard one is adopted to combine Ion oure IiL Rebolvine, aperture

with this optics.

2. improvement of ion beam transmission

Ion beam transmission in a high current implanter is
mainly limited by the matching between the beam emit-
tance and the separator acceptance in the nondispersion
plane [3]. Fig. I shows an example of the relations
between the beam emittances and the separator accep-
tances both in the dispersion plane and in the nondis- Separator magnet
persion plane. In the nondispersion plane it is possible
for the emittance contour to be improved to match the
separator acceptance. For improved matching it is bet-
ter to converge the beam to focus at the middle point of L I I
the path in the magnetic field., Fig. 2. Ion trajectories of perp-ndicular boandar3, optics. (a) InTypical ion trajectories in both planes are shown in the dispersion plane; (b) in the nondsperson plane

fig. 2. Since the sector magnetic field acts on charged
particles as a convex lens in the dispersion plane, the
image of the source slit can be adjusted to be formed at
the position of the mass resolving aperture as shown in plane to the field boundaries at the pole edges, as
fig. 2a. In the nondispersion plane there is no lens shown in fig. 3b. The focal lengths of the thin lenses in
effect, so long as the ion trajectory in the dispersion the nondispersion plane, f, at the entrance and f2 at
plane is perpendicular to the field boundaries of the the exit, are given by the following equations [4]:
magnetic field as shown in fig. 2b. When the ion trajec- fl = r cot ti, (2)
tory is not perpendicular to the boundaries, thin-lens
effects by the fringing magnetic field appear at the f2 = r cot '2, (3)

entrance and exit of the magnetic field depending on where e and '2 are inclination angles at the entrance
the inclinations of the ion trajectory in the dispersion and exit in the dispersion plane, respectively. Positive

100 • , ,.100 I ,

0

-50 -50

AA _¢__________t____-_0____t i ,

-40 -20 0 20 40 -40 -20 0 20 40

a x (mM) b y (m)
Fig I Examples of beam emittances and separator acceptances halfway from the ion source slit to the entrance of the separator
magnet. The enuttances and the acceptances are shown by dotted and solid lines, respectively. (a) In the dispersion plane; (b) in the

nondispersion plane.
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Ion uUo, It it Reo ving aperture where g is the pole gap width, 11 is the distance from

"<, 41 1',n b, /'the source slit to the magnet entrance, and d is the
beam path length in the magnetic field. In this case, it is

,assumed that the only obstructions to the ion path are
the magnetic" poles and there is a thin-lens effect of a
focal length f, at the entrance to the magnet.

In order to increase the beam acceptance of this
separator magnet in the nondispersion plane, 1 should
be increased. For this purpose, f, should be a small

t'rat o r n ntnegative value according to eq. (4). Hence, c, should be
negative from eq. (2).

In order to match the beam emittance with this
-- acceptance, a converging extraction lens is adopted. A

new ion optics with improved separator acceptance in
L the nondispersion plane is shown in fig. 4 In this case,

r=475 mm, g=45 mm, = -28', d=622 mm, and
f tI f -ct4 11 = 700 mm.

Fig 3 Ion trajectories of inclined boundary optics. (a) In the The acceptable slit length 1, is 182 mm which is
dispersion plane: (b) in the nondispersion plane several times longer than the slit length of a standard

microwave ion source, 40 mm. If all the ions from the
values of the focal lengths mean convex lenses and slit are extracted so as to converge to the point P which
negative ones, concave lenses. If the inclination angles is 230 mm distant from the entrance edge of the mag-
C and t, are zero, there are no lens effects in the netic pole, all of them can pass through the pole gap.
nondispersion plane With microwave ion sources it is very easy to lengthen

The acceptable slit area which emits ions which can the slit, since the volume of the discharge chamber can
pass through the separator magnet can be estimated by be designed freely. Extraction electrodes of a microwave
simply drawing the ion trajectories in the nondispersion ion source are modified to have a 930 mm radius of
plane The acceptable slit length, 1. which includes curvature in order to focus the ions at point F. Hence,
such an area is expressed as follows-

1,=g(I +2111d-1 1/f),. (4)
40.

35

30

E 25

o n 20

o 15

0

-} 5

Fig. 4 Improvement of the matching between the beam emit-
tance and the separator acceptancc. Ion t tajtoitc, (a) in the
dispersion plane and (b) in the nondispersion plane In the 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
nondispersion plane there is a thin concave lens at the magnet
entrance and a thin convex lens at the magnet exit Point P in Accelerarion Voltage ( kV )
the nondispersion plane is the focal point of the new extraction Fig. 5. Mass-separated P' ion currents. Pure PHI gas was

lens of the microwave ion source. introduced into the ion source.
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35 microwave ion source, but far smaller than the accepta-
ble length of 182 mm.

30o

3. Experimental
-25

E Fig 5 shows relations between mass-separated P'

20 ion currents and extraction voltages. Pure PH, gas was
introduced into the ion source. Increasing the extraction
voltage, ion currents tend to saturate. The saturated

15 currents depended on the PH 3 flow rates and the cur-
0C  rent values also tended to increase up to the flow rate of

2.0 cm 3 atm/min. The P+ ion current of 33 mA was
o Bobtained at the extraction voltage of 60 kV. The micro-

wave pbwer was 160 W and the PH 3 flow rate was 2.0
cmi atm/mm The flow rate was rather higher than that
of a standard microwave ion source. It was assumed
that the higher flow rate was needed to keep the neces-

0 10 20 3 40 50 60 sary gas pressure in the discharge chamber since the slit
area was twice that of a standard ion source The

Accelraton ,Vutage I. kV percentage of P' ions in all the ion species extracted
Fig 6 Mass-separated O ion currents 02 gas was introduced from the ion source was about 70% as shown in fig. 7a.

into the ion source. This value was almost the same as that of a standard
microwave ion source.

Fig. 6 shows relations between mass-separated 0'
ion currents and extraction voltages. The characteristics

the crossing point of ions is really moved to the center were very similar to those of P' ions. Microwave power
of the magnet by concave-lens effect at the entrance was 500 W and the 02 flow rate was 2.2 cm' atm/mm
edge. In order to have the emittance contour included The 0' ion current of 26 mA was obtained at the

* sufficiently inside the accepiance contour, the slit length extraction voltage of 60 kV The percentage of 0' ions
is determined to be 80 mr., considering that there are in the nass spectrum was 75% as shown in fig. 7b. In
other obstructions besides the magnetic' poles in the ,oth t. ,es of PH, an O0,, 0 ..) degradation of the mass
actual beam path. This value is twice that of a standard resolution could be ooserved

P +
+

0+

P2
+

p2 
H20

H +N NBE0 2 -

Fig 7 Mass spectra of (a) PH and (b) 0 .
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4. Conclusions References

A new ion optical system which improves the ion [1) A. Septicr Focusing of Charged Particles 11 (Academic
beam current without reducing the mass resolution has Press, New Yoik, 1967) p. 218.
been described. A microwave ion source was modified [2] D Aitken, Nucl. Instr. and Meth B21 (1987) 274
to match the new ion optics and the implant current [31 N. Sakudo, H. Koike, K Tokiguchi, T Seki and K. Sakai,
was increased to about twice that of a conventional Nucl. Instr. and Meth B37/38 (1989) 184
implanter. In the experiment the slit of the microwave [41 R. Herzog, Acta Phys. Austriaca 4 (1959) 431.
ion source was lengthened to twice the standard one.
However, from a consideration of the separator's accep-
tance, it is probable that this length can be extended to
more than four times that of the standard one. This
would further increase the implant zurrent.
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Plasma cathode oxygen ion source

Takehisa Shibuya ', Shizuyo Hashimoto ', Eiji Yabe b and Kazuo Takayama
"Department of PhYsics, School of Science, and b Institute of Research and Development, Tokai University,

1117 Kitakaname Hiratsuka Kanagawa 259-12, Japan

A plasma cathode ion source has been developed to attain a long lifetime for oxygen ion production. In this ion source, an Ar
plasma which is non-reactive plasma serves as a cathode for a thermionic hot cathode used in the Kaufman ion source. This ion
source consists of two compartments: (1) a plasma generator, and (2) a plasma chamber. The plasma generator is used for generating
a plasma cathode, while the plasma chamber is used for producing oxygen ions. Two chambers are connectea to each other by an
anode hole which has narrow tapered ducts. These two chambers are differentially pumped out, the pressure of the plasma generator
has to keep a high pressure, so that the large pressure difference between two chambers prevents oxygen gas from flow into the
plasma generator Oxygen gas fed to the plasma chamber does not damage the thermionic" hot cathode located in the plasma
generator. It has been confirmed that the plasma cathode ion source can produce a stable ion beam and has a long lifetime. lass
spectrometry results show that this ion source has an ability of generating a considerable amount of positive oxygen ions

I. Introduction 2. Structure and operating principle of the ion source

Physical properties of thin films produced by ion The structure of the newly-designed version of the
assisted deposition, commonly referred to as lAD, have plasma cathode ion source is schematically shown in fig.
been extensively investigated [1-5]. It has been found 1. Our ion source consists of three components: z
that ion bombardment significantly increases the mobil- plasma generator, a plasma chamber and an anode rng.
ity of adatoms on a substrate surface. The packing These two chambers are separated by an anode plate,
density of resulting thin films on the substrate ourface is which is sandwiched by two ceramic insulators with
much higher than that of a thin film formed by th- small openings of 1 mm in diameter. The plasma gener-
usual techniques without ion bombardment. In the lAD ator is equipped with a metallic hot cathode, ceramic
processes, stable operation with a long lifetime is re- floating electrodes, an anode plate and an inlet for a
quired because chemically reactive ion beams have been nonreactive working gas, and the vessel wall is electr
extensively utilized in semiconductor fabrication. Fur- cally floating. The vessel and the anode plate wei
thermore, recently, a need has arisen for an ion source cooled with water. The plasma chamber is a cylinder, 3i
with a large area and uniform irradiation. mm in diameter and 40 mm in length, with a gas-feed-

A Kaufman-type ion source [61 has been widely used ing inlet, and an inside wall of cylinder used as an
for lAD to produce a large-area ion beam. We have anode in the main discharge. The anode ring mounted
constructed a new version of the compact plasma on the plasma chamber has a circular slit., A plasma
cathode ion source without a neutralizer. The lifetime of produced in the plasma chamber is extracted through
the Kaufman type ion source is limited by that of the slit of the anode ring.
burning away a metallic hot cathode used in this ion The essential points of the design principle of the
source. Therefore, ion sources without a metallic hot plasma cathode, are as follows: Nonreactive gas (for
cathode should be of great advantage in order to in- example Ar gas) is supplied to the plasma generator
crease the lifetime of the ion source. This expectation with a considerably high pressure increasing the lifetime
has motivated us to investigate the possibility of replac- of the metallic hot ;athode. The discharge in the plasma
ing the metallic hot cathode used in conventional ion generator is maintained between the inner surface of the
sourccs by a plasma cathode [7-12]. In the next section, small opening of the anode plate and the metallic hot
we describe a device construction of the plasma cathode cathode. Then a plasma expands out into the plasma
ion source. Measurements of properties for IAD are chamber, forming the plasma cathode.
presented in section 3, and concluding remarks are An Ar plasma cathode is produced in the plasma
made in section 4. generator at a neutral pressure of 0.1-1 Torr. This

0168-583X/91/$03.50 @ 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) IV SOURCES & BEAM TRANSPORT -J
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Fig. I Schematic diagram of the plasma cathode ton sour.e

plasma flows into the plasma chamber due to the large discharge voltage between the plasma cathode and the
pressure difference between the plasma generator and plasma chamber, /ry. was below 100 V, and the voltage
the plasma chamber generated by differential pumping. between the plasma cathode and the the anode ring, V,,.
In the plasma chamber, an art discharge is formed was around 100 V Ion current density is measured by a
between the plasma cathode and the inside wall of the Langmuir probe, ion species are analyzed by a quadru-
vessel at an operating pressure of 10- '-10 2 Torr The pie mass spectrometer and the energy distributions of
feed gas supplied to the plasma Lhambei is ionized both ions are measured by a Faraday cup with three grids,
by the arc discharge and by contact with the plasma respectively. Uniformity of the density distribution of
cathode which has a high temperature and density and ion currents extracted from the ion source is measured
is also highly ionized Neutral atoms and ions in the by a movable single probe Fig 2 shows the ion current
plasma chamber cannot flow back into the plasma density distribution for various values of the arc dis-
genetator. because of the large pressure difference be- charge current 1,,. The ion current density,. I,,. increases
teen these chambers, therefore, even a corrosive gas as /ar is increased. This enables us to adjust 1, just by
fed to the plasma chamber never causes deterioration of
the hot cathode in the plasma generator This fact and a 5 T.1O,, Gasl_, 0 rcm At I .5 A
fairly high gas pressure in the plasma generator permits Po ot0 Tort (;.o -

a long operation of the ion source and, moreover, 1;, 0 C 1 5 A

production of oxygen ions. To obtain ion beams with a 8 00 Tort

uniform large area of irradiation, we adopted the anode 700- ar .6 A

ring with a circular slit A plasma produced in the 0 -
OC600-plasma chamber is extracted through the slit of the

anode ring The plasma generator is normally operated > 500"
at discharge current I ranging from I to 3 A. The arc .2PitI t9 1.2 A

discharge in the plasma chamber can be operated with a 400 -
current in the range of I to 4 A, and in the anode W
ring I r up to 2 A. 3 300- Ia_ 0.8 A

U. 1 0.4 A
= 200 1 r

3. Characteristics of the ion source
100

I -0.2 AFor the experimental results reportee in this paper, ar .

the disiharge gab in lie pladsma geeiatui is Ai anid thc 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8
feed gases in the plasma chamber are Ar and 02 The
discharge voltage of the plasma generator, VP., was Distance from the center of Ion Source (em)

rpapproximately between 30 and 50 V, depending on the Fig 2 Uniformity of density profile of the on currents ex-
",I its pressure Pp1, and the discharge current /pg. The arc tracted from the ion source

IP.1 / / 1 1I I II
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sputtering by Ar ions, whereas the latter comes from
contamination on the surface of the insulators.

Fig. 4 shows ion mass spectra for four values of the
arc discharge current la, in the anode ring. It is seen
from the spectra that Ar+, O and 0 + ions are gener-
ated in the ion source. The peak values of the spectra
increase with increasing I. In these spectra, the 0
peak value is found to be larger than peak values for
any other ions. This fact indicates that the arc discharge
in the anode ring can control the ionization of the
plasma.

The energy distribution of ions is important for
thin-film fabrication. The energy distribution obtained
at two values of the anode ring voltage Vr are shown in

Fig 3 A picture of oxygen plasma from the plasma cathode fig. 5. The energy spread of the peak value of the beam
ion source. increases and the number of peaks in the distribution

appear when the anode ring voltage V., is equal or
tuning I., without changing any other parameter. Uni- lower than the plasma chamber voltage V., (a) When
formity of the ton density at a distance of 15 cm from Vr > V, (b), the distribution shows only a single peak.
the ion source in a 15 cm diameter area was better than Our results suggest that the ion energy distribution can
0 85 (minimum density/maximum density). This result be easily controlled by changing Vr.
indicate that the anode ring is useful for a large-area of The demonstration of ion assisted deposition using
irradiation. The operation of the ion source is pictured this ion source was performed for an optical thin film.
in fig. 3. The lifetime of the ion source was found to be The substrates were fused silica, with the surfaces
more than 100 h with argon gas and the discharge polished flat and parallel to within a few fringes so that
currents of 2 A in the plasma generator. It is limited by accurate estimates of transmittance of the coated surface
the metallic hot cathode lifetime and deterioration of could be made taking account of the multiple reflec-
the insulator between the electrodes. The former hap- tions between the coated and uncoated surfaces of the
pens by evaporation of the metallic hot cathode and the substrate. Neutral oxygen could not be 'ntroduced into

P P- 1.0 Torr Gas W 4.0 sccm:Ar I pg 1.5 A

Ppc- 0.01 Torr GasPC 5.0 sccm.O 2  Ipc= 2.5 A

Pout=7.0*iO
-4 

Torr

out 2

00

iar 0.9 t.
iar 0.7 A

-- far 0.' A

-- A ar=  0.3 A

me
Fig 4 Mass spectra of ion beams for various values of /r
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Gas pg 3.5 sccm.Ar Gas pg 3.5 sccm:Ar

Gaspc- 5.0 sccm:Ar Gaspe 5.0 sccm:Ar

I p= 2.5 A V-pgS0 V I p= 2.5 A Vp- so V

Ipc- 1.0 A V P 70 V IPC- 1.0 A Vpc- 66 V

Iar- 0.1 A Vat= 66 V Iar= 0.3 A Var' 96 V

3 3

0 s0 0 00 0 0

Ion Energy (eV) Ion Energy (eV)

(a) (b)

Fig 5 Energy distnbution of ion beams produced by plasma cathode !on source- (a) low anode ring voltage, and (b) high anode ring
voltage.

too the vacuum system to assist oxidation during reactive
.. evaporation n this work. Fig. 6 shows the transmittance

- 0 0of Si flms of about 100 nm physical thickness. The
[ADne beam energy of the / ions was around 100 eV.

r d i The advantage of ion bombardment is clear and can be
/Fev apoat seen by comparing the film transmittance for non-

bombardment with that for bombardment present dur-

N ,' 
rig deposition.

4''

. 50 P"45XIO"' Torr 4. Conclusion
a P g-1 0 Torr
W P ,: 00 1 T orr

CIV Ipg-1OA v .34 6 VIt was confirmed that a plasma cathode oxygen ion
, p,:1OA V,:=54 3V

1,-'025A V,-807V source can produce a stable ion beam and has a long
rn thicknessO1nnm lifetime. An ion source of this type proves to be useful

for producing reactive ion beams. Furthermore, it has
been recognized that this ion source can be used effec-
tively for ion assisted deposition processes.
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Fig 6. Transmttance of SiO 2 films on fused silica for 100 eV The authors would like to express their gratitude to
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A dual source low-energy ion implantation system for use in silicon
molecular beam epitaxy
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Philips Research Laboratories P 0. Box 80000. 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherland,

Recently an ion implanter for low-energy ion doping during molecular beam epitaxy has been developed The unit consists of a
dual source injection system operating at 30 kV extraction, a beam transport system and a 6eeleration stage, located in an
ultrahigh-vacuum MBE chamber 'lests have shown that in the energy range of 150-2000 eV target currents of up to 100 [tA can be
reached with controllable beam focusing For uniform wafer implantation the decelerated beam can be electrostatically scanned with
a lateral displacement from + 70 to - 70 mm at target position To obtain sharp doping transitions, the system is designed to switch
within 1 s between the two independent microwave sources.

1. Introduction 2. System descrir, don

Doping of silicon dunng molecular beam epitaxy Fig. 1 shows a schematic layout of the low-energy
(MBE) by the use of co-evaporation often presents implantation (LEI) system. The two microwave ion
difficulties because of low incorporation probabilities sources are fed with fluorine-containing gases (BF,, PF 1 ,
and surface segregation effects. However, these funda- GeF4 or StF 4 ). The sources use the electron cyclotron
mental problems can be largely overcome when lov,-en- resonance to obtain high ionization efficiency and low
ergy (< 2 keV) ion implantation is used to dope the energy spread. A T-shaped antenna couples the micro-
growing layer [1-41. Moreover, a better control of the wave power into the plasma and hence no filament is
doping profile can be achieved via target current mont- needed, which ensures long lifetime of the source. The
toring. In several publications it has been shown that source operates at 30 kV extraction potential and is
lattice damage and a decrease in electrical quality of the described in detail elsewhere 191.
wafer as a result of low-energy ion doping are encourag- An electrostatic switcher selects one ion beam for
ingly small 15-7]. These are the main reasons for the transport to the MBE vessel, After the electrostatic
growing interest on accelerated ion doping during MBE. switcher a 900 magnet and slit system provide mass

In order to create controllable high doping levels and separation. The slit system consists of two pair of slits.
to have the possibility to form sharp p-n transitions we The first one, with a fixed width is used for mass
recently developed a dual-source low-energy ion im- separation (M/AM> 80) whereas the second pair of
plantation system. The system fits to an already existing slits is motor driven and controls and stabilizes beam

,e ultrahigh-vacuum Si MBE system at the Philips Re- current via feedback of the target current. Moreover it
search Laboratones, which is capable of handling 6 in. enables sharp gradients in doping concentration to be
wafers [8]. The design aim was a 100 .A beam of boron, obtained in a controllable fashion. After the slit system
phosphorus, germanium and silicon and implantation the beam subsequently passes a quadrupole-triplet, a
energies of < 2 keV, with a switching time of < 1 s 900 deflection magnet, an einzel lens and the decelera-
between the two sources. tion stage.

0168-583X/91/$03.50 (D 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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* __"_I 3 _-_,_ wave source is at least comparable to that of the pen-
n -in - nig source

2 12 .In fig. 2 arrows indicate the position of two beam-
. '--q profile monitors, which disolay the X and Y beam

"'- c -profiles on an oscilloscope. During operation the beam
. 2 2 transport parameters are adjusted to give a waist at the
\ ] * ---. -~ monitor positions which ensures a transport through the

-- '8"- " stcm in ac.ordance with the beam transport calcula-

C _ During operation the ion beam is adjusted to the
2 Q final implantation energy E, by setting the total LEI

system at a voltage of E/q - 30 kV.
To ensure minimal gas load for the MBE system

during source operation, the apparatus is equipped with
a five-stage differential pumping vacuum system. In the
beam line three 360 I/s turbomolecular pumps are

Fig 1 Schematic layout (side view) of the LEI system (1) ion followed by two 1500 I/s cryopumps, and after the
sources, (2) turbomjAecular pumps. (3) einzel lenses, (4) elec- second magnet only metal sealing is used. Most of the
trostatic switcher,. (5) 90* magnets. (6) beam-profile monitor controls for vacuum operation and safety interlocks are
and slit system, t7) quadrupole triplet. (8) cryopumps. (9) located at bean-line potential (E0 /q - 30 kV). Controls
beam-profile monitor., (10) 30 kV insulator., (l) deceleration needed for operation during implantation are located
stage, (12) MBE vessel, (13) 4-6 in wafer holder. The dashed on ground potential They are connected to the system
line indicates the high-voltage area. Items marked with an

asterisk are rotated 900 for clarity a emln oeta ylgtgieThe LEI system is designed to switch within 1 s all
beam transport parameters, including implantation cur-

The optical design of the system was done by the use rent and energy, from one preset value (source 1) to the

of computer simulations based on matrix formalism, other (source 2) by a one-switch operation. To obtain
Fig 2 shows the beam-transport simulation from the fast switching of the magnetic fields, the magnet power
source to the entrance of the deceleration stage. For the supplies are especially designed to rapidly absorb or
input parameters the High Voltage Engineering cold- supply electrical energy. Moreover the magnetic fields
cathode penning-source emittance data (4 ,Tt mm mrad are measured by Hall probes and are fed back to the
(MeV)i/ 2) were used. Although emtttance data of the- supplies to avoid hysteresis.

microwave ion source were not yet available, experi-
ments have shown that the beam quality of the micro-

3. Deceleration stage

Before reaching the target, the 30 keV ions are

20 I decelerated in a multiple-electrode system The unit is
Spartly placed inside the MBE vessel (see fig. 1) and

t '-- / consists of an einzel lens to match the beam optics to
S, the actual deceleration section, a multiple-electrode sys-

" / ",/ tem for deceleration of the ions and an electrostatic

1i -1 ,7 focusing and deflection system All components that
.,might be hit by the beam after deceleration are made of

0'- silicon to avoid contamination of the substrate due to

S20' ][ uF i__..._._ I sputtering Moreover, all elements that face the heatedo6 ( 3 target are made of tantalum, aluminum oxide or silicon
o ( i) 2 -@ - ( -- ( ) to avoid outgassing during operation.
0 C2 3 TThe deceleration stage was designed by the use ofthe AXCEL-GSI program [101. It calculates single beamFig 2 Beam transport simulation of the LEI system. The trajectories and takes space-charge effects into account

picture shows the envelope and central trajectory with maximal
divergence in A and k' directions irom the source to the
entrance of the deceleration stage: (1) source and emnzel lens, performed on a prototype with lithium and potassium
(2) electrostatic switcher,, (3) 90* magnets, (4) quadrupole ton beams and with different currents. In the test setup
triplet, (5) emnzel lens in front of the deceleration stage Arrows the beam profile was measured by scanning wircQ placed

indicate the position of the beam-profile monitors 220 mm behind the exit of the deceleration stage. This
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Fig. 5. Transmission of the deceleration stage as a function of
the final implantation energy E0. A 100 sA Lt+ beam was
used as input for the deceleration stage Lines are drawn to

so 0 50 guide the eye
LATERAL DISPLACEMENT (mm)

Fig 3. Beam profiles for three different focusing voltages ((a)
low, (b) optimized, and (c) lugh) measured for a 22 RA, 250 eV
Li + beam. Profiles were measured 220 mm belund decelera- Finally, the measured and the calculated transms-

tion stage. sion of the deceleration stage are given in fig. 5 in the

case of a 100 RA Li4 beam entenng the deceleration
stage. A transmission of > 80% was obtained for en-

position is comparable to the target position in the ergies > 500 eV, whereas for energies < 500 eV the
MBE vessel, transmission falls off proportionally to the final energy

Figs. 3 and 4 show the focusing and scanning prop- E0 .
erties for a 22 1AA, 250 eV Li' beam and a 27 R A, 500
eV K + beam, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the focusing
properties for different voltages of twe last electrode, 4. Summary
which acts as an einzel lens. It was found that for the
specified current and energy the beam could be focused A newly developed dual ion source system for low-
to a spot of 60 mm diameter at target position, energy ion implantation is described. The system is

To achieve uniform wafer implantation the scanning designed to switch within 1 s from one source to another
performances were investigated. Fig. 4 gives tue beam with simultaneous adjustment of all beam transport
position and profile in X and Y directions dui ing a scan parameters including doping concentration and implan-
in Y direction. The beam was scanned from + 70 to tation energy. Tests have shown that in the energy range
- 70 mm at target position without a serious influence of 150-2000 eV target currents of up to 100 RiA can be
on the beam profile. achieved with controllable beam focusing For uniform

wafer implantation the beam can be electrostatically
scanned from + 70 to -70 mm at target position.

X-PROFILE Y-PROFILE
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A silicon MBE-compatible low-energy ion implanter

J.S. Gordon
VSw Scientific Instruments, Manchester M16 OJT, England

A. Bousetta, J.A. van den Berg and D.G. Armour
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, Univeritty of Salford, Salford M5 4WT. England

R, Kubiak and E.H.C,- Parker
Department of Phyivcs, Uniier ty of Warwick. Coventry C V4 4A L, England

The design of an ion implanter for the doping of shallow layers grown by silicon molecular beam epitaxy to a concentration 1020

cm - or higher is described. This require, a capability to deliver beams into the UHV growth chamber with ion energies in the range
500 eV down to 50 eV and lower, fluxes in the range 1 to 50 1sA cm- 2 and uniformity over a 100 mm diameter wafer The instrument
has been designed to opelate simultaneously with the MBE growth process, without having to compromise the latter The practical
problems which arise from attaching to an existing silicon MBE installation in which the position, electrical potential and
environment of the target are predetermined have also influenced the final design

1. Introduction conductor layers remains a major challenge. This 'is

particularly so in silicon MBE, where there are physical
"Ahe pro-vision of consistent and controllable in-situ and technical problems with the usual dopant species.

doping of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown semi- Doping methods compatible with the proven ability of

I&I

Scoa' -

, .-eq
---/ 5 9 -o

, * A' ~ N [Xrn

Fig I Schematic d-agram of the low-energy ion implanter P indicates ', high-vacuum pump, V a vacuum valve and C an ion current
monitor The dump and gate power-supply units allow zero-contamination mass switching, and the scan power supply rasters the

beam over the target
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MBE to grow high-quality layers with thicknesses in the the beam line and in the growth chamber. Specifications
nanometer range and atomically sharp interfaces are for the instrument are given in table 1.
required.

The most flexible doping method is to incorporate a
mass-analyzed very-low-energy ion implanter with the 2. Physical design constraints
MBE system [1-41. This allows essentially any dopant
species to be introduced without growth chamber con- There are a number of constraints on the nature of
tamination problems, and with accurate dosimetry. In the beam at the target for it to be compatible with
this note we describe a very-low-energy ion implanter simultaneous silicon MBE. These concern the following,
now being designed and built to attach to an existing - choice of species,
silicon MBF system (VG Semicon V90) as part of the - beam purity and accompanying gas load,
UK SERC Low Dimensional Structures and Devices - ion energy range and incidence angle,
Programme. The equipment is being used to grow and - flux and areal coverage.
dope silicon and silicon-germanium low-dimensional The use of the well-established Freeman ion source [5]
structures. A high-temperature effusion cell for boron ensures compatibility with all the silicon dopant ele-
has been fitted to the MBE system which is giving good ments, plus a wide range of other species, including
p-type co-evaporation doping performance particularly silicon itself, that may prove valuable fcr ion-assisted
at substrate temperatures below 500°C. Compatible n- growth, ion etching, or ion-beam deposition within the
type doping is required at the growth temperatures MBE processing environment. The low emittance of the
below 600'C which are needed to realise the full poten- source is also important for magnetic mass analysis and
tial of Si and SiGe low-dimensional structures. The for well-controlled ion deceleration.
prime task of the low-energy ion implanter is therefore The need for a very pure source feed material is
to enable doping with phosphorus, arsenic or antimony, considerably relaxed by comparison with UHV evap-
with a similar level of control to that being achieved orators or non-mass-analyzed ion-beam attachments.
with co-evaporation boron doping. In the longer term, it The calculated typical resolving power of 150 (5% valley
is planned to investigate the use of ion-assisted growth between adjacent masses) provides suffi'ient mass reso-
to enable epitaxial-growth temperatures to be reduced lution to give pure monoisotopic beai , of the silicon
towards room temperature. dopant species.

The features of the low-energy implanter are d- Sputtering of beam-line components by the ion beam
lustrated schematically in fig. 1. Ions are extracted from could introduce very undesirable metallic impurities
a universal source, accelerated to a transport potential into the growing film High-density, high-purity gra-
of 10 kV, mass analysed and directed into the MBE phite components are used where 10 keV ions will strike
growth chamber, where they are decelerated to the surfaces, and careful arrangement of baffles along the
required energy prior to striking the target. Electrostatic beam line minimizes the possibility of sputtered material
deflectors are provided for beam gating and rastering, proceeding towards the MBE growth chamber. The
and there are current monitors at five locations along final aperture before the growth chamber is constructed

Table I
Design specifications of the silicon MBE-compatible low-energy implanter

Source Freeman universal type. 45' angled
Acceleration voltage 10 kV
Mass-resolving magnet 45', 350 mm radius. 0.65 T maximum field
Neutral-elimination magnet 900. 300 mm radius, 0.75 T maximum field
Magnet swit,:hing. 0 to Bm,,x < 5 .
Gas load into MBE chamber < 5 x 10 5 - mbar Is
Ion energy 10 keV down to 50 eV or lower
Neutral content of beam << 0 1%
Beam size on target 25 x 20 mm2

Beam-current density up to 50 lA cm- 2 before rastering (final target value 100 lA cm 2)

Uniform coverage central 100 mm diameter of 150 mm diameter wafers to better than 10% uniformity
(final target value 2%)

Raster frequency x 3000 Hz

y 12 Hz
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from a silicon wafer to ensure that any sputtered growth chamber. The solution adopted has been to use
material in this critical region is benign. The gas load the cold shields of the chamber itself as the final lens
into the growth chamber is arranged to be no greater element. Initial ion-optic simulations have shown accep-
than that expected from a typical effusion cell. This is table performance down to 50 eV. It is an aim of the
achieved using five stages of differential pumping to project to explore the low-energy performance limit.
reduce the pressure from 10-4 to 10 ' mbar in the The retardation geometry features normal beam mci-
implanter source chamber to 10 - mbar prior to the dence onto the target, as this has been found to give the
MBE growth chamber. best control at low energies. Normal incidence is also

Whilst the first mass-resolving magnet removes the predicted to give better doping profiles than non-nor-
neutral flux from the source from the ion beam, it is mal incidence [7]. The possible detrimental effects of
vital to take further steps to eliminate the high energy channeling on doping profiles are currently under inves-
neutrals formed when ions in the beam charge exchange tigation [8], but it is not expected that the choice of
with residual gas species. These neutrals have the full normal beam incidence will be a significant disad-
acceleration energy and are of course unaffected by the vantage. Practically any incidence angle will reveal a
deceleration field. The second electromagnet, therefore, channelling effect at these low energies because of the
as well as performing beam steering, removes unwanted large critical angles for channelling.
neutrals from the ion beam. The opportunity for further The required beam flux at the target can be derived
fast neutral creation beyond the magnet is considerably simply from the required doping level and known MBE
reduced in the ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) conditions that growth rates. Taking the volume doping level N. [cm - 3]
then prevail (10-' mbar and better). Experience on a to be given by
UHV low-energy ion-beam implantation and deposition f, (l/ne)(a/A)
system at the University of Salford has shown that N = NT
neutral trapping at this stage effectively eliminates

damage to silicon substrates from high-energy neutrals where N, is the atom density of the film, J, the molecu-
[61. lar beam flux (atoms cm- 2 s-I), f, and fn the fractions

Ion energies in the sub-500 eV range are needed to of the incident ion and molecular beam fluxes which are
ensure that the dopant can be confined only to the incorporated into the growing film, I the beam current
growing surface region. Choice of ion energy for MBE- density (A cm- 2), n the ionic charge state, e the
compatible implantation involves more than simply electronic charge, a the beam area and A the area over
selecting on the basis of the projected range, however. It which the beam is rastered. Taking the case of silicon
is also necessary to take into consideration radiation growing at one monolayer per second (J = l0 il cm - 2

damage, sticking coefficients and the efficiency of incor- s-1), assuming f/fn is unity and a/A is 1/32, the
poration of the dopant ions into active sites for a given ion-beam current must be 10 A cm - 2 to reach doping
dopant/substrate combination. The bombardment of levels in the 1020 cm - 3 range. Based on the perfor-
silicon at MBE growth temperatures with ions capable mance of the system at Salford University, a maximum
of producing significant atom displacements leads to current density of 50 [LA cm - 2 is expected, relatively
the formation of highly stable complex defects which independent of the selected energy. Even higher doping
cannot be annealed out below about 1000 K. High levels should be achievable by reducing the MBE growth
temperature anneals after an implant are usually out of rate (or halting it temporarily) or by reducing raster
the question. as the resulting diffusion would destroy area
the nanometer scale doping profiles created dunng the
growth process. Since it has been shown that several
silicon atoms arc displaced from lattice sites per inci. 3. Technical and practical considerations
dent ion during bombardment by an argon beam of
only 60 eV [6], it is clearly important to try to reach the The physical arrangement of the system is shown in
lowest possible energies to search for the point where fig. 2. The overall geometry is fixed by the position and
there is still good incorporation efficiency, but stable orientation of the target in the MBE growth chamber,
damage structures are not formed. and the normal beam incidence requirement. The elec-

The ability to achieve a uniform beam at low en- troi beam evaporators used for silicon growth require
ergies is dependent upon having a low-emittance beam the target to be horizontal, and facing downward. The
undergoing a well-controlled deceleration. Experience normally incident ion beam must therefore enter the
on the University of Salford low-energy implanter has chamber vertically from below. This is achieved using a
shown that beam quality can be maintained with less 90' deflecting magnet placed under the growth cham-
than 10 V difference between source and target poten- ber. This section of the beam line must be disconnected
tial [7]. In the instrument described here, however, the from the remainder of the system and from the growth
retardation optics must not alter significantly the MBE chamber, and moved clear whenever it is necessary to

K
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MBE growth chamber
base flange /0'o sou'ce

Electromagnets ,

I3 7 m -.. . .

Fig 2 Elevation view of the low-energy ion implanter

lower the growth chamber flange to recharge the MBE medium- and high-energy implanters. The combination
evaporators, with silicon MBE should allow the growth of low-di-

The ion source is conventional except in that the arc mensional structures with p- and n-type doping, and
chamber is attached at 45 0 so that a beam can be also longer-term investigations into ion-assisted growth
extracted at that angle down towards the first electro- processes.
magnet. The target wafer and cooling shields of the Practical investigations are necessary into the
MBE system cannot be taken to high voltage, therefore achievable low-energy limit and the behaviour of the
it has been necessary to design an isolated high-voltage beam when it is deflected well off-axis for large wafer
flight tube to transport the ions from the source extrac- coverage.
tion lens to the retardation stage in the growth chamber,
This runs within the (grounded) vacuum envelope, sup-
ported by ceramic insulators. Pumping conductance into
the inner tube is provided with high-transmission mesh. Acknowledgements
A special mechanism withdraws the inner flight tube to
allow gate valves at either end of the beam line to close.
The choice of a 10 kV transport potential is a comprom- The authors acknowledge the mechanical design skills

ise which gives acceptable transport efficiency in a of Simon Head of VSW. The project has been funded as

system in which totally effective space-charge com- part of the SERC Low Dimensional Structures and

pensation cannot be relied upon in the ultrahigh-vacuum Devices Programme.

stages, with good deceleration performance, operational
convenience and acceptable levels of sputtenng and
heating in the beam line.
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Direct extraction of a Na- beam from a sodium plasma

Mamiko Sasao a Hitoshi Yamaoka b, Motoi Wada ' and Junji Fuj-ita
National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya, Japan
The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, Saitama. Japan

Department of Ele( tronics. Doshisha Unwersity, Kvoto, Japan

Negative sodium ions (Na - were extracted from a small multi-cusp ion source A steady state sodium plasma was produced by
primary electrons in a sodium gas evaporating from a metal sample placed in the discharge chamber The Na current density of 1 5
.tA/cm was obtained from a single aperture of 1.5 mm diametei at relatively low discharge power of about 0.4 W and filament
pover of 50 W Extraction characteristics were studied by changing the plasma electrode bias The extracted Na- current showed a
dependence on the bias voltage similar to that of H or Li volume production

i. Introduction with the extraction characteristi,.s of H- and Li-

volume production sources.

Volume production of H- and Li- ions is currently
attracting considerable interest, not only from a view-
point of using these ions in high-energy neutral beam 2. Experimental arrangement
heating and diagnostic systems for fusion plasmas [1-3].
but also from a viewpoint of studying the production Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the ion source
mechanism of negative ions in a plasma volume [4,5]. and the geometry of the extraction and measurement of
The H- and Li - ions are considered to be produced in the negative ion current The ion source consists of a
the plasma volume by dissociative attachment (DA) of cylindrical stainless-steel chamber (6 cm diameter by 7.5
low energy electrons to diatomic molecules. In the case cm long) surrounded externally by eight columns of
of H- production, the DA process is strongly enhanced samarium-cobalt magnets. Inside the chamber is a
when hydrogen molecules are highly excited to vibra stainless-steel heat shield of 4.8 cm 'inner diameter A
tional and/or rotational states, dominantly through col- plasma is produced by primary elect-ons emitted from a
lisional excitation with fast electrons. However, the tungsten filament o. 0.35 mm dIameter and 80 mm
main destruction process of the H- and Li- ions in the long. The wall of the heat shield seves as an artode. A
plasma volume is detachment in collision with high piece of sodium metal, pla¢c d in tht, heat shield
energy electrons. Suppression of high-energy electrons evaporates dominantly due to the radiation from the
in the extraction region by applying a filter magnetic filament which is heated with a typical power of 50 W.
field or by shaping the main plasma into a sheet is an The heat shield temperature is monitored by a thermo-
effective way to increase the output current. It is also couple at a position away from the filament. Only at the
known that the negative ion current reaches a maximum beginning of the operation argon gas is introduced to
when the plasma electrode facing the extraction region initiate a discharge. When the heat shield temperature
plasma is biased a few volts positive with respect to the reaches above 230 * C, the gas introduction is terminated
anode potential [1,3]. and the steady-state sodium plasma is sustained with

In a volume plasma, Na- ions are presumed to be sodium vapour. A pair of external permanent magnets
formed under a more severe condition than H - or Li-: is fixed in the region adjacent to the plasma electrode.
the electron affinity of Na is only 0.54 eV, smaller than The maximum strength of the magnetic filter field is
that of hydrogen (0 76 eV) or lithium (0 62 eV) In the 207 G and this peak field is located 0.9 cm apart from
presenit paper evidence of direct extraction of Na-- ions the plasma electrode hole.,
from i, sodium plasma is shown, and the dependence of The beam i, .- .tr,.cted by a two-electrode extraction
extracted current on discharge voltage and the plasma system (a plasma electrode and an extraction electrode).
electrode bias voltage are described. The effect of the The plasma electrode, which forms the end of the
magnetic filter is examined. The results are compared source cylinder, can be biased at a voltage, Vb, relative
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Fig. 2. Momentum spectra of (a) Na. and (b) 6Li- and 7Li
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to the anode. The extractor aperture of each electrode is 600
1.5 mm in diameter. The extracted beam is detected Id =5 mA
with a Faraday cup after 60' bending with an electro- 500 550 K
magnet. In order to keep enough resolution in the
momentum spectrum, two defining slits, S1 and S2, of 400 with filter
1.1 mm width each are inserted at the entrance of the 1

bending section and that of the Faraday cup. m 300

3. Experimental results and discussions 200 a
,a

3.1. Charactertstws of Na - extraction 100 [

The extraction of a Na- beam is examined on the 0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 50 6 0 70

momentum spectra. In this experiment, lumps of sodium
and lithium metal are placed in the heat shield together. Vd M
When the heat shield temperature reaches above 215 a C,
a signal of Na- beam can be seen as shown in fig. 2(a). Fig. 4 The dependence of the Na- beam current on the
It disappears when the sodium is all consumed. discharge voltage measured with the magnetic filter

Meanwhile, a peak of Li- beam starts to appear as
shown in 2b, when the temperature is above 300*C.
The momentum of the peak in fig. 2a is defined to be scaled almost independently from the amount of intro-
that of Na- by comparison with those of 6Li- and duced argon gas.7Li-, and the mass of the ion species is confirmed by The dependence of the Na- beam current on the
changing the acceleration potential from 200 to 500 V, discharge voltage is shown in fig. 4. Here, the discharge
In fig. 2a, a small peak of mass number 46 is seen, current and the heat shield temperature are kept almost
indicating a possible existence of Na 2 in the extracted constant, to be 5 mA and 550 K, respectively, and the
beam. plasma electrode bias is fixed at 0.5 V. The output

In fig. 3 the Na - beam current as a function of the current increases as the discharge voltage (JKd). There is
heat shield temperature is plotted. If thermal equi- a tendency for this to saturate at higher values of Vd .
librium is assumed in the heat shield, the dependence of The total beam current has been measured when the
the extracted Na- current on the sodium vapour pres- two slits SI, S2 are removed, and most of the beam is
sure, P, is roughly expressed as I-c p 2 and it can be detected with the Faraday cup of 3.5 cm inner diameter.

The Na- current density of 1.5 sLA/cm 2 was obtained
at a relatively low discharge power of about 0.4 W and

a filament power of 50 W.

1000
Na discharge (Vd=1OV) 3.2. The effect of the magnetic filter

In order to investigate the simulanty with H- and6Li- volume production, the dependence of the plasma
" 100 electrode bias voltage (V) and the effect of the mag-

C netic filter are examined. In fig. 5 the Vb dependences of
the Na- beam current (I-) are shown, measured
without the filter magnets (a) and with them (b). The

10 drain current to the plasma electrode, 1b,, is also shown
in the figures. The V dependence on Vb is similar to

Ar discharge( Vd=40V) those of H- and Li- extraction expenments [1,3]. Ex-

cept that the current to the plasma electrode in the
electron saturation region is suppressed by the filter
field in (b) and the plasma potential to the anode is

470 490 510 530 550 570 slightly different, the overall features are same in both

cases. Rough estimations of the electron temperature
Temp. (K) and the density of the plasma in the extraction region

Fig. 3. The dependence of the Na- beam current upon the can be made from the region of the Ib- Vb trace where
heat shield temperature. the effect of the magnetic field is small. The validity of
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Fi 5 The dependence on the plasma eectrode bias voltage 11b) of the Na -current and the drai current of to the plasma electrode

(ln), (a) without the magnetic filter, and (b) wth i t

the analysis is discussed n reference 16). The electron as the V increases, but it is constant when the filter

temperatures are about 0.15 eV for both cases and the magnets are removed.
ion straition currents are almost the same. These
simirties may explain the fact that the extracted cur-
rents are the same at the maximum or when Vt, is 4. Conclusions
neUotive. On the other hand I- in the electron satura-

itioai region without the filter field is less than a half of Negative sodium ions (Na-) were directly extracted
that with the filter,, indicating the possibility of the from a self-sustained sodium plasma confmned in a small
destruction of Na- by electrons near the extraction multi-cusp ion source. The extracted Na- current shows

region. dependence on the plasma electrode bias voltage similar
The comparison of the dependence of I- normalized to that of H- or Li- volume production. When the

to the discharge power upon the discharge voltage can plasma electrode voltage is in ion saturation or in the
be seen in fig. 6. Here the plasma electrode bias voltage transition region, the effect of the magnetic filter on the
was optimized so that the I- takes a maximum. They extracted current is not observed, because the plasma in
are almost the same and the magnetic filter effect the extraction region is not affected by it within the
cannot be seen at V less than 15 V, as can be expected present operational conditions. The Na- beam current
from the fact that the electron temperature is very low, is almost proportional to the discharge voltage without
On the other hand, at the higher discharge voltage, the the magnetic filter. The Na- current density of 1.5 ,
normalized I- measured with filter gradually decreases ltA/cm 2 was obtained from a single aperture of 1.5 mnm
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25 diameter at relatively slow discharge power of about 0.4
Id = 5 mA 0 with filter W and filament power of 50 W.

20 550 K 4 w.o. filter
20 55K
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Negative-ion sources for ion implantation

A.JI. Holmes and G. Proudfoot
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rhe development of negative-ion sources has now reached th, state where they can be considered for implanter applications In
the following paper a conceptual negative-ion source is described, based on production by dissociative attachment in the plasma This
type of source reduces soie of the problems encountered with positive-ion sources such as surface charging and impurity ions and

has the additional advantage of variable beam current at fixed beam energy

1. Introduction Table I
List of negative-ion states for elements of interst for implanters

The implantation of ions into semiconductors can be I'lement State Electron Comments

readily achieved by the impact of a high-energy beam of affinity

low current density on the semiconductor surface. The [CVI

beam energy determines the depth of penetration and is
typically in the range 5-200 keV However, the electric HI 46

charge carried b;' the beam leads to a buildup of charge O 0 5 higher states exist
on the surface which modifies the beam energy and can Li Li - 0.61 only state known
lead to electrical biakdown problems P P 0 77 only state known

The use of positive-ion beams always requires high- As As" 0 80 only state known
resolution mass analysis in order to achieve the desired Cl Cl 3.7
low impurity levels. Howe,,er. a negative-ion beam has a F F 3.6

natural low impurity level. As a result substantially Ge Ge- 1 2 only state known

different system concepts can be considered for nega- C C 1 3

live-ion implantation which could influence both pro- B B 0.92 only state known

cess cost and reliability

1.1 Charging effects [1] have observed that y is similar for positive and

negative ion beams of similar electronic configurations
In the case of positive-ion beams, which have been and ion velocities. Hence the effective charging current

used so far for ion implantation, this charge buildup is for low values of y (i.e. around I to 2) is much reduced

enhanced by secondary-electron emission from the for negative ion beams but this relative effect becomes
surface so that the charging current is (I + ,+)I,, where of lower importance if y is large

+ is the secondary-electron emission coefficient per
incident ion. Typically for normal incidence y, lies on 1 2 Beam purit
the range uf I to 10 but takes on lower values for clean
surfaces. In a typical positive-ion discharge, the plasma con-

There exist two solutions to this problem. We could tains many species of ion. impurities being present both
use a neutral-atom beam for the implant formed by as molecular ions and mult:charged ions. Elements %ith
passing the positive-ion beam through a gas cell. How- stable negative polarity ions are listed in table I and
ever, this solution has unattractive aspects;, the gas load include 0-, P- As-. Ge- and B-, all of which are
formed by the cell would cause pumping difficulties, routinely used dopaits in thc semiccnductor industry
beam control and mass analysis would be almost impos- Unlike positive ions, there is virtually no evidence for
sible and the conversion efficiency is low at high im- the existence of stable molecular negative ions apart
planter beam energies. Alternatively we could use a from oxygen which has 027 and 0" ionic states (2].
negative ion beam for implantation. In this case the Some unstable molecular negative ions do exist, how-
charging current is (1 - y-)/,. There are very few ex- ever, which have lifetimes in the picosecond range. It
perimental measurements of y - but Dixit and Ghosh has been reported (but not in open literature) that some
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Fig. 1 A schematic of a volume negative-ion source and trnode accelerator

experiments have seen evidence for molecular negative negative-ion sources suitable for implanter applications
ions anising from magnetic momentum analysis. These and the likely performance that can be achieved.
ions could be impurities associated with oxygen or OH
radicals. However, they are likely to be well separated
from the ion mass of interest in momentum and hence 2. Formation of negative ions
easily analysed. In practise, therefore, negative-ion ex-
traction and analysis can select the ion of itreest with Three major methods of producing negative ions
minimal impurity levels, provided the correct source have emerged over the past few years. The first of these
materials are used. One aspect of beam purity special to is the production of negative ions by double electron
negative-ion systems concerns the electron beam co-ex- capture by a low-energy positive-ion flux passing
tracted with the negative ions from the discharge. Ex- thorugh a vapour. The second is by single-electron
tensive work has shown that to a large extent this capture by absorbed neutral atoms on a low-work-func-
electron current in the beam can be reduced to a small tion surface, such as a monolayer of cesium or bulk
fraction of the ion current, provided steps are taken to barium metal. The third is direct formation within a
suppress and trap electrons within the accelerator, plasma discharge via dissociative attachment of vibra-

tionally excited molecules in the gas phase of the ele-
N 3. Conceptual design ment to be implanted.

All three techniques have been used to produce
A conceptual design of a heavy-negative-ion source intense beams of H-. but there is a fundamental dif-

is shown in fig. 1. While similar in many ways to its ference between the latter two techniques. The second
positive-ion counterpart, there are significant dif- method forms negative ions with initial energies of
ferences in the design of the discharge chambei to typically 200-400 eV, of which 2-3% is transverse to
enhance negative-ion formation and in the ncelerator the beam axis [3]. T[his leads to low-quality beam optics
design to reduce electron extraction. This concept is with high transverse temperatures - 10 eV compared
based on an H - accelerator which has been developed with 0.5 eV for dissociative attachment with resultant
over the last few years in the Fusion and Strategic mass-analysis problems downstream when the desired
Defense Initiative Programmes. Htowever, for heavy ions ion species is separated from impurity ions. In addition,

| subtle changes are needed to optimise the performance there is an effusion of the converter material (i.e. caesium
to that needed for industry, or barium) at a low rate from the source. Neither

In the rest of this paper we discuss the design of situation is desirable. The dissociative-attachment tech-

N I
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nique has the advantage that the ions are formed at low molecules via fast electron impact on unexcited mole-
energy and this yields highly collimated beams [41 with cules,
consequent lugh transmssion to the target. Further- efrsl + X 2 - X2(V ) + efast,

more, there is virtually no effusion of impurities from
the source. In the rest of this paper we will focas on the desired element in the

sources based on dissociative attachment. ground state and the electron energy is typically in

he fundamental process involved in the production excess of 20 eV. The term , indicates that the molecule

of the negative ion occurs in essentially two steps. The is elevated to a vibrational level v. The second stage is

first of these is the formation of vibrationally excitd the dissociative-attachment collision itself,

e~l,,w + X 2 (v) - -* X - - X.

In this instance the electron energy is usually about I
Grid 1 Grid 2 Grid a eV and only the vibrational levels with intern il energies

u+v 01 which exceed about 0.6 of the dissociation energy of the

X2 molecule have a significant cross section.
As well as the production processes, there are vari-

ous destruction processes for negative ions both in the
plasma and on the walls of the discharge chamber The
low binding energy of the extra electron leads to elec-
tron-detachment collisions.

di d2e+X -X±2e,KA H hich have a very large cross section (typically 100-fold
the production cross section) for energetic electrons
(T > 10 eV). There is also ion- ion recombination,

X+X -, X + X *

where X * denotes an excited state. This cross section
Fl=.3*dl F3=.4"d2"U/(U.V) falls rapidly wih increasing ion energy

E T : 3. Negative-ion source design

F2=+4*d2-V/(U.V) The above processes indicate the dilemma faced by

Fig. 2 Thin-lens model of the iriode accelerator the designers of negative-ion sources Fast electrons are

a/d - 0.73 aid 0.57
1.5 1.

1.4 1.4

1.3- 1.3
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Fig 3 A comparison of AXCEL prediLti'ns of beam divergence vs extraction voltage to experimental data for two values of a/d
(triode, H U 70 kV).
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needed for vibrational molecule production (in particu- 4. Beam transport
lar for large values of v) but at the same time only slow
electrons are needed for X- production and the pres- Collimation of a beam produced from the negative
ence of fast electrons would reduce the density of X-. ion accelerator described discribed above is straightfor-
These problems have been overcome by use of the ward,, it is achieved by merely adjusting the ratio of the
so-called "magnetic filter", voltages across the two gaps. An explanation of this

The basic concept is shown in fig. I for an H -/D- voltage ratio can be seen in fig. 2. There exist three
source The discharge chamber is a magnetic multipole lenses in the system where each lens located at a step
confinement volume where fast electrons are emitted change in axial electric field; a strong focusing and
from hot wire filaments at the back. Here the plasma is defocusing lens on either side of the second electrode
ionised and vibrational molecules are formed. The mag- and a weak defocusing lens at the third electrode. Only
netic filter is a long-range field created by the airange- the focusing lens is variable over a significant range by
ment of magnets on the sides of the source [5] but can altering the second electrode potential and collimation
be also created by internal magnets within the discharge is achieved for a unique value of this voltage
[6]. This field preferentially transmits low-energy elec- Fig. 3 shows experimental and numberical calcula-
trons as only these electrons have the necessary colli- tions of the beam divergence for different values of this
sionality to escape being trapped on field lines. The voltage vor vario'is beam currents of H- ions The final
effective temperature change AT is given by beam energy is constant, indicating that negative-ion

triode acceerators do not have a unique bean per-
AT i06n(n,- veance for colhmation (unlike positive ion systems)

- n0 which allows the ion dose rate to varied without read-

justing the final beam energy Fhis could be a signifi-
where n and n, are the electron densities on the cant advantage.
production and extraction sides of the filter and T, is
the electron temperature on the extraction side of the
filter and should be not more than I eV in a good 5. Ion species
source design The dc arc discharge is not essential and
a comparable approach would be possible with, for Many, but not all, of the elements of the periodic
example, and rf-excited discharge of reactive ions. table can form stable negative ions. the major excep-

The accelerator is also shown in fig I and contains tions being the noble gases (except He), Table I lists the
two accelerating gaps with bar magnets in all three elements of interest for implantation and their binding
electrodes. fhe function of the magnets in the plasma energies
electrode facing the discharge is to suppress electrons Because of its low binding energy the more stable
from being extracted from the plasma The transverse ion (if two or more states or species can form) is highly
magnetic flux F/created by the magnets, for the plasma preferentially formed Thus a small impurity of oxygen
electrode at plasma potential, attenuates the electrons in a hydrogen discharge leads to virtually only 0 -
bv a factor being created with the H ions being a minor fraction

This rules out using gaseous compounds of elements to
k =J exp( - !F"',/gT,). produce discharges of the desired element if the ion of

the combining element is more stable. It is preferable to
where , is the random electron flux in the plasma (i e. create discharges by evaporation from an oven contain-

J, = en 2u3) and v is the thermal-electron speed and ! ing the required ion element.
is the electron current which is eventually extracted. At present H-- and D are formed from discharges

It is not practical to totally suppress the electrons as of this type at energies of up to 100 keV and beam
the stjay fields of this structure interfere with the dis- currents from a single aperture of more than 100 mA
charge so some electrons do enter the accelerator These [7,8]. Negative-lithium beams have been formed at low
are swept out of the beam path by magnets in the energies and modest currents from a small discharge
upstream face of the second electrode, as shown in fig chamber (101 and 0 beams have been produced. In the
1, and are collected in the rec.ss in the bulk of this latter case filament erosion is a serious problem and an
electrode. Thus the maximum electron energy is just the rf discharge technique has been ,uccessfu!ly devclopcd
first gap potcntial. The magnets in the downstream face [9]
of the second electrode and the third electrode serve to In the case of the other elements no experimental
correct the trajectories of the X - ions so that they exit work has been done but the technology of positive-ion
the accelerator on the mechanical axis of the system sources in this area can be transferred directly to he
The magnetic flux is cancelled to the second order so design of a negative-ton source, as the only major
that there is neither beam deflection or displacement. difference is the addition of a magnetic filter within the
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discharge chamber. However, the potential of ne ative- 13] C F A. Van Os, A.W Kleyn, L M Lea and A.J T Holmes,

ion-beam-based systems is s2gaificant - not only could Rev. Sci. Instr 60 (1989) 539

charging effects be reduced but mass analysis could be [41 A.J T Holmes and M P S Nightingale, Rev Sci Instr 57

considerably simplified and the attendant impurities (1986) 2402

caused by beam impingement substantially reduced. 151 A.J T. Holmes, T S Green, M Inman, A Walker and N
Hampton, Proc 3rd Conf on Heating in loroidal Plas-Such a capability could be particularly important for ms rnbe U 99E Cmiso fErpamas, Grenoble. EUR 7979 EN (Commission of European

the low-energy beams required for -hallow doping. Al- Communities, 1982)
ternatively, crude mass analysis coula pioduce very- [61 K.N. Leung, K W Ehlers and M Bacal, Re. Sci Instr. 54
high-purity beams. (1983) 56

[71 R McAdams, A.J T Holmes and M P S Nightgale. Rev
Sci Instr 59 (1988) 895.
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A low-energy fast-atom beam source

Yu.B. Gorbatov, A.F.. Vyatkin and V.1. Zinenko
Institute of Microelectronics Technology and High Purity Materials, USSR Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogoloi'ka,
Moscow District, USSR

The charactenstics of a low-energy (1-1.5 keV) fast-atom beam (FAB) source have been investigated The FAB was produced by
resonance charge exchange of argon tons extracted from an rf multiaperture ion source on the gas flowing out of the source. A 20 mm
diameter, 1.5 keV argon FAB with an equivalent current density of 0 9 mA/cm2 has been obtained.

1. Introduction The conventional procedure for producing fast-atom
beams in experiments on the physics of atomic colli-

Great interest has been recently shown in the use of sions consists of passing an ion beam through a gas
fast-atom beams (FABs) for analytical and technologi- target in a collision chamber The part of the ion beam
cal applications. The use of FABs instead of ion beams transformed into low-energy fast atoms can be esti-
is essential for secondary-ion mass spectrometry when mated from.
solving problems related ' ) charging of dielectric surface F, = I - exp( - 3.2 × 106pe'o,) (I)
[1,2]. A FAB is preferable from the viewpoint of reduc-
ing disruption of stoichiometric oxides [3] and the val- where o01 [cm2

1 is the charge-exchange cross section, p
ues of the interface charge and the surface state density [Torr] is the gas pressure in the collision chamber and e
in SiO,-Si structures [4,5] [cm] is the length of the collision chamber. Estimates

Efficient FAB sources are required to implement the indicate that at i= 10 cm and p = 5 X 10-3 Torr over
advantages of FAB processing of dielectric and semi- 90% of the 1 keV Ar ' ions can be transformed into fast
conductor materials As in the case of ion beam etching, atoms with the same energy. Eq. (1) is only valid if the
this calls for a FAB with a beam diameter of several capture cross section a,, is much larger than the loss
centimeters operating in the range 0,5-2 keV at an cross section o,. However, this scheme of producing a
equivalent current density of about I mA/cm2 The low-energy FAB with a large diameter is difficult to
known low-energy argon FAB sources are bas-d on realize since it also requires large diameters of the inlet
charge exchange of Ar 4 ions into fast Ar0 atoms im- anm outlet channels of the collision chamber. This leads
mediately in the gas discharge plasma of the ion source to considerable gas leak-in and necessitates the use of
[6,7]. Therefore, the yield and energy of fast atoms are vacuum pumps with a high pumping speed. Moreover,
determined by the parameters of gas discharge in the the use of the collision chamber results in the location
ion source (pressure, discharge voltage). This presents of the sample to be farther from the ion source and the
problems for independent contiol of such FAB parame- decrease of the equivalent fast-atom current density
ters as energy and current density [6] The FAB source owing to the angular divergence of the low-energy FAB.
suggested is to a large extent free from this disad- Therefore, we rejected the collision chamber and made
vantage, an attempt to realize Artion charge exchange in the

parent neutral gas flowing from the ion source

2. Generation of fast-atom beams
3. Description of the fast-atom beam source

The only way to produce an inert-gas FAB is the
charge-exchange method. The greatest fast-atom yield is The source of positive ions was based on an rf ion
achieved in the low-cnergy regil in the case of reso- source. The latter operates at a relatively high gas
nance charge exchange of ions on the parent gas. This is pressure in the discharge chamber ( p = 10-2 Torr) as
due to the large value of the resonance charge-exchange contrasted to. for instance, the Kaufman source (p =
cross section ao0 at low energies. For instance, for the 10-1 Torr). This enables charge exchange of positive
reaction Ar + Ar - Art + Ar+, a,, = 2 x 10-"5 cm2 at ions extracted from the source on the parent gas flowing
an energy of 1 keV [1]. from the source. It is well known that a "thick" extrac-
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tor with a channel several millimeters long is used in rf
sources to ensure the difference in pressure between the
discharge chamber of the source and the high-vacuum 0
chamber. When extracting ions from such sources, a
negative effect is observed which is caused by a signifi- 00
cant ion loss as a result of charge exchange of ions into 16.

fast atoms on the gas in the long extractor channel [8]. " 40

This phenomenon was used to produce an argon FAB 20 - I key
of a large diameter utilizing a multiaperture "thick" 0 - Mew
extractor.

The schematic diagram of the multiaperture fast 1" 9 3 4 5
argon atom source is shown in fig. 1. The discharge Chamber pressure,[Torrx 10.4

chamber of the rf source is made of quartz. An argon rf
discharge was excited by an inductor connected to an rf Fig. 2. Pioportion of fast atoms i the beam versus chamber
generator (P = 400 W, f = 13.56 Mllz). An extracting pressure.
ion optical system included a screen grid made of 0.5
mm thick molybdenum foil and a "thick" extractor. onto the reverse side of the di&. The iiet aperture of
The screen grid had 40 holes, 2 mm in diameter, arranged the detector was 2 mm in diameter. The detector was
over a 20 mm diameter circle. The extractor had 2 mm calibrated by an ion beam with known energy. The
diameter cylindrical channels. The spacing between the sensitivity of the detector was 1.6 X 10- 2 V/W. At the
screen grid and the extractor was 1 mm. When passing same time it could operate in the Faraday cup mode to
through the long extractor channels, part of the Ar measure the iton component current of the beam.

ions extracted from the source were transformed into

fast atoms by way of resonance charge exchange on the
parent gas flowing from the source. As a result, a 4. Experimental results and discussion
compound beam of ions and fast atoms with equal
energy was formed at the source outlet. The ions were From eq. (1) it follows that the dependence of the
removed from the beam by an electrostatic field and a yield of fast argon atoms upon resonance charge ex-
pure beam of fast argon atoms struck the target. The change at a given energy is defined by the product of
high-vacuum chamber connected to the source was the gas pressure in the extractor channel, p. and the
pumped down by a 600 1/s diffusion pump. channel length i The channel length was varied from 5

The radial distribution of the fast-atom equivalent to 12 ram. The pressure in the channels could be indi-
current density was measured by a moving thermocou- rectly estimated by the argon pressure in the high-
ple detector which was an 8 mm diameter disk made of vacuum chamber.
50 lim thick tantalum foil. A thermocouple was welded Fig. 2 shows the percentage of fast argon atoms in

the beam at the rf source outlet versus pressure in the
high-vacuum chamber for an optimal extractor channel

Ar length of 10 mm Measurements were taken on the

-IkeV

tI2 o - e

inductor RF Qerivrotoi E

0

screen grid 04

t h ch 02

-2 -6 -4 -o 4 8 i
Ar' t Art Distance across beam I mm

Fig 1 Schematic diagram of the FAB source Fig 3 Radial distribution of FAB equivalent current density.
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beam axis at a distance of 7 cm from the rf source at on the parent gas emerging from the source. In the
energies of I and 1.5 keV. It is seen that at an optimal optimal-operation mode, up to 80% Ar ions are trans-
pressure the beam contains up to 80% fast argon atoms. formed into fast atoms. The obtained equivalent current

Fig 3 illustrates the radial distribution of the equiv- densities of the fast Ar(1 atoms appreciably exceed those
alent current density of the fast argon atoms at I and obtained with the use of other ton sources.
1 5 keV, respectively, measured in the optimal-operation
mode of the rf source (high-vacuum chamber pressure
= 2 X 10-4 Torr). At 1.5 keV the fast-atom equivalent
current density reaches 0.9 mA/cm2 which is sufficient References
for the use of this source in the etching of dielectric
materials The equivalent current density may be in- [1] N Klays, Vacuum 35 (1985) 131
creased by increasing the geometric transparency of the [21 J.A. Van den Berg. Vacuum 36 (1986) 981
electrodes of the ion extraction system. In principle [31 S 0 Saied. J L. Sullivan, T Choudhury and C.G" Pearce,
there are no restrictions on the increase of beam diame- Vacuum 38 (1988) 917.
ter. No impurities were observed in the mass spectrum [41 r. V McCaughan, R A Kushner, D.L Simms and C W
of ions extracted from the source White, J Appi Phys 51 (1980) 299.

15] T Mizutani and S Nishimatsu. J Vai. Sci Technol A6
(1988) 1417

161 S 0 Saied, J L Sullivan and R K Fitch, Vacuum 38 (1988)
5. Conclusion III

171 F Shimokawa and K Nagai. Nucl Instr and Meth B33
It has been shown that an efficient low-energy fast- (1988) 867.

inert-gas atom source can be created on the basis of the 181 AN Serbinov and V I Moroka, Prib Tekh Eksp N5
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Double hollow cathode ion source for metal ion-beam production

Akira Tonegawa, Hirokazu Taguchi and Kazuo Takayama
Department of Ph)-vtcs and Institute of Research and Dev'elopment, Toka, Universut', 1117 Kitakaname. 1iratuka.
Aanagawa 259-12, Japan

A double hollow cathode ion source can produLe high current and a high amount of metal ions (Mo. Ta, etc / by using a new
sputtering mode of hollow cathode discharge. A high density plasma is formed inside the narrow canal of the second hollow cathode,
which is located between the first hollow cathode and an anode along an axial magnetic field (0 6-1.5 kG) A negative sputter voltage
is applied to the second hollow cathode with icpect to the anode, resulting in sputtering and ionization of the refractory material of
this catl.ode In the case of a Mo or Ta sputter target with an argon carner gas, the metal ion ratio reaches 49-51% at a sputter
voltage in the range 460-580 V A total ion beam current of 9.0 mA is obtained at an extraction voltage of 20 kV

1. Introduction source consists of two hollow cathode tubes with differ-
ent diameters, connected in series and made of refrac-

The use of ion beams as an effective means for tory materials. The discharge path becomes narrow in
changing the surface properties of materials has gained the second hollow cathode, which is located between the
increasing interest in the last few years There is a great first hollow cathode and an anode. An axial magnetic"
demand for ions of various kinds of refractory materi-- field serves to further compress the narrowed discharge
als. such as molybdenum (Mo), titanium (Ti) and path The role of these structures of the ion source is as
tantalum (-I a). for new material production and plasma follows A high density plasma is formed inside the
processing narrow canal of the second hollow cathode. A negative

Cathode sputtering is the most universal method to high voltage (- I kV) is applied to the second hollow
feed metal ions into an ion source discharge However,, cathode with respect to the anode, resulting in sputter-
the amount of metal ions in the total ion beam is 10 to ing of the refractory material of this cathode. The
20% and the metal ion bean current is several hundred sputtering efficiency can be increased by increasing the
ptA. negative voltage without affecting the main discharge

In order to increase the amount of metal ions and conditions The sputtered refractory materials of the
metal ion beam current, a double hollow cathode ion second hollow cathode can be effectively ionized by this
source has been developed for the production of ions of high density plasma and a new discharge mode: hollow
various refractory materials by using the sputtering cathode discharge with inverse magnetron mode
technique of hollow cathode discharge [1,2]. This ion In this paper. we describe our ion source developed

Second Hollow Cathode Ion Repeller

Extractor Floating Electrodes Gas Inlet

Anode First Hollow Cathode

Magnetic Coil Water Cooling

Fig. I Schematic diagram of the double hollow cathode metal ion source.
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to produce metal ions of Mo or Ta and investigate the a
characteristics of extracted ion beams.

2. Experimental apparatus

Our ion source (fig. 1) consists of three parts: a ___-------_"__

cylindrical hollow cathode, a second narrow hollow 0 Second
cathode as a sputter target, and an anode. The dimen- , -no eHo a
sions of the first cylindrical hollow cathode are 40 mm b
diameter and 70 mm length. In front of the first hollow
cathode, there is a narrow orifice (4 mm diameter)
which is formed by a tapered electrode and a floating
electrode (4 mm diameter and 16 mm length) which is
made of ceramic insulator. The second narrow hollow
cathode, which has a small canal (4-8 mm diameter and j" First
12 mm length), is electrically insulated from the other Is Hollow Cathode
electrode. Both the first and the second hollow cathode, V S d
which are made of a refractory metal (Mo, Ti or Ta), I

serve as a sputter target. The construction of the second Fig 2 Magnetic and electric parameters of our ion source

I hollow cathode is such that it is easy to replace the (a) magnetic field distribution, (b) design and electric circuit.

target material. The anode is the inner surface of a

canal (4 mm diameter and 2 mm length). An axial
magnetic field of up to 0.6-1.5 kG is produced by a cathode is an inverse magnetron one along an axis
m"gnetic coil, ard a mild steel yoke surrounds the first perpendicular to both B and E in this cathode. The
hollow cathode tegion. Argon carrier gas is fed through resulting motion is effective for the ionization of the
a small orifice (1 mm diameter) in the back of the ion metal atoms. In this method, the metal ion beam cur-
repeller (30 mm diameter) at the bottom of the cathode. rent and the metal ion ratio can be easily increased by
The copper blocks which are in thermal contact with changing the negative sputter voltage applied to the
the first and second hollow cathodes are water-cooled in second hollow cathode without changing the other dis-
order to sustain a cold hollow cathode discharge mode. charge conditions.
Hollow cathode effects [3,4] help to produce a high Ions are extracted through a small outlet aperture on
density plasma and ionize the metal ions in our ion the anode They are accelerated by the potential dif-
source. Also, the hollow cathode may be one of the ference between the anode and the extractor. The ex-
solutions to improve the lifetime of the ion source traction voltage for ion beams is - 5-20 kV. The total
be ause of a large electron emitting capability [5,61. In ion beam current is measured by a movable Faraday
this ion source, the large pressure difference between cup placed just behind the extractor. The mass spec-
the hollow cathode tube and an ion beam region can be trum is analyzed by a 900 sector magnet.
easily maintained. The pressure in the first hollow
cathode tube is typically between 0.2 and 0.7 Torr,
while the pressure in the ion beam region is maintained 3. Experimental results
to below I × 10' Torr by differential pumping

Fig 2 shows the geometrical, magnetic and electrical We have investigated some characteristics of the
parameters of our ion source. A discharge is formed double hollow cathode metal ion source using a sputter
between the first hollow cathode and the anode inside target made of Mo or Ta.
the small canal. The plasma is compressed when it flows Fig. 3 shows the extracted current IEx (o, A, 0l) and
through the small canal of the second hollow cathode the total ion beam current 1F (*, A, a) as functions of
along the axial magnetic field: as a result, the tempera- the extracted voltage Vx at a discharge current of 0.4
ture and density of the plasma in this cathode are raised A and a gas pressure of 0.3 Torr by using the Mo
significantly A highly ionized, relatively dense plasma sputter target. When the potential of the second hollow
exists near the anode. When a negative sputter voltage cathode is floating, Ix is saturated with the increase of
(up to I kV) with respect to the anode is applied to the the extracted voltage Vix. However, when the sputter
second hollow cathode as shown in fig. 2, the target voltage is applied up to V = 600 V. IF is unsaturated
material of the 5,ond hollow cathode is sputtered by and reaches up to 9.0 mA at the extracted voltage of 20
dense plasma inside the canal. At the same time, the kV. It is clear that the plasma density is increased in the
motion of the emitted electrons from the second hollow second hollow cathode by applying the sputter voltage.
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0.3 Torr Sputter Voltage Vs(V)

Fig. 5. The metal ion ratio is and the sputter current 1, are
plotted against the sputter voltage V, under the same condi-

Fig 4 shows the ion beam current of Ar' and Mo' tions as in fig. 4
plotted against the sputter voltage V, at an extracted
voltage of 5 kV. The diameter d of the second hoilow
cathode changes as 4 (0, *), 6 (A, A) and 8 mm (0, 0). approximately 0.2 Torr and the discharge current Id is
The argon pressure in the first hollow cathode tube is fixed at 0 8 A In the case of d = 8 mm. Mo' rapidly

rises with increasing I,, although Ar + decreases
In fig. 5 the metal ion ratio a (Mo -/(Ar' + Mo+))

VEX: 5 kV and the sputter current I, are plotted against the sputter
vo!tage V, at the same conditions as in fig. 4 The I,

B 0 06 kG initially increases like the ton-saturation characteristic

14 0 A until V,- 200 V After that, the V,-I, curve shows
I ,,\ .. substantial deviation from the ion-saturation curve with

the increase of d of the second hollow cathode. It is
E d -

AA
"  evident that the discharge mode is shifted from the

f 10 0 4mm \ 4 conventional sputter mode to a new discharge mode

- AA6mm with increasing V, This new discharge mode caused

/ 6 'mm C both sputtering and ionization: the hollow cathode dis-
, 3 charge with inverse magnetron motion. In particular,

Ulr~JULJ/ /when d= 8 mm, 1, rapidly increases with increasing V,
6 d When V, is equal to 700 V, a and 1, are - 34% and 1.7

• . 2" A (~ 674 mA/cm2), respectively.

/7
1 / Table 1

2-o Typical parameters and the metal ion ratio of our ion source
__---_ 0 for an extracted voltage of 5 kV

0 200 400 600 800 Metal l)i.chargc Sputter Metal mn

Sputter Voltage Vs(V) power power ratio a
td x v, 1, x v, 1%]Fig 4. The ion beam current of Ar* and Mo' is plotted [W] (W]

against the sputter voltage V, when the diameter d of the Mo 08x300 1.74)x 580 51
second holiow cathode is changed from 4 to 8 mm, at a gas Ta 0.8 x 320 1.72 x 460 49

pressure of 0.2 Torr and a discharge current of 0 8 A
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Typical parameters of the discharge characteristics total ion beam current obtained is - 9 0 mA for a 20
and the metal ion ratio a for the Mo and Ta sputter kV extracted voltage
targets are given in table 1 for a 5 kV extracted voltage
at a gas pressure of 0.3 Torr. At a sputter voltage in the
range 460-580 V, 1, is - 1.7 A and a is 49-51% Acknowledgement

The lifetime of this ion source is about 6 h and it is
limited by the dielectric breakdowni between the anode This work is supported by a Orant-in-Aid for Scien-
and the sputter target tific" Research from the Ministry of Education, Science

and Culture. Japan
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A cold-hollow-cathode lateral-extraction Penning ion source

M. Ma, J.E. Mynard, B.J., Sealy and K.G. Stephens
Department of Ele tronic and Electriual Engineering, Uniersiiv of Surrey, Guildford. Surrei (;iL2 5A'11. Uh

A Lold-cathode lateral-extraction ion source has been developed This source has two hollow cathodes made of either graphite or
titanium, which allows an increase in the arc current and a reduction in both the arh voltage and the discharge pressre As a
consequence the ion current is larger and a good yield of multicharged tons and atomic ions can be realised from a comp lund source
material

1, Introduction 2.2 The art chamber

An ion source which can produce multicharged ion This was designed, front data given by ref [11. as a
beams is important for high-energy ion implantation graphite cylinder with an internal diameter of 8 mrm and
research. So far, the most universally used is the Pen- length 32 mnt. In order to allow the arc chamber to
ning source, especially the cold-cathode lateral-extrac- operate at a high temperature (e g , 450 C). a small gap
tion Penning source. However, one of the most im- was maintained between the chamber and the source
portant limiting features of this source, as outlined in body to increase the heat resistance, enabling the source
ref [I], is the rapid wear of the cathodes by sputtering to use some solid materials
under positive-ion bombardment. When the indentation
worn in the cathode becomes about as deep as its 2.3 The extraction %1',stem
radius, the arc becomes unstable and difficult to strike.
To overcome this 'roblem, we use two cylindrical hol- [he ion-emitting aperture is a circular hole of 2 mm
low cathodes, instead of the original solid cathodes, diameter in the wall of the anode The cold-cathode
which were in the form of a column. In this paper we Penning ion source needs to have a relatively high
discuss the structure of the new source and present magnetic field For lateral extraction sources, the tons
some experimental results of its use and application emitted from the anode must cross over the magnetit"

field lines, which deflect them This is unfavourable to
the transport of ion beams in the implanter system. To

2. The %tructural characteristics of the ion source mimise this deflection. the extraction electrode is made
of a magnetic stainless steel, which acts as a screen to

The structure of the ion source is shown in fig 1. the' source magnetic field In doing this, however., it is
Details of the various components of the source follow necessary to prevent this screen from partially shorting

out the magnetic field of the source, which would weaken

2 1 The (athode' and distort the magnetic field in the arc chamber. This
shorting effect is minimised by making the extractor in

There are two hollow cathodes. Both are made in the the form of a circular cone with a 3 mm extraction hole,

shape of a cup as shown in fig. I (number 4) Their as shown in fig I (number 6).

internal diameter is 5 5 mm and the depth 6 5 mm.
Ideally the cathodes should be made of a material with . 4 The feed st'v.tem for vource materialv
a high secondary-electron emission coefficient, a low
ion-,puttermg coefficient and a hgb melting point In This is a typical combined system of a gas inlet and
this work both carbon and titanium have been used for a crucible for solid materials The crucible is made of
the cathodes. As the hollow cathode should work 'in an graphite and can be heated by directly passing an
area free of magnetic fields [2]. a magnetic shielding electrical current through its thin wall. Tests show that
ring of stainless steel (fig. 1, number 5) is placed around the temperature can rise to 600oC when the heating
each of the cathodes. current is 40 A.

0168-583X/91/$03 SO 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) IV SOURCES & BEAM TRANSPORT
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336 M Ma et at / A cold-cathode &n source

Fig. 1 The structure of the ion ,,ource (1) gas inlet. (2) crucible, (3) anode. (4) hollow, cathodes. (5) magnetic shield and (6) extraction
electrode

2 5. The magnetic field magnetic fi eld near the surface of the magnetic pole is
about twice this value.

The axial magnetic field plays a vital part in the
Penning discharge, and sometimes its value required for
the discharge is very cntical Because of this, a small 3. The hollow-cathode Penning discharge
electromagnet was designed. The magnetic' field in the
middle of the arc chamber is shown in fig. 2 as a So far we have tested the discharge characteristics
function of coil current; it should be noted that the using hollow cathodes of carbon, titanium (and stainless
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Fig 4. The discharge characteristics with the carbon hollow Fig. 6 The discharge characteristics with a titanium hollow
cathode in a low pressure cathode in a low pressure

steel for comparison) with gases of Ar, N2 and SiF4,, hours until its wall is punctured by the sputtering of
respectively These experiments have shown that the ions.
effects of the hollow cathode in a discharge are stgnifi- We have searched for reasons why the arc current is
cant. higher with a hollow cathode. One explanation is that

the slow-moving electrons of the plasma in the hollow
3 1 The comparison of a hollow cathode with a column cathode join the ionisation discharge in the main cham-
cathode in a discharge ber, because although the positive ions in the hollow-

cathode plasma are quickly extracted to the walls of the
Fig. 3 gives three curves. They are obtained, respec- hollow cathode, the electrons in this plasma only reach

tively, using the hollow cathode with a magnetic shield, the anode with some difficulty. Thus these slow elec-
the hollow cathode without a magnetic shield, and for trons will accumulate and this will result in a potential
the conventional cat. Je in column form. From these difference being established between the two plasmas
curves we can conclude that the magnetic shield plays inside and outside of the hollow cathode. In this way
an important role in the discharge and that the hollow the slow moving electrons in the hollo%% -cathode plasma
cathode does increase the arc current, at a lower dis- may be accelerated by this potential difference and
charge pressure, thereby enabling the use of a lower arc consequently obtain enough energy to join the ionisa-
voltage and consequently a smaller source magnetic tion discharge.
field. Note that the pressure given in this paper was
measured in the vacuum system after the ion source, not 3 2. The characteristics of the discharge
inside the discharge chamber. The lifetime of the
cathodes is no longer limited by the sputtering of ions Figs. 4-7 present the characteristics of the discharge
as mentioned in section 1. The experiments show that with carbon and titanium cathodes using different dis-
the hollow cathode will work well for more than 50 charge parameters. From these figures we can see that:

200 2

"2 1000 '- -25
Cathode material T,

85 80 - Cathode material Graphite ,2 Gas A,
-. ~ Gas ATr 

-,1'T
62 Pa5A0't ~rr) ~ x Pisf0Torr,
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ion aCur,@nt I 1C5 >

4, 4- . Arc 0cVO5t . Ar, VaK.g.
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Magnet Coil Current (A) Magnet Coil Current (A)

Fig 5 The discharge characteristics with the carl-on hollow Fig. 7 The discharge characteristics with a titanium hollow
cathode in a high pressure cathode in a high pressure.
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.. . . I

Analysing Magnet Current a flb.unnt

Fig. 8. The spectrun' of an ion beam using SiF measured on a 500 keV ion implanter

(i) with a pressure of < 5 x 10- 1 Torr, the arc current This ion source has been tested on the Surrey 500
varies smoothly with magnetic field or arc voltage keV ion implanter. The ion beam mass-analysing spec-
(see fig. 3), but the discharge becomes unstable trum with a source gas of SiF 4 is shown in fig. 8 The
(hashy) when the magnetic field is above that for a currents of different charge states of silicon after pass-
coil current of 3 A: ing through the beam line of length 8 m into the target

(in) with a pressure > 5 X 10 -' Torr the discharge were. Si ,,,57 [LA, Si2 , 22 p A, Si'+, 3 2 IiA; Si4 , 0.42
appears to have two working positions, a high-volt- r.A, Si 5  0.05 l.A Fig, 8 shows the relative contents of
age-low-current one and a low-voltage-high-cur- multicharged ions, compound ions and atomic ions, e.g.,
rent one, as the arc voltage and (or) magnetic field Si ' relative to the ions of Si2', SiF ' SiF, and SiF,' in
varies, the change between these two positions is the ion beam. The fraction of Si1 and Si " of the total
abrupt: ion beam is larger than that usually achieved in ion

(in) that the discharge is different with differen: materi- implanters
als and sizes of cathode; furthermore the arc volt-,
age is lower with a titanium cathode than with a
carbon cathode for the same arc current.

Note also that a stainless-steel cathode was tested for 5. Conclusion
comparison, but although the discharge was good, the
sputtering %,as too severe for any useful application A cold-hollow-cathode lateral-extraction Penning ion
From the measurement we have deduced that as the source has been developed. Compared with I' .onven-
internal diameter of the hollow cathode is reduced, so is tional cold-cathode sources in ion implanters it gives
the arc current, but only down to a diameter of 5 mm. larger ion beam currents, containing a significantly
Below this value the discharge becomes unstable and we higher fraction of both singly charged and multi-
do not appear to have the high-current-low-voltage charged, atomic ions when using compound source
discharge position gases The hollow-cathode design enables large arc cur-

rents to be used and prolongs the lifetime of cathodes to
more than 50 hours These preliminary results are en-

4. Ion beam extraction and use of the source on a 500 couraging, but we have yet to test the source with solid
keV ion implanter materials

Figs. 4-7 have shown that the total ion beam cur-
rents extracted from the ion source can reach 900 RA.,
in this case the beam current density is about 250 References
mA/,.m2 for each ampere of arc current, and the extrac-
tion efficiency (i e.., the ratio of extraction beam current [11 J.A J Bennett, IEEE Trans Nucl So NS-19 (1972) 48
to the loading curient of the extraction supply) is more 121 G Sidemus. ?Nucl. Instr and Meth. 38 (1965) 19
than 95%, which implies that the design of the extrac- [31 Song Zhithong, Yu Jinxiang, iU Renxing and Yuan

t tion system is successful. Zhongxi', Vacuum 36 (1986) 897.
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Ion beam injection system for a variable energy RFQ accelerator

K. Arncmiya, K. Tokiguchi, Y., Hakamata and N. Sakudo
Hitadh, Research Laboratory. Hitachi Ltd. 4026 Kujt-cho, Httachi-shi, Ibaraki-ken 319-12. Japan

A new injection system designed for a variable energy RFQ (radio frequency quadrupole) accelerator was developed from the
siewpomt of introducing a high curient ion beam into the RFQ. This injection system consists of a high current multiply charged ion
source, a sector-type mass-separator., and a magnetic quadrupole triplet. The ion source is designed for effective production of a
milliampere class lower-charge-state multiply charged ion beam. The mass-separator has a double-focusing action in orde- to
mass-separate the high current beam The quadrupole lens functions to focus the beam at the RFQ inlet position. In the experiments
an Ar - injection beam current of 2 2 mA and an Ar 2  current of 1 7 mA are obtained. The injection beam size is 10 mm 0. A
combination of this injection system with a variable energy RFQ accelerator should provide a milliampere class MeV ion implanter.

1. Introduction 2. Experimental apparatus

There is an increasing demand for a high energy ion A schematic diagram of the beam injection system

implantation technique to be applied in silicon device and beam measurement system is shown 'in fig. 1. The

fabrications ([1,21 and surface modifications [3,41 For ion source has a single plasma chamber, which is cylin-

these applications, a nulliampere class MeV ion beam is drical with an inner diameter of 90 mm and a length of

necessary to obtain high throughput. An RFQ accelera- 211 mm. Two types of magnetic fields, a mirror and an

tor can provide an accelerated beam current of milli- oupole magnetic field, are superimposed on the entire

ampere class We designed a new variable energy RFQ plasma chamber and a 2.45 GHz microwave is intro-

accelerator system driven by an external LC resonant duced into the chamber. The mass-separator is a 900

circuit [5]. This system can provide a beam of wide deflector with a 270 mm radius for the beam trajectory.

energy range using multiply charged ions The gap of the magnetic separator is 40 mm. A double-

To realize the MeV range beam of miliampire class, focusing action is used to obtain a high current mass-

it is necessary to introduce a several milliampere class separated beam Typical characteristics of the mass-sep-

beam of small beam diameter into the RFQ. The beam arated beam are shown in fig 2

size of 10 mm 0 is the upper limit of an acceptable
beam size which can be introduced into the RFQ since
the conventional RFQ has a bore radius of about 5 mm.
We have already designed a new type of microwave
multiply charged ion source and a sector-type mass-sep- Ion S o u r c e
arator [6,7]. The mass-separated Ar 2  beam current

reached 3 0 mA at 20 kV and the beam had a square 9 TEO
size of 22 mm x 22 mm. In order to inject the 10 mm 0
ion beam into the RFQ, we adopted a magnetic
quadrupole triplet This is because a stigmatic beam
image is easily obtained by triplet lens operation and T rip i e t
this magnetic lens is suitable for high current beam Q- len;
transportation. The static magnetic field does not gener-
ate a beam divergence due to the space charge effectK
unlike when using an electric field

This paper describes the results of high current beam "1 a ada

focusing characteristics of the new injection system. The Mas s - Cup

usefulness of this system especially for RFQs is also s (parat' r

demonstrated. Fig I Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1, 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland) IV SOURCES & BEAM TRANSPORT
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Beam Dia.,: 22 mm fig. 3 for a stigmatic condition. In this figure, the

4.04- Q-lens:. none starting point (left) is the ion extraction point of the ion
source, and the ending point (right) is the entrance of
the Faraday cup. The image magnification is about 0.8

3.0
3. Results and discussion

2.0 This section describes mainly the focused beam char-
-Eactenstics of Ar2+, because the beam, accelerated by

the RFQ, is proportional to the charge number of the
ion and the Ar 2' beam current is over a milliampere

S0after passing through the mass-separator.

3.1 Dependence on lens field strength
0.0

0 0.2 0 4 0.6 0.8 The dependence of focused Ar 2" beam current on

Absorbed Microwave Powe- (kW) the Q,-lens coil current, which is proportional to the

Fig 2 Dependence of mass-separated Ar2' beam current on magnetic field of the lens, is shown in fig 4 Q2- and

absorbed microwave power The beam current was measured Q,-lens currents were tuned so as to obtain the maxi-
by a Faraday cup of 22 x 22 mm2  mum beam current as given by a beam trajectory calcu-

lation. In this experiment, the measurement conditions
The magnetic quadrupole triplet consists of three were: argon gas pressure in the plasma chamber, 9 9 X

lenses of the same specifications (QI, Q2, Q3) Each 10-2 Pa; absorbed microwave power, 400 W, and ex-
lens ha, an aperture diameter of 77 mm, a length of 110 traction voltage, 24 kV A maximum Ar 2 + current of
mm and a magnetic pole radius of " mm. and is set 1 3 mA is obtained at a under the coil current of 7 0 A,
with a 190 mm scparation We considered the maximum however, the beam current decreases at all other current
ion mass number to be 84 (Kr) and the maximum values. At low currents, the lens strength is insufficient
energy, 20 kV The total length of this triplet lens is 870 for focusing the beam into 10 mm 0. On the other
mm. hand, at higher currents than 7 0 A, the lens field

The focused beam is measured by a Faraday cup strength is too high to obtain a high current focused
which is set at the injection point of the RFQ The beam. The beam trajectory simulation indicates a high
aperture in front of the cup has a 10 mm diameter. It lens-field-strength results in the beam stopping against
was observed that most beams are injected into the cup an inner wall of the vacuum pipe inserted in these
An example of a beam trajectory calculation ts shown in quadrupole lenses. This means that an increase in the

X-and-Y :0L= .154 E1= 26.565 */E2= 26 565 *

98, KI= 10.2 X2=-6.29 K3= 5.55
X

MS
(r= .271

(D77

Y

L1= .54 L2= .517 D= 146 D= .146 L3= .343t t

Lx rt t I on Pl [Illt Entrance Point
of i l. o Ic ii Sou rre of the RFQ

Fig 3. Example of the calculation of beam trajectory

/ iiiI
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Beam Dia. ,:, 10 mm Ara )
Q-lens:. Triplet (e0 2

os1.0 h

E A 1.

+ 0.5
CQ

5 p n cneos oa.fh :. mm
h in Q-ens:, Triplet

0 L
05 io

Q Lens Current (A),

Fig 4 Dependence of Ar 2  t beam current on lens field p 200 400 60
trength Thes beam was measured by a Faraday cup of 10.mm Absorbed icrowave Power i(W)

S aperture Fig 6 Dependence of Ar2' beam current on absorbed reiro-
wave power This beam was measured by a Faraday cup of 10

lens aperture size wtll increase the focused beam current mm p aperture.
in our system.

with the opmum Q-ens conditon, whch is shown of
3 2Operating condittons of th ton source fig. 4. The dependence of Ar + beam current on gas

pressure is shown n fig 5. The absorbed nucrowave

experimentmgrgongastpressure ineteoplasmauwas 1.0e

power was 400 W, and extraction voltage was 24 kV. Anchanged and the focused beam current was ivestigated Ar 2  beam of 1.7 mA s obtaied at a pressure in the

plasma chamber of I I X 10-1 Pa. The reason for the
ArI 8kV decrease of Ar 2+ current at the high pressure region is

2.Pi - the low production efficiency of multiply charged ons
in this region it is important to set the pressure suitable

for obtaiing maximum Ar 2 current, because maly
the gas pressure determes the producton effmcmency of

, multply charged ions.
_The dependence of focused Ar 2  current on ab-

rsorbed microwave power is shown r fig. 6. In th

Fexperiment, argon gas pressure in the plasma was 1.0
= 10--l Pa. and extraction voltage was 24 MV The Ar 2

.1.

~Bean Dia 1 0 mm
Q - e n s , .f r p l e tT a l I

.' Principal data obtained with the new beam injection system

": O~b(a) Ion beam injection sYStem for RFQ

Ion source- 2 45 GHz microwave discharge
(mirror + octupole magnetic field)

Separator. 90* deflector with 270 mm radius
Lens: triplet magnetic quadrupole

(b) 10 min 0 beam current

Gu lrsur ,1- IaIon Current Beam energy Microwave power
[mA] [keV] [W]

,Fg 5. Dependence of Ar2 + beam current on gas pressure Ar+  2 2 24 370
ThiFlas beam %as measured by a Faraday cup of 10 mm 0 At 2

1
4  1.7 48 440

aperture.
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arator, and a magnetic quadrupole triplet was shown to
be very useful for a variable energy RFQ accelerator

system. An Ar + beam of 2.2 mA and an Ar" beam of
SE=36 keV (F -t) 1.7 mA were obtained under a 500 W microwave power

in the new injection system. Widening the quadrupole

lens aperture was found to be effective for obtaining a

larger beam current. As the RFQ has a high trans-

parency (> 50%), a combination of this new beam injec-
600 8 tion system with a variable energy RFQ system has a

good potential for obtaining a milliampere class MeV
ion beam. To apply this injection system to a future

Accelerated Beam Energy [keV] MeV ion implanter, a beam enuttance value wluch is
measured at the entrance of the RFQ must be investi-

Fig. 7. Energy spectrum of the accelerated 740 keV Ar 2  gated with the beam current Measurements of the
beam RF: 15 MHz (10.5 kW), RFQ. 13 m. beam current and emittance value, and acceleration

tests are scheduled in the near future.

current is almost proportional to the absorbed micro-
wave power, and reached 1.7 mA at the microwave

power of 440 W. It is apparent that a higher absorbed Acknowledgement
microwave power in the plasma is very effective to
produce the Ar2" beam.

Principal operation conditions and obtained data are This work was performed under the Research and
summarized in table I Development Program "Advanced Material Processing

and Machining System",, conducted under the direction
3 3. Ar 2  beam acceleration test of the New Energy and Industnal Technology Develop-

ment Organization.
Fig. 7 shows the results of Ar2" beam acceleration.

The vane length of the RFQ was 1.3 m and operating
frequency was 15 MHz. An RF power of 10.15 kW was
introduced into the RFQ system The beam energy was References

measured by a cylindncal electrostatic analyzer. Results
show that an Ar 2 ' beam of 740 keV is accelerated with [1l D Pramdnik and M Current. Sotid State Technol 27
an FWHM of 36 keV. Accelerated beam current mea- (1984) 211

surements just after the RFQ are scheduled in the near 12] J.F Ziegler. Nucl Instr and Meth B6 (1985) 270.
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Milliampere metal ion beam formation using multipoint emission
by an impregnated-electrode-type liquid-metal ion source

Junzo Ishikawa, Hiroshi Tsuji and Yasuhito Gotoh
Department of Electronics, Kyoto Unversity, Kvoto 606, Japan

Intense metal ion beams are required in advanced matenals science in which the kinetic energy and the potential energy should be
controlled. In the present study, intense metal ion beams were formed using multipoint emission by a high-intensity impregnated-
electrode-type liquid-metal ion source New ion sources with respectively five and eight emission points were developed and their
characteristics were examined with germanium and gold as source materials As a result, it was shown that an ion current
proportional to the number of cusps of the ermtter tip could be obtained by multipoit emission. A maximum germanium ion current
of more than 4 mA was obtained with thc eight-point emission source. The multipoint emission of the impregnated-electrode-type
liquid-metal ion source proved to be a potential method for developing a high-current metal ion source

1. Introduction evaporate during the feeding of the liquid metal to the
emission point. These drawbacks are attributed to their

Intense metal ion beams are required in advanced structures.
materials science in which the kinetic en,-"oy and the To overcome the drawbacks described above, the
potential energy of the depositing partici should be authors recently developed an impregnated-electrode-
controlled. Generally. metal ion sources, such as the type liquid-metal ion source with a porous tip structure
Freeman type [1], are of the plasma type, in which the [5-8]. This ion source can deliver high-current ion beams

material to be ionized is fed as a pure material at a very of several hundreds of microamperes even from a single
high temperature or as a compound vapour such as emission point, because the flow rate of the liquid metal
halide [2]. In these cases, severc problems of heat and can be controlled by the porous region. Ion currents of
corrosion arise; the power consumption is very high and more than 100 l.A were extracted from Li, Cu, Ga, Ge,
the corrosive gas flows out into the vacuum chamber. Ag, In, Sn, Au and Pb sources with single emission
When a compound gas is us d, a nm ss separator with points. Besides large ion currents, metals with high
high mass-resolution power is needed Tius, a metal ion vapour pressures of 10l Torr can be ionized, since the
source with a low power consumption and with a capa- liquid metal is fed through the porous region. Thus. the
bility of utilizing pure metal materials at low tempera- impregnated-electrode-type liquid-metal ion source is a
tures is desired. One promising candidate for the gen- promising candidate as an intense metal ion source If
eral metal ion source that has the features described the number of the emission points is rultiplied to a
above is a liquid-metal ion source, in which metal ions large value, a milliampere-class ion source will be easily
are produced on a metal surface and are directly ex- realized. The authors have already reported on an in-
tracted. Liquid-metal ion sources have some unique tense metal ion beam formation by the three-point
features such as high brightness [31 and the capability of emission of an impregnated-electrode-type liquid-metal
operation at relatively low temperatures as compared ion source [9,101. The present report describes the result
with plasma-type metal sources. However, conventional of further intensification of the impregnated-electrode-
.,ources, i e. needle-type and capillary needle-type type liquid-metal ion source by multiplying the number
sources have several drawbacks' (a) they cannot deliver of emission points to numbers up to eight.
the ion currents desired in the materials science, and (b)
metals whose vapour pressures at their melting points
are as high as 10--' Torr cannot be used as source 2. Structure of ion source
materials [4]. The reason for the former is a poor
controllability ot liquid flow during transportation to- The iupiegi~atcd-lctmtudc-type liquid-metal ion
wards the emission point. The reason for the latter is source has a porous tip made of a refractory metal The
that, at temperatures corresponding to a vapou, pres- ion source has a cylindrical reservoir for liquid metal
sure of 10 -3 Torr, most of the metal atoms thermally which is typically made of tungsten. The reservoir also
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serves as a heater for melting the metal to be ionized. A same strength and direction upon the apexes of the
heating current is supplied through molybdenum knife- cusps. The details of the simulation are described
edged electrodes by which the reservoir is rigidly held. elsewhere [11]. The calculation revealed that a slit-type

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of five kinds of ion extractor with an open side was suitable for the present
sources: (a) prototype, (b) has most of its porous tip source geometry. If a rectangular aperture were to be
surface covered for high-vapour-pressure metals and (c) used as an extractor, the electric field on the apex of the
has multipoint emission cusps for high-current oper- end of the tip would have a fairly large component
ation. The cross-sectional shape of the reservoir is a towards the outer direction. To correct the electric field,
circle with a diameter of 2 mm for sources (a) and (b), the edge of the extractor aperture, which affects the
and an ellipse with radii of I and 2.5 mm, respectively, electric field in the outer direction on the apex of the

along the minor and the major axis for source (c). In the corner, should be placed far away from the tip. With the
present study. new types of sources, (d) and (e), which slit extractor, such an edge does not exist.
have five and eight emission cusps, respectively, were Besides ion-optics, the configuration of the extractor
developed. The cross-sectional shape of the reservoir for involves another serious problem: bombardment of the
source (d) is the same as that for source (c). For source tip by secondary electrons produced by the impact of
(e), the radius along the major axis was prolonged to 5 the extracted ion beam. The bombardment by the elec-
mm. trons heats the emitter tip excessively, often resulting in

unstable operation. Furthermore, a large secondary
electron current is a heavy load for the extraction power

3. Multipoint emission supply. The best way to reduce the secondary electron
current is to decrease the ion current that hits the

As previously confirmed, the impregnated-elec- extractor. In order to do this, the extractor was mod-
trode-type liquid-metal ion source can be operated with ified so as to have a slope, as shown in fig. 2 This
three-point emission. In this report, further multiplica- extractor showed an excellent result on the present
tion of the emission points was performed with the new subject [11] The electron current including an indis-
sources (d) and (e) which are shown in fig. 1. tinguishable ion current to the extractvr was reduced

In multiplying the emission points, careful design of down to one-fifth, compared with the flat plate extrac-
the extractor is needed to realize effective and stable tor.
operation. The ion-optics in the extraction region af-
fects the ion beam trajectories in the following space. 3.1. Five-point enssion
The authors designed the shape of the extractor with the
aid of a three-dimensional computer simulation. The Ion emssion from five points were experimentally
calculation wts carried out to form electric fields of the confirmed with both a germanium and a gold ton source.

2mm 5mm lOmm

_BNcap

-( Reservoir )

Knife-edged Cylndrical
electrodes tungsten tube j
(Mo) \ -Metal material

to be ionized

(Tip)
Sintered
porous
tungsten

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of five kinds of impregnated-electrode-type liquid-metal ion sources. (a) prototype, (b) for metals with

high vapour pressures, (c) for three-point emission, (d) for five-point emission, and (e) for eight-point emission.
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I+!0:u '120 1130 140 I

Fig. 2. Photograph of the sloped slit-type extractor.

Ion currents were measured just below the ion source maximum ion current of 1 5 mA was obtained. This
with a Faraday cup to suppress the secondary electrons maximum ion current is approximately five times as
produced at the collector. Since mass-separation was large as that of a single-point emisston source. Thus,
not performed, the measured ion current included all milliampere metal ion beams were obtained by multi-
kinds of positively charged ions such as singly charged point emission of impregnated-electrode-type liquid-
atomic ions, multiply charged atomic ions and charged metal ion sources
particles that are composed of more than two atoms.
Fig. 3a shows the typical current-voltage characteristics
of a germanium ion source, The maximum ion current 3 2. Eight-point-emtssion
of 1.8 mA was obtained. This maximum current is
reasonable, although the value is a little smaller than
that expected from the maximum current of a single- Eight-point emission was also confirmed with a
point emission source. Fig 3b shows the typical cur- germanium ion source A heating current of 120 A was
rent-voltage characteristics of a gold ion source. The required to heat the tip up to 9500C. Fig. 4 shows a

20 I 201

18 Ge 18 Au

16 16

1 4 <1 4
E 12E12

12 "120
I" I.-
z

1 0  
Z 10

-08 08

z 06 z 06
o 04 o 04

02 - 02

0 - 0
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

EXTRACTION VOLTAGE (kV) EXTRACTION VOLTAGE (kV)

(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Typical current-voltage characteristics of the five-point emission sources: (a) for germanium ion source and (b) for gold ion

source.
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Fig 4. Photograph of the eight-point emission tip in operation

Table I
Summary of multipoint emission

Au Ge

Number of cusps 1 3 5 1 3 5 8
Maximum current [mAl 0 30 0.85 13 0 50 13 1 8 42
Effective point-number 1 2 8 42 1 26 36 8.4
Average current

from I point [mA] 0 30 028 026 050 0.43 036 053

5 1 1 1 1photograph of the germanium eight-point source in

operation Eight plasma balls are clearly seen The ions

are emitted in the same direction. Fig. 5 shows the
3 5 typical current-voltage characteristics of the eight-point

source The maximum ion current of 42 mA was ob-

3 0 tained This value is approximately eight times as large
4 as that of a single emission source Fable I shows the
E 25 summary of the multipomnt emission. Here the effective

0point-number is defined as the ratio of the maximum
z
t 2 ion current with multipoint emission source to that withcr 20-
Cr a single-point emission source. The effective point-num-
u her agrees well with the number of cusps. The results
_ 1 - indicate that the ion current of multipoint emission is

1 101 proportional to the number of cusps From the present
10 results, multipoint emission proved to be a potc,,tial

method for developing a high-current liquid-metal ion
0 5 source

0

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 4. Further intensification of the source

EXTRACTION VOLTAGE (kV),

Fig 5 [ypical current-voltage characteristics of the eight-point In order to intensify the ion source, two methods can
emission source be considered- (a) further multiplication of the emission3,
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cusps in a tip, and (b) parallel operation of multipoint References
emission tips. In the former method, there is a problem
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Possible mechanisms for particle transport in ion implanters

D.A. Brown
ECE Department, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA

P. Sferlazzo
Eaton Semiconduttor Equipment Division, Beverly, MA 01915, USA

J.F. O'Hanlon
ECE Department, Unwersit' of Arizona, Tucson. AZ 85721., USA

Possible mechanisms for the charging and entrapment of particulate contamination in a cylindrical ion beam are investigated A
model is developed which describes the charging, and steady-state charge acquired by the particle Confinement within the beam is
then investigated by companng the resulting electric force with the opposing force of gravity The model predicts a region about the
center of the beam where a net trapping force may exist Calculations of this force for various operating conditions suggest a strong
dependence on parameters that affect the beam-ion density

1. Introduction

Current deve!opments in semiconductor technology are pushing the minimum feature size of devices
and microelectronic circuits down into the submicron range. With these reduced dimensions, particulate
contamination during processing has become of increased concern. Particles with dimensions of the order
of tenths of microns are becoming unacceptable.,

In ion implantation, a number of areas have been the object of close scrutiny. Improved venting and
roughing schemes hae reduced the number of particles added during implantation to a point where more
subtle effects, such as beam particle transport, must be taken into consideration [1,2]. An effort is
presented here to identify and calculate the currents and forces acting on a particle placed in the vicinity of
a cylindrical high-current ion beam.

Holmes [3] has developed a model that describes the electric field and charge densities characteristic of
an intense cylindrically symmetric ion beam. This model is used as a framework to calculate the currents
incident on a conducting particle in the vicinity of the beam. From these currents, the particle charge is
determined. Utilizing the electric field calculated by Holmes, the electric force acing on the particle is
derived. When this force is greater than gravity, entrapment can occur.

2. Beam model

The relevant features of Holmes' model may be summarized by the following equations:

n b.) exp{ _(,/) 2 , (1)

n. = n.o exp{ - (1 + # 2)(r/ro )2}, (2)
0b(r) =-~,] °D- rr)}"(3)
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in which nb is the beam-ion density as a function of the radial position r, nb0 is the beam-ion density
along the axis, ne is the spatial electron density with an axial value of n,0, r0 is a characteristic dimension
of the cylindrical beam, defined to be the beam radius, 0(r) describes the beam potential and Ow is the
magnitude of the beam potential far from the axis. The factor f# represents the ratio of the characteristic
potential radius to the radius of the beam.

This model has been tested by Holmes, and independently examined by Klabunde [4]. Its predictions
are in good agreement with experimental observations.

3. Beam currents

Collisions of beam ions with apertures and residual gas molecules generate secondary electrons and
ionized gas molecules which give rise to a beam comprised of high-energy beam ions produced in the
source, low-energy ionized residual gas molecules (slow-ions), trapped-electrons confined by the electric
potential of the beam, and fast electrons possessing sufficient kinetic energy to escape the positive space
charge of the beam. Each of the.e components contributes to the flow of charge through any point inside
the beam. It can be shown, however, that the current contributions of the slow ions and the fast electrons
are small when compared to the other two current components and may be neglected [5].

3 1. Beam-ton current

In the axial direction, the beam energy, and hence its velocity, is assumed to be constant at all points
along a linear trajectory, displaying no radial dependence. Under this conditi.n, the current density due to
the beam ions at any radial position r is given by

Jh = qvbnbo exp[ - (r/ro)2] e., (4)

where e. is a unit vector parallel to the beam axis and oriented in the direction of the beam-velocity, q is
the elementary unit of charge ( = 1.6 X 10-9 C) and Vb is the beam velocity.

3 2. Trapped-electron and net currents

Following Holmes, the trapped electrons are assumed to display a Maxwellian distribution of velocities
in which the high-energy tail is truncated by the less of fast electrons possessing radial velocity
components greater than 2  q4 - m. All axial velocities are allowed, but the non-axial velocities are
constrained by the relation v2 + < (2 qw/me). Here, the x-v plane is centered on and normal to the
beam, with the positive z-axis pointing in the direction of positive ion flow. Cylindrical symmetry is
assumed. Calculation of the normalized electron distribution function yields [5]:

fc(v) = ( T 1  I - exp ( _ exp _ 2 (v 2 + V 2 + 4), (5)

where m. is the electron mass, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the electron temperature.
Of particular interest is the distribution of velocity components outwardly directed and parallel to a

given radial line, This can be calculated by integrating eq. (5) over two degrees of freedom. Again all axial
velocities are allowed, but v, is restricted to values v,' < (2q0w/m) - v!. Performing the integration, the
distribution function becomes:

2m, 
2 /2

)m-- - exp _ exp - -xp(- du. (6)

At any radial position r, the trapped-electron current density will be determined by the electron energy.

IV. SOURCES & BEAM TRANSPORT
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It will be assumed that the electrons are created with negligible kinetic nergy [3,6,7]. and that the net
angular acceleration due to collisions is negligible, Under these conditions electrons trapped in the space
charge of the beam will oscillate about the beam axis, and only those electrons crossing the axis with a
velocity v> V - 2qO( r)/m, will have sufficient kinetic energy to reach the point r.

Utilizing eq. (6) the trapped-electron current density can now be found. From eq. (2) the density of
electrons very near the axis is no. Multiplying eq. (6) by -qnov, dv and integrating from the minimum
velocity v, = V-2qO(r)/me to the maximum velocity v, = V2q~lm, provides the desired result.
Combining this outwardly directed vector component with the axial component of eq. (4) the net curt nt
density as a function of radial position is obtained:

r k 2kT 1 /

J=qnhovh exp (r) e.-qno exp( -  T ], (mT)

1-exp( - T
(O"r + 1)1/2

X exp[T(q (r)+-PIw)]f[AT((r) + $ ' )] exp(-z 2) dz - [ (P(r) + Pw)] er. (7)

4. Particle charging

Consider a conducting sphere of diameter do located at a radial position r within the beam. Such a
particle presents a cross-sectional target area ird2/4 in all directions; thus, the current becomes I
(id2/4)J. where J is the algebraic sum of the components in eq. (7). As the particle accumulates charge, it
develops an electric field that perturbs the trajectories of surrounding charges. The ion current is
dominated by beam ions which are of sufficiently high energy so as to remain undisturbed by the presence
of the charged particle, but this is not true for the trapped electrons. As the potential on the particle rises,
so does the minimum kinetic energy required for an electron to transit the region between the axis and the
particle. This minimum energy is the beam potential at the location of the particle plus the particle's
floating potential V. An electron incident on the particle must cross the axis with a velocity v
> V' -(2q/m,)(1(r) + V). The total current to the particle is, therefore, given by:

] - --q expT 1/2

1(r) q 4d nbovb exp - 2 - nex(, _ p(( -" --

x [exp[(!)(tP(r) + Ow + v)]f q(IJ)+Ik+ v)]' 2exp(-z2) dz

[(-(r) + -P + V)] 2  (8)

4.1. Floating potentials

Under steady-state conditions, the net current to the particle is zero. The two terms in eq. (8) may be
equated and solved for V(r).

V
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V(r) fIn ,- -exp( + - qO +

q D~r [ + exP! +I _Z2 )(l) x[() +ip+ 1/J

-IfIUep :--q (Pr+ j(9)

Eq. (9) represents the magnitude of the floating potential at equilibrium. The minimum potential
needed for entrapment is found by equating the gravitational and electric forces. This yields:

dro exp  - (10);,,,(r = 2,E 12/32  0, r i

4.2. Charging time

Invoking the relation

V( r, t) I aQ(r. r) 1
a t 2 2" do, a t 2 %--d,/

eq. (8) may be inveited and integrated to yield the time required for the beam to alter the particle's
potential. Letting x =(q/kT)(40(r) + 4), + V), and performing the integration, the time required to
charge the particle from an initial potential V, to a second potential IV2 is given by.

84E1 kT {X2  exp ( nr )l exp(-q0P/kT) 2kT 1/2

qdn , n I -- exp( - q k T)"

X exp(x) exp(.z)d: - j}X . (11)

5. Forces

If a particle is to be confined within the beam, the net force acting on the particle must be directed
towards the central axis. In the region of the beam under investigation, two principal forces may be
identified: the central force of the electric field and gravity. There is also a third force due to momentum
transfer from the beam ions to the particle. However, this force is perpendicular to the Coulomb attraction
and has no primary effect on trapping, other than affecting the residence time of the particle inside the
beam.

5.1. Electric force

From eq. (9), the steady-state charge on the particle may be obtained from Q = 2'7,d 0 V. The
electrostatic force is proportional to the negative gradient of the potential and, utilizing eq. (3), is
expressible as- , = -QV@(r)= Q2P/fl(r/r2) exp[-3 2(r/r,)2 1. Then from eq. (9), at a fixed point r,
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the charged particle will experience the following steady-state electric force:

4 r2-rxLi~)Il xf~ I 7 21 1. -exp( q Ow 12 i/22]ex

r T rep-2( o r In expU - --kT) 22no V

+, -lnfoexp(-z2) dz- (bp(r + ).

(12)

5.2. Normalized force

In general, depending on the angular position of the particle in the beam, the Coulomb and
gravitational forces are not directly opposing. To assess the trapping ability of the positive field, the focus
will be narrowed to the case of a particle situated at the bottom of the beam where the principle forces are
maximally opposing. The net force acting on the particle is then F, + F, where F = g(iT/6)pdo, p being
the particle's density, g the acceleration due to gravity and d, the particle's diameter. Let FN be the
normalized force defined by:

FN L F = 1 F F (13)
--= =1+

Then, if the value of eq. (13) is negative, the Coulomb force exceeds the gravitational force, and
entrapment can occur. In this discussion, the particle is assumed to be created at rest, and the effects of
initial conditions are not taken into consideration.

Before presenting the final form of the normalized force, certain simplifications may be introduced. It
can be shown that for the beam under consideration, kT q 0  and /2 J, [3,51. Moreover, the plasma
condition of charge neutrality along the beam axis, nbO = n,, may be invoked. The expression for the
normalized force thereby becomes:

FN r)=g7 r texp[-l r )21

> {ln[( 2-'-- ) exp[- (-L)2] + [exp( - I r )2] + V'12

-In ))I exp(-z2) dz - exp- -r()0 + 1, (14)

where

A .. ..U 0.582.,
exp Oa

ke
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6. Calculations and discussion

Eqs. (9) and (11), which are implicit functions of V, were evaluated numerically using an iterative
technique, and the value of V so obtained was used to calculate eq. (14).

Fig. I illustrates the normalized force exerted on a 1 1km Al particle in a 100 keV, 10 mA, 3 cm diameter
As beam. The beam-line residual gas pressure was entered as 5.0 X 10-6 Torr. As is evident from the
grap't, eq. (14) predicts a region in which a particle may become entrapped, with a maximum trapping
force occurring slightly outside the beam radius.

in fig. 2, the dependence of the maximum trapping force on beam-ion mass is displayed. For a beam of
fixed current, energy and diameter, more massive molecules produce a greatei trapping force. Correspond-
ingly, for a particular beam-ion species, calculations of the trapping force as a function of be' -n energy at
a constant current indicate that the force decreases with energy. Both situations reflect variations in the
beam-ion density. With increasing velocity, space charge decreases, resulting in reduced field strength and
a weaker Coulomb force.
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Fig I Vanation ot the normalized force with radial position Fig 2 Variation of the maximum magnitude of the trapping
expressed in terms of the radius ratio r/r. At the point 1 0 on force with beam-ion species For a fixed beam energy and
the abscissa. the particle is located at the beam radius The current, increased ion mass leads to a lower beam velocity.
point of maximum trapping is seen to lie just beyond the This increases the charge densit% "nd leads to an enhancement

radius of the beam of the Coulomb force ..iag on the particle
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Fig 3. Dependence of the magnitude of the normalized force Pt maximum trappng with residual gas pressure Density of the
background gas affects the space-charge neutralization of the beam and thereby influences the charging and electric field experienced

by the particle.
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The model developed here is valid for pressures ranging from approximately 10- 8 to 10 -4 Torr. Fig. 3
depicts the effect of pressure on a 100 keV, 10 mA BF2 beam propagating through a chamber maintained
at constant temperature (27 0 C). A decrease of two orders of magnitude in the pressure is seen to induce a
force enhanced by three orders of magnitude. A greater gas density results in greater beam-ion neutraliza-
tion and reduced space charge.
In order for trapping to occur, the charging time must be short with respect to residence times. The time

necessary for a I l.m Al particle to acquire the minimum trapping charge (i.e., the charge determined from
eq. (10)) was calculated at the point of maximum trapping. For various beam conditions, it was found to
range from - 1 ns to - 1 [is. Because the time scales for particle motion are typically orders of magnitude
larger than these charging times, the charged state of the particle can be considered in equilibrium., In
other words, the mobility of ions and electrons far exceeds the mobility of the particle, and a condition of
instantaneous charging may be assumed.

7. Conclusions

Within an intense cylindrical ion beam, conditions may exist that can lead to the charging and
confinement of particulate contamination. These conditions will be affected by the initial state of the
particle. However, for a static, initially uncharged particle, the model developed here predicts that certain
beams may support an electric force stronger than the opposing force due to gravity, Moreover, the time
required for the particle to attain the necessary charge is sufficiently small so as not to preclude
entrapment.

The experimental evidence on particle trapping in an ion beam is sketchy and contradictory. The
purpose of this calculation is to provide some guidelines and to predict general trends which may be
verified by more systematic experiments or by reviewing past accumulated data from various processes.
Clearly, the numbeis given here cannot be simply applied to beams of different geolnetry, but it is
reasonable to assume that conclusions may be drawn from this analysis that are appliab!e under a variety
of conditions.
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A high-current low-energy multi-ion beam deposition system

Osamu Tsukakoshi, Saburo Shimizu, SeiJi Ogata, Naruyasu Sasaki and Hiroyuki Yarnakawa
UL VA C Japan, Ltd. 2500, Hagisono, Chigasakt, Kanagawa 253, Japan

A high-current, low-energy multi-ion beam deposition system has been developed aiming at the fabrication of new materials This
system consists of two ion sources, a dual-s;ector-type mass analyzer and a decelerating system Several ion species are extracted
successively from the two ion sources by switching the mass analyzer selection Artificially structured materials, especially having a
layered structure, can be grown by the fine control of the growth process of each layer The developed ion beam deposition system,
including the design concept, is described in detail The deceleration characteristics of this sys.m using Ar + ion are also shown

1. Introduction 2. Physical basis of the design

The use of low-energy ion beam in thin film growth Taking into account the space charge effect, the

is very important and attractive in the fabncation of paraxial ray equation, which describes the beam en-
artificially structured new materials having well-con- velope for a radially uniform beam, is written as fol-

trolled composition and structure almost on an atotmc lows:

scale. Vanous methods such as ionized cluster beam d2r/dz 2 + (dV//dz)(dr/d:)(2( V- V, - V)) -
deposition, mass-separated low-energy ion beam deposi-
tion and dual ion beam sputter deposition have been + (d2 V/dz 2 )r(4( V- Vo- V,))
employed for the preparation of these films Among
these, mass-separated low-energy ion beam deposition is - 1( m/2e) - 1 '2 (4Tor ) - 1( V - V - V) - 52 0,,
quite attractive, because it can control the growth (1)
parameters precisely by selecting the ion species and ion
energy independently. The authors have used mass-sep- where r is the radius of the ion beam starting from the
arated. low-energy group-V ion beam for the epitaxial ion source at potential V, with a starting kinetic energy
growth of III-V compound semiconductors [1-5]. Re- of V0(eV), V is the potential on the axis at z. e and m
cently. ORNL group has been trying to obtain various are the charge and the mass of the ion respectively. 4 is
semiconductor films such as I3-SiC/o-SiC [6], GaAs/Si the dielectric constant of the vacuum The fourth term
[7] and GaAs/Ge [8] by using low-energy direct ion which represents the space charge effect shows that the
beam deposition ion beam spreads in inverse proportion to 3/2 power of

However, the ion beam deposition systems used in the kinetic energy. Thus, the spread of the ion beam
these expenments are not satisfactory from the view- becomes serious with the diminution of it, energy To
point of the depsition of films with characteristic fea- overcome this difficulty, the ion beam deposition sys-
tures, because ion beam current is relatively low (several tem is designed as follows
lsA-several tens of 1iA) and the number of ion species (1) The substrate is set at the ground potential; (2)
utilized for the film growth is only one with some the ion energy at the substrate is controlled by adjusting
exceptions [4,6,7] Therefore, the further development of the potential of the ion sources, (3) the ion beam
the low-energy ton beam deposition system is inevitable extracted from the ion sources is transported at negative
to realize new properties of films. high voltage tfrom -20 to -35 kV) and decelerated

We have developed a high-current, low-energy multi- just in front of the substrate. (4) a voltage of 2 k' lower
ion beam deposition system. In this paper, the design of than that of the transport region is applied to two
the system and the results of Ar + ion beam deceleration electrodes (the exit of the ion extraction system and the
in order to characterize the beam characteristics are entrance of the ion deceleration system) to enhance the
reported space charge neutralization by trapping slow electrons

0168-583X/91/$03.50 1) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (Nor h-Holland) IV SOURCES & BEAM TRANSPORT
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V(r) = (m -2e)"(4irrJ) (1 - h)

xIJ.0V-V 1/2~x (V,+ Vo - V) - /

L) X [1+2ogR/r)-(r/r)j, r<r, (2)

(a) where V is the mean potential in the beam, r, is the
, 0.5 envelope radius of the beam, I is the total current and

h is the degree of the neutralization. For example, cross
sections of the potential calculated from eq. (2) for a 23
kV W+ beam with a current of 5 mA and a radius of 10

CL (b) mm injected into a metal cylinder of 80 mm inner
0. -- -diameter are shown in fig. 1. Though the potential on

the axis without the neutralization amounts to about 1
40 20 0 20 40 kV,, that of a 98% neutralized beam [9] is reduced to

Distance from the Axis (mm) only about 20 V.

Fig. 1. Cross sections of the potential calculated from eq. (2).
The curve (a) shows the potential without the neutralization
and the curve (b) shows that with a neutralization of 98%. The 3. Design of the system

dotted line shows the potential of the metal tube.
3 1 Ion bean, transport system

A bird's eye view of this system is shown in fig. 2.
in the beam channel;, (5) the ion beam is controlled not The system is equipped with two ion sources - a plasma
electrostatically but electromagnetically throughout the filament type (10] and a double hollow cathode type
ion beam transportation. [111 - to supply various kinds of ion species. The former

To estimate the potential due to the space charge, we is for the production of the metal ions having relatively
consider a radially uniform ion beam flowing in a metal low vapor pressure such as In', Ga , As' and P+ and
cylinder of inner radius R. The potential V(r) at radius the latter for the refractory metal tons such as W', Nb +

r is given as and Mo '. Each ion source can produce more than two
V(r) - h) ion species simultaneously. The ion beams extracted

(m/2e) (4, 0 )
1  -hfrom the ion sources are mass separated by a dual-sec-

xI(V,+ V- V) 1/2 tor-type mass analyzer, focused by a triplet magnetic

x 2 log(R/r),, r> r,, quadrupole lens and then deflected by a magnetic de-
flector to climinate high-energy neutral atoms. After the

Growth Chamber
Decelerating System /

Magnetic Deflector I. Faraday Cup

Magnetic Quadrupoie Lens

nSource Dual-Sector Type
(oublIe Ho Iow MasAlye

Cathode Type)

Ion Source(Plasma Filament Type)

Fig. 2 Bird's eye view of the system.

/
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deflection, the ion beams are introduced into a growth region will cause no deviation from the programmed
chamber which is kept at the ultrahigh vacuum of behavior
1 X 10-8 Pa and then decelerated just in front of the
substrate. The design concept of this decelerating sys- 3.2 Ion beam decelerating system
tem will be described in section 3.2.

Thin shims designed by computer simulation are The ion beam is decelerated down to an energy of
attached at the periphery of the pole-pieces of the several eV-several hundred eV by the decelerating sys-
dual-sector-type magnet and the deflection magnet re- tern. Since the ion beam passes through an electric field
spectively. The rotatable shims are mounted on the with a high gradient, a sophisticated design was per-
pole-pieces of the dual-sector-type magnet at the en- formed for the decelerating system. Throughout the
trance sides. design of dimensions and applied potentials of the

Both a quick switching of the ion species and a electrodes, a computer simulation of the ray tracing
stable ion current are needed by the following two considering the space charge effect was carried out. The
reasons: (1) To minimize the contannation on the finite element method was used to solve the Poisson
substrate, it is desired that the useless interval in which equation.
the substrate is left without any injection of the ion The decelerating system is composed of three cylin-
beam while switching the ion species is as short as dncal electrodes. The first electrode operates to trap the
possible;, (2) to supply the required ion species succes- slow electrons in the transport region as described in
sively, a magnetic field must be controlled with a high section 2. The second and the third electrode, between
reproducibility. which a large difference of potential of up to about 50

A high-speed and high- recision control of the elec- kV is supplied, produce a strong converging lens field.
tromagnet is realized by a feedback via a magnetic field This converging field is indispensable to cancel the
monitor using a Hall probe. Since the Hall probe is diverging force due to the following two reasons. First,
sensitive to the temperature, an IC thermosensor moni- a decelerated ion beam diverges owing to its space
tors the temperature and these devices are kept at charge. Second, a decelerating electric field between a
almost constant temperature (< 0.5 0 C) by an isolated cylindrical electrode and a flat metal plate produces a
cooling system. Two electromagnets, the dual-sector diverging lens field.
type and the deflector, are equipped with this control One of the examples of computer-simulated ion beam
system. The fluctuation is reduced to less than 5 x 10 -  trajectories in the decelerating system is shown in fig. 3.
by utilizing this control system. When the ion beams are A W- ion beam (100 eV) with a current as high as 5
extracted from the different ion source , it is necessary mA can be obtained using this decelerating system.
to turn the polarity of the dual-sector-type magnet. The Potentials applied to the first, second and third elec-
time needed to turn the polarity of the magnet (from trodes are -25 0, - 50.0 and - 2 9 kV respectively The
+ 10000 to - 10000 G) 'is less than 30 s When the potential of the third electrode is optimized automati-
turning of the polarity is not required, the time to attain cally by the computer.
to the maximum magnetic field available (from 0 to
11000 G) is as short as 5 s.

All electromagnets are controlled via optical fiber 4. Ar + ion deceleration
links by a factory computer (NEC FC-9801V) at the
ground potential. Since parallel digital signals are We have carried out decelerating experiments with
latched at ground level, discharge in the high-voltage an Ar + ion beam. The maximum current incident on

* Deceierating Electrodes

i_ 1st 2na 3rd

Inject ion.-

Ax s Substrate

Fig 3 Computer-simulated ion beam trajectory The ion species is W', the current is 5 mA and the kinetc energy 1s 100 eV
Potentials applied to the first, second and third electrodes are - 25 0. 5) 0 and -- 2 9 k% respectively.
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new materials. By monitoring the magnetic fields using
100 Hall probes, a high-speed and high-precision control of

the ion beam was realized. Up to the present, an ion
, beam of 1.2 mA incident on the substrate with an

energy of 100 eV was obtained.
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Development of a four-electrode extraction system for a large area ion
source with a wide range of operational conditions

Shuichi Maeno, Masayasu Tanjyo, Kazuhiko Tanaka and Jyota Fujita
Notn Electrt4 Co. Ltd. 47. LAto-Au. Kroto 61.5. Japan

We have developed a four-electrode extraction system for a large area ion source with a wide range of operational conditions, that
is,. a beam energy of 1-100 keV,a beam current density of 7 nA/cm--7ttA/cm2, and ion source gases of BF, or PH3 Uniformity of
the beam profile was less than ± 10% in the 15x 15 cm2 area Control ol the beam optics was done by varying the electric field in the
extraction region The optimum field intensity was investigated experimentally and the result agreed quite well with that of the
computer simulation By designing the gap ratio (the distance of the extraction region /the distance of the acceleration region) with
a small value, we could control the beam with energies of 1-100 keV by varying the extraction voltage from 0 to 2 kV

1. Introduction high beam currents, high performance, large area uni-
formity, wide area treatment, good controllability and

Recently, it has been popular to apply ton beam easy maintenance An ion shower system which uses a
systems to industrial uses other than semiconductor multi-hole electrode extraction ion source, typically a
implantations, such as the implantation of impurtties bucket type ton source, is suitable for many of the
for solar cells and thin film transistors of liquid crystal above requirements Generally speaking, this system has
drivers, beam etching for magneto-heads and non- two disadvantages compared with the ion implanter
spherical lens.-s, and surface modification of metals and One is that using the usual three-electrode extraction
ceramics. R.,quirements for some of these latter uses are ion source, the lower the beam energy the lower the

ii avlJ a

I 
.... 

L-.. 
_r.

I~)t

i. ll

Fig 1 Schemati. dra, ing of the ion shtower system with a four-electrode ion source for 1(X) keV B and P ion beam', and the
three-electrode ion source for a 10 keV H ion beam
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Fig 2. Schematic of the four-electrode ion source

beam current to obtain a good beam uniformity, be- 0 0. Z 0. 4 0. 6 0. 8 1,0 1, 2

cause beam current is proportional to beam energy Ve (kV),

Va 3/ 2 under similar beam optics. Another is that mass Fig. 4 Calculated beam divergence w with varying parameters
separation is difficult. Va and V, (PHI. V = 1, 10. 20, 100 kV. V= 0.1-1 kV

We investigated whether a four-electrode extraction
large area ion source could operate with a wide range of
operational conditions required for an ion shower sys- achieve a uniform beam profile with widely varying
tem which is applied to implantation for solar cells and operational conditions, and good controllability
thin film transistors of liquid crystal drivers The re-
quired specifications are that the beam energy should
vary from I to 100 keV with the same current density 2. Apparatus, the four-electrode ion source
(10 V.A/cm2 ) and that the beam current is variable
from 10 nA/cm2 to 10 pIA/cm 2 for the same beam In fig 1 the ion shower system is shown, which is
energy (around 100 keV) with good beam uniformity equipped with a four-electrode ion source and with the
(< ± 10%) on the 15 cm X 15 cm target, usual three-electrode ion source. The former is used as a

A four-electrode extraction ion source has been in- boron (B) and phosphorus (P) ion beam source with
vestigated in detail by the JAELI groupe (11 for the high energy (100 keV) and low current (4 mA) The
neutral beam injection system. Their purpose is to get a latter is used as a hydrogen (H) ion beam source with
minimum beam divergence at high beam current. On low energy (10 keV) and high current (200 mA). Plasma
the other hand, in this work the purposes were to production is done by dc discharge, the power of which

rd 4th

.. =ii iti=.

0z--axis (aim) 52

Fig 3. Typical beam trajectory calculated by computer simulation with a beanm acceleration voltage Va = 100 kV and an extraction
voltage V=0.2kV(PH1 ) J./3001 iA/cm2, 15=55 1sA, o=2.70 ,a=1 mm, d(1-2)'=l.5 mm, d(2~3)=30mm. t(l-4)=2mm

-. -

LO >

Fig 3. Tyia bea trjctr caclae by copue siuato wit a beam acelraio voltag . 10 kV an an extacio
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is supplied by a filament power supply and an arc Va=20kV

power supply in the high potential box. These power - 8
supplies are alternatively used for both ion sources. The -

Uprocess chamber is evacuated by an oil diffusion pump
with a pumping speed of 5000 I/s. In the loadlock PHq3 < 4
chamber, a 150 cm X 150 cm size specimen can be
installed. To measure the beam profile, there is a Fara- Q= 1 sc cm s,. I [U.

day cup array which consists of nine cups, where the Pv=4E-6To rr 0
cup hole size is 4 mm in diameter and a has pitch of 25
mm, attached to the specimen holder. It is scanned I f=48A

horizontally, Varc=100V <

A schematic of the four-electrode source is shown in
fig. 2 The plasma chamber is enclosed with a multi-cusp I arc =0. 7A
magnetic field and a filament installed in it. The ion I a=4mA-
source gas is fed in at the top of the chamber., The ion 8

beam is transported by the four-electrode system. The Vd=-2kV a
first electrode is the plasma electrode, the second one is -
for extraction, the third one is for acceleration and the : 4

fourth one is the earth electrode. The multi-holes of 529
pieces are made in the 22 cm x 22 cm square area for ,. ,.
each electrode coaxially. F a r a d ycup 0

Le-t'S0cm

3. Computer simulation of beam trajectory Of =4mm O

2 5rmMP t-a
For designing the beam optics of the four-electrode 2m;

system, the main factors are the Perveance ratio (P/P,) 9 p c 1- 0 i0rna n 4 ,k

which is concerned with the beam divergence at the 8N8
extraction region, the electric field ratio f= E1 /E 2
which controls the lens effect between the extraction
(El =1 V/d,) and the acceleration (E 2 = (V - V),/d2 ) 4.
regions, and the potential ratio p = V/( V - V) which
describes the beam collimation intensity at the accelera- ,

tion region. Here V is the extractio" voltage between -

the first and second electrodes, V is the acceleration
voltage between the lirst and fourth electrodes, d1 is the
distance between the first and second electrodes, and d, Fig. 5 Beam profiles at the m~dplane with V, = 20 kV and
is that between the second and third electrodes. As the V = 0.2-1 0 kV (PH 3).
distance between the electrodes and the target is 30 cm,
the beam divergence (w) must be designed to have a
suitable minimum value of w = 30 mrad (20), otherwise ratio = 0.02, beam focusing occurs because of the
a too small divergence results in a multi-spot beam strong convex lens effect. As the potential ratio is
profile p = 0.002, the beam is collimated at the acceleration

A typical example of a PH 3 ion beam trajectory at region
the single hole calculated with a computer simulation is The calculated values for w are shown in fig. 4 for V
shown in fig 3. The main parameters are shown in the in the range V, = 0.1-1 kV, and values for V of V3 =

figure, namely the ion saturation current J, = 300 10G ' 10 and I kV. As V. decreases, Vm,: the value of
l.A/cm2 , V, = 100 kV,, V -= 0 2 kV. the radius of the V which gives the minimum w, decreases.
hole of the first electrode a = 1 mm, the gap between
the first and second electrodes d(1-2) = 1.5 mm, the
gap between the second and and third electrodes d(2-3) 4. Experimental results
= 30 mm, and the thickness of each electrode t = 2 mm
In the results, the beam current lb = 5.5 sA and the The ion beam profile was measured by means of a
beam divergence angle w = 2.70. As the calculated Per- scanning Faraday cup array. In fig. 5, beam profiles at
veance ratio of the extraction region is 1.4, the plasma the midplane are shown with V, = 20 kV, V= 0.2-1.0
meniscus has a convex shape. Then with an electric field kV,. othf.r conditions as shown. At V = 0.6 kV, a riulti-
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Fig 8. Optimum V, vs V. for a good beam profile and minimum divergence conditions deduced from the computer simulation (PH,).

Considering the experimental and computational re- (2) For this four-electrode extraction ion source, the
suits stated above, the measured beam profiles at opti- suitable extraction voltage V is somewhat lower or
mum V, for V = 5-100 kV are shown in fig. 7. It is higher than the extraction voltage Vrm which gives a
shown that the average beam current density is almost minimum divergence angle. The lower value is V =
the same at 7 .A/cm2 and the uniformity of the profile 100-300 V for the beam energy V, = 10-100 keV. The
is less than ± 3% in the + 75 cm 2 area. The beam higher value increases rapidly as V,, increases, so the
uniformity in a 150 mm X 150 mm square area is less available conditions are V < 20 kV and V 0.5-1 kV.
than ± 10%. In fig. 8, the optimum V versus V to It is expected that a high beam current density requires
obtain a good beam profile are plotted and the mini- a high extraction voltage.
mum divergence conditions as deduced from computer
simulation are also plotted. Acknowledgements
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source, a constant beam current and a good beam M.TniadYGiofrthrhepndncuge

profile can be achieved for the 5-100 keV energy range.

Computer simulation results agreed fairly well with the ment.

experiment, which suggests that using this extraction
system, the beam optics does not follow the 101 V3/ 2  Reference
law but can be controlled by the suitably selected
extraction voltages V, [11 Y Ohara, J. Appl Phys 49 (1978) 4711
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Production of oxygen plasmas using radio-frequency
magnetron-discharge

Takehisa Shibuya a Shizuyo Hashimoto ', Eiji Yabe ' and Kazuo Takayama
a Department of Phvscs, School of Science. and h Institute of Research and Development. Tokai Unverst,,

II 7 Kitakaname Htiratsuka Kanagawa 259.12. Japan

A new type of oxygen ion source has been developed in order to substantially prolong the lifetime of a conventional oxygen ion
source for various plasma processes In this ion source, an oxygen plasma is produced by coupling a 13 56 MHz radio-frequency (rf)
field to a pair of rf electrodes placed in the region of a line cusp field. Two electrodes are positioned in such a way that accelerated
electrons undergo magnetron type motion around them, efficiently producing a plasma around the electrodes (rf magnetron
discharge) This plasma diffuses along the magnetic field line into the center region of the cusp field where the field strength is almost
nil. The above process makes it possible to produce a large volume of uniform plasma As a result, extraction of a large area
oxygen-ion-beam from the new ion source is relatively easy. The lifetime of this ion source is virtually limitless, because it does not
have any corrosive parts, such as a hot filament The new ion source can be used with any kind of reactivc gases as well as oxygen

1. Introduction above-mentioned reason, the development of a radio-
frequency magnetron type ion source was started. A

The ion sources have been used in ion assisted new type of rf magnetron-discharge oxygen plasma
technologies such as ion beam etching, ion beam de- source has been developed to substantially prolong the
position and ion implantation for high speed ion beam lifetime of the conventional oxygen plasma source for
processing [1-6]. In the plasma processes, stable oper- various plasma processes. In comparison with a dc
atton with a long lifetime is required because chemically plasma source, the rf plasma source has several ad-
reactive ion beams have been extensively utilized in vantages: (1) it is a simple structure, (2) it produces a
semiconductor fabrication. Furthermore, recently, the uniform plasma density, (3) it produces easily a large-
need has arisen for an ion source to extend the ability area ion beam, (4) it can be used with any reactive gas,
for uniform irradiation over a large area. For the and (5) finally, as it has no filament it has a long

RF POWER SUPPLY(13.56MHz)

MAGNETIC 
COILS

WINDOW PYREX GLASS
FARADAY CUP or DOUBLE PPOBE RF ELECTRODES

MESH

10 (cM)

6 INCH DIFFUSION PUMP GAS INLET

Fig. I Schematic diagram of the rf magnetron type ion source.
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lifetime. We have constructed a new version of a corn- through a mass flow controller. Ultimate pressure ob-
pact rf magnetron ion source, tained is 10' Torr using an oil diffusion pump of 6 in.

In this paper, the operational principles and pre- diameter. The rf power of around 200 W and oscillation
liminary test results are reported. frequency of 13.56 MHz is applied to the rf electrodes,

via a SWR meter and an impedance matching network
which is a homemade design. Two electrodes are posi-

2. Structure and operating principle of the ion source tioned in such a way that the accelerated electrons
undergo a magnetron-type motion around them. effi-

The structure of the newly designed version of the rf ciently producing a plasma ring around the electrodes.
magnetron-type ion source is schematically shown in This initially produced a diffuse plasma along the mag-
fig. 1. This ion source consists of A cylindrical ionization netic field line into the center region of the cusp field
chamber, the magnetic coils and the rf electrodes. The when the field strength is almost nil.
geometrical and electrical characteristics of the ion
source are the following: Interior diameter of the ioniza- 3 Characteristics of the ion source
tion chamber in pyrex glass, 150 mm, length of the
vessels 150 mm, The ionization chamber is surrounded In all measurements reported here, oxygen was used
with a pair of magnetic coils which produce a magnetic as the discharge gas in the ionization chamber. Ion
field in the chamber. The pair of magnetic coils were current densities were measured by the Faraday cup
placed at an interval of 100 mm. The magnetic flux without a grid. Uniformity of the plasma density distri-
density is about 100 G near the wall. This magnetic bution in the ionizat,3n chamber was checked by the
field produces a line cusp field. A pair of rf electrodes spectral analysis. The intensity of the spectral line (02
in a ring is placed in the region of the line cusp field at 5585 A) with the spectroscope is shown in fig. 2 for
an interval of 100 mm. The rf discharge is sustained by various values of the rf power in the cusp field The
an rf generator of maximum rf power output of I kW 'intensity of the spectral line increases as the rf power
and the oscillation frequency is from 0.001 to 20 MHz, increase and in the center part it is almost flat Fig. 3
The discharge gas 02 is fed into the ionization chamber shows the intensity as a function of the rf power in the
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Fig 8. Ion current density distribution as a function of B in the mirror field. 02 gas, P 2.5 x 10 4 Torr. rf power 150 W, mirror
magnetic field.
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mirror field. In this case, the intensity of the center part 4. Conclusion
is lower than that of the end parts. In order to obtain a

uniform distribution of the plasma, the cusp field must It was confirmed that the rf magnetron type ion

be stionger than the mirror field. source can produce a large-area ion beam and have a
Fig. 4 shows the intensity distribution for three long lifetime. Furthermore, this ion source can be used

values of the pressure in the ionization chamber. It is effectively for producing an oxygen ion beam. It is

seen that the intensity increases as the pressure tn- suggested that a cusp field is better than a mirror field
creases. At lower pressures the intensity of the center for ion production.
parts is higher than that of the end parts. However, at a
high pressure, the intensity of the end part is higher
than that of the center parts.

In figs. 5-8 results are given when thie ion current Acknowledgement

densities are examined by the Faraday cup Fig. 5 shows
the ion current density distribution as a function of the The authors would like to express their gratitude to
rf power in the cusp field. The ion current density Professor S. Kojoma of Tokai university for his en-
increases with increasing rf power, but the ion current couragement throughout this work.

density distribution is not uniform. Fig. 6 shows plots
of the ion current density distribution against the rf
power in the mirror field. In this case, the ion current
density also increases with increasing rf power. This References

data tells us the ion current density of the cusp field is
higher than that of the mirror field. Ill P J. Martin, R P Netterfield, W G Sainity, G J Clark,

The effect of the magnetic field B for the ion pro- W A Lanford and S H. Sie, Appl. Phys Lett 43 (1983)

duction was examined. The ion cuirent density distribu- 711

tion is shown in fig. 7 for various values of B in the [2] P.J. Martin, H A Macleod, R P Netterfield, G C Pacey

cusp field. The results indicate that an increase in the and W G. Sainty, Appl. Opt 22 (1983) 178.
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Development of a high current and high energy metal ion beam system

H. Inami, Y. Inouchi, H. Tanaka, T. Yamashita, K. Matsunaga and K Matsuda
Nissin Electric Co. Lid, 47, Umezu-Takase-cho Ukyvo-ku, Kvoto 615, Japan

A high current metal ion accelerating system. which consists of a metal vapor plasma ion source with a multicusp magnetic field
and a single gap acceleration column, has been developed. The following results were obtained experimentally: (1) a 110 mA
aluminum ion beam and a 95 mA chromium ion beam were extracted from the ion source, (2) the impurities contained in the beams
were less than 1%, and (3) the aluminum ion beam was accelerated up to 90 keV at 50 mA on the target.

1. Introduction ion source, a 60 mA aluminum beam could be extracted

Surface modification of several kinds of materials stably fot three hours. And it was found that the purity
of the beam was high compared with the purities of

(metals, ceramics, etc.) by metal ion implantation has beam a f ion oures wih hlride or
beeninvstiate an imroveent ofweanes an/or beams extracted from ion sources in which chloride or

been Investigated and improvements of wearness and/or fluoride gases of metals for feed materials are used.
hardness of these i €,,.,rials have been reported [1-4]. Then the authors tried to enhance further the bealm

Some kinds of ion beams of metal elements (for exam-
current and purity. In order to increase the beam en-pIe aluminum. chromium, silicon, titanium, etc ) at an

energy above 100 keV have been used. It should be ergy, a post-acceleration column of a single gap was

emphasized that a high dose of above 1017 ions/cm2, used.

which is two or three orders of magnitude higher than
the dose used for ordinary ton implantation for semi- 2. Experimental setup
conductor devices, is required to achieve an effective
improvement. The metal ion beam is extracted from the multicusp

Therefore, in order to complete implant processing ion source, and the beam is accelerated by the single
to an area of about 100 cm 2 in a few minutes, a high gap acceleration column. The characteristics of the beam
current and high energy metal ion beam system is are measured by a profile monitor, a calorimeter and a
necessary. Besides making a system simple and com- mass analyzer. The schematic diagram of the expert-
pact, a non-mass-analyzed system is desirable There- mental setup is shown in fig I
fore the purity of the ion beam extracted must be as The i -'a! ion source has double radiation shields in
high as possible. the discharge chamber. The shields are heated to high

So far, several types of high current metal ion sources temperature to prevent the condensation of metal vapor
have been developed [5-7] The authors also developed in the ion source. The metal vapor plasma is produced,
a metal vapor plasma ion source [8,9]. Using this type of without any pre-ionized gases by an arc discharge,

ACCELERATION

---a- I BEAM
LIMITER1 RADIATION

BEAM [ \ |,- --ILSHIELD

ACCEL RA IOOUN IONM SOURC

PROFILE BEAM --- -' .

II, MONTO TAGE
II II I)--- ---- -tl IIEXTRACTION

o---II IIII ELECTRODE

ACCELERATION COLUMN ION SOURCE

Fig, 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup
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where the metal to be ionized is fed as vapor from the Table I
crucible set in the radiation shields. The ion beam is Results of mass analysis of the extracted beam
extracted from multi-slit electrodes (each slit is 0.3 cm Element Single Double Impurities
wide and 7 cm long; the extraction area is 7.5 cm 2 ). The charge J%j charge 1% 1 I%]
details of the ion source have been described esewhere A 96 3 1[8,9].Al 96 3 1
[8,91 Cr 79 20 1

In order to accelerate a high current ion beam up to
100 keV, we designed the single gap, acceleration col-
umn with an inner diameter of 12 cm and a gap
distance d of 4 or 6.5 cm. At the entrance of the figure it is seen that a maximum of 110 mA of aluminum
acceleration column, beam limiter 1, with a 7 cm diame- ions and 95 mA of chromium ions were extracted.
ter aperture is set to reduce the beam bombardment on The impurities contained in the ion beam were mea-
the acceleration electrodes. Behind the acceleration elec- sured by the magnetic mass analyzer. The results are
trodes a suppressor biased negatively is placed to sup- listed in table 1. The impurities were less than 1%. The
press the streaming back of secondary electrons pro- components of these impurities were mainly Ta and/or
duced by the beam bombardment on a beam target. The W, which are the materials of !he radiatitn shields and
distance between the extraction electrode and beam the filaments in the ion source. For aluminum ion
limiter I is 38 cm. beams, a ratio of singly-charged aluminum ions to total

The beam current on the beam target is measured ions of 96% was achieved by reducing the arc voltage
calorimetrically. The two-dimensional spatial profile of
the beam is measured by an array of Faraday cups (a 3.2 Beam transport efficiency and characteristics of the
profile monitor). The purities of the extracted beam are ion beam acceleration
studied by using a magnetic mass analyzer

The residual gas pressure (P) in the chamber during The beam transport efficiency is one of the most
the -xperiments was below 2 X 10- 4 Pa. important parameters to get a high current and high

energy ion beam. So, we investigated the ion beam
transport from the ion source to the beam target in the

3. Experimental results experimental configuration (showp in fig. 1) with the
post acceleration column. The acceleration current (lacc)

3 1. Characteristics of the extracted ron beam and the target current (I.,) were obtained as a function
of the acceleration voltage (V) under the conditions

Measurements of the extraction characteristics of the of an extraction voltage (V) of 20 kV and an extrac-
beams were carried out. Fig. 2 shows the extraction
characteristics of aluminum and chromium. From the

80 lext 0 0 0
o AI

150 0 Cr 70/ lace T V T

1- 00 
" 50-

5050

- 2"= wz liar *
" 240

- 30

aS /

201 . BEAM ENERGY (WV )
5 10 20 Fig. 3. Aluminum ion beam currents vs beam energy I,,,-

EXTRACTION VOLTAGE (RV) extraction current. I..: accelration current; liar beam cur-
Fig. 2. Characteristics of ion beam extracticn. rent on the target (extraction voltage = 20 kV)
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whole beam. As the beam energy increases, the beam
spread gradually becomes smaller.

To confirm this idea, measurement of the beam
profile was carried out. The profile monitor was set

5 20 0u6 behind beam limiter 2 with a 70 mm ziameter aperture,
ch5 through which the beam irradiated the profile monitor.

15- Figs. 4 and 5 show the dependence of the beam profile.
3- ch4 which is in the perpendicular direction (Y) to the long

103 ch3 side of the extraction slits, on the acceleration voltage at
low current ('a,, = 15 mA) and high current (Ia = 50

' : ch2 mA), respectively. Here the signal from each channel
corresponds to those of each of the Faraday cups

0h1 arranged at 1.5 mm intervals. The figures show the
0 0, CI harp edges of the signals, as expected, from the beam

Y (cm/dilv) restricted of limiter 2. From fig. 4 it is seeen that the

(I) (1) double peaking of the signal occurs for the higher
Fig. 4 Spatial profile of the accelerated aluminum ton beam acceleration voltage, which means there is a focusing
Symbols "chn" denote the nith Faraday cup of the pr file effect. In fig. 5 it is seen that this focusing effect also
monitor (a) V., = 30 kV: (b) V = 70 kV (lc = 15 mA. occurs for high currents, because the intensity of the

d = 65 mm. P = 9 x 10' Pa). signal i;creases as the acceleration voltage increases.

From the comparison of signals in fig. 4 and fig. 5. we
conclude that beam uniformity is improved by increas-

tton current (/ext) of about 80 mA. The experimental ing the current.
results for Al ions are shown in fig. 3. Here the gap of
the accelration electrodes was 4 cm, and the suppressor
was biased at - 3.8 kV, whch was sufficient to suppress 4. Conclusion
the secondary electrons produced cn the beam target
From the figure it is found that the transport efficiency High current aluminum (110 mA) and chromium (95
from the ion source to the acceleration column, ql(= mA) ion beams were extracted from the multicusp ion

is about 75%. On the other hand the transport source The impurities contained in the beam were
efficiency from the acceleration column to the beam within 1%. and most of the beam was singly-charged
target, "q2( TO / a) increases with the beam energy and doubly-charged ions In the case of aluminum ions
and reaches 83% at a beam energy of 90 keV (1,ar = 50 the proportion of singly-charged ions could be en-
mA) This increment of the transport efficiency may be hanced up to 96%.
caused by far the following reasons The spread of the As a result of an ion beam accelerated by using the
beam at low energies is larger than the size of the beam single gap acceleration column, 50 mA of aluminum
target, so the beam target was not enough to catch the ions of 90 keV were obtained on the beam target Then,

5-.... 5 1~ .- Ch6

4 4 -ch4

3 3 3 1

2 2 -2-- ch

i1 1 1

O 
[

l 
l t  l i t  

0 _£Z t l l 0

Y (cm/div)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig 5 Spatial profile of the accelerated aluminum ion beam Symbols "chn " denote the nth Faraday cup of profile monitor (a)
V,= 30 kV, (b) V ,c = 50 kV, (c) I,, =70 kV (_ 50 mA. d =65 mm, P 1 8 x 10 4 Pa).
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the transport efficiency in the wfhdlc system 71(= 17 X 172) (2) M Iwaki Proc. mnt Engineering Congress ISIAT '83 and
was about 62%. From the spatial profile measurement, IPAT '83. Kyoto (1983) p 1793.
the focusing effect of the acceleration column was ob- [3] Y. Okabe. M Iwaki, K. Takahashi, S Numba and K
served and it was found that beam uniformity was Yoshida, ibid., p. 1811

imrvdby an increase of the beam current. [41 T 1hioki, Proc. 10th Symp. ISIAT '86 Tokyo (1986) p 547
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Beam optics research for a 600 keV heavy ion implanter

Zhao Qihua 1, Jiang Xinyuan and Lin Chenglu
Shanghai Institute of Metalluigy, Academia Simca, 865 Changmng Road, Shanghai 200050, People's Republic of China

Pierre Tanguy
Laboratoire Thdorie des Svstmes Physiques, Universit de Rennes 1. Campus de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes-Cedex. France

The beam optics research for a high energy (over 600 keV), high mass resolving power (over 2101 and very high beam
transportation efficiency (over 85%) ion implanter is descnbed. The analytical equation for a constant gradient accelerating tube is
given, and the beam optics design has been earned out taking into consideration the space-charge effect in the accelerating tube and a
second-order aberration in the analyzing magnet The ion beam was successfully transported over 19 m, and the beam current on the
implantation target for Mg+ (total), Ar '-, P*, and Cd+ (total) was > 50, 200, 100 and > 50 irA, respectively, at 630 keV

I. Introduction 2. Optics

Research into the application of ion implantation 2 1. Optics of the accelerating system
commenced at the Shanghai Institute of Metallurgy 20
years ago. During this penod, a 200 keV ion implanter At first, we used a first-order beam transportation
for semiconductors as well as for RBS (Rutherford matrix (5 x 5) to calculate the beam envelope of the
backscattermng spectroscopy) was built, but the old ma- whole machine. But the low energy (less than 200 keV),
chine cannot satisfy further developments in research, heavy ions (e.g., 208p . 2

°
9 Bi+) and strong beam cur-

so we decided to build a (1) high energy (over 600 keV), rent (500 isA) affect the beam transportation. So the
(2) whole mass range (1-210 amu), (3) high mass resolv- space-charge effect was considered in the accelerating
ing power (over 210), (4) high beam current stability system. The accelerating tube is composed of four work-
and high energy stability (less than 10--4), and (5) high ing sections with a total length of 1760 mm. The dis-
beam transportation efficiency implanter. In addition,
this implanter can be used both for ion implantation
(including isotopic element ion implantation) and for
ion beam analysis (i.e., RBS channeling) 1]....... 65Z9

The scheme ci. pre-acceleration and post-analysis 2360 __ -:62
was chosen so that the high resolving power magnet - - . _,+

(deflecting radius of 1200 mm) could be placed on the
ground. The beam is extracted from a Nielsen-type ion , Obj ct..
source, focused by an einzel lens, and then accelerated \ mintance /i L
and analvzed. In this scheme the extracting energy (30 r iluri set ' izt tens
keV) section is only 682 mm long. A magnetic switch is __Ion sour .\
used for deflecting the beam into any one of five beam --- -. slit
lines. Fig. I shows the general layout of the 600 keV
research heavy ion implanter. Xagneti switch Const rad acc tube

ti tef dru te

Present address- Institute of Information Display and Trans- / T a c:hear
ducer, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200030,People's Republic of China Fig. 1. General layout of the 600 keV heavy ion implanter.

4 0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 Elsevier Science Publsiiers B.V (North-Holland)
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tance between the object waist of the accelerating tube called REVOL, in which the beam was considered as a
and the entrance of the triplet electrostatic quardrupole nonuniformity distribution, e.g., a parabolic distribution
lens is defined as the accelerating system. in the present case. From the dynamical equations

2.1 1. The potential equation of the rotationally symmetric m(d'x/dt') = qE~c + F, (x, y),

constant gradient accelerating tube m(d 2y/dt 2 ) = qE,.c + Fj,(x,, v), (3)

In order to increase the accuracy of the calculation
of the accelerating system, an analytical formula of the where the E,, and E,, are contributed by the space

potential on the axis of the rotationally symaiic,, charge, and:

accelerator tube was derived. The schematic diagram of -, = 8L//x), F -q(8U/8y). (4)
accelerator tube is shown in fig. 2, where E0 = (Ur - We put several thousand ions (e.g. 3000-7000 ions)
Uo)/L, the origin is at the entrance of accelerator tube, in the simulation. If (r) is the beam current for r n
L is the length and a is the radius of the accelerator
tube, U0 is the potential before acceleration, and U is E = r dr
the potential after acceleration. f0/(cr))frP(r)

Simply the electrical potential can be obtained =l(r)1(21Tcrv)=(l/(2Trcrv))(l(r)/l), (5)
through the consideration of the entrance thin lens
model, constant gradient accelerating field and exit thin Where I = beam current., If we take N ions for a
lens model. The focal length can be calculated from the simulation, we number them from the beam centre to
Davisson-Calbick equation. In practice, however, there the outside, the ion number increasing with increasing
is a fringing electrical field at the entrance or the exit of radius. So there are j ions within the area r < r, l(r)/l
accelerating tube. The potential equation describing the -j/N, thus, from eq. (5):
system should consider the boundary conditions below:
U(O, r >_a) Uo,, U( L, r >a) =Uf,E, y/2Tor (6)E( : = -c) =0, E(z=--) =0., (1) E y 2(/

Through consideration of the entrance and exit fields The beam simulation is initiated by the experiments

and solving the Laplace equation, the approximate anal- and Monte Carlo methods [3]. From the experiment it is

ysis formula on the axis of the rotational symmetric found to be a parabolic distribution, also satisfying the

accelerating system is: equation:
U(:) = l(Uo + Uf) +(E01-) x 1/X21+ x X '2 + V2/y2 + y V,/ t , 1 (7)

×(z tan- '(z/a) We calculated

- (z-L) tan--((z - L)/a)) (2) x1 (z,+kh). x ( z ° +kh),

In our 600 keV heavy ion implanter, the length of .Y (z o + kh),, Y'(zo + kh), j = 1, 2,..., N,

the accelerating tube is 1715 mm, and radius a = 57 step by step (where z0 is initial position, h is step length
mm. and k = 1, 2, .. ), the beam distribution at position

(zo + kh) can be given, we can have the rms beam
2 1.2 Space charge effects in the accelerating system radius X, Y and rms beam emmitance c,, c,:

Tanguy has set up a numerical method [2] for solving
aberrations and space charge problems in beam trans- x-direction: X = 2ay, = 4( , (2 ,) 2),

portation systems, and established a computer program 12
.v-direction: Y = 2Vi 2- ,, = 4(Y2Y' 2 

- (-Y)) i

(8)

- -The accuracy of the calculations by the REVOL
a-D/2 program were greatly improved compared to the K-V

0 distribution 14]. We also developed a much simpler
o Z envelope equation [5] and a transfer matrix method [6]

OEo rfor heavy ion beam acceleration in a rotationally sym-

---- - -... metric field. The computer programs are CP600M and21_ 1 INTEFLOW, These two computer program CP600M
and INTEFLOW were written and compared with

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the constant gradient accelerating REVOL. The results yield good agreements, but the
tube. REVOL program can give more information as it in-
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A (mm)
40 ACCELERATING TUBE 10

30 Lo 09
Bi(20 -

20.

S((40)

Fig 3 Beam envelope of a current of 300 R A. accelerated from
30 to 600 keV, for B, Ar , As , 14Xe+ and 205B,+ Ions

Ro -1.7 mm. = 34 mm mrad, L0 = 230 mm

cludes beam cross section, beam emittance and density Iso,
of particles in the beam cross section at the assigned 01 2S-
position of the beam line. Fig. 3 is the beam envelope of " '-oflIB, '41Ar+ 7Ss+, 134Xe
I=300 ItA, for the mass of , Xe 0
and 209Bi+. The beam transportation was simulated 2 62
from the object waist of the accelerating tube, it is 230 s/g,
mm before the accelerating, and the beam radius is 1,7 Eig 4 Distribution of the extended fringing field at the mag-
mm (90%) with a beam emittance of 34 mm mrad (30 net exit

keV). The beam current can be changed from 100-500
pA.

Referring to the results of the experiment, it was than ± 3 X 10-4 when the magneticn iduction is less
defined that the space charge effect should only be than 10.8 kG and the homogeneity width along the
considered when the ion energy was less than 200 keV, radius is 60 mm The test results also show that the
and the first-order beam transportation matrix should entrance fringing field is the ame as the exit fringing
be valid when the ion energy was higher than 200 keV field. Fig. 4 is the distribution of the extended fnnging

fields of the exit edges, where h(s) = B(s)/B o. 4 is the
2 2 Optics of the mass analyzing magnet distance between magnet contour and shield (4 = 0 75.

1, 1.25, 15,, 1.75, 1.8, 2g, and o), s is the distance
2.2 1 The mass analyzing magnet between the m-gnet contour and the testing spot (the

The magnet with the radius R = 1200 mm and pole unit is go). Bo is the magnet induction in the uniform
gap go= 40 mm deflects the ion beam 90". The test region. From the experimental data, the virtual field
results show that the magnet induction can reach 18 boundaries of the extended fringing fields S0, and the
kG, and non-homogeneity of the magnetic field is less correction coefficients I and 12 can be obtained by

Table I

Variations of S, I and 1, at different magnetic inductions (I = 80go, go = 40 mm)

Bo [G] 4000 6000 8000 10000 11500 13000 15000

So Igo] 0.117 0116 0.112 0111 0112 0111 0111
I1 0310 0329 0335 0331 0.338 0325 0330
11 0.445 0451 0451 0451 0.451 0450 0452

Table 2

Variations of So. 1, and I, at different magnetic inductions ( =1.85go., go = 40 mm)

B0 [G) 4000 6000 8000 10000 11500 13000 15000

So [go] 0.140 0.139 0.131 0133 0.313 0.133 0 135
1, 0.318 0.317 0.323 0321 0.327 0317 0335
12 0.451 0.451 0.452 0452 0.453 0453 0458

9
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numerical integration methods [7], For our implanter, 10 --
the magnetic shield must be at J = 1.80-1.85g , i.e., the Pb
virtual field boundary is 0.125g, (5 mm). Tables 1 and 2
show So, I. and 12 for different values of magnetic B
induction of t = 1.80 and =1.85go.. Although the
magnet induction changes from 4 to 15 kG, the varia-
tion of the virtual field boundary S, is less than 0.006g0  6
(0.24 mm), and the 1 and 12 are less than 0.028 and
0 006 respectively, that is to say. the ion beam may be
moved less than 0.03 mm at the deflecting plane and the 4 20i
image position may be changed less than 4 mm.

2.2.2. First- and second-order aberrations 2
From experimental results, we calculated the first-

and second-order aberrations of the magnet to satisfy 204

our implanter. Fig. 5 shows the beam deflecting system, 0
the horizontal plane is the bending plane. Fig. 6 Mass spectrum of Pb+.

In order to focus the ion beam at the image slit, with
61 /v = e2 (H = horizontal, V = vertical), and the
magnet object distance t, given, the image distance can Consider the mass resolving power and beam accep-
be calculated as below [7]: tance 181:

(R+' 1 tana) e,=R/( l -tana) (11)

(d/R _tan /3 - e, tan a tan /3/R) From eqs. (9), (10) and (11), we can get the results For

[ - (tan av ) '2) + iTR/2]) a symmetric magnet, a = fl, av = P., we can have:

X (/{(,/R)[tan av (1 - iT(tan av)/2) tan /v] tan a + tan av = 1. (12)
- 1(a) If analyzing the magnet system without considering

-1 + r(tan v)/2}) -  (9) the extended fringing field, a = av, /3/v, tan a

The image divergence with the changes of object a = 26034 ' , l = = 2R
distance t, is 8( 6

H -- 1 v)/be1. If the image dispersion (b) For our magnet, tan(a - tan av,, 4
(t'li - ev) is minimized, the ', should be satisfied by (12go/R)(I + sm2 a)/cos'a;
the equat)on below: = 1.8g0 ,, a = 27 145', i =e 2 = 2.052R,,

(i=[R(tan/3+ T(tanflv)/2- 1)] = 1.85go, a=27.149°," ( 1 =e 2=1.056R.

×[(1-tan av -tan 1 v -tan a tan 3 The second-order aberration of the magnet was
calculated by the TRANSPORT [9] computer program.

-r(tan av tan /v )/2)] . (10) The results of the experiment and calculation show that,

if the ion beam radius at the object slit is 1.04 mm and
the beam emittance is 7.38 mm mrad, taking the sec-
ond-order aberration effects into consideration, a is

Y N 27.13*. and the beam radius at the deflecting plane is
1.08 mm but that at the vertical plane 1.31 mm. The

/  second-order aberration can be overcome by putting a
_S1 Fconcave curvature with radius 1443 mm at the exit

contour of the magnet, the beam radius at the deflecting
plane will be 1.08 mm and that at the vertical plane will
be 1.07 mm.

S2 3. Results

The ion beam is transported with high efficiency
through a 19 m long beam line. The typical result of ionn Ii beams for Ar4 at 630 keV is 165 -tA near the object slit,

Fig. 5. Magnet deflecting and analyzing system. 145 ±.A near the image slit and 140 jiA at the target.

IV. SOURCES & BEAM TRANSPORT
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The beam transportation efficiency of the whole ma- 121 P. Tarnguy, Proc. Proton Linear Accelerator Conf., Batavia,
chine is over 85%. The good beam quality and the high 2 (1970) 771.

stability of all the p,"wer supplies make the long time [3) B. Bru and M. Weiss, CERN/MPS/LIN 74-1.

stability of the beam better than 100 lA ± 2.5% per 71 [4] I.M. Kapchinsktj and V V. Vladiriskij, Proc. Int. Conf

in 0ke. corded by an X- Y-recorder. Fig. 6 is on High Energy Accelerators (CERN, 1959) p. 274.
mm, at 630 ecr by w -th e 208 6 b s [5] Jiang Bin Yao, P. Tanguy and Xia Jin Zhi, Nucl, Instr. and
the mass spectrum of Pb+ with the 2°spb+ beam cur- Meth. 213 (1983) 179.
rent near 10 l.tA, heavy element isotope ion implanLd- [6] Yu Qing Chang, Chin J Nucl Phys. 3 (1981) 261.
tion can be done. The beam current was not very high [7] P. Septier, Focusing of Charged particles, vol 2 (Academic
on the target because we used the Nielsen-type ton Press, New York, 1967) p 239
source and the extracting beam current was limited. But [8] Lai Wei Chuan and Xu Senlin. Nucl Techniques (China) 3
the implanter was also designed for strong beam cur- (1982) 21.
rent, even up to 1-3 mA. [9] SLAC Report, No 91 (1970)
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Section V. Advanced machine technologies

Ion implantation challenges in the drive towards 64 Mb and 256 Mb
memory cell type devices *

Alan D. Giles
Applied Materials. Foundry Lane, Horsham, West Sussex RHJ3 SPY,. UK

Anton van der Steege
Philips Components Nijmegen, Gerstweg 2, 6534 AE Nijmegen. The Netherlands

Ion implhmtation techniques will be critical in the production of evermore complex devices, with major challenges for the device
designer in utilising available techniques and those that are potentially available. Equally difficult challenges face the equipment
designer in judging which technologies are required for future devices and welding these requirements into a reliable, production-
worthy fabrication tool, capable of meeting or exceeding the automation and up-time expectations of the wafer fabrication managers
High yield and consistent performance on the wafer continue to be paramount This paper will review these challenges from the
equipment suppliers' viewpoint and in particular the new technology needs and cost of ownership issues

1. Introduction In addition, the energy and beam current range
continues to expand (see fig. 2). The central process

This conference series serves as a unique forum for range of "routine" ion implantation, from a few keV to
discussion of the technological issues involved in the approximately 200 keV in energy and beam curreiats
design, manufacture and utilisation of ion implantation ranging from a few lsA to approximately 30 mA, has
technology. In previous meetings, a wide variety of recently been expanded to the use of MeV implanters
issues have been reviewed, ranging from advanced pro- for DRAM production [4]. The site for this conference,
cess requirements to new machine technology to process the University of Surrey, has been the source of much
and yield issues such as particle control and photoresist pioneering work in extending upwards the dose ad
processing [1-4]. The goal of this paper is to step beam current capabilities for direct fabrication of buried
somewhat beyond the direct consideration of prozess dielectric layers. This conference will also feature work
performance of ion implantation systems and to con- done in the use of low-energy (1 eV to approximately
sider the special challenges of reliability and auto.i-,ation 0.5 keV) ions for deposition and formation of shallow
in advanced IC production environments, junctions [5,6].

The increased complexity of the topography of ad-
vanced IC designs las resulted in a new emphasis on

2. Technological challenges the control and choice of beam incidence angle. The
need to fabricate symmetric junctions for self-aligned

Ion iiaplantation continues to be driven by the re- structures such as source/drains and emitters has driven
quirements for fabrication of ULSI devices with feature the shift in implant incidence angle from the approxi-
sizes in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 lim. In addition to such mately 70 tilt, which was characteristic of most of the
process concerns as particles and tight dose and energy processes in the last decade, to normal-incidence onen-
control, another major force is the steady increase in the tations. Recent developments in the use of high-angle
number of implant steps which are required to fabricate ( > 7 0 tilt) implantation have opened the exploration of
an advanced IC device The shift in process technology a wide range of applications (see fig. 3).
from NMOS for 64k DRAMs to twin-well BiCMOS for The critical nature of process and yield issues, such
64M DRAMs has brought about a tripling of the num- as control of surface charging effects and particle levels,
ber of implant steps (see fig. 1). can be clearly seen in the increased number of papers

on these topics which are in these proceedings. Another
* Invited paper. measure of these topics is the number of times an issue
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Fig I Process complexity

is the focus of a "users group" meeting, such as the issues, the areas of concern in the use of ion iniplanta-
established groups in Silicon Valley and Europe. As tion technology in IC fabrication includes a host of
indicated in fig 4 [7], beyond the key focus on charging topics with relatively even emphasis

10 2

Plasma Etch, Buried Dielectrics
E Ion Whalnt$

U 10 -"Routine" IC

10- Deposition

I s High Energy

-6 mmrsin lpantation
10 Implantation

-8
S10

10' 10 - Focused Ion Beams 11,,',1 ,-~

1 104 10 10
ENERGY, E (eV)

Fig. 2. Ion heam processing
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3. Reliability and automation Emitters,
Source/Drains Conventional Implant Process

Many of the papers in this conference are focused on High Trench Capac Post
"technology challenges" in the process performance and Conts Vrtical

area. Perhaps an even greater challenge facing the i- Dose

plant equinment manufacturer is the need to meet un- Under-Oale LDDs
heralded evels of equipment reliability in the coming LOD

decade. It is worth examining the background to this Low Trench st-Side
demand. L

It is well known that the driving force behind the 10 20 30 40 50
growth of the semiconductor industry has been its abil- Beam Incidence Angle
ity to maintain costs per chip, whilst increasing memory Fig 3. Tilt angle: the new phase space.
capacity fourfold with each new generation of memory
device. This has been achieved by: Fig. 5 defines up-time and reliability based on SEMI
(1) shrinking geometries through improved lithography standards and adapted for the implant situation. The

and other design advances, equipment manufacturer focuses on equipment up-time,
(2) increasing yield to levels in excess of 90% on some mean time between failures (MTBF) and mean time to

established processes. and repair (MTTR) whereas the fabrication manager con-
(3) increasing wafer size up to 200 mm diameter. centrates on all the factors leading to im.roved utilisa-

It is unlikely that the same rate of economic progress tion.
can be achieved by extrapolating the three areas above. Before we look at the reliability of equipment in
New areas of rapid improvement will be necessary if the detail we must also consider other changes besides
economic drive to technological change in the industry "proce ,." issues which will have an impact on the
is to be maintained. reliability challenge over the next five years. Fig. 6

One such area is equipment utilisation. For ion shows some of the general trends in equipment require-
implanters utilisation levels of around 50% are often ments from 1982 to 1994 when production of 64 Mb
reported in production environments. Increasing these DRAM devices is expected to commence.
utilisation levels to 80% or 90% would have huge cost The need to achieve utilisation levels of 80% to 90%
benefits to the device manufacturer in terms of savings in 1994 dictates tough equipment reliability challenges
in equipment capital and running costs as well as re- and these are outlined in the road map shown in fig. 7.
duced clean-room areas. This saving may be the critical At present, mean time between failures (MTBF) is
area which will make 64 Mb DRAM memory and typically between 50 and 100 hours on production ion
similar technologies viable and it will be necessary to implant systems. This drives equipment-dependent up-
substantially improve the reliability and hence the times in the area of 80-90%. Availability, which allows
utihsation of equipment. for down-time due to fac,!ties, engineering and equip-

20
* Charging

Silcon Valley Implant Users Group
1983-1990 Reviews

* Dose Control
cn 15

en I Heating/Dlmege

Q Particles
ci • Maintenance

10 I Ill-V Devices

E3 Range/Channeling

E E RTP
35

Z ] Photoreslsts

0 Contamination

[3 Measurement
0 El Beam Physics

Meeting Topics
Fig. 4. Distribution of meeting topics for the Silicon Valley Implant Users Group for the years mid-1983 to mid-1988
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Uptime I( Rliaity

A. Total Available Hours *A Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF)
166 Hourp' WeWhbchhne Ho~urs UpimozWak

B. Equipment Uptime B. Mean Time Between Assist (MTBA)
t6A.Epulontlfl X100 Hours PruLagWe

16a Assiet al Weak
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168.- (Facilities DT.+X 0 Egulpment .Lhlhnglf
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SelunqTat VT# Productioan Standby Tim

Fig. 5. Definition of terms

ment requalification, is typically 5% lower at the 75--85% typical. This drives utilisationi levels in the 40-60%
level. The unpredictability of machine availability forces range.
the device manufacturer to have some redundancy in Given an equipment MTBF capability of 100 hours
his capacity planning. This leads to reduced levels of it is necessary to install a vigorous system management
production efficiency with which he can use his ma- regime to maintain high availability levels. This is il-
..hines and an upper limit of approximately 70% is lustrated schematically in fig. 8. Failure to provide

64 K Memory 256 K Memory 16i Blit Memory 64M Bit Memory
Mini Feature Mini Feature Min Feature Min Feature
2.5 Micron 15 Micron 0 6 Micron 0 5 Micron

Killer Delect Killer Defect Killer Defect Killer Detect
40.7 Micron .0 3 Micron .0.1 Micron >0.05 Micron

Reliability Reliablity 150 Hours 200 Hour$
(Uptimedo0% (MTBF, MTTR) (MI, JF (MTBF)

Manuei Water Handling cassette-to-casaette Transaction Procsing

Atmospheric Loading Vacuum Load Locked Sell Cleaning Process No Need for Sell Cleaning

Equipment In Cleanrooni Bulkhead Mounted Cleanrooni? Cleanroom?

Programme Sequencing Distributed Computers Ntetwortked Factory Control Fully networked factory plant

controlling

Timed Process Automatic Endpoint Expert System Process Mgmtl Dynamic "$an" Factory Mgmt

Test Point Limited Automatic Diagnosis Expert System Remote Diagnosis in-process Measurement and Diagnosis

Fig. 6. Semiconductor manufactunng equipment reliability (increasing apphcation and feature complexity).
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1988-90 1991.92 1993- 94

Utilization 40% - 60% 60% - 80% 80% - 90%

Production Efficiency 5b% - 70% 70% - 90% 90% - 93%

Availability 75% - 85% 85% - 90% 90%- 97%

Uptime 80% - 90% 90% - 99% 99 + %

MTTR 3- 8 Hrs 1.5 - 2 Hrs 0.5 - Hrs

MTBF 100 - 150 Hrs 200 - 250 Hrs >500 Hrs

Fig. 7. Equipment reliability challenges

adequate documentation or spare parts can be equally for memory devices is Lo be maintained. Looking at
disastrous to equipment availability levels as a modest other industries it is also clear that the present level of
decline in MTBF. This is of cou,-- true of any given equipment availability is not acceptable for a mature
level of MTBF for a mathine and as it may be argued industry and that higher utilisation and therefore relia-
that only marginal improvement in MTBF can be ob- bility levels are inevitable and the only queston is how
tamed with any particular design of machine, in the these can be made economically viable.
short term focus should be on system management MTBF requirements exceeding 500 hours and MTTR
improvement opportunities. of less than one hour drive a whole new set of chal-

However, failure to focus on MTBF issues will lead lenges, especially when considered against the backdrop
the equipment manufacturer down a blind alley. The of increasing system design complexities and automa-
main way to improve reliability and therefore lower the tion. Common tools used by equipment designers in,
cost of ownership is to prevent the machine failing. As clude the following:
this is achieved the requirement for other system (1) System modelling. Fig. 9 shows a modular approach
management factors will become relatively less im- to reliability modelling where a total MTBF in
portant excess of 500 hours is stipulated with scheduled

We can see in fig. 7 that over the next five years the maintenance of less than 5%. This dictates design
challenge is to aclueve utilisation levels as high as 90%. parameters for each module in terms of reliability.
This dramatic doubling of the present utilisation levels Although some of these MTBF numbers seem ex-
will be needed if the continuing cost performance ratio traordinarily high, they are necessary if future de-

vices are to be economically viable. Hence the sys-
tem designer may be forced to use redundancy or

100 very specific preventive maintenance schedules as is
P REVENI\'E MAINTENANCE common practice in the aircraft indu,.try

93 1 L (2) Continuous improvement programmes. Close custo-

85 INHERENT SYSTEM RELIABILITY OP PorUNIMY mer relationships are needed to effectively feed
/ DATA back reliability problems to the manufacturer in t

-digestable fashion. Root-cause analysis and a subse-
STAFFING quent maintenance procedure chinge or de-sign

AVAIL SPARES SYSTEM change are required to close the loop. All manufac-
MANAGEMENT turers have such programmes and the issue is how

TRAINING OPPORTUNITY can they be male more effective. Pareto charts (fig.

PROCEE URES 10) are commonly used to give rank priority to
- reliability issues and these are based on accurate

0 DC';L1'TATI" customer feedback.

TIME Undoubtedly 500 h MTBF systems will be devel-
oped if they are economically feasible, both for the

t=O is point of delivery semiconductor device manufacturer and the equipment
Fig. 8. System management - the potential manufacturer. Unfortunately, to date, implant equip-

V. MACHINES
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RANDOM FAILURES

Module Sub module MTBF MTIR DOWNTIME/
100 HRS

Beamline Sub total 1200 9 0.74

Processor Sub total 3000 9 030

Vacuum Sub total 2222 8 0 35

Sub total 3279 5 0.16

Complete Control System TOTAL 520 8 1.55

SHEDULED MAINTENANCE

Activity name MTBS MTI'S SCHEDULED
DOWNTIME

Ion source and extraction service 75 2 00 2.67
Graphite service 4000 400 0.10
Gas bottle change 2000 4.00 0.20
Cryo regeneration 250 2 00 0.80
Wafer handling check I(0 1 00 0 10
Flood gun replacement 500 2 00 0 40
Heat sink inserts 2000 4.00 0 20
Vacuum full service 4000 1600 0 40

SUMMARY Failure Rates

Availability 94 0% % Beamline 64 0%

Scheduled downtime 4 9% % Processor 9 4%

MTBF 520 4 HRS % Vacuum 24 2%
MITR 8.1 HRS % Control 2.5%

Fig 9 Reliability model P19200.

ment manufacturers have not enjoyed a universally suc- has also focused on the significant reliability challenge
cessful profitability track record. It is also not clear faced by the equipment manufacturer driven by the
what costs will be involved in creating a 500 h MTBF need of the industry to increase utilisation levels to
tool which has the self-diagnosis capability to allow an remain viable. It is evident that the equipment supplier
MTTR of less than I h, coupled with the spare-parts and user will need to work together in closer partner-
investment and logistics to allow any repair to take ship if we are to succeed in the development of more
place in that time frame. Yet it is clear that just the automated yet more reliable ion implant systems. The
reliability challenges set out for the next five years will trade-offs in terms of initial capital cost, operating cost
require significant investment and change. and reliability will need to be understood by both

parties. One scenario is that a higher capital cost system
but with dramatically improved reliability will show

4. Conclusion huge cost-of-ownership savings. The details of this
equation need to be well tested and accepted by both

This paper has set out some of the process perfor- user and manufacturer.
mance challenges faced by the implant community. It One final concern is over another partnership or lack

fia
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this conference suggest that this attitude is a mistake

and we, as a group, should lobby to rectify this ill-in-

formed conclusion.
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Development of ion implantation equipment in the USSR *

A.F, Vyatkin , V.V. Simonov b and A.I. Kholopkin h

"Institute of Microelectronics Technology and High Purity Materials, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 142432 Chernogolovka
Moscow District, USSR
"VaAuumashprihor" Scientific Industrial Corporation, Mocow, USSR

A retrospective ieview of the development of ion implantation equipment in the USSR is presented and modern design
philosophies are highlighted. The main developments made by Soviet scientists in the field of ion implantation over the past 30 years
are reviewed

1. Introduction by V.A. Simonov and coworkers. The Vesuvius-1 ma-
chine produced in 1969 showed the following parame-

Ion implantation into semiconductors started to de- ters: ion current up to 100 [tA, ion energy up to 200
velop in the USSR, as in some developed western keV,. nonuniformity and nonreproducibility of dose
countnes, in the 50s and early 60s. It has its origin in < 2.56%, mass resolution M/AM > 100 and an electro-
semiconductor physics and physics of atomic collisions static scanning system.
in solids. In 1952 at the Leningrad Physico-Technicdl
Irstitute, M.M Bredov observed the change of the
conductance type in p-type germanium upon Li + ion 2. Commercial ion implantation machines
irradiation. In 1961 at the ion bombardment laboratory
of the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, V.M.
Gusev and M.1 Guseva obtained p-n juctins with Thc design and production of ion implantation ma-
good rectification properties when irradiating silicon chines n the USSR passed through four generations ofwth ons of Ill and V group elements These and machines classfed into three groups according to appli-

withion of II nd grop eemets Teseand cation: (1) low-dose (medium-current) machines, (2)
subsequent works demonstrated the possibility of intro-
ducing ion implantation into semiconductor device high-current machines, and (3) high-energy machines.

technology which called, in its turn, for development of The succession of generations is most fully represented
appropriate industrial equipment. by the Vesuvius accelerators which dominated the Sovict

Ion implantation technology was first extended to market for almost 20 years.
the high-volume production of switching pin-diodes, Hundreds of Vesuvius machines are now operating
solr cells and bipolar transistors. These devices are in the USSR (table 1) [1]. The table illustrates the

distinguished by the presence of highly doped n- and evolution of commercial implanters. For many years
p-layers. Hence, the first generation of nplanters Vesuvius-3 was the most popular among low-dose ma-
brought to the commercial level in 1966 features com-. chines. It is a double target chamber with a mechanical
paratively high ion currents (up to 10 nA) and an scanning system of the drum type and electrostatic

to 100 keV. The machines of h scanning. Developed in 1974, this machine provided an
namely, "ILU-1",. "ILU-2",. "ILU-3", developed at the efficiency up to 300 wafers per hour from 1,5 in to 4 in.
Kurchatov Institute afforded high-efficiency implanta- in diameter with sufficiently low nonuniformity of dose
tion of a wide variety of ior s. By way of example, in (2%) and an energy of 150 keV. Boron, phosphorus and

solar cell production the capacity of the "ILU-2" ma- arsenic ion currents reached I mA.
chine equipped with a conveyer-type sample holder For quite a time in the fielu of high current machines

system reached 0.5 m2 per 100 mi. the main emphasis was on plants with combined mecha-
The ILU-machmes belong to the first generation of nical and electromagnetic scanning. The Vesuvius-4 and

Soviet-developed imlant,=rs. Among these are also Vebuvius-8 imichines uf the 70s and their versions were
Vesuvius machines developed at the Vacuum Institute produced with beam post-acceleration and a high-volt-

age target chamber.
The ma'n trend in the development of Soviet ion

• Invited paper. implantation equipment was to smaller size and higher
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0 The Vesuvius-17 medium current machine is desig-
ned for implantation of VLSI, ultrahigh speed IC and
ULSI. This fully automatic unit affords implantation of
10-200 keV B+, P+ As' tons at a maximum iont -,-current of 3 mA. Each 150 mm wafer is alternately

treated in one of the two chambers with an electrostatic
-deflection and scanning system. Wafers are loaded and

unloaded in a vacuum from cassettes coming into the
__ __ chamber through a vacuum lock. This enables the par-

ticle contamination to be lowered and the efficiency to
7 -6 - 4_be increased to 300 wafers per hour. The Vesuvius-17

Fig I Schematic diagram of the Vesuvius-17 machine: (1) ion machine schematic is shown in fig. 1. Commercial pro-
source, (2) analyzing magnet, (3) accelerated tube, (4) deflec- duction is planned tor 1991.
tion and scanning system: (5) quadrupole lens, (6) wafer, (7)
load/unload system, (8) vacuum lead lock system, (9) high
voltage power supplies and control blocks, and (10) control

cabinet of the target chamber 3. Special-purpose implanters

3.1. High-energy machines for ion implantation
efficiency. In the last decade the efforts have been
concentrated on the qualitative parameters, namely, The Vesuvius-9 high-energy machine for ion implan-
doping uniformity, full automatization, lower particle tation was developed in 1980. In this machine both the
contamination. The modem Soviet-Czechoslovak 'Jikhr ion source and the target chamber are at a high poten-
high-current machine utilizes nine locally distributed tial whilst the mid-point of the accelerator is at ground
noise-immune microprocessors. Nine 6 in. wafers are potential. This permits obtaining 600 keV singly charged
mounted onto a spinning disk and two-coordinate ions, 1200 keV doubly charged ions and 1800 keV triply
mechanical scanning ensures an efficiency of 100 wafers charged ions at a maximum power supply voltage of
per hour at a dose of 6 x 1015 cm - 2 . The particle 300 kV. One of the Vesuviis-9 versions had a capacity
contamination is 0.15 particles per cm 2 at a particlc up to 2.1 meV at a total accelerating voltage of 700 kV
diameter less than 0.25 ,Lm. the doping nonuniformity and generated P2" ion currents up to 1 mA and p 3 -

being <0.75%. The cryogenic high vacuum punpiag ion currents up to 300 ,iA. The machine employed
system, and the compatibility with clean rooms of class two-stage acceleration, two-coordinate mechanical scan-
10 enable the Vikhr mac, -* to be used in the techno- ning of the sample holder and a Makov-type ion source.
logical process of the prod6-tion of 1-4 Mbit VLSI. The large size prevented extension of the machine to

Table I
Ion implanters of the "Vesuvius" family

Model Year Ion energy Ion current Wafer Nonuniformity Maxima:
name of IkeVI [mAl diameter and nonreprodu- productivity

issue B' P' AS
4  [in ] cibility of [wafers/h]

dose 1%]

Vesuvius-1 1969 10- 200 0.2 0 3 2,3 2 50
Vesuvius-2 1972 15 - 150 0 2 0.5 2.3 4 50
Vesuvius-3 1974 !5- 150 0.3 0.9 2,3,4 2 50
Vesuvius-4M 1974 15- 100 1.0 2.0 2,3 4 100-300
Vesuvius-5 1976 15- 140 1.0 2.0 3,4 4 40
Vesuvius-7M 1978 1- 100 0 3 0.3 3,4 1 5 40
Vesuvius-8M 1981 1,- 100 2 0 5.0 3,4 2 200
Vesuvius-9 ' 1980 100- 1300 0.3 08 2,3,4 2 80
Vesuvius-12M 1985 10- 100 2.0 5 0 4,5 1 5 20
Vesuviub-13M 1984 10- 200 1.0 1.2 4,5 1 50
Vesuvius-I *5 1987 20- 600 0.5 1.0 4,5,6 1 200
Vikhr 1989 10- 200 3.0 8 0 4,5,6 075 50-200
Vesuvius-17 t, 1990 10- 200 2.0 3.0 4,5,6,8 0 75 120

Doubly and tnply charged ions are used.
b Commercially available from 1991.

V. MACHINES
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7 ,t i a cooperative endeavor between specialists in material
science and specialists in nuclear physics

At the Obninsk Physico-Energetic Institute the ex-
periments on heavy-ion implantation are performed on

, an accel,,rator with an ion energy up to 5 Mev.
The Priz-500 small-size high-voltage vertical acceler-

ator was developed at the Institute of Nuclear Physics,, !Sof the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Scien-
ces in the second half of the 80s. It is designed for

Fig. 2. Component layout of the UKP-2-1 machine: (1) high- proton implantation at a H ' beam current of 0 1 mA
voltage structure, (2) injector 1, (3) inJector 2, (4) neutralizer, and is used for proton induced isolation of gallium-
(5) Faraday cup, (6) quadrupole doublet, (7) analvzinr magnet, arsenide based IC devices.

(8) e!ectrostatic scanner, and (9,10) target chz tibers The LUI-700 machine was also designed at the In-

stitute of Nuclear Physics in 1987-1989 for 700 keV B',
P', As' ion implantation at an ion current of 0.5 mA.

high-volume production Now its small-size prototype,
600 keV Vesuvius-15, comes in two versions: for Aiii 3 2. Analytwical machines
and B' doping with controlled heating of 3-m. and 4-in.
wafers, and for doping 4-in. and 5-in, silicon wafers As in the countries with advanced R&D in nuclear
with the use of cooling. The high vacuum pumping physics, the first analytical works in the USSR using
using turbomolecular pumps. triple beam "separation" high-energy ion beams were performed on vertical elec-
by means of distributed mass-separators, a special target trostatic Van de Graaff accelerators At present such
chamber with horizontal transport and wafer clamping analytical centres are run at the Moscow Institute of
and the possibility of operation ov.,r a wide range of ion Nuclear Research, at the Institute of Nuclear Physics of
mass and energy make Vesuvius-15 an all-purpose ma- the Moscow State University, at the Kharkov Physico-
chine for ultrahigh speed IC fabrication. Technical Institute of the Ukraine Academy of Sciences

The development of the high-energy Vesuvius-19 and at the Tomsk State University. In the middle of the
machine is being completed at Vakuumashpribor Scien- 80s the Sokol-3 analytical complex was developed at the
tific" Industrial Corporation. It is designed 'in two vcr- Kharkov Physico-Technical Institute employing a hori-
sions: (a) with linear ion acceleration, employing a zontal electrostatic accelerator. The main technical
small-size high-voltage terminal (up to 1.5 MV) isolated characteristics of the machine are as follows:
by compressed gas (SF6 ), (b) with rf linear ion accelera- (1) Ion energy: 0.3-2.0 MeV
tion up to 4 MeV. (2) Beam energy

In 1989 the UKP-2-1 high-energy machine designed homogeneity AE!E. < 0 04%
at the Efremov Research Institute of Electrical and
Physical Equipment (Leningrad) was put into operation
at the Alma-Ata Institute of Nuclear Physics. This Table 2
tandem-type heavy ion accelerator features the follow- Ion beam currents for 1 MV terminal voltage (UKP-2-I)
ing parameters'

Ion energy (single-charge): 0.4-2.0 MeV Injected Ion Beam Energy
Energy stability: 0.05% particles species current [MeV]
Beam current. up to 50 tLA H54 2
Ion mass range' 1-250 amu. H1-  

4He+  54 2.0

The accelerator is shown schematically in fig. 2. Two 4 He2 +0.04 20
acceleration tracks based on a single high-voltage power 12C - 12C+ 0.5 20
supply enable both separate and simultaneous implan- 16O .-  160 + 3.9 2.0
tation of ions into the target. Moreover, the system 160 2+ 3.1 3.0
allows concurrent implantation of heavy ions and anal- 1603 006 4.0
ysis in the Rutherford backscattering mode. 4°ArO 4Ar +  1 8 1.0

Table 2 lists some parameters of ion beams produced 4°Ar+ 0.1 2.0
by this accelerator 4Ar' 1 002 3.0

R&D in the field of ion implantation at very high 6 Cu -+ 6 Cu- 63Cu +/6Cu+ 22/0.5 2.063C u , +/ 5(,u 2 + 2 8 0 5 3
energies is being carried out on the accelerator of the 6 3Cu2+/65(u2+ 2 8/0.5 340
International Joint Institute of Nuclear Research in 63

Cu+/65cU4+ 04/. 506 3Cu47+65Cu4 +  
0 004/- 5 0

Dubna. Experiments with ion energies from ten to ,197TaO  18tTa+ 0.09 2.0
hundreds of mega-electronvolts are being carried out as
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(3) Ion current. I x 10 '-50 [LA 4
(4) Ion type. H +,, D ',,He *He 2 

+

(5) Beam current stability: 5-7% /
(6) Gas pressure in the tank: 5 atm teh '
This machine made it possible to apply the tech-

niques of Rutherford backscattering with channeling,
nuclear resonance reactions and proton induced X-ray
emission. Several machines are now operating in in-
dustry and at the Institutes of the USSR Academy of ,I
Sciences .. I

3.3. Ultrahigh-current machiev '- 5 i- 8[

Ultrahigh-current machines are designed for ion Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the Granat machine (1) laser, (2)
sacuum chaniher, (3) optical system. (4) target. (5) movable

synthesis of materials and, in particular, for fabrication arget stae ( 3) ontro l system o a target s ( 7)
target stage, (6) control iystem f'ormation of target stage, (7)

of buried isolated layers in silicon when producing ionization chamber. (8) grid. (9) acceleration tube. (10) wafer
silicon-on-insulator structures. Among these is the holder, (11) dose control sstem. and '12) vacuum chamber
Vesuvius-20 machine. Its main technical characteristics
are listed below:

(1) Ion type' N* and O The Granat machine utilizes a laser-plasma ion
(2) Ion energy: up to 3X) keV sourLe that affords evaporation and ionization of any
(3) Ion beam current. up to 200 mA solid material (Sb, As, Al, Ta. Cr, etc.). The noncon-
(4) Nonumformity and taminating nature of laser radiation and purity of the

nonreproducibility target materials to be doped eliminates the need for an
of dose: 5- ion beam separation system. The design of the ion

(5) Target temperature range source also enables high-homogeneity implantation over
upon irradiation 100 8000 C a large area without using an ion beam scanning system.

(6) Taiget temperature This is a single-wafer machine which can be operated in
maintenance ± 50 C manual and automatic modes It may be used to obtain

An UHF ion source and a magnetron-type ion source specified properties in solid state materials used in
with a rhenium cathode have been designed for the microelectronics technology and as a R&D machine in
Vesuvits-20 machine Mass-production is planned for other fields
1992. The powerful pulse of laser radiation is focused on a

The Implant-500 and Quartz ultrahigh current rna target made of doping material The latter evaporates to

chines have been developed at the Leningrad Institute dissociate into ions This laser generated plasma then
of Electrophysical Apparatuses on the basis of high- expands in the surce region. The system of ion beam
%oltage air-insulated accelerators The main characteris- generation and acceleration divides the laser plasma
tics of the maLhines are as follows, into the ion and electron components to form a slightly

hmplant-500 Quartz divergent ion beam and accelerates 'it to the required
(1) Energy [keV] 50-500 100--250 energy. Samples are continuously fed into the implanta-
(2) Beam current [mAj] 0.05-5 10-!00 tion zone via the single wafet handling system.
(3) Ion mass [amu 1-200 1 -32 Technical characteristics:

Ion energy: 10-40 keV
3.4. tigh-current low-energr machine, Medium ion current- 100-300 zA

Implantation

Along with the conventional designs of ion accelera- nonumformity. 4%
tors, ihovel implanters are being developed. Among them Diameter of doped
are three types of machine distinguished by the absence wafers: up to 100, 125, 150 mm
of ion separation. Capacity at a dcse of

The Granat pulsed ion implantation machine has I X 1014 Ch.1 - 2 80 wafers/h
evolved from collaboration between the Moscow Tech- Limiting residual
nico-Physical Institute, the Elkor enterprise, the Vaku- pressure in the
umashpribor scientific industrial corporation and the working chamber: 2.5 X 10- ' Pa
Saratov Elmash industrial corooration (fig. 3). The mac- Pumping system: oil-free
hine is intended for implantation of low and medium Overall dimensions: 1800 x 900 X 2300 mm 3

ion doses into semiconductors and other materials. Weight: 1800 kg

V. MACHINES
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The Titan machine has been developed at the In- vi f

stitute of High-Current Electronics of the Siberian us 2
Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences from a pulse t6

source generating different gas ions and ions of any _

conducting materials (metals, alloys, etc.).
The operation principle of the machine is based on 4 -

simultaneous or sequential ignition of two forms of arc 5 _

discharge with a common hollow anode. A constricted t-
arc discharge with a cold cathode ensured the gas ion 6
current component and initiates a vacuum arc which is
a solid state ion source. This means that two-component Vs

,on flow generation is feasible. 7
Main parameters of the Titan source:

Accelerating voltage: 20-100 kV us
Gas ion current: up to 250 mA
Solids ion current: up to 500 mA _
Pulse duration: 400 is 

Pulse frequency- up to 50 s 1

Beam size: 250 cm
Nonuniformity of ion fl 10

current density: no more than + 15%
Time of continuous 900423

operation with the
same cathode: 35 h Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the ion projection lithography

Lifetime with gas ions. 100 h machine- (1) ion source, (2) extraction system, (3) lenses, (4)
Time to reach a dose analyzing magnet. (5) slit. (6) condenser lens, (7) silicon stencil

Time017 to h an mask, (8) projected len,, (9) alignment system, (10) wafer, and
of 1 0 fl ion/cm2 '  10-20 min (11 ) wafer stage.

The Vita ion plasma machine has been designed at

the Kurchatov Institute. Its vacuum chamber houses a
low energy ion plating system (IPS) and a low energy The design utilizes original designs of all the key ele-
ion implantation system (IIS). This combination makes ments, namely:
possible different technological operations: - Ion optical system,

Plasma beam cleaning of surface areas - High brightness sources for different types of ions;
Layer deposition. - Design and technology of reticles with high ion ero-

- 40 keV ion implantation. sion resistance:
A combination of these operations. - Image alignment system,

Technical characteristics of the Vita machine: - Image correction system.
Implanted 40 keV ions- He +. Ar', Kr', Xe, N f,, The machine features the following parameters:

CO , O',, BF -, Mg',. Ca ' , Si +, Al +, P Cu+, - Scale of image transfer from 3. 1 to 10.1;
Cs+,, S+,, Zn+, Ge +, Pd', Cd , In ,, Ag , Sn+,, - 0.2 Lra resolution over an area of 10 x 10 ,nm 2 ;
Yb , Au', Pb +  

- liquid metal sources with needle electrodes made
Energy of implanted ions of from tungsten, boron nitride and glassy carbon pro-

- the IIS: up to 40 keV duce B +, P +, Pt , etc. with an ion beam current in
IPS (Ar, N, Xe). from 250 to 400 eV the range 5-60 1iA,

Total ion beam current -- duoplasmatron ion sources produce inert gas ions,
- IIS: from 5 to 20 mA N + , H' with an ion current up to 100 ±A.
- IPS: from 1 to 2.5 A Recticle parameters:
Beam size: 150 X 200 mm 2  

- thickness: 0.2-4.5 lim

- size of reticle field: up to 45 x 45 mm

3.5. Ion projection hthography machine minimum hole size: I Jim
- accuracy of pattern

registration: < 0.15 Rpm
The ion projection lithography machine is being - ion erosion resistance

devised at the Vakuumashpribor scientific industrial of reticles: > 10 i9 ion/cm2

corporation for application in short-cut resistless VLSI Along with its application to resistless technology,
technology (fig. 4). i.e. direct ion implantation through the mask, this ma-

, t'N 1!.,5 ;
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light

,0 I I Z ,0
4.i

N 0,5

+ 11+ 4~ -2 I
P) 10 k(eV ,6110 cm 0,4 0, 1

Fig 5 (a) Scheme of the long-range effect of ion implantation (b) Spectral dependence of photoconductivity current:, (1) reference
sample; (2) P ' ions implanted from the back side of the sample

chine can be used to advantage in the lithography 1967 [3]. Tellurium films 0.1 lxm thick were irradiated
processes on different types of resists including "dry" with 5-15 keV cadmium tons at a dose of 2 x 1015 ions
resists. cm2. High-energy electron diffraction analysis and pho-

toconductivity measurements point unambiguously to
formation of CdTe

4. Contribution of Soviet scientists to the art of ion Consistent investigations of the mechanism of accel,
implantation crated ion-solid interactions have led to the develop-

ment of the physical models of the formation of ran-
The achievements in ion implantation machine de- domly damaged regions and damaged surface layers [4].

velopment as well as the high level of knowledge in the The models are based on the idea of vacancy-intersti-
field of solid state physics and materials science have tial space separation which provides accumulation of
enabled Soviet scientists to make a significant contribu- defects of one type to concentrations required to change
tion to the understanding of the processes related to ion the single crystal to the amorphous state. In the oppo-
implantation into solids, site case annihilation of defects results in saturation of

Besides the aforementioned pioneering works done the defect accumulation process at low concentrations.
in the area of ion implantation, the results obtained in In 1973 the studies of silicon arr.orphization revealed
different scientific institutions of the USSR rank among that epitaxial recrystallization occurs under certain con-
the most remarkable. Some of the results are the follow- ditions when the dose of silicon(IllI) irradiation is in-
ing. creased above the critical amorphization value [5]. It

The possibility, in principle, of synthesizing new was particularly shown that at room temperature the
phases containing irradiated target atoms and in- effect of epitaxial recrystalhzation of Si(III) is observed
planted atoms was demonstrated in 1961 [2). Semicon- upon P+ ion irradiation at doses > 101' ions/cm 2 and
ductor cadmium telluride compound was synthesized in ion current densities <5 l.A/cm2 . This effect, now

1,

1 
1 3  

10
14  

J0
1 
F.

I 
CO

17  L -2

Fig 6 Backscattered ion yield as a function of 80 keV Ne+ ion implantation dose at room temperature in: (1) pure Si(100);
(2) B doped Si (100), B concentration 2 x 1021 cm- (3) As+ doped Si (100), total concentration 2x 1021 cm --,
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known as ion-beam induced solid phase epitaxial growth Academy of Sciences, the Institute of Microelectronics
(IBIEG), was called the large-dose effect. Technology and High-Purity Materials of the USSR

The problems of sermconductor crystal structure re- Academy of Sciences, the Leningrad Polytechnical In-
construction and electrical activation of interstitial im- stitute, the Byelorussia State University, the Institute of
purities calls for physical investigations of these Electronics of the Uzbek Academy of Sciences, the
processes and development of appropnate technology. Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Kazakh Academy of
For instance, laser pulse annealing of radiation damage Sciences, the Kaunas Polytechnical Institute, the Gorki
was studied at the Kazan Physico-Technical Institute in Physico-Technical Research Institute, and the Kazan
1974 and then at the Institute of Semiconductor Physics Physico-Technical Institute.
of the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Scien-
ces in 1975 [6,7]. It was shown that a single pulse of the
solid-state laser with a pulse duration of 30 ns and a
pulse energy of 0.1 J focused into a 15 mm spot is References

sufficient for the annealing of radiation damage in
implanted layers and producing a high-level carrier con- [1] V V Simonov, A A Kormlov, A.V. Shaslielev and E V
centration both in Si and GaAs. Shokin, in. Ion implantation Equipment (Radio and Corn-

In the late 60s and early 7 0s a group of scientists of munication, Moscow, 1988).
the Gorki Physico-Technical Research Institute headed [2] M I Guseva and B.V Aleksandria, Zh. Tekh Fiz 31

by P.V Pavlov discovered the so-called long-range ef- (1961) 867

fect, i.e. the change in the semiconductor properties at 13] A.E. Gorodetskii, G A. Kachurn, N.B. Pridachin and L S

distances exceeding considerably the range of bombard- Smirnov, FIz Tekh. Poluprovodn 2 (1967) 136.
ing ions [71. Later the effect was studied in detai[ in ref 14] N.B. Pridachin and L S Smirno, Fiz Tekh Polupio-

vodn. 5 (1973) 166
[9]. Its essence is illustrated by the scheme of the [51 N N Gerasimenko. A.V Dvurechenskii, S.I. Romanov
experiment and the experimental spectral dependence and L.S. Smarnov, Fiz Tekh Poluprovodn (1973) 2195.
of photoconductivity shown in fig. 5. [61 I.B. Khaibullin. E I Shtyrkov, M.M. Zaripov, M.F

Another example of this kind is the discovery of the Galyautdmov and R.M Bayazitov, VINITI. No 2661-74,
impurity amcrphization effect which is described com- M., 32
prehensively in paper [10]. The essence of the effect is [71 G.A. Kachurin. N.B Pridachin and L S Smirnov, Fiz

vividly shown in fig. 6. Tekh Poluprovodn 9 (1975) 1428.

At present, the engineers designing ion implantation [8] G.N. Uspenskaya, N N Abramova, D.I Tetelbaum, E I
equipment work in collaboration with the scientific Zorm and P V Pavlov, in Physical Fundamentals of

iui en d iIon-beam Implantation (Gorki. 1972) p. 96. in Russian
institutions engaged i investigations of the physical [9] V.G. Goryachev,, L N Marenina and V N Modkovich, in
processes of the ion--solid interactions The most active Radiation Effects in Semiconductor Systems, (Izd KIYaN
among them are: the Institute of Semiconductor Physics AN USSR, Kiev, 1977) p. 26
of the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Scien- [101 A.V Dvurechenskii, R Groetzschel and V P Popov, Phys.
ces, the Lebedev Physical Institute of the USSR Lett A116 (1986) 399
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The Nissin NH-20SP medium-current ion implanter

N.. Nagai, T. Kawai, M. Nogami, T. Shin'yama, T.. Yuasa, Y. Kibi, H. Kawakami, K. Nishikawa
and M. Isobe
Ntsin Electrical Co Ltd. Ion Equipment Dwsion, 575 Kuze Tonovhtro-cho. Mnami-ku. Kvoto. Japan

The NH-20SP medium-current ion implanter has been developed to meet the needs of advanced ULSI fabrication processes The
NH-20SP has the following features: (1) parallel-beam implantation, (2) 8 in wafer compatible, (3) precise dose-uniformity control,
(4) in-situ parallelism and uniformity monitor, (5) large-tilt-angle implantation. (6) step wafer-rotation during implantation. The
NH-20SP employs a tlybnd scan system. The horizontal parallel-beam sweep is accomplished with two sets of electrostatic electrodes
A wafer is scanned vertically by a swing-arm scan mechanism A digital beam sweep system controls the dose uniformity across the
wafer Implant dose uniformity is achieved by adjusting the speed of the vertical wafer motion The swing-arm scan mectinism
provides a large-tilt-angle implantation and stepwise rotation of the wafer during implantation In this paper an overview of thee
features will be kiven and performance data will be presented

1., Introduction tilt-angle and step-rotational implants for novel ULSI

processes.
The NH-20SP medium-current ion implanter has The NH-20SP employs a hybrid scan system. A

been developed to meet the needs of advanced ULSI hybrid scan system sweeps an ion beam in one direction
fabrication processes (figs. 1 and 2). The implanter and translates a wafer in another. In NH-20SP, a hori-
provides paroliel-beam implantation, 8 in wafer zontal parallel-beam sweep is accomplished with a digit-
processing, precise dose and uniformity control, large- ally controlled electrostatic electrode. A wafer is scanned

4:

Fig. I. Photograph of the NH-20SP
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Beamline section Endstation
E High voltage terminal section

Beam course Control console

E Beam course Clean unit

6200 mm

Fig 1 Overs!M plane view of the NH-20SP medium-current ion implanter.

vertically by a swing-arm scan mechanism and the kHz. Fig. 3 shows a schematic view of the beam line.
scanning speed is controlled to perform uniform im- The ion beam, after being mass-analyzed and post-
plantation accelerated, is swept horizontally by the H1 electrode.

The V electrode bends the ion beam downwards to
eliminate neutrals and other unnecessary components

2. Beam line (parallel-beam generation) such as charge-transferred ions and dissociated mole-
cules. In the case of a 50 keV BF, implant (30 kV

In the NH-20SP, an ion beam is swept electrostati- extraction, 20 kV post-acceleration), the vertical sep-
cally The frequency of the horizontal beam sweep is I aratior, between BF,' and BF + - which is dissociated

Mask plate
( stop neutral beam and

V offset angle contamination beam such as
to eliminate beam charge transfered ions, dissociated
contamination molecules)

H2 electrodles

(kickback)

V electrodes

Hi electrodes

Fig. 3. Schematic view of the beam line

&
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from BF' after mass analysis - is about 60 mm at the ThPW A-WAVE
mask. This is sufficient to eliminate contaminants. The
H2 electrode kicks back the ion beam to make a so-called --

parallel swept beam. This simple beam-sweeping system - -

provides a good parallel beam at the target. Measure- - " C - +- . -

ments of the beam entrance angle at the surface of the C. -C - Z- C -,
wafer show that the angle varation over an 8 in. wafer 2 C C c o C C c C C]
is less than 0.50. /

The sweep-voltage waveform applied to the H1 and C [ [] ]C c C1 C3 C3 C C3 C 1 C1 I

H2 electrodes is generated by a digital-waveform gener- C C C C

ator, which we call a waveform controller. The beam- C C C C C C C C C C C C C
sweep waveform is generated to get uniform beam-sweep C
speed over the entire wafer surface. 1 - L- C3 0 3 0 7- 0 C [ ]

In the near future, the beam profile or beam current /
density distribution will be considered as important C C - ] C C C C C C C
implant parameters to perform high-quality implanta- - - - C C C C C /
tion even for a medium-current ion implanter. The
NH-20SP provides the means of monitoring both the
honzontal and the vertical beam profile. In the NH- . ,"CC -

20SP, an ion beam can be swept vertically by the V
electrode. To get a beam profile, select one of the
multislit Faradays and measure the beam current as the

beam is swept horizontally or vertically by varying the Tw MAF

horizontal and vertical sweep voltages. Therma-Frobe 3,,,, Serial 355

CASSET-E ID: NH-DS (E" ZZ-28) AAVE NCZ.-
CASSETTE SLOT NUMBEF: 7

3. Implant control system DA'TE: 1F-2UL-Q . 1:48::2

MEAJREMENT TYPE: CntOLutr maD

The mechanical scan is accomplished with a swing- MEASUREMENT NODE: Staar d mrjce

arm scan mechanism. In this system, vertical wafer vE. T SIGNAL: 88.38 'W units

motion is achieved by combination of two circular STi , DEV.: ,.17%

motions (fig. 4). -ES- ,NM.: ., mm

The platen is swung up and down like a pendulum EIL1 7YE. .. i

by the M2 direct-drive (DD) motor and the wafer on AVE. THICI NESS: 73 Anqstrems

the platen is spun by the M3 DD motor (not shown in ST;,. DEV. : . %"
fig 4). The M2 and M3 motors are controlled to move ICE FIL. S=/ CZ-N /:NCi

Fig 5. Implant uniformity on an 8 in wafer 30 keV B
dose =101- n/cm2 implant time =13 3 s. tilt angle = 0'

Arm motion

in the same speed and in opposite direction. As a result,
the angular motion of the wafer caused by the swing
arm is canceled and the direction of the wafer is fixed

Dose monitor Faraday against the ion beam.

Arm" ah Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the implant con-
Drive Parallel beam trol system. To implant the desired dose over a wafer,
M2 the NH-20SP controls the speed ' the swing-arm mo-

tion as a high-current mechanical scan implanter. The
Ple implant controller drives the M2 and M3 motor to

backside not Current make the ratio of the wafer's vertical speed to the beam
Ishown) 3 Integrator current the same at any position The beam current is

measured by the dose monitor Faraday at every beam
Isweep. If the measured beam current is smaller than a

aControl predetermined value, the implant controller slows down

the swing-arm motion in order to achieve the required

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the implant control system. dose. When the beam current is larger than the maxi-

V. MACHINES
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mum value, the beam sweep is suspended and it re- To get uniform implantation oi a wafer, an ion
sumes when the beam current becomes allowable, beam must be swept over the wafer at a constant speed.

The parallel swept beam is exposed on the wafer at The ion beam position data, measured by the "before"
every 0.5 mm step at maximum vertical scan speed (I .nd "after" Faradays, can tell the beam-sweep speed
Hz). Fig. 5 shows a typical implanted contour map. over the wafer. The implant uniformity can be predicted

using the position versus the sweep voltage data. By
adjusting the beam-sweep waveform so as to get a

4. In-situ parallelism and uniformity monitor uniform beam-sweep speed over the wafer, in-situ uni-
formity control is achieved. To take account of the

The horizontally swept beam is monitored by multi- response of the high-voltage amplifier that outputs the
slit Faradays. The Faradays are situated before (front) beam-sweep voltage, an ion beam is swept in a modified
and after (back) the implant position. The front multi- waveform and the beam position data are measured
slit Faraday is located at a different vertical offset angle again. This procedure (iteration) is repeated until the
position, and the back multislit Faraday is on the beam waveform converges within a given uniformity.
course.

The waveform controller which outputs the sweep
voltage, monitors the beam current collected by each 5. Endstation
Faraday during beam sweeping. The controller detects
the current peak of the beam for one of the multislit The NH-20SP has a dual platen system equipped
Faradays and memorizes the output voltage. As the with a spinning platen and with a variable-tilt-angle
horizontal position of each faraday is fixed, the beam mechanism (VTAM [1]). A pick-and-place mechanism
position as a function of the sweep voltage is obtained and back-side contact are aspects of our concept of
by performing this procedure for all Faradays. The wafer handling. Fig. 6 is a schematic of the endstation
beam position as a function of sweep voltage is mea- seen from above.
sured at the front and back Faraday position. The beam Wafer cassettes, based on the SEMI standard are
flight path is determined using those two data. In this located at 900 mm above the floor. A wafer is picked up
manner, beam parallelism is monitored and interlocked, by a loader vacuum chuck and the loader robot is

Parallel beam

Platen Platen
side M1 M2 Mside 2

In vacuumLoad/Unloader =

Air Lock Air Lock

Side 1 Side 2

OF aligner

Unloader Loader

Fig, 6. Schematic view of the endstation, top view

. .
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moved to an OF ("flat" orienter) aligner by a linear the same time. As a result, a combination of changes of
motor. When the OF or notch direction is optically the tilt angle and step-division number during implanta-
aligned, the wafer is placed at one side of an air-lock tion is possible.
chamber, which is evacuated by a dry pump first, fol- As the NH-20SP employs a dual-platen system,
lowed by a turbomolecular pump (TMP) directly customers can process two different sizes of wafers at
mounted on the air-lock chamber. When the pressure of the same time.
this chamber is at high vacuum, a gate value is opened
and the wafer is lifted by an in-vacuum wafer-load
transfer arm and brought to the platen. At the same 6. Conclusion
time, an implanted wafer is returned to the air-lock
chamber by the in-vacuum wafer-unload transfer arm. A new medium-current ion implantation system, the

When venting of this chamber is completed, the im- NH-20SP, has been developed. It can generate a parallel

planted wafer is picked up by an unloader robot and ion beam in order to overcome problems due to the

returned to the wafer cassette. nonparallelism of the beam, such as the asymmetry

The M1 motor moves the platen to a given tilt angle. characteristics and shadow effect, which are inherent to

The ti!t angle is the same as the rotational angle of the an ordinary electrostatic scanning system. Beam paral-

Ml motor, and is variable from 0' to 600. lelism and dose uniformity are optimized by an 'in situ
The orientation of the wafer is set by the M3 motor monitoring system consisting of two multislit Faradays

at the beginning of an implantation. The presettable The system can cope with an 8 in. wafer which 'is
angle runs from 00 to 3590. thought to be a standard in the next-generation systems

During implantation the M3 motor can rotate the with dual-platen scheme.

wafer to change the "flat" orientation when the wafer is
at the over-scan position This means that the direction
of the wafer relative to the beam-sweep plane can be
changed. Such a procedure is called step-rotational im- [1] Y Tamura, M Nogami. M Tanaka. T Maeda, H.
plant. The step division number is selectable from I to Kumasaki and S Tamura, Nucl Instr and Meth. B37/38
99 for an implant The tilt angle can also be varied at (1989) 618.
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A high-current ion implanter system

M. Nasser-Ghodsi, M. Farley, J. Grant, D. Bernhardt, M. Foley, S. Holden, T. Bowe, C, Singer,
K. Dixit and G. Angel
Eaton Corporation, Semiconductor Equipment Division, 108 Cherry Hill Drive. Beverh, MA 01915, USA

The important issues in the design and development of the Eaton NV20A high-current ion implantation system are discussed The
control system is based on a Sun Microsystems workstation connected through an Ethernet to a multiprocessor controller. The
software is based on an object-oriented environment with a layered operator interface design An adaptive robotics-based wafer
handling system, and clampless wafer holding allow for high throughput with good particulate perlormance The modular design of
the beam optics add to system versatility

1. Introduction Ion Beam Systems Division has continued to evolve the
high-current technology to meet the semiconductor in-

Sinc. the development of the Nova NVIO-80 pre-de- dustry needs. The first major deviation from the special
position implantation system in 1978-1979 [1], Eaton purpose low-energy (Pre-DepTM) machines was the

Fig. 1. Photograph of the NV-20A high-current ion implantation system

0168-583X/91/$03.50 F) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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NVIO-160 [2] which covered a muco wider range of Table I
implant energies and doses. This equilment evolution Key performance specifications
continued with the development of the N\ 20-200 which Energy range. 5-200 keV
was designed to meet 200 mm wafer handi.'g require- Wafer charging: ± 10 V maximum
ments as well as the requirements for wider energy and Variable implant angle. 0-10' recipe selectable
dose ranges. Ultimately, this machine met with limited
success due to the lack of a sophisticated automation Throughput: Wafer size Wafers/h100 mm 200
package. its small 25 wafer batch capacity, and its low 125 mm 200
mechanically limited throughput. To address these 150 mm 196
needs, the NV20A (fig. 1) was designed to include an 200 nm 160
advanced automation package, a large implant batch
capacity, and an increase in mechanically limited Dose control Specification

throughput. There are now fourteen of these systems in Range 10it-0i17

operation and positive performance results are begin- Uniformity a 0.5%
Run to run a 0.5%

ning to emerge. This paper describes some of the design
features of this system was well as some early perfor- Particulate control- Size Specification
mance characteristics. > s 0 5 < 0.025/cm2

The key performance specifications are listed in ta- > 0 3 tim 0 050/cm 2

ble 1. Beam current [mA]-

Energy [keV] B+  P+ As+  Sb'
10 2.5 50 50

2. Beam generation and transport 20 7.0 100 10.0

40 8.0 200 200 100
The NV20A beam generation and transport system 60 to 200 8.0 200 20.0 100

(fig 2) includes the ion source, extraction electrodes,
mass analysis magnet, post-acceleration tube and elec- B2' P

2
+ As

2

tron shower for beam neutralization. The basic optical to 400 keV 025 1 5 1 5

design is taken from the NVIO [11 with only minor
changes to accommodate a larger beam envelope. The 2 1 Ion source
,vacuum system and beamline envelope is designed for
optimum control of pressure along the entire beam The ion source is a Bernas type with a repeller
path. Measured beam currents are shown in table 2., mounted opposite the filament to enhance e1ectron life-
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time in the source plasma. This source routinely yields two apertures on a single accel/decel electrode config-
B to BF, fractions of greater than I and has a lifetime uration (fig. 3). One of the apertures is optimized for 5
of greater than 85 hours, limited only by metallic plat- to 40, keV while the other is optimized for 20 to 80 keV,
ing of the filament insulators. Versions of this souice providing good energy range overlap. The traditional
made of tantalum as opposed to molybdenum have adjustments, x, y, and z, are accomplished using mech-
been demonstrated to have no measurable Mo 2

, cross anical linkages coupled through vacuum feedthroughs,
contamination in BF - implants. The source has an while the selection of apertures is accomplished by
elliptically shaped slit aperture with special shaping moving the electrode assembly in one step. The pitch of
designed to eliminate unwanted focusing and resulting the step is equal to the aperture spacing, thus assuring
hot spots in the beam density profile. alignment when changing between apertures.

2.2 E.xtraction sy3stem 2.3. Electron flood sYstem

The extraction electrode was designed to cover a The electron shower system (fig. 4) is designed to
wide dynamic range of current and energy by placing produce electrons within the potential well of the ion

k, ' '7

4,t

Fig. 3. Photograph of the dual aperture extraction electrodes
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Table 2 the ionization frequency. Measurements have shown
Beam current vs energy perfoimance that the average number of primary electron passes

Energy Eeam current [mA] through the shower is five, which provides an approxi-
[keVi As+ p+ B+ mated 50 cm electron path length. With an ionization

cross section of 2 x 10-16 cm 2,  a pressure of 1.5 X 10- 4

5 1 0 2.2 a) Torr, and a primary current of 400 mA, this shower can
10 5.75 ', 3.0 7.5 " 6.6 4) produce an ionization current of 20 mA. This current,15 10.5 9.5 1 7 5 8.0 i
20 120 8.0 12 .5 7 11.0 5 ) in addition to secondary electrons produced from the

25 150 140 a),140 11.0 a) shower grid, is sufficient for controlling wafer surface

30 16 8 " 18 20.0 a. 18.5 11.0 8 potentials during high-current ion implantation.

40 22 24.0
50 30 27.0
60 30 28 5 3. Wafer handling and implant control
70 > 30 28.0
80 > 30 28.0 The wafer handling for the NV20A is designed to

accommodate large batch sizes while maintaining high
wafer throughput. In addition to a reusable 25 wafer
dummy fill capacity, the maximum number of 25 wafer

beam. In principle, low energy electrons generated in batches that can be loaded at one time are 4, 5, 6, and 7
the potential well will escape primarily through the ends for 200, 150, 125, and 100 mm wafers, respectively.
of the beam. A suppression ring encircling the beam Each of the 25 wafer batches can be processed with
upstream of the shower prevents the loss of electrons to different process recipes under fully automated control.
the upstream regions, leaving only the region between Process recipes can also be chained together to accom-
the shower and the wafer surface for electron loss. modate multiple implant parameters on a single implant

The shower is designed to confine 300 eV primary batch. An example of this application would be im-
electrons to oscillate back and forth through the ion plants with multiple energies to control junction depth
beam, which will enhance the probability of ionizing and dose profiles.
collisions between the primary electrons and the resid-
ual gas atoms. An inert gas is fed into the shower region 3 1. Wafer handler description
to maintain a constant production rate of electron-ion
pairs. Since the shower is completely enclosed with only At the heart of the wafer handling system (fig. 5) is a
small entrance and exit apertures, it is effectively dif- pair of Puma 260C six-axis robots fitted with vacuum
ferentially pumped by the beamine and endstation chucks which are used to gently move wafers from
region vacuum systems. This allows for a relatively high cassettes through a laser beam qat-notch aligner and
gas pressure within the shower which is used to increase into one of two 25 wafer buffe, cassettes. The wafers

MONITOR
GAS AND EXTENSION

GROUNDED FEED SETUP TE
ACCEL GRID COLLECTORWAE

CONTROLS

Fig. 4. NV-20A electron shower system
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are then loaded onto a I m diameter disk (fig. 6) prior which will prevent wafer breakage if such an event
to implantation. Once the wafers have been implanted, occurs. The entire wafer handling environment is en-
they are removed from the disk and placed back into closed within a closed circuit laminar flow system with
their original cassette with slot-to-slot integrity main- ULPA filters (fig. 7). The performance in the water
tained. Wafers are sensed throughout the handling se- handling area approaches class I when bulkheao
quence by means of vacuum sensors connected to each mounted into a class 10 clean room.
of the vacuum chucks. The multiple cassette table, on The wafer handling sequence consists of two distinct
which cassettes are loaded, is moved laterally to posi- periods in which the two robots are used; the first
tion cassettes at a single access point. A sonic trans- period is for buffering wafers while an implatit sequence
ducer located below this access point accurately locates is conducted, the second period is for loading and
the next available wafer within a cassette to eliminate unloading wafers from the disk between implants.
the need for time-consuming search algorithms involv- Loading and unloading of cassettes is accomplished
ing the robot arms. The system also has the capability with random access through a single load door located
of detecting cross threaded wafers withir, a cassette, in front of the machine.

ai

BUFFER 0O 0 DUMMY

ROBOTROT

IN PROCESS
MULTI.CASSETTE 4-1

b TABLE

Fig 5. (a) Photograph of the NV-20A wafer handler (front view). (b) Schematic of the NV-20A wafer handling system.
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3 2 Dose controt system 3.3. Beam proftle monitor

1 he dose control system is an improved version of Twenty small apertures are located in the perimeter
the on: used on the NVIO [4]. Wafers are located on the of the implant disk, each of which has a unique angular
perineter of the disk, into which five radially oriented and radial location on the disk surface. At the begin-
slots are cut. The disk spins at 1200 rpm while it is ning of an implant, the intensity-time profile of the
translated up and down to cause the beam to scan beam current transmitted through each of these small
across the wafers in the perimeter. The beam current apertures is measured. This provides a beam density
pulses transmitted through the slot and into the disk profile with a resolution of about 2.5 mm.
Faraday are integrated to arrive at the one-dimensional
dose rate in the wafer plane. This measurement is used 3.4. Differential current measurement
to control the translation velocity in the radial (control)
direction, which provides for uniform dose across the To improve the overall accuracy and linearity of the
scanned implant area. The number of up and down dose control system, a differential current measurement
scans and radial velocity constants determine the final technique (fig. 8) is employed. The current pulse trans-
dose received by the wafers. mitted through the dose control slit is integrated for a

Fig. 6. Photograph of the NV-20A disk cart assembly
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4. Control system ules communicate to one another and the database by
way of a messaging system. At the top of the layer is the

The NV20A control system, shown schematically in user interface which communicates directly with the
figs. 9 and 10, is designed around a generic architecture system database and the control applications software.
which can be applied to all Eaton IBSD products. The The user interface software is based on Motif which
user interface is a Sun Microsystems color graphic runs on X-windows which minimized the software de-
workstation with a keyboard and mouse. This system is velopment task. Access to screens and applications is
also compatible with touch screen and trackball inter- controlled by a password management system. At pre-
faces. The Sun system computer is connected through a sent, there are three basic levels of access: Supervisory,
fiber optic Ethernet to a VME Bus cell controller. The Maintenance, and Operator. Customized access can be
cell controller is conne:ted through high-speed fiber programmed for any individual at the supervisory level.
optic serial loops to each of the specialized I/O mod- The system database resides in the cell controller in
ules or device interfaces. Included in the Sun package is battery backed RAM. An image of all I/O points and
a 105 Mb disk drive with tape back-up, which houses all values is stored in the database for use by applications
of the operating software plus the implant data files as and communication, !ayers of software. The applica-
well as the alarm history. tions software uses the database parameters to make

control system decisions as well as to change output
4 1 Control description parameters. The communications layer manages the 1/O

tasks. In most case, the device interfaces simply transfer
The control system software (fig. 11) is an object-on- I/O information. There are, however, a few real-time

ented multiply layered communications network. Mod- control applications that cannot tolerate the communt-
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cations delays and these applications reside at the de- finally, we would like to express out appreciation for
vice interface layer. the confidence our first few NV20A customers have

shown in our design and manufacturing team.
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Mechanically scanned ion implanters with two-axis disk tilt capability

T. Tamai
Sumitomo Eaton Nova Corporation. Toyo-su, Ehime Pref, Japan

M, Diamond
Eaton Corp Semiconductor Equipment Division. 2433 Rutland Drive. Austin, TX 78758, USA

B. Doherty and P, Splintec
Eaton Corp Se, zconductor Equipment Division, 108 Cherr, Hidl Drive, Beverh. MA 01915. USA

New techniques for high-density circuit integration require parallel scanning in combination with the ability to reposition the
circuit devices during implantation. A new family of high- and medium-current implanters utilizing a common end-station concept
has been developed in a cooperative effort of design groups in Japan, Massachusetts and Texas The new family utihles rotating-disk.
mechanically scanned batch processir., with vacu'im-lock wafer loading and unloading A small. high-speed robot performs the in-air
handling associated with loading the vacuum lock The disk has a gimbal mount which permits two-axis tilting of the disk ,during
implantation Construction details and process capabilities of this implanter family are described and discussed

1. Introduction mechanical interface and common recipe of parameters.
such that a user who has one machine and requires the

Eaton has recently introduced a new family of im- other would automatically be familiar with many of the

planters which is truly international in design and operational characteristics As an example, a robotic

manufacture. The machines are available in two basic interface designed to work with a high-current system

types, the NV-GSD high-current model (80 and 160 kV would work equally well with a medium-current system
versions) and the NV-8200GD medium-current model. Another benefit is interchangeability of parts used in

Both implanters are high-volume manufacturing tools both machines, which reduces the required spare parts
designed to be compatible with some of the newer and maintenance training

processes which require variable tilts and repositioning Eaton Corporation and its Japanese affiliate. Sumi-

In such applications this family of implanters can tomo Eaton Nova, are well established implanter
simulate wafer rotation for implanting the walls of a manufacturers. The design strategy included use of past
trench structure, design experience and proven, existing hardware in the

new implanters. The terminal section of both models
derives from American designs and the end stations
from Japanese designs. Sumitomo Eaton Nova produces

2. Design methodology the NV-IOSD-80 and the NV-IOSD-160 implanters in

Japan. These implanters are based on the Eaton, Be-
These ion implanters are not simply machines that verly Plant NV-10-80 and NV-10-160 terminal sections

were designed in one place and manufactured in another and a Sumitomo Eaton Nova end station The NV-
place. Design teams in Austin, TX, Beverly, MA and 8200GD/NV-GSD designs are the next steps in the
Toyo, Japan have cooperated to design these im- evolution of Sumitomo Eaton Nova's end-station de-
planters, including associated control software. As a signs coupled with improvements to the Eaton, Beverly
part of the design process, engineers from each of the Plant terminal section (NV-10/NV-20) and the Eaton,
sites involved met to agree upon the form and features Austin Plant terminal section (NV-6200A). The im-
of the new implanters. provements in end-station design include single-robot

The design concept was for a family of implanters handling, t, o-axis tilt and vacuum-load-lock wafer han-
'vith a "common process interface",, that is, a common dling.

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers BV. (North-Holland)
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3. Construction details Tabi I
Comparison between the NV-GSD and NV-821,uGD disks

3 1. End station NV-GSD NV-8200GD

Both implanters are two-axis, mechanically scanned Disk diameter Em] 1.10 0.78

batch systems. The scan axes are rotary and vertical, Wafer size Batch size (wafers]
with servodrives used for both axes. The rotary axis is [mm] NV-GSD NV-8200GD
operated at constant speed, while the vertical axis speed 100 25 20
is dependent on beam current and vertical position. The 125 20 15
mechanical implementation of the vertical scan is 150 17 13
slightly different on the high- and the medium-current 200 12 9
implanters due to the difference in the mass of the disk
and disk housing. The high-current mechanics incorpo-
rates a pneumatic spring but the medium-current does
not There is also some differepce in the mounting water-cooling circuit which runs through the disk and
arrangement of the servomotor and lead screw. The into the platens. The platens are coated with an RTV
vertical drive moves the plate carrying the rotary drive material to insure good heat transfer from the wafer.
motor and the bearing set for the disk. Vacuum sealing Because the disk is designed to be clampless with
between this plate and the disk chamber is provided by wafers held flat against their platens, there is no angle
a series of progressively pumped sliding seals. variation due to bowing of the wafers Also, there is no

The medium-current disk is smaller and therefore shadowing of the wafer by a clamp or sputtering of the
holds fewer wafers. By changing the disk and wafer clamp material onto wafers.
handling fixtures (buffer cassettes. in-vacuum handling Both the NV-8200GD and NV-GSD models offer
arm, etc.), wafer sizes between 4 in. (100 mm) and 8 in. two-axis tilting of the disk. The NV-8200GD is capable
(200 mm) can be accommodated. Table l is a compari of ± 150 tilt and the NV-GSD of ± 110 tilt. The tilt
son of the NV-8200GD an(, NV-GSD disks, mechanism consists of a two-axis gimbal, with pivots

The rotating disk is composed of bolted-together centered on the beam pauh. The tilt drive consists of
"segments", as opposed to a cast one-piece construc- two servomotors operating through lead screws. A bel-
tion. This machined structure is more uniform than a lows is used between the beam line and disk housing to
casting. The wafer platens are machined as part of the provide the compliance required for the disk housing
.segments". Cooling dunng implant is provided by a motion with respect to the beamline. The ability to tilt

7.00
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Fig 1. Angular deviation contours.
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allows the implanter to perform simulated quadrant or UM BUFFER
octant implants. The implanter only achieves parallel CASSETTE/ r-LD LOCK

scan when the spin axis is parallel to the beam axis [11. CASSETTE CHAMBER
For all other tilt settings, there is a small angular SHIFER LO LOCK VALVE
deviation, which depends on the tilt setting and the
beam position on the wafer. Fig. 1 is a set of tilt-angle
maps for a 70 quadrant implant performed on the
NV-8200GD. The inner circles represent 6 in. (150 mm)
wafers and the outer ones represent 8 in. (200 mm) CUST

wafers. This illustrates that the worst deviation for a 8
in (200 mm) wafer is 0.80, although this only occurs in
a small area. The worst deviation for the NV-GSD, L BUFFER RESOLVING
under the same conditions, is about 10. FLUAT CASSETTE HOUSING

The chamber is a machined aluminum clam-shell ALIGNER L-BELLOWS
design, hinged on one edge and held together on the Fig 2. End-station wafer handling
other with quick-release clamps. The chamber is desig-
ned so that it may be opened quickly for maintenance
by releasing the clamps and several pipe unions, which prevents diffusion of the upstream electrons to

An electron shower system controls wafer surface the downstream region.
charging by supplying low-energy electrons which can Both machines use the same wafer-handling scheme
be trapped by the ion beam and reduce the potential and much of the same hardware (see fig. 2). Up to four
resulting from the space-charge distribution of the beam. cassettes may be loaded on the cassette shifter, which
Argon gas may be fed to the shower to enhance the positions the cassette in use in front of the wafer-han-
production of low-energy electrons within the beam dling robot. The robot is a three-axis d,. servo, the axes
These log -energy electrons are produced when the argon being rad;al motion, rotation and elevation The robot
gas molecule is ionized by collisions with either primary takes the wafer from the input cassette and then places
electrons from the shower or ions within the beam. it on the flat finder station. After orientation the robot
Cylindncal tubes encircle the beam downstream of the moves the wafer to the buffer cassette. All handling is
shower to prevent high-energy electrons from reaching from the back side of the wafer using a vacuum pick
the wafer surface in the region outside the beam cross The piocess of orienting and moving wafers to the
section. To prevent the stripping of space-charge neu- buffer cassette takes place while wafers are being ex-
tralizing electrons upstream of the shower, a negatively changed between the load-lock cassette and the disk. If
biased aperture is located near the electron shower. This not enough wafers are available to fill the buffer cas-
aperture creates a negative potential near the beam sette, wafers from the dummy cassette are used

IN
VACUUM

IMPLANT #1 IMPLANT #2

DISK TO LOAD POS DISK TO IMPLANT
DISK OECEL I N VAC WAFER DISK ACEL

EXCHANGE

OPEN CLOSE

VACUUM VALVE VALVE
LOCK LOCK

PUMP DN LOCK

VENT UP

ALIGN & BUFFER
IN ,iR WAFER IN AIR WAFER

EXCHANGE EXCHANGE

IN
AIR

Fig 3 Implant and wafer-handling timing
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The vacuum load-lock cassette assembly consists of -
an elevator cassette within an aluminum housing. This TERMINAL

assembly has two axes of servo-motion. One axis is used SECTION /-HIGH VOLrAGE

to retract the cassette into the housing. The other axis is TERMINAL

operated to move the assembly to a horizontal position. ENOSTAT ION

In this position the housing will line up with the load- SECTION

lock valve on the process chamber. A short-stroke cylin-
der then pushes the housing against the load-lock valve OUADRUPOLE

sea. Te lad-ockhouingTRIFLET VACUUMchamber, forming a vacuum seal. The load-lock housIOg LENS ISVATION
can then be evacuated and the load-lock valve opened. /-VALVE

After the load-lock valve is opened, the cassette is
moved into the load-lock chambei and indexed to align
the wafers with the in-vacuum handling arm.

'The in-vacuum handling arm moves wafers from the
vacuum load-lock cassette to the in-vacuum wafer holder
located within the process chamber. It also returns RESOLVING

wafers from the disk to the load-lock cassette. The /CCELFRAT 
URE

in-vacuum wafer holder positions the wafers on the COLL IN

disk. Parallel operation of the handling arm and wafer -.....
holder affect the rapid wafer handling needed to pro-
duce the high throughput desired. Fig 5 NV-8200GD terminal section.

The timing of the entire load/implant/unload se-
quence is shown in fig. 3. For clarity, the drawing is
broken into three sections: in-air, vacuum lock and ing the chamber and disk under vacuum is that the
in-vacuum. The implanted wafers in the vacuum cas- potential for run-to-run dose shifts, caused by outgas-
sette are exchanged for new ones while the implant is in sing of water vapor is reduced. The in-vacuum handling,
progress. Likewise, the robot orients the wafers and while sometimes viewed as a potential problem. has
places them in the buffer cassette while the in-vacuum been thoroughly tested and the system has been con-
exchange is taking place between the vacuum cassette servatively rated at a wafer breakage rate of 1 : 25 000
and the disk The orient and buffer process has been and a mishandling rate of 1: 5000. We are continuing
designed to be faster than the in-vacuum handling, to test the handling system to improve the handling
therefore the implant process is not delayed due to slow specification
in-air handling. Several other features have been implemented to

The disk chamber remains under vacuum except help reduce particulates. The disk chamber and load
during maintenance. This reduces the load on the lock all have machined, polished, nonporous surfaces,
pumping system and reduces the probability of particles to reduce the probability of particles adhering. An
entering the chamber. Also, the load lock can be pumped automatic disk-cleaning system is incorporated into the
and vented slowly to avoid moving particles while not disk chamber to aid in removing beam-generated or
adversely affecting throughput Another benefit of keep-

MAGNET ANO- MECH 0-80 KV p 1 6.
HV SUPPLY PUMP ACCELERATOR a

r 1.4 B+ 50kev 1E15

1.2
C

e 1 0. --__DISK CLEANING
e t OPERATED
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V. RESOLVING 0.8
HOUSING P • 06.
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0.4. - Pad 17

Sq 02
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ELECTRONICS ION SOURCE
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Fig 4 NV-GSD terminal section Fig. 6 Particles vs batch.
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Table 2 Table 3
Comparison between the NV-GSD and NV-8200GD terminal Implanter throughput
sections 100 mm 125 mm 150 mm 200mm

NV-GSD NV-8200GD NV-GSD
Source typc Enhanced Modified Freeman, Wafers per hour 247 243 235 215

Bernas STD or SKM In-air exchange [s) 140 112 95 67
Vaporizers 2 1 NV-820OGD
Gasses 4 4 (1 inert) Wafers per hour 238 228 220 196
Max energy In-air exchange[s] 112 84 72 50

(single charge)
[keV] 160 (180 opt) 200

Extraction [kV] up to 80 up to 20 4. Performance
(90 opt )

Magnet [degl 70 90 This section details some of the performance char-
B' current [mA) 7 2 acteristics of the NV-GSD and NV-8200GD implanters
P current [mA] 15 3 The data are from tests run a, part of the performance
P current nA 0.4 mA venfication of the design. The use of active cooling and

a closed-loop chiller maintains a constant disk tempera-
ture during implantation The wafer temperature stays

beam-generated or beam-transported particles This sys- below 100'C for 1.6 kW of incident beam power.
tem sequentially vents and roughs the chamber to dis- Fig 6 is a demonstration of the effects of opening
lodge and sweep away loose particles, the process chamber and running the disk-cleaning sys-

tem. Particle-added counts are displayed for the first
3 2 Termnal section and seventeenth wafer pad. The number of counted

particles increased dramatically after the chamber had
The terminal section and beam-line section for these been opened and then fell rapidly after several implants

implanters are modified versions of the terminal sec- were performed. After the cleaning process, the number
tions used on the be NV-10 high-current system and the of particles fell to a level even lower than before the
NV-6200A medium-current system. chamber was opened. The implanter specification calls

The NV-GSD terminal section (fig. 4) consists of an for 0.1 cm- 2 at 0.3 [Lm or larger After disk-cleaning,
enhanced Bernas source with dual vaporizers and an the ten test implants show an average of 0.088 particles
external gas-feed system. The selectable extraction slit per cmI added.
and adjustable electrode position allow the source to be Implant uniformity tests were ,un under a variety of
optimized for performance across a wide range of en- operating conditions. In all cases the specified uniform-
ergies. The extraction voltage can be varied between 5 ity of 0 5% is exceeded.
and 80 kV. An additional post-analysis accelerator ca- Wafer throughput for both models and different size
pable of 0-80 kV (90 kV optional) can be added to wafers are shown in table 3. The throughput rates are
increase the beam energy up 160 keV (180 keV op- based on the mechanical wafer-handling rates and as-
tional) sume that the implant time is equal to the time it takes

The NV-8200GD terminal section (fig. 5) utilizes a the in-air handling robot to exchange the wafers in the
modified Freeman source which incorporates a single vacuum cassette. For implants where the implant time
vaporizer The extraction voltage is typically 20 kV. exceeds in-air exchange times, the throughput will be
This, coupled with a post-analysis acceleration of up to less The numbers shown reflect design limits. The
180 kV, can pioduce energies of up to 200 keV for specifications are slightly more conservative.
singly charged species. Several modifications have been
made to the terminal section for use in the NV-8200GD
system A four-gap accelerator tube is used, which has References
better low-energy transport than previous designs After [11 A Ray and J. Dykstra, these Proceedings (8th Int Conf on
acceleration, the beam is focused using an electrostatic Ion Implantation Technology, Guildford, UK. 1990) Nucl
triplet quadrupole lens. Table 2 summarizes the dif- Instr and Meth B55 (1991) 488
ferences between the NV-8200GD and NV-GSD term- [21 B J. Doherty and D J McCarron. Nucl Instr and Meth
nal sections. B,17/38 (1989) 559
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Charge neutralisation in the P19000 series implanters

M.T. Wauk , N.: White, B. Adibi, M Current and J. Strain
Applied Materials, Implant Dwsion, Foundry Lane, Horsham, West Sussex, RH13 5PY England

The relationship between ion implantation system parameters, charge indications from a system charge sensor and various wheel
current measurements, and the yield of devices have been investigated. It is found that beam balanced-charge conditions, as
determined by either charge levels on dielectric films or by wheel current measurements, occur at consistent values of flood gun
setting This paper describes the charge control system design, the exploration of several charge measurements to determine effective
control variables, and a new closed loop charge control system

1. Introduction however it is generally as large as 65 mm wide to give
low charge buildup in each pass through the ion beam.

Charge buildup in advanced CMOS devices, espe- The gun is posttiontd vertically near the horizontal
ciallN DRAMs, has become one of the most important ion beam. There is an aperture separating the gun from
and critical factors in ion implantation as the device the wafers, which serves to reduce the exposure of the
densities increase. The complex conditions present in wafers to direct line-of-sight electrons and also to re-
the ion beam environment require that we play close duce the gas load to the target chamber. This design
attentior. to the detailed conditions of beam ions and uses the primary electrons directly, rather than the
electron transport to the wafer, to ensure that low-en- secondary electrons from an intermediate surface,
erg\ electrons equalise charge to lower and lower resid- avoiding the repeatability problems of secondary ermt-
ual charge levels. ting surfaces and the reflected primary energy electrons.

The bias voltage is typically in the range of 60 to 90 V
to achieve 200 mA Fig. I shows the bias voltage versus

2. Charge control system description emission for various argon gas flows Flood gun emis-

The P19000 system design has been descnbed before
[11 The flood gun design employed in the PI9000 con- 140 Blas Voltage Iv)
sists of a negatively biased tungsten filament heated
with dc current to thermionic emission temperature,,2 - . . .. ., , , ,

with a grounded spiral tungsten v ire grid surrounding
the filament to accelerate the electrons in a normal ,
direction away from the filament. 101 .

Electron transport is enhanced by the use of a low
background pressure of argon gas. The argon flow is set o
by means of a mass flow controller. Base vacuum level
was maintained below 5.0 x 10- mbar. The function of 80 --

the argon is to:
(a) reduce electron space charge effects, which other- 40

wise severely limit electron current,
(b) provide a weak plasma in the beam/wafer region, 2

(c) reduce electron energy.
This then provides current at a low bias voltage. The 0o 100 160 20 280 300 360 400

beam size depends on species, energy and beam current;, Emission Current [mAl

-4- 0.8 sceor - 0.6 0cm

-x 2.0 com -0- 3.6 fccm

Present address: Applied Materials (Japan), 14-3 Shinizumi, Fig 1 Measured bias voltage versus flood gun emission cur-
Narita, Chiba 286, Japan. rent, for various values of argon flow

0168-583X/91/$03.50 T- 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) V MACHINES
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GRID: [r, twr1J

MASS~ FILAMENT BIAS

- POW CONTROL CONTROL

F EMISSION SSE

CSONO

WHEEL

CLOSED-LOOP

CONTROL

Fig 2. Block diagram of P19200 charge control system

sion is the current leaving the flood gun body, and is in ment of total ion and electron current. The wheel is not
the range of 0-400 mA. Electron current to the wheel is a solid disk, but is designed to expose only the silicon
a fraction of the emission, typically 15-50 mA at an wafers to the beam, in order to reduce cross-contamina-
emission of 200 mA, depending on conditions. Al- tion. Consequently, the wheel current signal changes as
though, in principle, the electron energy can be as high the wheel is scanned. Values are measured at mid-scan
as the bias ',oltage, actually the electrons reaching the when the wafers are centred on the beam. Fig. 3 shows
wafers have energy much lower than this [2] for two a typical measurement of wheel current with ion beam,
reasons: on bare wafers. In principle, this current includes a
(a) the weak plasma in the region of the beam and contribution from secondary electrons produced by ion

wafer randomises the electron energies, and bombardment of the wafers; however, this is usually
(b) the geometric restrictions of the final beam aperture less than 10%. 'The current with beam only is generally

prevent direct line transport normal to the wafer. within 10-15% of the real ion current.
The magnetic field in the region between the flood gun The wheel current measurement, as well as the charge
and the wafer is very low to avoid unwanted electron sensor voltage, provides a measure of implant condi-
trajectories tions that can be correlated with the device yield (3]. It

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the charge control
system used in the P19000. The filament bias voltage is
servo controlled by the electronics to produce the emis- Weel ... rre...... . ..... .... ....... .

sion current requested by the system computer. This
servo has a relatively high frequency response, to o,- Arsenic

! 20 KeY

accommodate any pressure variations dunng implanta- 12 mA,

tion. All parameters are controlled and monitored by 9- o g r

the system computer, which also turns the gun emission
off briefly at the end of each scan for the beam current
(dose) measurement. The interlocks halt the implant in
the event of flood gun err ission failure

3. Wheel current measurements
U 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Flood Gun Emission ImAl

Although the spinning wheel in this system is always Fig. 3. Total wheel current versus flood gun emssion current,
earthed, it can be electrically isolated for the measure- with arsenic, 20 keV, 12 mA beam. Wafers are bare, p-type.

: 1i
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Flood Gun Emission Value 2m00 generally highest at or above the point of neutral charge
0 "or wheel current, which is ranging from 50 to 300 mA

180 ._[3-5]. This means that high yield for some devices is
obtained in regions of significant negative wheel current

160 and negative charge voltage, while others cannot tolerate

such overflooding
140

120 5. Closed loop charge control system (CLC)

100- - Because of the increasingly thin gate oxides and

complexity of modern devices, a flood gun closed loop80 control system can provide many advantages. The sys-
60 tem employed here is designed to:

t I Arsenicr- n2 KcV (1) provide automatic feedback control of flood gun
---12 - -  Aemission to naintam the conditions within selecta-

12',' .,omA ble limits throughout the implant,
_ I _ _ s(2) provide system interlocks to detect and render

_______I _____harmc,s any system faults, and

A a C D (3) mo',,or charging conditions and provide lot track-
implanter System ing data

Fig 4 Comparison of several different system, of flood gun Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the closed loop
emission current for zero wheel current, arenic.. 20 keV, 12 control system. It is designed to accept both wheel

mA. current and charge voltage sensors. Both signals are
sampled on a particular (recipe selectable) wafer at a
particular point during each scan, and this is compared

also is found to give an indication of system overall to programmable limits in the recipe, and one of them
configuration and performance, and is therefore used as (recipe selectable) is then used to alter the flood gun
a standard test for system qualification. As seen in fig. emission to give any desired but constant wheel current
3, the wheel current with beam is zero at an emission or charge signal The implant is interlocked subject to
value of approximately 90 mA. Fig 4 shows the data
for zero crossing emission values for four field systems
measured under the same conditions, showing good ,ar g. c ensor(JuIpdt KV
system-to-system repeatability. Zero current generally 7
occurs at 80-100 mA for a 12 mA beam.

4. Charge sensor measurements L

A charge sensor is incluoed in the system to measure
charge potential appearing on implanted wafers. This 5
sensor consists of a capacitively-coupled 10 mm diame- 0
ter disk connected to a shielded operational-amp, the Arzenic
output of which is either viewed on an oscilloscope or Maximum 20 KeV
sampled in the closed loop control system described 12 5000 1 mA

below The charge sensor is mounted on the scanning 0..- . --

arm supporting the wheel so it always indicates charge - - --

in the centre of each wafer As the wheel is scanned, the f-- {- - f- - 4

charge signal is observed. Generally a maximum is Mnimum
observed at mid-scan (wafers centred on the beam) and 20
a minimum is observed near the beam edges Both L
maximum and minimum signals are plotted in fig. 5. 0 ,1 30 cc ,0 500 50 ,

Note that the charge becomes negative over the entire Flood Gun Emission [mA]
scan above an emission of 50 to 100 mA. Fig. 5 Charge voltage versus flood gun emission current,

It is found that device damage often occurs when the measured with system charge sensor, with arsenic, 20 keV, 12
charge signal maximum is positive. The device yield is mA beam Wafer is oxidised to 500 nm

V. MACHINES 3
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CLOSED-LOOP CHARGE CONTROL SYSTEM and shown that both wheel current and charge voltage= . .Jl RF L O O D G U N

WHEEL tO V -1AMPLE & 'EOl ,DN measurements are effective tools in adjusting and mon-
URREN TER CNTROL toring a system in production. A closed loop control

system for automatic feedback control of flood gun
SAMPLE WAFER emission was also described.

WHE SPIN SAMPLE
WHE WINDOW WINDOW

ORIENTATION 

L

WHEEL - SAMP-E AcknowledgementsSCAN SCAN SAMPL
POSITION TWINDOWS ... WINDOW

-_ There are many people in the Implant Division who
CHAGE SCALING LOW PET..o have dedicated themselves to this work. The authorsVOTG ____"=T-O sh UNIT wish to acknowledge the efforts of N. Underwood, who

Fig6.HIGH PEAK _.. AO I designed the flood gun electronics system, T. Renau,
Block iagrawho designed the original flood gun, B. Woods, N.P19200 closed loop charge control Bright, 1. Joyce and T. Marin, who designed and devel-

system. oped the closed loop control system, and C. Knowler,

who has made most of the system measurements re-
numerous programmable limits on emission, bias volt- ported here.
age. sampled ;ignal, etc. If the flood gun fails at any
time, the implant is halted im.nediately.

It is observed that the implant conditions repre-
sented by wheel current or charge signal vary during the References
course of the implant enough to affect the device yield.
This vration occurs in the first few scans due to
adsorbed air and water vapour released by the ion [1] M.T. Wauk and A.D Giles, Proc 7th Int Conf on Ion
beam, and also, with photoresist-coated wafers, due to Implantation Technology, Kyoto, Japan, 1988, Nucl. Instr.
hydrogen evolution. A closed loop system such as de- and Meth B37/38 (1989) 442
scribed above can significantly reduce these effects 12] J A Strain, R. Woodward and N.R. White, these Proceed-

ings (8th Int. Conf. on Ion Implantation Technology,
Guildford, UK, 1990) Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B55 (1991)
97

6. Summary [3] B Adibi and M.T Wauk, presented at the 8th Int. Conf
on Ion Implantation Technology, Guildford, UK, 1990

We have described the design of a system for an [4] J Alvis, E Nangle and M 1. Current, ibid.
effective control of charge buildup in sensitive devices, [51 J Horvath, S Edel and S Moffatt, ibid , p. 154
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Parallel beam ion implanter: IPX-7000

Y, Mihara, K., Niikura, 0. Tsukakoshi and Y, Sakurada
UL VA C Japan Ltd, 2500, ttagsono, Chigasaki. Kanagawa 253, Japan

As the wafer size increases from 6 to 8 in. and device integration develops into 4 and 16 Mbit levels, the ability to provide parallel
beam ion implantation becomes more important. The parallel beam ion implanter, IPX-7000. has been developed by ULVAC Japan
Ltd ULVAC's parallel beam scan system has eliminated all mechanical scan drives and has replaced them with electrical scanning by
multipole parallel scanner This paper describes the basic principle of our parallel scanning system and the performance of the
IPX-7000

1. Introduction and complete parallel scan method with electrostatic"
scanning and it eliminates the mechanical scan drives.

Since the first appearance of medium current ion
implanters, their basic technology has remained un-
changed, but various improvements have been made in 2. System configuration
the design of endstations for better reliability and
throughput and to reduce particle contamination. As The IPX-7000 senes is a successor of field-proven
the wafer size increases from 6 to 8 in. and device medium current ion implanters. with a new parallel
integration develops into 4 and 16 Mbit levels, the beam scai system This means that it has the same
conventional ,eam scanning ion implanter encounters configuration as our enhanced medium current im-
difficulties such as the device asymmetry problem and planter, 1-7000 series, which features improved main-
the shadow effect caused by different beam incident tainability, safety and ease of operation
angles between the wafer center and edge. Fig. I show, the schematic drawing of the IPX-7000

ULVAC has developed a next generation medium series. It has the same post-acceleration system of the
.urrent ion implanter, IPX-7000 series, with parallel medium current ion implanter,. 1-7000 senes, but in-
beam scan technology and solved these problems. cludes two sets of multipole electrostatic parallel
ULVAC's parallel beam scan system uses the unique scanners to create the parallel beam, This system .on-

ACCLI ERATION
TUBE FARADAY FLAG

1IG VOLTAGE DEFINING UNLOAD

t RMIAL SLIT 5-L N 5 y-SIFLCTOR FARADAY LOCK

~RO5 ,T I C
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>CASS FT T

I ON SOU RC
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Fig. I Schematic drawing of the IPX-7000
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Fig. 2. A parallel scanner.

figuration makes it possible for the implante, to have tion of triangular waveforms of negative feedback power
any type of endstation designed for a conventional amplifiers depends on the product FCR, where F is the
medium current ion implanter. frequency of the scanning voltage waveform, C is the

capacitance of the load and R is the output impedance
of the amplifier.

3. Parallel scanner ULVAC has solved these difficulties by employing
two octupole electrostatic deflectors of configuration

An orthodox method to perform parallel scanning geometrically similar to a parallel scanner. The first
would be a scanner comprising two sets of parallel-plate octupole deflects the post-accelerated ion beam whereas
deflectors. At a glance, insurmountable difficulties with the second octupole correct,, for this deflection of the
this parallel-plate deflector system are clear. With a ion beam making it a pa allel beam with a definite
parallel-plate deflector, the available scan region is nar- direction so that a parallel beam scans over the wafer.
rowed due to the disturbance of the electric field at the The principle of this "cctupole parallel scan" is as
edge portion. The width of the parallel-plate scanner is follows. Shown in fig. 1, the post-accelerated ion beam
necessitated to be at least 2W for its gap of W, consid- is bent about 70 to eliminat neutral particles and is
ering the half-gap disturbance of the electric field uni- also deflected by the first octupole electrostatic deflec-
formity at both edges. The size of the electrode plates of tor. The second octupole deflects the ion beam in the
the parallel-plate scanner would then necessarily be at opposite sense and makes it parallel to the optical axis.
least 50 cm X 100 cm. thus making the system huge. The second octupole electrostatic" deflector is disposed
Since the electric capacitance between the electrode and co-axially along the beam axis at the rear of the first
vacLum chamber would be more than 200 pF,, this octupole, and the corresponding electrodes of the first
would cause serious difficulties in the design of the and the second octupole deflectors are aligned to each
precise power supply system. This is because the distor- other as shown in fig. 2 (the 7 0 deflection is not shown

in the figure).
The first and the second octupole electrostatic de-

S IGNAL {flectors comprise eight electrodes respectively. Each of

GENERATOR the electrodes is electrically connected as shown in fig. 3
and supplied with scanning voltages by eight power

&I U1[ V1 sources each of which generates an electrostatic deflect-

. S ", ing voltage and constitutes a scanning control system
. .The raster scanning component of the parallel

u. V.,"W~ . - scanner is discussed but the 70 deflection is not in-i- v-A ( _
-. -U. -c luded in the following discussion. It is assumed, as
-shown in fig. 4, that the diameter and the length of the

-- = -first octupole are di (cm) and Ll(cm), respectively, the
2.1 diameter and the length of the second octupole are

2 2-2 d2(cm) and L2(cm), respectively, and the distance be-

1-7 1-3 tween the first -nd the second deflector is L(cm). The
l-3 2 2-

2.5 E122

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the parallel scanner. A: dc offset
voltage; U, V: raster scanning voltages. Fig 4. The parallel octupole scanner configuration.

F . .i
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a
Fig 5 Equipotential lines of the octupole scanner calculated by FEM (a) at 900 deflection, (b) at 102 5 deflection

electric fields in the first and the second deflector at the and 0, for the second octupole is
moment considered are El(V/cm) and E2(V/cm), re- tan 02 = ELj/2U) - E2L,/2U. (2)
spectively. The Iectnc fields E1 and E2 are assumed as
parallel and opposite in direction. The exit angle of 01 Here, U(eV) is the beam energy at the entrance of the

at the outlet sides of the first octupole is fnst deflector In this case, if the relation

tan 0, = EIL 1/2Uo, (1) EIL11/2UJ = E2L,/2U,,

namely,

EIL I = EL 2.. (3)

is satisfied, 'it follows that tan 0, is null, and the condi-
tions for the parallel sweeping can be realized If the
first and the second octupole are similar in configura-

,0 tion. and when a voltage U is applied to the electrode
_ - (1-1) of the first octupole and to the electrode (2-5) of

the second octupole, a voltage V to the electrodes (1-3)
MASK L-500.- and (2-7), and a voltage (U+ V)IF2 to (1-2) and

PLATEN (2-6), and so on (see fig 3), the electric fields El and
t- E, produced in the first and the second octupole,

0. respectively, are parallel to each other but opposite in
&X direction, and are represented by the following equa-

7tions:
3 15, 45'

El = kV/(U 2 + V2 )/d,,

XX E = kV(U 2 + V2) Id, (4)

As the first and the second deflector are sinular in
./ configuration, the following relation is obtained:

270 4- + + + +o L1/d, =L,/d,. (5)

X X From eq. (4) the following equation is obtained:
+ 

2X XEd = E2d 2 = k(U
2 + V2 ). (6)

-4- From eqs. (5) and (6), the following relation is ob-
:1 -" 5tiled.

E1 L = E 2 L 2 .

t oo- Thus the parallel sweeping condition of eq. (2) is satis-
Fig 6. Parallelism measurement. fied.

V MACHINES
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a 0.: _11:++ ,=r' '- +

Fig 7. Sheet resilstance map of 100 keV P+ I × 101' tons/era ireplant on 150 mm bare silhcon wafers, at 7' tilt angle (a) Without
rotation, al/a, = 0 455%. (h) with rotation (60 rpm). alp, = 0 298%.

ThL. electrode structure has been optimized by exten- with continuous wafer rotation, where o s the standard
silve computer simulation. Fig 5 shows computer-simu- deviation of the sheet resistance for one wafer and p, is
lated equipotentia! lines in an octupole electrostatic" the average value of the sheet resistance for that wafer
deflector for the deflection directions of 90 * and 102.5 o. A typical example is shorwn in fig 7 for a 100 keV "P+
The diagram shown in fig. 5b is the case that the beam at a dose of I X 1014 tons/cm2 on a 150 mm bare
voltages U and V are selected to rotate the electrical wafer at 7' implant ang!e The sheet resistance map
field by 12.5' from fig. 5a. The deflection angle of the wos measured after a 900"'Q, 30 min anneal witi) the
beam is easily controlled by means of changing the four-point probe.
applied voltages of electrodes. For any value of the
deflection angle, the octupole electrostatic deflectors 4 3 Beam measurement
can produce a unifoon electric field which prevails over
a range of 70% of the diameter in the deflection direc- The beamn measurement depends on its endstation
tion type Basically, it is the same as that of the conventional

medium current ion implanter There are two methods
to measure the dose One is the common way which

4. Performance results measures the dose directly by putting the wafer at the
end of the electrically isolated Faraday-cup In the

4.1. Parallelism measurement other method the dose is monitored by an additional
Faraday systema in the periphery of the platen. The total

The parallelism of the scanned beam on a 6 in wafer
was measured by placing a 6 in. mask plate with 2 mm
holes at 25 mm space at a distance of 500 mm from the
platen as shown in fig 6. The mask plate is set per-
pendicular to the optical axis, and a white flat paper is
placed on the platen holder at 0' i mplant angle. A 200
iA, 115 keV Ar' beam was scanned over the mask
plate with the octupole parallel scanner for several
minutes to make a brown burned mask pattern on the
paper. The parallelism of the beam is measured by
comparing the location of burned spots on the paper
with the pattern of the mask plate., The maximum
deviation from the exact parallelism was 0.2' at the
circumference.

4.2. Uniformity

The IPX-7000 has a spc ,, cation for uniformity of
alp,/ < 0.75% whithout wafer rotation and of p, < 0.5% Fig. 8. Parallel monitor.

J(

a . .* . .... ....

Fig I 7.I• Shee reistnc ma of 10 ke 11 P. 101 ions/cm2
iln on 15 mm bar silo waes 0tl nl a ihu
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Fig. 9 Beam spot monitor

dose on the wafer is calculated from the accumulated with cassette-to-cassette loading. The wafers are han-

beam current of the additional Faraday system In this dled gently with a beltless transfer system in air and

case the wafer is located at the ground lesve potential. with a swing arm mechanism in the vacuum The speci-

In both cases, convement monitoring is available to fication of the particulates is a maximum of .30 particles

,,:k the beam parallelism on the oscilloscope (fig 8), of 0.3 tm or more on a 6 in. wafer According to the

The 16 spots in the picture are the beam spots reaching field data, it is around 10 particles of 0 3 [tm or more on

through doubly aligned 1 mm diameter apertures located a 6-in wafer
around the mask Also. another conement feature is
avadiable to check the shape of the beam spot Fig 9
displays the various shapes of the beam spot when the
%oltages of the Q-lens are adjusted. 5. Control system

44 Partuidate The machine is operable with the control of a com-

puter with the following features.
As stated in the system configuration, the end-sta- (a) The system is fully automated in vacuum sequence,

tion of IPX-7000 is the same as that of the other ion source adjustment, beam adjistment and ion

medium current ion implanters which use vacuum locks implantation

V MACHINES
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(b) The instrumental conditions can be comprehended (e) The data logging function stores the process data
at a glance on an easy-to-see monitor display. required for product and process control.

(c) Automatic beam adjustment has the capability to (f) Maintenance information is offered to facilitate
optimize the waveform of the beam scan. Besides, a maintenance of the implanter.
learning function is incorporated for automatically (g) Operation is completed just by inputting the re-
memorizing the parameters necessary for waveform cipes.
adjustment. (h) Communication with the host computer system is

(d) Even a novice can operate the implanter by a con- available.
venient interactive entry method.

| I I I • I l ll l l I 2 l
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A system and performance overview of the EXTRION 220
medium-current ion implanter

Michael W. Pippins
Varian Ion Implant Systems, Blackburn Industrial Park, Gloucester,. MA 01930, USA

The EXTRION 220 was the first parallel scan/200 mm sena medium-current ion implanter introduced to the market (May of
1987) Since 1987, the EXTRION 220 has been utilized in advanced device development and production Performance enhancements
developed for advanced applications in the areas of particulate reduction and beam purity are discussed The paper begins with a
description of the basic EXTRION 220 design.

i, Introduction in the Y-axis (vertical) at 0.5 Hz A fixed Faraday is
positioned at one side of the moving platen. This Fara-
day samples the ion beam once every millisecond during

The EXTRION 220 was introduced in May of 1987 the electrostatic scan of the parallel beam. Fig. 1 til-
as the first parallel scan serial medium-current ion lustrates this hybrid scanning technique.
implanter. Since 1987, more than thirty systems have
been shipped into development and production applica- 2.1 Beamlne
tions The basic EXTRION 220 design is reviewed in
this paper along with performance enhancements in the Fig 2 illustrates the beamline layout for the EX-
areas of particle and energy contamination. TRION 220 The system utilizes a Freeman ion source

to extract the ion beam at variable energies up to 40
keV The beam is mass analyzed with a 100' magnet

2. A description of the EXTRION 220 medium-current prior to being focused and scanned.
ion implanter Conventional medium-current implanters accelerate

the ion beam to the final energy between the analyzer
The EXTRION 220 is a serial medium-current ion magnet and the focusing elements. However,. the EX-

implanter which utilizes a hybrid scanning system to TRION 220 utilizes a post acceleration technique which
create a parallel beam capable of uniformly implanting focuses and scans the beam, at extraction potential.
wafers from 100 mm to 200 mm in diameter A parallel prior to acceleration Because the beam is at extraction
beam is electrostatically scanned in the X-axis (horizon- potential (low energy). focusing can be performed with
tal) at I kHz while the platen is mechanically scanned a magnetic quadrupole doublet which is external to the

BEAM STOP beamline. This magnetic quadrupole is highly reliable

FIXED BEHIND TARGET and eliminates the multiple high-voltage feedthrough of
FARADAY - the conventional electrostatic focusing plates Electro-

static scanning is performed in the horizontal axis with
- -~ ,a umpolar deflector. A significant gain in low-energy

. - ~ beam current is obtained via the post acceleration tech-
nique The beam current specification for 5 keV B4 is
500 pA, which can be compared to less than 50 pA for

-V some conventional designs.

___ ] "TARGFT 2 2 Parallel .can
FAST SURFACE

SCANNED SW The horizontal scan of the EXTRION 220 is achieved
, ION BEAM - MECHANICAL.Y

SCANNED TARGET by the combination of an electrostatic deflector and a
non-uniform field dipole magnet. This dipole magnet

Fig. I Schematic of the hybrid scanning method has been designed to convert the angular electrostatic

0168.583X/91/ .03 50 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (North-Holland) V MACHINES
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ENDSTATION

ANALYZER MAGNET -FOCUSING GUADROPOLE DOUBLET CRYOPUMP-
._._}.YERMANET ,'-t\

-!ELECTROSTATIC
DEFEECO

S(A DFELECTOR - UNDEFLECTED CCIG GATE VALVE -

1BEAM

RESOLVING ~8
APERTURE BEAM FILTER - - ,'"- , -C

%DRIF 
8 ABP x

S ... . BEAMLINE CHAMBER 
B3 1A

CCIG.l

rr~~LENS MAGNET ACCELERATION -
ION SOURCE TERMINAL COLUMN

WAFER PLATEN

FARADAY CUP

Fig 2 EXTRION 220 beam line layout with ion trajectories (2+ beam is labeled C, and + contaminant beams are labeled A and B).

scan into a parallel scan by varying the magnet field, through the slits in the first plate by varying the dc
The accuracy of beam parallelism has been measured by voltage on the electrostatic deflector. The second plate
utilizing two plates containing identical patterns of can then be moved to a position which maximizes the
vertical slits installed in the EXTRION 220 endstation. beam transmission to the Faraday plate. The parallel-
The first plate is fixed in the endstation. The second ism of t.,e beam can be measured as a function of the
plate. separated by a fixed distance from the first, can position of the second plate and the relative movement
be manipulaicd in the X-axis with a micrometer screw. required to optimize transmission [1].
A beam transmitted through the pair of slits can be Measurements have been made for 40 keV As' and
measured with a Faraday plate. This test configuration B using this measurement technique. Fig. 4 illustrates
is illustrated in fig. 3. An ion beam c,.n be steered that the beam deviation for B across a 200 mm wafer

field is < 0.4', and the deviation for As ' across a 200
mm water field is < 0.3'.

FIXED MOVABLE FARADAY After the beam has been analyzed, focused, scanned
SLITS SLITS PLATE and corrected to parallel, it is accelerated up to 200 keV

I I I  with a large slotted column This column has been
designed to maximize the vac. 'im conductance (the

_internal dimensions are 16 in. in width and 3 in. in

SUNSCANNED height). This design eliminates many vacuum problems

BEAM
iMk ___ _

40 keV B4

03 4keV As'

1-0.2I iI . : -:

-- 0.1

'02

= _ -10 -5 0 5 10 15
L

Fig. 3. Method used to measure deviation of beam scan from X (Cm)
parallel. Fig 4, Deviations from parallelism of 40 keV B and As .

7 , '

-- 
pnu llU nuA,
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associated with poor conductance of previous column WAFER - VERTICAL

designs.CLAMP
MOTION

2.3 Dosimetrt-
450

The dosimetry system of the EXTRION 220 samples HEAD

the beam every millisecond as the beam is overscanned SHAFT PLATEN

in the X-axis into a fixed Faraday, see fig. 1. This M MOTOR

measurement technique allows the dosimetry system to/
correct any changes in beam current during implant by
varying the scan rate of the electrostatic deflector [2]. //

2.4 Endstation 
SCANSHAFT

The endstation of the EXTRION 220 has been de- Fig 6 EXTRION 220 rotating platen
signed to perform all wafer handling in the high vacuum
environment. Fig. 5 illustrates the endstation layout.
Cassettes are first loaded into the elevator chambers ning begins. Wafers can be rotated, in discrete steps,
and are pumped to high vacuum with two cryopumps. during implant with the rotating platen. The linear
The elevators function as loadlocks and are the only movement of the mechanical scan is driven by a linear
chambers in the endstation that are routinely vented stepper motor in combination with an air bearing.
and pumped down. After the elevators have been Vacuum sealing of this air bearing is achieved by means
pumped down to high vacuum, the isolation valves open of a series of empty groove differentially pumped stages
and the ele' ators are exposed to the wafer handler and This non-contact mechanism is maintenance free and
target chamber. extremely reliable [3].

All wafer handling in the EXTRION 220 is per-
formed with a backside pick-and-place technique, utiliz-
i.ig two wafer handlers which work simultaneously dur- 3. Contamination
ing implant. Linear movement of the wafer handler is
used to transport the wafers from the cassettes to the A key technical challenge for ion implanters in the
orient/centering station. A rotary motion of the same 1990s will be contamination control. As device geome-
wafer handler is utilized to precisely place the wafer on tries shrink to levels unimaginable just a few years ago,
the platen after orientation, the impact of contamination in the form of particles,

The EXTRION 220 utilizes a single platen design metals and energy will require better control on ion
which is capable of implant tilt angles from 0 to 900 implanters. Varian has implemented development pro-
The tilt angle is achieved by rotating the platen on a grams in strategic contamination areas in order to satisfy
450 head shaft as illustrated in fig. 6. Once the wafer the contamination requirements for present and future
has rotated to the desired tilt angle, mechanical scan- applications.

3.1. Particles contamination

Extensive engineering effort has gone into the reduc-
tion of particle contamination in conventional medium-
current 'implanters where wafer handling is performed

CRYOPU P in atmosphere and each wafer was individually pumped
- -: -_ - ,and vented [5. Even though progress was made, it was

determined by the EXTRION 220 design team that
present and future requirements in the area of par

+ Cticulate control warranted a fundamental concept
OVchange. Thus, the EXTRION 220 was designed with

high vacuum wafer handling techniques [4].

CLEANR COM BULXHEAO The basic design philosophy of the EXTRION 220
* SO wafer ltoa in high vacuum

Ge'obalkhlk.dehdl iqouln pthkandplate endstation has been selected as based on the reality that
dAvlces i.n.. C o[r O .ow pl., complete elimination of all potential particle sources in

b,,.Idedan ..nev .cnrl the endstation is not economically feasible today. In-

Fig 5 Schematic of the EXTRION 220 endstation. stead, the EXTRION 220 has been designed to mini-

V MACHINES
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mize and strategically locate all particle sources in a
controlled (high vacuum) environment. P- 80keV P 80 kev P* 80keV

The basic design philosophy of the EXTRION 220 is INTEGRAL B INTEGRAL
CURRENT A CURRENT

summarized below: 447 A 1.20 pA

(1) Two cassettes of wafers will be pumped down and
vented as a batch. I vOE' = 3.9kV

(2) All wafer handling will be performed in the high-
vacuum environment. /

(3) Handling of the wafer will be performed with back-
side pick-and-place techniques.

(4) All handling mechanisms will operate below the
wafer plane.

(5) The handler and process chambers will remain in a
high-vacuum environment during normal operation -

Extensive particle measurements on the EXTRION 0 50 100 150 200 250 300

220 indicate that the majority of particles are added FARADAY POSITION X (mini
during the elevator (or loadlock) vent cycle [4]. Thus, Fig. 8. Beam current measurement as a function of Faraday
engineering programs have been implemented to im- position. Doubly charged main beam and singly charged con-
prove particulate performance during the vent cycle. taminant beams A and B are shown

The results of implementing a point of use filter and
a polished baffle below the vent port are promising. As potential disadvantage of doubly charged beams is en-
fig. 7 illustrates, in a 200 mm production environment ergy contamination where the beam contains ions with
which operates 168 hours per week, the average number different energies from the main beam. Energy con-
of 0 3 lsm particles (and larger) added during a four-day tamination results in changes in uniformity and dosime-
experiment was 4.6 (0.016 particles per cm 2 ). 'There try problems [6].
were no unusual cleaning procedures performed during A technique to measure energy contamination, prior
this test, and both bare and resist wafers were im- to implanting, has been developed on the EXTRION
planted. This is well below the EXTRION 220's specifi- 220. Energy contamination is caused by interaction of
cation of 0.05 particles per cm 2 at 0.3 lm and larger. residual gas molecules and the ion beam. As fig 2
While further particle reduction programs are planned illustrates, there are three sections in the EXTRION 220
to satisfy the coming 0.2 lim requirements, the initial beam line where charge exchange occurs (A, B, and C).
0 3 Am data venfies the performance of the EXTRION The contaminant beams, that are created in these areas,
220 design philosophy, have a higher magnetic stiffness than the main beam [7].

Thus, the contaminant beams will be deflected less than
3.2 Enery contamination the main beam in the dipole magnet as fig. 8 illustrates.

Doubly charged ion beams are utilized in many The fixed Faraday can be translated across the X-axis
applications to extend the energy range of implanters. A of the end station to measure both the doubly charged

and the singly charged contaminate ion beams. The
.. .relative amount of energy contamination (EC) as a

90 HISTORY OF PARTICLES percentage of particles can be calculated with the fol-

80! ADDED TO WAFERS lowing formula [71
70 RUN IN PRODUCTION

I ONANE.220 EC X (100%)
S0~(RECENT VENT CONFIGURATION)

,,5 so Thus, the EXTRION 220 can measure energy con
40 tamination (on-line) prior to implantation. Energy con-

P E 30 tamination has been measured at less than 2% (by

a-6 20 particle with vaporizer source) on the EXTRION 220

with this technique [7]. This technique will be integrated
0 L.-" . into a future ve:sion of the standard EXTRION 220

0 A [ _ 1- .L_J _I I I LA _L L-i oftwaie
5 10 15 20

4. Summar
MEASUREMENT NUMBER

Fig 7. Particles added on 200 mm wafers in production The EXTRION 220 was the first parallel scan serial
environment, medium-current implanter on the market. With more4 ____ _____ __~ m -W ith
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than thirty systems in the field, many in advanced Int. Conf on Implantation Technology, Kyoto, Japan, 1988,
development, extensive application experience has been Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B37/38 (1989) 518.
obtained. Experience in advanced applications has [31 J D. Pollock, R.W. Milgate. R.F. McRay and R.E. Kaim.
driven application and performance enhancements in Proc. 7th Conf. on Ion Implantation Technology, Kyoto,
the areas of particle and energy contamination. Japan, 1988, Nucl. Instr. and Meth B37/38 (1989) 576.[4] R. Milgate and J. Pollock, these Proceedings (8th Conf. on

Ion Implantation Technology. Guildford, UK, 1990) Nucl
Instr. and Meth. B55 (1981) 66
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Advances in the Extrion 1000 and XP Series high-current ion
implantation systems

M. Harris
Iarian Ion Implant Systems, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930. USA

Dunng the past decade, ion implantation systems have evolved from labor-intense, novel machines in the manufacturing
environment to automatic, highly productive manufacturing tools. Performance advances have beer' made in several areas- wafer
charging, high-energy operation, BF, dissociation, reliability and automation of the machine and information transfer to the host
computer. The changes and improvements in these areas are discussed for the Varian High Current XP Series and the EXTRION
1000 ion implantation systems

1. High Current XP Series large quantity of primary electrons The primary elec-
trons impact the aluminum Faraday wall producing

The High Current XP Series of implanters has four copious quantities of low-energy, secondary electrons.
models differentiated by maximum energy: 80XP, These secondary electrons then neutralize the charges
120XP. I(OXP., and 180XP. The four models are basi- on the wafer surface, both directly and by neutralizing
cally similar, with small differences to produce the oe beam. This system used a constant primary emission
different energy levels. Beam generation begins with a current which was empirically determined for each de-
standard hot-filament ion source which, coupled with vice type. While successful at improving yields, this
preanalysis acceleratic.i. produces 10 mA of arsenic and design did not automatically respond to vanations in
phosphorus beam current and 5 mA of boron beam device wafers due to photoresist and oxides. Also,
current The beam scanning is a hybnd type which changing machine parameters such as system pressure
magnetically moves the beam in the horizontal plane at and beam spot size were not totally accounted for with
the slow scan speed and mechanically moves the wafer a constant emission current.
in the vertical plane at the fast scan speed A neutral The latest advance by Varian engineers is the Auto
trap is a unique feature of the scanning system and Emission Flood system for the High Current XP Series.
helps ensure high-purity beams. A Faraday system, The core of this newest flood system is the "closed-loop"
described by Outcault et al. [1], provides ur .e and control of the primary emission current (fig. 1) in re-
uniformity control as well as an effective environment sponse to changing conditions on the wafer surface. The
for wafer charge neutralization The versatile Robotic primary eussion current is regulated to balance the net
Loading System (RLS-200). a second-generation wafer current flow to the disc. A process engineer can set the
handling system, safely delivers the wafer to the disc net disc current to 0 mA and the primary emission
using simple motions and positive wafer positioning. current will be increased or decreased automatically to

The High Current XP Series evolved over several keep the net disc current nulled. The net disc current
years from the "Ten" Series as Varian supported over can be set for each device type, but this is usually within
420 systems in the production environment. Advances the window of - 2 to + I mA.
in techniques, technology, and designs continue to be A Q-Monitor for wafer charge sensing is also availa-
made by the Variap engineers. Four areas of advance- ble on the High Current XP Series. This feature allows
ment will be described here: wafer charging, ion source the process engineer to establish an understanding of
lifetime, 180 keV operation, and Auto Sequence soft- the wafer charge level during the implant. A capacitive
ware. sensor picks up the charge on the wafer surface as it

rotates by on the disc. The charge is fed out of the end
I 1 Wafer charging station chamber, amplified and displayed on a storage

oscilloscope. Calibration of the Q-Monitor with a fixed,
The evolution of wafer charge control in the High known voltage allows the user to determine the relative

Current XP Series is well documented in other paperg clarge developed by the beam on the device wafer. A
[2,3]. These papers describe the use of a hot filament more detaikd discussion of the wafer charging system
with an extraction grid assembly to focus and extract a can be found in Mehta et al. [4].

0168-583X/9:/$03 50 ( 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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1.3. Ion source lifetime 1.4. Auto Sequence

The ion source lifetime of the High Current XPThe on oure lietie o th Hig Curen XP Auto Sequence is a software program that automati-
Series implanter has been improved by a factor of 2 for
standard high-current operation and by a factor of 4 for cally ties in the end station selection and wafer ex-aonstandard h rdroperaconian. The nfactontn of4fo change procedures with implanting, making the mac-a nonstandare e life ti .fom e stan hine capable of complete "hands-off" operation. Onced ard hardw are increased lifetim e from a standard o f A u o S q e c is ng ed th o ly u m n n er n i n
12-14 h to an average of 55 h for a boron, 5 mA beam Auto Sequence is engaged, the only human intervention
current at 100 keV The limited filament lifetime of the required is the replacement of wafer cassettes. AutoFreeman source is due to the high plasma densities near Sequence is engaged by depressing one or both of the

Fremansouce s de t th hih pasm desites ear "load" buttons on the operator control panel. Oncc
the filament. In order to improve the filament lifetime, eload, ttn onte oerato crol panel. o
either the plasma density must be reduced, or the engaged, the implanter begins to process wafers from
sputtering rate per plasma ion striking the filament ina lan toilant and on trougs er ex-
must be reduced. By reducing the arc voltage of the change until all available wafers are processed. As long
discharge, the sputtering coefficient for incoming ions as wafers are supplied to the loading system, the process
cai also be reduced. Calculations showed that a change cotin Th user sthe optionofacho auo
of ion energy in a BF discharge from 120 to 60 V mat ora
results in a tenfold reduction in the sputtering rate. Fig. implant start.
2 is a graph illustrating the improvements in source
lifetime. For a complete description of this work, refer
to Walther and Outcault [5].
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2. Extrion 1000 ion

The Extrion 1000 is a new batch ion implantation
system utilizing post-analysis acceleration, load-locked.
horizontal, wafer handling, and dual mechanical scan-
ning. Special features and an advanced control system
allow for real-time process control, adaptive control
techniques, and extensive built-in diagnostic and failure a = 30 keV (Vx 30 kV
prevention capability. Process flexibility is attained b = 0keV (Vx a ~0kV)
through control over wafer orientation (0 '-3600), ad- "9 \("
justable implant angle (00-10 ° ) without breaking E

vacuum, wide energy range (2-200 keV), and easy wafer
size change. High beam current capability and an effi-
cient wafer handler result in production throughput of aXb°c
180 wafers per hour at low dose, and usable high dose
throughput at doses over 1016. Designs for minimum
parts count, extensive use of modular systems, software l
self-analysis, adaptive control techniques, conservative
component rating, and life testing were used to make
for a reliable and maintainable system [6].

The Extrion 1000 was designed to meet the several 101
challenging requirements from the ever changing semi-
conductor processes (fig. 3). The ion source is a cusp-
type design to optimize dopant species output with
good lifetime. A triple crucible vaporizer uses commer-

o0 005 10 0 15 020 025 030

DEPTH (microns)

. .-- Fig. 5. BF2 , 5 X 1015 implants with the extraction energy equal
to the implant energy or at maximum extraction energy.,

Rpt = 0.050 pm
i00 

cially available halogen lamps to heat the three cruci-

bles. The beam is extracted using a 60 keV potential.
Immediately following the extraction electrode, a re-

ION V, = 60kV RP2 w 0.075 pm motely controlled variable slit can throttle the beam for
= 40kV = 0.128 pm stable and reliable production of a very low beam

N = 20kV = 0.175pm current. Mass analysis is performed in a 90" magnet
Ea ,which is pumped by a Varian VHS 250 diffusion pump
1. t at the source and a 1000 I/s turbomolecular pump
Z0 mounted at the mass selection slit preceding the acceler-

ation tube. The acceleration tube is a high-conductance
10 design with integral strong focussing, This is especially

0 V = 6k euseful in controlling low energy transport at high beam
V 60\%40\\20 currents [7].

The dosimetry system features real-time dose con-
trol. A Faraday system mounted in front of the wafers
is used to collect beam current and secondary electrons
while retaining the electron flood wafer neutralization

10I electrons. Extensive pumping in the process chamber
minimizes neutral production, and a combination of
dual bias electrodes and a magnetic barrier assures good

-... . 6 performance under photoresist outgassing conditions
o0 oi 0 02 03 0 4 0 5 [8].

DEPTH (microns) The Extrion 1000 end station utilizes three indepen-
, Fig 4. The effxt of extraction energy on BF+, 5 x 10,, 70 dently operated vacuum load locks to introduce semi-

keV implants. standard plastic cassettes into the vacuum exchange end
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station. The load locks also serve as elevators to permit started to provide increasingly higher beam currents of
wafer picking in the horizontal plane. Wafers are placed low-energy boron, but the demand for BFj- implants
onto a horizontal disc via a two-pivot robotic arm. remained high and it now appears that BF2+ will con-
Before the transfer to the disc takes place, corrections tinue to be the species of choice in the fabrication of
are made for orientation and centering. Once a full shallow P+ junctions or the next generation of devices.
batch of wafers is exchanged, the disc rotates up to the The literature cites several possible reasons for the
vertical position for implant. High-speed scanning is continued popularity of BF2

+ , however, there also have
accomplished by disc rotation at 1200 rpm. Slow scan been disadvantages to using BF2

+ . The major disad-
speed is done by rotating the scan arm about a remote vantage has been associated with the structure in the
pivot point located in atmosphere. The end station boron profile as seen by SIMS, which extends the depth
maintains slot-to-slot and cassette-to-cassette integrity of the implant far beyond the desired value, comprom-
[9]. ising the integrity of a shallow junction. The Extrion

1000 uses an extraction energy of 60 keV to avoid this
2.1. Control of BF, dissociation problem. Fig. 4 dramatically illustrates the effect of the

extraction voltage on the boron profile. As the extrac-
Over the last several years, BF2' ions have been tion energy is decreased, an energy contaminant is

commonly usec in the formation of shallow P-type ion observed at increasingly larger depths. As can be ob-
implanted layers. The earliest applications of BF2

+ were served, an extraction energy of 60 keV provides a clean
driven by the higher beam currents available for BF2 profile and therefore a good junction for shallow im-
versus those achievable for the equivalent energy B+ plant devices.
implant which is 11/49 of that required for BF2-. As Another approach to solving this problem is to do
time progressed, commercially available ion implanters the implants with the extraction energy equal to the

Fig. 6. Automatic ion beam control screen.
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Table 1
Extnon 1000 low-dose uniformity data using thermal-wave measurements' oxide thickness 250 A, implant angle 7 0,, orientation: flats
to outside of disc
Run Ion Energy Dose Current Thermal wave T.W.

no. [keV [RxAI (av.) (O (M))

I B+  60 2.5 x 10" 1.5 239.5 021
238.7 0.18

2 B+ 'CO 2.5 x 10" 1.5 240.1 019
235.8 0 18

3 B 60 2.5 x 1011 1.5 234.2 018
232.0 0.32

4 B+  60 2.5 X I011 1.5 2392 0.19
243.6 0.18

5 B+ 60 2.5 x 1011 1.5 239.8 0.14
241.5 0.17

implant energy (drift mode or single-stage acceleration) shows data from boron, 2.5 x 10", 60 keV, implants
or with the extraction energy as large as possible. Fig. 5 with excellent uniformities of 0.14-0.32% as measured
contains examples of SIMS profiles from 30, 50, and 70 by thermal-wave techniques.
keV BF, implants using extraction energies of 30, 50,
and 60 keV respectively. The profiles are clean with no 3. Conclusion
discernible energy contaminant peaks, For an in-depth
discussion of this subject see Downey and Liebert [10]. Performance advances have been discussed for the

High Current XP Series implanters and the Extrion
2.2. A utomaton 1000 implanter. These advances will keep the implanters

The Extrion 1000 has four levels of software control: capable of meeting the most stnngent requirements of

manual, automatic, one button, and lights out. The today's semiconductor processing needs.

three basic screens needed to operate the implanter are
the ion beam tuning screen, the wafer handling screen,
and the process control screen. In the manual software (11 R Outcault, C. McKenna. T Robertson and L. Biondo,
level, the operator has detailed control over the oper- Proc. 6th Int. Conf. on Ion Implantation, 1986, Varian
ation of the machine. The operator can adjust arc SEG Report No. 116 (1986) p 5-8
voltage and arc current as well as load wafers from a [2] S. Felch, B Basra and C McKenna, Microelectronic
chosen cassette to selected locations on the disc. In the Manufacturng and Testing, Vanan SEG Report No. 153

automatic software level (fig. 6), the operator has con- [3] C. McKenna, B. Pedersen, J.K Lee, R. Outcault and S
Kikuchi, Proc 7th Int Conf on Ion Implantation. 1988,trol of higher-level beam functions like source startup, Varian SEG Report No 165 (1988) p 492

production setup, and ion beam shutdown. Wafer han- [41 S Mehta, R. Outcault, C. McKenna and A. Heinonen,
dling in the automatic level consists of auto wafer these Proceedings (8th Int. Conf on Ion Implantation
exchange or starting the schedulei program. The sched- Technology, Guildford, UK, 1990) Nucl lnstr and Meth.
uler program is a supervisory program which controls B55 (1991) 457.
movement of wafers through these steps: roughing of [5] S Walther and R. Outcault, these Proceedings (8th Int.
the load lock, initialization of the cassette, loading the Conf. on Ion Implantation Technology, Guildford, UK,
wafers on the disc, implanting the wafers, unloading the 1990) Nucl. Instr and Meth B55 (1991) 465.
wafers into the original cassette and slot, and venting [6 R. Liebert, S Satoh, A. Delforge and E Evans, Proc. 7th

lnt Conf. on Ion Implantation Technology, 1988, Varianthe load lock. The one button and lights out software SEG Report No. 169 (1988) p. 464.
levels are complete, but depend on user host computer [71 S. Satoh, T Sakase, E. Evans and R Liebert, Proc 7th
inputs to become operational. int. Conf. on Ion Implantation Technology, 1988, Varian

2.3. Universal implanter SEG Report No 161 (1988) p. 612.
[8 R. Liebert, S. Satoh, A. Delforge and E. Evans, Nucl.

The Extnon 1000 was primanly designed as a high- Instr. and Meth. B37/38 (1989) 464.
current implanter, however, provisions were made for [9] R. Hertel, A Freytlsis, E. Mears and A. Delforge, Proc.7th Int. Conf on Ion Implantation Technology,, 1988,
providing a large dynamic range to be compatible with Varian SEG Report No. 159 (1988) p 580.
low implant doses. Tb- variable slit in the source area [10] D. Downey and R. Liebert, these Proceedings (8th Int.
and a tight Faraday d, sign allow low-dose implants to Conf on Ion Implantation Technology, Guildford, UK,
be performed within I: zcess control windows. Table 1 1990) Nucl Instr. and Meth. B55 (1991) 49
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The beam performance of the Genus G-1500 ion implanter

N. Tokoro, J.P. O'Connor, A. Renau and M.E. Mack
Genus Incorporated, Ion Technology Dvision. 4 Mullhken Way, Newburyport, MA 01950, USA

The current ion beam performance of the Genus G-1500 MeV ion implanter is descnbed in this paper. Substantial improvements
of beam currents have been realized by modification of the hot-cathode PIG source used on the ion implanter. Approximately 250
liA of 11B- and 1100 IiA of 31P- are routinely achieved at the injector Faraday cup of the G-1500 system. Typical maximum beam
currents of boron and phosphorus on target are - 110 hA and - 350 liA, respectively. Recent results of acceleration of carbon,
oxygen and silicon are also descnbed. Finally, the result of unique neutral-hydrogen-molecule injection into the tandem accelerator to
obtain H on the target is given in this paper.

1. Introduction shape, mainly because the beam needs to go through a
cylindrical stripper canal in the tandem accelerator.

The high-energy ion implantation process has be- Since a detailed discussion of the ion source and beam
come increasingly important as one of the key technolo- optics was given in previous papers [2-4], only the
gies in the fabrication of most advanced VLSI [1]. Since recent source modifications will be described here. A
the first shipment of the G-1500 MeV ion implanter in primary goal of this effort has been to increase boron
early 1988, it has been widely accepted as a production beam current since in the initial Genus source boron
machine for low- and medium-dose applications at en- current was relatively low.
ergy rativus from 40 to 3000 keV. Moreover, Genus has Basic modifications of the source are as follows:'
made a continuous effort to improve beam current (1) the material of the extraction cap was changed from
output and stability,, as well as source lifetime, to fur- molybdenum to mild steel to increase the magnetic
ther enhance the utility of the G-1500 MeV ion tim- field in the vicinity of the plasma extraction area to
planter in a production environment, enhance dissociation of BF3 molecules;

The results which are given in this paper have been (2) the matenal of all 'insulators in the arc chamber was
obtained as a result of this effort changed from alumina to boron nitride because a

considerable amount of contamination of oxygen
and aluminum tons into the source plasma, most

2. The modification of the ion source likely generated by an interaction of excited fluorine
and alumina, was found to reduce the fraction of

In fig. 1, the hot-cathode PIG source used on the boron beam current relative to the extracted beam
G-1500 MeV ion implanter is shown with the vaporizer current;
assembly. This hot-cathode PIG source has a circular (3) the anticathode which is the base of the arc cham-
extraction aperture instead of the mote usual ribbon ber is now made of boron nitride instead of

molybdenum, resulting in the plasma being repelled
toward the extraction region and generating higher
plasma density in the extraction region;

(4) the anode shape was modified to reduce the metal
surface area significantly, resulting in a longer life-
time due to less interaction between the source

VAPORIZER plasma and the anode surface which creates flakes
ASSY inside the arc chamber.

(exploded vlew) Based on these source modifications, all available beam

ARC CHAMBER currents have been increased and the beam ouitput of
boron has been nearly doubled.

Fig 1. Axial hot-cathode PIG ion source ol the G-1500 MeV Source lifetime has been measured at Genus in our
ion implanter. source test stand as well as at customer sites. Many

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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customers report more than 150 hours of source lifetime dynamical effects [6] are very important ionization
when the source is operated continuously, mechanisms especially for heavy-ion-atom collision

systems in the low-velocity region in which a quasimole-
cule is formed duil 'he collision. This mechanism of

3. The beam performance ionization in the los' ,,.loclty i,gion may be one of the
major reasons why ,-w--.nergy arsenic is still obtainable

3.1. Boron, phosphorus and arsenic on the tandem system with normal operation.
However, Genus is also investigating another ap-

Measured beam currents of boron, phosphorus and proach to enhance beam usability on the tandem system
arsenic using the prese-nt source are shown in table I as at the lower-energy side, using negative ions directly.
a function of beam energy. Detaiis of this are described in an accompanying paper

[7].
3.1.1 Boron

As can be seen in table 1, approximately 100 ltA of 3.2 Carbon, o.xygen and silicon
boron is available at a broad energy range from 200 to
2400 keV in the G-1500 MeV ion implanter. The maxi- Feasibility studies for carbon, oxygen and silicon
mum beam transmission of boron through the system have been done because these ions are also important
was found to be approximately 50%. In fig. 2, a 2 h for both Si ard GaAs devices. CO2 gas was used to
boron beam stability run at 1.6 MeV is shown. In this generate carbon and oxygen ions, and SiF4 was used to
case, the beam current on the target was 81.0 tA at the generate Si ions. Measured beam currents of carbon,
be'inning of this run and it ended at 83.7 tiA, and five oxygen and silicon are also given in table I as a func-
source-related glitches were observed. This data is con- tion of beam energy.
sistent with the Genus specification of less than 10
sparks per hour and with a variation of less than 10% of 3.2.1 Carbon
the beam current over two hours. In fig. 3, the mass spectrum with CO2 gas running is

shown. In this case, 146 iA of 12C- was injected into
3 1.2 Phosphorus the tandem system The beam transmission through the

More than 300 IiA of phosphorus is now easily system was found to be 30-35% for carbon charge state
achievable on the G-1500 MeV ion implanter with I which is approximately 10-15% lower ,'ian that of
either the combination of the present source and boron, and charge state 2 is about the same. Since one
vaporizer, or phosphine gas. With this level of beam may be able to compare carbon and boron almost
current, the full mechanical wafer throughput, for ex- directly at the same energy because of a mass difference
ample 140 wafers per hour with a 150 mm wafer size, of only 9%, this fact may be attributed to the difference
can be met up to the high dose range of 1013 cm- 2. of electron affinity and the first ionization potential of

carbon and boron. The sum of the electron affinity and
3.1 3 Arsenic the first ionization potential for carbon is 12.52 eV,

Since arsenic is not widely used as a dopant for MeV whereas that of boron is only 8.57 eV.
implant processes because of 'its large stopping power Since the extraction voltage was 30 kV in this case,
and reduced penetration into the crystal, the beam and can be increased up to 40 kV, one may be able to
performance of arsenic with the present source has not increase the beam current substantially, even though the
been fully evaluated, but a maximum beam current of charge-transfer efficiency is slightly decreased at 40 keV
200 l.A has been verified. In addition, low-energy ar- [8]. In addition, the use of CO gas as a source feed
senic beam performance was recently confirmed. Previ- material would be expected to give a better carbon ion
ously, based on the semi-empircal foimula of the fraction and higher beam current on target than CO,.
charge-state fractions by Greenway [5], the arsenic beam
current was not specified at ar. energy range lower than 5.. 2. Oxygen
500 keV. Approximately 120 tiA of i60 was injected with

For arsenic in the stripper canal region, based on tht CO 2 as the source gas. As can be seen in fig. 3, an
direct Coulomb ionization scheme, one would not ex- oxygen peak which originates from CO' ion dissocia-
pect multiple ionization of both target and projectile at tion inside the Mg charge-exchange canal has a much
a lower colli6ion velocity. For example, the velocity of higher contribution because the doubly charged transfer
arsenic at the stripper canal is less than the equivalent cross section of oxygen with magnesium increases
velocity of 2 keV/ami to obtain a final energy on steeply as the collision energy decreases in the energy
target of less than 200 keV. So, one may not expect region of several tens of keV [8]. Thus, if this peak was
multiple electron stripping at this velocity range. How- chosen to inje,.t into the G-1500 system, the oxygen
ever, it is well known that molecular autoionization and beam current in table I will be nearly doubled

y
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Table 1
Measured G-1500 beam currents [particle iA]

Energy [keV]

40 100 150 200 500 800 1100

12 27 42 83 105 112 10531P 42 112 188 212 296 325 316
"As 16 37 42 101 93 138 190
12C - - 38 50 53 49
16- - 25 32 35 37
28S, - - 36 45 44 41(45)

Energy [keV]

1400 1500 1600 1700 2000 2400 3000

'i- 93 - - 94 101 111 19
31 p 271 - 232 244 283 111
"As 200 - - 201 72 80 15
1
2

C - 45 - - 39 41 8
160 - 32 - - 25 26 8
,s, 36(52) - 32(53) - 58 61 20

3.2.3. Silicon a much more significant contribution in charge state 2
A significant advantage of the G-1500 system in at this energy range, probably due to the lower first and

comparison with standard low-energy ion implanters, second ionization potentials of silicon compared to those
related to silicon, is beam purity. Because there are two of phospho, us.
steps of charge-transfer processes, one being negative-
ion formation by the Mg cell and the other being the
electron-stripping process by the N 2 stripper canal, it is 4. Neutral hydrogen injection
most unlikely that an N2 molecule reaches the target, so2tSi can be used instead of 29Si. Historically, protons have been used for applications

The numbers which are given m parentheses in table to form defect layers deep inside crystals. A disad-
I were obtained with charge state 2. If the beam trans- vantage related to protons on the tandem system is its
mission of phosphorus and silicon were compared as very small double-electron-capture cross section (a+ ,- 1)
boron and carbon above, one notices that silicon makes at several tens of keV. One of the ways to circumvent

8 1 - - i

K2LLf.f.t.yj __2I±_jj ILL _.L ,i1 I i J
-H-- It

rig. 2. Two hour beam stability run with ~-80 jiA of "IB+ at 1.6 MeV.
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0 from CO dissociation 207 RA

SOURCE PARAMETERS
program E&alb

2 1 filament current 200 178 AC 146IA filament voltage 5.00 V
source beam current 185 18.0 mA
arc current 9.0 58 A
are voltage 552 542 Vsolenoid current 2 72 2.76 A
solenoid voltage - 2.4 V
gas 1 15.3 15.4 %
gas2 0.0 00 %

0 97p.A gas 3 0.0 0.5 %gas4 10 1.1 %
vaporizer temp 24 67 - C
mass 106 anu
extracton voltage 303 306 kV
analyzer magnet I 29097 20.21 A
elec sup voltage 2467.6 V
elec sup current 1.76 mA
preaccel voltage 90.2 89 4 kV

Fig. 3. Mass spectrum at the low-energy Faraday cup with CO 2 gas

this problem is to use a combination of the H3 molecu- loses the energy doubling of normal tandeni operation,
lar ion as a projectile and an H 2 gas cell [9]. In this this method is still attractive, because no negative-ion
work, a unique method of injection of the neutral formation is needed. Principally, species like nitrogen
hydrogen molecule into the tandem system has been and other inert gases which do not have a stable nega-
developed to obtain H ' on target for the first time. tive binding state can still be accelerated up to high

With this method of neutral beam injection, a posi- voltage on the teiminal
tive beam is extracted from the source and mass- Very prelinunary results of neutral hydrogen mole-
analyzed by the 90' magnet. After mass analysis but cule injection are shown in table 2. In this case, ap-
before the entrance of the tandem accelerator, the posi- proximately 3.' mA of the positive hydrogen molecule
tive beam is converted into a neutral beam by passing ion was extracted, and about 40% of it was neutralized
through a gaseous target which is introduced via a leak by hydrogen gas which was introduced at the low-en-
valve and effused towards the beam. For the hydrogen ergy pumping box. As a result of collisions between
molecule ion, hydrogen-molecule gas was chosen as a neutral hydrogen molecules and nitrogen molecules,
neutralizer. Then, the neutralized beam is injected to- protons whose momentum is half that of initially in-
wards the lugh-voltage terminal with the energy of the jected neutral molecules were produced at the accelera-
extraction voltage. During operation the preacceleration tor terminal and repelled to the ground potential.
voltage of the injector is shut off and grounded. When It should be emphasized that thus result was obtained
the neutral beam reaches the high-voltage terminal of without any modifications to optimuze this neutral-beam
the tandem system, a portion of beam is ionized by injection method. Further, it should be mentioned that
collisions with the stripper gas inside the canal, then an actual device implant has been done with this method
repelled to the ground potential. Hence, the final energy with good results.
of the injected beam is primarily the sum of the extrac-
tion voltage plus the terminal voltage. Although one

5. Conclusion

Table 2 The current beam performance on the G-1500 MeV
Measured H' beam current with a method of neutral-beam implanter with the modified axial hot-cathode PIG
injection source is described in this paper, More than 100 pA of

boron and 300 RA of phosphorus are available on tOe
Energy[keV 62 120 170 220 270 320 370 G-1500 MeV ion implanter, Also the results of studies
H beam 35 38 35 3of C, 0 and Si and the unique method of neutral-beam

current [A] 383injection are given in this paper.

V. MACHINES
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Further efforts to improve the beam performance of [3] N. Turner, N. White, J.P. O'Connor and K.H. Purser, Proc
the implanter continue, such as adopting a three-axis ISIAT '87, Tokyo.
manipulator for the beam extraction system which will [4) J.P. O'Connor, N. Tokoro, J Smith and M. Sieradzki,

enable us to control beam optics for a wider variation of Nucl. Instr, and Meth. B37/38 (1989) 478,
plasma densities and extraction voltages. [5] T. Greenway, private communication.[6] N. Tokoro, S Takenouchi and N. Oda, Phys. Rev. Lett 51

(1983) 1255.
[7] J.P. O'Connor, M.E. Mack, A Renau and N. Tokoro, these
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Vacuum system design for ion implanters

D.J. Hucknall
Leybold Lid, London SWI7 7AB, UK

M. Kuhn
Leybold AG, W-5000 Cologne 51, Germany

The demands on the vacuum pumping system for ion implanters are great, particularly with those used for substrate doping in the
semiconductor industry. The pumps must generate and maintain contamination-free conditions at appropriate pressure levels and be
capable of handling efficiently a range of highly reactive gases and products Based on experience with some commercial ion
implanters, the behaviour of conventiona! pumping systems will be reviewed and the use of newer types of pumps on ion implanters
will be discussed.

I. Introduction range of commercial implanters is available which can

provide ion doeses in the range 1010 to 1019 cm - 2 at

Ion implantation is a versatile and highly-controlla- energies up to 200 keV. For semiconductor purposes,

ble technique for the modification of surfaces and the they are required to produce a range of species effi-

synthesis of buried layers. In the manufacture of senu- ciently and to yield products accurately dosed over

conductor devices, it is now the established technique large target areas. This imposes considerable demands
for substrate doping [1]. Advanced CMOS devices may on the ion optical,, electronic and vacuum systems [2,3].
require up to eleven implants [2] ranging from low The present paper reviews the behaviour of conven-
energy implantation to the ion beam synthesis of buried tional pumping systems on commercial ion implanters
'insulator layers which requires high beam currents. A for substrate doping in the semiconductor industry. It is
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based on experience with machines from various manu- adequate supply of oil having the correct properties is
facturers (Applied Materials, Eaton Nova, Varian). The essential for normal pump operation. Because of the
use of newer types of pumps will also be discussed, presence of high concentrations of both aggressive gases

and solid particles, appropriate measures must be taken
to protect the pump fluid and to monitor automatically

2. Ion implanters important parameters such as oil level and pressure,
temperature, etc., in order that impending malfunctions

Ion implantation involves the generation of ionized can be picked up.
species from a suitable gas or vapour source and their Normal hydrocarbon-based pump fluids are rapidly
extraction and acceleration towards the target. Conven- destroyed by the effects of the compounds indicated
tional implanters for semiconductor processing are de- and it is necessary to use more stable compounds.
dicated machines, optimized to implant B, P and As Perfluoroalkyl- (PFAPE) and perfluoropolyethers
with limited beam energy. They consist of several sub- (PFPE) are widely used on account of their relative
systems (source, extraction/acceleration areas, target chemical inertness. They are, however, decomposed in
chamber (see fig. 1)) and although the vacuum levels the presence of Lewis acids (e.g. BF3), at normal pump
within these systems may be different, the demands on operating temperatures (70-801C). Although hydro-
the vacuum pumps can be equally great. Contamna- carbon-based fluids, doubly-distilled to remove suscep-
tion-free conditions must be generated and maintained tible components, ("white oils"), can be used, it has
and the pumps must be capable of efficiently handling a been shown (see, for example, ref. [5]) that PFPEs can
range of highly reactive (including toxic and corrosive also be used if a suitable oil filter is fitted to remove
material) gases and products. Additional problems Lewis acids. Filters containing activated alumina incor-
which arise with semiconductor implanters include porated within the oil circulation system of the pump
charging, contamination due to sputtering and the rapid are effective adsorbants for a range of compounds.
evolution of hydrogen from the substrates [1]. Particulates may be removed using other appropriate

filters. Since pump fluids can dissolve large amounts of
gas, including hydrofluoric- acid, considerable care must

3. Subsystems be exercised in the handling and disposal of used filters
and oil. The problems associated with arsemc com-

3.1. Ion source pounds are particularly severe.
Easily hydrolyzed gases such as BF and SiF 4 can

The ion source is the critical component in im- cause severe corrosion problems in vacuum systems and
planters; a beam of poor emittance cannot be rectified the ingress of water vapour must be prevented. Apart
elsewhere in the system. In the source, pressure must be from system leaks, back-diffusion of ambient air from
maintained in the range 10-2 to 10 - 4 mbar in ,ne the exhaust lines is the main source of moisture. This
presence of gases such as BF3, PH3, AsH 3 (for Si can largely be prevented by the incorporation of a
implantation) or SiF4,, SiH 4, H 2Se (for implantation of moisture barrier system [6] in the exhaust. Water vapour
Ill-V compounds). Without exception, these com- from other sources can be minimized by ensuring an
pounds are highly toxic Some (BF3, SiF 4) are corrosive, overall leak-tightness for the system to < 10- 5

yielding HF in the presence of moisture, whilst others mbar Is- at the normal working temperature. The con-
(PH 3, SiH 4, H2Se) are spontaneously flammable [4]. tinuous admission of an inert gas (e.g. N2) to both the
Particulates may also be generated due to the reaction pump housing and the pump chamber itself, through
of some of the gases (BF 3, PH 3) with adsorbed oxygen- the gas ballast, is invaluable in these circumstances. Not
containing species. A further problem can arise because only does this inhibit the back-diffusion of water vapour
of the intense electromagnetic fields (associated with the but it also reduces considerably the accumulation of
ion extraction and analysis systems) to which the pumps reactive and toxic gases in the pump. Finally, in order
are subjected. to remove small amounts of lubricant entrained in the

In the ion source, argon gas may be used under gas leaving the oil-sealed pump, exhaust filters are fitted.
certain circumstances until source conditions have By removing and returning lubricant to the pump, the
stabilized and the large gas load presented to the system consumption of oil is minimized. Removal is not com-
demands a high pumping speed. Combinations of oil- plete, however, and traces may pass to the exhaust gas
sealed, two-stage rotary vane pumps (volume rate of where they can adversely affect the clean-u? devices.
flow, 40-70 m3 h 1) with either diffusion pumps (- The efficiency of an oil-sealed pump 'itted with
5000 1s-i) or turbomolecular pumps (- 1000 1 s - I) are complex protective devices (see fig. 2) can only be
typically used to evacuate the source. The backing pump maintained if the state of the pump is closely moni-
is the critical component in this configuration since the tored. Sensors are therefore fitted that check the follow-
performance of the system depends on its efficiency. An ing:
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4E
a!

3 4 51 6
Fig. 2 Diagram of a protected two-stage, oil-sealed rotary vane pump. (A) Pump; (B) chenucal/physical filter system; (C) filters; (D)
inert gas supply, (E) exhaust filter. Protection system: (1) pressure difference switch (filter); (2) oil pressure switch; (3) inert gas flow

switch; (4) pressure switch; (5) connection to thermal switch (oil temperature), (6) float switch (oil level).

(i) pump temperature, is consequently limited. It appears, however, that they
(ii) lubricant level and temperature, perform efficiently with long up-times and consequent
(iii) inert gas flow, low maintenance costs.
(iv) the condition of both the oil and exhaust filters. Diffusion pumps are used extensively to evacuate
Any deviation from permitted limits is immediately implanter ion sources but they may cause problems due
indicated With such modifications, oil-sealed rotary to back-streaming. Further, the pump fluid used must
vane pumps will perform with great reliability. Indeed, be compatible both with the process gas and the sealant
a recent routine examination of such a pump after six in the backing pump. For these reasons, diffusion-
months use on an ion implanter revealed its excellent pumped systems will probably not meet future demands
overall condition. for cleanliness and will become unacceptable.

The cost of maintenance of an oil-sealed pump fitted Turbomolecular pumps, when correctly used, pro-
with complex oil filtration and monitoring systems is duce clean, high vacua. They can also tolerate high gas
high. Moreover misused or inadequately trapped, these throughputs [8]. The rotor support bearings are critical
pumps can cause significant contamination of the to pump operation and, in the presence of corrosive
vacuum system. Because of this, considerable effort has gases and particulates, failure can occur This problem
been expended on the development of so-called dry has largely been eliminated by the use of a purge gas
pumps [7] in which the pumped gases are compressed in system whereby a gas such as N2 is admitted to the
a sealant-free chamber. Such pumps are available com- motor housing in such a way that there is a continuous
mercially and are based on multi-stage Roots- or claw- flow of gas to the forevacuum port of the turbomolecu-
type impellers. A four-stage claw-type dry pump typi- lar pump. By correct adjustment of the purge gas flow
cally has a maximum pumping speed of 100 m' h-' at (using helium as a tracer and a quadrupole mass spec-
- I mbar and an ultimate pressure of approximately trometer as the sensor) ingress of corrosive material and
10 - 2 mbar. Lubricants are present, of course, in the solids can be prevented.
gear and beanng areas but they are separated from the
pump chamber by shaft seals. N2 may be admitted to 3.2. Beam hne
the weparate pump stages in order to improve gas flow
through the pump.. This also inhibits water back-diffu- The ion beam, having left the acceleration tube, must
sion but transports solids to the exhaust gas purification be focussed and shaped before entering the target area.
system where they may cause problems. In this region, pressures below 10 - 7 mbar are required.

The use of dry vacuum pumps as replacements for Undesirably high pressure in the beam line can lead to
oil-sealed rotary pumps on various parts of implanters, ion neutralization, recombination [3] and other side

including the ion source, is relatively recent. Experience reactions such as dissociation (mainly of BF2 ).

V. MACHINES
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These effects increase the energy contaminants in the have been made to standard pumps by in,'reasing the
beam and effect the implant profile. Further, deflexion charcoal loading and hence the capacity for H 2. In this
can cause sputtering in the beam line and subsequent way, :" up-time is increased significantly.
contamination. Sputtering may occur at the resolving Recently, it has been suggested that an alternative to
slit, defining apertures, etc. the cryopump for use in the target area would be a

Because of their cleanliness and ability to produce turbomolecular pump fitted with a cryobaffle (at - 77
low pressure, turbomolecular pumps or cryopumps are K). The baffle would have a high pumping speed and
preferred in this area. Cryopumps are entrapment pumps capacity for water whilst the turbomolecular pump can
in which gases are held on surfaces maintained at deal with H 2.
approximately 10 and 80 K. The mechanism of trapping
depends on the gas. It usually involves cryocondensa-
tion (multilayers formed) or cryosorption (a monolayer 4. Summary
is formed on an adsorbate such as charcoal). H 2, for
example, is pumped by cryosorption at - 10 K. Cryo- Vacuum systems currently used on ion implanters
pumps have the highest speed for a given inlet port have been reviewed. On the ion source combinations of
diameter of all the high vacuum pumps. A possible diffusion and suitably-protected oil-sealed rotary pumps
disadvantage, however, is that their pumping capacity is are usual. On the beam line and target area, cryopumps

't eventually reached and regeneration must be performed. are used. Due to the accelerating trend towards cleaner
Electrical heaters can be used to shorten regeneration and more efficient systems, turbomoleclar pumps, in-
time but it still involves - 5 h down-time. Evolved evitably backed by "dry" vacuum pumps, are being
gases are usually removed by a suitable backing pump. increasingly applied. Nitrogen-purged turbomolecular

pumps are suitable for the ion source and, fitted with a
3.3 Target area cooled baffle to increase pumping speed for water, they

may eventually replace cryopumps in the beam and
Maintenance of pressure in the range 10- ' to 10 -" target areas.

mbar is essential since beam broadening and charge
exchange with neutrals can lead to dose error The main
gas sources in this region are: References
(i) large amounts of H2 released due to the interaction

of the ion beam with the wafer photoresist; [1] D Aitken, Vacuum 39 (1989) 1025
(ii) water vapour introduced by wafer handling. [21 D. Aitken, Vacuum 36 (1986) 953.

A rapid pressure rise (up to 10- 3 mbar in a few 131 D.G Armour, Vacuum 37 (1987) 423
seconds) can occur due to hydrogen evolution and it 141 P. Duval, High Vacuum Production in the Microelectronics
sbedscat o r due . aIndustry (Alcatel/Elsevier., Amsterdam, 1988)

must be dealt with quickly. Cryopumps are excellent 151 P. Bachmann and M Kuhn, Vacuum (in press).
pumps for both H 2 and water vapour and are widely 16] L Arndt, P Bachmann, H.-P. Berges, W Leier and D.
used. Their capacity for hydrogen is limited, however, Varberg, US Patent 4612957 (1976)
by the area of cryosorbent surface available and regen- 171 H -P Berges and D G Goetz, Vacuum 38 (1988) 761
eration will be necessary at intervals. Modifications 18] D.J Hucknall and DG. Goetz, Vacuum 37 (1987) 615.
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The Nissin PR-80A high current ion implantation system

T., Kawai, M. Chohtokudani, M. Naito, T. Hiramatsu, M. Sasaki, T., Sunouchi, Y, Nishigami,
T., Matsumoto, M. Nakaya and M. Nakazawa
Nissin Electric Co, Ltd, Ion Equipment Division, 575 Kuze Tonoshiro-cho, Minami-ku, Kyoto, Japan

The PR-80A has been developed form its onginal model PR-80, featuring a fully automated beam shaping system for the
reduction of charging on wafers. The beam shaping control has been realized by sophisticated integration of such improved
componer ts as an ion source, an extraction electrode system, a mass analyzing system, and a machine controller The ion source and
extraction electrode system has been designed to ensure the precise and reproducible settings The mass analyzing system has a
mechanism which automaticelly adjusts the exit pole-face angle according to an implant recipe The machine controller sets the beam
shape by varying the extraction gap and the arc current, adjusting the normahzed perveance of the ion source The beam shape is
monitored by the beam profile monitor The system is interlocked when a beam has an unacceptable width, peak density or offset in
position The performance of the PR-80A's endstation is also described

I. Introduction the beam generation and transport have been improved
to obtain "good beam profile" at the target. without

Wafer charging is widely acknowledged as one of the altering the outer view.
most crucial problems which degrade the performance
of a high current ion implantation system. Various
types of electron shower system have been proposed 3. A fully automated beam shaping system
[1-3] and have proved to be useful, but they are not
necessarily satisfactory 'For instance, the yield of IC There are many lactors which influence the beam
varies day to day even in the same implanter settings shape at the target. These are classified into 4 groups.
We suspect that one of the major causes of the poor group 1 parameters of the ion source;
reproducibility is the day-to-day variation of the beam group 2: parameters of the analyzing magnet
shape or current density profile on the wafer, group 3., parameters of the space charge effect along

The PR-80A has been developed from its original the beam transport line;

model PR-80 [41, featuring a fully automated beam group 4: parameters of the apertures set in the beam
shaping system for the reduction of charging from the line.
viewpoint mentioned above Using this technique, the

PR-80A provides a fixed flattened beam density profile 3.1 Parameters in group I
at the target, independent not only of the operator skill
but also of the process recipes such as ion species, The eiements of group 1 are the normalized per-
energy, beam current, etc. veance PN, the alignment and the shape of electrodes

Another major feature of the machine is i.s endsta- for beam extraction, the source magnet current, and the
tion, which satisfactorily meets the user requirements of time-varying factors such as the filament diameter and
low particle performance, factory automation compati- the accumulation of the sputtered material in the arc
bility, and higher availability including ease of mainte- chamber and so on. Among these, the normalized per-
nance. In this paper, we describe these features. veance PN, which is a function of the extracted beam

current extraction voltage, extraction gap and extracted

ion species. is the most critical factor [5], because the
2. System configuration extracted beam divergence is determined approximately

by PN only. Therefore the fully automated beam setup
Fig. 1 shows the overall view of the PR-80A. The procedure is carried out to adjust P, to an appropriate

footprint is reduced to three-fourths of the PR-80's reference value which is registered in a tabulated form
without lessening the accessibility to the components. in the machine controller and is automatically selected
The ,ndstation has been changed from the dual cham- according to the recipes. For the desired beam current,

ber to a single chamber concept. The components for energy and mass number, the reference value of PN

0168-583X/91/$03 50, 1991 - Elevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland) V. MACHINES 1&
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Fig 1 Plan and side views of the PR-80A (1) Ion source, (2) driving system for ex electrode, (3) analyzing magnet, (4) Faraday
chamber, (5) disk chamber, (6) air-lock room. (7) wafer stocker, (8) driving disk system, (9) control console, (10) cryopump, (11) oil
diffusion pump, (12) ion source power supply,, (13) distributor, power supplies and controllers, (14) insulating transformer, (15)

extraction power supply, (16) source gas box, and (17) cooling system

designates a certain value of the extraction gap. When electrode adopts the double eccentric gear. A jig is
the designated value of the gap cannot give the refer- provided for assembling the ion source. Alignment pins
ence value of PN, the gap is automatically re-adjusted, for mounting the ion source to the base flange and the
keeping the beam current at the desired value and electrodes to the base plate are built in the stuctures.
varying the arc current when needed. The accuracy of setting the electrodes is reproducibly

The alignment of the extids.tivrn electrodcs including obtained as shown in table 1. In the automatic beam
the arc chamber slit mainly governs the direction of the setup, the transverse location and the tilt angle of the
extracted beam and consequently the location of the extraction electrode is set in advance at the prescribed
beam at the target. In order to direct the beam at a value, and readjusted at the optimum value to get a
fixed position on the target, the alignment should be maximum beam current.
done very acc'irately with precise reproducibility, espe- The shape of the extraction electrodes has been
cially when reassembling the electrode system for modifiee to get the beam uniform in the vertical direc-
maintenance. The ion source system has been renovated tion at tne target. The curvature of the arc chamber slit
as follows. A new driving mechanism for the extraction in tbe vertical direction is made large, so that the

j '/
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Table 1
Summary of the components and their performances of the fully automated beam shaping system

No. Components Performances

1 Ion source Setting accuracies
Extractor (a) Transverse location: < ± 0.05 mm
Positioning system (b) Tilt angle: < ±0.10

(c) Gap length: < ±0.25 mm
(d) Twist angle: ±0.20

Curved arc-chamber slit Vertically extended beam shape

2 Analyzer magnet & slits Automated setup of 8 angle
Beam transmission optimized

3 Machine controller (a) PN set up & adjust
(b) PN check
(c) Interlock with source parameter
(d) Compatible with batch implant

4 Beam profile monitor Monitor and judge the width, offset, and density of beam

vertical crossover point of the beam goes downstream in tions, a current sensing amplifier, a CRT display and a
the waveguide chamber. This results in the vertical logic circuit to monitor the beam shape and judge
extension of the beam at the target, whether it is allowable for implantation, The criteria are

The source magnet current affects the direction of the peak current density, beam width and height, and
the extracted beam. In the fully automatic beam shap- the location of the beam. When they are satisfied the
ing operation, this is set at a fixed value depending on logic circuit generates a "go signal" to start implanta-
the mass number. tion at each batch.

Time-varying factors in the ion source might in-
fluence the beam shape. In order to avoid this, we chose 3.5. Performance of the fully automated beam shaping
a rather small value of PN, around 0.3, which keeps the system
flattened beam profile at the target within good toler-
ance. Fig. 2 outlines the general Row of the fully auto-

mated beam shaping control, which is performed by a
3.2. Parameters in groups 2 and 3 machine controller. A typical beam shape indicated on

the CRT is shown in fig. 3. Two photos in fig. 3 show
The beam exit angle to the face of the magnetic pole that the controlled beam shape (a) is much more urn-

edge can be varied automatically according to the recipe form than the uncontrolled one (b).
so as to compensate the influence of the space charge This system realizes a wide and uniform beam cross
effect upon the beam focal point. If the implant is done section in the operational region as shown in fig. 4. In
at a lower energy, a higher mass, or a higher current, the this region, a beam width above 60 mm, a height above
beam focal point would go downstream due to its space 140 mm and a local peak density below 0.3 mA/cm2

charge effect and the beam cross section at the target are obtainable. Table I summanzes the components,
would change to a smaller size. and their performances, of the fully automated beam

shaping system. The effect of the fully automated beam
3 3. Parameters in group 4 shaping control upon the wafer charging was examined

using the failure ratio (fraction defective) of a 4M
The size and location of the analyzing slit as well as DRAM gate oxide layer due to the implant and the

of the beam defining slit have been optimuzed experi- result is very attractive, as shown in fig. 5 for the As',
mentally so as to obtain a wider beam on the wafer 35 kcV, 3 X 10' 5/cm 2 implant.
without worsening the beam transmission substantially.

3.4. The beam profile monitor (BPM) 4. Endstation performance

The endstation is equipped with an in situ beam The target chamber is equipped with five 8-in. cryo-
profile monitor. This monitor comprises of small multi- pumps; only three of those are selected at a time to
Faraday cups aligned in vertical and horizontal direc- evacuate the target chamber. This substantially

V. MACHINES
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', Start '

Recipe Input

Source Parameter (PN, etc)
& p Pre-Set

_ Ion Source Power On

3 Control

Arc On & Arc Curr Initial Set]

F Ext. Electrode Initial Set

I _ Beam Set Up

F N Calculate & Judge

Fig. 3. Horizontal cross-sectional beam profile for As", 35
keV, 8 mA Spacing between the sensors is 6 mm. (a) The

B P M Check controlled beam, (b) the uncontrolled beam. The amplification
factor of (a) is 2.5 times that of (b),

F Implant-

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the fully automated beam shaping As+
control system. i 2 /

eliminates the nonavailability of the machine due to the
maintenance needed for the regeneration of the cryo-
pumps. One cryopump exclusively evacuates the load B +

lock room for the wafer cassette. To case the mahite- c 4

nance, the target chamber has six lids, dedicated respec-
tively to the Faraday chamber, the disk, the beam
profile monitor, the robotic arms, and the two wafer
stockers. 0 20 40 60 80 00

Fig. 6 shows the schematic inside view of the target Energy (keV)
chamber. A single wafer disk, which can automatically Fig. 4. PR-80A performance digram i the fully automated
change the implant angle up to 100 according to the operation: The thick lines indicate the maximum beam cur-
recipe, is housed in vacuum all the time. The spinning rents. A "good" uniform beam is guaranteed in the shaded
speed is 1500 rpm maximum. Wafers are handled with region.
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Fraction defective (%) Local
80- CH. ._5-O TOTAL 27 paices

60 - -_ CH2 8 CH1=0.28 to 0.40 pm603 I CH2.0.40 to 1 50 ImH3 2CH3.1.50 to 2 50 gm
40.. C 14 212 CH4=2.50 to OVER jim

20--- - -0 20 4' 60 80 100
Particle count0-

2 4 6 8 10 12 Fig. 7. Particulation of the PR-80A after As',, 50 keV, Ix

Beam current (mA) 1016/cm 2 implant

Fig. 5. Comparison of fraction defectives between the fully
automated beam shaping control system (W) and the conven-
tional (0) (no control system). The implant condition is As',

35 keV, 3 x 11iS/cm 2. cassette to the load rock room. The use of the robotic
arm and the special cassette keeps the particulation on
wafer at a very low level, around 0.15 particles/cm 2 for
0.3 tIm or higher. Fig. 7 shows typical particulation data

the robotic arm, which has been successfully used in the after the As', 50 keV, 1 X 1016/cm 2 implant.
Nissin NH-20SR [6). The wafer handling system has
two operation modes; one is of the same cassette same-
slot operation compatible for ASIC processing and the
other is o. .e cassette to another cassette mode for high
throughput. The cassette loader is optionally provided The fully automated beam shaping system provides a
to be integrated with the cassette carrying robot in a
factory automation system. The cassette loader transfers very promising method for the reduction of waferwafers between the cassette carried by the factory robot charge-up. Further study is scheduled to be done in

combination with the electron shcwer system. This study
and the specifically surface-treated cassette. After com-pletion the cassette loader also transfers the special will enable us to find more effective use of the electron

shower system so that the usefulness of the beam shap-
ing system will be more appreciated. PR-80A is easily
interfaced to a host computer and in its fully automated
mode the machine is integrated into a human-free fac-
tory automation system to comply with morc stnngent
IC process environment.
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System and process enhancements of the Applied Materials Precision
Implant 9200

P.R. Jaffe and K.Po Fairbairn
Applied Materials Implant Division, Foundry Lane, Horsham, West Sussex RHI3 SPY, UK

The Applied Materials P19000 high current ion implanter was first introduc:d to the market in September 1985, and the 200 mm
compatible system, together with a number of additional developments, was introduced, as the P19200, in April 1988. Since that time
the system has been further developed and refined to meet users' ever increasing requirements. This paper presents an overview of the
present system with details on a number of recent product enhancements

1. Introduction beam energies, currents and implant species. Since in-
troduction in 1985 it has become well established

The Precision Implant 9200 is a new generation worldwide and has repeatedly proven itself as a val-
general purpose ion implantation system for fully auto- uable production tool, noted for its excellent perfor-
mated high productivity operation over a wide range of mance in areas of uniformity, consistency, purity, wafer

Table I
P19200 system specifications

Energy range [keV] 5-180 keV
Dose range [cm - 2] 1 x 10 I -1 x1017

Wafer size [mm] 100 125 150 200
Batch size 25 25 25 17
Maximum throughput [w/h] > 200 > 200 > 200 > 150
Throughput for 5 x 1014 @ 20 mA > 200 > 200 > 200 > 150
Throughput for I x 1016 @ 27 mA 87 87 87 56
Particulates mean level: 0.05 cm - 2 for ? 0 5 s m particles
Uniformity (1 sigma) < 0.5% for doses >1 x 10l cm-2

< 0 75% for doses > 1 X 10' 3 cm -

<1.0% for doses >1X1013cm
2

Wafer temperature < 50 0 C at 3600 W
Size, system 5145 x 3156 mm or 1.69 x 10 2 ft

Ion energy Ion current [mAl
[keV] B-, BF2_ P+ As+  Sb+

5 25 - - -
10 5 8 8 4
20 10 27 27 9
25 "  8 14 12 9
30 10 16 14 10
40 10 27 20 10
50 10 27 27 10
60 10 27 27 10
80 10 27 27 10

100 10 27 27 10
120 10 27 27 10
140 10 20 20 10
160 10 15 15 10
180 10 10 10 -

' Post-accereration power supply (high voltage) is switched on at 20 keV.

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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temperature and throughput [8,9]. It has been subject to designs so that the excellent performance of the whole
continuous evolution as the state of the art improves, wafer loading cycle was maintained.
such as the 200 mm capability and new computer
control which have already been well documented [1].
Over the past two years further developments have been
carried out in all areas of the implanter, including 'he 4. Automation

beamline and wafer handling.
The Precision Implant 9200 is a fully autoriated The mature automation software, yet with state-of-

system designed for minimal operator intervention. It the-art features, ensures both system and process relia-
can handle wafer sizes from 100 to 200 mm diameter, bility and flexible manufacturing operation. The light-
and implant at up to 27 mA in practt.e with beam pen controlled software automation eliminates operator
energies between 5 and 180 keV. Table 1 shows the error, performs heamline set-up, monitors all operations
P19200 systerm specification. and provides extensive self-diagnostic routines and

A number of enhancements have been made to the numerous process integrity checks. An RS-232C inter-
Precision Implant 9200 recently, which are described in face and SECSII option allow a host computer inter-
the following sections. face, and a modem link option permits remote diagnos-

tic service support and remote terminal monitoring of
implanter performance.

2. Automated variable implant angle Automation has recently been extended to the facil-
ity for robotic loading of wafer cassettes by a new

The two-axis mechanical scanning of the P19200 design of loadlock called the robotic 'interface. This
ensures excellent implant uniforrmties, see table l, and loadlock is readily interfacable to a customer supplied
the laige wheel/fast spin configuration minimises the robotic cassette load/unload facility for full factory
in3tantaneous beam pulse per wafer pass. This ensures automation implementation. This is achieved by using a
manmal wafer power loading and charging effects. A larger loadlock door opening, an automatically open,'
variable tilt axis has been added to provide a variation close and sealing loadlock door, horizontal cassette load
in implant angle, from 0 ° to 70, which enables gate stations and a new cassette sensor.
overlap low dose drain implants and accurate implant
control of trench sidewalls. The implant angle is selecta-
ble from the system software and can be programmed
into the process recipe. An angle change now takes just 5. Maintenance
ten seconds, whereas previously the vacuum seal had to
be broken and mechanical components exchanged in The Precision Implant 9200 system uses two CTT 10
order to change the implant angle. The new design cryopumps, to pump the process chamber/wafer loader
utilises a pivot axis within the scan arm wnich enables chamber and the beamline/differential pumping (DP)
the whole wheel to swivel witi: respect to the beam. This box. The side cryopump is readily accessible for servic-
is described in greater detail in ref. [2]. ing, however, the rear cryopump is at the centre of the

system and is less readily accessed. Since it may be
necessary to remove/replace the rear cryopump for

3. Wafer orientation servicing every six to twelve months, a lift has been
designed into the enclosure ror in order to ease the

Fully automated wafer orientation is now possible removal of thus pump and reduce the service time.
for angles between 0 ° and 3600. Most angles are The lift consists of a band around the pump con-
available by orientation within the vacuum loadlock nected to a ratcheted manual drive, all slung from a
using one of two types of wafer orientation systems. permanently roof-mounted monorail. The monorail runs
Each is retrofittable to the cassette indexer, one design from the installed position of the cryopump to the rear
being suitable for flatted wafers, and another for notched exit of the system, between the cleanroom wall and the
wafers The wafer flat onenter uses rollers to align all beamline ground enclosure. Use of the lift reduces the
the flats simultaneously, whereas the notch orienter removal/replacement time from 3-4 hours to 30 minutes,
rotates each wafer in turn using an optical sensor to and may be accomplished by one person rather than the
detect the notch. In either case the software automati- two to three people previously required. This improves
cally rotates the wafers from this reference position to the tendency to regularly service the pumps rather than
the desired angle. Where possible this orientation se- delay and risk inferior processing.
quence is carried out during the implant of a previous In addition, flanges have been added to the source
batch so that throughput is not affected. Full considera- and to the flight tube, allowing simpler maintenance
tion to particle performance was addressed in these and more effective cleaning.
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PARTICLE DENSITY, P104 6. Freon-free cooling system
9

IMPLMT The freon-free cooling system is a new heat ex-
80 ,V ,ES changer which circulates deionised water coolant

through the P19000/9200 system and extracts the heat
to the factory water supply which is then flowed out to

FIU*wWT the drain. The previous heat exchanger used three recir-
culating cooling circuits, one employing freon as the
cooling medium and two using deionised water (in

ELIMINATED WITH addition to the mains water cooling to the isolationOL A0E -h BUTTON BLADE TIP
i- transformer and the source diffusion pump). The new

system uses only one recirculating cooling circuit which
employs deionised water as the coolant.

HEATSWK The freon-free cooling system can be retrofitted to
early P19000/9200 systems which are still using the
freon-based heat exchanger.

GORPPER

I

Fig. I A Pareto analysis of particulate addition at > 0.5 Rm
diameter in the P19200, for various parts of the implanter.
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7. Particulates was thought that this was due to condensation effects
[4]. However, further work has shown that materials in

In the interest of minimising particulate contamina- the beamline may be responsible and that paticles can
tion, the Applied Materials P19000 Implanter Series actually be transported by beam impact and charge
uses a loadlock to transfer wafers under vacuum into effects onto the wafers [6]. This has been addressed by
the process chamber of the system. This has been as- changing the specification of parts of the beamline to
sessed in detail and results are presented in fig. 1. It was improved materials. This has resulted in a significant
found that a total wafer handling cycle added on aver- reduction in beamline conditioning time and an im-
age two particles > 0 5 im to a 150 mm wafer with the provement in beamline generated particulate levels.
loadlock rough and vent being the main contributor. Real time monitoring of particulates was required in
The main cause of this was a shock wave generated by order to improve our understanding of the beamline
the crossover between the slow and fast roughing cycles particulate contribution. Commercially available in situ
[1]. This was addressed by throttling the pneumatics monitors were limited in their performance by the size,
which open the valve, thus ensuring a smooth transition velocity and density of the particles to be detected. For
and eliminating the shock wave, this reason Applied Materials has developed its own

It ,s now possible to polish the cast heatsink paddles monitor, capable of measuring particle sizes down to
to a mirror finish to ease the cleaning of the wheel, and > 0.22 ixm [5]. The monitor uses a laser beam focussed
prevent it from retaining deposits. The polishing process to 3 mm2 with highly sensitive photodetection equip-
was developed over several iterations to optimise the ment. It was developed in a comprehensive programme
finish while introducing no new contair. iants into the both in the laboratory using latex spheres and in
surface. Electron microscopy and X-ray analysis were PI9200s. It is now used to optimise the autoclean cycle,
used in the development to check the quality of the maintaining low particulate levels while minimising
polished surface. downtime for maintenance. A closed loop particle con-

Beamlines can acccunt for 60 to 90% of defect trol is now being developed to incorporate particulate
density [3]. It was found that particulate levels in the levels in the automatic software.
P19200 increased with implant energy and dose, and it
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Fig. 3. Thermal performance graphs during warm-up of the heated process wheel system, showing initial heating prior to implant
followed by a 120 keV 17 mA As" high dose implant. Curves are calculated for the wafer, heatsink, wheel arm and hub.
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8. Closed loop charge control backside of the wafer via an elastomer. The clampless,
planar design uses centrifugal force to provide the con-

Charge build-up it. advanced CMOS devices, espe- tact area required for this conduction while not shadow-
cially DRAMs, has become one of the most important ing the wafer itself. Recent advances have enabled the
and critical factors in ion implantation as device densi- implanter to circulate coolant at a range of tempera-
ties increase. The complex interactions present in an ion tures from 20 to 80 *C, selectable on the heat ex-
beam environment require that we pay increasingly changer. This enables hot implants where the maximum
close attention to the detailed conditions of electron wafer temperature is 100*C, which improves the re-
transport to the wafer, to ensure that low energy elec- moval of any remaining water vapour from the wafer
trons equalise ion charge to lower and lower residual surface (see fig. 3). The redesign addresses all areas of
charge levels, thermal expansion and replaces components which are

An investigation has been carried out on the rela- not suitable for the higher temperatures.
tionship between system configurations and adjustable
parameters, charge indications from the system charge
sensor and various wheel current measurements and the 10. Conclusion
yield of devices. To provide automatic control of flood
gun emission for optimum yield, a new closed loop Data has been presented on the last two years of
control system has been developed based on these mea- field experience of the P19200 ion implantation system,
surements This has been found to be very effective in concentrating on areas of system evolution and perfor-
compensating for time-varying charging effects, moni- mance.
tonng all implanter sub-systems and providing lot
tracking data on charging conditions. Beam-balanced
charge conditions can easily be determined by either Acknowledgement
charge levels on dielectric films or by wheel current
measurements. It is found that devices exhibiting sensi- I would like to thank all members of Applied
tivity to charge damage have the highest yield under Materials for their contributions, and our many
conditions of balanced charge and also into the region customers for their help in the development of the
of significantly negative wheel current or measured P19200,
charge [7]. Both the wheel current and output from the
charge head sensor are constantly monitored. Either
may be used as basis for the control, which adjusts the
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The EXTRION 220 parallel scan magnet

R.E. Kaim and P.F.H.M. van der Meulen
Varian Ion Implant Systems, Gloucester., Massachusetts 01930, USA

The design of the EXTRION 220 nonuniform field angle correction magnet is described. Implementation of the design is checked
by making field maps of each magnet. The accuracy of beam parallelism has been verified by measuring the angular deviation of ion
beam trajectories over the scanning width. It is shown that even small parallelism errors can have an effect on sneet resistance
uniformity of high tilt angle implants.

1. Introduction The values of the constants a and b in eq. (1) were
determined using the computer program RAYTRACE

Beam scanmng in the EXTRION 220 is achieved by [2] which calculates the trajectories of charged particles
the combined action of an electrostatic deflector and a in the pre sence of magnetic or electrostatic fields. The
rectangular dpole magnet (1]. The field of the magnet calculaticn was performed for the three trajectories
varies in such a way as to convert the electrostatic shown in fig. 1, corresponding to the center and sides of
angular scan into a one-dimensional parallel scan. In the scan for a 200 mm wafer. Values of a and b were
this paper the design, construction and testing of the varied iteratively in order to minimize the deviation
nonuniform field magnet are discussed. from the z direction of all three trajectories emerging

from the magnet.
Since the field inside a magnet is inversely propor-

2. Magnet design tional to the pole gap, the required pole curvature is
governed by the equation

Fig. I shows the geometrical layout of the magnet Do
and electrostatic deflector. In designing the magnet, the D( ) = + ax + bx (2)
following assumnptions were made:

(i) The magne:ic field in the x direction must vary as where D(x) is the pole gap

B(A , = (1 + a.A + bX2). 1

where a and b are constants to be determined. 3. Effective field boundary
(u) The effective width of the magnetic field in the z

direction is constant for all values of x. The difficulty with the design procedure outlined
above is its assumption that the "mignetic width", or
distance between effective field boun laries on each side
of the poles, does not vary with x. rhe effective field
boundary (EFB) is a measure of how much the mag-
netic field extends beyond the edge of the poles (see fig.
2). The distance to the EFB is given by

f B(x z) d:
L. x)- B(X, 0)(3
fo Fig. 3a shows the expected effective field boundaries

I for the :f.gnct dcpictcd in fig. I. The distance from the

ON TRAJCTORIES pole edge to the EF'B is roughly proportional to the pole
gap [3], which means that the magnetic width is largest

ELECTROSTATIC RECTANGULAR wher, the least deflection is required. Under these con-DEFLJECTOR NON-UNFORM
FILD MAGNET ditions the pole shape of eq. (2) cannot produce the

Fig 1 Schematic of E-220 parallel beam scanning required parallel beam.

0168-583X/91/$03 50 r) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) V MACHINES
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N field clamps consist of four flat plates fixed to the top

and bottom return yokcs on either side of the magnet.
-_ -! - -- The effect of the clamps is to create a reversed magneto-

B - .. motive force which constrains the magnetic field to very

low values between each clamp pair, and thereby pushes

.I the effective field boundaries closer to the poles. The

goal is to achieve perfectly straight and parallel EFBs as
shown in fig. 3b, so that the RAYTRACE calculation

becomes valid and a parallel beam is produced. The
pi extent to which the EFBs deviate from their desired

location determines the accuracy of the beam paralle-
B. lism achieved with the magnet.

MAG.
FIELD

4. Magnetic field measurements

POLE EDGE z In order to minimize the deviation of the EFB from

EFB-J its desired location, the gap between the field clamp

Fig. 2 Concept of effective field boundary plates has to be varied along the x direction - the
smaller the gap the more the EFB is pushed in towards
the pole edge. The optimum shape of the clamp plates

To correct for the "bulging" of the effective field was determined empirically for the first magnet by

boundaries, the magnet design incorporates field clamps machining the clamps, measuring the resultant change

whose purpose is to constrain the fringing fields. The in the EFB profile, and repeating the process until the
deviation was sufficiently small.

For all subsequent magnets, the most critical mea-
X sure of reproducibility and accuracy is the location ofa EF 1 7EFB

EFB _ _ Z / the EFBs. For each magnet the EFBs are measured, and

/ the deviations from the design are required to be within

\ [limits which ensure that the specified beam parallelism

L(X) / will be achieved. Fig. 4 shows the longitudinal deviation
-of the magnetic width, W, for a sample of five magnets,

/The measurements were made at 25% and 100% of the
I maximum field, and it can be seen that the width

/7 STANDARD 25%Z1 PL - STANDARD 100%
POLEc PROTYPE 25%

+2

b EFB EFB * "

II- II

/F-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

L Z-  X (cm)
FIELD CLAMP -POLE -FIELD CLAMP Fig. 4 Deviation of magnetic width as a function of x Mea-

Fig. 3. Effective field boundaries (a) with magnet as shown in surements were made for five standard magnets and one proto-
fig I. and (b) with addition of field clamps type magnet at 25% and 100% of maximum field
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depends on the field strength, illustrating the nonlinear 40 keY B"
nature of the magnetic effects causing deviation of the 0.3 40 key As+
EFB. Nevertheless, these effects are reproducible from
magnet to magnet, and amount to a few percent at 1-0.2

most. Also shown at 25% field is the result for a , 0.1
prototype magnet which has different yoke and clamp I ,

dimensions from the later magnets. -- .... " - ""
Another magnetic field measurement which is per-

formed on each magnet is a check of the conformance
to eq. (1) by measuring the field as a function of x at -0.2

the line : = 0. The deviation from eq. (1) is required to t
be less than 0.5% over the working length of the mag- -10 -5 0 5 10 15

net. x (er)

Fig. 6 Deviations from parallelism of 40 kcV B and As
(standard magnet)

5. Beam parallelism measurements

Once a magnet has been installed on the implanter, slit. Fig. 6 shows measurements made for 40 keV B 
the accuracy of the beam parallelism can be measured and As', corresponding to low and high values of
in a number of ways. The most accurate method is magnetic field. The deviations from parallelism are
illustrated ma fig. 5: two plates containing identical larger for B than for As', which is in agreement with
patterns of vertical slits are installed a fixed distance the deviations of the magnetic width measurements
apart in the E-220 end station. The second plate is shown in fig. 4.
movable with a micrometer screw, and beam current
transmrutted through any pair of slits can be measured
with a Faraday plate. Using dc voltage on the electro- 6. High tilt angle uniformit)
static deflectors, the beam is steered sequentially through
each slit in the first plate. The second plate is then There is a recent trend in ion implantation towards
moved to a position which maximizes beam transmis- use of large tilt angles (600 or more) For such large
sion to the Faraday plate, and the relative movement angles, errors in beam parallelism can cause degrada-
required provides a measure of the deviation from tion of the implant uniformity: for a tilt angle 0 and
parallelism as a function of the position x of the first beam parallelism error 8o over the wafer diameter, the

fractional change in dose from the center to the edge of

the wafer is given by [4]
A=2 tan 0tan8 6. (4

FIXED MOVABLE FARADAY (4)
SLITS SLITS PLATE It has been found that the inferior low-field perfor-

I I mance of the prototype magnet (see fig. 4) causes a
I noticeable degradation of the uniformity of high tilt

angle boron implants. Fig. 7 illustrates the result of an
UNSCANNED; I

BEAM I

* PROTOTYPE V

I "

S0 6 _STANDARD

Fig 5. Method used to measure deviation of beam scan from TILT ANGLE (aegrees)

parallelism. Fig. 7 Implant uriformity as a function of tilt angle
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a experiment it, -hich wafers were implanted with boron
at different tilt angles, but with the same effe, ive dose
and beam energy (i.e. corrected by a factor 1/cos 0).

-The uniformity worsens with increasing tilt angle for
the prototype magnet, but th 4fect is not apparent for
an implanter using a magnet of the final design type. In

+ fig. 8 sheet resistance maps at 500 tilt are compared for
the two magnets. Here it is seen that the degradation of
uniformity for the prototype occurs in the direction of
the honzontal beam scan, which is consistent with the
effect of beam parallelism error.

7. Conclusion

b - -Measurements of the magnetic width provide an

-" - effective way to assure the accuracy and reproducibility
of parallel scan magnets for the E-220. The parallelism

- - - may also be directly checked with an ion beam. Uni-
formity of high tilt implants can be a sensitive indicator

S +of parallelism.
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Improved wafer charge neutralization system in Varian
high current implanters

S. Mehta, R.F., Outcault, C.M. McKenna and A. Heinonen
Varian Ion Implant Systems, Blackburn Industrial Park, Gloucester, MA 01930, USA

Control of wafer charging dunng high current implantation plays a key role in achieving higher device yields. As certain device
dimensions shrink with a corresponding reduction in gate oxide thicknesses, their sensitivity to charging increases. This characteristic
of devices, compounded with the increasing beam currents available in commercial high current implanters (up to 25 mA or more).
poses critical challenges to techniques used for wafer charge control dunng implantation.

In this paper, we will present the key features of an auto emission flood control system which holds the disc current constant at a
desired setting. and minimizes any charge fluctuations on the wafer in real time. The features of this system were compared to those
of "no electron flood" and "constant emission flood system" using a variety of wafers (e.g., bare, poly-Si, poly-Si-on-oxide and
photoresists, etc.) In all cases, the charging characteristics of each wafer were monitored in real time using a capacitive charge
collecting device. Correlations between disc current, flood emission current and the charge collectors response were used to
demonstrate the merits of the auto emssion flood control system. In addition, the flood gun options available on the XP series of
high current implanters. including the features of the charge collecting device, will be presented

i. Introduction charge controlling features of the electron flood system
under a variety of pressure and implant conditions. In

Wafer charging, a major yield limiting factor in high addition, the effects of the auto emission system on the
current implantation, has always been an area of con- yield of a variety of charge-sensitive device structures
cern for device manufacturers. In recent years, several under several implant conditions will be presented.
studies have b.een conducted on this particular aspect of An evolution of the Vanan high current implanters
ion implantation by both the device engineers and by has occurred over the last ten years. Since the commer-
equipment manufacturers [1-3]. Although several tech- cial realization of the 80-10 ion implanter in 1980, the
niques for charge neutralization in high current im- XP series of high current implanters (80/120/160 and
planters have been commercialized, none of the meth- 180XP) have subsequently been introduced with ad-
ods has been designed to take into account changing vancements over their respective previous models. One
conditions of pressure and electron population within of the areas of continued improvement has been the
the Faraday in the immediate vicinity of the wafer. Faraday and wafer-charge control systems [3,4]. While
Today, the higher beam currents for enhancing these systems have been designed for the XP senes of
throughput and the increasingly sensitive, complex de- implanters, they can be retrofitted to some of the earlier
vice structures with reduced gate-oxide thicknesses make models as well. The new machines incorporate the auto
it even more necessary to have a charge control system emission control system (which controls the disc cur-
that will continuously respond to these changing condi- rent), and the Q-Monitor (which picks up real-time
tions during the implantation process. Also, the Fara- charge signals from wafers by capacitive pick-up).
day and electron flood systems have to be designed to
prevent any electron leakage, so as not to affect dose
measurement. 2. Flood systems and their characteristics

The objectives of this paper are to present the fea-
tures of an autu emission electron flood control system Faraday systems are employed in ion implanters to
employed on the Varian XP series of high current monitor and control the dose of the implanted species.
implanters. This system regulates the net charge on the The prime function of the Faraday is to count the ions
disc (wafer) dunng the entire length of the implantation implanted, without affecting the beam characteristics
process. The features of a charge collecting device (Q- [5]. The schematics of the Faraday system for
Monitor) mounted in the end station chamber will be 80/120/160-10 models and the XP models are shown
also be presented. The real-time charge signals mea- in figs. la and b respectively,, including the correspond-
sured by this device will be used to demonstrate the ing electron flood guns. The transition from the original

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) V. MACHINES
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design to that of the XP occurred in several sequences variables, the latest charge control system, "auto emis-
described elsewhere [3,4]. Primary electrons from an sion control flood system", was developed for the
electrically heated filament are injected into the Fara- 80/120/160-10 and the corresponding XP senes of
day, and strike the opposite wall of the Faraday cage to implanters. In this system, the disc current signal is
produce secondary electrons with a dominantly used as an input to the flood control regulation system.
Maxwellian distribution, which in turn are used for The control system varies the flood gun emission cur-
beam and surface-charge newralization. rent as required, to regulate the disc current. As the

In all the systems described ,bove, a fixed emission conditions in the Faraday change, the ermssion current
current was used to generate electrons from the fila- is also adjusted, which in turn produces a resultant
ment. The appropriate emission level was determined change in the secondary electron current to the disc.
empirically for each device type depending on its charge Thus, the disc current can be held steady despite the
sensitivity and the implant conditions. Although very changing conditions in the Faraday, The operator has
repeatable in its operational charactenstics, such a sys- the option to choose the desired disc current setting for
tem did not provide any automatic response to the any given implant. The optimum disc current depends
constant variations taking place in the Faraday during on the device type and the implant conditions, as will
the implant, e.g.; pressure changes due to photoresist be shown later. In fig. 2, the characteristics of the auto
outgassing, device variables (oxide thickness etc.), posi- emission system have been compared with those of a
tion of the beam during scan (on wafer, off wafer) and fixed emission flood system for a high current arsenic
other factors such as beam spot size and space-charge implant run on a disc load of wafers, among which were
conditions of the beam. several coated with photoresist. The scan waveform,

In order to account for all the above mentioned disc current, emission current and the end station pres-
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the Faraday and the associated flood gun systems tor the Varian high current implanters (a) 80/120/160-10
systems and (b) 80/120/160/180XP systems.
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sure have all been plotted for the implant in question. When charge-sensitive devices are being implanted,
in the fixed emission flood system, the emission level the combined effect of the fixed emission flood, beam
stays constant through the entire implant process. interaction with the residual gas and the disc during the
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scan process can overflood the Faraday with electrons, the Q-Monitor, for the XP series of high current im-
thereby increasing the risk of device damage due to planters. A design schematic of the same is depicted in
negative-charge effects. The same is not true for the fig. 3. The carefully positioned device capacitively picks
auto emission control system. As the pressure in the end up the wafer surface-charge. This charge signal is then
station rises during the initial stages of the implant due displayed on a storage oscilloscope and can be plotted
to photoresist outgassing, the beam interactions with on an X-Y chart recorder to assist in data analysis.
the gas molecules create more electrons in the Faraday. Calibration of the Q-Monitor with a fixed, known volt-
In order to maintain a steady disc current (0 mA in this age allows the user to determine the relative charge (or
case), the control system responds accordingly and re- some function of it!) developed on the wafers during the
duces the level of emission current. As the vacuum implant process. Further work to improve upon this
improves, the requirement for more electrons is met by first design is in progress. There are some concerns
the control system with greater emission current. The about the ability of this device to provide a measure of
electron requirements related to beam position during the absolute charge on the wafer due to charge decay
scan are also illustrated in fig. 2. Once the photoresists that may occur before the wafer reaches the sensor
has been fully carbonized, the outgassing rate drops as position and to the consistency of its sensitivity being
indicated by the stabilization of pressure. Consequently, affected by variations in the sensor-wafer separation.
the flood emission current also stabilizes to maintain However, this device in its present configuration can
the desired disc current value, assist the user in evaluating the relative charge phenom-

enon taking place in real time on the wafers and there-
fore provide valuable assistance in the optimization

3. Q-Monitor process without the risk of using many wafers.

Recently, some attempts have been made to directly
sense charge build-up on the wafers by using real-time
charge monitors as accessories to wafer charge control 4. Experimental

systems [6]. These systems use the phenomenon of
capacitive coupling between the wafers and the charge All charging tests conducted for this investigation
pick-up device. Varian has introduced such a system, were run on a Varian 160XP high current ion implanter
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Fig. 3. A schematic design of the Q-Monitor system for the Vanan XP series of high current implanters.
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equipped with the auto emission flood control system 50 keV energy were implanted into the test wafers to a
and Q-Monitor. In order to demonstrate the character- dose of 5 x 10i/cm2 at 6.5 mA of beam current in the
istics of these systems, the effects of several implant "decel mode" of operation. The n+ implant consisted
parameters such as ion species, end station pressure and of arsenic ions with 60 keV energy implanted to the
electron flood conditions, on the yield of several charge same dose at 9.3 mA of beam current in the "accel
monitor wafers were studied. In addition, the effects of mode" of operation.
the presence of photoresist wafers upon yield of the Device yields for the 80 A and 235 A oxide devices
devices was also studied. Table I summarizes the test implanted under several electron flood conditions are
matrix used in this study. shown in figs. 4 and 5 for the two respective implant

Test vehicles used were state-of-the-art MOS struc- species. The control wafers, which received no implant,
tures with gate oxide thicknesses of 235 A, 180 A and had 100% yield for both oxide thicknesses, indicating
80 A, fabricated on 150 mm silicon wafers with a high good process control in the fabrication of the devices.
charge multiplier ratio. Breakdown measurements were On the other hand, wafers implanted without any elec-
done on the 235 A and 80 A devices. Charge-to-break- tron flood showed poor yields for both species, clearly
down measurements were done on the 180 A oxide set demonstrating the need for charge neutralization.
zf devices fabricated at Varian. The criterion for It is also observed that the device yields for the
breakdown was defined as the voltage where I A of arsenic-implanted wafers were in general much higher
current was detected through the oxide, than those obtained with BF2 implants. The reason for

the observed disparity in yield between the two cases
under consideration is not clear. Recently, some studies

5. Results and discussion [7.8] have shown that, although small amounts of fluo-
rine introduced into the gate-oxide improve the inter-

Typical p+ and n+ source/drain implants were used face quality, large amounts can have a detrimental
for this investigation. For the p+ implant, BF2 ions with effect on the electrical integrity of the oxide The beam

Table I
Experimental text matrix

Tes Test device ID Electron flood Status of Other
ID 235 Var No condition,, other sites remarks

ox ox ox

BF,. 5 XO'"/cm2, 50 keV
QI-LI 18 K-19 10 no flood bare Si
QI-L2 23 K-I5 18 Id,, = 0 mA bare Si
QI-L3 21 K-17 06 I&,, = -2 mA bare Si
QI-L4 20 K-4 23 &,,h = + 1 mA bare Si
QI-L5 07 K-5 12 fer = 33 mA bare Si
Q2-LI 01 K-8 13 no flood photoresist
Q2-L2 22 K-14 02 ldc = 0 mA photoresist
Q2-L3 16 K-24 08 ld,, = - 2 mA photoresist
Q2-L4 15 K-13 09 /d,,, = + 1 mA pliotoresist
Q2-L5 24 K-34 24 lem = 33 mA photoresist

,6 +. 5Xl0 "/cm! 60 keV
Q3-LI 12 K-37 07 no flood bare St
Q3-L2 11 K-10 04 /,, = 0 mA bare Si
Q3-L3 14 K-12 05 /d,, = -2 mA bare Si
Q3-L4 09 K-06 03 =,t, + 1 mA bare Si
Q3-L5 08 K-16 14 lem = 45 mA bare Si
Q4-LI 10 K-I I I no flood photoresist
Q4-L2 03 K-36 16 ld,,, = 0 mA photoresist
Q4-L3 06 K-9 15 Id,, = -2 mA photoresist
Q4-L4 05 K-32 01 /d,, = + 1 mA photoresist
Q4-L5 04 K-20 17 l.,, = 45 mA photoresist
PI-LI 12 K-7 - l, = 45 mA bare Si 5.4X 10- Torr
PI-L2 13 K-35 - d,,= 0 mA bare Si 5.4 X 10 Torr
P2-L2 !4 K-33 e, = 45 mA bare Si 1.4X 10- 4 Torr
P2-L2 08 K-18 - Ia,, 0 mA bare St lAX 10 -4 Torr
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density itself can also affect device yield, however, in a
this study the difference in the beam densities for BF2  100 wITH S,

and arsenic implants was not significant enough to 80
cause the large difference in yield for the two cases. 0
Therefore, the relative contribution of the individual E 60

beam densities to the observed yield differences is not A

clear. W 40
Of all the BF2 implants, regardless of the flood . I

condition employed, the yield for the 80 A oxide device 20 1
was the highest (52.2%) when the disc current was held /1
at 0 mA by the auto emission flood control system, and CONROL FLOOD PIXED Id,k ,d,,k 60NO IMPLANT 'OFF" EMISSION 2 mA 0 A 41 r A

with no photoresist wafers present. However, when fixed ELECTRON FLOOD CONDIIiON
emission flood is used, the vield drops tremendously
(25.4%), demonstrating the high charge--,ensitivity of the b
thin gate-oxide device structure used in this study. The WITH S,

drop in yield in the case of fixed emission flood is most OD ",4 r, WTH PR /S,

likely due to overflooding of electrons that result in 80
negative charge damage o' the oxide.

This finding is subtantiated by the results obtamed 60
on the 235 k oxide device under similar implant and U
electron flood conditions. Since the oxide is thicker in .0

this case and therefore less charge sensitive, the effect of 20

overflooding without photoresist wafers is not signifi- ' "i
cant. Howevei. the effect is more pronounced in the 01

CONTRO FLOOD F,iF RI 1 'd dOlk
NO MPILANT OFF EMISS0 2 ,A ,O m +1 A

100 a ELECTRON FLOOD CONDITION

80 PITH BARE Si SITES Fig 5 Yield of (a) 80 A and (b) 235 A gate-oxide devices
/ WITH PR/S SITES implanted with As , 5 x lOiS/cm2, 60 keV at 9 30 mA of beam

current, under various electron flood conditions.

40- Xcase of implants run with photoresist wafers present.

Outgassing from the photoresist raises the end station
"Co R00 FLOOD FIXED ,,sk dsA pressure, thereby increasing the production of electrons

by the beam interaction with the gas molecules. Since0 CONTROL FLOOD FIXED ,d,stk Id,,k the electron populatlot, is enriched, the negative charg-
NO IMPLANT 'Orr" EMISSION 0 ,m +1 ,,AELECTRON FLOOD CONDITION ing damage cause, the ,ield to drop more significantly.,When the disc current iL maintained at 0 mA by the

auto emission flood system the yield improves to 100%
for the 235 A oxide device. Fig. 6 illustrates the above

100b phenomenon by Q-Monitor signals for a BF implant
,.WITHPR', run under different flood conditions with photoresist

0 [.,wafers present. It is worth noting that the charge signals
I P11 , "with ld, = 0 mA are completely suopressed regardless

E_ 60 ~ ~ of the conditions, thereby demonstrating the excellent
control characteristics of the auto emission flood sys-

40I tem.

Qhd measurements [9] were made on the correspond-
2°0 Ing Varian test wafers for all implants of table 1. For

;,,-. ,.4 arsenic implants, the Qb peaks for th,- implants ivith
0 .I.D. photoresist occur at 30-32 C/cm2 while for non-photo-

CONTROL FLOOD FIXED Id,sk Idlsk
NO IMPLANT "OFF" EMISSION 0 mA +1 mA resist implants, the peaks are at 29-30 C/cm2 . This

ELECTRON FLOOD CONDITION indicates that the presence of photoresist creates posi-

Fig 4. Yield of (a) 80 A and (b) 235 A gate-oxide devices tive charging effects as one would expect. Similar effects
implanted with BF2'. 5 x 1015/cm2 , 50 keV at 6 6 mA of beam of photoresist have been observed by other workers as

current, under various electron flood conditions well [10]. It is also observed that the presence of photo-

'A
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-UAD2 1- +t I

4-T

FLOOD;--AD- ;; .

___________~~~~ 1. ' ,, ft Ii .
EMSSO i 2 1 1 i77 ll 77-I

I !A .. ..... . --4

I :t:

OUA I i T Ij - -4 1

NO EMISSION I F T -

PHT- EISW ES --- TSWAER HOORSSTUMIS - _

]Os 0 A _ m_ it aut emsio otrlfoon ()fxe msso-letofod

FLOOD _T

QUAD 2! ' : I

AUEMISSION ___ ' ' '

resist had little effect on the Qhd value for the BF2  sure conditions caused by the photoresist wafers, ad-
implants, ditional tests were done to compare the effects of the

While the effects of various electron flood conditions "fixed emission" and the "auto emission" electron flood
have been investigated as a function of changing pres- systems on device yield, under constant pressure condi-

tions maintained through the length of the entire ima-

Table 2 plant. Tests were done for the arsenic implant under
Effect of end station pressure on the yield of a 235 A oxide two different pressure conditions and the yields for the
device under different electron flood conditions. Implant: ar- 235 ,A oxide dev!=e were compared for the two electron

senic, 5 x 1015/cm2, 60 keV,, 'b~m = 9 30 mA. flood systems. The results are summarized in table 2.

Tet Dvc Eeto lod E rssr eieUnder both conditions of pressure tested, the yield is
Ies IDevc Ecdtions [Tood ~ rure yeie[] maintained at 100% with the auto emission systemIrholding the dsc current at 0 mA. However a slight

P1-Li 12 l~m 45 A 5.4x10 -5  100 drop in yield occurs at the higher of the two pressure
:'pilL2 13 Id e-- 0mA 5.4 X10- 5  100 conditions (1.4 x i0- Torr) when the fixed emission

SP2-Li 1 I.l~ = 45 mA 1.4 x 10- 95.5 flood is used. As explained earhier, this drop in yields is "

P2L 0 d'=0 A 1.x10 10attributed to negative charging caused by the increased,,

JV, MACIlINES
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electron population resulting from the ion beam interac- tests under limited time conditions. Many thanks to Aki
tion with the gas molecules. This effect was substanti- Ueda of Motorola Inc. for his guidance and valuable
ated by the slight negative shift observed in the Qbd assistance in data analysis. Thanks are due to Susan
peak of the Varian oxide sample also run together with Felch and Juanita Sonico of Varian for Qbd tests and
the test in question. Although one can argue that the data analysis. We are also grateful to Ron Eddy of
observed drop in yield is rather small, this effect will be Varian for many helpful discussions and to Pam Mans-
more pronounced in thinner oxides due to their high field for the artwork and Peter Bradford for preparation
sensitivity towards charging, as has been explained of the final manuscript.
earlier.

In addition, sheet resistance monitor wafers im-
planted with all the tests showed excellent uniformity
and repeatability regardless of the implant, pressure and
electron flood conditions employed. These results indi- References
cate that the Faraday system is well designed so as to
prevent any electron leakage and that the electron flood
characteristics do not degrade the accuracy of the dose [1] N. Nagai, T Kawat, M. Naito, Y. Nishigami, H. Fijisawa

measurement system. and K. Nishikawa. Nucl Instr. and Meth B37/38 (1989)
572.

[2] M.E. Mack, Nucl. Instr. and Meth B37/38 (1989) 472.
[31 C.M. McKenna, B 0 Pedersen, J K Lee, R.F. Outcault

6. Conclusions and S Kikuchi, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B37/38 (1989)
492

The merits of the control characteristics of the auto 14] R.F Outcault et al, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B21 (1987)
emission control electron flood system for the XP series 354
of Varian high current implanters have been demon- [5] H Glawischnig and K. Noack, in Ion Implantation Sci-
strated on state-of-the-art charge-monitor wafers under ence and Technology, ed. J F. Ziegler (Academic Press,

several conditions of implantation. 1984)

The introduction of the Q-Monitor as an added [6] B.J. Doherty and D J. McCarron, Nucl. lnstr and Meth

accessory to the auto emission system represents a step B37/38 (1989) 559.

towards a better understanding and more localized con- prit communian .June 1990
private communication, June 1990

trol of wafer charging. The information provided by the [8] T.P. Ma, SRC Publications, private communication, June
combination of the above systems will allow the users to 1990
optimize the charge control conditions in a more effi- [9] S Felch, S. Mehta, S Kikuchi and S Kitahara, the--
cient and cost-effective manner. Proceedings (8th Int. Conf on Ion Implantation Technol-

ogy, Guildford, UK, 1990) Nucl Instr and Meth B55
(1990) 82
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Operating procedure for improving ion source lifetime for the 80-180XP
ion implanter

S.R. Walther and R.F. Outcault
Varian Ion Implant Systems, Blackburn Industrial Park, Gloucester, MA 01930, USA

The linuted lifetime of the Freeman ion source filament has been the cause of equipment downtime, for filament replacement, in
the use of high current ion implanters. The ion source lifetime of the 160XP ion implanter has been improved by a factor of four for
high current operation, where source lifetime, especially with boron, has been very limited. The key to obtaining this result is a
reduction of physical sputtering of the tungsten filament. This is achieved by minimizing the arc voltage used by the ion source, while
still aelivering the same boron performance. The reduction in filament wear is also applicable to other dopants, and has been
demonstrated with arsenic. Calculations of the sputtering rate, as a function of arc voltage, are consistent with the improvement in
filament lifetime noted experimentally and imply that further improvements may be possible.

1. Introduction density also reduces the beam current available and is
therefore unacceptable.

The limited ion source lifetime of the Freeman ion It is well known that lowering the arc voltage of the
source used on the 80-180XP ion implanter [1] has been discharge increases the source lifetime by reducing
a problem, contributing to the overall downtime of the sputtering. The improvement in filament life is due to
machine. This is particularly true during high current the much lower sputtenng coefficient for incoming ions
11+ ion beam operation. To address this issue, it is at reduced arc voltages, as we! as the reduction in
important to know the mechanisms by which the source plasma density. The sputtering coefficient is a very
filament is eroded. The most likely mechanism is strong function of the ion energy (arc voltage). The rate
sputtering of the filament material by plasma ions. The can be calculated using an empirical relation [41, given
rate at which this process progresses is determined by below, as a function of ion mass (m), target atom mass
the plasma density (roughly proportional to the dis- (M 2 ), ion energy (W), and the surface binding energy
charge power) and the arc voltage (which determines (W,) of the filament material. A value of 8.4 eV is used
the plasma ion energy, along with a small contribution here for the Wb of tungsten. The ion energy (W) is
from the plasma potential). A second mechanism that given approximately by the sum of the arc voltage and
reduces filament life is cycling of the source on and off. the plasma potential:
Although it is not completely understood, the filament 7
appears to fail prematurely when subjected to complete Rate = 0.0064m 2f#5/ 3 (W/Wh)/ 4(1 - Wth/W)7/2,
thermal cycling (the source is allowed to cool and is where 3 is given by 4mm 2/(m + M2)2 , and Wh is
then restarted). given by Wb/,(1 - /), for m1/m 2 < 0 3, or

The Freeman ion source [2] has been used for many 8Wb(mi/m2) 2/5 for m/im2 > 0.3.
years in the ion implantation industry. The use of the In the case of boron, the discharge contains B+, F',
externally generated axial magnetic field, in combina- BF', and BF2+ as the dominant ion species in the
tion with the magnetic field produced by the filament plasma. The minor difference in sputtering yield of
itself, provides the electron confinement for the dis- °B + (versus 11 B+) is neglected here. The ion beam
charge. The electrons emitted from the filament have a fractions of the different species were measured on
cycloidal orbit [3] in the region near the filament. This numerous occasiois for high current boron operation.
results in a substantial plasma density gradient between An average of 33% B+, 21% F', 11% BF', and 35%
the filament and the ion extraction slot of the ion BF2 was used to model the discharge, even though
source. The limited filament lifetime of the Freeman there is some vanation over time and from one test to
source is due to the high plasma densities near the another. The sputtering rate for each species was calcu-
filament. In order to improve the filament lifetime, lated and summed. Fig. 1 shows the relative sputtering
either the plasma density must be reduced, or the rate as a function of ion energy for a tungsten filament
sputtering rate per plasma ion striking the filament in a BF3 discharge. This graph details the significance of
must be reduced. Unfortunately, reducing the plasma the arc voltage to the sputtering rate. A change of ion
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1.0 time during which the source is producing the specified
"B+ ion beam, until the filament fails.

08 To determine if higher arc currents and lower arc

0* voltages would improve source life, a production ma-
06. chine was operated at a constant 5 A of arc current,

0.4 normally the upper limit for this parameter, and the arc
voltage was varied in a manner to maintain the constant

02 5 mA of t1B' ion current. The us,. of the larger arc

C. current allowed a reduction in the arc voltage, while still
o o providing the same performance. These tests lasted

40 60 80 '100 120 140 several days, which included cycling the source on and

off, with the result of a source life of 27 h. The test was
tte on nergy ) repeated twice to confirm this, and lifetimes of 26.5 and

Fig 1 Calculaied physical sputtering rate versus ion energy for 28.5 h were obtained. This includes the effect of the
source cycling on and off, where the filament often fails

even though the diameter is relatively large. This prema-
energy from 120 to 60 V results in a tenfold red, tion ture filament failure is most likely caused by mechanical
in the sputtering rate, To arrive at an actual rate, the stresses induced by rapid thermal expansion and con-
results must be multiplied by the local current density traction of ion source parts during startup and shut-
of the plasma. If this value is known, the erosion due to down. This can be alleviated through continuous oper-
physical sputtering of the filament as a function of time, ation of the ion source. The arc voltage was reduced to
and hence filament lifetime, can be calculated. 60 V towards the end of these tests as the filament

became thinner.

2. 160XP lifetime experiments Additional testing was undertaken, using a constant
6 A arc current and 24 h/d operation, to determine if

Initial testing was conducted to determine the actual further improvements in source life were possible. It
source lifetime using standard operating procedures, should be noted that operation at 6 A of arc current
which specify an arc voltage c, - 120 V, while the arc exceeds the rated power supply capacity and is not
current is used as a free parameter to adjust the beam recommended. The results of these tests show the im-
current. The implanter was operated at a constant 5 mA pact a large reduction in arc voltage and continuous
of IB beam current (100 keV beam energy) in the end operation can achieve. Source lifetimes of 66, 43, 39.5,
station, since 5 mA iiB+ can be achieved immediately and 60' h were attained dunng operation at 5 mA of
and maintained over the course of the test. In this case, 1B+ current. The 60 h test was terminated, due to
the source lifetime was between 12 and 14 h during personnel constraints, before the filament failed. The
standard operation, with no thermal cycling of the ion true filament lie ior that test is estimated to be >_ 75 h
source. Lifetime is defined here as the actual operating using an extrapolation based on the filament current.

70
E3 Standard Trial 1

. 60 Standard Trial 2

o Standard Trial 3
50

[ 5AArcTrial 1

4) 40 5 SAArcTrial2

J 30 5 A Arc Triai33-

6 A Arc Trial 120
E 0U 6 A rc Trial 2

1in [] 6 A Arc Trial 3

6 A Arc Tra!4"

1 2 3

Filament Life Operating Procedures
Fig. 2. Source life results for testing with a 5 mA 'B ions beam. * Test terminated prior to filament failure.
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120 0 eiar

40 ISO
0 10 20 30 40 0 60 70 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Time (Hours) Time (Hours)
Fig. 3 Arc voltage as a function of time for tiue three cases Fig. 5. Filament current as a function of time for the three

tested cases tested.

is accounted for, the real improvement is even larger.
Fig. 2 is a graph illustrating the improvement in source Frcniuu prto t6Ao r urnasuc

Ao coninou oprtona o r cret asuc

life obtainable by reducing the arc voltage, while pro- lifetime of - 4 times (an average lifetime of over 52 h)
ducing the same beam current for three cases: (1) stan- that attained during standard operation was achieved
dard operation, (2) 5 A arc current operation, and (3) 6 Using the measured arc voltages, and assuming a
A arc current operation. It should be emphasized that plasma potential of 5 V, the filament lifetime results are
high current boron operation ordinarily represents the coprdwtphsalsueinteryFg.6ss
worst case for source lifetime, the standard 120 V arc data to determine a plasma

These experiments have demonstrated that operation density consistent with the measured 13 h lifetime. The
of the 160XP at reduced arc voltages and higher arc data from the 66 h 6 A arc test was then modeled for
currents than are currently standard has substantially comparison. The experimental values of the final filia-
improved the source lifetime during high current BF3  ment radii 're denoted by solid triangles on the graph.
operation, when source life is a serious problem. This is The z:heory predicts a somewhat lower wear rate (larger
due to a reduction in filament sputtering by plasma ions radius) than that found experimentally. However the
at the lower arc voltages. Fig. 3 shows the arc voltage predicted lifetime, determined by extrapolating the
used as a function of time for the three cases tested. The physical sputtering model, was ~6 x the standard
major difference is the lower arc voltage used, when the value (~. 84 h). versus the actual value of ~ 5 )< (66 h)
arc current is maintained at a constant value. Arc This represents relatively good agreement, considering
current for the three cases is detailed in fig. 4. The the strong dependence of sputtering rate on ion energy
relative rate of filament wear for these three cases can and the assumptions made regarding plasma density
be judged from the slope of the filament current as a and potential. This -esult does not rule out chemical
function of time, shown in fig. 5. This indicates the efcs ic hmclyehne hsclsutrn
improvement due to the reduction in arc voltage used. colasobtkigpceThsrcsswudava
Operation at a constant 5 A of arc current resulted in a similar dependence on ion energy as physical sputtering,
2 times improvement in source life~ versus standard but the rate would he increased through a chemical
operation. If the effect of thermal cycling of the source recinothfla ntsfc.

00 80

> 50

0

I,.

4" 0 50 60 70 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
10 20 30 40 50 60 707O

Time (Hours) Time (Hours)
Fig. 4. Arc current as a function of time for the three cases Fig. 6 Calculated filament radtus versus time using the phys-

tested cal sputtering model.
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3. Operation with arsenic 1

08
While improving the source life for boron operation 4

is critical overall, it is certainly advantageous to be able %: 0 6

to extend these results to other species such as arsenic 0 0 4
and phosphorous. Given the long lifetimes expected,
testing until filament failure is not feasible. Instead the 02testing.
rate of filament wear is measured based on operation __0___&___-_for 10 h continuously at maximum beam. Two trials, for so 55 60 65 70 75

both standard operation and extended life operation,
have been completed for arsenic using arsine gas. It was Ion Energy (sV)
expected that there would be little improvement in life Fig. 8. Calculated physical sputtering rate versus ion energy for

due to the already low arc voltage (55-65 V) which is an arsenic discharge

standard. However, the results show that reducing the
arc voltage further does provide a significant reduction 4. Conc!usion
in filament wear. Fig. 7 shows the filament current as a Filament lifetime for high current boron operation

ion has been improved by an average of a factor of 4, by
(constant 65 V arc voltage) and extended life operation reducing the arc voltage, with no loss of performance.
(constant - 35 V arc voltage), which used the lowest This filament lifetime improvement is also applicable to
arc voltage possible from the power supply.. The rate of other dopants and has been demonstrated during oper-
filament wear can be roughly judged by the slope of the ation with high current As+ ion beams at reduced arc
data points. It is -lear that the rate of wear is much voltages. The dominant filament wear mechanism is
lower at the reduced arc voltage, which is consistent physical sputtering; in the case of boron, chermically
with physical sputtering as the dominant wear mecha- enhanced physical sputtering is also a possibility. In
nism. Th s is also born out by the filament diameters at general and particularly for high current operation, the
the end of the test. The measured filament diameters new operating procedure [5], utilizing a reduction in arc
after these tests were 1.45 and 1.60 mm for standard voltage, will result in a substantial decrease in implanter
operation, and 1.93 and 1.96 mm for the test conducted downtime, These results have been venfied through over
at low arc voltages. As usual, the initial filament diame- 500 h of tests on production model 160XP ion tim-
ter was 2.03 mm. planters.

Fig. 8 details the relative sputtering yield for As' as Future work will cxpand these results to include
L function of ion energy. calculated in the same manner other dopants, and to determine the effect on filament
as fig 1. It is apparent that a reduction in arc voltage to life during low and medium current operation. Al-
35 V from 65 V still provides a substantial reduction in though physical sputtering has been determned to be
sputtering yield. In fact, only a reduction to a voltage the dominant filament wear mechanism, in the case of
under - 50 V appears to be necessary. Similar results BF1 operation more work should be done to ascertain
are expected for operation with phosphorous and other whether this is chemically enhanced. Automation soft-
dopants Hence, there is now reason to believe that the ware to incorporate these improvements to the operat-
strategy of reducing are voltages to improve source life ing procedure must be developed in order to provide the
will be applicable to all dopant gases including oper- most flexibility to the user. Further improvements in
ation with a vaporizer, filament life, particularly during high current boron

operation, are possible with a hardware upgrade to
160 increase the power supply capacity

Z 150

C 140 .
0 0 FRament Current (A) Standard References
"10 0 13 13 17 I130 0 A [1) R Liebert, B. Pedersen, C Ehrlich and W. Callahan, Nuc.

0 2 Instr. and Meth. B6 (1985) 16

E 110 0(2) J H. Freeman, Nuc. Inst and Meth. 22 (1963) 306.
13 1 0 3] H. Hinkel, Nuc Instr. and Meth. 139 (1976) 1.17' 100 0 2 4 6 8 10 [4) M.D Gabovch, N.V Pleshivtsev and N.N Semashko, Ion

and Atomic Beams for Controlled i-usion and Technology
Time (hours) (Consultants Bureau, New York, 1989)

Fig. 7. Filament current versus time for standard and for [51 S R Walther and S. Hays, Vanan Associates Product Sup-
extended life operation. port Bulletin (January, 1991)
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Particulate performance for robotics-based wafer handling ion
implant system

M. Nasser-Ghodsi, D, McCarron, M. Foley, S. Holden, D. Veinbachs, S. Mooney and S. Ward
Eaton Corporaton, Semiconductor Equipmem Division, 106 Cherry Hill Drive, Beverly, MA 01915, USA

The continued reduction in design geometries has lead to manufacturing ser, itivity to particulate generation in each manufactur-.
ing step. The NV20A developed an adaptive wafer handling system for in-air wafer motion. This paper will discuss the development
criteria and particulate measurement results from experiments with the system. Origins of particulates are identified as each step in
the implant process is independently measur,'d.

1. Introduction lim particles. To accomplish this, only cleanroom-com-
patible components are used in the endstation. The

The Eaton NV20A high-current ion implanter is endstation enclosure is stainless steel with a high-ef-
designed to provide in-air wafer handling compatible ficiency grid table top, allowing constant laminar flow
with class 1 environments. High throughput, reliable through the wafer handling area. A large Lexan window
wafer handling is achievable while mairtaining the 1 wel is placed on the fron: of lie system to allow visual
of 0.5 lsm and greater particles below 0.025 cm - . At observatton of the wafer handling sequence.
the heart of the system are two commercially availal - Wafer cassettes are added through an automatic
cleanroom-compatible robots. The robots provide clean, door in the Lexan window. Maintenance access is
accurate pick And place movement of the wafers through through two doors on either side of the endstation.
the system. Fhe layout of the endstation provides ease Maintaining balanced air pressure between the endsta-
of service without compromising performance. tion and the fab is critical in maintaining laminar air

flow in and around the system. A simple system of
louvers is used to maintain pressure equilibrium be-

2. System overview tween the endstation and fab when the cassette door is
opened. These same louvers are used to balance the air

In order to successfully incorporate a wafer handling pressure when the maintenance panels are open, expos-
system into a class 1 environment, the airborne particle ing the endstation to the area behind the clean room
level must be maintained below 1 particle/ft 3 for 0.5 wall.

-TURBO

EIA CLEAN MULTI
STATION ROOM CASSETTE

TACCE PUMP ROBOT TABLE

EL FERROFLISKISCALINEDAR EA

FARADAY CART

~Fig. 1. NV20A system schematic.
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Cleanroom-compatible robots are used to transfer
wafers through the system. Because all wafer handling is
performed at atmospheric pressure, backside vacuum
chucks can be used for wafer transport; vacuum sensors
are utilized for wafer position verification. Positive wafer
sensing allows the NV20A control system to identify
and track each wafer, with this information being dis-
played via a continuously updated wafer map [1]. LOAD UNLOAD

DISK DISK

3. System development cas 0U El CASSeTTeS

The early development effort to create a clean and
reliable wafer handling system for the NV20A centered U
around the application of cleanroom-compatible robots LOAD vUNLOAD

to the existing NV20 disk and chamber geometry [2], ROBOT ROBOT

fig. 1. The construction of the test stand was based IULTI4S$1-4-11 .{
upon well-defined objectives: TABLE_

(1) Reduced particulate generation from in-air wafer Fig. 2. NV20A wafer handling subsystem.
handling.

(2) Improved wafer throughput.
(3) Class 1 operation. must be characterized. Four distinct components com-
(4) Application of commercially available six-axis prise the steps what a wafer experiences when being

robots for configuration flexibility and optimization processed in the NV20A. The four compotients are:
potential. wafer handling, vacuum and vent cycling, disk spin, and

(5) Staging of multiple cassettes for reduced operator implant. Fig. 3 graphically represents this component
interaction, breakdown.

(6) Selectable slot-to-slot wafer positioning integrity. The data presented was taken over the period of four
(7) Reduced service time to within two hours. weeks from a machine used in a production facility.
(8) Ease of reconfiguration for different wafer sizes, 100 One day each week was set aside in order to perform

to 200 mm. these engineering tests. Prior to testing, the system was
The development base consisted of two Westing- brought up from a cold start with a 100 keV, 10 mA

house/Staubli 260 series arms mounted on an NV20 Ar' beam run for twenty minutes.
endstation frame equipped with process chamber and The experiment was designed to be able to detect a
spinning disk. Tooling was designed for 200 mm wafers, difference of one in the mean number of particles added
assuring adequate clearance for smaller wafers (fig. 2). with 90% confidence [3-5. To accomplish this, for each
Supervisory control of the robots was through a host of the components tested, ten consecutive runs were
computer via RS232 links with DEC DDCMP protocol made with 150 mm monitor wafers. Fifteen wafers were
and VALII based software. Wafer handling vacuum used per run;, the measurements from all fifteen wafers
functions operated through the robot controllers via a were used to determine a run average. The wafers were
remote I/O module. measured before and after run on a Tencor 5)00. The

During the initial testing, 250 000 wafers were cycled
through the test stand. Several of the test runs cycled
more than 20000 wafers between assists [3] with one
run handling 50000 wafers through the system without LOAD
an assist. This testing confirmed the inherent reliability

- VACUUMof the design. Subsequent tests were designed to char-

acterize the particulate performance of a system in a SPIN
manufacturing environment.2, VAC/VENT L -1WAFER HANDLE

IMPLANT

4. NV20A Particle characterization VENT

In order to fully understand the root cause of UNLOAD
equipment-generated particles in a multi-component

system. the particle contribution of each component Fig. 3. NV20A wafer handling component breakdown.
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Particles/cm^2
0.1 - -- _______________

I fl> 0.3rm > 0.5im

0.001 --- -

Handling Vac/Vent Disk Spin Implant Total

Fig. 4. Particles per wafer pass.

AVERAGE ADDERS
5 -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SERIES

4 - Data 0,025/cm'2

3

2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RUN NUMBER
Fig. 5 Particles added > 0.5 un.

particle counts were binned according to size: 0.3 to 0.5 For testing the particles added dunng the spin cycle,
Iim, 0.5 to 1.0 im and 1.0 to 5.1 ltm. A 7 mm edge after the process chamber was brought into high vacuum,
exclusion was used, making the total scanned area of the disk was spun at 1200 rpm for 3 min. The spin
the wafer 145 cm 2. sequence was then stopped, the chamber vented and the

The wafer handling sequence involved removing wafers removed. For the implant sequence, a 100 keV,
wafers from a cassette, orienting the flat, buffering the
wafers, loading the wafers onto the implant disk, remov- Table 1
ing the wafers from the disk and placing them back into Subsystem particulate contribution

the cassette. Component Added particles [cm- 21
For wafer handling and vacuum cycle, the wafers 0.3-0.5 urn > 0.5 &m

were loaded onto the disk as mentioned above but,
before being removed, are subjected to a vacuum/vent Wafer handling 0 0012 0 001 5

cycle. During the vacuum cycle, the process chamber Vac/vent 00013 0.0019

pressure is brought to 1 X 10 - 5 Torr prior to venting. Spin 0.0128 0.0040

Differential venting was used [6]; the total vent time to Implant 0.0316 0.0094
Total 0.0469 0.0168

atmosphere averaged 20 s.

V. MACHINES
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10 mA argon beam was implanted at a dose of I × 1015 ir = 0.66 adders for all ten runs. This gool repeatability
ions/cm2. is due largely to careful expertmenta setup and perfor-

ming the test implants under identical beam conditions.
By performing tests in this fashion, the experimenter is

5. Results assured o, accurate results with a minimal number of
tepetitions

Fig. 4 and table I present the summarized results of
the testing. The results are presented in a manner which
shows the particle contribution of each component of 6. Conclusion
the implant sequence. The total particles added per pass
through the system is then the total of each of the The data presented in this paper confirm- that the
individual contributions. This value is shown in the row design objectives of the NV20A Aafer handling system
marked "total". have been met. The low number of varticles added

This data indicates that the wafer handling in air during the wafer handling and vacuum/yent cycling
and the vacuum/vent cycle combined to add less than indicate that in-air wafer handling system is capable of
0.5 particles per 150 mm wafer. Because the experiment providing state-of-the-art particle performance. while
was designed with a sensitivity of detecting a mean providing ease of operation and maintenance.
change of greater than one particle per wafer pass, the
particles added during the wafer handling and vacuum/
vent cycle cannot be separated from the measurement
noise and experiment error. [11 M. Nasser-Ghodsi. T. Bowe, D. Bernhardt, S Holden, M

The spin cycle accounts for roughly one quarter of Fole),. M. Farley and J Grant, these Proccedings (8th Int.
the particles added to the wafers. The majority of the Conf on Ion Implantation Technology, Gu)!,),-d. UK,
particles added are the result of the implantation step. 1990) Nucl. Ins.- and Meth. B55 (1991) 398
The number of particles detected are well within the [21 C. Taylor, P. Splinter, A. Weed, J. Grant and 3 holden,
sensitivity of the experiment and a clear distinction can 6th Int. Conf. on Ion Implantation Technology, Berkely,
be made between the spin and implant sequences. USA, 1986) Nucl. Instr. and Meth B21 (1987) 224

The specification for the NV20A is less than 0.025 [31 F. Tardiff, H. Pans and J. Daval, Microcontarmnation 8(4)
cm- 2 greater than 0.5 [in diameter. The average for the (1990) 21

ten runs made, 0.0168 cm - 2, is well within these specifi- 14] T Bedim, C" Pellctt, J Todooff and J Turner, Micru;on-
cation lmits. Pig. shows the average number of adders tammation 7(10) (1%9) 54[51 G. Box, W. Hunter ancd J Hunter, Statistics for Experi-
(> 0.5 [im) per run for all ten runs of the complete neenters (Wiley, 1978).
implant sequence. It is seen that, with the exception of [61 P. Sferlazzo, D. Stone, J Jost and M. Mack, Aerodynamic'
tize first run, all runs were within the specified limits Transport in Ion Implanters. Proc. Senicon East Technical
and that the run to run repeatability is quite good, Conf, 1989
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Initial performance results from the NV1002 high energy
ion implanter

E. Mclntyie a , D. Balek a P. Boisseau b A. Dart a A.S. Denhoim ', H. Glavish c, C. Hayden a
L. Kaminski a, B. Libby a N. Meyyappan a, j. O'Brien a, F. Sinclair a and K. Whaley a

"Eaton Corporation, Semiconductor Equipment Division, 108 Cherry Hill Drive, Beverly. MA 01915, USA
h PTC Inc.. 259 Bishop's Forest Drive, Waltham, MA 02154, USA

GMW Aoso , 1060 Lakeview Way. Redwood City, CA 94062. USA

The Eaton NVIO02 is a high energy ion implanter with beam current capability greater than 1 mA. Acceleration to energies
between 80 and 2000 keV is achieved with a variable phase linear accelerator (linac). The first production NVIO02 is being tested,
and the initial results are reported. Currents of 1-2 mA can be generated over an energy range of 40-1000 keV for boron,
phosphorus, and arsenic. Useful currents are available at energies as low as 10 keV, and using doubly charged ions, as high as 2 MeV.
Considerations for a commercial implanter such as ease of operation are discussed. Analyses of implanted wafers are presented,
demonstrating uniformity, correct implant depth profiling, and freedom from contamination

i. Introduction system developed for the NV20A. Such cross-model
commonality has obvious advantages. The NVIO02

Several years ago, Eaton initiated a study to de- combines high energy (1 MeV) and low energy (10-80
termine the best method for generating high energy ions keV) performance in a single machine. This article
for ion implantation. It was concluded that rf linear presents results from the initial performance tests of the
acceleration was the preferred approach because it al- first installed NVIO02.
lowed the use of all relevant dopants, was flexible in
energy, and was simple to operate. During the course of
the study, the variable phase linear accelerator concept
was developed [1]. Major advantages over the alterna- 2. Beam current and energy capabilities
tive dc approaches exist since there are no voltages in
the linac system above 80 kV and a conventional ion The principle of rf linear acceleration with variable
source can be used. Also, since the linac block is at phase control and the design of the NV1002 have been
ground potential, access is easy all along its length for described earlier [3-5]. The present design specifica-
pumping and the control of beam optics. These consid- tions of the NVIO02 include an energy range of 80-1000
erations led to the rapid development of the NV1000 keV for singly charged ions, current capability of 1 mA,
implanter, which has been a technically successful sys- and mass acceptance from B2' to Sb2 . These goals
tem capable of generating beam currents up to I mA have been achieved and in some cases surpassed. Infor-
[2] Subsequently, it was recognized that several im- mation from the initial tests are summarized below,
provements could be made to reduce the machine foot- beginning with the low energy range which uses only
print and increase beam current capability. This led to the dc injector stage of the system.
the development of the NV1002. In the energy range below 80 keV, the NV1002

The NV1002 linac has been designed primarily to performance is similar to that of a conventional
accelerate singly charged ions in the mass range from 11 medium-current ion implanter. The ion beam is accel-
to 75 amu. It is, however, useful outside that range, crated to final energy in the dc injector stage of the
though with lesser acceleration capability. For example, machine. The beam passes through the linac with all of
H' should be accelerated to > 500 keV, and since the rf cavities off. Radial focussing through the linac is
doubly charged innq behave in the linac like particles of maintained using the small electrostatic quadrupole
half their mass, ions up to Sb2' are also accelerated, lenses which are between each cavity.
The NVIO02 uses the same sources as Eaton's other For energies from 10 to 80 keV sufficient current is
implanters, and utilizes the Eaton NV20A robotic en- always available from the injector to optimize transmis-
dstation. The automated software control of the source, sion through the linac. Maximum beam currents are
injector, linac and robotics is consistent with the generic limited by increased space charge effects in the linac

0168.583X/91/$03.50 0 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) V. MACHINES
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which cannot be overcome by the electrostatic quadru- 0.a

poles. For a given beam energy Ebsm and ion mass
Msof, these space charge effects lead to final beam 0.3. +
currents that vary more or less in accordance with o +
(E /M Ia 2m ) A series of beam tests were performed j + +• A"bam/ " beam -" e 1 + +.l

on the first NVIO02. At each of several energies, and for 0.25 + +

three different ion species, the current injected into the 1 0 0 0

linac was increased until no substantial increase in firal W 0.2 - + 0

transmitted current was observed. While there is more
testing to be done, the currents observed to date in- 0 0

crease as expected and are displayed in fig. 1. 0.15

Ion energies above 80 keV are achieved through the
use or one or more of the twelve cavities of the rf linac. 0.1 0 As,
The first cavities are used to form the 80 keV injected I A

dc beam into ion "bunches" at the fundamental operat- 0.+5 kak
ing frequenL, )f the machine (6.78 MHz). In the sim-
plest bunriczag scheme, the coversion of the dc beam +

into bur , is done with a typical efficiency of about 0 - 1 I I

25%. This iunching/transmission efficiency (c) is de- 0 200 400 600 800 1000

fined as the ratio of the total beam current at the eam Energy (key)

entrance of the linac to the final accelerated and Fig. 2. The bunching/transmission efficiency (e) of the linac as
energy-analyzed beam current delivered to the endsta- a function or energy from 10 to 800 keV. Below 80 keV, the

tion. The ratio reflects the capture efficiency of the transmission rises to almost 30% Above 80 keV, the transnus-

bunching cavities, limitations on the focussing power of sion falls but recovers at about 200 keV, and remains essen-
tially constant.

the quadrupole lenses and beam dynamical losses along
the linac. In some instances it includes a small beam
loss due to mechanical collimators at the linac entrance.
In practice, these efficiencies for the NV1002 vary from LINAC [2]. Data sets of the acceleration parameters are
20-35%. The determination of optimized acceleration available for a wide range of species and energy and are
parameters (namely phases and voltage amplitudes for stored for immediate recall in the control system. Ad-
each cavity and quadrupole voltage settings) for the ditional bunching techniques are being developed to
NVI002 has been made using our simulation program capture more of the dc beam. Higher bunching capture

efficiency will be useful when the optimization of dou-
bly charged ion currents is investigated.

35 In the energy range just above 80 keV, where rf

+ acceleration begins, the maximum current transmitted
+ - through the operating linac drops below the maximum

3.0 P current transmitted in the 80 keV dc mode. This effect

0 As* is clearly seen in fig. 2 for P+ and As' beams and is
2.5 due to the bunched nature of the rf beam, where the

O3 increased peak space charge density reduces transmis-
sion thiough the linac because of ,adial expansion of

20 the bunches. Above 200 keV, the increased beam energy

compensates for the high peak currents. In this higher
1.5 energy range the maximum current limits remain fairly

flat up to the highest energy of the machine, because the

1.0 oamount of charge which can be accommodated in a
single beam pulse (and thus the current) is determined

+ in the bunching process early in the linac. Fortunately,
two techniques should allow significantly improved

4 $transmission in the 80 to 200 keV range. First, accelera-
__ --- _ --------- tion of doubly charged ions in the dc mode can provide

0 20 40 60 80 100 relatively high currents up to 160 keV. Second, oper-
Seam Energy (ke) ation of the linac in an accelerate/ decelerate mode may

Fig 1. The beam intensities (mA) of Be, P+ and As' de- allow beams with energy greater than 200 keV to be
livered through the linac in low energy de mode. decelerated at the end of the linac into the 80-200 keV
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range. The accel/d&cel mode has not been demon- with a relatively low injected current and higher trans-
strated to date and the outcome is likely to be depen- mitted values are obtainable with higher injected cur-
dent on the final energy spread that is acceptable. rents. B+ beams of at least 1 mA were produced at 500

The first NV1002 has not yet been fully char- and 950 keV and 1.5 mA was produced at 800 keV
acterized, however table 1 shows the results of initial Singly charged phosphorus beams of at least 1 mA and
measurements for a variety of ions and energies. The ranging up to 1.8 mA have been generated in the 400 to
injected and transmitted current, as well as the bunch- 1000 kev range. Although the general current specifica-
ing/ :ransmission efficiency (c) is shown. It should be tion of the NV1002 is I mA, the goal has, been to
noted that it most cases listed here. the injected current develop stable 2 mA beams over a broad range of
was not maximized, so that the table does not represent species and energies. A 2 mA beam of N' has been
the maximum performance of the machine. Singly produced. At 770, 880 and 1000 keV, stable P+ beams
charged As+ beams of about 450 tA have been gener- up to 1.8 mA were generated by increasing the injected
ated from 200 to 800 kev. This As + data was collected current. At these high currents (and corresponding high

injected currents) transmission efficiency drops signifi-
cantly and loading on the electrostatic quadrupole sup-
plies becomes significant. (Compare the transmitted
currents for 4.75 and 10 mtu of injected P+). Achieve-
ment of 2 mA capability in normal operation will

Table I require modification of injection optics and an increase

Initial results of injected and transmitted currents for a variety in the power handling capabilities of the quadrupole
of species and energies. In many cases more transimtted cur- lenses. Finally, the use of doubly charged ions allows
rent could be obtained by increasing the injected current. Note acceleration to energies above 1 MeV. Currents of 450
that results for p2' and B2' are given in charge mA charge tLA of 1.9 MeV p2' and 100 charge lA of 1.4

Species Energy Injected Transmitted B/T MeV B2 
+ have been produced

[keV] current current efficiency
[mAJ [mAl ()

B4 200 452 0.83 0.18 3. Linac operation
B+ 500 416 1.02 024
B3 800 4 12 1.03 0.25
B 800 - 1 5 - At full energy. all twelve acceleration stages of the

B- 950 - 1 08 - linac are under power. Each stage requires three control

P4 200 2.6 0527 0.20 parameters. rf voltage, rf phase, and electrostatic

P4 280 247 0666 0.27 quadrupole voltage. Thus for a given ion species and

P3 300 2.5 0.650 0.26 final energy, there are as many as 36 parameters to be

P 350 2 90 0 702 0.24 set for proper operation. These parameters constitute a
P4 400 437 1 19 0.27 Linac Data Set. The NV1002 control system contains
P4 500 55 1.1 0.20 data sets for boron, phosphorus, and arsenic for en-
P' 600 - 1 0 - ergies from 100 to 1000 keV in 100 keV increments.
P 770 5.7 1.37 024 Data sets at intermediate energies may be generated in
P+ 800 44 1 1 0.25 a few minutes by manual adjustment of the machine
P. 880 9.1 1.88 0.20 parameters and then added to the database. In normal
P+ 900 - 1.00 - operation, the source/injector stage and linac are
P+ 1000 4.75 1.28 0.27 ramped to the desired settings simultaneously. The dc

beam is injected into the linac, and high energy beam

As+  200 1.98 0350 0.17 current is observed in the final Faraday cup. If source
As+ 300 1.99 0580 029 parameters and total current are similar to the condi-
As+  400 2.4 0.500 0.21 tions under which the stored data set was originallyAs +  500 2.0 0.442 0.22
As+  600 2.0 0.516 026 created, > 90% of the optimized beam current is typi-

As+  700 2.0 0.416 0.21 cally available without fine tuning. Linac fine tuning to
As+  800 2.06 0.466 0.23 optimize final current is fully automated, allowing peak

bcam currents to be achieved in 1-2 nun.
Ar' 1000 - 1.0 From the experience with the NVIOOO linac and

N 2+  464 7.25 2.0 0.28 through the use of many proven NV20A components
P2  1 and subsystems, the NV1002 should be a very reliable

+ 1400 - 0.40 implanter., The first period of operation is confirming
B2+ ~ ~1400 - 0.100 ti eevMCIE

________________________________________________ this belief.

V MACHINES
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4. implanted wafer analysis ll

Good implant uniformity is a critical feature of any
implanter. As a check on uniformity, implants were
done on 200 mmn wafers with 1.2 mA of 900 keV P+. O

Wafers were dosed to 5 X 1013 CM -2 using a tilt of 7 0
and a twist of 00, Fig. 3 shows a contour map of
resistivity obtained from a Prometrix Omnimap RS20
for a preamorphized wafer. This shows excellent uni-
formity, with a < 0.5%. Additionally, the mean sheet i~

resistivity is as expected for the dose. The implant depth
profile was examined through spreading resistance mea-
surements as well as via SIMS (secondary ion mass ll

spectrometry) analysis. Fig. 4 is a spreading resistance
measurement for a wafer implanted with 500 keV B'.
The peak of the concentration curve is just over I ltm,
consistent with theoretical and measured ranges of 500
keV B+ [6]. Fig. 5 is a SIMS analysis of a 500 keV P+ 10" '. 2 2.

implant. It has a peak concentration at a depth of about OErM -WO

0.6 usm and a straggling width near 0.17 l~im. This is DATE. 3nS PROBE LOAD 7.50Q ORIENTAION .100.Si
consistent with measured values [6] of straggling. Wafers FIE JE0434 BEVEL ANGLE 0057 STEP INCREM 10UMI

were also analyzed for impurities. Fig. 6 shows SIMS 4p A Ua Ep. * .54 ii CM.2

analysis of a wafer implanted with 1.4 MeV B4 for the SHEET . 1I3=LZ

presence of B, Na, Al, Cr, Fe and Mo. The concentra- Fig 4. A spreading resistance measurement for a 500 keV B3'
tions Measures are accurate to about 20% and the depth implant
to within 10%. All the impurities are small, have a flat

__________________ 1

1Z

0 /Q

E 1

TITLE, NVIO02 01 3E1 900 k*V P I4TEC ANEAL OP2 FILE, Z010

TOTAL SITES. 49 lEAN 3 62.13 h..'/.q
V001 T1.V STO D1EV .2605 4c.,lt
;wAEE 014 200.00 / 7.87 in PlINil9J 2 361.0 AlA./Zq
TEST D IA. a 80.00 -/7.09 ,, PAXiIMM 364.5 059*/95I_________________________

IAFE7,11). INTERVAL ,1.00 0.,.c.nt 0 1. 2 4
LOT i. ;AT .LRRENT aAlut 504-.V 6 21ZIA
MaOc.OT - SORTING I 0SiIA
TEPERAILAE 29.44C DEPTH (microns)
Fig. 3. A sheet resistivity map of a 900 keV P4 implanted Fig. 5. A SIMS analysis of a 500 keV P' implant. The peak

wafer. Uniformity is good with a < 0.5% concentration is near 0.6 tim.
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1020 tivity. Injected contaminants as well as contaminants
created in the linac will be out of phase and gain little
energy. Finally, the 510 post acceleration energy analy-

10 9liesis will refine the mass purity further.

1019 5. Conclusions10e -

The NV1002, an rf linac based implanter, is a robust,
flexible, and simple to operate tool for high energy

.10 1 implantation. It has been demonstrated to generate
milliampere beams of boron to arsenic in the MeV
energy range. Low energy capability below 80 keV is

10's similar to standard medium current implanters. Uni-
form, low contamination implants of the expected de-
pth profile have been generated. Because of scheduling

10 considerations, there was no prototype for the NVIO02
A and the first system to be made was recently shipped.

NIts initial performance characteristics are very encourag-
1014 - ing and final testing will determine the ful! power of the

NVIO02.

1 3 4 s Refere-ces
DEPTH (microna)

Fig. 6 A SIMS analysis of a 1400 keV B implant. Con- [11 H.F. Glavish, A. S. Denholm and G.K Simcox, US Patent
Fig6ASIMS anal is l4667111, 1987.

[21 H.F. Glavish, D. Bernhardt, P.Boisseau, B. Libby, G.

Simcox and A.S. Denholm, NucI Instr. and Meth B21

distnbution in depth (and are probably dominated by (1987) 264.

instrumental backgrounds). The peak of the boron dis- 131 H.F. Glavish, Nucl. Instr and Meth. B21 (1987) 218.
tribaton is just over 2 rm deep, again consistent with 14] 3 P. Boisseau, A.S. Denholm, H.F Glavish and G Simcox,

Mater. Sci. Eng. B2 (1989) 223.
measured and calculated values [6]. [51 P.Boisseau, A Dart, A.S Denholm, H.F Glavish, B.Libby,

Such low contamination might be expected. The G. Simcox, Nucl Instr. Meth. B37/38 (1989) 591.
injector stage mass analysis prevents unwanted species [6] J.F. Zeigler, J.P Biersack and U Litmark, The Stopping
from entering the linac. The linac itself has mass selec- and Range of Ions in Solids (Pergamon, New York, 1984)
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A versatile ion implanter for planar and 3D device construction

Jerald P. Dykstra, Andy M. Ray and Robert B. Simonton
Eaton Corporation, Semiconductor Equipment Division, 2433 Rutland Drive, Austin, TX 78758, USA

The ever increasing demand for smaller devices is creating a new set of performance and reliability problems. Overcomng these
problems requires sophisticated device structures incorporating advanced knowledge of device physics coupled witl. improved process
uniformity and precision. Fabrication of such structures in silicon and compound semiconductors is generating ci mands for n,:w
process technology. An ion implanter has been designed specifically for improvement of process control and construction of
advanced three-dimensional device structures. The nstrument uses a programmable gtmometer as the target positionir g system. This
versatile end station, combined with a sophisticated automation and control system, is designed to meet the emerging requirements
for flexible target positioning and repositioning for both planar and 3D structures Details of the design of this new ion implanter are
described and performance specifications are presented.

., Introduction tiench can be effective because of reflection of the
incident beam into the deeper portions of the trench [2].

Recent trends toward denser circuit designs have In fact, forward scattering of dopant to the bottom of
resulted in the development of 3D circuit structures to deep trenches must be compensated to achieve uniform
augment planar technology, These challenges of modern doping of trench sidewalls. Fig. I illustrates the prob-
integrated device technology also present challenges to lem. Implant a, a grazing implant intended to illuminate
designeis of semiconductor manufactunng equipment. the sidewalls and bottom, results in considerable for-
Eaton Corporation has developed an ion implanter ward scattering and poor sidewall doping. The bottom
specifically designed to provide superior performance in is more heavily doped than the sidewalls. Implant b is
many of the areas related to the new technologies, performed at a higher tilt angle, which results in less
lmpla:ter improvements which facilitate construction forward scattering and greater sidewall penetration. At
of 3D devices also result in improved process control a still greater tilt angle, implant c completes the doping
for planar devices, especially implant uniformity and of the upper portions of the sidewalls with very little
reduced variability from channeling effects, additional scattenng to the deeper portions. The multi-

tilt process results in a uniformly implanted trench and
reiduces sensitivity to sidewall angle and scan angle

2. Modem semiconductor device technology variations. Distributing dopant around all sides of the
trench requires rotation or rotational repositioning.

An increasing variety of 3D devices are being devel- Very-small-scale planar devices suffer from bother-
oped to make more efficient use of semiconductor some hot-carrier effects, subthreshold conduction, thres-
surface area or to provide enhanced device perfor- hold voltage shifts, and punchthrough phenomena. New
mance. A literature survey [1] has disclosed a growing implant techniques to fabricate small-scale planar de-
variety of active 3D devices constructed on the sidewalls vices with immunity to these effects have been de-
of trenches or islands created by etching processes. scribed (4,5]. The methods called LATID (large-angle
Implantation doping of such devices requires inclining tilt implanted drain) and LATIPS (large-angle tilt im-
the wafers at substantial angles with respect to the planted punchthrough stopper) both require large tilts
incident ion beam and rotating the wafer during im- (25'-45°) and rotation or repositioning during the
plantation. implant.

Besides active 3D devices, a wide variety of applica- The down-scaling of device dimensions requires shal-
tions for implanting isolation trenches and trench lower junction depths accompanied by somewhat higher
capacitor walls have been identified (2,3]. These typi- threshold adjustment doses. This resultb in greater sensi-
cally require tilt anglcs of 40 to 2 0' (depending on the tivity of threshold voltage to the shape of the dopant
trench aspect ratio) and continuous or quadrant rota- profile. The simultaneous increase in critical channeling
tion for complete coverage, angles resulting from the use of lower-energy implants

For very narrow trenches, grazing-angle implants for threshold shift implants has compounded the diffi-
which do not directly illuminate the entire depth of the culties of producing uniform VT h distributions with

0168-583X/91/$03.50 D 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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aC
Fip. 1 Trench sidewall doping- multiple tilt implant steps a, b and c contribute to improved sidewall doping unifornity See text for

details.

cost-effective electrostatically scanned medium-current speed electrostatic scanning, cassette-to-cassette auto-
ton implanters. These effects can be even more pro- matic handling and single-wafer serial processing. Table
nounced in high-Z substrates such as GaAs and other 1 summarizes a few key specifications of the Eaton
compound semiconductors, since higher-Z substrates model NV-6200AV ion implanter.
exhibit larger critical angles for channeling. Junction Fig. 2 shows the mechanical construction of the
depth variation due to channeling and other residual goniometer stage and positioning system. The target is
non-umfornuties such as dopant gradit.zts due to wafer shown in its horizontal, wafer loading/unloading posi-
tilt or uncorrected scanner non-uniformities can be re- tion. From this position it rotates 900 about its tilt axis
duced by performing multiple implant segments with to reach the 00 tilt implant position. The tilt drive is a
wafer repositioning between segments. When optimal worm-and-gear drive. A drive train transmits the target
anti-channeling tilt and twist angles have been chosen rotary motion through the hollow 'interior of the yoke.
this can be effected by implanting a fraction of the dose The yoke interior is hermetically sealed from the im-
in each of the symmetric lattice orientations. For (100) plant vacuum chamber to isolate particles generated in
materials this requires four partial implants, and for the drive mechanisms from the process chamber.
(111), three. Dramatic additional improvement in areal Ferro-fluidic feedthroughs couple all target positioning
and depth uniformity results from the averaging effects motions into the vacuum chamber to increase reliability
produced when wafers are continuously rotated during and to minimize maintenance. Pick-and-place robotic
implantation [61 arms (not shown) move wafers through vacuum locks

and load and unload the platen. This method of gentle,
low particulate handling was first introduced in the

3. A versatile new ion implanter Eaton model NV-6200 implanter, and now enjoys wide
acceptance as a reliable, minimum-contamination, tech-

Eaton has developed a highly automated new medi- nique.
um-current ion implanter. It has been optimized for
doing a broad range of low- and medium-dose implants
including the emerging implants requiring versatile Micro-Stop

Tilt riveTarget Riotation
target positioning capabilities. This implanter, Eaton Motor Axis
model NV-6200AV, ;s based upon the design of the Drive Train
successful NV-6200A and uses that machine's field
proven high-voltage terminal, beam line and control
system. To this basic tool has been added a new end Micro-Stp Chat
stition having a wafer-holding target block which is a Rotate
fully programmable goniometer. The target gomometer Motor
is capable of presenting the wafer to the ion beam in
any combination of tilt and twist within its range. It is L
further capable of repositioning the target dunng the Target Tilt Incident
implant, either in discrete steps, or in continuous mo- Axis Ion
tions. Since the system is designed as a production tool, Beam
it is capable of doing implants requiring complex posi- Fig. 2. NV-6200AV end-station target goniometer motions
tioning at high throughputs. The system provides high- and drive-train arrangement. -k
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Table I
NV-6200AV implanter specification summary

Ion beam energy range: 5 to 200 keV for singly charged ions
Maximum scanned beam currents: Species Beam current [iAl

B+  700 (1000 a')
P+ 1700

As+  1400
B2+  25 a)
P2 + 300 a)

As 2 +  300 a)
Throughput, 10 s implants: Continuous rotation. > 200 wafers per hour

Quadrant rotation with beam gating between steps, > 170 wafers per hour
Water flat positioning: Variable, fully programmable, 0-(360 ± 2) 0
Water tilt: Variable, fully programmable, 0-(60 ± 0.5) 0
Water repositioning: Up to 15 discrete positioning steps per implant
Water sizes 3 ,n. to 150 mm
Particulate Lontamination. Adds (statistical mean) < 0.12 particles > 0 3 [im/cm2

Dose uniformity: a < 0.5% for single-position implants
a < 0.35% for implants with rotation

Requires an optional high-efficiency ion source.

The implanter automation system performs auto- ter limits, and target positioning for up to 15 implant
matic source and beam-line setup and tuning across a segments. For each implant segment the process en-
wide range of implant conditions. Process specifications gineer can independently specify tilt angle, flat orienta-
can be stored and recalled by the system's fixed disk tion, implanted dose and amount of continuous rotary
storage or downloaded from a remote host. All ion- motion during the implant segment. At tilt angles above
beam, dose and wafer-motion control information can a few degrees the cosine dependence of implanted dose
be pre-stored in process recipe records. During produc- to tilt angle becomes significant This dependence is a
tion, the implanter is operated automatically b) a re- geometric effect resulting from the foreshortening of the
mote host using the SECS II communication protocol, tilted wafer with respect to the beam. The dose control
or operated locally in either manual or automatic modes, system automatically compensates the beam fluence to
The operator interface for local operation is a large (48 provide accurate doping.
cm), high-resolution color CRT with an infrared touch- Fig. 3 schematically illustrates the patented [7] meth-
sensitive screen. Fiber-optic interfacing isolates and od for rotary motion control. The target Faraday en-
protects the system control computer from electrical closure collects the incident beam for dosimetry pur-
transients, poses. A digital packet integrator digitizes the beam

current and emits a step pulse each time it integrates a
precalculated charge packet, P:

4. Scanning and target control P ='D/Sn,

A digital scan generator synthesizes complex scan where D is the total desired dose for the segment, S the
waveforms at high speed to automatically compensate number of target steps per degree of rotation (ap-
system scan non-uniformities or the effects of large or proximately 56), and n the number of degrees of rota-
varying tilt angles. The scanning method is high-speed tion desired during the segment. As the incident beam
electrostatic X-Y scanning of approximately 2.7 kHz, current fluctuates, the angular velocity of the target
each axis. Because of the high-speed scan, continuous varies proportionately, assuring that the implanted
rotation of the target during implant is possible without dopant is uniformly distributed with respect to angular
risk of loss of implant uniformity due to spatial beat position on the wafer. The method also assurcs that the
frequencies between the scan and rotation frequencies, implanted dose can be distributed over a precise num-
as occurs in mechanically scanned systems. ber of revolutions of the target. Older implant systems

Target rotation during the implant can be continu- having continuous rotation capability have used high
ous or can consist of up to 15 discrete repositioning speed free spinning rotation without synchronization to

steps. Target tilt is also programmable in up to 15 the implanted beam. In such systems, unless the number
discrete steps. Each stored process recipe contains con- of free spinning revolutions is high, considerable non-
trol instructions for ion-beam setup, operating parame- uniformity results from failure to illuminate all sides of
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Target Faraday

/ Micro-Stepping Motor

BemCurrent

Diitzer Step pulse

Fig. 3. Digital servo-controlled target rotation synchronizes motion to ion beam.

the three-dimensional structures equally because of end very susceptible to the effects of channeling due toeffects from beam gating. Since rotary velocities should implant angle variatioln in electrostatically scanned sys-be low to avoid spatial beat frequencies between scan tems. Two wafers are shown. Wafer a was positionedand rotation frequencies, free spinning systems must with an initial 230 rotational alignment, but implantedtrade off between throughput and uniformity. Servoing in .our segments (1/4 of the total dose given at eachthe rotary motion to the beam avoids this tradeoff, segment) with 900 additional rotation between each of
the segments. Wafer b had an initial flat orientation of

5. Uniformity results 23' and was rotated through 360* during the implant
using uniform continuous motion synchronized to theFig. 4 shows typical implant uniformity results ob- beam. Wafer a shows that even with discrete reposition-tamed with the NV-6200AV implanter. The 1% contour ing during implantation, residual channeling effects re-interval maps are from thermally modulated conductiv- suit in some nonuniformity of junction depth. However,ity measurements obtained using a Therma-Wave, Inc. in wafer b we see that continuous rotation provides themodel TP-300 laser measurement system. The Therma- equivalent of randomized implant direction, with re-Wave measurement technique exhibits depth-weighted sultant reduction of channeling effects below measura-sensitivity and is tferefore quite sensitive to channeling ble limits.

effects. Implants were of 10 s duration at 1B+ doses of
5 X 1011 ions/cm2 into 150 mm diameter, (100) bare
(oxide-free) silicon wafers at 100 keV energy. The im- References
plant tilt angle was 70. Because of the low dose and
absence of an amorphous oxide layer, this implant is [1] R. Simonton and F Sinclair. Emerging Ion Implantation

Processes for the 1990's (Eaton Corp. Tech. Pub, Austin,
11fAAE KWWAVE TX, 1989).

a .. h- -- s[2] G. Fuse, H. Umimoto, S. Odanaka, M Wakabayaslu, M... . ............ b Fukumoto and T Ohzone, J. Electrochem. Soc 133 (1986).................. 996............ [3] G Fuse, M Fukumoto, A. Shinohara, S. Odanaka, M0- 0

- 0 00000 .00oo ooooooa

........... .Sasago and T Ohzone, IEEE Trans. Electron Devices.; ................. ED-34 (1987) 356................. [4] T. Hon and K. Kunmoto, IEEE Electron Device Lett 9

- .0 0 ....... (1988)300........... [5] T. Hon and K. Kunmoto, IEEE Electron Device Lett. 9
~00000O5O~a0000(1988) 641.

0[6] R. Simonton, D, Kamenitsa and A. Ray, these ProceedingsFig. 4. NV-6200AV implant uniformity results: (a) quadrant (8th Int. Conf. on Ion Implantation Technology,, Guild-implant (4x repositioned, a = 0.88%), (b) continuous rotation foid, UK, 1990) Nucl. Instr and Meth B55 (1991) 188.
(a - 0.18%). See text for details. [71 J. Dykstra and A. Ray, US Patent 4929840 (1990).
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Simulation of the geometrical characteristics of a mechanically scanned
high current implanter

Frank Sinclair
Eaton Corporation, Beverly, MA 01915. USA

An understanding of the geometrical properties of the implantation process is essential for the optimization of dose control
algorithms and for control of channeling effects. The EATON mechanically scanned implanters use a closed loop dose measurement
s) 'ten to control the scan speed in the slow direction. The input fer this is provided by a measurement of the beam through a
rectangular slot in the disk. Analytical calculations of the approximations involved in this approach become prohibitively
complicated when one wishes to consider all possible beam shapes, angular spreads and disk geometres For this reason, we have
implemented a computer program which uses a simple approach based on a Monte Carlo simulation of the implant process. The
results show that the basis of the control algorithm is sound, leading to deviations of less than 0.3% across a 150 mm wafer for all
plausible beam geometries. Another feature of this approach is that it allows easy calculation of the angle with which the ion beam
penetrates the wafer or other geometrical considerations

I., Introduction This report is a description of the computer program
written to address these issues and some of the results

Mechanically scanned batch high current ion im- of the calculations. In summary, the conclusion is that

planters typically mount the wafers on a rotating disk with the dose control algorithm as implemented on

which is also translated in a linear motion past a steady Eaton implanters, none of the expected ranges of beam

beam of high energy ions. The dose and uniformity of current distributions should produce a gradient of more

the implant is controlled by adjusting the speed of the than about 0.5% across a 15 cm wafer. This is signifi-

linear scan. One essential feature of this adjustment is cantly less than has been observed on several instances,

that it must compensate for changes in the beam cur- and suggests that other mechanisms are responsible for

rent. Despite all the advances in this approach, i.onuni- the observed effects. The approach to the simulation of

formities due to the failure of some part of the system the geometrical characteristics of an implanter however,

do occur, and some nonumformity may also be intro- has other applications and may be useful in simulating

duced in the design of the equipment. several process issues.

There have been several observation,, of very linear
dose gradients on wafer maps where the deivered dose
was several percent lower at the point on te~e wafer 2. The dose control algorithm
furthest from the center of the spinning disk, and rising
monotonically towards the center., In some cases the The fundamental operation of the dose control al-
elimination of this gradient has only been achieved by gorithm is based on the use of a rectangular slit in the
the implementation of a software program that com- disk [1,21. The fraction of the beam current that passes
pensated heuristically for the observed gradient. through the slot is measured by a Faraday behind the

Many possible explanations for the origin of these disk which measures the beam as it passes through the
gradients have revolved around the geometrical assump- slit, and the slow scan advances at a velocity propor-
tions implicit in the dose control algorithm. Because the tional to thfib current. The justification for this al-
general three-dimensional geometrical problem is a very gorithm can be appreciated by considering the dose
complicated situation, it is very difficult to justify all distribution D1(y) deposited in one 1,ass by a beam
the assumptions by analytical argument. We therefore with a current density i x', y') travel;ig at a velocity v
decided that it might be useful to undertake a simula- in the x-direction:
tion of the dose control system so as to evaluate these
geometrical issues without in~voking any debatable ana- DI(y) = -fJ(x', y') dx'. (1)
lytical approximations.

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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The charge deposited into a slit of width s in the plane z

of the wafer is given by: Aperture-

Q= sffJ(x', y') dx dy' =sfD,(y) dy. (2)

If we now carry out many passes in the fast scan 
13,

direction, each displaced by a distance 8y in the slow Roation
scan direction, the final dose to every point on the
wafer is given by:. Wafer

D(y) = ED,(y + iy). (3) I Slt

In the limit of small 8y, D(y) becomes perfectly con- ..
stant and can be expressed as an iategral: -----"------" 110.. .01lgln -- - --- -- - -

Thus a uniform implant can be achieved by displacing x
the beam a distance 8y = Q/Ds in the y direction Fig. 1 Diagram showing the geometrical elements simulated in
between passes. Notice that this derivation is applicable the program MIKADO.
to any general shape of the beam current distribution
and at any velocity for the fast scan. It does, however,
assume that the fast scan and slow scan directions are orientation of the beam or the slit in the program, or to
orthogonal and that the slit has a constant width 'n the add other objects as desired.
fast scan direction. The main elements of the geometrical model are

In the context of a rotating disk ion implanter, if the illustratea in fig. 1. The coordinate system is fixed with
wafer passes through the beam at a frequency f, the the z-axis parallel to the rotation axis of the disk. The
rotation frequency of the disk, the ideal slow scan origin of the coordinate system is at the apex of the
velocity is given by u = 8y f= Qf/Ds. If several passes cone formed by the sweep of the slit in the disk at the
at- used, the velocity is appropriately scaled for the starting slow scan position. The wafer is radially
number of passes over any given point on th-) wafer, centered in the span of the slit rotated by 150,, and
This application of the gener. 'rnula does not allow elevated by a small amount in the z-direction.
for the fact that the fast scan oirection is not linear at.d The beam is defined by specifying a circular aper-
thus may not be perpendicular to the slow scan direc- ture, a mean direction and a divergence. Since MIKADO
tion at some off axis points in the beam, nor does it assumes that the beam is made up of a large number of
allow for the position of the slit in a plane different discrete particles that travel in straight lines, the pro-
from that of the wafer. These deviations from the ideal gram selects a random point within the circular aperture
case make an analytical approach to calculating the and uses this as the starting point of the particle's path.
dose on the wafer for a given control algorithm very The propagation direction is then set to be a unit vector
difficult, and we have therefore developed a computer in the mean beam direction plus a ve'tor given by a
program to understand the effects of a given algorithm, product of th.- selected divergence and the relative posi-

tion of the starting point within the aperture.
The program then calculates the interception of the

3. Monte Carlo program particle path with the plane of the slit, and if it passes
through the rectangular slit aperture the program as-

We selected a Monte Carlo approach based on the sumes that it will enter the disk Faraday and thus
calculation of the trajectories of discrete particles rather increments a simulated disk Faraday charge (Q) by one.
than the alternative of the numerical integration of Similarly the interception with the plane of the wafer is
three-dimensional vector fields. The program is called calculated, and if it falls within the circle of the wafer, a
MIKADO, loosely standing for Monte Carlo dose anal- two-dimensional dose matrix is incremented.
ysis. The Monte Carlo approach allows easy visualiza- After an adjustable number of particles have been
tion of what is happening in the simulation by use of a propagated in this manner, the disk is rotated, and new
simple subroutine that displays a projection of the positions for the slit and the wafer are calculated and
important coordinates in any of the three principal can be displayed on the screen. This sequence repeats
directions. This approach also decouples the various until both the slit and the wafer have passed the beam.
geometrical issues, making it quite easy to cl-ange the At this point, the y position of the disk is incremented

V. MACHINESI .. ::
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by an amount given by 8y = Q/Ds where D is the implant. The wafer (in pink) and the slit (orange) are
target dose (in particles/cm2 ) and s is the slit width shown superimposed for a sequence of angular rotations
(cm). The simulation only does a single slow scan in y of the disk. The lines traced by the beam particles are
and only considers singly charged species, shown in red. with their intersections with the wafer in

The progam was executed in compiled Basic on a pink. The accumulating dose matrix is overlaid in red
386 personal computer with a math coprocessor and and blue, showing the total dose for each square centim-
compared to a real implant, the effective beam current eter on the wafer. In this case the target dose was 100
is tiny. It can calculate about 1000 particle trajectories cm -2 for illustrative purposes. Fig. 3 is a photograph of
per second, about 1014 less current than a real im- the completed run shown in fig. 2. The top array shows
planter. Because the particles are randomly distributed the final accumulated dose matrix. Notice that the
within the confines of the beam, the final dose uniform- variation from the target dose is dominated by Poisson
ity is governed by Poisson statistics. An overniht simu- statistics in this low dose test. Runs to higher doses are
lation can build up to a dose of about 1 X 105 cm-2 and needed to show small deviations from the target dose.
this gives an accuracy of about 0.4% in the dose. An The lower array shows the average angle of implanted
average of five such runs reduces the purely Poisson ions measured in terms of the deviation from the wafer
spread to below 0.2%, sufficient for the problem at normal in the x-direction. In this case the random
hand. nature of the program has very little effect and the

systematic variation in angle is readily apparent.
Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the dose offsets and

4. Simulation results gradients produced by various deviations from the ideal
geometry. The horizontal axis represents a "top to

Fig. 2 shows a photograph of the screen during the bottom diameter scan" of a wafer in the usual orienta-
execution 'of the program, about half way through an tion, with the edge of the wafer closest to the outer

Fig. 2. Photograph showing the s.reen during the execution of the program, about half-way through an implant. The wafer and slit
are shown at several angular positions. The accumulating dose matrix is overlaid.

A,
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radius of the disk corresponding to y = - 7 cm, and the x-direction, so that it no longer lies in the plane formed
inner edge at + 7 cm. All these simulations were run by the axis of rotation and the y scan direction. As can
with a 1 cm 2 bin size, and bins within the circular wafer be seen this last condition produces a larger average
were averaged across the wafer in the x direction to give overdosing and a significant gradient, overdosing at the
the y dependence shown. The vertical axis is the dose inner radius of the disk. The total gradient simulated is
relative to a target dose of 100000 particles/cm 2. about 1% edge to edge, leading to a standard deviation

The line labeled "nominal NV20A",, was calculated of the dose of about 0.4%. In an NV20A implanter, the
assuming a 1 cm diameter parallel beam, incident at 60 maximum opening of the disk Faraday is about 4 cm
to the z-axis in the y-z-plane. The line labeled Div = from the middle, making this amount of deviation im-
0.3R was calculated using a very widely divergent beam, possible.
such that particles emerging from the edge of the aper-
ture had an angle of 0.3 rad (170) with respect to the
beam direction. The last point in this data set has been 5. Analytical approximatiens
omitted because a sufficient overscan length was not
allowed for, and this resulted in a significant underdos- After observing these effects, it seemed that it might
ing at the last point. The line labeled BeamDia = 5 cm be usefu' to revisit the simplest analytical models of the
was calculated with a zero divergence, but a beam geometrical situation to see if they might elucidate the
spread out uniformly over a circle with a 5 cm diameter. deviations observed. The two smooth lines in fig. 4 are
All three of these conditions produced essentially iden- based on very simple calculations. The lower one is due
tical results: a net overdosing of about 0.4% and no to the angle with which the beam strikes the disk in
significant gradient (less than maybe 0.2% edge to edge). combination with the height difference between the

The upper line, labeled offset = 5 cm was calculated wafer and the slit, as illustrated in fig. 5. This results in
by displacing a 1 cm diameter beam 5 cm in the a difference between the radius at which the beam

Ij

Fig. 3. Photograph of the calculated output at the completion of the simulation. The top array (a) shows the final accumulated dose
matrix, while the lower array (b) shows the average angle of implanted ions measured in terms of the deviation from the wafer normal

in the x-direction.
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102.1 -Do%* effects of geometrical parameters
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Fig 4. Dose simulation results with a target dose of 1 × 105 cm-2 plotted as a function of radial position on the wafer. Several
deviation-from ideal geometry were considered, but n ,i produced a dose gradient that would lead to a standard deviation of the

dose of more than 0.5%.

strikes the slit in comparison to that at the wafer, although in a standard NV20A the actual value is
producing a dose shift given by D' = D(R + hO)/R smaller, 1.25 cm.
(where D is the target dose, R is the radius at the wafer The uoper smooth curve in fig. 4 is a first-order

and h is the vertical displacement from wafer to slit), analytical approximation for the effects of an x-direc-

The value used for h in the simulation was 2 cm, tion offset, as illustrated in fig. 6. If the beam is

Beam

Axlis

Wafer

Fig. 5. Diagram showing the effect of the displacement of the wafer from the plane of the slit, in combination with a beam incident at
an angle to the axis of rotation.
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Water

Axis (.----------- y .......

X
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Fig. 6. Diagram showing the effect of a beam significantly displaced from the Y- ,-plane.

displaced by a distance x, the actual radial position 7. Conclusions
is given by R' = (R+ x2 ). Thus results in an It seems that within the assumptions built into this
overdosing that can be calculated as D" = D' simulation (straight line particle paths, beam geometry
× V(R-+x 2 )/R. This line follows the results of independent of y-scan position, no charge neutraliza-
MIKADO quite closely although it was calculated with tion, etc.) no plausible beam geometry leads to a signifi-
no adjustable parameters, and gives confidence that the cant dose nonuniformity and simple first-order analyti-
simplified algebraic form is sufficiently accurate to cal approximations are sufficient to estimate the magni-
analyze the real situation. tude of the effects revealed by the simulation. The

explicit simulation of the geometrical characteristics of
a high current implanter has already been used to

6. Other applications calculate other effects that can effect the implant pro-
cess, and could easily be used as a design tool to

The simulation of process equipment with any given investigate novel dose control algorihms.
set of assumptions aimed at elucidating specific ques-
tions often allows the evaluation of many important
process issues [3]. In this caoe, the angle with which ions References
strike the surface of the wafer were easily extracted [l G. Ryding, US Patent 4234797 (1980,
from the geometrical model, as shown in fig. 3. This can [2] G. Ryding and M Farley, Inst Phys Conf Ser. 54 (1980)
facilitate the understanding of the effects of differential 100.
channeling across the face of the wafer. [3] A.M. Ray and J.P. Dykstra, these Proceedings (8th Int

It might also be possible to extend the veracity of the Conf. on Ion Implantation Technology, Guildford. UK,

simulation to take into account more complex ion 1990) Nucl. Instr and Meth B55 (1991) 488.

trajectories, under the influence of electrostatic or mag-
netic fields, or to allow for the effects of beam neutrali-
zation by collisions with residual gases.
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Beam incidence variations in spinning disk ion implanters

Andy M. Ray and Jerald P, Dykstra
Eaton Corp Semiconductor Equipment Division, 2433 Rutland Drive. A ustm, Texas 78758, USA

Recent trends in high density semiconductor processing technology are resulting in increasingly stringent requirements for spatial
uniformity of beam incidence upon the wafer, as well as greater versatility in controlling the angles of wafer tilt an-' twist. These
requirements have resulted in the production of a new generation of spinning disk mechanical scanning implanters capable of easily
varying wafer tilt, including repositioning during implant. Greater versatility has also increased the difficulty in visualizing beam
incident angle (tilt and twist) variations. A generalized model for calculating these variations is denved and p-esented Griphs
generated by the model may be used to evaluate various configurations of commercially available spian'ng disk mechanically scanned
batch ion implanters

1. Introduction The advent of three-dimensional circuit device struc-
tures, such as trenches, has resulted in an increased

Due to the space charge limitation of electrostatic interest in varying the tilt and twist during the implant
elements, the desgn of equipment capable of high cur- Continuous wafer rotation during the itrp'ant, disciete
rent ion implantation into semiconductors has generally rotations during or between steps, and implants consist-
depended on mechanically scanning the wafer in front ing of several steps at different tilts may be required to
of a stationary ion beam. Additionally, the need to provide wall coverage for three-dimensional devices. To
minimize wafer heating has dictated batch processing. answer this challenge, recent designs have focused on
Although other configuiations exist, such as carousels, providiiig the flexibility of programmable tilt and twist
most equipment now depends on the familiar spinning [2]. Again, this increase in flexibility has occurred at the
disk in combination with a slow mechanical scan. expense of increasing the angle between the spin axis

Previous generation designs generally consisted of a and the ion beam.

disk with a domed pedestal support for the wafer and a
device for holding the wafer in place and to allow
contact cooling. Wafer tilt was commonly 70 to mini-
mize channeling, although 00 was sometimes used to
reduce shadowing effects. Wafer tilt was vaned by
changing the angle of the wafer pedestal. In these The wafer tilt and twist are traditionally dt:fined as
designs, the spin axis of the disk was usually parallel to the 4, and 0 angles of a beam vector relati~c to a
the central ray of the ion beam, which, as will be shown spherical coordinate system located at the wafer surface
later, results in no tilt or twist vanations across the (fig. 1). The ion beam is denoted as V and a local wafer
wafer, coordinate system defined by the orthogonal vectors

Concerns for particulate contamination have re- W, W,,, and W.. The orientation of this coordinate
suited in incorporation of centrifugal clamping, gener- system to the physical surface of the wafer is arbitrary:
ally known in the industry as clampless cooling [1]. This for convenience, the W,-axis is parallel to the wafer
technique uses small fingers oi paddles to hold the major flat and it is assumed that the wafer is loaded
wafer in place until the disk is spinning. During the with the flat towards the renter of the disk.
actual implant, centnfugal forces hold the wafer in The above definitions of tilt and twist are very useful
place and provide the pressure required for cortact when considering channeling effects by using a stereo-
cooling. This centrifugal force is proportional to the graphic projection [3]. However, in some cases, it may
sine of the pedestal angle, and, since the force vanishes be also useful to know the angles between the beam
at 00, manufacturers have devised various methods of vector and the W- W- and Wy-W-planes, denoted
modifying scan systems to allow clampless cooling for respectively by A and B, since these planes may repre-
0* implants. These modifications have inevitably re- sent physical structures on the wafer, as, for example, in
suited in the spin axis of the disk being nonparallel to a trench device, where a side wall implant might be
the ion beam. more sensitive to changes in one of these angles than

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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PEDESTAL DISK I -
TILT (P) I

VRADIUS

VXV

I II

WAFER

Fig. I Definition of a local wafer coordinate system
(W,, W, W) located at the wafer surface and tI.e relationshipof the beam vector,, V, to the wafer coordiate system• Fig. 2. Definiton of a global coordinate system (x, y, z).

aligned with the disk surface prior to rotation, and the relation-
ship of the beam vector, V, to the global coordinate system
The three possible disk rotation angles, a, f8, and y, and the

pedestal tilt angle, P, are defined as shown.
the other. Both sets of angles will be presented for
convenience.

If one defines V as a unit vector, then, by inspection may be found from fig. 3, as a function of disk radius
of fig. 1, the following may be stated: and wafer diameter.

0 = arctan( V/,, ) : twist angle
4 = arccos(V) : tilt
A = arcsin ( V) : beam to W,- Wf-plane 4. Method of analysis
B = arcsin ( V,) : beam to W,- WJ-plane

The general solution algorithm consists of rotating
the wafer coordinate system by the three possible disk

3. Disk description rotations, calculating the components of the beam vec-

tor relative to the wafer coordinate system, and using
The disk is initially assumed to be aligned with the

global (x, y, z) coordinate system. In the general case,
the disk has three degrees of freedom, denoted by a, ft
and y, The beam vector is aligned with the z-axis. By
inspection of figs. 1 and 2, the following may be stated: S 30 WAFER SIZE (mm)

v=os, , w,= ,
-s P 00
-snsin P 0

Wz- 0'.2
cos PJ, '0

The disk radius is not generally the same for various
pieces of equipment. However, if the batch size (n) and
wafer size are known, the radius may be estimated by
the following formula: 0 - 40-- 0-60-70--

30 40 50 60 70 90

Diskda - Waferdia + (Waferda,. + k )/sin 180 */n, DISK RADIUS (cm)
Fig. 3. Approximate value of the disk spin angle, y, required to

where k is the mean linear clearance between wafers. move the beam from the center to the edge of the wafer, as a
It will also be necessary to know the amount of disk function of disk radius and wafer size. The largest tilt and twist

spin, -y, The rotation angle, y, required to move the variations will normally occur at the edge of the wafer, corre-
beam from the center to the extreme edge of the wafer sponding to this value of y.

V. MACHINES
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these colponents it calculate thevarious till and twist . . . 0' N** OM INAI IMPLANT I

angles hy the equations listed above. ... 4
The rotated wafer unit vectors, denoted by W'. may "" i

he calculated by the direction cosines of the rotated 3 , P- 13* /

coordinate systems, as follows 141: %

0 7%. x×R,×xR,× x .. ..".

P-',

where R.. R,. and R, are the rotation matrices of the ."
disk rotations y, Pi, and a. respectively. Table I states
the generalized transform matrix R, as well as the 0 . .

components of the rotated wafer unit vectors. 0 5 10 15

The required components of V relative to the rotated DISK SPIN ANGLE I' (DEG)
Fig. 4. Values for the tilt and twist angles. o and 6, for a

wafer axis may be calculated by evaluating the dot nominal 0* implant as a function of the disk spin angle. y.
product of V with each of the three wafer unit vectors, disk rotation about the horizontal axis, Ai. and the angle of the
However. the definition of V as a unit vector along the wafer pedestal, P.
:-axis -reatly simplifies this process, the dot products
may be read directly as the third term of each wafer
unit vector, and, therefore, the various tilt and twist wafer unit vectors reduce to:
angles may be calculated directly from their respective
definitions and table 1. /cos P cos y' -sin y

cos P sin W- CosY

- sin P 0
5. Examples sin P cos y

The numerical evaluation of the various tilt and twist Wf' = sin P sin yJ

angles, while certainly possible, is not a trivial task. cos P /
However, additional information may be gained by The resultant beam incidence angles are:
considering some special cases. 0 - arccos(cos P) = P, A - arcsin(-sin P) P.

5.1. a =/= 0 - arctan(O/(- sin P)) = 0, B = arcsin(0) = 0.

As expected, none of the tilt or twist angles are func-
This is the previously mentioned special case of the tions of the disk rotation, F, and no tilt or twist

spin axis parallel to the beam axis. In this case, the variations will occur during the implant.

Table I
Generalized rotation matrix for the allowable disk rotations (R) and the components of the wafer coordinate system after
multiplication by the generalized rotation matrix (W, Wy and W)

cos y cosi -sin y cos P -sin P
R- cos a sin y + sin a cos sin cos a cos y -sin a sin /sin y sin a cosf8

--sina siny -cos acos sin/i -sinacosy-cos asin ,siny cosacos,8]

j cos P cos y cos , - sin P sin 8 1
W, = cos P cos a sin y + cos P sin a cos y sin P - sin P sin a cos fl

-cos P sinasiny+cos Pcos acos y sin fl-sin Pcos acosflJ

/- sin y cos 0II
W-_ cos a cos y- sin a sin i sin "r

- sin a cos y - cos a sin/ i sin

sin Pcosycos/i-cosPsin,
W- . sin Pcosasin y+sin Psinacos y sin fl+cos P sin acosfi

-sin P sin a sin y + sin P cos a cosy sin +cos P cos a cosP
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3 5 r90

0' NOMINAL IMPLANT --.P-13' "., 7 NOMINAL IMPLANT
300 i-' a13 ' 710

25 JB
a --- 7- W 851.1 i- , .0

2 0 S . 9 -P 7'a 5 "=7.

P-3.

1 0 - N 80

P - -- P-7i. 3 N

0 0 - -P-- 75

0 5 10 15 P-3 0 5 10 15
DISK SPIN ANGLE r (DEG) P-3- DISK SPIN ANGLE r (DEG)

Fig 5. Values for the tilt angles to the F, - W- and W -W- Fig 8. Values for the tilt and twist angles, 0 and 0, for a
planes, A and B, for a nominal 00 implant as a function of nominal 70 implant as a function of the disk spin angle, y,
the disk spin angle, y, disk rotation about the horizontal axis, disk rotation about the horizontal axis, /3, and the angle of the

/3, and the angle of the wafer pedestal, P. wafer pedestal, P. In this case, P3 is equal to P and the tilt
angle is due to the disk rotation about the vertical axis, a, as
would be necessary to vary the wafer twist by 900 for a

70 NOMINAL IMPLANT quadrant rotation implant

-- -pi3 Figs. 4-7 depict typical tilt and twist variations for
700 and 70 implants; additional tilt angles may be

02

Z ---- -5 calculated by table 1 and the angle definitions.

70 -- 0

P- -t One may conclude from these graphs that a smaller

68 P--4' 5 pedestal angle will result in smaller variations of tilt

-20 angles, however, this may not be true in the general
6 6 -------- o------ .- -25 case. For example, for both of these tilts a 3' pedestal

0 5 t0 15 exhibits a lower variation, but that is due to the fact
DISK SPIN ANGLE r (DEGI that this pedestal angle produces the smallest disk spin

Fig. 6 Values for the tilt and twist angles, v and 8. for a axis rotation to achieve 0 and 7' implants. If one were
nominal 70 implant as a function of the disk spin angle, my,
disk rotation about the horizontal axis, ., and the angle of the

wafer pedestal, P.-p s a e l s ns
10 70 NOMINAL IMPLANT - 07

t0 70 P-7

6 - s-o agehwveti a o etu in thegenra

- - - -0

-- 1170 NOMINAL IMPLANT 7

0 5 10 1 exhbit a oe1aitin'u ht sdet h fac

3 JA, -

4 14. I-18

P 2 = 7'

F.. P1 3 P-s.
2 - -v . =3.

0

0 5 t0 15o - Fig. 9 Values for DISK SPIN ANGLE r (DEG)

Fig. 9 Values for the tilt angles to the W -W- and W -W
S1 5planes, A and B, for a nominal implant as a function of

S nl I d the disk spin angle, y, disk rotation about the horizontal axis,

Fig. 7. Values for the tilt angles to the W-W.- and W*.-W.- fl, and the angle of the wafer pedestal, P. In this case, P3 is
planes, A and B, for a nominal 70 implant as a function of equal to P and the tilt angle is due to the disk rotation about
the disk spin angle, y, disk rotation about the horizontal axis, the vertical axis, a, as would be necessary to vary the wafer

and the angle of the wafer pedestal, P. twist by 90 for a quadrant rotation implant.
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interested in, for example, 0 and 140 implants, a produced a new generation of spinning disk ion im-
pedestal angle of 70 might produce the lowest average planters. However, these performance improvements
variation of both implants. have complicated the process of visualizing the tilt and

twist angles of the ion beam to the wafer. We have
5.3. a*:0 , 3 0 presented an analysis that may be used by both users

and manufacturers to understand the effects of the
Figs. 8 and 9 depict the tilt and twist variations for a various possible machine configurations.

7 0 implant formed by a compound rotation of the disk
spin axis. Comparison of these graphs to figs. 6 and 7
show that this method consistently exhibits more varia-
tion than the corresponding angle produced by only one References
disk rotation. Again, this is due to the larger angle
between the spin axis and the beam vector produced by
the compound rotation. [1) V. Benvemste, Nucl. Instr• and Meth. B21 (1986) 366.

[21 T. Tamai, M. Diamond, B. Doherty and P. Splinter, these
proceedings (8th Int. Conf. on Ion Implantation Technol-
ogy, Guildford, UK, 1990) Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B55

6. Summary (1991) 408.
[3] R. Simonton, D. Kamenitsa and A. Ray, ibid., p. 188.

The requirements of progra, mable tilt, programma- [4] J. Gere and W. Weaver, Matmx Algebra for Engineers
ble twist, and clampless cooling for 00 implants have (Nostrand, Princeton, 1965).
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The MeV ion implantation system "RFQ-1000" and its applications

Akira Hirakimoto, Hiroaki Nakanishi and Masatoshi Asari
Shuradzu Corporation, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto, 604, Japan

Advanced VLSI devices are nowadays required to raise switching speed, to improve noise immunity and to minimize chip size.
Presently, MeV ion implantation attracts much technological attention in the field of VLSI fabrication, because it is expected to be
one of the most feasible solutions to those demanding requirements. In order to realize such prospective expectations, an RFQ
(radio-frequency quadrupole) accelerator was applied for the first time to the field of ion implantation and a MeV ion implantation
system "RFQ-1000" has been developed. First, we briefly refer to the background of the system development, putting emphasis on
the RFQ. Next an outline is given of the system configuration and features. Following, detailed performances of the system are
described, i.e., beam current capability, energy variability, dose uniformity, particle performance and so on. Then we move onto the
viewpoint of applications. The current status of device applications by the MeV ion implantation are briefly reviewed. Finally future
applications of the system to the field of compound semiconductors and to the surface modification of mhtenals are presented.

1. Introduction ward solution is of course a variable frequency RFQ.,
But it is scarcely a practical proposal, because a change

The necessity of MeV ion beams has expansively of the resonant frequency causes troublesome complica-
increased in the field of ion implantation because many tions of RFQ structures and rf power supply circuits,
innovative applications [1] have been evaluated to be which result in a severe rise of total cost. This drawback
highly promising. Since these applications require a and the difficulty have been critical barriers to the
beam current as high as several hundred microamperes application of the RFQ to the field of ion implantation.
for achieving reasonable throughput, current capability Shimadzu, with the aid of computer simulations and
turns out to be a critical issue. Existing systems for experimental studies, has successfully developed a varia-
MeV implantation, however, set a limit on the current ble energy RFQ without change of the resonant
capability, because their acceleration methods remain frequency, capable of accelerating heavy ions. Pre-
conventional electrostatic types. liminary explanation to the variability will be given in

Thus we aimed at the development of a both high- section 3.2. Other parts of the system have also been
energy and high-current implantation system [2], whose developed, such as an injector supplying high current
kernel is the latest linear accelerator, RFQ (radio- beams into the RFQ and an endstation processing sili-
frequency quadrupole). One of the most attractive and con wafers in a superclean environment. Many ad-
outstanding features of the RFQ is its capability of vantages compared with conventional high energy im-
accelerating ion beams in excess of several milliamperes plantation machines are stated in ref. [2].
up to energies in the MeV range. This capability is
based upon the fact that the RFQ utilizes its intense rf
electric field for focusing and accelerating ions simulta- 2. System configuration and features
neously [3,4].

Most RFQ machines, however, accelerate the ions of A bird's-eye view of an "RFQ-1000" layout example
neither boron nor phosphorus, but of hydrogen. The is shown in fig. 1 (top). The system consists of three
main reason for this is the difficulty in the focusing parts as shown in fig. I (bottom) and mentioned below,
control of heavy ion acceleration, because the focusing
force is inversely proportional to the mass of the pro- 2.1 Injector
jectile ion. There is, furthermore, a severe drawback that
the output energy of the RFQ, similar to other types of In order to satisfy the acceptance conditions of the
linear accelerators, is said to be invariable without present RFQ, the emittance value of the ion source is

V change of the resonant frequency. It goes without say- strictly required to be less than 1007r mmmrad. If the
ing tnat the energy variability is indispensable to the ion emittance value exceeds the permissible level, a consid-
implantation because the control of ion implanting de- erable number of ions will collide with the accelerating
pth is realized by the energy variability. A straightfor- electrodes of the RFQ, namely vanes, and will damage

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) V. MACHINES
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litEnd Station 1 4RFQ Accelerator Injector

4-vane RFQ

Mechanical scanning system Duopigatron

Fig. 1. Shimadzu MeV ion implantation system RFQ-1000. Top: bird's-eye view Bottom: system diagram
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Fig. 3. Beam current capability. The transmission rate is shown at nght-hand side of the figure

them. Needless to say, a high current capability is emittance measurement of a boron beam at a current of
another requirement. In order to fulfill these two con- several hundred microamperes is shown in fig. 2.
tradicting requirements, a duopigatron-type ion source
[51 has also been developed in expectation of its high 2.2. RFQ
bnghtness characteristics. This new type of ion source
[6] generates ion beams of boron, phosphorus, nitrogen, The four-vane type RFQ is designed for accelerating
carbon, oxygen and so on. These heavy ions are pre- injected ions up to an MeV energy range [21. In design
adcelerated to 6 keV/amu by us'ng a dc power supply procedures of the RFQ beam dynamics, we found the
with a maximum terminal voltage of 100 kV. Before posiioility of energy variability without chantge of the
being injected into the RFQ, ions are mass-separated by resonant frequency. Up to the preset:., the uit lnergies

a bending magnet with an angle of 600. A typical can be discrete variable in the range of 50-100% of the

maximum designed value (for boron: 0.50-1.00 MeV,
for phosphorus: 1.4-2.8 MeV), and we obtain about

Table 1 five discrete values in these ranges. The transmission
System specification rate (the ratio of accelerated beam current to the inci-

dent one, see fig. 3) lies between 60 and 70%. Though
Maximum output energy, and (preliminary) beam current the difference between the experimental values and thefor boron 1.0 MeV, > 200 VxAfor nitrogen 1.2 MeV, > 400 i.A calculated 84% [2] is still open to disv,, .ion, we suppose

for phosphorus 2.8 MeV, > 400 gsA that it is due to some misadjustment o' the beam optical

Energy variable range 50-100% conditions.I i RFQ resonant frequency 70.0 MHz
Vane length 1850 min 2.3. Endstation
Rf power required 25 kW max
Space charge limited current 7.8 mA
Transmission rate 84% The endstation contains a mechanical wafer scan-

Wafer capacity 19 wafers for 100 mm, ning system, a precise dose control electronics and a
P 15 for 125 nun, reliable vacuum system. In the batch processing mode,

13 for 150mm the endstation accommodates 100-, 125-, or 150-mm
Throughput (preliminary) 120 ,vafers/h for 100 mm, wafers with a capacity of 19, 15 or 13, respectively. To

110 for 125 mm, prevent particle contamination, the silicon wafers are
100 for 150 mm transported back and forth between a processing chain-

Wafer temperature <100°C ber and a pair of loadlocks with in-vacuum wafer han-
Dose uniformity 41% dling robotics. Also the endstation is equipped with a
Particle 0.05/cm2  HEPA-filtered air ventilation system. For protection

(particle size ~0.5 pm) against beam-induced sputtering contaminations, amor-

V. MACHINES
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phous-silicon coatings are applied to the areas of beam 3.1. Beam current capabilty
bombardment.

The present system has a superior current capability
of the MeV range, because of simultaneous rf-focusing

3. System performance and rf-accelerating features. We have achieved a boron

beam current at an energy of 1.0 MeV above 200 RA,
System specifications of the RFQ-1000 are listed in and have already confirmed that the nitrogen beam

table 1. Of the listed performances, some brief reviews current at 1.2 MeV exceeds 400 [ A. Up to the present,

are given below with respect to key parameters from a we estimate that the accelerating beam current is mainly
user's point of view. limited not by the RFQ but by the ion source, because

TRGT- SILICON 2,33G
CaIc. Type Planar, Pearson IV
Peak Data 19505A 3.87018 .A86.
Sput. Loss Coaf-.e7 To1. SAl
Retn. DoseI 9.99e13/cm2 100.0,,s

At./cn*3 a SILICON At.a

4 O0eIO e-3/.

3.08elB, e-3/.

.004-18 ,'], 4e-3"x

, ,, ,,15800 20000 2e-pt (A)b
, ___ -":-_ -:--" L-: --Z ___ "

C' 1020b
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u 10E
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101 5

0 1 2 3 4

Depth (micron)
Fig. 4. Energy variability of the RFQ-1000. (a) Implant profile simulation of discrete-vanable energy. Ion: 1B, energy: 0,5-1.0 MeV,.
dose: I X 1014 ions/cm2 . (b) Implant profile of B into Si measured by SIMS. Ion: B, energy: 0.5 MeV, dose: 6 x 10 ons/cm2.

Ion: "B, energy: 1.0 MeV, dose, 1 x 10" ions/cm 2.
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the space-charge limited current of the RFQ is calcu- than the designed value. Therefore, the focusing force
lated theoretically to be as high as 7.8 mA [2]. The prevents swift losses of injected ions during the acceler-
schedule for beam enhancement up to 1000 pA includ- ation and most of ions can survive to reach the outlet of
ing tune-up of the ion source is now in progress. In fig. the RFQ. Consequently, the output energy of projectile
3 the latest beam current performances are shown. ions is shifted to a lower value. The discreteness of the

output energy is simulated by a computer code, but a
3.2. Energy variability complete physical theory is left to be developed because

of its excessive complexity.
The energy variability of the RFQ is, as mentioned On the other hand, the focusing force of a conven-

above, an unavoidable problem. Instead of a variable tional Alvarez-type linear accelerator interacts only in
frequency RFQ, a fixed frequency RFQ with discrete the drift-tube and cannot converge the ions when the
variability of energy is realized. The method to vary synchronous condition is deformed even slightly, There-
output energy is to modify somehow the RFQ electric fore, the decrease of drift-tube electrode voltage results
field, for example, by a decrease of vane voltage com- in rapid beam divergence.
pared with the designed value. This practical method is The energy variability of the RFQ is demonstrated
based on the inherent characteristics of the RFQ beam in fig. 4, showing the depth profile of ion implantation
dynamics, i.e., the strong focusing capability, and is not at an energy of 0.5 MeV and a subsequent one at 1.0
applicable to other linear accelerators. MeV of boron-li measured by SIMS (secondary ion

A preliminary explanation to the energy variability is mass spectroscopy).
the following. The decrease of vane voltage causes some 3.3. Dose uniformity
deviation of the synchronous acceleration condition and
results in a decrease of ion energy gain. The focusing Dose uniformity is one of the most important perfor-
force of the RFQ, in the meanwhile, interacts all along mances in a production implantor. The RFQ-1000 has
the ion passage and can keep most of the ions in a at present a specification for dose uniformity o/X <
stable bunching bucket, even if the vane voltage is less 1.0%, where a is the standard deviation and X the

Fig. 5. Dose uniformity showing a typical value of o/X 0.69%. Ion: 31p, energy: 2.8 MeV, dose: 2 x 1013 ions/cm2..
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average dose. As shown in fig. 5, improved results as nant, because its peak height was the same in the wafer
low as 0.7% are regularly achieved by a mechanical from a vendor. Needless to say, we used SIMS measure-
wafer scanning system, composed of a high-speed spin- ments with oxygen flooding in order to check for
ning disk (800-1000 rpm) and a parallel scanning mech- aluminum and other light metals undetectable by TXRF..
mnsm whose speed is servo-controlled according to the There was no evident contamination of those light
beam current and the scan position of the beam. metals. From the obtained results, we confirm that

amorphous-silicon coatings on the area of beam
3.4. Particle performance bombardment are effective for the prevention of

sputtered foreign materials.
Requirements for the pre-vention of particle con-

taminatioii come to be more and more demanding as 3.6. Vacuum performance
device integration progresses. In the present system, a
pair of loadlocks and wafer handling robotics in the Due to the outgassing of photo-resist bombarded by
vacuum ensure the specification of 0.05 particle/cm2  energetic ions, the pressure in the processing chamber
(particle size ; 0.5 Itm). In order to check the specifica- rises sharply. This is of great concern because dose
tion, a number of particle measurements by a laser errors will occur when ions are neutralized to a signifi-
particle monitor were carried out, before and after the cant extent. In particular, the outgassing becomes more
implantations of 1.0 MeV boron at a dose of 2 x 1014 serious with increasing ion energies. In order to measure
ions/cm2 . We found that added particle counts were the vacuum performance, the following experiment was
less than 10 in a 150-am wafer, carried out. After 150-mm wafers were coated with a

positive photo-resist OFPR-800 with a thickness of 5
3.5. Metal contanination itm (slightly deeper than projectile ranges of MeV) and

baked at 130*C, they were bombarded by 1.2 MeV
Metal contamination is a rising problem for ad- nitrogen at a current of 200 [tA. In fig. 6 the vacuum

vanced VLSI, especially in CCD and megabit DRAM. performance is shown, which indicates the present
In order to check for heavy metal contamination at the vacuum system is by no means inferior to other implan-
wafer surface, we used TXRF (total X-ray reflection tation systems [8]. Residual gasses were analyzed
fluorescence) analysis [7]. In TXRF, X-rays are incident simultaneously by a quadrupole mass spectrometer and
on the wafer at a glancing angle so that the condition hydrogen was extremely dominant, as reported in ref.
for total reflection may be satisfied. Therefore, only the [9]. An investigation of dose err"- occurrence is now
near-surface region of the wafer is excited, and fluores, being carried out.
cence X-rays emitted from contaminants are detected.
The detection limits lie on the order of 101 atoms/cm2 .
Two TXRF measurements were carried out: one sample
was a control wafer as received from a vendor and the 4. Applcatons
other was implantated with 1.2 MeV nitrogen at a dose
of 3 X 1016 ions/cm2. The results showed that heavy 4.1, Silicon semiconductor devices
metal contaminants were under the detection limits,
except zinc which was detected as high as 2.8 x 1012 Principal applications, based on deep implantation,
atoms/cr 2 but was supposed to be an initial contami- have many advantages in VLSI fabrications. Detailed

E10"

,T,10- ,. .

-5 5 10 15 20 25

Irradiation time (mmn)
Fig. 6. Vacuum performance with photo-resist outgassing. Ion: '4N, energy: 1.2 MeV, dose: 5 x 10O4 ions/cm2, current: 200 h A,

irradiation time: 20 mmi. Resist: OFPR-800, thickness: 5 lm, bake temp.: 130 0C.
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descrip ions are given in ref. [10). We now briefly review caused by the implantation can be annealed out to a
the currtit status of silicon semiconductor applications, sufficient extent. Accordingly, low and medium dose

Typical low and medium doe applications below device applications are highly promising and some of
104 ions/cm2 are retrograde wells and ROM late pro- them have come to be on the production line.
grammings. At these dose levels the crystalline defects Major high dose applications above 1014 ions/cm2

-Surface

--1.8 um
(range of
1.0 MeV boron)

4-" Surface

*- Second defect
generation

Fig. 7, Cross-sectional TEM micrographs and spreading resistance profile. (a) TEM micrograph as implanted in Si(100). Ion: "B,
energy: 1.0 MeV, dose: 2X1014 ions/cm2 . (b) TEM micrograph after furnace anneal, showing secondary defect generation.

Temperature: 900 C, time: 15 min, ambient: N2.(c) Spreading resistance profile (following page).

ii 
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101 current and breakdown voltage, are considerably de-
graded. In order to check these properties. it is neces-

e. sary to fabricate some types of diodes. First of all, a
101 a - measurement of the spreading resistance profile was

., "Zcarried out as shown in fig. 7c. From the result, we
C estimate that the activation rate is between 60 and 70%.
.2 101 7 -..- - Some candidates for novel solutions to the degradations
W "caused by those defects are an RTA (rapid thermal
( Canneal) [111 and a proximity gettering [12] by high

101 Q - energy carbon or oxygen implantation. Many investiga-
o 0 tions are focused on these problems and a breakthrough
0 .is strongly desired.
.4) 1015 . -

, * 4.2. Compound semiconductor devices

101 4, Diffusion processes, such as thermal drive-in, are
widely used for silicon device fabrications. In the III-

O V-group compound semiconductors, on the other hand,
101 3 the application of diffusion processes is generally sup-

.0 0posed to be impossible, since the temperature of
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 evaporation in the V-group is considerably lower than

that o; thermal diffusion processes. Therefore, high
Depth (micrometer) energy ion implantation with moderate thermal anneal-
Fig. 7. (continued). ing is a principal and practical dopant feeding technol-

ogy. With the present RFQ and a projecting ion source
for indispensable dopants such as beryllium and silicon,are buried shield layers for soft-error protection and it is expected to contribute to the development of Ill-

subcollector formations for bipolar transistors. Anneal. V-group compound semiconductor devices, for exam-
ing methods for reducing crystalline defects are not yet pie, a super-high-speed mixer diode [13] and an OEIC
established, compared with those of low and medium (opto-electronic integrated circuit). A preliminary ex-
dose applications. In fact, a conventional furnace an- periment of silicon implantation into gallium arsenide
neal sometimes causes second defects which can be by the RFQ-1000 was performed as shown in fig. 8.
observed by cross-sectional TEM (transmission electron Conventional tandem accelerators, on the other hand,
microprobe) as shown in fig. 7b. Some dislocation loops have a critical limitation for compound semiconductor
and line-like defects are extendt:l along the direction of applications because they can only accelerate negative
the (111) axis. It was found that these defects do not ions, and these ions of beryllium can be hardly pro-
disappear even at an anneal temperature as high as duced due to its small elctron affinity.
1250 * C. Thus electric properties, such as reverse leakage

4.3. Surface modification of materials
1020-

Surface modification technology [14] is intended to
'01 9i improve wear resistance, hardness and other properties

* -by implanting ions into metals and other materials.
E 1018 Hitherto, because of the energy limitation, the modified

layer was limited only to the outermost surface, and its
1017 durability was not sufficient. Since the present system

.o has a capability of deep implantation, a possibility of
1016t ..-. - overcoming the limitation is expected. Presently, the

* rmost practically used ion with excellent results is nitro-
a 101s gen which has a small value of electron affinity. Thus
C , tandem accelerators also have a critical limitation for

L
0 1 2 3 4 8 surface modifications. In the present system, a half-mil-

liampere beam of nitrogen is almost achieved. With the
Depth (micron) aid of the aircraft equipment division of Shimadzu, we

Fig. 8. Implant profile of 2Si into GaAs measured by SIMS. are now researching some aero-space applications. One
Ion: 2Si. energy: 2.5 MeV, dose: 3 x 1014 ions/cr 2 . of them is a durability improvement of valves for rockets

-""j-. .
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A 500 keV ion accelerator with two types of ion source

Y. Agawa b, M. Takai a, S. Namnba ", T. Uchiyana b, R. Fukui b and H. Yamakawa b
a Faculty of Engineering Science and Research Center for Extreme Materials, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560. Japan
b UL VAC Japan Lid, Chigasaki, Kanagawa 253, Japan

A 500 keV ion accelerator system equipped with a DISKTRON high voltage generator and two types of ion source has been
developed to provide ion beams for RBS analysis with microbeams and surface modification. H4 and He' beams focused to less
than 1 jLm with a voltage stability of less than 10 ' have been obtained in a microbeam line. P', As" and other heavy ion beams of
sufficient intensity for surface modification are also obtained. Uniformities of P4 and As+ ions implanted into a 2 in. Si wafer were
evaluated to be 1.5% and 1.2%, respectively.

1. Introduction excellent output performance. The maximum voltage
and current of the DISKTRON are 500 keV and 2 mA,

Recently, an ion microbeam technique has been respectively, with a voltage stability as low as 1 X 10- 4 .

widely required in microprocessing of semiconductor A 500 keV ion accelerator equipped with the DISK-
devices. Ion beams of less than 1 jim have been applied TRON and two types of ion sources has been developed
to ion beam analysis as well as ion implantation. In to provide ion beams for surface analysis and modifica-
research work it is preferred that the analysis and tion [2,3]. A duoplasmatron ion source, which can pro-

modification are performed with a single apparatus. It duce H4 and He 4 of up to 50 ±A, provides beams to a
is not easy, however,, to construct a high voltage genera- microbeam line for the surface analysis [4,5]. The other
tor which is capable of satisfying these two aims. The is a conventional Freeman type which provides a few
ion beam analysis requires voltage stability rather than hundred 1iA of P', As4 and other heavy ions for
higher current. On the other hand, surface modification surface modification.
requires higher current, at least a few hundred tA. In this paper, two kinds of performances are pre-

"DISKTRON" [1], a rotary-disk type high voltage sented for application of the 500 keV ion accelerator.
generator is quite suitable for this purpose due to its One is the RBS mapping [6] with microbeam. of less

(00

30273

Fig 1. Schematic view of the 500 keV ion accelerator system: (1) X-ray shielding cabinet, (2) high voltage terminal box, (3) ion
source, (4) DISKTRON high voltage generator, (5) ac power supply, (6) einzel lens, (7) acceleration tube, (8) vacuum-pumping tube,
(9) magnetic quadrupole lens (triplet), (10) switching magnet, (11) MEIS ultra high vacuum chamber, (12) microbeam line, (13)

implantation beam line, (14-16) turbomolecular pumping units.

0168-583X/91/$03.50 0 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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than about 1 xm on the target in microbeam lint, and been proved that the MEIS system combined with the
the other is the evaluation of uniformity of P and As microbeam is a particularly powerful technique to ob-
implanted at 500 keV into Si wafers, serve crystalline behavior at atomic levels in an area of

the order of a im.
The ion beams introduced into the implantation

2. Appantus beam line are electrically scanned over a 2 in. wafer by
the X- Y deflection plates. The scanning frequency of

The system consisting of a 500 keV ion accelerator, a the X and the Y direction is 76.6 and, 833 Hz, respec-
microbeam line, an ultra high vacuum (UHV) target tivel,/. In order to prevent wafers from being con-
chamber and an implantation beam line is schematically tammated by the environment, the target chamber can
shown in fig. 1. Detaile of the 500 keV ion accelerator be pumped to less than 3 x 10-10 Torr. A target wafer
and the microbeam line have been described elsewhere is located on each side of a hexagonal carrousel except
[2,3]. The accelerator system, consisting of a high volt- for one side where a beam monitoring system is
age generator, an ac power supply and a high voltage mounted. The beam monitoring system is composed of
terminal, is isolated in an X-ray shielding cabinet of 4.5 two coaxially separated Faraday cups, a main periph-
m x 3.5 m and 2.9 m in height. This system is yen eral and a small central one. In order to get uniform
compact as compared with other conventional ones (jf scanning of the beam, the ion source parameters are
the same voltage standing in open air. Two types of ion adjusted by monitoring the current signal from the
sources are installed in the high voltage terminal. Ion Faraday cups until a clear trapezoidal waveform ap-
beams are extracted from the ion sources at a maximum pears on an oscilloscope [2]. Then the carrousel is
voltage of 30 kV and are focused at the entrance of an turned around to expose the wafer to the beam.
acceleration tube by an einzel lens. After acceleration of
up to a voltage of 500 kV, the ion beams are focused
again by a triplet Q-magnetic lens and deflected by a 3. Results and discussion
switching magnet to one of the two beam lines. H+ or
He+ beam is introduced into the microbeam line aligned Stability of the acceleration voltage of the DIS-
15 * to the left of the primary beam axis. The beam spot KTRON at 470 kV and the He' beam current meas-
size on a target can be focused down to less than 1 I±m ured by a Farraday cup just behind the switching mag-
and RBS mapping is measured. The detailed procedures net during one-hour operation are shown in fig. 2. The
of the RBS mapping measurement have been given beam energy was 500 keV (470 keV acceleration plus 30
elsewhere [6-8]. Furthermore, medium energy ion- keV extraction). The beam current stability was better
scattering spectroscopy (MEIS) [9] can be applied to the than about 1% and the accelerating voltage stability
investigation of crystalline structures of solid surfaces in (dV/V) is around 2 , i04. An RBS mapping image
the UHV chamber downstream of the microbeam line. for a test sample with 30 nm thick Au island patterns
The toroidal electrostatic analyzer equipped with a posi- (10 Rm X 10 gsm) with a periodicity cf 10 pim is shown
tion sensitive detector (PSD) and microchannel plate in fig. 3. In this experiment, the spot size of the ion
(MCP) is set up in the chamber to provide measure- beam on target was adjusted to about 1 Lni with a beam
ments with high energy and angular resolutions. It has current of 10 pA. The energy window for RBS signals

4, 470.

.5.02 W"" :
L469.8 - U

a(a

0 15 30 45 60 O
Time(rain.)

i Fig. 2. Beam stability: (a) beanm current and (b) accelerating voltage at V-. 470 kV with ion beam. He+ ion energy: 500 keY; ion
• r"extraction voltage: 30 kV.
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(a) M "" .. " ": b

Counts

70

in22

(1m)

Fig. 3. (a) A schematic of the test sample (the pattern of Au islands with Au connecting stripes on silicon) and (b) corresponding RBS
mapping image. Ion: He", beam energy: 400 ke, specimen t -30 n-.

was adjusted to Au signals by a single channel analyzer. tor fabrication but also for surface modification of solid
The color in the figrure corresponds to the backscattered materials. A boron (B') beam was obtained by ionizing
yield from Au isla ads. The pattern of Au islands along BF3 gas. A gold ion (Au'~) beam is obtained by sputter-
with Au connecting lines with a width of 1 Lm is clearly ing with ions such as Ar' and ionizing in the arc
observed in this RBS mapping image. These results chamber. The other ions were obtained by vaporizing
indicate that the accelerator can provide a sufficiently the solid material in an oven and ionizing in the arc
stable ion beanm into the microbeamn line [71. chamber. As shown in table 1, a beam current compara-

Table 1 shows the ion species and the amount of ble with other mediumn cuTrent implanters can be ob-
beam current measured by the main Faraday cup set at tamned in this implantation system. The vacuum in the
the end of implantation beam line. These ion species target chamber was kept at less than 1 x 10 -7 Torf on
were chosen for research work not only on semniconduc- irradiating the target with 220 [tA As' at 200 keV.

(a) UNformity (bUniformity

Fig. 4. Wafer contour maps showing average sheet resistance and sheet resistance uniformity: (a) As+, Ix 1015/cm2, (b) P+,
I x 10' 5/cm 2 . As+ and P+ are implanted into a 2 in. silicon wafer at 500 keV.
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Table 1 (2) In the case of the implantation beam line, several
List of the maximum beam current, beam energy, state of the hundred pA of beam current has been obtained for P'
source materials and vapor pressure by which the maximum and As' in energy ranges up to 500 keV. Sufficient
beam current was obtained for each species beam current for surface modification has been ob-

Ion Beam Beam State Temperature tained for other metal ions. When P+ and As + are
species current energy lo Ci implanted into a 2 in. Si wafer at 500 keV, the uniformi-

[LA] [keV] ties were evaluated to be 1.5 and 1.2%, respectively.
Cr 12 200 solid: CrCl3  631 The results of the performance test proved that this
Cd+  195 200 solid: Cd 357 accelerator is satisfactorily applicable to surface analy-
Au+  16 200 solid: Au sis and modification.
P+ 300 200 solid: P 428

195 500
As* 300 200 solid: As 377

165 500 Acknowledgements
B+  100 200 gas: BF3

10 500
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Wafer contour maps showing average sheet resis- Kobe Steel, Ltd., for their help during the experiment.

tance and sheet resistance uniformities in the case of P We also wish to thank T.. Takakuwa of ULVAC Japan,
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shown in fig. 4. The wafers were set up on the holders
with a tilt angle of 7*, The measurement of sheet
resistance was made by using PROMETRIX Omni Map
RS30 after annealing at 1000 * C. References
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A broad-beam, high-current metal-ion implantation facility

I.G. Brown, M.R. Dickinson, J.E. Galvin, X. Godechot and R.A. MacGill
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

We have developed a lugh-current metal-ion implantation facility with which high-current beams of virtually all the sohd metals
of the periodic table can be produced. The facility makes use of a metal-vapor vacuum-arc ion source which is operated in a pulsed
mode, with 0.25 ms pulse width and a repetition rate up to 100 pps. Beam extraction voltage is up to 100 kV, corresponding to an ion
energy of up to several hundred keV because of the ion charge-state multiplicity; beam current is up to several amperes peak and
around 10 mA time-averaged delivered onto target. Implantation is done in a broad-beam mode, with a direct line-of-sight from ion
source to target Here we describe the facility and some of the implants that have been carried out using it, including the "seeding" of
silicon wifers prior :9 CVD with titanium, palladium or tungsten, the formation of buried iridium silicide layers, and actmide
(uranium and thorium) doping of Ill-V compounds.

I. Introduction pulsed at a rate of several tens of pulses per second. For
our standard pulse length of 250 jis, a repetition rate of

Metal-ion beams of high intensity have traditionally 40 pps corresponds to a duty cycle of 1%, and the mean
been somewhat more difficult to produce than beams of beam current is then 1% of the peak (pulse) beam
gaseous ions, and this has been an experimental incon- current. The pulsed operation of the source described
venience and an impedance to the development of here is not inherent to the MEVVA technology, but is
metal-ion implantation applications. With the develop- simply a legacy from its accelerator-based lineage; a
ment of the MEVVA (metal-vapor vacuum-arc) ion version capable of delivering up to several amperes of
source [1-6], however, metal-ion beams of exceptionally dc metal-ion beam current has been tested and is in
high intensity have become available, providing a means development.
for carrying out a wide range of metal-ion implanta-
tions. The source has been operated with 48 of the solid
metallic elements of the periodic table and with a range 2. Description of the facility
of alloys and compounds. The beam ions are typically
multiply ionized with a spectrum of charge states from Implantation is done in a broad-beam mode, without
1 to 5. magnetic analysis of charge-to-mass beam components,

Several versions of the MEVVA ion source have and the ion trajectories are line-of-sight from ion source
been developed and their operation and performance to target. The high ion-beam charge density demands a
has been described previously [1-6]. The implanter very high degree of space-charge neutralization of the
makes use of the MEVVA-V source version. This em- beam, and any attempt at magnetic analysis would
bodiment is a broad-beam multicathode ion source. The cause a major perturbation to the neutralizing electrons
extractor grids are 10 cm in diameter, and this is thus and disturb or destroy the neutralization, with conse-
also the beam inaximum initial diameter, The multi- quent space-charge blowup and loss of beam, However,

r., cathode assembiy houses 18 separate cathode materials, the MEVVA ion beam is particularly pure, containing a
between which one can switch simply and quickly., This high fraction of just the wanted metal-ion species; this
source has been described in more detail in refs. [4,5]. A is because the plasma is formed solely from the cathode
photograph of the partially disassembled source show- material where the cathode spots of the vacuum arc are
ing the multicathode feature and the large-area extrac- active, and there is no carrier gas. Thus implantation in
tor is shown in fig. 1. In typical operation the source is a non-mass-analyzed mode for many purposes (but not

all) poses no problems.
On leave to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory from SODERN,, The vacuum pressure during implantation is typi-

present address: SODERN, I Ave. Descartes, 94451 Limeil- ca'y in the !ow-to-mid 10-6 Torr range. The target to
Brevannes, France Supported by a grant from the French be implanted is introduced into the vessel through an
Ministire des Affaires Etrang6res, Bourse Lavoisier, and a air lock and the turn-around time between target
grant from SODERN. changes can be as short as a matter of unutes. The

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) ,' 1
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Fig. 1. The MEWA-V ion source, partially disassembled to show the multiple-cathode feature (holds 18 separate cathodes) and the
large beam-formation electrodes.

target is mounted on a water-cooled holder suspended overall setup is shown in fig. 2. An example of the
from a vertically moving shaft; the source-to-target implanter beam current performance for the case of a
distance is 65 cm. A magnetically suppressed Faraday titanium beam is shown in fig. 3. Here the beam-pulse
cup with a 5 cm diameter entrance aperture can be current density delivered onto target is plotted as a
inserted into the beam immediately in front of the function of extraction voltage for a range of different
target. The beam current can thus be adjusted prior to arc currents. The peak ion-beam current density is as
implantation and the number of beam pulses required high as 20 mA/cm2, and the time-averaged current
to accumulate the required dose can be calculated. The density up to approximately 1% of this.

Pump Air lock

Faraday EVVcup Ion Source

TOF Gating Plates

I Target l~~holder I

.Beam Current
Monitor

Faraday Cup

Pump

11im

Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental facility.
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20

,.1 Compound and alloy cathode materials have also been
200 AI investigated [10] and mixed-composition beams can be: / -200 Aproduced.

10 - 150 A 3. Sone implantations

The facility has been used for exploratory research
100 A for a variety of different ion-implantation applications,

r4/ including semiconductor, superconductor and metal-
50A lurgical applications. Although the fundamental char-

0 50 100 acteristics of the MEVVA ion beam make the source
not ideal for a simple retrofit to traditional semiconduc-

V, t (kV) tor implanters, the MEVVA implanter can be a valuable

Fig. 3 Measured ion-current density as a function of extrac- tool for specialized or unique implants into semiconduc-
ton voltage for several arc currents; titanium beam. tors, especially in a research mode.

The requirements of future interconnect densities in
VLSI devices have led to the development of new

The ion-beam charge-state distribution can be mea- multilevel interconnect technologies. One such tech-
sured using a time-of-flight diagnostic. The detector nique involves forming interconnects by selectively de-
measures the electrical current in the different Q/A positing tungsten into oxide channels which have been
states and provides a good measurement of the ion implanted with silicon. However, a high Si dose is
composition of the extracted ion beam. The time-of- required to initiate the selective deposition of W on
flight system has been described in more detail in ref., oxide. In this work [11] the selective deposition of W on
[7]. An oscillogram of the time-of-flight charge-state oxide that has been implanted with W was investigated.
spectrum for an Ir ion beam is shown in fig. 4. W implants were done at 137 keV, We found that a

Beam is extracted typically at 50-75 kV, and the concentration of less than only 7.3 x 1020 cm-3 of im-
maximum voltage at which we have operated is 110 kV. planted W is needed for thr, nucleation process, to be
Since the ion charge-state distribution contains multiply compared with a minimun Si oncentration of 7.3 x
ionized species with charge state up to about Q = 5 + 1021 cm-3 required to nucleate WV on oxide when Si is
for some metals and with mean charge state of typically the implanted species. We are indebted to Drs. Nathan
Q = 2 + to 3 + , the mean energy of the beam ions Cheung and colleagues (University of California at
produced can be 200-300 keV with components as high Berkeley), Simon Wong (Stanford University) and David
as 500 keV. Thomas (Cornell University) for their lead collabora-

Cathode materials, and thus ion beams, with which tion in this research. This work is being continued using
we have operated include: Li, C. Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Sc, Ti, other implant species including Ti, Cu and Pd; see an
V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ge, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, accompanying paper [12] for more details.
Pd, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, Ho,
Er, Yb, Hf, Ta, W, Ir, Pt, Au, Pb, Bi, Th and U [8,9]. 600

t Ir

- X 4 -- +

tj +
iSi

- A'. rplo-ntd
li-i + 750"C12hr

0+

k CHANNEL #

Fig. 4. Time-of-flight charge-state spectrum for an iridium Fig. 5. Iridium-implanted silicon: RES spectra of the samplesbeam. The peaks correspond to Q-I + (far right), 2+,c 3 + with medium dose, (7x 1016 CM- 2 ), as-implanted and after
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M JM

Fig. 6. Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of buried IrSi 3 layer.

Uranium and thorium impurities are known to be after annealing at temperatures as low as 500'C. A
sources of soft errors in semiconductor memory devices, continuous IrSi3 layer about 200 A thick, buried under
and tv:is has motivated the implantation of U and Th 400 A Si, was formed. Radiation damage, and the
into Si j'or some fundamental studies of diffusion. We effects of the implant dose on phase formation, inter-
are indebted to Dr. Fred Stevie and colleagues from face morphology and implanted atom redistribution
ATT/Bell Laboratories for lead collaboration in this were investigated. It was determined that a critical
work; the results have been reported in detail in refs. minimum dose of 3.5 X 1016 cm - 2 was necessary for the
[13,14]. We implanted U and Th into Si wafers at a formation of a continuous buried layer after annealing,
mean energy of 185 keV (U) and 205 keV (Th) and to while implant doses over 8 x 1016 cm- 2 resulted in the
doses of 1.2× 1 0 4 cm-2 (U) and 4.0 x 1014 cm- 2 (Th), formation of an IrSi3 layer on the surface due to
respectively. RBS and SIMS were used to obtain the excessive sputtering of Si by the Ir ions. Fig. 5 shows
depth profiles. The U and Th follow the anomalous the RBS spectra of samples implanted at a medium
diffusion behavior that is also seen for Al and Ag in Si dose of 7 X 1 0 16 cm - 2, before and after annealing at
at low temperatures, in that the implants migrate to two 750 *C for 2 hours. Fig. 6 shows a cross-sectional TEM
regions - the surface and the amorphous/crystalline micrograph of this sample; note the sharpness of the
interface, interfaces between the buried silicide layer and the

Actinides are good candidates for active ions in surface and substrate Si. We are indebted to Dr. Kin
electro-optic materials due to the numerous sharp emis- Yu and colleagues at LBL for their lead collaboration in
sions covering a broad spectral range. Applications in- this work;, this research has been reported in detail in
clude non-silica-based fiber optics and light-ermtting ref. [16].
junction diodes. We implanted uranium into the III-V
semiconductors GaAs and InP at a mean ion energy of
131 keV and to a dose of approximately 4 x 10 i3 cm- 2 ;
the implanted samples were annealed at 640-850 0 C. 4. Conclusions
Characteristics of the emission lines found are described
fully in ref. [15]. We are indebted to Dr., Gernot The MEVVA implantation facility provides a unique
Pomrenke, of Wright Patterson AFB (present address tool for carrying out metal-ion implantation experi-
AFOSR Washington), and colleagucs for their lead col- ments; a wide range of metallic ion species can be
laboration in this work., produced and delivered onto target. The implanter op-

We have investigated the formation of IrSi 3 layers erates in a broad-beam, non-mass-analyzed mode, and
buried in (111) silicon. The layers were formed by the beam current is pulsed with a maximum beam
iridium ion implantation with a mean beam energy of current of about I A and a mean current of about 10

r 130 keV and at doses ranging from 2 X 1016 to 1.5 x 1017 mA. Ion energy can be varied up to several hundred

cm -
. The formation of the lr,i3 phase was realized keV.
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A versatile WIBS 200 kV ion implanter for materials modification

P. Bond, D. Duckworth, R.G. Elliman ', R. Henshaw, S.T. Johnson, M.C. Ridgway 1

R.P. Thornton and J.S. Williams'
Microelectronics and Materials Technology Centre, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne, 3000 Australia

P. Byers
Whtickham Ion Beam Systems, Sedgefield, TS21 3EB, UK

D.J, Chivers
AEA Industrial Technology, Harwell, OXII ORA, UK

The Whickham Ion Beam Systems 200 kV ion implanters at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and at Harwell are
used for a wide range of materials modification applications covering s, miconductor devices, metals, polymers, insulators and
industrial components. In particular, this paper describes flexible features of the prototype RMIT machine, concentrating on the
scanning and endstation arrangements. Selected applications are reviewed, with particular attention given to variable temperature
implantations into semiconductors.

1. Introduction 2. Machine specifications and features

Ion implantation is a powerful method for modifying Fig. I illustrates the modular design and layout of
the near-surface properties of materials. Diverse appli- the present commercially available WIBS 200 kV ion
cations include controllably altering the electrical, implanter, but the basic features are similar on the
physical, chemical, mechanical and optical properties of prototype RMIT and Harwell machines. The basic ion
semiconductor devices, metals, polymers and ceramics implanter features two-stage acceleration with practical
[1]. Ion implanters which cater for such diverse research ion source beam extraction from 5-50 kV and post
applications must be extremely flexible. For example, acceleration from 0--150 kV. General details of the ion
ion beams of all elements in the periodic table are implanter have been described elsewhere [2] and will
desirable, doses can cover the range 109cm - 2 to greater not be covered in detail here.
than 1018 cm - 2, sample sizes are variable, necessitating Briefly, three ion sources are available, all based on
versatile beam scanning and sample manipulation capa- the Freeman-type source [3]: (i) a gas source, (n) a
bilities, and sample temperatures during implantation furnace source for solid materials operating up to
often need to be vaned from well below room tempera- 11500 C, and (iii) a sputter probe source for high melt-
ture to several hundred degrees centigrade. This paper ing point materials. These sources are mounted into a
describes certain features and applications of the proto- large ion source chamber providing ease of access and
type 200 kV Whickham Ion Beam Systems (WIBS) ion source interchangeability. Collectively, these Freeman-
implanters at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Tech- type sources can pr:vide ion beams of all species in the
nology and at Harwell. These machines cater for diverse penodic table at analysed beam currents cm.eeding I
research and precommercial applications involving ion mA for most species, as indicated earlier [4]. Specific
beam modification of materials. performance details of the Whickham- Freeman sources

used in this study, particularly the sputter source, will
be published elsewhere.

Fig. 2 is a simple schematic of the beam optics and
Also:. Department of Electronic Materials Engineering, transport up to the single-gap post acceleration lens.

Australian National University, Canberra, 2600 Australia. The natural focal point of the beam (in the horizontal
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Fig. I Modular layout of the WIBS 200 kV ion implanter. This relates specifically to the present commercial machine but the
features are the same as those on the RM1T and Harwell machines

plane) is at the entrance aperture of the post accelera- be increased (up to about 5 m) as desired [2]. Such an
tion lens. However, a double focusing, 600° magnet with arrangement can provide analysed beams of > 250 amu
externally adjustable pole tips allows the focal length to at 50 keV with excellent mass resolution (M/A M up to
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Fig. 2. Beam optics and beam transport showing variable post acceleration lens and defining aperture on the RMJT machine.
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2000). The RMIT post acceleration lens has an exter- flexible heat pipes connected to a heat exchanger
nally variable entrance slit in the horizontal plane from mounted external to the vacuum system. Measurements
0-5 mm, with a fixed vertical slit of 40 mm. This of the performance (e.g., cooling efficiency) of this
flexibility allows optimum beam current, mass resolu- system are currently in progress. The dose uniformity
tion and focusing to be obtained under all conditions achieved with the (uncooled) mechanical stage over an
involving low or high post acceleration potentials and area of 12 x 12 cm 2, as measured by Rutherford back-
for all mass species. Operation and optics of the magnet scattering, can be better than 3%.
and post acceleration system is essentially similar to For implantation in the research chamber the elec-
that described previously [2,3]. trostatic scan system is used. In this case, the beam is

defined by a water cooled aperture (2 X 1 cm 2) iM-
mediately in front of the x-plates (fig. 3). The implant

3. Scanning and endstation arrangements area is defined#by x-y variable slits at the entrance to
the research chamber which is offset about 20 in the

The RMIT machine incorporates two types of scan- horizontal plane to effectively provide a neutral trap
ning (electrostatic and mechanical) and two implanta- (fig. 3). The beam is steered onto the x-y defining slits
tion endchambers in series; one principally for large and overscanned to provide a maximum scan area of
area industrial components and one for small area 5 x 5 cm 2.
research samples. Fig. 3 shows a plan-view of the in- The research chamber arrangement is shown in
dustrial chamber and both the electrostatic and mecha- plan-view in fig. 4. It incorporates a sample holder with
nical scanning arrangements. two degrees of freedom (translation over 15 mm and

The RMIT industrial chamber uses a 16 x 16 cm 2  rotation through 3600) allowing many small research
x-y mechanical stage. When this stage is being used, samples to be loaded at the one tinic for individual
the x.- electrostatic scan plates are removed to allow implantation. A variety of sample holders are available
the full 40-50 mm high beam to impinge on the target to achieve constant implant temperatures (liquid nitro-
plate. A fixed beam defining aperture block is mounted gen cooled and between 0-900o C), A fixed, liquid-
in front of the moving x-y stage. Beam currents on nitrogen-cooled shield surrounds the target to reduce
target of up to 15 mA (e.g., for gas species such as Ar' hydrocarbon contamination. This cold shield also serves
and N + ) have been obtained in this system. as a secondary electron shield when biased to -300 V.

An x-y mechanical stage is currently being devel- Magnetic suppression is also used at the entrance to the
oped at RMIT to provide target cooling. This uses research chamber. The dose uniformity provided by the

X-YIIMECHANICALI
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Fig. 3. The RMIT industrial chamber (plan-vew) showing both electrostatic and mechanical x-y scanning systems The research

chamber (fig. 4) is mounted in series and utilizes the electrostatic scanning system.
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electrostatic scan arrangement can be better than 3% as compound formation; a He-Ne laser is used as the
measured by subsequent Rutherford backscattering optical source; (ii) a low energy Rutherford backscatter-
analysis. However, the available electrostatic scan area ing (RBS) arrangement (shown in side-view in the inset
currently is limited in the prototype RMIT system when of fig. 4). This latter arrangement allows doubly-charged
higher ion energies (> 100 keV) are used. In such cases, lie ions to be used for monitoring composition and
and when large scan areas (5 x 5 cm2 ) are required, it is depth profile changes during implantation. The perfor-
not possible in the present system to completely mance and application of the in situ diagnostic facilities
eliminate a possible neutral beam component, necessi- will be published elsewhere [15].
tating very good beam line and chamber vacuum. These
limitations are currently being addressed.

Also shown in fig. 4 is the provision of in situ 4. Selected applications
diagnostics consisting of: (i) time resolved reflectivity
(TRR) from the sample surface during implantation to Table I illustrates some applications pursued to date
dynamically detect amorphization, phase changes and on the RMIT WIBS 200 kV ion implanter. Semiconduc-

ION REAM t
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SURF'ACE BARRIER DETrCTOR

_ _ __ ] SURFACE BARRIER DETECTOR

200 ION BEAM

TURBO PUMP APERTURE

2 rnn,
SAMPLE IIOLDER

Fig. 4. The RMIT research chamber (plan-view) showing in situ laser reflectivity and Rutherford backscattenng (RBS) systems. The
inset (side-view) shows the RBS geometry.
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tor applications include very low to medium doses for a) b) + c)
doping requirements in Si and GaAs [9], high doses for 30-80 keV Si 300 keV Si ++

studies of damage [6] and phase transformations [5,7j, at elevated temp.

very high doses for buried oxide [8] and other com-
pound formation applications and implantation of inert -
species for isolation of GaAs structures [10]. Most of GeSi alloy
these semiconductor applications have utilized small or
implant areas, where implant dose accuracy and uni- N;Si2

formity of better than 3% can be achieved with care '

dunng tile implantation.

Another class of semiconductor applications has in- (11) or
volved variable temperature implantation at either (100) Si
-196°C or from 0-500 0 C to either introduce damage 0

(i.e., amorphization) or induce damage removal (i.e.,
crystallization). These studies first involve the amorphi- Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of beam annealing of eptaxial
zation of the near-surface of semiconductors by low Ge-Si alloys and NiSi, layers on (100) or (111)Si. (a) The
energy ions at low temperatures, then the subsequent initial epitaxual layer structure ( - 1000 A thick) (b) Amorphi-
irradiation of such layers with high energy ions at high zation schedule. (c) Beam annealing at elevated tenlerature
temperatures to induce crystallization. Recent experi-
ments have involved epitaxial Ge-Si alloys and silicides
on Si [11,12]. Fig. 5 shows the experimental arrange- Also illustrated in table 1 are implantation into
ment for both amorphizing and recrystallizing such Ni-based alloys for corrosion resistanc, activation (i.e.,
layers using 28Si or 29Si ions from the RMIT WIBS 200 bond breaking) of polymer surfaces using low energy
kV ion implanter. Fig. 6 shows RBS and ion channeling gaseous ion bombardment, the amorphization of sap-
spectra illustrating the epitaxial crystallization of phire [14], and implantation studies of diamond (for
amorphous Ge02SIos layers using Si ions at an effective hardness improvement) by C and N bombardment at
energy of 300 keV and with the sample held at 2750 C. temperatures up to 900' C. Finally, industrial applica-
The extent of epitaxial growth is roughly proportional tions have ncluded the bombardment of burner tips
to the Si 2  ion dose [111. and stainless steel dies to improve working lifetimes of

Table I
Selected applications which have been pursued on the RMIT WIBS 200 kV ion implanter

Target Implant Implant Dose range Application
species temperature [cm- 21

Silicon P, B 150 C 10i- 10i2 MOS threshold adjustment

In. Sn, Ga, Sb. Bi, etc - 196-400 0 C 1014-5 x 101l high dose studies [5]
2Si or 'gsi - 196 0 C 10i4-10i7 amorphization/damage studies 16]
119Sn -196 0 C 1016 Mossbauer studies [7]

0, C or Ni variable - 1018 oxide, carbide, silicide formation [81

Gallium arsenide, 29Si, Mg, etc variable variable doping for n-, p-layers/contact [9]
III-V structures H, He, 0 variable variable device isolation [10]

Ge-Si alloy 21S, 29Si -196 0 C 10i4-10 lS  amorphlization
heterostructures high energy 29SI 200-400 0 C 1015-10 1

7 beam-induced crystallization [11,121

Ni, NiSi alloys Mg, Ni, Si, Kr 15 0 C 101 -10i7 high temperature corrosion resistance

Various polymers He, 0, Ar 15 0 C 10l2-107 doping and surface activation

Diamond C, N 15-900 
0 C 104-10

i
l8 damage studies [131

Sapphire 0, In, Pb - 196-15 0 C 10i3-10i6 amorphization, damage, crystallization [141

Cu-Be components N, Cr, Ti nominally 15°C - 1017 reduce pitting corrosion

Stainless steel
components N nominally 15 C 1017-10i8 improved hardness, wear resistance

V. MACHINES
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Fig. 6. Rutherford backscattenng and channeling spectra (2 MeV He) from a Ge 2Si0 layer amorphized to form a layer - 400 A
thick and then beam annealed at 275*C with 300 keV St I ions. The spectra correspond to the initial amorphous layer (thin solid

curve), partial annealing (dashed curve) and full annealing (dotted curve) The thick solid curve is a random spectrum
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The phased linear scanner

Derek Aitken
Superion Limitea, 10 St Leonard's Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 4DE, UK

The potential demand for high- and low-dose ion implantation into large ur-,trates, created by flat-panel display and simlar
technologies, has highlighted the need for a suitable mechanical parallel-scanning technique. The phased linear scanner (PLS) concept
is described and the advantages over other mechanical scanning techniques for large-substrate implantation are discussed. The
application of PLS to high-throughput production machines is descrited.

1. Introduction at the end of each fast scan. The limitations of conven-
tional linear mechanical scanning have been overcome

The phased linear scanner is a result of the increas- by a technique called "phased linear scanning".
ing demand for an end station suitable for high- and
low-dose ion implantation of large substrates, i.e., sub-
strates significantly larger than a 200 mm wafer. It also 2. Linear scanning
fulfils the common requiremeat for a para!!-l s'an.

Existing scanning techniques can be divicied into With a single-target oscillatory linear scan there is a
three different types: fundamental conflict between scan speed (in the fast
(a) X-Y beam scanning, scan direction) and reversal time. As simple harmonic
(b) hybrid scanning, and reversal is a convenient option, the first question to be
(c) X-Y mechanical target scanning. askeds is a cnee an optimum relationship be-
Beam scanning is widely used for low- and medium-cur- asked s whet thr s an tim reation i-
rent ion implantation into silicon wafers. The beam twen sca s an S rev e.
current that can be electrostatically scanned is limited to o aiu cnfeunyLet the linear-scan distance be s, the reversal dis-
by space-charge considerations to approximately I mA.
X-Y parallel electrostatic scanning is difficult to achieve ance (o ing tbte ra of cert i iMagnetic and the maximum acceptable reversal acceleration a.
and is not appropriate for large substrates. Magnetic Then the frequency f is
scanning does not suffer from the space-charge bc n-
current limitation, but hysteresis, eddy currents and (ar)1/ 2

physical size problems limit the practical usefulness of f= 2(s + rrr)
either conventional or parallel X-Y magnetic scanning.
Some of the geometrical problems in parallel-scanning For maximum frequency, df/dr = 0 and r = s/r.

systems can be inimised by scanning the beam in one Therefore the maximum frequency is achieved when the

pl..,, only, the slow scan being achieved by mechanical linear-scan time and the reversal time are equal.

target scanning (hybrid scanning).
The most suitable technique, particularly when high

doses are required, is X-Y mechanical scanmng as used 3. Phased linear scanning
in existing high current machines. The problem with
existing mechanical scan techniques is that they are Phased linear scanning (PLS), in its simplest form,
large for 200 mm wafers and become excessively large scans two sub.,trates along parallel tracks. The linear-
fus laiget substrates. This is true for boti, spinng-disc scan time and the reversal time are approximately equal;
and racetrack carousel designs because geometric con- while one substrate is being scanned through the beam.
siderations require minimum batch sizes of 8-10 sub- the other is being decelerated to rest and then accel-
strates. The only mechanical scan technique to be at- erated to full scan speed in the opposite direction. There
tractive for small batch sizes is the reciprocating linear is always at least one substrate moving at full scan
mechanical scan, but this technique is inherently slow speed. The two substrates are therefore given identical
because of tl'e conflict between scan speed and reversal mechanical scan movements but the two motions are
time imposed by the need to reverse the scan direction out of phase; hence the name "phased linear scan". The

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) V. MACHINES
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generous time available for reversal means that high <=
scan speeds can be achieved with modest reversal accel- - "7 •

eration. PLS is used for the fast scan; the slow scan is a I ^
conventional mechanical scan. ..

Fig. I shows a schematic of a PLS system driven by
a racetrack mechanical driver. The linear movement and
SHM reversal of the followers driven by the two pins
moving round the racetrack at a constant speed are
transferred to the two substrates moving along parallel
scan tracks in the target chamber., The scan-track unit
moves vertically to give the slow scan component of the
mechanical scan.

The sequence of PLS movement along the scan track
during reversal is shown in fig. 2. The target represented
by solid lines will be called target 1 and the target Fig. 2. PLS reversal sequence.
represented by dotted lines target 2. In position III the
two substrates are positioned symmetrically about the
beam and are both moving at full speed to the left (as allow for the width of the beam. Except ior a brief
indicated by the solid and dotted arrows); in position instant at the overscan position 141, there is always at
12 1 target I has cleared the beam and is about to start least one of the two targets passing through the beam.

reversal; in position 131 target 1 is halfway through
reversal and is stationary, while target 2 is moving to
the left at full speed through the beam; in position 141 4. PLS with more than two substrates
both substrates are clear of the beam, target 1 moving at
full speed to the right and target 2 at full speed to the So far only the two-target situation has been consid-
left, in position 15 1 target I is moving to the right at ered. If the number is larger than two, the reversal time
full speed tnrough the beam, while target 2 is halfway can be increased relative to the linear-scan time and
through reversal and is stationary; in position 16 1 target higher scan speeds achieved for a particular reversal
2 is just enering the beam and both substrates are acceleration value.
moving to the right at full speed; etc. Fig. 3 shows PLS phase diagrams for one to six

It will be noticed that the linear-scan distance and targets. Each phase diagram is effectively a simplified
the reversal distance round the semicircular part of the representation of the racetrack driver with the racetrack
racetrack driver are not equal; the racetrack reversal represented by a circle; the linear portion is that in the
distance is equal to the distance between the centre lines cross-hatched box (representing the ion beam) and the
of the two targets; the linear-scan length is increased to reversal portions outside the box. For simplicity the

o n FRONT VIEW

Vacuum chamber. Ion

Beam

Target substrates

Target carriages

Scan track

Racetrack

~~~~SIDE VIEW. =::=:

Fig. 1 The phased linear scanner.
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n = 1 n=2 =3

Fig. 3. PLS phase diagrams.

linear-scan distance and the distance between targets increased by C2 for the same maximum acceleration
are shown as being equal so that the diagram can be (SHM maximum acceleration is v2 /r).
divided into a number of equal sectors. The four-target system will logically be the batch

The targets are represented by numbered squares sequence shown in the n = 4 diagram. The opposite end
travelling round the circumference at a constant speed of the diameter is available for each target but no
in the anticlockwise direction. Each diagram shows regular sequence is available for a value of n that is not
target I I I about to pass through the beam (i.e., through divisible by an odd number. The reversal time is three
the linear-scan portion) from left to right at the bottom times that of the linear scan time and the speed can be
of the diagram. increased by V for a particular maximum acceleration

For a single target (n = 1) the target passes through value compared with two-target system.
the beam from left to rilht, reverses while clear of the The five-target situation is simular to n = 3 (i.e., two
beam and then passes through the beam from right to logical options) and the available scan speed is double
left, etc. Maximum scan frequency is obtained when that of the two-target system. The six-target system is
linear-scan and reversal times are equal. This gives a similar to n = 4 except that as n = 6 is divisible by an
nominal 50% beam utilization, odd number then a hybrid batch sequence is available

The two-target situation (n = 2) has already been (three batches of two). A similar situation arises with
described. Note that it is a batch sequence (a pair of n = 10 (five batches of two).
targets pass through the beam with a nominal small gap It is worth noting that the n = 4 and n = 6 situations
between them). For three targets there are two options. are different to a double-width target holder taking two
Either the three targets pass through the beam from left targets in the n = 2 and n = 3 modes; the total scan
to right in succession, followed by the three passing amplitude (determining one dimension of the target
through the beam from right to left (batch sequence). chamber) is less for n = 4 and n = 6 and the available
Alternatively the position for target 12 1 can be that scan speed is larger,
represented by the square and circle (on the other end
of the diameter); targets now pass through the beam
alternately in opposite directions. The practical ad-
vantage of the latter is that it is a mechanically better 5. Multiple PLS

balanced sequence; the disadvantage is that it is less
efficiemn because overscan clearance is required around The previous section has looked at increasing the
each target whereas the batch approach only requires number of targets in the system by increasing the num-
overscan around the group of targets (with nominal ber of targets involved in the PLS sequence. A very
small gaps in between). The available reversal time is attractive practical alternative is to stack PLS scan
double that of the two-target situation; therefore the systems behind each other and to use an alternate
reversal acceleration is halved or the speed can be sequence of slow scan cycles.

V. MACHINES
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a_ Minimum internal vacuum
chamber size

b

ion ion
beam beam.

Fig. 4. End stations for large-substrate implantation: (a) spinning-disc end station, (b) PLS end station.

The simplest and most attractive combination being implanter systems. The most suitable alternative mecha-
considered is to stack up to six two-target PLS modules nical scan technique is the conventional spinning disc;
behind each other. Ile main motive is to increase the that is, conventional in principle if not in size. The size
throughput by reducing the number of vent/unload/ issue is illustrated in fig. 4. The spinning disc is shown
load/pump cycles and to reduce wafer heating by in- with eight substrates. This is probably the smallest
creasing the implant area. A very important conse- practical number; the issues are the following.
quence of using one or more two-target PLS modules is (a) S~an efficiency: with eight substrates th'e geome-
the ability to park the targets in position 141 in fig. 2; try is such that for a 40 minX 20 mm beam onto 360
when the targets are parked behind each other in this mm square substrates (a typical requirement) the beam
way they can be unloaded and loaded each in a single spends 38% of the scan cycle hitting the beam stop. The
operation. Another important consequence is that al- size of the system decreases as the batch size decreases,
though there may be (say) twelve targets in the batch, but tht! beam utilization gets rapidly worse.
only two are being implanted at any one time (because (b) Fast scan speed as a function of radius: for eight
of sequential slow scans) and therefore only two of the substrates the scan speed on the outside of the disc is
twelve targets would be affected by the discontinuity double that on the inner radius. This ratio is possibly
caused by a beam failure during implant. dangerous at this level as it could cause an annealed

implant property drift (at high beam currents) from one
side of the substrate to the other; a smaller batch size

6. Comparison of scan techniques for large substrates makes the situation worse.

The primary advantage of PLS is its ability to allow If the systems in fig 4 were for 360 min square
an efficient implant of large substrates in a small sys- substrates, the mnimmum internal dimensions of the
tem. As a result it is easily retrofittable to existing spinning disc vacuum chamber would be 2.2 mn by 1.75

Laminar flow
hood.

2-12 substrates
Load/nloadin load/unload
Load/nloa / iposition (stacked

Port behind each other).

Beam position. J FWork surface.

Load door, "

Fig. S. Autoload PLS.
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m, whereas the PLS would be 1.0 m by 0.8 m. The strate PLS modules (i.e., up to a twelve substrate load)
weight and cost of these small-depth vacuum chambers stacked behind each other. The depth of the chamber
is very sensitive to these dimensions and is relatively for a twelve substrate system would be approximately
insensitive to the depth dimension while it remains 40 cm; only the small dimension of the system increases
small (say, less than in). as the batch size increases. The substrates (up to twelve

substrates stacked behind each other) are loaded and
unloaded each in a single operation through a mini-

7. PLS systems for large-substrate implant mum-size gate-valve-type loading door using a robot or
a dedicated autoloader, the loading being carried out in

The design and performance of a PLS end station position 14 1 in fig. 3 with the vertical scan in the upper
will depend on a number of details:, position.

(1) the substrate size and batch size,
(2) beam current, beam power and implant dose, 8. Summary
(3) maximum allowable substrate temperature,
(4) maximum allowable reversal acceleration, The phased linear scanner is the ideal end station for
(5) required throughput, and large-substrate ion implantation. It is easily retrofitted
(6) manual or automatic loading, to existing medium- or high-current ion implanters and

its small footprint generally results in a reduction in the
Fig. 5 shows an autoload system for substrates up to size of the total system. The manual-load PLS is ideal

500 mm square. For production systems it is likely to be for R & D and pilot-production requirements, and the
a multiple PLS (MPLS) system with up to six two-sub- autoload MPLS for production facilities.

V. MACHINES
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A universal sample manipulator with 50 kV negative bias

M.J. Kenny, L.S. Wielunski, M.D. Scott, R.A. Clissold, D, Stevenson and G. Baxter
CSIRO, Division of Applied Physics, Private Mail Bag 7. Menat, NSW 2234, Australia

A manipulator incorporating a number of novel features has been built for a research ion implanter. The system is designed to
enable uniform dose implantation of both planar and nonplanar surfaces by incorporating one translational and two rotational
degrees of freedom. Negative target bias of up to 50 kV may be applied to the target, thus increasing the ion energy by this amount.
The target chamber and all external manipulator controls are grounded. With the exception of the high voltage power supply, cable
and feedthrough, all high voltage components are within the vacuum system. A secondary electron suppression cage which can be
held at a negative bias of up to 60 kV relative to the chamber (i.e. 10 kV relative to the manipulator) surrounds the manipulator
Performance has been evaluated using 15N ions and nuclear reaction analysis through iN(p,a)12C to profile ion concentrations for
dose uniformity and for ion depth at elevated target potentials.

1. Introduction (ii) Anaiyser magnet at elevated potential anJ --ibse-
quent acceleration.

One of the more significant practical uses of ion (iii) Target at negative potential.
implantation is in reducing wear between surfaces. Each of these has advantages and disadvantages.
Typically these may be tool bits, dies or bearing surfaces Acceleration prior to the analyser magnet means that
and are frequently nonplanar in shape with cylindncal, the magnet must handle the higher energy and is con-
con:cal or sphencal surfaces. In order to implant the siderably larger and more expensive. Acceleration after
surface with a uniform dose over its entire area, it is the analyser magnet requires the magnet and its power
necessary to move the sample in the ion beam so that all supplies to be at high potential and creates problems
parts of it are exposed into the beam uniformly. Con- with insulation and the vacuum system - the ion source
ventional ion implantation is a line-of-sight process. To is at a potential of 50 kV with respect to the magnet and
produce a uniform implant on a planar sample requires up to 100 kV with respect to ground. If the target
either electrostatic scanning of the beam, mechanical chamber is raised to negative potential, it requires large
scanning of the sample or a combination of both. More insulators with clearances in the range 75-100 mm,
complex nonplanar surfaces require both rotation and insulation of the pumping system and a safety cage
translation. surrounding the high voltage components. There are

The thickness of the modified layer produced in ion also difficulties in monitoring beam current and sample
implantation for a given substrate and ion species is temperature.
dependent on ion energy. Typically for 50 keV nitrogen The technique of obtaining additional energy by
ions implanted in steel, this layer extends from the negative target bias is well established [1,21, but the,
surface to a depth of about 70 nm. ' though improved approach has been to raise the whole target chamber to
wear resistance may be obtained under these conditions, high voltage. We have used an alternative approach by
breakthrough of the layer is catastrophic. Therefore it is raising only the target and its holder to the elevated
desirable to produce a thicker modified layer by im- potential with the chamber and vacuum system remain-
planting at higher ion energy. It may be necessary to ing at ground potential. A high voltage vacuum
implant at more than one energy tu create a thicker feedthrough is used to bias the target Because of the
treated layer which begins at the surface. This is not high dielectric strength of the vacuum, insulation gaps
usually the case for an implant energy < 200 keV. of 15 to 20 mm are adequate within the vacuum cham-

& Our implanter is a 50 kV unit with a single stage of ber and the whole system is very much simplified.
acceleration from the ion source. In general the energy An advantage of the target bias approach over the
range of an implanter may be extended in various ways pre-analyser magnet acceleration is that the high voltage
such as: power supply needs only to provide a current ap-
(i) Acceleration after initial extraction, but before the propriate to that on the target (in this case typically 100

analyser magnet. ±.A) and hence is more compact and less power consum-

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) .
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ing than a supply which would have to handle the entire The computer program is written to allow a pre-
current output of the ion source (2 mA or more). scribed number of revolutions at a given sample tilt,

then to move the sample out of the beam and check the
beam current and uniformity. If the latter are within

2. Manipulator predetermined limits, the sample is moved back into
place and the implant continues. Alternatively the beam
current conditions or the implant time are adjusted to

The manipulator (shown schematically in fig. 1 and attain the prescribed dose.
as a photograph in fig. 2) is designed to hold a sample
up to 50 mm diameter and to provide unlimited rota-
tion about one of its axes. This axis can be aligned
parallel to the ion beam or tilted in a controllable 3. High voltage system

manner up to 1500 from this direction. The whole
asssembly can be translated in a direction normal to the Mechanical connections from the UHV rotary
ion beam by up to 100 mm to allow implantation of feedthroughs are through insulated gear wheels and
objects up to this length and/or introduction of beam drive connectors, all capable of withstanding at least 60
monitoring devices for diagnostics and integration. kV in vacuum. The carrier mechanism is supported by
Three UHV rotary feedthroughs are mounted on a 20 teflon insulators. These are seen in fig. 2.
cm OD flange. Through a system of reduction gears, With a negatively biased target, a significant number
these control the translation and rotations. The of secondary electrons are emitted when the beam hits
feedthroughs are driven by stepping motors controlled the target and these flow away from the target to
from an IBM PC XT type computer using a program ground. This causes errors in beam current integration
written in-hc'..e. and an unnecessary large current drain. To overcome

The translational movement allows the sample to be this problem, the sample holder is surrounded by a
moved out of the beam and the introduction of a beam screen cage mounted inside the chamber and supported
monitoring unit in the form of a graphite block with a by 20 mm long fibbed teflon high voltage insulators. A
vertical slot 20 mm x 0.8 mm and a 450 diagonal slot second high voltage power supply and high vacuum
45 mm long. With the block set at the appropriate feed through insulator are used to maintain the cage at
position, the beam can pass through the vertical slot to a negative potential of several thousand volts relative to
a Faraday cup mounted behind the manipulator. This is the target. Secondary electrons emitted from the target
used to monitor the horizontal distribution of the beam are repelled by this negative potential and are trapped
and to integrate the total current. As the diagonal slot is within the ca: e. The power supply for this screen is
moved through the beam, the Faraday cup samples the capable of 60 kV, to enable the full 50 kV bias to be
beam current as a function of time. This gives a mea- applied and at the same time to provide adequate
sure of beam distribution in the vertical direction, suppression of the secondary electrons.

I I ted Gears

Gears for tilt and rotati r,
: e Vacuumn Flanot

Steppina Motor
Electron Suppression Screen

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the manipulator showing rotational and translational movements and insulators
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The screen has shaped entry and exit ports for the with doses of order 5 x 1016 nitrogen ions cm - '. Each
beam and target manipulator. When the sample holder sample was held on a stem (nominal sovth pole) and
is moved at right angles to the beam so that its vertical implanted from the north pole to 45' south. During
slot is aligned with the beam entry and exit ports, the implanting the sample was continuously rotated about
beam passes through to a grounded Faraday cup, for its axis at two revolutions per minute. The beam size
monitoring. This overcomes the problem encountered was 25 mm high and 3 mm wide. Vertical height of the
with previous target bias systems [1,2] where beam beam is controlled by electrostatic scanning and can be
monitoring is not practical. Fig. 3 is a photograph of the varied from 10 to 30 mm. The surface area presented to
screen and fig. 4 is a schematic of all voltages from ion the beam varies with latitude, being greatest at the
source through to Faraday cup. equatorial region and least at the pole. The times at

It is desirable to maintain high vacuum within the which changes in tilt angle were made were adjusted to
chamber to give maximum insulation. Typical pressure allow for this and hence provide reasonably uniform
without beam is < 100 pPa. This rises to I mPa with dose per unit area. When the polar region is being
beam on. The high voltage is interlocked mechanically implanted, any misalignmert of tbk beam relative to the
and electrically and also with the vacuum system to pole could result in the polar region receiving no dose at
prevent breakdown or contact with high voltage when all. To overcome this, the sample is translated back and
loading or unloading samples. forth by several mm during implantation of this region.

Dose uniformity was measured by placing a 5 mm
wide stainless steel strip around a ball, passing from

4. Performance south through the north pole and back to south again.
After implanting the whole assembly with 15N ions, the

4. z. Manipu!ator strip was removed and the nitrogen dose measured at
nine places along the strip using nuclear reaction analy-

Manipulator operation was first tested without target sis .;th the reaction 1 -N(p,a)'2C employing 1.0 MeV
bias. A number of spherical samples were implanted protons from a Van de Graaff accelerator. The 4.3 MeV

tY

MANIPULATOR

Fig. 2. Manipulator.
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Fig. 3. Electron suppression cage.

Thqrqet Mr)l ulator

Fcradciy Cu~p

Electron~ Suppression Coge

T' nsuiator

&NC U XTRACT!ON4
E4 CTGO ANAIYSER

L-y1T-- I OT -J I[AG N ET

F- 0 5OkV 0 ,kv V oto -60 kv 5

Fo.,er 'Upp y wcrSupryl

Fig. 4. Schimmatic of voltage levels from ion source to Faraday cup
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a-particles are readily distinguished above background. 30
It is preferable to use 15N rather than '4 N because the
cross section for profiling 15N using this reaction is 25 Depth '(nm)
thirty times greater than the cross section for

1414 300 200 100 0i4 N(dc)1 2C which is the reaction used to profile N. 20
The measurements showed uniformity of dose was
witlun 25%. Better dose uniformity can be obtained by 97 keV
improving beam position and reducing beam height. : 15 9

The manipulator can accommodate a variety of sam-
pie shapes and sizes. For example five planar samples 10
can be mounted on a cube shaped holder. The first
sample is implanted using a vertical electrostatic scanner
and horizontal movement to provide uniform dose over
its area and then a 90* rotation is used to align the 0
second, third and fourth samples. A 900 tilt aligns the 920 930 940 950 960 970

fifth face. Complex shapes are implanted using an ap- Channel (Pulse Height)

propriate combination of the translation, tilt and rota- Fig. 5 Depth profiles of 15N implants in glassy carbon at 50
tional movements, and 97 keV

4.2 Target bias lower a-particle energy corresponds to the increased
range of these ions. The observed depths of 112 ± 15

Measurements have been made with 47 kV target and 228 ± 20 nm agree well with the calculated ranges

bias and a screen bias of 55 kV. With bias applied,

current on the sample cannot be read directly. There-
fore it is necessary to periodically translate the sample 5. Conclusion
honzontally until the beam monitorng slot is aligned
with the beam. The beam then passes through this slot For research areas where a variety of different shapes
and the exit port of the supression screen to the Fara- may need to be implanted, this design offers consider-
day cup at the back of the chamber where it can be able flexibility for samples to be implanted with a
monitored unifrrm dose. At the same time, a novel approach to

Performance was evaluated by implanting glassy negative target bias enables implant energy (and hence
carbon samples with 15N ions a 50 keV energy (no thickness of modified layer) to be increased without
bias). then with 47 kV bias giving a beam energy of 97 expeisve hardware additions.

kcV. The expected ranges of 50 and 97 keV 15N ions in

glassy carbon as calculated using TRIM-89 are respec-
tively 129 and 247 nmn. Nuclear reaction analvsis was References
then used to obtain the depth distribution of the im-
planted ions in each case Fig 5 shows the relevant [1] J G Bannenberg. Radiat Eff 44 (1979) 3.

parts of the a-particle spectra obtained from the reac- [2] P. Byers. P. Bailey, P.A. Judge and D G. Armour,, Ion
tion I'N(pa)12C using 1 0 MeV protons and the depth Implanters and Ion Sources, American Society for Metals,
profiles derived from it. For the 97 keV situation, the Met. Mater. Technol. Ser. 8504-001 (1985)
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Computer modelling for ion-beam system design

Hiroyuk; Ito and Nicholas R. White
Applied Materials Implant Division, Horsham. West Sussex RH3 5PY, UK

The design of ion-beam transport systems based on computer modelling is discussed and some typical examples are presented
Integrated modelling work involves beam envelope programs to design overall systems, Poisson or Laplace solutions to calculate
electric and magnetic fields in the system, ray-trace programs to see the collective movement of charged particles, plasma solutions
for the consideration of the target environment and plasma-simulation programs to predict possible microscopic interactions between
charged species and the fields Experimental checks to assure the performance of the beam-line components are also given and
explhined These are used as a means of making more accurate predictions in the future.

1., Introduction target region. Fig. 1 shows which design tools are used
for which parts of the beam line, and the physics to be

Ion-beam transport systems and beam-optics calcu- considered [3-5].
lations have been developed largely in nuclear phsics It is always important to ensure that the modelling

and other related fields [1]. As semiconductor device can closely follow the real situation so that design work

structures increase in complexity, tight control of the based on these predictions is sufficiently reliable. Asso-

ion-beam conditions becomes more important in ion ciated experiments should be performed to check the

implantation doping processes [2] The main concerns agreement with the theoretical models. The results help

are the beam current extracted and transferred at a determine the conditions under which the programs are

certain energy through the system, beam divergence, valid and can suggest further improvements in calcula-

mass resolution and the beam-plasma conditions in the tion.

Ion Beam Transport System c

(Devices)

Ion Source& Extraction Mass Analyser Accelerator Target Environment

(Design Tools)

0 301sot 0 20 Ftaytrace 0 3D Beam 02D Laplace 10 20 Raytrac. 0 10D Plasma 0 Beam Profile
order with Plama Envelope up to Solution for 0 3D Beam Simulation 0 Emittancs
Beam Soflibn 2nd order magnetic Envelope 0 10 Plasma 0 Focus
Envelope 0 t 1DPlasma 0 1D Plasma fields Solution Properties

Simulation Simulation 0 2D Raytrace * Langmuir Probe
0 Charge

noutralization

(Physics Involved)

Transfer Mains: lontato molc M-iticfield profile BemeisBeam-plasma Beam optics
Method Plasma sheath formation Optics aberration (convergenCe) formation Plasma
(Overall design Electric & Magnetic field Space charge Space charge Space charge charactenstics

considerng penetration Plasma conditions (dvergence) Space charge
SPa, M Spichadrer~
chnge, Beam optics
scattering
and
resolution)

Fig. I System overview System devices, computer design tools and the physics involved in the modelling are shown
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2. Overall system design neutralisation is assumed in accelerator tubes, so de-
focussing can be strong.

For an ton implantation beam line, as with any The validity of first-order calculations is limited, and
ion-beam system, the whole system should first be de- second-order aberrations may cause large errors, for
signed to a first-order approximation according to the example in the determination of mass resolution. The
desired specification. The main concerns at this stage differences which appear in second order should be
are: (1) energy range, (2) beam current with species and minimised to achieve performance close to the first
associated energy range, (3) beam dimensions and di- order (see section 4).
vergence, (4) mass resolution and (5) overall system
dimensions and interface to other systems.

There are some physical limits which might not 3. Ion-source and extraction system
allow a theoretical model to be realised, such as the
minimum gap between acceleration electrodes. These The ion source and its extraction-system require-
constraints can give a certain conflict with the ideal ments need to be specified as follows: (1) extraction
design and the best possible solution should be sought energy range, (2) beam current and density range. (3)
by considering other changeable parameters of the re- ion species, (4) beam dimensions and divergence and (5)
lated devices. A design tool used for this purpose is an optics control over the operation range.
interactive 3D first-order beam-envelope program based There are many important parameters which affect
on the transfer-matrix method [6] called OPTICIAN [7], the performance of this system, such as ion mass, elec-
which calculates the coordinates of the beam envelope tron temperature, ion density in the source chamber,
through the system. electrode geometry and space charge. The maximum

Beam coordinates are composed of spatial coordi- current extracted through the system, for example, is
nates A and .y (having z coincide with the central ray), limited by several relations shown below [10]. The num-
divergence, path-length spread and momentum spread. ber of ions leaving the plasma cannot exceed the value
The first-order FWHM mass-resolving power can be determined by the product of the Bohm velocity and the
derived from the dispersion element of the transfer ion density given by
matrix Fig. 2 shows a hypothetical ion-implanter beam j = c nT' 2  

i/2

line which can bend a 60 keV As* beam through 900 JPnP- (1)

and accelerate it to 90 keV onto the target. The tightly where JP is the current density at the plasma sheath, cp
controlled point-to-point focus between the entrancc a constent, n, the ion density at the plasma sheath, T
and the end of the drift element 5 can be seen. the electron temperature and ?, the mass of the ion.

One of the additional features implemented into The beam current extracted through the electrodes is
OPTICIAN is that space-charge effects including neu- also limited by the spaLe-charge effect, expressed by
tralisation are considered [8]. These give rise to radial J, = cd-2m--1/2v32f, (2)
electric fields. The potential difference between the beam I
centre and the plasma sheath is assumed to be 7,/2 (T. where J, is the current density at extraction, d the
is the electron temperature) based on stable plasma- extraction sheath distance, c, a constant. V the extrac-
sheath formation [9], and the resultant electric field can tion voltage and f, the space-charge neutralisation fac-
cause positive ions to drift outward. No space-charge tor For systems in which the extraction energy is high

1,2,3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Target

Fig 2 Ion-beam iransport system of a 300 mmn radius 90' bending magnet, with 60 keV extraction and 30 keV post-acceleration
using an As' beam, modelled by the 3D first-order beam envelope program OPTICIAN [7]. (1) Source, (2) lens. (3) drift, (4) magnet,

(5,6) drift. (7-9) accelerator and (10) drift.
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I~ ~ \ 1 f : _ ~

Fig. 3 Ion-source and extraction system composed of source chamber, suppression electrode and ground electrode, modelled by the
2D ray-trace program SORCERY [71 The potential is 20 kV at the source front plate (left), -5 kV at the suppression electrode

(middle), 0 V at the ground electrode (right), and the ion species is Ar

(1 10 keV), the beam divergence is usually dominated exrlamed in section 2, which would give the first-order
b the optical properties of the extraction system [111, paiameters such as bending radius, bending angle, mag-
rather than the thermal motion of the ions which causes netic field strength, field index, pole face angles and
momentum spread. positions of the foci.

The main tool used to design the extraction region is A 3D second-order beam-envelope program called
a 2D ray-trace program called SORCERY [7]. The TRANSPORT from SLAC [13] is then used to check
program traces particle trajectories solving Poisson's the first-order design and to perform second-order opti-
equation by the finite-element method, assuming a misation. The method of second-order calculation is
Boltzmann distribution of electrons inside the plasma. also based on transfer matrices which now contain
Each particle trajectory is integrated using the Runge- second-order terms The results are affected by such
Kutta method. The plasma boundary adopts a shape variables as the quadratic field coefficient c and the
satisfying eq. (2). The performance of any ray-trace entrance and exit pole-face curvatures. Beam growth
programs should be equivalent regardless of the dif- caused by the magnet aberration is minimiused by chang-
ferences in trajectory integration as long as the calcula- ing the second-order variables. If these parameters are
tion of the field is sufficiently accurate [12]. not considered, the aberration tends to give a crescent

2D raytrace programs are extremely useful to display shape to the output of a ribbon beam
the electrostatic lens formation around the beam extrac- The effects of the fringing field are taken into account
tion area. As can be seen in fig. 3 (double-electrode in terms of field integrals 11 and 12 [14] which give
extraction system: one to suppress the electron back- corrections to the central ray displacement and the focal
streaming, and another to define the final energy), the power in the non-dispersion plane, respectively. These
electric field along the plasma sheath converges the ions are zeroth- and first-order constraints, but require accu-
toward the axis, then the beam passes through a diver- rate calculations to determine the entrance and exit pole
gent lens formed around the extraction electrodes. The geometry.
combination of these two lenses determines the beam The actual pole shape can be designed by solving the
formation Laplace equations assuming the magnetic scalar poten-

tial is valid between the poles. 2D ray-trace programs
can be used as a Laplace solver. The pole radial cross

4. Mass analyser section determines the value of c and the entrance and
exit pole shapes determine 11 and '2-

The first-order design of the mass analyser is as- Fig. 4 shows the equipotential plot in the plane of
sumed to have been done in the overall system design the magnet pole cross section. The field near the tedge of

V MACHINES
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..-- ing focal power against space charge, should be consid-
-p.-, ered. The field inside the acceleration tubes forms a

'-- -\-- convergent lens and the effect is increased as the accel-
-Lk'K\ ; eration energy is increased. If the energy is high, the

=-------.beam i-a,- bc focussed to a very small size, making the
- -c beam current density high, which may aggravate prob-

__lems such as ctarging up on the semiconductor wafers
-- _____ .- Z--- [15]. If, on the other hand, the energy is low, space-

____-__-- ~ charge blow-up would play a more dominant role, mak-
ing the optics control very difficult. 2D ray-trace pro-
grams are again effectively used for this design. The

S'--- field lens formation is easily seen from the equipotential
magnet pole I " _ lines. OPTICIAN can also be used to see the macro-

scopic character since it approximates the space-charge
Fig. 4 Equipotential plot in the plane of the magnet pole cross effect in the acceleration tube.
section, obtained as a 2D Laplace solution using SORCERY

the pole decreases as the gap between potential lines 6. Target environment (wafer chamber)
increases. The field profile along the beam axis showing
the effect of the fringing field is plotted in the left half The requirements of each beam transport system
of fig. 5. Similarly the effect of c on the radial profile is strongly depend on the actual processes in the target
shown in the right half of fig 5. chamber and its environment. The process-related prob-

lems, such as "wafer charging" mentioned in the previ-
ous section, are getting more and more subtle as com-

5. Accel-tion tubes plex submucron structures are developed with increasing
sensitivity to the environment. In the target chamber

To design acceleration (or deceleration) systems, en- the ion beam will collide with neutral gas, creating ions
ergy range, beam dimensions and optics control, balanc- which then form a beam-plasma together with the

' 1.03

1.1 * Note different scales

1.6 -1.02

r-i 1.4
'1.010

4, 1.2 Pole entrance at 200mm
Centre of pole

So.8

011 0.5,, 12 - 06epsilon _j-x10
- 3  

(1)9

0.4

-0.98

0 --- -- -t097

8 0 0 4 6 0 0 1 6 3 0

Axial coordinate [mm] Radial distance [mm]
Fig. 5. Magnetic field profile in the median plane. The left-hand side shows the field along the beam axis The extended fringing field
is clearly seen in the region outside the pole. The nght-hand side shows the field along the radial direction. The field is maximum at

the centre and decreases outward, as can be seen in fig. 4.
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Fig. 6 (a) Radial distribution of the beam plasma at I X1 i- 4 Torr assuming a 4 eV electron temperature, modelled by a I D plasma
solution [16]. The density of each species and the potential are expressed in terms of the number per cubic metre and volts,
respectively. A well-defined plasma around the ion beam with a small Debye length is seen. (b) Radial distribution of the beam
plasma at 1 x 10 Torr at the same electron temperature of 4 eV. The field penetration is much greater than that in (a), reflecting the
fact that the Debye length is now large due to the decrease in plasma density Further data are: 20 keV beam energy, 20 mm normnal

beam radius and 30 mm wall radius.
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trapped electrons inside its potential well [8,16]. All of (3) Langmuir probe. Electron temperature and plasma
these processes need to be understood, densities are important parameters in understand-

In terms of the computer modelling, some simulation ing the plasma character around the beam Lang-
programs have been intensively developed by plasma muir-probe techniques are widely used to obtain
physicists in recent years [17,18]. A ID plasma solution these values [20].
[161 is one of the tools used to see the radial distribution
of each particle species and the potential, electric field
and particlh. flux in the beam-plasma in the steady state 8. Conclusion
This program solves Poisson's equation with the con-
tinity equation based on the finite difference method. Ion beam transport systems can be modelled accu-
lonisation and charge-exchange collisions are taken into rately by computer if the physics involved in each
account, ind up to two Maxwellian distributions of component is properly considered. This gives great ad-
electron species can be calculated at different tempera- vantages in speeding up development, reducing costs
tures. A well-collimated cylindrcal beam is assumed and understanding the system performance
and cold ion species created from neutrals drift along
the field. Figs. 6a and b are examples of the results. The
former presents the well-defined plasma around the References
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Amorphous Si - the role of MeV implantation in elucidating defect
and thermodynamic properties *
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The role of MeV implantation in producing thick amorphous Si layers has been Lentral in elucidating several of its properties The
ret.ent use of MeV Si beams to produce very pure layers will be reviewed The kinetics of solid-phase epitaxy have been measured for

amorphous Si layers up to 5 tim thick and the activation energy found to be 2.70± 0 02 eV Calorimetry measurements of such thick
layers show an interfacial heat release due to crystallization of 13 4 ± 0.7 kJ/mol and a hom, -eieous heat release of 5 1 ± 1 2 kJ/mol
This homogeneous heat release, associated with relaxation, is due to the annihilation of defects in the amorphous strtcture These
defects have been studied by ion-bombarding 500'C annealed amorphous and single-cystal St The formation and annihilation
properties of the defects, these two states are intriguingly similar Defects saturate in previously annealed a-Si at ion doses - 0 02
dpa The presence of the defects is also manifested in measurements of the density of amorphous Si which is (1 8±0 1)% less dense
iha.i the crystal. The diffusion and solubilty of Cu. Zn, Pd. Ag, Pt and Au have been measured in amorphous Si and found to be very
sensitive to defect population The various experiments show that the intrinsic defect level ,n amorphous Si is 1-2 at %

1.. Introduction on lattice sites Important phenomena were dtscovered

in these studies such as solid-phase epitaxy This review

Understandtng the structure and properties of amor- will detail our recent experimental studies of the forma-

phous (a)-Si is a scientific challenge of some complexity tion and properties of amorphous (a)-Si formed by MeV

[1]. Much progress has been made in the study of implantation. The question should be asked what spe-

hydrogenated a-St because of its technological impor- cial significance there is to producing micron thick

tance. The study of a-Si formed by ion implantation has amorphous layers by MeV beams rather than the thinner

historically had very different driving forces. Interest layers, typically 0.1 [tm, produced in the usual low-en-

has focussed on recrystallization phenomena because of ergy implantation machines. The answer lies in the fact

the need to remove all damage and incorporate dopants that the extra dimension permits better measurement of

the following properties.
Four specific areas will be discussed:

• Invited paper (a) kinetics of solid-phase epitaxy of 5 Vm thick layers

Permanent Address. University of Catania, Catania. Italy where the behavior mimics that of much thinner
- Permanent Address' Naval Research Laboratory, Washing- layers but a novel ambient annealing effect has

ton, DC, USA been observed,
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(b) calorimetry studies of heat release of a-Si layers Table I
where the relaxation process has been identified in Ion implantation conditions used to form thick a-St layers.

terms of defect annihilation, Implants were performed with the sample at 77 K. Thicknesses

(c) density measurements of a-St where the role of listed here were determined from TRR data. From Roth et al

defects are investigated, and finally [31

(d) diffusion studies where considerable progress has a-Si thickness 28Si energy dose
now been made in identifying diffusing species in [Iiml [MeV] [1015 cm- 1

a-St and the role defects play in the diffusion mech- 09 0.5 5
anisms. 1.4 1.0 5

The a-Si layers described in these experiments were 2.2 20 5
formed by 28Si implantation using the National Electro- 3 0 3.5 6
statics Corporation 1.7 MV tandem accelerator at AT& 37 5.0 7
T Bell Laboratories. 43 65 8

4) A uniform amorphous layer of a particular thickness is
obtained by using all of the implants up to and including the

2. Kinetics of solid-phase epitaxy one listed for that thickness.

It 'is well e,,ablished that a-Si layers formed by ion
implantation into single-crystal (c) substrates can be effects such as nucleation and growth of polycrystalline
crystallized epitaxially in the solid phase [2]. The kinet- matenal or twin formation do not occur The oscillation
ics of solid-phase epitaxy (SPE) have been extensively amplitude increases gradually with time during SPE due
studied on amorphous layers less than 500 nm thick to reduced attenuation as the a-S layer gets thinner
using time-resolved reflectivity (TRR) measurements [2], Due to the much stronger optical absorption in a-Si at
and it has been shown that SPE in these layers is X = 0.633 Itm, oscillations in the TRR data at this
characterized by an activation energy of 2 7 eV. The wavelength are only evident during the latter stages of
study of SPE in much thicker layers has recently be- growth. The temperature dependence of the SPE growth
come possible with the advent of MeV ion-implantation rate for 2 2 [tm thick a-Si films is given in fig. 2. Fitting
methods capable of producing high-purity a-Si films the data to an Arrhenius expression for the SPE rate
with thicknesses exceeding 5 jim. In order to monitor r = r0 exp( - Ea/kT) yields the value 2 70 ± 0 02 eV for
the location of the c/a interface during SPE and to the activation energy Ed. This is in excellent agreement
accurately measure epitaxial growth rates in these layers, with the 2.68 ± 0.05 eV activation energy found earlier
the TRR technique has been extended to infrared wave- for self-ion-implanted 300 nm films [2] and with the
lengths where a-Si is nearly transparent, thus avoiding value 2.71 ± 0.05 eV for a-Si films formed by evapora,
the thickness limitation imposed by absorption in the tion in ultrahigh vacuum [2]. To test whether the SPE
visible-wavelength region. In this way the SPE kinetics rate in very thick a-Si layers is sensitive to the total
of very thick layers can be monitored [3]. amount of displacement damage caused by ion implan-

The a-Si layers were prepared as follows. The Si
single-crystal substrates were contacted to an LN,-
Looled stage during implantation. Uniform amorphous X=1 154m
layers of various thicknesses were prepared by multiple
MeV implants of 285i with overlapping damage profiles.
The implantation schedules used to form layers of
several different thicknesses are given in table 1. SPE
kinetics measurements were conducted both in vacuum 7-->
(P < 5 x 10-7 Torr) and in air.. Fig. I shows the reflec-
tivities measured at X = 1.15 jim and X = 0.633 jtm U_

LU
dunng SPE growth of a 4.16 jim thick film heated to X
625CC in vacuum. The A = 1.15 jIm trace exhibits uni-
formly spaced oscillations throughout the entire growth X=6328A
period, indicating that the velocity of the c/a interface
is constant through the film. Additionally, aside from 4 802
minor fluctuations, the amplitude of oscillations ob-
served in this in situ interferometry measurement equals TIME, s
the value expected for an ideal film having perfectly flat Fig. 1. Time-resolved reflectivity data at A = 1 15 and A = 0.633
and parallel interfaces. The excellent interference con- Rim for SPE growth of 4.16 jim thick, ion-implanted a-S at
trast throughout the growth also implies that competing 625 C in vacuum. From Roth et al [3].

;2 ,
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TEMPERATURE, 00 in the presence of water vapor [4] (Auger analysis

750 700 650 600 550 500 showed that a thick (- 5 nm) native oxide forms on a-Si
1 0" - , , during annealing in air). Once H is formed at the

a-Si SiO2/a-Si interface, it can diffuse rapidly [5] into the

a-Si and attach to dangling bonds [6]. The solubility of

5 H in c-Si is much lower than in a-Si due to the absence
of defect sites, thus explaining why H is not een in

U) 2.2 pm fully recrystallized layers.
E 6 The possibility that H affects the SPE rate is very

10 intriguing since H is known to passivate dangling bonds

in both deposited [6] and ion-implanted [7] a-Si films.

C: Several different defect-based models involving dan-
WU 1 0 7 E_- 2 70 eV gling bonds [8], vacancies [9] and floating bonds [10]
Shave been proposed for the mechanisms of SPE but no

experimental data have been available to discriminate

1 0 8 between the different defects. An understanding of the
effect of H on the crystallization process should help
contribute to the development of a microscopic model

10 9 for SPE in a-Si.
11 12 13 14 15

1 /kT, eV_ 3. Heat release, relaxation and defects

Fig 2 Anhenius plot showing the temperature dependence of
the SPE rate in a 2.2 Lm thick a-Sj film formed by MeV Our original experiments [11] on the formation of
ion-implantation The solid line is a least-squares fit of the Rm thick a.Si layers by MeV inert gas atoms produceddata 1o thickxa-Sislayers byo MexpinertkgasFatomsoproduced
data to the expression rr 0 exp(-E kT) From Roth et al. enough material to measure the heat of crystallization,

131 AHac, by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The

heat of crystali..ation, 12.0 ± 0.7 kJ/mol, was used to
tation, the rate was also measured in samples implanted estimate from fr,-e-energy consideration, the melting
, doses more than 1000 times above the threshold temperature of a-Si; a first-order phase transition. This

required to create an amorphous layer. The threshold estimate of the reduction, - 2500 C, in melting temper-
dose for formin a thin, buried amorphous layer at 77 ature beneath the crystal melting temperature was con-
K using 1 MeV 8Si irradiation is 2 x 1014 cm- 2. Previ- firmed by direct measurement [12] of the reduction,
ously amorphized films 2.2 ltm thick were implanted 225 ± 25 K. Some questions remained, however, con-
with I MeV 2Si ions at doses un to 2 x 1 0 17 cm2 in cerning the state of the amorphous phase and the nature
order to create an extra damage distribution peaked of the amorphous-to-crystal transition. The crystalhza-
near the middle of the original amorphous layer. The tion velocity was determined from the DSC net power
SPE rate as a function of interface position was accu- signal. The definitive TRR [2] study of interface veloci-
rately measured, and no difference due to the extra ties gave values of velocity that were lower in magnitude
implant was observed. It is interesting that the SPE rate and had a higher activation energy than those obtained
does not change over this wide range of implant condi- from the DSC study Second, the relative values of
tions, suggesting that the state of a-Si once formed is AHc for a-Ge and a-Si were surprisingly close: 11.5
insensitive lo additional ion bombardment. and 12.0 ki/mol, respectively. If A,, arises only from

The un'formity of the oscillation period in the TRR relief of bond angle distortions of the connected ran-
data in fig. 1 indicates that SPE occurs at a constant dom network, AHL should scale with the force con-
rate over distances greater than 4 gtm when annealing is stants for the distortion, which are 15-20% higher in Si
performed in vacuum. A marked deviation from this than Ge [111.
behavior is observed, however, when a-Si specimens are The most obvious difference between the a-Ge and
heated in normal room air. At depths approximately I a Si data was a low-temperature heat rclcasc, clearly
[cm from the surface the regrowth velocity is seen to measured in Ge but not seen in Si. This release was
decrease by as much as 40%. This effect has been mostly homogeneous in nature, and not primarily asso-
correlated with the presence of water vapor in the ciated with interface motion. For a-Ge the homoge-
annealing ambient and the growth of a surface oxide. neous heat release was determined to be 6 kJ/mol over
The only impurities detected in the a-Si are hydrogen. the range 400-600 K. In the case of a-Si, where higher
These results indicate that atomic H is formed as a temperatures made the base line curvature problems ,
by-product of the oxidation of the a-Si during annealing more severe, the net DSC signal below the crystalliza-

VI MATERIALS SCIENCE
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tion peak varied between endothermic and exothermic, zation can be determined directly from an Arrhenius
indicating a much smaller homogeneous release. Never- plot for the high-temperature DSC signal that gives
theless, annealing-induced relaxation effects on the crystallization velocity and has an activation enthalpy
optical properties such as the width of the Raman of 2.62 eV. This is in excellent agreement with the TRR
transverse optical band [13] or the infrared indices of measurements. By fitting an exponential with the ap-
refraction [14,15] have been observed in both a-Ge and propriate activation enthalpy to the data down to the
a-Si. The situation has been clarified by the recent DSC base line and integrating under this curve, the heat of
measurements of Roorda et al. [16] of a low-tempera- crystallization, without any contribution from the ho-
ture heat release from a-Si formed by Ar and Si implan- mogeneous heat release, was determined. The average
tation. They measured a homogeneous heat release of value from the measurements is 13.4 ± 0.5 kJ/mol. The
3.7 ± 0.2 kJ/mol and an interfacial heat rele,.se AHac = average value of the remaining part, correspoading to
11.7 ± 1.0 ki/mol. These important findings were con- the homogeneous heat release, is 5.1 ± 1.2 kJ/mol. The
firmed [17] by using the 2.2 [im thick layers described in estimated error, taking into account all possible sys-
the previous section. tematic errors, is - 6%. This gives as the new value of

Fig. 3 shows DSC scans for as-implanted (lower) and the heat of crystallization of a-Si: AHac -= 13.4 ± 0.7
samples that had been preannealed in a furnace at 525, kJ/mol. This is - 10% higher than the earlier value,
670 and 820 K, respectively. Two regimes are seen: at which was obtained by drawing a base line from the
high temperature crystallization dominates, and over crystallized region to the onset of the peak and hence
the entire 400 K lower-temperature region a fairly uni- was an underestimate. That the new value of AH,, for
form release occurs. Samples that were preannealed St is higher than that for Ge is in better agreement with
show no heat release below the preannealing tempera- the relative values of the force constants for bond
ture, similar to the earlier observations in Ge. Since no bending. It also explains why the earlier velocity data
motion of the a-c interface was observed by RBS after differed from the TRR data.
the 525 and 670 K anneals, the low-temperature signal The observation of the low-temperature release in a
corresponds to a one-time homogeneous heat release in scanning experiment, such as that of fig. 3, depends
the bulk of the a-Si. The kinetic parameters for crystalli- sensitively on the stability of the base line. It was

therefore useful to perform isothermal experiments,
since the base line is always a simple horizontal line

0I.6 (constant). A monotonically decreasing exothermal sig-
nal was observed in all cases [17,18]. This unambigu-
ously confirms the existence of a low-temperature heat

0.5 release. The data were fit with an exponential decay
with typical delay times of 100 s. The fact that the

S L low-temperature heat release was not observed in the
.8 Kearlier experiments was probably due to the inherent

E difficulties in background subtraction; the DSC tech-
nique was improved in the later measurements,

The question remains as to the physical mechanisms
0.3-

670 K of the low-temperature release. In recent years there has
been much discussion of the physical changes observed

-0.2- ' . during annealing of a-Si without crystallization. This
,'i relaxation process had been interpreted in terms of

525 K / . changes in average bond angle distortion [13,14]. Our

0.1-- 13.4 kJ/mole / ! experiments [18--20] have resolved some of these issues.
-. / I It was postulated that relaxation is primarily defect

5.1 kJ/mole I i annealing. This postulate was checked by introducing

0. 0 6, ---- - ....... /" . defects by ion bombardment into annealed or relaxed
400 00 1000 a-Si, the samples being annealed at 500'C. EquivalentTM RU (K) 600 00 Bo 900 1 doses were also introduced into c-Si The ani'ealing

characteristics, determined by calorimetry, of bofrbard-
Fig 3. DSC signals with base lines subtracted. The lower signal ment damage in relaxed a-Si and in c-Si were compared
shows the as-implanted sample, the other three show samples directly. Fig. 4 shows the low-temperature DSC traces
that had been annealed in a furnace at 525, 67u and 820 K, ir e l -g. 4 (bw the at r irra ces
respectively The high-temperature part of the signal (crystalli- of (a) well-relaxed a-Si and (b) c-Si, after irradiation
zation) was fit to, an exponential with an activation energy of with He ' ions for a range of ion fluences. The curves
2.62 eV and wa, integrated to give an enthalpy of crystalliza- for ion doses resulting in less than 0.03 displacements

tion of 13.4 kJ/mol From Donovan et al [17]. per atom (dpa) did not differ significantly from the

II
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01 (a) a-Si 17 MJ (b) c-Si necessanly equal to the number of point defects. For 1

dpa the signal from c-Si resembles that from a-Si, L
0.03 dpa 0.03 dpa with somewhat reduced magnitude. In fact, this is the

00 -r =._-.,, dose where the sample has just been made amorphous
35 ,, 2 2 J and the DSC signal is due to relaxation of this as-im-

E01 0.1 dpa planted a-Si.

00 0The curve for 0.3 dpa c-Si, which contains bands of
0.1 dpa extended defects and/or amorphous zones, differs from

017 ,, s, all other curves: a heat release can be seen which is
a6 larger than any other. Moreover, this curve is qualita-

03 pa 0. tively different because above 180'C an extra heat
00 0 3release begins (hatched area), which can be understood

0.1 _ 4 J 37m in terms of recrystallization of amorphous zones at
anomalously low temperatures. The assumption is made

d dpa,1 dpa that the heat release from 0.3 dpa c-Si is a linear
00 100 200 300 400 100 200 300 400 superposition of annihilation of point defects (i.e., 0.36

Temperature (*Ce eV/displaced atom) and heat release from crystalliza-

Fig. 4 Lo%-temperature DSC difference traces for (a) well-re- tion and relaxation of amorphous zones (0.12-0.16

laxed a-Si and (b) c-Si, after bombardment with keV He' eV/atom 116,17]). The contribution from point defect
ions The hatched area is discussed in the text. The values of annihilation should have the same onset and form as
the integrated heat release are shown From Roorda et al that from 0.1 dpa c-Si. The hatched area corresponds,

[18.201 therefore, to heat release from amorphous zones. From
the measured heat release, the hatched area in fig. 4
would then correspond to (8.2-6.2) X 1017 atoms/cm2

zero-signal base line and are not shown The curves for and the remaining area to 4.6 X 1017 displaced
0.03 to 1 dpa a-Si (fig. 4a) deviate clearly from the base atoms/cm2,, thus giving a total number of (1.3-1.1) X
line, and show a heat release similar to that observed 1018 displaced atoms/cm. This number is in good
when as-implanted a-Si is ramp heated for the first time agreement with the channeling estimate of 13 X 1018
[16.17]. Saturation occurs between 0.03 and 0.1 dpa. cm- , It is remarkable that the onset of epitaxial re-
Thus, bombardment with He' ions yielding 0.03 (or crystallization in the 0.3 dpa c-Si occurs at 180'C,, but
more) dpa in well-relaxed a-Si results in "de-relaxation" recrystallization of small amorphous zones at these low
of the a-Si, i.e.,, the a-Si returns to the unrelaxed state temperatures has been reported before [21] One possi-
which cannot be distinguished from as-implanted a-Si. ble reason for this phenomenon is that these small

For c-Si (Fig. 4b), the curve for 0.03 dpa is not amorphous zones are embedded in a sea of defects
significantly different from the base line but the curxe which can enhance crystallization.
for 0.1 dpa indicates a heat release which is qualitatively These collisional and defect ideas have been checked
similar to the signal from a-Si. This sample contains by bombarding relaxed a-Si with MeV C, Si and Ge
damage which has been identified, on the basis of RBS ions [18,19] and examining the a-Si with Raman spec-
and TEM results, as a distribution of point defects and troscopy The transition from the relaxed to unrelaxed
small point-defect clusters After the DSC analysis to state occurs for ion doses on the order of 0.02 dpa
400'C the damage has disappeared leaving a perfect irrespective of the mass of the projectile. Therefore it
crystal It is concluded, therefore, that the heat release can be concluded that the phenomenon of de-relaxation
for the 0.1 dpa c-Si is due to annihilation of point by ion beams 'is due to the introduction of defects by
defects and small point-defect clusters only These point nuclear collision. The similarity of the calorimetry data
defects seem to anneal out continuously over a range of of fig 4 strongly supports the contention that the zoos
temperatures, as opposed to annealing kinetics domi- of defects introduced into a- and c-Si by ton bombard-
nated by only a few processes. Such annealing behavior ment are similar. Moreover, their annihilation proper-
implies a zoo of point defects in irradiated c-Si, with a ties are very similar. These similarities seem to be con-
large number of routes to annihilation. The area under firmed by the following observation.
the curve for 0.1 dpa c-Si ctlicapuiids to the total A rough cstimatc of the defect densities involved in
amount of heat released, this is 30% less than from 0.1 structural relaxation can be made by comparing the
dpa a-Si. Combining the number of displaced atoms stored energy per displaced atom in c-Si determined
with the integrated heat release gives 0.56 eV per dis- from fig. 4b (0.56 eV) with the integrated heat release
placed atom. This may serve as an estimate of the from 0.03 and 0.1 dpa a-Si (fig. 4a). Under the assump-
stored energy per defect, but it is emphasized that the tion that the average heat release from one annihilation
number of displaced atoms as determined by RBS is not event in a-Si is equal to that in c-Si, this yields defect
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densities of 3.5 and 7.3 at.% in 0.03 and 0.1 dpa a-Si, at 000 C in a vacuum annealing furnace with a base
respectively. It must be kept in mind that this analysis l,,essure of - 10- 7 Torr. In addition, a section of each
relies on a RBS and channeling measurement of the sample was thermally relaxed by annealing for one hour
number of displaced atoms in 0.1 dpa c-Si which is not at 500°C.
necessarily equal to the number of defects. Neverthe- The areal densities (at/cm2 ) of the a-Si layers were
less, the agreement of this estimate of the defect density measured by RBS in the channeling configuration using
in a-Si with the Monte Carlo calculations is striking. 3 MeV 4He. Areal density can be converted into a film

thickness using the density of a-Si (- 4.9 X 1022
at/cm3). The maximum observable depth is limited by

4. Density and defects dechanneling in the a-Si to - 2.8 lim. The conversion
of energy loss to areal density depends on the stopping

The density of a solid can give important clues powers for 4He; however, two accepted sets of experi-
regarding defect density. Moreover, in light of the previ- mental measurements differ by up to 6% from each
ous discussion, it is interesting to measure the density in other [30,31]. Since this conversion represents a sys-
both the relaxed and unrelaxed configuration. The den- tematic error substantially larger th~an any other errors
sity of a-Si relative to the crystal, for example, has been in the measurement, results are presented using both
a source of much debate. Early X-ray diffraction data sets of stopping powers. Amorphous thicknesses be-
indicated an amorphous density as much as 10% below tween - 2.8 ltm and 3.4 [m were estimated by measur-
[22] that of the crystal, although this was attributed to ing the thickness after partial solid-phase epitaxy The
the presence of voids in the vapor-deposited films. resulting annealed thickness was extrapolated back to
Brodsky et al. [23] interpreted Rutherford-backscatter- obtain the original as-implanted thickness using the
ing measurements in combination with surface pro- measured epitaxial crystallization kinetics [3]. Surface
filometry to conclude that a-Si could be up to 1% denser profiles of the alternating a-Si and c-Si lines were ob-
than c-Si, although the measured density of their elec- tamed for each sample using a Tencor Instruments
tron-beam-deposited a-Si films was 3% less dense than Alpha-step 200 surface profilometer calibrated with an
c-Si. Direct density measurements using weighing and NIST traceable standard. Typical scans are shown in
interferometry of a-Ge deposited at the highest possible fig. 5a for an as-implanted layer of 2.1 [tm and for other
temperature indicated a density 1% higher than c-Ge thicknesses obtained by SPE from this implant set. Fig.
124]. Computer models of the structure of a-Si, assum- 5b shows the corresponding RBS channeling spectra for
n ,o a continuous random network (CRN) without point these samples. Prior to determining the density dif-
d, 1ccts. predict that the amorphous phase should be ference, a small correction must be applied to the mea-

41. more dense than the crystal [25]. Attempts to sured step heights to account for the Si implanted and
' imte the density of a-Si using molecular dynamics sputtered [32] during amorphization. For example, at

w nitions have lead to results on either side of c-Si
Reent experimental results on thin 'implanted
,, ,icate an a-Si density between 1.7 and 2.3% less , 

1
,r,)0.,, ," t , ,tal [27). 2 ,

l..ahiility of the high-energy Si ion beams has-
made ,,p .'hie to produce thick, well characterized _ -,_-A]

amorpho,,, ha er, whose density can be accurately mea- 20 ,
sured 2, 219 Alternating stripes of a-Si (- 300 4m) - T --
and c-Si t- 1104m i) were produced by MeV Si ion L40 -
implantation Rbmugh a steel mask into (100) Si The - -

relative densht\ wa, then determined by measuring the , 20 --- "-m,-, )

physical step height at the lateral a-c-Si boundary. The 0
implants vere performed at a series of energies from 0.5 40_ .
to 8.0 MeV with irradiation conditions chosen to ensure r 4o ' -_

complete amorphization to the surface. All irradiations, 20 -

except one. were performed with samples heat-sunk 0 - - _ -

with vacuum erea.. to a copper block held at liquid- - 0 .0 0 4000 oo60 900 200 300 400
nitrogen temperature The measured temperature rise L.oterol Soon ,(am), Channel
during similar irradiations was less than 20 0C. A single Fig. 5 (a) Surface profilometer traces of 2.1,. 1 5 and 0.8 am
sample was irradiated at room temperature, again heat- thick a-Si layers pruduced by 0.5-2.0 MeV series implants and
sunk to the block, to check for density variations caused epitaxial recrystallization. (b) Channeling spectra of samples
by the implant conditions. A wider range of a-Si thick- sho~n in (a). The a-S thicknesses are indicated From Custer
nesses was obtained by partially recrystallizing the layers et al [291.
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2.0 MeV the implanted material adds 1.0 nm while measured for the room temperature implanted sample
sputtering removes 0.15 nm, giving a net addition of were identical to those measured on samples implanted
0.85 nm. at liquid-nitrogen temperature. In addition, no dif-

Converting the measured step heights into a density ferences in density could be detected between unre-
difference requires knowledge of how the volume change laxed, relaxed or regrown samples, nor between samples
is accommodated. The volume increase from c-Si to a-Si implanted at any energy up to 5 MeV. Converting the
can be accommodated in several ways; a-Si can be areal density (using stopping powers of ref. [31]) to a-Si
formed with built-in stress, the substrate can plastically thickness and fitting a least-square line (with considera-
deform, or the a-Si can plastically deform. Measure- tion for the individual error bars) through all the data
ments on laterally continuous 1 im a-Si layers demon- yields a density difference of (1.74 + 0.06)%. Fitting
strate that the volume change is pnmarily accommo- only as-implanted (unrelaxed) samples, the density dif-
dated by a verti-al strain with the in-plane strain less ference is (1.79 ± 0.13)% while for annealed (i e., re-
than 1% of the total strain [331. This indicates that a-Si laxed) samples it is (1 70 ± 0.07)%. Considering the
deforms plastically during formation by ion implanta- relative and absolute uncertainties in the stopping power
tion. In the constrained geometry of these experiments, measurements, an average value of (1.8 ± 0.1)% is the
plastic deformation of the a-Si occurs for implants best estimate of the difference between the a-Si and c-Si
below 5 MeV and the entire volume change is exubited densities. Very recent wafer-curvature experiments [34]
as a vertical expansion. Below 5 MeV, little deformation have shown that the a-Si densifies by 0.15% on anneal-
of the surrounding c-Si is observed. However, for the ing to 500'C.
higher-energy implants, plastic deformation of the con- These measurements therefore raise several intrigu-
straining c-Si can be readily observed ing issues. First, the sign of the density difference is the

Step height data from samples implanted up to 5 opposite of that predicted by fully coordinated CRN
MeV are shown in fig. 6 versus the areal densities of the models [25] This means that defects have to be intro-
a-Si layers As-implanted samples are shown by the duced into the CRN to make a realistic model. More-
open circles and partially recrystallized or relaxed sam- over, the density change on annealing is very small even
pies by filled squares. Within the error bars, step heights though the relaxation or annealing process discussed in

the previous section consists of the annihilation of large
defect populations. These results should give important

a-S Thickness (101 at/cm2) clues as to the fundamental nature of the defects.

00 0.5 10 15 20

5. Diffusion and defects

The study of diffusion mechanisms can be a critical
,6 0 r probe of the atomic structure of a solid Little is known

about diffusion in a-Si In our earlier studies [35,36] it
was established that Cu, Ag and Au are fast diffusers in
a-Si and moreover there was a remarkable correlation
between diffusion in a- and c-Si. This correlation is

r shown in fig. 7 for Au [36]. Why there is such a
E correlation in absolute magnitude and activation energy

is an intriguing puzzle. It can be generally stated [37]
however, that the fast diffusers in c-Si, with interstitial

U components, are fast diffusers in a-Si and that the slow,
substitutional, diffusers in c-Si exhibit similar behavior

05 1 1in a-Si. The solubility of fast diffusing species in a-Si
o0 05 1 0 5 was also found to be at least six orders of magnitude

.- S! lhckness (101l Ot/cm 2) greater than their solubility in c-Si
Recent experiments by us [38,39] throw light on therig. 6 CuiitL id step licight vs a-Si areal density for as-im- diffusion mechanisms A systematic study [38] of impur-

planted samples (open circles) and annealed samples (filled ities implanted in thick a-Si layers has revealed nore
squares) of all implant series from 0.5 to 5.0 MeV. The areal
density was obtained using the stopping powers of either diffusing species (Zn, Pd and Pt), as shown in fig. 8. It
Ziegler [301 (bottom axis) or Santry and Werner 1311 (top axis). should be noted that Cu and Pd are pure interstitial
The solid line shows the step height expected, for a I 73% diffusers in c-Si while the remaining species are hybrid
density difference (Santry and Werner values). From Custer et diffusers, i.e., they diffuse interstitially but exchange

al. [29]. with substitutional sites As was discussed in the previ-
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ous sections, a-Si contains a high density of defects
Gold diffusion in Silicon whose population can be reduced by annealing. The

10S6  
S - 10' diss/m2 effect of these defects on diffusion is dramatically dem-
(Wilcox et al onstrate. in the following experiment [39]. It is known

11ev that th,; fast diffusing impurities such as Cu can be
trapped or gettered at defects in c-Si. Analogous behav-

lO s - 10' dists/m ior is shown here for Cu in a-Si.

08 eV lStolwijk ef at) Amorphous Si layers, 2.2 urm thick, were prepared in
the as-implanted and also in the relaxed 500'C an-

4U nealed state. The samples were then implanted with 200
\\S-dislocatron free keV Cu ions to a dose of 5.5 X 1015 ions/cm 2, The

E 16.  
\Coffa et al)

diffusion of Cu in all samples was then studied follow-
7e ing thermal treatment at various temperatures ranging

10*°- from 150 to 270'C,, for times between 20 mm and 104 h
o (the terminology "annealing" refers to heating of the
C amorphous- CVD a-Si at 500'C for 1 h and "thermal treatment" to the
- 1 (presen' wofrkl 1 eV subsequent heating used to induce the Cu diffusion).

The Cu concentration profiles were measured using 4
1 12i rMeV 

4He 2 + backscattering with a scattering angle of
01250. Fig. 9 shows Cu RBS spectra of the unannealed

and annealed samples, before and after thermal treat
10'3I- \ ment for 4 h at 2210 C. As can be seen, the as-implanted

I Or-,implanted-amorphous- Cu profile peaks at - 100 nm below the surface. The
(Poate et al) peak Cu concentration amounts to 0.7 at.%. After ther-

10$ 142eV\ mal treatment on the unannealed sample, significant

05 10 15 Erergy ve\' '
10 '27 2 29 3 3 32

Fig 7 Diffusion coefficients vs temperature for Au implanted 4 -2

a-Si and ton-implanted a-Si For comparison the diffusion ucrneciec c-S
coefficients in dislocation.free single-crystal Si and dislocated

Si are shown. From Calcagno et al [361 3

•r, as mntartea

o difusec

Temperature (0C) \a] x . o

,'T-'r- T -' - -7 
-  
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E t Au A Pd CU
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2 as m picnate .
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010 -

1
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o c..fusedU

-ro J
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0 ... ."
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1/kT (eV- Fig 9 rpickscattering spectra of two types of Cu implanted

Fig. 8 Diffusion coefficients of implanted metallic impurities a-Si sonples bei're and after thermal treatment at 2210 C for 4
in a-Si. Diffusion was measured by RBS techniques in thick h (a,, unannealed a-Si, (b) double-layer of annealed and unan-

as-implanted a-Si. From Coffa et al. 1381. nealed a-Si From Polman et al [39].
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in-diffusion of Cu is observed (fig. 9a) with diffusion 0 8
distances in agreement with parameters previously mea-
sured [35]. [5

An entirely different diffusion behavior is observed
in the annealed sample (fig. 9b). A uniform Cu con-
centration is observed in an approximately 300 nin 0 6
thick surface layer, and a low-concentration Cu tail is 0 C

observed in the deeper-lying annealed layer. The inter- ' o
CI C

face between the two concentration regions coincides a 0

with the end of range of the Cu implant, which has .

returned the 300 nm thick surface region to the as-im- 0 0 4 a measured
planted, unannealed state. The diffused Cu concentra- -- - calcolated I

tion in the 300 nm surface laver in fig. 9b is higher than (D
in the corresponding region in fig. 9a. This indicates C-
that during diffusion, Cu is partially reflected at the 0
interface between annealed and unannealed a-Si. Such U 0 2 -

behavior is characteristic for solute partitioning at a
phiase boundary. The ratio between the Cu levels in the
two a-Si phases can then be interpreted as a partition
coefficient( k), and amounts to k = 9 ± 1 in this case A !A
diffusion experiment has also been performed in a 800 600 400 200 0
similar structure as in fig. 9b produced by half the Cu Depth (nm)
fluence, giving a value of k = 10 ± 2. The discontinuity Fig 10 Cu concentration as a function of depth in an unan-
in the Cu profile is quite abrupt. This abruptness can be nealed/annealed double-layer structure after thermal treat-
understood from the fact that at the end of range the ment at 170'C for 20.5 h (circles) The dotted line is the
damage (dpa) profile of the Cu implant is a rapidly as-implanted profile, the drawn line is a fit using numerical
decreasing function of depth. resulting in a sharp phase simulation of diffusion and solute pariitioning. From Polman
boundary between unannealed and annealed a-Si. The et al [391.
Cu tail in fig. 9b extends deeper than that in fig. 9a,
indicating that the diffusion coefficient in annealed a-Si
is higher than in unannealed a-Si. range studied, the diffusion rate in annealed a-Si is a

Additional studies were performed to determine dif- factor 2-5 higher than in unannealed a-Si. It should be
fus,on and partition coefficients over a wide tempera- pointed out that this behavior is opposite to that seen in

ture range Fig 10 shows a Cu concentration profile in the annealing of metallic glasses where the diffusivity
the annealed/unannealed layer structure after thermal decreases with annealing [40]. However, the defect an-
treatment at 170°C for 20.5 h. It also shows results of nealing process in a-Si would appear to be quite differ-

numerical calculations of the Cu profile taking into ent from that of , glass. The diffusion activation energy

account total reflection at the surface and partitioning (E) in annealed a-Si is not significantly different than
at the annealed/unannealed interface. The line repre- in unannealed a-Si (E = 1.39 ± 0.15 eV vs E = 1.25 ±
sents a best fit, obtained using k = 7 and a ratio of 2 0.04 eV, respectively).

between the diffusion coefficients in annealed and un- These Cu data show quite strikingly the role which
annealed a-Si. In additional experiments it was found defects can play in the a-Si structure. To first order, if it
that, within the error bars, the partition coefficient was is assumed that Cu concentrations are correlated with
not very sensitive to the diffusion time and temperature defect concentrations, the data would imply that the
in the temperature range between 150 and 2701C, an defect concentration in the annealed material is one

average of k = 8.2 ± 1.3 was obtained. Also, it was order of magnitude lower than that in the as-implanted,
found that the partition coefficient is smaller for sam- unannealed material. However, even in the annealed
pies in which the a-Si is annealed at a lower tempera- a-Si the Cu concentration is relatively high. The correla-
ture, i.e., more defects in the starting material. tion of Cu concentration or solubility with defect con-

Fig 11 summari7es the measured Cu diffusion, coef- centration is plausible and leads to an interestmg ob-
ficients in annealed a-Si in the temperature range 150- servation. The flat-topped Cu profile would indicate

270*C in an Arrhenius fashion. The data from our that the defects introduced by the Cu inmplantation are
earlier study on diffusion in unannealed a-Si are also saturating over a distance of some 300 nm from the

shown [35]. These data are in agreement with coeffi- surface. Moreover, these defects influence the diffusion
cients found for the unannealed layer in the simulations rate (fig. 11). Assuming that Cu is an interstitial diffuser
described above. As can be seen, in the temperature in a-Si and is trapped at defect sites, then the diffusion
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Recent progress in depositing epitaxial metal films by an ionized
cluster beam *

Isao Yamada
Ion Beam Engineering Experimental Laboratoy. Kyoto Unversity, Sakyo, Kyoto 606, Japan

Epitaxial Al films have been deposited by ICB equipment on room temperature Si substrates. The equipment avadilable for
forming Al epitaxial and single crystal films has been discussed Epitaxial Al films can also be deposited on various semiconductor
and insulator substrates such as Ge, GaAs, CaF2 and sapphire at room temperature. Application of epitaxial Al film to VLSI has
beet' proposed Deposited Al films are thermally and electrically stable. The prospect of VLSI application of epitaxial Al films is
shown

I., Introduction A remarkable feature concerning these results ts that the
interface between St and Al is very sharp and has no

Future semiconductor devices will require a process transition layer. The film surface is very smooth. The
technology capable of providing high quality semicon- atomic resolution cross-sectional micrograph indicated
ductor, dielectrics and metals. Silicon growth has al- that the Al layer,, having its inherent lattice constant,
ready been established and near-perfect crystals can be grows directly on the Si substrate surface without dis-
provided Combined with ion implantation technology, tortion of the atomic arrangement at the interface [5].
the semiconductor substrate could be well ta:lored to These films have high thermal stability [6], are resistant
achieve superior device and circuit performance [1]. Ion to electromigration, and provide good step coverage [7].
implantation technology has been successfully applied The metalhzation is one of the most important factors
to the semiconductor material processing. On the other in VLSI technology, which determines the device per-
hand, little attention has been paid to metl film deposi- formance and gives the limiting factor of the device
tion processes by which the crystalline state of the density. The ICB deposition technique for epitaxial film
depositing films on the semiconductor or diei,..,ric sub- formation could be valuable to extend device density of
strate can be controlled. VLSI

Metal films play important roles in the performance Several reports on the epitaxial growth of Al films
of a VLSI circuit [2]. Gate, contact and via fill metalli- have recently been published. By electron beam
zation applications bring various requirements on film evaporation in a UHV chamber, epitaxial growth of Al
quality and the deposition methods. These films can be on Si(lll), (100) and (110) substrates at 300'C deposi-
deposited using various deposition techniques such as tions have been observed [8]. High oriented Al films
physical, or chemical vapor deposition. Among those were observed on Si(511), (411) and (311) substrates.
deposition techniques, the ICB deposition technique, The film surface on Si(lll) has a highly reflective
which is one of the low energy ion assisted deposition appearance, even though many sharp protrusions ex-
techniques, was found to provide a better control of the isted on the surface In other Si substrate cases of (100),
crystalline state of the deposited metal films. The basic (110), (511), (411) and (311), Al surfaces showed a
mechanism of cluster formation is described elsewhere rough and milky appearance, and many islands with a
[3]. It is suggested that typical clusters may be quite different morphology could be observed. The paper also
large, containing 500-1000 loosely bound atoms. Pow- reports that Si diffusion into growing Al film from the
ever the size and size distribution of metals have not interface was studied by SIMS analysis A CVD method
bccn studied in this paper. names as gas-temperature-controlled CVD has been

In 1984. we have demonstrated that epitaxial Al proposed [9]. Tri-isobutyle aluminum (TIBA) is heated
films could be grown by ICB on room temperature Si to 230'C and introduced into the reaction chamber
substrates in spite of the large lattice misfit of 25% [4]. with Ar. The deposition was made on 4000C Si sub-

strates. Epitaxial relations obtained on different sub-
astrate orientations are as follows; AI(100)/Si(100),

• Invited paper. AI(100)/Si(Ill), AI(111)/Si(111) and AI(I10)/Si(511).

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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Al epitaxial deposition was also reported by the bias- with a substrate holder, a substrate heater, a beari
sputtring method [10]. In this case, epitaxial relations shutter, substrate temperature thermocouples, and a

of AI(lll)/Si(11l) and AI(111)/Si(100) have been re- film thickness monitor. Options include a substrate
ported. rotator, a vacuum load lock umt, and a reactive gas

This paper is a survey of the results of epitaxial controller. The pumping package can be based on a
deposition of metal films on room temperature sub- sorption pump, a turbo pump. a cryo pump and an ion
strates by ICB techniques. The survey includes develop- sputter pump.
ment of ICB equipment, study of the film formation Among active developments of ICB equipment in
processes and the consequent film charactenstics. A Japan, an important project is being undertaken. This is

prospect of epitaxial metal films for VLSI applications a large scale research of AMMTRA (Advanced

is also discussed. Material-Processing and Machining Technology Re-
search Association) which is built under the Agency
Technology of the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI). The project includes the development

2. Equipment development of an ICB apparatus system with a high deposition rate
and a large s,,bstrate size deposition. The goal of the

Several ICB systems are commercially available. Fig. deposition rate is I lim/min for the Al deposition.
I shows a typical UHV type ICB system. The chamber Special effort has been made in order to create an
is fitted with three or four ICB sources depending on extremely uniform ion beam density distnbution at the

the film composites. The systems are generally equipped substrate surface by using conical multi-nozLles.
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Fig. I. Schematic layout of the UHV type ICB equipment
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3. Film formation characteristics 30,.

Two important effects of ion bombardment on the ? 25-- - - - -

film formation processes at the initial stage of the . --

deposition have been experimentally observed [11]. , / /
These are the enhancement of nucleation site formation Z20 /
and the adatom migration. A small amount of silver was
deposited on amorphous carbon films and was observed 1 5 / /\
by TEM. The ion bombardment increases the density of 9 - --

the nucleation sites. TEM images of the deposits showed V - -- "
'-10 /small islands dispersed uniformly over the substrate. f-o-kV THERMAL x- V

IL"' oOV"T RML -OV -LOW
0a- 3kV V-3kV TEMPERATURE

The maximum island concentration tends to occur at a o- 6Ev OXIDE 0-6kv JOXIDE
sm aller inciden t quantity at higher acceleration volt- 5 0 10I 20 . I 100

50 100 200 300 400
ages. r-g. 2 shows the island concentration as a function SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE(*C)
of incident quantity of silver for different deposition Fig. 3 Surface diffusion distance of Al on two kinds of SiO,
conditions. These results suggest that the ion bombard- substrate as a function of ion acceleration voltage and surface
ment can influence the formation of uniform nucleation temperatures
sites and the enhancement of the coalescence process

The migration of Al atoms on S[12] and on SiO 2[13]
surfaces has been studied. Al was deposited on Si(111) Metal film on semiconductor or insulator substrates
substrates through a stainless steel mask slit. 50 am grows usually three-dimensionally (Volmer-Weber
witde and 100 m long at the substrate temperature growth type) by conventional vacuum deposition. In the
range of RT-400'C. The size and the shape of islands case of ICB, AES and SEM studies have shown that
are different at different distance from the mask edge there is a transition from three-dimensional growth to
Diffusion distances as large as 13 to 17 am were ob- two-dimensional growth at high acceleration voltages
tamed even at the substrate temperature of 500 C. Fig 3 [14]. Due to the difference in escape depth of these
shows the result of the diffusion distance measurement Auger electrons, measurement of the signal ratio can
on SiO, substrates It is seen that the diffusion distance tell whether the growth morphology is three-dimen-
of Al increases as the acceleration voltage increases at sional or two-dimensional at the initial stage of the
lo substrate 'emperatures. This tendency continued to deposition Fig. 4 shows the ratio of peak-to-peak inten-
200 C,. but the order was reversed at 400'C. The sities of the Auger signals corresponding to AIKLt (1396
mieasurement on a Si substrate indicated a similar tend- eV) and Al L\ (68 eV) transitions as a function of
ency. It is likel,, that this reversal was caused by an
increased re-evaporation rate at the high acceleration
voltage and temperature 025 A /Si (I 1)
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b
Fig 5 (a) TEM micrograph of an eptaxial grown Al film on a Si subtrate The micrograph shows that the single crystal Al (fcc) film
is grown on Si(lll) substrate at room temperature (b) Model of the atomic arrangement of AI(11) on Si(1 11), showing that the fcc

structure of Al cannot match to the diamond structure of Si

deposition time for Al films grown on room tempera- interface of Si substrate and the grown film The micro-
ture Si substrates at different acceleration voltages The graph shows the realization of the epitaxial growth of
figure sho\s that the growth process approaches to the an Al film on a Si substrate. The number of lattice
layer-by-layer growth (Frank-van der Merwe growth defects at the interface seems to be very small- because
type) by increasing the acceleration voltage appreciable change of the Schottky barrier height as a

Above-mentioned ion bombardment effects could be function of the annealing temperature up to 5500C
effective for the epitaxial growth of metal films on could not be seen [15]. A model of atomic arrangement
semiconductor substrates in spite of the large lattice of AI(111) on Si(111) is also shown in the figure. The
misfit of 25% [4]. Fig 5 shows a TEM micrograph at the model shows that the fcc structure of Al cannot match

Table 1
Latti e constant (a), crstal structure, and lattice misfit (8), for Al films (fcce a = 4.049 A) on various substrates The type of
matching to accommodate the lattice misfit, and the resulting latime misfit (.A) for this matcii are also indicated for the specific
substrate plane

Substrate a [A] Structure 8 with Al [ l Plane Matching A [%I

Si 5.428 diamond -254 (111) 3 4 match -0.5
t100) dAiOOI) to dsioi 1) 5i

CaF, 5.463 flourite -259 (111), 3.4 match -12
'(100)

Ge 5.658 diamond -284 (111) 5.7 match 02
(100) d.(,j(i), to d(,,()1 ) 1 2

GaAs 5 653 zincblende -284 (100) dAIiiiis) to d 1,Aiii 1 3
Sapphire 4759 hexagonal - 149 (00!) Al to Al match 4 0
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to the diamond s,ructure of Si. Epitaxal deposition of lems associated with the electromigration lifetime, the
Al films on Si(100) has also been made. The film contact stability, the corrosion resistance, and the multi-
consists of the bicrystal, AI(110) and AI(110)R which is level capability have arisen according to the reduction
rotated 900 to AI(110). A great number of detailed of the device size.
studies have been made to analyze the crystalline struc- The use of single crystal or epitaxial aluminum films
ture and the interface by in situ electron diffraction [4], has been proposed in order to break the integration
RBS [15], normal TEM [16], and atomic resolution threshold of VLSI circuits. Fig. 6 shows the comparison
TEM [5]. A remarkable feature concerning these results between characteristic features of epitaxial single crystal
is that the interface between Si and Al is very sharp and film and polycrystal films. The illustration shows that
has no transition layer. The atomic resolution cross-sec- the epitaxial film could be stable to the heat cycle and
tional nmcrograph indicated that the Al layer having its the corrosion which might occur by the residuals of
inherent lattice constant grows directly on the Si sub- some chemical after etching through the grain boundary
strate surface without distortion of the atomic arrange- Problems related to the electromigration and stress
ment at the interface. No damage caused by ICB migration could be elimnnated because those problems
bombardment is seen at the interface. Epitaxial Al films are related to the characteristics of the grain boundary.
can also be grown on CaF2, Ge, GaAs and sapphire Several unique characteristics of single or epitaxial cycle
substrates [6]. Table 1 summarizes these results. In any Al films are summarized [6].
case, the explicit lattice misfit is extremely large for Interdffuston - It is commonly recognized that in the
simple epitaxy. Our study has shown, however, that integrated circuits structure, the diffusion of Si in pure
epitaxial metal films can be grown even for these com- Al films is enhanced by the polycrystalline nature and
binations by forming atomic coincidences either by a imperfections of the Al film. For an annealing time of
superlattice or by a suitable crystal plane. In some 30 mm and temperatures of 5500 C, the diffusion length
cases, complicated island growth whose crystal oriento for Si in thin Al film is reported to be 83 ltm (D = 3 5
tion is quite different from that of the final film is X 10-8 cm2

/s) [17]. The Si solubility at 500*C is about
found. 0.9%. The Auger analyzer could have a detection limit

of 0.1% of Al in Si. However, in both epitaxial Al films

4. Prospective applications of epitaxial metal films to deposited on Si(ll) and Si(100) substrates, detectable

VLSI amounts of St could not be seen after the annealing at
500'C. Though the Al film on Si(100) is an epitaxial

The progress of VLSI has been achieved by a reduc- film with two microcrystals, the results were similar
tion in lithographic dimensions coupled with a corre- with that of single-crystal Al on the Si(lll) substrate.
sponding decrease in vertical dimensions. The ion im- Morphology - Changes in th, morphology of the surface
plantation technology is contributing to further achiev- and the interface after annealing at 5500C for 30 min
ing the shallow junction. This development has placed were examined by SEM. No annealing hillocks or val-
severe demands upon semiconductor metallization leys can be seen on the surface of the epitaxial Al film.
Aluminum metallization has been widely used for con- At the interface of the sample prepared by conventional
tact electrodes and interconnects However, many prob- vacuum deposition, there are many deep pits and undu-

SINGLE CRYSTAL ALUMINUM POLYCRYSTAL ALUMINUM

SUBSTRATE SUBSTRATE

Fig. 6 Illustration of (left) an epitaxial single crystalline Al film on Si sub.trite and (right) polycrystal films on Si substrate
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lations caused by so-called alloy penetration, while no fundamental phenomena underlying the ICB technique.
irregularity can be seen at the interface of the ICB Our effort will be continued to make the technology
deposited sample. clear.
Contact - In conventional metallization techniques, re-
crystallization of Si that has been dissolved in Al causes
such problems as an increase in contact resistance on
n-Si and an increase of the barrier height of Al/n-Si References
junctions. Schottky contact characteristics were studied
for the epitaxial Al films. Al/n-Si (0.7 fl cm) junctions [11 Y. Akasaka, Nucl Instr. and Meth B37/38 (1989) 9
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AI(IlI) film on Si(111) has been tested. A 400 nm thick 181 K. Aizawa. H Okabayashi and A Tanikawa, Symposium
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BF2+ implantation in predamaged Si with Ge+ or Si+ at doses lower
than amorphization

Masataka Kase, Mami Kimura, Yoshio Kikuchi, Haruhisa Mori and Tsutomu Ogawa
Electronics Devices Group, Fujitsu Limuted, 1015 Kamikodanaka, Nakahara, Kawasaki 211, Japan

The B diffusion dependence on the preimplantation energy and dose of Ge' or Si' was studied Boron-enhanced diffusion is
reduced by moderate lattice disorder below amorphization The residual damage was examined by cross-sectional transmission
electron microscopy, which indicated that amorphization causes the formation of extended defects A gate-controlled diode was
designed and fabncated for the evaluation of preimplanted layer The dependence of the leakage current on the preimplantation dose
indicates that no serious defects are caused by Ge + implantation at 40 keV and 5 X 1013 cm- 2 or Si at 40 keV and 2 X 1014 cm- 2

1., Introduction defects using a cross-sectional transmission electron mi-
croscope (XTEM) and gate-controlled diodes with

Ultralarge-scale integration (ULSI) fabrication lightly doped layers [7].
processes require p'n junctions shallower than 100 nm
with good uniformity and repeatability. Ion tmplanta-
tion has been used in fabricating doped layers due to its 2. Experiments
controllability, but implanted B has a longer projected
range and a higher diffusivity than As or Sb. Even if Czochralski-grown (100)-oriented n-type silicon
BF implantation is used, it is impossible to make p'n wafers with a resistivity of 10 f2 cm were implanted with
junctions shallower than 100 nm because of the chan- Ge' or Si'. Implantation was done with a current
neling tail. A preamorphization technique involving the density below a few .A/cm2 to avoid beam heating
amorphization by Si or Ge implantation prior to B+  annealing. Then BF was implanted at 10 keV with
or BF' implantation [1,2] has been quite successful in 3 x 1013 cm - 2 and the samples were annealed in nitro-
eliminating the channeling tail [3-5]. gen at 8000C for 30 mm. We studied the B profiles

There are two problems with this technique. One is with a secondary ion mass spectroscope (SIMS), the
an anomalously rapid diffusion of boron in the initial lattice disorder with a grazing exit Rutherford back-
stage of rapid thermal processes [3] and low-tempera- scattenng spectroscope (RBS) and the residual damages
ture processes [4]. This problem originates from the with an XTEM
presence of abundant self-interstitials and vacancies Gate-controlled diodes were fabricated on a
generated by preamorphization and annealing. The other Czochralski-grown (100)-oriented n-type silicon wafer
problem concerns with the formation of defects induced with a resistivity of 1 02 cm. The round diode was ringed
by preamorphization. These cannot be removed by by n-poly silicon gate having 1200 [Lm inner diameter.
high-temperature annealing [5] Many researchers have Ge ' or Si ' was implanted at 40 keV with several doses
investigated the influence of the amorphization on the through a thermally-grown 10 nm screening oxide. For
impurity diffusion and on the residual damage. the p+ layer, Bt was implanted at 10 keV with 3 x 10i"

The conditions of preimplantation, prior to donor or cm- 2. The samples were aniealed at 800'C for 10 min
acceptor ion implantation, must be optimized to in nitrogen. Contact areas were opened and the
eliminate both the channeling tail and the previously alumimum electrodes were fabricated. The leakage cur-
mentioned phenomena. We reported [6] that the doses rent was measured with an HP4145A semiconductor
for eliminating the channeling tail are 25% of the doses parameter analyzer.
for full amorphization. RBS analysis indicates that the When the Si surface under the gate is accumulated
layers preimplanted with the optimum dose contain by the controlled gate bias, the leakage current is mainly
60% of silicon on irregular sites, due to the b-ulk generation current corresponding to the

In this paper, we describe the B diffusion at various amount of the generation-recombination (G-R) centersp preimplantation conditions including moderate lattice in the depletion region [7]. We can evaluate the damage
disorder below amorpnization. We evaluate the residual induced by preimplantation quantitatively because the

0168-583X/91/$03 50 ID 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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M Kase et al / BF,' implantation in predainaged Si 551I depletion layer extends into the preimplanted layer due Table I
to the low B concentration. Dependence of the concentration of irregular site silicon atoms,

xn,. (%), on Si preimplantation dose
Si + dose [cm- 2] X .. [%l

3. Results and discussions S ' 20- 25
2.3 X 1014 20- 25

30x10 4  30- 40
3.1. Boron diffusion dependence on the preimplantation 3.3 1014 30- 50
energy 40 X 1014 40-100

Fig. I shows the B profile dependence on preimplan-
tation energy. BF was implanted at 10 keV with a
dose of 3 X 1 0 il cm- 2, with Ge4 preimplantation at 40 crease with the dose as indicated by the X values shown
or 130 keV with a dose of 2 X 1 0 14 cm- 2. The solid line in table 1. Fig. 2 shows the 800'C 30 nun annealed B
is the as-implanted B profile in either 40 or 130 keV profiles dependent on the preimplantation dose As-im-
Ge4 preimplants to prevent the channeling tail The planted B profiles have the same profile (the solid line).
dashed lines are B profiles after annealing at 8000 C for In the 2.3 X 1014 cm- 2 preimplanted sample line 1), B
30 mm. Transient enhanced diffusion is observed in the diffusion is very fast. When the preimplantation dose
40 keV preimplanted sample (short dashed line), increases slightly, that is, the Si lattice 'is disordered
originating from self-interstitial diffusion. In the 130 moderately, the mobility of B decreases (lines 2 and 3)
keV preimplanted sample, the B diffusion is retaided in If the fraction of irregular site silicon atoms increases to
the vacancy-rich region caused by the amorphous/crys- near 100%, thie B diffusion is retarded similar to the
talline (A/C) interface defects [3]. behavior in the presence of an amorphous layer (line 4)

131.
3 2 Boron diffusion dependence on the preimplantation The rapid diffusion of B was induced by the preii-
dose plantation with a lower dose than amorphization. In

amorphized samples, a vacancy-rich region is generated
We studied the boron piofile dependence on the at the original amorphous region, and an interstitial-rich

preinplantation dose, focusing on the transition region region is formed below the original A/C interface
from th- .'rystalline to the amorphous. BF 4+ was im- When the B extends to the interstitial-rich region, the
planted at 10 keV with a dose of 3 X 1013 cm-2 in diffusion is very fast [3]. In samples preimplanted with a
wafers preimplanted with Si at 40 keV and at doses of lower dose than amorphization, an interstitial-rich re-
2 3 X 1014, 3.0 x 1014, 3.3 X 1014, or 4.0 X 1014 cm-2 .  gion is generated in the preimplanted region, similar to
Si 4 preimplantation with a dose of 4 X 1014 cm - 2 was the region below the A/C interface in the amorphized
found to prevent the chr-'ehng tail [6]. The RBS sample. This mechanism has not yet been experimen-
ana t ysis shows that the Si * preimplanted layers contain tally verified.
displaced lattice site silicon atoms whose amounts in-

1020. - _ _ _ _ _ , Si ' 40 keV preimplonted

Ge' 2x 014 CrK2 10emplnle ,~ AS-mplinied SF2+ 10 keV 3xl0'3 ,ni2IJ 1/

0e3x10
3 cm,2  

I \ 800*C 30 min
E b . / CF~1 eV i s ine 0 * 30 mi 2. 1-8

' \ ,40i eV, 1304v7 ® ..... ,
O 01 1 3 0 -11

Afie, an-eoing 1

10 ' 1K~ -,c 016,

I30keV N110, , 6 1 i0 o I I I

0 50 100 150 200 250 0 100 200 300 400

Depth (rim) Depth (nm)

Fig. 1. SIMS boron profiles of samples implanted with 3 x 101 Fig. 2. SIMS boron profiles of samples implanted with 3 X lO"
cm - 2 BF2+ at 10 keV in Ge+ preamorphized silicon before cm- 2 BF2

4 at 10 keV in Si preimplanted silicon before and
and after annealing at 800 C for 30 m. n after annealing at 800 C for 30 mm.
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3 3 XTEM analysis of the residual defects defect at P depth of 60 nm originates from the encoun-
ter of the upward solid phase epitaxy (SPE), and down-

Fig. 3 shows XTEM micrographs of the gate edge ward SPE from the surf.,-e crystalline islands. The gate
implanted with Ge+ at 130 kcV and at a dose of edge one originates from the encounter of upward and
2 x 1014 cm-2 . Fig. 3a shows that crystalline regions lateral SPE. To prevent the defect at a depth of 60 nm,
remain at the surface while a 80-nm-thick amorphous high-dose or multiple implantation might completely
layer is formed. After annealing at 800' C for 30 rin, eliminate surface crystalline islands. However, gate edge
defects like grain boundaries are observed at a depth of defects like grain boundaries cannot be eliminated [5].
60 nm and below the gate edge, The grain-boundary-like Fig. 4 shows an XTEM micrograph of the Ge' im-

a

Gate

50 nm

b ~Gate

L1 00>

' 50 nm

Fig 3. Cross-sectional TEM micrographs of a gate edge amorphized by Ge' at 130 keV with 2 x 1014 cm 2 before (a) and after (b)
annealing at 800 *C for 30 mim.
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Gate

50 nm

Fig 4 Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of a gate edge amorphized by Ge' at 40 keV with 5 X 1013 cm-2 after annealing at 600 C
for 30 nun

planted sample at 40 keV and at a dose of 5 X 1013 sion, the moderate disordered layer is the key. The Ge'
cm -2 and antealed at 600'C for 30 mm. This shows preamorphization (2 x 1014 cm- 2) cannot be used for
that neither grain-boundary-like defect nor any serious low-temperature annealing due to the leakage current.
defect remains because amorphization does not occur.

3.4. Analysis of residual defects using a gate-controlled
diode I n

VR -1 V V-I V
We studied the characteristics of gate-controlled di-

odes with various preimplantation conditions. The sam- T

pies were preimplanted with Ge' at 40 keV and doses lo -.
ranging from 5 x 1013 to 8 x 1014 cm 2 or with Si+ at O
40 keV and doses ranging from 2 x 1014 to 2 x 1015 - e 40 keV
cm- 2, Leakage current was measured at a fixed gate U 8001C 10 mm
bias (1 V) to accumulate charges in the silicon surface ,
under the gate, to show dependence on the preimplanta- I Op
tion dose (fig. 5). The leakage current depends strongly .

on the preimplantation doses of both Ge and Si'
preimplantations. The leakage currents of samples im-
planted with Ge at 5 X 1013 cm - 2 or with Si at
2x 1014 cm- 2 are the same as those of not preim- I p
planted samples. This shows that defects are annealed no 1014 I0 I

out in the lower dose preimplantation. Preimplantations Preimplaontaton dose (crr 2 )

with these doses eliminate both the residual defects and Fg. 5 The leakage current of gate-controlled diodes as a

the channeling tail, but to prevent the enhanced diffu- function of preimplantation dose.
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Formation of thin silicon films using low energy oxygen
ion implantation
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SIMOX (separation by implanted oxygen) is an established technique to produce device worthy silicon-on-insulator structures
Current interest in thin film fully depleted CMOS devices in SIMOX material has placed emphasis on producing silicon overlayers of
100 nm thickness or less Thin film SIMOX substrates have been prepared using halogen lamps. to preheat and provide background
heating during oxygen ion implantation in the relatively low energy range 50-140 keV The resulting structures have been studied by
RBS. cross-sectional TEM and SIMS. This paper rLports on the crystalline quality of the silicon overlayers and discusses the viability
of low energy oxygen implantation to produce thin film SIMOX structures suitable for VLSI device fabrication

I. Introduction 2. Experimental details

D vice-worthy silicon on insulator structures formed Square areas of 6.25 cm2 in the centre of bulk silicon

on SIMOX material, are usually implanted with 200 (100) wafers were implanted with molecular oxygen ions

keV oxygen tons in silicon and a typical implantation (O) in the energy range 50 to 140 keV at a tempera-

dose is 1 8 x 1018 0/cm [1]. This clean, reproducible, ture of 680 ± 100 C. Implantation temperatures were

implantation process results in 300 nm of silicon over-
laying an oxide layer of 400 nm [2]. For fully depleted movement
devices, silicon overlayers of 100 nm thickness are re- up or micrometercan be achieved bydown imvmn
quired [3]. Thinner silicon overlayers can be achieved by only movement
thermal oxidation and chemical etching of thick silicon

layers. An alternative method is to implant lower energy Dummy
oxygen ions into the silicon and thereby reducing the sample<
projected range of the ions, hence, the synthesis of the
buried oxide occurs closer to the surface. Once the
oxide is formed, its thickness increases at the expense of
the silicon overlayer [4]. Therefore, a thinner silicon
overlaver can be achieved by controlling the ion energy silicon -OUT

defining lined with wafer
and the implantation dose. aperture silicon

Experiments to evaluate the quality of thin film +
SIMOX substrates prepared by 0' implantation in the I halogen lamps
energy range 50 to 140 keV are being carried out using a -water cooted
hcatcd halogen lamp sample holder, which enables an bio cooled
implantation temperature of 680± 10*C to be main- ock

tained. As a consequence, the implantation beam cur- -
rent and power loading of the wafer are now less critical - IN
parameters in the production of the substrate. The aim ICOI DaSM" Iior 1
of this paper is to report on the thickness of the layers [4 , "4 .' I ;
formed and the crystalline quality of the thin silicon ..
overlayers produced using this ,nethod. Fig 1. Scheidtic off the halogen lamp heated sample holder.
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maintained by halogen lamps fitted behind the wafer in 2000 - AS-IMPLANTED Non aligned

the sample holder. The schematic in fig. 1 shows the . .Aiegne nlo'

sample holder, and the implantation conditions of the , Aligned07x10

nine wafers produced are shown in table 1. Wafers 1 to 10.0,lst igned3x0'a

5 were implanted with 70 kiV oxygen ions and wafers t), , , Ah

7, 8 and 9 were implanted with 140, 90, 50 and 200 keV A lo 'l \

oxygen ions respectively. i a d'0 B
Three different doses of 0+ have been implanted

into different areas on each wafer by linear movement 50o 70keV

of the wafer during the implantation process. Subse- ,
quently, wafers 2-4 were capped with a deposited - 500
nm oxide layer and annealed at 1405'C for 30 mm [5]. 0 1 1

210 235 260 285 310

2000 Channel Number

Aligned spectra
Non-aligned spectra

0 7x10 15o

30o0 AS-IMPLANTED, "A

1000

2250 ' B

1500 50keV 5oo 140KeV~, "

750 t b

a 210 235 260 285 310
30 Channel Number

Fig 3 Aligned "as-implanted" RBS spectra from wafers 5 and

2250 6 implanted with doses of 0 3, 0.7 and l x 1010 ,/cm
2 to-

-o gether with a non-aligned spectrum from a sample implanted
1500,- 70k,. with I x 1018 0*/cm2.

750 - Wafers 6-8 were cleaved into small samples before

0 jb capping and were annealed in a tube furnace at 1320 C
3 -00 for two hours. Rise and fall ramp rates were 10 oC/mm

from and to room temperature, with an anneal ambient

2250 - of flowing nitrogen, RBS analysis of the capping oxide

*' layer performed before and after the anneal showed the
1500 - 14OkeV oxide to be clean and intact.

The resulting structures have been studied by

750 Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and channelling tech-
niques using a 1.5 MeV 4He' beam with a backscatter-

0 - C ing angle of 160 ° . Samples were also analysed by
3000 XTEM and SIMS. Non-destructive spectroscopic el-

hpsometry has been used to calculate the thickness of
2250 - the silicon overlayers and the buried oxide layers for

selected samples. RBS, SIMS and XTEM analysis, to-
1500- 200keV gether, give information on the crystalline quality,

oxygen concentration and oxygen depth distribution.
750 -

0d 2 3. Results
10o o 3o

Channel Number

Fig. 2. "As-implanted" RBS spectra for wafers 8, 5, 6 and 9 Fig. 2a-d shows normalised RBS non-aligned and

implanted with O at energies of 50, 70, 140 and 200 keV, aligned spectra from four "as-implanted" wafers im-
respectively, planted with a dose of 0.7 X 1018 O+/cm2 at energies of

i,
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Table I overlayer is maintained during the implantation pro-
Implantation, anneal conditions and analysis techniques cess. However, as the energy is lowered, the oxygen

Wafer Dose Energy Anneal Analysis profile shifts towards the surface leading to a reduction

num- [1 x 1018 [keV] conditions techniques of the crystalline quality of the silicon overlay.
ber O+/cm2] The aligned, as-implanted, spectra for 0.3 (B), 0.7

1 1 70 - RBS XTEM (C) and I × 101" 0/cm 2 (D) doses implanted with

2 03,0.7. 1 70 1405 0 C, 30 mm RBS, XTEM energies of 70 and 140 keV are shown in fig. 3a and b.

3 0 3. 0 7, 1 70 1405 * C, 30 min ellipsometry respectively, together with a corresponding non-aligned
4 0.3,07,1 70 1405* C. 30 mm XTEM spectra (A) from the highest dose. With increasing dose
5 0.3.0.7, 1 70 - RBS, XTEM for the 70 keV energy implants there is a degradation in
6 0.3,0.7, 1 140 (a) 1320 *C, 2 h RBS, SIMS the crystalline quality of the silicon overlay which is

(b) as-implanted seen from the increasing Xm, values of 16%, 50% and
7 03,07.1 90 (a) 1320* C. 2h RBS. SIMS 82% for D, C and B, respectively. In fig. 3b the spectra

(b) as-implanted from wafer 6 implanted with the same doses but at the
8 0.2,0.5,07 50 (a) 1320'C, 2h RBS, SIMS higher energy of 140 keV, show little change in the

( a.3.s07.1 200 -RBS crystalline quality of the surface with Xmn for B, C and
9__C.3._0_7._1_200_______ D having values of 8, 5.5 and 4.3%, respectively.

Fig. 4 shows a cross sec!;onal TEM micrograph from
an unannealed sample prepared from wafer I after

50. 70, 140 and 200 keV, respectively. The spectra implantation of 70 keV to a dose of 1 × 1018 0+/cm2 .
indicate that the buried oxide is located closer to the The "as-implanted" microstructure is superior to that
surface if lower energies are used. Fig. 2d also shows a found in samples prepared previously using only beam
Xm., value of 4.6% indicating that a good quality silicon heating during the implantation [6]. The laminar struc-

Surface

I overlayer

Buried oxide

Substrate

Fig. 4. Cross-sectional XTEM nucrograph showing the as-implanted structure prepared from wafer 1, which was implanted with a
dcse of I x 1018 O+/cm2 and energy of 70 keV
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Aligned spectra the results are summarised in table 2. Also tabulated is
No -h9 dsp8r the thickness of the layers as predicted by IRIS [8], a

0 7x10 computer program which simulates high dose oxygen

3Poo ANNEALED profiles before and after high temperature annealing,
plus additional thickness data from XTEM and spectro-

2400- scopic ellipsometry analyses.
Comparison of the non-aligned, experimental spec-

6oo 50keV tra, with simulated RBS spectra (not shown) indicates
S., \ 1320'C that for the sample implanted with a dose of I > 10;8

00 -,, , O/cm2 and energy of 70 keV a layer of stoichiometric

0 sin 2 is formed. In this sample, the buried oxide has
a formed abrupt interfaces and there is no evidence of

3200 aoxide precipitates in the silicon overlayer. The abrupt
interfaces have also been confirmed by spectroscopic

2400 ellipsometry. However for doses of 0.3 and 0.7 X 101'
0 /cm 2 . the buried oxide contains excess silicon. For

1600 70keV wafer 8 (lowest implantation energy) the RBS simula-
" 1405'C tions indicate that the silicon overlayer still contains

800 " oxygen even after the high temperature anneal. It is
b assumed that these effects are due to crystalline silicon

0 b inclusions in the buned oxide and due to oxide precipi-
S32ates within the sihcon overlayer [9]

2400 Fig. 6a shows a XTEM micrograph for a sample
2400- ":from wafer 5 (0.7 X 1018 0I/cm2 ) which confirms that

1600- . 9OkeV after annealing, the excess silicon in the buried oxide is

1 320'C in the form of crystalline inclusions These inclusions

800 appear to be distributed throughout the oxide layer with
a greater proportion being located near the lower

c SiO 2/Si interface rather than the upper interface. The
threading dislocation density obtained from plan-view
TEM in this sample was found to be = 109/cm2 The

.4oo micrograph in fig. 6b is from a sample implanted with a
tol i, '"dose of I x 1018 0/'cm2 from wafer 4, which was also

1 j F' 14OkeV annealed at 14050 C. T'Ve silicon overlay is seen to be of
- 1320'C good crystalline quality containing some threading dis-

800 '- ,..- locations. The synthesised buried oxide has abrupt in-

terfaces and contains small crystalline silicon inclusions
d \ near the lower interface with many of these inclusions

100 IO 200 20 300 in contact with the substrate
Channel Number

Fig 5 Aligned and non-aligned RBS spectra from annealod
wafers 8. 5, 7 and 6 implanted with 0' at energies of 50, 70,

90 and 140 keV, respectively 4. Conclusions

(1) SIMOX material has successfully been produced
with low energy oxygen ions implanted at elevated
implantation temperature of 680 ± 100 C.

tures observed in the silicon overlay are z'ssumed to be (2) Device quality silicon ovet'ayers of various
due t Si 2 precipitates. No ordering in these structures thicknesses (less than 100 nm) have been produced with
is observed, unlike the ordered SiO 2 precipitates re- uniformly thick buried oxides. Fui any oxygen dose of
ported by van Ommen 17]. Defects on the silicon {311) 1 X 1018 O+/cm2 and energy of 70 keV, after annealing,
and 111) lattice planes are also evident near the the RBS results indicate that the buried oxide has
SiO,/substrate interface. abrupt planar interfaces and is of uniform thickness

Fig. 5 shows typical RBS non-aligned and aligned (240 nm). The silicon overlay was found to be 50 nm
spectra from the annealed samples from wafers 2, 6, 7 thick and of good silicon crystalline quality,, which has
and 8. The non-aligned spectra indicate the variation in been confirmed by XTEM analysis and spectroscopic
the silicon overlayer and buried oxide thicknesses and ellipsometry However, for lower doses. XTEM analysis
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Table 2
Thickness of the silicon overlay and the buned oxide determined using RBS. XTEM, spectroscopic ellipsometry and SIMS Also
predicted thicknesses from IRIS [5]

Energy Dose RBS thicknesses IRIS simulation Other
[keV] [1 X 101 accuracy + 17 nm [nml [nm]

O+/cm2 ] [nm]

Si SiO 2  Si SIO, Si SiO 2

50 0.7 45 150 50 140 60 '  170 ')

70 0.7 80 182 100 140 75 a 140')
90 07 145 160 160 140
140 07 386 160 260 140 270 c) 145
70 1 50 240 60 210 52 )200

494) 1954"
140 1 300 240 215 215

200 d, 1 8 300 400 230 385

J' XTEM. b Ellipsometry. "SIMS ±5% a, From ref [11

confirms the synthesised oxide contains many small, Thanks are extended to N. Hatzopoulos and V. Starkov
crystalline silicon inclusions, and also to the staff at the D R. Chick laboratory, R.

Watt, M. Chapman. M. Browton. J Mynard and A.

Cansell for their assistance during the implantation and
Acknowledgements RBS analysis. This work is in part funded by the UK,

Science and Engineering Research Council.

The authors thank R. Chater for performing the

1320 0 C anneals and G Celler for the 1405'C anneals.

~.Surface

Silicon overlay

a t Buried oxide"
with

silicon inclusions

- Substrate

0.1Mam !

.7x O ,xl00/cr

Fig. 6. Two cross-sectional XTEM micrographs, (a) an annealed sample from wafer 2 implanted at 70 keV with a dose of 0 7 x 101
O+/cm2. This nut.rograph shows a uniformly thick buried oxide layer containing silicon inclusions, and (b) a sample implanted at the
same energy and annealed under the same conditions but with a dose of I x 101s O /cm 2 . For the larger dose the density of silicon

Ninclusions in the buried oxide is much reduced
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Measurements and applications of high energy boron implants
in silicon
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Boron ions were implanted into high resistivity Si wafers at energies in the 15-50 MeV range and doses in the 1011-1016 cm - 2

ra~ige The distribution of the implanted ions was analyzed by spreading resistance profilometry and for the high fluences by
secondary ion mass spectrometry Some samples were implanted with the beam normal to the wafer surface to study the channeling
effect in a pure electronic stopping power regime of slowing down. The experimental measurements of the projected ranges and of the
stragglings are compared with calculations based on the usual LSS and Bethe-Bloch formulas for the stopping power. This classic
approach justifies quantitatively the distribution for the samples implanted in a random direction. The I-V ch.tracteristic of a diode
performed by multiple ene-gy boron implants of 15, 22 and 50 MeV is presented The obtained breal-down voltage, 5 X 103 V,
represents a possible application of the high energy implants

I.: Introduction by a low concentration surface front tail associated with
large-angle single scattering events [9,10).

In the last few years interest in MeV implants has We report an experimental investigation of the range
arisen because of the large field of technological appli- distribution for random and channeling high energy
cations. MeV implants are mainly used for the forma- boron implantation. The experimental analysis is made
tion of deep p-n junctions [1-3] without the traditional by spreading resistance profilometry (SRP) to de-
predep and drive-in process that requires thermal treat- termine the carrier distribution and for the first time by
ments at high temperatures and for long times. Using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) to obtain the
these high energies the near-surface region remains chemical boron profile.
practically free of damage and dopants. This is a very An application of the high energy boron implants is
important advantage in the formation of deep wells, also presented. Tnese implants were used to fabricate a
While for the 1-2 MeV implants a lot of measurements diode with a breakdown voltage near the limiting value
have been reported [4-6], for energies of tens of MeV characteristic of a parallel plane structure.
only a few studies on the ion distribution are reported
in the literature [7,8]. For energies in the 10-100 MeV
range a description of the concentration profile in terms
of several moment parameters is not reasonable, in 2. Experimental
contrast with the 1-2 MeV implant case. The ion distri-
bution is characterized by a narrow peak located at a (100) and (111) oriented silicon wafers were im-
depth determined by the electronic stopping power and planted with boron ions in the 15-50 MeV energy
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range. Doses used were in the range between 1011 and 3. Results: analysis of high energy boron distributions
1016 cm - 2. The n-type silicon substrates of - 103 a2 cm
were floating zone (FZ) grown and doped by neutron The distribution of 50 MeV B+ ions implanted in
transmutation to a phosphorus concentration of - 5 x silicon is peaked at a depth of about 86 lim [9,10].
1012 cm -3. The boron implants were performed with the Clearly a usual SIMS analysis cannot be performed and
high voltage tandem accelerator of the National it was done on beveled samples as shown in fig. 1. A
Laboratory of the South in Catania. Some samples were I 1A oxygen beam was rastered over an area of 150 X
implanted with the beam normal to the silicon surface 150 tim 2 on different points of the beveled sample. The
to study the channeling effect. To ensure a reasonable lapped surface of the implanted sample is mounted
uniformity of dopant the boron beam was defocused perpendicular to the secondary ions beam direction of
and the implanted area defined by a 2 x 4 mm2 rectan- detection. By means of micrometric screws driven by
gular window. The boron current was in the 10-100 nA stepping motors the rastered zone is centered in differ-
range. ent points of the concentration distribution and just a

The hole and ion profiles were deteimined by few nucrons in depth are analyzed. Moving the sample
spreading resistance and secondary ion mass spectrome- in different positions the whole concentration profile is
try, respectively. A thermal process at 950 *C for 1 h reconstructed. Only the secondary boron ions coming
was performed in an N2 ambient to ensure the electrical from the middle of the rastered area are detected and
activation in all samples without substantial diffusion. the depth resolution is determined from this area. The
This thermal process is necessary for the SRP measure- distribution around the peak, where the concentration
ments. This technique allows carrier measurements at changes three or four orders of magnitude in a few
concentrations as low as 1 0 13_ 1 0 14 cm- 3 typical of that microns, was measured with a depth resolution of about
in the front tail. 200 nm.

Using the same material a family of diodes was Carrier and boron atom profiles are shown in fig. 2
constructed. Every diode was multiply implanted with for a 50 MeV, 4 x 1 0 16 cm- 2 B implanted into a (100)
boron at energies of 22, 35 and 50 MeV using circular Si sample. The boron beam was normal to the target
masks of decreasing diameter; 7, 5 and 3 mm respec- surface. The two distributions obtained by these differ-
tively. In addition an area of 9 mm in diameter was ent techniques are quite similar. The SIMS distribution
implanted with a low energy B' process: 80 keV, dose is slightly narrower than the SRP one. Probably this is

3 x 1011 cm -2 . due to the computer code used for the conversion from
The implanted dose should be of low value so that the resistance data to the carner profile [12].

the doped regions can be easily depleted under the The boron concentration profile is characterized by a
reversely biased condition. In this case the electric field long near-surface tail caused by the rare elastic nuclear
can reach the maximum allowed value before the heavily scattering events a narrow peak due to the large num-
p-doped surface region be completely depleted. The ber of ions that slow down by electronic scattering and
maximum electric field before breakdown, which occurs an asymmetric concentration fall. This is probably due
by the avalanche impact ionization mechanism, is called to the channeling effect. In fact the projected range,
the critical electric field, Ec and it amounts to 15.4 Rp, corresponds to a depth where the boron ions stop
V tm- '. Details on the diode construction have been after slowing down by electronic losses and it is well
already reported [11] but in the first experiment no field predicted by the classical formulas valid for an
plate was used. amorphous material. Depths greater than R. corre-

B 
\ 

ions

YFig. 1. Geometry adopted for SIMS-depth profiling in beveled samples.
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Fig 2. Concentration profiles of a (100) Si sample implanted
with 50 MeV B, 4 X 1016/cm 2 normal to the sample surface. 2-

SRP (...) and SIMS (0) measurements.

spond to ions that have experienced a lower stopping 0 8

power during part of their trajectory,, as for channeled 0 82 8 86 88 90

ions. Because of the large B + beam divergence 'in our Depth( pm)

experiment a quantitative determination of the chan- Fig 3. SIMS profiles of 50 MeV Boron implanted in (100) (o)
neled ion distribution is not feasible at this moment. By and (111) (0) Si samples, with the boron beam impinging

the anal5 ,is of RMAX (depth where the B concentration normally to the sample surface A calculated profile is also
is reduced to 1% of the peak value) as a function of the shown
implant energy it is found that the channeled ions
experience in average an electronic stopping power 25%
lower than that of a random medium. directional effects are practically avoided The SIMS

For comparison a (111) Si sample, was also im- profile is shown with a linear scale in fig. 3 together
planted with 50 MeV, 1.7 x 10"i B+ cm - 2.This sample with the boron normalized distribution obtained for the
is cut 1-2' off axis and because the critical angle for (100) sample. The channeling effect appears evident In
channeling at the energy of 50 MeV is - 0.50 [13] the same figure, as a full line, the single scattering

contact 1 50

80 KeY" 8
VIZ// 71///////l//////////////J/////P/ 22 MeV

50 35 MeV

'Urn

-- 50 MeV

100 I I ,
0 1 2 3 4 5

mm

n-
4

500

Fig 4. Schematic cross section of the diode structure with the depth locationF of the boron implants. The horizontal and the vertical

dimensions are not to scale
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simulation convoluted with the electronic straggling [14] 5. Conclusions
is shown. The calculated profile is in good agreement
with the experimental one without directional effect. Very high energy boron implanted distributions have

been experimentally studied using two difierent tech-

4. High break n v e dniques: spreading resistance profilometry and secondary
BHigh breakdown voltage diode: an application of imleV ion mass spectrometry. Channeling effects must be con-
B implants sidered also at these energies where the slowing-down

The avalanche impact ionization process responsible processes are purely electronic to justify the concentra-
for diode breakdown is determined by the curvature of tion profile shape when the B beam is normal to the
the doped device regions. To increase the breakdown sample surface. In particular in this case a - 25%
voltage toward the limiting value of a parallel plane reduction in the electronic stopping power was evaluated
structure it is necessary to have a high curvature radius in comparison, with that experienced in an amorphous
extending laterally the depleted regions. This goal was medium.
obtained by using multiple high energy boron implants- Avoiding the channeling effect the distribution can
22, 35 and 50 MeV in regions of decreasing diameter to be quantitatively approximated by a theoretical distri-
have a structure designed like a "funnel". The diode bution based oii sngle scattering and LSS-Bethe-Bloch
design is presented in fig. 4. With this geometry each approximation for the electronic stopping power, while
p-type region works as a field plate for the other p-type the experimental straggling is well fitted by a pure
deeper regions and when the device is reversely biased electronic stragliig.
the depleted regions extend laterally more and more as As an application of these high energy implants a
the diode surface s approached, so the curvature radius family of diodes was constructed. Multiple MeV B
is considerably increased, implants were employed to obtain a "tunnel" design of

The E, value for our substrate doping is 15.4 V/ltm the structure to increase the effective curvature radius
The ideal breakdown voltage value for a plane structure of the doped regions. A breakdown voltage of - 5 x 103

p-n-n' uniformly doped and with a depth junction of V was obtained, this value is - 75% of the ideal calcu-
100 lim is 6500 V This value is critically determined lated breakdown voltage of a p-n-n + plane structure.
from the wafer thickness, 520 rim.

In fig. 5 the reverse current-voltage characteristic is
shown, the breakdown occurs at - 5 × 103 V. Solving References
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Ultra low energy (100-2000 eV) boron implantation into crystalline
and silicon-preamorphized silicon
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Very Icv energy ( <1 keV) B + ion implanta!ion has been carried out on both crystalline and silicon-preamorphized silicon The
amorphous layer depth was determined using Ruthc.ford backscattering analysis (RBS) The penetration depth and channelling tail
of B ions into silicon was studied as a function of ion energy (100-2000 eV) and low temperature regrowth/annealing
(T < 6000 Cl, using secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) These studies also involved low energy (40-60 eV) on beam deposition
(IBD) cf 10-20 nm isotopic -8Si ' cap layer at room temperature to enable accurate SIMS depti profile measurements to be earned
out The results show the extent of the channelling tails at these low energies and indicate that sub 40 ni p' --n junctions with
estimated carrier concentrations as high as 1010 cm ' can oe obtainec

I. Introduction and Ga might have advantages over Si to obtain full
amorphization, they can produce additional damage

Fabrication of shallow p'-n junctions with profile [11,12] which will affect the minority carrier lifetime of
abruptness in the 10 nm/decade range is desred iv the such %hallow junctions [11]. Thus preamorphization with
miniaturization of conventional and novel device: ,ased silicon itself is preferred. It has also been shown that
on multilayer structures Among the acceptor impuri- silicon preamorphized via self ion implantation provides
ties. boroi is most widely used in silicon device technol- full dopant activation at a lower annealing temperatare
ogy However, boron is not easily evaporated from a [13] and conseqiettly the high tempeiature annealing
usual Knudsen cell, because of its high evaporation (1000-A1000 C) required for device quality, which result
temperature (1200-2000C) In recent years, to over- in much deeper junctions [14], might not be necessary.
come such problem, low energy ion implantation during In this work, a combination of very low energy
silicon MBE has become widely used [1-3]. Even so, boron implantation (100- 2000 eV) and low temperature
shallow p'-n junctions are still difficult to manufac-. r < 600'C) in situ silicon regrowth has been used to

ture, because the common p-tqpe dopart, B, channel, investigate the effect of preariorphization on the boron
easily in the silicon latticL which sets a lower limit to the distribution at these low energic, and to obtain p'-n
formation of shallows B profiles [4-6]. Different ap- junctions with depths as shallow as 40 nm and below.
proaches have been made to minimize the channelling
in crystalline silicon when implanted with ions at en-
ergies higher than 10 keV The more commonly used 2. Experimental procedure
one is to tilt the substrate 70 off normal incidence with
ar. arbitrary azimuthal rotation angle [7]. However to A series of phosphorus-doped (5--7 and 200-500
obtain shallow junctions in the 50 nm region or below, 12cm) Si(100) wafers were implanted with B ions at
much lower ion energies must be used (< 2 keV). In this energies between 100 and 2000 eV using a low energy
case the channelling tails of implanted light atoms such implanter [15]. Preamorphization was carried out using
as boron may be expected to remain a major problem Si ion bombardement. The depth of the resulting
since the critical angles for channelling become suffi- damaged region was determined using Rutherford back-
ciently large for ions to be scattered into the open Si scattering spectrometry (RBS)/channelling with a 2
channels regardless of the substrate tilt [8]. Another MeV He' ion beam. Recrystallization of the amorphous
useful technique is to prearmophize silicon (usually with layer and/or dopant activation was done in situ by
group IV ions: Si or Ge) before the B' and/or BF2, annealing at 550'C for 20 min. All samples were
implantation [9,10]. Although heavier atoms such as Ge stripped of their oxide layers by immersion in a hydro-
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566 A. Bousetta et al / Ultra low energy boron implantation

fluoric acid solution followed by a deionised water rinse 2000 28 * Depth

and were finally dipped in methanol and dried. In situ sl- 1
thermal cleaning at 850-900 " C for 20 min, was carried 3 'W A 250

out before implantation. The system base pressure was 0 5x10 cm 0 .114
2 x 10-10 mbar, and during implantation the pressure i15 -3 A.o€+ B1O

increased to 10- 9 mbar. Preamorphization of the sam- 1X10 c A

pie was achieved using a 10 keV 28S, ' beam at a dose of + 0

5 × 1015 cm-. The ion beam current density was below o 1000 B
2 Z0.6 liAcm -2 which prevented sample heating during n-0

amorphization 0 0
In order to make accurate comparisons between B c + +

implants into preamorphized and crystalline Si, only o +
half of the sample was bombarded by Si by moving the ', - 0
target partly out of the rectangular cross section Si +i9
beam after which the whole sample was B implanted.0 %_,

This novel approach minirmzes the possible causes of 150 200 250 300 350
misinterpretations so that the influence of preamorphi-
zation on dopant channelling and/or dopant diffusion CHANNEL
can be clarified. Fig. 1. RBS spectra obtaied from two samples preamorphized

Boron liB was implanted at several energies r by silicon ion implantation at 10 keV and doses of 5x1015

from 100 eV to 2 keV and at dose levels from 2 x 10" cm (sample A) and 1 x 1015cm 2 (sample B)
to 1 x 1015 cm - . The B beam current density was
about 0.08 l.Acm- 2. The ion beam width and heigh layer was sufficient to contain the entire range of the
were I and 2 cm respectively. Following boron implan- implanted boron, thus eliminating boron channelling
tation, in situ thermal afnealing at 5500 C was used for [18].
20 mm to regrow the crystal by solid phase epitaxy Figs 2, 3 and 4 show the boron profiles obtained,
(SPE) [13] and remove the damage created b both Si using a Cameca IMS 4f at 2 keV primary 02 ions and
and B implantations. Finally the samples were covered 0.1 [.A, on both amorphous and crystalline silicon for
by a 10-20 nm isotopic 28Si cap layer grown at room samples implanted with B + at various energies and

temperature (RT) by ion beam deposition ,IBD) [16,17] doses. In some samples (see fig. 3), a variation in the
at a energy in the range of 40-60 eV. This technique thickness of the silicon cap layer does exist as a conse-
allows the equilibration of the altered layer in SIMS due quence of a nonuniformity of the Si beam during cap-
to oxygen bombardement which is necessary to give ping. This does not affect the determination of the

hig'.. constant ion yields, prior to the erosion reaching interface which is characterized by the appearance of
the on.Ei'i surface. This latter is marked by the onset the 1°St signal. As shown in fig. 2, for a 2 keV boron
of the Si signal. This procedure enables measurements implant, the effect of channelling into the crystalline
of shallow pr,,files to be obtained without distortion
due to matnx effects.

10o 2

3. Results and discussion E

Fig. 1 shows an aligned RBS spectrum obtained for o2

two different samples implanted with 10 keV 288 1+ to - 1019 2 N 2 aa IS,

doses of I x 1015 and 5x1015 cm 2 . The surface peak - None

height reaches the silicon random level confirming that - -10kelOl 5an 2

< o
a complete and continuous amorphous layer was ob- cc

11B 2keV/lxlol
5

an
2

tamed for both bombardments. Some carbon and Z
oxygen are also present at the surface. These contami- 0 101
nants are mainly produced during the transfer and RBS 0 aopheus crystalmo0. Interface

analysis of the sample rather than during implantation. c 1016 I I I I I I I

From the RBS spectrum the thickness of the amorphous 0 20 40 60 80 100

layer was estimated to be 25 and 18 nm for higher and DPTH (nm),
lower doses, respectively. Since all boron implants were Fig. 2. SIMS profiles of B-implanted sample (1 X 1015 cm- 2 it

carried out in samples preamorphized with the higher 2 keV) with (solid line) and without (dashed line) Si pre-

silicon dose (5 X 1015 cm- 2), the preamorphized depth amorphization.
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Table 1 loll
Comparison between the experimental projected range R p and 28" f rrp
the calculated one, using PRAL [19], at low energy boron 21 None
implantation l.. - 0kev4xol

1
Sam-2

EB energy Rp [Al1 0 11B 50ev/Z(1015C,2
Bny 102

calculated [191 experimental z
200 eV 18 55 O
500 eV 33 60 -KC

I-
I keV 54 85 z
2keV 94 137 W °i

Z I_' /I amorphous crystanina
, 10"

0 20 40 60 80 100

silicon (dashed line) is as expected. far more significant DEPTH (nmi
than in the preamorphous region (solid line) and the Fig. 3. SIMS profiles of B-implanted sample (2 x 10i cm 2 al
broad, long tailed implant distribution is characteristic 500 eV) with (solid line) and without (dashed line) Si pre-
of channelling effects seen at higher energies. The depth amorphization
of the junction defined at the background concentration
of 1 X 1016 cm -I for the amorphous region is approxi-
mately half that in the crystalline one. In table I the
present experimental values of Rp are reported (R. is erable distance before de-channelling because of the
the boron projected range). These values are rather large effective critical angles, i.e, they may be hyp.r-
large compared to the calculated one using PRAL [19] channelled. These particles are not stopped in the im-
and the difference increases at lower energy. One possi- mediate subsurface region and the observed depth dis-
ble reason for this lack of agreement is that the physical tribution would fall below that for the amorphous sam-
basis of fast simulation codes used in PRAL becomes pie. This contrasts with the conventional, high energy
less realistic at low energies. However, defect-related situation. In fig. 2, the smaller critical angles lead to
diffusion process may also be important in determining more uniform de-channelling with depth and a chan-
the form of the boron distribution in both the initially nelled range distribution which is always broader than
crystalline and preamorphous samples and may distort that for the amorphous target The channelled particles
the effects of channelling In the prean'orphized sam- in the low energy situations are eventually stopped at
pies, no boron channelling would be expected. During greater depths and make up the observed tails in the
post implantation annealing, even though SPE does not distributions which extend beyond the range in the
lead to redistribution of the implant, the remnant amorphous material.
damage close to the surface, may affect the final boron
distribution. This damage has been reported by Maz-
zone [20] and Servidon and co-workers [21] who identi-
fied it as a vacancy-rich region. Incomplete annealing of 10l ,

very low energy damaged silicon has also been mnvesti-
gated by Al-Bayati and co-workers [221 who observed E 28S, implant
highly stable, near-surface damage following annealing None

at temperatures up to 900 " C . The precise contribution E -0 keV/4xl01S cm 2

of defect-related diffusion is difficult to assess but the . 1019 11B 200eV/6xlol4cm-2
main features of the data shown in figs. 3 and 4 can be Z1 "-

0explained in terms of channelling effects. At the low
energies used, the large critical angles for channelling, cr
which would enhance the effect, are compensated by the z

large scattering cross sections which would tend to lead LU 107
to rapid de-channelling. Hence in view of these cross 0 a°hS° Ie'

sections it is expected that ions incident on either the m 106 , I I
crystalline or amorphous samples would initially have 0 20 40 60 80 100
similar scattering probabilities. Thus the range distribu- DEPTH (nm)
tions close to the surface would be the same as is Fig. 4. SIMS profiles of B-implanted sample (6 X1014 cm-2 at
observed. However, for the crystalline sample, ions mci- 200 eV) with (solid line) and without (dashed line) Si pre-
dent close to the centre of channels may travel a consid- amorphization
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4. Conclusion [51 E. Gamn. B. Davan, D. Harane, G Scilla and G.A.
Sat-Halasz, Appl Phys. Lett. 54 (1989) 2127.

It is shown in the present results that preamorphiza- [6] R Koshke and K Ehinger, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B37/38

tion is not an important process in reducing the junc- (1989) 823

tion depth at very low boron energies ( < 500 eV). This [71 K. Cho, W.R Allen, TG. Finstad, W K Chu, J Liu and
is different from the stuaton observed at 2 keV and at J.J1 Wortman, Nut' Instr. and Meth. B7/8 (1985) 265.

[8] P. Blood. G. Dearnalcy and M.A. Wilkins, J Appl. Phys
the much higher energies reported in the literature 45 (1974) 5123
(10,18,23] where preamorphization leads to a significant [91 BY. Tsaur and C.H Anderson Jr. J. Appl. Phys. 54
reduction. It is also shown that shallow p+-n junctions (1989) 6336.
with 20 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM) are (10] M C. Ozturk, J J. Wortman and R.B. Fair Appl. Phys
obtained. Using a four-point probe sheet resistance Lett. 52 (1988) 963
measurement on similar samples with no Si cap layer [111] A.C Ajmera and G, Rozgom. Appl Phys Lett. 49

and annealed at 600*C for 20 min, a carrier concentra- (1986) 1269.

tion of 10 20 cm- 3, estimated from a sheet resistance of [12] P. Met, B. Jalah, E.S. Yang, N.G Stoffel and D L. Hart,

obtained. This value was an average Appl Phys. Lett 56 (1990) 1362.
750 fo/r (24], was (tan differe was of te1 [13] M.Y Tsai and B G Streetma,, i Appl Phys 50 (1979)
of four measurements taken on different spots of the 1 183.
cm 2 sample. Differences between these measurements [14] C.M. Lin, A J Sleckl and T P. Chow.. Appl. Phys Lett 54
were less than 10%. (1989) 1790

Despite the shallow p+-n junctions obtained, a small 115] DG Armour,. P. Bailey and G Sharpies. Vacuum 36
percentage of the dopant particles introduced at low (1986) 769
energies do penetrate to depths significantly beyond the [161 P C. Zalm and L J Beckers, Appl. Phys Lett 41 (1982)
mean projected range.. For 200 eV B bombardment, 167
dopant concentiation in excess of 1016 cm- 3 persist at [17] R.A Zuhr,, B R. Appleton, N Herbots, B C Larson. T.S.
depths greater than 80 nm. To date the data cannot Noggle and S.J. Pennycook, J Vae Sei Technol. A5

confirm the mechanism by which the particles reach this (1987) 2135.
coneirmpthe chanling byahi thsoe ortics rah [18] A.E Michel, W Rausch and P A Ronsheim, Appl. Phys.
depth but channeling rather than some form of radia- Lett 51 (1987) 487Ston enhanced diffusion either durng implantaton or f19) J P. Bersack and J F Zegler, in Ion Implantaton Tech-

annealing is considered to be the most probable ex- niques, eds H Rys .el and J H Glawishnig. Springer Ser
planation. in Electrophysics, vol 10, (1982) p 157

[20] A M Mazzone, Phys Status Solidi A95 (19NO) 149
[21] M. Servidon, R. Angelucci, F Cembali, P Negrim and S
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Shallow junction formation by dual Ge/B, Sn/B and Pb/B implants
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Department of Microelectronics, Czech Technical University Prague, Suchbitarova 2, 166 27 Praha 6. Czechoslovakia
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5XH, UK

Shallow p+ n junctions were produced in silicon by dual Ge/B, Sn/B and Pb/B implants followed by RTA or FURIA annealing
Electrical properties (-heet-resistance and 1-V characteristics) of fabricated shallow junctions were investigated for each of the
preamorphizing elements and different types of annealing. The analytical techniques used include DLTS as well for monitonng the
defect structure in the vicinity of the junction The results are discussed for different amorphizing and annealing conditions from the
viewpoint of literature data.

1. Introduction Table I
The parameters of preamorphizing implants (E' ion energy,

Shallow source/drain junctions are one of the key ND: implanted dose, Re and SRp mean projected range and
requirements for VLSI technologies as a result of so- standard projected deviation, respectively, after the removal of
called scaling laws. At present ion implantation is the screening oxide)
best controlled technique for semiconductor doping and Ion E N) Measurement Simulation
its use for shallow junction formation has been exten- [keVI [10t  (SIMS) (TRIM 88)
sively studied during the last decade. The attention has cm 2 R R R R
been paid especially to shallow p n junctions which are
difficult to form due to the significant channeling of [nm] Inmi [nml [nml

boron at low energies [1]. One approach to the problem '4Ge+ 70 1 37 31 6 38.2 1851-0°Sn i 98 1 37 5 20 38 5 l149
is to replace boron by molecular or heavy ions such as 10 P 9 1 375 20 3. 149
BF2' [2] and Ga' [3]. Another way is to amorphize the Pb 150 07 472 161 43.3 126

substrate by an implantation of heavy ions prior to the
boron implantation [4]. The major problem in this tech-
nique is the presence of vanous classes of implantation
defects which may enhance boron diffusion [5] and oxide film was grown in wet oxygen on the surface of
strongly affect the electrical properties of the junction the wafer. The windows for five different diode struc-
[6]. Obvious candidates for preamorphization in silicon tures of areas ranging from 2.6 X 10--4 to 34.2 X 10 4

were the elements from group IV of the periodic table: cm2 with perimeters from 0.064 to 0.234 cm were opened
Si and later Ge [6-8]. More recently Sn' preamorphiza- in the oxide by photolithography. After cleaning and
tion has been examined [9,10] with very good results in growing of 15 nm thick thermal screening oxide, pre-
terms of the magnitude of reverse leakage currents. An amorphization was carried out with the parameters given
explanation of the results was given in ref. [10] by the in table 1. The parameters were determined on the basis
suppression of the generaton efficiency for centers close of optimum Ge preamorphization for 10 keV boron
to the junction in the moderately lightly doped sub- implantation as given by Ozturk et al. [11], using the
strates. empirical recipe of Thornton et al. [12] for a safe

The aim of this paper is to compare the effect of amorphization dose and the depth of the amorphous
preamorphization by three different elements (Ge, Sn, layer, and verified by the Monte Carlo simulation pro-
Pb) from the viewpoint of electrical properties. The gram TRIM 88 [13]. According to TRIM 88 the thick-
conditions of preamorphization were chosen to be prac- ness of the amorphous layer in silicon shoula be within
tically identical in terms of amorphous layer depths. 75-85 nm for all three implants. After preamorphiza-

tion iiB' was implanted at 10 keV at a dose of I X 1015

2. Experimental cm- 2, The implantations were done at a tilt angle of 7 0
and the implanter beam current was kept below I

The substrate used was CZ n-Si with a resistivity of [tA/cm2. Three types of annealing were used: (1) RTA
3 5-5.5 12 cm and (100) orientation. A thick (450 nm) (10500 C/10 s, see ref. [11]), (2) two-step (2ST) anneal-
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ing (furnace: 550*C/30 min + RTA' 1050C/10 s) " 20 - _ _ _ _ _

and (3) FURIA (furnace rapid isothermal annealing) at .

1050°C for 10 s. The annealing was performed in a E

nitrogen ambient. Tie SHS 1000 AST system was used . 10 ,e-mhse0 n- Geamrnhed
P' - n m rhled

for RTA with a mean ramp rate of 1200 C/s. Before the Sn-omorphsed
o Pb-omorphised

measurements the screening oxide was removed and the " 10 "
diode structures were contacted by a tungsten tip. The

I-V characteristics were measured by an HP 4140B Q)
U l l

pA-meter and for DLTS measurements a DLS-82E C 10

SemiTrap spectrometer was used at standard conditions ,
(frequency 480 Hz, temperature ranging from 78 to 350 10
K).

The samples used for SIMS and sheet-resistance ,, i
measurements -'re prepared analogically without any 10
patterning. WA5S profiles were measured with th. f
CAMECA ,ystem using bombardment by 10 and 15 /_ .

keV O anc. :_ keV Cs' primary beams. 1 0 lo0 200

Depth /nm/

3. Resu,,s and Disussion Fig 1 SIMS profiles of as-implanted boron (10 keV, I x 1015
cm 2) for difierent types of preamorphizations

The as-implanted profiles of boron for all three types
of amorphizations as measured by SIMS after the re- in depths of more than 0.6 ltm below the junction. The
moval of screening oxide are shown in fig 1 and the DLTS spectra of samples after 2S annealing and RTA
corresponding profile parameters are given in table 2 measured to 0.85 tm beyond the junction position
According to TRIM 88 RP and 8RP in silicon are equal showed minority carrier traps in the concentration of
to 29.6 and 21.4 nm. respectively, which is in good - 10 3 cm- ' (fig. 2) associated probably with the deep
agreement with the results of ref. [11]. donors. In the case of FURIA the shape of the DLTS

Nreal junction leakage densities 1A at - 5 V were spectra is slightly different (see fig. 3), the concentration
obtained by plotting the- reverse current against the of deep donors be:ng lower by one order of magnitude.
junction area The standard deviation of 1A was found The .omplexity of the DLTS spectra suggests that the
to be within 30% of the mean value across the wafer. origin of DLTS signal ls caused by defect clusters rather
The areal leakage values together with the correspond- than by isolated defects In Pb + amorphized samples an
ing sheet resistance are given in tal le 3. electron trap emission peak was detected at 85 K

The C- V measurements at room temperature did (activation energy 0 17 eV, capture cross section 6 x
not reveal any influence of different types of pre- 10- 19 cm-2 ) with the concentration profile extending to
amorphizations and annealings on carrier concentration 1.5 [Lm below the junction According to ref. [14] this

0 0025

00015

0 00005

-J

z -0 0005

illB only
V) Ge/B

000i, - -- - - Sn/8

- Pb/B

70002 ......... , ........ i 7 ........ 2 ........ 2 ,7 ..... 320 370'r'' 'T70 120 170 220 270 ,320 370

4TEMPERATURE /K/

Fig. 2 DLTSspectraof RTA annealed samples (1050°C/10s in nitrogen); reverse bias -04 V, filling pulse 10 mA/lO0 ts
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fable 2 o10l
The parameters of as-implanted boron profile in silicon de- I
termined by SIMS for different amorphization conditions E

lo____________________ 0 11 B+
Amorphization Rp [nml Rp [nm] C ,Y'_'x 

-  
08 Pb+

Ge 26.4 22 .
Sr25 15.6

Pb 222 15.1 C

c: 10
0

Table 3 1
The values of areal leakage current density IA and sheet 10 "

resistance R, for different annealing conditions"\.::-

Amorphization Annealing IA [nA/cm2 ]  R, [S2/3] 10 * RTA, 1050 C / 10 sec

Non, 2ST 9 108
RTA 15 107 015 ................ ......
FURIA 1.1 493 0 200 400

Ge 2ST 18 109 Depth /nm/
RTA 14 110
FURIA 1.3 126 Fig 4. SIMS profiles of ''B and 'spb after RTA

Sn 2ST 7.6 115 (10500 Ci10 s in nitrogen)
RTA 7.0 114
FURIA 23 146

Ph 2ST 170 120 the Ge/B results could be due to more pronounced
RTA 160 117 free-hole suppression of generation current [10] or more
FL!RIA 50 221 complete defect removal. The first possibility supposes

enhanced boron movement already described in Sn-im-
planted samples [101 which could be verified only by the

peak corresponds to the lead acceptor level in Si. This junction depth measurements. The same reason can
finding is consistent with the depth profiles of Pb and B explain the low values of leakage current der. ty for
in RTA samples (fig 4). FURIA samples. This viewpoint is supported by the

The given results indicate that there 'is no significant considerable boron diffusion in Pb/B samples during
difference between 2ST annealing and RTA. In ad- RTA (fig 4): using a background concentration of
dition, B and Ge/B implants have comparable values of I X 1016 cm- 3 the junction depth is 260 nm, while in
1A and R,,. suggesting that the properties of Ge/B Ge/B samples under the same experimental conditions
samples may not be influenced primarily by pre- the junction depth is reported to be only about 200 nm
amorphization but more probably by annealing The [11] The leakage current in Pb/B samples is probably
moderate decrease of 'A in the Sn/B set compired to increased by the lead profile extending deeply beyond

0001

0 00 ~ ------ --------- .-- -- _ - -----

0001 Boniy

< Ge/B

-- --- - Sn/B
O_ Pb/B

E (17)

- 0.003 I4 70 120 170 220 270 320 370

TEMPERATURE /K/

Fig. 3 DLTS spectra of FURIA annealed samples (1050 C/10 sin n trogen), reverse bias 0.4 V, filling pulse 10 mA/100 Rs
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Sublimation and diffusion of arsenic iriplanted into silicon at rapid
electron beam annealing

R. Grbtzschel
Central Institute of Nuclear Research, Rosseadorf, Germany

V.A. Kagadey and N.1 Lebedeva
Institute of Semiconductor Devices, Tomsk, USSR

D.I. Proskurovsky
Institute of High Current Electronics. Tomsk, USSR

Properties of silicon layers implanted with As' ions (100 keV, 106 cm - 2 ) thrc igh 30 nm SiO, film and annealed in vacuum by
means of a 15 s duration electron beam were studied using Rutherford backscattenng plus channeling and electrical measurements
The influence of the irradiation conditions on As activation, diffusion and sublimation, as well as on the crystal structure perfection
of the samples are discussed. Results have been obtained which testify to As sublimation and diffusion in connection with its
deactivation in the area of realization of an electrically active As nonequilibrium concentration.

I. Introduction SiO 2 film (30 nm). The annealing of samples was made
by a 15 s duration electron beam. The temperature of

It ts established 11-41, that the annealing of im- the samples reached Tmax = 1400 or 1490 K. The dwell
planted layers of Si(As + ) using pulse annealing (10 time at these temperatures was 5 s. Two sample pairs
ns-1 lts) or certain conditions of rapid thermal anneal- were irradiated simultaneously. The film was previously
ing (RTA) result in the realization of a nonequilibrium removed from the surface of one sample pair and pre-
concentration of electrically active As. However, further served on the other one to capsulate surfaces at the
thermal treatments (as %ell as RTA duration increase) annealing. One sample from each pair was irradiated
result in an impurity deactivation and the obtaining of from the implanted layer (front to beam) and the other
an equilibnum concentration value (3 X 1020 cm- 3 at from the back side (back to beam). The samples were
1370 K). When the As concentration, as implanted, in a investigated by the Van der Pauw method and Ruther-
distribution maximum exceeds Nm. = 4 X 102' cm-3, ford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) plus channeling
an enhanced As diffusion into the Si bulk is observed of He' ions (1.7 MeV).
dunng a photon annealing process (PA), but no As
sublimation occurs usually [3]. Whereas, using an elec-
tron beam annealing (EBA), one does not observe con- 3. Results
siderable As atom diffusion into lhe bulk, as a rule, and
a certain part of these atoms sublimate [4]. This report The analysis of RBS spectra yielded the values of
is devoted to elucidating the reasons for the aforesaid Xn,, - 0.04 at Tma = 1400 K, and 0.03 at Tmax = 1490
peculiarities in the As atom behaviour in Si at EBA, as K. These values of X.. show the high quality of the
well as to investigate possible connections between the crystal structure in the recrystallized layer. Besides, the
deactivation, sublimation and impurity diffusion quality of the crystal structure does not depend on the
processes. direction of irradiation as well as the presence of an

SiO 2 cap layer, being only determined by the annealing
temperature.,

2. Experimental After the annealing at Tmax = 1400 K only 50-60%
of the As atoms being in substituting positions are

(100) Si was implanted with As' ions (E = 100 keV, electrically active, so the decrease in electrical activation
. = 1 x 1016 cm- 2, Nm". = 1.5 x 1021 cm 3 ) through an at this temperature can be partially associated with the

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland) VI. MATERIALS SCIENCE
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-

to

0 2

4 O2

0
4 400 350

400 350 Fig. 2. RBS and channeling spectra of As implanted Si irradia-
CHArNIL NO. ted from the back wafer side. (1,3) with SiO,, (2,4) without

Fig. 1 RBS and channeling spectra of As implanted Si irradia- SiO 2; (1,2) random, (3,4) aligned T, = 1490 K.
ted from the implanted layer- (1,3) with SiO2, (2,4) without

SiO,; (1,2) random, (3,4) aligned, Tmax = 1490 K

2. The results obtained from the analysis of these spec-
formation of either impurity-defect complexes [1] or tra are presented in table 1. Comparison of the values of
coherent precipitates [2]. Moreover. the area density of N, and Nf show that after the annealing at Tmax = 1490
the interstitial As in the samples after the annealing at K all the As atoms in substituting positions are electri-
Tm = 1400 K under the SiO 2 cap (4 X 1015 cm - 2 ) cally active. So at this temperature the deactivation
considerably exceeds the corresponding As concentra- mechanism connected with the As atom displacement
tion in noncapsulated samples (0.45 X 1015cm- 2 ). These into the interstices may be considered to be dominating.
data coincide with our previous data [4] and they con- In this case, after the annealing under the SiO 2 cap
firm the fact that As' deactivation connected witn As layers, as electrical activity reaches about 90% of the
displacement into the interstices is also realized. If the impla;.ted As dose, while at the annealing without Si0 2,,
SiO 2 film impedes the following sublimation of the As it decreases to 45% with 55% implanted ions sublimat-
atoms from Si, their amount in channels is increased, ing. The sublimation intensity is considerably decreased
RBS and He* ion channeling testify to that fact. We by the SiO 2 film capsulation. Moreover the intensity of
also think that no As atoms from the Si near-surface sublimation is affected by the radiation direction: the
region go out onto the surface and sublimate, but only amount of sublimated As atoms is smaller for samples
those from the interstices, irradiated from the implanted layer side. This effect is

The RBS spectra characterizing the depth distribu- more noticeable for the SiO 2 capsulated samples. This
tion of As atoms in Si wafer are depicted in figs. 1 and can be explained by the formation of a thin film of

Table I
Data of RBS and channeling spectra and Van der Pauw measurements of As implanted St (Tmax = 1490 K). N, and Na are the
random and aligned area density of As atoms, respectively;, f = (1 - XA,)/(1 - Xmmn) IS the fraction of As atoms on lattice sites;
Nr = Nrf is the density of As atoms on lattice sites, NSubl is the sublimated density of As atcrns; N, is the sheet carrier concentration.

Irradiation Nr N. f N N, bl N,
conditions l10 cm -1 Xlollcm 2  [X 1015cm-2] [o10lcm- 2] ll0lcm-2 ]

With sio2
front to beam 9.4 1.3 0.89 8.8 0.6 84
back to beam 8.1 1.0 0.91 7.6 1 9 9.1

Without SO 2
front to beam 4.1 0.7 0.86 3.7 5.9 45
back to beam 3.9 0.4 0.92 3.6 6.1 4.9

..........

n
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polymerized oil from the residual atmosphere on the the flux of excessive interstitial As atoms moves toward
surface irradiated by the electron beam. Perhaps this the surface. If the surface is capsulated this ratio is not
film covers the defects in the SiO 2 cap layer formed due diminished there by the sublimation and, with the As
to the As' implantation, thus resulting in As loss reactivation at the surface being excluded due to the As
minimization from 19 to 6% of the implanted As oose. active concentration relaxed to the equilibrium value, it

The diffusion of As is also dependent on the condi- is thermodynamically more efficient for nonequilibrium
tions on the implanted layer surface. At the presence of interstitial As atoms appearing at deactivation to dif-
the SiO 2 film at Tmax = 1490 K, an enhanced As diffu- fuse into the Si bulk. It is in this case that we observe
sion in the Si bulk is observed, the diffusion coefficient the enhanced As diffusion with the diffusivity exceeding
bcing 2= 3.6 X 10- 12 cm 2/s. This 9 value is within many times the equilibrium value (defined by a vacancy
the range of 2 = (2.4-12) X 10 -12 cm 2/s, determined in mechanism) for these temperatures. The necessity of the
experiments on the photon annealing of similar samples realization of the above-mentioned ratio results in the
[5]. At the same time the diffusion of As into the bulk is interstitial As atoms reactivating in the Si bulk. This
much weaker at the annealing of uncapsulated samples process increases the As electrical activity in the SiO 2
(_Q = 1.3 x 10-12 cm 2/s). capsulated samples.

Thus the peculiarities in the behaviour of As atoms
in Si(As' ) at the PA and EBA in similar regimes are

4. Discussion defined by different conditions, realized on the im-
planted layer surface, as far as at the photon annealing,

There are some different modelE -8] and their even when the samples are not previously capsulated, a
modifications explaining the mechanism of the en- S10 2 film of - 10 nm is formed on the Si surface,
hanced impurity diffusion at RTA. The results we have which prevents As sublimation
obtained by RTA are in favour of the interstitial mecha-
nism of diffusion, whereby substitutional dopant atoms
are displaced from site to site by passing interstitials [8] References
(relay-race mechanism). [1] A Lietoila, J Gibbons and T W Sigmon, Appl. Phys Lett.

The spectra analysis of RBS and channeling of He' 36 (1980) 765.
ions show that in Si(As+ samples, being in a thermo- [2] V P Popov.. A V. Dvurechenskii, B P Kashnikov and A I
dynamical equilibrium state, the ratio of the As con- Popov,. Phys Status Solidi A94 (1986) 569
centration in the interstitial state to that in the sub- [3] A Nylandsted, 0. Larsen and V E Borisenko, Appl Phys
stituting state (at Xmn 0.04) is within the range of A33 (1984) 51.
0.01-0.1. 141 V.S Budishevsky, R. Grotzschel. V A Kagadei, N.1 Le-

The deactivation of the impurity in the samples bedeva. D I. Proskurovsky and E B Yankelevich. Phys
implanted with a large dose of As' results in the Res. 8(1988) 262
appearance of a non-equilibrium As excess in the inter- [5] J. Narayan and O W Holland, J. Appl Phys 56 (1984)

apperane o a nn-euilbriu Asexcss i th iner-2913.
stices, which has a tendency of being "dispersed". If [61.

[61 M. Servidon and S Solmi, J Appl Phys 65 (1989) 98
sublimation is possible, the above-mentioned ratio at [7] R Kalish, TO Sedgwick and S. Maden, Appl Phys. Lett
the surface is sharply diminished and there occurs a 44 (1984) 107
replenishment of the near-surface region by the intersti- [8] S J Pennycock, J. Narayan and 0 W Holland, I Electro-
tial atoms using the rclay-race-mechanism As a result chem Soc. 132 (1985) 1962.
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A study is made of the thermal-annealing effects on the electrical and structural properties of heavily damaged silicon layers
induced by high-dose arsenic implantation. The combination of electrical, transmission-electron microscopy (TEM) and trple-crystal
X-ray diffraction (TCD) measurements allows us to separate the existence of a local impunty-activation process from the
amorphous-crystal transformation The local process occurs in the highly damaged surface layer induced by the arsenic implantation
and is efficient well below the solid-phase epitaxy transition temperature. It is suggested that point-defect migration should play an
important role in the electrical-impunty activation at low annealing temperatures

1. Introduction In this work, electrical and physical characterization
methods were used to investigate separately the roles of

In recent years ion implantation in semiconductors these two distinct processes.

has received great attention. Especially, tis process
provides doping techniques with several potential ad-
vantages over standard methods used in device fabnca- 2. Experimental
tion Inherent in the implantation process is the possi-
bility of introducing a wide range of atomic species into Samples were realized on 3.9 9l cm (100) p-type
a variety of substrates and avoiding certain undesirable silicon substrate. Prior to implantation, the wafers were
effects that accompany the classical high-temperature provided with a 40 nm thick SiP 2 thermally grown
diffusion process. However. ion implantation has the passivating layer. Arsenic implantation was performed
serious disadvantage of creating a large amount of at room temperature, at various doses and energies (10 13
defects and even surface amorphization of the target to 8 x 10"5, As+/cm2 150-200 keV). After implanta-
material [1]. All the defects introduced during the ion tion, the samples were furnace-annealed in flowing
implantation considerably alter the electrical properties nitrogen under different conditions (temperature- 200-
of the semiconductors and have to be removed by 1100*C, duration: 0-120 min). The spreading-resis-
subsequent thermal annealing in order to enable the tance measurements were carried out on ASR-100B
implanted atoms to take a substitutional lattice site and, equipment made by Solid State Measurements, Inc. The
thereby, achieve a complete electrical activation of the resistivity profile was obtained from the gross spread-
dopants. Ing-resistance curve by applying the local-slope ap-

Details concerning the post-implantation thermal proximation of the Dickey model [2]. The characteriza-
treatments have been reported for most of the common tion of the lattice defects induced in highly arsenic-im-
silicon dopants; however, there is considerable confu- planted samples and their evolution after annealing was
sion about the mechanisms by which the impurities are made by triple-crystal X-ray diffraction (TCD) and
electrically activated and the surface layer recon- transmission electron rmcrobcopy (TEM) experiments.
structed. From the former technique, the nature and depth posi-
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3 Z the sharp a-c interface, no resistivity discontinuity does
3000C appear and the recrystallization of the amorphous layer

1 seems to be independent of the dopant electrical activa-
tion.

-1 The above results, correlated with the sheet-resis-
tance data of ref. [4], lead us to conclude that this

S-3 decrease of the surface resistivity occurs at an annealing
3 4000C  temperature around 420-430 *C mainly because of the

electrical activation of the majority of the impurity

1 atoms within a highly damaged surface region (100 nm
- thick in the case of the sample shown in fig. 1).

S-1 Thus we suggest that a local impurity activation
occurs both in the crystalline and in the amorphous

regions via a local reconstruction process. Therefore, the

" 3 00resistivity p(x) can be described by an exponential
_J kinetics function of the annealing time t as [4]

p(x, t) = pf(x) + [p,(x) - pf(x)] exp[-t/r(x)]tl " (1)

where pO(x) and p,(x) are, respectively, the final and
initial values of p(x) and T(x) is the relaxation time

9000C constant of the local electrical activation process at
depth x In practice, pr(x) is given by the resistivity
profile of a well-annealed sample and p,(x) by that of
an unannealed one. In this context, -( %-) can be repre-
sented by an expression of the form [5]

0 .1 .2 .3 (x) = 2 1)( (2)

Depth (jm) with

Fig I Resistivitt profiles and TEM micrographs as obtained -ex ()" (3)
after various isochronal (1 h) anneals (2x 1014 A, '/cm2- 200 kT j

kev)
where D(x) and N(x) are, respectively, the diffusivity
and concentration of the point defects ensuring the

tion of the residual strain were determined by the electrical activation of the impurities, c is the dielectric
analysis of the rocking curves obtained by using a constant, q is the absolute electron charge and A is the
standard (n. -n, n) parallel geometry [3]. Cross-sec- Boltzmann constnt.
tional TEM observations were realized to obtain the The activation energy fE, has been determined ex-
spatial extent of the defected region and the perimentally by a proper analysis of the Arrhenius plot
amoprhous-layer thickness at the surface of the tm- of the quantity
planted sample both before and after thermal anneal-
ing. In addition, in situ TEM micrographs were Q(x) = [P,(X) - Pf(A )]/[P(X) - Pr(A )] (4)

elaborated in order to investigate the kinetics of the As a result, E, is found to be weakly depth-dependent,
recrystallization by solid-phase epitaxy always smaller than 0 8 eV and independent of the

annealing duratioL (fig 2), confirming, therefore, the
consistency of the kindics model of eqs. (1)-(3) with

3. Results and analysis regard to its time dependence.
Likewise. the variation of the relaxation time con-

In fig. I resistivity profiles are superimposed on stant with depth, r(x) has also been deduced (fig. 3).
TEM micrographs obtained for a n + /p sample im- T(x) essentially increases when going from the surface
planted at 2 x 1014 As+/cm2 and isochronally annealed towards the substrate. This feature is also consistent
( h) at different temperatures. After annealing, the with the adopted local relaxation process in which is
surface resistivity of a low-temperature annealed sample shown that the relaxation time constant is inversely
(400 0 C, I h) drops by more than 7 decades, though the proportional to the diffusivity and the concentration of
surface layer is still amorphous. Furthermore, in spite of the point defect' involved in the doping activation.
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implanted at I Xl10'5 As'/m and isochronally annealed at 500 and 1000 C
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3 3 Besides, fig. 5 displays the values of the activation
.- ~ ....... s-E 1,t, energy both of the relaxation time constant associated

with the eltctrical local activation process and of the
as -regrowth velocity corresponding to the recrystallization

2 - mechanism as obtained from our TEM analysis and

0-o,,1 SPE mn,,n- from the literature f8]. It is clear from fig. 5 that the>' Ref (a) LU

8activation energies deduced from our resistivity data,
0 E,1 = 0.1-0.5 eV, are in any case much smaller than

those for a regrowth process, F = 2.5-2.7 eV. In the

C former case, the electrical activation of the imurity
I undergoes via a low energy consumming mechanism

> - whereas, in the latter one, the solid-phase epitaxy in-

0 0 > volves a higher-energy-consuming process in which the
, reorderin, at the interface requires the breaking of

silicon oonds [9).

0 I I . I .

1 1 1" 10 4. Conclusion

Fig 5 Activation energy variations with the implantation It has been shown that the dopant electrical activa-
dose E. as obta.ned from our resistivity data ,depth = 80 nm) tion in highly doped arsenic implanted silicon is inde-

and E, from SPE studies pendent of the reconstruction mechanism occurring by
solid-phase ep:taxy. In contrast, the impurity activation

Besides, triple-crystal X-ray diffraction experimeott. process has been shown to be satisfactorily described by
condueds, the aesamples e-r a ble d urti o w met a local relaxation model in which the relaxation time is

conducted on the same samples enable us to show the inversely proportional to the diffusivity and the con-
depth distribution of both components of lattice strain centration of the poi,,t defects leading to the dopant
normal to the surface (c) and static atomic disorder i-:corpration. Regarding the values of the activation
through the Debye-Waller factor P = exp(-L) (LH energies found for this process, it is suggested that the
is the mean-square displacement of the atoms from migration of vacancies and/or silicon interstitials pre-
thei, lttice site) induced by arsenic implantation. Fig. 4 sumably plays a prevailing role in the impurity activa-
shows the results of TCD analysis for a low-tempcra- tion process.
ture annealed sample and a well-a :aled one. It must
be pointed out that, since the tetrahedral radius of
arsenic is nearly the same as that of silicon, substitu-
tional arsenic does not change the lattice constant of the References
implanted layer. Therefore, the TCD data are actually
indicative of the lattice distortion due to the implanta- [1] F.F. Moorehead, B.L Crowder and R S Title, J App]

tion-induced defects. In particular, the negative surface Phys 43 (1971) 1112
strain is likely related to an excess of vacancies while [2] J.R. Ehrstein, in Non Destructive Evaluation of Semicon-thepositivestrain is likely l atd to an excess of a ncie - ductors Materials and Devices, ed J N Zemel (Plenum.
the positive strain is associated with an excess of inter- New York, 1978) p 36
stitials. 131 M. Servidori, R Angelucci, F Cembali, P. Negrinm, S.

Moreover, the comparison of the values of the Solmi, P Zaumseil and U Winter, J Appl Phys 61 (1987)
activation energy of fig. 2 with those of the usual 1834.
point-defect migrations (0.25 eV for a vacancy-intersti- 14] C. Christofidis G. Ghibaudo and H. Jaouen, J. Appl.
tial pair, 0.51 eV for a silicon interstitial, 0.8 eV for a Phys. 65 (1989) 4840.
vacancy-As' complex and 0.33 eV for a vacancy) [6,7] [5) C.S. Fuller, in DLfects Interaction in Semiconductors, ed.

suggests tnat the migrating species itwolved in the N B. Hannay (Reinhold New York, 1959) chap 5, p 209

activation procss should be associated A ith a vacancy 161 B. Boltaks, in Diffusion et Dfauts Pnctuels dlans les

and/or an interstitial diffusion. More precisely, in view Semconducteurs (Mir, Moscow, 1977).
[7] G D. Wattkins. in: Deep centers in Semiconductors, ed.

of the evolution of Ea(X) it can be concluded, in S.T. Pantelidis (Gordon and Breach, 1986) chap. 3, p. 166.
agreement with the TCD data, that vacancy-like defects 18] 1. Sum, G. G81tz. M G Grimaldi and M.A. Nicolet. Appl.
are presumably the dominant species in the first 100 Phys. Lett. 40 (1982) 269.
nm, while interstitials seem to prevail above 100 nm. 19] J Narayan, J Appl. Phys. 53 (1982) 607
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The ion implantation of indium in silicon has been carefully studied using ion beam analysis t.chniques and hyperfine
interactions The perturbed angular correlation (PAC) method provides an internal monitoring of the epitaxial regrowth and gives
information about the annealing process In the present work results are presented on the behaviour of the epitaxial regrowth.
diffusion and lattice location o indtum implanted in silicon and in arsenic-preamorphized silicon Half of each of (100) and (111)
oriented silicon wafers have been preamorphized using a 1015 As' ions/cm 2 fluence The whole wafer was subsequently implanted
with the same fluence of In* ions Both types of crystals have been fumace-annealed in vacuum and studied using the
RBS/channeling technique. Some of the crystals were later implanted for hyperfine-interaction studies using the PAC technique with
a low dose of the 'In isotope. Different results are obtained for the lattice location, diffusivity and damage annealing in both halves
of the wafers Evidence is shown for the out-diffusivity of indium in the indum-implanted silicon crystals and for indium/arsenic
pair formation in the preamorphized samples. This latter effect inhibits the out-diffusivity of the indium atoms and enhances their
substitutionality in the silicon lattice.

I. Introduction (RBS)/channeltng and perturbed angular correlation

(PAC) techniques showed that only a smal fraction of

Low- and high-dose indium-implanted silicon crystals indium atoms can be incorporated in regular silicon
have been recently studied [1-4], using different tech- lattice sites after appropriate annealing treatments [4].

niques and a great variety of annealing treatments. This fraction is strongly dependent on the crystal type,
These studies are important to understand the doping annealing treatment and crystal orientation.

process and to learn how to produce shallow p' layers Indium is one of the best probes for hyperfine-inter-
for applications in the production of very-large-scale action studies, which are very sensitive to the near
integrated circuits. Previous iesults have shown that Nutioundings of the indium tons. Defects can be de-

high-dose In-implanted silicon undergoes a polycrystal- tected and characterized and their activation energies
line phase transformation accompanied by a significant measured using these techniques [3--6]. Wichert and
indium redistribution at 'emperatures below those at Swanson showed that indium can form pairs in silicon

which the solid-phase epitaxial regrowth proceeds [2]. with the group V elements. The pairs are identified by a
Studies on the regrowth behaviour of In-implanted sili- characteristic frequency which is the signature of the
con crystals with both the Rutherford backscattering pair formation. The amplitude of this frequency gives

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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information about the number of pairs thus formed. In 3. Results and discussion
this way, the activation energies for pair formation and
breaking are obtained. Fig. la shows random and (111) aligned spectra of

In the present work, results of a comparative study, the As- and In-implanted (100) silicon wafer after dif-
using RBS/channeling and PAC techniques, for (100) ferent annealing treatments. For comparison the aligned
In-implanted silicon and In-implanted silicon pre- spectrum taken in an unimplanted zone is included. It is
amorphized with arsenic ions are given and discussed. clear that at the surface an amorphous layer with a
The (100) preamorphized samples show a significant thickness of 750 A has been formed due to the implan-
enhancement of the In solid solubility. The hindrance of tation. A mean projected range (RP) of 400 A and a
indium out-diffusion is proposed in this work to be due standard deviation (AR,) of 300 A has been measured
to the In-As pair formation. The RBS results indicate for In and As profiles in agreement with TRIM code
that almost all the indium ions are substitutional in the
silicon lattice. However, from the PAC data only about
30% of the In ions show the characteristic frequency of 6000.........
the In-As pair. 100Rarh ( ,

I , II av, As Inlpl550°(" 10 m

550°( :20 rm
6, )30f'" 10)lll

4IG00 Not ]IH T) ,I

2. Experimental procedures

Boron-doped (100) and (111) silicon wafers have '"0.)

been 115In'-implanted with a dose of 1 X l0l cm- 2  0

and an energy of 66 keV. Half of each wafer has been
previously amorphized with the same dose of "As"' ......

selecting the energy of 53 keV in order to obtain the t .. ,, , , ,
overlap of the implanted profiles for both As' and In+

ions. Samples of 1 cm 2 have been cut from these wafers
for RBS/channeling and furnace-annealing expert- 801
ments. One of these (100) samples has been post-im- b) A5

planted with radiative 11 1In+ ions with a dose of the Z 601 f1 nipl
order of 102 cm 2 for PAC measurements. Samples z j ," " " 550C 10 mn

o ~ 55 O'C 20 mirimplanted with In in crystalline and in As-preamor- Q 401 .".
phized silicon have been analysed before and after ,
furnace annealing in the range of 550-750'C. Some of 20
these samples have been further annealed at 900°C,
The pressure was kept in the range of 10- 7 mbar during .. ..

the annealing treatment.
RBS/channeling analyses were done using the 1.6

MeV collimated He' beam of the Van de Graaff accel- 50c)
erator of LNETI, Sacav~m. Backscattered particles were
detected with both an annular and standard surface- .. As Impt
barrier detector placed at scattering angles of 180 * and 5oo . 10"'° 5 50'C 20 Tnin,

140' and with an energy resolution of 18 and 13 keV, " ° ,"C"20 .
respectively, Channeling angular scans were done using .

a two-axis goniometer. The back sides of the samples
were used to orient the crystals in order to avoid unnec- V
essary radiation damage before the start of the 0 - - . ------ -J. 4
RBS/channeling measurements. The effect of the 0 50 too 150 200

analysing beam has been controlled by comparing the Dept h(nrn)

aligned spectra at the beginning and at the end of the [g. 1. (a) RBS spectra showing the recovery of the amorphous

angular scans. layer after the annealings referred to in the figure. (b) Depth
Thear s eas reeprofile of As as-implanted and after annealing at 5500C
The PAC measurementes were carried out after the during 10 and 20 mi. The profile after 20 min annealing at

implantation of the radioactive isotope and after subse- 550 0 C does not change if we increase either the annealing
quent annealing at 650°C. During annealing the sam- time or the temperature up to 650 0C (c) The same as in (b)
pIe was sealed in vacuum in a quartz tube. but for In
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Fig 2 Angular scans along the (lll) and (110) directions for the preamorphized (100) Si crystal after the .1nnealing at 650*C

during 10 mi. The lines were drawn to guide the eye

calculations. The data show a partial recovery of the angular scans of one sample annealed duriig 60 mm at
damage after the annealing at 550 'C during 10 mm. 550*C followed by 30 min at 9000 C. The increase of
The complete recovery is reached after 20 min at this the minimum yield for the implanted ions shows that
temperature This result can also be achieved with an- some In and As leave the silicon lattice sites. The
nealing at 650°C for 10 min. The regrowth velocity at evolution of the substitutional fraction of In and As for
550°C is greater than 60 ,A min- 1, in agreement with different isochronal annealings of 10 min from 550°C
previous results obtained in compensated implants [7,8]. up to 7500C is displayed in fig. 4a. The maximum
Figs. lb and Ic show the evolution of the As and In substitutionality takes place after annealing at 600°C.
profiles after the isothermal annealing at 5500C. After The evolution of the retained dose for both ions after
the first annealing the amount of As and In ions re- the same annealing treatments is shown in fig 4b. A
mains constant, but, after the second annealing about loss of In of about 25% ts measured at annealing
25% of In atoms were lost. The In loss is clearly seen in temperatures starting at 6000C while the As content
fig. Ic and explains the complete recovery of the silicon remains constant. The same loss of In has been ob-
surface. served during the 20 min annealing at 550 0C

Fig 2 shows the In and As (111) and (110) angular Fig. 5 presents the results of PAC experiments for
scans after annealing at 650°C. In both scans the the sample, post-implanted with radioactive In, as-im-
substitutionality is greater than 90%. Fig. 3 shows the planted and after annealing at 6500C for 10 min. The
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!, "Fg. 3. Angular scans along the (11) and (110) directions for the preamorphized (100) S crystal annealed at 550°(C for 10 nmn
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frequency distribution observed after the implantation this temperature as is shown in fig. 7a. Also, the loss of
shows that the hyperfine-interaction probe is in an In starts after the first annealing at 550'C and in-
amorphous surrounding in agreement with the RBS/ creases with the temperature (fig. 7b).
channeling data. After the annealing a sharp frequency Similar studies carried out with (111) samples show
appears indicating the reorganization of the indium that the regrowth process stops after the amorphous-
within the surrounding crystal, also in agreement with crystalline interface reaches the maximum concentra-
the channeling data which clearly show epitaxial re- tion of the dopant profile. Only a small amount of In or
growth at this temperature. In this work we observe the In and As are incorporated in regular sites in the
same frequency previously reported in ref. [3]. The regrown part of the amorphous layer.
amplitude of the perturbation function, however, corre-
sponds only to 30% of the In atoms forming pairs with
As. From the remaining fraction, 30% of In atoms can 4. Conclusions
be described by a broad frequency distribution centered
in a higher frequency. The 40% of the In atoms which The first conclusion of this systematic study is re-
do not sense any field gradient are probably in a cubic lated to the In fraction in regular lattice sites. In fact,
surrounding fzrmed by silicon atoms with the implantation of In in crystalline (100) Si the

A completely different behavior has been observed highest fraction in regular lattice sites is about 50%
and is shown in figs. 6a and 6b with the In-implanted which corresponds to a concentration of 3 x 10i9 cm- ".
crystalline (100) Si. In agreement with previous experi- This fraction decreases with a small increase of the
ments [4] we observe that within 200 A from the surface temperature which indicates that indium precipitates
the regrowth is appreciably retarded due to In segrega- very easily. On the other hand, the system can be
tion. The maximum In fraction in regular lattice sites is stabilized by a previous implantation of As ions. In this
obtained after annealing at 550'C and decreases above case the fraction of In in subs-itutional sites is about

95%. This fraction gives a concentration of 2 x 1020
cm- 3 which is about 300 times the solid solubility of In

In ,. I10' AXI in siliccn (8 x 1017 cm -3) in the temperature range of
,In I 1 Axis 550-650 o C. However, with the increase of the tempera-

ture part of the In and As atoms leaves the substitu-
tional sites The results show therefore that the high

$ solubility is related to In- As pair formation This mech-
40 1  1 anism will also be responsible for the hindrance of the

S7 .... In out-diffusion. It is not yet clear if all indium atoms
20 form pairs with arsenc' atoms. Further studies of the

Sa) (IO0)S In electrical properties of these samples are in progress in

order to answer this question.
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Effect of SiNX coating in lateral solid phase epitaxy of implanted
amorphous Si films

Hi,'oshi Ishiwara and Kazuichi Fukao
Research Laborator, of Precision Machinery and Electronics, Tokyo Inshitute of Technolog,, 4259 Nagatsuda, Midoriku,
Yokohama 227, Japan

The effect of a SiN, coating was investigated in lateral solid phase epitaxy (L-SPE) of implanted amorphous Si (a-Si) films. It was
found that the L-SPE growth rate decreased with increasing thickness of the SiN, film. The internal stress of a-Si films derived from
the change of the groth rate was on the order of 5 x 109 dyn/cm2. A model to explain these phenomena is presented.

1, Introduction films. The wafers were then chemically cleaned, dipped
in RCA solution to form thin chemical oxide films, and

Lateral solid phase epitaxy (L-SPE) of amorphous Si mounted in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber whose
(a-Si) films deposited on selectively oxidized Si wafers base pressure was about 1.3 x 10-7 Pa. After thermal
(1-41 is one of the most promising silicon-on-insulator cleaning at 800 °C for 30 min, a-Si films about 400 nm
(SO) technologie; suitable for the fabrication of three- thick were deposited at room temperature and the sam-
dimensional intcgru~ed circuits (3D-ICs), since the pro- pies were in situ annealed at 500'C for one hour for
cess temperature of this method is as low as 600'C [1]. densification of the a-St films. The annealed samples
This method has another advantage that a multilayered were taken out from the chamber and P ions were
structure of a-Si and S1O 2 films can be crystallized implanted in some of these samples, since P atoms
simultaneously from a common seed region by a single doped in an a-Si film are known to enhance the growth
heating process, without deforming the impurity pro- rate and to expand the L-SPE region [2]. The implanta-
files in the a-Si films. Thus, the L-SPE method has a tion energy and dose were determined so that the pro-
potential to provide a new fabrication process for 3D- file was almost flat near the surface of the film and its
ICs which is superior to the conventional layer-by-layer concentration was about 3 × 1020 cm- 3.Under these
process. conditions, the thickness of the P-doped region where

In the simultaneous L-SPE growth of multilayered the concentration is higher than I X 1020 cm- 3 is about
structures, however, there is a possibility that the growth 290 nm.
characteristics of a-Si films in the lower levels are Then, SiN, films were deposited on bolt, undoped
deteriorated by the mechanical and/or thermal stress and P-doped a-Si films by plasma-enhanced chemical
fiom the overlayers So far, we have shown that the vapor deposition (PCVD) at 4000 C. The 'hicknesses of
effect of a SiO 2 coating is not a large problem, even if a the films were 1.2 gm (sample P1) and 2 4 m (sample
1.8 Vim thick SiO, flm is deposited on an a-Si film [5]. P2). In some samples, a part of the SiN, films was
In the practical 3D structure, however, the effect of the etched prior to the L-SPE annealing, in order to check
overlayers is considered to be stronger, since they are for degradation of a-Si films during the deposition
composed of a stacked structure of Si and SiO 2 films, process of SiN,. The sample structure is schematically
Therefore, in this paper,, we further investigate the effect shown in fig. 1. The samples were finally furnace-an-
of the overlayers in a more realistic structure, that is,
a-Si films are coated with harder SiN5 films and the
L-SPE growth characteristics are measured. SIN

P doped layer

2. Experimental procedures a-Si

SiO 2 films about 50 nm thick were thermally grown i sub.
on Si(100) wafers and stripe-shaped seed regions were
formed parallel to the (011) direction by etching of the Fig 1. A schematic drawing of the sample structure
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nealed in a dry N2 atmosphere to induce L-SPE. The r

L-SPE characteristics were investigated by Nomarski 5
optical microscopy. -- i- 0 u

P Pdopad V I 2AmSN

3. Results 1 3 -

Fig. 2 shows the annealing time dependence of the 2 - 0

L-SPE length along the (010) direction at 600'C in 0
undoped and P-doped samples. In this figure, the open 1 1ill growth 11) facet growth

circles show the characteristics in a part of the P1 0 1 1
sample where the SiN, film was etched off. We can see 0 0.5 1.0
from this figure that the growth rate in the P-doped Annealing Time (hour)
samples decreases with increasing thickness of the SiN, Fig. 3. The initial growth charactenstics of the P-doped sam-
films. The results for the undoped samples (closed circles pies
and triangles) show the same tendency., It was found
that the characteristics of the open and closed circles in
the figure were almost the same as those of uncoated
a-Si films. Thus we can say that the degradation of the phenomenon is not well understood at present.
growth rate is not due to the deposition process of the
SiN, film, but it is due to existence of the film itself. We
can also see from fig. 2 that the random crystallization 4. Discussion
time at which about 2/3 of the a-Si film is occupied by
polycrystalline grains becomes longer with increasing It was found from figs. 2 and 3 that the growth rates
thickness of the SiNX film. As a result, the L-SPE on both (111) and (110) facets were decreased with an
growth length from the seed edge is virtually indepen- increase of the SiN, film thickness. It was also found
dent of the thickness of the SiNs, film, from Nomarski optical microscopy that the growth rate

The detailed grcwth characteristics at the initial stage of polygrains was decreased similarly., These results are
are shown in fig. 3. We can see from this figore that the different from our previous result for the Si0 2 coating
initial growth length on (110) facets [3] becomes shorter [5]. We speculate that this difference is due to the
as the SiN, film is made thicker. Since the crystalline internal stress of the a-Si film, that is, the stress is
quality of the film is known to be better in the (110) greater in a-St films coated with SiN, films because of

facet growth region, we conclude from this result that
the L-SPE characteristics of a-Si films degrade by de-
position of SiN, overlayers. It was also found from 10I I

these experiments that the size of (111) facets, which
appear at the growth front as a zig-zag pattern, is much

calculated tromlarger in the uncoated region, when it is compared at c 11lM) facet growth rate
0 010 faeotgrowth rate

E V poly-gran growth rat*

30 _ _ _ _ _"-

ft ou 7 ' 0
IM P doped 2 1.. Si

L1 d I *without SIN.

0 1 2 3

15 SiNx Film Thickness (ium)

O0 5 10 20 Fig. 4. Variation of the internal stress in a-Si films with the
Annealing Time (hour) SiN, film thickness. The values are derived from the growth

Fig. 2. L-SPE characteristics of the undoped and P-doped rate of polygrains as well as the L-SPE growth rate on (110)

samples with and without SiNX coating. and (111) fazets
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their mechanical hardness, and the stress effect de- cluster

grades the L-SPE characteristics. aN s
Concerning the pressure effect of the SPE growth a-SI

rate, a few experimental results have been reported [6,7]
and the growth rate v at pressure p and temperature T
is known to be expressed by the following equation:

V = vo exp( - (E+ P AV)/RT }, (1)

where vo is a constant, Ea is the activation energy, AV
is the activation volume and R is the gas constant. The
reported AV value is - 3.3 cm3/mol for vertical SPE of
an implanted a-Si layer at 550 0 C [7]. In the following, _

we assume the same value for L-SPE at 600 o C. Fig. 4 (a)Wlthout SINx (b)wIth SINx
shows the variation of stress in a-Si films as a function Fig. 6. A schematic drawing of the stress model.
of the SiN. film thickness, which was derived from the
growth rate using eq. (1). In this figure, the inherent
stress existing in the uncoated film is assumed to be film thickness decreases freely as the crystallite grows.
zero. We can see from this figure that the internal On the other hand, if the a-Si film is coated with a hard
stresses derived from various growth rates are consistent film like SiN, as shown in (b), free shrinkage of the film
with one another and that they are on the order of is prevented and a tension is generated around the
5 X 109 dyn/cm2. crystallite. Thus, the growth rate of the crystallite is

In order to explain the origin of the internal stress in decreased, as can be seen from eq. (1). Similar tension is
fig. 4, thermal stress due to the different expansion expected to be generated at the growth front of L-SPE,
coefficients was measured using a bimetal structure of a when an a-Si film is coated with a hard film In this
SiN, film and a single-crystal Si substrate. In this model, an internal stress is generated around the crys-
experiment, the temperature dependence of the bending tallized region, even if no stress appears in the bimetal
angle of the sample was determined from movement of structure. Therefore, this model seems to be suitable to
a refrected spot of a He-Ne laser. Fig. 5 shows a typical explain the experimental results which we have ob-
result of the temperature dependence for a bimetal tamed, although we have not yet checked its validity
structure with a 2.4 ±m thick SiN film. We can see quantitatively.
from this figure that the internal stress around 600 "C is
much smaller than the value in fig. 4. This result shows
that the experimental value of the internal stress cannot 5. Summary
be explained by a simple bimetal structure.

Finally, we propose a model to explain the above We investigated lateral solid phase epitaxy (L-SPE)
experimental results. This model is schematically shown of amorphous Si films which were coated with SiNe
in fig. 6 for the case of grain growth from a single films. The main results obtained are summarized as
nucleus. In an uncoated a-Si film as shown in (a), the follws.

(1) Both L-SPE growth and grain growth rates decrease
with increasing thickness of the SiN, film.

5 i (2) The initial growth region on (110) facets, where the
crystalline quality of the film is superior. becomes

4 narrow with increasing thickness of the SiN, film.
E 3 - (3) The internal tension stress derived from the change

C of the growth rate was about 5 x 10 9 dyn/cm2. This

* >0' .' .- value is much larger than the experimental value
7 " derived from a -imple bimetal structure of a SiN,

. "film and a Si substrate.
o (4) A qualitative model to explain the experimental

results was proposed.

0 200 400 600 60 Acknowledgement
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the internal stress in a The authors gratefully acknowledge useful discussion
bimetal structure of SiN. and Si. with Prof. S. Furukawa.
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Neall-surface damage created in silicon by BF2 implantation

Li Xiaoqin, Lin Chenglu, Yang Genqin, Zhou Zuyao and Zou Shichang
Ion Beam Laboratory, Shanghai Institute of Metallury, Academia Smica, Shanghai 200050, People's Repubhc of China

The near-surface damage in silicon induced by the bombardment of 147 keV BF' has been investigated by 2 MeV He'
Rutherford-backscattenng spectrometry The implantation was carned out at room temperature with the ion doses ranging from
- 10" to - 10"' cm- 2. The radiation damage was compared with corresponding B4 and F' atomic-ion implantation A damage

enhancement at the surface region of the silicon implanted with BF2
- has been observed and it is attributed to the multiple-collision

effect between molecular ions and host atoms.

I. Introduction 200M implanter The projectile energy was chosen as 3

BF,' implantation is commonly used in the boron keV/amu, i.e., 147 keV for BF., 57 keV for F + and 33
- keV for B, so that the surface damage peak could be

doping process, as the dissociation of the BF, ion upon distinguished from the buried one The doses of BF2
its initial scattering events gives a lower-energy boron i_ions ranged from 5 × 1 0 i3- 5 × 1025 cm ". All implanta-
atom. In addition, the fluorine ion is relatively heavy tions were performed 70 away from the surface normal
and is therefore able to generate an amorphous zone of the wafers in order to minimize the channeling effect.
which contains most of the boron so that low-tempera- In each atomic-molecular-ion comparison, the atomic
ture solid-phase epitaxy can be used to produce doped flux and fluence were kept constant.
layers without appreciable atomic diffusion. However, The number and depth distribution of displaced
the bombardment of molecular ions such as BF,' will silicon atoms were extracted from the aligned 2 MeV
result in distinctive damage and annealing behavior, He' backscattering spectra. The depth resolution of the
which may be interesting for both technical applications detection system was greatly improved by using a graz-
and fundamental studies of atomic collision in solids
These molecular effects were generally explained by ig-angle detector geometry (scattering angle 0 = 970 ).

"spike effects" [1] in the overlap region of cascade
volumes generated by the atomic species of the molecu-
lar ion when it penetrated into the target. In most 3. Results and discussion
previous studies, to understand the microscopic events
of spike effects, diatomic implants were used [2] to show A typical set of RBS spectra of BF, -implanted
the existence of a "damage-enhancement" effect in Si silicon is indicated in fig. 1. Two damage peaks in the
and Ge This effect is related to ion species, energy and figure are clearly separated as the incident ion energy is
target temperature [3]. Grob et al. [4] reported the high enough. One peak is buried at a position corre-
damage-enhancement effect in silicon induced by BF,' sponding to the nuclear energy-deposition peak RI)
and PF. implants and accounted for it in terms of the (about 1100 A deep from the surface estimated by the
overlap probability of two or three subcascades. In our WSS theory) while the other peak appears at the top
recent work, a strong dan, age enhancement at the surface of the sample. Disordered atoms in both damage
surface of crystalline silicon created by P2' bombard- regions increase with increasing ion doses The surface
ment has been pointed out [5] damage peak exists at a rather low dose, e.g 5 X 1013

The aim of this work is to demonstrate the molecular ions/cm2 , while the buried peak cannot be defined until
effect in the near-surface region induced by BF,2 im- the dose is up to 1015 ions/cm2.
plantation. To this purpose, high-resolution Rutherford- Fig. 2 illustrates a comparison of the damage behav-
backscattenng spectrometry (RBS) with the channeling iors of molecular BF,' implants and dually implanted
technique has been employed atomic ions of F and B. In fig. 2, one Lan bce that the

damage enhancement induced by molecular ions is quite

2. Experimental different in the two damage regions. Two buried damage
peaks in fig. 2 are almost coincident with each other

Etch-polished (100) oriented n-type Si wafers were while a striking damage enhancement takes place at the
bombarded at room temperature using an ULVAC IM- surface of the sample bombarded with BF2+.Generally,
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the damage enhancement in the buned region con be Table I
explained in terms of overlap of two or three colhs~nn Nuclear stopping power d E/dx calculated by TRIM

cascades generated by every atomic species of the ion Mass Z Energy dE/dA [eV/A]
molecular ion because of the nonlinear dependence of jamul [keV]
damage creation on the nuclear energy-deposition den- Electroic Nuclear Total

sity. When the initial energy of BF2' is increased, the B 11 5 33 12.57 5.388 17 91
damage enhancement factor FD - defined as the ratio F 19 11 57 2283 1461 37.44
of total number of displaced target atoms for molecular Ti 48 22 144 37.80 60.68 98.48

(ND[BF 2]) to atomic (N0 [F + B]) ion bombardment, V 51 23 153 37.65 65.00 1026

i.e., FD = ND[BF2]/Nt)[F + B] - will decrease [4]. This
'is because at high energy, the cascade volume generated
by fluorine or boron implants becomes large and the enters the solid target, the fluorine and boron atoms
nuclear energy deposition in the cascade volume is will keep their relative positions and flight forward
diluted. At an incident energy of 3 keV/amu for BF2, together until one of them encounters a large-angle
the value of FD calculated from the buried damage scattering. When all atomic species of the molecular ion
region is almost equal to 1, which is coincident with the are flighting together, the binary-collision model would
results of ref. [4]. be invalid to describe the collision process between the

Fig. 3 indicates that F), calculated from the surface flighting atomic species and target atoms, hence a multi-
damage peak, vanes as a function of ion dose. Even at a ple collision model should be considered. But a practi-
highe, dose of 5 x 1015 ions/cm, FD is as large as 1.6, cal evaluation of this model will be very complicated. In
and the damage enhancement effect becomes even more a rough exploration, the surface-damaging behavior of
striking as the dose decreases. Considering that the BF2+ can be considered to be approximately like that of
damage creation rises with the increase in nuclear stop- V+ or Ti'. Table 1 lists the nuclear stopping power
ping power dE/dx, a heavy ion will generate much dE/dx for 3 keV/amu V, Ti,. F' and B' ions in
more displaced host atoms than a light one. Although silicon. The dE/dx of Vt is greater by a factor of 2
the chemical bond of BF, will be broken as soon as it than the sum 2dE/dx(F' ) + dE/dx(B+), which is

3 50

3 00

0 +
2 50 - +

" 200 - + \

z _
''1 50

10 I 1111111 I " I 1111111 I t I ll

10 13 lo 1,4 10 15 10 "1

4 BF 2 Dose (ions/cm2 )
Fig. 3 Plot of the enhancement factor F) calculated from the near-surface peak as a function of the 3 keV/amu BF,' dose implanted

at room temperature.
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almost corresponding to the average damage enhance- References 4
ment factor Ft demonstrated in fig. 2. The estimation
above reveals that the multiple collisions between all [11 P. Sigmund, Appi Phys Lett. 25 (1974)164.
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Custom profiles by automated multi-step implantation

J. Philip Crook a, Michael 1, Current b Babak Adibi ', S. Leung c and L.A. Larson d.1

National Semiconductor, Puyallup, WA 98374, USA
Applied Materials, Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA

'Applied Materials, Horsham, West Sussex, RHI3 5PY, England
Vational Semiconductor, Santa Clara, CA 95051, USA

Multi-step implants using F as a preamorphizing species for the formation of shallow p + source/drain junctions are investigated.
SIMS. RBS and SRP data -re combined to optimize process equivalents to 50 and 25 keV BF2 implants. Incorporation of a dual
implant sequence into a single, chained recipe and device results for a I Mbit SRAM are discussed.

I. Introduction electrical activation with low temperature anneals [7,8].
The specific goals of this work were to develop a

The scaling requirements for CMOS devices with source/drain implant process with F as a preamorphiz-
gate widths of -0.5 lm call for junction depths of ing species utilizing the automation features of an ad-
= 0.1 lsm for both the p4 and n+ source/drain regions vanced ion implantion system.

'I). Control of B channeling and diffusion for p* junc-
tions is particularly challenging [2,3]. The usefulness of
an initial preamorphization implant to suppress chan- 2. Dose optimization
neling effects has been shown for BF, implants with
energies as low as 5 keV [4], for B energies as low as 1 The optimization of the F dose was the first step in
keV [5] and for "plasma immersion" implants using a the development process. High levei:. of residual F from
mixed BF3-fed discharge with a wafer bias of = 1 keV high-dose BF2 implants have been associated with
[6].Although most of the work with preamorpzation dopant deactivation 19,10], defect decoration and pin-

rn ing 111,121, anomalous diffusion effects [13-16], de-
implants have used Si or Ge as the amorphizing species, gradation of oxides [17,181 and formation of gas-filled
there are numerous practical difficulties with adapting voids [19-21]. Tests of preamorphizatton with F at
these processes to production environments. In addition doses of 1016 F/cm2 resulted in significantly higher
to the developmleint of efficient source plasmas for these leakage currents and defect levels than junctions
ions and the need to control wafer temperature during amorphized with Si or Ge ions [22], Studies have mdi-
implantation, there are severe constraints on the mass cated ihat Ge doses as low as 5 X 10i3 ions/cm 2 can
resolution limits. For example, 29Si is often used rather suppress B channeling effects [23,24] All indications,
than the more abundant 29Si to avoid contamination of including the desire for short implantation times, favor

the ton beam by N or CO +. However, 2Si can be the use of F doses that are stgntficantly lower than the
contaminated by (' 0 B19F)' if there is residual BF3 gas equivalent dose from a BF2 implant.
leaking into the source area [3]. Si and Ge are also
inconvenient species for preamorphization in produc-
tion environments since they require a source retuning
step before the implantation of dopants ions.

Fluorine, since it can be extracted from the same In order to develop an "xFB" equivalent to a genenc
BF3-fed plasma as is used to supply B or BF2 for the 50 keV BF2 source/drain implant step, it was decided
doping implant, is a more attactive species for damage to increase the F energy to 39 keV,, twice the equivalent
and amorphization implants since little or no source energy for the molecular implant. This was done to
retuning is required for dual-step implants. Flourne has ensure that the B implant depth was shallower than the
been used to suppress channeling and to achieve good thickness of the amorphous layer [7] and to take ad-

vantage of reported conditions for reduced diffusion
and defect effects [8]. Preamorphization implants were

Present address: Sematech, Austin, TX 78741, USA. done for doses ranging from 1014 to 1 0 t6 F/cm2. Boron
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2000 tation level. The thickness of amorphous layer (fig. 1)
grew steadily for doses above 5 x 1014 F/cm2 . An
amorphous layer was not seen in the RBS analysis for

39 KOy F the 10 4 F/cm2  implant.

" 2 3. Boron profiles

1000 The B profiles for the 11 keV implants were identical

50 keV BF2 for F doses from 5 x 1014 to 1016 F/cm2 and showed
(19 keyl F) no channeling effects (fig. 2). These B profiles were

E (TRIM-84 [25]) and shallower than direct 11 keV B
implants into Si(100) and 50 keV BF 2 implants. For a F

0 01 0 1017 preamorphization dose of 1014 F/cm2, strong channel-

Dose (/cm2) ing effects were evident in the the 11 keV B profile.

Fig. I Dependence of amorphous layer thickness, as measured
by grazing-angle RBS. on dose for 39 keV F and 50 keV RF 3. Process qualification and device testing

implants into Si(100)
The xFB process was adapted to a I Mbit SRAM

process with gate feature sizes of 0.8 ltm [26]. Results
implants wele done at I1 keV over a dose range be- for xFB implants of 11 keV B implants after 50 keV F
tween I to 5 x 1015 B/cm2. Compansons were also preamorphization implants at doses of 5 X 1014 and
made with 50 keV BF, implants 1 0 5 F/cm2 were compared with the 50 keV BF 2 im-

plants.
2 2 Amorphous later thickness

3 I Boron profiles
The thickness of the amorphous layer was de-

teritned by the depth at which the grazing-angle RBS The as-implanted profiles closely resembled the re-
sigial was at 50% of the amorphous and random orien- suits from the F dose optimization studies (fig. 3). The

,cFB profiles closely followed TRIM-84 results from a
105 Monte Carlo iun for both F doses, indicating that

10 21

c's 21021

E10 20

C; ~E 1020.CW
19  

50 kovBF2 TRIM

o 
o

10 1.0.)0 xFB 1 00 4000 *l 1018xF

0 10'~ 
TRIM

0 c o1

Depth(A) ' 0 1000 2000 3000 4000
Fig. 2. As-implanted atomic concentration B profiles for direct
II] keV B implants into Si(100) and after 39 keV F preamorph- Depth(A)
zation implants at doses of 1014 and 1015 F/cm2 The B dose Fig. 3. As-implanted atomic concentration B profiles for 11was 5 x lis B/cm2.Note the strongly channeled character of keV implants at a dose of lis B/cm2 for direct implants into" the B profile for the lower F preamorpization dose. A 50 keV Si(100) and after 50 keV F preamorphzation implants at dosesI' BF2 implant and a TRIM-84 simulation for 11 keV B are also of 5 X l1 4 and l 13 i5 F/cm2. A 50 keV BF2 implant and a

, shown. TRIM-84 simulation for 11 keV boron are also shown.
050 lI

xFS11 /m 08
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Depth(A) Depth(A)
Fig. 4. Atomic concentration B profiles after an anneal of Fig. 5. Carrier concentration profiles after an anneal of 950'C
9500 C for 10 s The implantation conditions were the same as for 10 s The implantation conditions were the same as in fig.

in fig. 3 3

an adequate degree of amorphization was achieved, the directly implanted B profile (fig. 5) are consistent
Both B and BF2 implants showed strong channeling with the high sheet resistance for this junction.
effects under direct implantation conditions. The p' source/drain resistance of the 40 X 0.8 jin

After an anneal cycle of 950'C for 10 s, the xFB transistors after the full SRAM process was lower for
implants continued to give significantly shallower pro- the xFB splits. The SRAMs were full functional with
files and junction depths (fig. 4). The B profile for the F similar speed and leakage current characteristics for all
dose of 5 X 1014 F/cm' diffused deeper than the 101" of the process variations tested. The other significant
F/cm 2 case [13,14]. The carrier concentration profiles shifts were a 0.1 V shift in the threshold voltage and a I
(fig. 5) follow the trends in the atomic profiles. mA drop in the source/drain saturation current with

the rFB splits in comparison to the BF2 implants.
3 2 Electrical results

The electrical characteristics are summarized in table 4. Chained recipes
I After a test anneal of 950'C for 10 s, the xFB
implants had a higher sheet resistance than the BF2  The system automation on the P19200 allows for
splits, which is characteristic of shallower junctions for direct processing of up to 10 implants in a sequence
the xFB process. The relatively low activation levels in [27]. The process recipes for the preamorphization and

Table I

Electrical charactenstics

Implant Process

50 keV F 5 x 1014 F/cm2
; 50 keV F 1011 F/cm2. 50 keV BF2  11 keV B

II keV J 10' ,ons/cm2  11 keV B 1015 ions/cm 2  lOis ions/cm 2  loll B/cm 2

950 * C/10 s anneal
Junction depth [iLml 0.14 025 0.26
Sheet resistance [S/0] 143 127 287

I Mbit SRAM process (40X0 8 jum test structure)
p* S/D sheet resistance [0/01 157 158 171 a)
Threshold voltage [VI -089 -0.91 -0.81
S/D saturation current [mAl 8.7 9 1 9.8 a)

* No data.
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I MODULE: NINE CURRENI is active extert user 12 JAN 1999 16:31:231
Print Daqs/FOs Uacutm Wheel W/loadAp Beail ie Facilities IF Process list edi to. Help and documentation.

List name XFB List size 2

Step Process recipe species Dose EneXF F+ ( ) 5. Me14 19. 1
I X1 1* (B3) Z. 999e15 ,N I
3 Touch this line to add an iteM to the list

I s

"-iI "I
Fig. 6. Process list editor screen showing a chained recipe called "XFB" comprsed of a 19 keV F preamorphization implant at a dose

of 5 X 1014 F/cm2 followed by a 5 keV B implant at a dose of 2 x 10", B/cm.

dopant implants are combined from separate recipes in plant processes into production environments with no
the system library under a new process name as a "list" increase in operational complexity.
(fig. 6). In a chained sequence, wafers are loaded onto
the implant wheel from a loadlock chamber which holds
the wafer cassettes while the source and beamline are 5. f kV boron profiles

tuned to the conditions specified in the first process A senes of chained implants was done with a F
recipc. After the first implant is completed, the system preamorphization implant at 19 keV at a dose of 5 < 104
retunes to the second recipe while the wafers are held F/cm 2 followed by a 5 keV B implant at a dose of
on the implant wheel under vacuum. This sequence can 2 x 1015 B/cm2. Direct implants of 5 keV B and 25 keV
be elaborated to allow for multiple implants for each of BF2 were also tested. The B beam current at 5 keV was
the preamorphizing and dopant functions. This level of 2.3 mA after a 5 min automatic tuning cycle. The F
automation allows for the introduction of multiple iin- preamorphization resulted in a 40% reduction in the

depth of B penetration at a dopant concentration of
1021 10"7 B/cm compared to the direct 5 keV B (fig. 7).

10 TRIM (5 keV B) 6. Summary

5 keV 0 Profile analysis and process tests have shown F to be
/ 10 2 keV BF2 a useful species for preamorphization for formation of

25.W BF2 shallow p+ source/drain junctions. The dual implant

process has been shown to be compatible with an ad-
"1., vanced SRAM process with minor alterations in prod-

0 uct characteristics. The shallow junction depths which
r,. o17  can be achieved with the xFB approach provide an
0 attractive base for process shrinks for higher perfor-
0 mance devices. Utilization of the chained recipe capabil-

1016 ity of an automated implanter allows for a low-rick
0 500 000 o1500 2000 implementation of this process into a production en-

Depth (A) vironment,

Fig. 7. As-implanted atomic concentration B profiles for 5 keV
implants at a dose of 2 x 10i B/cm2 for direct implants into Acknowledgements
Si(100) and after a 19 key F preamorphization implant at a
dose of 5 x 1014 F/cm2. A 25 keV BF2 implant and a TRIM-88 The authors wish to acknowledge many useful dis-

simulation for 5 keV boron are also shown. cussions during the development of this work, in par-
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The annealing behaviour of ion-implanted Si studied using
time-resolved reflectivity

R., Thornton, Y.H. Li, R.G. Elliman and J.S. Williamst
Miuroelectrone and Afaterialv Technology Centre, RMIT Melbourne 3000. Australia

The annealing behaviour of ion-implanted Si has been studied using time-resolved reflectivity (TRR) Various rtgirles have been
identified which depend upon the implanted species and dose, the substrate orientation and the annealing temperature At low doses.
electrically active impurities, such as Sb, enhance the regrowth rate in (100) orientated St. In (1115 Si, the presence of low
concentrations of certain impurities, such as Sb, Ga and Sn, also affects the degree of twinning which a.companies epitaxial
regrowth. At higher doses of impurities, the regrowth rate of (111 and (100) Si is retarded and some impurities are seen to segregate
at the amorphous-crystalline interface Further increasing the dose provokes a dramatic phase transition to fine grain polvcrystalline
Si for the low melting point impurities, occurring typically 250'C below temperatures where epitaxial crystallisation is observed

I. Introduction block and the regrowth kinetics were monitored during
annealing using time-resolved reflectivity (TRR) The

Since the advent of ion implantation as a method for samples were then analysed once again using RBS-C to
doping Si with electrically active impurities, there has determine the degree of recrystallisatien. Selected sam-
been considerable interest in the annealing behaviour of pies were then prepared for plan-view tiansmission elec-
implantation-induced amorphous Si These studies have tron microscopy (TEM).
mainly concentrated on Si of (100) orientation, and the
epitaxial recrystallisation kinetics for intrinsic and doped
amorphous Si have been measured over a wide tempera- 3. Results and discussion
ture range [11 In contrast, there has been little work
reported on the effect of impurities on the regrowth of Figs la and b compare typical TRR spectra for
(111) Si, owing to the poor quality of recrystallised intrinsic and Sb implanted (100 keV, 9 X 10 16 Sb/m 2 )
layers charicterised by the formation of twins How- (100) St annealed at 600'C Fig lc shows the derived
ever, it was shown recently that implanted Sn can have regrowth rate for the Sb-implanted case Initially, the
a beneficial effect on the quality of the regrowth of Sb causes an enhancement in the regrowth rate, but as
(IlI) orientated Si [21 the intetface passes through the region of high Sb

In this study the effect of impurities on the regrowth concentration, the rate is retarded to a value below that
behaviour of (100) and (111) orientated Si is compared of intrinsic Si. It remains retarded as the growth con-
This paper concentrates on the behaviour of Sb-in- tinue, towards the surface. Fig 2 indicates that the Sb
planted St. is highly substitutional after the recrystallisation and

that the Sb profile is unaffected by the regrowth Re-
tardation is also observed for samples implanted with

2. Experimental Sn [31, As [1], In [4] and Ph [4].

No appreciable interface segregation or "push-out"
Both (100) and (111) Si were implanted with doses of of the implanted impurity is observed for Sb or Sn

Sb, and Si in the range I x 10 15 to 1 X 10 16 cm2 using a during the regrowth retardation phase. However, segre-
Whickham 200 keV ion-implanter,. The samples where gation has previously been reported for both In- and
held at - 196-C during implantation I he dose and Pb-implanted Si during the retarded phase of the growth
amorphous layer thickness was measured by Rutherford [4]. The rate observed for Sb and Sn-implanted Si is
backscattering and channeling (RBS-C). The samples somewhat surprising as changes in the regrowth rate
were annealed in air on a temperature-controlled hot would be expected to follow the unchanged concentra-

tion profile of the implanted impurity. Olson and Roth
Also Department of Electronic Materials Engineering, have reported similar asymmetric growth rate behaviour

R.S.Phys.S, ANU, Canberra, Australia. for As-implanted Si, and speculated that defects gener-

Ark 0168-583X/91/$03 50 0', 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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Fig 1 TRR spectra. (a) 'mulated for 600oC, 1200 A Fig 3 TRR spectra for (a) (111) Si implanted with 75 keV,
amorphous layer on (100) Si. (b) for 9x 10 " Sb/cm2. 100 keV, I X 101 Si/cm2. annealed at 620'C, (b) I x 1015 Sb/cm2 , 100annealed at 600'C, (c) calculated regrowth rates for intrinsic kcV, annealed at 600'C, (c) calculated regrowth rate% for

and Sb-implanted Si from the above data intrinsic (o) and Sb-implanted (*) Si Irom the above data

ated at the peak of the impurity profile influence subse- The presence of impurities in (111) Si has been
quent growth [I] Further studies are underway to clarify shown to have an effect on the quality of the recrystal-
the mechanism for retarded epitaxy. hised material and on the regrowth rate of Si [2]. Figs. 3a

K~nerg v
1O 20

1, \1( Sb 100 S a implanted
1x10"0 Sb ,100' Si 600 'C anneal random

• 1 10 ,b 100 Si 600°( anneal dligned

C
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I
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Fig 2 RBS spectra of 100 keV. 9x 10 Sb/cm2 Implanted Si. before and after annealing at 600'C, using 2 MeV FIe 2  with a
scattering angle of 98 0
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and b show TRR spectra for annealing at 620°C of Table 1
both impurity-free and 1 x 1015 cm - 2, 100 keV Sb-im- Summary of residual damage seen after annealing of (111) Si
planted amorphous layers on (111) Si. The regrowth of implanted with various impurities
(111) Si is characterised by the generation of stacking Xm, SPEG rate change Push-out
faults and twins that effectively convert (111) directions Si 46% -

to (511) directions [5]. Since (511) Si regrows at a faster Sb 10% retarded no

rate than (111) Si [6], the interface becomes rough Ga 23% enhanced yes
during epitaxial regrowth. This loss of interface planar- Sn 38% retarded a no
ity can be detected by TRR as a loss of contrast in the S
reflected signal [7]. Such behaviour is clearly seen in fig. See ret. [2].
3 (cf. fig. la). Indeed the amplitude of the reflectivity
oscillations is much greater in the case of the Sb-im-
planted sample (fig. 3b) than for the Si-implanted sam- present in both cases after annealing, but it is difficult
pie (fig. 3a); this indicates a smoother regrowth inter- to accurately measure the twin concentration in each
face for the Sb-implanted case. This phenomenon is case. Howevr, when combined with the channeling
also observed for Ga, In, Bi, and Sn, but is most data, it is clear that the number of twins in the Sb-im-
pronounced for Sb. The derived regrowth rates for the planted sample is reduced relative to the impunty-free
impurity-free and Sb-implanted samples are shown in sample. Table I summarises the level of residual dis-
fig. 3c. The loss of contrast in the TRR signal makes order (as measured by the near-surface channeling yield,
calculation of the regrowth rate more difficult, resulting xm,) for a range of different impurities, indicating that
in an increased scatter of the data poi..ts. Never'heless, less defective regrowth is also obtained in these cases.
it is clear that both samples exhibit retarded growth in Note that Ga enhances the growth rate and is pushed
the near-surface region, although the retardation effect out during epitaxy, whereas Sb and Sn retard epitaxy
appears to be greater for the Sb-implanted sample and retain their implanted distribution.

The RBS-C spectra in fig. 4 for Si- and Sb-implanted The mechanism for this impurity-induced improve-
Si after annealing clearly show !ha! the level of residual ment in the regrowth quality in (111) Si is not clear
defects remaining in the Si after regrowth is less for the Since similar behaviour is obsetved for group Ill, IV
Sb-implanted case than for the impunty-free case. This and V impurities, it would seem to indicate that the
may indicate that Sb resricts the formation of twins reduced twinning is not purely an electronic effect.
durng regrowth. Plan-viow TEM of the Si-implanted However, electrical dopants do seem to effect a greater
and the Sb-implanted samples indicate that twins are reduction in the number of twins produced.
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Two interesting regrowth observations in high-dose

ion-implanted St have been reported. First, it was shown
that the presence of high concentrations of Sb can

retard the regrowth rate of (100) Si without any noticea- References
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MeV ion-beam annealing of semiconductor structures

J.S. Williams', M.C., Ridgway, R.G. Elliman , J.A. Davies 2, S.T. Johnson' and G.R. Palmer 3
Department of Electronic Materials Engineering, Research School of PhYsical Sciences, Australian National Unwersity,
Canberra 2600. Australia

MeV heavy-ion beams have been used to induce epitaxial crystallization of amorphous Si, GaAs, lnP, Ge-Si alloy and metal
silicide layers. In all cases, the crystallization kinetics and the quality of the recrystallized layers have been compared with
thermal-annealing behaviour The most striking differences between the two annealing regimes (thermal and ion beam) have been
obsersed for InP and high-dose In-implanted Si, where ion-beam annealing at low temperatures results in more extensive and
higher-quality epitaxy than that achieved by thermal annealing

1. Introduction of our MeV ion-beam-induced crystallization studies,
particularly into InP, CoSt, and high-dose-implanted

MeV ion implanters are receiving increasing atten- Si. The crystallization kinetics and the quality of crys-
tion for a wide range of semiconductor applications. tallization are compared for the various systems
These include the formation of buried compounds such
as silicides and oxides, dopant implants for deep junc-
tions and conducting layers, isolation of I-V semicon-, 2. Experimental
ductor structures, production of doped amorphous
laxers for subsequent study of diffusion and crystalliza- The experimental sequence for the present studies is
tion, and for inducing controlled epitaxial crystal growth shown schematically in fig. 1. For high-dose Si studies,
of pre-existing amorphous layers at low temperatures. It (100) Si wafers were first implanted with 100 keV In
is this last application that is the subject of this paper

Amorphous Si layers produced in crystalline Si by
ion implantation have been shown to recrystallize epi- a)fORMAMOR1i'V3,StP.YL'tP

taxially during subsequent MeV ion irradiation at tem-
peratures as low as 150*C [1]. Under these conditions, CRYStALLINF. AMORPHOUS
the crystallization rate is controlled by the nuclear en-
ergy deposition rate at the amorphous-crystalline (a- c) 10)
interface and has only a small dependence on tempera-
ture (activation energy - 0 24 eV). Furthermore, the
ion-beam-induced crystallization process is relatively in-
sensitive to impurities within the amorphous layer [1]. h) ItIERMAL I PiTAXY
This opens up the possibility of inducing epitaxial
growth in cases where high impurity concentrations - FURNACE ANNEALING

AlI !lKIL tLMPF RAt UR1
impede conventional thermally induced epitaxy [2]. ( g 5C°C fr SI)

Ion-beam-induced epitaxial crystallization has also g

been demonstrated in GaAs [3] and, more recently, in
amorphous Ge-Si alloys [41 and NiSi2 [51 grown epi-
taxially on Si In this paper, we report on an extension c) ION-BLAM INDUCLD EPrrAXY

MeV ION-BI AM
I - A N N , AN1,ING Al LQ_WAlso: Microelectronics and Matenals Technology Centre, - -f.. I FMPLRATURI'

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne, 3000, (e g; > 200T for SI)
Australia

2 Permanent address. Department of Engineering Physics. Mc- MeV ION RANGL.>
Master University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada Fig. I Schematic illustration of epitaxial crystallization of (a)

" Present address. Physics Department, Queen's University, an initial surface amorphous layer, (b) by thermal annealing
Kingston, Ontario. Canada. and (c) MeV ion-beam annealing.
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ions to a dose of 2.4 X 10" cm -2 with the samples held a) 400C

at - 196 ° C. The resultant amorphous layers were - 100 INITIAL a-c INTERFACE

nm thick (fig. la). Amorphous layers (20-100 nm thick)
were formed in (100) GaAs and InP wafers by implant-
ing with 15-50 keV 28Si, Si or P ions to doses of GOOD EPI In SURFACE

- 10 cm -2 .
For multilayer structures, Ge-Si alloys and Ni and ,

Co sllicide layers were initially grown epitaxially on
either (100) or (111) Si substrates as described elsewhere 100 50 0

[4,6]. These layers were then implanted with 30-100
keV 2 Si ions to form amorphous layers, either confined
to the alloy layer or extending into the underlying Si b) 300C

substrate. All implantations were performed with a GOOD EPI In

Whickham Ion Beam Systems 200 kV high-current ion
implanter. , -.

Following amorphization, some samples were
mounted on a resistively heated hot stage and annealed 0 5 0
'in air at temperatures between 60'C and 650'C de-
pending ov the substrate type. During annealing, a 633
nm He-Ne laser was incident on the sample and changes c 200'C
in the reflected light intensity were monitored with a . Ii

photodiode. This time-resolved reflectivity (TRR) tech- GOOD I

nique, described elsewhere [7], is a convenient method
for measuring the thermally induced epitaxial growth -

kinetics (fig. lb). For ion-beam-induced epitaxy, sam-
ples were irradiated with Ne', Art and Si+ ions at 100 50 0
energies between 300 keV and 1,5 MeV whilst the DEPTH (nni)
sample temperature was held constant between 15'Campde t0Cempetur wasueldbcostat teen in Fig. 2 Schematic In profiles obtained from RBS spectra Solid
and 400°C depending on substrate type. An in situ

curves indicate In profiles following ion-beam annealing with
TRR arrangement was also used to monitor the extent 15 MeV Ar ions at (a) 400°C, (b) 300°C and (c) 200°C
of epitaxy (fig. lc) during ion irradiation The as-implanted profiles are shown by the dashed curves and

Fellowing either thermally induced or ion-beam-in- the extent of Si epitaxial growth with respect to the In depth
duced epitaxy. samples were analyzed by Rutherford distribution is also indicated
backscattering and channeling (RBS-C) and selected
samples were examined by transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) techniques. This paper concentrates on nm from the surface. Fig. 2a sho x's schematically the
RBS-C to monitor regrowth quality and TRR to mea- RBS profile for as-implanted In (dashed curve) corn-
sure crystallization kinetics, pared with that obtained following the 4000C Ar '

irradiation (solid curve) The latter profile is essentially
similar to behaviour previously observed for thermal

3. Results and discussion annealing. The implanted In is segregated towards the
surface (at the a-c interface) and is then redistributed

Indium-implanted Si samples were irradiated with within the near-surface layer which has transformed to
1 5 MeV Ar' ions at 200'C, 300°C and 400'C. In polycrystalline Si and hence not undergone epitaxial
situ TRR was used to monitor the progress and quality growth. However, compared with previous studies of
of ion-beam-induced epitaxial growth by observing the thermal annealing at 525°C [2], the extent of epitaxial
amplitude of oscillations in the reflected light intensity recrystallization appears to be greater for the 400'C
[7]. For irradiation at 400 0 C. TRR indicated that epi- ion-beam anneal There is also less In redistribution
taxy of the original - 100 nm thick amorphous layer within polycrystalline Si after ion-beam annealing, pre-
proceeded at a constant rate until the a-c interface sumably as a consequence of the lower annealing tern-
approached within - 40 nm of the surfacc. Thereafter, perature.
the TRR signal changed abruptly in a manner indica- Ion-beam annealing at 300'C produced more exten-
tive of an amorphous-to-polycrystalline phase transfor- sive epitaxy before the TRR signal departed from regu-
mation, as previously observed for thermal annealing of lar oscillatory behaviour. In this case, the TRR signal
high-dose In-implanted Si (21 Ion-channeling spectra did not show an abrupt change indicative of a sudden
confirmed that epitaxial growth had been arrested ~ 40 polycrystalline phase transformation, rather, it changed

VI MATERIALS SCIENCE
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slowly to a near-constant level. The RBS profile of the portant features are clear from the present preliminary
In (fig. 2b) also showed differences from that in fig. 2a. study:
At 300'C, a clear In segregation peak at the a-c (i) lower ion-beam annealing temperatures favour epi-
interface accompanies epitaxy. It appears that an taxy over the competing amorphous-to-polycrystal-
amorphous-to-polycrystalline transformation has been line transformation;
initiated within the surface amorphous layer but is (i) !ess In is segregated at the advancing amorphous-
incomplete, Consequently, In has not yet redistributed to-crystalline interface as the ion-beam annealing
throughout this surface layer. temperature is lowered.

At 200 *C, the ion-beam annealing behaviour is again These observations suggest that In diffusion in
different. Epitaxy proceeds towards the surface but amorphous Si (the proposed initiating factor in the
TRR indicates extremely slow (retarded) growth as the thermally induced phase transformation and In inter-
a-c interface proceeds to within 30 nm of the surface, face segregation [2]) is less pronounced dunng ion-beam
In fact. the growth could not be completed in a reasona- annealing than during thermal annealing at higher tem-
ble time under the Ar + bombardment conditions used. peratures. Thus, ion-beam annealing at low tempera-
Furthermore, the In profile following 200 *C beam an- tures may offer the prospect of improved crystal growth
nealing (fig. 2c) indicates much less segregation than of Si amorphous layers implanted with high doses of
that at higher ion-beam annealing temperatures. In this impurities.
case, the near-surface layer appears not to have trans- Fig. 3 shows RBS-C spectra indicating the quality of
formed to a polycrystalline layer. recrystallization achieved in GaAs following both fur-

More detailed analysis of ion-beam-annealed layers nace and ion-beam annealing. Previous studies [3] have
of high-dose In-implanted Si will be presented elsewhere, shown that furnace annealing (at 250' C) initially in-
including TEM measurements. However, some im- duces good quality epitaxy, but severe twinning occurs

Energy
10 2

50 1 1 0 I I .

o 50 KeV Si 1.5xi0 4cm-
270"C, 5 rmi,. Anneal

S3.OxlO cm 1 5 MeV Ne+

DEPTH A
500 0

A

0 is

0

700 900
Channel

Fig 3. RBS-C spectra illustrating the extent of epitaxial growth following thermal annealing at 270'C (A) compared with partial
eptaxy during ion beam annealing with 1.5 MeV Ne+ at 750 (U). The final spectrum (o) corresponds to the starting material with

an ~ 650 A amorphous surface layer

[0
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Energy (MeV) In contrast to GaAs, fig. 4 shows that InP exhibits
160_ I T2 1 3 _ 1 much improved epitaxy under ion-beam annealing (1.5
140 F - MeV Ar' at 145C) compared with furnace annealing

at 260 0 C. TEM suggests that twinning is suppressed
12 -i - during ion-beam annealing at low temperatures, con-

sistent with the low levels of residual disorder as mea-
100 - - sured by RBS-C (8]. Furthermore, TRR spectra imply

0 - that the planarity of the crystallization front is much
better for InP than for GaAs. This may account for, or

0 be a consequence of, the reduced twinning.
Z 4o Table 1 summarizes the ion-beam annealing be-

haviour for various semiconductor structures compared
0, with furnace annealing. As indicated in figs. 2, 3 and 4,
0 - ---- low-temperature ion-beam annealing can have ad-

850 900 950
Channel vantages over furnace annealing in terms of improved

Fig 4. RBS-C spectra illustrating the quality of crystallization epitaxy for high-dose-ion-implanted elemental semicon-
of a - 100 nm amorphous layer on (100) lnP (0) during ductors and for compound semiconductors. For Ge-Si
furnace annealing at 260 0 C (0) compared with ion-beam alloys on (100) Si, our previous ion-beam studies [4]
annealing with 115 MeV Ar* at 1450C (6) A virgin InP have shown that high-Ge-content amorphous layers (ex-

spectrum is also shown (A). ceeding 20%) can be recrystallized epitaxially in a layer-
by-manner from the underlying Si substrate Such be-
haviour cannot be achieved by furnace annealing since
the crystallization temperatures of Si and the Ge-rich

as the growth proceeds towards the surface. The be- alloy are very different. The initial result of furnace
haviour indicated in fig. 3 is consistent with such a annealing in 50% Ge-rich layers is a polycrystalline
growth process. As shown in fig. 3, ion-beam annealing alloy layer. In addition, ion-beam annealing forms
with 1.5 MeV Ne' at 75'C results in more extensive strained Ge-St alloy layers on Si when the Ge content
epitaxy than furnace annealing. In this case, the is < 30%, similar to the behaviour in the MBE grown
amorphous GaAs has only been partly recrystallized starting material. There are also indications from other
and about half of the !ayer remains amorphous. workers [9,10] that different (both higher and lower)
Higher-dose Ne irradiation leads to a breakdown in strain levels can be sustained in annealed layers than in
epitaxy and eventually results in extensive near-surface initial layers grown by molecular beam epitaxy.
damage which could originate from ion-beam-induced For silicide layers on Si (111), both amorphous NiS 2
dissociation of GaAs. [5] and CoSi, can be epitaxially recrystallized using

Table I
Comparison of the epitaxial growth kinetics and growth quality of a number of semiconductor structures annealed thermally and
with MeV ion beams

Sample Furnace annealing Ion-beam annealing Advantages of ion-beam annealing

Temp. [0C] E,,, [eV] Temp [0C] E, [eV]

Si (100) > 550 2 7 [11] 2:200 0.2-0.3 [1] Less sensitive to impurity effects

Ge (100) > 330 2.0 [12] 150 0.2-0.3 t101 Similar to Si

Si-Ge on Si (100) 330-550 1 8-27 > 200 0 2-0 3 [10] Improved epitaxial growth for high
Ge content alloys on Si,
preserves strained layers

tjaAs (100) a 250 1 6 [13] > 75 - 0.17 [31 Slightly improved growth but
dislocations introduced

lnP (100) -200 1.6 [8] 150 0 15 [8] Greatly improved growth but
dislocations introduced

NiSi 2 on Si (111) > 80 1.1 [61 0 0.26 [51 Can induce epitaxial growth but also
high levels of ion-beam-induced

CoSt2 on Si (111) >100 1216] >40 021 [14] defects
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ion-beam irradiation at temperatures below 50 * C. This energies for ion-beam-induced epitaxy are 5 to 10
results in amorphization of underlying Si, leading to times lower than those for thermal epitaxy.
crystalline Si/amorphous Si/crystalline silicide struc-
tures. The quality of recrystallized silicide layers is not
as good as those obtained using furnace annealing as a Acknowledgement
result of ion-beam-induced defects [5].

Table 1 also includes the activation energies for both The Special Research Centres Schemes and the
thermal and ion-beam-induced epitaxy for the various Australian Research Council are acknowledged for
structures listed. It is significant to note that, in all financial support.
cases, the activation energy for ion beam annealing is
1/5 to 1/10 of the value for thermal annealing. As
indicated earlier [1,3] this suggests that the ion beam
introduces, athermally, preferred growth (nucleation)
sites at the a-c interface, which constitute the high-en- [11 R.G. Elliman, J S Williams, W.L. Brown, A Leitbench,
ergy component of the thermal activation energy. It is D.M. Maher and R V Knoell, Nucl Instr and Meth
interesting that the silicides, which are metallic layers, B19/20 (1987) 435.
also exhibit the same low activation energy for ion- [21 E Nygren, J C. McCallum, R Thornton, J.S. Vvilhams
beam-induced epitaxy as do the semiconductor layers. and G L Olson, Mater. Res Soc Symp Proc 100 (1988)
This may reflect the covalent nature of bonding in 405.
metal silicides. 131 S.T. Johnson, J.S. Williams, E Nygren and R.G. Elliman,

J Appl Phys. 64 (1988) 6567
[41 R G. Elliman, M.C Ridgway, J S. Williams and J C Bean,

4. Conclusions Appi Phys. Lett 55 (1989) 843
15] M C Ridgway, R G. Elliman and J.S Williams, Appl

Phys. Lett 56 (1990) 2117
The conclusions from this study of MeV ton-beam- [6] M.C. Ridgway, R.G Elliman, R.P Thornton and J S.

induced crystallization of semiconductor structures are Williams, Appl Phys. Lett 56 (1990) 1992.
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(i) the lower temperatures afforded by ion-beam-in- Hess, Appl. Phys. Lett 37 (1980) 1019.

duced epitaxy can be used to suppress In diffusion, [8] M C Ridgway, G R. Palmer,. R G Elliman, J.A. Davies
interface segregation and polycrystalline phase and J.S. Williams, Appl Phys Lett (1991) in press

transformations in high-dose In-implanted Si; [91 B T Chilton, B J Robinson, D A Thompson, T.E. Jack-

(ii) 'ion-beam annealing can lead to dramatically im- man and J -M Banbeau, Appl Phys. Lett 54 (1989) 42.

proved epitaxy (and reduced twinning) in the case [10] A Yu, Ph.D. Thesis, Cornell University (1989)

of InP; 1111 G.L. Olson and J A Roth, Mat. Sci. Rep. 3 (1988) 1
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Distribution of paramagnetic defects formed in silicon
by MeV ion implantations

Y. Yajima, N. Natsuaki 1, K. Yokogawa and S. Nishimatsu
Central Revearci Laboratory. Hitachi Ltd, Kokubunji, Tokyo 185, Japan

Two difftrent types of paramagnetic centers in silicon, Si-P3 (neutral (110) planar tetravacan, tes) in a well defined crystalline
structure and point defects with poorly defined local structure in substantially damaged crystalline environments, formed by 3 MeV
phosphor-is and silicon ion implantations up to a dose of 1 X1014 cm- 2 have been compared both in the dose dependence of area
densities and in depth profiles When the dose reaches to I X1014 cm- 2,, the area density f Si-P3 starts to saturate while that of
"indefinite" point defects keeps increasing Also at this dose, the mean concentration of Si 113 decreases as a function of depth from
the surface whereas that of "indefinite" point defects increases These results are discus ,ed in terms of a damage overlap model in
conjunction with a Monte Carlo simulation of lattice disorder.

1. Introduction anisotroiy just like those of Si-P3, since orientations of
local lattce structure deviate around the mean, perhaps

Ion implantation in the MeV region 'is a promising original, orientations. Therefore, we can say that Si-P3
new doping technique that would make it possible to and t ese "indefinite" point defects are not coexistent.
fabricate novel semiconductor device structures [1,2]. They are separated in regions different from each other
Accordingly, there is a growing 'interest in the effects of in terms of the extent of lattice disorder. Accordingly,
MeV ion bombardments on the crystalline state of the spatial distribution of Si-P3 and "indefinite" point
substrate semiconductors [3-7]. defects should reflect the distribution of lightly damaged

We have previously reported the results of EPR and heavily damaged crystalline regions, respectively
(electron paramagnetic resonance) investigation on 3 We have thus compared the depth profiles of Si-P3
MeV phosphorus ion implantation into silicon [8]. EPR and "indefinite" point defects as well as the dose de-
measurements a, room temperature in conjunction with pendence of their area densities in order to elucidate
successive removal of sample surfaces have revealed how the crystalline disorder develops with the MeV ion
that' bombardments.
(1) implantation of 1014 cm - 2 ions results in the prefer-

ential formation of Si-P3 (neutral (110) planar te-
travacancies [9,10]): 2. Experimental

(2) these Si-P3 are embedded in a well-defined crystal-
line region retaining the original lattice structure Details of experimental procedures have been de-
and orientations; scribed previously [8]. Here we only summarize the

(3) their density decreases in going from the surface points essential for the discussion that follows.
toward the buried phosphorus-rich layer; Samples were prepared from high-resistivity (500-

(4) in addition to sharp Si-P3 lines, a broad and slightly 2000 92 cm) FZ silicon wafers. Ion implantations were
anisotropic resonance appears. performed under nonchanneling conditions at tempera-

The above broad resonance has been attributed to tures between 500 C and room temperature. Tempera-
the dangling-bond-type point defects with poorly de- ture rise of samples prior to the measurements was
fined local structure located in crystalline environments carefully avoided. EPR measurements were carned out
that are substantially damaged, but not fully rando- at room temperature on an X-band EPR spectrometer.
mized nor amorphized, by the ion impact. Paramagnetic The absolute numbers of paramagnetic species were
centers in this heavily damaged region are not likely to determined only within the accuracy of a factor 5.
give EPR lines with narrow hnewidths and definite During the process of surface stripping for the depth

profile analysis, surface roughness gradually increased
1 Present address: Device Development Center, Hitachi Ltd., because of etching-rate inhomogeneity. This allowed the

Ome, Tokyo, Japan. determination of only the approximate profiles. The
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attempt to obtain the depth profile in the region deeper this broad anisotropic resonance are thus supposed to
than about 2.5 Itm from the original surface was exist in substantially damaged, but not fully rando-
hampered, since the decrement of EPR intensity at each mized, crystalline environments in which lattice orienta-
step of surface removal became comparable to the noise tions deviate around the original ones. The anisotropy
level of the signal in this region. also indicates that these paramagnetic species favor

some specific local structure, but it might not be so
definite as that of Si-P3. They are thus referred to as

3. Results and discussion "indefinite" point defects hereafter.
The above observation suggests that Si-P3 and indef-

EPR spectra of silicon implanted with I X 1014 cm 2  inite point defects are not coexistent in the same region,
phosphorus ions at 3 MeV are compared with corre- but are distributed separately in different regions.
sponding simulated Si-P3 spectra in fig. 1. Sharp lines Therefore we classify damaged regions into two cate-
are readily attributed to 'i-P3. Their systematic angular gories, lightly damaged regions and heavily damaged
6artation relative to th original crystal axes as well as regions. EPR measurements facilitate the probing of the
the narrow line profile indicates that these Si-P3 are former through the sharp lines of Si-P3 and of the latter
embedded in a well defined crystalline region where the through the broad anisotropic resonance of indefinite
lattice structure and orientations remain unaffected by point defects.
the ion bombardments. Area densities of Si-P3 and indefinite point defects

The broad resonance overlapping with Si-P3 lines formed by 3 MeV phosphorus ion implantation at a
exhibits a slight but obvious anisotropy. This resonance dose of I X 1014 cm

- 2 and 3 MeV silicon ion implanta-
looks "sharpest" when the extenal static magnetic field, tions at lower doses are plotted together in fig. 2a
B, is parallel to one of the (100) axes. Regardless of the Here we only discuss the dose dependence by refer-
type of g tensoi involved, a cubic lattice structure ring to the fact that the experimental accuracy in this
renders the highest degeneracy of the effective g value work is not sufficient to distinguish the mass and atomic
when B ii (100). Paramagnetic species giving rise to number differences between phosphorus and silicon

ions. This is justified in a more quantitative manner by
standard LSS calculations of nuclear stopping power
(fig. 3). It is seen that experimental values should be
determined with an accuracy of at least 15% for an

B//[1001 investigation in which the difference between 3 MeV
phosphorus and 3 MeV silicon ion implantations is to
be discussed. This is not the case in the present work.

rfmeas. An advantage, of which we make much use here, of
comparing phosphorus ion implantation with silicon ion

~ ~ implantation is that one can rule out the impurity-dnven
> sim. effect, if any, even when one discusses the results of

phosphorus ion implantation.
Returning to fig. 2a, one recognizes that the density

of Si-P3 tends to saturate when the dose reaches 1 X 1014

meas. cm - , while that of indefinite point defects keeps in-

creasing. This is an indication of damage overlap; sub-
Sim. sequent ions cause new damage in the lightly damaged

region formed by the preceding ion. This multiple over-
lap of damage alters lightly damaged regions into heavily

' B//[Oll). damaged regions where well behaved Si-P3 can no

longer survivc.
meas. Depth profiles of Si-P3 and indefinite point defects

S- - -formed by 1 X 1014cm- 2 3 MeV phosphorus ions shown
...." ....-ij y---in fig. 4 also support this view. The decrease of Si-P3

sim. and the increase of indefinite point defects in going
I ifrom the surface to the buried phosphorus-rich layer

338 340 342 again suggest that the lightly damaged region is de-
MAGNETIC FIELD (WoT) pleted with the growth of the heavily damaged region.

Fig. 1. Room-temperature EPR spectra at 9.530 GHz of silicon For further analysis we develop a model. We aim at
implanted with 3 MeV phosphorus ions to a dose of 1 x 1014 constructing a model which reproduces essential fea-

cm 2 (upper), and simulated Si-P3 spectra (lower). tures of the dose dependence of integrated area densi-
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13 14 Fig 4 Approximate depth profiles of Si-P3 and indefinite
1013  1o4 point defects (solid lines). The profile of Si-P3 was taken from
DOSE (cm 2) ref [8] Also shown are the calculated depth profiles of ns, 1,

and nini defined in the text (dashed lines) The phosphorus
Fig 2. (a) Area densities of Si-P3 and indcfinite point defects atom distribution is also ,,hown for coripanson.
formed in silicon by 3 MeV phosphorus and silicon ion im-
plantations at different doses. At a dose of 4)X 10 12 cm - 2 only
the upper limit has been determined for ,he area density of here as a lightly damaged region Accordingly, a heavily
indefinite point defects because of the broad line profile to- damaged region appears only at a multiple overlap o
gether ith its substantial overlap with Si-P3 lines and with a ghtly damaged regions. In addition, St-P3 are assumed
signal presumably arising from sample edges (b) Calculated to be dstrbuted uniformly in the lightly damaged re-
dose dependence of D, p, and DIMn See text for their defini - t edsrbtduiomyi h ihl aae e

ttons gion. We then introduce an overlapping factor, F, as
F = Nf. where N and f denote, respectively, the number
of ions passing through a volume element of the target

ties and the depth profiles of the two types of defects tn material, and the volume fraction of damaged region
as simple a way as possible induced in this volume element by the passage of each

We first make an assumption that each incident ion, ion. In the situation of ion implantation which we are
if 'ully isolated from others, creates what we refer to dealing with, the overlapping factor F becomes propor-

tional to the total dose through N, and depends on the
depth from the surface through f. The depth depen-

Soo dence of F arising from the nonuniformity of the
damage profile merits particular attention. Although
frequently neglected, this is crucial to a model attempt--

400 - ing to interpret the depth distnbutton of defects.
39 One then obtains a set of equations for V, (i 1),

00 the volume fraction of lightly damaged region subjected
PHOSPHORUS ' to i times overlap, and V0,. the volume fraction of

a 200 undamaged region,

dV/d F = -V,,
Oo SILIGON dV,/dF= - V, + V,, ( 1).

One immediately gets, under the conditions V = 1,.
1 2 3 V = V2 = .. , = 0 at F= 0, namely no damage before

TOTAL RANGE (urn) implantation,
Fig 3. Calculated nuclear stopping power as a function of total V0 = exp(- F),
range The universal nuclear stopping function proposed in ref.

S[11] has been employed in the calculation l, = exp( - F) F'/i (i 1)
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If the damage overlap of any multiplicity results in consequence of the model employed here. Our model
the formation of a heavily damaged region. and if the correlates ion bombardments with the resultant latti,
concentration of indefinite point defects in the heavily damage only by the energy conveyed by the incident
damaged region is proportional to the multiplicity of ions and dissipated through nuclear processes The role
the overlap, the concentration of Si-P3, ns,.pl,, and that of knocked-on lattice atoms, for instance, is not taken
of indefinite point defects, nioi. are: into account, although it has been pointed out that a
?s,.pj= k V, = AFexp( -F), substantial amount of knocked-on lattice atoms accu-

V 1 , + 3Kxp - A - - Fmulates in the region where tts,.p, based on our model
-,) ,"(2'V + 311 + . ) =A 'F[1 - exp( - F)],, gives a peak [15]. This behavior of knocked-on lattice

where the proportionality constants k and A" are in atoms might argue against the existence of a dense
general different from each other. Since we are not Si-P3 layer behind the phosphorus-rich layer, since
interested in absolute concentrations of Si-P3 and indef- knocked-on lattice atoms possibly at interstitial posi-
mite point defects, these proportionality constants are tions could easily annihilate vacancy-type defects like
not detrimental. This formalism is similar to that em- Si-P3
plo\ed in the analysis of amorphization based on the Although the details still remain open for further
omerlap of damage clusters [12.13]. investigation., experimental results and their analyses

Integration of n., p, and n|,wD in terms of depth, :, based on the simple model presented here clearly mani-
• ields integrated area densities, Ds,.p1 and Dn, ), re- fest the important role of damage overlap in the forma-
spectixely tion of lattice disorder prior to amorphization.

Dsi,,= f ns.i,( ) d:,,
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and indefinite point defect area densities (fig. 2a). [81 Y Yajima. N Natsuaki and S Nishimatsu. Materials

Depth profiles of ns,_p and nip,, based on the .,ame Science Forum 38-41 (1989) 1227
value of c., are illustrated in fig 4 together with the 191 W Jung and G S Newell, Phys Rev 132 (1963) 648
experimentally determined depth profiles of Si-P3 and [101 J W Corbett,. Electron Radiation Damage in Semniconduc-
indefinite point defects Considering the poor depth tors and Metals (Academic, New York, 1966) p 82
resolution of the experiment and the simplicity of the 111] J F Ziegler, J.P Biersack and U Litntmark, The Stoppingand Range of Ions in Solids (Pergamon. New York. 1985)
model adopted here, the agreement zhould be regarded pp 50-53.

as saisfatorypp 50-53.
as satisfactory [121 J F. Gibbons, Proc IEEE 60 (1972) 1062.

The profile of n%,.p, in the deep region where experi- [131 J R Dennis and E B Hale. J Appl Phys. 49 (1978) 1119
mental data are no longer available is worth mention- [14] T Ishitan, A. Shimase and S Hosaka. Jpn. J Appl. Phys
ing The peak appearing in the ns,.p, profile in the 22 (1983)329.
region behind the phosphorus-rich layer is a natural [15] T Ishitam, Jpn. J Appl Phys 29 (1990) 162
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Evolution of low-fluence heavy-ion damage in Si under high energy
ion irradiation

A. Battaglia '. F, Priolo , C. Spinella ' and E. Riminib
Istituto i Metodologie e Tecnologie per la Microelettronica. CNR Corso Ihaha 57, 195129 Catawa. Italy
Dipartmnrento di Fiswa, Corso Italia 57, 195129 Catat a, Italy

The annealing of io,-fluence heavy-ion damaged St crvtals induced by ion assisted treatments is reported. Damage was
produced by 150 keV Au implantations at a dose of 2 X 10i ions/cm 2 onto (100) oriented Si single crystals and resulted in small
amorphous-like regions surrounded by crystal material The interaction of these damaged structures with defects induced by energetic"
ions (600 keV Kr2 ) was investigated. Kr post-irradiation resulted in either damage accumulation or annealing, depending on the
substrate temperature A transition temperature of about 420 K was found between these two different regimes. Ion-assisted
processes are discussed and explained on the basis of the damage morphology

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

(100) oriented Si single crystals were predamaged by
The epitaxial recrystalhzation of continuous amor- 150 keV Au implantations at a dose of 2 x 10, ions/cm,

phous S (a-Si) layers under both thermal [1] and ion-as- And at an average current density of 5 nA/cm2 Au
sisted [2.3] treatments has been the subject of extensive implantations were performed maintaining the samples
investigations during the last decade. The'mal heating either at room temperature (RT) or at 77 K (LNT) by
of a-Si layers onto single crystal substrates results inlayer-by-layer growth at temperatures above 750 K. At means of a liquid nitrogen cooled sample holder. Fig. 1
lower temperatures however, the process is knetically shows 2.0 MeV He' Rutherford backscattering (RBS)inhibited and the amorphous phase exists under meta- spectra n random (continuous line) and with the He'inhiite andtheamorhou phse eist undr mta- beam aligned along the (100) direction, for the as-im-
stable conditions. In the temperature range between 400 baned alon g e g0) dection for the aiand 650 K epitaxial recrystallization can also occur if planted samples. A grazing angle detection was used to

enhance the depth resolution. Open circles refer tostimulated by ion beam irradiation [2,3]. This process
has been attributed [4,5] to the generation of a non-
equilibnum defect concentration which enhances the 4
kinetics of the phase transition Moreover, as soon as

2 150 key Au 2x-10'Ym2the temperature is further decreased the process can be
reversed and ion irradiation can produce a layer-by-layer 3
amorphization [6]. * LN2 T

Heavy-ion damaging of Si crystals at low doses is 2 RT
not able to fully amoi-phize a surface layer and produces "

> 2-instead several damage clusters embedded in a crystal
matrix. The nature and annealing behavior of these . ,j ,
cltsters raised great interest in the last years [7-10]. The _ 50nm "rV

question concerning the "amorphicity" of these clusters, .. -.. --.. 'b

however, is still unresolved. ------

In this paper we have studied the evolution of low- "
dose Au damaged regions in Si under ion-assisted treat- 10 12 14
ments, in order to investigate the difference, if any, with EnergylMeV)
the behavior of continuous amorphous layers and to Fig I RBS spectra in random (continuous line) and in Lhan-
obtain a better understanding on the morphology of neling along the (100) direction (symbols) for Au damaged Si
this damage. single crystals at LN 2T (closed circles) and at RT (open circles)
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612 A Battagha et ai / bm-fluence heavivon damage tn Si

samples damaged at RT. closed circles to those damaged ,
at LNT. In both cases a damage peak at a depth of 40 a) T=378K
rm is present. From an analysis of these spectra we can
estimate that the total number of displaced Si atoms per 3-
unit area is about 9 x 101" at./cm2 for RT damaged • as damaged

samples and 1.4 x 10 17 at./cm2 for LN 2T damaged sam- 2 2-i0' Kr/cm'

ples, i.e., about 4500 and 7000 atoms per collision 2 5x10"4Kr/cm2

Ccascade respectively. We can correlate this difference to dO
dynamic annealing processes which occur already dur- U
ing RT implantations. This result is in qualitative agree- 5?y
ment with the amorphization model proposed by d •

Morehead and Crowder [11] where the size of stable - _ ----
amorphous clusters formed around a giv,n ion track W Cb) T=438K
strongly depends on the substrate temperatire 0)

The morphology of RT as-damaged samples has 3-
been also investigated by plan-view transmission elec- * as damaged
tron microscopy (TEM), as shown by the image in fig. U 1 10 Kr/cm 2

2 Bright regions represent undamaged crystal material, 2 2 1 0

black dots ,re associated to clusters of defects, whilst
the diffused grey regions are probably composed by 1
an'orphous material. The presence of the amorphous
phase is -.-nfirmed by the diffractom pattern shown as * , *
an inset in the somc figure. __L_"t "I

Ion-assisted treatments were performed on RT 10 12 14
damaged samples by irradiation with a 600 keV Kr 2.  Energy(MeV)
beam at different doses and for different substrate Fig 3 RBS spectra in random (continuous line) and in (100)
temperatures in the range 350-500 K. The beam was aligned direction of Au damaged Si crystals before and after
electrostatically scanned onto a 1 in diam sample area post-irradiation with 600 keV Kr ions Spectra refer to irradia-

and the average dose rate was maintained at I × 1012 lion performed at a substrate temperature of (a) 378 K. and (b)

ions/cm2 s 438 K at different Kr doses

3. Result% and discusion direction (symbols), before and after Kr irradiations at
different doses and for different substrate temperatures.

Fig. 3 shows the RBS spectra in random (continuous At a temperature of 378 K (fig 3a) an increase of the
line) and with the He beam aligned along the (100) damage peak, corresponding to disorder accumulation,

is observed At a dose of 5 x 1014 ions/cm 2 a continu
*ous amorphous layer is obtained. A completely opposite

behavior is shown in fig. 3b where at a substrate tem-
perature of 438 K the damage peak is seen to decrease,
ie., a reordering of the displaced atoms is taking place

The structure of both unirradiated as-damaged sam
pies and Kr irradiated samples was investigated by
cross-sectional TEM analyses. Fig 4a shows the mor-
phology of the non-irradiated as-damaged sample. At a
depth of about 40 nm damage structures are present.

-4 The darker areas can probably be attributed to clusters
" , of defects which are generated at the boundaries of the

AA ,Au collision subcascades whilst the grey regions are
S,- amorphous. This picture is consistent with the plan-view

o image shown in fig. 2 In fig. 4b the effect of Kr post
i irradiation on the damaged samples at a temperature of

5nm',': , 378 K and, at a dose of 5 X 1014 ions/cm2 (RBS
50 nm I I " spectrum in fig. 3a) is clearly shown. A continuous

4 Fig. 2 TEM plan-view micrograph of RT Au damaged sam- amorphous layer, with a wavy interface is present. The
pies The diffraction pattern is shown as an inset c-a interface 'is composed by a band of defects (darker

-.1I I l I I I t I /I ll I l l . I • ----- AP~ ~
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regions) accumulated during Kr irradiation and swept r Wi)
on the border during the growth of the amorphous 500 4- 4W

layer Fig 4c. finally, shows the damage morphology in 3 -A,'a

1 A Amorphous 0ayers
20 ~

.. . Damage civT ster ,

1~o 15 2

Crystaization \

a: iAmorphization \

_10L

-20k
600keV Kr +\

()30

20 22 2- 26

1/T(10 3- ')
Fig 5 Radial rate as a function of the reciprocal temperature
(on a linear scale) The transition temperature between the
amorphization regime and the crystallization regime corre-
sponds to a null rate In the inset, in a logarithmic plot, the
annealing rate of i-laied damage clusters (closed circles) is
shown together with the ton-indu.ed epitaxial crystallization

rate of continuous amorphous layers (triangles)

the samples after Kr irradiation zt a temperature of 438
K and at a dose of 3 x 10i" Kr/cm 2 (RBS spectrum in
fig. 3b). Amorphous regions are not present, few resid-

-,-r ual damage clusters (dislocation loops) can be evi-
denced within a good quality single-crystal matrix. This

, , residual damage being below the detection limit was not
observed by channeling mesurements.

3 ,The kinetics of damage accumulation or annealing
;. : %under ion beam irradiation has been characterized tn

some details as a function of the substrate temperature
In fig. 5 we report the measured value for the radial rate
of crystallization or amorphization, k, as a function of

S o ",the reciprocal temperature These values are extracted
" fiom fits to the experimental channeling data assuming

that the pre-existing amorphous-like regions have an
almost spherical shape and that they shrink or grow

0 50 nm linearly along the radius with the irradiating dose, with
a radial rate independent of the clusters dimension. The

Fig. 4. TEM cross-sectional images of Au damaged samples (a) error bars in the experimental points re/er to the uncer-
bcfore and (b) after 600 keV Kr irradiation at 378 K to a dose tainty due to the fits (± 10%). The two regimes,
of 5 x 1014 Kr/cm2 and (c) at 438 K to a dose of 3 x 10 1s amorphization and crystallization, are well separated by

Kr/cm2  the horizontal line, and a transition temperature of 420
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K is measured at a dose rate of 1 x 1012 Kr/cm2 s. This Acknowledgements
value is in good agreement with the one observed dur- We wish to acknowledge Mr. 0. Parasole and Mr. A.
ing ion-beam induced layer-by-layer crystallization [6]. Marno for technical assistance. This work was sup-
In the inset of fig. 5 the values for the crystallization Mrin fortehc asssta i s o a s s-
rate of damage clusters (circles) and continuous surface ported in part by Progetto Fnahizzato Materahi e Dis-
amorphous layers (triangles) irradiated under identical positvi per l'Elettroca a Stato Soido, CNR, and in
conditions are compared. It should be noted that the part by the Esprit Project 2016 TIP BASE.
two sets of data correlate to one another very well; as
soon as the transition temperature is approached we can References
observe a sudden decrease of the curve towards zero. [1] G.L. Olson and J A. Roth, Mater Sci. Rep. 3 (1988) 1.
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Channeling implantation of B and P in silicon

R.J. Schreutelkamp, V. Raineri 1 and F.W., Saris
FOM Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Kruislaan 407, 1098 SJ Aoisterdaoi, The Netherland

R.E. Kaim, J.F.M. Westendorp 2 and P.F.H.M. van der Meulen
I'arian /Extrion Division, 123 Brimbal Avenue, Beverly, MA 01915, US4

K.T.F. Janssen
Philips Reearch Laboratories, P 0. Box 80000, 5600 JA Eindhoven. The Netherlandv

Highly uniform profiles of B and P ions have been obtained by channeling implantations in 150 mm diameter Si(100) vafer,.
Large differences in penetration depth, doping depth profiles and implantation damage are observed between implantations under
channeling and random conditions for a wide range of doses and ion energies using Rutherford backscattering spectrometry.
cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy and secondary-ion mass spectrometry

I. Introduction differences in damage both before and after thermal
annealing are investigated

Channeling implantation offers several advantages
over conventional ion implantation [1]. When the ion
beam is aligned along one of the major axes of a crystal
less damage is created and the penetration depth of the 2. Experimental
ions is considerably larger However, applying the chan-
neling technique requires a high degree of uniformity Implantations were performed with a Vartan/
which has prevented the use 'jf channeling implantation Extrion 220 medium-current ion implanter at Varian/
in conventional ion imp!dnters Recently a new ion Extnon [2]. Boron was implanted in 1-2 Qcm, n-typeimplanter, the Varian 220, has been introduced which Exro[2.oonwsipatdn1- c,-ye
imlantr, the Vrian 220, succsullyp rod whlich Czochralski-grown 150 mm silicon wafers of (001) sub-
has the potential to successfully perform channeling gtaeoinainaogcanln n admdrcstrate orientation along channeling and random direc-
implantation on wafers as large as 200 mm. The beam is tions at energies ranging from 5 to 380 keV and doses
scanned by means of a combined electrostatic/mecha- from 1 x 1012 to 2 x 1015 cm -2 Phosphorus implanta-
nical scan system [2]. In the horizontal direction the tions were done in I Qcm, p-type Czochralskri-grown
beam is scanned electrostatically; a parallel scan is silicon wafers at an energy of 100 keV and doses
achieved by means of a nonuniform dipole magnet [3]. between I X 10 3 and I X 101 cm- 2 The channeling
The wafer is mechanically translated vertically [4]. The implantations were done along [001], while the random
application of this parallel beam scan has already been direction corresponded to a tilt of 10 0 off normal and a
shown to be useful for the formation of high-quality twist of 150 with respect to the flat positioned horizon-
trench sidewalls for VLSI manufactunng (5]. tally.

In this paper we present an overview of doping Rapid thermal anneang (RTA)was done in an AG
depth profiles obtained by channeling implantations of Associates Heatpulse 410 rapid thermal processor underB and P ions in 150 mm silicon wafers for various Ascae etus 1 ai hra rcso ne

a continuous Ar flow. Conventional anneals were done
energies and doses. A comparison is made between in a vacuum furnace with a base pressure < 10-7 Torr.

chnee n admconditions. Furtherm,,ie, the i aumfraewt aepesr 0 orchanneled and random coSecondary-ion mass spectrnmetry (SIMS) analysis was
used to determine the boron and phosphorus profiles
The SIMS measurements were carried out with a

Permanent address University of Catania, Corso Italia 57, Cameca IMS 3f or 4f instrument. For P-implanted
95100 Catania, Italy samples a 14.5 keV Cs' primary beam was used. The 5

2 Permanent address: ASM International, P0 Box 100, 3720 and 10 keV B profiles were measured using a primary

AC Bilthoven, The Netherlands beam of 3.0 keV, 0.25 pA O in an oxygen ambient in
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deph lpml Fig 3 Boron depth profiles for 80 keV 4X 1012 cm- 2 implan-

Fig. 1. Doping profiles measured with SIMS for 200 keV B' tations under channeling and random conditions are corn-
2 x 10 15 cM-2 channeling and random implantations. For the pared
channeling implantation profiles are shown from two spots on
opposite sides of a 150 mm wafer and at one spot in the center

center, while the other two spots were at opposite sides

order to resolve the near-surface part of the profile of the wafer. The maximum penetration depth of the

(p(O,) = 2 x 10- 5 Torr). For higher-energy B-tm- channeling implantations was R,,,, = 1.23 lim, in excel,

planted samples a primary beam of 6 5 keV,, 0.7 ;, FA 0' lent agreeme it with the calculated vah:e of R m, = 1.22
was used. The scanned area was 250 x 250 ,m 2 and the Lm based on the modified Firsov theory [6]. The maxi-

diameter of the analyzed area was 0 = 60 um. mum penetration depth is defined as the depth required
to stop all but 1% of the particles [7]. The critical angle

for channeling of 200 keV B ions is - 2; earlier,, we

3. Results have found that an angular variation of 10 has a
significant influence on the resulting doping depth pro-

3 1 Boron implantations in St(100) file [8]. Since we do not observe a difference in the B
profile at the three spots this means that well channeled

Fig. 1 compares the doping profiles of 200 keV conditions were maintained across the wafer. The uni-

2 x 1015 cm- 2 11B ions implanted in $1(100) under formity has also been checked for various ion species,
channeling and random conditions. The three channeled implantation energies and doses using sheet-resistance

doping profiles shown were measured at three different measurements and RBS [9,10]. For all channeling im-

spots across a 150 mm Si wafer along a line parallel to plants we found the peak of the doping depth profiles
the horizontal electrostatic scan. One spot was in the to be uniform within 1%.

los0- is . . ... .

U .',a -/ \

1 0 9 N,0

Bb

10 1 0 16 -
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0 460 860 1200 1600 0 400 goo 1200 1600
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Fig. 2. Boron profiles for 200 keV implantations at doses of I x 10 4, 5 X 10 14 and 2 X 1015 cm 2 under channeling (a) and random (b)
conditions.
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Fig. 2 shows the doping depth distributions for -
several 200 keV 1 B doses under channeling and ran- 1o ,
dom conditions. The doses shown are 1 x 1014, 5 x 1014 4'"

and 2 x 1015 cm- 2., Implantation of 1 x 1 0 14 cm - 2 un- o
10 1o7

der channeling condition results in a constant doping r2"
level of 2 x 1018 cm- 3. The depth doping profiles ob-
tained after the implantations of 5 × 1 0 i4 cm2 and 2 x 1o16
1015 cm -2 are peaked at 0.69 l.m, close to the projected a ,, b
range Rp =0.59 p m for implantation under random
condition. These results show that the difference be- toe

tween channeling and random implantations is no longer '
pronounced above a dose of 1 x 1014 cm - 2 owing to
dechanneling from the buildup of disorder as the dose is 0 160 320 480 640

increased. depth Jnml
In fig. 3 the depth profiles for channeled and ran- Fig 5 Transient diffusion is illustrated for an implantation of

dom implants of 80 keV 4 x 1012 cm- 2 B+ ions are 10 keV I ×1Ol cm -2 B+ ions in silicon The as-implanted
compared. A nearly Gaussian profile peaked at 0.28 lim profile is referred to as (a) while the profile after RTA showing
results after a random implant in good agreement with transient diffusion is referred to as (b) When the sample is

the projected range calculated by TRIM [11] of 0.26 post-amorphized with Get ions prior to annealing transient

ptm We observe that the B profile has a tail at the diffusion is avoided (c)

substrate side of the wafer apparently caused by chan-
neling effects in crystalline Si. as was pointed out by
Hofker et al. [12]. A flat doping depth profile results for illustrated. The profile is flat for the highest implanta-

the channeled implantation. The B concentiauon be- tion energies and becomes more and more sharply

yond the maximum penetration depth falls off at 21(2) peaked as the implantation energy is lowered. However,

decades/tm. much sharper than for the random im the decrease in B concentration at the maximum

plants The maximum B penetration depth of 0.74 jim is penetration depth is nearly constant with energy.

in excellent agreement with the calculated value of 0.77 roughly 23(2) decades/im.

jgm based on the modified Firsov theory [6]. The effect of RTA anneals on the B profile is shown

Fig 4 shows the doping depth distributions for chan- for a channeling implantation of 10 keV I X 1013 cm- 2

neled implantations of B at energies ranging from 5 to in fig. 5. Transient diffusion of the B profile tail is

380 keV All doping profiles were normalized to a dose observed after annealing at 900'C for 10 s To prevent

of I x 1013 cm - 2. The actual dose ranged from 2 x 1012 transient diffusion, samples were implanted with Si or

to 2 x 1014 cm - 2. The influence of the energy on the Ge ions prior to annealing to form a0 5 .m amorphous

shape of the resulting depth doping profiles 'is clearly layer [13]. The B profile is completely incorporated in
the amorphized layer. Annealing at 550'C for 5 h in
vacuum followed by RTA at 900'C for 10 s results in

a 1017 loll!

r 10i6-0 • d.

dipth~ i6 0.0 \' 0 ii 14 06 08
to 5- 8 1l

Or 6 0 08 12 16 1

depth jpmj -.Fig. 4 The energy dependence of B depth profiles resultingfrom channeling implants at energies of 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 200det ll

and 380 keV. All doping depth profiles were normalized to a Fig. 6. Comparison of P depth profiles resulting from 100 keV
dose of I x 1013 cm 2 . The decay in B concentration at Rmax Is I xI1 3 cm- 2 implantations under channeling and random

23(2) decades/ipm independent of energy. conditions.
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10 of displaced atoms has been estimated to amount to
/ 1.1 X 1017 cm 2 vs 3.4 X 1017 cm - 2 for the channeling

- ,19 and random implantations, respectively. After anneal-
1019 ing in vacuum at 900'C for 15 min we observe in both

2 i/ samples a band of dislocation loops at a depth of 110
t i0 and 160 nm for the random and channeling implants,

/ respectiveiy. The positions of the bands of dislocation
loops correspond to the peak positions of the damage

' 1017
0 distributions. The concentration of dislocation loops is

considerably lower for the channeled implant
10I 6

00 02 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 1.2 4. Conclusion

depth [Aml Extremely good uniformity has been achieved for

Fig 7 Phosphorus depth profiles for implantations at 100 keV channeling implantations in wafers up to 150 mm diam-
of I x10 3,5x10",2X10I 4. Sx10

4 and IX10'Scm-.Above eter. The combined effects of wafer orientation, beam
5 x 101' cm - the number of P ions incorporated in the deep parallelism and beam divergence result in angle devia-
tail saturates and a strong increase in P concentration is tions smaller than the critical angles for the ion species

observed around a depth of 190 nm considered For both Bt and P+ ions we observe a

significant increase in the penetration depth. However,

the profile labeled (c). Clearly, post-amorphization above a critical dose the difference between channeling
eliminates the transient diffusion and a piofile with a and random implantations is no longer pronounced due
steep B falloff results, to dechanreling by built-up disorder. The critical d .c.

is I x 1014 cm
- 2 for 200 keV B + ions and 5 X 10 13

3.2. Phosphorus implantations in Si(IO0) cm - 2 for 100 keV P+ ions. Flat doping profiles up to
1017 cm - I extending to a depth of 1-1.5 itm can easily

Fig. 6 compares random and channeled implants of be achieved by modest energy (100-200 keV) channeled
100 keV I X 1013 cm - 2 31p. A Gaussian profile peaked implants of both B and P. Comparable profiles can be
at 113 nm results for the random implant, in excellent obtained only by multiple conventional (random) im-
agreement with TRIM [1 calculations. The channeling plantations at considerably higher energies The strong
implantation leads to a doping profile extending to 0.8 reduction of nuclear interactions for channeled ions
L m. leads to reduced ion range straggling, and a conse-

The dose dependence of channeled implants of 100 quently steep falloff in the B concentration on the
keV 3P1 are shown in fig. 7 for doses from 1 x 10l" to substrate side of the doping profile. In addition, chan-
I X 1015 cm - 2 . All profiles show the deep tail of well- neled implants result in a strong reduction in both
channeled ions. The number of P ions in the deep tail 'implant damage and. the density of secondary defects
saturates at a dose of 5 x 101cm- 2 as the dechanneling formed during thermal annealing
probability increases with increasing damage in the
silicon. Above 5 x 1011 cm - 2 a strong increase in the P
concentration is observed around a depth of 190 nm, Acknowledgements
which is more than 1.5 times the projected range of Thi work is part of the research program of the
RP, = 115 nm for 100 keV P* ons under random cond- ThSwoknpatfthreachrgam ftet 1on. Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Matene

The difference in damage produced by random and and was made possible by financial support from the

channeled implantations of 100 keV 2 x 1014 cm- 2 p+ Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk

ions has been studied using RBS in the (001) channeling Onderzoek and from Varian/Extrion (USA) We grate-

configuration Results are given in ref. [15]. The damage fully acknowledge J.S. Custer (FOM) for carefully read-

profile of the random implant peaks at a depth of 100 ing the manuscript
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Annealing behavior of dislocation loops near the projected ion range
in high-dose As'- and P+-implanted (001) Si

S.N. Hsu and L.J. Chen
Department of MatertalA Scem e and Engineering. National Tvng Iua Unn'er t , 11ant i. Taiwan

The annealing behavior of dislocation loops near the projected range (R loops) in (001) Si implanted by 150 keV As' and 65
keV P to a dose of 5 x 101 cm - has been studied by both plane-view and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy and
Rutherford-backscattering spectrometry. The annealing behavior of Rp loops in single- and two-step annealed samples and in sample
with an oxide capping laver were found to be consistent %ith the suggestion that their formation is related to the agglomeration of
self-interstitials mediated bN the presence of a high concentration of electrically macti'e arsem or phosphorous atoms However. the
R , loops were found to be more prone to be annealed out in P *-implanted than in As'-implanted (001) Si

1. Introduction report the results of a study of the formation and

gi, wth of the R, loops in high-dose As'- and P+-im-

Recent developments in the downscaling of micro- panted silicon by both plane-view and cross-sectional
electronic devices have resulted in the adoption of ion transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) and by
implantation as the doping technique for the high-dose Rutherford-backscattcring spectrometry
sections of devices in addition to its established use for
the implants in low-dose sections [I] In high-dose im-
plantation, the concentrations of dopant may exceed its 2. Experimental procedures
equilibrium sohd-solubility limit. Pre,,ious studies have
suggested that the retarded amorphous/crystalline (a/c) Single-crystal, 3-5 Q cm. phosphorous-doped (001)
regrowth rate, poor-quality epitaxial growth and con- Si wafers were implanted with 65 keV P' and 150 keV
centration-dependent precipitation effects may wi ll be As' to a dose of 5 x 101 cm - at room temperature.
related to solid-solubility hmits for the implantxd inm- Almost all samples were annealed isothermally in a
purity in silicon [2.3] dry-nitrogen flowing diffusion furnace at temperatures

Arsenic and phosphorous have been used as the ranging from 500 to 1000'C In order to find out the
main n-type dopants in silicon devices Owing to the interre'ationship between the growth of residual defects
difference in solubility. diffusivity and atomic size be- a d the diffusion of dopants, some samples were first
tween As and P atoms, the annealing behaviors of As'- annealed at 9000 C followed by a 5000 C annealing
and P-implanted silicon are expected to be different The annealing time was 0.5 h at each temperature
Discrete layers of defect clusters were observed to form unless specified otherwise. High-purity nitrogen gas was
at a depth matching the projected range (R .) of As and first passed through a titanium getter tube, maintained
the original a/c interface in high-dose Av and P' at 800°C, to reduce the 0, content To find out whether
implantation and annealed samples [4,5] Recently, the the outdiffusion of As will significantly influence the
formation of a two-layer structure and the inhibition of evolution of microstructures, a 130 nm thick protective
the formation oif R / loops were observed in 80 keV. oxide layer was deposited on some of the implanted
I X 10"' and 2 x 1016/cm2 As-implarted (001) Si, samples by electron 'eam evaporation to prevent out-
respectively [6]. The results indicated that the formation diffusion of As during annealing. For short-time anneal-
of R, loops is likely to be due to the agglomeration of ig. rapid thermal annealing with a graphite hcater in
self-interstitials mediated by the presence of a high Ar ambient was also performed. For a typical thermal
concentration of electrically inactive As in the local cycle, a ramp-up time of about 10 s and a cooling rate
region As the concentration of arsenic exceeds a critical of at out 100-200*C/s were used. The temperature of
value, loops were inhibited to form. In view cf the new the samples during annealing was constantly measured
insight gained on the point-defect migration and ag- by a thermocouple attached to the samples. A JEOL-
glomeration, a detailed study of the annealing behavior 200CX scanning transmission electron microscope oper-
of the Rp loops has been carried out In this paper, we ating at 200 kV was used for TEM examinations.
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Rutherford-backscattering spectrometry with 2 MeV
He' ions was used to measure the depth profile of As.
The backscattered ions were collected at a scattering
angle of 1600 from the incident beam direction.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 As '-wriplanted (001) Si LO.2PIM

Amorphizatnon of the surface layer to a depth of Fig I Weak-beam dark-field (WBDF) image of cross-sectional
about 200 nm was found in as-implanted samples Solid (cs) view of an As *-implanted sample annealed at 500°C for
phase epitaxial growth (SPEG) was completed after 2 h.
annealing at 470'C for 4 h and was near completion
after annealing at 500' C for 2 h. An example is shown
in fig. 1 The regrowth layer was observed to be essen- to decrease and increase with annealing temperature,
tially defect-free. respectively, 'in 500--900'C annealed samples. The RP

The SPE regrowth of the amorphous layer was found loops were found to form in samples annealed at 800 0 C'
to be complete after 5500C annealing for 15 mm. No for a time as short a,,. I s. Examples are shown in figs.
RP loops were evident. However, the R. loops were 2a-e The dislocation loops were analyzed to be intersti-
observed in samples annealed at 550 °C for 20 min. The tial in nature with I(111) or (110) Burgers vectors
densitv and the average size of the RP loops were found The RP loops appeared to be rather stable in samples

O.2.2'M

_____ ____ _____ ___ .2 1AM

Fig 2 WBDF images of As',implanted samples annealed at (a) 6(X) C. (b) 700 C. (c) 800 C and (d) 900 C for 05 h. and (e) at
800 0 C for I s, cross-sectional view
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,o.2 PM
Fig 3. WBDF image of an As'-implanted sample annealed at Fig. 5. WBDF image of an as-P+-implanted sample.

1000C for 0 5 h, cross-sectional view. I

annealed samples. The Burgers vectors of the loops were
annealed at 700 and 800°C since they were stll present identified to be either (110) or -(111) with the per-
after annealing for 4 and 8 h, respectively. The R fect loops being predominant. The average size and the
loops were still present in samples annealed at 900°C density of the dislocation loops near R. were found to
for 1 h. increase and decrease with annealing temperature, re-

The two-band structure of defects was no longer spectively. In samples annealed at 900'C, no RP loops
evident in the 1000*C annealed samples as seen in fig.
3. A lo%% density of dislocations was observed to be were observed. The dislocaion loops around the R
distributed from the surface to a depth of about 400 nm were analyzed to be interstitial in nature. The R. loops
fron the surface. The dislocations were identified to be in P'-implanted samples were similar to those in 150frmixe the fc.The s wurgere entifid tkeV As'-implanted samples. However, the R. loops in
of mixed type lth e(10) Burgers vectors. As+-implanted samples were preserved at 900'C as

In samples anneald first at 9000 C followed by shown in the previous section After 1000 C annealing,
annealing at 500C for 2 h the density and the average neither the Ro loops nor the defects around original
size of the R ), loops were found to be lower and larger,, a/c interface were observed. However,. dislocations. rel-

respectively, than those in 900 C annealed samples (see atively large n size and very low in density , were found

fig. 4) The microstructures were found to be not signifi- to be distributed to a depth of about 340 nm from the

cantly different between samples with and without a surface. Examples are shown in fig. 6

protective oxide layer and annealed at 800 or 900'C. s ur re own in ig

The obseration indicated th&, outdiffusion of As dur- The occurrence of R. loops in high-dose As'-im-

ing the annealings a- 800-900'C (lid not induce signifi- planted silicon annealed at 600 °C was previously found
cant hangeahns the 800-900 true did r. i[4,61. In the present study, the absence of observable R Pcant change in the microstructures. loops in samples annealed at 5000C for 2 h and at

550C for 15 mm is likely due to the low diffusivity of
3 2 P '-mplanted (001) Si As and/or Si self-interstitials at these temperatures. In

samples annealed at 550-900 0 C, the density and the
Aoun 140 as-ipanm ted implaio ahouslayerg. we size of R. loops were found to decrease and increase

four.d in as-implanted samples as shown in fig. 5. The wt neln eprtrrsetvl.TeR op

a/c 'interface was observed to be rather flat with undu-
were also observed in samples annealed at 500 0 C for 20lation about 5 nm in amplitude. Two discrete layers of m n t80C o iea hr sIs h

defetsonenea th R.and he the arundthe min and at 800'C for a time as short as 1 s. The
defects, one near the R and the other around the annealing behaviors of R, loops were found to be
original a/c interface, were found in the 600-8000°C consistent with the suggestion that the formation of the

R , loops is due to the agglomeration of self-interstitials
mediated by the presence of a high concentration of
electrically inactive As [7].

The annealing behavior oi RP loops in 900-500'C
two-step annealed samples and in samples with an
oxide capping layer seemed to render further support to
the suggestion that As diffusion is not the dominant
factor in influencing the growth of dislocation loops
near R P at 500*C. In samples first annealed at 900 °C
followed by a further annealing at 500 *C for 2 h, RRS
data showed that the As profile remained the same as

Fig. 4. WBDF image of a sample annealed at 900 'C for 0 5 h that of the 9000C annealed samples. However, the
followed by annealing at 500 C for 2 h. average size and the number density of R. loops were

1 l II I l III
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considerably larger and lower, respectively, than those 4. Summary and conclusions
in single-step annealed samples. It is known that little
diffusion of both Si and dopants occurred during solid- Both plane-view and cross-sectionJI TEM as well as
phase epitaxial growth of Si at 5000 C. The coarsening RBS spectrometry have been applied to study the an-
of defecis in 900-500'C two-step annealed samples is nealing behavior of RP loops in post-implantation an-
attributed to the enhanced diffusion owing to the pres- nealed (001) Si irradiated by 150 keV As' and 65 keV
ence of defects formed at 900'C during a further P+ to a dose of 5 X 1015 cm - 2 . Factors influencing the
500°C annealing. A previous study indicated that the formation and growth of the R. loops, such as anneal-
diffusion rate of Si self-interstitials is generally higher ing temperature and time, single- and two-step anneal-
than that of As interstitials 'in silicon [8]. ings as well as substrate orientation, have been investi-

In As'-implanted (001) samples, the R, loops were gated.
found after annealing at a temperature as high as 900 0 C. For As '-implanted samples annealed at 550-900' C
However, in P+-implanted samples, the Rp loops were and Pt-implanted samples annealed at 600-800o C., the
observed only in samples annealed at a temperature up a%erage size and density of defect clusters were found to
to 800'C for (001) samples and 700*C for (011) Si. As- increase and decrease with annealing temperature, re-
discussed by Pennycook and Culbertson, the group V spectively. The RP loops were annealed out following
dopants serve to trap interstitials. The interstitials are 1000 and 9000 C annealing for As '- and P '-implanted
released during solid-phase epitaxial regrowth to form a samples, respectively. The annealing behaviors of Rp
band of extended defects [7] It is conjectured that a loops in As'- and P-implanted samples are consistent
higher concentration of vacancies was emitted during with the suggestion that they are induced by the ag-
dissolution of clusters for P+ implantation owing to the glomeration of self-interstitials mediated by the pres-
relativelN small size of P compared to the As atoms. ence of a high concentration of electrically inactive As.

o0.2 m

o.2rm 0 .2 PM
L4

Fig. 6 WBDF images of P -implanted samples annealed at (a) 600 0 C, (b) 700 0 C, (c) 800'C, (d) 900 0 C and (e) 1000 C for 05 h,

Lross-sectional view
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Activation of shallow implants in Si by pulse laser irradiation

W. Wesch, T. Bachma:Ln, G. Gbtz, F. Hagemann and A. Heft
Friedrich-Schiller- Unwersatit Jena, Instut fir Festkdrperphystk, Max-Wien-Platz 1, D(O)-6900 Jena, Germany

The use of a KrF excimer and a Nd-glass laser for the annealing of shallow implanted Si layers is studied. Due to the different
absorption lengths of the two lasers, optimum electrical parameters are obtained in different regions of the laser energy density (in
the case of 100 nm thick amorphous layers at EL =-1.2 J/cm2 for the UV laser, at EL = 2 8 J/cm 2 for the IR laser) It is shown that
StO 2 structural edges are not influenced by the laser beam up to an energy density of about 4.5 J/cm2 At low energy densities the
maximum melting depth is in good accordance with values determined by means of heat-flow calculations The deviations at higher
energy densities are discussed. At the laser energy densities EL = 2 J/cm2 (UV laser) and 3 J/cm2 (IR laser) the surface temperature
is sufficiently below the vaporization temperature of silicon.

1. Introduction ble and ultraviolet lasers because of their short wave-
length and the improved energy deposition should be

The development of microelectronic devices with favoured for producing extremely shallow pn junctions
increasingly higher packing densities and faster switch- [3,4]. In order to test the applicability of selectively and
ing speeds is connected with decreasing lateral and unselectively acting lasers for the annealing of shallow
vertical dimensions of the device structures. Especially implants in Si, we have made a comparative study using
the depth of pn junctions in a submicron device tech- a KrF excimer and a Nd-glass laser.
nology reduces to values remarkably below 200 nm. To
produce such structures a special low-energy ion im-
plantation equipment as well as unconventional anneal- 2. Methods
ing techniques are necessary. A peculianty of low-en-
ergy implantation of light ions, as for instance boron as Sb ' ions (energies between 11 and 65 keV, ion
a technologically important p-dopant in Si, is to pro- fluence of I x l01 to 5 x 10I cm- 2) and B + ions
duce an amorphous layer before the dopant implanta- (energies of 7 and 11 keV,. ion fluence of 1.2 X 1015
tion to suppress channeling pronounced at low energies. cm- 2) were implanted at room temperature into p- and
To recrystallize the amorphous layers, rapid thermal n-type (100) silicon, respectively. To prevent channel-
annealing (RTA) using optical furnaces or graphite ing effects, in the case of boron implantation the sam-
heaters [1,2] is widely used However, solid-phase epi- pies were preamorphized by implanting 1 x 1015
taxial processes are always connected with the occur- Ge /cm 2 with 30, 60 or 90 keV, by which 60, 100 or
rence of a defect band remaining in the region of the 130 nm thick amorphous layers were generated. In the
amorphous-crystalline interface. Therefore, the implan- case of Sb-implantation, amorphous layers with thick-
tation conditions have to be chosen so that this defect nesses between 25 and 88 nm were produced. The
band lies fat behind the pn junction or before the end implanted samples were annealed with 40 ns pulses
of range of the dopant atoms. But in the latter case from a homogenized Nd-glass laser (N, = 1064 nm, en-
channeling effects in the tail of the range of implanted ergy density in the region from 0 5 to 5 0 j/cm 2; the
atoms may shift the pn junction to larger depths. This homogeneization system is described in ref [5]) and
problem can be overcome if the layers are annealed by with 35 ns pulses from a KrF excimer laser (N = 248
liquid-phase epitaxy using nanosecond laser pulses. In nm, energy density in the region from 0.2 to 1.7 J/cm2

this case the laser density must be chosen so that the [4]).
melt front penetrates the amorphous-crystalline inter- The recrystallization of the implanted layers was
face and the defective region behind the interface to investigated by means of the RBS/channeling tech-
anneal the point defects located there For this process nique using 1.4 MeV He' ions. A glancing-angle geom-
principally lasers can be used which emit light from the etry (backscattering angle 6 = 1000) was used to im-
ultraviolet up to the near-infrared wavelength region. prove the depth resolution [6]. From the redistribution
Whereas infrared lasers have the advantage of selective of the Sb atoms during the melt the melting depth was
melting of amorphous and heavily damaged areas, -iisi- estimated, and the percentage of substitutionally incor-
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porated atoms was determined from the relat-on be- ture near the surface, T,,r, as a function of time. Due to
tween random and aligned yield of the Sb disutibution the different absorption lengths the time difference be-
[6]. Depth distributions of boron atoms were deter- tween beginning of the laser pulse and melting is differ-
mined by means of SIMS analysis using CAMECA ent for the two wavelengths (figs. la, c). For sufficiently
equipment. The measured dopant distributions are corn- high laser energy densities the melt front penetrates the
pared with those calculated by means of the TRIM amorphous-crystalline interface and reaches a maxi-
Monte Carlo code [7], Furthermore, calculations of the mum value smax after a certain time which depends on
melting behaviour were carried out using the computer the wavelength -nd the energy density (shown in figs.
programme HEAT 248 [8]. la, c). It is obvious, that for the wavelength X = 248 nm

By combined Hall-effect and sheet-resistivity mea- an energy density of 1.2 J cm - 2 is sufficient to melt a
surements in van der Pauw geometry, sheet resistivity as layer of 200 nm which is twice the thickness of the
well as effective values of carrier concentration and amorphous layer (fig. la). On the other hand, for the
mobility were determined, melt of a 150 nm thick layer with the infrared laser a

laser energy density of 1.6 J cm - 2 is necessary (fig. Ic).
Just as the position of the melt front,, the surface

3. Results and discussion temperature also increases with time up to a maximum
value (fig. lb, d). A comparison of the surface tempera-

The difference in the absorption length of the light tures obtained with the two lasers shows, that the same
emitted from the two lasers used (X = 1064 nm: a-I = I maximum value of T,,,f - 2700 K is reached with EL =
itm for amorphous Si, X = 248 nm: a--' -5 nm for 2.0J cm 2 of the UV-laser and with EL = 3.0 J cm- 2 of
crystalline and amorphous Si) is connected with dif- the IR-laser. It is worth to note that at EL = 3.0 J cm - 2

ferences in energy deposition. To melt a given layer the maximum surface temperature is still sufficiently
thickness, the laser energy density to be used should be below the vaporization temperature of silicon (T, = 2903
remarkably higher for infrared radiation compared to K).
ultraviolet light. To study the melting behaviour of 100 The calculated maximum melting depths sm,, are
nm thick amorphous Si layers induced by the two lasers, depicted in fig. 2 as a function of the laser energy
in a first step heat-flow calculations were carried out. density EL. After the melt front has penetrated the
Fig. I shows the melting depth s as well as the tempera- amorphous-crystalline interface, Smax increases linear

Si, d0,- UflfI- Iaser, 7? - 1064n, m, -40ns

UV- Los r, A-2 2 ni, 7. 35ns .
- Et 12 .1tc' -E 1 l6JCm

400- - - Et135Jcm
"  7 --- EL-2OJcm2 /

-- EL2Jc. / ---- E30Jcm' /

- /00 /

200 / - / -
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Fig. 1. Calculated melting depth s (a, c) and surface temperature T,rf (b, d) for annealing of 100 nm thick amorphous Si layers with
a KrF excimer laser (a, b) and a Nd-glass laser (c, d) as a function of time.
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Calculation. cl , -100 nm a Si B* (7keV)
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Experiment .- Nd- gloss-loser 50- Ndl-glat; , 1064-.,- 't.4Ois

600- KrF xd,,88nmRBS /N 400
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with the laser energy density. To melt a fixed layer 101 _____________________

thickness, with the infrared laser a 1.5 times higher laser 400 100 2000 3000
energy density is necessary than in the case of the EL MA CM-2l
ultraviolet laser Fig. 4. (a) Setrstityp.(b) efciecarrier concentration

The investigation of the recrystallization by means of N,f -nd (c) effective sheet mobility /.L,,f for KrF excimer
the channeling- RBS technique shows, that 100 nm thick (open circles) and Nd-glass (Jots) laser-aninealed S!: 2rs as a
amorphous layers are completely recrystallized (i.e., the function of the laser energy density

a St Ge* l6OkeV) b

8* l7keV) siplne

20 -. B-profiles . -Nd-gloss loser10~ ~~ as implanted X16n
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Fig. 3 SIMS profiles of the boron distribution after 7 keV B + implantation into Ge '-preamorphized Si and laser annealing with (a)
a KrF and (b) a Nd-glass laser,
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melt front has penetrated the amorphous-crystalline from the boron profiles determined by SIMS is doubtful

interface) at the laser energy densities EL = 780 mJ/cm2  at high laser energy densities. And last, but not least,in the case of UV-laser annealing [4), and at EL = 1.2 the uncertainty of some parameters used for the calcula-

J/cm2 for IR-laser annealing. In fig. 2 experimental tion may lead to a systematic error of the calculated
sm,,-values determined from RBS spectra (redistribu- curves. For example, the assumption of a higher reflec-
tion of Sb atoms) or from SIMS piofiles are included. tivity and specific heat of the liquid silicon would cause
At low energy densities the theoretical and experimental a lower energy deposition and a decrease of s,,, and
values are in fairly good agreement. However, for higher T, urf at the same energy density.
energy densities, if part of the crystalline substrate is The boron profiles determined by means of SIMS
molten, remarkable deviations occur. These deviations are illustrated in fig. 3. It can be seen that for 7 keV B
may result ftom different reasons. First, because of the implantation the preamorphization by 60 keV Ge' ions
detection limit of the RBS technique (= 1019 at./cm3), gives good results (no pronounced tiai in boron distn-
the determination of the maximum melting depth from bution, fig. 3a [4]). Laser annealing with both wave-
tilt' redistribution of heavy atoms may lead to an under- lengths leads to a broadening of the boron distribution
estimation of sm~a. Second, for laser energy densities in with an abrupt decrease of the boron concentration
the order of EL > 3 J/cm2 the diffusion length of boron within the region of maximum melting depth.
is remarkably lower than the thickness of the amorphous The recrystallization of the implanted layers is con-
layer (with the diffusion coefficient D1 = 2.4 x 10- 4  nected with the substitutional incorporation of the
cn 2/s' and a melting time of = 100 ns the diffusion dopants (for X = 248 nm a substitutional Sb fraction of
length is L 50 nm). so that the determination of Sma 99% was determined at EL 780 mJ/cm2 [4]) leading

2A,

. . '.p5

Fig. 5 Optical micrographs of SiO 2 structural edges after irradiation with pulses from a Nd-glass laser (laser energy densities (a)
EL 3 11 J/cm (b) 4 24 i/cm2 and (c) 4 95 J/cm2)
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to a steep descent of the sheet resistivity p, (see fig 4a). using an excimer laser the same results are already
For the KrF laser irradiation a constant vplue p, = 130 achieved for 1 2 J/cm2 By these laser energy densities
U2/0 is reached at EL = 800 mJ/cm 2, for the Nd-glass layers twice the thickness of the amorphous layers were
laser-irradiated samples p, = 120 2/0 is obtained at molten. The investigation of structural edges indicates
E = 2.6 J/cm2 , indicating a good electrical activation that laser energy densities up to about 4.5 J/cm2 can be
of the layers. According to that, in the same region of used. Therefore, also with the Nd-glass laser the forma-
the energy density the sheet carrier concentration re- tion of pn junctions with depths below 200 nm should
aches its maximum value N,ff = 1.2 X 1015 cm- 2 (see be possible. The theoretical simulation of the melting
fig 4b). A comparison with the effective carrier mobil- process gives a fairly good agreement with experimental
ity. however, shows that to obtain maximum mobility, values for low energy densities, whereas for high laser
higher energy densities are necessary: for the KrF laser energy densities (EL > 1.5 J/cm2 ) remarkable dif-
about 1.2 J/cm2, for the Nd-glass laser about 2.8-3.0 ferences exist. Explanations for these deviations are the
J/cm2 (fig 4c) This means that layers at least twice as detection limit of the analysing method (RBS, dif-
thick as the amorphous layer have to be molten to ferences between molten depth and concentration pro
obtain optimum electrical parameters. file of dopants due to short diffusion length) and the

A key problem of laser annealing via the liquid uncertainty of the opti.al and thermodynamical param-
phase. especially at higher energy densities, is the in- eters of liquid silicon
fluence on structural edges. Therefore, we have investi-
gated the influence of Nd-glass laser irradiation on SiO,
structures. Fig. 5 shows optical micrographs of SiO z  Acknowledgement
edges irradiated with 3.11, 4.24 and 4.95 J/cm2 , respec- Tne authors wish to thank M Trapp, Werk fur
tively. Whereas at 3.11 and 4.24 J/cm 2 no modification Ferrisehelektronik Berlin, for carrying out the SIMS
of the edges can be observed, at 4 95 J/cm 2 the window measurements
of the laser energy density is exceeded Similar results
are obtained at microstructures From these results it
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Centers of spin-dependent recombination in structures formed by N +
ion implantation into Si

A.A. Karanovich. A.V Dvurechenskii, I.E. Tyschenko and G.A. Kachurin
Institute of Semiconductor Physics Novosibirsk 90, USSR

Spin-dependent recombination (SDR) measurements have been made on (100) and (111) n- or p-type silicon wafers implanted
wtih 135 keV N ' ions in the dose range D = 5 X 10"-108 cm - 2 at an implantation temperature in the range of T = 700-1000°C
or at room temperature with subsequent annealing at T = 500-1200°C for two hours For T, > 800' C and D > 5 X1016 cm- 2 an
intensive amsotropic spectrum was observed. Its .g-tensor parameters (gll = 2.0010±0.0005; g, = 2 0080±0.0005; gl ii <111))
coincide with those of Pho or PbN spectra - the signal at the boundary between silicon and buried precipitates of crystalline Si N4
For T, < 750'C or D < l0 6 cm-2, as well as for room-temperature implaiited and 1200 *C annealed samples, only a single isotropic
line was observed This signal was found to consist of two lines, which are characterized by different relaxation times These two
components of the isotropi. signal are supposed to correspond to St dangling bonds at dislocations and at the Si/amorphous SiN,
intenrace 1t was .oncluded that the formation and growth of crystalline SiN 4 precipitates are stimulated by ion irradiation

Among SOI technologies the formation of buned temperature irradiation followed by annealing at Ta

insulating layers by N+ or 0' ion implantation is the 500-1200'C for two hours The implanted layers are
favored technique In order to obtain good SO struc- characterized by n-type conductivity (apparently due to
tures, the dependence of their properties on the produc- the nitrogen atoms [1]), therefore p-n-junctions were
tion regime should be known. Defects in SOI structures formed when p-type silicon substrates were used For
with buried SiN 4 layers were investigated by electron control measurements n-Si implanted with B' (E = 60
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in ref. [2] An isotropic keV, D = 1015 cm- 2. T, = 20'C plus annealing at T, =
signal was observed (g = 2.0039 ± 0.0002). which is be- 900' C for two hours) and p-type Si irradiated by P+
lieved to arise from the silicon dangling bonds in buried (E = 100 keV, D = 1016 cm-2 T, = 900 C) were used
amorphous nitride layers. The photoconductivity of the implanted layers, volt-

In the present work a method of spin-dependent age or photovoltage on p-n-junctions (formed by N'
recombination (SDR) of excess carriers [3-5] was used implantation into p-type wafers) were measured to re-
to study the defect structure in silicon implanted with cord SDR spectra in the X-band of an EPR spectrome-
N' ions. The SDR technique has a number of ad- ter (frequency f= 9 GHz, klystron power - 250 mW).
vantages compared to the EPR measurements. Firstl),. Illumination with white light was provided by a 100 W
the sensitivity of SDR signal detection is independent tungsten lamp. Modulation of the magnetic field (f=
of the number of centers as long as they dominate the 0.3-100 kHz) or microwave power (f= 1 kHz) was
recombination process. This makes it possible to carry used The measurements were made at room tempera-
out SDR investigations of effects in thin silicon films ture.
(for example, in SOI structures) where EPR measure- It was found that the shape and intensity of the
ments are hard to perform because of the sensitivity observed signals were independent of the registration
limitation. The second advantage is concerned with the technique and were determined by the dose and the
selectivity of this method: the SDR signal of defects in implantation (annealing) temperature The relative in-
SOI structures is observed only in the silicon layer, tensity of the SDR effect zA/A (A = the measured
while in EPR the defects localized in the insulator or in value, AA = its change at resonance) was varied in the

the substrate are observed as well range (1-3) X 10- .
Structures formed by N i ion implantation (E = 135 For an irradiation temperature T, > 800 'C and dose

eV, dose D = 5 x 1015-10" cm - 2 ) into substrates of n- D > 5 X 1016 cm-2, an intense anisotropic spectrum was
or p-type { 111 } or { 100) silicon were investigated, The observed (fig. 1). The angular dependence of the lines in
irradiation was carried out in two ways: (i) implantation the observed spectrum with B in the (011) plane (fig. 2)
into a hot target (T, = 500-10000 C) and (ii) room corresponds to a defect with electronic spin S= 1/2

0168-583X/91/S03 50 4, 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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tropic defect coincides with those of' defects at Si/SiO2
(spectrum Pbo [6]) or Si/Si 3N4 (spectrum Ph,, [7])
interfaces. These defects are believed to be related to
the dar3hng Sp3 bonds located on interfacial Si atoms

< 10 0) which are backbonded to three Si atoms in the bulk [7].
Such dangling bonds at the boundary between silicon
and buried precipitates of crystalline Si 3N4 (the forma-
tion of which was proved in ref. [8]) or at the Si/natural
Si0 2 interface could be responsible for the observed
amsotropic spectrum In the latter case, however, the

<1 I 1> Pb0 spectrum would be observed independently of the
type of implanted ion. But our experiments show that
p-n-junctions formed by B + or P+ 'implantation give a
single isotropic line only (g = 2 0040 ± 0.0005). Just
such a SDR signal was observed in silicon with disloca-

of 10> tions [4,5] and, therefore, it is reasonable to conclude
that the observed isotropic signal in our case is due to
dislocation loops, which are known to exist in 'im-planted layers under the implantation conditions used

10"3 T [9]. Moreover, if the observed anisotropic signal is caused

Fig I Spin-dependent photoconductivity spectra (second de- by the planar Si/Si0 2 interface, then the spectrum from

rivative) in structures formed by nitrogen ion implantation the (111) surface would consist of a single line [6]

(E =a135 keV. dose D = 5 xormed T, = ion into p-type (because all the dangling bonds have the same orienta-
(100) silicon substrates at different orientations of the mag- tion), while in our case several lines are observed in the
netic field Frequenc of magnetic field modulation f= 35 spectrum simultaneously Therefore, the observed amso-

kHz, measurements at room temperature (RT) tropic signal is caused by defects at the considerably
nonplanar Si/Si 3N4 interface

It was found that the form of isotropic signal de-
and axially symmetrical ,-tensor (the principal values pends on the modulation frequency and phase of the
are all2.0010 0.0005, g = 2 0090 0 0005, gl, l lock-in detector (fil. 3). From the analysis of this de-
(arI . 2 pendence we concluue that the observed isotropic signal

) < 01C-2)consists of at least tvro lines (with identical g-factors
I-or lower doses (< 1 0 i6 cm 2 ) or lower tempera, but different line widths (ABi = (14 ± 3) × 10 - 4 T,

tures (<7500 C) an anisotropic spectrum was absent AB (7 ± 2) X 1-4 T), which are charactezed by
and only a single isotropic line (g = 2.0035 + 0.0005) different relaxation times This difference in the relaxa-
was observed. Just such a spectrum was observed in our
samples after room temperature implantation followed tion times leads to the appearance of a distinctionbetween the two SDR signal phases with respect to the

I by annealing up to T = 1200'C.The a -tensor parameters of the discovered anso- phase of the modulation signal. This phase difference
depends on the implantation and annealing conditions

and is varied in the range AO = 5-50' at a modulation
frequency f= 35 kHz. Such a value of AO corresponds
to typical relaxation times T - 10 -5 s It is unlikely that

2,0/00 such a long T is concerned with a spin-lattice relaxa-
tion time because the latter is usually much shorter at

2,0060 < 0 room temperature. Therefore we suppose that the re-
laxation time is determined by the recombination time=2,0020 of excess carriers and the two components of the iso-
tropic signal are cused by identical defects localized in

/, 80 two distinct environments. These regions differ by the
0 0 60 9 1 Irecombination time of excess carriers. According to the

0-tactor, the observed signal is quite similar to the
I , do9ree, spectrum of amorphous silicon or dislocations in sili-

Fig 2 The angular dependence of g-faetor effective salues of con. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that the Si
the observed spectrum lines with the magnetic field B in the dangling bonds at the dislocations and at the
(110) plane. Points refer to the experimerital values, solid lines Si/amorphous SiN, interface are responsible for the

to computations two components of the isotropic spectrum
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into a hot target leads to the appearance of the PbN
spectrum at temperatures as low as T, = 800 0 C. These
experimental results confirm the conclusion [10] that the

pa.,8 formation and growth of crystalline SiN 4 precipitates
are stimulated by ion irradiation.

Thus, by means of the SDR technique, two types of
76' spectra in SOl structures formed by N' ion implanta-

tion were found- (i) an isotropic signal consisting of two
lines, which are characterized by different relaxation

68 times and are apparently caused by Si dangling bonds
at dislocations and at the Si/amo.'phous nitride inter-
face, and (ii) an anisotropic spectrum PhN, which is

6believed to arise from dangling bonds located on an Si
60* atom backbonded to three Si atoms in the bulk and

localized at the boundary between Si and crystalline
SI3N4 precipitates. The formation and growth of Si 3N,

52°  precipitates are stimulated by ion irradiation.
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Anomalous redistributions of As and Sb atoms in As-implanted
Sb-doped Si and Sb-implanted As-doped Si during annealing

Katsuhiro Yokota ". Hiroshi Furuta ', Shinji Ishihara b and Itsuro Kimura b

Faculti of Engineering, Kansat Universitv, Suita, Osaka 564, Japan
Research Reat tor Institute, Kyoto Unaversir. Kurnator, Sennan-gun, Osaka 590-04, Japan

Sb' ions Aere implanted into heavily As-doped bulk silicon and As' ions were implanted into heavily Sb-doped bulk silicon
Subsequent high-temperature annealing indicated the loss of Sb atoms For the samples implanted with antimonv the amount of lost
Sb depends on the implanted dose In comparison, the arsenic concentration in both samples remained constant and no abnormal
loss of arsenic was evident dunng the high-temperature anneal

1. Introduction As' ions were implanted into the Sb-doped Si wafers at
doses in the range I X 1014_1 X 1 0 16 As' cm -

2 This
Ion implantation as a conventional doping technique sample is referred to as Si(Sb-As). Also, 70 keV Sb+

requires high-temperature annealing to restore the de- ions were implanted into the As-doped Si wafers at
stroyed crystal lattice and to electrically activate the doses in the range 1 x 1014 _1 X 10111 Sb ' cm-2. This
implanted dopants. The implanted dopants will redis- sample is referred to as Si(As-Sb). The incident direc-
tribute to a profile which can be determined by the tion of the 'ion beam was misaligned by 7' from the
diffusion of a limited-source dunng annealing How- (100) crystal axis to minimize the channeling effect. The
ever, the dopants induce stress in the Si crystal since the implanted samples were annealed in flowing Ar gas at a
atomic radius of the dopant atoms differs from that of temperature of 1000°C for 30 min. The ellipsometric
Si [11 This stress results in a significant effect on the thickness of native oxide films grown on silicon wafers
dopant diffusion and the solid solubility of the impuri- was about 2.5 nm.
ties f2] To confirm the results for Si(As-Sb) and Si(Sb-As),

In many cases the impurities are implanted with low the following experiments were performed. First, 70
doses. The differences in the atomic radii are not a keV Sb+ tons were implanted into B-doped Czochralski
serious problem during annealing since the concentra- (100)Si wafers with a concentration of 3 x loll cm- 3, at
tion of the dopant is low. However, the behavior of B, P a dose of 1 x 10 15-l Sb cm-2 . The sample is referred
and As in heavily doped Si during annealing is com to as Si(B-As). Secondly, 50 keV As' ions were im-
plicated, as the diffusion coefficient of the dopant de- planted into P-doped Czochralski (100)Si wafers with a
pends on its concentration. concentration of 3 X 1019cm - ",, at a dose of I X 101 -I

The interest in this subject is whether or not the As cm 2. The sample is referred to as Si(P-As)
differences in the atomic sizes of Si and 'impurities Thirdly, 40 keV Ar' ions were implanted into Sb-doped
realls affect the redistributions of the dopants in Si Czochralski (100)Si wafers with a concentration of 0.8
during annealing. We reveal in this paper that the X 10 19 cm - and As-doped Czochralski (100)Si wafers
redistributions of the dopants in As-implanted Sb-doped with a concentration of 2 x 10211 cm -- , at a dose of
Si and Sb-implanted As-doped Si during annealing de- 1 X 10 15 Ar' cm- 2 These samples are referred to as
pend highly on the radius of the implanted 'ion and the Si(Sb-Ar) and Si(As-Ar). respectively The Si wafers
solid solubility were annealed in flowing Ar gas at 1000°C for 30 mm.

The annealed samples were activated in a neutron
flux of 2.8 X 1lIcm--2 s- I for I h. Some of the As and

2. Experiments Sb converted into the radio-isotopes of 76As and 122Sb,
respectively. A thickness of 10 nm was removed succes-

Heavily Sb-doped Czochralski (100) Si wafers with a sively from the sample surfaces by repeating anodic
concentration of 0.8 x 10 i9 cm - 1 and heavily As-doped oxidation and oxide removal by HF diluted with water.
Czochralski (100) Si wafers with a concentration of Depth profiles of the As and Sb concentrations in Si
2 x 102) cm- were used for the experiments. 50 keV were obtained by measuring the radiation emitted from
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the radioactive isotopes of "'As and '22Sb in the HF redistribution profile of As in the Si(B-As) was the
solutions The radiation was measured using an NaI(TI) same .that in the Si(P-As). This indicates that the
scintillation counter and a 1024-channel pulse-height n-type or p-type nature of the substrate had no effect
analyzer. The system was calibrated by measuring the on the redistribution of the implanted arsenic Thus, the
radiation emitted from standard samples of 76As and anomalous redistribution profiles of As in Si(Sb--As)122Sb. and Si(As-Sb) may be caused by the differences in the

The y-ray spectrum from "As was in the same atomic sizes of impurities and Si atoms. A similar
energy region as that from 1 2Sb. The energy of the profile of antimony has been obtained in Ga-implanted
dominant radiation from 76As is 0.56 MeV and that Sb-doped Si covered by native oxide films after being
from 122Sb is 0.564 MeV. Time decay curves of the annealing at 9500 C for 30 mm [6]. However, the profile
iadiations were measured to separate the y-ray spec- differs from that of antimony in silicon with a capping
trum The half-life of 76As is 26 4 h and that of 'Sb is layer [7] This seems to be because the native oxide
64.3 h. films are much thinner than the capping layer and their

physical and chemical properties differ considerably
from those of thermally grown silicon o,. de

3. Results and discussion A large amount of Sb in Si(Sb-As) with the As
concentrations of I X 10 i4 and I X 10 15 cm -2 was lost

Fig. 1 shows the concentration profiles of Sb and As from the surface into the atmosphere during annealing
'in St(Sb-As) annealed at a temperature of 1000°C for The number of lost Sb atoms increased proportionally
30 mn as a function of the implanted dose The larger to the implanted dose The profile of the Sb is described
the arsenic dose, the deeper the As has diffused in the by the equation Ns, = 8 x 10 (cm- 1) - o.04 3 NA, for
Sb-doped sample The depth where the concentration of the sample implanted with arsenic' at a dose of I X 1014
the As is reduced by an order of magnitude from its cm- 2 The profile of antimony in all regions in silicon.
peak concentration became deeper with the increase of except the near surface of the sample implanted with
implanted dose It was 85 nm for a dose of I X 1014 arsenic" at a dose of 1 x 10 "5 cm - ', is described by this
cm 2 115 nm for a dose of 1 X 10 15 cm- 2, and 265 nm equation Here, Nst, is the Sb concentration and N, is
for a dose of I × 10x cm- 2. The diffusion coefficient of the As concentration. The Sb concentration in Si(Sb-As)
As in Si at 1000°C increases with the increase of As is 8 X 10s cm ' The value of 0043 agrees with the
concentration It reaches a maximum value of 5 X 10- 14 value calculated from the relation (1 - (dA,/ds )3)/(1
cm2 s I at an As concentration of 3 X 102) cm ", and - (dsb/d 5,)

3) [I]. where d is the atomic size Thus. this
then decreases [3]. At high concentrations of As. i e latter equation implies that the stress irduced by the
aboe 102') cm ', it is believed that arsenic can form As' implantation is released by losing Sb from Si into
clusters [41. which are immobile below 1000°C. How- the atmosphere However. the redistribution of Sb in
ever, the diffusion of As in Si(Sb- As) implanted with Si(Sb- A) with an As cc, ncentration of I X 1016 cm -2

As at a dose of I x 10" cm 2 after annealing at 10000 C did not follow the former equation The stress release
for 30 mm "as compared with that in As-implanted caused by the Sb loss seems not to occur in this sample
p-t~pe Si after annealing at 10000C for 20 mm [5] The since the stress due to As incorporation is much larger
distribution of As in Si(Sb-As) was shallower than that than the stresses induced by the Sb
in both Si(B-As) and Si(P-As) shown in fig 3b. The Fig 2 shows the concentration profiles of As and Sb

10 21 :1I I I I I I 1

Irmroantaion 50keV As- ,x10'
5 cm 2  

Ix1016cmLlx× 10
I
w' cm 2 " °°~o

' Arecihng 1000°C 30min, %
E 1020, * As atom .*

0 Sb atom

S **0..

1019 7 oo0

100 1 01 02 0 01 02 0 01 02
Distance from Surface (Prm)

Fig I Concentration profiles of Sb and As in Si(Sb-As) annealed at a temperature of 1000 0 C for 30 mm as a function of the
implanted dose Solid lines show the concentration of Sb remaining in Si after annealing This is represented by the equation

A,8 x 10" (cm 3) -0.043NA, approximately. in silicon implanted with doses of I X 10 14 and I × lX1 As, cm 2
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Fig 2 Concentration profiles of As and Sb in Si(As-Sb) annealed at a temperature of 1000 0 C for 30 mnn as a function of the
implanted dose of As ions The solid line represents the profile calculated from a solution for limited-source diffusion [4].

in Si(As-Sb) annealed at a temperature of 1000°C for redistribution profile of Sb in Si(P-Sb) compares with
30 min as a function of the implanted dose. The solid the calculated curve.
line in this figure represents the profile calculated from The experimental results for As' implanted in B-
a solution for limited-source diffusion [8] The diffusion and P-doped silicon are shown in fig. 3b The redistri-
of Sb is retarded in Si(As-Sb) with the increase of the bution profile of As in Si(P-As) agrees with that of As
Sb dose. A large loss of Sb atoms during annealing must in Si(B-As). The redistribution profile of As is indepen-
be noted in addition to the retarded diffusion, ccm- dent of the background impurity in Si although the
pared to the calculated profde The number of lost Sb atomic size of B differs slightly from that of P This
atoms incieased with the increase of dose implies that the n-type or p-type nature of the .,ubstrate

The experimental results fc,,' the Sb -implanted sam- had no effect on the redistribution of the implanted
pies are shown in fig 3a The diffusion of Sb in an- arsenic The stress induced by the As ion implant is
nealed Si(P-Sb) is retarded slightly compared to the compensated by that induced by boron and phos-
curve calculated from the solution for limited-source phorus Thus, the larger stress induce by ion implanta-
diffusion (8]. However, the retardation of the diffusion tion causes the anomalous redistributions of As and Sb
was smaller than that in Si(As-Sb) The atomic size of in both Si(Sb-As) and Sj(As--Sb)
P is smaller than that of Si by 007 nm [9] Thus, the The experimental results for Ar'-implanted silicon
stress induced by the incorporation of Sb ions is com- are shown in fig. 3c. The redistribution of As in Si(As-
pensated by that induced by P doped into Si and the Ar) and of Sb in Si(Sb-Ar) occurred even after high-

O a) (b) (c)

mplantation 7keV Se Implantation 50keVAs Ilantation 40keVAr*n lx1O15cm-
2 

,xlO15cm- 2 
, 1x1015Cm-2

' Anrealing 1000C 30min Annealing 10000C 30mn Annealing I000°C 30min
E a B doped Si AsdpedSC
, 10 2 0o Pdoped SL o Sbdoped Si
C

1019 8,

o 0Oo00000000

o o
0

10 01 02 0 01 02 0 01 02
Distance from Surface (Pm)

Fig 3 (a) Concentration profiles of Sb in Sj(P-Sb) annealed at a temperature of 10000 C for 30 mm 1 he solid line represents the
profile calculated from a solution for limited-source diffusion [4] (b) Concentration profiles of As in S(B-As) and Si(P-As)
annealed at a temperature of 1004IWC for 30 min (c) Concentration profiles of As in Si(As-Ar) and Sb in Si(Sb-Ar) annealed at a

temperature of 1000 C for 30 mm
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temperature annealing. The implantation of argon by the As ion implantation. The majority of the Sb
damages the Si at this high dose and destroys the Si atoms in Si(Sb-As) and Si(As-Sb) was lost into the
lattice The destroyed Si lattices recover at temperatures atmosphere during annealing. To release the stress in-
as low as 500'C [10]. The annealing temperatures in duced by ion implantation an unusual redistribution of
these experiments were much higher. That is, the the Sb atoms took place, aided by the low solid solubil-
anomalous rei,.stributions in figs. I and 3 are not caused ity of antimony in silicon. In Si(Sb-As) with an As
by the mechanism of impurity segregation at the mov- concentration of I X 1016 cm- 1, the redistribution of
ing amorphous-crystalline boundary as it moves to- the Sb atoms did not occur because the stress induced
wards the surface during regrowth [11]. by As is much larger than that induced by Sb.

However, the anomalous redistribution of implanted
antimony in Si(As-Sb) cannot be considered to be
caused only by the stress induced by the incorporation
of impurities That is, the concentration of Sb remain- References
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[9] H.F. Wolf, Silicon Semiconductor Data (Pergamon, Ox-

ford. 1969) p 150The diffusion of As i Si(Sb-As) was retarded cor- [101 t. Czepregi, E F Kennd., .1 W Mayer and T W Sigmon,
pared to that in both Si(B-As) and Si(P-As) wafers In J Appl. Phys 49 (1978) 3906.
both Si(Sb-As) and Si(As-Sb) no significant loss of [111 J S Williams and K T Short. Metastable Phases by Ion
arsenicY occurred during annealing The retarded diffu- Implantation (North-Holland. Amsterdam, 1982) p 131
sion of arsenic was caused by the larger stress induced [12] F A Trumbore, Bell Svst TeCh J 39 (1960) 205
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The influence of implantation temperature and subsequent annealing
on residual implantation defects in silicon

P. Hazdra a V. Haglar b and M. Bartog b

"Department of Microelectronics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical Unwersttv, Suchhdtarova 2,
166 27 Prague 6, Czechoslovakta
b ]on implantation Laboratorv,, Faculty u/ Elettrical Engineering, Cech Technical Universtl. Suchbitaroi'a 2,
166 27 Prague 6, Czechovloi'aku,

The implantation of '8Si ions at different substrate temperatures ranging from 120 to 820 K into shallow p~ n junction
structures was used for the study of ion implantation defects in n-type Si The stability of the created defects was investigated using
isochronal furnace annealing in the temperature range 370-820 K The results of DLTS measurements were compared with measured
reverse 1- V characteristics The results show the dominant role of thermally stimulated dissociation and the production of secondary
defects involking vacancies These processes are significantly influenced both by implantation temperature and by the subsequent
transient to room temperature

1. Introduction [7] was used to identify the defects created The results
were correlated with the electrical parameters of the

Contemporary trends toward VLSI and ULSI de- investigated structures, represented by reverse 1- V
vices have increased the importance of investigating characteristics.
low-dose (< 1012 cm- 2) ion-implantation residual de-
fects. The reason for this is the necessity to completely
remove these defects and an antagonistic industry trend 2. Experiment
towards lower temperature processing. On the other
hand, the importance of controlled introduction of de- Phosphorus-doped n-type silicon wafers with a shal-
fects for local control of semiconductor microphysical low donor concentration of about 1.3 X 10is cm - and
parameters is increasing [1]. In this case attention is (100) orientation were used in the experiment. The
paid to the influence of implantation conditions on concentration of residual impurities declared by the
defect production and stability, manufacturer was lower than I X 101 cm- 3 in the case

Investigations in this field [1-5] have been focused in of oxygen and around 1016 cm 
- for carbon The fabri-

the last decade on the identification of the defects cation of test diode structures was performed by shal-
produced, their concentration profiles, stability and the low implantation of 4 9BF2' complex at 10 keV and with
influence of inplantation dose and substrate quality a total dose of 5 X 1015 cm- 2 at 300 K through 550 x
parameters on individual defect production. The results 550 ltm windows created in the oxide layer. The implant
[2,3] show a similarity in the nature of defects produced was then annealed for 30 mm at 1073 K in an N2
by implantation and electron irradiation [5]. The point atmosphere. According to SUPREM II simulation, the
defects, such as divacancies (V2), vacancy-oxygen pairs resulting junction depth should be about 160 nm. Back
(VO - "A" center), vacancy-phosphorus pairs (VP - ohmic contact was produced by shallow PSG diffusion.
"E" center) and CVO, CVB, C,C. complexes could be The mean value of the leakage current 'ro (- 5 V)
considered as the most important. Less attenuon has measured for 5 V reverse bias was 4.5 ± 0.3 pA In the
been paid to the influence of implantation temperature next step the wafers were implanted by 160 keV 28Si+
on implantation defect generation. The works investi- (1 X l0

l cm - 2 ) at twelve different suhstrate tempera-
gating substrate temperature influence on elctron- tures ranging from 120 to 820 K with a dose rate of
irradiation defect production (e.g. ref. [6]) are only I X 109 cm - 2 s ' , so that only radiation defects were
available. created by ion implantation. The temperature was mea-

In this paper the influence of implantation tempera- sured by a thermocouple mounted on the wafer holder
ture on implantation defect production and stability on the back of the wafer and stabilized to within ± 3 K
was studied. Deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) of the desired value. After implantation spontaneous
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transient to room temperature followed and reverse I-V
chaiacteristics were immediately measured using an HP
4140B pA-meter. Capacitance DLTS measurements
using a DLS-82E spectrometer and a multichannel
DLTS system based on an HP 4280A 1 MHz capaci-
tance meter were performed in the temperature range
80-300 K with rate windows of 20 is-I s and withmajority as well as minority carriers filling pulse excita-

tion. Subsequent 30 min isochronal furnace annealing in
an N, atmosphere and in a temperature range of 370-
820 K was performed for each set of samples implanted "
at a different temperature. After that DLTS and I- V
measurements were repeated.

4--

3. Results

Typical DLTS spectra of unannealed samples im- > .,2 .

planted at 120, 220 and 820 K are shown in fig. 1.
DLTS spectra of all the samples were measured under . 20

equivalent conditions with current pulse excitation (10
mA. 400 lts) A total of three electron traps, EI-E3, and F
ten hole traps. HI-HIO, were observed Identification Fig. 2 Level l (" 0 pair) DITS signal depeden e on im-
parameters of these levels obtained by isothermal and
multichannel DLTS measurements are presented in ta- and the temperature of isochronal annealing on the
ble 1 which also includes the thermal stability of defects reverse current of (- 5 V) is shown n fig. 6 n the form
for an implantation temperature of 300 K. The in- of a ratio of the measured current 1r and the mean
fluence of implantation temperature and the tempera- value of the leakage current I,,) of unimplanted diodes.
lure of subsequent annealing on the DLTS signal of the
most important levels is shown in fig. 2 (El level - VO).
fig. 3 (E3 - V, and VP). fig. 4 (H3 - CVO) and fig 5 4. Discussion
(W5). Concentration profile measurements of El and E3
levels showed that the width of the profiles is about a DLTS spectra of unannealed S,' implanted samples
factor of 2 wider than the primary defect profiles calcu- with typical defect levels labeled El, E3 and H3 are
lated by the Monte Carlo full-cascade simulation code generally comparable to those observed in the same
TRIM [9] The influence of implantation temperature material after implantation with different ions (e.g

0025 H2 H3

-0000 -- --- --

~. -0.025 \

S-0 050 120 K
~220 K

-J -0075 - -

820 K

70 120 170 220 270 320

TEMPERATURE /K/

Fig. I DLTS spectra of unannealed p' n diodes implanted by 29S1 ions at 120, 220 and 820 K, current pulse excitation (10 mA,
400 ps), rate window 260 s I
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Table I
Deep-level identification parameters and tentative interpretation

Level Energy Cross Occurrence Interpretation Ref.
level section
(eV[ [m 21

El t., -0 18 2 x 10- 5  7, < 620 K VO(0/-) [135]
E2 E, -0 23 1 X 10 -, V,( - -- ) [1.3.41

E3 E, -041 1 lXl 1 T<570K V(0/-) [1-4.5]
7:, < 420 K VP(0/ -) [1-4.5]

HI E, +018 1 X 10- T, < 570 K V,(+ /0) [3,51
H2 E, +0 29 3 x 10 T < 620 K OVB [3. J

H3 E, +0 38 3 x 10 8  7, < 570-620 K CVO [3,51
H4 E, +0.20 5 X 10 420 < T < 770 K ' [31
H5 E, +0 36 3×10 i 570 < T, < 720 K CC '  [3 51
H6 E, +023 4x 1)-9 570 < T, < 820 K
117 E, +0 11 8> ×10 -21 -70<, < 820 K
1-18 E, +0.29 1 X 10- 2o 670 < T, < 820 K
H9 E, +045 4x 10- " 670 < T < 820 K
HIO E +056 ?Ix10 15  670<7,<820K

[H 4 ,1 B. , ,:29S %1 P ,, Br 5  1711o + DLTS signal. The relative numbers of these defects may

[1-4] or after electron bombardement [5] A tentative he found from fig. 3 according to their thermal stability
interpretation of the identified defects is presented in (V, < 570 K,. VP < 420 K). The dominant defects created

table I It is based on a comparison of deep-level after implantation of Si' into n-type Si are divacancies.
parameters, implantation-temperature dependence and VO and VP pairs and CVO complexes. Hole traps H4

stability with results of previous works in this topic to [I10 are connected with defect complexes created at
[I-51. In the case of the E3 (E, - 0 41 eV) level, two higher implantation and annealing temperatures (fig. 6)

distinct defects - divacancy (V,) and phosphorus-- and their nature is still unknown.
vacancy pair - contribute together to the observed The dominant influence of the E3 level on the mag-

nitude of diode reverse currents can be estimated by

120.

it0 E5242

12002

-~ 020 20

Fig. 3. Level E3 (V2 and VP pair) DLTS signal d- ndence on Fig. 4 Level H3 (CVO complex) DLTS signal dependence on
implantation and annealing temperature. implantation and annealing temperature.
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crucial role of mutual coupling between level E3 and
.H3 on charge transport between bands and as a conse-

quence on the reverse current, Consideration of the
multilevel generation model without coupling leads to

0.01  unrealistic values of deep-level concentrations

The role of implantation temperature on implanta-
.01 tion defect generation can be resolved by considering

the separate defect concentration dependences (figs.
0 .o 2-6). The increase of diode reverse current for implan-

. W tation temperatures lower than 220 K may be connected
we . . g~with enhancement of the generation of secondary stable

70 . ® : -defect (V2 ,. VP, etc.) due to the liberation of free vacan-
-,-_ . ,cies [8]. The gradual decrease in the temperature range

270-570 K is caused by successive annealing of VP
pairs. A sharp decrease at 720 K is connected with the
generation decrease of stable secondary defects, e.g., V2,

0 ,., VO and CVO. The occurrence of defects in a tempera-
" ,-..-- # ture region higher than the annealing temperature of a

., ~ given defect (see. e.g., fig. 2) is at variance with results"* ,-2 ~of ref. [6], in which the influence of substrate tempera-

ture on radiation-defect production generated by elec-
Fig 5 Level H5 DLTS signal dependence on implantation and tron irradiation was investigated. This may be caused

annealing temperature by a process of primary-defect reaction and secondary,
defect creation and annihilation during spontaneous
cooling of the sample. The greatest unstability of sec-
ondary defects for implantation temperatures near 270

comparing the dependences in fig. 3 and fig. 6. How- K is due to the low annealing temperature of VP pairs,
ever, simulation of the obtained results using a one-di- which are mainly generated near this temperature. Phos-
mensional device simulator HAHA [10], involving im- phorus-vacancy-pair decomposition near 420 K leads
plementation of the measured DLTS data, shows the to free-vacancy release, and an increasing number of

free vacancies stimulates further production of stable
vacancy-impurity complexes so that negative annealing

of these defects at 370-550 K may be observed (see figs
2 and 4) High stability of implantation defects is
achieved at implantation temperatures above 670 K, at
which unstable VP pairs are not generated. Similarly.

concentration-profile measurements of VO and V2 + VP
defects show good stability of their damage profiles
when implantation temperatures higher than 670 K are
used.

S .p5. Summary

DLTS and reverse I-V characteristics measurements
have been used to investigate the influence of implanta-

, , tion temperature on ion-implantation-defect generation
2Oe in shallow p' n diode structures, and the crucial mccha-

020.V" =nisms of defect production have been determined. The
highest production rate, but the worst defect stability, is

achieved by selecting an implantation temperature in

Fig 6 Diode reverse-current dependence on implantation and the 200-300 K region. Utilization of implantation tem-
annealing temperature peratures higher than 670 K increases defect stability.
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Some properties of amorphous silicon produced by helium
ion implantation

A.V. Buravlyov, A.F, Vyatkin. V.K., Egorov, V.V. Kireiko and A.P. Zuev
Institute oj VIitoele(tronwh Te'hnolovi' and High Puritv Materials. Acadernv of Sciencey of the USSR, 1424.12 Chernogolovka,
Vostoit Disnmit. USSR

The properties of silicon damaged layers obtained by 100 and 50 keV helium ion irradiation at room temperature have been
studied At irradiation doses of 5 X 101" cm- 2 the yield of scattered ions at the depth of maximum damage distribution in the
Rutherford backscattering spectra (RBS) corresponded to the yield for the random spectrum. In as-implanted samples the value of
the electron spin resonance (ESR) signal with g = 2 0055 characteristic of amorphous silicon did not exceed the background level of
the ,pectrometer. Further iochronal annealing from room temperature to 600 °C revealed that beginning from 180° C there occurs
an I-SR signal, the %alue of which increases up to 300 0 C, and decreases to zero at 450 0 C The backscattering spectra in this case
exhibit signifisant changes, suggesting the abnormal character of annealing of the amorphous laser This paper presents an analysis
of the obsered sariation, of the ESR signal and the RBS spectra

I. Introduction or their mobile complexes [6,7]. Therefore, in the pre-
sent work an attempt has been made to estimate the

Formation of amoiphous layers upon ion implant.a- role of radiation-induced simple point defects durtng
tion of semiconductors is either an ineitable result of amorphiation and crystallization of silicon
the formation of highly doped regions [1] oi a process
specially performed to fabricate regions of semiconduc-
tor material, with given properties (for instance. 2. Experimental
saturated solid solutions [2]. shallow p-n transitions [3],
etc, ) Therefore, the amorphization process is of interest.,

e, the crystal-amorphous state phase transition (c-a N-type (100)I wafers with a resistivity of 10 cm
transition,, as well as the reserse process. i.e. solid phase were irradiated at rooni temperature by a scanningepiaxil gowt fom he morhou pase(a-c' rani- beam of 50 and 100 keV He i ons at a dose of 5 × 0Xeptaxil grosth from the amorphous phase (a--c trans- on/cm I Subsequent to mplantaton the wafers were
lion), Over the recent decade intense investigations of io seqent t at he afers were
these processes allowed for establishing their mecha- jisms which served as the basis for development of isochronal annealing from room temperature to 6000 C.sme modcselvof a-c tran asi s or deveAfter each stage of annealing one sample was selectedInme mosdels therdeisieifence o pto record the ESR and RBS spectra. Some samples wereI n m o s t m o d e l s t h e d e c i s i v e i n fl u e n c e o f p o i n t d e -i n e t g e d b c r s - c i o t a s m s o n l c r n -
fects on the parameters of the processes is emphasized. investigated by cross-section transmission electron mi-
In particular, practically all the models of ion-beam croscopy
induced epitaxial growth (BIFG) are based on the a--c
transition being induced by radiatio damage formed
upon irradiation in the vicinity cf the a-c inte.rface 3. Results
However, the mechanism of the influence of point de-
fects and each specific type of defect on a-c transitions Fig I shows RBS spectra taken in the channeling
has yet to be studied. direction for the [100] samples in question. It is easily

In ion implantation the atomic structure of the seen that in both cases 50 and 100 keV He' ion
d-anaged layer is generally characterized by the pres- implantation (figs la and b. respectivelv) at a dose of
ence of a great number of different defects, both simple 5 X 10" ion/cm leads to formation of a region whose
and complex ones. For this reason, in the processes level of radiation damage coincides with that of random
related to defect-structure relaxation it is difficult to spectra This region is formed near the maximum of the
isolate the role of a particular type of defect. Implanta- damage distribution No appreciable accumulation of
lion of silicon with light ions at low dose rates is defects occurs in the crystal area located between the
accompanied with the formation of simple point defects buried amorphous layer and the surface. The defect

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1, 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (North-Itolland)
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Fig 1 Rutherford backscattenng spectra taken in the direction of channeling of [100] silicon samples implanted with (a) 50 keV, and
(b) 100 keV helium ions at a dose of 5 x 1016 cm- ' , at room temperature and annealed at 150, 300. 450 and 600' C

density near the amorphous layer decreases rapidly to tion damage involving a decrease of the ion yield in the
that of the virgin crystal. Yet, the ESR spectra of such RBS spectra to values much less than the level of the
samples do not exhibit any significant con-entration of random spectrum The ESR spectrum of the same sam-
paramagnetic centres with a g-factor equal to 2.0055 pie shows a peak with g = 2.0055 after annealing at
which are always indicative of the amorphous state in 180°C. As the annealing temperature is increased to
silicon [8,9] (fig 2). 45O C,. the RBS spectra exhibit a monotonic decrease

A. iealing of samples to 180"C does not bring about in the backscattered ion yield. Treatment of 100 keV
any perceptible changes in the ESR spectra At temper- He'-implanted samples at 600'C results in practically
atures > 150 0 C there occurs partial annealing of radia- complete annealing of defects and their RBS spectrum

does not differ from that of unimplanted silicon. In the
50 keV He'-implanted samples annealed at 600'C a

- '" : "' /great number of defects remain at the He' icn pro-
2 jected range which may be due to the formation of

microcavities filled with gaseous helium In the ESR
spectra the signal for g = 2.0055 increases with tempera-
ture up to 3000C and then decreases monotonically to

L ,zero at 450"C for both types of samples. The ESR
signal of the 50 keV He+-implanted samples exceeds by
30% the signal of the 100 keV He'-implanted samples
This excess agrees with the corresponding difference in
radiation damage density in the energy deposition maxi-

mum calculated for the case of 50 keV and 100 keV
He' implantation according to ref [10] (fig 3) Fig. 4

----- - shows a TEM microphotograph of the cross-section of
" the 100 keV He'-implanted sample. The surface ex,

hibits an amorphous region obtained by subsequent 100
.--.. ---....... keV argon ion implantation at a dose ol 1 X lo': cm 2

A, , , , ,The contrast and size of the amorphous region served as

Fig. 2 ESR signal of ,olicon samples implanted with 50 keV a reference when estimating the damaged area upon

(curve I) and 100 keV (curve 2) helium ions at a dose of He' implantation. It is also seen that the damaged area
5 x 10'6 cm- 2 at room temperature as a function of annealing is localized close to the projected range of 100 keV He

temperature tons, i.e, at a depth of 0.56 ltm.
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4. Discussion collisions upon helium ion irradiation of silicon at room
temperature and a dose of 5 x 1016 ion/cm' is at least

The irradiation dose of 5 X 1016 ion/cm2 used for no less than that for the implantation conditions [12]
implantation at room temperature is optimal from the However, at room temperature the irradiation effect is
viewpoint of introducing the maximum number of de- less pronounced as regards the amorphous layer forma-
fects into silicon which does not lead to irreversible tion. Comparison of the RBS spectra for our irradiation
changes in its structure. Yet, this dose is below the conditions and those of ref. [12] shows that at room
practical dose of the formation of helium-filled gas temperature and a dose of 5 X 10"5 ion/cm2 the amount
bubbles (cavities. pores) [11]. It is known [12] that of radiation damage aicumulated in the sample corre-
helium irradiation at liquid-nitrogen temperature pro- sponds to the number of defects accumulated in the
duces amorphization of silicon at the end of the ion samplt, upon irradiation at liquid-nitrogen temperature
projected range ( R,) even at a dose of 2 X 101l lon/cm2

, and a dose of 6 × 1015 ion/cm 2. This means that about
According to ref. [13], this dose corresponds to the 10% of the defects generated by helium ion bombard-
number of collision-induced displacements per atom mient at roon temperature are effective for radiation
(dpa) which is equal to I dpa. It is clear that the damage accumulation and 90% of the defects annihilate
number of primary point defects occurring in nuclear and partnally form a defect-background in the crystal

This proves th,,t helium irradiation of silicon generates
chiefly sinmple point defects since only the latter show
sufficient mobility in silicon at room temperature [141
and, hence., may effectively annihilate when moving in
the crystal.

Analysis of the RBS and ESR spectra enables us to
conclude that helium ion irradiation of silicon undei the
forepoing conditions produces an unusual buried
amorphous silicon layer whose properties are different
from those of conventional amorphous layers. First, the
as-implanted amorphous layer is free of isotropic"

Sparamagnetic centres (g = 2 0055) Second, this laver is
ver unstable as the material is transformed even at

............---- 150'C,, which is reflected in the RBS spectra as a
decrease in the backscattered ton yield This pattern of

Fig 3 Profiles of energ loss density for 50 keV (curve 1 and changes in the spectrum is greatly different from that
100 keV (cure 2) He' ions in silicon Implantation doNe observed on annealing of implanted amorphous layers

5 X tO Vcm 1 when their thickness decreases as a result of solid phase
crystalhzation on two a--c interfaces The recrystallized
regions in that case are marked b, a high crystal-struc-
ture perfection which manifests itself in a decreased
yield of backscattering ions

The RBS spectra observed in as-implanted samples
Si single crystal and then behaviour on annealing as well as the ap-

:pearance of the ESR spectra suggest the following model
He+ implanted of the structure of the damaged layer and its changes on
damaged Si layer annealing

Ion irradiation produc-es a darna~gt~d layer at the
C'2 depth of the helium projected range The structure of

C Si single crystal the layer is amorphous from the standpoint of ion
backscattering The atomic' structure of amorphous sihi

Ar+ implanted a-Si con is known t(, dif,-r depending on the annealing(reference) temperature [12.15]. the mass of the amorphization-pro-

giue ducing .on [b[] and the substrate temperature during

vacuum deposition of the amorphous layer [17]. In this

rig 4 Electron microscopy microphotograph of the cross case 'it should be assumed that the layer is inhoinoge-
section of the silicon sample implanted Aith 10( keV He' ions neous and contains fully and partiAl, damaged regions
at a dose of 5 X 10"' cm 2 -it room temperature The surface (see fig. 5) The structure of both regioiio i,, rearranged
was implanted with IM0 keV Ar' ions at a dose of with an increase in temperature accompanied with in-

I x 10ocm ?  creasing mobility of defects For instance, in amorphous

4/
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fact [12,15]. For instance, in ref. [12] anomalies were
observed in defect-structure relaxation when annealing
silicon crystal regions from 180 to 400*C in which the
degree of He+-irradiation-induced damage was close to

the amorphous state, but did not reach it. This tempera-
ture range coincides with that revealed in the present

(b) work when the samples exhibit the ESR signal. In ref.
[12] it was suggested that the effect observed might be

- caused by the recrystallization of small amorphous zones
in the heavily damaged crystal material.

c-Sl i -Si This conclusion is confirmed by the following esti-
-SI/ mates. In refs. [12,15] it was shown that mobile defects

- , are characteristic of the amorphous silicon structure.
They are completely annealed at 500 *C for 45 min, the

(a) (e) / matenal remaining in the amorphous "well-relaxed"

Fig 5 Schematic diagram of the silicon region obtained by 100 state. Repeated He-irradiation of relaxed amorphous

keV He* ion implantation at a dose of 5 x 1016 cm -2 and its silicon at a dose of > 0.03 dpa brings it back to the

evolution on annealing initial state characteristic of the as-implanted sample
Let the He ' ion irradiation of amorphous silicon in.
duce mainly simple point defects. fhen, as an upper
estimate, we may assume that the irradiation dose ndi-

regions the defects migrate and sink to the a-c interface cated generates 3 x 10-°2 x 5 x 1022 = 1 5 X 102 de-
which leads to the induced crystallization of the fects/cm 3 Assuming also that occurrence of a single
amorphous regions of the damaged layer [4] This re- intrinsic point defect on the a-c" interface stimulates
duces the amount of the amorphous material in the rearrangement of - 30 atoms of the amorphous phase
laer The process proceeds in the whole volume of the into a crystal, it is clear that the number of defects
damaged layer and in the RBS spectra it shows up as a stored in the amorphous regions is sufficient for recrys-
decrease in the backscattered ior yield throughout the tallization of the greater part of the amorphous silicon
whole damaged layer Such an a-c transition appears to into a crystal Thus, when the a-c" system is not under
be feasible even at temperatures close to room tempera- ion-irradiation conditions, point-defect enhanced a-c
ture and in this respect it is analogous to the known transition can be realized at low temperatures
processes of iw ii beam-induced epitaxial growth (IBIEG)
[1R] Obviously. in the case under consideration the
conditions for realizing an a-c transition are similar to 5. Conclusion
those for IBIEG Indeed, the concentration of defects in
the amorphous regions should be comparable to their fie' ion irradiation of silicon at room temperature
concentration in the amorphous phase during IBIEG. at a dose of 5 x 1016 cm- 2 leads to formation of a
The interface is fairly long whilst the diffusion distances buried amorphous layer at flt. depth of the maximum
are small. i.e., the defect-flux onto the a-c interface is damage distribution
likely to be substantial The structure of the amorphous layer is not homoge-

Escape of defects from the amorphous regions causes neo,.s It incorporates amorphous silicon regions and
rearrangement of the atomic structure Annealing at heavily damaged crystalline silicon The structure of the
2000C produces an amorphous structure incorporating amorphous silicon regions is characterized b) the ab-
isotropic paramagnetic centres with g = 2.0055 A simi- sence of the isotropwc" paramagnetic centres. Annealing
lar effect was observed for the same doses of He' ions of ,amples with a buried amorphous laver results in
implantation of silicon [19]. The number of p.,ra- epoia:.al recrystahization of the amorphous regions on
magnetic centres in the material increases up to 3C0 0 C the a- interfaces at abnormally low temperatures 150-
and then decreases This decrease in paramagnetic centre 4000 C. In this case the a -c transition is enhaned N,
concentration at T> 300'C may occur as a conse- the flov of defects from the bulk of the amorphous
Clotrece of two processe' (a) a decrease of the tOta regis ,nto the a _ interface !.t.:.pe of defects from
share of amorphous regions in the layer as a tesult of the amorphous regions is accompanied by the re-
the a-c transition; (b) the annealing of paramagnetc irrangement of the amorphous structure and the occur-
centres (i e.. further rearrangement of the structure of renLL of isotropic paramagnetL centres As annealing
amorphous regions) typical of this temperature range temperature increases above 3000C. the amount of the
[20,211. Relaxation of amorphous material structure with amorphous phase decreases at the expense of the a-c
increasing temperature is an established experimental trasition which is followed by a decrease in the nunm-
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Electrical activation process of erbium implanted in silicon and SIMOX

Y.S. Tang I and B.J. Sealy
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, Uncersit of Surrey. Guildford, Surrey GU2 5XH. UK

The electrical activation mechanism of erbium implanted in silicon and SIMOX (separation by implanted oxygen) following
different annealing processes is studied by using the Van der Pauw technique in combination with photolurminescence and
Rutherford backscattenng angular scanning measurements The results show that the activation of the erbium is related to the lattice
configuration In the case of conventional furnace annealing, the activation corresponds to an occupation of erbium on substitutional
lattice sites, but in the case of rapid thermal annealing, it corresponds to the occupancy of both interstitial with a tetrahedral (Td)
symmetry and substitutional lattice sites. The transfer of interstitial erbium to substitutional site% corresponds to an electrical
deactivation process due to partial compensation of the n-type and p-type carriers produced by the two different electrically active
erbium sites

I. Introduction studies on the luminescence and regrowth of the im-
plantation-induced amorphous silicon overlayer show

The rare earth element erbium implanted in serm- that this is indeed an effective way to avoid erbium
conductors such as silicon and III-V compounds has out-diffusion and to enhance the luninescence ef-
been extensively studied by several groups 11-11] due to ficiency of the material. In this paper, we report the
its promising applications in optical fibre telecommuni- electrical activation process of erbium implanted in
cations engineering. Most of the studies have con- silicon and SIMOX following different annealing
centrated on the luminescence and structural configura- proceses by using the Van der Pauw technique in
tions of the erbium. It was found that sharp lumines- combnation with photolummescence and Rutherford
cence peaks r-sulting from the internal transitions be- backscattering angular scanning measurements. The
tween the weakly crystal field split spin-orbit levels activation mechanism is also discussed in detail in the
411-" ,- 4115 2 of Er 3 ' ions were observed, which are text
independent of the substrates and environmental tem-
perature, and are only decided by the lattice positions
of Er3 + ions in the host materials. For erbium im-
planted in silicon, we reported tn,2 isotopic effect of St 2. Experimental details

on the luminescence properties of the erbium implants
[6] and found that the preferential lattice sites of erbium The samples were prepared by 250 keV ' 6"Er' im-
in silicon are those having tetrahedral symmetry [7], but planted in both bulk silicon and the silicon overlayer of
it is very difficult to keep the erbium from escaping to a SIMOX structure with a projected range of about 90
the sample surface due to its limited solid solubility, nm. The doses were between 101 and 10" cm 2 To
which restricts the luminescence efficiency of this kind activate the implants, the samples were annealed in a
of material. To solve this problem, we studied erbium temperature range of 600 to I1000C in a dry nitrogen
implanted in silicon-on-irsulator (SOl) made by a sep, atmosphere. During the annealing process, both con-
aration-by-implanted-oxyger, (SIMOX) technique [9,10]. ventional furnace annealing (FA) and rapid thermal
It is expected that the radiation damage in the silicon annealing (RTA) using a graphite strip heater were
overlayer of the SIMOX material will trap the erbium employed.
atoms and reduce the amount of out-diffusion com- To measure the electrical activation process of the
pared with results from conventional silicon wafers. The erbium implants, the Van der Pauw technique was used.

Both photoluminescence and Rutherfoid bdkscattcring

angular scanning were util.:ed to determine the lattice
configuration related to :.ihe activation mechanism of the

Present address Department of Electronics and Electrical erbium implanted in the above samples. A detailed
Engineering, University of Glasgow. Glasgow G12 SQQ, description of the measurements has been published
UK. elsewhere [7-9].
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3. Results and discussion 10' .....

is -2

As reported before [7], the number and energies of cmI.X1 c1m-2

the photolumnnescence peaks of erbium implanted s'lh- Z lo3 .
con and related materials reflect the structural syramet- Ld

ic information of Er3 + ions in the silicon lattice. When Z
the erbium ions occupy tetrahedral symmetric lattice - 102.

sites (substitutional or interstitial), five distinct lumines- H
cence peak. can be observed, while erbium ions which LW
occupy lattice sites having lower symmetry give rise to /"'
eight luminescence peaks. In the first case, the most La \ /
intense peak locates at about 1.538 ltm. while in the XU)
latter case. at 1.541 i[m. These results were confirmed lO0 I i i I
by further Rutherford backscatterlng angular scanning 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
measurements [8]. For those samples with five distinct ANNEALING TEMPERATURE (°C)
luminescence peaks, it was found that most of the Fig. 2. The relationship between sheet resistance and the
erbium atoms occupy substitutional lattice sites when annealing temperature for the rapid thermal annealed erbium-
annealed in a conventional furnace at a relatively high implanted SIMOX samples

temperature. However, the erbium atoms locate at inter-
stitial sites having tetrahedral symmetry when rapid
thermal annealing was applied. At lower annealing tem- the photoluminescence measurements on the same sam-

peratures, the erbium implants are randomly located ples, we find that the most intense peak locates at 1.538
and they are independent of the annealing method used. ,± m when the annealing temperature is above 600 'C

T!.e above discussion has concentrated on the silicon while it is shifted to 1.541 im when the annealing
samples for which a combination of both photolumines- temperature is below 600' C, which means that the
cence and Rutherford backscattenng angular scanning erbium implants occupy random positions at first and
techniques was used to determine the lattice locations of then move to thermally more stabilized tetrahedral sym-
the erbium ions in the host material [8]. In the follow- metric sites as the annealing temperature rises. Similar
ing. we choose erbium-implanted SIMOX to study the to that reported in ref. [8], Rutherford backscattering
electrical activation process and its structural configura- angular scanning measurements suggest that these tetra-
tion related activation mechanism. hedral symmetric lattice sites are substitutional rather

As shown in fig. 1., for the samples annealed in a than interstitial.
conventional furnace for 30 min, the sheet resistance Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the sheet rests-
gradually decreased with increasing annealing tempera- tance and the rapid thermal annealing temperature for
ture and then remained at a constant value in the 10 s anneals. With increasing annealing temperature,
temperature range of 600-1000°C, which corresponds the sheet resistance decreases to a minimum at about
to an electnLal activation of the implanted erbium. In 750 0 C, and then goes through to a maximum before

decreasing again. Obviously, the increase in sheet resis-
tance corresponds to an electrical deactivation process

10' , What is interesting is that dunng the photoumines-
cence measurements, this deactivation region corre-

"" 14 ,n-2 sponds to the appearance of both the 1.538 and the
103.& 1.541 im peak, which indicates that the erbium im-

wj plants occupy both tetrahedral and lower symmetric
z lattice sites (or random locations) in the silicon over-

{ 102 layer in SIMOX structures, while on both 'ardes of the
H region, only one luminescence peak (1.538 tIm) was
0LuJ observed, which, according to what we discussed above,

- 101I ___ represents an occupation of the erbium on substitu-
I- " tional or interstitial latti- , sites having tetrahedral sym-Lii F", .

\17 metry. According to further Rutherford backscattering
000 + angular scanning measurements on those samples, it

0 2Gj 400 600 80 100 1200 was found that on the lower annealing temperature side
ANNEALING TEMPERRTURE a°C) of this deactivation region, the activation is due to the

Fig I The furnace annealing temperature dependence of sheet occupation of most of the erbium implants on the
resistance for erbium-implanted SIMOX structures interstitial lattice sites, but on the other side of the

.1
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region, the reactivation process is associated with the SIMOX structures. It was found that the electrical
erbium occupying more stable substitutional lattice sites. activation mechanism for erbium-implanted silicon and

Based on the above discussion, we find a correlation related materials is related to the structural configura-
between the electrical activation and lattice configura- tion. The electrial activation of the erbium corresponds
tion of the implanted erbium through using a combina- to an occupation of the implants on tetrahedral sym-
tion of photoluminescence and Rutherford backscatter- metric lattice sites (both substitutional and interstitial);
ing angular scanning measurements, which suggests one and the transfer of the erbium from tetrahedral intersti-
kind of special electrical activation mechanism for the tial sites to substitutional ones is just a donor-to-accep-
erbium-implanted silicon and related materials. We ex- tor transition process and corresponds to a deactivation
plain the experimentally observed results as follows: process in the electrical activation measurements.

In conventional furnace annealing, the electrical
activation of the implanted erbium means, as usual, the
occupation of the implanted atoms on substitutional Acknowledgements
lattice sites; but in the case of rapid thermal annealing,
the situation is different from what happened in the The authors thank P.L F. Hemment for supplying
furnace annealing case. With increasing rapid thermal the SIMOX substrate and are grateful to W. Gilin, J.P.
annealing temperature, most of the rand omly located Zhang and the staff of the D.R. Chick Laboatory of
erbium atoms will firstly be activated to interstitial sites the University of Surrey for their help with the expert-
with tetrahedral symmetry, which corresponds to the ments.
first sheet resistance valley in fig. 2, and act as donors in
the material, but the energy transfer is still not enough
to place most of the implants on to the thermally more References
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Isotope effects for ion-implantation profiles in silicon

B.G. Svensson and B. Mohadjeri
The Royal Institute of Technology, Solid State Electronics, P 0 Box 1298, S-164 28 Kista-Stocholm, Sneden

Isotope shifts of ion-implantation profiles for 6Li and 7Li, 1 B and 11B, 1"0 and ISo, and "1 'Sn and 124Sn in silicon have been
investigated at energies between 10 and 400 keV. Monte Carlo siUlations as well as numerical calculations applying Boltzmann's
transport equation yield a reverse isotope shift at high enough energies, i e, the implantation energy of the heavier isotope should be
lower than that of the lighter one to obtain identical depth profiles This effect is attributed to a larger electronic stopping cross
section S, for the lighter isotope at a given energy in the range where S, is roughly proportional to the ion velocity v and dominates
the slowing-down process. Moreover, also at low enough energies where the stopping is predominantly nuclear and screening effects
are important, a small reverse isotope shift is predicted since the nuclear stopping cross section Sn is approximately proportional to
r" with a - 0 for energies below the maximum of Sn Experimental support for the theoretical predictions is provided by range data
for Li and B obtained by secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). SIMS has p.oven to be a suitable analysis technique with respect
to isotope effects because of its good depth and mass resolution, and a reverse isotope shift is clearly resolved for both Ll and B at
energies above 100 keV

L. Introduction tween the differences in projected range Rp of the
profiles. They claimed that the observed separation was

Implantation of isotope ions of the same element is well within the experimental error introduced by the
frequently used in various types of experiments, e g., uncertainties in the metallization area and by the zero-
diffusion mechanism studies, identification of Debye-length approximation. Ryssel et al. [3] compared
impurity-related point defects, and analysis of impurity the ranges measured by the 10B(n, a)7 Li reaction with
distributions and buried layers by nuclear-resonance that obtained from Hall-effect and sheet-resistivity mea-
techniques. In order to produce identical as-implanted surements for 10B and 1B; the range and straggling
isotope depth profiles the implantation energy is nor- data were identical for the two isotopes Thus the re-
ially adjusted in such a way that the value of keV per suits from these electrical studies are contradictory,
atomic mass unit (amu) of the projectiles is kept con- suggesting that the depth resolution is too poor to make
stant. However, in the energy range where electronic any definite conclusions, and met',ds with better reso-
stopping dominates th.: slowing-down process and the lution are required [2]. Secondary-ion mass spectrome-
corresponding stopping cross section S, is roughly pro- try (SIMS) has recently been demonstrated to be highly
portional to the ion velocity t, the implantation energy applicable for this purpose, and a reverse isotope effect
of the heavy isotope should be reduced in comparison was clearly resolved for 10B and ttB at energies above
with that of the light isotope (not increased as suggested 100 keV [4,5]. Projected range values extracted from the
by a constant value of keV/amu) in order to obtain measured profiles were compared with calculations, and
identical depth distributions At a given bombardment the experimental isotope shift showed reasonable agree-
energy E. the velocity v of the heavy isotope 'is lower ment with the theoretical predictions [5]
than that of the light one, and consequently, the heavy In this work, calculations of the isotope shift have
projectile penetrates further and exhibits a deeper pro- been carried out for a variety of dopant and impurity• 6

file. elements encountered in silicon technology, e.g, Li and7 0 i 6 18 116 124
Some controversy has existed in the literature about 7Li, l°B and 1iB, 160 and 0 and Sn and Sn Two

the isotope shift of the experimental depth profiles for types of calculations have been performed; Monte Carlo
10B' and lIB + ions: Ohmura and Koike [1] applied simulations using the transport of ions in matter (TRIM)
capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements for analysis code originally developed by Biersack and Haggmark
of the profiles and despite a considerable scatter in their [6] ind a numerical solution derived from Boltzmann's
data, they concluded that the "'B distributions were transport equation. Experimental support for the valid-
shallower than those of 1B. Vaidyanathan et al. [2] ity of the theoretical results is provided by SIMS data
argued, however, that the accuracy of the C- V data in for lithium and boron implantation profiles. The
ref. [1] was not sufficient to properly distinguish be- numerical values for the shift are presented in the form

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1991 - Ei,evier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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of graphs and can be used by other authors in order to 4. Results
obtain identical as-implanted isotope depth profiles. Fig. 1 shows the measured depth profiles of 6Li and

7Li for an implantation energy of 250 keV: a shift
between the two distributions is clearly resolved, and

2. Calculations the 6 Li rofile has its peak at - 0.94 tm versus - 1.00
sim for Li, i.e., the lighter isotope occurs at shallower
depths. In this context it must be pointed out that Li

Two sets of range calculations were performed: diffuses rapidly in crystalline silicon [10], but no effects
(i) Monte Carlo simulations were carried out utilizing on the recorded distributions were observed. The im-

the TRIM code originally compiled by Biersack and planted region is damaged to a certain extent, and the
Haggmark [61 (version-89). More than 15000 runs interaction of Li with defects in the silicon lattice re-
(ios)tatwerecsundtdsplakeo eergofi torobta duces the diffusion rate by several orders of magnitude
good statistics, and a displacement energy threshold [0]

of 13 eV was assumed.

(ii) On the basis of transport theory Lindhard et al. [7]
derived an equation for the spatial averages (mo-
ments) of the ion depth distribution. This equation 4

generally has to be solved numerically, and we Li +-> Si
applied a modified version of the computer code
COREL, onginally written by Brice 18]. The elastic 6 3 250 keV
interaction was described by the differential scatter- 1x'0 15 cm-2
ing cross section according to Wilson, Hagg.mark
and Biersack (9] (WHB-77). A velocity-proportional c 2
electronic stopping cross section Se was assumed;,
the proportionality constant k was considered as a 'Li
fitting parameter with respect to experimental range LI - ILI

data for the studied ions

0
3. Expriment 0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Depth (kim)

Fig 1 SIMS-measured depth distributions of 6Li and 7Li in
Czochralski silicon samples grown in the (111) di- silicon The implantations were performed using an energy of

rection and doped with phosphorus (3 2 cm) were 'im- 250 keV and a dose of I X I1 cm - 2.
planted with lithium or boron ions to a dose of 1 x 1015
cm - 2 or 2 x 1014 cm - 2, respectively. Implantation en-
ergies in the range of 50 to 250 keV were used, and the 10
samples were sequentially bombarded with 7Li'+ and6Li' ions or 111B and JOB' ions. The implantations B+..> Si
were carried out at nominal room temperature; a low " 8
ion-current density was used (< 1 [tA/cm2 ) to avoid u 250 keV
beam-heating effects, and the samples were tilted 70 2X1014 cm 2

with respect to perpendicular incidence to diminish the
influence of channeling

SIMS analysis of the implanted distributions was 4 0

performed by a Cameca IMS 4f rmcroanalyzer. A C I
primary beam of 0' ions with a net impact energy of U

8 keV and an angle of incidence of 39 0 (with respect to
perpendicular incidence) was rastered over an area with
a size of 300 x 300 I.tm2., Positive secondary ions were o' 00
collected from the central region of the sputtered crater, 0 0.5 1.0
and the diameter of the analysed area was 60 tm. The Depth (p.m)
erosion rate during profiling was - 10 A/s; the crater Fig 2 SIMS-measured depth distributions of 10B and "B in
depths were measured by an Alpha step 200 stylus silicon The implantations were performed using an energy of
profilometer. 250 keV and a dose of 2 x 1 0 14 cm -2
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Fig 3 (a)'The ratio L( Li)/E{ L,0 for profiles wxith identical projected range a% a function o.f the implantation energy for 6 Li Error
bar, on the SIMS data indicate a relative accuracy of 1% (b) Fhe ratio E(11B)iE{( B1) for profile-, with identical projected range as a
function of the irmplantation energy for Jo B Error bars on (lie SIMS data indicate a relative accuracy of 16 1 (c) The ratio
,F("O)/E("0') for profileq with identical projected range as a function of the implantation energy for u0 (d) The ratio

E('24 Sn)/E(116Sn) for profile,, with identical projected range as a function of the implantation energy for "(,Sn

In fig. 2 similar data a-e presented for 250 keV 200 keV, TRIM-89 yields larger values than the trans-

boron tons [5]; the 1°B profile has its maximum at port calculations while the opposite holdq above 200
- 0.69 L m versus - 0 72 ti.m for 11B. keV In the transnort calculations k was put equal to

In fig. 3a the -atto E(7 t)/E (6LI) is plotted as a 1.4k1, which was found to give a reasonable agreement
function of E (6 Li) for isotope profiles with identical with) the absolute R P-values extracted from the SIMS

projected range R.,. The experimental values obtained distributions; ki. denotes the estimate given by Lind-
by SIMS are compared with results from the two sets of hard and Scharff [I11].
computations which show a decrease with increasing In fig. 3b an analogous plot is given for boron, using

,energy. At E(6 Lt 200 keV both calculations predict a k = 1.3k,, in the transport calculations. E(t B)/E(l °B)

reduction of E( Li) by ~8% (184 keV) in order to is higher than the corresponding values for Li but showsEobtain profiles with equal R., However, for E((Li) < a simiar energy dependence with a correction of 4%

Fi a h ai . 7 i)EL)frpoie ihidnia rjceag/a ucino h mlntnneeg o L ro

barsI •I on th IMSl dat indct a reatv acuayo i h h ai OB/(
1
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at 250 keV. Also for boron, TRIM-89 predicts a rela- (heavy isotope)< v,(light isotope) and consequently the
tivelv weak decrease at low energies (< 150 keV) but a energy of the heavy isotope ion should be reduced. If S,
more pronounced effect at higher energies. is neglected and S, =/,t,P an asymptotic value of

For oxygen the two sets of calculations give essen- (Mhght/MhCdVS )p/2-p) is predicted for E(heavy)/
tially identical results, fig 3c. and also the difference E(light), i.e., 6/7., 10/11 and 16/18 for L, B and 0,
between the elastic interaction potentials according to respectively, 'if p = 1 (M denotes the ion mass) The
Lindhard et al. [12] (Thomas Fermi (TF) model) and TRIM results for Li and B suggest a more linear de-
WHB [9] is found to play only a minor role. The ratio crease of the energy ratios than that extracted from the
E(' 24Sn)/E(""Sn) depends, however, more strongly on transport calculations, this is due to different estimates
the nuclear stopping cross section S, and is shifted to of S, as a function of E. TRIM-89 assumes a non-veloc-
somewhat higher values by the larger interaction ity-proportional dependence, and in particular, the ratio
according to the TF model, fig 3d. Moreover, in con- S, (light)/S,(heavy) varies with E: it is smaller than
traIt to the previous results in figs. 3a-c. E( 24Sn)// (Mhi,,/MIght )1 2 at low energies (<150 keV) and
El Sn) increases with energy and is close to I at 40) larger at high energies
keV For both 0 and Sn, /, was put equal to k in toe For the Sn ions the stopping is predominantly nuclear
transport calculations in the studied energy range, and S,, has its maximum at

E - 160 keV, the relative contribution of S. to the total
stopping cross section is only - 20% at 400 keV. The

5. Discussion and conclusion, ratio E( 1 4Sn)/E( l S)increases with energy and be-

comes gradually larger thai 1. as expected when an
A re'erse isotope shift of the experimental depth unscreened Coulomb interaction dominates However,

profiles for Li and B is clearly resolved at 250 keV. i e, screening is important at low energies, and as a result, a
the lighter isotope exhibits a shallower profile In ordei ratio smaller than I occurs If M,,,, >> Mftrgt n it can
to eliminate any artifacts because of erosion rate varia- be shown that S, is proportional to i2  where in is
tlions during profiling, limited accuracy of crater-depth the exponent in the power approximation of the screen-
determination and sequential registration with respect ing function [12,13]. For energies below the maximum
to sputtering-time results from three different measure- of S,,. in < ., and thus a reverse isotope shift holds in
ments ssere compared In the first run both isotopes this regime At high enough energies where Rutherford
(Li and Li or 1B and "B) were recorded while in the scattering takes place. in = I and the sign of the result-
second a:,d third runs only one single isotope xas ing isotope shift is determined by the relative influence
monitored The absolute range values extracted from of S,, versus S,
the (.orresponding profiles are identical within le,s than 1 he numerical values given in figs 3a -d can, hope-
1 -€,.and SIMS is concluded to be a suitable technique fully, be used by other authors if isotope profiles with
%Asith a high enough depth resolution to resolve relative identical Rp are desired Finally, it should be pointed
isotope shifts in Rp larger than -I (. A detailed out that both sets of calculations used here a e based on
discussion ot the requirements for ac Lurate SIMS anal'- tieoretical models containing a number of inherent
sis and the possible role of mass fractionation, sputter- approximations; e g , binary collisions are assumed and
ing-induced profile broadening and shift. etc., is gixen mnanN-body effects are neglected. S, is treated as a
in refs. [4.5] friction-like force and election straggling is omitted, a

A Lhianneling tail .%as observed in some samples, the screened elastic Coulomb interaction is applied and
tail occurred at about tmo orders of magnitude below correlation with electronic scattering is neglected, which
the peak concentration and did not significantly in- must be considered in detail to obtain isotope shift data
fluence the Rp-values utilized in figs. 3a-b. Howe,.er, accurate within a few percent for higher-)rder moments
for the higher-order moments an increasing influence (skewness. kurtosis, etctf,
was lound. and for a proper determination of the skew-
ness. kurtosis, etc, amorphous samples are required.
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The enhanced diffusion of boron in silicon after high-dose implantation
and during rapid thermal annealing
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In this paper we have studied the diffusion of boron in silicon after high-dose implantation (50 keV,. 5 X 101s ions/cm 2) and
durng rapid thermal annealing at 1100'C. unuer nitrogen gas. We confirm that some enhanced as well as "anomalous" diffusion
takes place during the early stage of annealing and that this phenomenon must be related to the defects generated by ion
implantation Experiments were performed on companion samples by SIMS, XTEM and resistivity methods "Damage" calculations
were obtained by running the computer code LUPIN to generate the defect profile (displacements) due to the bombardment For
samples which were subjected to increasing annealing periods (1 s, 3 s, 5 s, etc.) the dopant profile can be simulated only when
assuming a phenomenological depth-dependent diffusion coefficient which is always many times higher than according to the
"classical" theory The discussion is conducted by comparing the depth variation of the diffusion coefficient with the position and
density of the extended defects seen by XTEM We show that the formation of a dense band of dislocations and loops around the
boron projected range (within 1 s at 11000 C) corresponds to the ejection and clustering of Si interstitials due to the activation of
boron For larger annealing times, boron diffusion is dependent on the motion of these interstitials emitted from the extended defects
until they dissolve into the bulk These experiments clearly evidence the role played by Si interstitials and lead us to reject the idea
that the "collisional" damage is responsible for the enhanced diffusion of boron in silicon

I. Introduction The first is that the enhanced diffusion is caused by the
fast diffusing interstitial boron in the tail region [1]. The

The elaboration of MOS or bipolar circuits for VLSI other suggests that the anomalous diffusion is due to
technology requires the production of highly doped point defects introduced by ion implantation. Cho et al
shallow jinctions in the near-surface layer of silicon. [2], Michel et al. [3], Servidori et al. [4] and more
Moreover, this layer should be free of defects. Ion recently Bao et al. [5] have provided new evidence for
implantation is the usual process to introduce to low this mechanism. All these results are in accordance with
depths and with a good precision a known amount of the hypothesis initially proposed by Fair et al. [6] after
dopant impunties. Unfortunately, annealing of ihe comparison with the XTEM results obtained by Sadana
material is necessary to activate the dopant on substitu- et al [7].
tional sites and to restore the crystalline quality of the Anyway, the point which remains unclear is what are
layer. This annealing stage is detrimental to the produc- "ion-implantation defects" and what is the nature and
tion of shallow and sharp junctions when conducted origin of the point defects responsible for the enhance-
with the conventional furnace processes because of the ment of diffusivity Thus, we believe that a complete
long times needed and hence to the subsequent redistn- study including the chemical, structural and electrical
bution of the dopant which inevitably occurs. aspects should in principle be able to lead to a better

Appearing recently as an alternative process, rapid understanding of this phenomenon.
thermal annealing (RTA) involves a temperature and In this paper we have studied the diffusion of boron
time of typically about 1100 0 C and 5 s, respectively, after high-dose implantation (5 X 10"5 ions/cm 2. 50
Thus, RTA seems to offer a compromise between a keV) and during rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at
complete removal of implantation damage and a negli- 1100*C by SIMS, XTEM and resistivity methods. We
gible dopant redistribution, confirm that some enhanced as well as "anomalous"

First experiments in that field have shown that for diffusion takes place during annealing The disLussion is
boron-implanted silicon, the diffusion is drastically en- conducted by comparing the depth variation of the dtffu-
hanced during the early stage of annealing with respect sion coefficient with the position and density of the
to what is predicted by the theory of "classical" diffu- extended defects revealed by XTEM. It is shown that Si
sion. For an explanation of this "anomalous" diffusion interstitials play a key role in the enhanced diffusion.
of implanted boron two mechanisms were proposed. These experiments when compared to the damage calcu-
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lations lead us to reject the idea that the "collisional" Energy loss (eV/pm)
damage is responsible for the enhanced diffusion of

boron.
El (xO 5)

2. Results

2 1 "Damage" defects E
EE

The slowing-down process of a boion ion is typical "
of a "Iight"-ion (low-mass, high-energy) implantation in 0--
silicon. In fig. 1 we have represented the results of 0 0 1 0 2 03 0 4

damage calculations as given by the LUPIN code [8--10]. Depth (t m)
Ep n and E, are the energy losses of the incident particle Fig. 1. Energy losses of the incident-particle and damage

through nuclear and electronic interactions, respec- energy received by the target atoms for 50 keV boron incident

tively. After energy transport by the cascades (recoil on silicon

displacements), the energy received by the target through
Si-Si or B-Si nuclear interactions is called the
"damage" energy Ed and is shown in the same figure. proportional to Ed, following the Kinchin and Pease
This is a calculation of interest because 'in a good relation [11]:
approximation (for boron), the number of defects
(Frenkel pairs V-I) generated by one "average" ion is Nd = 0. 42Ed/E,,

Concentration (at/cm

(2) 5s

102 0  (3) 12s

(4) 1SOs

1019

11810 18(1) Is

as-implanted

1017

0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6

Depth (g~m)
Fig 2. SIMS profiles of the samples implanted with 5u keV boron ions at a dose of 5 X 1015 ions/cm 2 and subsequently i nnealed by

RTA.

j J ,:-"",
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where E stands for a threshold for displacement and is Table I
usually iaken in the 10-15 eV range. For the present Resistivity measurements (four-point-probe method) on the
purpose, we shall remember that the depth distribution samples implanted with boron at 50 keV and 5 x 1015 ions/cm

of the displacement defects initially created by the as a function of annealing time The minimum R, attainable

bombardment is described by the function Ed(x). is about 30 l/0 after 12-15 s which corresponds to 100%
activation

t [s] 0 1 5 12

2.2. Boron profiles RO [S2/0] 70 71 34 31

The results we have obtained by SIMS are repre- - finally, after some minutes the profile is stabilized
sented in fig. 2. It is to be noted that a dose of 5 x 1015 and its evolution is in accordance with the "classical"
ions/cm corresponds to a maximum concentration of diffusion theory [14,15].
about 1-2 x 1020 atoms/cm3, just below the solubility In order to reach a better understanding of this
limit of boron in silicon, in the case of an as-implanted complicated phenomenon, we have adapted the well-
sample. It is then expected that the anomalous diffusion known computer code SUPREM [14] based on the
will be easily seen under this condition. The general resolution of modified Fick's laws (including a con-
p-ofile is in general accordance with the TRIM results centration dependence) but injecting a phenomenolog-
[12] as well as with the table of Gibbons et al. [13] in cal depth-dependent diffusion coefficient in this simula-
spite of a strong tail due to boron channelling. tion. The results are shown in fig. 3 where we have also

The general behaviour of boron diffusion during plotted the "classical" or "normal" diffusion coefficient
RTA at 1100* C is as follows: for comparison. The first conclusion is that boron diffu-
- At the beginning (curve 1) boron atoms seem to be sion is strongly enhanced with respect to classical diffu-

more mobile in the tail of the profile and in the sion It is also clearly evident that in a first period (= 5
near-surface region than around RP; s), boron diffusion is enhanced in the near-surface as

- after some more seconds (curve 2), this behaviour well as in the tail region, while with increasing time this
seems to reverse because the asymmetry of the profile phenomenon reverses and the fast diffusing boron is
is less than noted previously; situated around the peak (Rp). It should also be noticed

- this is confirmed on curve 3 where it is obvious that that the diffusion anomalies do not fit to the damage
boron atoms diffuse more easily in the peak region; profile, but to the boron profile itself.

Diffusion coefficient (cm 2/s)

as-implanted ---- > is

as-implanted ---- > 5s

.5s ---- > 12s

normal

0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5

Depth (gam)
Fig. 3 Depth variations of the phenomenological diffusion coefficients needed for simulating the time evolution of the experimental

SIMS profiles.
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2.3. Resistivity measurements 3. Discussion

The results of the four-probe measurements are pre- It is possible to discuss and propose an explanation
sented in table 1. It is known that about 30% of boron of the behaviour of aiomalous diffusion by combining
atoms are activated in the as-implanted state [16]. A 1 s the iesults obtained through different experiments. We
RTA does not seriou,ly affect this proportion, while a 5 now review the phenomenon step by step
s RTA activates almost all boron atoms. Finally, 12 s
are needed to obtain the maximum activation corre- (1) As-tmplanted state. Immediately after implantation
sponding to R =30 0/C. one-third of the boron atoms are on substitutional

positions and the same amount of Si atoms are in
interstitial positions [16]. Because these Si-I's are highly

2,4. XTEM characterization mobile and unstable at RT, they agglomerate in the
form of small dislocation loops at depths where their

This structural analysis was conducted on the same concentration is high, i.e. in the region centered around
specimens as used for SIMS and electrical measure- R., the depth position corresponding to the maximum
ments. Micrographs obtained by XTEM in the BF boron concentration [17,18].
mode are shown in fig. 4. For imaging, the strong 220
beam was excited resulting in a two-beam condition. As (2) 0 < t < 1 s In a very short time, these defects pre-
already reported, the as-implanted sample exhibits small cipitate to form dislocations and loops of bigger sizes.
defects, probably interstitial loops, centered on the Moreover, it is possible that during that stage some
boron profile. After 1 s RTA, these loops coalesce and boron atoms are trapped by Si-I's to form complex
form bigger loops easily observable by TEM. roughly agglomerates [19,20]. Note that the activation of boron
on the same profile. With the increasing annealing time, does not take place during this annealing period and
these defects increase in size and decrease in number as that the number of Si-I available in the network does
expected Finally, after a few minutes most of the not increase from 0 to I s The regions where the
defects have disappeared and only some dislocations are diffusion phenomenon reaches a maximum are at the
visible. borders of the defective region This is probably be-

su rface--.8

R p-- 270 nm

as implanted 11000c, is

JI
11000C, 5s 1100"C, 12s 1100C, 180s

Fig. 4. XTEM images (CC 220) showing the structural evolution of the ,amples after RTA at 1100°C. Note the presence of
" i- dislocations and loops centered around R P.
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cause only there the Si-I and boron atoms can diffuse seconds) and enhanced phenomenon whose important
without being trapped by the extended defects. characteristic is to be depth-dependent. Combining the

experimental characterizations by XTEM, SIMS and
(3) t = 1 s. When the temperature is ligh enough, dislo- four-point-probe measurements and the damage calcu-
cation loops emit a great number of Si-I's in all direc- lations provides the folk,wing information:
tions of the crystal. Within this volume, the defect - the structural defects seen in both as-implanted and
conceitration is so high that boron and silicon atoms annealed materials are centered around RP, the max-
seem immobile. Any interstitial atom emitted from a imum of boron concentration where diffusion anom-
dislocation will be soon trapped by another defect. The alies occur:
dissociation of agglomerates may not be possible under - these dcfects are not a result of displacement damage
these conditions and this may explain the electrical (nuclear collision) but of boron activation through a
measurements showing that activation of boron has not kickout mechanism;
been reached at this stage. On the other hand, in the - these defects are mainly interstitial dislocation loops
two regions separating the defective material from the of Si. These Si atoms are ejected during boron activa-
perfect crystal, Si-I atoms which are injected toward the tion and then agglomerate to form bigger loops:
surface or toward greater depths have a low probability - kinetics of dissolution of these defects when com-
to be trapped by extended defects so that they can pared to the behaviour of the "anomalous" diffusion
diffuse over larger distances before stabilization on a suggests that the enhanced phenomenon is due to a
free substitutional position. These high fluxes of Si-l's high flux of Si interstitials which may (or may not)
emitted from the defective region to the surface and to escape from the defect-rich region during dissolution
greater depths are then suspected to be responsible for (depending on the density of these defects),
the enhanced diffusion of boron in the tail of the - it is also to be noted that the enhanced diffusion
distribution and in the near-surface region. affects also the active boron, i.e. the boron atoms on

substitutional sites; a strong coupling between Si-I
(4) 1 s < t < 12 s After some more seconds, the maxi- and B-(sub) along with a fast diffusion of this pair
mum activation has been reached. One can suppose that might be able to describe the generally observed
almost all boron atoms which were trapped aiound R "anomalous" diffusion of boron in silicon during
have been free and finally put on a substitutional posi- RTA.
tion. TEM has evidenced the reduced number of ex-
tended defects at this stage. This is why boron diffusion
is now possible in the peak region. Si-I atoms emitted Acknowledgement
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Channeling implants of boron in silicon
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80 keV B* ions were implantt i in (100) Si with a high current implanter The wafe. were irradiated at 00 and 70 The
feasibilit) of the 0' implant' was checked testing the influence of several geometrical porah, ers. such as the twist angle and the flex
angle. on the shape and uniformity of the ion depth -tributions The damage generated by a high-fluence B' implant was lower for
the 00 implanted samples and the disorder evolution was analyzed after different annealing processes were performed in the
600-1200'C tciperature range Agglomeration and dissolution of extended defects in the 00 implanted samples occurs at
teiorveratures 1000 C lower than those in the 70 implanted samples

1. Introduction obtained using the Marlowe code on the 00 implants
[51

In the last years the shrinkage of device dimensions
with the increasing use of three-dimensional structures
has determined the use of implants performed with the
beam direction normal to the wafer surface (00 im- 2. Experimental

plants) in VLSI technology. This implantation condi-
tion avoids the right-left asymmetry, which results from 80 keV boron tons were implanted in (100) n-type 5
the usual 70 tilted implantation on masked wafers in. Si Aafers of 1 5 P cm resistivitv with the high-current
[1 -3]. Channeling phenomena can arise in silicon wafers Eaton Nova NV 80. The adopted flience was in the
cut with a tolerance of +0.50 with respect to the main range (f I X 1014-2 X 100 -/cm? and all implants were
axis [4]. performed at room temperature. The boron beam is

The lower influence of nuclear phenomena in the mechanically scanned over the wafers during implanta
slowing-down process of channeled ions reduces the tion and two wafer holdeis are used to keep the silicon
displaced target atoms and thus the lattice damage of samples at a tilt angle ot ether 70 or 00 between the
the as-implanted wafer. This can be another important :on beam and the normal to the wafer surface. To
aspect of the 0 0 implants. improve wafer cooling and good heat transfer character-

In this work we report the characterization of the istics a flex angle of 0.2' is designed on the wafer
depth distribution and of the disorder annealing of support: the beam divergence is estimated to be lower
boron implanted in silicon using the 00 wafer holder of than +0.5".
the high-current implanter Eaton Nova NV80. The in- The boron depth distributions were analyzed by
fluence of several geometrical parameters as well as the secondary-ion mass spectrometry and compared with
damage evolution after thermal treatments is investi- the carrier distributions obtained by cycles of resistivity
gated by comparing the samples implanted with the 00 and Hall-effect measurements, followed by anodic
holder to those with the usual 70 tilting angle holder, oxidation and oxide stripping on samples designed with
We also report the results of a computer calculation Van der Pauw geometry.
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The dopait activation of the as-implanted samples 8 1 a
was obtained by a rapid thermal annealing at 1000*C 6 '6=70,0 1 0-"

for 10 s under a N, flow. This process has no effect on4
boron diffus;on. To study the damage evolution of the 2, .. < . '

high-fluence implanted samples, different annealing 2
treatments were performed either in a furnace under 0

vacuum in the 600-900'C temperatuie range for 30 6 =0°,div=0b

min, or in a rapid thermal annealer under nitrogen flux . 4
in the 1000-1200 0 C tange for 10-30 s. All these
processes were simultaneously performed for the 00 " 0- '
and 70 tilt angle implanted samples The residual6 6=O°dtv=0 5°

damage was investigated by Rutherford backscattering 4
spectrometry, a channeling technique with 2 MeV He'
ions. 02

6 0=0°,dlv=10  d
3. Results and discussion 4

2
In fig ]a chemical and electrical profiles of 80 keV, 0

I x 1014/cm 2 B' implanted Si are shown for the two 6 e=0 0,div=2* e
tilting-angle implants The samples were annealed at
1000'C for 10 s. The agreement between the distribu- 4

tions of ions and holes indicates a good activation of 2
the implanted boron after this thermal treatment, RBS- 0 - --

channeling measurements also revealed no detectable 0 0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8
damage within the technique sensitivity. DEPTH [/um]

The 0' tilt angle implantation profiles show the Fig 2 t)epth distributions of 80 keV B in (100) Si obtained
influence of the channeling effect. i.e thle\ are deeper with 1000 particles in the Marlowe simulation The tons were
\kith a peak shift from 0.25 to 0 3 ptm and a low-gradi- incident at 70 (a and 0' (b-e) In the last case different
ent exponential tail The maximum penetration depth angular beam divergences were considered The dashed lines in
for the 00 profile is about 0.8 tm. which is in good (a) and (e) are the SIMS profiles

Energy (MeV)
1500')j7 08 09 1 0 I 1 1 2 1 3
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20  
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Fig. I (a) Carrier and chemical concentration profiles for 70 and 0* boron implants into a (100) silicon target at a fluence of
I X 1014/cm For comparison, :h., SIMS profile of the same implant in under perfect channeling conditions is shown as a dashed
line. (b) Aligned yields of 2.0 Me1v He' backscattered from Si samples implanted at 80 keV,2x 1015/cm with a tilt angle of 0o and

Al 70, respecvrely For comparison the yield of an unimp!anted sample is also shown
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agreement with the depth where the ions stop after only . . .

electronic losses. To evaluate the percentage of chan-
neled ions we have shown in the same figure the SIMS
profile of 80 keV,, 1 X 1014/cm B' implanted under , 15 / \ 7rI'LT
controlled channeling conditions. This implant was per- / , I

formed in a research machine where a perfect orienta- z/ \

tion of the Si sample under the B+ beam was obtained ,10 /
by a previous alignement using 700 keV H ' ' hack- ' E /
scattering. In this case the boron profile is broader but
the R,, value Is the same as that of the 00 distribu- 'o / OTILT
tion, evidencing that no misalignments are present in V /
the 0' geometry but that the beam divergence causes a 0 .. \ \

high number of dechanneled particles. -
To evaluate the influence of beam divergence on the 0<.

boron depth distributions, we have performed some
Monte Carlo simulations with the Marlow code. This 150 -
computer program allows the simulation of the 00 E
implant, taking into account the single-crystal Si struc-
ture. an impact parameter dependent formula for the *1

electronic stopping power, several geometrical parame- 071iLT
ters and the thermal vibrations of the lattice atoms, in U

0
U
, 50 ,

00 TILT Tz -00TILT

U

Rs:470 Ohmsq ,,4':- > 02"0- 0S 70
0'/= 941% i,. :'.'' 0 0 2 0 4 0 6

o /. 09431 -i*1 ..P A, ' -0.. 11  DEPTH [Mrm]

Fig 4 (a) Point defect distributions from the RBS spectra for
- the samples implanted at 00 and 70 tilt angle. tb) Vacanc.

disiributions computed by the Marlowe code for the t%%o
J implantation conditions forO and7 tlt angles

MIN 0 449 Ohmsq MAX 484 Ohmsq fig 2 the depth distributions of 80 keV B+ ions imping-
(a).I t i I ing along the (100)Si axis computed with 1000 particles

n 7 20 79 94.. 795 104 12 are shown for several parameters. The sequence b-e
shows the influence of the angular beam spread: a

70 T I LT divergence higher than 0.5' greatly modifies the distri-
bution, although this value is lower than the critical

14= 550 Ohmsq angle for channeling. The ion trajectories depend in fact
o'/. = 07653I. ,... upon the impact parameter and the ion path direction

% -On increasing the angle between the axis and the ion
t4 : ".--,#. b direction, the particles experience higher multiple

4r im scattering by electrons and thermal vibrations, so the

dechanneling rate increases and a broader distribution
is obtained.

The sheet resistance maps of the two 0 0 and 7 0 tilt
angle implauted wafers are presented in fig. 3. The
lower value of the average sheet resistance in the 0 °

MIN 525 Ohmsq MAX 567 Ohmsq implanted wafer, about 15%, is due to the lower peak
(b) ........... j .- concentration and to the higher carrier mobility as

n 0 3 90 $97 958 13 0 evidenced by the Hall measurements. The higher stan-
Fig. 3. Sheet resistance maps for 0' (a) and 7* (b) 80 keV. dard deviation (0.94% as opposed to 0.77%) indicates a
I X 10i 4/cm 2 boron implants into (100) silicon The sheet larger nonuniformity in junction depth for the wafer

resistance is measured at 500 spots on the wafer implanted with the 00 geometry. A detailed analysis of
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the carrier profiles performed in different regions of the from the RBS spectra (fig. lb), is shown in fig. 4a and,
wafer evidences a small difference in junction lepth for comparison, in fig. 4b the vacancy distribution
between samples cut from the center and those from the obtained by the Marlowe simulation for the two geome-
border of the wafer. This phenomenon is not seen in the tries is p' tted. The calculated profiles include all the
70 implanted wafer and must be attributed to the flex generated Nacancies without taking into account close
angle: because the channeling critical angle for 80 keV pairs recombination between vacancies and inteistitials
B in (100) Si is 2.87' the flex ang'e does not disturb [6]. The agreement between the experimental and the
the 70 boron profiles but becomes crucial for the 00 computed distributions of displaced atoms is then only
implants. qualitative: evidently a large number of the generated

Increasing the 80 keV B' fluence to 2 × 10t 5/cm, vacancies can recombine with interstitials in sites farther
the shapes of the ion profiles change due to a damage than neighbouring sites.
effect. The SIMS spectra show a shift in the projected The annealing of disorder produced by the 0" and
range between the two geometries, but in the 0" case 70 implants was investigated in the 600-1200'C tem-
the channeled fraction of ions is reduced with respect to perature range. The sequence of the channeling spectra
low-fluence implants. The 2 X 10t5/cm 2 implant intro- reported in fig. 5 refers to some of the performed
duces a lot of disorder in the Si single crystal, and thus annealings.
impinging ions are prevented from channeling. The The evolution and the removal of the damage is the
distribution of displaced silicon atoms, as extracted same for both wafers, but the temperatures that char-

Energy (MeV) Energy (MeV)
0/ 08 09 10 1 1 1? 13 07 08 09 10 11 12 13

S 00 105/c2 B-(00) S b 7' rit angle

01 till angle Annealing time - 30 min Annealing time - 30 min

1000 - 8001C
700C

I s1 6 00 r
0

C 0 Tilt ..gle - Annealing time to sac d 7- nit angle - Anneiaiinq time 10 se

DEPTH (nlm)

2000 300100i00 0

20001500-

0

1000- 150" C 1150 *C

11 00-C 

100 OC

500 - 1200"C 12 0*

irgn ivirgin

200 250 S00 350 200 250 300 350 400
Channel Channel

Fig 5 Aligned yields of 2.0 MeV He+ backscattered from Si samples implanted with 80 keV, 2 x 10t5/cm2 B+ ions at 00 (a, c) and
70 (b, d) as a function of several thermal treatments.
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acterize each phenomenological step are different. It is rical parameters to obtain the uniformity and the repro-
possible to distinguish three regimes of evolution of the ducibility of the dopant distributions in different points
as-implanted damage: first, a partial removal of point on the same wafer and from wafer to wafer. Angles
defects or small clusters with a consequent reduction in such as the beam divergence or the flex angle are critical
the aligned yield; then, at higher annealing tempera- even if they are smaller than the critical angle of chan-
tures, the agglomeration of point defects into extended neling.
defects, such as dislocation loops, with a dramatic in- On increasing the boron fluence, a nonlinearity be-
crease in the dechanneling yield; and finally, the anneal- tween the channeled fraction of ions and the dose is
ing of the extended defects. Because the as-implanted noticed. This is a damage effect. The lower point-defect
materials is less damaged when the ion beam impinges density in the 0 ° implanted sample results in a 100* C
normally on the wafer surface, these annealing regimes shift in the temperature necessary to agglomerate and
are characterized by a lower threshold temperature for subsequently dissolve the extended defects. The
the 00 geometry: a 700 0 C-1/2 h annealing already Marlowe code is a convenient tool to simulate the 0'
induces the agglomeration of point defects (whereas a implant conditions.
temperature of 800°C is necessary for the 7°-im-
planted sample) and a temperature of 1000 °C is enough
to start the dissolution of extended defects (cf. 1100 'C References
for the 70 case). After annealing at 1200*C for 10 s, the
material is nearly defect-free from the channeling-RBS [11] V G K Reddi and J D Sansbury., J Appl. Phys 44 (1973)
point of view, but the annealing efficiency seems better 2951
for the 00 wafer. [2] H Nishi, T Inada, T Sakurai. T Kaneda, T. Hisatsugu

and T. Furuya. J. Appl. Phys 49 (1978) 608.
(3] R.J Schreutelkamp, F.W. Saris. J F Westendorp, R.E

4. Conclusion Kaim, G B Odium and K T F Janssen, Mater Sci Eng
B2 (1989) 139.

[4] J Lindhard, K. Dan. Vidensk Selsk Mat.-Fvs Medd. 34
Imp!ants performed with a high-current implanter (no. 14) (1965).

have been studied for a 80 keV B' beam impinging [5] M.T Robinson and IM. Torrens. Phys. Rev B9 (1974)
normally on the (100) silicon surface. The onset of 5008,
channeling effects allows the control of several geomet- [6] Marlowe User's Guide, version 12 (1985).
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Calculation of channeling effects in ion implantation

J.. Bausells, G. Badenes and E. Lora-Tamayo
Centro Nacional de Microelectr6nica (CSIC), Campus Universitat Autbnoma de Barcelona, 08193 Bellaterra, Spain

Channeling effects during ion implantation in silicon are calculated in this work by using a modified version of the TRIM Monte
Carlo (.. I As the direction of motion of each ion is known during its movement inside the target, an ion can be considered to enter
into - ,annel when its direction of motion is aligned with a channel axis within a critical angle. Simple models are used for ion
mn (, and stopping along channels Range distributions including channeling effects are obtained with a shorter computation time
than ,.ith amorphous TRIM calculations. Good agreement is obtained with experimental profiles implanted at low energies into
tilted silicon.

1.. Introduction distributions and, especially, a straightforward control
of the physics involved in the ion motion. The method

The current trend towards device dimensions reduc- follows the motion of a large number of individual ions
tion in semiconductor manufactunng makes a precise inside the target until they come to rest Although it is a
control of ion-implanted dopant profiles necessary. This time-consuming procedur,, there are very efficient im-
need is increased by the use of rapid thermal annealing plementations, such as the TRIM code [6,7], developed
techniques, that produce a very low dopant diffusion. for amorphous targets, that uses an accurate analytic

Ion implanted profiles in amorphous targets can be scheme for nuclear scattering integrals. The knowledge
accurately calculated. The first unified theory of range of the direction of rotion of each ion after each elastic
distributions was developed by Lindhard, Scharff and collision, however, offers the possibility of considering
Schiott [1] and provides the moments of the range the ion to enter a channel when its direction is aligned
distribution, from which the distribution itself can be with a crystal channel direction. In this work we use this
obtained. The moments method of solving the transport concept in a modified version of the TRIM code to
equation was modified and applied by many workers calculate ion-implanted range distributions with chan-
[2--5] Monte Carlo calctlations such as the TRIM code neling effects. Simple models are used to calculate the
[6,7], and the numerical calculation of the Boltzmann ranges of channeled ions. We will restrict ourselves to
transport equation [8] have also been used and provide low energy (E, < 25 keV/amu) implantations into (100)
very accurate results silicon substrates with the ion beam entering the target

Range distribution calculations in crystalline targets near the normal direction. Then only the (100) axial
are more difficult due to channeling effects. Ions mov- channel and th,: major planar channels containing that
ing along a channel direction lose much less energy per axial channel, i.e.,. (100) and {1101, will be considered.
unit path length than ions moving in a random direc-
tiori, giving rise to channeling "tails" in range distribu-
tions. Much work has been devoted to the theory of ion
motion inside channels [9-14]. Calculations of range 2. Formalism
distributions including channeling effects have used [15]
Monte Carlo methods, such as the MARLOWE [16]
code, that includes the crystalline structure ol the target. A model based on the TRIM85 [6,7] Mc,nte Carlo
but needs a great amount of computation time. By code will be used to calculate channeling effects in ion
using the numerical integration of the Boltzmann trans- implantation. In the TRIM code an ion travels, dunng
port equation (BTE), Giles and Gibbons [17] have been its movement inside the solid, in free-flight paths be-
able to calculate range ditiibutions for ions implanted tween elastic collisions with the crystal atoms. In these
into misaligned crystalline targets. free-flight paths it loses energy by inelastic electronic

Monte Carlo calculations of ion implantation effects stopping. As the direction of these paths in space is
have the advantage of allowing a rigorous treatment of known, we will consider an ion to enter into a channel
elastic scattering, explicit consideration of surfaces and when its direction of motion is aligned with a channel
interfaces, an easy determination of energy and angle direction within a critical angle . For the critical

0168-583X/91/$03.50 C- 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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angles we have used the standard expression for the low channel axis. The amplitude of the ion oscillatory move-
energy range: ment is then given by rmax(a) = "do - bm,n(a), where do

1/2 1/2 is the channel width. As the ion moves insicle the
( 1t/ ( a2ZZ 2e

2 / channel, it loses energy by electronic stopping. We will
Ec - (1) not consider dechanneling effects due to lattice defects

for axial channeling [9,13], where Z1 and Z2 are the or thermal vibrations of the crystal atoms. Therefore, an

atomic numbers of the iniconi'ng ion, ot enery E, and ion that enters into a channel will continue travelling in

an atom of the target, a is the screening length, e is the that channel until it loses all its energy. The range of

electron charge, d is the spacing between two atoms in such an ion will be calculated from the ion stopping

a channel row, and power inside the channel. The channel electronic den-
sity at a distance b from the channel wall can be

2'rZlZ 2e2(.Nd P1/2 calculated from the solid-state atomic charge distribu-

4c = Fp , .,-, , aP E ) tions calculated by Ziegler et al. [7]. A local-density
,a approximation is then used to calculate the ion elec-

(2) tronic stopping. The electronic stopping power Sz, of
an ion of atomic number Zi is related to the proton

for panar channeling, where dp is the spacing between ston o Sm at the s elot proton

atomic planes, N is the atomic density of the target, stopping power Sp same velocity by [19]:

and Fp,(x, y) is a function with values typically be- SZ,= (Z ) 2Sp,, (4)
tween 0.5 and 1 [13]. Not all the ions that are aligned
with the chanel directions will be channeled, howevcr, where Z is the ion effective charge that, at low and
due to the blocking effect of the channel walls. An moderate velocities, oscillates with Zi [20,21]. The stop-
estimation of this effect can be obtained from the pmig power of a low-velocity ion is proportional to its
distance bmin of closest approach to the channel wall for velocity v [21,22]. Accurate values of S and Z at low
an ion which travels at the critical angle at the center of velocities in an electron gas can be calculated by the
the channel [17]. Ions moving closer than bin,, to a density functional formalism [23] We have used the
.hanrnci wall will be scattered out of the channel. This results of Echeique et al. [24] to calculate the stopping
defines a blocking area in a plane perpendicular to the power function [14] S,(b)/v from eq. (4) and from the
cows or planes that gives the probability that an aligned channel electron densities. In fig. I we show the electron

ion enters a channel, density and the stopping power function for boron ions

We will use a simple model to describe the ion in axial and planar channels in silicon The values of

motion within a channel and to calculate the range of a stopping calculated in this way for well-channeled boron

channeled ion, 'in order to show that useful results can tons in silicon axial channels agree very well with Eisen's

be obtained with this method. A more accurate descrip- [20] experimental results.

tion is left for future work. When an ior. has entered a The average electronic stopping in the channel direc-

channel, it follows an oscillatory motion between the tion for an ion entering the channel at an angle a at the

channel walls [11], which will be deicribed by static
continuum potentials. If we use the universal inter-
atomic potential of Biersack and Ziegler [7,181, which is 1 6 -, 250

used in the TRIM code and has the same analytical I
form as the Moliere potential, to calculate the con-
tinuum potentials, we get [10,13]: 12 --- S,, 200

22 4 >

2ZIZ 2e2 4"Vas(b) = d a, Ko b , -5o>
VSb= d E a -150>

(100>

4 (3) 0 8-
Vps(b) = 2,rrNd ZIZ 2e

2a 1exp - b 1 ,00

where the subscript RS is used for axial channeling and 0.4 -

PS for planar channeling, b is the distance to the row or so
:. ~ ~plane, Ko(x ) is the modified Bessel function, and a,-----S-

and f0, are the potential coefficients [7]. The contribu-
tions from several rows or planes are added to obtain 0 0 5 5 1 0 50

the continuum potential. From the continuum poten- b (A)

tials the distance b,, can be obtained as a function of Fig. 1. Electron density and stopping power function for boron
the angle a between the initial ion motion and the ions in static axial (100) and planar (110) charnels in silicon.
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10000 will have a range Rma,(E) if it is at the center of the

channel and will be scattered to a cntical angle trajec-
8000 \. tory and have a range Rmi(E) if it is at a distance

\~ rmax(a) from the center of the channel. In our calcula-
I .tion we have assumed a uniform range probability

6o000 distribution between R u(E) and R(a, E) for an ion
entering the channel at an angle a. Therefore only a few
ions will travel a distance close to Rmax(E).

4000 Range distributions including channeling effects are
_____ --- thus calculated as follows: after an ion has entered the

target, its trajectory is followed as in the standard
2000- TRIM code. After each elastic collision with a target

atom, the direction of the ion motion is compared with
the axial and planar channel directions considered. If it

0L '0 15 20 2.5 35 is close to any of them within its critical angle, the ion is
Angle (Deg.) considered to be channeled (taking into account the

Fig 2. Range of a boron ion channeled in a planar (11U} channeling probabilities discussed above) and its range
channel in silicon, as a function of its initial angle with respect within the channel is calculated using eq. (8). This is
to the channel axis, calculated with eq. (7) (U: initial ion added to the ion position when it entered the channel
energy, 10 key: W initial ion energy,, 70 keV). The solid and and the final ion position is obtained. As the range of
dashed lines are the approximations given by eq. (8) at the an ion that enters a channel is calculated analytically,

same initial ion energies. the computation time for a channeled calculation is

lower than that for an amorphous TRIM profile de-
termination.

chaanel center, can then be calculated, by assuming an
narmonic oscillatory motion, from [11,14];,

IJ 2 S7  3. Results
,(a)) = dx dx'd max(a) sin x]. (5)

We have calculated range distributions for boron
Then the stopping power as a function of the ion energy ions implanted into crystalline silicon tilted 7 , which is
is given by: one of the most common situations in standard im-

S \ ) 2 E  plants to avoid direct ion channeling As eq. (7) pro-
S(a, E)= E) (a) j , (6) vides only a first-order estimate of the range of chan-

neled ions, the value of the stopping power of a well

where M, is the ion mass. From this value of the channeled ion (S,(O)/v, has had to be increa-,cd by a
stopping power, the range of a channeled ion can be factor 1.7 in eq. (8) in order to obtain a good ayreement
roughly estimated as with experiments. The value of A in eq. (3) is not

f , dE' S critical because it determines mainly the near surface
S ) ,E') E= "2ME \-(a) ; portion of the channeling distribution, which is hidden
Ma, E( , under the main amorphous peak [17]. Best results are

0:_a<4,,, (7) obtained with a value of A that makes Rm.,)(E) to be

where E is the ion energy when it enters the channel, near zero.
The function R(a, E) can be fitted to a ,very good Especially for low-energy implantations, almost all
approximation, for both axial and planar channeling, by ions are aligned with a planar channel within the critical
a linear equation of the form angle at some time of their trajectory. This means that

our calculation would not produce the random peak of
R(a, E) = -AEa + Rma (E), (8) the range distribution. This is a consequence of neglect-
as is shown in fig. 2, where Rma(E) is the channeled ing any dechanneling effects in our model. This effect
ion maximum range, corresponding to eq. (7) for a = 0. can be taken intu account by reducing the probabilitv
The rmnimum range of a channeled ion will then be that an aligned ion enters a planar channel to a value
given by R mn(E) = R(p, E). lower than its purely geometrical value discussed above.

An ion entering a channel at an angle a will only In fig. 3 we show the results for a 10 keV boron
have a range R(a, E) if it is initially at the center of the implantation into 70 tilted silicon compared with ex-
channel. Otherwise it will have closer encounters with perimental measurements [25]. The amorphous calcula-
the channel walls ard will suffer a higher stopping. In tion from the standard TRIM code and the BTE results
particular, an ibn entering the channel perfectly aligned of Giles and Gibbons [17] are also shown. It can be seen

* ,
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It should be noted that the method can also be
applied in a straightforward way to multilayer targets

low such as for implantations through screening oxides.

4. Conclusions
10,

.2 Channeling effects in ion implantation in silicon
0I have been calculated by using a modified version of the
o=  TRIM Monte Carlo code. An ion is considered to enter

,.11- ,into a channel when it is aligned with the channel
direction. The range of the ion within the channel is
calculated by using a simple model based on a local-
density approximation and density-functional electronic

10" 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 stopping results. Computation time is lower than that
Depth (,) needed by the standard amorphous TRIM code. Good

Fig 3 10 keV boron implanted into 70 tilted silicon with a agreement has been obtained with low-energy profiles
dose of I X10 15 cm- 2.Points: experimental result; solid line: implanted into 7' tilted silicon. Further progress can
this work; dashed line: BTE result of Giles and Gibbons [17]; be made by using a more accurate description of the

dotted line: amorphous calculation range of channeled ions, including dechanneling effects.
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Molecular complexes on implanted surfaces: unenhanced surface
Raman study

M.S. Mathur, J.S.C. McKee and C.B. Kwok
Department of Phsics. Unwersity of Manitoba, Winnipeg R3T 2N., Canada

The bombardment of surfaces by gaseous ions often results in the formation and adsorption of molecular complexes
Conventional characterization techniques involving low energy electron beams cause desorption of these complexes. The charactenza-
tion of ion implanted surfaces is undertaken at the University of Manitoba in association with the University of Kentucky by the
technique of unenhanced surface Raman scattenng with which it is possible to identify the complexes formed as a result of
implantation of gaseous ions in various substrates.

I. Introduction Raman studies of ion implanted samples were per-
formed using a surface Raman facility at the University

The bombardment of a solid surface by energetic of Kentucky. The samples were mounted in a special
ions often results in the retention of some of the inci- mount designed to eliminate reflected light which other-
dent ions by the lattice of the solid target In under- wise would enter the monochromator (fig. 1), and the
standing the piocesses involved in the implantation and 5145 A line from an Ar' laser is allowed to illuminate a
post-implantation behaviour of the gaseous atoms in small part of the implanted area. Using the standard
solids, certain assumptions are made- 900 geometry for Raman scattering, scattered radiation
(1) Collision between substrate and gaseous atoms are is collected by a specially designed optical collection

the main source of energy loss, and this transfer of system. A cylindrical lens is used to transfer Raman.
energy results in some damage to the solid, scattered radiation to the entrance slit of a Spex 1403

(2) Retention and release are governed by trapping at 0.85 m double monochromator. ECG and OMA data
the damage site and by the recombination of mole- acquisition systems are used to collect, store and analyze
cules at the surface. the Raman activity on the surface. The average dark

(3) Formation of new molecular complexes on the im-
planted surface is due to the rearrangement of
chemical bonds.

Conventional characterization techniques involving low
energy electron beams (SIMS, Auger, LEED, etc.) cause
uesorption of these complexes and prove somewhat
ineffective (complexes formed are often lost before the
measurements commence).

.OCO LL2C'a Op1C S
2. Experimental MONOCHROMA*MR

A linear ion accelerator employing a duo-plasmatron
ion source is used as a 30-120 keV ion implanter. In
order to acheve good vacuum a clean environment is
maintained around the target area, and to prevent the
deposition of pump oil a liquid nitrogen cooled jacket
surrounds the target. A computer controlled beam scan-
ning mechanism is used to deflect the ion beam across A,, Lw,
the target surface. In this way uniform implantation is Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the sample mounting arrange-
achieved. ment for Raman charactenzation.
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noise of the cooled photomultiplier durit a 2 s step 225, 850, 890, 919, 990, 1034, 1046, 1060, 1085, 1095,
was on the order of 2 counts. Signals significantly 1135, 1156, 1185. 1207, 1280, 1290, 1306, 1330, 1348,
higher than the background mentioned earlier are taken 1495, 1530, 1550 and 1560 cm-1 as shown in fig. 2a-i.
as real. It is true that all these bands are very weak and require

Inelastic light scattering is a second-order process [1] very patient and special attention, but nonetheless they
and the corresponding scattering cross section is quite are there. Dark noise during the 2 s/step is of the order
small (approximately 10- 3

4 rm molecule-steradian typi- of five counts. Only those signals significantly higher
cally) and normally the counting rates for the absorbed than the dark noise level are considered. The presence
species are prohibitively small for routine surface stud- of two Raman bands at 1550-1560 cm - I and 1348
ies. However, with a system dedicated to the study of cm - 1 indicates that the surface is polycrystalline in
Raman spectra from low polarizability molecules ad- nature, which can be expected from the ion bombard-
sorbed onto a poor Raman signal enhancer [2], we have ment on graphite surface. Tunistra and Koening [3]
been successful in the characterization of various com- have reported a polycrystalline band at 1355 cm -1 and
plexes on a variety of surfaces, have attributed it to the particle size effect, which

results in a change in the selection rule for Raman
activity of certain phonons that were inactive in the

3. Results and discussion infinite lattice. In other words, the 1348 cm- 1 band is
due to A,. mode of small crystallites or to the

3.1. Graphite surface implanted with D" (30 keV D', boundanes of large crystallites. 7'.z 1550-1560 cm - 1

fluence 1017 Ions/cm2) doublet is characteristic of crystallinity in graphite. The
C-C stretching vibration in hydrogen ion and deu-

The Raman activity on the surface of the implanted tenum ion implanted graphite occur around 993 and
graphite is evidenced by the presence of bands at 208, 852 cm- 1 respectively [4] and our 990 and 850 cm--
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Raman bands aie in close proximity. Additional bands 80

at 208, 225, 865, 890, 919 and 1055 cm-1 suggest the I

possibility of some other complexes of the type C3 H, 60 -

,nd C3D8 being formed where C-C-C bending and . N! Po

twisting vibrations occur below 500 cm -. Pitzer [5] has 40
reported one such band at 202 cm-' and the 208-255 -

cm- doublet in our study is in good agreement with it. Z U 0

C-C stretching vibrations occur around 900 cm-' in z
such complexes and the observed 865 and 890 cm-i 2000

Raman bands could be assigned to these stretchings. RAMAN SHIFT (cm- )
The region between 900-1200 cm is where most of Fig 4. Raman spectrum of a 60 keV H2 bombarded surface of

the CH, and CH 2 (or CD 3 and CD,) rocking and TiC The entrance slit width was 80 1im, intermediate slit 80
twisting vibrations are expected to be active, the 919 xin, and exit slit 80 sim Laser power was 500 mW Total data
and 1060 cm-1 bands in our study are certainly well acquisition time was 6 h comprising multiple scans with 2 s
%ithin this region of activity. Thus we have been able to steps.

detect the adsorbed carbon-hydrogen complex on the
surface by the surface Raman technique [6].

3 2 Sthcon Surface bombarded with "0,+ and 14N,+ (30 have also been detected in the surface Raman spectrum
keV "'O,' and 14N.,+,fluence 1018 tonv/cm2 ) shown in fig. 3. In addition, the synthesis of NO- and

its adsorption on the silicon surface has been demon-
The bombardment of crystalline silicon by a heavy strated [9]

dosage of ions (> 1015 ions/cm2 ) results in the forma-
tion of a thin continuous layer of amorpho'is silicon 3.3 Carbon-hydrogen actttattl on a TiCsurface implanted
(a-Si) on the crystalline surface as is evidenced by the wait H ' (60 keV H,'. fluence 10" ion(/cm2)
presence of a crystalline silicon peak at 522 cm 1 as
well as an a-Si peak at 480 cm-I in the Raman spec- Presented in fig 4 is the Raman scattered signal
trum This combination of amorphous and crystalline accumulated over a period of 6 h from the surface of
silcon has been subjected to both 1O0 and '4 N TiC bombarded with 60 keV H' to a fluence of 1017
bombardment, and the surface Raman spectra of s0 ions/cm2 A doublet with its component Raman bands
and 14 NZ Implanted silicon are displayed in fig 3a-h at 3270 and 3372 cm -1 is the observed Raman signal.
The 405 and 522 cm- 1 Raman bands confirm the Gaseous methane (CH 4 ) has been studied extensively
existence of an amorphous silicon layer on the crystal- [10] and the Raman spectrum 'is known to contain two
line silicon surface. Our 308 cm- 1 Raman band is active fundamentals at 2914.2 and 3022.0 cm- 1. Denni-
equivalent to the 300 cm - longitudinal acoustical (LA) son [11] also calculated the zero-order frequencies from
mode of a-Si as observed by Smith et al. [7]. The 615 the observed fundamentals. He obtained for CH 4 (in
and 983 cm -' bands are the overtones of 308 and 485 cm -) w = 3029.8 and "2 = 3156.9, respectively. Ra-
cm ' Raman bands respectively The IR spectra of man bands observed by us have slightly higher shifts
14N,' and "02' implanted silicon indicates two absorp- than the Raman bands of pure CH 4 gas. Then, too. the

tions at 1036 and 800 cm- 1 [81 which Nere attributed to CH 4 adsorbed on a TIC surface with dissociated Ti
Si--O and Si-N stretchings in the ,on beam synthesized atoms in the vicinity is different from an isotropic CH 4
SiO, and SiN 4 layers In our study these stretchings gas. It is likely that in our situation some impedance is
appear at 1055 and 832 cm- 1 confirming the presence offered to the CH 4 molecules in their vibration, and
of both Sl, and SiIN4 on the 160 and 14N W im- this in turn can result in the damping of the vibrational
planted silicon surface. The bombardment of p-type fwequencies. Fournier et al. [12] suspect that H being
silicon vith 1"0' anJ 14 N2* results not only in the chemically active links to Ti, but the affinity of carbon
formation of an amorphous silicon layer but in various for hydrogen is well known and the possibility of C-H
complexes of silicon, oxygen, and nitrogen in addition bondiig 'is much stronger. Our observations confirm
to the complexes of boron, oxygen and nitrogen (as this fact and suggest that the rearrangement of chemical
evidenced by the presence of 740 cm-I totally symmet- bonds between the impinging hydrogen ions and the
nc and 1480 cm I asymmetric longltudminl vibration of disociated carbon atoms at the TIC surface results in
linear B02 as well as 1378 cm - 1 strong Raman band the formation of carbon-hydrogen complexes.
due to BN -), boron being th,: p-type impurity in the The above observations ,. -arly illustrate the versatil-
silicon. The simultanLous formation of SiO 2 and Si 3N 4  ity of the tinenhaiced surface Raman scattering tech-
supports the synthesis of an oxinitndc Si,ON. layer. nique in the detection and characterization of various
Complexes of the ',ype SiO- B2 )05 BO- and BN complexes formed on the implanted surfaces.
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A new method to calculate range and damage distributions by direct
numerical solution of Boltzmann transport equations

M. Posselt
Central Institute for Nuclear Research, Rosendorf PF 19, D(O)-8051 Dresden, Germany

We have developed a new method to determine depth distributions of implanted ions, recoiled target atoms and energy deposition
in amorphous targets. Our procedure is based on the direct numerical solution of one-dimensional linearized Boltzmann transport
equations for the scalar fluxes of the ions and the recoils The profiles calculated by the new method are compared with range
distnbutions obtained from TRIM Monte Carlo simulations. Our program BOTE is up to two orders of magnitude faster than the
TRIM calculations.

1. Introduction 2. One-dimensional Boltzmann transport equations

In the framework of the linear cascade theory [1] the In the case of a one-dimensional planar geometry

ballistic processes occurring in solids dunng ion implan- with normally incident ions, the statistical distribution

tation are described by two alternative procedures: (i) function of the particles depends only on three varia-
"static" Monte Carlo simulations (e.g. TRIM [2]) and bles: (i) the depth coordinate x, (ii) the energy E and

(i1) linearized Boltzmann transport equations (LBTE) (ii) the cosine of the angle 0 between the direction of

[1,3 -4]. The LBTE are linear partial integro-differential motion of the particles and the A-axis, n = cos 0 The

equations for the statistical distribution functions of the LBTE for the scalar flux fI( v,' E. ql) of the ions is given

particles moving in ion -beam-induced collision cascades. by

The method of the LBTE is not so general and versatile 7(af /a ) 0I(I) = Iin (fl) + li,2(fi) + il' ).
as the Monte Carlo simulations. However, it yields ion (1)
range distributions, recoil range profiles, etc. by the
solution of equations, not by statistical experiments. I, consists of three parts. The first term describes the
Therefore, in many applications the computing time is elastic atomic scattering for energy transfers T above a
shorter than in the case of Monte Carlo simulations, certain threshold T

In the last ten years several methods for a direct
calculation of the profiles by the LBTE have been Ii.(fl) = Nf doI (E' -- E.. 17' -q*7)

proposed (5-101. Most of the works consider a one-di- fT' 1,....
mensional geometry. In contrast to the well-known 1 4 1 '= f

LSS(WSS) theory [11,12] which yields the statistical × x, E', n')
moments of the range and damage distributions, these
proceduies can be applied to multilayer targets fre- - r do,r(E- E", 1-
quently used in modern ion beam technologies. -Nr "> 7£..E...

In section 2 of the present work the general form of ;. = t,"+ T
the one-dimensional LBTE is briefly elucidated. In sec- xfl(x E, n). (2)
tion 3 we develop a new efficient method to calculate
the depth distnbutions of implanted ions, recoiled target N and do0T are the particle density of the target atoms
atoms and energy deposition by direct numerical solu- and the differential scattering cross section of the colli-
tion of the LBTE. This procedure is applied to char- sions between the incident ions and the target atoms,
acteristic examples of ion implantation. The results are respectively. The first and the second integral in eq. (2)
compared with profiles obtained from TRIM Monte are called "gain" and "loss" terms, respectively. For
Carlo simulations (section 4). "soft" atomic collisions with energy transfers below

0168-f '3X/91/$03.50 '9 199, - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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Tin, the change of the direction of motion of the of nuclear energy deposition F),(x) is determined by
projectiles can be neglected. In this case we obtain eq. (8), inserting

IhU2(fi) = (a/aE)[NSn(Tm,n. E) f, D(E, 17)

S.(nun E = dIT(E'- E V (3 NdU1T( E'-,E)q(T')(dx/1JnJ). (9)JT' < T.,.. 4 f I'= E"
E + V- E"

The electronic stopping acts as a continuous friction A certain part of the energy transfer T' of the particles

force, Il,(fl) is given by contributes to nuclear energy deposition. It can be
obtained by the known approximation of Robinson

hie(fi) - (a/E)[NSe(E)fi], (4) [131:

where S, is the electronic stopping cross section. i,2 q(T') = '/(1 + kd(cd+ 0.4 1/+ 3.4e 6 )), (10)
and I, are so-called "drift" terms. The scalar flux f,
must obey the following boundary condition: kd = O.1334Z'I 3rm-/z,, Ed = O.O1024Zj 7/3 T', (11)

1 >0: fi( 0 , E, E - E), where Zr is the atomic number of the target. The
n < 0: fi(,, E, 1) =0. (5) distribution of the electronic energy deposition FD,(x)

is calculated by eq. (8) using
E0 is the incidence energy of the ions. 8 denotes Dirac's

delta function. The LBTE for the scalar flux fT(x, E, ,1) D(E, 7)- N [S(E)
of the target atoms is similar to that of the ions.
Additionally, this LBTE contains a "source" term which
describes the generation of moving target atoms by + f doT E)(T'- q(T'))
collisions with incident ions. + I

The ion range distnbution FI(x) and the recoil x(dx/1JqJ). (12)
range profile Fr(x) can be determined using the solu-
tions f, and f of the LBTE for the ions and the target The relations (1)-(12) can be easily generalized to mul-
recoils, respectively: ticomponent and multilayer targets. In the latter case,

the particle density and the differential scattering cross
f d7if 1 (x, E, -) section - as functions of the target atomic number and

FI(x) = rm (6) mass - show discontinuities at the interface between the

E':4 f dx dqfi(x, E, 1) two layers.

J d71f.T(x, E, 11)(Mm- 1/
2  3. Direct numerical solution

F h(X)= m f (7)
f.-.E, f dx d1 fl(x, E, ) In the last decade several methods for solving the

Below the cutoff energy Ec we assume the particles to one-dimensional LBTE have been published. A shortbe stoppedc m and M w are the masses of the ion and overview is given in refs. 11,3]. In general these methods

the target atom, respectively. If we neglect the energy are either special approximation procedures which ?-
transport by the recoiled target atoms, the profiles of employed to treat the LBTE in particular cases [8,9] ortnrnsepotion yx thee e tae tom tnumerical calculation schemes derived in a more or lessenergy deposition F0 (x) are obtained frominutvwa[-7

intuitive way [5-71

f Our aim was to develop a new method of solution

D(E,._ =_)( _x, EE_)_ d _d which satisfies the following conditions: (i) It is based
= E qf( E-)-on a consistent derivation from the LBTE. (n) ThefD(E, method i; not limited to a special class of ion-target

(8) combinations or to a certain range of implantation
energies. (iii) The procedure is applicable to multicom-

where D(E, i1) denotes the energy deposition of a par- ponent and multilayer targets. (iv) The method yields
ticle moving with an energy between E and E + dE ion range distributions, profiles of recoil implantation
and a direction cosine between -q and q + d11 within the and energy deposition distributions. (v) The numerical
depth interval dx. The number of particles incident in solution of the LBTE for the scalar fluxes of the inci-
that depth interval is given by fi(x, E, q)II dE d 1. dent ions and the target recoils is performed directly
Therefore, fD(E, 1Xfi(x, E, i1) Iii) dE dq is propor- using an explicit iteration scheme with finite dif-
tional to the whole energy deposition in dx, The profile ferences.
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In the following we elucidate some details of our 0 denotes the Heavyside theta function. Finally, we
procedure. At first we consider the LBTE for the scalar obtain the following expression for Iinl( f1 ):
flux f, of the incident ions. In general, the differential CxC2 fmtn[(-,,/(1 -Y)). E,,-L T f(ti/2

scattering cross section dOlT in the first integral of eq. C n/ -r).E-J+ E)f(t)
(2) ("gain" term) is written in the following form: ,..t

dO rT( E' - E . n1' - 7 ) × fl d n a( E, , E + T', ')f(x, E + T', 7')

= doIT(E' -- E)6(e'e - cos 0 (E", E)) -1

Xd4 q dp '/47r. (13) - CCE f... dT ,2 f(x, E, 71), (17)
7 T".. (2t"'/2

The differential cross section doiT(E' - E) is given by with C x = ira yN.

dOiT( E' - E) ='a2f(l't1 2 )/(2t' 3/2) dt', (14) The expression fIn2(fl) can be transformed into

tI2(fl) = (Cx/CE)(a/aE)
with

C I 'T')/-y E' E +T',X [(rm./yE )l/2Sn(CF ( ET,.n/y ) 1/ 2)

xf=(CxET')/,, .=E(18)

C =. aT/( ZIZTe (MI + MT)) and x4(x .E . )]

The function S. is the reduced (dimensionless) nuclear
= 

4 nilrnT/(mI + MT) 2 , (15) stopping cross section [2].
The LBTE for the scalar flux of the target recoils can

where ZI is the atomic number of the projectile. Differ- be treated in a similar manner. In particular we have to
ent relations for the screening length a, and the scatter- consider the "source" term describing the generation of
ing function f are known for special interatomic poten- moving target atoms by the energy transfer from inci-
tials. In the delta function of eq. (13), e' and e are dent ions. The generalization to multicomponent targets
vectors characterizing the directions of motion of the leads to further "source" terms characterizing the gen-
projectile before and after the collision, respectively. eration of target recoils of a given sort by moving target
The scalar product e' • e must be equal to the cosine of atoms of another type.
the laboratory scattering angle 0 which is a known Similar to other methods for solving the LBTE in
function of E and T'. this work, we only consider the motion of particles with

The product e' e does not depend only on the 1 >0 ("forward" direction). Particles with 71 <0 are
direction cosines n' of e" and 71 of e with respect to the assumed to be stopped. Since the direction of ion mci-
x-axis but also on the azimuthal angle qp'. Since in the dence is q = 1, this approximation is mostly sufficient
first integral of linI(fi) the scalar flux depends on i7' to calculate ion range distributions. It can also be used
but not on qp', one has to integrate the delta function in the evaluation of profiles for the recoil implantation
with respect to q'. We succeeded in performing the in layered targets, since these profiles are mainly de-
integration analytically by the solution of a spherical termined by high-energy recoils. The scalar flux of the
trigonometry problem. This was the crucial step in the high-energy recoils shows a dependence on 17 which is
elaboration of our new method of direct numerical similar to that of the scalar flux of ne incident ions
solution. The result of somewhat lengthy calculation is [15]. In the case of the implantation of light ions into
[14] very heavy targets, e.g. B + into Au on Si, the above

approximation is not applicable. Then, the so-called
a(E,-q, E', n') "multipass" method [6,1] must be employed. In this

procedure the motion of the particles with 7 <0
02S(e, e- cos O(E', E)) dp'/21T ("backward" direction) is taken into account approxi-

mately.

sin0(1-2)I/2  q _71,COS With the approximation mentioned above and 'In]
(fl) from eq. (17), In 2(fl) from eq. (18), Ile(fi) from

1,2 eq. (4) and similar terms for the LBTE for the scalar
X-4 + 4' cos flux of the recoils, the further numerical treatment is

evident. We have developed the computer program
-o i BOTE (BOltzmann Transport Equations) using an ex-

x {.rr[sin2 (1 - 17, COS c 0)2]1/) plicit iteration scheme with finite differences Ax, AE
and A71 with Tn = Ec = AT= AE. The stability of the

(16) iteration is determined by the "drift" terms. If the

F' ---.-
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electronic stopping dominates, AE and Ax have to be 10 21

small to give sufficiently precise results. However, this 1 0 20

may lead to a considerable computing time since for

every depth step Ax the "gain" and the "source" terms U1 0 ,
must be calculated by numerical integrations with re- 1 -

Z 0
spect to E and qi. To save computing time we employ0 2

the following procedure: The calculations are per- <10 17

formed on a three-dimensional point grid (x, E, 71) z 10 '

rnFE ad A~. ne cacuatin o th inegrls10 15with a "fine structure" characterized by AA, AE and Ai'
and a "coarse structure" characterized by 8x = mAx, z 108iE = mr AE and Ail. A new calculation of the integrals 101

is carried out only at the points of the "coarse structure".
A further method to save computing time is the use of 1 0 13

variable depth steps Ax. They are chosen as functions 0 500 1000 1 500 2000

of the "friction" forces in the "drift" terms. Typical DEPTH (A)

values used in our calculations are Ax: 100-10000 Fig. 2. Recoil range profile (Co in Si) for 150 keV Ar +

intervals. AE: 10-200 intervals, A71: 5-20 intervals, implantation (10" cm ') into Co (520 k)/Si. Experimental
in,: 1-50 and nqE:. 1-20. data from ref. [17]

4. Results and discussion rather good In fig. la experimental data from the

literature are shown for comparison [16]. Fig. 2 il-
Figs. la and b show ion range and energy deposition lustrates an example of recoil implantation The agree-

distributions obtained from direct numerical solution of ment between the curves obtained by BOTE with tie
the LBTE by the program BOTE (curves) and from histograms calculated by TRIM and with the experi-
TRIM Monte Carlo simulations (histograms). For both mental data [17] is satisfactorv Using our program
procedures we have used similar physical inputs. In BOTE we can easily calculate the concentration profile
particular, the nuclear atomic scattering is described by over seven orders of magnitude. In the case of the
the "universal" potential [2] and the electronic energy TRIM program this is only possible by a time-consum-
loss is given by the combination of the Lindhard-Scharff ing simulation of 106 to 10 7 particle histories. In the
and the Betlic -Bloch formulae [2]. In the calculation of examples discussed aboxe, the program BOTE is about
the energy deposition profiles (fig. 1b) we have assumed 10 to 100 times faster than corresponding TRIM simu-
that the energy transport by the target recoils can be lations with 10000 particle histories. Further examples
neglected. The agreement of the distributions calculated of range distributions calculated by BOTE are given 'in

by BOTE with the histograms simulated by TRIM is refs. [3.41.

10 2 - -150

a b -, b

Z 10 8100 L ,, o
0

' ] ; " 50 -1 .-

0 , - Z

0 5000 1,000 15000 0 5000 10000 15000

DEPTH (A) DEPTH (A)

Fig 1. Range (a) and energy deposition eb) profiles for I MeV As' implantation (5 x 1014 into2) i Si Experimental data from
ref. [161.
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A new effective and general method to calculate Phys. 51 (1980) 6176.

one-dimensional ion range distributions, profiles of re- (6] M.D. Giles and J.F. Gibbons, Nucl. Instr. and Meth.

coiled target atoms and energy deposition distributions 209/210 (1983) 33.

by direct numerical solution of the one-dimensional (7] D.G. Ashworth, M. Moulavi-Kakhi and K.V Anand, J
Phys. C17 (1984) 2449

LBTE have been proposed. The method has two ad- [8] G. Bardos, Phys. Lett A119 (1987) 415.
vantages: (i) It is based on a consequent derivation 19] Luo Zengmng and Wang Shiming, Phys. Rev. B36 (1987)
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Transport-theoretical studies of static and dynamic recoil mixing

J.J. Jimenez-Rodriguez a, I. Abril b, J.A. Peinador a and A. Gras-Marti b

"Departamento de Electricidad y Electr6mca, Facultad de Fisicas, Unversidad Complutense, E-28040 Madrid, Spain
b Departament de Fisica Aphcada, Unwersitat d'A lacant, Apt. 99, E-03080 Alacant, Spain

The introduction by ion bombardment of atomic species ("impurities") into a substrate can be performed in direct (or ion
implantation) and indirect modes. The indirect or recoil implantation mode involves generating an impunty layer on top of the
substrate, and bombarding the sample with some energetic ions. 'In the dynamic recoil-mixing mode one compensates, via
simultaneous deposition of impurity atoms, the erosion of the surface layer by sputtering. We shall analyze the static and dynanuc
recoil-mixing modes with a theoretical formalism that describes the impurity and matrix concentration depth-profile evolution with
bombarding ion tluence, accounting for atomic mixing, surface erosion, surface-barner effects and matrix relaxation. The potentiality
of the theoretical approach to obtain detailed recoil-mixing profiles and yields will be shown.

I. Introduction before the recoil-implanted sample is used. The DRM
technique has been used to evaluate mixing parameters

The implantation of atomic species, which we shall [8] and also in adhesion studies of films to substrates

c.ll the impuritie-, into a substrate can be performed in [9]. The static recoil-mixing mode is usually employed

d;rect and indirect modes. The direct mode of implanta- with higher energy ions and larger layer thicknesses

tion requires the possibility to generate an impurity ion ( 50-100 keV, 100-700 A) than the dynamic mode

beam. The indirect or recoil implantation mode of oper- ( 5 keV. 25 A). Estimates of static recoil-mixing pro-

ation involves producing an impurity layer on top of the files and yields are available [10,11]. Theoretical efforts

substrate. Bombarding the sample with some energetic to quantify and parameten7e the DRM technique, how-

(usually inert) ions produces then the desired impurity ever, have concentrated on computer simulations of

implantation effect. This constitutes the static recoil transmission sputtering [3.8,12].

implantation or recoil-mixing mode. We shall study the dynaiic and static recoil-mixing
A dynamic improvement over conventional recoil techniques using a powerful theoretical formalism [13-

implantation was introduced by Colligon et al. [1-3] 17] that accounts for concent-ation depth-profile evolu-

and also investigated by other groups [4,5]. In this tion with ion fluence in irradiated polyatomc targets,

mode, the erosion of the surface layer by spatteri, g is including atomic relocation by collisional mixing,

compensated via simultaneous deposition of the impur- sputtering depletion of the target, surface-barrier effects

ity atoms, so that the impurity layer thickness remains and homogeneous matrix relaxation. Pecoil concentra-

constant at all ion fluences. The technique is known as tion profiles and recoil yields in both static and dy-
dynamic recoil mixing (DRM). We shall stick to that namic configurations shall be obtained via numerical

terminology in this communication, although dynamic solution of the appropriate integro-differential equa-

recoil implantation might be preferred [6] if one leaves tions. The model can equally be applied to analyze ion

the term mixing for the (more general) atomic reloca- assisted deposition during ion bombardment [18].

tion processes and implantatvon for a specific applica- Next we briefly set the theoretical stage, and in

tion. section 3 we present and discuss some results. The

The pros and cons of the DRM technique in com- model used in the calculations is applicable in situations

panson with direct ion implantation or with the static where temperature-dependent effects are not expected

mode have been discussed at length and proven experi- to contribute significantly to the mixing profiles.

mentally [1-3]. In brief, recoil-mixing profiles usually
peak at the surface and decrease monotonically away
from it. In tuontrast, direct ion implantation profiles 2. Model
have a more or less Gaussian shape [7]. Furthermore,
less irradiation damage is obtained in the lynamic than The balance equation derived in ref. [1.)] for the
in the static indirect mode of implantation. However, an evolution with ion fluence of the composiion of
etching of the remaining surface layer may be required sputtered polyatomic targets, has been used to an.'1yze
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desorption by ion bombardment [14] and depth profil- in the direction of the surface normal, to overcome the
ing via sputtering [15]. The formalism is explained in surface planar potential barrier are accounted for. This
detail elsewhere [16], so here we only give the back- surface effect is not considered in refs. [13,21]. One can
ground. The effect of atomic species relocation by ion also incorporate easily in eq. (1) the effect of the im-
bombardment is contained in the relocation operators plant concentration profile [16], but this will be left out
L, [13,16,17]. These are expressed [19,20] in terms of the in the following calculations, in order to simplify the
relocation cross section do,(x, z), which is defined [19] discussion.
so that A,0 do,(x, z) is the probability that an atom of The recession of the surface due to sputtering of
species i is relocated from a depth x in the target, to a species i is calculated as
layer (x + z, dz) after an ion fluence A. In refs. [14,17]
one can find the relocation operators L, specified for v, f fa1(x1)),0s(x, 4,) dx, (2)
the contribution of cascade-mixing and recoil-nuxing 0
processes. The recoil-mixing mechanism describes the where the sputtering cross section a' is closely related
relocation of impurity and substrate atoms in direct [14,16] to the relocation cross section. In fact, it corre-
collisions with incident tons. The cascade-mixing mech- sponds to a relocation past the surface, from any depth
anism refers to the relocation of atoms participating in x inside the solid. After a fluence A, a layer of thick-
cascades developed in the target by energetic ions and ness A X = A4) is eroded away. In the ordinary mode
energized recoils. We use analytical expressions for the of static recoil-mixing experiments, the surface layer
relocation cross section [13,16,21]. will be reduced to a thickness X - A X. For the constant

Consider a bilayer system consisting of a layer of layer-thickness mode of recoil implantation operation
material I and thickness X, on top of a substrate of (DRM), we compensate the sputtenng effect by intro-
material 2. The plane x = 0 is always kept at the target ducing a layer of thickness AX at the surface of the
surface. Let a1 and a 2 be the fractional volume con- target after each fluence increment A4,, and we solve
centrations of species 1 and 2 in the target. They are numerically the balance eq. (1).
given by a, = Y,2, in terms of the effective atomic Two dynamic recoil-mixing modes will be modeled
volume 9, and the atomic density N, associated with theoretically. In mode 1, DRMI, we replenish the eroded
the species t. The variation of these concentration at surface layer with impurity atoms in the same amount
each depth x and each ion fluence -0, after a fluence that impurities are lost by sputtering. In the second
increment A,), can be expressed as [13]: model DRM2, we replenish the eroded surface layer

with impurity atoms in an amount which coincides with

A(x., ,)) = A4) La, (x,, 4) the number of impurity and substrate atoms that have
been sputtered away. This second dynamic mode is
closer to the experimental situation, where the total

- Ja(x, P))f dx'h(x', (layer plus substrate) mass loss is monitored by means
of a quartz microbalance [1-3].

The ielaxation function, h(x,. 4) in eq. (1) is usually
+v 8(x)8,1 , (1) specified by assuming that the target relaxes homoge-

neously, after each ion fluence increment, to a constant
where i = I or 2, 8(x) is Dirac's delta, 8,, is Kronecker's volume concentration. This means that the atomic den-
delta, and h(x,, 4) is a relaxation function to be speci- sity of the target is not constant in the solid [13-17].
fied below. The first term in the RHS of eq. (1), The relaxation model adopted in the present calcula-
L,a,(x, 4,), describes atomic relocation by collisional tions is similar to the one used in dynamic Monte Carlo
mixing; the second term accounts for surface recession simulations of high-fluence effects during ion bombard-
due to sputtering and homogeneous target relaxation;' ment [22,23]. The atomic species are assigned an effec-
and the last term in this equation takes into account the tive atomic volume equal to the reciprocal standard
simultaneous deposition of impurity material (8,1) over density of the corresponding homogeneous medium.
the target (8(x)), while one bombards the solid with For instance, for the system Al/Si that we study in the
energetic ions. This is a source term, accounting for the next section, these atomic volumes are 20 A3 for Si and
eventual replenishment of the impurity material as the 16.6 A3 for Al. When, during the evolution of target
surface is eroded. The surface erosion speed v is defined concentrations by irradiation, local over- or under-den-
as the surface-laver thickness eroded per unit fluence, sities are generated, the expansion or contraction via
v = dx/dio. To describe the static recoil mixing mode relaxation or packing is performed in a given depth
we need remove the last term in eq. (1). interval so that the existing atoms in that interval are

Our calculations include explicitly the effect of the allowed to occupy their "standard" volumes.
target surface barrier through the relocation operator The integro-differential eq. (1) is solved numerically
[14-17]; those particles with insufficient kinetic energy, using a finite-difference method for static and dynamic

d)i,,
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recoil-mixing techniques. Some results are presented in 1 0
the following section. o8 08Inttl ayr

....... Static
0.6 --- DRM 1

--- DRM 2
3. Results and discussion o aj *-1 o o', cm-'

The theoretical model outlined above can be applied 302 "."
" . .in a most straightforward manner when the masses of 00 - ... "'

the atomic species involved do not differ much, and we 0>0.8

shall consider such a situation in order to test the code. a b) W 010" cm-0

In this particular case, the target can be treated as 2 0.6
monoatomic for the slowing down of the particles. Also, 4
the relocation operators will not depend on the atomic I 0. " ,
concentration in the target, and they are similar, i.e., 0 2 . .. .. - - ----

LI - L 2 - L. And then, the relaxation operator will be ..............
h(x) = L(x). Therefore, in this limit the balance eq. (1) 0 260. 4'0 60' 8 0
is linear. Experiments, on the other hand, where depth x-Depth (A)
analysis techniques such as RBS are used [3,4,8,18], Fig. 2 Impurity concentration profiles for the three recoil-mix-
require a wide difference in the atomic masses of the Ing modes discussed in the text and two ion fluences, for 5 keV
target constituents. Comparison of theoretical predict- Ar' bombardment of an Al/Si sample The initial layer
ions with actual experiments is under way and will be thickness is 10 A
reported elsewhere. As an example of model calcula-
tions, we consider a bilayer consisting of a 10 A thick
Al film on top of a Si substrate, the system being 1014 cm - 2. The amount of Al in the layer decreases
bombarded with 5 keV Ar ions. We shall compare the rapidly for increasing fluence, and more Si atoms show
dynamic and the static modes of recoil mixing for this up close to the surface. Notice the long tails in the
system. In the analysis of recoiling particles leading to concentration profiles of Al extending deep into the
ej.-ction through the target surface, we use the surface substrate, due to the operation of the recoil implanta-
binding energy of aluminum at all ion fluences. This tion and cascade mixing mechanisms mentioned before,
overestimates the sputtering yield of silicon atoms. which push impurity atoms towards the bulk of the

Fig. 1 shows the impurity, Al, recoil-mixing depth substrate. The initial layer becomes only slightly nar-
profiles obtained in the static mode, i.e., for a given rower upon irradiation. Due to the relaxation mecha-
initial 10 A layer of Al and an ion fluence 4 (2-10) x nism assumed, namely volume conservation, and be-

catse the Si atoms have a larger atomic volume, the
reduction in the initial layer thickness due to Al sputter-

1 0 ing is compensated by a layer thickness increase due to
the arrival of Si atoms relocated from the bulk. The net

~ L. result is then that the layer thickness remains almost0.8 ......... =nitial L oXci constant at 10 A, up to a fluence where the location of. 0. = 3 the interface fades away (at ',> 1015 cm 2 )

0 - - =0 5 We compare in figs. 2a and b the three modes of
0. - #=1.0 recoil-mixing operation, static, DRM1 and DRM2, in

r 0=0 terms of the depth profiles of the imnurities at two ion
0 fluences, for the same system as in fig. 1. With increas-
> 0.4 ing fluence there is, in the three modes investigated, a
2 rapid decrease of the profile in the interface region. The

overall decrease of the Al profile with ion fluence is
0.2 - very strong in the static and DRM1 calculation, and for

both cases, at ,> 1016 cm 2 the maximum Al con-

0 .. _.-.-..--_...... centrations is below 10% at any point beyond the initial

20 i . S0 40 so location of the interface. Note again the appearance of
x-Depth (A) long tails in the impurity concentration as the fluence

Fig. 1. Impurity concentration profiles at different ion fluences, increases.
, for 5 keY Ar+ bombardment of an Al/Si sample. The In considering the two basic mechanisms of atomic

initial layer thickness is 10 A. There is no replenishment of mixing that contribute to the recoil implantation of the
sputtered material (static mode) impurity atoms, one may add that the recoil-mixing

VI. MATERIALS SCIENCE
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25- x0 of this interface is not well defined [10] and some

Static - criterion has to be introduced. From an experimental
.... DRM 1 -- viewpoint [1-3], and for the DRM2 mode, it appears

20- - - -2-M 2 simpler to consider that the amount of impurities mis-

-," sing from the impunty layer (with the initial thickness)

izh ,corresponds to the total amount of recoil implanted
c 5atoms [24]. In the calculations reported here, xo is

V . - defined as:
a -

/, xo =X-Jo '(4')d4',, (3)

-"where X is the initial layer thickness, and the erosion
5rate v(0,), given by eq. (2), depends on the recoil

implantation mode considered. For the static mode the
C O 2. . erosion rate of the impurity atoms has to be taken into
01 2 0.o6 0.8 1.0 account, and v = vAI. Naturally, v = 0 for the DRMI

*-Fluence ( xtO1 cmi2) mode. For the DRM2 mode, however, the negative of

Fig 3 Integrated amount of impurity atoms recoil implanted the erosion rate of the substrate atoms enters v

past the interface, fJ aA dx, as a function of ion fluence for 5 - s(4), and depends on the ion fluence.
keV Ar+ bombardment of an si/Si sample. The initial layer As one can see in fig. 3, up to ion fluences q 5 x
thickness is 10 A The three recoil-mixing modes are described 1014 cm - 2 there are no significant differences in the

in the text total amount of Al recoil-mixed among the three recoil-
mixing modes, since the total amount of sputtered
material is small. For larger fluences, in the static mode,

mechanism mainly contributes to the tails of the pro- the amount of impurity atoms remaining in the target
files at large depths. On the contrary, the cascade-mix- decreases with fluence. On the other hand, the in-
ing mechanism provides the major contribution to the tegrated recoil yield saturates to a constant value in the
calculated profiles close to the interface. It is very DRM1 mode, i.e., the amount of Al atoms in the target
simple to observe this in the calculations, by switching reaches a steady state. Contrarily, in the DRM2 mode,
off the relocation mechanisms one at a time. the Al concentration steady increases with ion fluence

Not shown in fig. 2 is that for intermediate ion for a wider fluence interval. This behavior has bet
fluences the DRM1 mode gives rise to a depth profile actually seen in the experiments [3], and reflects the fact
that rapidly becomes quasi-stationary: there are no im- that the amount of Al introduced into the target is
portant changes in the shape nor in the value of the larger than the amount sputtered away. Eventually, the
concentration of Al versus depth. However, as seen in integrated yield also saturates in the DRM2 mode of
fig. 2, the concentration of Al in the DRM2 mode operation.
increases with fluence:., the tail becomes less steep at The slope of the curves in fig. 3 is related to the
large depths, and nearly constant up to depths com- recoil yield, or number of recoil-implanted atoms per
mensurate with the range of the bombarding ion. At an bombarding ion,
ion fluence of 1016 cm- 2 the mixed Al-Si region con- d
tains about 30% of Al. YR ,aAI dx. (4)

The steeply rising part of the DRM profiles that
appears in fig. 2, very close to the surface, is due to the At low Iluence, YR = 3, the same value for the three
ieplenishment of the surface layer by simultaneous de- modes. The largest rate of recoil implantatiwi occurs at
position. The nearby bump, more pronounced in fig. 2a, low fluence, when the total amount of Al in the layer is
is a reminiscence of the structure of the initial step. maximum. For the static mode at high fluences, there is
Anyway, these two are details extending only a few A a transition to a negative value of the recoil yield,
within the monolayer range, and the discontinuities are whereas YR - 0 for DRM1, since the amount of
a consequence of the numerical procedure. sputtered Al coinc:des with the amount of deposited

Fig. 3 shows the integrated amount of recoil im- impurity atoms. At high fluences, in the DRM2 mode,
planted material, versus inn flience, for the three recoil hne still has a recoil yield YR = 2, i e, one ion is able to
implantation modes mentioned before and for the same introduce indirectly two recoils into the substrate.
ion-target system. This result was obtained by integra- The calculations discussed here were done for a thin
tion of profiles like those shown in fig. 2, for impurities (10 A) layer, in order o keep the amount of computing
located beyond a depth x o that specifies the interface time low. In this way, the effects are observed without
position at fluence .In actual experiments the position having to go to very high fluences. We have done the

-. - - -..--------- *-,.------..---.-, i .- L
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calculations for a thicker layer (60 A) and the overall [6] A. Gras-Marti and U. Littmark, in: Materials Modifica-

trends are similar to those discussed here, although tlion by High-fluence Ions Beams, eds. R. Kelly and M.F.

naturally the absolute quantities vary. One can, how- da Silva, NATO ASI Series E 155 (1989) p 257.

ever, scale the present results to other ion energies and [71 K. Paprocki and I. Brylowska, Phys. Status Solidi A94

layer thicknesses by using the energy deposition func- (1986) 391.
tion FD 25]. So, for example at 100 keV and for ~ 600 [8] H. Kheyrandish, J.S. Colligon, D.S. Karpuzov, N.A.K.

Hussem, Thin Solid Films 170 (1989) 127.
A, films, ttiere is more mixing in the neighborhood of [91 N.A.G. Ahmed and J S. Colligon, Vacuum 38 (1988) 83
the interface, where FD is at a maximum. [101 A. Gras-Marti, Phys. Status Solidi A76 (1983) 621;

I Abril, R. Garcia-Molina and A Gras-Marti, Phys.
Status Solidi A96 (1986) 161.

4. Conclusions [111 K. Paprocki, I. Brylowska and W. Syszko, Appl. Phys.
A45 (1988) 109;

The general theoretical framework describing the K. Paprocki and I. Brylowska, Radiat. Eff. Lett. 87 (1985)

composition of irradiated polyatomic targets is capable 63;

of providing detailed insight into the recoil-mixing tech- K. Paprocki, 1. Brylowska. W, Andra and J. Krynicki,
nique. Further investigations of the predictions of theStatus Solidi A112 (1989) 301.

[121 D.S. Karpuzov,. J.S. Colligon, H. Kheyrandish and A E
model for actual experimental arrangements are under Hill, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B6 (1985) 474.
way. It is of interest, for example, to analyze both [131 P. Sigmund, A. Oliva and G Falcone, Nucl Instr and
theoretically and experimentally an extended version of Meth. 194 (1982) 541.
the dynamic mode DRM2, whereby the amount of [141 J A. Peinador, I. Abril, J.J. Jimenez-Rodriguez and A
replenished impurities is larger than the amount of Gras-Marti, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B48 (1990) 589.
sputtered atoms. Maybe one could then increase the [151 J A Pemador, I Abnl, JJ. Jimenez-Rodriguez and A.
value of the recoil yield at high fluences. Gras-Marti, Surf Interf. Analysis 15 (1990) 463.

[161 J.A. Peinador, I. Abnl, J J Jimenez-Rodriguez and A.
Gras-Marti, to be published.
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High-dose oxygen implantation into silica
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Department of Materials, Imperial College, London SW7 2BP, UK

K.J. Reeson, A.K. Robinson and P.L.F. Hemment
Department of Electroni and Electrical Engineering, Uniersttv of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5XH, UK

High doses of the stable oxygen-18 tracer isotope have been implanted at 200 keV into thick thermal oxide on silicon to study
oxide sputtering in conditions similar to the formation of isolated silicon d vice islands by SIMOX. Final tracer distributions were
obtained by secondary ion mass spectrometry confirming the high mobility of oxygen within the silica, diffusion coefficient
I 7 X 10 -2 cm s- , with rapid desorbtion of excess oxygen from the top silica surface after perfect isotopic exchange as the oxide
layer remains at the stoichiometry of SiO2

I. Introduction planted and unimplanted regions of the thermal oxide
with respect to the buildup of iO and oxygen mass

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) structures may be formed transport in the silica as the surface of the mask recedes
by high-dose ion implantation of energetic oxygen ions by sputtering.
into silicon held at elevated temperatures (SIMOX),
followed by a subsequent anneal. This process is ac-
tively being developed for future small-geometry in- 2. Experimental
tegrated circuitry to exploit its potential advantages
over bulk silicon in radiation hardness and higher A device grade 3 inch n-type wafer (P-doped, 14-26
switching speeds SIMOX technology has recently been 12 cm) was thermally oxidized in wet conditions to a
extended to achieve both vertical and lateral isolation of thickness of 1.2 ltrm and a further 0.6 ltm of SiO 2 was
silicon device islands in a single implantation step or deposited by a low-temperature deposition technique.
total dielectric isolation (TDI) [1]. Prior to implantation The oxidized wafer was then densified by annealing at
a silica masking layer is grown or deposited in which 1300'C in flowing argon/5% oxygen mixture atmo-
windows are opened to define the silicon device islands, sphere for several hours. The resulting structure, 1.88
In the masked regions, with the correct thickness of lim of oxide on silicon was used as the starting material
surface silica, the incoming oxygen ions penetrate below for oxygen-18 implantations with the 500 keV heavy ion
the mask and into the underlying silicon where the implanter at the University of Surrey. To minimise
buried oxide layer is synthesized. It has been found that conductive heat losses the wafer was thermally isolated
the masked region is eroded at a much faster rate than from the sample holder by means of small silicon tips
the window region so that the mechanism of buried [3]. Implanter beam currents of (60 ± 2) RA, instanta-
layer formation for these two regions is different [2]. neous current density - 0.1 mA/cm 2 and power den-

In the experiments reported in this work, high doses sity - 40 W/cm2 were used to raise and maintain the
of the stable tracer isotope 180 at 200 keV were im- wafer temperature to (580 ± 20)° C 13]. The central area
planted into thick silica mask layers (thick thermal (25 mm x 25 mm) of the wafer was uniformly im-
oxide) on silicon. The thickness of the silica mask, 1800 planted with 400 keV, 180 ions by raster scanning the
nm, was chosen to be much greater than the total range implanter beam to total atomic doses in the range
of the oxygen, approximately 600 nm. Implantations 5 × 1016 to 1.8 x 10"5 iSO/cm2, see table 1. No com-

V were performed at a sample target temperature of - pcnsating clcctron flux was applied separately during
X 500°C using beam heating to re-create SIMOX and implantation although secondary electrons generated in

TDI fabrication conditions and study the sputtering of the vicinity of the target were redirected on to the target
the mask material. The final tracer 10 distributions by local suppression electrodes.
were obtained by secondary ion mass spectrometry After implantation the wafers were cut into small
(SIMS). Thus we have been able to compare the im- samples and the "'O and 160 distributions measured
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using an Atomika SIMS at Imperial College. The sam- 1 00 r - i - -I - 0
pies were sputtered using a 10 kV Xe nrimary beam at C
normal incidence to produce a 600 tm X 600 tsm square 0 0

160- 08 7 80 L0
crater. The intensities of the 0- - and "Si <
negative secondary ions from the central 6% of the <
crater were monitored sequentially during sputtering. r 60 ....

Charge compensation at the surface of the sputtered >- , _
crater was achieved using a coincident 400 V,. 5 ItA 0
electron flood. This value, which represents an electron 40
current density of less than 1 mA cm - 2, was chosen to -2
avoid reduction of the silica by decomposition and z 20 A

oxygen desorption [4]. Finally, the depth of the crater O
was measured by the stylus-based TALYSTEP instru- --
ment and the sputter time scale directly converted to 0 - '-

sputter depth. 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 20
The oxygen isotope profiles are presented as their

respective O/Si intensity ratios, which removes the ef- DEPTH (MICROMETERS)
fect of any charging over a large range of energies (- 40 Fig. 1. SIMS oxygen depth profiles of 160 (0), 110 (A) and
V) [5]. The ratio of the 180 intensity to the total oxygen 160 + 180 (0) from sample K207 implanted with 1 I x 1018

intensity (180+160), the 180 isotopic ratio, also re- 80 /cm2 The 1"0 isotopic ratio (-) shomn is derived
moves the effect of charging and oxygen yield enhance- from these profiles
ment of negative ions because these phenomena are the
same for both isotopes at each point in the profile. The oxygen (180 + 160) depth profile which allows the
isotopic ratio profiles are used for comparisons between thickness of the remaining oxide to be readily de-
samples of different total oxygen doses and for estima- termined and also the oxygen-18 isotopic ratio profile
tions of the retained oxygen dose in the surface layer. within the thermal oxide surface layer. For each of the
Because the original oxide contains 180 at the natural implantation doses given in table 1, the thickness of the
abundance level of 0.0020 prior to implantation, calcu- surface oxide sputtered away can be determined by
lations using the isotope ratio profile plots have this comparison with the unimplanted reference using the
natural abundance level subtracted in this study of the tnermal oxide-silicon interface as the reference marker
implanted 180 atoms. %,:js data is plotted in fig. 2 wit!' data from ref. [2]

obtained under similar implant:ion c-lnditions but
using a marker position that was within the "'0 implan-

3. Results and discussion tation profile. Both sets of data essentially confirm the
sputtering coefficient of 1.1 atoms per incident particle

3 1 Oxide sputter-rate of 200 keV oxygen ions in SiO 2,, assuming a density of
2.3 g cm - 3. Computer simulations [2] which consider

In fig. I the 1 0 and 0 concentration depth profiles only the kinetics of sputtering give a value of 0.38
are shown for the sample 'implanted with the dose of atoms/incident 160 ion. The higher experimental value
1.1 x 10 i "SO/cm2. Fig. I includes the plot of the total which has been confirmed in this work is assumed to be

Table I
Implantation history and tabulated results derived from SIMS depth profiles for each of the samples

Sample Nominal dose Oxide Interface R Retained dose "
'

identity [1i0/cm'] lost depth, width [' 80/cm2
i

Itm] [gm]
K207, unimplanted 0 0 --

K207 50x10 16  0071 - 13 x 10" '

K260 4.0 x 10" 0.096 0.569, 0034 3.5 x 10'6
K207 4.5 x 1017  0.049 0.590, 0.027 3 7 x 1017

K207 7.0x 1017  0118 0584.0034 62 1017

K260 I 1 x 10l 0.180 0.583.0027 92x 1017

K260 1.4x 10'8 0.233 0.580, 0.035 9.9X 1017

K260 1.8 x 101" 0.280 0.585,0033 1 1 X loll

Measured dose assumes an oxide density of 2 3 g cm 3

61 Depth measured at the 50% down point and width between the 75 and 25% down points on the isotopic ratio curve.
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due to chemical processes which are enhanced at the 0 =
implantation temperature of - 5000 C. The comparable C:
sputter coefficient for silicon, appropriate to the window U
region in TDI is 0.2 atoms per incident ion, that is one
fifth smaller. i ,-.- 0

01

3.2. 180 implantation profile in silica -1 A c
Of 0

The isotopic ratio profile of the implanted 180 for U the
the lowest implant dose of 5 when R m is shown 0
in fig. 3 to be a skew Gaussian with a background level 0 A
of 0.0020 corresponding to the natural abundance of L0MT

181 '

g. The peak of the distribution RMAx, is at 443 nm. -2 0p&Ate
This low-fluence ion implantation profile was simulated 0 with A
using the PC-based TRIM88 code [6] and detailed 30( S * 0 A 7 0(,. lI ( I
calculations with full target damage cascades. The same
R MAX is obtained if the silica target density is set to the
rather high value of 2.5 g cmh3 when Rm = 400 nm and
straggling= 83 nm. The total range of oxygen is 600 -3 f i
nm. slightly shorter than experiment. 0.0 0.5 1 0 1.5 2.0

3 3 ha buildup in the surface layer DEPTH (MICROMETERS)
Theisoopi raioproileforoneofthesamlesis Fig. 3. The i80 isoto E e ratio profiles for the samples implanted
The sotpic ati proileforone f te saple is with the doses of 0 listed in table 1;, unimplanted (0),

shown in fig. 1 and represents the measured fraction of 5 x 10" (0), 4.5 x 10" (A), 7 x 1018 (A), 1.1 X 101' (0), 1 4 x 1018

the network of oxygens in the surface oxide that is now (), 1.8 x 10-p wi The profiles are offset by the corresponding
oxygen-iX atoms. This profile is one of the series shown thermal oxide lost as listed in table 1

in fig. 3 which includes all the implantation doses listed
0 4 in table I except K260, dose 4E17 18 0/cm2 which has

Masured been omitted for clarity. The same position for the

S K26 0r thermal oxide-bulk silicon interface on the x-axis in fig.

Noia 3.,g has been achieved by plotting the 10 isotopic ratio
OiH profile with a depth offset of the correspondg o

0 0 thickness lost for each implantation dose.
urd he o4Samples with doses 4.5 1017hO//cmm and above

mi- a 0 are substantially broadened particularly towards the

surface where the TRIM88 simulation, used in section
3.2, gives a peak in the damage distribution. The surface

V) layer containing the implanted 1 0 is characterised by a
0 2la well-defined thickness (582±6) nm corresponding to
to the 180 total range, see section 3.2 above, and an
p finterface width of (32 ± 3) nm, see table 1. The nature
X El Ref [2] results of the interface is seen to be established for doses of
a n with Regression line 4.5 Xfi 10t t/cm and above in contrast to the surface

0 0 -, - I isotopic ratio which has only risen to 0.03 for this dose
0.0 0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0 compared to a uniform level of 0.43 for samples with

the highest doses. This is similar to the case of TDI
0-1i8 DOSE (xE 18/cM2 ) formation in the mask region [2] where internal oxida-

tion of the bulk silicon is taking place preferentially atFig.2. Spuitered oxide lost from the thermal oxide surlace due telwritraei otatt omlSMXfr
10 180 implanted at 200 keV. These results, given in table 1, are te.lwritraei otatt omlSMXfr
plotted for the nomiunal 18 0 dose (0, A) and the retained 18 0 as mation in the window region where internal oxidation
a dose (o, 4) Comparable nominal dose results from ref. [21 takes place at the upper interface [7]. This is also
are also plotted (0) with their first order regression line fit attributed in ref.. [2] to the rapid erosion of the mask

(-). oxide in contrast to the erosion rate for silicon.

-- ,-..,..,
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3.4. 180 Diffusion in the silica tent, - 30 times above the natural abundance level for

the highest doses except in a layer of width - 250 nm

The broadening apparent in the surface layer of next to the SiO2/Si interface, see fig. 3. A possible

width approximately equal to the total range of 180 in mechanism for this uniform increase is a radiation-in-

silica, see fig. 3, is due to radiation-enhanced diffusion duced enhancement of oxygen diffusion and exchange

of oxygen primarily towards the surface. This is con- in the network of the silica.

sistent with buried oxide layer growth for SIMOX [7]
with high-energy oxygen implantation into silicon and
at low energies in the formation of surface layers with 3.5. Silica stoichiometry
normal incidence oxygen primary ions in SIMS [8]. For
the implantaticn dose of 1.1 x 1018 iS0 isotope ratio has In fig. 1 the total oxygen signal remains constant to
become approximately constant over a characteristic within ± 5% throughout the whole thickness of the silica
diffusion length, x, of 402 nm (implanted surface layer to the SiO 2/Si interface. The total oxygen to silicon
thickness-surface recession for that dose, table 1) in a ratio is the same for both the 1 0-implanted region and
time, t, of 160 min. Using x 2 = Dt, the radiation-en- the unimplanted region which has provided an in situ
hanced diffusion coefficient, D, is 1.7 x 10- 12 cm2 s ' 1, oxygen/silicon reference signal during the same SIMS
which is in fair agreement with experimental values analysis. This result is typical of all of the doses listed in
found for low-energy surface oxide formation, 10-14 table 1. This is because of the high mobility of oxygen
cm2 s- 1 [8] and very similar to the value, > 10 -  cm2  in the 1SO-implanted layer and the rapid out-diffusion
s used satisfactorily in continuity equation models of of any excess oxygen through the surface by desorbtion.
SIMOX formation by !ag~r et al. [9]. This e iperiment Also this result indicates that the implanter conditions
has provided an e timate for D in a situation free of chosen did not cause substantial reduction or SiO 2 by
oxide layer growth :ind oxidation or the proximity of an preferential oxygen loss [4] to a depth greater than 5 to
SiO 2/Si interface in ,ontrast to previous estimates [7,8]. 10 nm. See the experimental section 2 above.

The region of the thermal oxide below the implant
range of 0 ions has uniformly increased in 0 con-

3 6. Retension of the 80.:mplanted dose in the silica

Choosing a density of 2.3 g cm - 3 for the whole of
2.0 1 1 1 the silica layer. *he area under the 180 isotopic ratio

curves of fig. 3 represents ije retained dose of 0 in the

E 0 K260 18 0-implanted surface; layer. The dose measured in this

S A K207 with way for each of the nominal doses is tabulated in table

1 5 Regression line I and plotted in fig. 4. The line drawn through all the
points in fig. 4 deviates from the regression curve fitted

LtJ to the lowest doses between the nominal doses of 0.7

and 1.1 X 1 0 i
s iSO/cm2. Below a nominal dose of 7 x

ti 1018 all the 1SO is retained in the 18O-implanted surface
oxide layer whilst the layer has remained stoichiometric
SiO 2, see section 3.5 above. Thus an equivalent dose of
160 is desorbed from the surface together with oxygen

wJ desorbed and sputtered due to the recession of the oxide

0.5 surface, mainly 160. This result is similar to a conclu-
osion drawn in a previous experimental study by Kilner
< et al. [10] on buried oxide formation, viz. perfect iso-Li

topic exchange within the buried layer. For the nominal

0.0 0dose of 1.1 x 10' "'O/cm2 and above, fig. 3 indicates
that the retained doses tend in our experiment to a

0.0 0.5 1.0 1 . 5 2.0 saturation level of approximately I x 10" 1 '0/cm 2. In

this case the incoming 180 ion is increasingly likely to
1,1,, , 1xE1 icm 2 ) exchange with a previously implanted 180 atom incor-

Fig. 4. The retained 18O in the surface implanted layer as an porated into the network of oxygens of the silica. Also,
equivalent dose determined from SIMS measurements for from fig. 3, the surface concentration of 180 in the silica
normnal 80-implants at 200 keV into thick thermal oxide on rises so that a substantial fraction of sputtered oxide

silicon, includes network oxygens that are implanted 180 atoms.

VI MATERIALS SCIENCE
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The study of Si0.5Ge0.s alloy implanted by high dose oxygen
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The effects of high dose O implantation into a Si 0 5Ge03 alloy, studied by Rutherford backscattenng, infrared spectrophotome-
try and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, are reported for the first time. The alloy layers were prepared by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) when a thick (900 nm) film of Sio5G% 5 alloy followed by a 75 nm top Si layer was grown on a n-type (100) Si (p = 5-20
fRcm) substrate. This matenal was, subsequently, implanted with doses of 0.6x 1018 O + cm- 2, 1.2 X 10"8 0 cm- 2 and 1.8 X 1018
0 * cm- 2 at an energy of 200 keV with a substrate temperature of about 500 * C. Selected samples have been annealed in flowing
nitrogen at temperatures of 800* C , 900 *C or 1000 *C for I h. The redistnbution of the implanted oxygen and the composition of
the resulting structure has been investigated before and after thermal treatment.

The results show that Si-O and Ge-O compound formation depends strongly on the dose of oxygen and annealing temperature.
Most of the implanted oxygen reacts with Si to form SiO 2. The Ge-O bonding was only observed in the buried oxide layer where the
concentration of oxygen atoms was saturated. In the high dose sample and at the highest annealing temperature the SiO, converted to
stoichiometmc SiO2 with this dielectric also containing some Ge and GeO, (x : 2) trapped in the silicon dioxide layer. With
increasing anneal temperature decomposition of Ge-O bonding was observed and, generally. Ge atoms were found to be rejected
from the oxide and segregated in the alloy layers above and below the buried oxide. The different behaviours of the Si and Ge atoms
can be described in terms of the thermodynanucs of the systems.

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

SIMOX (separation by implanted oxygen) is one of The samples were prepared by molecular beam epi-

the most promising manufacturing approaches for the taxy (MBE). First, a Si buffer layer was grown on a
production of silicon on insulator (SO) substi ates. Re- (100)n-type Si (p = 5-20 f9 cm) substrate followed by a
view papers on this topic can be found in reference [1]. 900 nm Ge 5Si 0 5 layer and terminated with a Si cap-
Although O implanted silicon structures have been ping layer with a thickness of 75 nm. The wafers were

extensively investigated (2,3], little work has been re- implanted with 0' ions at an energy of 200 keV with

ported on SiGe allot substrates. Currently, Si-Ge het- doses of 0.6 X 1018, 1.2 x 1 0 i8 and 1.8 X 1018 cm - 2

erostructures are of much interest as a material for hereafter referred to as low, medium and high doses.
advanced devices. In this paper the effects of high dose The choice of ion energy and layer thicknesses ensure
oxygen implantation of Si/Si0 5Ge3 5/Si heterostruc- that the majority of the implanted oxygen ions (Rp =
tures is reported. This subject will be addressed by 4200 A) came to rest in the SiGe alloy. The wafer

studying the redistribution and chemical bonding of the temperature during implantation was about 500 0 C. De-

implanted oxygen before and after annealing by tails of the implantation procedure have been previously
Rutherford backscattering (RBS), ion channeling, in- reported [4]. The annealing in flowing nitrogen was
frared (IR) transmission spectroscopy and X-ray photo- carried out at temperatures of 800, 900 and 1000 °C for

electron spectroscopy (XPS). I h, as shown in table 1. Rutherford backscattering with

an analysing beam of 1.5 MeV 4 He+ and a scattering

Permanent address. Institute of Semiconductors, Academia angle of 1600 was used to determine the composition

Smica, PO Box 912, Bejing 100083, l'rople's Republic of and thicknesses of the implanted layers. The formation

China. of silicon dioxide and bonding of oxygen atoms were
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Table I Al Ka radiation (1486.6 eV) was used as the X-ray
Sample structure' 75 nm Si top layer/900 nm Si05 Geo5 source and an Ar' sputtering system at 3 keV was used
alloy/Si substrate; RBS spectrum a for depth profiling.

Oxygen dose Annealing Method of Identity
[1018/cm2] temperature measurement of RBS

[oc spectrum 3. Results and discussion

0.6 as implanted RBS, IR b
800 RBS, IR 3.1. As implanted samples
900 RBS, IR

1000 RBS, IR Fig. 1 shows a series of random RBS spectra from
samples before and after implantation. The positions of1.2 a8 implanted RBS, IR c the signals from surface atoms of Si and Ge are marked

800 RBS, IR e
900 RBS, IR f on the figure. The curve (a) shows a spectrum from a

1000 RBS, IR g sample before 0' ion implantation. The signals from Si
and Ge within the Si 0 sGe0 5 matrix are between chan-

1.8 asmplanted RBS, IR and XPS d nels 138-267 and 226-380, respectively. As a conse-

900 RBS, IR a quence of the thickness of the SiGe alloy the Si signal is

1000 RBS, IR and XPS j partially overlapping the Ge signal between channels
226 and 267. The peak "A" between channels 267-279
on the Ge signal is due to the Si top layer. Curves (b),
(c) and (d) are random spectra from the low, medium

confirmed by IR spectroscopy, using a Perkin-Elmer and lugh dose samples. By comparing these spectra with
577 grating Spectrophotometer. For some selected sam- curve (a). a reduction in area of peak "A" and a
pies the O-Si and O-Ge bonding was also studied by movement of the high energy edge of the Ge signal to
XPS analysis using a VG Scientific ESCALAB MkIl htgher channel numbers can be observed. This is due to
system with a vacuum better than 3 x 10-10 mbar. the sputter erosion of the Si cap which depends on the

6500 -O A 0S i

0 0i iit
4875 - a t

°~~ ., " 2:v,S' OAGe

0
ACA * a

CC
0

o 3250 - .eA C 0
d~ #A

1625 o A *A

0-0
*A

'A,

50 150 250 350 450

Channel Number
Fig. 1. Random RBS spectra of the Si/SiGe/Si substrate implanted %ith O + ions at an energy of 200 keV, (a) as implanted, (b)

0.6 x 1018 cm -2 (low dose sample), (c) 1.2 x 101 'cm 2 (medium dose sample), and (d) 1 8 x 1018 cm -2 (high dose sample)

A __,+:.,,,. '~~~~~
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implanted O dose. For the lowr dose sample (curve (b)) number with increasing dose of implanted oxygen. This
it is found that about 40 percent of the Si top layer has data is qualitatively similar to earlier studies [6] of bulk
been sputtered away whilst for the medium dose sample Si implanted with oxygen doses greater than 1 x 10 s

less then 10 nm of the Si film remains. These losses of cm-2, In order to have a more detailed discussion of
Si correspond to a sputtering rate of about 0.26 Si these effects we concentrate on the dominant band in
atom/O ion. For the high dose sample the edge of Ge the 1000 to 1100 cm-1 region due to the asymmetric
signal is at channel 395 indicating that the Ge atoms are stretching vibration. For reference the dashed curve
at the surface thus confirming that all of the top silicon shown in the figure is from SiO 2 with a thickness of 400
layer has been removed by sputtering. The yield de- nm grown on bulk Si by dry oxidation t 1000 0 C. The
ficiency bctween channels 280-380, which develops with implanted SiGe samples all exhibit absorption at a
increasing dose, is due to the displacement of Ge atoms lower wavenumber which is indicative of the existence
from the oxygen region. The shape of the dips gives a of sub-oxides (SiO, with x < 2) or to compressive stress
quantitative approximation of the oxygen depth distri- as found in I v temperature thermal oxides [7]. Within
butions which are shown in the inset in fig. 1. These our experimental sensitivity we observed no evidence
profiles show a similar dose dependence to distributions for Ge-O bonding using this IR technique.
reported previously 15] for 0+ implantation into bulk Photoelectron spectroscopy analysis was carried out
Si. For the high dose sample saturation of the oxygen on the as-implanted high dose sample and the results
concentration is observed. This eflect is only found in are reported in detail in reference [8]. The analysis
regions of the structure where the consttuents are in the agrees qualitatively with the RBS and IR results al-
ratio Si: Ge: 0 about 1 : 1 : 4 with an uncertainty of though XPS suggests that the saturated region contains
about 15% and occurs within the buried layer of thick- a somewhat higher proportion of Si than determined by
ness 200 nm at a depth of 450 nm beneath the surface. RBS, having a composition of 2:1: 4 (± 15%). Within
This is in agreement with the TRIM simulations and the saturation region of the buried oxide layer about
indicates that oxygen is redistributed during the implan- 90% of the Si atoms are bonded to oxygen to form StO,
tation, as observed in SIMOX material [1]. Analysis of and the remaining atoms are bounded to form SiO,,
RBS ion channelling spectra shows that the fraction of where x < 2. Within this region, with about 14% atomic
displaced atoms in the Si 5Ge0 . overlayer increases Ge, less than half of the Ge is bonded to oxygen atoms
with increasing doses. to form GeO, and only a small proportion is partially

The optical transmission of the implanted samples bonded to form GeO.
was measured in the wave number range from 4000 to In common with SIMOX material [1] the synthesis
200 cm - using as a reference a sample from the same of a buned oxide layer in the alloy SiosGeo 5 will be
wafer but without implanted oxygen. Fig. 2 shows controlled by the processes of sputtering, swelling and
transmission spectra from implanted samples in which diffusion. As discussed by Van Ommen [9] the presence
three ahborption bands due to the vibrational modes of of point defects, resulting from oxygen ion damage
the Si-O--Si local bonding unit at 1000 to 1100 cm - ' ,  (generation of Frenkel pairs) and the reaction of the
about 800 cm 1, and 450 cm-1 are evident. The posi- implanted oxygen with the matrix atoms, will control
tion of each of the three bands shifts to larger wave- the evolution of the buried oxide. In the case of SiGe

alloys the situation is more complicated as it is neces-
sary to consider the two 'eactions:
2si,, + 2o0m, q- (S102) + Si, 1. (1)
2Geu h + 20,n'  (GeO,) + Gen,, (2)

lwhere the subscripts "sub" and "int" indicate substitu-

tional and interstitial lattice positions. From a knowl-
aedge of the heat of formation and dissociation of SiO 2

Tabl- 2
Standard heat of formation and heat of decomposition
Substance Standard heat Heat of

t SnO, With a thn1.kneS% of 400nin grown by dry oxygentt oof bulk S of formation decomposition

at 250 C [kcal]

1200 1000 800 600 400 [kcal/gmoll

Wave number (cm ) S10 2 (glass) -202 5[10] 210111]
GeO2 (glass) - 128 3 [10] 129 [1111

Fig 2 Transmission spectra from implanted samples. -
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and GeO 2, shown in table 2 [10,11] it may be concluded shows that eq. (2) will tend in the opposite direction due
that SiO 2 is the more stable of the two oxides and that to the reduced concentration of Ot following the pref-
the O/Si reaction will dominate with eq. (1) tending to erential formation of SiO 2. However, it must be remem-
the right hand side for the system to accommodate the bered that inferences drawn from equilibrium dynamics
implanted oxygen [9]. Consideration of mass -ction can only provide pointers to the way in which a system

6500

10 ,si IGe
(a) Oc

x f
4875

C9
00

o 3250

1625 -

0- I

6500 -

X i(b) y. .

4875- *

0

0. 3250o- # ,-
(00
CX
00

o 1325 - 0

0

__ ~veo

50 150 250 350 450

tChannel Number
Fig. 3. (a) RBS spectra of medium dose sample. (b) RBS spectra of high dose sample.
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will respord under ion bombardment. In this case the centration of GeO2 is decreased. The volume concentra-
low heat ot decomposition of GeO7 compared to SiO 2  tion of GeO is little changed during the anneal at high
also favours a low concentration of GeO 2, as observed temperature. The presence of peak "B" in the RBS
experimentally. Additionally the rate of formation of spectra from both ,ne medium and high dose samples is
the two oxides, which will be enhanced by the high evidence for Ge segregation within the buried oxide
density of point defects 1.reated by the oxygen ions, will layer. XPS shows that most of Ge within the oxide layer
be dependent upon the relative concentrations of in- (mainly SiO 2) is metallically bonded and therefore it is
completely oxidi ed Si and Ge atoms. Thus the reiative postulated that the entrapped Ge is in the form of
concentration of the oxides of Si and Ge in the im- precipitates which are dispersed throughout a matrix of
planted sample may be expected to have a dependence SiO 2. Peak "B" would then be due either to an en-
upon the oxygen ion dose. This dependence was indeed h.nced concentration of precipitates or to larger pre-
observed at the oxide layers in the low and medium uipitates which are localized near the centre of the oxide
dose samples were found to consist predominantly of layer. Similar strrctures are found in SIMOX samples
S102 with no evidence (from the IR analysis) for the [] and have been reported by Celler and Trimble [1]1
existence of Ge-O bonding. This observation in sam-. for As in SiO 2.
pies implanted at 500 *C is consistent with the work of The anneal temperature dependence of the position
Ravindra et al. [12] who reported the absence of Ge-O and peak width of the principal absorption band is
bonding in bulk Ge implanted at 370 *C with 2 x 10 shown in fig. 4. For all samples these parameters show a
cm - 2 at 180 keV. In contrast, SiGe samples implanted shift with increasing anneal temperature which is indi-
with the high dose of oxygen, which resulted in com-
plete or partial oxidation of all of the Si atoms within
the saturation region, showed strong evidence (XPS) for
the existence of GeO, (x < 2). 1080- 0 low dose

* medium dose

3 2. Annealed samples o high dose

The detailed behaviour of the implanted samples o

during high temperature annealing was found to be
highly dependent upon 0' dose and annealing temper- 16
ature. Figs 3a and b show RBS spectra from medium
and high dose samples after annealing at 900 and
1000'C. It is evident that little mass transport of

0
oxygen. which can be inferred from the yield deficiency
in the Ge part of the spectrum, has occurred dunng 1040-
anneals up to 900'C. In contrast IR analysis (spectra
not shown) indicates that significant local bond re-
arrangement occurs at this temperature leading to the
formation of stoichiometric StO 2. This is confirmed by 0

XPS [8] which shows bond reoriering to be most pro-
nounced in the high dose sample. Further, the intensity 140 -
of the GeO, signal decreases with increasing tempera-
ture indicating that oxygen is preferentially bonding to
Si to form SiO 2 (as discussed in section 3.1 eqs. (1) and
(2)). 0

Inspection of RBS spectra from samples annealed at
1000°C for I h (curves g and j) show that the samples a; 120 -
undergo significant reordering at this temperature with
the formation of relatively abrupt SiGe/oxide inter- * *

faces and strong segregation of Ge atoms to the SiGe lImplanited tmpepclatuie
alloy above and below the oxide layer where the local
volume concentration of Ge rises above the original 100 I I
50% atomic to the higher value of 59% atomic. The 600 800 1000
average composition of the buried layer in the high dose
sample (Si : Ge: 0) is about 1 :0.3: 2. XPS analysis [8] Anneal temperature °C
indicates that the Si atoms are now fully bonded with Fig 4. The IR result of the annual temperature dependence of
oxygen to form stoichiometric Si0 2 whilst the con- the position and peak width of the pnncipal absorption bond
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cative of reducing stress and an increasing proportion of sputtering, swelling and diffusion. The dominant com-
stoichiometric Si0 2. However foi all samples the signals ponent of the bur,ed layer is silicon dioxide. Oxygen
fail to achieve values appropriate to a thermal oxide atoms are redistributed at elevated temperatures and
grown on bulk Si. The discrepancy is most pronounced trapping and segregation of Ge is observed at an anneal
in the high dose samples. temperature of 1000 ° C. These effect can be attributed

The reordering during the 1000 °C anneal of these to chemical thermodynamics.
SiGe structures is dominated by the net thermally driven
segregation of oxygen to the buried oxide layer [1]
which results in a reduction in the density of Ge atoms Acknowledgement
from 25% atomic (as implanted) to 10% atomic (an-
nealed at 1000°C for 1 h). As is the case with SIMOX The authors thank the staff of the DR Chick Accel-

(Si/O) samples this reordering may be described in erator Laboratory, University of Surrey for assistance in

terms of the system moving to minimise the interface carrying out these experiments and acknowledge the

energy associated with oxide precipitates [91, which XPS value of discussion with J.A. Kilner. This work is sup-
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The reduced density of Ge atoms in the buried layer Research Council.
after annealing arises from the relative thermal instabil-
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An investigation of Si0.5 Ge0.5 alloy oxidation by high dose
oxygen implantation
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Department of V'aterials Science and Engineering University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5XH,, UK

J.P. Zhang, P.L.F. Hemment, U., Bussmann and A.K. Robinson
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University of Surrey, Guildfore4 Surrey GU2 5XH, UK

S.M. Newstead, A.R. Powell, T.E. Whall and E.H.C. Parker
Department of Physics, Umversitt of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK

An attempt to implant a high dose (up to 1.8x10 s cm -2 ) of 0' ions into a Sio 5Ge0 5 alloy grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) was made in this work, and the oxidation of the alloy by the implantation before and after thermal treatment was studied
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The changes ot the composition distribution in the sample were observed from the
XPS depth profiles The chenucal states of Si and Ge as well as the location of their oxides were obtained from the spectrum fitting.
The results indicate that comiared to the implantation made on single crystal Si or Ge, this alloy seems to have more in common
with the bulk Si and the reason is attributed to the different reactivities between Si and Ge with oxygen and the different stabilities of
their oxides A possible way to improve the experiment to achieve the SIMOX (separation by implanted oxygen) structure in this
material is also suggested

1. Introduction been made in our recent r-search [7] to implant a high
dose of 0' ions into a Si/Ge/Si heterostructure. The

Synthesizing silicon dioxide by implanting high-dose results from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
oxygen ions into bulk silicon wafers is a very promising Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and infrared (IR)
technique for forming silicon-on-insulator (SOl) struc- transmission spectroscopy show that the Ge in the
tures (1-3]. By annealing the wafers afterwards at high middle layer mixed with Si on each side durino the
temperature, usually over 1000 "C, a layer of stable high implantation and diffused further into the Si ayers
quality dielectric, i e., SiO 2, can be achieved in the after the annealing, which resulted in its interfaces with
oxygen buried region to elimnate those unwanted rests- Si becoming quite obscure. For this reason we report in
tive and capacitive loads produced by the thick slab of this paper an investigation on high-dose oxygen implan-
silicon underneath. In the meantime the lattice damage tation into a Si0 5 Ge0_ alloy. XPS was employed to
induced by the implantation is restored and the defects provide the information of the formation and the char-
within the oxygen projected range are annihilated owing acters of the Si-O and the Ge-O bonding as well as the
to the high temperature annealing. composition profiles. In addition, the samples were also

This technology, separation by implanted oxygen studied with RBS, channelling and IR and the results
(SIMOX), has the strength that ion-beam processing is from this part of the investigations will be discussed in
predictable, transferable and easy to control. In recent detail in another paper in these proceedings [8].
years a considerable number of investigations have been
made and though in practice there are still some poten-
tial problems to be solved [2], the benefits of using this 2. Experimental
material have been demonstrated by many tebcaclh
laboratories [4-6]. The samples used for this study were first prepared

On the other hand there are relatively few studies of by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Based on a well
Si/Ge heterostructures and SiGe alloys processed in grown Si buffer layer on an n-type (100) silicon (p - 15
this way, which can be very useful materials for applica- fl cm- ) substrate, a 900 nm thick film of Si 0 5Ge0 5
tions in opto-electronics. Consequently an attempt has alloy with a 75 nm Si cap on the top was grown.
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To achieve the SIMOX structure, this material was 100
then implanted with a dose of 1.8 x 1018 cm- 2 0 ions
at 200 keV. During the implantation the temperature of 80-
the target rose to about 550°C due to the ion beam 0
current. Because the wafer was mounted on small sili- a 0
con tips, conductive heat loss was minimized and there- s 60- lAb A
fore the substrate was maintained around 550 ° C, which ' Do A
is known to be good for lattice restoration. Annealing 40 l% A A A s

was accomplished by keeping the sample in a dry S 8
nitrogen atmosphere in a quartz tube furnace at 1000 * C U a 90 - a 0 n a 0 0
for one hour. 20 A A

XPS analysis was carried out with a VG Scientific Ge

ESCALAB MklI system equipped with a concentric 0,
hemispherical analyser (CHA). Al Ka radiation (1486.6 0 10 260 360 460 500 600

eV, 10 kV 20 mA) was used as the X-ray source, and Etch time (minutes)

the analyser operating in the CAE mode at a pass Fig. 2. XPS depth profile from the as-implanted sample without

energy of 50 eV for a survey spectrum and at 20 eV for annealing. The implantation was performed at 200 keV with a

the high resolution spectra of individual elements. An dose of 1.8 x 1018 cm-2 0 ions.

ion gun (VG Scientific AG21) operating at 3 kV in the
focussed mode was employed as the bombardment beam ment are presented in fig. 2 and fig. 3 respectively.
(Ar') for depth profiling, and a target current of 15 [tA These curves show the integral amount of each element,
was obtained. The etch rate was found to vary with the in all its forms. It can be seen from fig. 2 that the
sample composition. For the implanted samples, an distribution of the composition in 'he sample has
average erosion rate of 2.0(±15%) nm/min was esti- changed dramatically after the implantation. In com-
mated. The base pressure was maintained at better than parison with fig. 1, the top Si layer of the sample has
3 X 10 -to mbar and the argon gas pressure during been removed because of the oxygen sputtering during
profiling was kept at 1 x 10-7 mbar. the implantation. There is a plateau region of the oxygen

distribution around the etch time of 200-350 min, within
3. Results and discussion which the Si is nearly twice as much as the Ge whereas

beyond this region a Ge-rich layer shows up. After the

annealing this Ge segregation becomes much more dis-
Fig. 1 Shows the XPS depth profile for the sample tinct (fig. 3). In particular, on the side near to the

cut from the wafer before the implantation. The result sample surface the gradient of Ge is much greater than
confirms that this alloy is Si 0 rGeoa and there is no that of Ge close to the Si buffer layer, and the ratio of
preferenti l sputtering for this material during the Ar Ge to Si is about 2. On the contrary, the Si in the
etching. lta eino heoye sicesd

The results of the XPS depth profiles from the plateau region of the oxygen is increased.

implanted sample before and after the thermal treat-

100

S808-

6 60 A
I_. .o hoO A o

40
0

01 2- A 0 o AA aAAAA
0 100 200 300 400 0 e AMA

0 q0I

EoLi Liiiie (Miuteh) 0 to 200 300 400 560 600

Fig. I XPS depth profile for the unimplanted sample. The Etch time (minutes)
result confirms that this alloy is Sio 5Ge,1s and there is no Fig. 3. XPS depth profile from the annealed sample. The
preferential sputtering for this material during the Ar' thermal treatment was carried out in a quartz tube furnace at

etching 1000'C in a dry nitrogen atmosphere for one hour.
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It is generally agreed [1,2] thet for the SIMOX GIG '[ G S," S," U:S.- 0O
structure achieved on Si single crystals, the implanted i3 100
oxygen has a skew Gaussian profile but once the dose U
of 0' ions in the peak approaches the value for 'a
stoichiometric SiO 2 (a volume concentration of 2.2 Is

1022 O cm- 3, corresponding to a value about 1.4 ,
1018 0 cm- 2), a thin layer of Si0 2 will be formed. The 0
increasing dose of oxygen afterwards only favours the
growth of this SiO 2 film and hence an oxygen saturated Z 20

region appears, which results in the distribution of the 0
oxygen becoming top flat in shape. Conseque!ntly the 0 100 200 300 400 500
original peak shape can not be observed. Again this is
true for the Si0 5Ge0 5 alloy. In the plateau region of the tch te nmied foxygen distribution (fig. 2), the proportion of O to Si is Fig. 5 XPS depth profile in the normalized form for the
aoxiaen istribton(ig. 2 , he rtan te vl or annealed sample obtained in the same way as mentioned inapproximate to 2.74, much higher than the value for fig 4.
stoichiometric SiO 2. Therefore, the concentration of the
oxygen in this region is also saturated and its profile has
the similar top-flat shape.

The changes of the chemical states inside the sample much sharper. As a result, only a little SiO, remains at
for both cases, before and after annealing, are also these int,!rfaces. Unlike the SiO 2 the ratio of the GeO,
observed from the XPS spectra. In order to view these to GeO2 is increased after annealing though the total
changes clearly, a series of spectrum fittings for each of amount of Ge in oxide form reduces.
the above cases have been made using the method of From previous work on SIMOX, Sjoreen et al. [9],
least squares. Results presented in the normalized pro- wishing to achieve the germanium-on-insulator (GOI),
file form are shown in fig. 4 (as-implanted) and fig. 5 implanted high dose 0' ions into a Ge single crystal.
(after annealing). This attempt seems not to have been successful because

Fig. 4 shows that in the oxygen saturated region the oxygen implanted Ge only contained GeO, (0 < x
more than 90% of the Si has converted to SiO 2, while < 2) instead of forming GeO 2. Furthermore, the buried
SiO, (0 < x < 2) mainly exists at the Si/SiO2 interfaces, oxygen layer was gone after the annealing at 650' C
A part of the Ge also forms GeO2 in this region, but and all that remained was a damaged Ge substrate.
compared to the Si0 2. the amount of the GeO 2 is less Unlike the case that they reported, SiGe alloy used
and distributes in a smaller area. Again a little GeO, in this experiment shows its quite different behaviour.
(0 < x < 2) is found at the Ge/GeO2 interfaces. The existence of the Si leads to the formation of SiO 2

After the annealing all the Si in that oxygen saturated after the oxygen was implanted and the Si-O bond in
region is converted to SiO 2 And the Si/SiO2 interfaces, the SiO,, due to its high chemical stability, fixed oxygen
especially on the side towards to the surface, become in its buried area As shown in fig. 4, in the oxygen

saturated region SiO 2 is the main component and SiO is
close to zero. Therefore the equilibrium Si + 20 SiO,

0 G0 QG',' U E sls Ms, .s , 0 (the standard free energy of formation AG29 8 = -850.7
"0 W mol 1101) is almost to the rght hand side and 0 is

in excess. On the other hand, as it is known that the
reactivity of Ge towards oxidation is much less than

E 60- that of Si [10,11], most of the Ge, being larger than Si,
t had to be rejected from this oxygen saturated region

40 because of its lack of solubility in Si 2 .. The remaining
small part of Ge was then in equilibrium with the excess
0 according to Ge + 20 v GeO 2 (AG298 = -497.1

o 0. kJ mo-' [10]), but both Ge and GeO2 are present and
0 100 200 300 400 500 the concentration of GeO 2 has a profile expected for 0.

Etch time (minutes) Thus the reaction is controlled by the local oxygen

Fig. 4 XPS depth profile in the normalized form for the concentration and the oxygen activity is revealed by

as-implanted sample The profile is made by a %enes spectrum ratio iGeO /[Ge] in the light of mass action equi
fittings with the method of the least square procedure. The librium. At the shoulders of the plateau the equilibria
purpose of using this normalized form lies in that it has the Ge + GeO2 F 2GeO and Si + SiO 2 ; 2SiO determine
advantage to show the chemical states of the different compo- the oxygen concentration as all three species are pres-

nents in one diagram without curve overlap ent.
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by thermal treatment: transport through the oxide layers
resumed and more SiO 2 formed. The increasing ratio of
GeO to GeO 2 is attributed to the fact that the anneal-
ing favours the Ge suboxide states [11] which have a
greater free energy of formation than GeO2. For this References
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Amorphisation and solid phase epitaxial regrowth of the silicon
overlayer in SIMOX structures
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In order to study the kinetics of amorphisation and regrowth in SIMOX material, device grade SIMOX wafers were implanted
with 80 and 150 keV 2 i+ ions at room temperature over the dose range I X 1014 to 5 x O15 cm- 2 Bulk silicon control samples
((100), 17 tI cm) were implanted at the same time under similar conditions. Subsequently these samples were annealed at temperatures
of up to 550*C. The regrowth kinetics were studied using 1.5 MeV He' Rutherford backscattenng and channeling and in this paper
a comparison of the regrowth in bulk silicon and in SIMOX is reported.

1., Introduction investigate the solid phase epitaxial regrowth kinetics,
these samples were subsequently annealed over the tem-

The end goal of forming a SIMOX structure is to perature range of 470-530'C. The regrowth and
obtain a perfect single-crystal silicon layer, with bulk- amorphisation kinetics were studicd using 1.5 MeV
like electrical properties, above the isolated SiO 2 layer. He' Rutherford backscattering and channelling.
Very few studies have been devoted to investigations of
the properties of the top silicon layer in SIMOX
material. (See, e.g., refs. [1-31). It is clear, that this 3. Results and discussion
silicon overlayer will be subjected to various technologi-
cal treatments when producing devices therein. Particu- Channelling RBS spectra taken from a SIMOX sam-
larly, the technique of creating a preamorphised silicon pie (top) and a sample of bulk Si crystal (bottom) are
layer before B' or P+ ion implantation is a well-estab- presented in fig. 1. The channels about 270-230, 230-
lished method of eliminating unwanted channelling dur- 170 and 140-90 in fig. l(top) correspond to ion scatter-
ing shallow junction formation. A dual implantation ing from the surface silicon layer, silicon atoms in
and annealing procedure [41] could also be utilised to amorphous Si0 2 and oxygen atoms in Si0 2,, respec-
improve the crystal perfection. Therefore, the study of tively.
the kinetics of silicon amorphisation and solid phase There is no difference in amorphisation kinetics be-
epitaxial regrowth is not only of fundamental interest, tween the two types of samples when the implantation
but is required if the benefits of using SIMOX sub- dose exceeds I X 1015 cm - 2 (fig. 1). However, the
strates are to be fully exploited, amount of defects in the damaged layer is different

when the dose is equal to 3 × 1014 for 80 keV St'
implantation and within the range of 6 X 1014 to 1 X

2. Experimental 10i5 for 150 keV Si+ implantation (figs. 1 and 2). We
find that accumulation of defects in SIMOX samples

In order to study the kinetics of amorphisation and proceeds more slowly. A continuous amorphous layer
regrowth in SIMOX material, device grade wafers were growing from the sample surface is formed in the bulk
implanted with 80 and 150 keV 28Si+ ions at room silicon sample for aoses > 6 x 1014 cm2 for 80 keV Si +
temperature over th-, dose range I x 1014 to 5 X 1015 implantation. In the SIMOX samples this amorphous
cm- 2 . Bulk silicon control samples ((100), 17 0 cm) layer is formed for doses > 9 x 1014 cm2. Upon 150 keV
were implanted at the same time under similar condi- Si + implantation the buried amorphous layer reaches
tions. SIMOX substrates were obtained by 200 keV the sample surface at a dose of 3 x 1015 cm2 for both180O ion implantation into device grade single crystal types of samples. In all the cases of implantation,
(100) silicon wafers at a dose of 1.8 x 1018 cm - 2 fol- excluding 150 keV Si + implantation at doses > 1 x 1015
lowed by annealing at 1300°C for 5 h. In order to cm -2, a crystalline layer existed between the buried

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) VI. MATERIALS SCIENCE
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Fig. 1 Rutherford backscattenng and channelling spectra taken from (top) SIMOX structures, and (bottom) bulk silicon samples for
vanous doses of 80 keV Si' ion implantation. (A) virgin; (B) × 1014 cM- 2; (C) 3 < 1014 cm-2 ; (D) 6x101 4 cm-2 ; (E) 9X10 14

cm- ; (F) 1.2 X 10is cm 2. (G) Nonchanneling spectra.

silicon dioxide layer and the amorphous one. This layer (a - c transition) depend on the properties of the sili-
serves as a seed for crystallisation during subsequent con overlayer and the nearness of the SI-SO 2 interface.
annealing. However, this influence is not very dramatic.

In our investigations of the regrowth kinetics of the To understand the influence of the Si-SiO2 interface
amorphous and damaged layers in the temperature range on the a ; c transition rate one should bear in mind the
470-530*C, we have found a different behaviour for following facts. It is known [5] that accumulation of
the two groups of samples. silicon interstitials takes place near the Si-SiO2 inter-

The first group consists of samples with a buried face during high-temperature annealing. This is a result
amorphous layer and is characterised by a regrowth rate of the internal .xidation process. The diffusion mobility
which is twice as high as that for the samples with a of interstitials is rather high even at room temperature
continuous amorphous surface layer. This is quite un- [6].
derstandable. For the samples with a surface amorphous According to the model developed in [7], the rate of
layer the regrowth rate is slightly less tor SIMUX sam- the c - a transition under the ion irradiation conditions
pies (- 15% less) than that for bulk silicon samples. is limited by the vacancy-type defect flux onto the a-c

'The experimental data obtained show that the rates interface from the crystal side (fig. 3). When the SIMOX
of both phase transitions, namely, crystal-amorphous structure is irradiated by silicon ions, the number of
phase (c-- a transition) and amorphous phase-crystal vacancy-type defects coming onto the c-a interface is
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Fig 2 Channelling spectra taken from SIMOX (0) and bulk silicon (0) samp es for 150 keV Si* ions implanted it a dose of 6 x 1014
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Fig. 3 Illustration of the influence of the excess interstitial flux on a c transitions (0) Ion beam produced vacancies; (0) extra
interstitials, ( ) native interstitials of a-Si
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less in comparison with bulk silicon irradiation because 4. Conclusions
some of them are annihilated by interactions with ex-
cess interstitials. This results in a decrease of the (1) The Si-SiO2 interface affects the rate of a = c
amorphisation rate in the SIMOX samples as compared transitions.
to the that in the bulk silicon samples which are free (2) This influence is due to the flux of excess intersti-
from extra silicon interstitials. It is suggested that the tials directed onto the a-c interface from the crystal
equalisation of amorphisation rates for both types of region located near the Si-SiO2 interface.
materials, at larger irradiaton doses, is due to the (3) The experimental data obtained gives additional
exhaustion of excess mobilc interstitials. evidence of the influence of the point-defect flux on

The difference in the value of the limiting irradiation the parameters of amorphisation and solid phase
dose at which the difference in the amorphisation rate epitaxial crystallisation.
between the SIMOX and bulk silicon samples still exists
can be explained within the framework of the foregoing
model. Indeed, the a .. interface is located closer to the
SI-SiO2 interface for 150 keV Si+ irradiation than in References
the case of 80 keV Si ton bombardment. This leads to
more effective an-ihilation of defects in the first case [1] G.A Rozgonyi. Z.J. Radsimski, T Higuchi, B L Jiang.
providing a delay in the movement of the a-c interface D.M. Lee, T. Zhou, D. Schmidt, J. Blake, Appl Phys Lett
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According to ref. [7] the factor limiting the a - c [2] P.L.F. Hemment, E A Maydell-Ondrusz, K.G. Stephens,
transition is the interstitial-type defect flux onto the a-c Electron Lett 19 (1983) 483.
interface from the amorphous phase side. This suggests [31 F Ferrieu, D.P Vu, C. D'Anterroches, J.C Oberlin, S

that at the temperature of the a - c transition (470 to Maillet, J.J. Grob, J. Appl. Phys. 62 (1987) 3458

5300 C in the present work) an excess number of inter- [4] M.A. Parker, R. Sinclair and T. Sigmon, Mater Res. Soc.

stitials are released from complexes where they are Symp. Proc 37 (1985) 211

bound at room temperature. The flux of these defects, [5] C.J. Gnffin, J.A. Kilner, R.J. Chater, A. Staton-Bevan, K.J.
bound aReeson, P L.F. Hemment, J R. Davis, Nucl Instr and
directed onto the a-c interface from the crystal side, Meth. B39 (1989) 215, and ref. [3] therein.
will compensate the flux of interstitials from the [6] P.M. Fahey, P.B. Griffin and J.D Plummer, Rev Mod.
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The IR properties in SOI wafers formed by oxygen implantation
into silicon

Lu Diantong a, Zheng Lirong b, Wang Zhonglie a and P.L.F Hemment
a nstitute of Low Energy Nuclear Physics, Beying Normal University, Beijing 100875, People's Republic of China

Department of Physics, Shantou University, Shantou 515063, Guangdong, People's Republic of China

Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering University of Surrey, Guddford Surrey GU2 5XH, UK

SOI (silicon-on-insulator) structures have been formed by high dose (1.8-2.Ox 1018 0' cm- 2) O implantation into n-type (100)
Si samples at 200-350 keV, after the different annealing methods. The SO! structures were evaluated by means of infrared absorption
spectroscopy (IR) and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR). After one-step high-temperature annealing, the buried
$i02 layers in SO! wafers became amorphous. There are three major charactenstic peaks in the IR spectra which are the same as
those of the thermal SiO 2 film. The three absorption coefficients were calculated. A new nondestructive method to determine the
thickness of a buried SiO 2 layer in the SOl wafers is suggested by using IR spectra without destruction of the wafers. After two-step
annealing, the results of IR and EPR measurements proved that a crystalline buried S1O 2 layer in the SOl wafer was obtained The
vibration of the Si-Si band in this SO1 wafer is much stronger than that in one-step annealed SO! wafers and the CVD SiO 2 and the
thermal S10 2 film The absorption coefficient of the Si-Si band in this SO wafer is about four times of that in the amorphous Si0 2
wafers.

I., Introduction 450'C by adjusting the O beam current between 40
and 300 RA in the implanted area of (2 x 2)-(4 × 4)

There is increasing interest in making silicon-on-in- cm2. The implanted wafers were annealed by a furnace
sulator (SOI) structures by high dose oxygen implanta- or by rapid lamp annealing equipment or by both of
tion into Si. SO! wafers may someday replace SOS them at 600-1300 0 C for 30 s-2 h in a N2 atmosphere.
(silicon-on-sapphire) to make the high speed CMOS The SO! wafers were examined by IR and EPR
circuits and radiation hardened devices [1]. measurements, before and after various annealing con-

Properties of SO! structures fabricated by different ditions. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy was
pro.cedures have been reported in many papers mostly used for IR spectra in the energy range from 400 to
by RBS (Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy), TEM 1400 cm - '. The surface of the buried SiO 2 layer in
ktransmission electron microscopy) and SIMS (sec- wafer no. 45-1 was exposed by plasma-etching the over-
ondary ion mass spectrometry) techniques [2-6]. We laying Si layer. The thickness of buried oxide layer was
have evaluated some SOl materials by RBS, SR (spread- measured by ellipsometry, We have calculated the ab-
ing resistance), EPS (elliptical polarization spectros- sorption coefficients from the IR spectra and the thick-
copy) and IR absorption spectroscopy 17]. ness of the buried SiO 2 layer, Using our experimental

In this study, we mainly use IR spectra to analyse data, the thickness of the buried SiO2 layer in a SOl
the structural change of buried Si0 2 I,-vers in SO1 wafer will be determined without destroying the SOl
wafers made after the different annea'ing methods. sample.
Based on the results of IR spectra, we recommend a
new nondestructive method of determining the thick-
ness of a buried Si0 2 layer in the SOl wafer without 3. Results and discussion
destruction of the sample.

The spectrum of the unimplanted surrounding region
was used as a reference background to determine the IR

2. Experimental procedure spectra of SOl wafers. Data from IR spectra of CVD
StO 2 and thermal S1O 2 films were compared with our

Five a-cm n-type Si wafers with (100) onentation results to help define the structure of buried SiO 2 layers
were implanted with an oxygen dose of 1.8-2.0 x 10" in the SOl wafers.
0 cm- 2 at 200-350 keV. During the implantation, the Fig 1 shows the IR spectra of the samples implan-
wafer temperature was kept constant between 80 and tated with 2.0 x 101 0+ cm - 2 at 200 keV at the

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (North-Holland) VI. MATERIALS SCIENCE
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.8 The infrared transmission minima in the SiO 2 film

SNo.45 1 obey the Lambert-Bouguer law:

7 . .No.45-2 A =log(1 0/)= 0.434at, (1)

where A is the absorbance or optical density at the
minimum; Io and I, the incident and transmitted inten-

.6 sities, respectihely; a is the absorption coefficient and 1,
othe sample thickness [12]. This property will be utilized
I • as a nondestructive method of detering the thickness

.5_ of a buried Si0 2 layer in SOI wafers by IR absorption
spectroscopy, if the absorption coefficients of a buried
SiO02 layer are obtained. After plasma-etching the

" .surface Si layer in the SO wafer with CF4 gas, the
thickness of the buried SiO 2 layer (to) was measured by
an ellipsometer. The thickness of the buried SiO 2 layer
to and the absorption coefficients a from this study and
ref. [12] are shown in table 1.

Fig. 3 gives the IR spectra from wafers implanted
i .2.. only in the center part (2 x 2 cm 2) with 2.0 x 10"8 O0

.[ i/\cm-2 at 200 keV. Oxygen implantation was performed

If 2

_- Thermal Sio2 3320A
• '. .CVD Sio 1080A

1400 1200 1000 800 600 I0)1)

Wavenumber (cm-') .6
Fig. 1. IR spectra of wafeis implanted at the substrate temper-
ature 300*C with 20x10 8 0 cm - 2 at 200 keV. No. 45-2
was the as-implanted wafer; no. 45-1, the same wafer annealed .5

at 1200°C for 2 h in a N2 atmosphere.

substrate temperature 300*C. Wafer no. 45-1 was an-

nealed at 12000 C for 2 h in a N 2 atmosphere, no. 45-2
was non-annealed.

.3.Fig. 2 shows the IR spectra from the CVD SiO 2 and ,
the thermal SiO 2 (dry 02, 2 h plus wet 0 2 , 4 min) films. 6.

There are three major peaks in the energy range of .

400-1400 cm -. , The first peak P (around 1085 cm.) < .2
is the well-known Si-O stretching vibration mode; the
second peak P2 (around 805 cm - ) the Si-Si stretching
vibration mode; and the third peak P3 (around 460 .1 1
cm - ' ) the Si-O-Si bending vibration mode [8,9]. After ,.'
high-temperature annealing (HTA), the three peaks
moved to higher wavenumbers and became narrow in .0
the IR spectra of SO wafers. The positions and shapes
of the IR spectra of SOl wafers after HTA are nearly
the same as that of the thermal SiO 2 film [10,11]. This -. 1
indicates that the thermal energy caused oxygen re- l 1 "000
arrangement, structural changes in the silica networks
and reduced the lattice strain introduced by oxygen Wavenumber (cm-I)
implantation. Angular reorientation of the Si-O-Si Fig. 2. IR spectra from the CVD S1O2 film (10000C, 20 min)
center and futher condensation of the Si-O chains are and the thermal SiO 2 film (dry 02, 1100 C, 2 h plus wet 02, 4
possibilities of these structural changes [12]. mim).
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Fig. 4 is the IR spectra from the wafers implanted
.691 with 1.8 x l0ts O cm - 2 at 350 keV at room tempera-

__ Iture. No. 1-0 is as-in'planted; no. 1-1, the same wafer
No.3-1 annealed at 600 0 C for 5 h' and no. 1-2 is the same

..... No.3-0 wafer annealed by a two-step process: (1) at 600 °C for
5 h in a furnace, and (2) at 1200*C for 30 s in rapid

.58 lamp annealing equipment. From the IR spectrum of
water no. 1-2, we know that !he stracture of buried SiO 2
layer in this two-step annealed wafer is very different
from that in the CVD SiO 2, the thermal SiO 2 and the

U. buried SiO 2 layers in the 3O1 wafers before or after. 17

.36 l - . - No.1-2
< Nv .  , .... No. 1- 1

---.- No.1-0

i I '. =
.25.

.14I

:''

.o13 , 2

1401) 1000 60 20U ia

Wavenumber (cm-1) .2

Fig 3 IR spectra from the wafers implanted at the substrate
temperature 450*C with 2 0X 10 0 cm- 2 at 200 keV. No I

3-0 is the as-mplanted wafer, no 3-1 is the same wafer .16 /
annealed at 1200°C for 30 s by rapid lamp annealing equip- I

ment - -

.12 .- n
at the substrate temperature 450 ± 10*C by controlling /'\
the 0' beam current 250-270 I±A in the implanted area tI ' -2 %'

2 X 2 cm2. No. 3-0 is the as-implanted wafer; no. 3-1 is ,08 " I-
the same wafer annealed at 1200°C for 30 s in a rapid i
lamp annealing equipment. By comparing fig. 3 with i " ,
fig. 2, we notice that the structure of the buried SiO 2  .0,1 ,..- \ / ",., I
layer after HTA (no. 3-1) appears to be very close to the ., /
thermal SiO 2 film. The thickness of the buried SiO, \'
layer, to, in wafer no. 3-1 was calculated by using eq. (1) .10
and the absorption coefficients in table 1. 1.100 1200 100) Ill 1)1 i)

to = 2.303 (A/a) = 4025 A in wafer no. 3-1. Wavenumber (cm-i)

The concentration of oxygen atoms No is between 4.37 Fig. 4. !R spectra of wafers implanted with 1.8<101s 0 +

and 4.56 x 1022 0 cm- 3 in the thermal SiO 2 films ai ' at 350 keV at room temperature. No. 1-0 is the as-im-
(12]. To form the buried SiO 2 layer in wafer no. 3-1, the planted wafer; no. 1-1 is the same wafer annealed at 600°C
actual dose 40 was estimated: for 5 h in a furnace; no. 1-2 is the same wafer annealfd by a

0 ctwo-step process: (1) at 600°C, 5 h, in a furnae, t2) at
o (0 -ot0= 1.84 X loO + cm-'. 1200 C, 30 s, in rapid lamp annealing equipment.
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0 tB,(100)) No.1-2 annealing and the CVD SiO 2 sample with 1080 A. The

9EPR of no. 1-2 depends on the angle between the
90 magnetic field B and the (100) orientation. The EPR of

CVD Si0 2 wafer does not change when the angle 0(B,
60 (100)) is changed.

The results of EPR proved that the buried SiO 2 layer
45 in no. 1-2 became a kind of crystalline structural layer

(perhaps P-quartz). The vibration of the Si-Si band in
this buried SiO 2 layer is much stronger than that in

0 one-step annealed SO wafers and the CVD SiO 2 and
the thermal SiO 2 films. The absorption coefficient of
the Si-Si band in this SOI wafer is about four times of
that in the amorphous S1O 2 layers. The peak P2 at 807
cm - is associated with an oxygen-vacancy complex

3440 3460 3480 3500 cG) [O-VI, which forms due to thermal redistribution of
both silicon vacancies and interstitial oxygen [13].0 (B, tl00)) CVDSeo 2

90
4. Conclusion

60
,.. .SOl structures have been prepared by implanting

high dose oxygen into Si at 200-350 keV after vanous
... annealing conditions.

A. The structure of the buried S1O 2 layer in SO
0 wafers implanted at the higher substrate temperature

(300-450*C) is similar to that of the CVD SiO 2 film.

The three major peaks of the IR spectra occur at lower
frequencies and have larger half-band widths, implying

3400 3450 3460 3470 3480 3490 G) that the atomic arrangement is more irregular than that

Field intensity in thermally grown SiO 2 film.

Fig 5 EPR results from wafer no. 1-2 implanted with 1.8 x l0 18 B. After HTA, the three major peaks (especially Pt)
O' cm- 2 after two-step annealing and CVD SiO 2 wafer with show a positive frequency shift accompanied by an

1080 A. The EPR of no 1-2 changes with the angle 0 (B., increase in absorbance at the band maximum. This
(100)) and that of CVD S1O 2 wafer stays the same while the means that the shifts to higher frequency and narrowing

angl, 0 (B, (100)) is changing of the half-band widths are merely a manifestation of
structural changes in the silica network brought about
by thermal annealing.

one-step annealing. This buned SiO 2 layer in wafer no. C. The coefficients of buried S1O 2 layers in SOl
1-2 does not look like any amorphous film. wafers before and after annealing have been calculated,

Fig. 5 is the EPR results of the wafer no. 1-2 im- which are a good agreement with that of the CVD S10 2
planted with 1.8 x 10i8 O' cm- 2 after the two-step and the thermal Si0 2 films, respectively. We have put

Table I

Absorption coefficients calculated from the IR spectra of SO wafers and other SiO 2 films

Wafer Annealed to Mode Si-O Mode Si-Si Mode Si--O-Si

I'AI Pe'.k a Peak a2 Peak a3

[cm-i1 [cm - 1 [cm-i] [cm-l [cm- 11 [cm- 1

No 45-2 no 3193 1067 2.49 x 104 903 0.285 X 104 454 1 27x 104

No. 45-1 1200"^C, 2 h 3256 1085 3.10 X104 805 0.344 X10 4  461 1 30X10 4

CVD SiO2  1000'C, 20 nun 1080 1079 3.09 x 104  809 0.299 x 104  461 1 43x 104

Thermal SitO 2  dry 02, 1100 *C,
2 h; wet 02, 4 nan 3320 1089 3.45 x 104  808 0257x10 4  466 1.19X10 4

CVD SjO2 [12] 1060 2 56 x 104 800 0.250 x 104 440 0.76 x 104

* Thermal SiO 2 [12] 1085 3.20 x 104  805 0.345 x 104  460 1.08 X 104

......................................................... '
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Raman measurement of local SOI structure by SIMOX
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Le/rstuhl /12r Elektronische Bauelemente, Unversitat Erlangen - Nirnberg, Fraunhofer AIS, Artdleriestrasse 12, D8520 Erlangen,
Germany

Oxygen ions were implanted at an energy of 150 keV with a dose of 1.5 x 1018 cm-2 in silicon through an aperture to form locally
buried insulating layers. Raman nucroprobe measurement was performed to investigate the influence of the locally buried insulating
layer on the top silicon layer at the boundary region between local SOl and unimplanted layers Single-crystalline silicon layers on
buned insulating layers after annealing at 1000-1300*C were found to have tensile stresses, whereas compressive stlesses were
induced in the unimplanted region near the boudary The tensile stresses existing in the SOI region were almost relieved after
annealing at 1300 o C. The compressive stresses in the unimplanted region disappeared after anneahni, at 1300 0 C.

1, Introduction spectroscopy, on the other hand, can measure the sam-
pie completely nondestructively at room temperature

There has been increasing interest in single-crystal- and does not need special conditions such as a vacuum
line silicon-on-insulator (SOI) structures because of [8,9].
many poten'ial advantages over bulk silicon [1-3]. Lo- In this paper, the influence of the locally buried
cal SOI structures have attracted attention for forming insulating layer on the top silicon layer at the boundary
an insulating layer under the source and drain of the region between local SO and unimplanted layers was
transistor to minimize the stray capacitance. Thus, ex- investigated using Raman microprobe mea-urement.
periments and computer simulations have been per-
formed to achieve not only vertical but also lateral
isolations by SIMOX [4-7]. In some cases, device per- 2. Experimental procedures
formance can be enhanced by limiting the spatial extent
of the buried oxide layer only under the source and Oxygen ions were implanted to the center of a
drain region [6]. However, few have investigated the (100)-oriented 3 in. single-crystalline silicon wafer at an
boundary region between locally buried insulating and energy of 150 keV with a dose of 1.5 x 1018 cm - 2

unimplanted layers. through a circular aperture. The diameter of the aper-
The problem of SO structures by SIMOX is that the ture is 50 mm. The wa¢,'r temperature during implanta-

single-crystalline silicon layer on a buried insulating tion was controlled at 600 0 C by a radiation heater with
layer contains a high density of dislocations and tensile seven halogen lamps located at the back side of the
stress [8,9]. SO1 structures by SIMOX have recently wafer with a 10 mm gap as described elsewhere [10].
been extensively investigated, cross-sectional transmis- The annealing was performed in a nitrogen atmosphere
sion electron rmcroscope (TEM) or Rutherford back- at temperatures from 1000'C to 13000C A SiO 2 cap-
scattering (RBS) measurements being performed mainly ping layer was used during annealing as a protective
to investigate the crystallinity of the top silicon layer of layer.
this structure [8-10]. Cross-sectional TEM measure- Microprobe Raman scattering spectroscopy with a
ments require special sample preparation and, hence, laser beam spot diameter ot 1.2 ism was used to locally
are destructive methods. Although RBS provides the measure the crystallinity and residual stress in a top
crystallinity of the top silicon layer and stoichiometric silicon layer on buried insulating layers and boundary
information on underlying insulating layers nondestruc- layers to unimplanted regions. The relative peak posi-
tively, it induces radiation damage. Raman scattering tion of Raman signals can be determined with an accu-

racy of about 0.1 cm- . The experimental arrangement
On leave from: Central Research Laboratory, Glory Ltd., has been described in detail elsewhere [11]. The 488 nm
Himeji, Hyogo 670, Japan line of an Ar-ion laser with a penetration depth of

0168-583X/91/$03.50 C 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (North-Holland)
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about 500 nm in silicon was used to excite the sample. I ' '

The laser power was about 5 mW on the sample surface. 150keV
From the intensity ratio of Stokes to anti-Stokes, the 8 0 + 2
sample heating which causes the frequency change was 1.5x10 /Cm
not found [12].

3. Results and discussion .d

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the local SOl and its _buk-Si

boundary. Oxygen atoms implanted locally diffuse to- -Lwards the buried insulating layer at a high annealing U

temperature because oxygen has a high diffusion coeffi- t.
cient in Si0 2 [10]. The crystallinity and the stress distri- F-

bution of this boundary was locally investigated. z

Fig. 2 compares the Raman spectra at the center of <
local SO structures after various annealing conditions, 2 11001C
and for bulk silicon. The Raman spectrum after anneal- <
ing at 1000 OC has a broad peak shifted to lower wave / 1
numbers by 2.2 cm - 1 from the Raman peak of bulk 100000
silicon centered at about 520 cm-1. The peak shift and I I I I

broadening of the spectra are relieved after high-tem-
perature annealing. Table 1 summarizes the Raman 500 520 540
scattering measurement at the center of local SO! struc- RAMAN SHIFT (cm - 1
tures for various annealing conditions. The peak shift
can be considered as the effect of stress [8]. The stress Fig. 2 Raman spectra at the center of local SO1 structures
induced n this local SOl structure is at first considered after various annealing conditions, and of bulk silicon

as the effect of the difference in the thermal expansion
coefficient between top silicon and buried insulating derived from Raman shifts. Another possible reason for
layers. The stress induced by the differenLe of the the Raman shift is that t is also due to oxide precip -
thermal expansion coefficient is calculated to be 3.5-4.4 tates which create a volume expansion in the top silicontates which temperaavolumeiexpansioninfthe0top1silico
kbar for a temperature difference of 10001300o SC layer [8,9]. Such precipitates diffuse towards the buried
Values for the stress at the ceaer of the local SOl insulating layer by higher-temperature annealing, and
structure derived from the sh'ft of Raman spectra are almost all precipitates diffuse to the insulating layer
0.3-5.7 kbar [13]. Thus the results of thermal expansion after annealing at 13000C [10]. As a result, the shift

calculations are not in good agreement with the stress and half-width (FWHM) of the spectra decreased with

an increase in annealing temperature.

150keV Fig. 3 shows a two-dimensional mapping of the peak

18 + 2, shift and half-width of Raman scattering spectra of
1.5xO1 0 /cm local SOI structures annealed at 11000 C. In the region

of a single-crystalline silicon layer on a buried insulat-
ing layer there is a peak shift to lower wave numbers of
about 1.3 cm-' from the Raman peak of bulk silicon,
and the half-widths of the spectra are about 5.6 cm-

iTable 1
buried unimptanted A comparison of Raman data at the center of a local SOI after
insulating Layer region annealing at various conditions

Annealing temperature Width Shift
[lc [cm - 11 [cm -11

Si (100) substrate 1000 8.5 2.1
1100 5.6 1.4
1200 4.2 0.5

Fig. 1. Schematic of the boundary region of a local SO 1300 3.5 0.3
structure.
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150keV 1.5xlO is O/cm2  the disappearance of the compressive stress in the unim-
SC h nplanted region after annealing at 1300' C.

11000C, 3h anneal In order to examine the boundary region for various
annealing temperatures more exactly, the sample was

LL measured from the center to the edge of a wafer in
T -2 detail. Fig. 5 shows the change of the peak shift and the

half-width of Raman spectra as a function of position
<from the center of the local SOI structure. In the region
C. 0 of the single-crystalline layer on the buried insulating

10 layer (position from 0 mm to 25 mm), Raman spectra
have constant peak shifts with constant half-widths
almost independent of position after annealing at 1000-

8 1300*C. The shifts and half-widths of the spectra de-
creased with an increase in annealing temperature. The

6 reason of stress in the SOl region can be considered to
E be the oxide precipitates in the top silicon layer as

4 mentioned above. Such precipitates diffuse towards the

buried insulating layer by higher-temperature annealing,
and are extinguished after annealing at 13000 C. As aresult, the tensile stress existing throughout the single-
crystalline silicon layer on the buried insulating layer is

0 almost relieved after annealing at 13000 C. It should be
0 noted that the peak shift and half-width of the Raman

10 20 spectra in the unimplanted region were affeted byPOSITION (mm) 30 implantation: the peak in this region shifts to higher

Fig 3 Two-dimensional mapping of the peak shifts and half-
widths of Raman scattering spectra for a local SOl structure 18 + 2

after annealing at ll0 0 C. 150keV , 1.5x1O0 /cm

E 1300 0 C, 2h anneal

whereas in the unimplanted region the peak is shifted to -3
higher wave numbers by about 0.6 cm-, and the half- a: -2
widths of the spectra also change to the smaller values u)-

of about 4.5 cm- . In the whole region of a single-crys- < 0
Ujtalline layer on a buried insulating layer, there is a Cn 0

tensile stress of about 3.2 kbar. The tensile stress exist-
ing in the single-crystalline layer on the buried insulat-
ing layer induces a compressive stress of about 1.5 kbar 30
in the unimplanted region. 8

Fig. 4 shows two-dimensional mapping of the peak
shift and half-width of Raman scattering spectra of . 6
local SO structures annealed at 1300 0 C. The peak shift
in the SOI region drastically decreased to 0.3 cm - 1,
while that in the unimplanted region became zero. The M
half-width of the Raman peak is almost the same as for
the bulk silicorn (3.5 cm - 1) throughout the wafer. The L 2

tensile stress existing in the single-crystalline layer on
the buried insulating layer relieved to about 0.3 kbar 0
after annealing at 1300 0 C. The compressive stress in 0
the unimplanted region disappeared after annealing at 10
13000 C. From the results of fig. 3 and fig. 4, we see 20
that the tensile stress that existed throughout the POSITION (mm) 30

single-crystalline silicon layer on the buried insulating Fig. 4. Two-dimensional mapping of the peak shifts and half-
layer is relieved by annealing at 13000 C, The decrease widths of Raman scattering spectra for a local SO structure
in stress in the top silicon layer of the SO region causes after annealing at 1300 C
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. . .. e I the boundary region. Single-crystalline silicon on buried

E ,., 1.5x10 1 0+/cm2 insulating layers after annealing at 1000-1300 ° C was

S 13000C. 2h annet found to have tensile stresses of 0.3-5.7 kbar indepen-
A A..---1.,,a, A dent of the position. The tensile stresses existing in the

m - -- --- A o SOI regions caused compressive stresses of 1.0-1.6 kbar
L- 1200C 3h 0  in the unimplanted regions after annealing at 1000-

< - 110CC -- o 1200 C, and the compressive stress disappeared after
j -2 r____O o,_0°°0annealing at 1300 0 C.

1000C, 3h I
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Raman scattering and photoluminescence analysis of SOI/SIMOX
structures obtained by sequential implantation and annealing correlated
with cross sectional TEM
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In this paper we descnbe the analysis by Raman scattering and photolummnescence spectroscopy of silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
structures obtained by sequetial implantation and annealing (SIA) TEM observations have allowed correlation of the tensile strain
observed from the Raman spectra obtained with excitation wavelengths higher than 488 nm and the D bands from the
photolummescence spectra to the presence of a region with precipitates and dislocations close to the buried oxide. Likewise, the
comparison between the Raman spectra obtained with lower wavelength (457.9 nm) from SIA samples and from equivalent ones
obtained by a simgle implantation and anneal, has corroborated the higher quali*y of the surface silicon layer fro n the SIA stru,.1ure

1, Introduction the substrates formed by conventional processing (single
implant and anneal).

Raman scattering and photoluminescence spec- Raman scattering measurements have been obtained
troscopy are techniques which have special interest when using different excitation wavelengths. This has allowed
characterizing semiconductor materials for microelec- information about the structure of the different regions
tronic applications. This is due to their nondestructive of the material to be obtained, and the presence of
character, as well as their suitability for the study of strain for different penetration depths to be detected.
thin layered structures, such as silicon-on-insulator (SOI) By correlating these data with the microscopic structure
substrates. Between the different techniques for forma- of the material (observed by cross sectional TEM) it is
tion of these substrates, SIMOX (separation by in- possible to determine the contribution of each region to
planted oxygen) appears to be the leading one [1,2]. the measured spectra, which constitutes relevant infor-
Analysis carried out on these structures using the above mation for the analysis of the transport properties of
techniques have been already reported by different the devices built in these materials
authors [2-5]. They have observed from their measure-
ments the existence of a tensile strain in the top silicon
layer, as well as its possible recovery by high tempera- 2. Results and discussion
ture anneal (HTA) stages.

In this work we have performeo in analysis by
Raman scattering and photoluminescence techniques of SIMOX wafers were produced by Ibis Technology
SOI/SIMOX structures which, unlike those previously Corp. [6]. Two different sets of samples were measured
reported, have been obtained by sequential implanta- which, according to their preparation, were labelled SS
tion and annealing (SIA). SIA constitutes one of the and SIA. The SS samples were made by a single step
more interesting methods of production of high quality oxygen implantation at an energy of 200 keV and a
SO material [1,2]. The substrates obtained by this dose of 1.7 x 10 8 cm-2. During implantation the sub-
method have defect densities several orders of magni- strate was held at a temperature of 640*C. Subse-
tude lower than those obtained by a single implant and quently, samples were annealed at a temperature of
anneal. However, the mechanisms related to the defects 1300'C for 6 h. The SIA samples were obtained by
and their dependence on the technological parameters implanting one third of the total dose at 6400C after
are not well known, which gives a strong interest in the which the wafer was annealed at 13000 C for 2 h. This
characterization of these structures and comparison with cycle was carried out three times to give a total dose of

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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200 nm

Fig. 1. Cross section image of SS sample. The arrow indicates the upper surface

1.5 X 1018 cm- 2 and a total annealing time of 6 h at along 2 [im of the structure) are about 295 and 310 nm,
13000 C. respectively. In the case of the SIA sample (shown in

The observation of the samples by cross sectional fig. 2), the structure has three different regions: the first
TEM has revealed the existence of significant dif- one is a 235 nm thick silicon layer free of precipitates
ferences between the SS and SIA structures. The cross and dislocations. Below this layer there is a region of
section structure of the SS samples is shown in fig. 1. It silicon with oxide precipitates and dislocations, with an
is formed by a top silicon layer free of Si0 2 precipitates average thickn ss about 200 nm, and the buried oxide
and a buned oxide layer with silicon islands. We have layer. The upper interface of this layer is very wavy, due
not been able to detect the presence of dislocations in to the coalescence of some of the precipitates The total
the top layer. The thickness of these layers (observed structure has a thickness of about 650 nm.

200 n m

Fig. 2. Cross section image of SIA sample The arrow indicates the upper surface.
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Raman scattering measurements have been per-
formed with a DILOR XY spectrometer. The samples,- bulk

were excited with the 457.9, 488 and 514 nm lines from SI

an Ar laser. For these lines, the penetration depths for _.A

the scattered light have been estimated to be approxi-
mately 300, 600 and 800 nm, respectively [7]. Detection
has been made using the multichannel mode with pho- -

ton counting electronics. Moreover, all the spectra have
been compared to these obtained under the same condi- - "
tions in bulk silicon. ".

Fig. 3 shows the spectra obtained from the different 00 490
samples with an excitation wavelength of 457.9 nm. In 550 50

this figure the intensity is normalized to the maximum shift (cm-
1 )

value. These spectra show a shift towards the low fre- Fig. 4 First-order Ramcn spectra obtained with an excitation

quencies and a symmetric broadening in relation to that wavelength of 514 nm. The Raman intensities are normalized

obtained in bulk silicon. This indicates that these layers
are under a tensile strain. The symmetrical shape of the
lines confirms the crystalline nature of the layers, and the presence of oxide precipitates. As the penetration
their broadening points to the existence of a distribu- depth increases, the contribution to the spectra of the
tion of strains. No amorphous-like bands are observed, region with precipitates and dislocations increases.
Moreover, the spectra from SS samples present higher However, from the measurements carried out with the
shifts and broadenings of the Raman lines than those lower penetration depth we observe a lower strain in the
from SIA samples. This points to the existence of a SIA structure than in the SS one (free of oxygen pre-
higher tensile strain in the surface region of the S, cipitates). This gives a strong indication about the higher
structure in relation to the SIA one. quality of the surface region of the SIA structure (free

The results obtained using excitation wavelengths of of precipitates and dislocations). According to this,
488 and 514 nm show a different behaviour. In fig. 4 the higher mobility values (closer to those of bulk silicon)
spectra measured for a wavelength of 514 nm are plotted, are to be expected in the surface region of the SIA
In this case, the higher shifts and broadenings occur in sample. The small compressive strain component found
the SIA structure. Moreover, the spectra obtained for for higher penetration depths could be due to the ex-
this structure show a small contribution in the higher istence of a higher compressive strain below the buned
frequencies side, which indicates the presence in the layer (similar to that observed in as-implanted struc-
SIA sample of a compressive stress. tures [2]) or maybe in the silicon regions below the

The increase in the shift and the brcadening of the precipitates.
Raman lines from SIA samples as the pei.ztration depth The higher quality of the SIA structure has been
increases is in agreement with the observations of Olego corroborated by photolurmnescence (PL) measure-
et al. [4] and Takahashi et al. [7] from SS samples. These ments. These measurements have been made over the
authors correlated the strain in the top silicon layer with energy range 0.750 to 1.160 eV. The sample has been

excited with the 514 nm line from the Art laser The
temperature of the sample has been estimated to be 25
K. The spectral response was determuned with a grating

bulk monochromator (Jobin-Yvon, model HR2) with a reso-
.... S ution of 13 A/mm, using a cooled InAs detector and a
- 51A conventional lock-in amplifier. The spectra were nor-

malized to compensate for the detector response.

Sf Fig. 5 shows PL spectra from SS (curve a) and SIA
-,-samples (curve b). Both curves show a peak located in

the near band-gap region which is due to the recombi-
nation of intrinsic excitons. The intensity of this peak in

-'the SIA sample is a factor of 2 greater than in the SS
I--20 sample, indicating a larger number of non-radiative

530 520 510 500 defects in the single implant material, which is in agree-
shift (cm-1) ment with the lower strain observed in the top Si layer

Fig. 3 First-order Raman spectra obtained from the different of the SIA material.
samples with an excitation wavelength of 457.9 nm. The Ra- Morec ier, the spectrum from the SIA sample shows

man intensities are normalized ( 1maA 1 for every sample). at lower energies the presence of broad defect related

i/
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observed the existence of a Si surface layer free of
dislocations within the resolution of our observations

06- (about 107 cm-2). However, the characterization of the

samples by Raman scattenng and photoluminescence

> . spectroscopy has allowed demonstration of the better
Uquality of the top silicon layer free of precipitates from
W D __D2 the structure obtained by scquential implant and an-

S02- nealing and showing a lower strain and a lower con-
centration of defects such as non-radiative recombina-

(a) tion centers, in relation to the SS substrate.

0 %76 0_!-92 - 0 08 16 th The presence of a layer of SiO 2 precipitates close to
076 084 092 100 108 116 the buried oxide with dislocations pinned to them de-

ENERGY (eV), termines a higher tensile strain in this region, which is

Fig 5 PL spectra obtained from (a) SS and (b) SIA samples. observed by the shifts and broadengs of the Raman
peaks, as well as the appearance of the D bands in the
PL spectra. A similar structure has been observed by

peaks labelled D l, D2, D3 and I4.Their positions fall Hill et al. [11] from SIA samples implanted at 150 keV.
within the range of energies previously reported by The cause of these precipitates is not clear. It seems to
Duncan et al. [8], namely, 0.802 to 0.814 eV, 0.862 to be related to initial wafer conditions affecting the oxygen
0.875 eV, 0.930 to 0.948 eV and 0.992 to 1.000 eV. The precipitation. In any case, they indicate the need for an
broadest peak, which appears at the lowest energy, optimization of the technological parameters related to
includes the D, and D2 bands. These peaks were first the SIA process.
observed in plastically deformed silicon, and are be-
lieved to be related to dislocations [8]. They have been
observed also in bulk sihcon in which oxygen is known
to have precipitated and in SS SIMOX material [5,8,9]. References
In this latter case, the width of the D lines was found to
be much broader than in the plastically deformed sam- [11 J.C. Sturm, C K Chen, L Pfeiffer and P.L.F Hemment
pies. Drozdov et al. [10] have reported that a high (eds.), Silicon on Insulator and Buried Metals in Semicon-
oxygen concentration can increase considerably the ductors, Mater Res Soc. Symp. Proc 107 (Mater Res
width of the D lines, specially if the samples are cooled Soc.., Pittsburgh, 1988).
down slowly from high temperatures to produce a high [2] A H. Van Ommen, Proc. 6th nt Conf Ion Beam Modifi-

concentration of oxygen precipitates. According to this, cation of Materials, Nucl. Instr and Meth 139 (1989)

Weber et al. [5] have attributed this broadening of the D 194.
lines to mhomogeneous strains in the layers, determined [31 G. Harbecke, E F Steigmeer, P L F Hemnient and K.J.Reeson, Sermcond. Sci Technol 2 (1987) 687
by the presence of oxygen precipitates. So, the broad [41 D.J Olego, H. Baumgart and G.K. Celler, Appl Phys
bands from the SIA samples (curve b) would be due to Lett 52 (1988) 483.
excess oxygen in these samples, maybe as oxygen pre- [51 J. Weber, H Baumgart, J Petruzzello and G K Celler,
cipitates The appearance of the D bands in the PL Mater Res. Soc Symp Proc 107 (1988) 117.
spectrum is consistent with the observation by TEM of [61 IBIS Technology Inc , Cherry Hill Drive, Danvers, MA-
dislocations in the second region of the SIA structure 01923, USA
pinned to the precipitates. [7] J. Takahashi and T. Makino, J. Appl Phys. 63 (1989) 87

[8] W.M. Duncan, P H. Chang, B Y Mao and C.E. Chen,
Appl Phys. Lett 51 (1987) 773

3. Conclusions [9] S.T. Davey, J.R. Davis, K.J. Reeson and P L F Hemment,
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Microscope-spectrophotometric analysis to determine the origins
of the colour variations on SIMOX wafers
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Reflectan.e measurement,; using microscope-spectrophotometry have been undertaken to determine the origin of the colour rings
on SIMOX wafers When these measurements are correlated with the results from cross sectional transmission electron microscopy
(XTEMI and secondary ton mass spectrometry (SIMS) it is found that normal incidence reflecta-'-e is extremely sensitive and closely
related to changes in the microstructure of the specimen In addition, the increasing transparency of silicon to visible light, with
increasing wvelength, means that the structure can be effectively probed to different depths, simply by changing the wavelength
These data have been used to establish optical models which enable the computed data to be fitted with the expenmental
measurements, and vice versa Thus the nncrostructure of a SIMOX specimen may be predicted simply from the dispersion of its
reflectance As this is a fast and contactless technique it has potential applications for the nondestructive testing and mapping of
SIMOX substrates

1. Introduction attachments are available to reduce the spot size on
commercial ellipsometers, in practice their use is fraught

The fabncation of buried oxide layers, in silicon, by with problems, since the large cone angle introduces
high dose oxygen implaniation (SIMOX) is one of the large uncertainties 'n the absolute determination of the
leading silicon on insulator (SOI) technologies, which is angle of incidence and consequently puts very large
now being actively developed for current and future error bars on the optical measurements. For these rea-
generations of fast, radiation tolerant silicon integrated sons ellipsometry 'is not a good technique for nonde-
circuits [1] As SIMOX moves from the research en- structive wafer mapping.
vironment into the production stage, however, it is In the past, reflection spectrometry has been recog-
essential that a quick contactless technique is developed nised as a means of rapidly determining the thickness of
for nondestructively evaluating the wafers, prior to the superficial silicon layer of SIMOX substrates, but it
costly device fabrication, has been claimed that its uses are restricted to single

Previous optical studies [2-7] principally using el- phase systems, with abrupt interfaces, o.'er a limited
lipsometry [3-5.7] have established that optical meas- thickness range [4,5,7]. Our exp.rience ,n mineralogical
urements can be used to characterise SOl substrates applications of the technique suggested that these claims
However, as ellipsometric measurements are made at were erroneous and it was our belief that accurate
oblique incidence (at angles close to the critical angle, normal-incidence reflectance measurements would prove
typically 70- 75 ), the measurements are highly suscep- at least as successful as ellipsometric measurements in
tible to surface films and roughness [8]. Although it has the characterization of ;IMOX substrates. We also re-
been possible to obtain extremely good fits between the alised that construction of the fitting algorithm would
measured ellipsometric data and computer simulations be slightly simpler at normal incidence and that the
of the structure, this method is extremely costly in terms measurements would not be so susceptible to the effects
ot computer time and also requires a degree of fore- ol surface lilms and roughness. In addition, by using
knowledge about the structure under investigation microscope-spectrophotometry we had the potential of
Another disadvantage of ellipsometry is that the size of measuring very small areas (down to - I ltm) which
the beam spot on the sample is large (typically several makes the technique ideal for wafer mapping. In order
millimetres) hence it is insensitive to local structural to rigorously test the use of microscope-spectropho-
variations which will tend to be averaged. Although tometry in the cbaractensation of SIMOX samples, a

0168-583X/91/$03.50 [5 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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non-ideal s,cimen was deliberately chosen. This spec - Fig. I shows the reflectance dispersion spectra, for
men, implanted at the University of Surrey, had a five different regions across the SIMOX specimen, des-
number of thin and well defined colour rings around ignated El to E5 (inset fig. 1). From the inset in fig. I
the edges of the implanted area. We believed that these we can see that region E5 lies near the centre of the
colour rings resulted from local changes in the micro- implanted area (a mauve colour) region E4 is still in the
structure, due to a temperature gradient of some 25- mauve region but closer to its edge, region E3 lies just
500C acorss the implanted area during implantation within an outer emerald ring, region E2 lies at the
[9-10]. However, prior to this study, we had not sys- interface between the emerald ring and the outermost
tematically investigated the structure to see if this belief gold ring and region El lies within this outer gold ring
was true. (adjacent to the implant edge). From fig. 1 we can see

that there are large changes in the reflectance dispersion
as one traverses from region E5 to region El. It should

2. Experimental also be noted that, as silicon becomes increasingly
transparent with increasing wavelength, these spectra

A 3 inch device grade p-type (B doped 17-23 02 cm). also give us an appreciation of microstructural changes
wafer wa implanted with 200 keV oxygen ions to a within the specimen with depth. To understand the
dose of 1.8 X 1018 O + cm - 2 dt a substrate temperature microstructural features which are giving rise to the
of - 5600C. To minmmise conductive heat losses the optical spectra, we used XTEM and SIMS to probe
wafer was isolated from the sample plate by means of areas analogous to those used in the optical measure-
small silicon tips and heated solely by the ion beam. In ments.
order to ensure that the dose was constant across the
implanted area the beam was overscanned. After im-
plantation, the wafer was capped with 5000 A SiO 2 and
half of it was annealed in a furnace at 1300'C for 5 h
in a flowing nitrogen ambient. After annealing the
wafer was measured using microscope-spectrophotome-
tr, XTEM and SIMS. Enorgy oV

275 248 225 207 191 177

2 1 Mcroscope-spectrophoometrv 100 1 . I I 0 _I
" " WTM :Stare x 4 o610ot~e$ (NA •0 03)

The technique of normal-incidence specular reflec- E2 cc

tance measurement with the polarising reflected-light E3

microscope-spectrophotometer is routinely applied for 80 E5
identification purposes in mineralogy, where it has been
described by Criddle [11,12], Piller [13] and Reeson [14]. ,, ,
For this reason, only a very brief summary is given
here: in this study a Zeiss MPM03 microscope-spectro-
photometer at the Natural History Museum, London, 60,, .' ,

was used to measure the spectral reflectance from 400 - ,
to 700 nm in plane (or linearly) polarised light, relative 8 -.to a precalibrated WTiC reflectance standard-,

R..pwmen =R sidndard X Pspctmen/pstandard ( (r 4 /

where R is the reflectance of the specimen/standard at I/, ! , ," *'

a given wavelength, and P is the photometer response /
for the specimen/standard at a given wavelength. 2i,

Modulated light from a stabilised tungsten-halogen 20

source was reflected onto the surface of the specimen
and standard with a 450 plane-glass reflector. The
effective numerical aperture of the X4 objective was
adjusted with the illuminator aperture diaphragm to 0
0.03 to provide a maximum cone angle of 1-2* and 400 450 500 550 600 650 700

measurement of the levelled specimen and standaid was Wavelofhl nm
made semi-automatically by step scanning with a Fig. I Reflectance spectra, for five different regions across a
motorised contiatuous line-interference filter (bandwidth SIMOX wafer The positions of these regions with respect to
12 nm). the implanted area are also shown
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2.2. XTEM and SIMS measurements euve da r3

Fig. 2 shows XTEM micrographs for regions El to E40U /E10_,- 4
E5. Comparison of the XTEM and SIMS data (fig. 2
and table 1) shows that the microstructure changes
signifcantly from the centre of the wafer to the edge. At
the centre of the implanted area (region E5), the struc- Sino alne
ture essentially consists of a layer of high quality single ILI \i a
crystal silicon, with a low oxygen content (,- 10"' o
cm-3)-2550 A thick overlying a buried layer of
S102(- 3750 A thick) which contains a number of single
crystal silicon islands, mostly situated near the lower S1
interface of the oxide and having the same, or nearly the
same orientation as the substrate. The structure of re- Fig. 3. Schemattc showing effects of variations in the micro-
gion E4 is similar to that of region E5, except that now structure from regions El-E5
a few single crystal silicon islands are observed at the
upper, as well as at the lower Si/SiO2 interface. In
region E3, even more silicon islands are observed near fig. 3. Examination of the SIMS profiles for regions
the upper Si/SiO 2 interface. The increased concentra- E5-E2 (not shown) reveals that there is a reduction in
tion of silicon within the oxides serves to increase its the oxygen secondary ion yield in the region corre-
thickness and consequently the thickness of the silicon sponding to the silicon islands. We have used this effect
overlayer is reduced. Examination of the silicon islands to accurately pinpoint regions in the oxide where the
at the upper oxide interface, now reveals them to be silicon content is high.
polycrystalline in nature, which indicates that they
crystallised from a region of amorphous silicon (of
which, more later). Progressing to region E2 we find 3. Optical modelling
that the size and density of the polycrystalline silicon
islands, at the upper oxide interface, has increased still The analysis of light reflected specularly from multi-
further and that some very small polycrystalline islands layer structures requires a foreknowledge of the maten-
are now detected at the lower oxide interface. This als through which the light is propagated [15]. A suita-
trend is continued in region El and as successively more ble optical model must be constructed as a framework
silicon is incorporated into the oxide, its thickness in- into which the optical properties and the thickness of
creases at the expense of that of the silicon overlayer., the various films are fitted, Layers which are optically
The effects described above are shown schematically in homogeneous, and which are bounded by abrupt,

Centre EdgesurfaCesi

s o2

° * m .'° -una ,m 1," .pevs,,

E5 E4 E3 E2 El
mauve emerald ernwald/gold gold

Fig. 2 XTEM micrographs for regions El-E5.
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Table 1
Comparison of layer thicknesses obtained from imcroscope-spectrophotometry, XTEM and SIMS

Layer E5 E3 El
no. XTEM s b SIMS XTEM S b SIMS XTEM S b

[A] [A] (A] [A] [A] [A] [A] [A]
1 20 20 20

2 2516±62 2600 2870 2610± 61 2500 2670 2270± 21 2290

3 471 ± 51 420 471 ±108 420 430 220± 85 200

4 0 0 280± 77 200 330 628±151 620
vf =0.3 if =0.4

5 2615±61 2700 2770 2640± 65 2600 2250 2814± 91 2850

6 360±84 280 390 256± 77 280 340 105± 42 100
vj - 0.25 if = 0.3 vf = 0 3'

7 178±75 250 290 237± 66 250 250 313± 26 250

Layer I = native oxide on surface, layer 2 = silicon overlayer. layer 3 = SiO 2, layer 4 = silicon islands in Si02, layer 5 = SiO 2,, layer
6 = silicon islands in SiO 2, layer 7 = SiO2 .
S = simulated data.

if = volume fraction of silicon in oxide layer.

smooth and parallel interfaces are completely char- Energy - eV
actensed by the layer thickness and its complex refrac- 100 2.-48 2 07' 177

tive index, N, where: Simulated data80.

N = n - ik, (2) 4 Measured data
E5

with the real part of the refractive index (n) having its
usual meaning and k as the extinction (or absorption) / "
coefficient. For discontinuous films, such as the silicon .
islands frequently observed after annealing ion im- 20 ".
planted materials, a suitable approximation to a homo-
geneous film must be found, if the classical equations 0 - - "
which quantify the nature of reflected light are to be
used. A frequently used model for such composite
materials is the Bruggeman effective medium approxi- E3
mation [16] in which the optical properties of the impur- e0 ,
ity and host phases are combined to produce a new \ ' \ . ,,'
phase with homogeneous effective properties. This / 7.
model has been verified experimentally for physically
mixed composite phases in which the impurity particles Cc V
are smaller than the wavelength of the incident light.0 . "' _

The effective phase may be described by a thickness 10

and volume fraction of the impurity phase in the host.
Based on extensive TEM studies, the simplest model . El

that accurately describes SIMOX materials requires .,.
seven layers (including a native or capping oxide layer) " . j' 0 -

two of which are composite phases. To derive layer 40
thickness and optical properties ot such multi-layer
structures, numerical inversion techniques must be used 20 V

to solve the classical reflectance equations. A sensible 0

strategy, before attempting the multi-dimensional fitting 400 500 S00 700

of layer thicknesses and volume fractions, is to test the Wavelength - nm
validity of the proposed optical model. This has been Fig. 4 Comparison of measured and simulated optical data for
achieved by using measurements of layer thickness (from regions E5, E3 and El.
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XTEM examinations of sections of the wafer where local implantation temperature. In two earlier studies
reflectance spectra had been previously collected) as a [9,10] we have found that there is a decrease in tempera-
set of starting parameters for reflectance simulation. By ture of some " - ,o 500 C from the centre of the im-
varying the thicknesses and volume fractions of the planted region ,, i ,e edgt
layers defining the optical model it has been possible to
obtain very good agreement between the experimental
and simulated spectra, this is shown in fig. 4 for regions 5. Conclusions
El,, E3 and E5, the thicknesses of the layers determined
by the simulation and XTEM and SIMS are shown in We have shown that microscope-spectrophotometry
table 1. is an extremely valuable technique for the nondestruc-

Although the parameters found in these simulations tive evaluation of SIMOX wafers. Not only because it
have not been optimised, the validity of the optical can be accurately used to probe small areas and there-
model has been demonstrated. Multi-dimensional func- fore analyse local changes in the microstructure, but
tion minimisation routines are being developed, which also because it enables us to establish optical models
we believe will enable the quality of SIMOX materials which can aid 'in the decoivolution of complex multi-
to be rapidly and nondestructively mapped In fig. 5 we layer structures, without the need for fudge factors and
show simulated spectra, in which the percentage of hours of comptter time. The uses of microscope-spec-
silicon islands within the buried oxide layer has been trophotometry in microelectronics extend well beyond
varied. Examination of fig. 5 reveals the sensitivity of the realm of SIMOX and we are currently studying a
microscope-spectrophotometry to the presence of sili- variety of complex multi-layer structures in order to
con islands and highlights its nondestructive capabili- gain a better insight into their optical and microstruct-
ties ural properties.
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Thermal-wave measurements of high-dose ion implantation

Michael Taylor, Kurt Hurley, King Lee, Mark LeMere and Jon Opsal
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Tim O'Brien
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Thermal-wave measurements of high-dose ion implantation into silicon have been characterized In order to evaluate this
technique for use in production as an ion-implant monitor, correlations were performed between thermal-wave and four-point-probe
sheet-resistance measurements on test wafers. On device wafers, thermal-wave measurements were correlated to contact resistance on
resistor test structures.

1. Introduction we performed a series of studies to determine the repea-
tability of the technique and to correlate thermal-wave

Thermal-wave measurements are commonly used to measurements of dose with other -- ablished tech-
characterize and monitor ion implantation at low and niques We also present data correlating dose measure-
medium doses [1-3]. This technique has advantages ments with electrical test data on actual device wafers.
over other methods because it is nondestructive and
may be used directly on product wafers Until recently,
thermal-wave measurements had a practical upper ap- 2. Technology
plication limit of about I × 1015 ions/cm2. This is be-
cause implants at higher doses from a subsurface The thermal-wave measurement technique employs
amorphous layer that causes a nonmonotonic behavior two low-power laser beams fo.:used to a I lim spot on
of the thermal-wave signal. A recently developed capa- the sample surface. A simplified schematic of the sys-
bility for thermal-wave measurements now extends the tem is shown in fig 1. Absorption of light from an
measurable dove range to 2 x 1016 ions/cm2  intensity-modulated Ar-ion "pump" laser generates

To evaluate the eftectiveness of this technology for thermal and plasma waves within the surface region of
production monitoring of high-dose ion implantation. the wafer. These waves are detected by the HeNe laser

1 MHz Detector A RIR 1Mlz

Reflected InietArgon-Ion

Helium
Neon
Probe

Incident
Probe

Fig I Thermal and plasma waves are generated and detected by two low-power nondestructive laser beams focused to a 1 im
diameter spot on the sample surface Absorption of light from an acousto-optically modulated (1 MHz) argon-ion pump laser
generates thermal and plasma waves within the surface region of the sample. These waves are detected by the helium neon probe laser

,, through the pump-induced modulation of the sample reflectivity or other material characteristics
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"probe" through the modulation of the sample reflectiv- 60000-
ity. The rodulation AR/R is defined as the thermal-

wave (TW) signal. The effects of the thermal and plasma 50000
waves on the silicon reflectivity is very sensitive to the 40000
presence of crystalline disorder created in the surface
region of the wafer by the ion-implantation process [4]. r 30000
Therefore, the thermal-wave signal can be directly cor-
related to the ion implantation dose in crystalline sili- 20000
con.

10000

3. High-dose ion implantation 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
Amorphous Si thickness (A)

A layer of amorphous silicon will be produced when Fig. 2 High-dose ion implantation results in the formation of a
crystalline silicon is implanted at a high dose with subsurface amorphous silicon layer in crystalline silicon The
sufficient energy. For example, arsenic implants will modulated reflectance signal (thermal-wave signal) demon-

cause amorphization at doses greater than about I × 1014 strates an interference behavior as function of increasing

ions/cm2 foc energies above 10 keV. The thickness of amorphous-silicon thickness

the amorphous layer increases with dose for a fixed
energy and conversely, increases with energy for a fixed dose, and a simple calibration can be made between the
dose two

Calculations of dc laser reflectivity and modulated
reflectance (TW signal) from an amorphous layer on a
crystalline silicon substrate have been performed previ- 4. Experimental results and discussion
ously [5,6] As seen there, the modulated reflectance and
dc reflectivity sI',w an interference behavior with in- We examined the capabilities of the high-dose ther-
Lreasing amorphous thickness. Because of the non- mal-wave measurement technique utilizing a commer-
monotonicity of the modulated reflectance signai, a cially available Therma-Probe 300 system (Therma-
simple correlation to dose is not possible (fig. 2). There- Wave). Experiments were performed to determine the
fore. in order to extract dose from modulated reflec- repeatability of the measurement technique and correla-
tance and d reflectivity measurements, a model calcu- tion to existing monitoring techniques. Additional stud-
lation must first be performed to determine the thick- ies were conducted to determine the sensit~vity of the
ness of the amorphous layer. The amorphous-layer thermal-wave technique to electrical-device parameters
thickness is then a monotonically increasing function of on product wafers.

5 -- - A -x .- A A A t A

5 E15 As Nominal Dose, 40 kay I sigma = 69%

2

2 EIS As Nominal Dose, 40 kaV I sigma -

SEP27 SEP28 SEPz9 OC, T2 JCT, OCT5 WTIO OSTII OC T1 OCT1 9 O5715
Date of Measurement

Fig 3 Two wafers were measured repeatedly over a period of approximately three weeks The ± ]o dose repeatability is better than
1% in both cases.

.5:
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In orde, to measure the repeatability of the method. 21
a calibration was performed for an arsenic implant at
40 keV. Two wafers (2 X 1015 and 5 X 10" ions/cm2 ) 0 Correlation coefficient= 0.77

were measured repeatedly over a period of approxi- -" 7° oo
mately three weeks. Fig. 3 shows the result of dose 13
measurements. In both cases the measurements demon- 0 -9 °3

strated better than 1% (Io) dose repeatability over the a
measurement period. This is significantly smaller than 0 o ,

the 10-20% dose limit specification for many high-dose 18 -
implant processes. 1

A correlation was performed between the thermal-
wave measurement of dose and four-point-probe sheet- 1
resistance measurements. Each day an implant monitor 1W Measured Dose

wafer was implanted under the same conditions. A Fig. 5 Comparison of thermal-wave measurements with sheet-
thermal-wave measurement was performed before the resistance maps for an implanter stability monitor demon-
wafer was furnace-annealed and measured on the four- strates good correlation. Some variation between the two mea-
point probe. This comparison was performed over a surement techniques is expected since the sheet-resistance maps
period of about one month. The 'esults of the measure- involve an extra anacal step that introduces another parameter
ments are shown in fig. 4 As expected, the sheet-resis- into the experiment
tance and thermal-wave dose measurements show an
anticorrelatiot, since the sheet resistance drops as the
dose rises of the implanted species may take place during anneal.

Fig. 5 shows the thermal wave measurement of dose Finally the spatial resolution of the two techniques are
plotted against sheet resistance Even though the total quite different. Thermal-wave measurements are made
variation in the dose is relatively small, a correlation to with a spatial resolution on the order of I t m, whereas
sheet resistance can be discerned with a correlation four-point-probe sheet-resistance measurements average
coefficient of 0 77 Comparisons between thermal-wave the data over an area of about 1 cm.
measurements and four-point-probe measurements of Fig. 6 shows a comparison of thermal-wave dose
sheet resistance are instructive, but must be analyzed maps and four-point-probe measurements taken on the
%kith caution. Thermal-wave measurements are made same test wafer In this case the standard deviations of
directly after ion implantation with no intervening pro- the two maps match quite closely. Again, as with the
cess steps. Sheet-resistance measurements are made after trend data, tLe contours reverse since a higher dose
the implanted species is activated through a high-tem- corresponds to a lower sheet-resistance value
perature anneal Therefore, the sheet-resistance uni- Since the thermal-wave measurement is used to pre-
formiN may be affected by the uniformity of activation dict and control electrical parameters on actual devices,
during the anneal Also, some diffusion (redistribution) it is important to characterize the correlation of dose

Dae

Fig 4 Process-stability trend data was collected by thermal-wave measurements of dose and simultaneously b a four-point probe
One wafer per day was implanted and measured on both systems The trends appear as a mirror image since the sheet resistance

~decreases as dose increases
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the actual maps measured on the same implant monitor wafer. 30 keV arsenic: (a) 9.94 x 1015 ions/cm2 1 61%
standard deviation, 1 0% contour interval: (b) 19 1 S2/0. 1 56% standard deviation, 1 0% contour interval The contours reverse since

a higher dose corresponds to a lower sheet-resistance value

measurements to electrical test parameters This was are plotted in fig. 7. A clear dependence can be seen of
done by implanting a series of device wafers at different contact resistance on thermal-wave measured dose. The
doses, performing a thermal-wave measurement on the significant scatter of the data in contact-resistance read-
wafers directly after implantation, and comparing these ings for each dose grouping may be attributable to
measurements to electrical parameteis on the completed critical-dimension (CD) variations in the resistor test
devices, structures.

The device vafers were implanted at five different There is a group measurements at approximately
doses: target dose, +7%, -7%, +15% and -15%. The 1.1 X 1016 that do not correspond to a particular im-
implant was arsenic with a nominal dose of 9 x 10 1 plant target dose. These points do lie in a smooth line
ions/cm2 with a nominal beam current of 5 mA oer- with the other data points with respect to contact resis-
formed on a Varian 120-10 implanter. No screen oxide tance. This indicates that these measurements actually
was used. Measurements were performed on the wafers represent areas of the wafer that received a substantially
at three locations, top, center and bottom. different dose from the implant target.

After completing the measurements, the wafers were
sent on to complete the manufacturing process. Electri-
cal measurements were made on simple resistor test
structures to determine the 'implanted dose The results 5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated the capabilities of the ther-
ma!-wave measurement technique to monitor high-dose

Ib implants on test and device wafers. The results have9 - ata 0 been correlated to sheet-resistance measurements for
E otest wafers. On device wafers, we have correlated the

t0 . thermal-wave measurements to electrical-device param-
7, - P eters. The repeatability of the measurement technique

13 twas demonstrated to be superior to the typical dose
. 6 nd 00

"M 0 ranges of most high-dose implant processes.
t5 5 0

z 0 1
S4
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Optical characteristics of multi-layer structures formed by ion beam
synthesis and their computer simulation
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Lasered structures such as silicon on insulator (SOl), and SiN 4 on silicon have been synthesized by different ion beam
techniques and investigated by infrared (IR) reflection and absorption. Auger electron spectioscopy (AL-S) and cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) Buried SiO,. SiN 4 and SiO, N layers in silicon have been formed by oxygen (200 keV.
1 8 x 10 0/cm 2 ) or nitrogen (190 keV. 1 8 X 10"' N '/cm2) implantation and by dual implantation of oxygen (200 keV, 1 8 X 10"
0 !cm 2 ) and nitiogen (180 keV. 4 x 1017 N */cn,2 ) into silicon and annealing at different temperatures Silicoi nitride films %kith a
9toiLhiometric ratio of SiN 4 have been synthesized by ion beam enhanced deposition (IBED) Infrared reflection spectra in the
%avenumber range 1700-5000 cn I were measured for the SOI structures and Si jN 4 films on silicon Refractive index profiles of
the SOI structures and SiN 4 films on silicon were obtained by computer simulation of the IR reflection interference spectra
In-depth composition profiles of the Si N4 film on silicon have been correlated with its refractive index profiles using the
Lorentz-Lorens equation The results of IR analysis are in agreement with AES and X [EM results

1. Introduction the structure ot the buried layer, profiles of silicon
nitride films synthesized by IBED and the width and

The synthesis of silicon on insulator (SOl) structures shape of the transition region were investigated by the
bx ion implantation for very large scale integrated best fitting process for the IR reflection spectra The
(VLSI) circuits has received considrablc attention in relationship, between the IR reflection spectra and the
recent years [1] The technique of ion implantation is SO structures, the IBED silicon nitride film structures
currently being developed to form SOL structures with a were also obtained bv a theoretical analysis Refractive
high-quality, single-crystal silicon layer on an insulating index and composition of the IBED silicon nitride film
laser. Until now SOL structures have main been have been correlated using the Lorentz-Lorenz equa-
formed b, oxygen or nitrogen implantation and m- tion
vestigated by transmission electron microscopx (TEM).
secondarv ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and Ruther-
ford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) [2.3] Silicon 2. Experimental
nitride films with high thermal and chemical stability
can be used as an important dielectric layer in electron- n-type 100) Si. with a resistivity of - 10 02 cm, was
ics components [4]. Such films can be obtained by ion implanted with oxygen (1 8 x 101s O*/cm2. 200 keV)
beam enhanced deposition (IBED) which is a combina- or nitrogen (1 8 x 1018 N '/cmr,. 190 keV). or first
tion of ton implantation and physical vapor deposition oxygen (1.8 x 10"i O '/cm. 200 keV) and then nitrogen
(PVD) The films synthesized by IBED have the ad- (4 x 1017 N '/cm2, 180 keV), During implantation. the
vantage of a sufficient adhesion to the substrate, and wafer was maintained at 500-550'C After implanta-
easier control of the chemical composition and thick- tion. thermal annealing w~s used in order to allow for
ness of the film. Silicon nitride films have been synthe- solid-phase epitaxtal regrowth of the top silicon layer
sized by IBED and investigated by TEM and RBS. In and for formation of the hured layer The samples
this paper. we report on the opti,.ai ctaracterization of formed by nitrogen implantation and by dual implanta-
films with a layered structure such as SOl, and silicon tion of oxygen and nitrogen were annealed at 1200°C
nitride films formed by different ion beam techntques. for 2 h The samples implanted with oxygen were an-
The refractive index profiles of SOL structures formed nealed at 13000( for 5 h. Deposition of silicon nitride
by ton implantation and annealing at high temperature, films was carried out on an Eaton Z-200 ion beam
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enhanced deposition system. Silicon wafers were used as 0
substrates. High purity Si and N 2 gas were used as a
source materials of electron beam evaporation and im- . 80- , - -

plantation. During silicon film growth, 40 keV nitrogen W t - %,
ions with a ratio of N +/N+ = 3/4 were implanted into z 60/- I
the silicon film and silicon nitride films were formed.44 __ \

Infrared reflection measurements were made at room L 40

temperature by means of a Perkin-Elmer 983 double _
beam spectrometer for the frequency range 1700- 5000 X 20 0

-Eiieris 1%0 3000 6000cm -. The quoted accuracy of the Perkin-Elmer is ± 1% D (pT,-0
in absolute reflection. The reflections were measured --7---r---- - 7 - ---

with the beam at near-normal incidence to the im- 100 2700 3700 4700
p anted surface. Multiple reflections between the front WAVENUMBER cm -- )

and rear surfaces were eliminated by the lapped back 100
surface. The SOl structures and the silicon nitride films - -

were also measured by using RBS and channeling-effect 80
techniques, TEM and AES. L

6 0o

3. Results and discussion _ 40~ -lt
s 1  

-

3.1 IR reflection interference analsiv and optical eflects Lj

of SO1 structures 0 _000
DEPT. I

Fig I shows the infrared reflection spectra (solid 0--T- -
-'70 2200 2100 3200 1100

line) for the SO structures formed by (a) oxygen (1.8 X W -0VENUMBER (cm- 7

lOiS O,/cm- 200 1,,:V) implantation and annealing at

1300'C for 5 h, (b) nitrogen (1.8 x 1018 N '/cm2. 190
keV) implantation and annealing at 1200'C for 2 h, or C
(c) first oxygen (1 8 X 10i" 0* /cm 2 200 keV) and then
nitrogen (4 x 1017 N '+/cm2, 180 keV) 'implantation and
annealing at 1200'C for 2 h The interference effects
observed in fig I are caused by refractive index changes ,
in the buried layer The RBS and AES analyses show / 4  _
that there is a defective top silicon layer which extends 2 4.o-/ - I

from the surface down to the buried layer after high %
temperature annealing, the interfaces of top silicon- , ,
buried layer and buried layer-substrate are steep and -- 0 6'
there is an internal nitrogen-rich thin layer in the buried
nitride layer. Jhe AES and IR absorption analyses also 4 I 7',, .-" (1 - r v,,, 47,,0

show that there is the thin oxynitride layer at the wings 'AEN _JM _p,_ 1
")

of the buried oxide layer for the SOI structure formed Fig I IR reflection spectra of SOI structures formed by (a)
by dual implantation of oxygen and nitrogen oxygen (200 keV, 1 8 x 10 18 0 /cm2 ) implantation and anneal-

A theoretical model was established through a con- ing at 1300°C for 5 h. (b) nitrogen (190 keV. 18XI00

sideration of the optical properties of the top silicon N /cm2 ) implantation and annealing at 1200°C for 2 h. and
layer and *he buried layer. A computer code was estab- (c) first oxygen (200 keV, 1 8 x 10" 0 '/cm

2 ) and then nitro-

lished to calct.late the interference at normal incidence gen (180 keV. 4 x 10"7 N '/cm 2), implantation and annealing at
in reflection (R) from a multi-layer thin film model [5] 120 0 °C for 2 h Both experimental spectra (solid lines) and the
, lie code computes R foi an arbitrary number of layers best fitting curve (dashed curves) are shown The inset shows
having index of refraction n,, extinction coefficient K1  the refractive index profiles of the S01 structures

and layer thickness d,. The top silicon layer of the SOI
structure was taken as one uniform layer of index n0  layer and two uniform thin oxynitride layers at the
and thickness D0. The buried layer was taken as one interface of the buried layer The extinction coefficients
uniform silicon oxide layer or silicon nitride layer with are zero for the wavenumber range 1700-5000 cm 1
an internal porous nitrogen-iich thin layer, o e uniform The experimental reflection spectrum was fitted by using
silicon oxide layer in the the middle part of the buried the computer code which adjusted the values of parame-
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ters of the multi-layer thin film model to minimize the 50 - _

reduced chi-square. The dashed curves in fig. 1 are the 401

results of the titting of the reflection spectra using the n
theoretical model. The insert shows the refractive index 5 0
profiles of the SO structures. In fig. 1, it is seen that LiJ

the sarr.ie of both oxygen and nitrogen implanted 30 1 0

silicon after annealing at 1200C for 2 h results in a 00 .. -

continuous buried layer with silicon oxide in the middle C _, . 0 1000 2 o0 400

part of the buried and the two thin oxynitride layers at ")
the interfaces. The thicknesses of the top silicon layer ri-.
and the buried layer are 2650 and 2300 A, respectively 1U -,
Variations in IR reflection spectra caused by deviation
in the parameters of SO structures away from the best
fitting parameter set in fig. I were observed by theoreti- 1'00 2200 2700 3200 3700 4200 4

7
0i

cal calculation. The results indicate that the IR reflec- WAVFNUMBPE (cm-'
tion spectra are sensitive to the parameters of the theo- Fig. 3 Both the experimental spectrum (solid line) and the best
retical model. fit curve (dashed line) of a silicon nitride film deposited on

silicon are shown The inset shows the refractive index profile
of the silicon nitride film deposited on silicon

3 2 IR reflection interference analysis and optical effects
of the IBED silicon nitride film

the index of refraction of the jth layer,, given by a half

Fig. 2 shows the infrared reflection spectra for the Gaussian distribution of the form:

silicon substrate and the silicon nitride film deposited n, = s+ (ne- ns) exp - [(j - l)D] 2 /(2 ARp)}
on silicon by IBED. As a result of RBS and AES
analysis, there is a thin top silicon-rich layer on the where n I is the index of refraction of the sil'con nitride

surface of the silicon nitride film formed by IBED. The layer, ns is the refractive index of the silicon substrate
infrared absorption analysis proves that silicon nitride and ARP is the standard deviation. The extinction
films deposited on silicon by IBED are stoichometric coefficients are zero for the wavenumber range 1700-
SiN 4 films. The AES analysis shows that there is a 5000 cm - 1 A computer code was established to calcu-
smooth transition region between the silicon nitride late the 'interference at normal incidence in reflection
layer and the silicon substrate. A theoretical model was (R) from a multi-layer thin film model described above.
established through consideration of all the effects dis- Fig. 3 shows the infrared reflection spectra (solid
cussed above In this model, the transition region is line) for the silicon nitride film deposited on silicon by
approximated by I layers of equal thickness D with n,, IBED. The dashed curve is the result of fitting the

reflection spectrum using the theoretical model Also
shown is the refractive index profile of the IBED film as
the fitting function in fig. 3. In fig. 3, it is seen that the
structure of the silicon nitride film deposited on silicon
consists of a smooth transition region between the de-
posited film and the silicon substrate. The thickness of
the silicon nitr:de layer and width of the transition

Si subtrate region are 1300 and 1000 A, respectively.
Y:, '-".-A,r -" .,The large changes observed in the refractive index of

the IBED silicon nitride film shown in fig. 3 appear to
be associated hi'th changes in the microstructure The

20 , Si 3 N, on Si model to predict the refractive index of the silicon

* nitride film formed by IBED was constructed using the
-, _results analyzed above which show that the silicon

nitride film is a mixture of Si 3N, and pure Si. If x is
the atomic ratio of Si and Si + N is determined by

7_ 7 quantitative AES analysis while sectioning through the
1 /~ - r) 0 , 200 /C(, 420 , silicon nitride film, the Lorentz-Lorenz equation i.,

A F givc n:

Fi,. 2 IR reflection spectra of a silicon substrate and of a , - 1)/(n2 + 2) = rNs ,as,,N,
silicon nitnde film deposited on silicon.
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4 0 puter fitting the IR reflection spectrum of the silicon
nitride film.

J _4. Conclusion
2 0

t Layered structure films such as SOL, and silicon
I- I nitride films have been synthesized by different ion
- 0 "beam techniques and investigated by RBS, AES and IR

absorption and reflection spectroscopy. Computer simu-
lation of the reflection interference spectrum has been

00 ...., .- --..-- proven to be an effective method for the analysis of
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 layered structures formed by different ion beam tech-

niques. The parameters for the SO1 structures and the
Fig 4 Refractive index profile of silicon nitride film deposited IBED silicon nitride films deposited on silicon, such as
on silicon. Both the refractive index profile (solid line) de-
termined by fitting the interference spectrum and that calcu- the th of the topnsiicon naye the ied
lated by using the Lorentz-Lorenz equation (o) are shown for and width of the transition region between the IBED

comparison silicon nitride film and the silicon substrate were ob-
tained in this manner

where Ns,, , is the atom density of the mixture
Si, N - ,, and aS,,N, , is the polanzability for the mix-
ture Si ,N _. as,,-, was taken as References

,=-4-(7x - 3)as.(1 - X)aS.N 4 .

where as, is the polarizability for Si (3.47 X 10-24 cm3) [1] J Davis, IEE Tutorial Meeting on SO Current Status and

and a is the polarizablity for Si 3N,1 (9.24 10-24 Future Potential (London, 1987)
cm sfr 9P [2 PLF Hemment, Mater. Res Soc Symp Proc. 53 (1986)

207
The Lorentz-Lorenz equation can be used to com- [3] K.J Reeson, Nucl. Instr and Meth B19/20 (1987) 269.

pute the refractive index n(x). The results of these [41 J Wang, J Electron Mater 5 (1976) 113
calculations are presented in fig. 4. There is good agree- [51 O.S. Heavens. Optical Properties of Thin Solid Films
merit with the refractive index profile obtained by com- (Academic Press. New York, 1955).
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Buried insulator formation by nitrogen implantation
at elevated temperatures

N. flatzopoulos, U, Bussmann, A.K. Robinson and P.L.F. Hemment
Department of Eleitronic and Electrical Engineering, Unwersitv of Surrey, Guddford, Surrei GU2 5XII. UK

Buried silicon nitride laNers can be synthesized by high dose nitrogen implantation into silicon To investigate temperature effects.
200 keV N ' implantations into silicon were performed with doses of 0 35 to 1.05 x 10i N' cm- 2 A first set of samples was
implanted at 500 ° C, using ion beam induced heating only For the second set, a new sample holder provided constant background
heating of the wafer maintaining it at a constant temperature of 670± 10*C by halogen lamp irradiation Two hour anneals were
carried out in flowing nitrogen at temperatures between 700 and 1200'C in 100*C steps Rutherford backscattering measurements
were performed in order to assess the quality of the silicon top layers It is concluded that constant background heating leads to a
major improvement of the crystalline quality for all implantation doses and for annealing temperatures up to 11000 C

I. Introduction Two series, implantations were perlormed. For the
first series (set 1) the wafer rests on three silicon tips,

One way to produce SOI (silicon-on-insulatot) struc- which ensure thermal isolation of the sample from the
tures by ion beam synthesis is to implant nitrogen ions mounting plate [5]. The implantation starts at room
into silicon to form a buried nitride layer, known by the temperature, using a beam current of 60 (LA, and after
acronym SIMNI (Separation by IMplantation of one to two minutes an equilibrium implantation tem-
NItrogen) [1]. In comparison to the formation of perature of 500 ± 300 C is reached as v result of ion
SIMOX (Separation by IMplantation of OXygen) sub- beam induced heating only.
strates [2], lower doses of ions are required to synthesize The second implantation series (set 2) was per-
the nitride layer. In addition lower anneal temperatures formed at 670 ± 10' C using a heated sample holder [6]
are adequate for complete segregation of the nitrogen in which halogen lamps provide constant background
atoms to the nitride layer [3]. heating to preheat and maintain the sample at an

The formation of SIMNI stiuctures is a two-step elevated temperature. The advantages of using halogen
procedure; the implantation of a high dose of nitrogen lamps include a higher implantation temperature as well
into silicon is followed by a high temperature annealing as preheating of the wafer prior to the start of the
stage The implantation has to be performed at temper- implantation process
atures T, > 350'C to give a device quality silicon top On each wafer the implanted area of 2.5 x 25 cm
layer [4] Common ntrogen implantation temperatures was cleaved into small samples which were annealed in

are in the range 420-520 o C. a dry nitrogen atmosphere for 2 h, covering the temper-
In this paper the crystalline quality of wafers im- ature range from 700 to 1200'C in 100°C steps. The

planted with the heated sample holder (T, = 670 ° C) is as-implanted and annealed samples were analysed by
compared to that of wafers implanted using beam heat- Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and ion channeling of
ing only (T, = 500°C) 1.5 MeV helium tons and cross-sectional transmission

electron microscopy (XTEM).

2. Experiment
3. Results and discussion

Molecular nitrogen (N') was implanted into device
ridde (100) silicon wafers using the 500 kV high current 3.1 As-implanted sampler

implanter at the University of Surrey. The energy of the
incident N' tons was 400 keV and the doses of 0.35, Figs. la, b and c show the aligned RBS spectra for
0.70 and 1.05 x l0 "' N cm- 2 are designated low, as-implanted samples from set 1 (curves (ii)) and set 2
medium and high doses. (curves (iii)) and for samples annealed at 1200'C from

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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set 1 (curves (iv)) and set 2 (curves (v)), together with
the random spectra for the 1200'C annealed samples - Si N
from set 2 (curves (i)). For both sets the dose of 0.35 x S i

3500- amorphous S N
0.35 x 10Ntcm- 2  

Y

SMALL DOSE
2625 S

500 M

0 1750 1 Fig. 2 Dark field XTEM micrograph of a unannealed sample
implanted with 1 05 x 10 i N ' cm using constant back

L ground heating (T, = 670 0 C,

875 (a)

(v), ,..101 8 N + cm - 2 (Fig. 1a) produces the least damage in0 the top silicon layer. Comparing the two sets it is
3, J1 0.7 x' os. obvious that for set 2 samples (curves (m), background

0.70 x 101 cm-2 heating), the silicon top layer is of better quality for all

MEDIUM DOSE doses. The higher temperature leads to an improved
2625 -, crystalline structure after the implantation due to self

annealing during the implantation. The most pro-
nounced improvement is seen for the smallest dose.

01750- , XTEM investigations have been performed in order
to compare the stucture of implanted samples from set
I and set 2 for the highest dose. In both cases, the

(, ) '. nitride layer is amorphous but precipitation above and
875 (below the buried nitride layer is more pronounced in

I,(IV)_, the sample from set 2 (fig. 2) These precipitates are

(v)". " . believed to consist of amorphous nitride which formed0 1 during the implantation at the higher T,.
3500 - 1 05 X 1ONcm- 2 3 2. Annealed amples

3 2 1 Small dose (0 35 X 10" N cm ')

0 :"' ,..,a. For the beam heated samples (set 1), increasing the
anneal temperature improves the crystallinity of the

U170 silicon overlayer. This is evident from the Xmn values
(ratio of minimum channelling yield and tandom yield

'-"*M', ~ "".'in the near surface region) of 43, 14, 8 and 4% in
875 - (, ,,)v,... samples annealed for 2 h at 700, 900, 1100, and 1200 C,

respectively.
For the samples annealed at 1200 * C, RBS spectra

S(vK showed an anomalous dechannelling occuring at a depth
1 4 2 of 150 nm. This dechannelling may be a result ofresidual damage or the presence of nitrogen in the form

Channel Number of precipitates.
Fig. 1. RBS spectra from samples implanted with (a) 0 35 x 1018 of peipate
N + cm - 2 . () 070x10 8 N* cm

-2 
and (c) 1 05"Y10

18 N Samples implanted using constant background heat-
cm 2 without (set 1) and with (set 2) background heating ig (set 2), which were annealed over the same tempera-
Curves: (i) set 2, random, annealed at 1200'C; (11) set 1 ture range, showed a 50% reduction in the channelling
channelled, is-implanted; (m) set 2, channelled, as-implanted, yield at the relatively low anneal temperature of 700 0 C.
(iv) set 1, channelled, annealed at 1200'C (v) set 2, chan- Higher anneal temperatures result in good crystalline

nelled, annealed at 1200'C. quality silicon top layer with a Xm,n value of 4%.

VI. MATERIALS SCIENCE
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the sample implanted without external heating (290
nm).

3.2.3. Large dose (1. 05 x 10"8 N + cm 2

The channelled RBS spectra from as-implanted and
Si3N4  annealed samples from set 1 and set 2, over the anneal

temperature range 700 to 1200'C 'indicate similar im-
provements in the crystalline quality of the top silicon

300 nm ~Si substrate layer as for samples implanted with the medium dose.
Again for the samples annealed at 12000C, the silicon
overlayer thickness is greater for the sample implanted

Fig. 3. XTEM micrograph of a sample implanted with 1.05 x with background heating (fig. Ic, curves (iv) and (v)).
condi ons as in fig. 2. Shown in fig. 3, is a typical XTFM micrograph of the

12000C annealed sample from set 2. The estimated
density of threading dislocations is ) X 107 cm- 2. Fur-

3.2.2 Medium dose (0. 70 10"8 N + cm - 2)  thermore the dislocation density in the silicon overlayer
for the set I samples (not shown) was found to be about

In both set 1 and set 2 samples, gradual improve- 10 10 cm_ 2.
ment of the crystalline quality in the near surface regionis observed during anneals between temperatures of 700 The anneal temperature dependence of the values of
and 100C. During the 1200°C anneal the silicon Xm,, for all samples is shown in fig. 4 It can be seenand 100C. Drin the120'C anea thesilcon that the Xmmn values after the 1200'C anneal coincide
overlayer recovers fully (fig. 1b, curves (iv) and (v)). For tha the an vesafte the good an aliifor set 1 and set 2 samples, indicating the good quality
all anneal temperatures RBS analysis shows a reduced of the near surface region of the silicon overlayer.
number of defects in the Si overlayer for samples from However XTEM investigations indicated that the
set 2 The silicon overlayer thickness of samples an- threading dislocations density was higher by about three
nealed at 12000* C is found to be greater in the sample orders of magnitude for the set 1 samples.
implanted with background heating (300 nm) than in

4. Conclusion.
80 - Large dose

0 Medium dose

I Small dose (i) Constant background heating providing sample
70 wit5out background hat~ng (et) preheating and a higher implantation temperature

- leads to an improved crystalline quality in the topeat ,,,,,)layer of silicon of the SIMNI structures in the

as-implanted as well as in the annealed samples for

-- ,'. T, < 1200 0 C.
50 (i) Implantation with constant background heating at

670'C leads to a thicker silicon overlayers (300
40 'nm) after the 1200*C anneal with a dislocation

c 40 " 'density three orders of magnitude lower than those
E implanted using beam heating only.

n30 .(ii) An annealing temperature of 1200 *C is required in
order to achieve a low defect density, precipitate-
free silicon overlayer.

20
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Studies on Si++ B+ dual implantations into the top silicon layer
of SIMNI material

Shunkat Zhang, Chenglu Lin, Zuyao Zhou and Shichang Zou
on Beam Laboratory. Shanghai Institute of Aetallurgy. A(ademia Sinica, Shanghat 200050. People's Repubh ol China

SIMNI material %%as formed by N i implantation into crystalline silicon wafers at 170 keV with a dose of 1 8 x 10" cm -
2 and

annealing at 1200'C for 2 h The top silicon of these SIMNI wafers was amorphized at different depths by Si' implantation at three
conditions. (1) 25 keV,. 5 x 10i cm 2. (2) 140 keV. 5 x 10" cm-., (3) 25 keV. 5 x 10"5 cm-2 +80 keV. 5x l0X1 cm-2+ 140 keV.,
5 x 101 cm -2 Then the three groups of SIMNI wafers and another group with no implantation by Si ' were implanted by B' at 25
keV %uth a dose of 1 x 10" cm 2, and annealed at a series of temperatures for 30 nun Glancing RBS/C measurement shows that an
epita\ial regrosxth toward the surface or the inner part of the top silicon exists for the samples in group (1 and (2). respectively, with
increasing annealing temperature No epitaxial regrowth exists for the samples in group (3) Raman measurement shows that a phase
transformation from amorphized silicon to pol'silicon exists for the top silicon of samples in group (3) when the annealing
temperature is increased from 500 *C to 600 'C SRP measurement shows that St + B' dual implantations are able to increase the
a.tisation rate of boron in the top silicon of SIMNI material

1. Introduction channeling (RBS/C) and Raman measurements were
used to investigate the implantation dam: ge and an-

Up to nos;. man- studies have been done on the nealing behavior of the top silicon in SIMNI material
formation mechanism of SO material formed by iei Spreading resistance probe (SRP) measurements were
implantation, the dependence of its microstructure and used to characterize the activation of boron in the top
properties on implantation and annealing conditions silicon of SIMNI The results indicate that the implan-
and its application in device fabrication [1-7]. However. tation damage and annealing behavior and activation of
the implantation damage and annealing behavior of top boron differ from each other with different implanta-
silicon in SIMNI (Separation by IMplanted Nitrogen) tion conditions.
or SIMOX (Separation by IMplanted OXygen) materi-
als have not been studied much. although this is of great
importance for the application of SIMNI or SIMOX 2. Experiment
materials in desice fabrication In this paper. Si ' was
implanted into the top silicon of SIMNI wafers at three Clean surface n-type (100) crystalline silicon wafers
different conditions Then these wafers and those of with a resistivity of about 10 S2 cm were implanted by
another group with no implantation of Si' were itn- N ' at 170 keV with dose of 1 8 X 10I cm --2 During
planted by B Glancing Rutherford backscattering and implantation, the wafers were heated by the incident

I ;:i .. ..
S N S1 N SL 4

3 N4 3 434

Si -I'il litc Si-,,ubst rate Si-,ubstrat e

( , ) (b ) k c )

Fig I Diagram of epitaxial regrowth after annealing of SIMNI samples implanted by Si' at different depths (a) Si ' 25 keV.
5 x10'Lm : +B' 25 keV. I X 1 1 cn 2 ,(b) Si' 140 keV. 5 x'10" cm 2 +B 25 kcV. I X1 1lScm 2 (.) Si' 25 keV. 5×lx101

cm 2 +8OkeV, 5x 10"cm + 140 keV. 5 x10"cm 2 i-B' 25 keV. I x10"5 cm 2

0168-583X/91/$O 50 " 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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1500 - - 1 '500 I

as-mplanted os- mplanted
600 c 30mm ..... 600 c 30m
700'c 30mn 7

00 0c 30rn
1000' 900 c 30mn 000 .900c 30min

- single-Si smgle-Si

05 0 0

20 60 100 140 180 220 .6C 100 140 180 220
Channel C h anne I

Fig P PBS/Cspectra of SIMNI material implanted by Si+ at Fig 3 RBS/C spectra of SIMNI material implanted by Si at
25 keV. 5 x 10" cm - and B at 25 keV, I xIO 5cm- 2  140 keV. 5x 1015cm- 2 and B at 25 keV, I x1015 cm- 2

beam and the temperature of the wafe-s was kept at might grow into second-order defects during annealing

about 500' C Then these wafers were annealed at and they could not be annealed out at 900'C for 30
mai. Raman measurements of samples in group (1)

1200'C for 2 h in a dry N2 ambient, and SIMNI wafers i.Rmnmaueet fsmlsi ru 1
with forin a doplay ry ient andut S50N wfere demonstrated that the amorphous silicon phonon peak
with a top layer of slicon of about 250 nm were

obtained Si' was iniolanted into the top silicon of that existed before annealing disappears after annealing
at 6000C for 30 min. Since the amorphous layer nearamorphze the top slcon at different depths (see fig. t)o the surface of the top silicon is thin, the incident light

(1) 25 keV, 5 X loll CM-2 ." (2) 140 keV, 5 X 1 0 " cm-2  can penetrate through the amorphous layer on to the

(3) 25 keV,, 5 x 10" cm - 2 + 80 keV,, 5 X 10"5 cm 2 + crystalline silicon area below So a small phonon peak

140 keV 5 X 1015CM cm 2 . Then these three groups of exists at about 520 cm- 1. It became niore and more

saniples and another group with no implantation of Si + intense during annealing with increasing annealing tern-

were implanted by B + at 25 keV with a dose of I x 10l" perature.

For each group, annealing at a series of tempera- Fig. 3 shows the glancing RBS/C spectra for sam-
cm fro 500 lC t a fr 30 mperas pies in group (2). An epitaxial regrowth toward thetures ranging from 5000°C to 9000°C for 30 nmn was itraebtcntetpslcnadtebre nut

done, and glanung RBS/C measurements were per- interface between the top silcon and the buried isula-

formed with an incident beam of He' at the energy of 2 tor layer exists during annealing with increasing anneal-
MeV. Raman backscattenng measurements were done ing temperature. After annealing at 9000C for 30 min,

bN a RAMANLOG-5 spectrometer with the wavelength the minimum yield for the thin layer near the surface of

of the incident light at 488 nm. SRP measurements were
carried out by ASR-100C/2 1500 1

s00s0 S-OS mplanted
**-0 SO-os jgnplontedSO-600 c 30m n

S''''[S0-700c 30mn
3. Results and discussion SOI-90oPc 30m.-

S,-900 c 30mm
Sinqle-Si

Fig. 2 shows glancing RBS/C spectra for the sam-
pies in group (1). Because of the relatively low energy of ,
Si ' implantation, a thin layer of amorphous silicon , . ,, ,

existed near the surface of the top silicon before anneal- <o ** "
ing. Below the amorphous silicon layer, there is a layer
of crystalline silicon with damage created by B' im- .
plantation. With increasing annealing temperature, an ".
epitaxial regrowth toward the surface of the top silicon 0 L --
takes place. After annealing at 9000C for 30 min the 20 60 100 140 180 220,
thin amorphous top silicon recrystallized into crystalline ( h nr iel
silicon with a minimum yield Xmrn [8] of 7 6%. This Fig 4 RBS/C spectra of SIMNI material implanted by Si " at
value is slightly higher than that of crystalline silicon. 25 keV, 5 x 10 cm 2 + 80 keV. 5 x 10 " cm 2 + 140 keV.
Also. the point defects created by B implantation 5 x 10" cm 2 and B+ at 25 keV, I × 10" cm 2
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the top silicon was reduced to 4.7%. It reached that level Table I
for crystalline sih. n. So the arrangement of silicon Activation rate of boron in SIMN I material implanted by Si +

atoms in the thin top layer seems to be perfect. How- at different conditions followed by B' implantation at 25 keV,

ever, some of its properties may not be the same as 1 X 1015 cm- 2, annealed at 9000 C for 30 nun

those for crystalline silicon. Also, the abrupt front inter- Material Si energy Si + dose Activation rate
face was destroyed by Sit implantation and its gradient [keV] I x 10'" cm- 2] of boron
became lower after annealing at 900'C for 30 min. Ml
Therefore, implantation into the front interface should SIMNI - - 25
be avoided in order to keep the interface abrupt. Ra- 25 5 38
man measurement for the samples in group (2) mdi- 140 5 50
cated that no amorphous silicon phonon peak appeared, 25 + 80 + 140 5 + 5 + 5 5
and the phonon peak at about 520 cm- became more 100)-Si - - 75

and more intense with increasing annealing tempera-
ture.

Raman spectroscopy measurement is an effective 30 mm, a phonon peak at about 520 cm-' appeared. It
way to detect a phase transformation. Fig. 4 and fig. 5 indicated that the top amorphous silicon was recrystal-
are glancing RBS/C and Raman spectra, respectively, hzed into polysilicon or crystalline silicon. That is, a
for the samples in group (3). Before annealing, the phase transformation from amorphous silicon to poly-
whole top silicon was amorphized by Si' implantation, silicon or crystalline silicon took place With increasing
and only the amorphous silicon phonon peak was ob- annealing temperature, this peak became more and more
served (see fig. 5 (a)). After annealing at 500 C for 30 intense. In fig. 4, it is shown that after annealing at
mm, no change was observed from the Raman measure- 600'C for 30 mm, the channeling yield decreases a
ment (see fig. 5 (b)). But after annealing at 600'C for little. It cannot decrease more with the annealing tem-

perature increasing further (see the following explana-
tion). After annealing at 9000C for 30 min, the mini-
mum yield was much higher than that of crystalline
silicon. That means, the top amorphous silicon was not
recrystallized into crystalline silicon. Therefore, com-
bined with the Raman measurement results described
above, it can be concluded that a phase transformation
from amorphous silicon to polysilicon took place for the
samples in group (3) when the annealing temperature
was increased from 500 to 6000C. This led to the
channeling yield decreasing a little. With further in-

>creasing of the annealing temperature, there is only an
-. increase in grain size of the top polysilicon. So, the
ichanneling yield can not decrease any more.

eTable I shows the results of boron activation in the

d top silicon layer (SIMNI) in comparison to that in bulk
silicon obtained by SRP measurements. It can be seen

C that the activation rate of boron in the top silicon layer
of the SIMNI material is much lower than that in

b crystallne mlicon. whether Si '+ B+ dual implantations
were used or not. This might result from the lower

a mobility of carriers in the top silicon layer of SIMNI
material. But in the conversion of the spreading resis-
tance depth profile into the carrier concentration depth
profile, oni) the carrier mobility of standard single

A3 450 600 silicon samples was used. Therefore, there may be a
difference between the actual activation rate of boron in

Rdrnan shi ft ,ci 1) the top ;ilicon layer (SIMNI material) and that given in

Fig. 5 Raman spectra of SIMNI material implanted by Si* at table 1. However, the riative trend is right, and froi

25 keV. 5x10"5 cm- 2 +80 keV, 5x1011 cm '-+140 keV, table 1, it 'is shown tha" Si++ B+ dual implantations
5x1015 cm- 2 and B' at 25 keV. lxlO cm -2, annealed at into the surface area or the front interface area can
different temperature. (a) as-implanted: (b) 5000C, 30 mi. increase the activation rate of boron in the silicon of the

(c) 600 0 C, 30 mi, (d) 700°C, 30 min; (e) 9000 C, 30 mm SIMNI material. It is estimated that some of the defects
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SOI structure formed by 95 keV N' and N' implantation
and epitaxial growth

Lin Chenglu ', Li Jinghua b Zhang Shunkai a, Yu Yuehui a and Zou Shichang a
Ion Beam Laborato'. Shanghai Institute of Metallurgy, Academia Sinica, Shanghai 200050. People's Republic of China
Changzhou Semiconductor Facto. Jtangu 213001. People's Republic of China

N-type (100) Si wafers were implanted with 95 keV, (0.1_1) x 10is cm- 2 N* and N' and a beam current of 6 mA by using an
ion implanter without mass analysis. The waters were maintained at 500'C during implantation After implantation the samples
were annealed at 1200 0 C for 2 h and underwent vapor-phase epitaxial growth. The experimental results showed that the thicknesses
of the top silicon layer with a tmmum channeling yield of 5% are 0 3-1 sim and the thicknesses of buried Si 3 N4 layer are 170-200
nm The buried silicon nitride layer consists of polycrystalline a-Si IN4 and nitrogen-rich nitride The Si-Si IN4 interface is extremely
abrupt, and the spreading resistance depth distnbution is uniform in the top silicon layer The results indicate that this method is an
effective technology for foiming cheap SO[ material

1. Introduction 2H 2 -- Si + 4HCI at 1200' C in a horizontal inductive
graphite furnace [2]. The rate of growth was about 0 25

Vanous techniques are currently being developed to Rm/min. The time of the vapor-phase epitaxial growth
form SO structures. One of the most promising tech- was from I to 4 mi. To achieve a low impurity con-
niques for producting device-worthy SO structures is centration for the epitaxial layer, PCI, carried by H,
SIMOX or SIMNI (separation by implanted nitrogen). was mixed with SIC14 during reaction.
However., the rapid development of SO technology has Rutherford backscattering and channeling (RBS/C)
been hindered by the limited supply of substrate due to techniques with 2 MeV He' were used to assess the
very long implantation times using presently available nitrogen profile and radiaticm damage remaining in the

implanters. In most cases, to produce a buned layer of top silicon layer. Transmission electron microscopy
oxide or nitride, the ratio RP/ARp should be greater (TEM) was used to study the microstructure of the SO
than about three For both oxygen and nitrogen in samples Infrared (IR) absorption and reflection mea-
silicon this corresponds to a implantation energy greater surements were made at room temperature by means of
than 100 keV (1]. a 7199-C single beam spectrometer over the frequency

In this work, we report the use of 95 keV N' and range 400-1400 cm- and a Perkin-Elmer 983 double

N' implantation by using an ion implanter without a beam spectrometer over the frequency range 1500-5000
mass analysis stage and subsequent vapor-phase epi- cm-1 Spreading resistance probes (SRP) were used to

taxial growth to check whether good quality SO struc- measure the electrical properties.

tures can still be formed or not

3. Results and discussion

2. Experimental
Fig 1 shows the RBS/C spectra of SIMNI formed

N-type 100) silicon wafers with a resistivity of by N' and N ' implan:ation at 95 keV with a total
about 10 R cm wete implanted with 95 keV N," and dose of 4 X 10 - 17 cm- 2 after annealing at 1200 C for
N' (60% N 2',

, 40% N ') with a beam current of 6 mA 2 h and vapor-phase epitaxial growth It is found that
and doses from I X 1 0 i7 cm- 2 to I X 10l cm 2 using the thicknesses of the top silicon layer and buried
an un-analysed beam of nitrogen ions The wafers were nitride layer are 350 and 170 nm, respectively. The

maintained at 5000C during implantation. After im- minimum channeling yield (Xm,,) of the top silicon
plantation, the samples were annealed at 1200*C for 2 layer in the RBS/C spectra is 5%, which approaches the
h with 300 nm of deposited Si0 2 as an encapsulant. value of bulk single-crystal silicon.

After removing the SIO 2 cap, the samples underwent Fig. 2 is the IR transmission spectra of the SIMNI

vapor-phase epitaxial growth with the reaction SiCI 4 + samples. The IR spectrum of the as-implanted sample is

0168-583X/91/$03 50,) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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Fig. I RBS/C spectra of a SIMNI sample implanted with 95
keV N2 and N with a total dose of 4 X 1017cm -2  Si Substrate -50 nrm

Fig 3 Cross-sectional TEM photograph of a SIMNI sample
relatively weak and rather broad because of the small after epitaxial growth.
amount and random distribution of the Si-N stretch
bands which shows a typical absorption curve of
amorphous silicon nitride After annealing, the curve of
amorphous nitride splits into a few peaks, and the peak positions coincide with the absorption peaks of a-Si N4

reported by Wada et al. [3]
Fig. 3 shows a cross-sectional TEM photograph of a

SIMNI sample wtth a total implantation dose of 4 X 1017

90 cm- 2 N2' and N + It can be seen clearly that the cross
Fection of the sample consists of the top single-crystal

b5 Osilicon layer with a few defects and the buried silicon
a nitride layer. If the implantation dose is above the

7u critical dose (N,, e., the dose required to directly form
the stoichiometnc compound Si 3N4 at the peak of the

60 nitrogen depth distribution) the buried silicon nitride
Clayer consists of polycrystallne nitride and porous

nitrogen-rich nitride in the middle of polycrystalline
:j nitride A high resolution TEM micrograph of the buried
z s'),con nitride showed that the crystal structure of the

4U po!ycrystalline nitride is trigonal a-phase Si3 N4 with

cell dimensions a = 0.781 nm and c = 0 559 nm.
j 80J The above experimental results show that the SIMNI

b materials with a good quality top silicon layer can be<  7formed by using 95 keV N' and N' implantation,
annealing, and epitaxial growth. However, the key prob-

bU lem, which has a great influence upon the quality of
SIMNI material, is the selection of the implantation
conditions. Fig 4 shows the depth distributions of

50 implanted nitrogen ions and the number of total recoil

4 0 atoms for 95 keV N2 implantation into silicon by
TRIM'88 computer simulation. It indicated the R. and

3l 5 * .ARp of 95 keV N' ions in Si to be 126 and 41 sin,

1 40 0 1 50 900 b 50 400 respectively, and the distribution of the recoil atoms
extends to the surface. So, in order to obtain SIMNI

WAVENUMBER (cm material with a thin surface silicon layer, which is a seed
Fig 2 IR transmission spectra of SIMNI samples: (a) as-im- crystal during epitaxial growth, we must carefully select

planted. (b) after annealing at 1200 C for 2 h. the implantation condition. From the present work, the
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Fig 4. The depth distnbutions of RP and the number of total
recoil atoms for 95 keV N2' implantation into silicon Fig 6 Spreading resistance vs depth by SRP measurements for

SIMNI samples with implantation doses (A) I X 1017 cm - 2,
(B) 4X10 17 cm- 2 and (C) IXlO8 cm-2

cntical dose value for formation of a SIMNI structure
at 95 keV N+ and N implantation is 3.2 X 10

17 
cm -2.

In order to form a buried and continuous Si3N 4 layer,
the doses were chosen to be larger than the critical that the spreading resistance versus depth distnbution
value. Fig. 5 shows the IR reflection spectrum of SIMNI in the top silicon layer is uniform, but there is not an
implanted by 95 keV N' and N with a total dose of insulating buried layer.. Fig. 6 (curve B) shows the
4 x 1017 cm- 2 after annealing at 1200 'C for 2 h. The spreading resistance profile in the top silicon layer is
dashed curve is the result of fitting the reflection spec- uniform, and there is a high resistance insulating buried
trum using a theoretical model described in our previ- layer. Fig. 6 (curve C) indicates that for this high dose
ous paper [4]. It is seen that the SIMNI structure the top silicon layer has a high resistance. TEM analysis
consists of a thin crystal top silicon layer and a buried shows that the top silicon layer, in this case, is poly-
silicon nitride layer. crystalline silicon

Fig 6 shows the spreading resistance versus depth The above results show that the implantation dose is
distributions for three SIMNI samples with different an important parameter for the formation of SIMNI
implantation doses: (A) 1 x 1017 cm- 2 ; (B) 4 x 1017 material. If the dose is too low. the buried silicon nitnde
cm- 2; (C) 1 X 10 18 cm - 2 In fig. 6 (curve A), it is found cannot be formed. However, if the dose is too high, the

surface layer of silicon is heavily damaged during im-
plantation After annealing and epitaxial regrowth, a

Iuu top polycrystalline silicon layer was obtained

4

8 2-

nt 2 4. SummarybO

2000 600u

- U -u Using N' and N' implantation with an energy as
- -- low as 95 keV, high temperature z.imealing and vapor-

;4 2u - phase epitaxial growth of a Si layer, enables SIMNI
structures with top crystal silicon layer and buned

5 ___________ _ silicon nitnde layer to be formed.

5UU 00U 300 2U00) In order to obtain good SIMNI material, the ion
WAVENUMBER tcm k), implantation dosc is an important parameter, which has

Fig 5. IR reflection spectrum of a SIMNI sample Both the a great influence upon the quality of the top silicon
experimental spectrum (solid line) and the best fit curve (dashed layer.
line) are shown for comparison. The insert shows the de luced The method reported in this paper is an effective

refractive index profile of the SIMNI sample. technology for forming cheap SO material.
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The effects of epitaxy and oxidation on the properties of SIMNI
and SIMOX materials

Li Jinhua a, Lin Chenglu , Lin Zhixing b, Jin Yuqing a and Zou Shichang h

Chan gsllou Semiconductor Fac tory. Jtangvu 213001. People's Republic of China
lIon Ream Laboratori, Shanghat Institute of Afetallurgy, Academia Sinica. Shanghai 200050, People'% Republc of China

SIMNI and SIMOX samples were sub.ected to burial by epitaxial growth of Si (1200'C), oxidation (900-1180'C, in 0 or
H,iO,1 and baking (1200'C, in H,) to investigate in the changes in the properties of their surface and buried layers The results of
RBS,'C and ASR pointed out that the minimum channellim yield of the top silicon laver of SIMNI decreased from 10% before
epitax to 3 4% after epitax, while no properties of the SIMNI structure either in the remaining St top laer or in the buried layer
w.ere changed during oxidation [he SIMOX structure without enough annealing would ..'me damaged as a result of baking in H,
at high temperature

1. Introduction ing, not only makes the thickness of the high resisttvity
region in SIMOX increase, but also affects the carrier

Since 1978. many studtes on SIMOX (separation bN concentration of the top silicon layer If the SIMOX is
implanted oxygen) and SIMNI (separation by im- annealed with a Si(, gap, the high resistivity region is
planted nitrogen) material and SO devices have been thicker and the carrier concentration of top silicon is
reported [1 -5] The process stabilit, of these two struc- lower than for one annealed without capping
tures is not reported frequency We have investigated The influence of epitax, on the perfectness of the
the effects of device processing, including oxidation. top crystal silicon layer of SIMNI can be seen in fig 3
epitaxy and treatment Aith different atmospheres on Before and after epitaxy, the minimum channelling
the SIMOX and SIMNI structures. In this paper, some yields of the SIMNI samples were about 10 and 3 4%,
interesting results %%ill be presented respectively. This means that the perfectness of the top

crystal silicon layer of SIMNI samples having under-
gone epitaxy is improved significantly

2. Epitax,

In order to overcome the effect of the limited pro- A

jected range 'ue ,o ihe ion energy used in the expert- /
ment, i e. to inc, 'ase the thickness of the surface silicon LO
layer, epitaxtal giu, th of a covering Si layer was carried i
out using the reaction SiC., + 2W,- Si + 4HCI at

J)
1200'C Usuall,,, baking the wafer in- H, for 3-5 min , ')
was needed before epitaxy The results of automatic a3
spreading resistance (ASR) measurement before and -
after epitaxy are shown in figs 1 and 2 The SIMNI and o .
SIMOX samples were formed by 170 keV implantation / c
with a dose of 1 4 x 10 1" cm 2 and annealed 'in N2 at
1200'C for 2 h. After epitaxy for SIMNI samples, the 5 , .. ...---..
thickness of the buried layer with high resistivity was I_
decreased from 3400 to 2800 A The 'interface between -U.,4 -U .Z U U.2 U.4 U .b U . 8

top and buried layers became more abrupt, the transi- DEPt-H P),
tion region was decreased remarkably and the electrical Fig 1 ASR results of SIMNI samples Energy 170 keV, dose
properties became more uniform in the top silicon layer 1 4 X 101 cm 2. annealing temperature 1200' C, in N,, for? i.
than before epitaxy. These effects can be seen in fig I Curve a as implanted; curve h after annealing, curve c after
Fig. 2 illustrates that the epitaxy, including the pre-bak- epitaxy

0168 583X/91/$03'50 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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Fig 2 ASR results of SIMOX samples. Energ. 170 keV, dose 1 4x 1018 cm 2, annealing temperature 1200'C. in N. for 2 h Curve
a after annealing with a 3000 A SiO, cap; curve h after epitaxy (annealed without SO cap), curve c after epitaxv (annealed with

3000 A SiO, cap)

3. Oxidtation the case where the advancing edge of the oxidized layer

The oxidation rates of the top silicon layer of SIMOX met the buried layer (fig 4b), it became thinner due to

and of SIMNI have been studied by the present authors oxidation

[61 Values are near the rate for perfect crystalline Thus. the electrical properties of the SIMN struc-

silicon In order to know the carrier concentration of ture, shown in fig 4, were stable in all cases.

the surface layer and the change in the buried layer
after oxidation, the SIMNI samples were oxidizedin 0.
or H,/O, at 900-1180°C. The measured carrier con- 4. Baking in H2

centration profiles are shown in fig. 4 The carrier
concentration of the top silicon, the thickness of the After SIMNI and SIMOX samples were put into an
buried Si ,N4 layer and the properties of the interface epitaxial deposition furnace to bake in a H 2 atmosphere
were not changed after oxidation when the oxidized for ten minutes, a few points appeared on the surface of
layer Aas 3400 A (fig. 4c) or 7400 A (fig. 4d) thick. In the SIMNI sampl- (fig 5b), but dense round patterns

6000 4000
(b),

4000 3200
Random

3000 Ra n2400 r a

2000 1600 .'

>4-> Aligned " e

1000 800 Aligned

40 80 120 160 20 50 80 110 140 170

CHANNEL CHANNEL

Fig. 3 RBS/C results of SIMN1 samples (a) after annealing, (b) after epitaxy
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Fig. 4. ASR results of oxidation of SIMNI samples. Curve a. before oxidation; curve b. oxidized to the buried layer, curve c'
oxidized, 3400 A SiO 2 , curve d oxidized, 7400 A SiO,

showed on the SIMOX (fig. 5a). The results of ASR for with a high diffusion coefficient. When a SIMOX sam-
SIMNI (fig. 6a, b) were identical to those for samples ple is baking at 1200*C in H 2, hydrogen atoms could
having undergone epitaxy (fig. lb, c) The top crystal enter into the top silicon layer quickly and could cause
silicon layer of SIMOX had become damaged and precipitates and dislocations within the top silicon layer
showed high resistivity (fig. 6d). to migrate and spread. If the baking time is long enough,

the whole crystal silicon layer would become damaged
(see ASR results in fig 6d) some square form disloca-

5. Discussion tions can be seen at the surface of the SIMOX sample
[8]. If the baking time is not long enough (e.g., for

The interesting results presented in this paper were epitaxy 3-5 nun were required to raise the temperature
reproducible but a full explanation is not yet available
The following conunents may be made.

(1) In general, to eliminate the oxide precipitate, an I*..&.. .

annealing temperature of 1300°C is needed for the o
SIMOX structure [3]. Celler et al. have pointed out that I.
when this temperature is raised to 1405 'C [7], the oxide U7

precipitates can dissolve substantially. Because of the X
limit in annealing equipment in the present case, it is
sure that there must be a high density of oxide precipi- / '

tates and defects in the surface silicon layer annealed at ) "06  
.

12000C only. Besides, hydrogen is an active element
I J) -. 10

A o / lb

0 U, 04

I 1t) .

al t) prn 1 a 0
DEPTH Tkmj

Fig. 6. ASR results of SIMOX and SIMNI samples baked in
Fig. 5. Optical rncros,.ope photograph of SIMOX and SIMNI H2 for 10 min at 12000C Curve a: before baking (SIMNI),
samples baking temperature 1200*C, in H 2, for 10 mm (a) curve b- after baking (SIMNI), curve c. before baking
SIMOX, magnified 350 times, (b) SIMNI, magnified 30 times (SIMOX); curved: after baking (SIMOX)

I/
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in H 2 ) the oxide precipitates and dislocations cannot (4) With a surface crystal silicon layer of high qual-
spread up to the surface. This means the high resistivity . ity the epitaxial layer on SIMNI has a quite low chan-
region would spread to some degree (fig. 2c). It is clear nelling yield (fig. 3). We imagine there might also be an
that the high resistivity region seen by ASR measure- inward epitaxy, which proceeds as a result of the par-
ments is not equivalent to buried S1O 2 in this case, but ticipation of hydrogen and has the benefit of improving
is due to the buried SiO 2 layer (insulator) and damaged crystal perfectness. This occurred while the outward
silicon layer (absence of free carriers). The transition of epitaxial growth was proceeding. The effect certainly
the top silicon layer from crystal to damaged state starts reduces the channelling yield.
from the front interface of the SIMOX structure.

(2) If the SIMOX sample was annealed without a
SiO, cap as a shield, a compact buried SiO 2 layer was 6. Conclusion
formed in which the density of implanted oxygen
reached the stoichiometry of SiO 2 . The implanted The oxidation of the top crystal silicon layer in 02 or
oxygen would diffuse out of this region mostly during H2/02 at 1180 0 C, basically does not affect the electn-
annealing. The thickness of the buried layer was thus cal properties of the surviving top crystal silicon layer,
less, the density of oxide precipitate was lower, and the the buried layer and the interface for a SIMNI struc-
con.. ntration of free carriers was higher (fig. 2b). If the ture. Based on these results and a previous study on
sample was annealed with a SiO 2 cap, the most oxygen oxidation of SIMOX [61, it could be seen that SIMNI
atoms from the stoichiometric region would remain at and SIMOX structures have a good process stability for
the top layer. An oxide layer enriched in silicon would SOI device fabrication at 900-1180'C. Baking for a
be formed at the region nearby the buried SiO_. Other shorter period in H, at i200°C has no effect on
oxygen atoms in the top layer would form some pre- SIMNI layers, evidently, but it could cause the defects
cipitates. Then. the concentration of free carriers would to spread outward and a thickening of the layer with
be decreased and the transition rgion would spread high resistivity for SIMOX. If this baking were pro-
Therefore. the thickness of the high resistivity layer of longed to ten minutes, the whole top c-Si layer became
fig. 2a is larger than that in fig. 2b. At high tempera- damaged. The reason might be the migrating and
lures in a hydrogen atmosphere, the enriched silicon spreading of the remaining oxide precipitates and de-
oxide layer would he dissolved by hydrogen, and the fects. Finally,, good surface layers with lower channeli-
bottom o' the top silicon layer would be damaged ing yields and uniform electrical properties could be
quickly Finally, the high resistivity layer was spread out achieved for a SIMNI structure annealed enough, and
from one of fig. 2a to one of fig 2c (from ASRfromoneof ig. a t on offig c (romASR undergoing epitaxy. The hydrogen atmosphere could
measurements after epitaxy). RBS analysis indicated undroin eitax he hydrgen a 0 ph'eCcoul
that the high resistivity region was partly removed and
the oxygen density of the top silicon layer was incrteased

after baking for a longer time in H2 [8]
(3) After epitaxy of the SIMNI, the thiclkness of the Reference,

buried layer and transition region were reduced. This
may be explained by the role of hydrogen. In order to [1 K l7umi. M Doken and H. Ariyosht, Electron Lett 14
get a uniform epitaxial layer, a period of 3-5 min was (1978) 593taken to raise the temperature of the wafer to 12[0C [2] G. Zimmer and H Vogt, IEEE Trans. Electron Devices

ED-30 (1983) 1515
in H, before epitaxy. During this time, hydrogen atoms [31 K.J Recson, Nucl lnstr and Meth B19/20 (1987) 269
could enter into surface layer and up to the transition [4] J R. Davis, A K Robinson, K J Reeson and P.L.F. Hem-
region, to combine with the dangling bonds of silicon ment,, Appl Phys Lett 51 (1987) 1419.
The carrier concentration would he greatly increased [5] R Schork, H. Ryssel and C Dehm. Proc 6th Int. Conf. on
and the high resistivity region reduced after epitaxy Ion Beam Modification of Materials, Tokyo, Japan, 1988,
Based on such a mechanism, the front interface would Nucl. Instr. and Meth B39 (1989) 220
be abrupt and the buried layer reduced (figs. Ic and [6] Lin Chenglu. Yu Yuehui, Zhang Shunkai, Fang Ziwei. Li
6b) Jinhua and Zou Shichang, Proc 2nd Int Conf on Solid

Because the annealing condition (12000C 2 h, in State and Integrated , ircuit Technology, Beijing, 1989. ed
Mo Bangxian (Internatioi.al Academic Publishers, Beijing,N,) is enough to form a SIMNI ,structure of good 1989) p 420

quality [5]. there are few defects within the top crystal [71 G r, Celler, P L F Hemment. K W. West and J M. Gib-
mhicoai ldyef. The dunsity of defects driven to the surface son. Appl Phys Lett 48 (1986) 532
by hydrogen in SIMNI is lower than that for SIMOX [8] Li Jinhua, Lin Chenglu, Ln Zhixing and Zou Shichang,
on baking. IBMM'90, to be published
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The peculiarities of the new phase formation by 0' ion implantation
into silicon under thermo-ionization excitation

A.I Belogorokhov, A.B. Danihn. Yu.N. Erokhin, A.A. Kalinin, V.N. Mordkovich, V.V. Saraikin
and 1I.1 Khodos
httatute r'f Ptoblents of Mwcroeh'ctronti Technologv and ihgh Purity Aaterali, 142432 ClernogoloiA . Moscow Regiton USSR

Inestigations were coniducted on implanting oxygen at doses much smaller than the stoichiometric dose into a heated silicon
substrate Interstitial radiation defects, which lie at depths exceeding the ion projected range. are shown to getter the oxygen An
additional photoionization during implantation increases the mobility of point defects in the Si surface layer, thus enhancing
diffusion of some oxygen atoms to the surface. Subsequent oxygen outdiffusion dung a post-implantation heat treatment accelerates
the annealing of radiation defects and facilitates the formation of SiO, phase precipitates The VO and VO, complexes were detected
in samples subjected to implantation at 3000 C.

1. Introduction 2. Basic results and discussion

It has been established [11 that radiation defects play Fig I demonstrates that the concentration profiles
a decisive part in heterogeneous formation of dielectriC for oxygen atoms are anomalously deep (with a peak at
phase nuclei in silicon when substoichiometric doses of a depth of approximately 0.5 tm) while the projected
ior synthesis are employed. In turn, an additional pho- range (R ,) for oxygen ions at an energy of 150 keV is
toexcitatton during ion implantation influences 0 36 tm [4] A comparison of SIMS and TEM data
markedly th. defect formation in the irradiated silicon (figs. 1 and 2) indicates that the concentration profile of
[2.31 Heating of the substratc during implantation oxygen atoms in silicon is governed by the distribution
accelerates the defects- impurity reaction Besides. such of interstitial radiation defect., Such behaviour of
heating makes it possible to exclude amorphizatton of oxygen is consistent with the folh 'ing available data
silicon surface layers when structures with new phase (1) interstitial radiation defects arc observed at depths
buried layers are produced. exceeding R, [5]:

The aim of the preseot paper is to study how (2) implantation into a heated substrate leads to the
thermo-tonization excitation affects the initial stage of formation of thermostable interstitial defects whose
the ion synthesis of silicon dioxide, when radiation size increases and density decreases with implanta-
defects play a major part in the phase formation. tion temperature [6], and

Oxygen ions were implanted into n-type silicon. 4.5 (3) interstitial radiation defects are an effective sink for
cm, orientation (100),. The energy of the 'ions was 150 some reactive impurities including oxygen [7].

keV, and the dose 1 7 x 10 16 ions/cm2 The ion current IR transmission spectra of the oxygen-implanted
density did not exceed 0 5 [tA/cm:. The substrate tern- samples (fig 3) are rather complex which probably
perature during implantation for the two groups of indicates that there can be a large number of states in
S.rMples was 300°C and 500°C, respectively, and was which oxygen exists in the system supersaturated by
monitored by a thermocouple The faces of some sam- interstitial radiation defects. Proceeding from the shape
pies from both groups were irradiated during implanta- or the spectrum, it can be concluded that it corresponds
tion by a high-pressure mercury lamp with a power to quart/ inclusions in a highly imperfect silicon matrtx
density Vof 60 mW/cm 2 Control samples ,,crc subjcttcd 18].
to implantation without additional photoexcitation. Fig 3a demonstrates that oxygen ion implantation at
After implantation, a part of each sample was annealed 300'C leads to the formation of a defect layer closely
at 1000'C for 5 mm The ion-doped layers were in- resembling an amorphous one. Besides, the spectra in
ve .ated by IR spectrometry. SIMS and TEM meth- fig. 4 exhibit absorption lines indicating the presence of
ods. VO and VO, complexes in the layer [7]. The increase in

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1991 - Elsevier Science Publis'er% B.V (North-Holland)
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the implantation temperature to 500 °C, as well as the
additional photoexcitation, enhances the optical activity gence of dislocation-type defects and the precipitation
of the implanted oxygen (fig. 3b and c). At the same of a sizeable part of the implanted oxygen on them [9].
time, the spectrum itself changes which points to the Another feature of implantation under additional pho-
fact that some ordering takes place in the radiation toexcitation is a significant enrichment of the silicon
defect system. The concentration profiles of oxygen surface layer in oxygen (see fig. 1). The oxygen atom
atoms also change (see fig. 1). The additional photoexci- distribution in the surface layer suggests that in this
tation for the 500 °C implantation drastically reduces layer point defects exist due to the thermo-enhanced
optical activity of the implanted oxygen. This reduction diffusion of oxygen atoms to the surface. The annealing
in optical activity can only be attributed to the emer- of the samples subjected to implantation at 300'C
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Fig. 4. IR transmittion spectra of samples subjected to implantation at (a) 300 0 C and (b) 500 o C.
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Thus, the main result of the additional photoexcita-
tion is an enhanced reactivity of the implanted oxygen
This effect is evidently connected with a general de-
crease in the thermal stability of the system of intersti-
tial radiation defects, which is due to the outdiffusion of
some of the implanted oxygen The oxygen outdiffusion
during annealing is, in turn, a result of a photoexcita-
tion-enhanced radiation-stimulated diffusion of oxygen
atoms to the surface in the process of implantation.
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SOI structures produced by oxygen ion implantation
and their annealing behaviour
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SOI (silicon on insulator) samples were produced by large dose (18-2.5 X 101/cm,) oxygen ion implantation into n- and p-type
(100) silicon wafers at an energy of 360-400 keV, after different annealing methods The SO structures were measured by IR
(infrared) absorption spectroscopy and Hall-effect measurements After high temperature annealing (1300'C,, 30 nun-8 h), we
obtain excellent quality SOI films, both the *op crystal silicon and the buried SiO, layer Aftei a long-time anneal (at 1300 oC), the
carrier concentration (electron%) becomes lower and the Hall mobility is higher at 120-300 K in the top silicon

1. Introduction 0 + cm2. This sample was cut into two pieces, UK 1 and
UK 2, UK I was annealed at 1300°C for 30 min by

Ion beam synthesis has been used to form high infrared anneal equipment in a N, atmosphere.
quality SO] films for applications to small geometry
and radiation-resistant MOS integrated circuits Proper- 2.2 Hall-effect measuremet Yamples
ties of SO wafers formed by different procedures have
been reported in some papers mostly by RBS (Ruther- N-type Si(100), 4-8 Q-cm was used as the substrate
ford backscattering spectroscopy), TEM (transmission wafer, implanted ai 360 keV with 2.5 x 10t 5O+/cm2 at
electron microscopy) and SIMS (secondary ion mass a substrate temperature of 500'C. Then the wafer was
spectrometry) techniques [1-5]. We evaluated some SOl cut into a few squares (6 x 6 mm 2 ). Samples 10-2H,
films by RBS, SR (spreading resistance) and IR absorp- 10-4H, 10-6H and 10-8H were annealed in a furnace it
tion spectroscopy [6]. In this paper, we present (a) a 1300'C for 2, 4. 6 and 8 h, respectively, in N2 atmo-
new method to measure the thickness of the buried SiO, sphere The four angle areas of samples were implanted
layer in SOI samples with the SiO, mask patterns on by phosphorous at 60 keV with 5 X 10' 5/cm 2 , then
the top silicon surface by the IR absortion spec- annealed at 1000°C for 10 s by a lamp rapid anneal
troscopy, and (b) the electrical propertes of the top equipment in a N, atmosphere Good ohmic contacts
silicon layer in SOI wafers by Hall-effect nimasuremc:", were formed at the angle ends for Hall-effect measure-
The influence of tile implantation oxygen-related donors ments.
on the carrier concentration and Hall mobility will be
discussed.

3. Results and discussion

2. Experimental sample preparation 3.1. IR absorption vpectroscopv

2 1. IR measurement samples Fig 1 is a part of the photograph in samples UKI
and UK 2. Some parts of the Si0 2 mask patterns were

For the substrate s.licon we used: p-type Si(100), broken and sputtered a%ay after the oxygen implanta-
15.9-23.0 R-cm, implanted at 400 keV with 1.8 X 1015 tion The mask pattern area is 0.373 of the total area

0168-583X/91/$03 50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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. ,,... "The infrared transmission minima in SiO 2 films obey
._ the Lambert-Bouguer law:

I ,, 5.,. A =log(Jo/I) = 0 434 at, (1)

where A is the absorbance at the minimum, I) and I
the incident and transmitted intensities, respectively, a

qi , " the absorption coefficient, and t the sample thickness
This property wili be utilized as a nondestructive method
of determining the thickness of buried SiO 2 layers in

, fSOI wafers by IR absorption spectroscopy. In our case,
J the absorbance A is composed of 0.373 A0 and 0.627 A,,

", where A o is the absorbance of the mask CVD SiO 2,
with thickness 11026 A, A, is the absorbance of the
buried SiO 2 layer with the thickness it.

A =0.373A, + (1 - 0.373)A1, (2)

Ag = 0.434at,, (3)

A, = 0.434atl. (4)

Before and after high temperature annealing, the ab-
sorption coefficients of the mask CVD S10 2 are 2 56 x
10 4/cm and 3.20 X 104/cm, and the coefficients of
buried SiO2 are 2.39 x 104/cm and 3 10 x 104/cm, re-
spectively, which were reported in our earlier work [61
We can obtain the absorbance A from experiments in
fig. 2, sc the buried SiO, thicknesses t, were calculated

1.35

UKI
1.20

Fig 1. Part of a photograph of SO samples UK I and UK 2 .
with SiO, mask patterns. The mask pattern area and the
implantation area are 0.373 and 0.637 of the total area, respec- 75

ively The thickness of the SiO, mask layer is 11026 A.
- .60

UK 2" _

and the implantation area is 0.637 of the total area on .)
the samples UK l and UK 2.

Fig. 2 shows the IR spectra from the samples UK I
and UK 2. There are three major peaks in the IR .15
spectra. The first peak P, (1069-1090 cm -

i) is the
well-known Si-O stretching vibration mode, the second ,o .
P (810--811 cm - ) Si-Si stretching vibration mode and
the third P3 (457-461 cm - ) Si-O-Si bending vibration 1.110 129) 1170 105) 93) 810 690 570 450 330
mode (6). After high temperature annealing, the peaks Wavenumber (cm-
P and P3 moved to higher wavenumbers and became Fig. 2 IR spectra of the samples UK I and UK 2 with SiO 2
larger in the absorbance. This means that the thermal mask patterns, thickness 11026 A., implanted at 400 keV with
energy caused oxygen rearrangement and structural 1.8 X lO/cm2. UK 2, as implanted, UK 1,, annealed in an
changes in the SiO 2 network. infrared furnace at 1300°C for 30 m.

VI. MATERIALS SCIENCE
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Table I
The thickness of buried SiO2 before and after anneal

Sample Energy Dose Annealing A A0  A, it

no [keV] [0+/cm2] [A]

UK 2 400 1.8 X 1018 none 0.7324 1 225 (.4394 4235
UK 1 400 1.8 X 0l 1300 0 C, 0.9443 1.4834 0.6236 4635

30 mm

from eqs (2), (3) and (4), which are given in table 1. We U

can get the theoretical thickness of the buried SiO,:

dose = 1.8 X 101S0/cm2  4119
tNO 4.37 0+/cm3  149 .

This is a good agreement with our experimental results. 8
After high temperature annealing, the thickness of the
buned SIO 2 layer became larger than that before an- 6
nealing This indicates that the implanted oxygen has
the tendency to move towards the buried layer and form "1
the SiO, layer during the high temperature anneal. t

03.2. hall-effect measurement results

The Van der Pauw method was used to measure the T-2.71 T2.04

Hall-effect in the temperature range 77-300 K. The
thickness of top silicon layer 'in samples 10-2H-10-8H 10 - 2H 10- 8H

was measured by SR measurements,
ig. 3 illustrates Hall mobtlity variation with the 10\

teti.perature. The Hall mobility decreased with increas- 80
ing temperature (77-300 K) as shown in table 2.

I he higher value of Hall mobility in sample 10-8H is 600
due to the SOl film after the long time, high tempera-
ture anneal (1300'C, 8 h), and the top silicon becoming _00_.... .
a better quality. Above 130 K the mobility depen-
dences- 1 -n - T-204 in sample 10-8H and t n - T- 2 7 1  50 100 2ou 300

in sample 10-2H are close to the theoretical expectation. Temperature (K)
ILE - T- 15. This indicates the dominant scattenng to be Fig. 3. Hall mobility vs temperature for the top silicon in SO
the acoustic phonon scattering, samples 10-2H and 10-8H, implanted at 360 keV with 2.5 X 1018

Fig 4 is the electron carrier concentration as a 0+/cm 2, annealed at 13000 C for 2 and 8 h, respectively.
function of the reciprocal temperature in samples 10-2H
and 10-8H. The carrier concentration increases with the
increase of temperature. The carrier concentration is 10-8H. The average carrier concentration is much higher
4.6 X 108-5 0 x 10'S/cm3 at 77-300 K in sample 10-2H than that in the substrate Si: - 1015/cm 3 . This means
and 4.5 x 1017-1 8 x 10' 5/cm 3 at 77-300 K in sample that a new donor with high concentration was formed in

'[able 2

Hall mobility vs temperature

Sample /A [cm 2/V s]

T=77 K T=100 K T=150 K T= 200 K T= 250 K T- 300 K

10-2H 8960 5991 3064 1354 848 543
10-8H 10103 6185 3369 1851 1245 876

J 4"
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patterns, before and after oxygen implantation, by IR
absorption spectroscopy has been reported. The experi-
mental result is in good agreement with the theoretical
result.

t0o9 (2) The Van der Pauw technique was used to analyze
S 8 the electrical properties of the top silicon layers in SO!

o 6 samples. After the long time, high temperature anneal,
4 the Hall mobility becomes higher and the electron car-

rier concentration is lowei in sample 10-8H, because of
2 ~the decrease of the implanted oxygen (new donor) in the

~-. 10 wp silicon layer.

6-. 6

U 4
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Radiation damage in As+ implanted TiSi, films

C.T, Hsu, C.J. Ma and L.J. Chen
Department of Mate, ta1 Science and Engineering, National Tsng tlua Uniersio, Hsinchu, Taiwan

Radiation damage in C54-TiSi, film implanted by 80 keV. 5 x 10" cm- 2 As' has been studied by both cross-sectional and
plansiew transmission electron microscopy as well as by four-point probe resistivity measurements Phase reversion from C54-TiSI,
to C49-TiSi, was observed in as-implanted samples The electrical resistivity of implanted samples was found to decrease with
annealing temperature and time Phase transition from C49-TiSi, to C54-TiSi, and decrease in the densitN of reiaual defects were
found to correlate with the decrease in electrical resistivity

1. Introduction studied [1]. However, relatively little attention was paid
to the study of radiation damage in silicides. In the

Ion implantation has become a standard technique paper, we report the results of a structural and electrical
to dope siltcon for micro-electronics applications. The investigation of radiation damage in a C54-TiSi, layer
abilitN to anneal implantation damage and activate the We note that C54-TtSi, is a primary candidate material
dopants is crucial to the successful utilization of the for self-aligned silicidation in submicron devices.
technique [1]. It has been reported that residual defects
would cause excess leakage current. The performances
of devices are very sensitise to the residual defects in 2. Experimental procedures
the active layer The redistribution of dopants after
annealing is also of major concern in device applica- Single-crystal. boron-doped, 10-20 2 cm resistivity,
tions For VLSI circuits with a feature size below one 4 in. diameter, (111)-oriented silicon wafers were used
micron, a concomitant scaling of device geometries in in this study The wafers were first cleaned chemically
both vertical and lateral dimensions is required. The by a standard procedure followed by a diluted HF dip
reduction in iertical direction imposes a shallow junc- immediately prior to loading into an electron gun
tlion limit in dep'h to about 0.1 ltm or less [Z]. evaporation chamber. Thin Ti films, 40 nm in thickness,

In order to form a shallow junction and. at the same were evaporated by electron beam evaporation A 30
time, minimize the damage in silicon, an alternative nm thick amorphous silicon capping layer was then
approach to form silicide prior to junction formation deposited on Ti thin films to protect the films from
has been adopted The process involves the implanta- oxidation during the subsequent heat treatments The
tioii of dopant into the silicide layer followed by anneal- deposition rate was kept to be about 0 1 nm/s The
ing to drive the dopant species into the silicon substrate silicidation was conducted in a flowing-nitrogen diffu-
[3-5] It was suggested that an additional advantage of sion furnace at 8000C for 120 s or I h The cleaned
the process is to reduce the probability of short-circuit- wafers with a silicide layer were implanted by 80 keV
ing the junction due to the roughness of the sihcide. As' to a dose 5 X 10l" cm 2 The ion beam current
since the diffusion front precedes the sihcide/Si inter- density was controlled to be less than 10 l±A/cm2 . The
face by a nearly constant distance. Subsequent studies
showed that the process is a promising one for shallow
junction formation in VLSI circuits subjected to the
limitation imposed by a number of factors such as the .. .. .
solubility and diffusivity of various dopants in silicides FT
and compound formation. 1 E

One of the problems that may be encountered in the

implantation of dopants into silicide is the rad'ation
damage of the silicides. Radiation damage in thicide .*1 ,1 0.2 /1lan
may result in considerable changes in the properes of - : .- ' L I
silicides. Radiation damage in Si, GaAs, and a arge Fig. 1 Bright field (BF) micrograph of a cross-sectional sample
number of metals and alloys have been extensively showing a TiSi, layer on silicon.

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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Fig. 4. Resistivity vs annealing temperature data.
Fig. 2. Overlapping diffraction pattern and direct image show-

ing the (200) habit plane of polytypes.
C54-TiSi2 we'e measured to be I and 2 itm for samples
annealed for 20 s and I h, respectively. An example is

wafers were water-cooled during implantation to mini- shown in fig. 1. The resistivity of the TiSi 2 layer was
mize the self annealing effect. The normals of specimens about 14 il,2 cm for both sets of samples Polytypes
were tilted 70 off the incident ion beam direction to were observed in the silicide layers. The habit plane of
alleviate the channeling effect. The choice of the ion the polytypes was identified to be (002). An example is
energy was based on the consideration to create a shown in fig 2.
defected surface layer and, at the same time, not to No amorphous layer was formed as inferred from
allow the dopants to penetrate through the silicide TEM observation A two-layer structure was evident in
layer The projected ion range and stragling in the the TiSi, thin film. The tipper layer was identified to be
TiSi, film were calculated to be about 36 9 and 14.5 C49-TiSi,. Examples are shown in fig. 3. The lower
nm, respectively [6]. layer remained to be C54-TiSi2. However, a high den-

For diffusion furnace annealing, high purity N, gas sity of polytypes was found to extend upward from the
was first passed through a titanium getter tube main- layer. C49-TiSi, was also evident in planview samples
tamed at about 800'C to reduce the oxygen content Heavily damaged regions were observed.
The samples weie annealed at 400-1000'C. The an- For as-implanted samples, the resistivity was in-
nealing time at each temperature was either 20 s or I h creased to 115 itg cm Fig. 4 shows the resistivity versus
A four-point probe was used to measure the sheet annealing temperature data The resistivity was gener-
resistance. A Rigaku X-ray diffractometer and a JEOL- ally found to decrease with annealing temperature. In
200 CX transmission electron microscope (TEM) were samples annealed at 500-700'C, prolonged annealing
used to to detect the phase formed and characterize the was found to lower the resistivity considerably. The
microstructures. electrical conductivity was found to be fully recovered

in samples annealed at 800 °C for I h. For 20 s anneal-
ing, higher temperature (900 o C) annealing was required

3. ResuIt% and discussion for the resistivity to decrease to 14 iffl cm, the resistivity
value of the unimplanted silicide.

C54-TiS 2 was found to be the only phase present in After 400 °C annealing for 1 h. the lower C54-TiSi 2
samples annealed at 8000C The average grain 'i7es of layer was found to grow into the upper damaged layer

0.2 0 .2 /Am

Fig 3 (a) Bright field (BF) micrograph of as-implanted sample (b) Dark field (DF) micrograph. The bright region corresponds to ,

C49 TiSi,
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PMn ,i .2 14n

' .2 Ian 0.2 lim

Fig 5 (a) Dark field, and (b) bright field cross-sectional micrographs (c) Bright field, and (d) dark field, pianview The bright regions
correspond to C49-TiSi. 400' C annealed.

The interface between C54 and C49 grains appeared to I h. The areal fraction of regrown C54-TiSi, region was
be very uneven in cross-sectional (c-s) micrographs. found to increase with annealing time from planview
Examples are shown in fig. 5. After annealing at 500 ° C.,  observation. Polytypes were found to form in the re-
the two-layer structure remained. C49-TiSi, was also grown layer. Similar to those found in the unimplanted
found in the upper layer. The density of defect clusters samples, the habit plane was identified to be (002). For
was found to decrease with annealing time damaged regions not involving the formation of C49

In the sample annealed at 600'C for 20 s, C54-TiSi, grains, no polytypes were observed in the regrown layer,
was found to grow into the upper layer from the lower Instead, dislocations and moir6 fringes were found.
layer Examples are shown in fig. 6. The C49-TiSi 2 was After annealing at 700'C for 20 s, the two-layer
also seen in the film. From the planview observation, structure was still evident. The heavily damaged region
the highly damaged region vas identified to be of was found to correspond to C49-TiSi 2 The areal frac-
C49-TiSi, structure. O; ' iw other hand, the regrown tions of C54-TiSi, regions which exhibited little damage
C54-TiSiz region was found to be relatively low in were found to be higher than those in 600'C annealed
density of damage clusters. The C49 to C54 transforma- samples. After I h annealing, the density of dislocations
tion in damaged regions was evident after annealing for was found to be lowered considerably. The Burgers

, 0.2 /n0.2 /im
aL

Fig 6 Cross-sectional micrographs, 600 C, 20 s. (a) Bright field, (b) dark field. I he biight region corresponds to C54-TiSi 2
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0.2 pn M
a

Fig. 7. Cross-sectional micrographs. 800 0 C, 20 s. (a) Bright field, (b) dark field. The bright region corresponds to C49-TiS 2.

vectors of the dislocations were identified to be along up to a dose of about 1017 Ar cm - 2 . An XTEM study
(I1) of the C54 structure. The two-layer structure was showed that a NiSi 2 layer did not become amorphous
no longer evident, up to a dose of I x 1016 Si+ cm- 2 [9].

In samples annealed at 8000 C for 20 s, the two-layer The C49 phase was found to form in the surface
structure was les% obvious than those in samples an- layer. Both the effects of dopant and radiation damage
nealed at lower temperature. Examples are shown in fig. may play a role in transformng the damaged C54 layer
7 However, a heavily damaged region was still evident into a C49 layer. Beyers et al. 1101 studied titanium
in the planview micrograph. The region was identified disihcide formation on a heavily doped Si substrate. For
to be of C49 structure. The areal fraction of the C54- heavily As-doped substrates (3 x 1022 As cm- 3), the
TiSi, phase was measured to be more than 90%. After I C49- to C54-TiSl 2 transformation temperature was in-
h annealing, only the C54-TiSi 2 phase remained. How- creased to 850'C Van Ommen et al. [111 found that
ever, polytypes were still present. The density of dislo- samples after As' implant were observed to have
cations was also found to be lower than that in 20 s broadened peaks of the C54 phase in X-ray diffraction
annealed samples. spectra. The C49 phase was detected to form in samples

After annealing at 9000C for 20 s, the two-layer annealed at lower temperatures (600 or 7000C). The
structure was not found. Planview rmcrographs revealed phase wa. found to disappear after annealing at 8000 C
that heavily damaged regions were no longer present. for 30 mm. It seemed that As atoms stabilized the C49
Only C54-TiSi , was found as the annealing temperature phase in a TiSi 2 film with As' implant. Gas et al.
was at or higher than 900*C. Examples are shown in concluded that As diffused through a TiSi 2 film very
fig 8. fast by moving as substitutional atoms on the silicon

For 80 keV As' implanted silicon to a dose of sublattice sites 112,131. The size of the As atom (1.18 A)
5 × 101 - cm- 2, the surface layer was found to be is slightly larger than that of a Si atom (1.17 A). The
amorphous. In contrast, no amorphous layer was formed C49 phase is packed less densely (density = 3.85 g/cm3 )
in TiSi, samples implanted under the same condition. than the C54 phase (density = 4.126 g/cm3 ). It may be
TiSi, is known to be metallic [7]. Covalent bonds in reasoned that if silicon-sublattice sites were replaced by
semiconductors are directional. The breaking of highly As atoms, the C49 phase, with a more loosely packed
ordered bonds in these matenals by ion implantation structure, would be more stable than the C54 structuie
tended to amorphize the surface layer relatively easily at temperatures lower than 200'C during high beam
On the other hand, amorphization in metallic materials current ion implantation with sufficient water cooling.
is relatively difficult to achieve. The heat of formation The C49 phase was found to be prone to misplace
of TiSi2 is -134 kJ/mol [81, which implied that the one atomic layer along the [010] direction. If the
Ti-Si bond is stronger than the Si-Si bond. Maenpaa et frequency of misplacement was high, a one-directional
al. reported that PdSi could not be made amorphous high-density disorder structure may be produced. The

0.2 0.2

Fig. 8 Cross-sectional micrographs, 900°C, 20 s. (a) Bright field, (b) dark field. The bright region corresponds to C54-TiSi 2.
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Comparison of models for the calculation of ion implantation moments
of implanted boron, phosphorus and arsenic dopants
in thin film silicides

P.D. Cole ", G.M. Crean a j, Lorenz b and L. Dupas c
NMRC. Lee Maltngs, Prospect Row,, Cork, Ireland
FhG-AIS, Arnlleriestrasce 12, Erlangen W-8520, Germany
IMEC, Kapeldreef 75. Leuven B-3030. Belgium

The accurate prediction of dopant ion implantation profiles both before and after thermal processing is becoming increasingly
cntical in tI'e design of ultra-large scale integration (ULSI) sub-micron devices. In this paper, the ion implantation moments of
boron. phoaphorus and arsenic dopants implanted into thin film titanium, tungsten and cobalt silicides are calculated using Monte
Carlo, Boltzmann transport equation and look-up table approaches. Four ion implantation simulators are evaluated the TRanbport
of Ions in Matter (TRIM89) Monte Carlo code, RAMM and SUPREM-3 transport equation codes and PREDICT-I.4 which relies
on look-up tables for its calculations. Theoretical results are subsequently compared with experimentally measured boron.
phosphorus and arsenic range and straggle parameters in thermally reacted titanium silicide thin films obtained using secondary ion
mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS). Ion implantation energies were vaned from 20 keV to
160 keV It is demonstrated that SUPREM-3 and PREDICT-I,4 ,on implantation codes do not at the present time accurately
calculate the ion implantation moments of dopants implanted into the silicides investigated However the o"erall correlation between
TRIM.. RAMM and the experimental data presented is very good. The ion implantation models in TRIM and RAMM could be
employed as preprocessors in a more general ULSI sub-micron process simulator capable of modelling a doped silicide fabncation
technology

I. Introduction tion task via a comparison of experimental and theoreti-

Lateral and vertical shrinkage of device dimensions cal results for ion implantation into three technologi-

in metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) ultra-large scale cally relevant slicides.

integrated (ULSI) circuits, poses significant semicon-
ductor fabrication manufactunng challenges. In particu- 2. Modelling
lar, optimized shallow junction fabrication techniques
are required to form junctions, with depths of less than The range and straggle moments of boron, phos-
1000 A for a 0.25 Ipm CMOS technology. The accurate 3horus and arsenic ion implantations into titanium,
prediction of dopant ion implantation profiles both cobalt and tungsten silicides are calculated using the
before and after thermal processing is therefore becom- TRIM Monte Carlo code [3]. the RAMM [4] and
)ng increasingly 'important in the design of sub-micron SUPREM-3 [5] transport codes. Boron, phosphorus and
microelectronic devices [1]. One novel process fabrica- arsenic implantation moments into titanium and cobalt
tion technique under intensive investigation for very silicides are also calculated using the PREDICT-1.4
shallow junction fab-ication, is dopant diffusion from simulator [6]. The densities of titanium, cobalt and
an ion implantation doped silicide source [2]. This has tungsten silicides wcre 4.02 g/cm3, 4.9 g/cm3 and 9.4
the advantages of minimising implant channeling and g/cm 3, respectively [7]. We consider a Lnin film silicide
lattice damage in the silicon substrate and also of on slicon substrate. The thickness of the silicide film
trapping contaminants associated with the ion beam in was fixed at 2500 A to ensure that the ion implant did
the silicide. While a number of ion implantation models not penetrate the si!icide/ silicon interface. One should
exist for modelling the interaction of the dopant within note that the ion implantation models investigated in
the thin film silicide on silicon structure, the accuracy of this work treat the target materials as amorphous. For
these models, which is determined by the mathematical the TRIM Monte Carlo code, 2000 ion histories were
approach employed and the material properties incor- followed for each calculation. In order to determine the
porated into the simulation program, are not well docu- effect of increasing the number of ion histories on the
mented. The objective of this work is to evaluate the ion calculated moments, a number of simulations were per-
implantation models currently available for this simula- formed using 2000 and 10000 ion histories [8]. Negliga-
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ble variation was noted in the range and straggle data 200-

extracted from these profiles.

0 TRIM R
* TRIM Strg

3. Experimental w RAMM R
* RAMM StrgI
+ SUPREM R

Both n-type (2-4 Q2 cm) and p-type (16-20 Q cm) x SUPREM Strgi
single crystal (100) silicon substrates were used as the A PREDICT R

A PREDICT StrgI
starting materials. The substrates were chenically * SiMS R

cleaned and etched in dilute HF immediately prior to U SIMS SIrgI +

loading into a sputter deposition chamber. Thc wafers
were then RF etched and baked at a temperature of
250°C. 280 nm of Ti was sputtered onto the silicon +

Ewafers with subsequent annealing using a conventional 100A
two-stage anneal at temperatures of 550 and 800'C o
respectively in a high purity (:5 5 ppm moisture and 02 z
concentration) nitrogen purged furnace. The final sheet
resistance of the fully reacted silicide layers was 0.5 +

a TRIM R
* TRIM S1rgl

400- RAMM R "

* RAMM SIrgI X
+ SUPREM R
X SUPREM SIrgt A

A PREDICT R
A PREDICT SirgI
8 SiMsR
* SIMS SIrgI

300/0 100 200

A PHOSPHORUS ION ENERGY (keV) into TlSi2
Fig 2 Measured and simulated range and straggle moments of
phosphorus ions implanted into titanium slicide as a function
of ion implant energy. Experimental data was obtained by
meaiis of SIMS analysis. Calculated data was obtained using

E the TRIM, RAMM, SUPREM-3 and PREDICT-I 4 simvila-
200- + tlon codes

4. N

A Boron, phosphorus and arsenic ions were implanted
,-into the thin film titanium sicides at nominal room

+ temperature. The ion implant energies ranged from
20-120 keV, 40-120 keV and 20-160 keV for the
boron, phosphorus and arsenic dopants, respectively. A

- dose of 1 X 1015 atoms/cm 2 was implanted in all cases,
A a and the ion beam current was maintained at 20 g.A.

+ A .RBS measurements were obtained using a 1.5 MeV
He beam. Samples were analysed with the beam at both
normal incidence and at an angle of 35 0 (exit beam 550
with a scattering angle of 1600). The accuracy of the

0 RBS depth scales depend upon the accuracy of the
0 100 200 energy loss factors used. These are known to better than

BORON ION eNERGY (keV) into TISI2 10%. The SIMS charactensation was performed using a
' Cameca IMS 3f dynamic SIMS system employing Cs'

Fig. 1. Measured and simulated range and straggle moments of
boron ions implanted into titanium silicide as a function of ion bombardment to avoid any change in erosion rate be-
implant energy. Expenmental data was obtained by means of tween the silicon and the silicide film. Depth scales were
SIMS analysis. Calculated data was obtained using the TRIM, obtained by measuring the crater depths using optical

RAMM, SUPREM-3 and PREDICT-1.4 simulation codes, interference microscopy, the abbolute accuracy of which

-00-0i,,.
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is approximately 30 nm, the duration of each profile 200 RTRIM R

scan remained constant. w RAMM RgI
9 RAMM SIrgI
+ SUPREM R
X SUPREM Strql +

4. Results and discuss'on A PREDICT R//

Figs. 1-8 show measured (for titanium silicide), and
calculated range and straggle parameters for boron, +

phos'horus and arsenic ions implanted into titanium,
cobalt and tungsten silicides as a function of ion im- +

plantation energy (As ions implanted into WSi 2 not _
included). The fitted lines on all graphs are the TRIM W +

range and straggle data.
It can be seen from figs. 1-3 that there is excellent n100-

agreement between the ion implantation moments ex- +
tracted from th-e TRIM simulation data and the experi- +

mental results for boron, phosphorus and arsenic ions
implanted into titanium silicide. The boron and phos- +

200

* TRIM R
* TRIM SItgl
N RAMM R
* RAMM SIrgI
+ SUPREM R 0
* SUPREM Strgl 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
* PREDICT R
* PRFDICTSIrg, BORON ION ENERGY (keV) into CoSi2
SSIMS R,

E RGSR Fig. A Simulated range and straggle moments of boron ions
a RBS Srgi implanted into cobalt slicide as a function of ion implant

(D energy Calculated data was obtained using the TRIM, RAMM,
Z SUPREM-3 and PREDICT-I 4 sinulation codes

' 100

phorus experimental data (figs. I and 2) were de-
termined using SIMS analysis while the arsenic experi-
mental range and straggle data was extracted from RBS
profiles (fig. 3). Deviations in agreement between the

+ RBS and SIMS data were noted. These differ.nces can

°+ anse from a number of different factors including the
method of depth calibration, the correction of SIMS

+ •artefacts, e.g., differential shift [9] and the choice of
+ •analytical function to which the experimental profiles

are fitted. A detailed discussion of the experimental
results shown on figs. 1-3 has already been presented

S1[10].
0 100 200 300 Figs. 1-8 show that the TRIM and RAMM simula-

ARSENIC ION ENERGY (ke) into TiSi2 tion results for the range and straggle moments of

Fig 3 Measured and simulated range and straggle moments of implanted boron, phosphorus and arsenic ions into

arsenic ions implanted into titanium silicide as a function of titanium, cobalt and tungsten silicides, are in very good

ion implant energy. Expenmental data was obtained by means agreement. However, the SUPREM-3 simulation results
of SIMS and RBS analysis. Calculated data was obtained using differ significantly from those of TRIM (figs. 1-8). For
the TRIM, RAMM, SUPREM-3 and PREDICT-1.4 simula- the case of the boron implantation into cobalt silicide

tion codes. (fig. 4), SUPREM-3 overestimates the range and strag-
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gle parameters of the implant by comparison with the 100-

data obtained from TRIM (fitted lines). In fig. 6, for the k

arsenic implantation into cobalt silicide, SUPREM-3 0 TRIM R

underestimates the range and straggle parameters of the * TRIM Strgl
N RAMM R Aimplant by comparison with the TRIM data (fitted 0 RMMS ,9

lines). The results of the SUPREM-3 simulations imply 80 + SUPREMRK SUPREM StrgI +/

that the nuclear and electronic stopping powers incor- X PREMCT R +

porated into the SUPREM-3 program are at variance A PREDICT Strg
with those incorporated into both the TRIM and
RAMM simulation codes.

PREDICT-1.4 ion implantation moments do not ex. 60
hibit good agreement for dopant ions implanted into +

titanium silicide when compared with the experimental E
results obtained (see figs. 1-3). Moreover PREDICT-1.4

does not show good agreement with the ion implanta- +
ztion moments extracted from the TRIM or RAMM <

theoreticail simulations. A possible explanation for this X 40.

is that as PREDICT-1.4 is using look-up tables of
experimental data obtained from SIMS and RBS as-im-
planted profiles for its calculations [61, there may be +
inconsistencies with the manner in which the data was

140 - A

, TRIM R A
* TRIM Strg
* RAMMR +

120 - * RAMM Strg: _

* SUPREMR 0,

* SUPREMSIrgI N0 100 200 30010.A PREDICTtRgt 4 i .Smltdrneadsrgl oet fasncin

A PREDICTR .RSENIC ION ENERGY (keY) Into CoS12

100 - Fig 6. Simulated range and straggle moments of arsenic ions
implanted into cobalt sicide as a function of ion implant
energy Calculated data was obtained using the TRIM, RAMM,

SUPREM-3 and PREDICT-1 4 simulation codes

80

E

wu obtained as a result of ,%e difficulties that are associ-
O ated with the characterisation of these techniques.z

60 A

5. Conclusions
40.

The ion implantation ranges of boron, phosphorus
and arsenic dopants in thermally reacted titanium sili-
cide thin films on silicon (100) have been determined

20. - Aexperimentally using SIMS and RBS analysis. Experi-
mental ion range measurements have been compared
with simulated data using the TRIM Monte Carlo code,
the RAMM and SUPREM-3 transport codes and PRE-

0. 10 DICT-1.4. The overall coirelation between TRIM,
100 200 RAMM and the experimental data is very good. The

PHOSPHORUS ION ENERGY (keV) into CoSi2 ion implantation models utilised in SUPREM-3 and
Fig. 5. Simulated range and straggle moment of phosphorus PREDICT-1.4 simulators do not appear at the present
ions implanted into cobalt sihcide as a function of ion implant time to be accurate for calculating the ion implantation
energy Calculated data was obtained using the TRIM, RAMM, moments of dopants implanted into the silicides in-

SUPREM-3 and PREDICT-1.4 simulation codes. vestigated.
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140 120 -

* TRIM R
* TRIM StrgI
N RAMM R +

120 * RAMM Strgi M TRIMR

+ SUPREMR 100- * TRIM StrgI
* SUPREM Strgl m RAMMR +

* iAMM Strgl
+ SUPREMR +

+ SUPREM StrgI
100 +

80.

4,.

80

E +CE
C

C, 60 +

60 -

+ + xN

N 40 x

40 N

x X 
+

+ x N 0
20

20 20

0 V

0 20 40 60 80 100 0
0 100 200

BORON ION ENERGY (key) Into WS2 PHOSPHORUS ION ENERGY (keV) Into WSi2

Fig 7 Simulated range and straggle moments iuf boron ions
implanted into tungsten slicide as a function of ion implant Fig. 8 Simulated range and straggle moments of phosphorus
energy Calculated data was obtained using TRIM, RAMM ions implanted into tungsten silicide as a function of ion

and SUPREM-3 simulation codes implant energy Calculated data was obtained using the TRIM.
RAMM and SUPREM-3 simulation codes
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Ion beam synthesis of cobalt silicide: effect of implantation temperature

E.H.A. Dekempeneer, J.J.M, Ottenheim, D.E.W. Vandenhoudt, C.W.T, Bulle-Lieuwma
and E.G.C. Lathouwers
Philips Research Laboratories, PO Bo 30000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

In order to understand the physical processes which occur during ion beam synthesis of CoSi , we have studied the effect of
implantation temperature The experiment cons,,ted of 170 keV Co implantations (dose =1 7 x 1017 ions/cm2 ) in Si(100) targets at
temperatures varying between 250'C and 500'C' Both as-implanted and annealed samples have been analyzed by several techniques,
such as cross-section transmission electron micioscopy, X-ray diffraction, Rutherford-backscattering spectrometry and the four-point
probe technique. Our data indicate that an optimum implantation temperature interval exists where pinhole-free buried layers of
CoS 2 can be synthesized. Outside this interval, the evolution of the precipitate size distribution and/or strain situation in the
as-implanted state effectively reduce the necessary depth variation in precipitate stability

I Introduction (1 7 ± 0 1) x 1017 ions/cm (table 1). The surface nor-

mal was tilted by 7 0 with respect to the incident beam
Ion beam synthesis (IBS) of CoSt, refers to a proc- diiection to reduce channeling effects,. The implantation

ess in which a buried epitaxial silicide layer in silicon is temperature T was controlled by external heating. Beam
formed after annealing of a high-dose Co implantation hating effects are expected to ra~se the sample temper-
in Si [1]. Typically, the implantations are carned out at ature by no more than 40"C. Above 350'C the external
elevated temperatures T (300-500°C) to anneal out the heat source consisted of a matrix of seven halogen
radiation damage [1-4]. It has indeed been observed lamps irradiating the target from the rear. At lower
that when near-surface amorphization occurs during Co implantation temperatures, the samples were clamped
implantation, annealing will result in large amounts of onto an Al holder against a solid Cu block provided
silicide being segregated at the surface. However, at with resistive heating. Two series of implantations were
present, no clear treatment has been presented on the carried out (set I and set 2, see table 1) which differ by
influence of varying the implantation temperature in a the beam current density (1.6 and 3 [tA/cm2,, respec-
region above this lower limit where amorphization oc- tively). During the 500'C and 425'C implantations of
curs. Given the fact that already at 600'C sharpening of set 1, the ion source dropped out for some period of
the Co distribution has been observed (often it is the time, thereby extending the effective implantation time
first step in the subsequent anneal treatment), one may by 10% and 30%, respectively.

expect that varying the implantation temperature from
300'C up to 500'C will significantly affect the micro-
structure 'in the as-implanted state, and hence also the
structure after annealing. It may also be anticipated Table I
that, s'nce the diffusion of Co atoms is expected to play Experimental details giving the implantation temperature (T),
an important role, the implantation time, and therefore total ion dose as measured by RBS (0), ion beam current
ion-beam current density, may be an important parame- density (1) and total implantation time (S)

ter.In the present work we study these influences by T, Set I Set 2
[° C ] i - I S 4) 1 S

looking at the microstructure of the implanted material C m I I [ [ 1 [
before and after annealing. [cm "1 [pA/ [h] [cm- 2 l [cA/ [hcm2 ] cm 2]

500 18 x10 i 7  1.6 5 5 1.75x1017 3 27

2. Experiment 425 1 8 XJo17  1 6 6.5 1 75x10"' 3 27350 155x10"7  18 4 175x10 7  
3 27

Co ions were implanted into Si(100) 4 in. wafers at 290 1.6 x 10"

different implantation temperatures between 250'C and 250 1 6 x 1017

500'C, with an energy of 170 keV and a dose of ' Includes downtime of the ion source,

0168-583X/91/$03.50 e 1991 - Elevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland) VI MATERIALS SCIENCE
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The post-implantation anneal treatments were car- 0 5setI
ned out in a heat-pulse 610 (AG) furnace, in the se- o set 2
quence 30 min 600'C + 30 min 1000°C in flowing N2  E"
ambient. S 054

Both as-implanted and annealed specimens have been B
Canalyzed in cross section by conventional transmission o o

electron microscopy (XTEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) Q 053
2

and Rutherford-backscatterng spectrometry (RBS) _-

using a 2 MeV He' beam. The resistivity of the layers -"
was measured by the four-point probe technique. 0 052

3. Reult, 0 5; L
3. Results 200 300 400 500

temperature Ti (C) -

First, let us concentrate on the as-implanted state of
set 1. Fig. 1 shows bright-field XTEM images for T = Fig 2 XRD measurements on aN-implanted samples (set I and
4 5'C and 500'C. Large differences can be seen, both set 2) of the CoSt lattice constant perpendicular to the urface
in size and shape of the CoSi 2 precipitates. At 425 0C, as function ot implantation temperature The upper dashed

pepes reitat iline indicates the value for CoSi, powder The lower dashedthe precipttate size varies strongly with depth in a way line gives the value calculated for tetragonally distorted pre-
that is logically linked with the implantation depth cipitates that full5 match the Si lattice parallel to the surtace.
profile' small precipitates in the front and back tail, and a, surning conservation of cell volume.

larger ones near the peak of the distribution. At 500'C
all precipitates have become appreciably larger and
highly facetted, predominantly along the (111) planes.
The gradient in the size distribution is also less pro-
nounced. XTEM was also carried out on the 350'C
implantation (not shown). This sample exhibits a micro-
structure similar to the 425°C i nplantation, but with
the precipitates, on average, being still somewhat smaller
and more circular in shape. Together with these \,aria-
tions in size and shape as function of temperature, we
also observe large differences in the strain situation of
these precipitates. Previous work [5] has indicated that
the CoSi 2 lattice in the as-implanted precipitates is
compressed in a direction normal to the surface. This
was explained as being a result of a tetragonal distor-
tion of the CoSi 2 lattice which tries to match the larger
Si lattice parallel to the surface. Our XRD data in fig 2
show that this compression varies in magnitude as a
function of implantation temperature With increasing
implantation temperature, the precipitates become more
and more relaxed. Obviously, strain relaxation is corre-
lated with the precipitates becoming larger and highly
facetted and is due to the formation of misfit disloca-
tions [6]. The smaller strain relaxation observed for set 2
can be explained by the fact that, due to the shorter
implantation time, precipitates had less time to grow.
The ielaxatioii of Ntiaiii, and heiiLe, the iuduitmoi of
deformation energy with increasing implantation tem-
perature is important because it rendeis the precipitates
raore stable [7]. As we will show now, this increased

Fig. ! Bright-field XTEM imzges of as-implanted samples stability has important consequences for the subsequent
(set 1) for different implantation temperatures. anneal treatment.

I°
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Fig. 3 shows bright-field XTEM images of annealed becomes smaller with increasing T,. Correspondingly,
sampies of set 1 for four different implantation temper- precipitates in the tails increase their stability with
atures Clearly, the 350°C implantation yields the best respect to the precipitates near the peak of the implan-
pinhole-free buried sihcide layer. Apparently, the num- tation profile Th, hinders the buried layer formation
ber of threading dislocations in the top silicon film is process because the difference in precipitate stabilty
simultaneously reduced to a minimum. The damage happens to be the driving force for Co atoms to diffuse
level in the top Si layers was also directly measured by from the tails towards the peak of the implantation
channeling RBS along the Si (100) direction. As ex- profile. Note that based on the principle of minimtza-
pected from the XTEM results, the lowest minimum tion of interface energy alone, a simple calculation of
yield value was obtained for the 350'C implantation the total interface area shows that. instead of a buried
(X,,,,, = 6%). The 250"C, 290°C (not shown) and 425°C layer, a series of large isolated precipitates becomes
implantations contain a lot of pinholes which can be energetically more favourable as soon as their radius
recognized because of their facetted character. The worst beco .es larger than a certain critical radius R,. For
case is clearly the 500'C implantatvon, where no layer sphe.ical precipitates and a dose of 1.7 X 1017 ions/cm2,
formation occurs at all. Instead, large isolated precipi- R, = 1000 A. This picture is .lose to what we observe
tates reaching up to the surface are formed, for the 500'C implantation (fig. 3).

For T > 425C,. these observations can be explained For T, < 290'C, again pinholes are formed In order
by the fact, that in the as-implanted state, the gradient to understand the reason for this, it is interesting to
in precipitate size over the implanted depth gradually make a comparison with the strain-dose relationship

Fig. 3 Bright-field XTEM images of annealed sampl,-s (set 1) for ,fferent implantation temperatures Top left. T, = 500'C; top
right T, = 425 C. bottom left 7 350°C; bottom right: 7, 250 0 C
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x 3501C set 1 with the smaller strain relaxation observed for the set 2

0535 o 350C set 2 implantations. At lower implantation temperatures, re-
0 sistivity variations are too small to make any conclu-

sions. No XTEM d,'ia for set 2 are available yet.
0530

8
4. Conclusions

' 0525
0We have shown that for IBS of CoSt 2 an optimum
Uimplantation temperature interval exists, which lies well

0520 above the limit where amorphization occurs. Outside

T .this interval, problems arise probably because the evolu-
0 1 2 3 tion of the precipitate size distribution and/or strain

Dose (1017 Co/cm 2) Situation in the as-implanted state effectively reduce the

Fig 4. Dose dependence, for 170 keV Co implantations, of the necessary depth variation in precipitate stability. Ion
perpendicular lattite constant of CoSi precipitates in the beam current density is also a critical parameter, in the
as-implanted state (for implantation conditions which, upon sense that it influences both the damage production rate
annealing, result in pinhole-free buried layer formation) The and precipitate growth (through implantation time). A

drawn line is from ref [2] higher current density will therefore probably raise the
optimum implantation temperature. Our data suggest

measured in ref. [2]. In the experiments of ref. [2], that for a current density of 1.6 tiA/cm2, the optimummeasredm rf. 2].In he xpeimets f rf. 2], temperature interval is less than 1000 C wide and
implantation conditions were such that for doses above centered around 350C.

the critical dose, a pinhole-free buried layer was synthe.

sized. Fig. 4 shows that there is good agreement, regard-
ing the strain in the as-implanted state, between their
experiment and our 350 0C data (which also yields a Acknowledgements
pinhole-free silicide layer). This consistency supports
again the idea that the strain in the as-implanted state We are indebted to A.G. Mouwen and A J. Kinneg-
largely determines its behaviour during the anneal treat- ing for XRD measurements and to W.J 0. Teesselink
ment. To explain their data, the authors of ref. [2] for the Raman analyses. The fruitful discussions with
proposed a model in which the pcrpendicular contrac-
tion of the CoSi 2 precipitates was partly counteracted
by the surrounding strained Si matrix itself. Returning References
to our data in fig. 2, the increased distortion of precipi-
tat.s for T, < 290C might therefore be indicative of the [1] A E White, KT Short, R.C Dynes, .lP Garno and J M
fact that the Si matrix around the precipitates tends to Gibson, Appl. Phys Lett 50 (1987) 95
relax, possibly because too much damage is being intro- [21 A 11 van Ommen. CW T Bullc-Lieuwma, J J M 0!-
duced This relaxation is a possible cause of the ob- tenheim and A M L. Theunisen, J Appl Phys 67 (1990)
served reduced efficiency of buried layer formation, 1767
because it increases the precipitate stability. However, [31 A Vantomme, M F Wu. I Dezsi, G Langouche, K Maex
at present this is rather speculative since we have no and J Vanhellemont. Mat Sci Eng B4 (1989) 157
direct measurement of the strain in the Si matrix. Ra- [4] K Kohlhof, S. Mantl and B Stritzker, Appl Surf Sci 38
man measurements were performed, but the observed (1989) 207.
shift and broadening of the Raman line could also be [51 A.H. van Ommen, J.J.M. Ottenheim, A M L, Theunissen
explained by the microcrystalline nature of the as-im- and A.G. Mouwen, Appi Phys Lett 53 (1988) 669.planted state [8]. [6] C W T. Bulle-Lieuwma, A H van Ommen, J J.M Ottenheim, D E W Vandenhoudt and E H.A. Dekempeneer,

Concerning the influence of implantation time, our to be published.
room-temperature resistivity measurements indicate [7] J. Burke, in: La 'inetique des Changements de Phase dans
that, for the 500'C implantation, aniiealing of the set 2 les Metaux (Masson, Paris, 1968) p 145
sample (p = 15 j±Rl cm) yields a better silicide layer than [8] H. Richter, Z P. Wang and L Ley, Solid State Commun. 39
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Cobalt silicide formation caused by arsenic ion beam mixing and rapid
thermal annealing

Min Ye, Edmund Burte, Pei-Hsin Tsien t and Heiner Ryssel
Fraunhofer-Arbetsgruppe fir Integrierte Schalungen, Artillerlestrasse 12. D.8520 Erlangen, FRG

Ion beam nixing and rapid thermal annealing (RTA) were used to prepare low resistivity ( 23 [tQ cm) cobalt disiicide, CoSi 2 ,
layers Through-metal As' ion implantation causes some mixing between Co and Si resulting in the formation of cobalt silicides By
using RTA, the silicide formation happens in the phase sequence Co2Si, CoSi and CoSi 2. Samples which were only subjected to a
one-step high temperature RTA process (T >_ 9W00 C, 1 s) show significant lateral growth of cobalt silicides. By ion beam mixing of
Co and Si this lateral silicide growth could be reduced efficiently Furthermore one can get a very homogeneous CoSi, layer.

1. Introduction between cobalt films and Si substrates caused by rapid
thermal annealing (RTA) and through-metal ion im-

Recently metal silcides have gained an increasing plantation as well as the lateral growth of suicide and
interest in view of their application as ohmic contact the influence of ion beam mixing.
and as interconnection materials. Up to now,, titanium
disilicide TiSi, is the most investigated silicide because
of its low resistivity and good high temperature stability
[1]. As pointed out in refs. [1,2] CoS 2 could be an 2. Experimental procedure
attractive alternative to TiSi 2, since they have similar
film resistivities and sinular high-temperature stabilities Co films were deposited onto p-type p = 1-2.5 2 cm
(CoSt 2: 16-25 VS2 cm up to 900'C and TiSi 2: 13-25 (100)-Si wafers by dc magnetron sputtering. The silicon
[tS cm up to 1000° C). Although cobalt consumes more wafers were chemically cleaned and dipped in 1% HF
silicon than titanium to achieve the same sheet resis- for 2 min immediately before loading into the sputter-
tance R, (for instance: to achieve a I /C3 R, value a ing chamber to minimize the thickness of the native
150 nm thick silicide film of a resistivity of 15 1d2 cm of oxide. The sputtering chamber was evacuated to 2 x
CoSi, or TiSi 2 is required. CoS12 consumes 156 nm 10-6 Torr prior to the introduction of high purity
silicon while TiSi 2 only needs 140 nm silicon) CoSi 2 has (99.999%) argon to a pressure of 7 X 10- 4 Torr. The
some other advantages. Unlike titanium, cobalt does sputtering was performed at a current of 0.9 A and a
not react with SiO 2 [3], and opposite to the fotmation of target potential of 1 5 kV, resulting in a deposition rate
TiSi 2 , in which silicon is the dominant diffusing species, of approximate 3 A/s. The thickness of the cobalt films
the formation of CoSt 2 is dominated by metal diffusion was about 230 A and the sheet resistance about 16 S2/11.
[4]. These properties would make it easier to avoid the To study the lateral growth of cobalt silicides, sejare
bridging between source-drain and gate in MOS VLSI windows (20 X 20 pLm2) were opened in thermally grown
technology, silicon dioxide of 400 nm thickness prior to the deposi-

For use of salicide (self-aligned silicide) [5] struc- tion of cobalt and the silicidation process. After remov-
tures, the selective formation of suicide by the solid ing the unreacted cobalt, the wafer surfaces were studied
phase reaction of thin metal films with the patterned by SEM.
silicon substrate or polysilicon layers must be achieved, To investigate the influence of the through-metal ion
since the patterning of silicides is very difficult [1]. The implantation, some samples (both Co/Si and Co/Si0 2)
lateral growth of silicide beyond the area of the source- were As' implanted with an energy of 200 keV and
drain region can cause an electrical short to the gate doses of 1, 2, 5, 7 X 1011cm - 2 , and I x 1016 cm - 2 using
electrode. In the present work we studied the reaction an implantation current of I mA, resulting in a current

density of 12.7 t.A/cm2. Subsequently, heat treatment
was performed at temperatures between 700 and
11000C in flowing nitrogen atmosphere for 1 s by using

Permanent Address: Institute of Microelectronics. Tsinghua an AG Associate Heatpulse 610 halogen lamp RTA
University, Beijing 10084, People's Republic of China. system.
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The metallurgical analysis was performed by Ruther-
ford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) with a 1.5 MeV co2s'(202)
4He' ion beam. X-ray diffraction (XRD) employing
Cu K, radiation (A = 1.5418 A) was used to identify the Cos,(200) co Co 700T, is

silicide phases present in the films. The behavior of
sihcide lateral growth and the silicide surface mor-
phology were studied by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) The sheet resistance of CoSi, was measured by
four-point probe measurements.

COSI(210) CoSi(21 1) 80 .1

3. Results and discussion .

The sheet resistance R, of the annealed Co/Si sam-
pies versus the RTA temperatures is shown in fig. 1. At
700*C, R, decreased from 16 Q/0, the value of the
as-deposited samples, to 4 9/F. This is due to the
formation of Co 2Si. Then R, began to rise with increas-
ing temperature and reached its maximum value of 80
0/0 at 800'C. This maximum resistance coincided 900'C, Is

with the complete conversion of cobalt into CoSi,, which -,

is known to be the highest resistivity cobalt silicide [6]. s
At temperatures above 800*C, R, decreased very
rapidly, indicating the transformation of CoSi into cos,2 1)
CoSt, and reached a very low value of about 3.8 S2/0
at 900'C. For temperatures between 900 and 1100',.
R, was almost constant, but showed a small decrease CcS,2(220)

with increase in temperature. As no further phase tran-
sition occurred at temperatures above 900 'C;, this R,- ,Isc. is
behaviour may be due to the formation of CoSi, of 000. C
better crystallinity at elevated temperatures resulting in 20 28 36 44 52 60

20
100 Fig 2 The X-ray diffraction spectra of annealed Co/Si sam-

pies
90

80
the observed decrease of R, The XRD spectra (shown

70 in fig. 2) gave the same results- at 700 °C almost at, the
cobalt film reacted with the silicon substrate to form the

60 metal-rich Co 2Si; at temperatures between 700 and
8000C Co 2Si was transformed into CoSi by the con-

.. 50 tinued reaction with Si, aitd at 800'C all Co2Si was
converted into CoSi;, at temperatures above 800 o C, the

-4 40 formation of the final phase CoSi 2 happened, and at

30 900 0 C all CoS was converted into CoSi 2. These results
reveal that the ,eactcn of Co and Si caused by RTA

20 also occurs in the phase t'quence of Co 2Si, CoSi and
CoSi 2, the same as that caLsed by conventional furnace

10 KK annealing [7].
RBS measurements were also used to investigate the

0 ___. . . . . reaction of Co and St. Fig. 3 shows the RBS spectra
700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 with normal incidence of He+ ions. At 7000 C, a slight

Temperature (°C) reaction between Co and SI was observed. At 8000C

, - Fig 1. The sheet resistance of Co/Si samples versus the RTA the spectra height ratio of Co and Si showed that the
temperatures CoSi phase was formed. At T > 900 0 C, CoSi 2 was the

5.,
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--- as deposited Si Co
* --- 700'C, I"
o 800 C, I"
+ ,900 C, I" *
o C , I"

W*

r.,.) ,C ,

0Q Q~A 40 oD +

200 250 300 350 400

Channel Number
Fig 3 The RBS spectra of annealed Co/Si samples

only silicde phase, but there was no clear shoulder in clarity we omitted the spectrum corresponding to 7 x
the high energy edge of Si spectra, and the Co spectra 1015 cm - 2. Although there are few changes in the R,
also seemed to show a diffusion profile of cobalt in values and the normal incident RBS spectra of the
silicon. These findings were associated with poor depth samples implanted with doses of I and . x l01l cm- 2

resolution on account of the lateral inhomogeneity of with respect to those of the as-deposited samples, XRD
the CoSi, thickness. The resistov:ty of CoSi, was 23.2 spectra show that some silicide phases are already pre-
[tQ cm. sent in the as-implanted films, In the samples implanted

The R, values and the XRD results of As' im- with doses of 5, 7 x 101" cm - 2 and I x 1016 cm-2, the
planted samples are listed in table I The RBS spectra R, values are about 3 ,q/0, equal to those of CoSi 2

of these samples are shown in fig. 4. For the sake of formed by RTA. The RBS spectra corresponding to

--- as deposited A@Co

*--- As+ 200keV, 1E15/cm2  
*

0 As . 200ke , 2E15/cm 2

+ ---As' . 200keV. 5E15/cm2

o ---As+: 200keV, !E16/cm2

+
00

0 + 4A

200 250 300 350 400

Channel Number
Fig. 4. The RBS spectra of As+ implanted Co/Si samples
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Fable I since CoSt 2 is formed by metal atom diffusion [5,9].
The sheet resistance values and the XRD results of As* Our experiments reveal that the one-step high tempera-
implanted samples (E - 200 keV) ture RTA (T,> 900 ° C, 1 s) can cause significant lateral

Dose [1015cm-2 !  1 2 5 10 growth of silicides in the samples without As' implan-
R, 1/JI 14 17 3 6 2.8 tation before the annealing. Fig. 5a clearly demonstrates
Phase (XRD) Co, Co-S] Co2Si. CoSi. CoSt, CoS[, the overgrowth of cobalt silicides beyond the edges of

CoSi, the patterned SiO 2. This phenomenon was observed in
the formation of CoSi 2 by conventional furnace anneal-
ing [10]. There is, however, little lateral growth of sili-
cides in the samples which were As' implanted after

these samples show a distinct shoulder, the signal height the deposition of cobalt (fig. 5b). 1 his lateral growth of
illustrates that the atom ratio of Co to Si is 1 : 2 in the cobalt silicide originates from the fact that Co'i2 is
films. The XRD peaks show clearly that CoSi 2 has formed via the formation of CoSi, in which the sdicon
aheady been formed. This phenomenon may be due to atom is the dominant diffusion species [11]. By As'
the thermal effects during ion beam mixing, as the imp!antation, the cobalt film is mixed with the silicon
implantation current was rather high [8]. substrate and a presilicidation probably occurs prior to

The main motivation for using CoSi 2 as a substitute the thermal treatment of the samples. One may specu-
for TiSi, in VLSI circuits is that it is easier to avoid the late that by this Ab4 implantation some cobalt silicide
lateral growth of silicides with cobalt than with titanium, phases, most probably C( Si, are produced, which are

transformed into CoSI 2 by the following RTA step. In
this process the dominant diffusion species is cobalt
Therefore, the through-metal As + implantation can pre-
vent the lateral growth of CoSi2 .. Furthermore, ion
beam mixing results in a smoother surface of CoSi 2 (see
fig. 5) and a more homogeneous CoSi 2 layer (see fig. 4).
This may be due to a very high number of nucleation
centers generated by implantation of As' ions resulting
in smaller CoSi 2 grains formed during the RTA step.

4. Conclusion

Our experiments reveal that cobalt silicides can be
formed by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in the phase
sequence of Co2Si, CoSi and CoSi, the same as in the
case of conventional furnace annealing. One-step high
temperature RTA without 'ion beam mxing results in
significant lateral growth of cobalt silicide beyond the
edge of the Si0 2 windows. The through-metal arsenic
implantation causes the mixing of Co with Si and forms

- .some silicides. This implantation can effectively prevent
the lateral growth of silicides and results in a very

smooth silicide surface and a homogeneous CoSi 2 thick-
ness.
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The application of a 600 keV heavy ion implanter

Jiang Xinyuan, Zhao Qihua 1, Guan Anmin, Shao Tianhao and Lin Chenglu
Shanghai Instiute of Metallurgy, Academia Smica. 865 Chang Ning Road. Shanghai 200050, Peoples Republic of China

The application of a 600 keV heav) ion implanter is described High energy B+ and high energy doubly charged P2 + were
implanted in silicon for p- and n-wells isolation in CMOS ICs. 600 keV Ar' was implanted in silicon to form a damage layer, the

perfect layer near the surface of the Si-wafer was made by defect gettering Si'+ Mg' and O were implanted in GaAs, and the

uniformity of the threshold voltage (Vh) of GaAs MESFETs buried with Mg or 0 layers was improved. High activation efficiencies

of Mg' and Si + implanted GaAs after RTA were obtained by using a specially designed graphite heater, and the activation

efficiencies were 100% and 92%. respectively The isolation of GaAs and InGaAsP/lnP and other compound semiconductors, the

characteristics of LiNbO; and other insulators after high energy ion implantation and molecular ion implantation have also been
investigated u-,ng this implanter

1. Introduction 2. Applications

Ion implantation technology has been developed
since 1952. At first Bell Laboratory used H' tmplanta- 2 1. Apphction in sthcon materials and devicev

tion to forii p- ia junctions and fabri'ate solar batteries.
At first, application of ion implantation in silicon de- High energy doubly charged phosphorus (p 2+) was
vices was by low energy implantation (_ 10 keV) With implanted in a (100) p-type silicon wafer to form an
the development of ion implantation technology, high isolation well in CMOS technology [2]. This technique
energy ion implantation and applications in other results in a significant reduction of thermal treatment
materials became more and more attractive. The new time for n- and p-wells Also, the better control over the
implantation technologies stimulated applications in well dopant profiles in implantation can be used to
SOI structures, SI, GaAs and other compound semicon- decrease ]-tch-up susceptibility, while simultaneously
ductor devices, materials and insulator materials, increasing packing density. However, accompanying the

A 600 keV heavy ion implanter (pre-accelerating and production of p2' during the discharge of red phos-
post-analyzing implanter) has been built at the Shanghai phorus in the ion source, P is also produced. P2+ could
Institute of Metallurgy, Academia Smica [1]. rhe im- turn into P' and P with half energy each in the silicon.
planter has the following characteristics: energy above Contamination is introduced, which results in another
600 keV and stable (long-time dnft less than I X 10-4), peak in the carrier concentration profile of the annealed
mass range of 1-210 and mass resolving power over samples. The contamination of low energy P+ ions has
210, beam stability better than 100 lA ± 2.5% per hour. been effectively avoided by using PF3 gas as discharge
This ion implanter has been put into use in ion implan- material in the ion source. As shown in fig. 1, where the
tation applications. low peak refers to the implanted P+ of 300 keV (the

The applications of ion implantation ,sing the 600 half energy of the P2' ion) and the P 2' energy is 1.2
keV heavy ion implanter are now in silicon materials MeV. The samples were annealed both by RTA
and devices, GaAs and other compound semiconductor (1200°C, 10 s). Fg. 2 shows carrier concentration pro-
materials and devices, and LiN'JO 3 optical wave-guides, files of the samples (RTA, 1200'C, 10 s) obtained by
and other insulator materials. spreading resistance probe measurements. The implan-

tation energy is from 0.8 to 1.2 MeV,, at the same dose
of 4 x 1 0 13 cm - 2 . The results of 1.0 MeV implantation
meet the requirements for the retrograde well in CMOS

Present address: Inslitute of Information Display and Trans- technology: the peak concentration is 101" cm 3 located

ducer. Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200030. 1.0 ltm from the surface, the junction is about 1.7 im,
People's Republic of China. and the carrier concentration at the suriace is less than

0168-583X/91/S03.50 (D 1991 -. Elsevier Science Publishers ByV. (North-Holland)
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910' 2 X 1016 cm- 3. From the performances of CMOS in-
E verter specimen, the holding current (I. = oo) and hold-.

1 i ing voltage (Vh = oo) for latch-up of the CMOS speci-
d men by p2 + implantation are much higher than those

(Ip = 11 mA. Vh = 2.9 V) by conventional CMOS tech-
1nology. Furthermore, P1-/P epitaxy to form isolation

8 wells is latch-up free.
16

6  The radiation damage introduced 'in the Ar' im-
planted silicon and the damage layer cannot be an-
nealed by both RTA and FA. The high energy 600 keV

05 10 1 5 Ar + implantation will create a buried damage layer,
which could trap the defects [3]. Fig. 3 is the RBS-chan-

Depth (lrm) nelling spectrum of 600 keV Ar implantation. After

Fig I The carner concentration profiles of silicon implanted the high energy 600 keV Ar', to a dose of 4 x 1015
with 1.2 MeV P2' and annealed (RTA, 1200C, 10 s): (0) ion cm - 2 and low energy 30 keV B', to a dose of I X 1015

source material is red phosphorus; (e) ion source material cm - 2 double implantation, and annealing at 1100'C,
PF1 -gas. 15 s, the perfect layer has been obtained by defect-

gettering near the surface. Silicon photo-diode (SPD)
devices can be fabricated in this layer with low leakage

ids current.

C: 2 2 The application in GaAs and other compound semi-
012MeV conductor materials and devices

0 3O ieV Samples used in the investigation are semi-insulated
(S.I.) GaAs. Si+ and Mg' were implanted into GaAs
and RTA was performed with improved graphite heater.
After using this technique, a high activation efficiency
has been obtained, the activation efficiencies of Si-im-

(planted GaAs and Mg-implanted GaAs are 92 and

100% respectively [4]. Carrier concentration profiles of
0 1 2 3 Mg-implanted GaAs wafer annealed by RTA and FA

Depth(pm) are shown in fig. 4. It can be seen that higher peak

Fig 2 The carner concentration profiles of annealed samples concentratiors with negligible redistbution can be

which are implanted with different ion energies (p 2 
. p achieved after RTA at 1120*C for 20 s. Also the high

(I00)Si,4X 101 cm-2 RTA 1200 0C,10s) energy Mg' implantation creating a p-type buried layer

4000 , + r
IUtA [ 2Me V He*

3200- A4 AMAL 0 Olnm) (100)Aligned

240 , &A AAAA AAAAAAAAA

8200-

Virg n

0
0 50 100 10 20 250

CHANNEL NUMBER
Fig 3 RBS-channelling spectrum of a 600 keV Ar+ implanted Si-wafer. -- Ar' 600 keV, 4 X 10'1 cm- 2 and 13' 30 keV,, x l10 5

cm - 2 1100 0 C, 15 s: -. -: B4 30 keV. 1X 10i cm-21100C, 50s.
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Fig. 6. Relations of resistance and implantation dose after 180

LSS keV H' In1 .-,GaAs,,P1 _/InP (0: P-InP doped Zn, 1 X10 18
I c m O P -

S2-0--- RTA lnGaAsP doped Zn, I x 1018 cm -3; Q P-InGaAsP doped Zn,

11 20*C s lx 10Ocm-)101 -0.- FA /

800"[C, 15min
6 SIMS I %wards the surface when the Mg-implanted dose is higher

J than 5 x 10" cm - 2. The GaAs MESFETs with L, = I

0 0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 ltm, LDS = 4 sm and different widths were fabricated
on a Si and Mg double-implanted wafer, and the uni-

Depth (irn) formity of the threshold voltage (Vh) of the GaAs
Fig. 4 The carrier concentration profiles of Mg-implanted MESFET was improved 27% compared to that of Si

GaAs. single-implanted GaAs MESFETs. GaAs MESFETs
with a buried oxygen layer also have been fabricated
and the uniformity of the threshold voltage (Vh) of the

and high energy O implantation creating a compensa- GaAs MESFET was improved 31% compared to that of
tion layer in S.I. GaAs have been used to improve the Si single-implanted GaAs MESFETs.
low concentration tails in Si-implanted GaAs [5]. Using The production of high-resistivity regions in GaAs
Si and Mg' double implantation, the carrier profiles and other related compounds by high energy (600 keV)
and the p-n junction are determined as shown in fig. 5. proton bombardment has been well investigated. The
The Si-implanted carrier concentration profile is nearly isolation depth was very deep and the isolation resis-
unaffected by the p-buried layer when the Mg-tm- tances were very high. GaAs devices were fabricated by
planted dose is lower than 2 X 1012 cm- 2, but ap- using H' implantation to produce isolation and planar
parently this changes and the p-n junction moves to- technology and achieved high performances of the char-

acteristics. Fig. 6 shows the resistance after H' imtlan
tation into In, -GaAs,P ./InP. The isolation rests-

10,S Si Mgq-S.I GaAs tances changes from 10- to 10 2 cm to meet the needs
+6keY 2'l 3 cm 2  of ln,_Ga, AsP,_,/InP devices.

Mgd 600keV 3x1O cm2

8W0C 3 in anneal 2.3. The application in LiNbO3 and other insulator

10" mplaf materials
"i \ LiNbO 3 is the optical material widely used in in-

a.10'  
i tegrated optical crcuits. The optical devices also can be

Z ' "- made by ion implantation. We have investigated the
"..Si \ damage distribution, the changes of chemical composi-

10, n 4'Lp "-mrplat ".. tion near the surface and after annealing, after H +, N,
+Ar* and Xe4 implantation in LNbO3. The experi-

il , ments shows that damage distribution and nuclear en-

0 0.4 0 8 1 2 ergy deposition will change the refraction of the LiNbO3
Oepth( l material and an optical waeo-guide can be made be-

Fig. f. Carrier concentration distrbuton plotted with respect cause of these refraction changes. The more successful

to depth. LiNbO3 planar wave-guides have been fabricated by

to depth Lib03 pmlnag ide h b i c yi
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Table 1 3. Conclusion
Parameters of LiNbO3 planar waveguide after high-energy H'
implantation
Implant Implant tg Excited fk -1 This paper has attempted to review recent work in
Int dose (the) Emoited ,0ion implantation by using a 600 keV heavy ion im-
[ei ,  dose106cm '  m (ho mE planter. The research has been performed for silicon,
[kel [X l0 cm 2 [pm] (TE) GaAs and other compound semiconductors, LiNbO 3

18C 3 0.64 TE0  2 1892 and other insulator materials. The research will be de-
180 5 0.64 TE0  2.1881 veloped to meet the necessity for Si and GaAs in-
500 3 2 85 TEo  2.1881TE, 2.1736 tegrated circuits, optical wave-guides and devices and

600 3 366 TE0  2.1892 other new materials and new device fabrication.

TEi 2 1703
600 3 3.66 TE0  2.1858
650 3 TE, 2 1725

TE, 2 1680
References

H' implantation [6]. The H' implantation in LiNbO 3  [1] Jiang Xinyuan, Lu Shi Wan and Shi Zhi Zu. NucI. Instr.
formed a buned radiation-damage layer because the and Meth. B21 (1987) 310
damage by nuclear stopping is at the end of the range. [2] Guan Anmin, Geng Halyang, Yu 1o, Cheng Jinyi, Lin
The refraction will decrease because of lattice expansion Chenglu and Zhang Ming, Proc Shanghai Workshop on
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where t9 is the thickness of the planar waveguide, TE is

the excited waveguide mode, and (/lk- i) is the constant
of wave propagation.
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Preparation of W-Th films by ion beam sputtering

M. Griepentrog, R.-A. Noack, M, Rosengarten and W. Schneider
Department of Physics, Humboldt Unwerstty Berlin 1040. German'

In the present work ion beam sputtering of polycrystalline W/Th targets with a well-defined Th content by 12 keV Xe' ions was
used for the preparation of W-Th films in order to produce a new material for cathodes in light-emitting devices The films.
deposited on silicon and AI,03 . were investigated by secondary ion mass spectiometry (SIMS), electron prone micro-analysis
(EPMA). and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). The films are close-packed aid ha /e the density of tungsten bulk material It was
established that the thorium distribution in the films is homogeneous. The thorium is always activated. The W/Th ratio is
proportional to the thorium content in the ta~get Because of thc poor vacuum conditions during the deposition (10- 4 Pa) oxygen
and carbon were found in the films The films are mostly amorphous and seem to be a new exciting cathode material with interesting
properties

I. Introduction ing film [6.7]. Using highly energetic particles for film
formation even at low temperatres films with good

The life-time of cathodes in light-emitting devices is adhesion, high density, and low contamination can be
in general limited by the erosion rate of the material prepared [8.9]. The sputtering of a target by energetic
used At present powder-metallurgically made poly- ion bombardment often results in the reflection of a
crystalline tungsten i. often used for the production of significant fraction of incident ions as energetic' neutrals
cathodes because ot the interesting thermal and electri- into the growing film. These energetic neutrals also
cal properties ! .ngsten. To obtain lower erosion rates influence the growing film [10]. There are some ad-
and better ermission characteristics the tungsten matrix ditional advantages of IBSD in comparison with other
is doped by an activator, i e. a material with a low sputtering techniques, for example. lower background
work-function (e g thorium oxide or barium oxide) [1] pressure, independent control of the ton energy and ion
Investigations of thorlated tungsten cathodes [2] show current density., no interaction between substrate and
that the thorium oxide forms irregularly distributed plasma, and better control of the process
particles with a diameter of a few micrometers. Size.
concentration, and distribution of the activator pa,'ticles
determine the ignition, emission, and erosion behaviour 2. Experimental
of the cathodes.

The intention of the present paper is to show that In this "ork ion beam sputtering by 12 keV Xe'
W-Th films produced by ion beam sputter deposition ions was used. The beam was 8 mm in diameter The
(IBSD) are an interesting material for improving cathode current dens!ty of the ion beam was 1 mA/cm2. The
performance IBSD is a well established deposition normal of the target was oriented at 450 with respect to
technique [3,4]. In IBSD a collimated beam of energetic the primary ion beam Substrates for deposition were
noble gas ions strikes a target The sputtered particles mounted on a sample holder placed 25 mm from the
impinge on a nearby substrate and form a thin film target. The deposition chamber was pumped by an ion
there. According to the energy distribution of the getter pump. The pressure within the vacuum chamber
sputtered particles in IBSD the energy of the particles was I X 10 - 4 Pa and 5 X 10- 4 Pa during ion source
impinging on the substrate is much higher than in operation.
conventional evaporation processes. The sputtered par- W-Th films with thicknesses from 50 to 250 nm
ticles leave the target with a near-cosine distribution, were deposited on crystalline silicon and on polycrystal-
The energy and angular distribution of the sputtered line A103 substrates The surface of the silicon sub-
particles depend on the energy, mass, and angle of strates was polished. The surface of the A1203 sub-
incidence of the sputtering ions, and on the mass. strates showed a high roughness. Polycrystallne tungs-
chemical bonding states, and crystalline structure of the ten with different contents of thorium oxide (1.8 to 10
target [5]. There are different interactions between the mass %) was used as target material. Various methods
impinging particles, the substrate surface, and the grow- for surface analysis have been used for investigating

0168-583X/91/$03 50 0, 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V, (North-Holland)
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formation processes and properties of W-Th filn,s by substrates is complicated and not always possible. Re-
determining composition, structure and chemical boi-,- suits are limited, in some cases, to films on Si sub-
ing states. The techniques mostly used are electron ztrates.
probe microanalysis (EPMA), secondary ion mass spec- The SIMS depth profiling for W and Th allows an
trometry (SIMS), and Auger electron spectroscopy assessment of the homogeneity of the films. The depth
(AES). These techniques have both special features and profiles exhibit an increase in secondary ion signals at
disadvantages in investigations of thin films. the surface and at the interface between film and sub-

strate. Constant signals of secondary ions of the bulk
species indicate the homogeneous nature of the film.

3. Results and discussion Investigations by SIMS, AES, and measurements
with an electron probe microanalyzer showed that there

As shown by studies of scanning electron mi- are no additional impurities in the layers with the
croscopy the W-Th films on Al10 3 and Si are coniinu- exception of carbon ( < 10 at.%) and oxygen ( < 3 at.%).
ous. The films on the AI0 3 substrate have the same Measurements by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
roughness as the substrate. A direct determination of (XPS) carried out for some samples indicate the ex-
the film thickness is thus not possible. The films de- istence of thorium oxide, various tungsten oxides and
posited on Si are charactenzed by a smooth surface and tungsten carbides in the tungsten film.
a high adhesion to the substrate surface. The thorium oxide will work as the activator. It is

The thickness of films was determined by a surface possible to obtain information concerning the lateral
profiling device due to masking a fixed area of the homogeneity of the distribution of activators by X-ray
substrate surface during deposition. A symmetric distri- microanalysis [2]. These investigations show that the
bution of film thickness with a gradient of 10%/cm was thonum oxide is distributed totally homogeneously
found. The maximum of the distnbution is located through the films. Precipitates are not traceable (fig. 1).
opposite the centre of the area sputtered by the Xe* ion The concentration of activators in the films can be
beam. The average film growth rate is 1.2 nm/mn for determined by means of X-ray microanalysis [11]. The
W-Th films where the film is thickest, concentration of Th in a W-Th film produced by IBSD

The films show good electrical conductivity. The of a polycrystalline tungsten target with 5% thorium
specific rr istance determined from four-point probe oxide (mass%) was determined to be (4 ± 1)% Th. In
measurements is two orders of magnitude higher than general, the concentration of activator in the films is
that of metallic tungsten (5.5 tR cm) proportional the content of the activator in thc target

Because the application of EPMA, SIMS, and AES material. Measurements of the cathodolumi,..cen_,
for the characterization of thin films on rough AI,01 signal (CL) show an almost homogeneous distribution.

a) 10 - r-500I i b)

2E
Cj I*-kw

06 06 d . 300

k

04 04 -20

kTh
02 02 j1oo

0 20 40 60 80 100 0 2000 4000 6000 8000
x/P xlm--

Fig 1. X-ray microanalysis of the W and Th distributon in the films (k-values for the WM, and the Th, line, E = 25 keV) along
the surface (a) of a WTh target (distance between the measuring points I nm), and (b) of a W-Th film on Si (target WTh 50) and the

resulting distribution of the thickness d (distance between the measuring points lOkm).
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This indicates that the activators in the films ar: crystal- [2] H. Dtsterh~ft. W. Schneider and V. Stembrilck, Exp.
line without needing to heat to high temperatures [2]. If Tech. Phys. 25 (1981) 447.

the thickness of the film is known, the density of the [3] P. Mazzoldi and G.W. Arnold (eds.), Ion beam modifica-

deposited film can be determined using the AES con- tion of insulators, !n: Beam Modification of Mateals,

centration data. The density of the deposited fi;ms of vol. 2 (Elsevier, New York, 1987).

about 16 g/cm3 is near to the density of bulk tungsten [41 T. Itoh (ed.), Ion beam assisted film growth, i: Beam

a g/cm3  iModification of Materials, vol. 3 (Elsevier,, New York,
(19.3 g/cm3). 1989).

[51 R Behrisch (ed.), Sputtering by Ion Bombardment -
Physics and Application. (Springer, Berlin 1981).

4. Conclusions [6] T. Tagaki, Proc. Int. Ion Engineenng Congress - ISIAT
'83, Kyoto, 1983, ed. T. Tagaki (Institute of Electrical

The ion beam sputter deposition has proven to be a Engmeenngs of Japan, Tokyo, 1983) p 785.

useful technique for producing a new material for [7 T Tagaki, J Vac. Sci Technol. A2 (1984) 382.

cathodes with exciting properties. However, compared [81 J M.E. Harper, Solid State Technol. 30 (1987) 129.

to other deposition techniques, several problems remain [91 J.E. Greene, Solid State Technol 30 (1987) 115
to be solved, such as low deposition rates and the [101 E. Kay, F Parmigiam and W Parrish, J. Vac Sci Tech-

nol. A5 (1987) 44

problem of contamination. [111 W Weisweiler and J Eck, Beitr Elektronmikr. Direktabb

Oberfl. 18 (1985) 1.
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X-ray diffraction studies of radiation damage in gallium arsenide

WH van Berlo and T., Pihl
Siedish Institute (f Microelectronics, Box 1084, S-164 21 Kista. Sweden

X-ray diffraction was used to study the damage caused by ion implantations in gallium arsenide The dependence of damage
iiduced strain (DIS) on various implantation parameters was investigated It was found that the amount of DIS increases with ion
mass, dose and dose rate, while it decreases with substrate temperature The thickness of the damaged layer was found to depend
approximately linearly on implantation energy Results obtained from these studies were used to interpret the annealing behaviour of
n-type impunties (sulphur and seleisiuna) in GaAs. After implantation these elements showed upon annealing an activation energy
which decreased with increasing implantation temperature. As the annealing may be considered to consist of regrowth of the
damaged layer and activation of the impunties, the activation energies obtained from annealing experiments should reflect these two
processes This means that the activation energies found may vary for diffeient experimental conditions. This should be generally
valid for compound semiconductors

1. Introduction or photo-luminescence (PL) may be used, while for
nearly or completely amorphous layers Rutherford back

Ion imolantation in compound semiconductors has scattering (RBS) is mainly used, often combined with
been studied extensively in the past. Annealing be- channeling of the ion beam. There are also studies
haviour and activation mechanisms for various elements where ellipsometry has been used for measuring the
in these materials have been investigated, but with not thickness of damaged layers [4]. Recently X-ray diffrac-.
always consistent results [1-3]. Because of this, implan- lion (XRD) was used by Speriosu to study the strain
tation technology seems to become something of an art: induced by implantation damage in semiconductor
the implantations needed to obtain certain material material [5-7].

properties often cannot be predicted, but have to be The advantage of using XRD is that it i. sensitive to
determined by trial and error, plus a great deal of low defect concentrations while also high concentra-
experience. Part of the confusion seems to be due to a tions can be measured (up to the threshold of amorph-
lack of knowledge of the influence various implant,-fion zation). Furthermore, it does not require any sample
parameters have on the resulting material properties. preparation. The main disadvantage of this technique
While a great deal of information has been obtained for lies in the fact that it is not a direct one. Defect
silicon over the years, and therefore much is known concentrations can not be obtained directly from mea-
about its behaviour and properties after implantation, surements. Rather the diffractograms (rocking curves)
this seems not to be the case for compound seiniconduc- have to be simulated by computer until a fit is obtained
tors like GaAs and InP. Just because these materials are between them and the measurements. The technique
compounds with a very narrow stoichiometric solubility being quite sensitive also means, unfortunately, that
range, and their electrical properties strongly depend on simulation may become rather time consuming. Never-
stoichiometric composition, their behaviour after im- theless, it seems a good alternative to be used besides
plantation is much more delicate and complex than that other techniques.

of silicon. Especially the number of possible defects We present here a study of the influence of various
after implantation is, because of their structure, much implantation parameters on the strain that is induced
larger than for silicon, and this number is greatly af- by the created damage, and the implications these have
fected by the way the implantation parameters are on the annealing behaviour of n-type impurities in
chosen. It will be clear that in order to understand the GaAs.
behaviour of these compounds, information is needed

about the iifluenue various implantation parameters
have on the defects generated during implantation. 2. Experimental

There are various techniques for studying defects in
semiconductor crystals. For low defect concentrations Undoped LEC-grown GaAs substrates were cut into

techniques like deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) approximately 2 cm2 pieces and then implanted, in a
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nonchanneling direction, with noble gas ions (helium, 10'
neon, argon or krypton). For most implantations the
energy was chosen proportional to the ion mass;, typi- measured

cally 7-9 keV/amu. For energies below 300 keV singly I&' -. simulated

charged ions were used, but for higher energies doubly
charged ions had to be used. The implantation tempera-
ture was either room temperature or higher (100*C to i o
600°C). Doses were chosen in the range I x 1012 to / / -'

3 X 1015 cm-', depending on the ion. The dose rate was
chosen such that substrate heating was avoided. 10'

Immediately after implantation the amount of strain
in the crystal was measured using a Philips five-crystal
diffractometer [8]. The rocking curve around the (004) la'
Bragg reflection was used to determine the amount of 100 200 300 400 50w 600 oO

strain, angle (arcsecs)

For some of the implantations the strain profile was Fig. 1. Measured ( -) and simulated (-- -) rocking

obtained by simulating the rocking curves using Bede curve for argon implantation at 300 keV ;md ioom tempera-

Scientific Instruments dynamical simulation program ture

(RADS), which solves the Takagi-Taupin equations
[9,101. Strain profiles were compared to recoil and de-
posited energy profiles obtained from Monte Carlo the interference fnnges (Pendellbsung) between the sub-
calculations ( RIM-89) [11] for the case of an argon
implant in an unheated substrate. A sin(20 B - 0)

In order to study the annealing beha,our of n-type = 0 sin 20B (2)

impurities in GaAs, 2 x 1014 cm - 2 sulphur or selenium where X is the wavelength (1.54 A for CuK. 1), 0 the
ions were implanted in undoped substrates at room angle at which the period is measured and 80 the fringe
temperature or at 400 *C. Sulphur was implanted at an period. The simulated strain profile is shown in fig. 2,
energy of 140 keV and selenium at 300 keV. The sam- together with the profile of recoils arid argon ions, as
pies where annealed in a Heatpulse RTP furnace for 5 s determined by Monte Carlo calculation. We found that
in an H2/Ar ambient, using a silicon wafer as cap. Hall the strain profile follows the recoil profile closer than
measurement, was used to obtain the activated fraction the deposited energy profile from the same Monte Carlo
of dopant atoms. calculations, in disagreement with other work [5].

Fig. 3 shows the strain versus dose for different ion
species, implanted at room temperature. As also re-

3. Results and discussion ported by other workers [6], the strain increases with
increasing dose up to a certain saturation level, Increas-

A typical diffractogram, in this case of a I X 1013 ing the dose above this level does not appreciably alter

cm- 2 argon implantation at 300 keV into a substrate at
room temperature, is shown in fig. 1, together with a 2
simulated diffractogram. The signal of the implanted
layer lying on the low angle side of the substrate peak
indicates an expansion of the lattice after implantation. recoils
The amount of strain is determined from ;he position of - strain

the largest peak relative to the substrate peak, using the
equation _

8 a -80
-a = tanG 8 ' (1)

where 80 is the angle between the substrate peak and
the peak of the strained layer, and 0. is the Bragg angle
(330 for the GaAs (004) reflection). For the case 0 1
shown in fig. 1, an angle of 300 arc sec between the 0 loOO w 0 3000 4OO00 5o

substrate peak and the peak of the strained layer gives a depth (Angstrom)
strain corresponding to a 0.22% lattice mismatch. The Fig. 2. Strain (- ) and recoil (----) profile for argon
thickness of the strained layer may be determined from implantation at 300 keV and room temperature.
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LOG(DOSE) Fig. 5. Thickness versus implantation eneigy for an argon
Fig. 3 Strain versus ion dose (cm- 2) for He (0), Ne (*), Ar implant at room temperature, fluence I 1 "10 cm
(U) and Kr (A) implanted at room temperature. Dose is shown

in log units.

fraction of heavy dopant atoms after annealing tends to

the strain, but affects the reflecting power of the strained be much lower than that of light atoms, much may be

layer. We suggest that this is either due to plastic gaied as illaenshown at on.

deformation or partial amorphization of the implanted The thickness of the strained layer increases almost

material. Also shown in the figure is the dependence of li neal o enera shown ini..Te aluesthe tran o io spcie. Te amuntof tran icreses linearly with ion energy, as shown in fig. 5. The values
the strain on ion species. The amount of strain increases were obtained from the diffractograms by means of eq.
with ion mass, as would be expected. (2), for an implantation of I X 1013 cm- 2 argon ions at

Increasing the substrate temperature during implan- room temperature. Also shown in this figure, as refer-
tation has a pronounced effect on the strain, as shown ence, is the projected range plus standard deviation
in fig. 4. The strain decreases when the temperature is according to TRIM calculations. The amount of strain,
increased, even for temperatures below 100'C. For not shown here, was found to be independent of energy.
sufficiently high temperatures the strain vanishes almost The amount of strain does, however, depend on dose
completely, even for the heaviest ions. This would mdi- rate, as is shown in fig. 6. For an argon implant at 300
cate that the radiation damage may be reduced consid- keV and room temperature, the strain first increases
erably by increasing the substrate temperature during gradually with increasing dose rate, until a threshold
implantation. As it is generally more difficult to anneal
substrates implanted with heavy ions, and the activated raes rac, Te hcethe a n strain in-creases dramatically. The decrease in strain for the

4

4

Kr

SAr E

2 

A He2

Ne1

0 10D 3ea 4W SIX

TEMPERATURE 0
(dog C) 0 10 2D 30 40

Fig 4. Strain versus temperature for He (0), Ne (#), Ar (0i) ions / sec (*e-12)
and Kr (A), fluence lx1013 cm- 2, except for He (3 X 1014 Fig 6 Strain versus ion current for 1x013 cm-2 argon

cm 2) , implant at 300 keV and room temperature.
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lop 4. Conclusions

X-ray Jhffraction was used for studying radiation
S So (4W) damage in compound semiconductors. It was found that

S (400) various implantation parameters have a pronounced
S * effect on the amount of strain in the material after
S tl implantation. This is reflected in the annealing be-
So (RT) haviour of n-type impurites. It also means that care

must be taken when trying to model the activation
mechanism of dopants in compound semiconductors,
such as gallium arsenide.

07 075 01 on o 09
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Defect production in ion implanted GaAs, GaP and InP

E. Wendler, W, Wesch and G, Gotz
Friedrich.Schiler- Uniersitat Jena. Institut fir Festkbrperphvsik, Max- Wien-Platz I, Jena, 0-6900, Germany'

The defect production in InP, GaP and GaAs after room temperature and 80 K implantation is investigated by means of
Rutherford backscattenng (RBS) and optical absorption spectroscop) The influence of defect ,ransformation and annealing
processes dunng the implantation is much more essential in GaAs than in the other two Ail Bv compounds. In the phosphides the
primarily produced defect clusters seem to be almost stable, and the crystalline-to-amorphous transition proceeds via an accumula-
tion process In GaAs first of all point defects and point defect complexes are produced, amorphous regions being generated by a
collapse-like process.

1. Introduction materials were implanted together under identical con-
ditions.

In ArjBy semiconductors the influence of the im- The implanted samples were analyzed by means of
antain sermionuctor the Rutherford backscattering spectrometry in combination

plantation parameters on the defect structure resulting with the channeling technique (RBS) using 1.4 MeV
after ion implantation are much more pronounced than He ' ions and a backscattering angle of 9 = 170 0. From
in the elementary semconductor Si. In GaAs, a re-
markable decrease of the resulting defect concentration the energy spectra of the backscattered e ions thefor implantation temperatures near room temperature relative defect concentration N '/N0 (No: atomic" den-
for implatardtion temperatureimplantationmpoccurn sity) was calculated in the framework of the two-beam
as compared to low temperature implantation occurs. In approximation introduced by Bogh (see, e.g., (9]) as a
several AllBv compounds defect annealing after warm- function of the depth z. The integral concentration of
ng up of low temperature implants to room tempera- defects Nd contributing to the direct backscattering of

ture is observed (see, e.g,, refs. [1-41). Furthermore, the the He* ions was obtained by integrating N'(z)/N,
current density influences the defect concentration pro- over the damaged depth region.
duced [5 -7]. Additionally, the optical transmission of the im-

Most of the investigations concerning defect produc- planted samples was measured in the frequency range
tion in AI.IB v semiconductors were performed at room below the fundamental absorption edge (0.5 _< hw . 1.3
temperature,and the problem of low temperature im- eV in the case of GaAs and lnP; 1.4 < hw 2.2 eV in
plantation is discussed only in a few papers Further- the case of GaP). The absorption exponent Kd (K:
more, a direct comparison of defect generation in differ- absorption coefficient and d: thickness of the implanted
ent Aiiibv compounds implanted at identical condi- layer) was calculated on the basis of a two-layer ap-
tions is lacking. Preliminary investigations of the defect proximation [10], taking into account a refractive index
production in vanous compounds indicate remarkable change in the implanted layer between An/ne 1% for
differences pointing at different defect creation mecha- weakly damaged layers and n/n, = 10% in the case of
nisms occurring in these materials [8]. To give a contri- aoyph med aera 11,12].
bution to the understanding of these processes, in this amorphized material [11,12).

paper results of a comparative study of the defect For several GaAs samples the optical absorption
measurements were combined with successive chemicaland at 80 K are presentedu etching of the implanted layer to determine the depth
distribution of the absorption coefficient [13].

In order to compare the results for the various
semiconductors the depth profile of the total vacancy

2. Experimental concentration Nac(z) was calculated using the TRIM
87 Monte Carlo code [14]. By normalizing the vacancy
concentration N, c, which is connected with the energy

Single crystals of (100) n-doped GaAs, GaP and deposited in nuclear processes, to the atomic density No
InP were implanted with 200 keV Ar ions at implanta- one has a useful quantity to compare the defect produc-
tion temperatures of T, = 80 and 300 K. The different tion in the various A111Bv compounds.
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3. Results and discussion
InP Ar*1200keV)

In fig. I the depth distributions of the relative defect T' T-80K -8
concentration N'/N o are depicted for implantation at /\ - N/N0  7
T, 80 K in InP (fig. 1a), GaP (fig. 1b) and GaAs (fig. / 5 Nc
Ic). Comparing these profiles with the profiles of the _.0 f / 6
total vacancy concentratioi calculated by TRIM, a good \ 2- 1 10"cni2

accordance is to be seen concerning the shape and the 0.8-//" 3-1.5- 10 c 2  5
depth position of the profiles for all compound maten- *zjZ' / 4 - 2 ld3,m "  -
als investigated. Therefore, it can be concluded that 0.6. 5- 3 \ Oc
primary defect production as well as secondary / \ \3 z

processes, which occur during implantation and during 0.4 2 .2
warming up of the samples to room temperature, can be
related to the energy density deposited in nuclear 0.2 1 a
processes. 0 - ,

In the case of InP (see fig. la) the concentration of 0 0.1 0.2 03
defects increases nearly linearly with the otal con- Z (,,UM)
centration of vacancies produced. Such a behaviour
points at amorphization via heterogeneous defect
nucleation [15). Processes of defect transformation and GaP. Ar" (20OkeV ) - N/N o

annealing do not see;m to be essential, at least the T,-80K N,

influence of them does not depend on the vacancy I 1.5.10cM- |

concentration primarily produced during the implanta- 2- 2.5- 10cm'2
3 - 3 V'cK 6Oc

"

tion 3 4- 1 10'3cm 6-
Comparing with the results obtained with InP the 1.0 - 4- 15 lO'cm2

situation is changed for GaAs and GaP. No linear 3
relation occurs between N '/NO and Nv,,. From figs. lb Z 0.84
and c it can be seen that the concentration of defects
per number of vacancies primarily produced increases 06 3 Z

with increasing ion dose., 0. /0 , -2
The total vacancy concentration necessary for / 1,

amorphization at T, = 80 K is 5.7 x 1021 cm - 3 for InP, 02/
5.2 x 1021 cm

- 3 for GaP and 13 x 1021 cm- 3 for GaAs b
(see fig. 1), which corresponds to 15%, 11% and 29% of °0 0.1 02 03 0

the atomic densi'y of the respective material. The value z (Pm)
for GaAs is significantly higher than that for the two
phosphides. Taking further into account the nonlinear
relation between N'/N o and NVa, as mentioned above, GaAs Ar*1200keV)
it can be concluded that in GaAs defect transformation T/ ! 8K
and annealing daring the implantation are of greatest / 4 N "15
importance. " . -\-_- N/N1

The results obtained for GaP indicate that the defect 1 \ -- Na1.5. dc
clusters primarily produced are almost stable, at least at 08 2 - 2 10 3cm2 

2 'E

high ion doses and therefore, the relative vacancy con- 3 - 3 :,10" e'"
2

centration necessary for amoipluzation is lower than for --z 0 f 3h. - 4 .'3c6 "  1
GaAs but comparable to the value estimated for InP. z

Fig. 2 shows the dose dependence of the integral 04 / -'""5

defect concentration Nd and of the absorption exponent //
Kd (at a frequency near the band edge: hw = 1.3 eV for 02 \

GaAs, hw = 2.1 eV for GaP and hw = 1.24 eV for InP) C
normalized to their maximum values Nd"" and (Ad)max, 001 0.2 03
respectively, for T, = 80 K and T, = 300 K. It should be z ,um)
mentioned that Nd is mainly sensitive to heavily Fig I Depth profiles of the relative defect concentration
damaged and amorphous regions whereas Kd is caused N /N,, and of the total vacancy concentration Nac calculated
simultaneously by point defects and by amorphous re- by TRIM 87 for 200 keV Ar+ implantation in (a) InP, (b) GaP
gions. Therefore, the comparison of Nd/Nda and and (c) GaAs at T, =80 K.
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Kd,/(Kd),.... yields information about the kind of de- "" . .I 1 -,
fects existing in the implanted layers. GaAs

In the case of Ar+ implantation in lnP at both 0
temperatures Nd/Ndnax and Kd/(Kd)max are in good 08 *, T ,_ A'Kd
accordance with each other in a wide dose range (lower ... [KI Nm lKd--,=
part of fig. 2). Only for small fluences (N, < 1 x 104 .4- 80
crr -2 ) Kd/(Kd)mdx exceeds Nd/Ndnax. As mentioned / 300
above this should be a consequence of the existence of /
point defects and point defect complexes. 0 ... , .

That means in InP for ion fluences N, > 1 x 1013
,m 2 almost only heavily damaged clusters occur. The GuP

influence of the implantation tempurature is weak; for 08
room temperature implantation the damage production
is only shifted to higher ion fluences by a factor of e ,
ahout 1.4. These results confirm the already drawn 04 ,1/
assumption of heterogeneous defect nucleation in InP in -' .7
connection with a weak influence of defect annealing 0
during the implantation.

In Ar+ implanted GaP the differences between rIP
NdINdma and Kd/(Kd)max as well as between the
results obtained for T, = 80 K and T, = 300 K are more
pronounced than 'in lnP (cf. middle and lower part of
fig. 2). For T, = 300 K, Nd/Ndmax is shifted to higher Q4
ion fluences, and the slope of the curve is smaller than
for T= 80 K. The more significant dose shift observed ,,-

for T, 300 K in GaP compared to InP indicates a 0 . .. ..
higher influence of defect transformation and annealing-0 101 ib" 10Is

on the damage production in GaP than in InP. This Nl(cm -2 )

assumption is confirmed by the fact that for room Fig. 2 Normalized integral defect concentration Nd/NIl '
a

temperah're implantation in GaP point defects are more and normalized absorption exponent Kd/(Kd)m, , (ho =1.24
essential than in InP, which can be deduced from the eV for InP, hw = 2.1 eV for GaP and hw' = 1 3 eV for GaAs)
considerably higher values of Kd/(Kd)ma, for GaP. versus the ion fluence N, for 200 keV Ar+ implantation in

In the upper part of fig. 2 Nd/NdndX and Kd/ InP. GaP and GaAs at T, = 80 K and in InP and 0,F at

1 J)m,, are illustrated for implantation in GaAs per- T, = 300 K

to.- GoAs,:Ar + (200keV)

0. -T, = 300 K  al -l " XA

" 0.6

/

/ Nd
0.4 / Nox/
0.2 / a Kd

(Kd)max

01 1 11

1013 1014 10i
s

NJ (Cm"2) ,

Fig. 3. Normalized integral defect concentration Nd/Ndma' and normalized absorption exponent Kd/(Kd)ma, (Aw =1 3 eV) versus
the ion fluence N, for 200 keY Ar implantation in GaAs at T, = 300 K
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formed at T, = 80 K., Comparing these curves with the
corresponding curves for GaP and InP it is obvious that GaAs Ar (200 keV)
in GaAs the strongest increase of Nd occurs with in- T 300 K
creasing ion fluence and the highest difference in the 3 1 x1013cm2  12
shape of Nd/Na aX and Kd/(Kd) max is observed there. 2 2 3x1Od3cm "

Within the overlap damage model of amorphization [16]I 10
the sharp increase of Nd with the ion fluence indicates a --- E

high number of overlaps to be necessary for the 2 8
amorphization of GaAs. Further, considering the high -
concentration of point defects for ion fluences N,< 1.5 -6
X 1013 cm- 2,, these results give a hint of collapse-like 1

processes of amorphization in GaAs during Ar + im- -4
plantation at T, = 80 K. This also correlates with the 1
nonlinear increase of the defect concentration N'/N o  J
(see fig. Ic) as a function of the total vacancy con- \ 2
centration produced during the implantation. 01. 1.>

The results for room temperature implantation in 0 01 0.2 03
GaAs are shown in fig. 3 This implantation was per- z ('UM)
formed at another implanter and therefore, the experi- Fig 4 Depth profiles of the absorption coeffici2nt K (hw = 3
mental data are not included in fig. 2. Nevertheless, the eV) and of the total vacancy concentration N... calculated by
most pronounced difference between Nd/N,,a' and Kd TRIM 87 for 200 keV Ar+ implantation in GaAs at T = 300
/(Kd)n 4 , for Ar + implantation in GaAs at T, = -00 K K with ion fluences N, =1 x 10cm-2 and 3x 10 -cm- 2

is clearly illustrated. Heavily damaged regions occur
only for fluences N, > 4 x 10 13 cm - 2, whereas the ab-
sorption exponent reaches already about 70% of its Nd/Nda increases, but not so strongly as for T, = 80
maximum value at this ion fluence. This high amount of K. indicating that heavy clusters created are able to
absorption is caused by point defects as it was de- dissociate, possibly due to the high mobility of point
termined by the analysis of the spectral dependence of defects during implantation at room temperature.
Kd(hw) [8]. To investigate the origin of these point
defects depth-dependent absorption measurements were
performed on GaAs samples implanted with N, = I x 4. Summary
lol cm- 2 and N, = 3 x 10131 cm - 2 at T = 300 K. The
resulting profiles of the absorption coefficient K are The results of RBS and optical absorption measure-
given in fig 4. A good correspondence with the vacancy ments of identically implanted InP, GaP -nd GaAs
concentration N,,,, i.e., to the energy density deposited samples show that the three materials beh,.", differently
in nuclear processes (dashed lines in fig 4) is observed with respect to defect creation.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the effectiveness of the In GaAs the influence of defect transformation and
creation of poirt defects decreases with increasing N,a: annealing processes during the imnlantation is much
an absorption co'fficient in the maximum of the profile more essential than in the two phosphides investigated
of 1.9 X 104 cm- I is relatcd to a vacancy concentration As a consequence of these processes a high concentra-
of N_ = 4 X 102 cm -3 at N, = I X 10l cm- 2, whereas tion of point defects and point defect complexes occurs
at NI = 3 x 1013 cm- 2 a value of K = 3.1 X 104 cm 1- I tore amorphous clusters are produced, thus pointing
corresponds to N,, = 12 X 1 0 21 cm-., This effect re- at amorphization via collapse-like processes, especially
flects the saturation behaviour of point defect produc- for T = 80 K
tion in ion implanted GaAs [11]. Further, point defects On the contrary, in lnP defect transformation and
are mobile to some extent and diffuse deeper into the annealing during the implantation seem not to be essen-
crystal than it would be expected from the profile tial and the defect clusters primarily produced are al-
N,,,(z). This effect intensifies with increasing ion most stable at both temperatures investigated. These
fluence (cf. the profiles of K for N, = 1 x 101" cm- results indicate a crystalline-to-amorphous transition via
and N = 3 X 1013 cm- 2 in fig. 4, see ref. [13]). an accumulation process (heterogeneous defect nuclea-

Thee results ;how that in GaAs at both tempera- tion).
tures for low ion fluences the energy deposition in In the case of GaP the difference between defect
nuclear processes results in the production of point production at T, = 80 K and T = 300 K is more pro-
detects and point defect complexes. For implantation at nounced than in InP. During room temperature implan-
T = 80 K amorphization seems to be achieved in the tation defect transformation and annealing are of im-
form of collapse-like processes. For T, - 300 K, portance, possibly resulting in a reduction of the size of

F' ,,., . . . . ... -. ,- •
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Characterization of Si-implanted gallium antimonide

Y.K. Su a, K.J. Gan ', F.S. Juang d and J.S. Hwang hih
"Department of Electrical Engineering and h Department of Physics, National Cheng Kung University. Tainan, Taiwan

Ion implantation is of technological importance in the preparation of doped semiconductors. Raman spectroscopy is a very
sensitie and nondestructive tool useful for obtaining information about the state of a material and to distinguish the original
crystalline structure and the damaged lattice. In this paper, the variations of the Raman spectra for Si-implanted (100)GaSb with
vaiious doses and energies were investigated In order to heal the damage layer, conventional furnace annealing (FA) as well as rapid
thermal annealing (RTA) were used From these spectra we found that the quality of the recovered layer will be improved with
higher annealing temperatures and longer annealing times Also, rapid thermal annealing showed better results in comparison with
conventional furnace annealing. The best recovery of the damage layer for Si-implanted (I X 1015 cm - 150 keV) GaSb was at
6000 C for 30 s by rapid thermal annealing.

I. Introduction quent annealing-induced "healing" of the damage layer
by conventional furnace annealing (FA) and rapid ther-

In recent years. ion implantation technology has mal annealing (RTA).

become very important in the preparation of doped
semiconductors. It has numerous advantages over diffu-
sion, the most important of these being reproducibility, 2. Experimental
good dopant profile control, uniformity and the high
speed of the doping process During ion implantation, The materials studied were undoped (100)GaSb un-
the lattice damage produced by the energetic ions must implanted and imr!a tej with Si at a dose of I X 10 13
be removed by a subsequent annealing process to achieve to 1 X loll cm - 2 at eoom temperature with the ion
electrical actisation of the dopants. beam at 7 0 off the normal., and energy ranging from 70

Raman spectroscopy is probably the most useful keV to 150 keV
method available to study lattice vibrations and their For the annealing studied, some of the Si-implanted
interactions with other excitations [1] Many experi- samples (1 X 1015 cm 2,, 150 keV) were annealed at
ments have shown the characterization of ion-implanted 500'C from 20 min to 40 mm with flowing nitrogen
III-V semiconductors based on Raman spectra [2,31. and no encapsulate in a conventional furnace, while the
The Raman spectra measurements were made at room other samples were annealed in an RTA furnace with
temperature in a quasi-backscattering geometry with the the surface protected by the proximity method 15] at
5145 A line of an ArK laser. The penetration depth of temperatures of 400'C, 500'C and 600'C, respec-
the light is about 1000 A, which is approximately the tively.
same as the density distribution of the implanted ions. The Raman scattering experiments were performed
Therefore, Raman scattenng is a convenient tool to in backscattering geometry from the (100) surface of the
evaluate the structural properties after ion implantation samples using an Ar4 ion laser. For Ill-V compound

GaSb is a zincblende-type semiconductor which at semiconductors having the zincblende crystal structure.
the q = 0 (center of the first Brillouin zone) optical 'in scattering by the (111) orientation both TO and LO
phonon mode splits into longitudinal (1.0) and Irans.- modes are allowed 'in the Raman spcctra, while iii

verse (JO) modes [4]. In this paper, we report a series of scattering by the (100) orientation only the LO mode is
Raman spectra from GaSb samples which have been permitted and the TO mode is forbidden by the selec-
implanted with Si ions. We will consider the broadening tion rules [6;
of Raman spectra with increasing dose and energy, and The laser output power was fixed at 200 mW so as to
investigate the change of Raman intensity from subse- avoid excess heating of the samples and was focused

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland)
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onto the samples using a cylindrical lens. The scattered
light was analyzed using a standard double-grating GaSb Si
spectrometer in photo-counting mode, with a spectral 125 Key
resolution of about 2 cm I. 1., 25 Kc 2

,q

3. Results and discussion
.£3

Fig. 1 displays the Raman spectrum of the umm- C

planted GaSb wafer. In our experiments, we found a
strong peak at 226 cm - and a weak peak at 220 cm-c

zwhich belong to the LO and TO mode, respectively. As,-t

we have mentioned above, only the LO mode is allowed
for (100)-oriented material and the TO mode is forbi- w,. rti2
dden. However,, a small peak due to the TO mode is
also observed. This is probably a result of slight sub-
strate misorientatton or imperfection, but it may be also 220 230
due to a small experimental deviation from backscatter-
ing However, this phenomenon is also observed for raMoN SIFt (a f i
other semiconductors in the (100) onentation [7,8]. Fig 2. Raman spectra of Si-implanted GaSb as a functon of

Fig 2 shows the Raman spectra results of GaSb for dose
125 keV Si implantation with a dose ranging from
I X loll to I X loll cm-, As we know, when the implantation. Secondly, it may be due to inhomogeneity
implanted dose increases the local damaged regions of the strain [6].
begin to overlap and result in the formation of a highly From these results, we can conclude that point de-

damaged region From the spectra, we find that the fects and dislocations increase with increasing dose and

intensity of the LO modes approaches zero with increas-
energy. An amorphous layer [9] will occur when theing implantation dose The TO modes broaden wtth dose is increased to 1 X 1015 cm -2 or the energy is over

increasing dose 150 keV. If amorphous layers are formed, both the TO
In fig. 3 we display a series of Raman spectra of

GaSb implanted with Si (1 x 10"5 cm - 2 ) for energies of
70, 100, 125 and 150 keV, respectively. From these
spectra, we also observed that the TO and T.0 modes GaSb Si
broaden and the intensity decreases gradually with in-
creasing energy Therefore, there are two reasons for the Ix10 'cm 2

broadening and weakening of the TO and LO lines. 150 Key
Firstly, the symmetry of the unimplanted samples will
be destroyed by point defects and dislocations after

125 Key

LO
U, 1-

GaSbif
wafer w

z /- 00 Kev

I 70 Key

22
220 230

220 230

RAMAN SHIFT (cm"1)
RAMAN SHIFT (cr t" ) Fig 3. Raman spectra of Si-implanted GaSb as a function of

Fig. 1. Raman spectra of an unimplanted GaSb wafer energy.
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GQSb Si GaSb Si
150KevAxldPcrn 150Kev~lxld 5cmn2

FA 500*C

40 minRTA 10s

-~ .~600*C

in30min Z
W l'-
t1- Z

z 500*c

20min 400*C

220 230 220 230

RAMAN SHIFT (cm1) RAMAN SHIFT(cm-1)

Fig 4 Senies of Raman spectra for furnaice annealing at Fig 6 Series of Raman spectra for rapid thermal annealing at
5000' C for di fferent times different temperature for 10 s

and LO modes will be decreased in intensity, asymmet- tional furnace annealing (FA). We can observe that the
rically broadened, and may be shifted in frequency. intensity of the LO phonon tncreases with the annealing

The Raman spectra depend on the annealtng time time from 20 min to 40 min. However, it seems that the
for temperatures of 500 *C and 600 *C, as shown in fig. intensity of the L0 mode is not stron~, enough in
4 and ftg. 5, when the dose is I X( 1015 CM- 2 at 150 keV. coprsnwt hto teuipatdwfr

These annealing processes are carried out by conven- cmaio ihta fteuipatdwfr

GaSb Si 1GaSb Si
150Kev,1x1d1-.ni1 15OKev, ix1Oi5Cm,2

FA 600*C
'.0min

Z) RTA 30s

Z 30minU
i- z

'-500*c

20min 400*C

2020220 230

RAMAN SHIFT (cm-1) RAMAN SHIFT(cmf')

pFig 5. Series of Raman spectra for furnace annealing at Fig. 7 Series of Raman spectra for rapid thermal annealing at
6W 60C for different times, different temperature for 30 s.
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Figs. 6 and 7 show the Raman spectra of GaSb process as well as rapid thermal annealing, and found
implanted with Si ions under the same implantation the intensities of the Raman spectra increased gradually
conditions as in fig. 4, and followed by rapid thermal with higher annealing temperature and longer annealing
annealing (RTA) at temperatures of 400 0 C, 500 °C and time. A better recovery of the damage layer was ob-
600°C for 10 s and 30 s, respectively. Upon rapid tained by rapid thermal annealing at a temperature of
thermal annealing, we observed that the intensity of the 600 *C for 30 s, when comparing the scattering phonon
LO modes are increased with increasing annealing tem- intensities with those of the unimplanted wafer.
perature and/or annealing time. The spectra are better
than those that were obtained by furnace annealing.
Therefore, the rapid thermal annealing process could Acknowledgements
recover the highly damaged layer and improve the crys-
talline quality more effectively. From fig. 7, we observe The authors would like to thank Mr. Y.C Chou for

that a better recovery of the damage layer after Si his assistance with ion implantation during this experi-
implantation (1 X 10" cm -2 , 150 keV) is obtained by ment. This project was supported by the National Sci-
rapid thermal annealing at 6000 C for 30 s. ence Council under contract NSC79-0417-E006-04.
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Rapid thermal annealing of Mg' and P+ dually implanted InP

Hionglie Shen, Genqing Yang, Zuyao Zhou and Shichang Zou
Ion Beam Laborator, Shanghai Institute of Metallurgy, Academia Sinica, Shanghai 200050, People's Republic of China

125 keV Mg + ions and 160 keV P ' ions were implanted at RT, 100 * C and 200 ' C with doses ranging from I x 1014 to I x lol

cm- 2 to study the effect of the dual implantations on the electrical properties of Fe doped lnP. The samples were characterized by
electrochemical C-V measurement and RBS-channelling techniques. It has been found that Mg + + P+ dual implantations into InP
can result in an ennanced activation of implanted dopants. The highest peak hole concentration and dopant activation obtained in
this work were 1.1 X 1019 cm- 3 and 68% in the case of Mg ' + P+ dual implantations at a dose of 1X×lO1 5 cm- 2 while that for Mg'
single implantation at the same dose were 5 4X 10 1 8 cm- 3 and 40%. A thin n-type layer was found in the carrier concentration profile
of Mg+ singly implanted samples whereas there was not such a layer in that of Mg' +P t dually implanted ones. RBS spectra
showed that the implantation at 100 'C leads to damage similar to that in the sample implanted at 200 0 C. A deep penetration of Mg
into lnP during annealing, which is supposed to be related to the (MgFe) complex, can be suppressed to some extent by P+
co-implantation

1. Introduction + P+ dual implantations. Also the n-type buried layer
which appeared in Mg + singly implanted samples can

lnP is a promising material for use in optoelectronic be eliminated by P4 co-implantation. RBS-channelling
and microwave devices. When doping in selected areas measurements showed that the implantation at 1000C
is necessary in the fabrication of such devices, ion leads to less damage than for room temperature im-

implantation is the most commonly used technique. plant.

Generally speaking, it is easier to obtain highly doped
n-type layers than p-type layers in InP by ion implanta-
tion [1-3], which is contrary to results obtained in work 2. Experimental
on GaAs (4-6]. For p-type doping in lnP, Be' implant
is commonly used. Wang [7] has reported that Be in-dif- All implantations were performed into semi-insulat-

fusion can be eliminated through rapid thermal anneal- ing (100) oriented Fe doped InP wafers cut from crystals
ing(RTA) of a P+/Be' co-implantation, but the highest grown by the Czochralski method with liquid encapsu-

peak hole concentration reported in his paper was 2 x lation. The wafers were degreased using organic solvents
108 cm- 3. Zn + and Cd + are also p-type species for and etched by a solution of HO2 :H 20:H1PO4 =
lnP, but from the point of view of atomic mass, Mg is 9: 1 : 1 to remove surface damage caused by polishing.
more appropriate for implantation than Zr or Cd. The Mg' tons were implanted at 125 keV with doses rang-
lower mass of Mg should result in less damage and ing from I X 1014 to 1 X 10 15 cm - 2 at room tempera-

afford greater variation in the location of projected ture (RT). The co-implant wafer was preimplanted with
range than with heavier ions. From the Phillips values phosphorus at 2000 C with an energy of 160 keV at the
for covalent tetrahedral radii and electronegativity [8], same dose of magnesium The purpose of an implanta-
Mg should be a better substitutional impurity for In tion at elevated temperature 'is to reduce the lattice
than Be. An InP pn-junction waveguide made by Mg' damage introduced by a heavier ion, i.e., phosphorus.
implantation has been reported [9]. For some samples, Mg' and P4 were implanted at 200

As for GaAs, Choudhury [10] showed an improved or 1000C, respectively. The energy of 160 keV was
activation of Mg4 and As 4 dual implarts by capless chosen for the distribution of implanted P atoms to
rapid thermal annealing. For high dose Mg4 implant overlap that of Mg atoms. This is according to the
(1 x 1015 cm - 2 , 100 keV), the activation increased from results for Mg' and As I dual implants into GaAs, [10]

18% for Mg + single implant to 61% for Mg'+ As4  and for Si 4 and P' dual implants into InP [11]. The
dual implants. In this paper, we report the electrical samples were tilted by 7' from the (100) axis during
properties of Mg4 and P4 dually implanted into InP. It implantation to avoid possible channelling. After im-
is found that the peak hole concentration and activation plantation, Si 3N 4 film of about 100 nm in thickness was
in Mg4 implanted InP can be much enhanced by Mg 4  deposited on all wafers by plasma enhanced chemical

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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vapour deposition (PECVD). RTA was performed in a 1 0 20 ...................

KST-2 tungsten halogen lamp heating system in flowing 0 5crn-2Mg'+ 1ti'0cm-'P*

N 2 at temperatures ranging from 800 to 900 0 C with a 5'10,cm-2
Mq*+510"cm 'P'"

samples face down on a silicon wafer The annealing 10 19 - 110'cm-
2

Mg +1'1O"m.M- 2
P

time was from 5 to 15 s. The annealing temperature and E0 825'C, sec RTA

time profile were monitored by a thermocouple ce- U 0
0menited onto the Si wafer. The annealing cycle could be c 1 0

chosen using the computer-controlled system. The elec- 0

trical properties of the implanted layer were char- \ ,0

acterized by electrochemical C-V measurements. The C ! , 0

damage and its aitnealing were evaluated using the ,
C 0

RBS-channelhng technique with a 2 MeV He' probe
beam. 1 0 16 60

3. Results and discussion 10 - 
1______....__...

00 05 10 15 ?0

Fig. I shows the carrier concentration profiles in Dep t h (/rn)
Mg + singly implanted samples. After annealing at Fig. 2 Hole concentration depth profiles in samples implanted
825 0 C for 5 s, a buned n-type layer appeared in the with 125 keV Mg' tRr) and 160 keV P' (200 0 C) at the
sample implanted with a dose of I x 10i" cm - 2 Mg' at indicated doses and annealed at 825 0 C for 5 s.
RT. Reducing the Mg+ dose to 5 x 1014 cm - 2 and
annealing at the same condition, we found that the
buried n-type layer became narrower For still lower low hole concentration at the region near the surface in
dose implant (I X 10' cm-2 ). the buried n-type layer samples implanted with doses of I x 101" or 5 x 1014

disappeared but the activation was only 8%. These cm - 2 m y be due to either the residual disordered
results are similar to the behaviour occurring in 1 MeV layer, remaining in the high dose implanted samples
Mg' implantation into InP [12], where a resistive layer after annealing, providing donors to compensate the
broadened with increasing implantation dose. For Mg' holes [13, or large out-diffusion of implanted Mg dur-
+ P4 dually implanted samples, there was no n-type ing annealing in the case of high Mg concentration [14].
layers existing after annealing at 825 0 C for 5 s (fig. 2). For the sample implanted with doses of 1 X 1014 cm- 2.,
In the sample implanted with doses of I x 1015 cm - 2  the activation was 24%, which is much larger than that
the peak hole concentration was 5.5 x 10"i cm-'. The of Mg implanted alone. From fig. 2, on the other

hand, one can also find that the in-diffusion of Mg in
dually implanted samples is less than that in singly

lo 2i . .mplanted ones. From the results discussed above, the
0 1,1O"c-n'Mq buried n-type seems related to the radiation damage.

/\ , 5a0cm- Therefore the high dose implanted samples were an-

2 10 19 _ 1.0"cm-Mg - nealed at higher temperature for a longer time. The
.... LSS (1 "c result of I x 1011 cm -2 Mg implanted samples after
,52s°C. 5sec, PrA annealing at 875'C for 15 s is shown in fig. 3. It

- ! 0 %1- indicates that there ts no longer a buried n-type layer i

the singly implanted sample. The activation and peak
S ,hole concentration in Mg' singly implanted sample are

4 1 ,40% and 5.4 x l0s cm-. respectively, while, in the
Mg++ P4 dually implanted sample, the values are 68%

O and 1.1 x 10 i9 cm- 3 . To the best of our knowledge,

10 1 6 such a high hole concentration in InP by ion implanta-
tion has never been reported. This can be attributed to

T the fact that more Mg atoms have been forced to

I . .. ... .. ... .. . occupy the In sublatticc sitcs owing to the decrease in
0 0 0 F) 1 0 1 5 ) the concentration ratio of P and In vacancies

Depth '(1 ~rn) ([Vp]/[V,]) resulting from the P+ co-implant. It is also

Fig. 1. Hole concentration depth profiles in samples implanted worth noticing that, when annealing at high tempera-

with 125 keV Mg' (RT) at the indicated doses and annealed tures for a long time, the Mg in-diffuses considerably.
at 825' C for 5 s. The peak hole concentration reaches about 700 nm 'in

VI. MATERIALS SCIENCE
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depth. Another feature in fig. 3 is that there are deep Energy (MeV)'
hole distribution tails at about 1017 cm- 3 in both Mg' 0 5 1 0 1 5
singly, and Mg'+ P+ dually implanted samples. 3000 1 I 1

To reduce radiation damage, implantations of Mg+
at elevated temperature were also investigated. We found a
that, after annealing at 8250C for 5 s the hole con-
centration distribution near the peak position ;s quite
flat for a sample implanted with 1 x 10'5 cm- 2 Mg' at 2000 b

200 *C, which suggests that both out-diffusio.n and in-
diffusion of Mg have taken place. There is also a deep

hole distribution tail about 1017 cm-3 in the distribu- 0

tion. For an implantation dose of 5 x 1jl 4 cm 2, the
hole concentration -n the sample implared at 100 'C is 1000
much higher than that in the sample implanted at
200 * C. The former is even as high as that for implanta-
tion with 1 X 1 0 15 cm- 2 Mg' at 200'C, only without
the tail. These results indicate that hot implantation can
also avoid the formation of an n-type la :r. But higher 0
temperature implantation will result in an apparent Ch0 1 2e5

redistribution of dopant and lower activation though Channel
the reason for the latter needs to be studied further. The Fig. 4. RBS-channeling spectra for samples implanted witht heaon h c for thelatternedsamesdimed th T Mg+ (125 keV, IX l0l cm- 2 ) at indicated target tempera-
R BS-cha nnel ling spectra for samples implanted with(b) RT (c) 100C, (d) 200 C; (e) virgin.
1 x 105' cm - 2 Mg + at RT,, 100 and 200*C are shown

in ig. 4. Though an amorphous layer was formed in RT
implaited samples, the radiation damage in the samples into the lnP substrate as deep as 2 [tm but a P4

implanted at elevated temperature (even at 1000 C) was co-implant can reduce the tail to some extent., These
quite small. results showed that a high annealing temperature is one

Increasing the annealing temperature and time pro- of the causes for the deep in-diffusion of the Mg.
duced a deeply penetrating profile in samples implanted Moreover, in a sample annealed in a furnace (7500 C,
at 100'C. For samples implanted with doses of 5 X 1014 10 min), the hole tail, at I x 10"7 cm - 3 , was found to be
cm - 2 Mg' at 100*C and annealed at 875*C for 10 s, deeper than 3.5 ltm, so that a long annealing time is
the activation for Mg' single implant was 55% and that another cause for the deep in-diffusion. The fast diffu-
for Mg' + P4 dual implants was 67%. Mg penetrated sion of Mg in lnP was reported by Koing et al. [15] and

a diffusion coefficient of 1 x 10-10 cm 2/s was calcu-
lated. Surprisingly, the value of the hole distribution

o0 20 tails is the same as the one in our experiment, i.p., about

M*(RT)+P*(200*C I X 1017 cm - 3. In Mg-doped InP grown by MOCVD

- Mg*(RT) [16], Mg penetrated into Fe doped InP substrates with a
09 concentration level of 10 17 cm- 3 resulting in the sameE - level of hole concentration, while in S doped InP sub-

6875'C, 15,,ec RTA strates, there was no such Mg distribution. The similar-

10 ity mentioned above suggests that the mechanism is the
same for Mg diffusion in both types of substrates.

- - Considering the Fe doping level of the substrates in the
-E -- range of 5 x 1016_1 X 1017 cm- 3 (data provided by the

manufacture-), we can deduce that there is an associa-
tion of the diffusing Mg with the Fe species, with the

10 16 formation of immobile (Fe,Mg) pairs or complexes.

,lo 5 .. .... .... .. . 4. Conclusions
0 i 2 3 4 5

Depth (Am) After RTA, an extremely high hole concentration of

Fig. 3. Hole concentration depth profiles in samples implanted 1.1 X 1019 cm- 3 in InP has been obtained by Mg'+ P'
with Mg+ (125 key, I X1015 cm-2 ) and P4 (160 keV, 1 x10 15 dual implantations. A buried n-type layer in Mg+ singly

c11 2) and annealed at 875 0 C for 15 s. implanted InP was observed and could be eliminated by
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Section Vii. Future trends and applications

The technology of finely focused ion beams *

L.R. Harriott
A T&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974, USA

Focused ioa beam machine technology is generally divided into two distinct categories according to the intended applications
These are: (I) low-energy (10-30 keV) heavy-ion beam (usually Ga) systems used in sputtering and ion-induced material deposition
and (2) hlh-energ, (50-200 keV) systems with generally more complex ion optics for implantation and lithographv applicatons
State-of-the-art focused ion beam systems are capable of minimum beam diameters (FWHM) on the order of 500 A with a chromatic
aberration-limited current density of about 1 A/cm2. While continuing progress in ion optics and the computer automation of both
these types of focused ion beam systems has enabled them to emerge from the laboratory and into limited production uses, some new
approaches are also on the horizon. These new approaches include the use of achromatic quadrupole lenses to improve the maximum
achiievabic bearn current density perhaps by a factor of 10, and the use of immersion lenses for producing finel focused beams at
very low (100 eV or less) energy to m:nmize substrate damage during processing. This paper will review some of the recent
developments in focused ion beam machine technology n ihe context of existing and emerging processing techniques

1. Introduction where dI/dfl 1s the angular current density of the ion
source, C is the chroniatic" aberration of the lens, AE is

Finely focused ion beam (FIB) systems and their the energy spread of the ions, .ind E the beam energy
applications have been reviewed previously [1-5] and 'it Note that the current density is independent of the lens
is not the intention of this paper to provide a compre- acceptance angle. In other words, it is constant for a
hensive review of the subject. The purpose of this paper given focusing system and does not depend on the focal
is to give a brief introduction followed by a snapshot spot size. The focal spot size increases w!th the soihd
revie, of some recent focused-ion-beam applications angle of acceptance of the lens in just such a way as to
and then discuss ongoing developments in FIB machine keep the current density in the spot the same. As can be
technology driven by current and future needs. seen from the above equation, the current density in-

Current focused ion beam technology is based on the creases with increasing beam energy This improvement
development of liquid-metal ion sources (LMIS). LMISs is limited, however, 1, y the maximum voltage of the
offer high brightness and small virtual source size, mak- particular lens. As the maximum lens voltage is in-
ing them suitable for probe-forming systems. The limit- creased by using larger gaps, the quantity (E/C) tends
ing factor in the performance of finely focused ion to remain constant due to increases in C [1]. Further-
beam systems is generally chromatic aberration due to more, increasing the source emission current also in-
the moderate energy spread (10-40 eV) inherent in creases the energy spread These factors combine to
LMIS. The performance of a probe-forming optical limit the maximum current censities in practical LMIS
system is most generally characterized by the current round-lens focusing systems to about 1 A/cm2 . Beam
density in the focused spot. In practical applications the spot sizes in state-of-the-art ion-focusing columns are in
processing throughput is a direct function of the total the range of 50-200 nm with the smaller spot sizes
ion current on the target. Since the beam size is usually being obtained at the price of reduced beam current
dictated by the appitatton requirements, the current Current densities of 1 A/cm2 or higher are usually
density achievable offers a good mcasure of the overall achieved at beam energies of 20 kcV oi higher
performance of the ion optical column. Applications for finely focused beams cover a wide

For typical electrostatic ion focusing lenses chro- range of processing techniques in industry and research
matic aberration is dominant and is the limiting factor These application., generally exploit one or more of
in the performance of ion microbeam systems [1]. "he three basic aspects of the ion-solid interactions. The
current density (U) in the focused spot is given by desired etect of the ion beam may be produced by: (1)

d2/dQ(EIAE) 2  pseudoelastic collisions between the energetic ions and
dJ--- (C-L ) (1) target atoms where momentum transfer results in dis-

placements (damage) and sputtering, (2) inelastic
scattering of the ions with electrons in the solid produc-

* Invited paper ing excitations which may cause chemical changes such
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as in polymer resist exposure, or (3) the presence of the ing the ion species by mass. The EXB filter is adjusted

ion in the solid after it has come to rest such as in to ailow only the desired ion species -o pass through the
semiconductor doping The design of ion focusing col- intermediate aperture and the rest of the ion column
umns and choice of LMIS species is usually dictated by The objective lens then focuses the mass-selected beam
the application. The two major classes of FIB systems onto the target.
are the low-energy (10-50 keV) type with heavy-ion This type of mass-separating column is usually desig-
species (usually Ga) where momentum transfer and ned to run at energies from 50 to 200 keV (13,14]. These
sputtering are important, and the higher-energy (50-200 systems are used for maskless implantation [151 and
keV) type where electronic excitation and doping are lithography producing minimum feature sizes of 100 nm
the desired effects. [16,17]. Again, there is a trade-off between beam diame-

Fig. la shows an example of a simple focusing ter and current with the minimum practical spot size of
system used mainly for applications employing sputter- such a system at about 50 nm. Eutectic alloy sources
ing such as mask repair 11,6], circuit restructuring [7-9] such as AuSi or AuSiBe are commonly used in such
and micromachining [101. Ions from the LMIS are ex- systems. The AuSiBe LMIS can provide beams of both
tracted at an energy of 3-6 keV and pass through a n- and p-type dopants for lI-V semiconductors.
beam-limiting aperture to a three-element asymmetric
electrostatic lens designed for low chromatic aberration
[ II]. The ion column also employs an electrostatic beam 2. Recent developments
deflector. A system of this type operates at 20-50 keV
with 100-200 nm spot size and a beam current of As mentioned in the previous section. there are
100- 300 pA. The beam can be scanned over fields of up several applications of finely focused ion beams which
to I mm usually with computer control for imaging with have been proven to be valuable over the last several
secondary electrons (or ions) and patterned exposures. years For production related to integrated circuits,
The doses required for sputtering applications are quite defect repair of photomasks is well established. More
high, 1017-101 cm - 2 limiting practical applications to recently the idea of using a focused ion beam to aid in
those where the area to be exposed to the ion beam is thc process of diagnosing failures and testing of fully
small, such as defect repair of lithographic masks. processed wafers has gained in popularity. The ion

Fig lb illustrates the other major type of ion-focus- beam is used for minor circuit editing by either cutting
Ing column. It is designed to operate with an alloy metal lines by sputtering or depositing conductive lines
LMIS so that may ion species can be produced in the by ion induced metal deposition In the research labora-
beam Ions from the source are focused to a crossover at tory, focused ion beams have proven useful for fine-hne
an intermediate aperture Crossed electric and magneti resist lithography. In addition, the flexibility of scan-
(EXB) fields act as a velocity filter., effectively separat- ning beam implantation doping where parameters such

b
LIQUID METAL ION SOURCE
ION SOURCE

CONDENSER LENS
--j-EXTRACTORTAPERTURE

LENS I  MASS -SEPARATOR

~J OCTOPOLE 10ocmn
DEFLECTOR

OBJECTIVE LENS

BEAM DEFLECTOR

TARGET
WAFER

STAGE
--- TARGET ,

Fig I (a) A single-lens column for a focused-ion-beam system including a liquid-metal ion source, lens, beam and deflector (after ref.
[1]) (b) A two-lens focusing column including an EXB mass filter for use with alloy LMIS (after ref. [121)
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as species, energy and dose can be varied across a single
wafer or even a single device can be very useful in
piototyping new device structures. In this section,
several relatively new applications of finely tocused ion -

beams are discussed with the thought that some of them
will become established as being important in the fu-
lule.

2.1. Integrated-circuit microsectioning and inspection

Micromachining of integrated circuits for the pur-
pose of in-process inspection with a focused ion beam is
a very straightforward process [1,20,21]. The ion beam
is scanned over a fairly large (compared to the FIB
diameter) area repeatedly to mill a crater several [im
deep and 10-50 lim on a side. The crater is positioned
so that a sidewall cuts through the area of interest in the
circuit. After the milling process the sidewall is imaged
by tilting the sample to obtain a cross section of the
device. During the sputtering process, some of the
material removed from the bottom of the crater is
redeposited on the sidewalls, possibly obscuring the
sectioned device. This problem is usually solved by
milling in two steps. First the large crater is milled to its
final depth, r-sulting in sidewalls contaminated by rede-
position Next a "fine cut" is made only along the Fig. 2 Cross section of an aluminum conductor covered with

sidewall of interest to expose a clean surface for later Sio, and silicon nitride from an integrated circuit The section

imaging. The extent of the redeposition is further re- vas prepared by focused ion bean m,'romachining (MJ

duced by increasing the number of scans used to deliver Vasile, AT&T Belt Laboratories, unpublished)

the ion dose [10] for both the initial large feature and
the final "fine cut".

Fig. 2 show, an example of FIB microsectioning of
an integrated circuit. This approach to sectioning has
many advantages over the conventional method of below, X-ray lithographs may heconie a dominant
cleaving and polishing preparation for electron-micro- nanufacturing tool [22]. The most likely form of X-ray
scope imaging lithography is proximity printing of small fields using a
(1) despite times of several minutes to produce a suita- membrane-type mask in a step-and-repeat fashion across

ble crater, it is still much faster than cleaving and the wafer. A typical mask structure is a thin membrane
polishing: (boron nitride, silicon carbide or silicon) of low-

(2) since the edges of the crater can be located precisely atomic-number material supporting a thick (0 3-1 0 jtm)
(usually within 0.1 jim), the section can be placedwhere the,' are needed and actual working devices patterned X-ray absorber layer of high-atomic-number

wmaterial (gold or tungsten), Because the mask may
can be inspected without the need of including contain only a few chips (perhaps as few as one),special "test transistors" on the wafer; economics demands that the masks contain zero defects

(3) since it is not necessary to cleave the wafer, this Focused ion beam repair of X-ray mask defects is in
method is destructive only to the device ,ectioned, two forms [23,24]: milling to remove excess material or
leaving the remainder of the wafer intact: this is ion-induced metal deposition [25] to fill in missing
particularly important where production involves a features. This may seem to be a straightforward exten-
large number of chip designs but a small number of sion of the methods used in focused-ion-beam photo-wafershemthdsusdofocse-eachm hoo
wafers of each mask repair [6], but there are several ditticult problems

presented by X-ray masks. Some of these problems
22 X-ray mask defect repair include:

(1) ion channeling in the polycrystalline Au absorber
As the rmnimum lateral dimensions of integrated-cir- obscures the ion imaging used to precisely locate the

cuit features continue to decrease toward 0.5 tm and d,;fect prior to repair;

JC
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(2) channeling also results in spatially nonuniform produce an adequate deposit is ,e'juced, (2) the amount
sputtering during defect repair; of redeposited material on surrounding features is re-

'k3) the small lateral dimensions (down to 0.1 Rim) re- duced (there is alwiys sputtering occurring during de-
quire a much smaller ion beam diameter (25-50 position) and (3) if the balance between sputtering and
nm) than that (250 nm) typically used in photomask deposition is shifted heavily in favor of deposition, then
repair; the l/cos 0 angular dependence of the deposition yield

(4) the high aspect ratio of the mask features (as much can result in very-high-aspect-ratio features. Fig. 3 shows
as 10:1) can be difficult to reproduce in repaired an example (taken from ref.. [23]) of Au features de-
features due to redeposition during milling and in posited with very high aspect ratio under high yield
general during ion-induced deposition.. (75-100 atoms deposited per incident ion) conditions.

The problems of redeposition of material during ion
milling can be mostly overcome by choice oi the scan-
ning strategy [10,24-26]. Multiple raster scans used in
milling are somewhat effective but more elaborate
strategies may be needed for some cases in X-ray masks.
An example of such a strategy is to mill the center Ir. the previous examples, ion sputtenng was used as
portiwn of the defect first, leaving a "wall" around its the patterni.ig mechanism. At much lower doses and
perim, ter to stop material from being deposited on perhaps higher energies, crystal damage can be readily
nearby features, and then, in a second milling step, produced with a finely focused ion beam. The damage
remove tie wall. Another approach is to allow material caused by the ion beam can be used for patterning by
to be r,.deposited on the surrounding features and then creating defects which modify or destroy the conductiv-
remove it as necessary after the defect has been re- ity of a previously doped semiconductor layer. With the
paired. small diameter of available FIB systems, this method

The problem of filling in high-aspect-ratio features has been applied recently to the fabrication of quan-
to repair "cleor" defects by FIB-induced metal deposi- tum-effect structures. An example of a simple method
tion is a more difficult task. For FIB-induced deposi- for producing a one-dimensional conductor is shown in
tion, a precursor gas is introduced to the FIB vacuum fig. 4 [i0j. In this case, a conductive current bar is first
chamber through a small-d.meter ( - 100-200 ilm) tube created with ion implantation and annealing Noncon-
or gas jet The end of the gas jet is positioned just above ducting regions are then created by a second implant
the target (50-100 tm) at the place where the ion beam using FIB where the damage is not annealed out. The
strikes. This arrangement allows equivalent pressures of conductiig channel between the damaged areas is fur-
the precurso gas to be in the range of hundreds of ther narrowed by the dep'etion region and can be made
mTorr while the ion gun remains at high vacuum. For as small as 20 nm despite the fact that a 100 nm beam
X-ray mask repair metal-organic precursors such as was used b adjusting the distance between the im-
aimethylgold hexafluoro acetylacetonate (DMG(hfac)) planted regions and the dose. A variation of this
are used. The adsorbed layer of the precursor is decom- damage atterning method has been used recently to
posed by the action of the ion beam to produce a fabricat, ,n in-plane-gated quaritt'm wire transistor [31].
deposit. At the same time, however, the ion beam Compositional disordering of multi-quantum well
sputters the adlayer and previously deposited material. (MQW) structures is a related technique of interest in
Careful control of the kinetics of this process is neces- the fabrication of quantum-effect structures and devices
sary to ensure that net deposition of material occurs [32]. When the multilay.-r GaAs/AIGaAs structures are
rather than net mat, I removal [29]. The most critical implanted with high-energy Ga ions (100 keV), the
parameter is the beam scanning strategy. Again, the defects produced cause enhanced interdiffusion of the
feature is exposed in multiple scans of the beam. To Al and Ga within the implanted area at moderate doses
ensure net deposition, the dwell time of the beam at [33] of 10 "3-10 "s ions/cm 2. After annealing, the inr-
each point in the feature during each pass of the beam planted regions and structureless, leaving intact the
is kept short (0.1-i tLs) so that only enough dose to unimplanted MQW structures. The ultimate limitations
d-compose the surface adlayer (one monolayer at best) on the spatial resolution of this technique are from ion
is delivered Time is allowed between each pixel ex- scattenng and diffusion. There is some evidence that
posure (1-10 ms) to replenish the precursor adlayer channeling effects significantly reduce the lateral broad-
coverage. The optimum conditions are determined by ening of the implanted regioas with depth predicted by
the gas pressure, beam current density and sticking simulations of tn implants into amorphous material
coefficient oi the precursor. [34]. MQW structures with lateral dimensions of about

Deposition yields as high as 100 deposited atoms per 100 nm have been produced so far and were probably
incident ion have been reported [23,29]. High yield is limited by the ion beam diameter. It is expected that 50
important for several reasons: (1) the time required to nm features could be made with this technique.

VII TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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Fig 3 Gold micrcttructtres deposited by a 100 keV Ga ion beam The beam diameter was approximately 100 nm The structures are
about 150-200 nm in diameter and 10 tm tall (afttr ref (231)

2 4. Patterning of high-T, superconductor thin films Focused-ion-beam micromachining has been used to
pattern features down to sizes less than 0.5 [m without

Conventional lithographic patterning of these degradation in T or J, [36]. In this case, fine patterns
materials tends to have detrimental effects on tne su..per- are formed by sputtering away superconductor material
conducting properties of the films such as supercon- leaving behind the desired pattern The resolution limit
ducting transition temperature (T) and critical current for forming narrow lines was related to the diameter of
density (Jr). Mostly, the films are effected at the edges the FIB used (200 nm). Since material is removed on
of features so that when small features (less than 5-10 either side of the line with a large (5 X 1017) ion dose,
im) are fabricated, the patterned material is no longer a the roughly Gaussian beam profiles will produce a
good superconductor. Focused ion beams have been significant (10% of the milling dose) ion exposure at the
used for micron- and submicron-sized patterning of center of the line when the width of the line is on the
high-T superconductor thin films in two major ways order of the beam diameter or slghtly more. The gen-
[35] which are discussed below eral observation was that feature sizes down to about

1.5 times the beam diameter can be produced without
I significant degradation of the superconducting proper-

+n* chonnet ties of the remaining material. Although FIB microma-
chining has proven to be a valuable method for makingd -nd mLontat trues [7] theang mariiatio islthoug time mrquire

V micron and submicron experimental device and testd n Impantatton structures [37], the major limitation is the time required

to produce the patterns. For a typical 2000 A thick
2&m YBaCuO film patterned with a 200 nm Ga focused ion

beam at 1 A/cm' (160 pA on the target), the milling
_. 4 r Lateral spread dose is (5-6) X 1017 cm- 2 requiring 10'-10" s/cmV + depletionregion processing times. Patterning by ion bcam damnige offeis" I : Sr.Gai esltin[3]

a speed improvement of 1000 or more at similar spatial
SJ.GaAs resolution [38].

Fig 4. Implanted quantum wire structure A narrow conduct It has been demonstrated that transition-temperature
ing channel is formed between the high-resistivity implanted and critical-current properties of high-T superconduc-
areas (2nd implantation) The damage from the second implan- tors can be modified in a controlled way by broad-area

tation ha. not been annealed out (after ref. [301) bombardment with high-energy (MeV) heavy iorns such

4,i i lIli •Ii 1H
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as Ne, As and 0 [39,40]. The transition temperature and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) to produce planar struc-
critical current can be adjusted downwards with increas- tures. Devices using these structures are usually made
ing ion dose usually in the 1013 to 1014 range. These by subtractive patterning after crystal growth. This
high-energy ions generally penetrate through the film processing however renders the surface of the structures
and are stopped in the substrate. Their effect on the damaged and contaminated, unsuitable for epitaxial
superconducting properties of the thin films is primarily overgrowth. As the feature sizes are decreased, the
through lattice damage from the nuclear stopping pro- condition of the surface has ; large eftect on the electri-
cess. At ion doses of about 1014 cm - 2, the implanted cal and optical, properties of the devices. Overgrowth on
material is no longer a superconductor at any tempera- the patterned substrate is often desirable for surface
ture and shows increasing electrical resistance with de- passivation. However, once the surface has been ex-
creasing temperature (semiconductor-like behavior), posed to contaminants from the atmosphere, resist used

Maskless implantation of thin film superconductors in patterning, or etchants, the quality of overgrowth is
with high-energy light ions from a focused ion beam poor.
system [14] such as 300 keV Si 2+ can produce a similar Focused ion beams offer a number of possible pat-
effect to the MeV broad-beam implants [35,38] (see fig. terning techniques useful in device fabrication which
5). In this case the superconductor pattern is formed by are compatible with the ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) and
implanting regions at doses of 1014 cm - 2 or higher, surface-contamination requirements of MBE crystal
leaving unimplanted areas as superconducting regions. growth.
The spatial resolution of this technique is probably One of the first ideas for combining focused-ion-
limited by the large-angle scattering of the incoming beam patterning with MBE crystal growth was for
light ions by the heavier elements in the superconduct- maskless implantation [44,45]. The system consists of a
ing film such as Ba. Linewidths of 0.5 lim have been 10 keV focused-ion-beam implanter line the one in fig.
demonstrated using a 300 keV Si 2' beam (nominally lb and an MBE growth chamber connected by an UHV
100 nm diameter) on 2000 A thick films of YBaCuO sample transfer tube. The EXB equipped focusing col-
(1-2-3) [38]. It is possible that finer patterns could be umn and a AuSiBe LMIS allows both n- and p-type of
made using heavier ions and/or thinner films, patterned doping under computer control. The purpose

of this system is to produce GaAs-based optoelectronic
2 5 All-vacuum processing integrated circuits (OEIC) by implanting both electrical

(FET) and optical (laser) structures in multiple epitaxial
Three-dimensional nanostructure fabrication for layers with atomically abrupt interfaces.

optoelectronic and quantum-effect devices can benefit Vacuum compatible lithographic patterning is also
from the greatly improved surface and interface layer required for in-situ processing which includes over-
quality and low contamination offerwd by all-vacuum growth on patterned substrates. One approach to this is
processing [41-43]. Ultrathin epitaxial layers can be chemically enhanced sputter etching [46]. A gas inlet
grown with excellent uniformity with techniques such as tube similar to that used in FIB-induced deposition is

used to introduce an etchant gas such as C12 into the
chamber in the vicinity where the ion beam strikes the

120 target. Enhanced material removal rates are observed

particularly at elevated substrate temperatures. The en-
100 - hancement may be as much as 100 times over the

removal rate for physical sputtering alone. However,

0this technique still requires large ion doses to create
/ ... micron-sized features such as laser facets (1016 cm-2 or

0 -more), making large-area patterning impractical. In ad-r-60 ,60 dition, since energetic heavy ions are typically used

/ (e.g., 20 keV Ga), the bottom surfaces of the etched40 -a features have considerable crystal damage [47], leaving

them unsuitable for epitaxial overgrowth.
20 - -0'1 A two-step prccess for vacuum compatible hthogra-

2" .. phy has also been described using a 20 keV Ga focused

0 1 ion beam and Cl. etching [48,49]. In this method, a thin
50 I00 150 200 (20-40 ,) oxide layer is grown on the surface of the
Temperature (K) Ill-V crystal (lnP in this case). The FIB defines the

Fig. 5. Rtesistance vs temperature for a thin film (2000 A) of pattern on the substrate by sputtering and/or modify-
YBaCuO (1-2-3) superconductor implanted with various do- ing the oxide layer locally. When the sample is then

ses of 300 keV Si2+ (after ref. [381). placed in a Cl 2 etching chamber, the exposed substrate

VII TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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20 keV FOCUSED Ar ION OXIDATION
ION BEAM BEAM CHAMBER GAS SOURCE MBE(FIG) Ct0 -=(GSMBE)

v --I I DOpzaN

~50eV Ar BEAM
II I OVERGROWTH ON

-  
TorPATTERNED

ION BEAM ESUBSTRATE

NATIVE TNOXIDE 200-c
5x 10,41 Torr Cl 2

ION BEAM ETCHING RESULT

Fig. 6 Apparatus for vacuum lithography and in-situ processing The four main elements are- molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) crystal
growth, oxidation, FIB patterning and dry etching (after ref. [49])

(the areas which have been exposed to the FIB) are (3) existing or conventional optics designs can be oper-
etched while the oxide-covered areas are not etched. ated in a more optimum way.
After the pattern is transferred to the substrate by the Examples of these ideas are presented in the following
etching (40 A of oxide is sufficient to etch features up to section.
3 im deep), the oxide is thermally desorbed in the MBE The analysis of ion optical systems using LMIS
growth chamber as first step in the growth procedure. usually assumes that the final beam-current distribution
The system used for this method is shown in fig. 6 will be Gaussian and can be described by only a full-
schematically. This method has been used to pattern width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) usually used as the
and overgrow features in InP/lnGaAs heterostructures beam diameter. In addition, it is usually assumed that
with dimensions as small as 200 nm, linuted by the ion the effects of finite virtual source size, chromatic aberra-
beam diameter. The features show excellent morphology tion, and spherical aberration are statistically indepen-
and luminescence properties indicating the quality of dent and the net effect calculated by a root-mean-square
the interface between the patterned substrate and over- (RMS) method. It is clear that both of these assump-
grown layers 150]. tions are not valid and are in effect only approxima-

tions. A more careful treatment of the beam profile and
how it is affected by lens aberrations (51,521 can lead to

3. New developments in focused ion beam systems both improved optics designs and more optimal use of
current designs. In one example [53], the system mag-

The most obvious improvement to make to a serial nification was reduced by reducing the distance from
writing instrument such as a focused ion beam system is the second lens (in a two-lens column) to the sample
to increase the current density., If the total beam current [53]. In this configuration beam diameters (FWHM) as
can be increased without a penalty in spot size, the small as 15 nm were obtained and 20 nm wide lines
processing throughput is improved, always an im- were written in PMMA resist. In addition to reducing
portant consideration in serial processing. If the beam the FWHM of the beam profile the shape of the profile
diameter can be decreased without having to sacrifice was also improved. That is, the deviation of the profile
total beam current, higher-resolution patterning is pos- from a Gaussian was improved, resulting in much lower
sible. Ideally both a smaller spot and higher current are current at large dibtances from the peak of the beam
advantageous. This problem can be approached from at current (beam tails).
least three directions for chromatically limited optics: One approach to improving the current density in
(1) an improved source can be developed with inher- chromatically limited FIB systems is to reduce the chro-

ently low energy spread; matic aberration of the lenses. A combined electrostatic
(2) the chromatic aberration of the focusing lenses can and magnetic quadrupole lens can be operated such

be reduced or elimnated; that the chromatic aberration is exactly zero [54,551. A
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single quadrupole lens will focus in one plane and by chromatic aberration. The decelerating is accom-
defocus in the perpendicular plane. Therefore, to make plished by biasing the substrate with a positive potential
a round image of a point source such as a LMIS, a with respect to one or more lens apertures above the
multiplet system is required. A doublet lens results in target. By careful design of the deceleration lens, a 300
unequal magnifications in the two planes but a triplet nm diameter beam with 10 pA at 1 keV has been
configuration can be operated with equal magnifica- demonstrated [65]. In this case, the beam was decel-
tions to produce a round beam spot. The idea of an erated from 30 keV. It is expected that improved de-
achromatic quadrupole triplet focusing system has been signs for the decelerating lenses will result in improved
recently applied to LMIS [56,57]. This approach offers performance. In order for such a system to significantly
perhaps an order of magnitude increase in current den- reduce the number of defects created in FIB processing,
sity compared to electrostatic round lenses at the cost of energies of less than 100 eV are required and it is not
increased complexity. The current density is then limited clear whether this type of an approach can produce
by parasitic aberrations (mechanical tolerances, power submicron beam diameters at these energies.
stability) and third-order aperture aberrations (roughly
analogous to spherical aberration in round lenses) This
performance is available at much lower energies that 4. Summary
typical electrostatic systems (since the focal properties
are independent of energy to first order) which may The emerging focused ion beam applications de-
offer some advantages as well. scribed in the previous sections rely on the current state

Gas field ionization sources (GFIS) offer the poten- of the art of commercially available systems. These
tial of higher current density in the focused spot due to machines can be quite sophisticated and highly auto-
a lower energy spread (- 1 eV) than that for a LMIS mated with computer controls. A photomask repair
[58-62] GFIS are derived from the field ion microscope. system has a large amount of control software to allow
Like a field ion microscope a GFIS operates by biasing consistent location and repair of defects down to the
a cryogenically cooled sharpened metal tip in a gas resolution limits of the ion beam The systems built for
atmosphere. When a high positive potential is applied maskless implantation and lithography have "front-end"
to the tip, the electric field concentration in its vicinity hardware and software for processing chip design data
causes electrons to tunnel into the tip from the sur- and directing the beam writing in very much the same
rounding gas molecules, resulting in ions being accel- way as an electron beam lithography system does. As
erated away from the tip. These tips are very sharp with the technology matures, and the useful applications
emission sites sometimes consisting of only a few atoms, become more well defined, the major system improve-
Unlike the field ion microscope, the GFIS is optimized ments will probably be in the controls and software.
for high-current emission from a single site rather than Fortunately, this technology is relatively young and
low-current imaging of crystal planes on the tip. The there are still a number of interesting improvements in
technical difficulties of operating a high-voltage, low- the ion beam part of the systems which are stili needed.
temperature source with adequate gas supply, low resid-
ual gas pressure and an atomically sharp tip have limited
its practical application to date. The potential improve- Acknowledgement-,
ment in current density of as much as a factor of 100
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sity, a reduction in the defects and damage caused
during chemically assisted processes such as etching and (1] A. Wagner. Nucl Instr and Meth 218 (1983) 355.
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10-70 keV energy range and decelerating the beam just [5] L.R Harrott, in: VLSI Electronics. Microstructure Sci-
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Plasma immersion ion implantation for ULSI processing

Nathan W. Cheung
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With a high ion-density plasma produced by electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) sources. the space charge region between the
plasma and a negatively biased target can sustain a potential difference up to 50 kV. with an implantation flux as high as 1016/cm 2 S.
Other unique features of this plasma immersion ion implantation (Pill) technique include, no ion mass selection, no beam transport
optics, and the ion energy and angular distributions controlled by the plasma gas pressure and the applied bias waveforms By adding
a sputtering electrode into the plasma which is powered by a separate voltage supply (i e. a triode configuration) the implantation
chamber can also be converted into an ion-assisted physical vapor deposition system. In this review paper. we outline the physical
mechanisms and operation modes of Pill and discu~ss applications of Pill's unique features for ultra-large-scale integrated circuit
fabrication Recent successes of using PIll for conformal doping of nonplanar device structures, sub-100-nm p'in junction
formation, backside damage impurities gettering, and selective electroless plating of metal interconnects are presented

1. Introduction tions and step coverage problems with thn film deposi-
tion, planarized surface topography management adds

Recent advancement in ultra-large-scale integrated new complexity to the processing sequence Bilayer or
circuits (ULSI) concernt, the fabrication of more than trilayer metals are also used to 'improve interface ad-
107 device elements per circuit This high packing den- hesion, interfacial diffusion barrier, and electromigra-
sity of devices needs reduced doping Feometry for both tion resistance Although ion beam technology is still
the lateral and vertical dimensions For example, not commonly utilized in these thin-film processing
quarter-micron complementary MOS (CMOS) circuits steps by the semiconductor industry because of the high
wvill require source/drain junction depths below 100 nm doses needed (1017_10is cm- 2), ion-assisted deposition
for proper scaling. For p+,/n junction formation where techniques can offer impler process designs if the
boron implantation is used, preamorphization of the throughput of implanters can be improved.

crystalline Si is preferred together with large doses of Conrad et al [1] and Tendys et al. [21 have recently
boron to minimize the source/drain resistance It is demonstrated a new ion implantation technique, the
interesting to point out that the final 'unction depth of plasma iniersion ion mplantation (Pill) technique
these ultra-shallow junctions depends more on the Using a high ion density plasma produced by Penning
post-annealing thermal cycle rather than the as-im- discharge and by applying negative voltage pulses up to
planted depth profile. Other high-dose implantation 100 kV to the substrate, they successfully applied this
applications such as doping of poly-Si or sicides share technique to 'mprove the wear and corrosion resistance
similar requirements - dose control is more important of metals The principle of Pill is illustrated in the
than details of the implanted profile. These new schematic shown in fig. I With a high ion density
processing developments may open up new opportuni- (1 0 1()-1011 cm - 3) plasma produced by efficient ioniza-

ties for ion beam technologies with non-monotnergetic tion sources, the ion-matrix sheath between the plasma
ion energies. boundary and a negatively biased substrate can sustain

To increase the signal-to-noise margin of the cn-cuits, a potential difference of many kilovolts. The positive
usage of the vertical sidewalls becomes more popular ions inside the ion sheath will accelerate towards the
for active transistor channels and trench capacitors. The substrate by the negatively biased substrate Depending
doping of these nonplanar surfaces poses new chal- on the ion-neutial scattering mean free path, the ions
lenges for conventional ion implantation which is basi- will implant the substrate with energy and angular
cally a line-of-sight doping process. Another technology distributions determined by the plasma gas pressure,
bottleneck for ULSI is the fabrication of multilevel bias voltage, the ion charge state, and substrate surface
metallizatton. Due to lithography depth of focus limita- contours In its simplest configuration, Pill does not

provide ion mass selection or beam transport optics.
However, the Pill implant dose-rate can be very high

• Invited paper ( 101" cm - 2 s-1) and large implant workpieces can
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to (qT/M) 1/ 2 [3]. The time t, required to establish the
Plasma steady-state condition is - (V2/9)w 1(2Vo/T) 3/ 4.

For pulse durations on the order of 3w,- .the time
dependence of current density is given by.

Ion sinh T 2 1 + T sinh T- cosh T
Sheath cosh2 7' 9 cosh2 T (2)

Sample with the normalized current density J =j/(2nouo), the
normalized time T = w, t. The characteristic ion velocity
for bias V is equal to (2qVo/M)i/ 2 This analytical
solution is valid for those ions in the initial sheath
matrix before expansion.

For ions originally located outside the sheath at
time= 0, their contribution to current density is given
by:

-V(t) __(3)

Fig I Schematic showing the principles of plasma immersion (-\o/s) + 3 (
ion implantation where s, is the initial sheath thickness and -5o is the

expanding sheath boundary thickness.
Results from the Lieberman model (dashed lines) are

plotted in fig. 3 together with those from numerica!
easily be accommodated inside the plasma without any solution ° uf the plasma equations [5] It is interesting to
need for beam raster note that most of the implant current comes from

original sheath and the current density peaks at around
(4 1. Lieberman's model also predicts the energy distri-

2. Pill mechanisms

Fig 2 shows the time development of the ion-matnx - V(t)
sheath during PIll, With an abrupt negative bias ap- t
plied to the substrate, electrons near the substrate [ 9] i Iit Se
surface are repelled in the time scale of the inverse Forms Initial Sheath
electron plasi.ta frequency w,- (10-9 s), leaving behind > -, by driving away electrons
a uniform density ion sheath The negatively biased >

substrate will accelerate the ions within a time scale of
the inverse of the ion pla.,ma frequency w I (10- 6 s)
This ion movement will lower the ion density and the
sheath-plasma boundary will expand to sustain the r" I/e < t I1,,i
applied potential drop, exposing more ions to be ex- -- Ions move to substrate
tracted ->

An analytical model of Pill for collisionless ion flow --• Ion density drops
has been developed by Lieberman [3] The collisonless [ - -> Sheath expands
assumption will be valid for Pill conditions where the >
gas pressure is low In the case where the applied bias
has a duration much longer than wl 1, a steady-state
Child-Langmuir sheath will develop with the ion cur- [-"]
rent density j limited by the space-charge [4]: I/,tad-t

Steady-state

4 2q/ 2 V01"2  II Child's Law
M (1) limit

where co is the free-space pernuttivity, q the ion charge, Fig 2 Schematic showing the time developm~cnt of the ion-ma-
M the ion mass, Vo the applied bias, and s. the steady trix sheath when a negative ;tep pulse is applied to the sub-
state sheath thickness. With a plasma density of no and strate at time = 0. (i) Initial sheath formation within nanosec-
electron temperature of T,, it can be shown that j is onds (ii) Sheath expansion within microseconds (iii) Steady-
equal to enou 8 where the ion Bohm velocity uB is equal state Child-Langmuir sheath after long duration

J u i m • •I m a nn i l i
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0.6 3. Pill configurations and operation modes
C,
I - Figs. 4a and b illustrate the two Pill system config-

urations compatible with ULSI processing require-

0 4 ments. To avoid hot filament contamination, an ECR
source operating at 2.45 GHz will provide the high ion
density (- 1010- 1011 cm to supply the high implan-

j 1 %tation current. The substrate is biased from a ,ime-vary-
Iing or dc negative voltage to accelerate the ions towards

0.2 the substrate surface. These two operation modes are
called pulsed Pill and dc-PIll respectively

With the diode configuration, gaseous sources such
_- as Ar, N2,. BF1. B2H6 can be used to provide the

ionization medium. The diode configuration 'is most
convenient for doping applications such as shallow

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 junction formation and conformal doping of nonplanaiT device structures because many dopant gaseous sources

Fig 3 Plot of normalized current density J versus normalized are available When metal-contaimng gas are used (e.g.
time T The dashed lines show the analytical solution from the WF 6), the diode configuration can operate as an ion-as-
tieberman model [3], the solid line shows the numerical solu- sisted chemical vapor deposition system (IACVD)

tion of the plasma equations by Conrad 151. The asymptotic J By adding another negatively biased target con-
,alue for large T indicates the Chld's law limit trolled by a separate power supply to form a triode

configuration, the target atoms will be sputtered by the
carrier gas plasma ions. Part of the emitted target atoms

bUtion d.V/dE of the implantation is proportional to will be ionized in the ECR plasma and eventually be
(1, - E) ' ' for a colhsionless sheath This functional implanted into the substrate. In fig. 5, we show the
form can be used'to produce a convoluted implantation differential optical emission spectrum from a Pd
profile if desired. sputtering target with Ar as the ECR plasma gas The

For higher gas pressures, collisional effects within differential spectrum was obtained by subtracting the
the ion sheath will affect the energy and angular distri- emission spectrum of an Ar plasma operating under
butions Simulation programs based on Monte Carlo identical ECR conditions but with the Pd target re-
techniques have been developed for Pill modeling [6,7]. moved. Prominent emission lines of Pd ' can be de-
Results from the simulations show that ion-neutral tected together with the emission lines of neutral Pd
scattenng is important for pressures in the mTorr range. This optical emission technique can provide valuable

2.45 GHz

(a) (b)
2.45 Gtz .

Gas V
+ Gas -V g V

Fig 4 PIll with L-CR to generate the plasma (a) The dioue configuration uses ionized gas for the implant species (b) The triode
configuration uses ionized sputtered atoms of solid source for the implant species

Vii rRFNDS & APPLICATIONS T
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HIGH MODE, 10 mTorr RUNS, DIF, SPECTRA
3 5 

111-247 7 Pd 276.3 Pd

~ P-10 mtorr 246P

2.5249

2499 Pd+
2 /250.6 Pd+

25b, 2Pd+

- \2567,P

w
z 1-

05

200 220 240 260 280 300

WAVELENGTH (nm)

Fig 5. Differential optical eini'sion spectrum of a triode Pill configuration Ajith P'd sputtered off from a hiased target in anl Ar
plasma.

I Fig. 6. Photograph of the UCB engineering Pill reactor.
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information on the ionization efficiency of sputtered implant uniformity over large areas, processing develop-
atoms for various Pill conditions. ment. and reactor materials compatibility with IC pro-

This ion-assisted physical vapor deposition (IAPVD) cess requirements. The system is powered by a commer-
is very attractive for processing multilevel metallization cial, well-regulated 1500 W ASTEX ECR 2.45 GHz
in ULSI. Example applications for ULSI processing are microwave source. The power is coupled into the 6-inch
seeding implantation for selective deposition of inter- diameter source chamber using a TEo rectangular to
connects and ion beam mixing of interfaces. Compound TM0 i circular mode converter which eliminates
thin-film deposition formed by reactive sputtering is azimuthal plasma non-uniformities and provides in-
also possible if the ECR plasma gas has the chemical creased radial uniformity over conventional coupling
constituents of the desired compound. schemes. The plasma expands into an 18-inch diameter,

The pulsed Pill mode is necessary if dielectric coat- 30-inch long process chamber where the implantation
ings are present on the substrate surface. Otherwise, the takes place. The vacuum system consists of a 1000 e/s
dielectric surface will acquire a potential close to zero at turbomolecular pump for corrosive gas handling backed
steady-state, with all the applied potential drop across by a mechanical pump. Both the source and process
the dielectric layer. The tradeoff with pulse mode oper- chambers are aluminum for materials compatibility with
ation is a smaller time-average dose rate unless the the usual IC processes. The 12-inch diameter wafer
voltage supply can maintain high duty factors for the holder can be cryogenically cooled to control the tern-
bias pulses. For conductive substrates, the dc-PIll niode perature dunng implantation and has been designed to
is advantageous for high throughput applications be- accommodate wafers up to 10 inches in diameter. Initial
cause the implantation current is no longer restricted by testing of the reactor indicates an ion density of 101() to
the duty factor and repetition rate of the pulse power 10 11 cm 3 at the wafer holder with a microwave power
supply. from 500 to 1000 W.

Performance of a prototype PIll reactor has been
reported by Qian et al. [8]. Shown in fig 6 is the
photograph of an engineering Pill reactor recently con- 4. Applications for ULSI processing
structed in the Plasma Assisted Materials Processing
Laboratory of the University of California at Berkeley. 4.1 Sub-100-nm junction formation
The reactor is designed to study Pill issues such as

Becau,. of PII's high current and low energy capa-

bilities, it is well suited for ultra-shallow junction for-

1020 mation. Qian et al. [9] have reported results of sub-100-
"i. ... f .nm p+/n junction formation in St. They have tried both
' t 4: 0:': .';  i :() direct Pill from BF, plasm a, and (i) Sit-4 Pill for

l Very Shallow P-N Junction" preamorphization followed by BF3 Pill Secondary ion
. abicated with Pil mass spectrometry (SIMS) profii, .hows the Pill pro-

' "~~ .files peaks at the surface, follow by a rapid decrease of
-;7 101 ."the implant concentration. This decaying profile is char-

7' 1o_ :V: 11 1- acteristic of the energy distribution of Pill. Rapid ther-

E !, .... 'mal annealing was used for the post-implantation step

to minimize the diffusion thermal budget. For the direct
1 ." -.1. ....... Pill samples, the dopant activation behavior is very

" ".' : . .- similar to conventional implantation of BF,. Without
0,,,,,*,. preamorphization, rapid initial diffusion of the boron

U 10I was observed for the first few seconds of the diffusion
cycle, giving a junction depth in excess of 100 nm [10].

. - i - ,To circumvent the rapid boron diffusion process. the

lo5 2 Si substrate was preamorphized with SiF 4 Pill prior to
105 . .Ji, T the boron implantation. In fig. 7,. we show the -t)reading

. , .. , .resistance profiling (SRP) results of samples annealed at

0 i lI!;: I IL" 1iI!I_ .LLJ.111060'C for 1 s. An extremely low junction depth of 80

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 05 06 nm was obtained with a sheet resistance of 447 9/0.
Depth (pm)

Fig. 7 SRP profile of 80 r.m p */n junction formed by Pill 4.2 Conformal doping of non-planar Si structures
The preamorphization was performed in a SiF4 plasma (4 kV,
25 mC, dc) followed by BF, plasma (2 kV,, 10 mC, dc) for The high packing density of devices in ULSI is made

doping. RTA 1060 0 C, I s Sheet resistance. 447 t possible by making use of vertical sidewalls for active

VII. TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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Pd+

P~f J /f'A 7
1  Mask

S102

" Pd Implant

S102

i : ' ',,: ', ,,,' ,' "Pd Implant

Fig. 8 SEM micrograph of an Si trench after BF3 Pill and
junction staining The junctions were formed by annealing at

1000*C for 30 s The implant area is about 50 cm
Plated
CU

transistor channels and charge storage elements such as 2
trench capacitors. Conventional implantation tech- Si02
niques have focused on multi-step implants with col-
limated beam at controlled beam incidence angles [11] Pd Implant
Using an ECR source and RF substrate bias, Mizuno et
al. have shown excellent trench doping uniform for Fig 9. Process flow for selective plating of copper intercon-
trenches with 0.5 ptm openings [12]. nects in SiO, trenches with Pd Pill seeding

Taking adxantage of the beam divergence angle of
Pill. Qian et al have demonstrated conformation dop- the interconnects and the small metal-to-metal pitch
ing of high aspect-ratio Si trenches with BF, doping also requires planarized dielectric isolation and vertical
[13]. In this experiment, Si trenches about 1 ltm wide filling ol contact vias. Recently, selective deposited
and 5 pim deep were etched into n-type Si wafers by tungsten and electroless plated copper have been in-
reactive ion etching. A blanket Pill of BF, plasma was vestigated extensively for this purpose. Seeding by Si or
performed with a bias voltage of - 10 kV at a gas W implantation for selective tungsten deposition was
pressure of 5 mTorr After annealing at 1000 0 C for 30 s first demonstrated by Thomas et al. [14,15]. Both con-
in nitrogen, the wafers were cleaved and stained in a 30 ventional implantation and MEVVA implantation have
(HNOI) 1 (HF) solution to delineate the pj/n junc- been used in these investigations [16].
tion. Shown in fig. 8 is a scanning electron microscopy Since copper has a very low electrical resistivity (2
(SEM) micrograph of the stained Si trenches The uni- l.Q-cm) and exhibits good electromigration properties, it
form formation of p'-layers with a junction depth of
300 nm along the trench sidewall was observed. Since
the junction depths on the planar regions and the side-
wall are identical, this clearly demonstrates the applica-
bility of Pill for the conformal doping process.

Three mechanisms have been proposed to explain
the conformal doping of vertical structures by Pill: (i)
specular reflection of impinging ions by internal side-
walls, (ii) angular divergence of the incident ion flux
due to ion-neutral scattering, and (imi) electrostatic de-
focusing of ion beams due to protruded surfacc stru,-
tures. Further work is needed to, clarify the contnbu-
tions of the proposed mechanisms'

4.3 Seeding for planartzed selective metal deposition

To minimize RC time delays in ULSI circuits, multi- Fig. 10. SEM micrograph showing plated Cu interconnects in
level interconnects are a necessity. The fine features of SiO 2 trenches. The interconnect linewidth is 3 lim.
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is an ideal conductor for IC interconnects. Unfor- controlled negative bias to regulate the sputtering rate.
tun:tely, ieactive ion etching of copper has not been The sputtered neutral Pd will form a continuous flux for
siccessful so far due to the lack of suitable voiatile deposition while the Ar + and Pd' will assist the
copper etching by-products. Using Pill, Qian et al. have penetration of depositl Pd into the substrate via the
recently reported selective electroless plating of copper ion beam mixing and direct implantation mechanisms.
interconnects with Pd seeding [17]. With conventional Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) analyses
copper electroless plating, a Ti layer is first deposited show that the threshold Pd dose required to seed Cu
on the SiO 2 substrate. The Ti surface is then activated plating is about 4 x 1014 cm- 2 and Pd penetration
by a Pd exchange process with a PdCI solution, fol- below the SiO2 surface is about 10 nm when a substrate
lowed by the plating process which uses a mixture of bias of -6 kV was used. For pure Ar Pill, no Cu
CuSO4 and KCN solution [18]. Since both the activa- plating can be detected on the SiO 2. This result indi-
tion and plating steps depend critically on the seeding cates the seeding process is controlled by the Pd en-
surface chemistry, the process window is extremely nar- riched surface and is not related to implantation damage.
row, giving irreproducible deposition from run to run. Using masking to define the SiO 2 trenches as well as
Hence, the direct implantation of Pd by Pill greatly an implantation mask, Pd Pill was then used to seed the
simplifies the plating process by eliminating the Pd bottom of the trenches. After mask removal, elect:oless
activation solution for seeding copper plating. copper will only be selectively deposited inside the

For Pd Pill, a triode configuration is used with Ar trenches but not on the masked area. The process flow
gas to excite the plasma source. A Pd sputtering target is shown in fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows the SEM micrograph of
is immersed in the plasma and has an independently the plated Cu lines inside the S1O 2 trenches.

(1) Implantation

ArionsI Backside

Metallic Impurities Circiit Side

(2) Gettering by Annealing

Implant Defects Backside

•7 Ft" 71 PT ,

.€ ,,

\ / Circuit Side
Metallic Impurities

Fig. 11. Process flow showing backside damage impurity gettering using Pill.
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4.4 Impurity gettering with implant damage this backside getteting technique is not cost-effective
using conventional implanters because of the high dose

It is well-known that damage created by ion implan- needed. Since the implant damage profile is not im-
tation of nobie gas at the backside of Si wafers can form portant and the dose uniformity requirement across the
gettering centers for metallic impurities [19]. However, whole wafer is not stringent, Pill is well-suited for this

application with its extremely high implantation dose-
rate.

Wong et al. [20] and Qian et al. [21] have recently
demonstrated the effectiveness of using PIll to getter

Csl Au, Ni and Cu in silicon wafers. The process sequence
No impiof Pill backside gettering is illustrated in fig. 11. In.
No Implant their experiments, p-type CZ silicon wafers with (100)

z orientation and resistivity of 15 S cm were used. After
metal marker diffusion, the surface of the wafers were

AAu subjected to ion implantation with Ar or Ne PIll at aAr Au

negative dc or pulsed voltage of 20-40 kV. During

X 50 I operation, the gas pressure was about 10- ' Torr, and
z the microwave power was 700 W The gettering thermal

0= annealing was performed at 10 0 C for I h in a N,
ambient.

a Two RBS spectra of Au doped wafers with and
0 7 without the Ar implantation are shown in figs. 12a and

ISO CHANNEL NUMBER 460 b. The gettering effect of Au at the silicon surface due
to Pill is evident. The gettered Au areal density is
about 4.4 x liol cm- 2 for an Ar implant dose of 1.1 x

3000 los cm - 2 after annealing Fig. 12c shows the Ne im-

Si With Ar Implant plant gettcring effect. The implanted Ne atoms cannot

Pose. 15 -m2 be measured by RBS due to their light mass The
implanted dose is comparable to the Ar dose in fig. 12b
based on wafer charge integration measurements. An

:< areal density of 4.5 X 1013 cm -2 of Au was detected in
Ar Au the surface of Ne implanted wafer. Pill of Ar into Si

also shows more efficient gettering of Ni and Cu. an
* x50 effect probably due to the larger diffusivities of these

D .metals 'n silicon

b 5. Wafer charging considerations

16; CHANNEL NUMBER 460 For MOS devices used in ULSI circuits, thin gate

oxides on the order of 5 to 10 nm will be used. For

3000 self-aligned source/drain implants, of great concern is
whether the gate will accumulate enou6h charge during

Si

WiIh No 'rnplant

Fig. 12. RBS spectra of Au-doped Si wafers. (a) Without
implant. (b) With Ar implant at a dose of 1 1 x 1015 cm - 2 and

_ peak voltage of -38 kV The amount of gettered Au was
Au 4.4 x 10's cm-. The surface peak positions of Ar and Au are

marked in the figure. The portion of the spectra containing Ar
D and Au peaks was magnified 50 times. (c) With Ne implant.
o The bias pulse peak voltage was -38 kV The amount of

gettered Au was 45 x IO' cm - 2. The Au surface peak position
C is marked in the figure. The portion of the spectrum containing

0 L the Au peak was magnified 50 times. The wafers were annealed
160 CHANNEL NUMBER 460 at 1000'C for 1 h.
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Sioz ---- + + + + sioz

Si Si

- V(t)

Fig 13 Schematic. showing the wafer charging sequence with PIll operating in the pulse mode. Ele.trons will be attiacted towards
the substrate by positive surface charge during off-cycle of pulse

implantation causing oxide breakdown. Similar wafer tions, it is preferable to use short duty-factor and hig!i
charging problem have also been reported for poly-Si frequency pulses.
doping implants. With conventional heavy current im- To investigate the wafer charging problem and to
plante.s, electron flood guns are often employed to study Pill oxide damage effects, aluminum C-V dots
neutralize the accumulated positive ion charge with with diameters from 100-1000 itm were deposited on
various degree of success. SiO,/n-Si substrates. The gate oxide thickness was 20

It is important to point out that the Pill process has nm. These test wafers were subjected to blanket Pill
a budt-in mechanism to neutralize surface positive with conditions similar to those of shallow p /n junc-
charge accumulation. Fig. 13 shows a simplified wafer tion formation using SiF4 preamorphization and BV
charging sequence of a SiO, on Si structure during Plil doping Oxide breakdown testing was then carried out
As discussed previously in the Pill operation mode without post-implant annealing. The breakdown field is
section, pulsed mode is required for substrates with the same (8 MV/cm) for samples without implantation
insulating surface coatings. At the onset of the negative and with Pill dose of 10i 6 cm -3 . C-V tests of the MOS
pulse, the surface potential of SiO 2 will be equal to capacitors also show no threshold shift due to the high
- V(t) since the voltage across the oxide capacitor dose Pill.
cannot be changed instantaneously This negative
s',rface potential will induce the ion implartion, creat-
ing a positive surface charge and attractin, the plasma 6. Conclusions
electrons for neutralization dunng the off Qycle of the
pulse. If we define Q,.. to be the maximum positive The motivation for developing the Pill technolog-' is
surface charge per unit area acquired foi each Pill pulse primanly driven fly recent processing and manufactur-
which will create oxide breakdown, Qm, is the equal ing requirements for ULSI device structures. From the
to. machine design point of view, the simplicity of PIll

reactors makes it an ideal candidate for cluster-tool
Qmax= Eb d....n(SiO2) X €,,. (4) development The impurity contamination issue will

where EbrVckdown(SiO2) and c., are the breakdown field need reactor design improvement but the technical diffi-
and dielectric constant of Si0 2 respectively. Using a culties are similar to those of reactive ion etching and
conservative breakdown field of 5 MV/cm, Qmax is on plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Uniform-
the order of I x 10 13 q/cm2-pulse. This worst-case con- ity requirements on the order of 1% across 8-inch Si
sideration strongly suggests that for MOS Pill applica- wafers is difficult to attain with present ECR sources

VII. TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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but distributed ECR sources, magnetic plasma confine- Guildford, UK, 1990) Nucl. Instr and Meth B55 (1991)
ment, and substrate holder design are potential candi- 884.
dates for better uniformity [24]. [9] X.Y. Qian, N.W. Cheung, M.A Lieberman and M I

Recent processing research shows very favorable re- Current, ibid., p. 821

suits to u3e PIll for conformal doping, preamorphiza- [101 A E Michel, W. Rausch, P.A Ronsheim and R.H. Kastl,

tion, high dose doping, selective plating of metal inter- Appi Phys Lett. 50 (1987) 416.
[ill I. Kaim, Solid State Technol 33 (1990) 103connects, and damage induced impurity gettering. Al- (12] B. Mizuno, I Nakayama, N Aoi, M Kubota, and T

though the dose-rate capability of Pil is extremely Komeda, Appl. Phys. Lett. 53 (1988) 2059
high, wafer heating will be the limiting factor for [13] X.Y. Qian, N.W Cheung, M A Lieberman and M I.
throughput considerations in ULSI processing. Pill is Current, these Proceedings (8th Int. Conf on Ion Implan-
also unlikely to replace conventional implanters for tatio'i Technology, Guildford, UK, 1990) Nucl. Instr and
applications such as threshold voltage tailoring or bi- Meth B55 (1991) 898.
polar base doping, where energy and beam purity are of [141 D.C Thomas and S.S Wong, IEDM 86 (1986)
utmost concern. However, for applications where the [15] D.C. Thomas, N.W Cheung, I G. Brown and S S. Wong,

implant depth profile is noncritical such as source/drain in. Tungsten and other Advanced Metals for VLSI/ULSI
Applications V, eds. S S Wong and S Furukawa (Mat.formation, poly-sihicide doping, trench capacitor dop- Res Soc., Pittsburgh, 1990) p 233

ing, and multilevel metallization, Pill does offer many [161 i Brown and J Washburn, Nucl Instr and Meth B21
unique features for fabricating new device structures. (1987) 201.
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Sub-100 nm p +/n junction formation using plasma immersion
ion implantation
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Using plasma immersion ion implantation (Pll). sub-100 nm p+ /n junctions were fabricated with SiF 4 preamorphization
followed by BF, doping With this technique, the dose rate can be as high as 1016/cm 2 per second. The silicon wafer was immersed in
SiF4 or BF, plasma and biased with a negative voltage The positively charged ions were accelerated by the electric field in the plasma
sheath and implanted into the wafer The junction depth can be controlled by varying the negative voltage applied to the wafer
holder and thermal annealing conditions

i. Introduction 2. Experiment

Extremely shallow (less than 100 nm) p + /n junc- Shown in fig. I is a schematic of the p + /n junction
tion formation is a key issue in th' development of fabrication process using the Pill technique The silicon
imatrs. Cmoteclario y Wih benetioneas the wafer was immersed in a SiF4 plasma for preamorphiza-
implant species to lower the boron effective kinetic tion, then in a BF plasma for doping. The wafer was
energyp[la In re to redue the conne effect aindc biased with a dc or pulsed negative voltage. A plasmaenergy [1]. In order to reduce the channeling effect and s e t r u d t e w f r w s g n r t d b h p l e
to activate dopants without excessive diffusion, an im-
plantation step to preamorphize the silicon substrate
prior to BF, implantation is also required [2]. Since
relatively large doses are needed for both preamorphiza-
tlion and doping, the overall implantation process can
be time consuming.

A large dose rate ion implantation technique, plasma
'immersion ion implantation (Pill), has been used to SiO
implant nitrogen and other ion species into the surface 2
of machine parts to improve wear or corrosion rests-
tance [3-4]. Recently, a prototype plasma Pill appara---
tus dedicated to integrated Lincuit pit.i.essing ha, been
developed, and was successfully applied to implant no- Si -" _

ble gas tons into Si for metallic impunty gettering [5,61. _ " +
In this paper, we show that PIll can be used for sub-100
nm p + /n junction fabrication. Both SiF 4 preamorpht- -
zation and BF, doping were carried out in sequential Fig I Schematic of p + /n junction fabrication process using
steps by switching the plasma gases. plasma immersion ion implantation .5
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negative potential. The positively charged ions were 001
accelerated by electric field in the sheath and implanted
into the wafer. The plasma was excited in an electroni
cyclotron resonance (ECR) discharge chamber with an

W200 -
80o W, 2.45 GHz microwave power supply. The charge ,

flow per pulse, including ions and secondary electrons,
was measured with a current transformer (Rogowski 0
loop) connected to an integrator. The total dose was

- 100
later calibrated against the number of pulses When a W
dc bias is used. the dose was monitored with a current
meter serially connected in the circuit. For this shallow
p + /n junction study, we have investigated both dc 0_ _ -

and pulsed bias methods To avoid wafer heating and to 0 5 2 5 10 20

WAFER BIAS (-kV)obtain better dose control, a lower microwave power of Fig 3 The sheet resistance dependence on wafer bias voltage
100 W was used. A detailed description of the Pill Samples were implanted with BF, Pill at a dose of 4 mC/cm2

apparatus has been presented elsewhere [7] and annealed at 1060'C for 20 s A d bias from -500 V to
After the Pill doping r rocess, the Si wafer was rapid -20 kV was applied during implantation

thermal annealed (RTA) to activate the boron dopant.
RTA was performed in a N, ambient at a flow rate of 3
SCCM to prevent sample surface oxidation Sheet resis- dose as charge per unit wafer area. The wafer bias was
tance was then measured with a four point probe. and set at - 5 kV for this group of samples As shown in fig
the carrier profiles were measured using the spreading 2, the sheet resistance decreases monotonically with the
resistance (SPR) technique Secondary ion mass spec- dose As the dose was raised from 0.05 mC/cm2 to 0.5
troscopy (SIMS) was used to analyze the implant depth ImC/cm 2., the sheet resistance dropped from 1050 2/E
profiles before and after annealing to 100 U/C However,. the curve flattened out as the

dose exceeded 4 mC/cm2. The minimum sheet resis-
tance obtained was 50 2/r with -5 kV bias and RTA

3. Results and discussion at 1060'C for 20 s From SIMS and SPR profile studies.
it was found that the boron atomic" concentration near

Experimental results of sheet resistance and junction the silicon surface of the samples was well above the
depth dependence on dosage and bias potential are activation limit of 2 X 1020 cm-"2 at 1060'C [8]. Lower
presented in figs 2. 3 and 4 P-tpe CZ wafers with sheet resistai.oe was achieved by annealing these sam-
resistivitN of 10-50 Q cm were used The BF, gas pies at higher temperature or for a longer time, because
pressure was set at 1 mTorr A dc voltage from - 500 V a larger fraction of boron atoms was driven-in to a
to -20 kV was applied as the wafer bias. After PIll,, all concentration below the activation limit. With our ex-
samples were annealed for 20 s at various temperatures. perimental PIll system, the standard deviation of sheet

Fig 2 shows the sheet resistance dependence on PIll resistance across a 2 in. wafer was about 40% when a
pulsed bias was used. In dc mode, the uniformity is
poorer, especially when the bias voltage is high A much
better uniformity is expected with the recently con-

000 structed 10 in. reactor in UC Berkeley

0 Sheet resistance dependence on wafer bias is shown
in fig 3 At a dose of 4 mC/cm 2, sheet resistance

"' dropped from 250 2/Li to 50 2/o as the negative bias
U
Z increased from 500 V to 5 kV. Using SIMS analysis, it
Lo-100 was found that a large portion of boron atoms was
"' localized near the surface region with a concentration

U- above the activation limit for the -500 V and -2 kV
-samples, so that higher sheet resistances were observed

in these samples. However, in higher biased samples,
, dopants were more evenly distnbuted due to the deeper

005 05 1 4 20

DOSE (mC/cm2 I penetration of the more energetic ions. which led to a

Fig 2. The sheet resistance dependence on BF, Pill dose The higher percentage of activated boron. Further raising of
wafer bias was -5 kV and RTA was performed at 1060'C for the voltage did not affect the resistance much for this
20 s for this group of samples. The minimum sheet resistance particular dose condition because a full activation was

obtained was 50 12/0 under this condition nearly reached
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Fig. 4 The electrical junction depth dependence on wafer bias Samples were implanted %Nith bias from -500 V to -- 10 kV at a fixed

dosage of 4 mC/cm2 and annealed at 1060°C for 20 s

Shown in fig 4 is the effect of bias voltage on bias potential mcre.i,,ed the implantation ion energy,
electrical junction depth, as defined by a junction car- which in turn resulted in a deeper junction However,
rer concentration of 10151cm'. As expected, the higher the junction depth in all samples annealed at 1060'C
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Fig 5 SIMS profiles of BF, plasma immersion ion implanted Si wafers before (a) and after (b) thermal annealing. The "B"and "F"
in the figures represent boron and fluorine concentrations. respectively Thi, doping was carried out at a -2 kV dc bias %ith a gas

pressure of 3 mTorr. The implantation dose was 4 mC/cm2 The sample in (b) was annealed at 1060°C for 20 s
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for 20 s was much deeper than the prediction of LSS An interesting observation to be noted from the
theory [9]. Moreover, extrapolation of x to zero bias SIMS measurements was the fluorine depth distribution
voltage gives a value of 140 nm. The apparently high x, of the as-implanted samples. Due to a moderate elec-
with a low-energy implantation suggests that sub-100 tron temperature of 4-8 eV in ECR plasmas, most ions
nm p + /n junction formation in crystalline Si substrate generated are presumably in the form of one-fluorine-
with the above annealing condition is not feasible, even stripped, singly charged BF2

+ , However, the total
when the applied bias voltage is reduced to zero. amount of fluorine measured in fig. 5a was much less

A pair of SIMS profiles from a sample before and than the boron dose. The existence of a small con-
fter annealing are presented in figs. 5a and 5b. BF3  centration of double-fluorine-stripped ions and fluorine

Pill doping was performed at 3 mTorr gas pressure outdiffusion during Pill may be responsible As shown
with a dc bias of - 2 kV. The dose was 4 mC/cm2. As in fig. 5b, most fluorine outdiffused after RTA at 1060'C
shown in fig. 5a, the boron profile peak was very close for 20 s.
to the wafer surface. The boro. concentration decreased To check the effect of ion channeling during the Pill
by three orders of magnitude to 1 5 x 10"9/cm 3 at a process, we have compared the SIMS profiles of BF,
depth of 30 nm below the surface. However, this boron Pill into crystalline and amorphous CVD silicon sam-
concentration was located at 130 nm after a thermal pies. A steeper decay of the SIMS profile tail for the
annealing at 1060°C for 20 s as shown in fig. 5b. This amorphous sample indicates that a preamorphization
rapid diffusion of shallow implanted boron during an- step will help to reduce the junction depth.
nealing is in agreement with observations 'in conven- To demonstrate the feasibility of fabricating sub-100
tional implantation experiments [10,11]. Apparently,. a nm p + /n junctions, we have used SiF4 Pill pre-
shorter RTA cycle or lower annealing temperature is amorphization followed by BF, Pill doping. To show
required for sub-100 nm p + /n junction fabrication, the real p + /n junction. n-type CZ wafers with resistiv-

ity of 8-12 0 cm were used in this experiment DC
wafer bias was applied for both implantation steps. The
preamorphization was performed in SiF, plasma with a

1020 -4 kV dc wafer bias at the gas pressure of 3 mTorr. A
preamorphization dose of 3 X 10' 5 /cm 2 was obtained in

about 10 s. The doping implantation was then per-
formed in BF, plasma at a bias of -2 kV to a dose of

1019 1 2 x 1015/cm - . The post-implantation annealing was
performed at 1060'C for 1 s. As shown in the SPR
profile of fig 6, the observed peak carrier concentration

1i18  iS 1 X 1021 cm- ' The electrical junction depth is only
E 8 80 nm and the sheet resistance is 447 2/0.
E

z
0 1017 4. Conclusion

.z Sub-100 nm p +/n junctions were fabricated with

a Pill. Using Pill, the dose rate can be much larger thanQ 16
O 1 with conventional ion implanters. The sheet resistance
0 and junction depth can be regulated with implantation

dosage, wafer bias and RTA conditions. For extremely
1015 shallow p +/n junction formation, sample preamorphi-

zation, moderate boron dose and short-cycle RTA are
o 0 0 0 0 0 required. With SiF 4 Pill preamorphization followed by

a -2 kV BF, Pil1 at a dose of 1 2 x 1015/cm 2 and RTA
1014 I at 1060'C for 1 s, 80 nm p + /n junctions were success-

0 100 200 fully obtained
DEPTH (nm)

Fig 6. The SPR profile of sub-100 nm p + /n junctions fabri-
cated ith Pill The preamorphization was performed in SiF 4
plasma at -4 kV dc bas with a dose of 3xl0'5/cm 2 The Acknowledgement
doping implantation was hen performed in BF, plasma at - 2
kV dc bias with a dose of 1.2x 1015/cm The post-implanta- This work was supported by Applied Materials, Inc
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SIMOX-material quality in a semi-industrial production

J.M., Lamure, J. Margail, B. Biasse, J.F, Michaud, A., Soubie, C. Pudda, F. Gusella
and C. Jaussaud
Laboratoire d'fleutronique, de Tehnologie et d'Instrumentation, (ommissariat d I'Energie Atomque, Centre d'Etudev NuwleaireF
tit Grenoble, 85,1' 38041 Grenoble Cedes, France

Based on the results of five ,ears of research on the SIMOX process, a complete faility, for production of SIMOX wafers on a
semi-industrial basis has been set up at LETI This facility which is located in a class-100 clean room comprises an EATON NV 200
implanter, a high-temperature annealing furnace and nondestructive characterization tools. As-implanted wafers are characterized

from the point of %ies of particles. implanted oxygen dose and dose homogeneit, After annealing, the silicon oserlayer thickness and
homogeneit, are measured Destructive characterization tools such as nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) for absolute oxygen-dose
monitoring and secondar,-ion mass spetrometrN (SIMS) for metallic-impurity controls are also used i EM and XTEM are used to
monitor the dislocation densit> and the St, SiO, interface quaht The SIMOX wafers hase typically a 200 nm thick silicon layer on
top of a 380 nm thick buried oxide and a disloc.ation density smaller than 5 x 10' Lim 2 This facility is also used for researc.h on
SIMOX material ith a %neA to prodming ser\ thin ( < 100 nm) silicon oserlasers that will be required for the future CMOS/SOI

circuit generations

I. Introduction on the wafers is 40 mA. and the implantations are
performed into bare watets

LETI has been invols,ed in producing silicon-on-in-

sulator wafer, formed by ox, gen ion implantation 2 2 Po.st-lnplantation cont;t l
(SIMOX) since 1984 Oygen implantation was first
performed on a consentional machine (1 mA current) Both destructive and nondestructive tests are done
equipped s,.th a modified target chamber [1] that al-. after implantation
loved vsafer temperature control up to 7 00'C before Nondestructim'e tests Particles are counted on every

and during the implantation In 1985. high-temperature wafer and the implanted dose is measured by infrared
annealing \xas introduced [21, and a furnace specially (IR) spectroscopy in one wNafer. at 17 points. The wafers
designed for annealing up to 1350'C became available are observed at grazing incidence for detection of large
at LI-TI in 1986 Based on the results obtained on defects such as scratches, and under an optical micro-
devices, the decision to set up a facility for SIMOX scope for observation of small defects.
production vsas made in 1986 This facility has been Devtructive tests on one wafer in one batch out o/ fime

operational since mid-1989 Before this date. most cir- Since IR is not an absolute measurement, the dose is
cuits processed in our laboratory used IBIS implanted controlled by nuclear reaction analysis [41. metallic' con-
svafers. annealed at LEI I taminaton (Fe. Cr. Cu) is controlled by secondary-ion

mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and the material quality is
assessed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

2. SIMOX wafer fabrication observation.

The facility include. all the equipment for implanta. 2 3 Annealing
tion. annealing and nondestructive characterizations
The process flow of vsafer fabrication is the follosgmg High-temperature annealing is performed under a

600 nm thick SiO, -ap at 13200C iii di m6,o, timu-

2 / Oxsgen itmplantations sphere with a small percentage of oxygen The furnace
uses a SiC tube, and 100 wafers can be annealed per

Oxygen implantations are done on an Eaton NV 200 run. The maximum wafer size that can be annealed is
implanter [31 equipped with an electron cyclotron reso- 150 mm.
nance source. The beam is stationary, but a small dither After cap-etching, the silicon thickness is measured
is used to improve the homogeneity The beam current by reflectivity, with a home-made program. at 17 points

0168-583X/91/$03.50 1991 -Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (Nor th-Holland) S
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on one wafer in each batch. The thickness is then - final silicon thickness: average value 200 ± 6 nm; ± 8
adjusted to the required value by sacrificial oxidation. nm uniformity on each wafer:

Before delivery, the silicon thickness is controlled by - total particle count: < 5 particles/cm2 (for particles
reflectivity: measurements are performed at 1 point on larger than 0.5 jim, measured before annealing).
each wafer, and at 17 points on one wafer The wafers Typical values for the dose and thickness across a
are observed under an optical microscope and one wafer are shown in fig. 1. For the other parameters, we
wafer is taken for destructive control by SIMS, TEM do not gwe the specifications, but typical values are the
and cross-sectional TEM (XTEM). Since two wafers are following:
kept for destructive control, the delivered batches con- - metallic contamination: smaller than the SIMS
tam 23 wafers. threshold;

- dislocation density: < 5 × 10 5 cin-2.

- stacking faults: < 10
4 cM -

3. Production Complementary tests are carried out on unimplanted
substrates that went through all the other processing

3 1 Standard production steps. These tests are particle count at every step and
C(V) characterization after high-temperature anneal-

2500 wafers, which corresponds to 75% of the wafers ing
produced, are standard, stabilized products. This pro-
duction started in April 89, and has rapidly improved, 3 2 Nonstandard production
compared to the specifications given by the implanter
manufacturer (in particular dose homogeneity and par- This facility is also used for research on the implan-
ticle levels) The more serious problem that stopped the tation, annealing, and thinning processes The research
machine for a long period was related to the target- direct.ons that are presently under way are the follow-
chamber rotation system. An unusual number of par- ing.
ticles were added during the implant, and it was found (1) Multistep implantations: Implantation in two or
that the origin of this problem was a leak at the seal three steps with annealing between the implants [5] has
between the rotating shaft and the taiget chamber. The been performed to improve the material quality. We
characteristics of the standard production that we can first observed that a two-step process on our research
guarantee on 100 mm, (100) wafers, for a 190 keV implanter was successful to obtain SIMOX structures
implant energy into bare silicon are the following: with very low dislocation densities, and very few silicon
- dose. 1 8 x 10'8 O/cm2., +2% on each wafer, +3% islands at the lower Si/SiO, interface [6]. The same

batch to batch; experiment carried out on an NV 200 implanter showed
- temperature. 600'C,, that silicon islands are still present in the buried SiO 2
- SiO, thickness- 380 nm: after two-step implants, and three-step implants are

SILICON OXYGEN DOSE
THICKNESS Crvr) (1E18 cm-2)214 1.82

212 - 1.81

210 ,1.8

208
2* 31.78

206 . ,

204 1.?

202 1.77
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PFOSITION (mm)

Fig. I Oxygen implantation dose (x) and silicon thickness (0) across a 100 mm wafer These measurements are taken along a
diameter parallel to the larger beam dimension, which corresponds to the larger nonhomogeneities.
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necessary t6 get the same result as on the research tive substrates, the intensity received by the detector is
machine. roughly proportional to the substrate reflectivity. Unan-

(2) Implantation at lower energies: the NV200 is nealed substrates have very smooth Si/Si0 2 interfaces,
designed to operate at 200 keV,, and since the homo- and the total reflectivity is close to that of bulk silicon
geneity relies on the energy distribution in the beam, On the other hand, annealed substrates have very sharp
any change in the implantation conditions (current or Si/Si0 2 interfaces, and their reflectivity varies strongly.
acceleration energy) requires a delicate optimization of which leads to very large errors in the particle count.
the machine parameters. But the trend towards thinner Calibrations done on unannealed SIMOX substiates
silicon overlayers leads us to decrease the implantation with 0.36 [im latex spheres are very close to those on
energy,, and the implantation can now be performed at bulk silicon, whereas they are very different on an-
160 keV,, leading after annealing to a silicon thickness nealed substrates. So, at the present time, we can count
of 150 tim These implantation conditions correspond to particles on unannealed wafers only. The measuiements
different values of beam current densities and tempera- use a laser beam at 633 nm, a wavelength which is not
ture. which may have an impact on the material quality, strongly absorbed by silicon The use of a shorter wave-
Investigation of the quality of this material is presently length strongly absorbed in the 200 nm thick silicon
under way layer would eliminate the interferences with light re-

flected at the buried Si/SiO, interfaces but might be
more sensitive to surface roughness. Systems working at

4. Characterization a wavelength of 500 nm should soon be available on the
market

The necessity of delivering batches with more and
more exacting specifications has led us to increase the
number of characterization steps, with emphasis on 4 2 Dose

nondestructive tools. Most of these tools required an
adaptation to the particular SIMOX structure Nondestructive dose control is performed by in-

frared (IR) spectroscopy The position and the shape of
4 / Particles the SiO2 absorption band around 1060 cm- 1 depend on

the nature of the Si-O bond and changing the implan-
The counting of particles on wafers is based on the tation conditions such as temperature and energy will

measurement of light diffused by the particles. This change the absorption for a given implanted dose. Fig. 2
diffused light has two components. light scattered in the shows an example of a calibration curve for a standard
backward direction and light scattered in the forward 190 keV implantation. The calibration points at 160
direction and reflected at the silicon surface The latter keV are outside the calibration curve and the IR mea-
is much stronger than the former, and for highly reflec- surement therefore has to be calibrated against an ab-

IR (IE18 cm-2)

1.91.85 -, -

1.8 -,
1.785 -, 8°

1.75-

1.65 -
1. 5 1.? 1.75 1.8 1.85 19 1.95

NRIR (1EIB cm-2)

Fig 2. Infrared versus nuclear-reaction analysis calibration Lurves ( X 160 keV, 0: "90 keV) The hori7ontal bar corresponds to the
nuclear-reaction measurement error

jo
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solute measurement technique such as nuclear reaction 5 2 Dislocations
analysis

The crystalline quality of SIMOX has improved from

10 9- 10 G dislocations/cm2 for the first SIMOX struc-
4 3 Thickness tures [7] to 10-104 cm- 2 for the best published results

[8]. TEM can be used to measure defect densities larger

Reflectivity in the visible range is a convenient way than 105 cm - 2. Better sensitivities can be obtained at
to measure the silicon film thickness. Nevertheless, due the expense of. a very long observation time. For exam-
to interferences with the light reflected at the lower pIe, 16 h of observation were necessary to confirm that
SiO,/Si 'interface, automatic measurements are difficult the dislocation density was less than 104 cm- 2 on a
for thicknesses below 100 nm. This technique does not sample implanted in three steps. Several methods such
readily give the SiO 2 thickness, which at the moment is as chemical or electrochemical etching and X-ray topog-

only estimated from the dose measurement. Fig. 1 gives raphy [9] have been tried to measure dislocation densi-
the thickness and dose values obtained on a typical ties less than 105 cm-2 .
wafer Chemical etching based on the differential etching

Spectroscopic ellipsometry offers an alternative to rates between perfect silicon and localized regions of
reflectivity Besides the Si thickness, it can give the Si0 2  higher chemical potential (dislocations, precipitates. etc.)
thickness, and information about the structure of the has been currently used to reveal crystallographic de-
layers (presence of a polycrystalline layer, buried silicon fects on bulk silicon. But the standard etchants used on
islands in the SrO2 layer, etc.). Recent developments bulk silicon are difficult to use on SIMOX silicon
such as the use of diode arrays have reduced the overlayers (usually less than 250 nm thick) because of
acquisition time from 20 run to a few seconds. Never- the small differential etching rate between perfect silt-
theless. the interpretation of the spectrum still has to be con and defect regions. The results published on very
improved to allow a rapid and automatic access to the low dislocation densities observed by pitch counting
information that this technique can provide. Spatial after chemical etching on multistep implants [9,10,11]
resolution limits its use to substrate characterization, were obtained on thick silicon overlayers obtained by
while the availability of very small spots allows the use epitaxy.
of reflectivity for silicon thickness control during circuit Recently, the method has been improved using elec-
processing trochemical etching to improve the differential etching

rate between perfect and defective crystals (12]. This
technique appears to be powerful, but etch pits are
correlated to both dislocations and metallic impurities

5. Characterizations to be developed [13]. So more work on the correlation between etch pit
densities and known dislocation densities or metallic

There are two important fields in which the lack of impurity concentrations is required to assess this tech-
characterization tools is particularly obvious: metallic nique.
contamination and crystalline quality evaluation However, the real ne,,d 'is in nondestructive char-

acternzation methods Such methods have been pro-
posed to evaluate the dislocation density from as-im-

5.1 Metallc contamiaion planted samples: Raman line shifts have been shown to
correlate with the dislocation density observed after

Secondary-ion (or neutral) mass spectroscopy is the annealing (14,15], but too few studies of this method
only method that gives information on the nature of the have been made to assess it for dislocation density
contaminant, its concentration and depth profile. But measurements in SIMOX structures. Other methods
besides being destructive, the residual levels are too such as thermal waves, spectroscopic ellipsometry and
high (between 1015 and 1017 cm--, depending on the X-ray topography have been suggested, but no evidence
ion) and not very reproducible. Methods based on life- has been given that a clear correlation exists between
time measurement are being developed, but they can the observed signals and the dislocation density.
only measure the bulk lifetime, and the correlation with
the SIMOX material quality is not straightforward.
'I otal X-ray fluorescenie anal)sis is a potentially inter- 6, Material-quality impact on devices
esting method (it has very high sensitivities: in the
109_1012 cm - 2 range), but the analysis is limited to a 6.1. Silicon thickness influence on threshold voltage
surface layer of a few nanometers thickness. An estima-
tion of its applicability to SIMOX contamination con- Fig. 3 shows the influence of silicon overlayer thick-
trol is under way ness on the threshold voltage, V,. of NMOS transistors.

VII TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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Fig. 3 Threshold voltage vanations of NMOS transistors as a function of silicon film thickness

For silicon thicknesses less than 150 nm, there is a ment but some others ar, still lacking, in particuLr for
strong variation of V, with silicon thickness (30 metallic-contamination monitoring.
mV/nm). These V-variations are due to a rapid vana,
tion with the silicon thickness of the boron percentage
implanted in the buried SiO, which leads to variations References
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Annealing behaviour of BF2 implanted (001) and (111) Si inside
miniature size oxide openings

C.W. Nieh' and L.J. Chen
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, National Tsing Hita Unitersits, Hsiti hu, Taiwan

Both planview and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy have been applied to study the annealing behaviour of (001)
and (Ill)Si inside miniature size oxide openings implanted with 110 keV BF, ' to a dose of 2X01' cm 2 In (0010 samples.
dislocations were observed to form at the intersections of the lateral and vertical regrowth fronts The type and density of residual
defects were found to he largely independent of the size of the oxide opening The effects of lateral growth in (1111 samplcs were
found to be much more pronounced than those for (001) samples. The presence of the lateral interface drastically altered the
distribution of residual d ts The effects of lateral growth on the distribution of residual defects were found to be more prominent
with decreasing size of the oxide opening

1., Introduction behaviour of B' and As' implanted silicon in laterally
confined regions have been reported recently [3-5] In

Ion tmplantation has become a standard processing this paper, we report the results of a TEM investigation
step in fabricating shallow junctions in very large scale of the annealing behaviour of samples implanted with
Integrated circuits (1). Previous studies of the post-tm- 110 keV BF-' to a dose of 2 X 10s cm 2 We note that
plantation annealed silicon were almost exclusively con- BF,' implantation has been commonly utilized to form
ducted on laterally unconfined films In practical appli- p 4/n shallow junctions in microelectronics devices The
cations. the ion implanted silicon is often laterally con- residual defects in annealed (001) and (111)Si samples
ftned Because the implanted area is finite in extent, the without confinement were well characterized by TEM
recovery process ceases to be planar. A precise knowl- [6,7]
edge of the spatial distributions of dopants and damage
in ,nnealed samples is important for the fabrication of 2. Experimental procedures
small-dimension devices. ,%n experimental study of the
effects of lateral confinements is more demanding than Single-crystal, 3-5 Q2 cm, phosphorus-doped (001) or
the investigation of extended layers, because a good (111) oriented silicon wafers with 0.6-10 lim wide oxide
depth perception as well as a good lateral resolution is openings were implanted with 110 keV BKf to a dose
now required. Progress in understanding reactions in of 2 X 10i5 crn- 2 at room temiperature. The patterned
laterally confined implanted layers has been corre- wafers were supplied b, the Xerox Palo Alto Research
spondingly slow The information obtained from Center The beam current density was maintained to be
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, transtent re- less than 1.4 x 1012 cm -2 S to alleviate the beam
flectivity and conductance measurements are the aver- heating effect. The wafers were oriented 7' off the
age properties of a relatively large area (- mm2 ) [2]. incident beam direction to minimize the channeing
Therefore, the annealtng behaviour of amorphous silt effect. Almost all samples were annealed isothermally in
con in a small region formed by ion 'implantation flowing dry nitrogen in a diffusion furnace at tempera-
through miniature size oxide opening can only be ob- tures ranging from 600 to 1100°C. The annealing time
tamed by using transmission electron microscopy was 0.5 h unless otherwise specified. The high purity
(TEM). nitrogen gas was first passed through a titanium getter

A localized amorphous region inside a miniature size tube, maintained at 800'C, to reduce the 02 content
oxide opening is bounded by vertical and lateral Cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) samples were pre-
amorpinous/crystalline (a/c) interfaces. Stress is in- pared following the procedures outlined by Marcus and
duced by the volume expansion of the amorphous phase Sheng [8]. Planview samples were also examined
as well :is by the dopant s'ze effect. The annealing whenever it was deemed helpful in gaining information

on residual defects. Detailed procedures for polishing of
Present address- Hughes Research Laboratory, Malibu, CA, planview specimens were reported previously [9]. A
USA. JEOL-200CX scanning transmission electron micro-
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1.5 j'

Fig I Planview micrographs, (001)Si, 8000 C: (a) bright field, 0.6 [im linear and (b) weak beam dark field (WBDF), I [tm circular
regions

scope operating at 200 keV was used for the TEM enough to cause detectable change in the alc regrowth
examrunations. The defect distribution has been investi- rate
gated by both cross-sectional and planview microscopy.
The weak beam dark field technique was used to reveal 3.1 (001) samples
the true shape of the defects [10]. The detection limit in
terms of adequate contrast for the small loops is about After annealing at 6000 C for 30 mm, SPE regrowth
3 nm. was completed. A 50 nm thick band with a high density

of point defect clusters was observed beneath the origi-
nal a/c interface. In the 600-800'C annealed samples,
both equiaxial and irregular dislocation loops were

3. Results and discussion found to be distributed near the original lateral and
,vertical a/c interfaces In addition, dislocations were

The thickness of the Si, layer was about 500 nm observed near the original lateral a/c interface Their
which is expected to be effective in shielding the un- Burgers vectors were determined as -(110). Examples
derlying silicon from ion bombardment. Amorphization are shown in fig. 1. It is thought that the dislocations
of the surface layer to a depth of 140 nm was observed were formed at the intersections of the vertical and
No difference in the solid phase epitaxial growth (SPEG) lateral a/c regrowth front owing to a slight misorienta-
rate was found among samples with oxide openings of tion between the two regrowth fronts. With the excep-
different sizes. The stress level apparently was not high tion of the linear defects near the original lateral a/c'

Fig 2. (O0I)Si, 900 C, bright field: (a) planview micrograph, 1.4 rm and (b) cross-sectional micrograph, I ±m linear regions

1/
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interface, the regrowth regions are essentially defect
free. After 900'C annealing, equiaxial and intersecting
dislocation lines were annealed out. Irregular disloca-
tion loops were found to be confined to the 'implanted
regions Examples are shown in fig. 2.

In 1000-1100*C annealed samples, the density of
irregular dislocations was significantly reduced Dislo-
cations were observed to be confined within the im- L_ _P_,
planted region Most of the dislocations were located at' Fig 3 Cross-sectional mucrograph: (II1)Si. bright field, as
a depth corresponding to the original a/c interface implanted

Similar to those found in broad area samples, fluorine
bubbles were formed in bands, about 30 nm in thick- secondary twins was revealed by the analysis of diffrac-
ness. centered at depths corresponding to the R. and tion patterns. Examples are shown in figs. 4 and 5.
original a/c" interface In 1000-1100°C annealed samples, no irregular dis-

The annealing behaviour of the end-of-range defects location loops were oLerved. Twins were formed in the
were similar to those in broad area samples The type regions regrown on (l1l)Si. Fluorine bubbles were ob-
and densit, of the residual defects were found to be served A 200 nm wide band with a low density of
largel, independent of the size of the oxide opeing, bubbles was observed near the original lateral a/c inter-
TI.e main differences in the distribution of residual face Examples are shown in fig 6
defects between broad-area and laterally confined sam- The effects of lateral gre .th in (11) samples were
pies are the conspicuous additional band of dislocation found to be much more pronounced than those for
loops at the original lateral interface and the intersect- (001) samples. Th, volume fraction of laterally regrown
ing dislocations in the latter case. regions was much higher than that for (001) samples

inside oxide openings of the same size As the size of the
3 2 (111) wanplev implanted region decieased. the lateral regrowth be-

came the dominant growth process. The defect distribu-
Complete amorphization to a depth of 140 nm was tion clearly reflects the influence of the regrowth direc-

found A band with a high density of defect clusters was tion Twins were observed only in the region regrown
observed near the lateral and vertical a/c interfaces An on (111)Si. The widths of the lateral regrowth regions
example is shown in fig 3 were about 200 nm along the (01i directions indepen-

In samples annealed at 600-900'C, a high density of dent of the annealing temperature and the size of the
defect clusters was observed near the lateral and vertical oxide opening.
a/c interfaces Lateral growth along the [110'i direction For extended area samples. tne volume fractions of
wa, revealed by the presence of a 200 nm wide iiefect- bubbles were higher than those in (001) samples In
free region The SPEG behavior along the [Ill] direc- (111) samples, a high density of twins was present.,
tion was similar to that of extended area samples A whereas it was absent in (001) samples Twin boundaries
la-,er tree frc,m an% defects was formed for the initial 15 may act as the nucleation sites for bubbles and facilitate
nm growth A high densit, of twins was found foi the the growth of bubbles The regions near the lateral
subsequent regrowth The presence of both primary and original a/' inteiace with a low density or bubbles

aY
a b5 , osp

Fg 4 (II )Si. bright field. 700' C (a) cross-sectional and (b) planview micrographs. I tm linear regions
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aa
~ pm

Fig 5 Plan~iew micrograph, (111)Si, bright field, 900*C: (a) I [im linear and (b) 1 2 [im circular regions.

coincides with the lateral regrowth region which is free samples. Twins were obser,'ed only in the region re-
from tms The results provide strong evidence for the grown on (lll)Si The widths of the lateral regrowth
significant influence of twins on the formation of bub- tegtons were about 200 nm along the (011 directions
bles independent of the annealing temperature and the Size

of the oxide opening. The region near the lateral origi-
nal a/c interface wi th a low density of bubbles coin-

4. Summnar and conclusions cides with the lateral regrowth region which is free trom
twins The resul,s provide strong evidence for the sig-

Both planwiew and cross-secttenal TEM have been P~ftcant influence of twins on the formation of bubbles
applied to study the annealing bei, aviour of (001) and T'he presence of the lateral interface drastically altered
(111)Si inside miniature size oxide (,penmngs implanted the distribution of residual defects The effects of lateral
", th 110 keV BR' to a dose of 2 X 10"s cm- 2 'The growth on the distribution of residual defects were
effects of the substrate orientation. annealing tempera- found to be more prominent with decreasing size of the
ture., size and shape of the oxide opening on the forma- oxide opening
tion of residual defects have been investigated

In (001) samples, dislocations were observed to form
at the intersections of the lateral and vertical regrowth
fronts The annealing behaviour of the end-of-range
defects were simlar to those in broad area samples The Acknowledgement
type and density of residual defects were found to be
largely independent of the size of the oxide opening.

The effect of lateral growth in (111) samples was The research was supported bv the Republic of
found to be much more pronounced than that for (001) China National Science Council
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I ig. 6 ro,,-,ectionil micrograph, (I I 1 )S, bright field (a) 1000 C, I ner and (b) 1100' C, 0 8 ir ulnar regions
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Dose dependence of crystallinity and resistivity in ion beam synthesised
CoSi 2 layers

R.S. Spraggs a, K.J. Reeson ", R.M. Gwilliam a. B.J, Sealy '. A., De Veirman h 1
and J., van Landuyt b

" Department of Electromc and Elec tri al Engineeting. L',iO'ersitt of Surrei. Gudildford, Surret GL'2 5A H. England
L tniersin of Anttterp (RUCA), Groenenborgerlaan 171. B-2020 Antierpen, Belgiuni

Upitaxial CoSi, layers have been fabricated in silicon by implanting 200 keV cobalt ions to doses of 2 x 101 -7 x 10' Co ' LmI
For the loAer doses (2 x 1017 and 3 X 1017 Co cn- 2) the synthesised layers, after implantation, are silicon-r1h and consist of A- and
B-Ipe CoSi , precipitates interwoven by silicon For the medium doses (4 x 1017 and 5 x 10i7 Co ' cm 21 an epitaxia, aligned laser
of CoSi, is formed after itnplantation. %kith anys excess cobalt being incorporated in small (oSi inclusion, at the peak of the
distribution. For the highest doses (6 X 10'-7 X 10" Co' cm 2) preferential sputtering of the silicon at the ,urface of the
ssnthesised laver means that this region is cobalt-rich and grains of CoSi form abose the epitaxial CoSt laer

As the dose is increased up to 5 X 10 1" Co -icm '. the cr~stalhmt\ of the laser impromes, after %khich it deteriorates again as the
thi kness of the laser of CoSi grams increases The degradation in .rstallnit i, accompanied by a rise in resists it. and this can be
.orrelated to the %alue of in CoS, When x # 2 then the restst, of the laser intreases and there is a corresponding deterioration
in Lr stal qualit After annealing the resNistit,, of the (oSi laYer de.reases and the crstalhnit it, proes as the ratio of (o Si
approaches that in the stoichiometric compound ((oSi )

1. Introduction electrical properties of IBS CoSt, lavers depend upon

the implanted dose and the annealing conditions
rhe fabrication of high quality CoSt, lasers using

ion beam synthesis (IBS) has been successfully per-

formed b, a number of groups 1-16] and is rapidly 2. Experimental
becoming an area of significant interest in mricroelec-
tronics research This is mainly due to the fact that very Cobalt ions with an energy of 200 keV were in-
high quality, single crystal silicide layers can nos be planted into 3 in device-quality n-tvpe '100) silicon
produced using IBS IBS CoSt, layers have several (resistivit of 17-23 2 cm) During implantation. the
other advantages over layers fabricated by other tech- ion beam was used to heat the wafer so that the sub-
nique,, for example. the only reports of successful epi- strate temperature rose to approximatel' 3500C., and to
taxial CoSi , growth on devi.e-compatible ( 100) silicon,, minimise conductive heat losses during implantation.
are those using IBS IBS layers also display some of the the \afer was mounted on silicon tips The implanted
lowest resistivities reported for CoSi_2 doses ranged between 2 x 10 17 and 7 X 1017 CoI cm 2

Potential microelectronic applications of IBS CoSt, Following implantation. the implanted region was
include its use in low resistance interconne.ts and con, cleaved into a number of smaller spec.imens which were
facts and fast bipola, devices [17-18] The low resistis\- then annealed at either 600'C for one hour ot 600'C
it and close lattice match of CoSi, to silicon (mismatch for one hour and 1000 ' C for ) nm, in a conventional
= 1 22%b and its compatibilit with silicon processing furnace with a flowing nitrogen atibient
technology makes it particularly attractive for these Rutherford back cattering (RBS) with 1.5 MeV He'
purposes However, before successful devices can be ions was used to analysc the cobalt depth distribution
fabricated it is important to understand ho', the physi- and to calculate the cob it silicon ratio within the
cal properties and dimenswias of the lBS C, oSi layers implanted region Ion channeling alloed the crystal
are affected by the implantation parameters, both be- line quality of the structure to be ass,,ed '.or 'ilso
fore and after annealing In this paper we undertake a enabled the degree of coheren.y between the synthe-
de.ailed examination of how the microstructural and sised CoSi , laver and the silicon overlaver and sub-

strate to be established To determine the resistivity of
Nok at Philips Research Laboratories, 56(X) JA eindhosen. the synthesised laye., sheet resistance measurements

I lte Netherlands were made using a four-point probe

0168-583X/91/$03 50 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Hollandi
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3. Results and discussion fig. la indicates that the synthesised layer is buried
beneath a thin silicon overlayer (region (II)). The value

3 1 As-nipanted of x in CoSi,,, calculated for fig. la, is 3.63, which
indicates that eithei a noncontinuous layer has been

Fig. la snows the random and channelled RBS spec- formed, or that the silicide layer is silicon-rich. Previous
tra for a sample implanted with a dose of 2 x 1017 Cot studies 143-11,15] have shown that the former is in fact
cm :, prior to annealing The spectra in fig. la can be the case, with the synthesised "layer" consisting of a
divided into four main regions, labelled (I), (II), (III) mixture of A-(aligned with the matrix) and B-(rotated
and (IV). In the random spectrum, region (I) corre- 180' in a (Ill) plane with respect to the silicon
sponds to the depth distribution of the implanted cobalt matrix) type precipitates interwoven by single crystal
atoms, which in this case resembles a Gaussian, with the silicon. This type of noncontinuous structure makes
peak of the implant lying - 1200 A beneath the silicon channelling difficult and hence leads to a high value for
surface. In order to quantify the degree of crystallinity X.v (86%).
within the silicide layer, we use the term X.,,. This is From the channelled spectrum in fig la, it can be
defined as the ratio of the channelled to random yields seen that at the back interface of the synthesised layer
in region (I) (channels 300-380) The presence of the (region (IV)) the dechannelled yield rises. This appears
implanted cobalt atoms is also manifested by a dip in in all of the spectra in figs. la-d and can be attnbuted
the silicon yield. region (Il) (channels 232-258). which to the presence of defects, created by the condensation
corresponds to a reduced concentration of silicon atoms of silicon self-interstituls. which lie along silicon 311'
within the synthesised layer The position of this dip in lattice planes [4,7-11,151

'0 -
I - \Ih \ Ih

(a) (b)
000 -

7> 2000

150 250 4'. 50 150 250 350 450

ChanA-, 0Jf1,.' Charmer Number

(c) (d)
3 ,3000

2000" 2Q0

'300 1000

50 ISO 250 350 4 50 150 -0 350 450

Chann' Numb, Crharnn' NIrnh0 r

Fig I Random (light shading) and channelled (dark shading) RBS spectra for sp,cineio implanted with dowes of (a) 2X 10, G(,
cm 2,(b)41017Co ' 

cm 2, (c) 5 X1017(,o ,,m 2 and (d) 61017(o' Lm 2, after implantation
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Figs lb-d, respectively, show the random and chan- v0 AS IMPLANTED
10- v6000 C160 MINUTESnelled RBS spectra for specimens implanted with cobalt 1 600C C160 MINUTES,

doses of 4 x 1017 Co' cm-2, 5 X 1017 Col cm-2 and 1000o C130 MINUTE;

6 x 10"~ Co+ CM -2, prior to annealing. For the samples e
implanted with doses of 4 x 1017 Co, CM- 2 and 5 x
1017 CM-2 , a continuous epitaxial layer is formed during
implantation, in which the value of x, in CoSi , is close 0

to 2. For the dose of 5 X 101 Co+ cm- 2, the CoSi, I
layer extends nglit up to the silicon surface (i.e. region
(11) is no longer present) and there is a slight excess of 40

cobalt at the peak of the distribution, which is probably
in the form of small CoSi inclusions [8,11,12,151. It is
also apparent, from the channelled spectra in figs lb 20
and 1c, that once the disilicide layer becomes continu-
ous it exhibits a lower dechannelled yield than the
specimen in fig. la, implanted with a lower dose. 0

Fig 2 shows how Xa, varies with dose, from which
it can be seen that as the dose is increased from 2 X 1017 DOSE CO*cm 2X 10 1

to 5 X 1017 Co' cmn- 2 there is an improvement in the Fig 2 Variation in X,,, with dose, after implantation and
annealing at 600'C (I h) and 600'C (I h)± 1000'C (30 min)

4000 14000 -

(a) (b
3000 3000

2000 2000

lo000 1000

50 IS0 250 350 450 50 150 250 310 40

ChannoI N~17100 Channel NuI1,O

4000 -- 10

(C) (d)

3000 -31000-

S2000 .;$. 00

1000 1000

00

O150 250 350 450 s0 150 250 350 450

P Cha3nnel Numor Channel N4770C7

Fig 3 Random (light shading) ;-!sd channelled (dark shading) RBS spectra for specimens implanted with doses of (a) 2 X 1017 C(4

cm -2(b) 4x1017 Co cm CM , (C) 5 Xl0i7 Co* CM -2 and (d)6 X 1017 Co cm 2,after annealing at 6000 C for I h.
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Fig 4 Random (light shading) and channelled (dark shading) RBS spectra for specimens implanted with doses of (a) 2 X 101
7 CoI

cm 2. (b) 4X101
7 Col cm- 2, (c) 5×1017 Col cm -2 and (d) 6X 10'7 Coc cm 2. after annealing at 600'C (1 h) and 1000'C

(30 mm)

crystallne quality of the synthesised layer and a corre- annealing at 6000 C for one hour. For the lowest dose
sponding drop in X,,, Above 5 X 1017 Co , cm 2, any specimen (2 X 1017 Col cm 2) the value of Xa, has
further increase in dose results tn an increase in X,, decreased to 68% and fig. 3a trandom spectrum) shows
The reason for this increase can be found by examining that the cobalt in the tails of the distribution has begun
the channelled spectrum in fig ld (for a dose of 6 X 1017 to redistribute towards the peak This effect is even
Co, cm- 2 ) which shows that the dechannelled yield more pronounced for a dose of 3 X 1017 Co ' cm- 2 (not
near the surface is high This is because silicon is shown) where a continuous layer of stoichiometric CoSi,
preferentially sputtered from the surface of the synthe- is formed at the peak of the distribution This redistri-
sised layer by the impinging ion beam, which mean, bution against thL concentration gradient probably oc-
that the resulting layer is cobalt-nch. XTEM analysis of curs in an analogous manner to that described by
this "cobalt-rich iayer" shows that it coiisists of CoSt Jaussaud et al. [20] for high do,e oxygen implantation
grains which overlie a layer of epitaxial CoSi [19]. For the samples implanted with 4 x 1 0 17 Col cm- 2

and 5 X 1017 Co- cm- 2 (figs 3b and 3c respectively)
3.2 Annealed 600°C 60 mi the cobalt distribution have become more rectangular in

profile and the values of X, in fig. 2 have decreased
Fig. 3 shows the random and channelled RBS spec, with respect to their "as-implanted" values This occurs

tra for the same specimens described above, but after by the gettering action of the synthesised layer and the
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500- ASIMPLANTED 7 X 107 Co' cm- 2 ) the layer of CoSi gr-uns near theo0- 600
° 

C 60 MINUTESlaeth
* 600 C 60 MINUTES surface causes the resistivity to rise again.

1000 C30MNUTES Annealing produces a dramatic decrease in resistiv-

400- ity., especially for the low (2 x 1017 and 3 X 1017 Co +

cm 2 ) and high (6 X 1017 and 7 x 1017 Co cm - 2 ) dose
0 specimens. The reasons for this improvement are similarz
>- 300, to those described previously for X i,, and it is worth
> noting that the lowest values of resistivity (13.7 ± 0 5 2

cm) and X,,, are obtained when Co: Si = 1; 2.
C1 200-

4. Conclusions
100-

It has been shown that after implantation the resis-
tivity and crystallinity of layers synthesised by high

0 -------.-Z dose cobalt implantation are very dependent on the
DOSE Co cm 'x 10' implanted dose and the cobalt to silicon ratio within the

Fig 5 Variation in reslstvty with dose, after Implantation and layer. For doses of 4 x 1017 and 5 × 10 7 Co' cm- 2, a
Finne aition in v (1 hand ose, after h mplanta+ion and (3continuous epitaxial laver of aligned CoSi, is formedannealing at 600 'C ( 1 h) and 600'C(1 h) + 1000 'C (30 min)

after implantation, with any excess cobalt being accom-
modated in CoSi inclusions at the peak of the distribu-
tion For lower (2 X 1017 and 3 x 101 7 Co + 

cm - 
2) and

redistribution of any "excess" cobalt released by the higher (6 x 1017 and 7 X 10' 7 Co ,m -2) doses the
dissolution of the CoSi inclusions For the highest do- resulting layers are silicon-rich and cobalt-rich, respec-
ses. the 600'C one hour anneal creates a ma-ked im- tively These layers display higher X,,, values and have
provement in the value of X... (fig 2) because tie CoSi correspondingly higher resistivity values After anneal-
grains near the surface start to undergo a phase trans- ing at 6000 C for I h. stoichiometric CoSi2 layers result
formation to CoSi, at this temperature (fig. 3d) for layers fabricated with doses of 3 X 10 i7 4 x 1017

and 5 x 1017 Co cm - 2, whilst after annealing at 6060 C
33 Annealed 600'C 60 m, I000'C 60 mm (1 h) and 1000°C (30 mi) stoichiometric layers of

CoSi, are found for all doses In addition to this, for
For all doses, annealing at 1000'C has a major each layer, the crystallinity improves (i e X,, im-

,ffect on the cobalt distribution. Figs 4a-d indicate proves) and the resistivity decreases as the value of x in
,1at in all c~ses these distributions are now essentially CoSi approaches 2 This shows t! at even though the

rectangular in profile. A temperature of 1000'C, there- "as-implanted" specimens display marked differences
fore, appears to be sufficient to anneal out most of the in resistivity, crystallinity and stoichiometry. after aIl-
damage in the tail of the implant profile and to allow nealing at 600'C (I h) and 1000°C (30 mm), the
the cobalt to redistribute to give a stoichiometric CoSi2  structural and electrical properties of the layers are very
layer XTEM studies [7.8.11.12,15] have shown that similar, with only a slight memory effect being ap-
after annealing at 1000°C for 30 mm, the CoSi 2 pre- parent.
cipitates in the tails of the distribution have completely
dissolved and, for the higher doses, the phase transfor
mation from CoSi to CoSi, is complete References
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Contouring of SIMOX profiles by oxygen ion energy change *

A. Wittkower, M. Guerra, B. Cordts, R. Dolan and P. Sandow
lbiv Technology Corporaton, 32A Cherr ' H1 Drive. Danvers. MA 01923. USA

The objective of this work was to determine if, by changing the ion energy during the implant, depth distribution profiles could be
contoured to produce improved SIMOX material In the SIMOX process. oxygen ions are implanted into bare silicon or into silicon

through a silicon dioxide capping layer Dunng the course of the implart, the incoming fast ions sputter silicon atoms from the
surface Through this mechanism, by the end of the implant, the apparent depth ot penetration with respect to the original surface
,ill have increased. However. a competing action is at work oxygen ions retained by the formation of the buried oxide layer will
cause swelling. Detailed calculations have been perfornied, which show that the sputtering effect is approximately compensated by
the %welling. Experimentally. by increasing the oxygen beam energy during the implant, improved SIMOX material was formed
without the silicon islands normall. observed

1. Introduction thus there will be fewer faults in the surface silicon
layer,

In the SIMOX process. oxygen ions are implanted (ii) the implant time will be reduced.
into bare silicon or into silicon through a SiO, capping (ii) defects at both Si/SiO, interfaces may be reduced
layer In the first approximation, these ions come to rest since the incoming oxygen ion profile is more pre-
below the surface at an average range RP in a quasi- cisely located and the distribution tails are less
Gaussian distribution with range straggling (standard diffuse.
deviation) A R As an example for 0' ions in Si at 150 An increase in the effective range is indeed the case
keV, Rp 3220 A and 1R. =-909 A (see fig. I). for implantation of ion species which diffuse out of the

During the implantation, the incoming fast ions material (e g. H' or Ar') But with 0 implantation.
sputter silicon atoms from the surface This is always the incoming ions are retained through the reaction.

the case in implantation, but since SIMOX requires Si + 20 = SiO._
doses 100 times greater than for doping applications.
the sputtering effect is now significant. typically 1500 A and the formation of this buried oxide layer causes

of material is removed in a SIMOX implant Although swelling. Thus, there arc competing actions. If the swell-

the range defined by RP has not, of course, changed
(unless other effects are at work) at the end of the
implant, the implant depth with rcpect to the original 0* n Si

surface has increased by 1300 A. This effect would also 1 50 keV

cause a broadening in the effective range straggle. Visu- -
alization of the problem is somewhat simplified by the
fact that the range of oxygen into either Si or SiO, is
similar, implying that the shape of the instantaneous " A (6

as-implanted oxygen profile is not appreciably skewed
by the change in target composition. Presumably then.
by reducing the beam energy as the implant progresses. 24-

one can superimpose the peaks of the distributions,
thereby narrowing the tinal distribution. I his would
improve the qualit of ihe SIMOX material, since:
(i) the total applied dose necessary to form a continu-

ous buried layer can be expected to be reduced:
Ii 0~ -- -

• Work performed under an SBIR contract issued by the 0 12W 240 16M 4800 600o

Defense Nuclear Agency, Dr Lewis Cohn, Technical Moi- Depth in Angstrom%

tor Fig I A typical dose versus depth implantation profile.
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ing is less than the sputtering, the energy reduction during implantation, and this makes it difficult to inter-
scheme described above should operate; but if the swell- pret the data.
ing is greater than the sputtering, an increase in implant The two data points for oxygen implantation into
energy dunng the implant would improve the profile SiO 2 are based on more reliable techniques. Since the
overlap. Si0 2 layer will not change thickness during implanta-

tion, a simple step height or optical measurement is
sufficient for good accuracy. Both the results of Doug-

2. Sputtering rates las-Hamilton et al. [6] and Bunker [unpublished] are
based on tabulating the total dose seen to just remove

There are not many sources of data for sputtering the Si0 2 capping layer during actual SIMOX implanta-
coefficients of the oxygen/silicon system in the 150--200 tions.
keV range. A few values have been published by authors
specifically interested in SIMOX, and one general re-
view paper has been produced. To some degree these
data are inconsistent, sometimes grossly so. 3. Swelling

The available data are summarized in fig. 2 for
oxygen bombarding both silicon and silicon dioxide. An indication of the amount of swelling can be
The curve of Matsunami et al. [1] is calculated from extracted from handbook data of the relative density of
theory with specific material properties and data taken Si and SiO,. The data suggests that 1000 A of Si will
at lower energies taken into account. This is the data swell to 2170 A of S10 2 during the SIMOX process,
used in the Profile Code calculation of this work. Ad- using a dose of 1 X 1018 oxygen ions.
ditional experimental sputtering data have been ob- The code was used to estimate the balance between
tamed by Hemment et al. [2] and Bussmann [3]. sputtering and swelling by calculating, at different en-

The two earlier measurements of oxygen into silicon ergies, the minimum dose needed to reach stoichiome-
sputtering by Hayashi et al. [4] and Maydell-Ondrusz try. When a series of energies were entered which caused
and Wilson [5] appear to be rather far from the the profiles to overlap best, the total dose to stoichiome-
Matsunami predictions. The Maydell-Ondrusz paper try was less than the total dose needed for poorly
describes an indirect neasurement technique which ex- overlapping profiles. The cffect could most easily be
amines the change in step height between an implanted checked by using only two energies: a fixed dose of
zone and a neighboring unimplanted region. This 0.8 X 10'S/cm2 at 200 keV was entered, and the code
method, as pointed out by the authors, is sensitive to used to calculate the extra dose which was needed to
assumptions about the material swelling taking place reach stoichiometry at the second energy. In this way, it

0 30 -1

0 25-L , Silicon Dioxide

O Io Ener Slicon

0 20 . ....

U' 015 --- -_

0,004-

150 t160 170 180 190 200

Oxygen Ion Energy (keV)

Fig 2 Sputtering of 0 on Si and SiO 2 The continuus curves are theoretical [1 The experimental data points are, for 0 on Si.
from (A) ref [21, (B) ref. [3], and for 0' on S102, from (C) ref [4], (D) Bunker [unpublished]
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16

1 55 SIO (1000 A) on Si
Si Waer

E i5

1 4- 145

135

t3--i "- I ' I

170 ISO IfK 2(X) 210 220 230 240

Second Energy ,(keV)

Fig 3 The total calculated dose required to reach stoichionietry using two bean energies The firt implant was always
0 8 X 10l cm2 at 200 keV

%sas possible to determine whether a higher energy Fig. 3 shows the results for both capped and un-
(excess swelling) or a lower energN (excess sputtering) capped wafers It can be seen from the vertical scale
was more appropriate that the effect of changing energy is not very sensitive,

Stochiomtric .. o., -

Li inI

Low -I

High - Low

Su'it e 2(XX) 40() 600(0 800f

Depth in Angstroms

I ig 4 Calculated composite dose versus depth profiles for two cases. 15t) keV to 200 keV in ten steps (loss- high', and 200 keV to
150 keV in ten steps (high-low)
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Surface Silicon

Buried Oxide

Silicon Substrate

Fig 5 TFM photomicrograph of SIMOX, total dose 1 8 x 10' 8/cm' using five stepwise increases in energy from 150 keV to 200 keV
(low-high). annealed at 1325*C for 6 h.

amounting at best to only a few percent over a wide For a pure silicon target, the swelling is slightly
range of computer calculations. For uncapped wafers, it larger than the sputtering, but for a capped wafer, it is
is slightly better to increase the energy, whereas for slightly smaller. This is a strong indication that adjust-
capped wafers, a decrease in energy is preferred. ment of energy will have little effect.

Surface Silicon

Buried Oxide

Silicon islands

iilcon Substrate

Fig. 6 TEM photomicrograph of SIMOX. dose 1.8< 10 , 'cm energy 200 keV, annealed at 13250 C for 61'
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4. Simulation profiles of high to low and low to high within the silicon helps to restore the cxygen that de-
energy pletes toward the surface durirg annealing, hence allow-

ing a more continuous stoichiometric film to be formed.
Even with the minimal impact on dose reduction This is confirmed by the experimental results obtained

predicted by these simulations, it was decided that in fig. 5.
further simulations and actual experiment, over the
energy range of 150 to 200 keV, might prove interesting
and potentially have an impact on buried oxide quality. 6. Conclusions
The ten-energy simulation plot in fig. 4 shows the
composite profile for the case of high energy frst, An increase in energy during oxygen implantation

followed by a decrease in energy from 200 to 150 keV may provide an improved technique for producing

(high-low). SIMOX layers in silicon. Simulation results confirm

Fig. 4 also shows the equivalent composite profile actual TEM findings that buried oxides of improved

for the low energy first followed by an increase in quality are obtained.

energy from 150 to 200 keV (low-high). A significant
difference is observed in these two composite plots in Acknowledgement
that the low-high is much sharper and more "box-like"
with less broadening than the high-low case. It can be 'lie profile code calculations weie performed by Dr
seen that more oxygen atoms pile up at the back inter- S. Bunker of Imph.,it Sciences Cor I le authors thank
face where oxygen depletio' is likely to occur during him for his contribution to tlus work.
annealing.
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SIMOX wafers with low dislocation density produced
by a 100-mA-class high-current oxygen implanter

S. Nakashima and K. Izumi
NTT LSI Laboratories, 3.1. Morinovato Wakaniya. Atsugi 243-01, Japan

The dislocation density and the structure of SIMOX wafers formed under different implantation conditions have been
investigated using Secco etching and cross-sectional transmusion electron microscop, (XTEM). The relationship between the
breakdown voltage of the buried oxide layer and the oxygen dose has also been studied. The dislocation density decreases as the dose
decreases and the wafer temperature. dunng 'implantation, increases The SIMOX wafer implanted at 180 keV with a low dose of
0 4X 10" cm -' at 550*C and subsequently annealed at temperatures higher than 1300'C has an extremely low dislocation density
on the order of 102 cm - 2.The bunied oxide layer of this SIMOX wafer has a breakdown voltage of 40 V.

1, Introduction 100 mm (100) silicon wafers at an acceleration energy of
180 keV with doses from 0.1_-24x 1018 cm - 2. The

Evet since the development of the 100-mA-class wafer temperature during oxygen implantation was con-
high-current oxygen implanter., NV-200 [1], SIMOX trolled at between 400 and 720'C. The fundamental
technology [2] has been actively studied at many re- technique applied to measure the wafer temperature
search institutes [3-5]. SIMOX has come to be regarded during implantation has been described elsewhere [8].
as one of the most promising SOI technologies for The 'implanted wafers were annealed at 11500 C for
future VLSIs and ULSIs as well as for the fabncation 2 h in an N, ambient and at either 1300*C or 1350°C
of radiation-hardened devices, for 4 h in an Ar-O, gas mixture 500 rim thick epitaxtal

In this technology a great number of oxygen ions silicon layers were grown on some of the annealed
penetrate the superficial silicon layer, which is used as wafers for Secco etching, which was employed to esti-
the active layer of a serracondutor device The crystallin- mate the dislocation density 'in the superficial silicon
ity, or more precisely, the dislocation density of the layers. Etch pits produced by Secco etching, which were
superficial silicon layer strongly depends on the implan- directly related to the dislocations, were observed using
tation conditions such as the dose, the wafer tempera- a microscope and by scanning electron microscopy
ture dunng implantation, and so on. A SIMOX wafer (SEM). The structure of the SIMOX wafers was anab, zed
generally has a dislocation density of 10' - 109 cm - 2  by XTEM. The breakdown voltage of the buried oxide
[6] By using a multiple implantation and annealing layers was also measured to estimate the electrical char-
technique, the dislocation density can be reduced to acteristics of the layers.
104_101 cm -2 [7] This technique is, however, trouble-
some and far from practical In addition, a number of
dust particles generated by the processes in the tech- 3. Results
nique results in contamination of the SIMOX wafers.
Therefore, it is important to develop a practical wa, of 3 1. Oxygen dose effect
reducing the dislocation density,, which affects the
long-term reliability of LSIs. Fig. 1 shows XTEM photomicrographs of as-im-

One optimized method of producing SIMOX wafers planted and annealed wafers implanted with different

with an extremely low dislocation density and with an oxygen doses. The wafer temperature was kept at 550 0 C

abrupt interface between the superficial silicon layer dunng implantation. High-temperature annealing was

and the buried oxide layer is proposed in this study. performed at 13500C for 4 h in an Ar-0 2 gas mixture.
For the as-implanted wafers a buried oxide layer begins
to form with a dose of 1.3 x l 0 il cm - 2.The high-tem-

2. Experiment perature anneal changes the oxygen distribution of the
bas-implanted wafers. Redistribution can be clearly ob-

Oxygen-ion implantation was performed using a served in the relatively low dose region of 0.2-1.3 10 t18
NV-200 [1]. Oxygen ions (1601) were inlanted into cm - 2 , by comparing photomicrographs of both the

0168-583X/91/$03.50 , 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) VII TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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Buried oxide
As- Implanted

SI substrate

Thermal oxide

+u4 - -- S

Annealed Buried oxide

~Sl substrate

160,(CM-2P. 0.2 x 1018  0.4 x 1018 0.7 x 1018 1.3 x 1018 2 0 x 1018

0.1 Ml

Fig I XTEM photomicrographs of as-implanted and annealed wafers implanted with different oxygen doses at an acceleration
energy of 180 keV at 550'C Post-implantation annealing was performed at 135 0 'C for 4 h in an Ar-O. mixture

as-implanted and the annealed wafers Even after high- the buried oxide layer is uneven and silicon precipitates
temperature annealing, no continuous buried oxide layer are observed within the buried oxide layer Thz front
is formed in the wafer implanted with a dose of 0.2 x interface is even, for a dose of 1.3 x 1018 cm - 2, al-
l0l cm-2, though hexagonal oxide precipitates are though silicon precipitates remain in the buried oxide
observed A uniform continuous buried oxide layer of layer. As the dose increases, the number of silicon
approximately 80 nm is formed with a dose of 0.4 x 1018 precipitates is reduced. Almost all the precipitates dis-
cm 2 In the case of a dose of 0.7 x 1l1 cm-2, the appear with a dose of 20 x 10l cm - 2. In this case, a
front interface between the superficial silicon layer and threading dislocation is found in the superficial silicon

~m

Suefcial St

V,*-,Front Interface :' ' Bured oxide

Fig 2 High resolution XTEM photomicrograph of a SIMOX wafer implanted at 180 keV with a dose of 04X 10s cm-2 at 550o C
The anneal was performed under the same conditions as described in the caption of fig. 1.
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layer. All the defects observed in the annealed wafers 1010
were dislocations. Similar cross-sectional structures were -b0 .180 keV
obtained for wafers annealed at 1300'C. 1 1.2 x 10" 2

Fig. 2 shows a high resolution XTEM photomicro- 10
graph of an annealed wafer implanted with a dose of
0 4 x 1018 cm - 2 . The high-temperature anneal was per- 101
formed at 1350*C for 4 h in an Ar-0 2 gas mixture.
The front interface is abrupt with an undulation of less 10?
than 3 lattices.

The relationship between the dislocation density and 0

the oxygen dose is exnibited in fig. 3. Oxygen ions were
implanted at 550'C. Subsequent annealing was per-
formed at 1150°C for 2 h in an N2 ambient or at - 101

1300 "C for 4 h 'in an Ar-0 2 gas mixture. The disloca- U0
tion density is approximately 109 cm- 2 with a dose of 101
2.0 x 1018 cm - 2, which is standard, at both anneal
temperatures. As the dose decreases, the density drasti- 10-
cally decreases. For the wafers annealed at 1300* C, the
dislocation density falls to a value on the order of 102

cm - 2 for doses lower than 1.2 x 1018 cm - 2. For the 10L 400 600 700 800

wafers annealed at 11500C, however, such a drastic 0 400 5 6 7 0

decrease in dislocation density is not observed in this Wafer temperature (C)
dose range This result suggests that the redistribution Fig 4. Relationship between the dislocation density and the

wafer temperature during oxygen implantation Oxygen ions
of the implanted oxygen atoms during the high-temper- were implanted at 180 keV with a dose of 1 2 X 1018 cm 2

ature anneal should play an important role in reducing S1MOX wafers were annealed at 13000 C for 4 h in an Ar-O,
the dislocation density. mixture

3.2 Effects of wafer temperature

10 0 .. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the dislocation
60' 180keV, 5500C density and the wafer temperature during oxygen im-

10c, **- 11500 plantation. The dose was fixed at 1.2 X 10 i" cm - 2.
4 *44 13001C Post-,mplant annealing was performed at 1300'C for 4

h in an Ar-0 2 gas mixture. The dislocation density
E shows strong dependence on the wafer temperature. For
U the wafers implanted at wafer temperatures lower than

"1 101 5000C, the dislocation density is approximately 109

cm- 2. The density is drastically reduced to an order of
10 ,, - 102 cm-  at wafer temperatures higher than 550'C

A
- The dislocation density dependence on wafer tempera-

10 A ture was observed only in a region of doses lower than
1.5 x 10 i" cm 2 . In the case of a high dose, such as
2.0 x 10"8 cm- 2 , the dislocation density remains on the

is 10 4 order of 109 cm- 2, independent of the wafer tempera-

ture.
'03 Fig. 5 shows XTEM photomicrographs of as-im-

0planted wafers prepared at three different temperatures

102 with a dose of 1.2 X 1018 cm - 2. For the wafers im-
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 20 25 planted at 400 and 480°C, a number of defects and

0+ dose (x l0'ecm 2 ) stress contrast related to the defects are observed in the

Fig. 3. Relationship between the dislocation density of the superficial silicon layer. At 550 C, numerous cavities

superficial Si layer and the oxygen dose Oxygen ions were are formed in the superficial silicon layer and no stress

implanted at 180 keV and 550°C. SIMOX wafers were an- contrast associated with defects is found in the vicinity
nealed at 1300 C for 4 h in an Ar-0 2 mixture or at 1150C of the cavities. These cavities exist in all wafers im-

for 2 h in an N2 ambient. planted at temperatures higher than 550"C [9]. It is
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,IPSuperficial SI

.. ' Buried oxide

i iI ubstrate SiSingle ,.

Tsub: 400C 4800C 5500C 0.1 )am

Fig 5 XTPM photomicrographs of as-implanted wafers prepared with a dose of 1 2XI0is 0 ' cm - 2 at 180 keV The wafer
temperature was kept at 400, 480 and 550 0 C, respectively

considered that the generation of cavities should relax
the stress induced by high-dose oxygen implantation. 3 3 Breakdown voltage of buried oxide laYers

This results in the drastic reduction in the dislocation
density The relationship between the breakdown voltage of

the buried oxide layer and the oxygen dose is shown in
-- fig 6. Implantation and subsequent annealing were

60+ 180 keY, 550 C performed under the same conditions as described in
r- - -/the caption of fig. 1 The area of the buried oxide for

each device is 100 .um X IOU pm. For wafers implanted
300, with doses lower than 0.2 x 1018 cm ", the breakdown

volage is 0 V because no buried oxide layer is formed,
as snown in fig. 1. In case of a dose of 0.4x118cm 2.

S .. the buried oxide layer has a breakdown voltage of

approximately 40 V This breakdown voltage is suffi-
,2 200 S- 100it x l004m ciently high for usual LSI applications. This dose is

F €one-fifth the standard dose. Accordingly, the oxygen-

3 .implantation time can be shortened to one-fifth of what

is usually used. In other words, this result is practically

100 equivalent to implantation by an ion-beam current five
0.4 x 1018  / times higher than that of NV-200, i e., 500 mA.

The breakdown voltage is again 0 V in spite of the
higher dose range from 0.5-0.7 x 1018 cm 2. in this
range, the front interface is uneven and the buried oxide

0 layer has a lot of silicon precipitates, as described
0 0.5 1.0 5 2.0 2.5 previously. These reduce the effective thickness of the

"0' dose t x !0- cm-2 ) oxide layei, which causes a leakage current to flow

Fig. 6. Relationship between the ;1t,.,kdown voltage of the through the layer. With doses ranging from 0.9-2.0 X
buried oxide layer and the oxygen doe Oxygen ions were 101 cm - 2 , the effective buried oxide layer is thick
implanted at 180 keV and 5500 C Implanted wafers were enough and the breakdown voltage increases as the dose

annealed at 1350°C for 4 h in an Ar-O2 mixture. increases.
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Energy and dose dependence of silicon top layer and buried oxide
layer thicknesses in SIMOX substrates

U. Bussmann, A.K. Robinson and P.L.F, Hemment
Department of Electromc and Electrical Engineering, University of Surrey, Guildford GU2 5XH, UK

The formation of SIMOX (separation by implanted oxygen) substrates involves the implantation of very high doses of oxygen
into silicon. A model has been developed to predict the evolutioa of the oxygen depth profile taking ,nto account sputtenng, swelling
and oxygen redistribution dunng implantation as well as '.hemical segregation during high temperature annealing The resulting
computer code IRIS (implantation of reactive ions into silicon) enables a fast calculation of oxygen profiles to be made The
simulation iesults discussed in this paper cover the energy range 50-300 keV and doses of up to 2.5 X 1018 O cm- 2

1. Introduction nesses of the silicon top layer and buried oxide can be
calculated [7]. In this paper the evoilttion of the oxygen

During the past decade SIMOX (separation by tin- profiles and resulting layer thicknesses is investigated as
planted oxygen) [1] has emerged as one of the most a function of implantation energy (50-300 keV) and
promising SO (silicon-on-insulator) technologies [2]. dose (up to 2.5 x 10 i O + cm- 2 ).
The implantation of high doses of oxygen is followed by
high temperature annealing leading to the formation of
a buried insulating layer beneath a silicon top layer. 2. IRIS
These layer thicknesses can be varied by adjusting the
implantation energy and dose, thus making SIMOX a
techtology of great versatility. A predictive model which In the programme IRIS, the target is divided into
en. les a calculation of the final oxygen distribution is 100 channels, each representing a particular depth inter-

desirable. However. standard tables and computer codes, val of the original silicon wafer. A stepwise procedure is
which deliver satisfactory profiles for low doses, are not applied to simulate the evolution of the implantation
applicable as sputtering, swelling and diffusion during profile. After each deposition of a small incremental
implantation as well as chemical segregation during dose (typically 1/1000 of the total dose) into the ap-
annealing all lead to oxygen redistribution. propriate channels, the composition and width of each

Different approaches to develop dedicated models channel is recalculated taking into account all the major
for this special ion-target combination are reported in high dose effects. The justification for the assumptions
the literature Hayashi et al. [3] found simple formulas made in the design of this model have been extensivelN
to reproduce measured layer thicknesses. Maydell- discussed elsewhere [6,7] and therefore only a brief
Ondrusz et al. [4] calculated as-implanted profiles in a summary will be given here.
stepwise procedure by taking into account the changes
of the target composition after successive implantations Incremental dose profile: The implantation profiles,
of small incremental doses. Jager et al. [5] solved the which are generated by the Monte Carlo simulation
partial differentiai equations describing the mass trans- programme TRIM [8,9], are the most reliable theoretical
port during the implantation As a common disad- low dose profiles known so far. Advantage is taken of
vantage, these models include fitting parameters and, the high similarity of the profiles of 0 in Si and 0 in
therefore, they cannot be applied in the absence of SiO 2 (fig. 1). Throughout the simulation procedure the
experimental data. incremental dose profile is always representud by that

Recently, the computer model IRIS (implantation of of 0 in Si.
reactive ions into silicon) [6] has been developed, which
enables a fast calculation of oxygen distributions after
implantation. During lugh temperature annealing the Swelling: The internal oxidation of the silicon leads to
implanted oxygen segregates to form a buried oxide volume expansion. The resulting swelling is assumed to
layer. Assuming total thcrmal segregation the thick- be linear with the local oxygen concentration. In order

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (North-Holland)
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10 ' ", 50 keV lateral as well as vertical segregation is taking place
C into SIO, during annealing leading to a non-continuous oxide.
0 ikto Si For example, it has been shown that for an implanta-

200 keV tion energy of 200 keV the buried oxide layer is inter-
E 0 into SiOineeg ae=o 0 into Si rupted for doses _. 0.5 X 10"8 0 + cm-') [14] In such a
U) 5 cas e the simulation programme is not applicable.
C

3. Results and discussion

For an implantation energy of 200 keV the evolution

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 of the oxygen ,mplantation profile with increasing dose
is shown in fig. 2. Swelling dominates over sputtering,depth (nm) shifting target ma .rial downwards relative to the cur-

Fig 1. TRIM [10] profiles of 0 in Si and 0 in SiO, (target rent surface. While the incremental dose profile (peak
densit, = 2 33 gm-3) position at 440 nm) is not allowed to change, the

maximum of the implantation profile slowly moves to
greater depths. This moxement leads to an increase of
the critical dose for stoichiometry at the profile maxi-

to calculate its absolute value a SiO, density of 2.33 g mum to 1.35 x 101O 0 cm- 2 (0.95 x l0" O* cm- 2 If
cm is used. swelling and sputtering are ignored). Above this critical

dose a buried oxide layer is formed. The upward move-
Sputterng" The energy-dependent sputter yields used ii ment of the upper interface (the upper boundary of the
the present calculations (e.g. 0.32 atoms/ion at 50 keV stoichiometric" layer) is mainly due to the redistribution
and 0 13 atoms/ion at 300 keV) were generated by the of excess oxygen deposited inside It": SiO 2 layer. This
programme TRIM89 [11]. It has been shown, that for r-distribution also transforms tne gradient of the im-
an implantation energy of 200 keV the theoretical yield plantation profile into a step. On the other side of the
matches the experimental result for silicon Care has to stoichlometric layer the lower interface is slowly moving
be taken if an oxidc, surface layer exists. In th,.s case a downwards due to the effect of swelling minus sputter-
much higher sputtei yield can lead to a different buried ing. Eventually the lower flan! moves out oi the range
layer formation mechanism [6,12]. ot the 'implanted oxygen ions and its shape stays con-

stant.
Diffusion: Diffusion is neglected in substoichiometric Fig. 3 summarizes the results of many calculations
regions. However, if oxygen is deposited into an already performed for an Implantation energy of 200 keV The
existing stoichionietnc oxide, the excess oxygen is im- peak position of the as-impla )ted profile is shown for
mediately redistributed to the profile flanks and the subcritical doses and interface positions are shown for
profile becomes flat topped. Fol the presented calcula- higher doses. The final interfe positions, as rea'hed
tions it is assumed that this oxygen is bound at the after thermal segregation, are compared to experimental
upper interface, whict thereby moves towards the data points taken from the literature (annealing temper-
surface.

Thermal segregation: High temperature annealing 6

(> 13000C) leads to complete segregation of the im-
planted oxygen towards the buried oxide layer [13] The E
simulated implantation profile is transformed into a - - 22 x 10" O'cm'

rectangular profile When, for doses above the critical _ 10
dose, which is necessary to reach stoichiometry at the - .0
profile maximum, the as-implanted oxygen distribution -06

0already includes a stoichiometnc layer, the oxygen from Y 2

each profile flank is redistributed to the nearest inter- 6
face. The stoichiometric layer grows towards the surface
and towards the bulk silicon ,ntil all the implanted
oxygen has been incorporated. For implantation doses 0 200 400 600 800 1000
less than the critical dose, it is assumed that the forma-
tion of the stoichiometric layer starts at the profile depth (nni)
maximum. However, if the implantation dose is too low Fig. 2 IRIS results for 200 keV 0 into Si

T
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700 £ ~~ ..... 800- anneated .-

600 0 700 -- -

500 R 600.

.E300 400o

C 200~-300 +r-, 30(] -

200- O'-.' 301-

100 2 200- -

0-
0 05 10 15 20 25 100

Dose (101C 2)0 1 0

Fig. 3 Calculated depths 17] of the maximum 0-com.entration 05 10 15 20 25
(R,,,,) and interface positions for 200 keV 0 into Si, The Dose (1018cRi 2)
symbols represent experimental data points for annealing tern- Fig 5 Annealed (IRIS results) Interface positions for differ-
peratures > 300'C, taken from XTEM micrographs and SIMS ent energies in keV
measurements as found in the literature (see ref. (7] for details).

ature >_ 1300'C, see ref. [71 for details). Each of the Therefore, the gap between the curves representing the
later curves consists of two approximately linear parts, as-implanted and the annealed state is closing. Taking
[he slight change in the slopes reflects the onset of the into account the scatter in the experimental data, there
redistnbution of excess oxygen inside the SiO 2 layer is good agreement between the simulation and experi-
during the 'implantation process itself. This redistnbu- ment.
tion also leads to the consumption of an increasing part Simulations have been performed for the energy
of the substoichiometnc $iO, layer above the buried range 50-300 keV. Fig. 4 shows the results for the
SiO, layer during the implantation leaving less oxygen as-implanted state All curves follow a trend similar to
in the top layer to be redistributed during the annealing the discussed 200 keV case. With increasing implanta-

tion energy the critical dose increases due to the larger
straggle in the incremental dose distribution.

-Fig. 5 shows the interface positions after high tem-
800 s-implanfed perature annealing. The thickness of the silicon over-

layer shows a strong dependence on both the implanta-
700 tion energy and the dose. In contrast, the buried oxide

Rmax - 300 thickness depends on the implantation dose only. This
60--" is due to the fact, that after annealing all the implanted

E 500- . . . oxygen is found within the buried stoichiometric layer.
-0° Only a small proportion of oxygen is lost during the

S400- implantation due to the oxygen atoms which are de-
a ' -- ,posited close to the surface and subsequently removed

300 - by surface erosion.

200
50 4. Summary

100
A predictive model of the evolution of high dose

0- oxygen implantation profiles in silicon has to take into
5 1015C 20 account swelling, sputtering and diffusion (rapid redis-

Dose (1018cM2) tribution of excess oxygen in SiO 2 to the profile flanks
Fig 4. As-implanted (IRIS results): Depth of the maximum leading to flat topped profiles). The new computer code
0-concentration and interface positions for different energies IRIS enables this evolution to be simulated and the

in key, layer thicknesses of the silicon top layer and the buried
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Oxygen implantation through patterned masks: a method for forming
insulated silicon device islands while maintaining a planar wafer surface

U. Bussmann, P.L.F., Hemment, A.K. Robinson and V.V. Starkov
Department ol Electronic and Electrical Engineetng. Univervtty of Surrey, Guildford GU2 5XH, UK

SIMOX (separation 1, implanted oxygen) is a recognized technology to produce sihcon or) insulator substrates Laterally isolated
device islands are formed by subsequent mesa etching or selective local oxidation of the silicon top layer. Alternatively, isolation can
be achieved by using patterned masking layers in the implantation process, leading to continuous but nonplanar buried oxide layers
In order to ease device fabrication, it is desirable to achieve a planar wafer surface. Special test structures have been implanted with
200 keV oxygen to doses up to 2 4 x 10i8 0' cm-2 .The formation of TDI (total dielectric isolation) structures has been analyzed by
Talystep and cross-sectional TEM The successful formation of isolated islands in combination with a planai surface is demonstrated
for an oxygen implantation through an oxide mask formed in a LOCOS process.

1. Introduction formed [3]. Processing parameters, which determine the
final structure, include mas material, mask thickness

Devices in dielectrically isolated 'islands have many and the edge topography in the transition region (TR)
advantages compared to those in bulk silicon, including between mask and window
higher switching speeds and improved radiAtion toler- For further device processing, it is desirable to main-
ance A recognized technique to produce silicon on tam a planar wafer surface. This cannot be achieved
insulator substrates is SIMOX (separatioa by implanted
oxygen) (review in ref. [11) The implantation of a high a) St
dose of oxygen ions (typically 1.8 X 1018 0' cm-2 at S102
an implantation energy of 200 keV and temperature of
500C) is followed by a high temperature annealing Si
stage (typically >, 1300 0 C), where the implanted oxygen
segregates towards a buried layer. Thereby,, a buried
insulator is f,,rmed, which vertically isolated the crystal- b) S
line silicon top layer against the substrate (fig. Ia).
Subsequent trench isolation by plasma etching (fig lb)
or selective oxidation of the silicon overlayer (fig. 1c)
are conventional techniques to form laterally isolated
silicon device islands

TDI (Total Dielectric Isolation) has been introduced
as a variation of SIMOX technology [2-4], where both S1
vertical and lateral isolation is achieved in a single SIU 2  SiO 2
implantation stage. This approach uses patterned mask,
ing layers (fig. 1d). In the window region (i.e. in the
unmasked area) the substrate structure corresponds to
that of the standard SIMOX substrate. However, in the 0. 0 0.
mask region the oxygen ions lose part of their energy i i
while penetrating the mask and therefore the buried d) 1 j/1j "
oxide layer is formed closer to the original wafer surface. ,_. -/,./,
A nonplanar but continuous buried oxide layer can be \ 7'0O I

liI

On leave from Institute of Problems of Microelectronics Si TR'
Technology and Superpure Materials, Academy of Science, Fig I Schematic showing (a) SIMOX structure, (b) trench
142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow District, USSR. isolation, (c) LOCOS isolation and (d) TDI structure.

0168-583X/91/$03 50 :1 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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_1 Periodic thermal oxide masks of various thicknesses,
a) i f I t, (470, 800 and 1820 nm) were implanted with different

Si Idoses of 200 keV oxygen ions (projected range 410 nm,
range straggling 90 nm [5]). The resulting step height

- between the silicon surface and the remaining oxide was

b) measured by Talystep. Their dependence upon the im-
plantation dose is shown in fig. 3, curves a, b and c. For
the thick masks of 1820 (curve a) and 800 nm (curve b),

Fig 2. Schematic of prepared masks: (a) patterned thermal the gadient of the curves is found to be 230 nm per
oxide and (b) LOCOS oxide. 1 X 1018 O cm - I . If no swelling occurs beneath the

oxide mask, a value of 258 nm per I X 10 s 0+ cm - 2

would be expected. Thus we conclude that approxi-
mately 90% of the implanted oxygen, which is at first

with conventional methods for lateral isolation (trench deposited into the thick masking layer, is subsequently
etching or LOCOS). In this paper we exploit the differ- lost through the wafer surface.
ent sputter rates for oxygen into silicon and oxygen into For an initial mask thickness of 470 nm (fig. 3, curve
SiO, to planarize the surface during the formation of c), most of the implanted oxygen ions are deposited
the TDI structure. close to the interface between masking oxide and silicon

wafer, In this case most of the implanted ions oxidize
the silicon, leading to substantial swelling beneath the

2. Experiment mask. Therefore, the resulting step height is determined
by the difference in the surface erosion rates. This is

Periodic test structures with SiO 2 masks of varying reflected by the gradient of the corresponding step
thictness were prepared on 3 in. device grade (100) height curve being 110 nm per I x 1018 0 cm- 2 (135
silicon wafers The patterns were formed by etching nm per I x 1018 0' cm- 2 expected with identical swell-
windows into a thermally grown oxide or by local ing in both regions).
oxidation (LOCOS) of the silicon wafer (fig. 2). Molecu- In order to planarze the surface (i.e. to reduce the
lar oxygen ions were implanted with an energy of 200 step height to zero) a smaller initial step is required. On
keV/atom in the dose range 0.4-2.4 X 10" 0 + cm-2, the other hand the oxide thickness, t, (see the schematic
The implantation temperature was held at 5000C by in fig. 2) cannot simply be decreased, because this
beam heating. Some samples were capped with a 500 would leave an unwanted silicon overlayer below the
nm thermal oxide cap and subsequently annealed at masking material. Masks formed by a LOCOS oxida-
1300°C for 5 h or at 1350°C for 4 h. tion process offer the alternative. In this case only about

The formation of the TDI structure has been studied 55% of the total oxide thickness is located above the
by Talystep measurements of the step height and cross- original wafer surface. Thus a small initial step height,
sectional TEM investigations of the tmcrostructure of t, can be combined with an adequately thick oxide
the transition between the mask and window regions. layer. The step height decrease with increasing dose, as

measured for a LOCOS mask of t 380 nm initial step

3. Results and discussion
2 a

In SIMOX samples the movement of the free surface
is determined by the amount of swelling (i.e. the volume
expansion due to the internal oxidation of the silicon)
and surface erosion. The step height between the mask C
and window regions is given by the resulting relative " b
movements in both regions. The sputter yield is ap- CL

proximately 0.15 atoms/ion for silicon and 1.1 atoms/ ..
ion for SiO 2 [4], corresponding to erosion rates of 30 d Locos

and 165 nm per 1 x 101 0' cm - 2, respectively. As- 0 -------- -

suming, that the target density btayb coiutant during 05 10 1.5 20 25
oxidation, a layer of silicon will increase its thickness by

a factor of 2.15 upon oxidation. The resulting upwards Dose (1018cm2 )
movements of the surface with respect to the bulk Fig 3. Dose dependence of residual step height as measured by
silicon is 123 nm per 1 x 1018 O cm - 2 implanted Talystep for (a)-(c) patterned thermal oxide masks of different
oxygen. thicknesses and (d) a LOCOS oxide mask.

VII. TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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surface-

Si
Si02

bulk Si

Si-istand ;.

buried SiOa

bulk Si

C

cap

SiO2

: " I Jim

Fig. 4 XTEM micrographs (at after implantation of 1 8 X 10i8 O cm ,. (b) after annealing at 1300 C and (c) after annealing at
1350 0C

height, is shown in fig 3, curve d. Planarization is LOCOS oxide mask of 500 nm total thickness (the
achieved for a dose of about 1.8 X 10 0' cm- 2 fo, wafer is already covered by a deposited oxide, which is
higher doses the step is reversed, required as a protective cap during the subsequent high

In the transition region (marked "TR" in fig. ld) temperature annealing process). A highly defective but
between mask and window, the structure of the im- single crystalline silicon island is formed. Silicon inclu-
planted wafer is laterally nonhomogeneous. During high sions are found within the buried oxide. The agglomera-
temperature annealing, lateral as well as vertical segre- tion of such inclusions near the edge of the masked
gation will play an important role in this region. There- region extends upwards chain-like to the tip of the
fore, the buried oxide formation mechanism will be silicon island. After annealing at 13000C (fig. 4b) the
ditlerent from that in planar SIMOX substrates. windoix rcgion consists of a 400 nin thick buried oxide

The segregation of the implanted oxygen during high beneath a 300 nm silicon overlayer with threading dislo-
temperature annealing has been studied by cross-sec- cations as in conventional SIMOX samples. The silicon
tional transmission electron rmcroscopy. Fig. 4 shows included in the oxide is now found in discrete precip-
the microstructure of the transition region after the tates. After the 1350"C anneal (fig. 4c) most of these
implantation of 1.8 X 1018 0' cm - 2 into a wafer with a precipitates have dissolved and the interfaces between

2
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silicon and oxide have sharpened further. Some crystal- Acknowledgements
line silicon inclusions remain close to the interface
between the buried oxide and the substrate, similar to The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of
those in conventional SIMOX substrates. A few inclu- F, authorearation ole the ante
sion0 are also found near the tip of the silicon island, F.. Manning (preparation of test structures) and the
which remains as a single crystal, but the precipitates tion). The work of one of the authors (U.B.) is sup-
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Nitrogen implantation for local oxidation (NILO) of silicon

P. Molle, C Jaussaud and M. Bruel
Laboratoire d'Electronique, de Technologie et d'Instrumentation, Commissariat 4 PEnergie Atotnique Centre d'Etude Nucleaire
de Grenoble, 85X, 38041 Grenoble cedex, France

Complete physical and electrical charactensation of nitrogen implantation for local oxidation (NILO) of silicon technology is
detailed Nitrogen implantation is performed at 20 keV through 25 nm of thermal oxide with doses within the range of
5 X l0,--1. × 1017 cm - 2 Physical charactensation of the sealed nitnde films is performed using secondary ion mass spectroscopy,
transmission electron microscopy, nuclear reaction analysis and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy Nitrogen implantation in silicon
can provide sealed nitride films of thicknesses around 20-25 nm, capable of masking a 510 nm field oxidation Physical
characterisation shows that implanted nitride films are composed of elemental Si-S 4 bonds, silicon oxymtride and diffused oxygen
The nitrogen concentration in such films is lower than that of a stoichiometric nitride. "Bird's beak" lengths as short as 0.08 tim can
be obtained For a 950'C field oxide temperature, dislocations are observed at the edge of the nitride mask At a higher temperature
(1050' C) no dislocations are observed; on the other hand, stacking faults with a density of 0 05 faults per tim of mask length are
observed at the edge of the nirde mask. Because of the presence of the stacking faults, high leakage currents are measured on n' p
diodes

1, Introduction oxidation-induced defects are investigated for different
process parameters (nitrogen implantation dose and

Local oxidation of silicon (LOCOS) [11 is the dorm- oxidation temperature). The NILO process has been
nant isolation technology for large-scale integrated ctr- implemented in a MOS technology. Electrical results
cults This technology uses a deposited film of silicon are then discussed.
nitride on a thin layer of buffer oxide as an oxidation
mask. But this kind of selective oxidation is limited, in
submicronic circuits, by lateral diffusion of oxidising
species under the nitride mask. This transition region 2. Experimental procedure
from thin oxide to thick oxide, commonly known as the
"bird's beak", is enhanced by the presence of the buffer
oxide. A solution consists in forming a silicon nitride in The substrates used for the experiments are (100)
intimate contact with the silicon substrate. Because of p-type wafers. The main processing steps required to
the absence of any buffer oxide, this technique, called obtain the NILO structure are shown in fig. 1 Wafers
SILO (sealed interface local oxidation), can provide are oxidised in dry oxygen to grow an initial oxide of 25
"bird's beak" lengths close to zero. Different methods nm. Molecular nitrogen ions are then implanted, at an
have been explored to form films of silicon nitride energy of 20 keV,, with doses between 5 X 1016 and
directly sealed to the silicon surface and able to mask 1.5 X 1017 cm- 2 in order to form a thin film of sealed
field oxidation. Among them we can find low-pressure nitride. Nitrogen implantations are performed on high-
chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) [2], plasma-en- current (Vecco VHC 120) or medium-current (Varian
hanced thermal nitridation [3] and nitrogen implanta- DF4) implanters After annealing for 30 min at 950'C
tion in silicon [4-71. in N2, wafers are patterned to define active areas. Initial

We propose to study the nitrogen implantation for oxide and implanted nitride are dry etched in a
local oxidat;n (NILO) process in which N' implanta- CHF I/C 2F6/Ar mixture. Oxygen plasma, followed by
tion i', performed at high dose (in the range of 1017 diluted HF cleaning is then performed in order to
cm- 2 ) ant icw enrrgy (in the range of 20 keV) which eliminate carbonate or fluorate compounds, due to the
leads to direct nittridation of silicon. Oxidation masking dry etch, at the silicon surface. A 550 nm field oxide is
properties of such layers have already been explored [7]. obtained by steam oxidation at 950 or 1050'C. Initial
Nitrogen profiles, chemical composition and behaviour oxide and implanted nitride are removed with the bame
t,nder oxidation are studied by complete physical char- process as before field oxidation. A 45 nm sacrificial
acterisation. Nitride films are then patterned in order to oxide precedes the gate oxide growth. A classical NMOS
perform selective oxida'ion;, "bird's beak" lengths and process is then performed.

0168-583X/91/$03.50 AD 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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3. Physical characterisation 1023D -

D aSEIG wi-2
3.1. Implant parameters

-- I . EI c -2

3.1.1. Secondary ton mass spectroscopy (SIMS) 1"22 . ....... 0 1,2017 o-2
The SIMS prof;,es are shown in fig. 2. Nitrogen

implantation is pedormed at 3 doses: 5 x 1016, 1017 and 7 /
1.2 x 1017 cm -2 . All the samples are annealed for 30
min at 9500 C. We can observe that, except for thel , nitrogen
increase of the maximum nitrogen concentration with 1021.
dose, the nitrogen profiles are similar. They are all oxygen

composed of 3 characteristic regions: region 1, in the
oxide film, where the nitrogen concentration strongly
increases with depth, region 2, where the nitrogen con-
centration is a maximum and slightly decreases as a 1020 "A
function of depth, and region 3, when the nitrogen " ...

concentration rapidly decreases as a function of depth.
The region 2 width does not significantly increase when
the implant dose is increased whereas the maximum 109..

1/Initial Oxide: 25 nmi

.0. "E * 20 keVI1018
Si 0 20 40 60 80 100

OEPT14 (nm)

2/ N2+ Implantation Fig. 2 SIMS profiles N2* implantation is performed at 20 keV

E 20 keV through 25 nm of SO 2 D = 5X16, 10", and 1 2x 017

D= 5.1016/1,5 1017 cm-2 cm
Annealing :950°C/30 mn./N2

nitrogen concentration increases in this region with
-------- - implant dose. This means that the increase of N2 dose

0 " N Si02 does not induce a significant increase in the implanted
implanted nitride Si[ nitride film thickness but inluctvs a change in the chem-

ical composition of the film. Nevertheless nitrogen con-
centration never reaches the stoichiometric nitride value

3/ Oxide + nitride dry etch (CN/s,,N, = 6 X 1022 cm- 3 ).
From oxygen profiles we observe a weak decrease of

.... _ _ _ _ _ _ the initial oxide thickness:' 20-nm-thick Si0 2 after 1017

Scm- 2 N+ implantation instead of 25-nm-thick initialF Si oxide. This decrease probably results from a sputter
phenomenon due to the low-energy N' beam. Finally,
we can see that the oxygen concentration is not negligi-

4/ Field Oxidation :550 nm ble in the nitride film and slightly decreases as a func-
9500C or 10500C tion of depth. That is probably due to a recoil effect of

oio oxygen atoms during nitrogen implantation.

oxide oxide 3.1.2. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
lne nitrd TEM cross sections of 20 keV N' implantation are

implanted nitride Si02 Sshown in fig. 3. Both samples, 5 X 1016 and 101 cm -2 ,
exhibit two dielectric films The thickness of the top one

Fig. 1. NILO isolation processing sequence. Processing is per- decreases while that of the bottom one increases and the
formed at 20 keV through 25 nm SiO 2. D = 5 X 1016. 1017 and total thickness remains constant when the dose is in-

1.2x10' 7 cm -2 . creased. According to the SIMS profiles the top-

I~vii. TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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" ° " ....... ......i ............ ....... ... ........ ...... ................
) Onm 4!

b , i B ,I 1
3 7t 9 1 1 13

IMPLANTED DOSE
(1E16 cin-2)

Fig. 4. Nitrogen dose measured :, nuclear reaction at alysis as
a function of implanted dose.

oxide) of 43 nm. The nitride thickr.sses are then 21 nm
for a 5 X 1016 cm 2 implant dose and 23 nm for a 1017
cm - 2 implant dose. From NRA measurements we ob-
tain an average nitrogen concentration in the film:

Fig 3 TEM cross sections N2' mplantation is performed at CN = 1.6 X 1022 cm- 3 for D = 5 1 1016 cm - 2 and CN
20 keV through 25 nm StO2. (a) D=5 "101 5 and (b) 10'7 = 3.2X 1022 cm- 3 for D = 1017 cm-:. These values are

cm- 2  
in good agreement with those obtained by SIMS and
are below those of a stoichiometric nitride.

film/bottom-film interface corresponds to a limit of the . 4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
nitrogen concentration in the initial oxide film, an tin- N' ion implantation through 25 nm SiO 2 has been
portant increase of the nitrogen concentration in the performed at doses of 107 and 1.5 X 1017 cm - 2. Both
oxide being observed between 5 X 1016 and 10 7 cm - 2  wafers have been annealed for 30 nun under N2 at
on SIMS profiles. On the other hand, both nitrcgen 950'C. XPS analyses are performed after removal of
profiles in silicon are very siular which explains the the initial oxide. The Si(2p) photoelectron line of a 1017
same total thicknesses obtained for both nitrogen im- cm- 2 implanted wafer is shown in fig. 5. We can
plantation doses, observe that the Si(2p) line exhibits two components,

Sil and Si2. A complete study of depth profiling and3 1.3 Nuclear reaction analysts (NRA)

NRA has been performed after 30 mm annealing in
N 2 at 950 'C and removal (in diluted HF) of the initial - • •
oxide. The nitrogen dose as measured by NRA is shown !
in fig. 4 as a function of implant dose. The points follow
a straight line with a 0.7 slope. This means that 30% of
the implanted dose is eliminated after oxide removal.
The weak percentage of nitrogen in the oxide film is due I
to nitrogen diffusion during annealing. SIMS profiles
have shown that nitrogen concentration in the nitride S 12
film increases with the increase of the implant dose.
From NRA dose measurements ard TEM thickness
measurements we can evaluate the mean nitrogen con-
centration value in the nitride film. If we consider an -
average consumption of 3 and 5 nm duing a 20 kcV 106 105 104 103 102 101 100 99 98 97 6
N2' implantation of respectively 5 X 1016 and 101 cm - 2,

the oxide thicknesses are then respectively 22 and 20 9INDING ENERGY (eV)
nm. TEM micrographs show a total thickness (nitride + Fig. 5. XPS analysis: Si(2p) line, D - 1017cm- 2.

4
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1 to = 0 to.= 60mn silicon through 25 nm of S102 and 30 mm annealing in
100 . . ta = 10mn - - tox 90mn pure N2 . They are then oxidised under steam at 1050 * C,

90 tox = 30mn for various times (0, 10, 30, 60 and 90 min). We can
80 observe a decrease of the width of the nitrogen profile
S70 and an increase of the width of the oxygen profile when

the oxidation time is 'increased. Each nitrogen profile
2 60-exhibits two sharp interfaces and a constant maximum

concentration -around 40%. These profiles show the
oxidation of the nitride film under oxidising ambient.

30 We can note that, in spite of the complex structure
20 (presence of Si-Si bonds) of the implanted nitride, the
1 \oxidation of the film takes place at the oxide/nitride

Sa interface and that 23 nm of the nitride are not com-
0 30 30 40 pletely consumed after 90 mm of steam oxidation.

sputter time (man)

3.2.2. Bird's beak
100 Implanted wafers are then patterned. The initial
90 oxide and the implanted nitride are etched selectively to

80 the silicon substrate. Local oxidation is performed at

o 70

60
o

S40

30/
20

10

20 30 40
sputter timo (mn)

Fig 6 Auger profiles- oxygen (a) and nitrogen (b) concentra-
tions for different oxidation times (t,, = 0, 10, 30, 60 and 90

mm) Field oxide temperature = 1050*C.

chemical composition of these wafers has already been
publ.shed [8]. This paper points out the complex struc-
ture of these implanted nitride films:. they are composed
of elemental Si-Si4 (Sil component), silicon oxynitnde
(Si2 component) and diffused oxygen mixture. Oxygen,
presumably due to recoil implantation, is always present
in the nitnde layer in an exponentially decreasing
amount The respective concentrations of both silicon
components are nearly consta.nt in the film.

3.2 Behaviour under oxidation

Oxidation resistance of implanted nitride films has
already been studied as a function of implant parame-
ters (dose and energy) [7]. It has been established that a
dose of 5 X 1016 cm - 2 implanted at 20 keV through 25
nm of SiO 2 is sufficie it to mask a field oxidation of 3 h
at 950 0 C.

3.2.1. Profiles Fig. 7. NILO process. TEM cross sections. Field oxide temper-
Auger profiles are shown in fig. 6. The initial nitride ature: 9500 C (a, b), 1050° C (c) Nitrogen implantation: E =

films are obtained by 20 keV N' ion implantation into 20 keV, D= 5 X 1016 cm- 2 
(a), D 101

7
cm

2 (b, c)
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950 or 1050'C in order to grow a 550 nm field oxide. 4. Electrical results
Nitride films are obtained by implantation at 5 X 1016

or 1017 cm - 2. TEM cross-sections are shown in fig. 7. NMOS devices have been applied on NILO-
We observe first that the "bird's beak" length strongly processed active areas. N' implantation is performed
decreases with the increase of implant dose (from 0.28 proce at ars 2. atatin ierfomd

im at 5 X 1016 cm - 2 to 0.08 itm at 1017 cm- 2). On the at 20 keV at a dose of 10 17cm 2. A 550 nm field oxide

other hand, the "bird's beak" length slightly increases is obtained by steam oxidation at a 10500C tempera-

with oxidation temperature. In the case of sealed nitride ture.
The difference between the mask and the finishedtechnologies such as NILO, the "bird's beak" growth is eectncal width of N channel narrow transistors is 0.15

mainly governed by nitride induced stress. Oxygen dif-
± 0.02 lim, which confirms the value of 0.08 Rxm for thefusivity in the oxide and reaction rate are strongly "bird's beak" measured by TEM. Junction leakages

affected by stress and this leads to an important de- have been measured on nby diodes. The perimeter and

crease of lateral oxidation rate. The increase of stress
surface area of the diodes are respectively 16 cm and

with implant dose explains the decrease of the "bird's 40000 m2. Leakage currents as high as a few mA/cmbeak" with the dose. The increase of the "bird's beak"length with implant dose can be explained by the fact have been measured on these devices. These high leakage
leng soe in by tcurrents can be assigned to the presence of stacking

that, a: temperatures above 960*C, stress in Si02 is faults at the edge of the nitride mask
relaxed by viscous flow (11]. The lower stress favours Field doping conditions lead to i-Cer than 20 V
lateral diffusion of oxygen species under the nitride ie dong condiinsled n ier thans20oV
mask and leads to a longer "bird's beak". This be- Vo values for 1.2 m finished n-type field transistorshloris different from those observed with the con- (Vcjof IS defined as the gate voltage for sustaininga
haviour leakage current less than 10 pA/i[m of transistor width).
ventional LOCOS where the "bird's beak" length de- On the other hand, low punch-through voltages are
creases with the increase of oxidation temperature. De- measured because of high n 4/p junction leakage.
roux-Dauphin [9] explained that point by the great Gate oxide breakdown is about 7 MV/cm for 90%
influence of the linear growth of the well-known linear- of sted capacitances. This value is lower than that
parabolic model of Deal and Grove on the "bird's obtained with a conventional LOCOS (about 10
beak" growth. He showed that most of the "bird's o e h v n Cu
beak" grows during the linear growth. For a given oxide MW/cm).
thickness the linear time/parabolic time ratio decreases
with the increase of the oxidation temperature, which
explains the decrease of the "bird's beak". 5. Conclusion

3.2.3. Oxidation-induced defects
Oxidation-induced defects are observed by optical Complete physical characterisation has been per-

microscopy after a SECCO etch. Wafers are implanted formed on nitride films obtained by low-energy (20
at a dose of 1017 cm- 2 and oxidised at 950 or 1050°C. keV), high-dose (5 X 10 16 cm- 2/1.5 X 1017 cm- 2 )
The 950'C oxidised wafers exhibit dislocations at the nitrogen implantation into silicon. From SIMS profiles,
edge of the nitride mask., Their density is about 30 TEM nucrographs, and NRA measurements we can
dislocations per ILm of mask length. The dislocation assume that 20 keV N' implantation in silicon can
generation is due to the strong nitride-induced stress provide nitride films with thicknesses around 20 to 25
during oxidation. Bogh and Gaind [12] showed that, nm. Nitrogen concentration of these films is lower
without a buffer oxide and at a 9500C oxidation tem- (3.2 X 1022 cm- 3 for a 1017 cm- 2 implant dose) than
perature, dislocation generation cannot be avoided with the nitrogen concentration of a stoichiometnc nitride
nitride thicknesses above 20 nm. At a higher oxidation (Cs. ,,, = 6 X 1022 cm- ). XPS analyses demonstrate the
temperature (1050'C) no dislocations are observed, complex structure of formed silicon nitnde films. Im-
meaning that the stress is relaxed by the viscous flow of planted nitride is composed of Si-Si bonds, silicon
Si0 2. On the other hand, stacking faults are observed at oxynitride and diffused oxygen. In spite of the presence
the edge of the nitride mask. Franz et al. [13] and of Si-Si bonds, 23 nm of silicon nitride (obtained by 20
Katcki et al. [14] assign the nucleation of such stacking keV/10 17 cm- 2 N' implantation through 25 nm of
faults to impurities, etching residues or point defects at Si0 2) can resist steam oxidation at 1050 C for 90 mm.
the edge of the nitride mask. In our case we can assume "Bird's beak" lengths as short as 0.08 [tm can be
that oxygen plasma plus HF cleaning is not sufficient to obtained. Generation of dislocations is favoured by a
remove carbonate or fluorate compounds resulting from 950 * C field oxide temperature. At 1050 * C no disloca-
the dry etch. We can also deduce that stress and point tions are observed but stacking faults are present at the
defects due to N' implantation favour the nucleation edge of the nitride mask, The presence of these stacking
of stacking faults. faults leads to a high junction leakage.
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Channeling contrast analysis of local damage distributions
induced by maskless implantation

A. Kinomura, M. Takai, K. Hirai and S. Namba
Faculty of Engineering Science and Research Center for Extreme Materials, Osaka Umverstty, Tovonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

Channeling contrast analysis using a 400 keV helium-ion microprobe was useu to locally investigate lateral damage distnbutions
induced by maskless ion implantation Angular spreads and incident angles of the mictoprobe were found to be an order of
magnitude smaller than the critical angle of channeling Channeling contrast images of a damage distribution induced by focused
gallium implantation at 100 keV to a dose of 3 X 1015 Ga +/cm2 in silicon could be obtained with a low microprobe dose of 6 x 10 14

He /cm2

1., Introduction 2. Experimental setup

The focused-ion-beam (FIB) technology has realized A Disktron accelerator was used to generate 400 keV
maskkss microfabrication such as lithography, doping, helium-ion beams for the microprobe [6]. A microbeam
etching and deposition for semiconductor integrated line for the microprobe channeling consists of object
circuits [I]. However, FIB processes induce damages slits and a magnetic quadrupole doublet 17]. The object
localized not only in an in-depth direction but also in slits are driven by stepping motors and can be auto-
lateral directions, because of the nonuniform beam pro- matically positioned with a precision of 1 [im, so that
files and instability of the beam current. Therefore, it is an arbitrary spot size can be obtained. Demagnification
necessary to analyze local damage distributions for the factors of the quadrupole doublet are 3.5 and 13 8 for
maskless processes using FIB. horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. The mini,

Rutherford backscattering (RBS) using a microprobe mum spot size of the beam line was 0.9 x 0.7 m2 [7].
has been successfully used for elemental analysis and Samples were mounted on a holder attached to a
three-dimensional local analysis [2]. The microprobe five-axes goniometer consisting of three translational
RBS with channeling also makes it possible to analyze and two rotational axes. The translational and rota-
local crystallinity [3]. Furthermore, when the micro- tional resolutions were 1 iAm and 0.01', respectively
probe is aligned to a crystalline axis of the sample, The microprobe was scanned over the sample by two
channeing contrast images to investigate lateral damage pairs of electrostatic scanning plates inserted between
distributions can be obtained by scanrung the micro- the object slits and the quadrupole lens. A maximum
probe [3,4]. scanning area was 450 x 450 ±Lm2 for 400 keV helium

However, angular spreads larger than the critical ions.
angle give rise to dechanneling, and damages induced RBS signals were detected by a silicon solid-state
by microprobe irradiation itself [4] change the minimum detector (SSD) with an energy resolution of 15 keV. The
scattering yield during measurements. Therefore, angu- scattering angle and the acceptance of the SSD were
lar spreads and a high dose, b- focusing and scanning 1300 and 28 msr, respectively. Detected RBS signals
of the minroprobe, must be taken into account for were discriminated by a single-channel analyzer (SCA).
channeling measurements. An incident angle -)f the microprobe was aligned to a

In this study, angular spreads of an incident beam crystalline axis by monitoring a rate meter combined to
were calculated to investigate the influence of dechan- the SCA. The channeling contrast image was obtained
neling due to focusing and ,canning of the beam. Chan- .n the same way with an RBS-mappmng image [2], in
nehng contrast analysis of local damage distributions, which the RBS signals from the SCA were counted
induced by a focused 100 keV gallium-ion implantation during the scanning of the microprobe The iucroprobe
in silicon, was performed by a 400 keV helium-ion dose was calculated from the integrted beam current
microprobe. and spot size measured by a knife-edge method [8].

0168-583X/91/S03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B V. (North-Holland)
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3. Results and discussion the critical angle. Therefore, both the angular spread
and the change in the incident angle were negligible for

Fig. 1 shows the trajectories of 400 keV helium ions the channeling contrast analysis.
for horizontal (x) and vertical (y) planes in the micro- The damag- distribution induced by gallium FIB
beam line. These trajectories were numerically calcu- implantation at 100 keV to a dose of 3 X 10" Ga+/cm2

lated by a matrix method [9]. Two sets of trajectories in sihcon was analyzed. Fig. 2 shows an optical micro-
corresponding to straight and deflected beams are indi- graph of the implanted surface. The upper and lower
cated in fig. 1. The trajectories of the deflected beam fringes are gold electrode patterns, The gallium ions
assume a displacement of 225 im, which corresponds to were implanted into two regions as shown in fig. 2. The
the maximum scanning area. Divergences of the beam upper region (1) is a rectangular pattern of 100 X 10
at the object slits were measured to be 0.18 mrad lim2 with three overlapping line patterns with widths of
(0.0100) and 0.8 mrad (0.046") for horizontal and 1, 2 and 5 i.m, The lower region (2) consists of three
vertical planes, respectively. Since incideit angles of rectangular patterns with widths of 5, 8 and 10 Rm.
ions are proportional to the demagnification factor of Channeling contrast analysis of the masklessly im-
the quadrupole lens, the incident angle for the y-plane planted siliron was performed by the 400 keV helium-ion
is larger than that of the x-plane. microprte. The energy window of the SCA was ad-

The critical angle for the (100) axis of silicon was justed to a silicon spectrum. Fig. 3 shows the channeling
measured to be 1.20 by the 400 keV helium-ion beam contrast images of the damage :atterns. The vertical
[10]. Angular spreads of the incident beam were 0.0360 scale stands for backscattering yields, where yields lower
and 0.063" for horizontal and vertical planes, respec- than an offset value of one count were not indicated.
tively. These spreads were sufficiently smaller than the The analyzed area in fig. 3 corresponds to the optical
critical angle for the channeling. The deflection of 225 micrograph in fig. 2. Fig. 3b is the four times magnified
jim gave rise to changes in the incident angles, while the image of the upper implanted region (1). The micro-
angular spreads did not change. The change in the probe was aligned to the crystalline axis by a focused
incident angles were 0.0410 and 0.096' for horizontal beam with a spot size of about 10 jim. The spot size of
and vertical planes, respectively. "rnese changes in the the microprobe during measurements was 3 x 3 lim 2

incident angle were an order of magnitude smaller han with a beam current of 30 pA Data acquisition time

a X PLANE

0.50.4

00.041

E

(I, Object Etectrostatir Quadrupote
-0.5 Slit Scanner do e

Doublt

b Y PLANE

.0.5- / 0.063'
-~'0.5 .96 °

r 0.00461

0.0631

!i /' Object Eecrosali udroe
-0.5 sltr Scanner Qduole

,Fig. 1. Ion trajectories for straight and deflected bea, in a microbeam hne; (a) horizontal (x) plane; (b) vertical (y) plane
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the change in crystallinity. Yields in a crystalline region
(i.e., not implanted region) were uniformly low. In spite
of the large scanning area of 450 x 450 jm 2, changes in
the incident angle of the microprobe to the crystalline
axis were sufficiently low and no dcchanneling occurred
even at the edges of the scanning area. The increase in
minimum scatring yields of the implanted region was
also detected in fig. 3b. The precise shape of the im-
planted patterns could not be resolved because of low
backscattering yields in this case.

Although microprobe irradiation degrades crystallin-
ity of a sample, drastic increase in the minimum scatter-
ing yield of an aligned kBS spectrum was not observed
by a microprobe irradiation of less than 5 × 1017
He+/cm2 in our previous study [10]. Since the micro-
pobe dose of 6 x 1014 He+/cm2 for fig. 3b was three
orders of magnitude lower than the critical dose (5 x
1017 He +/cm2 ), a change in minimum scattering yield
during measurements was not observed. Therefore, the
microprobe dose can be further increased to obtain
higher yield and suppress statistical errors. However,
clear image of the damage distribution, indicating posi-

Fig. 2. Optical micrograph of masklessly gallium-implanted tions and shapes, could be obtained by a low micro-

silicon. The gallium tons were implanted in two regions (1 and probe dose (6 X 1014 He /cm 2) and a short data-
2). The upper and lower fringes are gold electrode patterns, acquisition time (7 main).

was 7 mm. Higher backscattering yields due to the 4. Conclusion
dechanneling by the gold electrodes were observed at
the upper and lower fringes in fig. 3a. This is not due to Channeling contrast analysis using a 400 keV

helium-ion microprobe was performed to investigate
locally induced damages by maskless ion implantation.

(a) Angular spreads and change in incident angles during

o the channeling contrast analysis were, at most, 0.0960,
______which was sufficiently smaller than the critical angle of_ - -- ----- 1.2* for 400 keV helium to the silicon (100) axis. Local

______--_____-__ -__ -- damage distributions induced by 100 keV focused gal-

,- lium-ion implantation to a dose of 3 X 10" Ga+/cm2

--__---_ in silicon could be detected by the channeling contrast

oo__ analysis with a low microprobe dose of 6 x 1014100pn W

He +/cm2.
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Effect of deposition temperature of arsenic implanted
poly-Si-on-insulator on grain size and residual stress

M. Takai, K. Kato1 and S. Namba
Faculty of Engineering Science and Research Center for Emtreme Materials, Osaka Universty, To;,onaka, Osaka 560, Japan

U. PfannenmUiller and H. Ryssel
Lehrstuhl flir Elektronische Bauelemente, Universttdt Erlangen-Ntirnberg, Fraunhofer A IS, Artillertestrasse 12, D8520 Erlangen. FRG

Poly-Si layers were deposited on thermal oxides of Si at various temperatures from 560 to 700 0 C. Arsenic was implanted at 100
keV to a dose of 1 x 1016 CM-2 in poly-Si layers, followed by annealing at 1000 'C. The grain size was found to range from 10 to 220
nm for deposition temperatures from 620 to 700*C Implantation, followed by annealing, resulted in grain sizes of 200-250 nm
independent of deposition temperature. An optimum deposition temperature range for poly-Si layers was found by Raman
measurement to be 660-680*C, in which arsenic-implanted layers have residual tensile stresses of 0.75-3.0 kbar after annealing at
1000*C for 20 nun.

1. Introduction on a 100 nm thick oxide of (100) St wafers. The pressure
during deposition was 0.25 Torr, while the deposition

Poly-silicon-on insulator (poly-SOI) structures have temperature was varied between 560°C and 700°C.
recently attracted great attention because of their poten- The deposition rate ranged from 2.5 to 9.0 nm/mn,
tial for application in thin-film transistors (TFTs) such depending on the deposition temperature. In poly-Si
as switching devices for flat-panel displays ,-,r driving layers 100 keV As ions were implanted to a dose of
circuits for image sensors. Improvement in device per- 1 X 1016/cm - 2. Conventional furnace-annealing in a
formance of poly-Si TFTs is possible by optimizing flowing nitrogen atmosphere was performed for 20 min
TFT structures [1], or by increasing grain size and at 1000 0 C.
reducing defects in poly-Si layers. Aspects of crystallin- Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used
ity, i.e, grain boundary defects and grain sizes of poly-Si to measure the grain sizes of poly-Si layers before and
layers, depending on deposition and annealing tempera- after implantation followed by annealing. The grain size
ture, affect device performance such as switching speeds. was determined at near-surface regions of the samples.

Arsenic (As) implantation, followed by annealing, is Raman scattering spectroscopy was used before and
one of the possible doping processes for TFT in poly-Si after implantation followed by annealing, to measure
la)ers with SO structures, where precise controls of residual stress and crystallinity, i.e., grain boundary
impurity profiles, i.e., junction depth. are necessary. defects in poly-Si layers [4,5]. The relative peak position
Diffusion of implanted As in poly-Si layers also can be determined with an accuracy of about 0.1 cm- 1.
depended on the grain size [2-5]. A 488 nm line of an Ar laser with a penetration depth

In this study, the deposition temperature dependence of about 500 nm was used to excite the sample, in which
of the grain size, crystallinity and residual stress in Raman signals come from only poly-Si layers. The
poly-Si layers before and after As implantation has experimental arrangement was described in detail
been investigated by transmission electron microscopy elsewhere [6].
(TEM) and Raman-scattering spectroscopy.

3. Resuits and di c, ,sion
2. Experimental procedures

Table 1 compares the grain sizes of deposited poly-Si
Boron-doped poly-Si layers with a thickness of 500- layers on insulators for various deposition temperatures

800 nm were deposited by a low-pressure CVD method from 560 to 700*C before and after implantation, ob-
tained from cross-sectional TEM observation. At 560 * C

On leave from Glory Ltd.. Himeji, Hyogo 670, Japan. the cross-sectional TEM photograph showed no con-

0168-583X/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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Table I ' - ' d
A comparison of grain sizes for poly-Si layers deposited at 560, os-deposited
620, 660 and 700 C before and after implantation and anneal-
ing

Deposition Grain size [nmi 'U
temperature As-deposited Implanted .
loCi

560 amorphous 200
620 10 250 b L
660 200 b) V) _t

-b)Z

700 220 , LwI- 68000
a Samples were annealed at 1000°C for 20 min Z .......-
Not measured. Z

<; 6400C

5600C

trast, indicating that the deposited Si layer was ..
amorphous. An average grain size of 10 nm was ob- 500 520 540
served for Si layers deposited at 6200C. Further in-
crease in the deposition temperature to 660-700"C RAMAN SHIFT (Cr')
resulted in grain sizes of 200-220 nm. These results Fig. 1. Raman scattenng spectra for single-crystalline bulk Si
indicate that the deposition temperature must be held and poly-Si layers deposited at 560, 640 and 680 0 C.

above 620" C to obtain poly-Si layers on insulators.
As ion implantation in deposited Si-layers gave rise This indicates that the grain size becomes larger by

to a dark contrast in cross-sectional TEM images with a elevating the deposition temperature from 5600 C to
thickness of 150 nm, corresponding to the amorphous 6800 C.
layer induced by implanted As in Si 15]. Annealing at
1000*C for 20 min after As implantation showed the
contrast to change in the cross-sectional TEM images, I , , ,

indicating grain sizes of 200-250 nm even for Si-layers 1x10 16 Ascm -2

deposited at 560-620" C. These results indicate that As 1000*, 20mtn.
implantation followed by annealing causes grain en- anneal
largement. C:

In order to clarify the influence of deposition tern-
perature on the crystallinity after the ;mplantation and
annealing processes, Raman-scattering measurements
have been performed, since TEM methods require tedi- b S
ous and time-consuming sample preparation. U)

Fig. 1 shows the comparison of the Raman spectra ZuJ
for Si layers deposited at 560, 640 and 680 C, respec- 68000
tively. A spectrum for bulk crystalline Si is also shown Z

for comparison. The Raman spectrum for crystalline Si < 6
has a peak at about 520 cm - t with a half-width 6
(FWHM) of 4.0 cm - ', while the peak for a Si-layer
deposited at 5600C is not observed. This result is in 5600C
good agreement with that of grain size measurement by
TEM, in which the deposited layer did not show any I. I

contrast, indicating that the deposited layer is.500 520 540
amorphous. A Raman peak with a half-width of 7.2
cm - appears for the Si-layer deposited at 640'C. The RAMAN S lIFT (cmi )

Rbroadening of the half-width is due to the grains in Fig. 2. Raman scattering spect-a for poly-Si layers deposited at
poly-Si layers. The peak intensity increases by about 560, 640 and 680 °C and implanted with As + ions to a dose of
three times for the Raman signal from poly-Si layers I x 106/cm - 2 after annealing at 10000 C for 20 nun. A Ra-
deposited at 680 C and the half-width is 6.8 cm -t

, man spectrum for bulk Si is also shown.

VII. TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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2 for layers implanted with As ions after annealing shows
E a as-deposited a constant value of about 5.0 cm-., The peak shift

e lxlO t As+cm, onneated ranges from 1.2 to 0.3 cm-., Such peak shifts are
induced by different mechanisms: for as-deposited

- 0. -- layers at 560-640 0 C the grain size is less than 10 nm,
which induces the relaxation of the phonon wave vector,

< -giving rise to the shift in peak wave number [7], while
CW -2 _,___ the implanted layers after annealing have grain sizes
L. greater than 200 nm, so that the shift is due to the stress

" 10 0_0 in the layer [6-8]. The peak shift of 0.3 to 1.2 cm- 1 to
E /lower wave numbers for implanted layers after anneal-

/o ing corresponds to tensile stresses of 0.75 to 3.0 kbar [8].
X The optimum deposition temperature of poly-Si layers

is, thus, 660-680° C .0'

- Poly-Si layers were deposited on thermal oxides of Si

e .00-0o at various temperatures from 560 to 700*C. Arsenic
z was implanted at 100 keV to a dose of 1 x 1016 cm 2 .
I-. o- Grain size, crystallinity, and residual stress in poly-Si
Z layers were investigated before and after implantation

500 600 700 followed by annealing, by transmission electron mi-
croscopy and Raman scattering spectroscopy.

DEPOSIT!ON TEMPERATURE (*C) Grain size was found to range from 10 to 220 nm for
Fig. 3. Raman peak intensity, half-width and shift as a func- deposition temperatures from 620 to 7000 C. Implanta-
tion of deposition temperature for poly-Si before and after tion, followed by annealing at 10000C for 20 nun,
As* implantation. Implanted poly-Si samples were annealed resulted in grain sizes of 200-250 nm, independent of

at 1000° C for 20 nun deposition temperature. An optimum deposition-tem-
perature range for poly-Si layers was found by Raman
measurement to be 660-680°C, in which arsenic-im-Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the Raman spectra planted layers have tensile stresses of 0.75-3.0 kbar

for poly-Si layers deposited at 560, 640 and o80 'C and

implanted with As ions to a dose of 1 x 1016/cm - 2  after annealing.

after annealing at 1000 C for 20 min. A Raman peak
with a half-width of 5.3 cm-1 is observed for poly-Si References
layers deposited at 560 *C and implanted with As ions
after annealing at 100 0 'C for 20 min. This is in good [1] T. Noguchi, H. Hayashi and T. Ohshima, in: Polysilicon
agreement with TEM observation, in which implanta- Films and Interfaces, eds. C.Y. Wong, C.V. Thompson and

tion and annealing resulted in a grain size of 200 nm for K.N. Tu (Materials Research Society, Pittsburgh, 1988) p.
Si-layers deposited at 5600 C. The increase in deposi- 293.
tion temperature to 640-680 0 C enhanced the pea 12] B. Swaminathan, K.C. Saraswat, R.W. Dutton and T I

ak Kamins, Appl. Phys. Lett. 40 (1982) 795.
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Epitaxial growth of carbon-doped p-type GaAs films by ionized
cluster beam
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b Department of Electronics, Kyoto University, Sakyo, Kyoto 606. Japan

Carbon-doped GaAs films with p-type conduction on GaAs(100) substrates were grown by the ICB technique The carrier
concentration of the films was in the range of 1018 to 1020 cm- 3, and the Hall mobility increased from 50 to 100 cm2

I/(Vs) with
decreasing carrier concentration In Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) analysis. highly carbon-doped films had a low
value of X-n i.e 4.5%, which was almost the same as that of the GaAs substrate. It was also found that these films had a high
activation ratio of carbon as an acceptor.

1. Introduction 2. Deposition conditions

Epiaxial growth of p-type GaAs films with a high High-purity gallium (7iN4-Ga) and arsenic 6N-As)
iarrier concentration has been of interest in electronic were used as source materials. The carbon crucinles for
c'evict:s such as the hetero bipolar transistor (HBT), Ga and As were heated up to 1250 and 360*C,. respec-
regative electron affinity (NEA) devices, etc. [1,2]. tively Ga and As clusters, which are expected to be
Fabrication of these devices requires high quality GaAs formed by an adiabatic expansion from the individual
tilms with a flat surface and a high carrier concentra- crucibles [7] and consist of 100-1000 atoms !oosely
tion. In order to obtain p-type GaAs films by conven- coupled together [8,9], were ionized and accelerated
tional methods, impurities such as Be,. Zn and Mg have together with high-purity methane (3N-CH 4 ) gas The
beer. used as a dopant [3,4]. These materials have a high ioni- ition ratio of clusters could be changed to several
diffusion coefficient resulting in the segregation, and tens percent by increasing the electron current for ion,-
highly doped GaAs films showed a rough surface. On zation [10]. The CH 4 gas was introduced into the tor-
the other hand, carbon is an effective dopant [5] be- zation region of As clusters through the leak valve.
cause of a low diffusion coefficient and a high activa- Carbon could be doped effectively in the film as an
tion ratio. Methane (CH 4 ) gas can be dissociated by acceptor, because the ionized and radical species of CH,
ionization process to produce radical species such as CH 2 and CH 3 produced by the electron current foi the
CH, CH 2 and CHI, and the radical species can be used ionization of As clusters could be used for the enhance-
to provide carbon as an acceptor ii the GaAs films. ment of chemical bonding between gallium and carbon

The iomzed cluster bean (ICB) technique [6] is an atoms. The electron current ([) for ionization and the
ion-assisted technique for film formation by using low- acceleration voltage (V) were adjusted at I, = 0-700
energy ion beams. It has several advantages in film mA and V, = 0-1 kV respectively. The substrate was
formation, one of which is the capability of controlling Cr-doped semi-inst-lating GaAs(100) The GaAs sub-
the film properties by adjusting the acceleration voltage strafe was cleaned by standard organic solvents, etched
and the electron current for ionization. Therefore, ioni- by the H2S0 4-FH2O--H 2 0 solution, and rinsed in de-
zation and acceleration for Ga and As clusters in the ionized water, It was prebaked while being exposed to
CH 4 gas atmosphere are effective to obtain the p-type the As cluster beam, which was effective in removing
GaAs films with a high carner concentration. In this the oxygen contaminant from the substrate. The sub-
paper, we investigate the crystalline state and the elec- strate temperature (T) during the growth was adjusted
trical properties of the carbon-doped GaAs films pre- ini the range of T = 470-700 C., The growth rate was
pared by the ICB technique. about 25 nm/mm, and the film thickness was about I
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the carrier concentration and Hall and it was difficult to measure the Hall mobility and
mobility as a function of the electron current for ionization. the carrier concentration.

The CH 4 gas could be dissociated by ionization, and

im. The background pressure in the chamber evacuated ionized and radical species such as CH, CH 2 and CH 3
by the cryopump was 4 x 1 7, Torr were produced. From the point of the repulsion force

for lone pairs and bonding pairs of electrons, the elec-
tron of the radical is considered to be localized near the

3. Results and discussion carbon atom [111. This effect induces the displacement
of the electric charge of carbon atom in parallel to the

Doping effects of CH 4 gas into GaAs films prepared direction of the dangling bond. Theretore, carbon atoms
at different deposition conditions were investigated. Fig. can form the bond with gallium raither than with arsenic
I shows the dependence of the Hall mobihty and the [11] because the electronegativity of carbon is larger
carrier concentration on the electron current for ioniza- than that of arsenic. In addition, the ionization of anion
tion. By increasing the electron current for ionization, material in the compound material can enhance the
the carrier concentration was increased and the Hall chemical reaction with the cation material. Thus, carbon
mobility was decreased. This is due to the enhancement can attract more electrons from gallium because the
of the chemical reaction between CH 4 gas and gallium ionic state of carbon has more net charge [121. There-
atoms by ionization which resulted in the effective fore, ionization of the CH 4 gas is effective for doping of
doping of carbon as an acceptor. In the case of the films carbon as an acceptor.
prepared by using neutral Ga and As clusters in the The Hall mobility and the carner concentration of
CH 4 gas atmosphere, the films showed high resistivity, the films could be controlled by adjusting the accelera-

tion voltage as well as the electron current for ioniza-
tion. This is a preferred characteristic for the carbon-

p-GoAs C doped GaAs films prepared by ICB in comparison with
4.1,- Ie( zh le(AS) =500 mATS XVR)C
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Fig. 2 Dependence of the carrier concentration and Hall 0 100 200 300 400 500
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cluster beams. Fig. 4 RBS spectra of p-GaAs: C film.
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the films by MBE and other techniques. As shown in technique. The films had a high carrier concentration

fig. 2, the carrier concentration has a maximum at and a flat surface. The carrier concentration of the films

V = 50 V,. and the Hall mobility decreases with the was in the range of 1018 to 1020 cm- 3 , and the Hall
increase of acceleration voltage. At higher acceleration mobility increased from 50 to 100 cm 2/(V s) with the
voltages, the excess kinetic energy of atomic and molec- decrease of carrier concentration. In the RBS analysis,
ular gas ions included in the beam may produce defects the highly carbon-doped GaAs films had a low value of
in the films, decreasing the Hall mobility. Xm,,, i.e. 4.5%. which was almost the same as that of the

With respect to the substrate temperature depen- GaAs substrate used. It was also found that these films
dence, the carrier concentration was almost constant in showed a large shift of peak position in the X-ray
the range of 470 to 700 * C, which was about 1019 cm- 3. rocking curve in comparison with the GaAs substrate,
On the other hand, the Hall mobility increased with the indicating a high activation ratio of carbon as an accep-
increase of substrate temperature. The films grown at tor. In addition, characteristics of the films were im-
higher substrate temperatures showed an improvement proved by the ICB method, and the kinetic energy and
of the crystallinity. the ionic charge of cluster ions were effective to obtain

The i'crease of CH 4 gas pressure can increase the the high-quality ca,'bon-doped GaAs films.
carrier concentration. In the condition of I. = 500 mA,
V,=30 V, T 5=610*C and a CH 4 gas pressure of
3.2 x 10- 4 Torr, films with a carrier concentration of Acknowledgment
1.6 x 1020 cm -3 and a Hall mobility of 51 cm2/(Vs)
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Preparation of atomically flat gold films by ionized cluster beam
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We have prepared atomically flat Au films by using an ionized cluster beam. The films were deposited on polyinude and SiO2 at
room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum of 4 X 10-9 Torr using different electron currents for ionization and different acceleration
voltages Using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and scanning electron tmcroscopy (SEM), the film surface was found to be
improved with increasing acceleration voltage. Tile root-mean-square roughness measured was 0.25 nm for the films deposited on
SiO, at I = 100 mA and Va = 3 kV. The films showed high reflectivity for X-rays at a wavelength of 0.834 nm.

1. Introduction growth chamber, an analysis chamber and an exchange
chamber. The growth chamber, which was evacuated by

The formation of an atomically flat surface has an ion pump, was equipped with an ICB source. The
become important in optical devices such as X-ray analysis chamber was also evacuated by an ion pump,

telescopes, synchrotron radiation sources, LSI devices, and it has an X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS)

etc. (1]. For example, X-ray reflectivity from a mirror is n.

surface is strongly related to the surface and interface instrument.

chaactrisicsof he ilm a wel a th fim qaliy. High purity (99.99%) Au was charged in a carbon
characteristics of the films as well as the film quality, crucible, which was heated to 1750-1800 *C by electron
The control of these characteristics has attracted much bombardment. The Au beam ejected from a 2 mm
interest because of the application to optical hmrrors nozzle of the crucible was ionized and accelerated to the
operating over a wide range of wavelengths and this has substrate. The electron current (1t) for ionization was

stimulated the development of film preparation tech- keptrat1. The acceltio vot on was
niques.kept at 100 mA. The acceleration voltage (V) was

niques, varied from 0 to 5 kV The deposition rate was kept at 3
The ionized cluster beam (ICB) technique is an ion- nim/mmn by adjusting the crucible temperature. The

assisted technique for film formation by using low susrae usedwr the roib ad pyi
enery in bams[2-4. Te bsicmechnis ofcluter substrates used were thermally grown SiO 2 and polyim-

energy ion beams 2-4]. The basic mechanism of cluster ide, and the substiate temperature (T) during deposi-
formation is described elsewhere [5]. The ionization tion was room temperature. Acetone and trichloroethyl-
ratio of clusters can be changed to several tens of ene were used to clean the SiO 2 substrate whilst the
percents by adjusting the electron current for ionization[6].Theclutersizeanddenitydistibuionarenot polyimide substrate was cleaned using methyl alcohol.
16]. The cluster size and density distribution are not The vacuum pressure during deposition was 4 X 10- 9

exactly clear, but the ICB technique has the advantage Torr.
of providing low-temperature growth with the aid of the
kinetic energy and ionic charge of the cluster ions.
Another advantage is the capability of controlling the 3. Results and discussion
surface and interface characteristics of the films, as well
as the fi!m properties. In this paper we describe the 3.1. Au on polytmide
preparation of Au films on SiO2 and polyimide by the
ICB technique, and the surface and interface character- X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) analysis
istics of these films. was made to investigate the initial state of deposition of

Au films on the polyimide substrate. Fig. 1 shows the
2. Experimental dependence of C1, signal intensity on the coverage of

the Au films. C1, is the XPS signal from the Is orbital
Gold (Au) films were prepared in an ultrahigh of carbon atoms, which are constituent atoms of the

vacuum (UHV) system consisting of three chambers;, a polyimide substrate. In comparison with the case of

0168-583X/91/$03.50 ID 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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Fig. I Dependence of the C1, intensity on the coverage of the Fig. 2 Dependence of C1, intensity on the coverage of the Au
Au films prepared on polyimide substrate using different de- films prepared on polyimide substrate at T, = RT and T,

position conditions. 300 0 C.

vacuum deposition [7]. the film prepared at 1, = 100
nmA and V, = 3 kV by ICB shows much decrease in the polyimide substrate was still observed even when the
C,, intensity with the increase of coverage In ICB coverage of the Au film was larger than 10 nm.
deposition, both the migration effect and the nucleation In order to investigate the surface state of the Au
density increase with increasing acceleration voltage films prepared at different substrate temperatures, scan-
This indicates the approach of two-dimensional growth ning electron ucroscopy (SEM) analysis was used. Fig.
for the films, resulting in the effective formation of a 3 shows the SEM images of the Au films prepared at (a)
smooth surface. For the case of , = 5 kV, however, the T, = RT and (b) T, = 300'C. The electron current (I,)
C1, intensity decreases gradually. This is considered to for ionization and the acceleration voltage (V,) were
be due to the increase of the surface roughness by the I4 = 100 mA and V, = 5 kV, respectively. The film
excess kinetic energy of incident beams, thickness was 10 nm for both films. As shown in the

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the C1, signal inten- figure, the film at T, = RT is continuous and it has a
sity on the coverage of the Au films prepared at T, = RT flat surface. On the other hand, the film at T, = 300 o C
and T, = 300 0 C. In companson with the case of 7' = has many island-like grains. This is due to the increase
RT,, the C1, intensity for T = 3000 C decreases gradu- of condensation and coalescence of Au adatoms at
ally with the increase in coverage. The polyimide surface T, = 300 - C.
becomes soft at T, = 300 * C, and the rmgration effect of
the Au clusters decreases compared to that of the flat 3 2 Au on SiO,
surface at T = RT. Therefore, the Au film deposited at
higher substrate temperature approaches that for three- Au films deposited on SiO 2 were investigated by
dimensional growth. As a result, the Cts signal from the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and transmission

0.2 0.2 pm

Fig 3. SEM images of the Au films prepared on polyinide substrate at (a) T, = RT and (b) T = 3000 C
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iJi

Fig. 4. STM images of the Au films prepared on SiO 2 substrate at (a) V 3 kV and (b) V = 5 kV.

electron microscopy (TEM). Fig. 4 shows the STM wavelength of 0.834 nm. The film shows a reflectivity of
images for the films prepared at (a) V = 3 kV and (b) 95% at an incident angle of 0.75*. This is 10% larger
V, - 5 kV. In the case of V, = 3 kV, the film is found to than the calculated value using Fresnel's equation, which
have an atomically flat suface, On the other hand, the assumed that the surface roughness is zero [8]. It should
surface roughness of the film prepared at V, = 5 kV be noted that the X-ray reflectivity decreases rapidly at
increases. The root-mean-square roughness calculated an incident angle less than 0.5 ° , because the spot size of
by using the X-ray reflectivities, which were measured the X-ra) on the reflecting surface becomes larger than
at different incident angles, was 0.25 nm at V, = 3 kV. the area of the film, i.e., 4 x 4 cm 2 .
The surface roughness of the substrate was 0,3 nm. The
increase of the surface roughness occurs because of the
excess kinetic energy of incident beams on the substrate 4. Conclusions
surface

Fig. 5 shows the TFM images for Au films prepared We prepared atomically flat Au films which had high
by (a) ICB and (bh vacuum deposition. The film pre- reflectivity for X-rays by using the ionized cluster beam
pared by ICB has grains larger than those obtained by (ICB). The films were deposited on polyimide and on
vacuum deposition In the case of ICB deposition, the SiO 2. For the main study the substrate was kept at
grain size and the packing density of the films increased room temperature, and the vacuum was 4 X 10 -9 Torr.
with increasing acceleration voltage. The root-mean-square roughness was 0.25 nm for the

Fig. 6 shows the X-ray reflectivity for the Au films films deposited on SiO2 at 1, = 100 mA and V = 3 kV
deposited at an acceleration voltage of 3 kV. The film The films showed a high reflectivity for X-rays (Al Kc)
thickness was 23 nm. The X-ray used was Al Ka at a at a wavelength of 0 834 nm. The reflectivity was 95% at

t!
! 0. 0.2 p

Fig 5. TEM images of the Au films prepared on S102 substrate (a) at 1, =100 mA and V 3 kV by ICB and (b) by vacuum
deposition.
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A system for complex processing of semiconductor structures in vacuum

E.B. Yankelevich and V.S. Budishevsky
Institute of Semiconductor Devices, Tomsk, G34042, USSR

A descnption of the installation is presented, whicn allows complex, piece by piece double-sided treatment of - 76 mm 0
semiconductor structures to be performed in a single -vacuum cycle, including the surface cleaning, multilayer metallizing and rapid
isothermal electron-beam heating. The installation has been successfully used to form ohmic and barrier contacts for discrete devices
and integral schemes on GaAs, in making Ge on GaAs structures, as well as for rapid electron-beam the-mal annealing of ion-doped
Si and GaAs layers on - 100 mn 0 plates

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been a tendency away from
equipment used for batch processing of semiconductor
structures when producing microelectronic devices, to
the use of equipment designed for step by step
processing. Special attention is now paid to the use of
equipment capable of performing as many technological
operation as possible in a single vacuum cycle [1]

One of the process stages 'm the construction of
discrete semiconductor devices (e.g. radiating diodes) is
the formation of ohmic junctions including semiconduc- _ ET-
tor sub' rate cle:iilig, double-sided contact metallizing
of the ubstratc and intermelting. This work describes
an installation constructed on the basis of standard
spraying equipment. The installation makes it possible
to realize the above-mentioned process in a single
vacuum cycle and, moreov., to produce Ge on GaAs
heterostructures and anneal ion-implanted Si and GaAs +
layers. 7

2. Technical description

A schematic representation of the modernized instal-
lation is shown in fig. 1. A pumping system used in the I
installation allows an ultimate vacuum in the operating -

volume of (4-6) x 10- 5 Pa to be obtained. L-.

Preparatory surface cleaning of the semiconductor Fig. 1. (1) metal hood, (2) electron-beam heater. (3) primary
substrate, prior to the metallizing process, is performed elcieiit, (4) displacement device with semiconductor plate
eibstrapriorto therinaglo d getasma r s by eerfo m holders, (5) blocks of thermal evaporators and magnetron
either in a glow discharge plasma, or by electron-beam spraying, (6) observation window, (7) feed sources for spraying
heating. It is experimentally established that combining system. (8) controlling computing system, (9) block of feed
these methods of substrate surface cleaning results in sources for electron-beam heater, (10,11) sources to form a
better electrophysical parameters of the contacts formed. plasma emission surface, (12) accelerating voltage source.

0168-583X/91/$03 50 C 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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To increase the technological potential, a small-size ", A
magnetron spraying unit was additionally introduce' Y?,
into the installation, including four thermal evaporators.
The construction of the magnetron unit, the operating 0.3
principle of which is described in ref. [2], as well as its
electric supply system make it possible to carry out both
successive and joint sputtering of the three different 0.2
materials. A controlling computing system realized the
control and monitoring of semiconductor substrate
metallization.

For thermal treatment of semiconductor structures, a 0.1-

heater based on a plasma electron emitter is used [3],
which forms a wide-aperture quasi-continuous beam
having the following parameters: electron energy 1-10
keV; power density 0.1-40 W/cm2; density distribution 0 2 4 6 8 70 U, K8
nonuniformity over the beam cross section ± 5%; beam Fig. 2. Voltage-current characteristic of a plasma electron-
diameter 100 mm; and beam current pulse duration beam source. Discharge current: (1. 1') 0.4 A; (2, 2') 0.5 A; (3,
0.5-100s. 3') 0.7 A. (1. 2, 3) Beam current stabilization included; (1', 2',

The advantage of plasma emitters over other kinds 3') beam current stabilization excluded.
of emitters is explained by their high emission efficiency
and reliability, long operation capability, nonsensitivity
to gas-release from substrates treated and pressure beam cross section in two mutually perpendicular
surges in the installation operation volume. In the elec- planes. Photodiode signals, which are proportional to
tron-beam heater a large-area plasma emitting surface is the temperature of the irradiated semiconductor plate
created in a special hollow electrode due to charged [5] provide the electron heater control in the automatic
particles being injected into it through a small hole from regime.
a discharge cell, where a reflective discharge plasma The voltage-current characteristic of the heater (fig.
with cold electrodes is generated [4]. This principle of 2) shows an insufficient beam current I dependence on
plasma emitter construction allows a large cross section the accelerating voltage U, when U > 2 kV, but by
electron beam to be obtained with power density suffi- introducing current stabilization one can practically
cient for a thermal treatment and a uniformity within eliminate this dependence. The efficiency of the elec-
operating pressure range of 10-2_1 Pa. tron-beam heater const tncted using such a scheme

The beater is supplied from three sources, situated in achieves 80-90%. This is practically provided by using
the common unit (labelled 9 in fig. 1). Two identical diaphragms of different diametei. confining the plasma
sources (10, 11) are used to form a large-area plasma emitting surface area. The diaphragms introduced do
emission surface and provide at the output a voltage up not reduce the current density distnbution over the
to 1 kV at a nominal current of - 1 A. The third beam cross section. In all cases the nonuniformity of
high-voltage soirce (12) is connected to a special hollow the current density distribution does not exceed ± 5%
heater electrode by its negative pole, while its positive (fig. 3). The diameter of the diaphragm used is defined
pole is grounded. It allows the electron energy to be by the diameter of the semiconductor structures treated.
regulated smoothly from 1 to 10 keV and provides a The electron-beam heater makes it possible to finely
normnal current up to 0.4 A. The heater control is change the electron beam power density, thus corre-
performed both in "manual" and automatic regimes. In sponding to requirements of a fast isothermal annealing
the "manual" regime at the specified electron beam of large-diameter semiconductor structures.
parameters, the heater control is performed by setting A holder is used for fixing semiconductor plates,
the running time. In the automatic regime, heater con- which is constructed to allow double-sided treatment of
trol is provided by the controlling computing system (8) the substrates. Two pairs of thin strings of a refractory
due to a signal from the combined primary element 3 metal are the fixing elements of the holder. This pro-
(fig. 1). The primary element allows measurement of the vides minimal shadowing of the plate operating field, as
beam current density and uniformity over the cross well as minimal influence of the supports on the tem-
section, as well as the semiconductor plate temperature perature distribution over the plate. A 100 mm 0
during fast isothermal heating. The primary element semiconductor plate treated is introduced into the
consists of a multiaperture collimator with a unit of holder, squeezed by strings just at the edges, and is
Faraday cylinders and a photodiode. The Faraday cyl- fixed rigidly by regulated stretching of the strings.
inders are situated in such a way that they allow the The movement of holders from one treatment posi-
current density distribution to be controlled over the tion to another is performed using a special device. It
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OH *a making it possible for the holder to have an additional
degree of freedom. The guide (4), which specifies a
definite orientation for each holder with respect to the
units of treatment positions, is situated in parallel under
the holder (2). In fig. 4 the holders H1-H3 are in a
horizontal position above the metal-spraying units. The
holders HI and H2 are situated above the thermal
evaporation units, each having two evaporators, and the
holder H3 is situated above the magnetron spraying
unit. The holders H4-H6 are in a vertical position, e.g.
in the plane, which is perpendicular to the support
plane (2). This position of the holders H4-H6 is de-
termined by the form of the guide (4) at a given section
of the support movement. The ion cleamng unit (5) is
situated opposite the holder and is parallel to it. The

0 2 14 r, CM holder H5 is in such a position that due to the form of

Fig. 3. Current density distnbution along the beam section 50 the guide (4) in the given sector of the support anti-
mm from the emission electrode. Diaphragm hole diameter: (1) clockwise movement (between H4 and H6), there occurs

85 mm; (2) 65 mm; 13) 45 mm. a 180' holder turn with respect to its longitudinal axis.
Preheating of substrates and their rapid isothermal heat-
ing using the electron beam from the heater (6) occurs

allows the plates to be moved in the horizontal plane when the holder is in the position H6. Due to the form
and to rotate by 180' (fig. 4). It consists of a support of the guide in the sector between H6 and HI and the
(2) in the form of a star with six rays, and a guide (4). holder hinge attachment to the support (2), the holders
Plate holders HI-H6 are attached to the support using exchange their vertical position for a horizontal one,
a bracket (3) and special axles. The bracket (3) is with respect to the support when it moves anti-clock-
connected with the holder by means of an axle screw, wise, while in the sector between H3 and H4 the holder

changes its horizontal position for a vertical one. There-
fore, with the support rotating, the holders with the
substrates fixed in them move from one treatment posi-
tion to another, thus providing a double-sided multiop-
erational step by step treatment of the substrates in a
single vacuum cycle.

-r - 3. Installation use

The possibilities of the designed installation are well
_- illustrated by the process of ohmic junction formation

at both sides of a GaAs semiconductor structure when
making radiating diodes. After a chemical treatment
~ 100 ltm thick GaAs structures were fixed in the

hclders and placed into the vacuum chamber of the
installation. Them the following operations were per-
formed in a single vacuum cycle:
(a) structure planar side cleaning by the electron beam;
(b) layer by layer spraying of the clean structure surface

Li with AuGe-Ta-Au contact metal system;
(c) turning the components over and performing theFig. 4. Schematic diagram of the dc~ie for semiconductor above-mentiuned opeations on the opposite side;

plate displacement and their treatment positio'is (plan view),
(1) Vacuum chamber frame, (2) support, (3) bracket with axle, (d) thermal treatment using a second electron beam
(4) guide, (5) anode assembly of the ion-cleaning block, (6) from the substrate side.
electron-beam heater;, (H1-H6) semicone.uctor substrate Ohmic junctions created in such a way have a low
holders, (7) the appearance of guide 4 on the side of the contact resistance (R < 10-6 01 cm2 ) and high thermal

electron-beam heater. stability.

-beam heater.
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The installation has been successfully used for the Beljuk, V.Ya. Martens and Yu.V. Pomitkin for their
electron-beam annealing of ion-implanted GaAs [6] and help in creating the installation.
Si [7] layers, a&s well as for investigations on Ge on
GaAs structure ormation.
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A plasma immersion ion implantation reactor for ULSI fabrication

X.Y. Qian, D. Carl, J. Benasso, N.W., Cheung and M.A. Lieberman
Plasma Assisted Materials Processing Laboratory. Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, University of California,
Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

I.G. Brown, J.E. Galvin and R.A. MacGill
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

M.I.. Current
Applied Materials Inc, Implant Division. MS0907, 3050 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA

A plasma immersion ion implanation (Pill) reactor compatible with integrated-circuit fabrication has been developed Using this
system, metallic impurity gettering with a noble gas plasma, sub-100-nm p+/n junction formation with SiF4 plasma for
preamorphization and BF3 plasma for doping, trench conformal p + doping, and Pd ion seeding implantation for selective Cu
electroless plating were successfully carned out. The Pill system consists of an electron cyclotron resonance plasma source, a
processing chamber with wafer bias supply, a sputtering target with bias supply, gas handling and plasma diagnostic tools. The
apparatus is described in this paper. Plasma characterization and reactor performance are also presented.

I. Introduction 2.45 GHz microwave power supply with power adjusta-
ble from 0 to 800 W and a matching network, (2) an

Plama immersion ion implantation (Pill) has been electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma source, (3) a
used to implant nitrogen and metallic impurities into processing chamber with wafer holder and bias supply,
the surfaces of machine parts to improve corrosion and (4) gas handling units and (5) plasma diagnosti.- tools.
wear resistance [1.2]. Pill possesses several desirable Both the ECR chamber and the processing chamber
characteristics such as large dose rate (up to tens of were fabricated with aluminum. The inner diameter of
mA/cm2), large implant area and a wide range of ECR chamber was 7.6 cm. To compensate for plasma
implanation energy (eV to 100 keV). Pill is also capable heating, the source chamber was constructed with a
of inplantating targets with irregular shapes, and allows cooling water jacket. Microwave from the power supply
for rapid changing or combination of various ion species was transmitted via WR284 rectangular waveguide into
and adjustment of beam angular distribution by varying the ECR chamber through a quartz window. The reac-
the gas pressure. These properties make Pill very at- tor was pumped to a base pressure of 10- 7 Torr before
tractive for fabricating ultralarge-scale integration the working gas was introduced. The gas pressure in the
(ULSI) devicc 3 tructures. ECR chamber could be controlled in the 0.1-10 mTorr

A prototype Pill reactor dedicated to integrated-cir- range with a pressure controller. An ECR zone was
cuit processing has been developed at the University of generated at the center of the source chamber by an
California. This system has successfully demonstrated applied magnetic field of 875 G with a mirror field
metallic impurity gettering with noble gas implantation configuration. The plasma density was adjusted by vary-
[3,4], sub-100-nm p + /n junction formation with SiF4  ing the microwave power. The processing chamber could
plasma for preamorphization and BF3 plasma for p + accommodate three different wafer iolders designed for
doping [5], trench conformal doping with BF3 plasma 2 and 4 in. wafers and irregular slices. The wafer
[6], and seeding layer implantation using Pd ions holders were made of Al blocks for heat absorption; no
sputtered from a solid target for selective Cu electroless special wafer cooling was used. The wafer holder could
plating [7] be biased with a negative pulsed high voltage (pulsed

mode) or a negative dc voltage (dc mode), as discussed

2. Reactor description and ion density measurements later.
Langmuir-probe measurements using Laframboise's

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the prototype Pill analysis [8] were carried out to evaluate the ion density
reactor. The system consists of five subsystems: (1) a in the reactor. It was found that the ion density was a

0168-583X/91/$u3.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of plasma immersion ion implantation appatatus.

sensitive function of microwave power, magnetic field for implantation.The pulse width was approximately I
strength. gas pressure and species, probing position and uis, and the pulse repetition frequency was adjustable up
microwave tuning condition. For a full-power Ar to I kHz. Shown in fig. 3a is a schematic of the
plasma, a density of 10i 2/cmi in the ECR chamber near monitoring circuit. The applied voltage was measured
the resonance zone and IOul/cm 3 at the centerline of with an oscilloscope through a 1000:1 high-voltage
the processing chamber near the wafer can be achieved, probe. The charge flow per pulse, including ions and
Fig 2a shows the ion density dependence near the wafer secondary electrons, was measured with an integrator
versus forward microwave power for a BF3 plasma. The connected to a I A-to-1 V current transformer (Rogow-
magnetic coil current was set at 125 A, and the Lan- ski loop). Since the input voltage to the integrator. V,,
gmuir probe was 3.2 cm from the cener line at the was much larger than its output voltage VQ., the charge
plane where the wafer sits dunng normal im'plantation. flow Q per pulse through the wafer holder was equal to
The measured ion density increased linearly with micro. RCVQ or 2.2 x 10 4VQ. Thus the dose rate per pulse
wave power, and no saturation was observed. This [C/cm 2] was 2.75 x 1013VQ [VI for a 50 cm2 wafer-
behavior has been observed in other similar systems holder surface area. The total dose was later calibrated
with different gases [9,10]. Fig. 2b shows the ion dexisity against the number of pulses. Shown in fig. 3b are
dependence versus BF3 pressure for a forward micro typical voltage pulse and implantation charge pulse
wave power of 490 W. The measurements were taken at measured with this circuit for a BF3 plasma powered at
the same position as for fig. 2a. The ion density in- 250 W. The measured total charge per pulse was 1.8 ILC,
creased rapidly with pressure from 0.1 to I mTorr, or a dose rate per pulse of 2.34 x 1011/cm 2 with a -6.4
However, be ),nd a cntical pressure around I mTorr, kV wafer bias.
the ion density dropped as the pressure increased, most Fig. 4a shows the dose-rate dependence on the for-
probably due to ai.bipolar ion diffusion (to the chain- ward microwave power with various applied biases for a
ber wall) at high pressures. BE1 plasma. The pressure was set at 1 mTorr and the

magnetic coil current was 125 A. The abrupt change in
dose rate between 200 and 300 W was due to a plasma

3. System performance mode switch. Very similar results were obtained for an
Ar plasma, as shown in fig. 4b.

3.1. Pulsed mode
3.2. DC mode

A negative high-voltage pulser using an LC pulse
line and a high-voltage step-up pulse transformer was As an alternative means of wafer biasing, a dc nega-
connected to the wafer holder to supply the bias voltage tive voltage can be directly applied to the wafer holder

-7
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Fig. 2 (a) Ion density dependence on forward microwave power for p = 0.1, 1 and 10 mTorr BF 3 ECR plastra. (b) hin density
dependence on BF 3 pressure with 490 W forward microwave power. In both cases, the magnetic coil current was 125 A. The
Langmuir probe was 3.2 cm from the center line at the plane where the wafer sits during normal implanation. BF,+ ions were

assumed for the ion density calculation
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silg. 3. (a) Moitonng circuit of the pulsed mode The appled voltage was measured with an osclloscope through a 1000:1

high-voltage probe. The charge flow per pulse was measured with an integrator connected to a 1 A-to-I V Rogowsk loop. (b) A
typical voltage pulse and implantation charge pulse measured with the circuit shown in (a).
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Fig. 4 Dose-rate dependence on forward microwave power with wafer biases at -2, -4 and -6 kV for a BF1 plasma (a) and an Ar
plasma (b) The pressure was set at 1 mTorr and the magnetic coil current at 125 A

as shown in the inset of fig. 5 The bias voltage was her. The dose rate can be varied up to 5 X 1011 cm - 2

measured with a digital voltmeter through a 1000: 1 per pulse for a -6 kV bias or as high as 3.8 X 1016

high-Noltage probe. The dose rate was monitored by a cm 2 s- for a -2 kV dc bias. The bias potential can
microammeter serially connected in the circuit. In this be adjusted from zero to -70 kV.
configuration, an extremely high dose rate can be
achieved For example, the current density was 6.1
mA, 'cm 2 for a -2 kV bias at a microwave power of 650
W. corresponding to a dose rate of 3 8 x 1 0 16 cm -- 2 s-1. This work was supported by Applied Materials, Inc.
This high-dose-rate capability is very attractive for some and a grant from the California State MICR( ) progiam
applications 'in ULSI processing such as backside im-
purity gett-ring. When precise dose control is needed or References
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Plasma immersion Pd ion implantation seeding pattern formation
for selective electroless Cu plating
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Plasma Assisted Materials Processing Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, Universitv of California,
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I.G. Brown and K.M. Yu
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M.1: Current
Applied Materials, Inc, Implant Division. MS0907, 3050 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA

Selective plating of Cu for interconnects was carried out using plasma immersion Pd ion implantation and Cu electroless plating
Pd ions were sputtered from a negatively biased target and ionized in an Ar electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma. The Pd ions
were implanted into the SiO, substrates biased with negative high pulsed voltages. In our studies, we found the required Pd seeding
dose for Cu plating was on the order of 5 x 1014/cm 2 . With a direct Pd implantation, an intermediate Pctivation step using a PdCt,
solution was eliminated

1. Introduction the interconnect material of choice for submicron IC
metallization [1]. However, reactive ion etching of copper

Because of its low electrical resistivity and good is difficult because the etching products are usually
electromigration property, copper has been proposed as non-volatile. This constraint led to some recent investi-

Patterned Si Wafer Pd Target Ar

ECR Plasma
Pd

Magnetic Coils

-V -V

Wafer Bias Target Bias
Fig. 1. Schematic of plasma immersion Pd ion implanter for selective Cu plating seeding layer formation.
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gations of selective copper deposition by chemical vapor higher than with a conventional implanter. In ad ,' .ion,
deposition [2] or electroless plating [1]. To initiate the by choosing the proper substrate bias voltage, .,e peak
nucleation process for electroless plating, catalyst atoms concentration of implanted ions can be on the surface
are required as the seeds on the SiO 2 substrate to be so that no intermediate etching steps are needed to
plated. The plasma immersion ion implantation (Pill) expose the profile peak for Cu plating. The gradual
technique is well suited for this purpose [3-5]. With transition from a Pd-rich surface to a pure SiO 2 sub-
PIll, seed metallic materials can be supplied directly strate is also expected to improve the adhesion of the
from a sputtering target and implanted into the sub- plated Cu film. In this paper,, we report the feasibility of
strate. The implantation dose rate of PIll can be much using Pill to form seeding patterns for selective electro-
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Fig 2 Differential optical emission spectra from plasma immersion Pd ion implanter with Ar pressures at 10 mTorr (a) and 1 mTorr

(b) The emission from Ar has been subtracted Strong emission peaks from excited Pd neutral atoms and Pd + are marked.
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less Cu plating on SiO 2, and show that direct Cu plating cyclotron resonance was supplied by two coils sur-
is feasible without an intermediate PdCl, solution rounding the ECR chamber. The Ar gas pressure was
activation process. regulated with a pressure controller in the 1-10 mTorr

range. A dc negative bias from 50 to 400 V was applied

2. Experiments to the Pd sputtering target, sputtered Pd atoms were
ionized in the Ar plasma. An optical emission spec-

A schematic of the plasma immersion Pd ion im- trometer was used to monitor photoemission from neu-
planter developed at the University of California, tral and ionized species. A pulsed negative bias of
Berkeley, is shown in fig. 1. A Pd target was introduced several kV was applied to a Si wafer in the downstream
into an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) Ar plasma. plasma to facilitate the implantation process.
The plasma was generated with 700 W mcrowave power Blanket and patterned SiO 2 substrates were used for
at 2 45 GHz. The magnetic field needed for the electron this Pd Pill implantation study. The SiO2 substrate film

80t Si Cu does not plate-A IqJ 4Pd = 1.8x1 014 /cm 2

W 700" Ar = 2.2xl014/cm 2

<So. Ar

0 01 Pd

crX 10 1
W
(L 400k

- 300i

02oo P=10mTorr

S I Vwae, = -6 kV
'Go0 Vtarget -60 V

200 300 4( 00

a CHANNEL

P00 Si Cu plate
Pd = 4.5xl014/cm2

W root Ar = 2.2x101 4/cm2

z
z
< 6oo+

rA
0_ Soo,
cc

It- 3o0

FO o Imp 10 mTorr Ar Pd
10o V-'11.1"., V$

Vtarget -660

200 300 40C0 500

b CHANNEL

Fig. 3 RBS spectra of two samples implanted with Pd and Ar using Pill Both samples were implanted in a 10 mTorr Ar plasma. The

Pd target bias was -60 V d The wafer was biased with I lis pulses at 1 kHz The pulse peak was at -6 kV RBS spectra were taken
aith a 2 MeV He beam at a normal incident angle to the wafer surface No plating c Cu was observed in 30 mm for the samples with

a Pd dose of 1 8x 1014/cm2 (a) The sample with a Pd dose of 4 5 X 1014/cm2 rapidly seeded Cu (b)

/.
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was formed on Si wafers with wet oxidation at 1000 *C
for 2 hours. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy
(RBS) was used to analyze implanted Pd and Ar pro- 8102
files. The electroless Cu plating was performed in a 1
mixture of CuSO4 and KCN solution [6]. In the case of
patterned SiO 2 substrates, a photoresist stripping step ':
was added before Cu plating.

Pd+  Pd+  P d

3. Results and discussion

Optical emission spectroscopy was carried out with
Ar plasma at various pressures and target biases. Shown 2.
in fig. 2 is a pair of differential spectra where the
emission from Ar has been subtracted. Emission lines at S 2
wavelen,ths of 244.7, 247.6 and 276.3 nm from excited
Pd neutral atoms are prominent. The intensities from
these peaks are similar for Ar pressures of 1 and 10
mTorr. However, emission lines from Pd ions at 248.9
and 249.0 nm, 249.9 and 250.6 nm, and 255.2 nm for
the case of Ar pressure of 10 mTorr in fig. 2a are more
pronounced than at 1 mTorr as shown in fig. 2b. This Cu Plating Solution
increase of Pd ionization with higher gas pressure is in
agreement with the ion density measurements where a S102
higher plasma density has been found in a 10 mTorr Ar
plasma [7]. 3.

Blanket Si wafers with 1 lim SiO 2 were used for the Si

initial Pill and plating condition studies. Shown in figs.
3a and 3b are RBS spectra of two sampies implanted Fig 5 Process sequence of selective Cu plating- (1) Wct
with Pd and Ar using Pill. Both samples were im- oxidation followed by photoresist patterning tnd reactive ion

planted in a 10 mTorr Ar plasma at 700 W. The Pd etching; (2) Pd ion implantation and photoresist removal: (3)

target was connected to a dc power supply at -60 V;, electroless Cu plating

500 mA target current was measured. The wafer was
biased to a -6 kV peak potential at 1 kHz with a high
voltage pulser. The pulse width was 1 p,, It was found
that for such a low energy, both Ar and Pd were
implanted in the Si0 2 surface. The electroless Cu plat-
ing was perfoimed at 72'C with a pH value of the sured by RBS. However, the sample with a slightly
plating solution equal to 13. No plating of Cu was higher Pd dose of 4.5 x 1014/cm 2 rapidly seeded Cu.
observed with more than 30 minutes of plating time for Fig. 4 shows that a threshold Pd dose at (3-4) ×
the samples with a Pd dose of 1 8 x 1014/cm 2 as mea- 1014/cm 2 is required for Cu plating to occur. The plated

Cu films are continuous with mirror finishes
For multilevel interconnection technology, maintain-

ing a planar interconnect structure will improve lith-
Plating - " ography definition and metal step-coverage The pro-

cess flow of planarized Cu interconnect based on elec-
troless plating is shown in fig. 5. Si wafers with 1 ltm
thermal SiO 2 were patterned with photoresist. Then,
4500 A deep trenches on the SiO, layer were formed

i ] with dry etching. Pd ion implantation was carried out in
No Platig i ithe Pill reactor with the patterned photoresist as im-No Plating I ti

...- ! _> __ 1 6  ,plantation mask. After the mask was stripped, Cu dlet-
1x101 1x10 15 O troless plating was performed. Fig. 6a shows an optical

Pd Dose Measured by RBS micrograph of the Cu film grown in the Pd implanted
Fig. 4. Threshold Pd dose for electroless Cu plating trenches. The Cu plated lines shown were 2 [tm wide

VII. TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated the selective plating of Cu
interconnects using Pd Pill for the seeding process The
required Pd Pill dose is on the order of (3-4) X
10t 4/cm 2. With direct Pd implantation, an intermediate
activation step using a PdCI 2 solution is not necessary.
Other implanted species such as Pt, Au and Cu are also
expected to work with this selective plating process.
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Metal vapor vacuum arc ion implantation for seeding of electroless
Cu plating

X.Y. Qian, M.H. Kiang and N.W.. Cheung
Plasma Assisted Materials Processing Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, Unnie tty of California,
Berkelev, CA 94720. USA

I.G. Brown, X, Godechot ', J.E. Galvin, R.A. MacGill and KM., Yu
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Universiti' of California. Berkelev, CA 94720, USA

A metal vapor vacuum arc (MEVVA) ion source has been used to implant Pd into SiO, substiates. The ion implanted area
formed a seeding layer on which a Cu film was successfully plated through an electroless plating process It was found that the
required Pd dose for Cu plating to occur is on the order of 3X×1 cm 2- when the implantation was performed with a 20 kV

extraction voltage. Taking advantage of the large pulsed ion current capability (up to 1 A) of the MEVVA ion source, the needed Pd
dose for seeding was achieved in minutes. With direct Pd implantation, an intermediate activation step using PdCI, solution can be
eliminated The Cu plating rate was not a sensitive function of temperature and no incubation period was found in our experiments.

1., Introduction even help the adhesion of the plated Cu film. In this
rep~rt, we have demonstrated that MEVVA can be

Stmulation studies [11 on the circuit performance applied to form Pd seeding patterns for selective elec-
have shown that the delay time contributed by tntercon- troless Cu plating on SiO, substrates, and that direct Cu
nection gradually takes over as the dominant factor plating is feasible without a PdCI, activation step.
when the device dimensions go down to the deep-sub-
micron regime. The low electrical resistivity and ex-
pected high resistance to electron and stress migration 2. Experiments

hasc made copper a promising candidate for future
interconnection material for its superiority over alumi- The MEVVA ion source is operated in a pulsed
num in operating speed and reliability. Therefore, mode, with pulse width 0.25 ms and repetition rate up
copper has been investigated as a potential interconnect to 100 pps. The beam current can be as high as several
material for some time. Recently, the processing diffi- amperes at peak and around 10 mA on a time average

culty in patterning copper has been solved by employ- Implantation was done in a broad-beam mode using the

ing the selective electroless plating technique [1]. De- MEVVA ion source version V %ithout magnetic charge-

posited and implanted Si, W and Ti have been used to to-mass analysis of beam components, and the ion

initiate the copper nucleation process. trajectories were line-of-sight from ion source to target.

A high current metal ion implantation facility using In fig. 1 a schematic of the MEVVA ion implanter is
a metal vapor vacuum arc (MEWA) ion source [2-8] shown. The vacuum pressure during implantation was

has been developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. typically in the low-to-mid 10-6 Torr range The target

With this apparatus, the relatively high Pd dose needed to be implanted was introduced into the vessel through

for the seeding process of electroless Cu plating can be an air lock, and was mounted on a water-cooled holder.

achieved in minutes. Moreover, instead of depositing a A magnetically suppressed Faraday cup can be inserted

seeding layer on the substrate, the "buried" seeds might into the beam immediately in front of the target, the
beam current can thus be adjusted prior to implantation
and the number of beam pulses needed to accumulate

On leave to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory from SODERN; the required dose can be calculated.

present address: SODERN, I Ave. Descartes, 94451 Limed- The ion beam charge state distribution was measured

Brevannes, France. Supported by a grant from the French using a time-of-flight diagnostic technique [9]. The de-
Ministate des Affaires Etrangares, Bourse Lavoisier, and a tector measured the electrical current in the different
grant from SODERN. charge/mass (Q/A) states and provided a good mea-
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Pump Ai Alock

Gate

Faraday EVV
cup Ion Source

TOF Gating Plates
--I ~Target I

_j Beam Current
Monitor

Faraday Cup

Pump

Fig 1 Schematic of the MEVVA ion implanter

surement of the ion composition of the extracted ion hence, with implantation energies of 20, 40, 60 and 80
beam. An oscillogram of the time-of-flight charge state keV, respectively,
spectrum for a Pd ion beam is shown in fig. 2. The The implanted Pd profile was analyzed with Ruther-
fractions of 23. 67, 9 and 1% of Pd ions in the beam ford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). Since the im-
were in I +, 2 + , 3 + and 4 + charge states, and plantation was performed at a relatively low energy, the

4

Fig. 2. Charge state distnbution for Pd ion beam. The peaks correspond to Q =I1 +, 2 + (maximum), 3 + and 4+, right to left. The
signal is the electrical current collected by a Faraday cup.
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Pd profile was shallow. For a 20 kV extraction voltage, 120 -- _

the profile peak was only 26 nm below the SiO 2 surface I

with a relatively high surface Pd concentration. There- 1000 ....... -_.... _

fore, the electroless Cu plating was then carried out -_ [ _

directly, without a stripping process to expose the Pd r _ ___

peak concentration. The electroless Cu plating bath no --- _

composition is as follows: I -
4W

C u S O 4  5 H 2 0 7 .5 g / l , r- - -- - - /

NaOH 23 g/l,
CH 2O (37%) 10 ml/I, 0 -------- ---.-- - - _ 1

EDTA 25 g/l, 0 100 200 300 400 Soo 600

KCN(1 g NaOH, then Time (sac)

I g KCN to I I water) 10 ml. Fig. 4 Cu deposition rate versus time. Pure Pd foils with 5 cm2

Gafac (3%) 75 ml/I. surface area were used The "plated Cu" means the total
amount of Cu deposited on the wnle Pd foil in the indicated

time period. The plating bath was kept at 60 0C

The pH value of the plating solution was 13. With

formaldehyde as the reducing agent, the overall electro- ity of undesirable metal deposition on nonselected area
less plating process on the palladium surface can be in the substrate.
resolved into two electrochemical half reactions [101:

HCHO + 30H-- HCOO- + 2H 20 + 2e-, 3. Results and discussion

Cu 2++ 2e-- Cu. It has be n reported that the rate constant of the
By directly using Pd as the seeding for electroless plat- oxidation reaction is an exponential function of temper-
ing, we eliminated the need for PdCI2 treatment con- ature [11]. 1lo study the sensitivity of Cu deposition rate
ventionally employed to activate the substrate before on temper tture variation, we have conducted a series of
plating. This not only simplifies the electroless plating electroless plating experiments at various temperatures.
to a one-step process, but it also eliminates the possibil- Pure Pd foils with 5 cm 2 surface area were plated in the

T(C)
84.1 71.8 60.3 49.6 39.5 30.1 21.1

10000 -

0i: 0.096 -

0

100; !

2.8 2.9 3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4
.1 IO00/T (K"-1)

Fig. 3. Cu deposition rate versu,,, temperature. Pure Pd foils with 5 cm 2 surface area were used. The "plated Cu" means the total
I3amount of Cu deposited oi the whole Pd foil in 100 s. The calculated actiation energy Q .was 0 096 eV. Q-,
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Plating -- semilog plot, a roughly linear dependence is observed.ill However, the activation energy Q. was calculated to be
0.096 eV, a rather small value to have a significant
effect on the plating rate. At 600 C, the amount of
plated Cu was approximately 1600 g±g in 100 s. This

I corresponds to a solid Cu deposition rate of 3.6 nm/s.
No i II LJ 'Fig. 4 shows the deposition rate dependence versus

No Plating _.JJJ~...- plating time on pure Pd foils. The plating bath was kept
lx10" lx04 10 1 x10' lx1017  at 60*C. As shown in the figure, copper grew almost

Pd Dose Measuied ty RBS linearly with time, and no significant incubation period
Fig. 5. Cu-plating behavior on Pd dose. Pd was implanted into was observed.
SiO 2 substrate with the MEVVA implanter at a 20 kV beam Blanket Si wafer with 1 lim thermal oxide was used
extraction voltage. The threshold Pd dosage is on the order of for the initial seeding test. Pd was implanted into SiO 2

3x10'Icm-2  substrates at various doses from 5 X 1014 to 2 x 1 0 6

cm- 2 with the MEVVA implanter using a 20 kV beam
extraction voltage. As shown in fig. 5, a threshold Pd
dosage on the order of 3 x 1015 cm- 2 was required for

bath at temperatures ranging 30 to 70 0 C for 100 s. The Cu plating to occur.
weights of the Pd samples were measured before and For multilevel interconnection technology, maintain-
after plating, The difference represented the amount of ing a planar structure would facilitate the metallization
plated copper. The results are given in fig. 3. On the by eliminating processing steps such as planarization.

Therefore, selective Cu plating on trenches with Pd
implanted seeds was tested. The experimental procedure

is shown in fig. 6. A SiO 2 substrate film was formed on
Si wafer with wet oxidation at 1000°C for 2 h. Photore-

MOBsist was used as mask. Then, 0.45 ptm deep trenches on

1." .°">°" -

Pd Pd~ Pd WT

Cu Plating Solution

3.

Fig. 6 The process flow of selective electroless copper plating:
(1) wet oxidation followed by photoresist pattern and reactive Fig. 7. Optical picture of selective electroless Cu plated on
ton etching; (2) Pd ton implantation and photoresist removal; Pd-implanted trenches. The Cu-plated lines seen in the picture

(3) electroless Cu plating. are 2 im wide.

'- , $7
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SiO 2 film were fabricated with dry etching. Pd ion [2] I.G. Brown (ed.), in The Physics and Technology of Ion
implantation was carried out at 20 kV. After photoresist Sources (Wiley, New York, 1989) p. 331.
stripping by acetone, Cu electroless plating was per- [3] I.G Brown, J.E Galvin and R.A. MacGill, Appl. Phys.
formed. Fig. 7 shows a picture of Cu film grown in Lett 47 (1985) 358.
Pd-implanted trenches. The Cu plated lines shown are 2 [4] I.G. Brown, J.E. Galvin, B F. Gavin and R A MacGill.

lim wide. Rev. Sci. Instr. 57 (1986) 1069.
][5 R.A. MacGill, I G. Brown and J.E. Galvin. Rev. Sct. Instr.

61 (1990) 580.
[6] I.G. Brown, J E. Galvin, R.A. MacGill and F.J Paolom,

4. Conclusion Rev. Sci. Instr. 61 (1990) 577.
[7] I.G. Brown, J.E. Galvin, R A MacGill and R.T. Wright,

We have demonstrated that selective Cu plating on Appl. Phys. Lett. 49 (1986) 1091.
SiO, substrate can be achieved with implanted Pd seed- [8] I.G. Brown, M.R. Dickinson, J.E. Galvin, X. Godechot
ing using a high current MEVVA ion source. At 20 kV and R.A. MacGill, these Proceedings (8th Int. Conf on
extraction voltage, the threshold Pd dose required for Ion Implantation Technology, Gtildford, UK, 1990) Nucl
Cu plating is about 3 X 1015 cm - 2 . With direct Pd Instr. and Meth B55 (1991) 506.
implantation, an intermediate activation step using [91 I.G. Brown, J.E Galvin, R.A. MacGill and R.T Wright,Rev. Sci. Instr. 58 (1987) 1589.
PdCI 2 solution can be eliminated. The Cu plating rate [101 J.E.A.M. van den Meerakker and J W G. de Bakker, J
was not a sensitive function of temperature and no Appl. Electrochem. 20 (1990) 85.
incubation period was found in our process. [111 S. Glasstone, An Introduction to Electrochemistry (Van

Nostrand, New York, 1960) p. 466.
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Conformal implantation for trench doping with plasma immersion
ion implantation

X.Y, Qian, N.W. Cheung and M.A. Lieberman
Plasma Assisted Materials Processing Laboratory Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, Universtty of California,
Berkeley, CA 94720 USA
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Solecon Laboratory. Inc , 2241 Paragon Drive, San Jose. CA 95131. USA

M.1, Current and N. Jha
Applied Materials, Inc. 3050 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95054. USA

Taking advantage of the moderate beam divergence angle of plasma immersion ion implantation (Pill), we demonstrated
conformal doping of boron in high aspect ratio Si trenches A uniformly doped p' layer all around the side walls and bottom of
"renches with an aspect ratio of 6- 1 was observed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) after junction staining To test the linut

of this conformal doping technique, an extremely high aspect ratio macroscopic trench model (0 5 mm wide and 12.5 mm deep) made
with Si wafer slices was implantud using similar Pill conditions After rapid thermal annealing, sheet resistance along trench top and
sidewalls was evaluated with the our-point probe method The average sheet resistance of trench sidewalls was about twice of that of
the trench top The deviation of the sidewall sheet resistance was ± 60% with respect to the mean value.

1. Introduction Plasma

Doping of trench capacitors by ion implantation has

focused on the use of multi-step implants at controlled / + ,

beam incidence angles [1-4]. This approach has led to

development of a number of implanter designs for

control of implantation angle and changes in wafer V T
orientation [5]. With conventional ion implantation
techniqaes, using a collimated ton beam at energies of

50 to 150 keV, effects of ion reflection, sputtering and

damage compound the stringent alignment require-
ments imposed by the high aspect ratio geometries of SI Wafer
trench capacitors [4,5].

This work describes a fundamentally different ap-
proach to trench doping using a directly extracted beam

from a plasma, referred to as plasma immersion ion

implantation (Pill), to achieve conformal doping pro-
files throughout the trench sidewall surface area [6]. The

use of Pill has been demonstrated for metallurgical

surfaces and semiconductor processing [7-10]. Since the
PIll beam is believed to have an angular divergence of Negative Bias
at least several degrees with operation in the mTorr Fig. 1. Schematic showing trench conformal doping with plasma

t pressure range, it will have an advantage over conven- immersion ion implantaton.

0168-583X/91/$03 50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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tional implantation with collimated beams. Fig. 1 shows
the schematic of the trench doping technique using the C Plasma
beam divergence characteristics of PIII. The trench -----

samples were immersed in a BF3 plasma, with a nega- SI Wafer
tive high voltage applied to the substrate. Ions in the 0.5 mm
plasma sheath were accelerated by the negative poten- X2O

tial and implanted into the wafer. Since the gas pressure /

was maintained in the mTorr range, the accelerated ions
presumably have a mean free path of several cm due to
the charge transfer and elastic scattering. Therefore, a )aluminum Block
certain angular distribution of bombarding ions is ex- , /
pected. The full width at half maximum of this angular , -"

distribution was found to be about 30 at a gas pressure X=12.5-mm /
of 1 mTorr with - 500 V bias according to computer
simulation results from a Monte Carlo simulator PDPI
developed at UC Berkeley 111]. Negative Bias

Fig. 3. Sample geometry to simulate the trench on a macro-
scopic scale.

2. Experiment and results

The prototype Pill reactor used in this study con- ski loop). The total dose was later calibrated against the
sists of: (1) an 800 W, 2.45 GHz microwave power number of pulses. When a dc bias is used, the dose rate
supply, (2) an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) was monitored by a current meter serially connected in
source, (3) a processing chamber with wafer holder and the circuit. To avoid wafer heating and to obtain better
bias supply, and (4) gas handling and diagnostic tools, dose control, a lower microwave power of 100-200 W
The reactor was pumped to a base pressure at 10 - 7  with a current density of 0.5-1 mA/cm2 was used for
Torr before BF3 was introduced into the chamber. The the dc mode. The detailed description of PIII apparatus
gas pressure was controlled in the mTorr range. An has been presented elsewhere [12].
ECR zone was generated at the center of the source N-type Si wafers were etched with reactive ion etch-
chamber by an applied magnetic field of 875 G. The ing to form I lim wide and 5-6 Itm deep trenches. After
plasma density was adjusted by varying the microwave boron implantation in the PIII reactor,, rapid thcrmal
power input to the ECR chamber. A negative dc or annealing (RTA) in an N2 ambient at 1060'C for 30 s
pulsed high voltage was connected to the wafer holder was used to activate the dopant. The annealed sample
to 3upply the bias voltage for implantation, In pulsed was carefully cleaved to expose the trench cross sec-
mode, the charge flow per pulse was measured with an tions. A Si etchant of 30 (HNO1): 1 (HF) solution was
integrator connected to a current transformer (Rogow- then used to stain the p+/n junction. The boron dopant

uniformity and p+/n junction depth along the trench
after staining were examined with a scanning electron
microscope (SEM). Fig. 2 is a SEM picture showing the
cross section of the doped trench. This sample was
biased with a -10 kV dc voltage during Pill. The BF3
gas pressure was kept at 5 mTorr. The accumulated
areal charge of the implantation current was 4 mC/cm2 .
As seen from the SEM pictures, the trench top, side-
walls and bottom were uniformly doped. The thickness

of the doped layer is about 2500-3000 A. Uniformly
doped layers were observed in samples implanted with
-4 kV and -2 kV dc bias or -3.6 kV pulsed bias.
There was not much difference in doped layer thickness
as observed with SEM within this bias range. However,
the doped layer thickness increased to 4500 A for a
sample with ten times the dose. This is probably dae io

Fig. 2. Cross section SEM picture of Si trench doped in BF3 the fact that the implantaton profiles in all cases were
plasma using Pill. The pressure was maintained at 5 mTorr very shallow, the dopant distribution was dotmnantly
and the wafer bias was -10 kV during Pill. The wafer controlled by a driven-in mechanism during RTA, which

accumulated charge was 4 mC/cm2. is concentration dependent. This transient rapid diffu-

VII. TRENDS & APPLICATIONS
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1000 -7 -

BF Pill
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500U

0 4 812
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Fig 4 Sheet resistance of the doped layer along a sidewall of the macroscopic model trench.

sion of shallow boron dopant has been reported by poorer in the dc mode, especially when the bias voltage
Qian et al. [13]. was high. A much better uniformity, is expected with the

recently constructed ten inch reactor in UC Berkeley.

3. Macroscopic trench simulation
4. Conclusions

We have also investigated the limit of Pill conformal
doping with extremely high aspect ratio. Since it is We have demonstrated conformal doping of boron
difficult to determine the dopant profile or carrier con- in high aspect ratio S, trenches using Pill. A uniformly
centration on a I tm wide, 6 l~m deep trench sidewall, a doped p+ layer all around the sidewalls and bottom of
macroscopic trench of aspect ratio 25 : 1, made with Si trenches of apect ratio 6 : 1 was observed with scanning
slices, was used for the study. Shown in fig. 3 is the electron microscopy after junction staining. To test the
illustration of the macroscopic trench. N-type CZ wafers lirmt of Pill for conformal doping, the macroscopic
with resistivity of 10 12-cm were used to form the trench results showed that the average sheet resistance
trench. The width and depth of the trench were 0.5 and of trench sidewalls was about twice of that of the trench
12.5 mm respectively. BF3 PIII was carried out with the top and the deviation of the sheet resistance of sidewall
same bias as for the tmucroscop,c trench sample shown was ± 60% with an aspect ratio of 25 : 1.
in fig. 2. After RTA at 1060 * C for I s, sheet resistance
along trench top and sidewalls were evaluated with the
four-point probe method. The sheet resistance of the Acknowledgements
doped layer on the trench top was 225 0l/0, while the
average value on the stdew all w as 436 0 / 0. Th e varia-Th s w r w a su p te by A li d M e i l . ntion of sheet resistance along trench sidewall is shown This awoatrom thwaslsup ornia byappled MOtera. ,
in fig. 4. The area near the trench bottom was doped adagatfo h aionaSaeMCOporm

heavier than the area near the trench top. This could be
understood as a result of ion multi-reflection from
trench sidewalls and bottom. It is well known that when References
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Ion projection lithography process on dry resist

A.I. Kholopkin, M.N., Lyakhov, D.A. Pankratenko and V.V. Simonov
Scientific and Industrial Amalgamation "Vacuummashpribor", Nagornv Proe:d 7, Moscow 113105, USSR

A.F. Vyatkin
Insttute of Microelectronics Technologv and High Purity Materials, USSR Academny of Sciences., Chetnogolo'Aa 142432,
Moscow District, USSR

The ion projection lithography processes have been studied on octasilsesquioxanes-based dry resists The investigations were
carried out on an e\penmental ion projection lithography system in the gallium ion dose range of 1 0 12- 1 0 14 ions/cm2 Resist
thickness 'was ,aried from 0.01 to 0 ' m. It is shown that the lithography process offers prospects for further developments for VLSI
technolog

1. Introduction for precise conjunction of silicon stencil mask and resist
coited wafei. It has the following specifications: ion

Ion beam lithography (IBL) offers new prospects for species Ga, Al', P', B : ion energy 5-20 keV, ion
submicron device fabrication [I] It has been developed current 0.1-50 uA;. ion beam divergence less than 10-4;
in three forms- focused (FIBL) [2], masked (MIBL) [3]. image field diameter 60 mm; dose non-uniformity less
and ion projection lithography (IPL) [4]. FIBL has a than 3.0%; distance between mask and wafer 5-1000
very low throughput capability and can be used for .M.
mask repairing and special device fabrication. MIBL For preparing silicon stencil masks a special technol-
and IPL have relatively high throughput capabilities ogy based on electron beam lithography methods, ion
and can be used for VLSI circuit manufacturing. Fur- implantation, dry selective etching, and vacuum metalli-
ther progress in VLSI microfabrication technology can zation was used. The stencil masks had the following
be achieved by the application of the IPL process on characteristic, thickness 0.5-4.5 [m field size 45 X 45
dry resists. This process can be realized fully automati- mm', vertical absorber wall profiles; size of elements
cally and could lead to cost-effective VLSI production (openings) up to 0.5 prm, mismatching of different masks
The logical extension of IPL is ion projection im- less than 0.3 Itm, ion resistance up to 1019 ions/cm2

plantography (IPI), which is a process of local ion
implantation in the IC construction materials to form
areas with desirable geometrical sizes and physical and 3. Two-level resist system for MIBL
chemical properties However, IPI can only find appli-
cations in the resistless technology of VLSI manufactur- To perform the MIBL process on dry resist it is
ing once a number of fundamental and technical prob- desirable to use a two-level resist system. The first layer
lems have been solved. is a thick organic resist which flattens out surface fea-

This paper describes the results of investigation.i of tures. It is a radiation insensitive layer. The second layer
the MIBL process on dry negative resists, is a uniform thin radiation sensitive dry resist. The

pattern is transferred to this top resist which can be
developed normally A final reactive 'ion etching 'in 02

2. Exposure apparatus etches the thick nonuniorm organic resist layer under

the mask of the dry resist. This dry etching procedure is
Exposure was carried out with am ion beam con highly anisrotropic" so the original pattern is transferred

denser lens system which was part of an IP1 machine linearly through the thick resist
The ion beam condenser system consists of a liquid The first layer of polystyrene was deposited on a
metal ion source, an ion optical system for forming a silicon wafer by plasma enhanced polymerization of
parallel homogeneous ion beam, and an arrangement styrene from He and CC 4 gas mixture under 0.5 Torr

0168-583X/91/$03.50 1) 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V (North-Holland)
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Fig 1. SEM photograph of a silicon stencil mask with 1 0 tm openings.

and 100 W rf power conditions Reactive ion etching ned module by vacuum thermal evaporation at 1500C
was carried out in 0, gas under 2 x 10-2 Torr and 500 The module of dry resist deposition had the following
W rf power conditions. characteristics: resist thickness 0.01-0.6 sim, thickness

The dry negative resist, which belongs to the class of nonuniformity 5%, wafer diameter up to 100 mm, par-
octasilsesquioxanes, was deposited in a specially desig- ticle contamination in the range of 0.05-0.3 parti-

Fig 2 SEM photograph of I OX 10 p.m2 patterns formed in a 1 0 pLm thickness two-level resist system
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cles/cm2 with diameter more than 0.3 Vm. Develop- system. The measured dry resist sensitivity is about
ment of the dry resist was carried out in a specially 8 x 1012 tons/cm2. In the 8 X 1012-4 x 10" ions/cm2

designed module by heating the exposed wafers in dose range, the two-level resist patterns repeat patterns
vacuum at 107'C. All process modules could be in- on the silicon stencil mask completely., With increase in
tegrated in one line of dry electron or ion lithography dose from 4 X 1013 ions/cm 2 to 2 x 1014 ions/cm 2, the
with a vacuum wafer transport system. pattern dimensions increase by about 0.1 [tm. In com-

parison with electron projection lithography, MIBL does
not require the application of any additional treatment

4. Experimental results after dry resist development because of the absence of
scattering electrons. The two-level resist system ensures

In the experiments with dry resists, the dry resist the manufacture of thick polystyrene patterns up to 3.0
thickness was varied from 0.01 to 0.3 lim. In the experi- tim thickness under a dry resist mask with a thickness
ments with a two-level resist system, the thickness of the of about 30-50 nm.
bottom layer was varied in the 0.3-3.0 Im range, and
the thickness of the upper dry resist layer was about 50
nm. The dry resist was exposed to about 20 keV accel- 5. Conclusions
erated gallium ions at 3.5-10.0 RiA current and in the
10"--2 x 1014 ions/cm2 dose range. Exposure was car- A two-level resist system with 50 nm thick upper

ned out through a silicon stencil mask with a test layer of dry negative resist, which belongs to the class of

pattern in the form of rectangular 1.0 x 10.0 lim 2 holes octasilsesquioxanes, and a lower 0.3-3.0 [tm thick poly-
with a 2.0 [tm penod over the 40 x 40 mm 2 work field styrene layer can be used in fully dry MIBL and IPL

(fig. 1). processes for manufactunng submicron VLSI devices

The first experiments have shown that the thickness
of the exposed and polymerized dry resist layer did not
exceed 50 rim. During the development of thick dry References

resist (more than 100 nm) the polymerized patterns [11 W.L. Brown. T., Venkatesan and A Vagner, NucI Insr
became separated from the silicon wafer. This is the and Meth. 191 (1981) 157
main reason why two-level resist systems were used in [2] H Kuwano, J Appl Phys 55 (1984) 1149.
the further experiments. Fig 2 shows a scanning elec- [3] .L Bartlet, Solid State Technol. (May 1986) 215
tron microscope observation of 1.0 ltm width lines and [41 G Stengl, H Loschner, W. Maurer and P Wolf, J Vac
spaces fabricated in a 1.0 tim thick two-level resist Sc. Technol B4 (1986) 194.
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